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IN THE
TITLE

MOVlE

CONTEST

SOT

HER COAT

HER TOOTH PASTE^^^

AH women welcome the
cleanliness

and

brilliance

this tooth paste affords
SURPRISING

to some but not to us were the results of a
survey recently made in several midwestern cities. Listerine
Tooth Paste was revealed as the constant preference of many
of the wealthiest people.

The

price obviously could not be the deciding factor with
able to buy clothes worth a fortune, or men rich enough
to maintain large estates. No, indeed; these people were won to
this dentifrice by its merits and held by its permanent results in
keeping teeth healthy, clean, and sparkling.
25j£

women

REGULAR

SIZE

25^ NEW DOUBLE

SIZE 40?

They, like three million others, have discovered that Listerine
Tooth Paste pretty nearly approaches the ideal.
If you haven't tried it, we urge you to do so now. Note how
swiftly and how thoroughly it cleans teeth — enters hard-toreach crevices.

See

how quickly it

attacks unsightly tartar and discolorations

— particularly those due to smoking. Observe the flashing brilliance and lustre it gives to your teeth — modern polishing ingredients so gentle in action are responsible.

Look also for that wonderful feeling of mouth freshness and
exhilaration that this tooth paste gives; the sensation you associate with the use of Listerine itself. Lambert Pharmacal Com-

METROPOLITAN GRAND OPERA
from its N. Y. Stage.
Broadcast by LISTERINE,
announced by Geraldine Farrar
direct

Every Saturday .
Complete operas ... 3 hours
NBC stations ... see your newspaper for time
.

pany, St. Louis, Missouri.

.

.

.

.
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the fighting fury of the screen

meets

his

match

B ETT I
— a hellcat with

last

at

in

DAVIS

murder on her
conscience and Muni on her mind

And

happen!
Things
burn themselves into your
memory of a drama which combines the
best features of "I Am A Fugitive" and
then things

.

.

.

that will

"Of Human Bondage"

— Warner

Bros.'

\A\VMl
with Margaret Lindsay
Pallette

delivering

performances

the

and Eugene

other

standout

tremendous cast,
superbly directed by Archie Mayo.
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William

and
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Wyler were married

wife!

"The Good Fairy."

after they finished

A LETTER FROM

LIZA.

(We opened your mail—'Scuse

MY

it

please!)

DEAR:

"June in January" in this neck
Hollywoods all right, with
romance smeared all over the place someHardly had we gotten
thing terrific!
Ginger Rogers and Lew Ayres tucked away
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of the

in

their

new Beverly

Hills

house,

when

Evelyn Venable dashed off to Yuma to
marry Cameraman Hal Mohr, and Evelyn
Laye and Frank Lawton (from Merrie England) did the same.

Then Margaret

Sullavan up and also did
an off to Yuma with Willie Wyler, her
What a "takum" Hollywood did
director.
when they heard about that, for Maggie
and Willie had been scrapping and yapping
at each other like two spoiled brats ever
since the first day of production of "The

Good

Fairy."
a Thursday, they went to the
projection room together to see the day's
"rushes." "That scene smells," announced
Margaret. "That scene is perfect," retorted
Willie. "You are the most contrary person
With you on the set it's as
I ever met.
peaceful as a roller coaster. Will you have
"Sure," said
dinner with me tonight?"
Margaret, "and let's go out to Venice and
ride on the roller coasters."
So, to Venice they went like a couple of
fresh kids, and when they went through
the long dark tunnel on the roller coaster
Willie kissed Maggie right smack on the

Then, on

Did she haul off and pop him one?
No, she cuddled. And that, my dear, is
how Love was born.
The next day, at
the "rushes," he proposed and was accepted
with a chipper "Well, why not?" and the
Hollowing night, after working until nearly
midnight, they flew to Yuma and were
married there at eleven-thirty of a Sunday
morning.
Well, so long, I've got to go now and
throw myself into my work.

kisser.

.
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otm
and now the motion picture
that wins

SCREEN FAME!
Two

years ago

it

was the dream of

ducers, Metro Gold wyn- Mayer
-

!

pro-

its

The theme

was so daring, so exciting that nothing since
"Trader Horn" could equal
elty.

Now

it is

its brilliant

a stirring reality

Out of the High

on the

nov-

screen.

Sierras, out of the wilderness

that is America's last frontier .

.

roars this

amazing drama of the animal revolt against

man.

A

Girl Goddess of Nature!

A

ferocious

mountain lion and a deer with human
stincts!

in-

Leaders of the wild forest hordes!

A

production of startling dramatic thrills that
defies description

on the printed page

becomes on the screen

. . .

that

YOUR GREATEST

EX-

PERIENCE IN A MOTION PICTURE THEATRE!
ma

Pronounced

"SEE-

QUOYAH"

EQUOIA

A GIRL GODDESS OF NATURE LEADS
THE ANIMAL REVOLT AGAINST MAN
with

JEAN PARKER
Produced by
Directed by

JOHN W. CONS1DINE, Jr.
CHESTER M. FRANKLIN

Based on the novel "Malibu" by Vance Joseph Hoyt

for

February 1935
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Revie
A

IN

FEW WELL CHOSEN WORDS
Page

Let This

Be Your Guide.
GABLES— Splendid.

ANNE OF GREEN

of our childhood favorites brought to life
on the screen in a most commendable manner.
The entire family will go for this just as it did

Another

(Anne

Women."

"Little

for

—Shirley,

Tom

Brown.)

THE—

Excellent. A compelling and
BATTLE,
romantic drama, concerning an English and a
Japanese naval officer, which will stir your profound interest as well as your emotions. (Merle
Oberon, John Loder, Charles, Boyer.)

BROADWAY BILL— Splendid.
is

theme

basic

the

comedy-drama

of

that teams

this

Horse racing

utterly

delightful

Myrna Loy and Warner

Baxter.

THE—

Good.
CAPTAIN HATES THE SEA,
An ironic character study of a group of passengers
on a pleasure cruise. There are many delightful
(Jack Gilbert, Walter Connolly, Helen
episodes.
Vinson, Victor McLaglen.)

Irene

CHEATING CHEATERS— Fair. Two

gangs
outwit one another. The
always good for dramatic purposes, is not

worked out ingeniously in this instance.
Wray, Cesar Romero, Henry Armetta.)

COLLEGE RHYTHM— Good.
for

you

It

will

be

to

hero does to prosaic business

Landi as a
ENTER MADAME— Fair. Elissa
opera star who falls in

temperamental European
Ihe
love with an everyday American, Cary Grant.
comedy situations are light and airy, and there s
in
it.
music
some good
_

EVELYN

PRENTICE— Excellent.

grand team of Myrna Loy vs
Man" fame) together again

drama
Jewell

That

Powell (of "Thin
in a serious domestic
Bill

that will certainly entertain you.
splendid in the courtroom scene.

Isabel

Fine. A
FATHER BROWN, DETECTIVE—
place between a

fascinating character duel takes
philosophical priest and a charming crook (Walter
Gertrude Michael is the
Connolly-Paul Lukas).
heiress who weaves romance into the theme.

FLIRTATION WALK — Fine.
of this title

brings up thoughts of

Just the sound

West Point

Dick Powell as one of those
devastating cadets, with Ruby Keeler the daughter
Of course, there's music!
it?
Get
officer.
of an

and correctly, too

!

FLIRTING WITH DANGER— Fair. Edgar
Kennedy, William Cagney and Bob Armstrong
are teamed in an amusing melodramatic-farce in
which they get mixed up in everything from caba-

—

ret broils to fake revolutions.

FUGITIVE LADY —

A

case of mistaken
Fair.
identity forces Florence Rice to pose as the wife
Naturally
this
is the cause of
Hamilton.
of Neil
many exciting situations. (Donald Cook, Rita

Le Roy.)

FUGITIVE ROAD — Good.

Erich Von Stroan Austrian military
is suddenly dramaby the advent of a Russian girl (Wera
Engels) and an American (Leslie Fenton).

heim, as the
post,
tized

Commandant

of

whose routine existence

THE—

Fair.
Carole Lombard
GAY BRIDE,
Chester Morris are teamed together in a
During
gangster story that borders on satire.
its lighter moments it is really quite amusing.
(Leo Carrillo, Nat Pendleton, Sam Hardy.)

and

GAY DIVORCEE,

THE^Splendid.

You'll
travel far to find a more romantic and joyous comedy than this, and to see more exquisite dancing.
But, then, dancing is the order of the day when
Fred Astaire graces a film. (Ginger Rogers, Alice
Brady, Ed. Everett Horlon.)

GENTLEMEN ARE BORN— Good.
you have

6

"Age

"Gay

Nineties."

eral frustrated university graduates
after the fanfare of commencement day.
(Franchot Tone,

Margaret Lindsay, Ann Dvorak.)

A— Fine.

GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST,

This sentimental Gene Stratton Porter novel has
been filmed remarkably well.
You will like

Marian Marsh

in the title role, also

Ralph Morgan

the family friend, and you may hiss Louise
Dresser for her fine playing of the cruel mother.

as

HOME ON THE RANGE— Only

so-so.

A

Zane Grey story

that has every conceivable type
The
of melodramtic action mixed into its plot.
youngsters may greet it graciously, but not adults.
(Joe Morrison, Jackie Coogan, Randolph Scott,

Here

a dramatic glimpse into the lives of sev-

I

AM A THIEF— Good.

There's excitement

thrills galore when two bands of intelligent
crooks pit their brains against each other during
a trip on the Express travelling from Paris to

and

(Ricardo Cortez,

Istabul.

Mary

Astor.)

—

I'LL FIX IT Fine. Jack Holt (our favorite
politician whose soft spot is his
kid brother and, eventually, the kid's schoolmarm
(Mona Barrie).

he-man) cast as a

IT'S
all

W.

—

A

GIFT Fine. Here's a barrel of fun for
C. Fields' addicts, and their name is legion.

So what more can you
ask for if you're looking for laughs and plenty of
nonsense?

Baby LeRoy's

in this, too.

—

JEALOUSY Fair. A prizefight yarn with a
melodramatic twist that occasions a number of
thrills

denouement is reached.
George Murphy, Donald Cook.)

before the surprise

(Nancy

Carroll,

KARA— Just

(La

Curaracha)
Duna in a melodrama of the South Seas. In the
cast Mitchell Lewis, Raymond Hatton, Regis
Fair.

Steffi

Toomey.

KID MILLIONS— Fine.
this latest
the blues.

You

shouldn't miss

it's

for

— a sure cure
delightful comedy, some good

Eddie Cantor opus

It has
songs and a swell cast, including Ethel
and Block & Sully.

LADY

Merman

CHOICE—

Entertaining.
BY
An unusual and intriguing situation arises when Carole
Lombard, an alluring fan dancer, adopts the astute
May Robson as her mother. (Roger Pryor- Walter
Connolly.)

LIMEHOUSE BLUES— Just

Fair.
In the
days this was once done as "Broken Blossoms." This version of the story will not linger
(Geo. Raft,
in the memory as that did, however.
Jean Parker, Anna May Wong, Joe Morrison.)
silent

MAYBE

LOVE— Fair. A

IT'S

business and romance, with

blending 01
Ross

Gloria Stuart,

Alexander and Phillip Reed providing a comelj
triangle, and Joseph Cawthorn creating the manj

Evelyn Brent.)

is

With "Back

"Sweet Adeline."

"Stingaree,"

(Fay

watch what the modern college
when his turn comes
(Lanny Ross,
to make a commercial touchdown.
Brian.)
Mary
Jack Oakie,

amusing

in

of Innocence" and
"Sweet Adeline" to her credit, Irene has done
even more than Mae West to popularize the

of jewel thieves try to

idea

Dunne

Street,"

hearty laughs.

MUSIC IN THE AIR— Good.
the musical

comedy

of the

Fashioned from

same name you must

al]

be familiar with the gorgeous songs in this film
which has Gloria Swanson, John Boles and Douglass Montgomery in the tempestuous leading roles.

ONE

IN A

MILLION—

A

Good.
sincere,
story in which the poor little shop
finds herself in the arms of
the wealthy shop owner's son (Charles Starrett)
at the fadeout.
nicely told
girl

little

(Dorothy Wilson)

OUTCAST LADY— Fair. Remember

—

Michae!

Arlen's "Green Hat"
later known as "Lady oj
Affairs" with Greta Garbo? Well, here it is agair
all toned down to a dull grey by the censors, and
with Connie Bennett & Herbert Marshall in the
leading roles.

PERFECT CLUE, THE— Good. A

fairly enthat becomes a ticklish
too many reels are. unwound. (Dorothy Libaire, David Manners, Skeets
Gallagher.)

drama
murder mystery before

tertaining society

STRANGE WIVES—Amusing.
all his wife's

Saddled with
Russian relatives, an American busi-

man

considers himself in a heck of a mess.
But the situation rights itself in a most amazing
(Roger Pryor, Esther Ralston, June
manner.
Clayworth, Ralph Forbes.)

ness

THE—

Fine. Again Jimmy
ST. LOUIS KID,
Cagney is the center of a fast and furiously exciting melodrama with milk wars, gangland and
(Patricia
romance generously blended together.
Ellis-Allen Jenkins.)

—

WEDNESDAY'S CHILD — Good.

Showing

the disastrous effect the divorce of his parents (Edward Arnold and Karen Morley) has on a highly
sensitive lad of ten (Frankie Thomas).

WEST

THE PECOS—

Fine.
This is a
OF
Western good story, beautiful photography, and smooth production throughout. Cast
includes Richard Dix, Martha Sleeper, Louise
Beavers, Fred Kohler.

grand

—

WHITE PARADE, THE—

A

fine,
Excellent.
sensitive story woven around the life of student
Engrossing from benurses in a large hospital.
Fine performances by Loretta
ginning to end.
Young, John Boles, Sara Haden, Dorothy Wilson,

and Jane Darwell.

Silver Screen

Gary Cooper, lighting Man
of all

Nations!

by James A. Daniels
He has worn the uniforms of a half-dozen nations and twice that many
branches of the various services. He has carried every known form of war
weapon from a six-gun to a cavalry lance. He has soldiered in the Sahara,
the trenches of France, the mountains of Italy and on the battlefields of our
own Civil War. He has fought hand-to-hand, in the air and astride a horse.
That's the unique record of filmdom's best-beloved portrayer of warlike roles
Too young to see actual service in the World War, the tall
Montana lad nevertheless has earned the screen title of "The Fighting Man of

—Gary Cooper.

All Nations."

M

enlisted "first as an aviator in that never-to-be-forgotten picture,"Wings.
Then came brief periods of service in the French Foreign Legion in "Beau
can forget him as the American
Sabreur"and again in"Morocco."
ambulance driver on the Italian front in "A Farewell to Arms"? Then
there were the roles of the British Tommy in "Seven Days Leave,"

Who

S. Marine in'Tf I Had a Million" and the American doughboy in "The Shopworn Angel." More recently he turned time back
to don the uniform of an officer of the Confederacy in the Civil War.

the U.

Nor

is

Gary through with uniforms. He has just finished the stellar
Paramount's "The Lives of a Bengal Lancer" and both

role in

!§,

Gary and the studio believe it is the most colorful characrerization of them all. As the heroic young captain in this picked
British regiment stationed on the northern boundary of India,
Gary alternates between the English Army service uniforms and
the picturesque Indian dress uniforms worn in honor of the
native allies of the British.

But more important than the uniforms he wears

is the part he
the tensely dramatic role of a British officer who
goes gayly into danger in order that the honor of the regiment, the Bengal Lancers, may remain unsullied and that a
soldier-father may never know that his son betrayed the regiment. Critics who have seen the picture agree that it marks a new high
for Cooper and that the picture promises to be to talking pictures
what "Beau Geste" was to the silent screen.

plays.

It's

Surrounding Cooper

in this colorful setting are such excellent actors
Standing, himself an officer in the British Navy in the
World War; Richard Cromwell, Franchot Tone, C. Aubrey Smith,
Monte Blue and Kathleen Burke. Henry Hathaway directed "The
Lives of a Bengal Lancer," a picture which has taken three
years to make, and which was partially filmed in India.

as Sir
jk

for

February 1935
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"Y ou re
Me?"
Learn to Draw

Xellin

at Home
New Method Makes

Amazingly

It

Simple
Trained artista earn from $50 to over $250 a week.
Tremendous demand right now for good art work. Maganewspapers, advertisers, printing houses,

zines,

Become an

etc.

new easy method of
home in spare time.

artist through wonderful

—

personalized instruction
right at
Learn Illustrating, Designing and Cartooning. Actual
fun learning this way. Learn to draw and earn big money
1

Send for FREE

BOOK

—

Just printed a new book which describes the latest
developments and wonderful opportunities in Commercial
Art, gives full details on this new easy method of learning to draw. Tells all about our students their successes
what they say actual reproductions of their worn and
how many earned big money even while learning! Write
for this Free Book and details of big Commercial Artist's
Outfit GIVEN to all new students. Mail postcard or letter
now.

—

1

—

—

—

Merle Oberon, the

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
Studio

1115 15th

N.W..

St..

sensation of "The
Battle" and "The
Life
Private
of

172
Washington. D. C.

Don Juan,"

MercoJizedWax

in

Ben Franklin

By Writing

Keeps Skin Young
Mercolized Wax daily as directed. Invisible
particles of aged skin are freed and all
defects such as blackheads, tan, freckles and
large pores disappear. Skin is then beautifully clear, velvety and so soft
face looks
years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. At all leading druggists.

I
I

at

last

lipstick

that

I

We

Won't Tell

A

smooth,

Permapoint

the easiest to use and most indelible of lipsticks.

Forget what

your oldyour lips

is left of

be
Let
NOW.
—beginning
Get Permapoint TODAY. At

style lipstick.
at their best

partment

Or send $1.00

for Permapoint, postpaid. Vivid,
Light, Raspberry, Medium.
Quintess, Inc., Dept. D-2,
The
220 E. 42nd St., N. Y.

PERMAPOINT

|

QUINTESS,

I

I

|

J
j
J

J

iatt

word

in lipstick indelibility

INC., Dept. D-2, 220 E. 42nd St., N. Y.
Send me Permapoint in shade checked.
enclose $1.
Light (a most attractive
Vivid (very bright).
Raspberry (becoming to dark and
average shade).
Medium (for decided brunettes). Or
light skin).
mark with your present lipstick in margin. We will
send corresponding shade.

Q

D

Name

I

J
I
I

|
j

"One Night

of Love," Lyle

clean shaven in all his pictures, while Neil Hamilton
is heavily bearded."

|

Supposed

Address

Government Jobs
Start $1260 to $2100 Year
Hallway Postal Clerks — Mail Carriers
Washington
Clerks — Clerks
—
Liquor Gauners. Men. women 18

U. S.

to

Write Immediately for free list of
Government positions. Many Winter
FRANKLIN INSTIexaminations.

TUTE, Dept. L300, Rochester, N.Y.

That's right.

M-G-M.

THINK

that Evelyn
Venable possesses (he most
beautifully shaped eyes in
"I

first

Mush

is

humorous

rate."

always so serious.

"MELODIOUS,

graceful, beautiful, thrillwith heart interest
scarcely describes the enchanting song-picture 'One Night Of Love,' featuring golden
voiced, exquisite Grace Moore dominated by
her masterful, operatic instructor, Tullio
It is like a beautiful dream
Carminati.
commo true and leaving us wishing
for more, especially Grace
Moore," writes Ed. S. Phelps
of Houston, Tex.

ing

and

surcharged

You mean— it's O.K.

"HAVE

$10 for the best
and $2 for every

Telling

Vita in in

of pic-

Duiiey

you ever dreamt

being sophisticated, or
even wanted to be?" asks
Helen Butler of Culbert St.,
Syracuse, N. Y. "If so, you
will give up the idea when
you see Jean Parker as the
sweet heroine of 'Have A
of

other

to

starring in her

way, this picture was

PAID FOR

velopment due

at

8

Miriam Hopkins

EVERY LETTER

be sixteen
years old. Extraordinary deto

of

Norwich, Conn., "but personally I prewith a sense of humor in them
rather than the mushy kind. True to form
was 'The Richest Girl in the World.' With

HELEN NORTHCATT
of N. Church St., Grass
Valley, Calif., writes "What
would like to know is
I
why Tarzan is always so

own opinion

fer pictures

going

is

has his

Brenden O'Connell

St.,

always listen for the break away.

Since
good.

de-

stores.

"EVERYONE
tures," writes

AM

design applicator-case and a
soft,

/ surrender, dear.

surprised that Silver Screen
"I
doesn't have much to say about Lyle TalHe is versatile, plays any type of
bot.
role, and is an all around good actor on
the screen. To my way of thinking," writes
Alexander C. Mackay of Maiden Ave., Hot
Springs, S. D., "he should be starred by
I have seen him in stock and
his studio.
like him equally as well on the screen."

Kisses

alluring color that actually lasts all day.
No other lipstick is, or can
specialbe, like Permapoint.

—
non-drying — make

Lauretta
Los Angeles,

writes
St.,

natural, un-obvious way the main characters' affection for each other was shown."

bright,

new-type cosmetic

audience,"

Grand View

"For one thing, people always look
so silly when they kiss— their faces getting
To me one of the
so absurdly distorted.
high points of 'The Thin Man' was the

INDELIBLE
a

is

the
of

and she is my favorite actress. After
seeing her act in 'Death Takes A Holiday,'
believe she is deserving of better and
I
bigger parts.
To use a collegiate phrase,
'She is darling,' " writes Ace Merry, Battery D, 16th C. A., Fort DeRussy, T. H.

Calif.

ply dissolve one ounce Saxolite in half-pint I
witoh hazel and use daily as face lotion, j

simply does not come off. One application glorifies your lips with

in

Chapman

of all lipsticks
Here

uncomfort-

l

others

Revolution

pictures,

feel

able during the kissing scenes, and
have also sensed the same feeling in

—

MOST

always

V'
-L

—

Powdered S axo lite
Reduces wrinkles and other age-signs. Sim-

I

War Of The

now

What Can You Do ?

Letters.

The $10 Letter

ERSONALLY

Absorb blemishes and discolorations using

I
I

The

Started

is

Hollywood.

ed.
tor,

45

print-

letter

Address "You're

Me?"

Silver

W.

EdiScreen,

45th

New York

St.,

Heart.'

City.

All

"

right,

the

hell

with

it.

Silver Screen

!

ELEANOR KOCH
writes

LaMoille,
of
night at the show, 'He

"One

111.,

Was

Her Man,' someone, who sat behind us,
James Cagney. She said, 'All
do is kiss. He's too mushy. I

eauce

didn't like
he wants to
like

don't, so

I

man

the other

(Victor

better

turned around, and perhaps

I

she hadn't kept still just then there
have been a fight."

Now

Tory).'

there's a real

Cagney

if

would

fan.

your

WA

AND HIPS

S T

I

THREE INCHES

TEN DAYS

IN

"WHY

does the movie heroine, who is
supposed to be rolling in poverty, always
wear such exquisite, enticing and expensive
lingerie?" asks Margaret Hayden of Pasadena Ave., Azusa, Calif. "The latest example of the kind of underwear the poor
girl wears was in Grace Moore's otherwise
perfect picture, 'One Night of Love,' where
the great voice teacher comes into her dressing room and makes her hold a couple of
high 'C's' for him. Instead, she holds a
style show of what lingerie the well dressed
rich girl should wear."

We

wouldn't know about

with the

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE
or

it

won't cost

you one cent

that.

"THE brightest corner in our cinema
Hall of Fame," writes E. D. Hall of Bowser
Ave., Dallas, Tex., "has long been occupied
by that petite and versatile artist, Miss
Helen Hayes, whose acting is so fine and
sincere that she wrings our hearts, and
whose charm is truly a 'sort of a bloom on
woman.'

a

"

We liked the first part
Woman Knows" best.

of

"What Every

"WHAT

I can't understand is, why they
have Claudette Colbert and Clark
Gable star in another picture together

don't

The public is almost 'wild' for anagain
Happened One
other picture like 'It
Night, " writes Mary Lonaine Lyons of
"Well,
Mississippi St., San Diego, Calif.
here is hoping that the public and I get
our wish (I used the turkey's wishbone for

"\ really felt better,

my

bad? no longer ached,
and had a new feeling
I

this)."

of

But you have to wish on
stars and dandelions, too.

all

"THE screen is infinitely richer with a
personality like Francis Lederer's," writes
Ida Kaech of New Glarus, Wis. "He has already endeared himself to the fans with his
youngness of spirit, his joy of living, his
gusto and his

warm

energy".

the shooting

7

ou

can

10 DAYS at
WANT YOU to try the

E

living the part."

PerfolasticGirdleandUpliftBrassiere.
Test them for yourself for 10 days
absolutely FREE. Then, if you have
not reduced at least 3 inches around
waist and hips, they will cost you
nothing!

We are told that the pretty girls are the
very ones who skid.

THE MASSAGE-LIKE ACTION REDUCES
QUICKLY, EASILY and SAFELY

DUNN

"IRENE

is lovely," writes Alyce
of Gilbert Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio, "a
person I should really love to know. But
why cast her as a shady lady, or almost one?
She is far too lovely to impress you as one

The massage-like

action of these

famous Perfolastic Reducing
Garments takes the place of months
of tiring exercises.
It removes
surplus fat and stimulates the body
once more into energetic health.
KEEPS

YOUR BODY COOL AND FRESH

The ventilating perforations allow

"The

Scarlet Pimpernel" finished, Leslie
returns and will do a stage

Howard
play in

New

York and maybe

a picture

in the East.

for
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.

and BRASSIERE
our expense

for

friendliness."

Noe

the

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE

Your graceful vocabulary indicates that
your taste is a further compliment to Francis.

TEST

the skin pores to breathe normally.
The inner surface of the Perfolastic
is a delightfully soft, satinized fabric,
especially designed to wear next to
It does away with all
the body.
irritation, chafing and discomfort,
keeping your body cool and fresh
A special adjustable
at all times.
back allows for perfect fit as inches
disappear.

The new Perfolastic Girdle and
Brassiere knead away the fat at
only those places where you want
to reduce, in order to regain your
Beware of reyouthful slimness.
ducing agents that take the weight
off the entire body . . . for a scrawny
neck and face are as unattractive
as a too-fat figure.
SEND FOR 10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER

You can prove to yourself quickly
and definitely whether or not this
very efficient girdle and brassiere
will reduce you. You do not need
try them for
to risk one penny
10 days at our expense!
Don't wait any longer
act
.

.

.

.

today!

,

.

.

^

C3^D <^£>

PERFOLASTIC,

Inc.

EAST 42nd ST., Dept. 442, NEW YORK, N.Y.
Without obligation on my part, please send me
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describing and illustrating the new
Girdle and Brassiere also sample
of perforated rubber and particulars of your

FREE booklet
Perfolastic

10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Name

A Mress
City
Use Coupon or Send

State

Name and

Address on Penny Post Card

STARS MUST EAT

Favorite
Dishes of
Chester Morris!
These little wafers have done
wonders for thousands

The Wives, At Home,
Keep The Screen

CAN MAKE your dream complexion
YOU
come
But remember
— you
true.

this

can't

away a bad complexion with expensive
creams and ointments. You can't cover it up
with cosmetics. Get at the cause. Most muddy,
pale complexions, pimply, blotchy skins, are
caused by sluggishness of the bowels and lack
of calcium in the system. Stuart's Calcium
Wafers correct both of these troubles quickly,
easily, pleasantly.
Thousands of charming
rub

Lovers Havvy.

—

By Ruth Corbm

—

women owe

their clear, healthy skins
their
satin-smooth, radiantly fresh complexions to

these marvelous little wafers. Try them for
a few days
then look in your mirror!

—

AT ALL

DRUG STORES— 10c and

my

plauded

Sue Morris, wife
of Chester Morris,

60c

efforts,

"In the beginning
makes up a batch
I was quite nonchaof Chet's specials.
t thought runi ant
ning a house was
easy. I wouldn't even
allow Chet to hire a
cook. I insisted that I could do it. Armed
with a good cook book I started out. Chet
was fond of chocolate cake with marshmallow filling. So, one evening, I decided
to make one for him.
"I followed the directions in the book exactly and it did look beautiful.
I took
great care in fixing the icing. Then, when
.

BE

A

JAZZ MUSIC MASTER
Piano

Play

By Ear

Play popular song hits perfectly.
Hum the tune, play it by ear. No
teacher self-instruction. No tedious ding-dong daily practice just
20 brief, entertaining lessons, eas*
ily mastered.

—

—

At Home in Your Spare Time
Send for FREE BOOK. Learn many
styles of bass
trick endings.

and svncopation
If
10c (coin or
-

stamps) is enclosed, you also receive wonderful booklet "How to
Entertain at Piano" and many new
tricks, stunts, etc.

Niagara School
Dept. 4003,

Music

off
Falls, N. Y.

Niagara

for this Free

Book

Read the future! Control Coming Events with

THE MAGIC
PENDULUM
Used
New
Scientific Discovery.

by Private Police in Europe.
When
. . . Health . . . Consult itl
you see it moving by itself you won't believe your
Be among the
eyes . . Yet it will tell you the truth!
Order
today
in
America.
Details
free.
first to use it
We
a complete Silver Pendulum with instructions.
pay postage. Pay Postman C.O.D. on delivery or send

Love

.

,

.

Business

one dollar to the:

PENDOL CO.

WANT
TO

Winona, Minn.

BROADCASTP
If you have talent here's your chance to
get into Broadcasting. New Floyd Gibbons
method trains you at home in spare time.
Fascinating course fully explained in Free
Booklet, "How to Find Your Place in
Broadcasting." Send for your copy today.
Give age. Floyd Gibbons School of Broadcasting, 2000— 14th St.. N. W., Dept.
5B10, Washington, D. C.

FASHION ART
Amazingly easy and eimplc.
New FASHION-ACTION
STENCIL endorsed by America's foremost School of FaBhion,
brings Fashion Art within the reach of ALL.
This expert
ithod teaohea you the art of drawing perfect Fashion figures
the first step towarda that popular monoylmediately
naking profession! Fashion Dcnigning and Styling. Elaborate Book of Instructions, ideas and Fashion Action-Stencil— complete to you for only $5.00. Send check or money
order and got your Book and Stencil by return mail.
Write NOW
Supply Dept. FASHION ACADEMY,
30 Rockefeller Plaza, Fifth Avenue. New York.

—

I

SONGS

..of?

TALKING

PICTURES

paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to

your lyrioa or lyrics tu vmir mime, Reoure U. S. cum rii:ht, bni.idi'H4t vour
m'.iiic nvcr tho radio.
Our sale* dcparl men t hul>nn'-< to Muni.; iniWiHlicr*

ami Hollywood

I'irhiri'

Studios.

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE,
Sierra Visla,

10

WHITE TODAY

for

FREE BOOKLET.

604 Meyer Bldg., Western Avenue and

Hollywood, California

I

WENT

out to

call

upon Sue Morris

the other day, and I found her in the
kitchen fixing some sandwiches for
Chester, who was working until "all hours"
that night at M-G-M on retakes for "The
Gay Bride," in which he is co-starred with
Carole Lombard.
Sue said that she knew Chet was going
to be too tired to eat a regular dinner so
she was fixing up something light and
tasty for him.
She looked very pretty and
was wearing a little white organdy apron
over her dark wool dress.
talked about foods, of course, and
children and keeping house in general.
Suddenly it dawned upon me that Chester
Morris is a lucky man. Moreover, he isn't
the only one. There are a baker's dozen
of lucky men in Hollywood, who have won
an enviable place in the films and who
They are
bask in the spotlight of fame.

We

married to charming women, many of
whom could win film success for themselves if they chose, but they prefer to
live in the reflected glory of the men whose
names they bear. Some have never tried
their wings but are pretty and talented
enough to win a hearing if they so desired.
Some, when they married, gave up
careers that

had begun

auspiciously.

nicely

ried.

Now

launched

when

they

they are quite satisfied

marto be

merely the wives of famous actors.
I asked Sue about it— how she has been
able to find happiness in marriage after her
brief taste of stage success.
"It hasn't been difficult," she told me, "I
don't believe there is room for more than
one career in the same house. When Chet
and I were married, I decided to make a
career of marriage.
"I can't tell you about all the little, absurd things that happened in those first few
years of our married life.
It isn't
the
easiest thing in the world to step off the
into
stage and
the kitchen and be able to

make

wheels go round without any
Chet and I managed to do it, be-

the

friction.

the icing.
sessed.

cause I was so anxious to be a success as
a housewife and he understood and up-

We

tried

every knife

and

"Finally Chet
actually played

ball

more fun than

if

gave it
with it.
I

we

pos-

up

and
had

We

we had eaten it. Of
course, I made up my mind right then
that I would make nice cakes and pies and
everything else.
Eventually I succeeded.
But it took time and patience and perseverance.
"I

Mrs. Neil Hamilton, Mrs. Richard Arlen
and Mrs. Chester Morris all had their
careers

Chet came home that night, I showed it
to him and he was tickled pink.
" 'I didn't know you could make a cake,"
he told me. I assured him in quite a matter of fact manner that I had been making
them since I was this high. Then we ate
our dinner and I brought on the cake and
I had to admit that was my first cake.
It
compared favorably with the first biscuits
that brides usually make. We couldn't cut
it at all.
It was hard as a rock; so was

have never regretted giving up

career though.

lywood.

We

We

are

happy here

my

in Hol-

have our own home and a
them were

nice circle of friends. Many of
friends of ours when we were in

"Bob Montgomery and

his

New

wife,

York.
Betty,

and Mr. and Mrs. Eliott Nugent often
come over and have midnight supper with
us, and we sit around and talk or play
bridge, just as we used to do when Chet
was on the stage.
"You won't believe it but our piece de
resistance at these midnight suppers are
onion sandwiches. Bob is especially fond
of them and insists on drinking milk with
them.
Mr. and Mrs. Nugent and Chet
and I drink colfee with ours.
I
make
generous sandwiches, too.
"Our cook bakes wonderful bread. I
cut slices of fresh bread and butter them
For filling. I use slices of
thoroughly.
large white Bermuda onions that have
soaked
for
about fifteen minutes in
been

Silver

Screen

1

vinegar, salt

and pepper.

usually have sandwiches and
got into
to bed.
the habit when he was on the stage in
New York. Before we were married, I often
visited at his home and saw how they enjoyed late suppers after his father and he
returned from the show. I decided to encourage rather than break him of the
habit, because he liked to tell me during
this meal what had gone on at the theatre
each night. Friends often dropped in and
joined us, and it was really fun.
"Now, of course, since Chet keeps daytime hours, we are getting away from the
habit except when friends visit us.
"Chet has never been hard to please
where food is concerned. He eats energyproducing foods and tries to keep himself
in good condition, but he has never fol-

"Chet and

I

We

coffee before going

lowed any kind of a

*B.O."

NO JOKE

IS
MY DOCTOR SAYS EVERYONE
SUBJECT TO

IS

diet.

IT

/

"He doesn't care about salads.
plain foods and vegetables. He is fond of
brussels sprouts, canned peas, roast beef,
have
steak, tripe and fried onions.
lamb chops frequently because both of
the children like them.
"Chet likes Spanish omelettes, made by
beating up eggs with several tablespoons
of cream and milk, and adding tomatoes
Likes

We

and seasoning

to taste with salt,

pepper and

paprika.

"Sometimes Chet likes tartar steak for
It doesn't sound very appetizing
dinner.
but it looks good and he is very fond of it.
"I place about four tablespoons of raw,
ground steak on a plate and cover thinly
with tartar sauce.
Then I drop a raw
egg on the top of this and place about two
tablespoons of finely chopped onion on
the side. Served with fresh bread and butter and coffee, Chet insists that nothing
could taste better.
"I often serve stuffed crab.
The recipe
difficult but is really quite simple.

sounds

Stuffed Crab

(or shrimp)

tablespoons of butter
2 tablespoons of flour
teaspoon sugar
1
1
lb. of crab or shrimp
a green peppers
2 cups of thin cream
1 teaspoon mustard, salt and paprika
Worcester sauce
2 teaspoons
2

Half cup mushrooms

Put butter, flour and cream in a double
Add mustard,
boiler and stir until thick.
sugar, salt and paprika to taste. Add crab
or shrimp meat, into which chopped peppers and mushrooms have been mixed.
Fill shells and bake twenty minutes in a

moderate oven. Remove, cover with bread
crumbs and butter, and place under the
broiler until browned.
Another favorite dish with the Morris
family follows:

Cheese Fondue

melted butter
chopped onion
2 eggs well beaten

14

1

1
1

i/

2

lb.

Don't take chances

finely

American cheese
chopped tomato
teaspoon mustard
lb.

advancement. Play safe
Lathers

Place the butter and cheese in a double
salt, pepper and mustard.
together and cook until thoroughly mixed and melted.
Remove from fire
and add the beaten eggs. It is then ready

boiler

Beat

and add

all

to serve.

more

dorizes pores.

scent tells

freely,
Its

own

— bathe

fresh, clean, quickly-vanishing

you Lifebuoy gives

ner includes:

extra protection.

Complexions clear and freshen
Lifebuoy

is

wonderfully mild and gentle, kind to every
purifies pores of clogged

skin. It penetrates deeply

According to Sue, Chester's favorite din-

;

waste; brings fresh, healthy radiance to dull skins.
Approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau

Minced clam soup
Lettuce salad
Thousand island dressing
Rare roast beef
Baked potatoes
(canned) Creamed pea?

Camembert

Brussels sprouts

Apple pie
Coffee

for

romance, check business
often with Lifebuoy.
cleanses deeper, purifies and deo-

"B.O." (body odor) can ruin
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NAPOLEON'S MASTER
with the troops .... with the ladies

Arliss

surpasses himself

I

Wellington, the Iron Duke,

who

out

-

maneuvered

Napoleon on
fields

and

the battle-

in

the ball-

rooms of France!
Thrillingly

portrayed by

the electrifying genius of

George

Arliss!

NOVA

PILBEAM,

in

LITTLE FRIEND;

CHU CHIN CHOW; POWER;
EVELYN LAYE in EVENSONG;
JACK HULBERT in JACK AHOY;
JESSIE MATTHEWS in EVERGREEN;
EVELYN LAYE. HENRY WILCOXON
in

GAUMONT
12

BRITISH

PRINCESS

CHARMING

.

.

.

PRODUCTIONS
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SHIRLEY TEMPLE

.

has

come

open about her romance. Noi
Hollywood denials for her.

decided that Jimmy Dunn is he;
cial property and she doesn't
those movie blondes poaching on
tory.
The other day on the set c
Eyes," Jimmy was making paper
the adoring Miss Temple when A
breezed on the stage, and, there
vacant chair, plunked herself right

Jimmy's

1

lap.

gave her the dirtiest loc
any female ever gave another femak
you don't mind lending me your
Shirley

j

man, do you, Shirley?" said Alice
"Jimmy and I are going to be tears
the new George White Scandals."
"Huh," remarked Miss .Temple,
crossed the stage and plunked herself
But she cou
in the director's lap.
Slyly she worked
stand it very long.
way up to Jimmy's side and whispere
his ear, "I'll marry you."
[

MAURICE
still

CHEVALIER

is

up

to his

tricks— visiting Kay Francis.
But
gets those transatlantic telephone

from Rome,

1

c;

Italy.

—.<$>.—

DON'T

ever say hard-hearted Hollywooi
Little Mary Blackford (you probabl
saw her in "Love Time") was in a seriou
automobile accident, and the doctors tolc
her she would be paralyzed for life unless she had a very expensive operation.
So Mary's young pals got together and
arranged for a Benefit Ball at the Cocoanut

Grove, with Will Rogers as master of ceremonies, and Hollywood simply broke a
blood vessel getting there.
Everybody
bought tickets, and nearly everybody attendOver $6000 was cleared. Will Rogers
ed.
and Joan Crawford took over the expenses
of the benefit.

A YEAR

.

— —

has made quite a bit of difference in the fortunes of the Holts. Last
Christmas they barely had enough to eat,

for

Feb

rua ry

1935
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soon as they learn each other's
telephone numbers. No, Lew
and Ginger are the conservative type, thank goodness, and
hioned way: courtship, church wedding,
'"

1

ngs in my time but never one so simple,
romantic as theirs was out at the Little
n Glendale. Ginger looked simply beaulace and a big picture hat.
Her little
sas he 1 maid of honor, and her two best
"

od, Janet Gaynor and Mary Brian, were
lad Ben Alexander for his best man. Lew
leason and William Bakewell have all been
sed together in "All Quiet on the Western
;ck together in this jealousy-ridden Hollyothers, always rejoicing in the success and

ng had

its

humorous

note.

Lew

sold his

•mply dripped chromium months ago, as
tor his simple mode of living and bought
an.
In this sedan he and Ben arrived at
in their striped pants and top hats, but
a hat, forgot about the topper as he was
knocked it against the door and away it
ill with Lew chasing after it like a quarter.

Silvef

Screen

Ginger!
By
back trying to retrieve
fumble.
Hundreds
of fans waiting outside
the church for autographs had the laugh
a

of their lives.

The wedding

recep-

tion was

French

held in the
Room of the

Ambassador Hotel,
where there were gathered a few close friends
of both families, and a

p atncia

K eats

few of the Press, to toast the bride and groom in champagne and
cut the cake. Then a lot of husbands, including Andy Devine,
Wally Ford and Ronnie Burla, lined up to kiss the bride, Lois
Wilson caught the bride's bouquet, a camera flashed, and the
next thing you knew the young couple had disappeared.
Believe it or not, up until the time they disappeared from the
French Room neither Ginger nor Lew had the slightest idea
where they were going on their honeymoon. It's so typical of
both of them that places mean nothing. "Well, where will it be,
Ginger?" Lew asked as they got into their coats, "Monterey or

Arrowhead? Name it." He flipped a coin and the mountain
cabin at Lake Arrowhead won. I don't suppose any Hollywood
honeymoon was ever decided upon quite so casually as that.
Nor, for that matter, do I suppose any going-away wardrobe
was ever quite as simple as that of Mr. and Mrs. Lew Ayres. Lew
wore the inevitable corduroy and lumberjack shirt, and Ginger
wore a beret, sports coat and knitted pajamas. Mercy, when
Monsieur Lanvin hears about that he will probably swoon dead
away in Messieurs Patou's and Lelong's arms while Madame
Schiaparelli fans him back to life.
Mercy, yes.
But the honeymoon didn't last long, as Ginger had to start
work immediately on "Roberta," which they do say is going to
make "The Gay Divorcee" look like an orphan. Anyway, Ginger
and Fred Astaire dance together again and that's all I ask out
of life— that and a million dollars.
I saw Ginger on the set, and I must say I have never seen
anyone so happy, so utterly utterly happy, and it is certainly a
treat to find someone utterly utterly happy in this town where
Ginger is tops
worries breed faster than mosquitoes in Jersey.
in everything. She's young and healthy and rich and ecstatically
in love.
Her last pictures, "The Gay Divorcee" and "Romance
in Manhattan," are breaking box office records all over the country, which has suddenly become so Ginger Rogers-conscious that
her studio had to stick another zero on to her salary check.
You might think that all this suffusion of happiness and gifts
(you should see the silver they crashed
from the gods and
through with for her wedding present) would make Ginger a bit
smug and conceited and self-centered. But that just shows how

RKO

you know about Ginger Rogers. What is this little Rogers
red-head really like? Well, I'll tell you, but do take "The Continental" off thor victrola or you'll have me dashing out into the
night looking for tables to dance over with Fred Astaire.
When Ginger (her real name is Virginia, but a baby cousin
gave her the nickname and it stuck) was seven years old she was
living with her mother, a newspaper woman, in Washington, D. C,
and in those days the Rogers were having a depression all
Mrs. Rogers was given an [Continued on page 59]
their own.
little

Mr. and Mrs., Lew
Ayres after the ceremony. No
dash in the night to a Justice of
the Peace for Lew.
He certainMarried.

ly looks conservative.

for
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The

bride-elect visits her man
set of "Lottery Lover."

on the
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The Movies Mis-

In

And

takes

Run To
"ITHOUT

W!
"Credit,

if

exaggera-

at

$1,000,000."

The

officials

terrific

success

R-K-O's "The Gay Divorcee," made possible by the talented dancing feet and
personal
tions

of
harvest in

appear,

the part of

charm of Astaire, plus the expectacompany for a rich financial

that

subsequent

my

flickers in

which he

of

was a $1,000,000 blunder
to permit Fred Astaire

on

million-dollar

case, it

M-G-M

will

appraisal

justifies

him.
This being the

Big Figures.

were called
upon to list their assets, they could
down, beside the name of Fred Astaire,
tion,

set'

any attempt

R-K-O

Successes

of

The charm of
Margaret Sullavan
blossomed in "Only
Yesterday," much
to the chagrin of
one producer.

I do not say,
the only milliondollar blunder which has been made by
Hollywood, for it is the purpose of this
article to catalogue and index some of
them, but I cite Astaire's case because it

get

to

mind

is

away from them.

you, that this

is

typical.

M-G-M, by

virtue of its contract with
Fred Astaire for the Joan Crawford-Clark
Gable picture, "Dancing Lady," had the
opportunity to examine him carefully.

They had expert Coast make-up

Ronald Colman, Buddy
Rogers and Ramon Novarro, and the Warner
execs
couldn't fit
the
large-eared
Gable into
the picture.
When his
contract came up for re-

specialists

to study and supplement the contour of
his face for camera possibilities, they had

cameramen to photograph him flatteringly, and they had the adequate leisure
to study the composite results in the daily
ace

"rushes" or shots of the picture.
Just what the talent scouts of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer thought of Astaire was
best expressed in the completed picture.
He appeared in one scene and his contract
was not renewed.
The M-G-M official

who

newal, Warners turned
Clark Gable loose.
M-G-M did not commit an Astaire boner on
this one, for as soon as

Gable was footloose,
Years ago the old comedy team of Beery
and Hatton ran its course and the not-sosmart producers decided Beery was through.

failed to renew it might just as well
have thrown $1,000,000 out of the window.
At R-K-O Astaire has been built into the
newest star of the musical pictures. Teamed with a Warner discard, Ginger Rogers, he is destined to be one of the big moneymakers of the present celluloid era. And there, in a nutshell,
you have the Hollywood situation— Fred Astaire, turned loose by
M-G-M, and Ginger Rogers, turned loose by Warners, making

money

for

The

R-K-O.

Million-Dollar Blunders of Hollywood, however, are confined to no one company, because all of them have made equally
expensive mistakes.
Warner Brothers made a Million-Dollar Blunder in the case of
Clark Gable. Warner talent scouts first saw Gable when he appeared in Los Angeles in the stage showing of "The Last Mile."
They signed him to a contract immediately. However, it was in
the era of romantic heroes cut from the pattern that produced
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M-G-M

signed him. He
wasn't given the type
of part for which he was
still

best suited, and even today he might be an un-

known had it not been for the series of accidents that conspired
make M-G-M's "Free Soul" famous in the annals of celluloid.

to

Much

against the better judgment of the studio, Gable was given
his chance, and, with his one punch at Norma Shearer's chin, he
ushered in a new cycle of leading men, paving the way for Cagney
to kick heroines in the posterior when he wasn't drenching them

with grapefruit, or

is the plural grapefeet?
inclined to credit the belated discovery of Gable to Director Clarence Brown who megaphoned that fateful picture, "Free
Soul."
It was Brown who fashioned the chin-punching scene
which raised Gable overnight to the star class, and, in the same
picture, Brown brought the fading Lionel Barrymore back to
national recognition.
The eldest son of the Royal Family of
Barrymores, discouraged at bad breaks, was seriously thinking
I

am

Silver Screen

Norma

Shearer was once

They

rejected.

away

of turning director and had already
essayed it. Brown persuaded him to take
another fling at the screen as an actor. Lionel's
speech to the jury had every electrician and prop man
on the stage in tears, when the scene was finally shot. At
the very moment when he was content to retire, Lionel
Barrymore was given the Academy award for the finest solo
performance of the year.
Before explaining the dramatic background in many of these
cases, perhaps I can present a clearer picture to you by listing
what I choose to call Hollywood's $1,000,000 Blunders:
1
Universal rejected Norma Shearer, Colleen Moore, Janet
Gaynor and Bette Davis.
2
Paramount refused to renew the contract of Wallace
Beery, rejected the screen test of Margaret Sullavan, rejected the screen test of Gladys George, newest Broadway
sensation.
3
Every Hollywood studio rejected Marie Dressier until she
finally landed at M-G-M.
4
Fox failed to renew a contract with Rudy Vallee, rejected Alice Brady.

—
—

—

5

threw

;

—Sam Goldwyn bought
a personal
contract with Rob-»
off

ert

Montgomery

after

"rushes."
—Columbiaday's
had the
the first

6

first tip

on Margaret Sullavan, Katharine

Hepburn and Aline Macrejecting them because

Mahon,

they wouldn't screen
well.

7

—Warners

\

^HHj

Clark
Gable, Myrna Loy, Ginger
released

^HB

Rogers.

8

\

—M-G-M

released Grace Moore,
Astaire, Joel McCrea, Ann

Fred
Dvorak,
9

and

Boyer

Charles
Ayres.

Lew

—R-K-O would have turned thumbs
down on Katharine Hepburn had

it,

not been for a wise director.
Now let us look at the record of these
amazing rejections of performers who represent millions of dollars at the box-office.
Norma Shearer to-day is the glamorous star at
M-G-M, and the wife of Irving Thalberg.

Oddly enough,

was Thalberg who tossed

it

her out of Universal. Miss Shearer was tested
in New York by Universal for the leading
femme role opposite Reginald Denny. They
offered her $75.00 a week; she asked for
$100.00 a week and transportation expenses
Thalfor herself and mother to the studios.
berg, then the head man at Universal, resenting the "hold-up" of the bold unknown,

McCrea knows
what it means to

Joel

be labelled a failure.

promptly cancelled the
deal.
It was not until
a few years later, and
after Norma had been

M-G-M

at
interval

who
studio, realized her
her to stardom.

Carl

Laemmle,

Sr.,

box-office

for a lengthy

that Thalberg,
had shifted to this
appeal and raised

personally

rejected

Colleen

Moore, wiring to the Coast, after seeing her

in a

Universal picture, "to retake that part played by
that girl, Moore." She reached stardom at another
studio.
Janet Gaynor was an extra at Universal,
and so modestly situated that when they decided
to screen-test her for an important role, she had to
borrow make-up from Mary Philbin, then a star.
The test was bad, Janet Gaynor was forgotten and
drifted from the lot.
Not long after, she was Inbiggest money-maker at Fox.
Bette Davis was a
sickeningly sweet ingenue at Universal, her look of
pathetic meekness and humility rivalling the humility in Buster Keaton's sad face.
She photographed badly and Universal was quite correct in
failing 10 renew her contract.
Warner directors,
however, saw her possibilities as a feminine "heavy,"
and her performance in "Of Human Bondage'' for
R-K-O was one of the [Continued on page 51]
1

The

favorite, Janet Gaynor, hasn't a care now,
but once she was turned out by a producer.

for
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An advertising photo that
Neil posed
for. Here,
evidently,

5

is

where Mr.
Jodhpur

Ley cn-

Of

Underwood

got

his idea.

Famous

$6 A

Artists

Day.

amnion
The pay at that time was six dollars
The hours were from nine to
five.
The work was easy, the condi-

a day.

tions and
pleasant.

surroundings

always

very
invariably
working.
In all

The men were

amusing, and hard

the years I worked as a model, incidently, I never once glimpsed anything
of
the
unconventional
atmosphere

THERE
my

was one time when

living

posing for

1

artists

which,

earned
in

New

according to public
pervades an

belief,
artist's

studio.

York. The first one 1 ever worked for
was Joe Leyendecker. I met him while I
w as doing extra work at the old Biograph
studio up on 174th Street, in a picture
which I remember had something to do
;

with Roosevelt's life. I think the director
was Bill Nigh.
On the set one day I met a strange man
with a long beard. I thought at first he
might be a Smith Brother. But after hearing the story of his life I learned he was
once a well known photographer. Through
a series of unfortunate circumstances he had
his position, money, wife, everything,
and was forced to do extra work. He told
me I had a good head to draw and suggested if I wanted to make some money
I ought to go around and see some arlost

tists.

Up

to this time

I

hadn't even known

that

I
thought they just
used models.
I was given a letter to
sat down and drew.
who
was
then located in
Joe Leyendecker,
the Beaux Arts Building at the corner of
40th Street and Sixth Avenue.
I went to see him with something of fear

artists

I had no idea of what
was to meet. But I cermanner of man
tainly was not prepared for the very mildmannered, extremely courteous and beauHis
tifully turned out Mr. Leyendecker.
Almost palatial. I
studio was beautiful.
was met by his secretary, Ted Beach, the
original Arrow Collar man and an associate of Mr. Leyendecker for some thirty

and trepidation.

I

yeai
I

sat

down, while he sketched me

18

for the

As the famous "Arrow Collar" man.
At the
rest of the afternoon.
end of the day he handed me
a check lor six dollars.
did some Arrow Collar
for

him and

a

number

I

later

posing

of Satur-

day Evening Post Covers.

One

of these, the original of the Post
cover for Thanksgiving, 1918,

now hangs in my home.
Through Mr. Leyendecker
met
artist

I

brother, a commercial
in
New Rochelle. and

his

How
man

the well dressed
dazzled the eye

The late Clarence
This latter arin the days when
Underwood, famous for his
tist
then arranged for me to
satin
bow neckties
Underwood Girl and for
meet Norman Rockwell. It was
were de rigueur.
water colors, was the only
through this gracious method
artist I knew to fit the popof one artist sending me to anular picture of what an artist should be
other that I came to know and work for,
Shaggy hair, what there was of
like.
over a period of three years, some of the
on
Baggy
[Continued
it.
page
finest painters in America.
62]
Coles Phillips.
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HERE

is

something awe

inspiring about
ing a star like

interview-

Mae

immie Fidl er

West.
suddenly realize that
you are monopolizing a full hour
or so of the time of a woman
whom millions of other persons stand in
line for hours to see on a big square of
silvered cloth, you get a sort of dismayed

When you

J

feeling inside.

Mae alone isn't the inspiration for this
tongue-tied condition. After all, she is only
a woman (although one of the most fasShe
cinating of her sex— underline sex).
is merely a five foot blonde with sea green
eyes that survey you indolently, and with a
slow smile that is tantalizingly reserved.
No, the awe is not occasioned by Mae, so
much as by the knowledge that you have
taken for yourself sixty of her precious
minutes.
If you are not careful or longexperienced, you are apt to forget the questions

you came

to ask.

Nor does Mae attempt

to put you at your
She talks little unless she is first adShe answers questions freely and
dressed.
frankly, but she seldom volunteers informa-

"C omenPP d"

The

Hollywood when she first arrived there.
was so strangely different from the New
York she loved so dearly. Time has changed
that; she is fond of Hollywood today, priIt

marily because her present circle of friends
includes most of those who were constantly
near her in the East.
So, being happy in Hollywood now, Mae
has no intention of leaving soon. Despite
all rumors to the contrary, she will not star
in a stage play on Broadway next spring.
"I'm here to remain until I see evidence
that my pictures are not being accepted by
the public," Mae told me.
"When that
happens, I will leave. I won't have to be
thrown out. I don't intend to be one of
those stars who outlive their usefulness and
welcome. When I'm through on the screen,
I want
to be the first to

know

People

—

Of The Haughtus The
Want To See Her Anyhow.

Belle

tion.

She seems to weigh each new acquaintance
Perhaps it is because she finds
carefully.
so many wanting that she rarely adds to
She hated
her small circle of intimates.

SAW

Mae West

ease.

For the purpose of finding out something
of Miss West's forthcoming picture and
after-plans, I went to her dwelling place.
She lives in a royal suite in an exclusive
apartment near the center of Hollywood.
She occupied that apartment immediately
after her arrival in Hollywood more than
two years ago. Other than having it redecorated, she has made no changes in her
residence. She has no plan to move; if she
remains in Hollywood another five years,
those years are likely to be spent in this
same apartment. Mae doesn't like moving.
She doesn't like moving because it means
losing old friends and making new. She is
extremely slow about building friendships.

AND

people who go to see my pictures would do so were those
pictures
insulting.
I
have
never made a deliberate attempt to include vulgarity in
my film or stage plays.
"My last completed picture,
'Belle of the Nineties' has been
passed by the censorboards of
every

among

state,

and

it

is

five

(that

bring
your

title

a

face).

in a cowgirl's

out[Cont. on page 64]

it."

"WITH

MAE?"

not standing on the
edge of any clilf.
She has
never been more secure than
she is at this time. Censorship holds no problem forMae, because:
"It is just as simple to be
subtle and not risque, as to
be subtly risque," Miss West
said to me. "My comedy has
never been vulgar nor objectionable.
I don't believe
that the millions of decent

for

is

February 1935

to

The

story opens on a
Texas ranch, where
you'll see Miss West

nationally known cartoonist not long ago pictured
Miss West standing on the
brink of a precipice, trembling and frightened.
The
abyss at her feet was labeled
Oblivion. The cartoon bore
the title:
CENSOR-

WHAT NOW,

must

smile

A

SHIP,
She

listed

leading box
office successes of the present
season. It leads 'Chained' and
'Born To Be Kissed' and pictures of other stars. Does that
look like failure?"
Mae is proceeding
carefully with plans
for her new picture,
"Now I'm a Lady"
the
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HWhcll Buy
The blonde secretary, pretty enough, herself, to have parts in
pictures, took the message laconically on her little pad. Bartering
for talent.
It was all part of a twenty-five-dollar a week job to
her. Perhaps she says to herself sometimes, "With a different sort
of 'break,' I might be the one to be getting three thousand dol."
lars a week.
.

.

"Sam Goldwyn on

the 'phone," announces the dictograph.

"Sam

Marx, head

of the story department at Metro," it intones again.
The agent deals with these personages. Amounts of money are
well, I can't get him for
mentioned. "I can get him for
."
All a part of the day's work.
less.
The agent makes an appointment to take a prominent writer,
dickering for a contract with a
large studio, to lunch with an
executive.
"Now, listen," he
"If
directs' the timid scribe.
let's just
I say, 'All right
forget it!' and get up to leave,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

you follow me, do you hear?
Don't you say a word. Just follow me. What? .-. No ... of
course I won't leave you alone
with him! I'll stay right with
you. I wouldn't thirik of leav.

Rosalind Russell is
the big new news at
M-G-M, and an agent
put her there.

Little

Cora

Sue

Collins

does not go knocking at
producers' offices for jobs
she has an agent.

—

BEAUTY
netism.

Merchants of talent. Mendicants of magWho'll buy a romantic hero for a song? Going
going ... to the highest bidder. What am I bid for glamor?
brokers.

.

.

.

What am

I bid for rich, ripe, salty experience?
How much for
youth, for pulchritude, for vibrant eagerness?
How much for
mellow age? What am I bid for intelligence and the will to
learn? How much for the power to create stories which the public
will love and make part of its consciousness?
How much for the
power which permits men to combine modern mechanical miracles
with human puppets and produce moving shadows with life and
strength and power?
All these things are for sale in Hollywood and the agents are
the brokers of this valuable and potent merchandise. Their busy
offices hum from morning until night with the bartering of this

magnetism, this creative ability, this beauty and this power. They
measure it, appraise it, place price tags on it and peddle it by the
piece or by the gross. Rarely does an actor, a writer or a director
make his own business arrangements with the studios. He places
himself in the hands of an agent who, for a certain per cent of
his earnings will "sell"
I sat in one of these

him

to producers.

busy marts the other evening after five.
That is the hectic time of day in these circles, because picture
people who are "between jobs" rarely function until late in the
afternoon.
Messengers scurried, long distance telephone calls
came in and went forth. The office staff was working at top speed.
I was admitted to an inner sanctum, the office of one of the chief

ing you alone with him. Don't
I'll take
you say anything.
of course you
care of it all
one o'clock
have to be there
.

.

.

.

Monday.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

."

The

receiver slams again.
visited several agents

I

talked

with

them about

and
their

methods of merchandising. One
of them was Arthur Landau of
the firm of Landau and Small,
which handles such celebrities as
Jean Harlow, Bob Montgomery,
Jack Oakie, Johnnie Weissmuller,
Alice Brady and perhaps two
score or more important stars,

and

directors

writers.

The

business divides itself
naturally into two major secDickering contract terms
tions.
for people who have reached the
stage at which studios want their
services over a protracted period
and swinging contracts or
.

.

Gene Raymond has
representative,
but he decides if he

a

.

assignments
for
newcomers or established folk who
single

will take a part.

talent-merchants.

are free lancing.

Between remarks to me he talked on the 'phone. "Don't offer
me any such ridiculous sum!" he commanded a prominent executive.
"Don't talk that kind of money to me! Why, do you know
what I am asking Warner Brothers for that man? Well, stretch

We keep in touch with the story departments on all the lots,"
he told me. "We know what stories have been bought, what
stories are being adapted for production and we begin plugging
our avai ab!e and suitable clients for parts in them long before
any procbiction plans are announced in the papers.
"For instance, when Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer was planning 'The
Good Earth,' we thought that our Helen Mencken was ideally
fitted for the role.
In that case we had not only a vast amount
of competition from American actresses, arid good ones, too, but
there was also the problem of whether they wanted an American

your neck a little bit or we can't talk business at all. I'm asking
five thousand a week for him
and that's that!" He slammed
.

.

.

the receiver down, muttering.
He called a secretary. "Take a
Mr. Whoozis of Whatzis Park, New York. 'Asking five
wire
think I can get three
stop
wire me lowest money for
"
.'
which you will come to Hollywood
stop
regards
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

?
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My

The Agents Of
Hollywood

Tht

By Helen

Do

Louise

Dickering.

Walker

Pi ay ers:
Irving Thalberg took weeks
this latter question and
those weeks to taking Miss Mencken to
studying mannerisms, hairdress, allowabsorb the Chinese atmosphere.
or four silent tests of her in Oriental

or an all-Chinese
to

make up

we devoted
Chinatown,
ing her to

made

three

his

cast.

mind about

We

costume and make-up and
when Thalberg was ready
to decide, we made sound
him.
was worth the trouble.
After all those weeks of
tests for

"It

work and anxiety, we signed Miss Mencken for the
role
one of the im.

.

.

portant roles of the year.

"How do you

go about

selling 'new' personalities?"
I asked him, recalling that
dear old Marie Dressier was
considered a "new" screen
personage and a distinct

gamble when Mr. Landau
took her under his wing.
This question

elicited in-

Lyle Talbot is coming
along in fine shape
and his agent gets a
cut of his pay.

An

agent

placed

Gertrude Michaels
with Paramount
after M-G-M had
brought her to
Hollywood.

for
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formation about Rosalind Russell, who is considered the next
big bet at Metro-Golchvyn-Maycr, since her success in "Evelyn
Prentice" and "The World is Young."
Mr. Landau's scouts
discovered her in New York. They would not allow her to be
tested there but brought her to Hollywood where they could
supervise the tests themselves. They "sold" her to Metro from
those carefully made samples of film.
Sometimes there are slips and hitches, even after a contract
is signed.
Cora Sue Collins' agents
[Continued on page Co]
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THEIR
A

lois

ORK

Great Talent Requires

More

Rehearsing

Trained

Than

A

Flea.

yy

By
Juke

THE
son

current social seain Hollywood
threatens to be a
forlorn flop.
It's
really serious.
Night clubs are actually echoing with emptiness and if the most

,

M

Lang
Hunt

jjl

popular film hostesses
laid all the regrets to
their exclusive dinners end to end, they.

probably all'
go to a sanitarium
for the winter
(the

You

of

into a Ibig place

f

would

hostesses,

Fred Astaire,
who is stepping

1

on the screen,

i

'

has to protect his

practice hours

by

course).

special leases.

during the
past year, all lie upper
crust boys and girls out
here
have discovered
see,

I

that practice (lots of it)
often turns a lot of emlj|
barrassing imperfections
into some very screenable
trumps, the sort that cause
the studio front-office boys to
do some fancy bidding.
It's this new practice dragnet,
and not romance, that has caused
Joan Crawford to drop out quite

suddenly from all our social whirligigs.
"I'm sorry, my singing lessons, my practicing, you know—" is Joan's sweet but
firm rebuff to all invitations to play these
days.
hours every day with her vocal
instructor, Otto Morando, is her relentless

Two

schedule.
Sometimes, when she is working,
the lessons take place at midnight, but they

whole months in
Hollywood making "The Gay Divorcee," and was never

TAKE PLACE.
The

story that lurks

behind Joan's fanatical de-

termination to become a lyric soprano or bust,
comprises an amazing tidbit even in Hollywood.
It seems
that for years and years, Joan has
dreamed of doing, someday, the title role in "The
Merry Widow." When she learned last year that
Lubitsch had been signed to megaphone the epic
for M-G-M, she made her yearnings known in the
places it would do the most good.
But the sad,
sad fact that her singing voice was doubtful in the
high places put her out of the running before the

seen outside the studio,
actually not even once!
When cocktail gatherings and
amusing buffets were mentioned
to him, his Chcsterfieldian refusals always gave work as an excuse, but he never revealed
what kind of work. However, the tenants in his

apartment

starting shot.

Well,

THAT

couldn't

happen twice

to

anyone

named Joan Crawford. Several days later Mr.
Morando was hired, and Joan has slaved at daily
breathing exercises, the monotony of scales and the

humdrum

business of diaphram control ever since.
But the village rumor runners have it that Joan's vocal equipment is now blossoming into a set of superbly trained instruments,
and that Morando is now suggesting the possibility of grand opera
to his prolific pupil, and that Joan isn't exactly putting her hands
over her ears when the subject is mentioned.
You'll be able to judge Joan's new voice in her next picture
"Reckless," in which she is scheduled to sing two difficult numbers.
And if you think Joan is a martyr to the practice-makes-perfectcredo, take a look, a long one, at Fred Astaire.
He spent three
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house

could

have

informed

many

a

hostess on this score, for Fred Astaire
practices his table— to divan— to chafr dance routine many hours a day and night.
He is actually afraid to stop practicing. A close
friend of his told me that once or twice he let
down the grinding pace of home practicing, and both times he
And both times
suffered terrific spills, right on the stage, too.
those falls resulted in injuries to his priceless tendons that kept
him bedridden for several weeks.
Astaire actually gets clauses written into his apartment leases
permitting him to dance as much as he likes and at any hour of
the day or night.
Now the Crosbys are known lo every fan in and out of Hollybaffled

wood as the champion stay-at-home couple. But the new twins
and Gary Evans aren't the only reason Bing and Dixie spend
seven nights weekly in the music room of their Toluca Lake home.

Silver Screen

to appear even more graceful with a little home
practice.
Then there are the hats which demand
hours of study in tiltings and tuggings.

You won't
Laughton
fraternity.

believe it when I tell you that Charles
a charter member of the practice
He told me a few weeks ago that he

is

spent eight months pouring over documents and
portraitures in the libraries, museums and old
palaces of England before he made one scene for
"Henry the VIII."
He won't consider doing an historical character
for the stage or screen unless he is permitted just
that much time to study every gesture, reaction
and idiosyncrasy written down by
historians or caught by an
artist's brush.
At the moment he is
buried
beneath
a
deluge of material
on Louis XVI,
for

"Marie An-

toinette."
M-G-M must
wait to start

this pro-

duction

until

Bing has found that the most difficult trick to
turn for the screen is crooning and looking
His early singing
romantic while he croons
was directed to a microphone, but now it's in
the direction of the colony's most beautiful
blondes, and there's a vast difference according
to Bing.
So, nightly, Dixie sits beside Bing, or she hangs
over the piano, and Bing practices the nuances of
love's young dream, while still remembering to
breath correctly, to hesitate after each lyrical
phrase, and to enunciate clearly.
And if you don't think that's a big order
try it in your own music room some night.
And then there is little Helen Mack,
who packs away more emotional talent
than Hollywood's current brace of foreign stars. Helen's practicing is necessitated by the fact that the studios
seldom deal out a big juicy dramatic role to her. Because she is
only five feet tall, she's classified
Well,
as the perfect ingenue.

The master

microphone

W

Norma Shearer can
work, but, by then, the
thorough - going
Charlie
will have read up every available book written
spined monarch.

and Helen

flow

a

Norma now

The

faultless

contends

that

hands can be more expressive and more important in
screen acting than faces or
but these appendages
must
be
trained
rigorously
to
make the
grade.
Therefore Norma practices
pianoforte
finger
exercises
daily to develop limberness
and grace of movement in her
voices,

wrists

tricky

ural flare
scenes in "The Lemon Drop Kid," you'll
know that practice has kept this youngster
"tearfully" perfect.
Just because I love a good flashy contrast, let's
put Carole Lombard under the microscope next.
The calm, cool, casual Carole has her practice

will play the

"Marie

fectionists.

and
the

fingers, and
real
reason

maybe

Irving
that sound-proof
room built in their home.
Of course, everyone knows that Jeanette MacDonald takes a singing lesson
every day of her life, but only a few of the

business,
realizes that she has a natfor it.
If you saw her sob
is

jelly-

Antoinette,"
opposite Charlie's weak-kneed
Louis, recently joined the per-

ill-fated

her sure-fire emotional ability
if she doesn't
do her "homework."
So-o, Helen puts a record of
"The Rosary" on the phonograph, then steps right up to a
mirror, and practices sobbing and
crying.
She believes that even a
fool proof emotional role can be
ruined if an actress doesn't know
her p's and q's about sobbing. Lettears

on the

And Norma, who

Helen knows that she isn't an
ingenue, and that she will lose

ting

buster, Bing
Crosby, and his
very critical son.

that's

Thalberg

had

inner circle have learned why she must have
free hour before dinner every night.
cured himself of
That hour is
We'll let you in on the secret.
the habit of putmania too, and it's CLOTHES. She's the only
spent before the mirror of her dressing-table,
ting his hands in
girl out this way who will truthfully admit that
where she hits high C again and again, while
his pockets.
she likes that title "best dressed woman on the
carefully scrutinizing her face as she does so.
screen," and works hard to keep in the running.
Jeanctte says that all singers arc taught to soar to
When Paramount's designer, Travis Banton,
the upper register with head thrown back, and
completes a new screen wardrobe for her, Carole
mouth wide open, a combination that photographs
takes each gown home several days before she wears it on the set.,
the first stages of a tonsilectomy.
and practices in front of triple mirrors for hours. In this manner
So the canny MacDonald, through grinding practice, has pershe discovers how to sit, walk, and lounge in each costume, to
fected a new method of smacking those top notes without causing
show off its best points to the best advantage.
her lovely face to crack up into a Grand Canyon effect.
At the moment she's absorbed with the frocks she is to wear in
And now I have one to tell on William Powell, and maybe he
"Rhumba." Some of them have treacherous trains, which require
won't like it, but it's too good to keep. Bill takes a daily workconcentration, others have flowing sleeves which can be made
out with a metronome (you remember, [Continued on page 73]
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Franchot Tone

one

2 3

Not
All Hokum
Irs

A

Hollywood Has

Kind

And Loving Heart
Mary

—

Knows.

Blackford

By Henry Willson
ELLO

mi

let

.

.

me

speak to Miss

William Janney callCrawford
!"
tell her it's important
ng
"Hello ... Patricia Ellis calling
very
I'd like to speak to Mr. Gable
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

urgent
"Hello
.

.

this

.

.

.

.

.

!"

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hyah, Will!
you

Will Rogers?

Tom

is

Brown.

Listen

remember Mary Blackford?

.

.

.

.

.

.

played with
Well, Mary's

you in "Ah, Wilderness"?
having a bad time of it since that auto?
the doctors think the
mobile accident
.

.

.

.

.

taking care of all hospital, nurse
and doctor bills, the youngsters

.

nerves in her neck are completely severed
.
anyhow, the poor kid's paralyzed. Our
crowd is promoting a Benefit at
the Cocoanut Grove and we won-

promised

.

.

dered

if

you

.

that

he

if

would

attend the Benefit, they
wouldn't ask him to do a
thing.
"Just be there," they

just

~

.

When

the Junior Hollywoodians
go to bat for some worthy cause,
it's with a heart-warming vengeance, and no foolin'!
After the tragic accident that

"Huh," Will chuckled. "You
don't think I'm goin' to come
and keep quiet, do ya? ... I
gotta speak a piece, or some-

their most promising
paralyzed,
completely
the Juniors decided to do something about it, and r-rr-right now!
Nothing but a long series of
special treatments promised any
left

one of

Scene

from

"Lovetime,"

in

which Mary
worked with Pat
Paterson.

comrade would
ever again rise from her hospital
cot to dance, swim and play tennis

hope

their

that

with them.

And

it

When

hit the kids

is

pretty hard.

someone

in need,

then

Jimmie Durante
comes to the res-

Dropping everything, they organized a Ways and Means Com-

.

.

cue.

mittee for the purpose of raising
to tide Mary's family over the long, bleak period
that the girl must be away from them; and,
with enough left over to see to it that
Mary had every possible comfort during the
long months of her painful confinement.

and more!
So Will spoke his "piece"
The kids had kept the whole thing a
deep secret from Mary, only telling her to
be sure to listen in on that particular night,
as there was a swell program being broadcast from the Grove.
Imagine the sick girl's delight when, before the entertainment, Will's voice issued
from her loud speaker, tuned very low so
as not to disturb the other patients.
." Will said, "it's 'way
"Hello, Mary
past my bed time, but the boys and girls
is

Leo Carrillo,

who

helped to

make Mary's
benefit

The Committee comprised Anne

a

Anita Louise, Grace Durkin,
Sue Carol, Dorothy Davis, Tom Brown, William Janney, Howard Wilson, Eddie Rubin,
Henry Willson, Pate Lucey, Stanley Davis,
Gertrude and Trent (Junior) Durkin, and

out to "get their

as

many

territory, the kids

men" (and women)

for
tickets as the satellites
take without yelling: "Uncle!" And

Benefit

could
the wholesale response was more than
factory.
Tn the

satis-

first place, they negotiated for the
use of the Grove, and got it at such a
reasonable price that the gang joined hands
and did a May-Pole dance for joy. Then,

24

.

.

it

for

me

your party.

.

high-toned joint. And
I come, I'm gonna
bring you with me!"
Many times Will has visited
Mary at the hospital. And, because of the
peculiar harness around her injured neck,
he calls her the "girl on the flying trapeze."
For an hour, he sits and tells funny stories
in his own inimitable manner, in the hope
of cheering the patient invalid.
Not that
Mary particularly needs cheering. For, in
spite of the black outlook, she never for a
minute entertains the thought that the treatments will fail to bring about her complete
recovery. Her friends keep coming daily
her nurses read to her
and the Fox Studio sent up a motion picture machine to her
hospital room one [Continued on page 50]

suc-

this

.

.

.

the next time

Shirley,
Patricia Ellis,

set

.

to tell you that this
I guess everybody
in town is here tonight, eatin' and
laughin' and wishin' for your very
best health. Y'know . . gosh, this
time I ever been to
is the first

have fixed

enough money

Helen Mack.
Blocking off the movie

can't I?"

thin',

members

with the foundation laid, they scattered in
directions, cornering helpless stars, directors, executives and "just plain people"
—the like of whom Lincoln said "God must
love, because there are so many of 'em!"
Because Will Rogers had generously been

all

.

.

.

.

.

.

Silver Screen

—

Marlene Dietrich's new picture is now
"Caprice

called

Espagnol e"
with Lionel Atwill in support
of the beautiful
one.

The
In
On
A

NOTHER

/A

with

big

doing

studios

around.
At
JWarner Brothers they have Paul
Muni's new picture, "Black Fury," which
lots

all

William Gargan and Karen

features

also

a story of the coal and iron
locale is given, I get
the impression that it is Pennsylvania. The
scene is a dance hall in a mining town.
Muni and Karen are walking across the
floor with another couple, towards another
table in the foreground where Slim (Gargan) is standing.
all
"Whew!" Paul whews.
"I
gets

Morley.

It is

regions.

Although no

That You Will

See In April

The Making, Watched Over By

Warner Lot
month in the

the

Pictures

"O.K."

Bill agrees,

"but you gotta

let

S.

me

kiss the bride."

Are

Now

Mook

R.

did was cut out bread, potatoes and
only eat half as much of everything else as I used to and take a few simple setting up exercises every morningnothing strenuous." He looks me over appraisingly. "I can see I'm going to have to
take you in charge. You're nobody's sylph!"
"Me!" I exclaim. "What the devil are
you talking about. I've just lost an inch,
around the waist. I had to so I could get)
"All

I

starches,

"You asking too much," Paul retorts
looking proudly at Karen and scratching his
head uncertainly. Then he playfully pokes
Bill in the ribs with his elbow.
"But you
come, anyhow. We see!"
I can't get over Gargan.
The last time
we got crocked together, just before he went
to Europe, he looked like an elephant.
Now, they call him Slim— and I don't only
mean in the picture. He's lost thirty-two
pounds.
"Easy," he smiles when I exclaim over it.

my

clothes fastened."

Ji

~>

bae^o)

not enough," Bill announcesv-judiw
ciously.
"Nowhere near enough."
"It's

[Continued on page 66]

steamed up!" The other couple laugh and
leave them.
Paul glances at Karen and
sees she is staring at Gargan.
Bill greets

him

"Hello, Joe."

casually.

Paul exclaims, stepping over to
Bill and making quite a fuss over him.
"How you do?"
Karen smiles wanly, seeming to be uncomfortable in the presence of the two men,
and 1 immediately suspect there is some
under cover stuff going on between her and
"Slim!"

Bill.

But

Bill

is

quite

Joe," he answers.
"Say, it's good

I

self-possessed.

see you,"

"Fine,

Paul begins,

bubbling over with good humor.
Suddenly he turns to Karen and excitedly
whispers something in her ear. She seems
to be apprehensive at what he is telling her
but Paul does not notice it. He continues
aloud,

good

"Sure!

effusively,

Why

not?

He

him."

Suddenly he
turns to Bill, "Slim!
I want you should
come by wedding from Anna and me."
"Say! That's swell!" Bill announces enthusiastically,
shaking hands with Paul.
But the glance he shoots Karen confirms

my

feller.

I

like

suspicions.

"Even you be
nounces,

coal policeman," Paul anhis hand vigorously, "I

pumping

ask you just the same."

for
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Charlie Chaplin

is

at

work

again. Hooray!
Here he
in the Mexican quarter.

is

between shots on location

25

Life

The

In

Studios

Is

Even Funnier

Than
cracked

It Is

Wise-

Up To

Be

Charles Laughton as Ruggles
of Red Gap, his first comedy
role on the screen.
He will
next be directed by Rene
Clair.

NOW

if I just sat here and enumerated all the wits of
Hollywood and the cute things they've said, mercy, child,
we'd be here all winter, and personally I've got better
things to do. ZaSu Pitts has just called that she's putting on a
pan of fudge, and is waiting for me to crack the nuts, and the
way I feel today I'd be ten times happier cracking nuts for ZaSu

than cracking jokes for you.
Of course, Lhe last time ZaSu invited me over for a batch of
fudge, the goo ran all over the frigidaire, and the last discouraging glimpse I got of it, it was making "gravy" (Shirley Temple
calls chocolate sauce "gravy") on a leg of lamb, which is certainly
one place you don't expect to find fudge. So I must hurry out
there to see that the "soft ball in water" isn't too soft, and
naturally

I

want

to

get

this

wit

business

over

as

quickly as

So when I say laugh, frozen face, you laugh,
know what's good for you.
I just sort of hope now that you have gathered
from the above that I'm the type who much prefers, of an afternoon, a dish of fudge to "dishing
possible.

if

Bill Powell might well
have been the model
for the character he
played in "The Thin

you

the dirt." I am afraid, oh so, so afraid, that Hollywit rather centers around the "dirty crack,"
and it all had me quite confused when I first came
out here, as I considered myself a sophisticate and
tossed out "lousy" on all occasions with more
soignee than Raquel Meller tosses out violets.
But, for the purposes of this story, we are going
to consider Hollywood humor in its more pleasing
aspects, and simply ignore those nasty, naughty

wood

people

who make

Sex sound so

difficult,

indeed we'll

leave them to their ilks and mooses.
The kind
of wit we're going in for won't involve a survey of
sin (Oh, I bet you're disappointed) in fact it won't
involve anything but a series of yawns which I
trust you will have the goodness to pat away
quietly as I am very sensitive.
Of course, everyone in Hollywood goes
in for "laughs," and so, after the day's
work at the studio is done, there's nothing like gathering at a friend's house
and disturbing the neighbors by a little
noisy chinning.
Bill Powell's house is
one of the favorite meeting places of
Hollywood wits and halfwits because
Bill is an excellent host, always in gay
spirits, and never muffs a snappy comeback. Carole Lombard, Bill's ex-wife in
case you remember figures and not
names, is also right there with the witty
wisecrack, and the elegant bon mot,
and their little evenings at home must
have been something in the nature of
a scene from a Noel Coward play.
I
didn't know

Carole

and

Bill

when

they were
married, that was
before d came to

ollywood, but

26

Madge Evans

gets

kidded because she
has a reputation for
snappy comebacks.

knowing them

as

I

do now

I

rather imag-

ine that they had to divorce each other
because neither was willing to play stooge.
Carole's secretary once told me of a trip

Silver Screen

Hollywood

By Ellzabeth WilS01
i

Irvin

Cobb

is

so

famous for writing,
speaking and other
good works that he
has no more privacy
than a goldfish.

(He

originated that classic
phrase.)
In addition to her shining blonde personality,
Carole Lombard has a
brilliant sense of wit.

he had picked up that day in the barber shop.
He had just reached the climax of the story—
the place where he had to use a vulgar wordwhen one of those sweet Little Nells joined
the group of men.
The quickly cleaned up
story fell flatter than a flannel cake.
"And
Bill with a faint shrug, "like Iris
died for purity."
Seeing
Charlie
Butterworth,
that
droll
comedian, again reminded me of the last time
I had seen him in New York.
Butterworth,
off the screen, is just the same as Butterworth
on the screen. The same kind of humor and
the same deadpan expression. Every time one
so,"

said

March,

she

made down

to

Los Angeles to

a

preview with

and Carole. The radio in the car suddenly
crashed through with the "Blue Danube." "May
Bill

I

have this waltz?" Bill inquired formally. "Yes,
thank you," said Carole.
So these two mad
people got out of the car and went into a stately
waltz right there in the middle of Wilshire
of Charlie's friends calls him up and invites
Boulevard, while the traffic whirred about them.
him and his wife to go to a preview Charlie
"You dance divinely," said Bill, "do you think
always asks, "Is Toby Wing in it?" It seems
The fountain of Charles
talking pictures are here to stay?"
"No," said
that Charlie has been admiring the Wing
Butterworth's humor alCarole, "I think they're only a fad. Actors will
curves and contours in the fan magazines for
ways runs dry very. In
never leave Broadway."
quite some time, but has never been able to
Those two kept that
"The Night is Young."
up until a radio announcer butted breathlessly
find her in a picture.
in to tell about Mr. Levy's two pants suits.
The last time I had seen Charlie in the
Carole's stories are famous, so famous in fact
flesh was at a party in New York the winter
that it is easier to break through the Notre Dame line than it is
he was appearing in "Flying Colors," and doing bed-room scenes
to get into her dressing room at lunch time, what with Crosbvs
and black-outs with Patsy Kelly. The hostess that night was one
and Marx Brothers and Ralls and standees and pushovers. But
of those gushing, insistent women on the look out lor "something
the biggest laugh I ever got out of Lombard was one quiet day,
for nothing."
She gurgled to Charlie, "Of course I didn't invite
you here as an entertainer, Mr. Butterworth, but couldn't you do
when only about fifty of her friends were present, when she
just one of the sketches from your show for us?"
suddenly threw the newspaper aside, rose dramatically, and an"Do you care
nounced, "Oh— Oh— at last I have found the way I want to die."
which sketch I do?" Charlie asked solicitously. Then he proWe all bustled over, quite curious to learn what manner of ex- ceeded to take off his pants, put them across his arm, and walk
out of the room, and out of the party.
tinction appealed to the Lombard, and following her fingertip
read. INDIAN DIES AT 106.
Lewis Milestone came in later in the evening, beaming all ovei
himself because of the success of the preview of his latest picture.
Which recalls to mind the interview I had with Nancy Carroll
"The Captain Hates the Sea." Which picture was a pain in the
about four or five years ago in New York when I was writing her
neck to the producer, the director, and the cast from beginning to
life story for the magazine.
"And how do you want to die, Miss
end.
The "location" was an old ship which floated aimlessly
Carroll?" I asked, already jotting down "on the dance floor of life."
about the Pacific week alter week, month alio month, waiting
"I want to die at ninety," said Nancy, "shot by a jealous husband."
for the fog to clear so that Milestone could "shoot."
With the
Well, when we got over to Bill's house (he hasn't moved into his
cast getting more and more bored week alter week, month alter
magnificent estate— gorgeously fitted up by Billv Haines with hits
inalh H.iit\ ( ohn. the producer with an eagle eye on
month.
of the Acropolis— as yet, and for a while there, din ing the recent
the cash box, wired the director, "Foi heaven's sake finish the
California gubernatorial contest, he wasn't sure thai he ever would,
The cost is staggering." To which "Milly" replied,
picture.
so he quaintly called it Sinclair's summer home) one evening
"The cast is staggering too."
recently there were a crowd of merry people, including Jean
Charlie and Dick and Milh then went into a siege of those
Harlow, Myr na Loy, the Charlie Butterworths, the Dick Barthelmesses, Una Merkel, and the usual uninviteds.
Bill was over
produce] stories, which are very funnv, to Hollywood, but nol to
still laugh at
Kansas (though
the one [Continued on page O3J
in the corner with a group of men telling them a naughty story
I

—

1

I
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Autograph Album

Free!
Signed

By Your

Favorite

WINNERS OF THE HANDWRITING
CONTEST
Of The Slogan

I

Marsh

Written by Paul

Josephine Ameen, 311 Cedar Lane, Hopewell, Va.
Eva Andoor, 4709 Brooklyn Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Miguel A. Bautista, Jr., 6227 Piney Br. Rd., N. W.,

Wash., D. C.
Bettina Beals, 389 Main St., Brockton, Mass.
Edna Boland, 131 E. 93rd St., New York, N. Y.
Francys Bosnick, 322 - 12th St., Union City, N. J.
Margaret Brinckerhoff, Redding, Conn.
Lula M. Chapman, 18 Bush St., Skowhegan, Me.
Aileen Donnelly, 125 Bradley Ave., Bergenfield, N. J.
Neva M. Elliott, 1732 N. E. Uth St., Portland, Ore.
Mrs. John Ewell, 4529 Hawthorne, Washington,

D. C.
Gilbert S. Fujioka, 1615 Virginia St., Berkeley, Calif.
Elizabeth Gilger, Barksdale Field, La.
Even! W. Gavitt, 20 Fairview Rd., Scarsdale, N. Y.
Wray Gilliam, 4640 Portland St., Minneapolis, Minn,
fcdna Gormley, 1117 Market St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Mary E. Henderson, 74 J/2 Pinckney St., Boston, Mass.
Florence Helen Heise, 8325 Lorain Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.
Margaret Purn Hagen, 3612 E. Darwin Circle, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Helen S. Higginbotham, 202 N. High St., Albuquerque, N. M.
Charles Holl, 507 Mission St., San Francisco, Calif.
Doris T. Johnson, 303 Bellevue, Co. Chateauguay,
Quebec, Canada.
Willis Jacoby, 2601 N. Franklin St., Wilmington,
Del.

Nicholas N. Kozloff, 4587 Mulberry

Allen Jenkins turns autograph hunter and
Rudy Vallee obliges.

Elizabeth

handwriting shows personality,
you will be interested in the autographs
of famous people.
Write— "Autograph
Collectors Are Welcome"— on the dotted
line below, fill out the coupon and mail
immediately.
The fifty contestants having the most interesting examples of handwriting will be
awarded especially made-to-order leather
covered autograph albums. These albums
will have the winners' names in gold on the
covers.
Before delivering the albums, they
will be sent to Hollywood and the signatures of the favorite stars will be secured
to make the books interesting.
All famous people are willing to sign
their autographs in albums, providing there
is some big name for them to be associated

IF

with.

We

know

the stars so well that
it
is interesting to observe in their signatures
their
familiar characteristics, and
other people will be equally interested to
look at your alburn.
This will also serve
all

as a

means

yourself

your

to

you to meet and introduce
the famous players who visit

for

and

city,

actresses,

athletes with whom
will gladly sign your

politicians

and

you come in contact
album.

CONDITIONS
1.

Fifty autograph albums will be awarded for
the fifty most interesting handwriting examples
of the phrase
Autograph Collectors Ate Wel-

—

come.
2.

3.

The sample of your handwriting must appear
on the coupon below.

You may submit
wish but
coupon.

each

as

many specimens

must

appear

on

a

whom

5.

This contest closes midnight, February
The opinion of the editor is final.

8.

as

you

separate

you wish to have sign

Indicate the star
your book.

7.

Kroll,

65

Riverside,

Portland Place, Montclair,

Va.

Stephanie Lesnick,
Dorothy Leonard,

St.

Vincent's Hospital, Erie, Pa.

Casement St., Noroton Hgts.,
Conn.
Paul Matsh, 1692 E. 29th St., Lorain, Ohio.
Laurance V. Michaux, 523 S. Oakley St., Kansas
City, Mo.
L. Allan Smith, 12

Wayside Ave., Lawrence, Mass.
Ellen McKee, 1653 W. 102nd St., Chicago, 111.
Lucia G. Martin, P. O. Box 57, Noroton, Conn.
Margaret Madsen, 3 Monte Ave., Piedmont. Calif.
Mariorie Anne Mouen, 222 W. Harrison, Mawmee,
Ohio.

Oma

Frances Martin, 3521 Cherry

St.,

Kansas City,

Mo.
Betty Powers, 176 Davis Ave., White Plains, N. Y.
Dorothy M. Patterson, 12 Besch Ave., Albany, N. Y.
Ruth Roma Rondelli, Norman Hotel, Chicago, 111.
Florence Russell, 18 S. Franklin Ave., Margate City,

N.

J.

Herbert G. Sahli, Hartford, Wise.
W. Shireman, 405 Sherman
Christie, Tex.
Eleanor B. Sparkman, 2202 - 11th

Vida

4.

6.

M.

N. J.
Romaine Kimmins, 144 Columbia Ave., Elm Grove,

W.

YOUR

St.,

Calif.

Bldg.,

Corpus

W.

Seattle,

St.,

Wash.
7,

1933.

On the cover of the album will appear, in gold,
your name and credit to you as prize winner.
Mail coupon to Autograph Editor, Silver
Screen, 45 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y.

Henry G. Stratman, 37 Waldorf

Anna Tannenbaum, 1220 Park

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ave., New York,

St.,

N. Y.
Hal G. Vermes, 21 Biltmore St., Springfield, Mass.
Dorothy Villabona, 259 W. 19th St., New York.
N. Y.
Annie Loie Walker, 2914 Monument Ave., Richmond, Va.
Constance

Weinberg,

3288

Silsdy

Rd.,

Cleveland

Hghts., Ohio.

join

The Army

Collect Signatures.

Of Album

Meet The Famous,
Fill

Use

Toters.

in coupon,

MrsTHildred K. Young, 166 Macon Ave., Asheville,
N. C.

The albums have been
ivood

to

be

signed,

sent to Hollyas requested.

detach and mail

this

space for hand-

written slogan

Name

of star whose
autograph you wish

Mail to

Autograph Editor,
Silver Screen,

Your name

45

W. 45th

St.,

New

York, N. Y.

(Please print)

Address
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City

&

State.

Silver Screen

Can You Solve These Puzzles ?

1

2

3

7

8

9

Each Puzzle Represents

trie

Name

of a Picture.

And, anyhow, the answers are on Page 6z

TTOW'S
-

1

-*-

Go

the

I

Can you

Q

this

evening?

what these simple little pictures represent?
on, guess anyway.
In the improbable event that you do not

for

tell

February 1935

immediately put your finger on the right answer, do not worry
about it or go into a decline, just turn to page 6i and there the
correct answers will be found.
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Krnnrth

LORETTA

Alrrandcr

YOUNG

film now-a-days that cannot boast of a pedigree
THE
Ronald Colman has brought
a forlorn picture indeed.
is

This famous charhad no moustache. Loretta, who set off so
sweetly the costumes of "Rothschild" and "Caravan,"
must feel right at home in the crinolines of that

to

life

for the screen "Clive of India."

acter, alas,

picturesque day.

As "The Gilded Lily" supported by
Fred MacMurray.

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
the best pictures.
found only
SHEbecomes
Claudette
important
is

in

if

A Brief "Still Story"

is

Or, perhaps, a picture

in it.

"Imitation of Life"

of Claudcttc's Recent

was remarkable for. her performance. In it she was a thoroughbred
who could wheedle a housepainter or battle for a living, side by
side with her dusky Delilah, and yet never be aloof nor lose her

Pictures.

gracious dignity.

HERBERT MARSHALL
IS the best actor among the more mature heroes, and how
His English culture, his neverthe ladies do fight for him!
to-be-forgotten war experiences, and his own natural charm have
made of him one of the most enjoyable performers. He was
born in London on May 23, 1890 and the fans, in gratitude, should

HE

at least

make

it

a legal holiday.

With Margaret Sullavan
"The

Scenes

Good

From

Featuring

Fairy."

Pictures

Marshall

And Some Of Our
Best Ladies.

in

Something
ON

™

E

The Happiest People In
The Movies Are The
,

Side

Who Can Walk

Ones

Out Any Time And
Never Miss

Maxie Baer may be as
as any
screen hero, and some

good an actor

It.

think

that

he

is,

but

Maxie keeps the old
TNT punch tuned up

WHEN

Ed Sullivan, the Silver Screenin case.
Daily News writer, was appearing at the
Capitol Theatre in New York, George
Jessel introduced him something like this:— "Suppose you are a flop, it
doesn't matter, you can always go back to writing, but if I flop, I've got
to spend the rest of my life in front of the Palace."
There's nothing quite so good to loosen up the old self-confidence
as the proven knowledge that there is something you can do if you flop.
Do you remember the man who married the homely soprano, and,
after he had looked with disgust at her sleeping ugliness for a while,
shook her violently, crying:— "For heaven's sake— SING!"
Grace Moore, Astaire and Maxie Baer are good anywhere, but when
we see some performers who have crashed the movies because they had
become famous on the radio, we feel like the distracted husband and
yearn to waken them to the fact that acting is an art. Or isn't it?

—

Fred Astaire (left) has a
personality
screen
and he can put over a

fine

nevertheless,
but,
song,
he never lets those dancing feet get out of prac-

He knows they will
anywhere if everything else goes wrong.

tice.

click

s

has
of

won Rudy Vallee
friends who are

enough to see him on
Screen.
il
,

Music
Life's

But
is

for

Rudy

always the

Work.

The
is

Metropolitan

Opera

the very summit of

life's

ambition for most singers,
but to Grace Moore it is
fall
to
just
something
back on.

Pictures

Katharine Hepburn in
"The Little Minister"

John Beal. This
famous play, with Cyril
Maude, years ago ran
with

for over a year in Lon-

don and three hundred performances in

New

York,

Miss

with

Maude Adams
Lady

Babbie.

first

wrote

it

as

book.

Mercer.
"The
Old Lady Shows Her Medals,"
Miss Mercer made a hit as the
Katharine

and

Beryl

When Gary Cooper made
old lady.

as

Barrie
a

That

Make HISTORY

Sir James

M.

Barries Pictures Are

Of The

The

Milestones

Movies.

Katharine Hepburn in
is
seventh Barrie picture.
"The
They are "Peter Pan," "A Kiss for Cinderella," "The Admirable Crichton," "The Old Lady Shows Her Medals" (called
"Seven Days"), "Sentimental Tommy," "What Every Woman
Knows" and "The. Little Minister."

a new Barrie picture coming.
THERE'SLittle
This
Minister."
the

Years ago the gentle Barrie introduced most of us to delicate
influence on manufacone generation, at least.
He studied people, and we have felt grateful many times to him
He said that lovers always smile at
for one of his observations.
one another, and, for years, whenever we have seen in the subway
or bus a young pair whom we suspect, we have slyly watched and
sure enough— lovers always smile.
Through all of Barrie's stories runs the mother love type of woman
who manages her dumb and contented man by sweet flattery. Perhaps the return of Barrie is the cue for girls to once again bolster
up the pompous males. Instead of, as now, taking the men's jobs
away from them— and then, rather nonplussed, the smarties find that
they have to support the gentlemen.

His great success had the usual
fantasy.
turers, and Peter Pan collars were worn by

James Matthew
Barrie

was

born

May 9, I860
and made a
on

baronet

in

1913.

Brian

Every

Aherne and Helen Hayes in "What
Woman Knows," which was released
recently. This, also, was a
famous play of twenty years
ago.

A

"Kiss for Cinderella"

followed

"Peter Pan."
Betty Bronson and the war babies

Tom Moore,

cared for by ''the
ragged

little

drudge."

An

old still. Betty B ronson as Peter Pan.

London

Can Win
Fame By The Use
Actors

Of False Whiskers,
But Girls Have

To

Stay Beautiful.

ci
WE

ONCE talked
fused to wear fc

Great actors, ho
of their real selves, and s<;
ing separate personalities
that's why they get typed

Emil Jannings was th
characters are unforgetta
a little.

The remarkable make-u
new frieni:
Lon Chaney and his weir

low) gives us a

there is an opportunity
create striking characters
The cry for new faces i

1

if make-up was more cloi
saw Fred March as Bri

Barretts of

Wimpole

Stre

week we saw Browning

m

I

Sten.
Here's for whiske>
teresting pictures. But
girls.

—

lou
THE

ESSES
player who said he republic liked his face,
jwant the audience to think
a great aid to them in creatas have no such escape, and
[rood

tpe his

ij

false

hair,

suggests

and

him

his

screen

The "Gay Nineties"
hat cannot fool us
we know our Mary

Boland. She's in
" Ru g g es of Red
Gap."
I

Marshall (bescreen misses
fits and today
J

tor

who

will

Lionel

Barrymore

is

a master of make-up,

which

transforms
him for "David Copperfield."

Herbert Marshall
"The Good Fairy"

in
is

someone you have
never seen before.
The disguise
help to him
his

fresh

screen

and

is

a great

in

making

character
interesting.

World
The
The piano is
no decorative

Beautiful l^lew

His

Is

Home

of fames Cagney

In Beverly Hills, California.

Cagney
really a

prop.
is

musician.

{.Scotty

\Velboumt)

The stunning
large canvas

living

room

is

a triumph of furnishings in correct proportions,
The walls are just bare enough

sets the note of spaciousness.

create the feeling of freedom.

A

room

in

which one can breathe.

it

Grape Fruit
unexpected
THE
we should

contrast is always popping up, until by now
have seen the homes of
really count on it.
opera singers who had no more taste than a truck driver might
Ihave had, and here is the home of James Cagney— a truck driver in
his recent picture, "The St. Louis Kid," and on every side there is
As a matter of fact,
a real feeling of true artistic appreciation.
Cagney is a person of culture and education. "He was always with
him in his early stage days. What a
la book" said one who knew
perfect description of a boy with
a fine mind!

We

Cagney came from a rough
environment, and because of
this he does not take the beautiful things for granted. He works
for them and loves them. To
reach the goal which this home
proves he has reached, Cagney
has had to fight. The aggressive
threatening menace, taught to
him by life, has become his
screen mood. A grapefruit in
the face of failure, that's Cagney.
And a home of refinement and
culture.

That

also

is

A 'view

of the fireplace in the den.
is finished
in pine with

The room

our Jimmie.

decorative antiques and
on the walls.

"Devil
ture,

Dogs of the Air"

in

is

Cagney's new

etchings

pic-

which he is supported by Margaret
Lindsay and Pat O'Brien.

7/ 1

Mr.

&

Mrs.

Cagney and

chow, "Roddy."

The corner

just left of

center

the

in

view.

larger

the

it

Must

BE

Funny
WE

HAVE

long suspected that the ponder-

intellectuals were merely dull and
stupid.
And now the public, panting
along behind us, has come to the same clear view,
and from this mountain top of common sense has
signalled "We refuse to be bored."
It all came

ous

about when Bill Powell and Myrna Loy made "The
Thin Man."
JThe gayety and charm of that piece filled the
theatres in such-fashion as to leave no doubt of the

Now

producers are applying their
"Casino Murder Case," a Van
story, is being rewritten to bring in
the laughs. Bill Powell and Myrna Loy are being
teamed again in "Wife Versus Secretary." Fortunate indeed is the player in Hollywood who can
be funny. Clark Gable surprised everyone with his
real flair for comedy in "It Happened One Night,"
and his popularity has increased enormously bemessage.

new wisdom.
Dine murder

cause of

the

The

it.

The wonder

is that the producers have been so
long in finding out about laughs. /When they read
that Charlie Chaplin's income tax topped all others
they might have suspected, or when they rode past
the wide acres of Harold Lloyd's home one would
think the idea should have struck them.
We hope nothing has happened, however, to
awaken those shrinking violets, the Marx Brothers.

The beauty of this scene
from "David Copperfield"
will
be appre*
ciafed more

ence
frame

is

in

if

the
a

audi-l

happyl

of mind.
ElizaAllan
and Basil
Rathbone a-courting. j

beth

Una O'Connor got one of
the big laughs of "The Barretts of Wimpole Street."
when she did her roller
As Mrs. Gumskate walk.
midge

"David Copper-

in

field."

Bill

Powell

and Myrna
Loy brought
on the public
revolt against
pictures.
dull

I

The

Pullic

Wants
Drama
taining

Its
Enter-

And

Amusing.
There's

Mr.

Novarro and Edward

Everett Horton,
whose appearance
on the screen is
enough

—

g h
tribute
I

a u

bring

to
t

to

he

fi

his

performances

''The

n e

Young."

past

—

Night

a
s t

in

is

humor
success.

In

Them

Thar

Giggles.

W. C. Fields, is
main characters of
Copperfield,"
and
his

Micawber

one of
"David

1

,

the
will

carry

the

Gold

picture

to

(Freddie Bartholomew as
DavidJ

cout
Are The Ns-w Pictures Harking'

What Are
Curves

And En-

ticernents?

Is It

To The Daze Of Sflendor
And Nights Of Gladness ?

Back

These

£

M

Art?

Peggy Fears, completel
by a costume so-osupported in "Lottery
Lover" by a chorus wearing long

shrouded
chaste,

is

black stockings.
With the
Deal, things are getting
better shape.
/

New
into

IMAGINE

the chagrin of th
producers, who are trying s

valiantly to keep their pi<
tures cold and respectable, t,
find that it is quite impossible
to put a girl in a picture withi
out the old allure starting t
vibrate
through the theatn'
Girls completely dressed havl-

developed an intriguing myster*
that enhances the come-hithe
effect, in spite

signers-

And

of all that the d«

can do.
so

it

goes.

not be denied.

The

girls car

They never hav

been successfully scorned, and
is no time to begin now, wha
with everything except marriag
i

licenses costing so much mon
Pile your flounces upon then
swathe them in frills and bund)
them up in furbelows, you wii
have your trouble for you
pains.
In the confident glance
of their eyes, in the arrogar
poise of their heads you wi>
i

meet your match.

There

is

such thing as a sexless gi
Dress her as you will, she w
yet succeed in dominating tl
thoughts of mere man.
The girls are on their way.

1

Kathleen Burke, who does her best in a modest way
to introduce the theme of feminine beauty in Gary
Cooper's new "Bengal Lancers" picture.

Evelyn Laye in "Princess Charming." Recently
she has been in Hollywood assisting Ramon
Novarro in "The Night Is Young." Pretty, tool

I

Clark Gable Receives The

Silver Screen

Gold Medal

readers of Silyer Screen recently were given an opportunity to vote for the
THE
the Movies, and Clark Gable won. Constance Bennett—who
Most Popular Man
in

will

—acted

next co-star with Clark

for the thousands of Gable fans, and
presentation of the medal.

made

this

PRINTED

THE U.S
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By Lenore

Kitty Carlisle

Samuels

Throws Her

MASK
Away
Hollywood Frowns

On

The "Dead

Pan" of European Diplomatic
Circles,

Kitty Finds.

READING

the name of
Carlisle as a featured
player when a new film is
flashed across the screen, a
number of definite pictures

The schools

of Europe
taught Kitty how to "wow"
Broadway, but pictures re-

INKitty

quire a different technique.

float through my mind long
before the lovely Kitty herself
has a chance to float before my
eyes in her film character.
First I see her as the suave
and amazingly charming Prince
Orlofsky in that delightful
"Champagne Sec,"
operetta
which was one of the hits of

year's

last

theatrical

season.

a bit camera-shy, whereas,
so to speak, she has been

"When

self

bench

then there

is

that vision

singing "Love
Bloom" with Bing Crosby

"She Loves

Me

in
in

with
Adolphe
Florence Vidor?

picture,

Menjou and
Of course you

society

in

Paris,

Rome, and

I was taught how to walk and
and behave like a lady. But
was also

"Naturally
talk

I

schooled to conceal my thoughts or emotions.
In diplomatic and court circles it is not
considered wise to reveal your innermost
thoughts. This studied control of my facial
expression is the very thing
have to fight so

Duchess and the Waiter." Reas a silent

to

London.

well-remembered "Grand
it

fortunate?"

presented

Not."

After
that, of course, comes Kitty in
her sumptuous role of the Russian Grand Duchess in
the
Bing Crosby picture "Here Is
My Heart," adapted from the

member

read "success stories" of some of

dark eyes flashed contradiction. "1
have something to conquer, too," she told
me. "You see I spent most of my life abroad
was born in New Orleans, but we left
(1
there for good when I was eight); first there
were fashionable schools and then later I was

sitting on the piano
in the Dean's library at

Princeton,

I

Kitty's

ter."

her

cradle,
in the

our famous film stars, who have risen almost
from nowhere, fighting all manner of handicaps in their steady climb upward, 1 feel they
deserve great praise," said Kitty humbly.
"You really haven't had any handicaps at
all," I murmured.
"Don't you consider your-

•

her in that extravagant mystery
film, "Murder at the Vanities"
(her first screen venture), but,
as she gently remarks, "the
least said about that the bet-

And

home

at

drawing-room.

Next comes a brief glimpse of

of

from the

I

A

scene from

"Here

Is

My

Heart," with

Bing Crosby and Kitty. It' "The Grand
Duchess and the Waiter" over again.
>

do.
And I bet you're saying
to yourself: "They could never
do it as well again." Well, Kitty saw that silent version run oil
at the studio and she says it was just as funny as seeing a snapshot
So-o
of a girl you know in a bathing dress with stockings.
But the loveliest memory that I now have is that which I carried
away from the Ritz Tower, in New York, that afternoon in December when I was fortunate enough to have an hour's leisurely
.

.

.

chat with her all alone.
Kitty had just arrived in town that morning, and, already, the
living-room of her suite was filled with adoring friends and the
telephone kept ringing incessantly.
But, true to the profession
she has so gladly chosen as her own, she gamely shooed everybody
out and sat down on a low divan beside me.
In person, Kitty, who is tall and willowy, with a lovely oval
face, deep brown eyes that hint of mysteries still unsolved, dusky
hair and a pale olive complexion, is twice as fascinating as she
has yet appeared on the screen. Perhaps it is because she is still

in Hollywood."
swift gesture she covered

hard against

With

a
her fate
both her hands, then, just ;is swiftly
drew them away. "There," she cried, as I
gazed into her smooth, unruffled countenance,
"that's what they call a dead pan in the studios.
I'm so afraid
that in correcting it, I'll go to the othei extreme and starl
mugging."

with

Remembering

that

most

ol

the reviewers,

after seeing her

in

"She Loves Me Not," had commented most Favorably on the pleas
ant absence of all Ugly facial expression when she sang in that
picture, complimenting her instead lor the perfect control of hei
assured
lovely features even when sin reached her highest notes.
her lh.it this seeming handicap wasn't going to prove hall so (lis
1

I

astroiis as she feared.

remarked, "that Bing Crosby never plays with
"They say,"
the same leading lady twite, and \el voti ve had thai distinction,
What's youi fatal charm?"
up!
"l ess
Kilts laughed.
"No charm at all.'' she' said. It's just that Bing
1 guess when he discovered that
was twice as
is unusually Shy.
nervous StS he was when we wen djuAg ffi pwfnfti cd on pttge f,t]
I

I
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Reviews
UNBIASED OPINIONS OF PICTURES SEEN

In "Imitation of Life," hungry

Ned

Sparks gloomily watches Claudette Colbert

"brown the wheats."
Claudette Colbert, beautiful and sympagives another magnificent performance, and her heart-break in the last scene,
when she gives up the man she loves, is
something you will long remember. Louise
Beavers is excellent as the colored Delilah,
and so honest and real is she that you have
thetic,

Francis Lederer and Ginger Rogers in
"Romance of Manhattan." Lederer
reaches his natural role by way of
Iceland and the Hessian army.

power to keep from getting up
on the screen and slapping Fredi
Washington for being so mean to her.
Briefly, the story concerns two young
mothers, Claudette Colbert and Louise
Beavers, who are thrown together by the
merest circumstance, and who combine to
battle life for the sake of their two little
girls.
As the years pass, riches and success
come to them and they reach out eager
to exert will

there

hands for happiness, but they clutch only
bitterness, despair and disappointment.
Louise's daughter breaks her mother's
heart by publicly disowning her in her
And Claudette's
effort to pass as white.
daughter, home from finishing school, falls
desperately in love with the man Claudette
loves and intends to marry, and she is
forced to sacrifice herself to keep her
Rochelle Hudson and
daughter's love.
Ferdi Washington as the daughters give

grand

performances.

Warren William

is

perfect as the heart interest, and old sourface Ned Sparks is funnier than ever.

THE MIGHTY BARNUM
Rating: 93 "—"The Greatest

Show on

Earth"— Twentieth Century

HERE'S

Greta Garbo and George Brent in
"The Painted Veil" a triumph.

—

IMITATION OF LIFE
Rating: 95°— Magnificent— Universal
too rarely, do you find a picture
so lovely, so warm and human, so utterly poignant as is this translation to the
screen of Fannie Hurst's famous story of
he tragedy of motherhood and the tribulaQuietly and sin;ions of the negro race.
cerely dramatic, without one false touch,
this picture simply tears your heart out,

RARELY,

1

(

relentlessly against, your emotions
you forget that it is only make-believe,
and you, too, are sobbing like a baby over

heats
until

Aunt

Delilah's funeral.

top-notch

entertainment

for

every movie-goer, young or old or fair
to middling. It's packed with laughter and
tears and good old hearty brawls, with
bodies and furniture and lions and midgets
hurtling through the air. What fun!
Wally Beery, as that grand fake, P. T.
Barnum, gives his most magnificent performance to date, and, when you consider
"Treasure Island," that's saying a Joe E.

Brown mouthful.

And Adolphe Menjou,

sakes alive, he's never been better, and his
Mr. Walsh (Mr. Baily Walsh) is as inspired
a bit of acting as these old eyes have ever
Janet Beecher plays Nancy Barnum,
seen.

P. T.'s thrifty and law-abiding New England housewife, who's afraid to have children for fear they'll have five legs, and
Miss Beecher is simply superb.
Virginia Bruce, the late Mrs. John Gil
as
Jenny Lind, the
beautiful
is
bert,

"Swedish Nightingale." who becomes one
it
of Mr. Barnum's "attractions," though

was really Jumbo, the elephant, he wanted.
Rochelle Hudson, as P. T.'s comely niece
who loves, alas, the erratic Mr. Walsh, is
also excellent. As are the midgets, Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Thumb, played by George and
Olive Brasno. And, ah, the bearded lady.
As you've probably guessed by now, the
story's all about the rise and fall and fall
and rise of P. T. Barnum, the showman
who lived a hundred years ago and who,
among other things, is famous for that wisecrack, "a sucker is born every minute."
Starting with his sideshow of freaks and
frauds, P. T. ascends to the heights of society when he becomes Jenny Lind's impresario, but, a faux pas at a banquet one
night, and the next morning he's back
where he started. This is a picture you
can take the entire family to see without
any qualms.

FORSAKING ALL OTHERS
Rating: 89°— Fast and

NICE

Funny— Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer
old Mr. Metro had the

swell idea of
co-starring Joan Crawford, Clark Gable
and Robert Montgomery all in the same
comedy, to be directed by Woody Van
Dyke, which, heaven knows, is a treat in
any language, but with one of those movie
mogul gestures he said "Oh, shoot the

works" and threw in Charlie Butterworth,
Billie Burke and Frances Drake.
And my,
my, what a lot of hilarious fun.
Joan plays a society gal who is left waiting at the church for the irresistible Bob,
who has been her Prince Charming all her
life.
Bob, in the meantime has gotten
drunk and married Frances Drake, the
little gold-digger he knew in Paris.
And then the fun begins, with Clark
Gable, the best man in more ways than one,
trying to show Joan that she's an idiot, and
Bob, recovered from his binge, trying to
make up to Joan for the great wrong he
did her. There's all kinds of comedy ranging from drawing room to slap-stick and
you'll laugh and laugh and laugh.
Of course, in the final reel, Joan discovers
that it was good old Clark she loved all
the time, and there's a grand finish. Charlie
Butterworth comes into his own in this
one, and is simply marvelous.
There's a
new girl named Rosalind Russell who looks
and
there's
Billie
Burke,
so
promising,
beautiful and so charming in her own

brand

of

comedy.

>

Silver Screen for February 1935

THE PAINTED VEIL
0

—A

Radiant Garbo— MetroGoldwyn-Mayer
ANOTHER Garbo triumph. A truly interesting picture from every angleAnd just when I
story, cast and direction.
was about to decide that Garbo was a little
too cold and passe for my type, here she
appears on the screen more alluring and
fascinating than ever.
And I have to become a Garbo fan all over again. And so
will you, if you were slipping, too, after the
Rating:

frigidity of

87

"Queen

Christina."

This time Garbo plays a warm, human,
lovable (and what a cute giggle she's got)
Austrian girl who marries Herbert Marshall,

a

struggling

young

scientist

on

his

body suspected— even Andy Devine, the
White House grocery boy— of kidnaping the
President.
It's exciting all right, whether
you like politics or not. Giving splended
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performances in the picture are Edward
Arnold, Paul Kelly, Sidney Blackmer, Osgood Perkins, Janet Beecher and Peggy
Conklin. This will be one of the most dis-

PICTURE

THERMOMETER

Degrees

of Quality

cussed pictures of the year.

ROMANCE

IN

Rating: 74°— A

MANHATTAN

Boy and a Girl— R-K-O

here's
WELL,
American

that idol of sixty million
again, Mr. Francis
Lederer, the giggling Czech.
In this picture Lederer plays a young Czecho-Slovakian
who is turned down by the immigration
officials on Ellis Island because he has no

women

money and no

-Perfect

—100

job.

But Lederer escapes from the boat which
returning him to Europe, swims ashore,
ecstatic over New York, and meets
Ginger Rogers who feeds him coffee and
doughnuts, just about the time he is discovering that America is not the land of
milk and honey it's cracked up to be.
Ginger falls for him, and takes him home
to her tenement flat, where he sleeps on
the roof, while she and her young brother,
is

goes

—
"The Mighty Barnum" —
"Forsaking
Others" —
—
"The Painted
"Imitation of Life"

Does Bob Montgomery order raspberry? A scene from Joan Crawford's
new picture, "Forsaking All Others."

way

to China, not because she loves him,
but because she knows marriage is expected
of her by her family.
In China she becomes a part of the English colony and falls passionately in love
uith George Brent, a ne'er-do-well poloplaying young Englishman who lives on
his wife's money.
Marshall discovers her
infidelity, Brent turns cad, and Garbo is
forced to go with her husband into the
interior of China where disease is raging.
Here she finds the meaning of real love.
Herbert Marshall is magnificent, and his
scenes with Garbo are well-nigh perfection.
Garbo is excellent, both as the silly young
girl in love, and as the heart-broken woman
lacing tragedy.
And she is still the only
actress on the screen who can wear a tightfitting turban, and look too breathlessly

Lederer is all for marrying Ginger but
because he has entered the country
illegally, and so he gets a shyster lawyer,
who promises to make him a citizen but is
And then his
really double-crossing him.
pals, the policemen, take charge and in a
few hours Mr. Lederer becomes both a citizen and a husband.
can't

"The President

—

Vanishes"

—80
in

Man-

hattan"

"Bright Eyes"

''One Hour Late"

"Behold

My

Wife"

"Sweet Adeline"

"Here Is My Heart"
a The Man Who Re-

Don't
Miss

—>

—

—>
—>
->
—

—70

—

Head"—>

— Worth
—

Seeing

—60

—
—

Rating: 70°— Our Shirley— Fox

Good
Entertain-

ment

THE

newest Shirley Temple picture has
quite an air of Christmas about it.
After seeing it you'll probably dash out
and buy a lot of Christmas presents for the
kiddies.
Shirley has gone back to acting
"Broadwav

Sill"

"Kid Millions"

The

While Parade"

"The Captain
Hales lie Sea"

"The

St. louis

"Flirtation

"College

Kid"

Wal"

Rhjlhm"

"limehoose Blues"

"Anne

of

—30

Green

Gakles"

"Tbe Gar Brido"

—
—

Meritorious

"Gentlemen Are Bora"'

Production

"365 Mints In

HoOimood"

HERE'S

the most unusual, interesting
and exciting political picture you've
It's as thrilling as a Dashiell
ever seen.
Hammett mystery story, and as arousing as
a governmental expose.
Every man, woman
and child ought to see it, and learn once
and for all times, why countries really go
to war.
And it isn't to make the "world

"Outcast lady"

—10

LAST

MONTH'S
THERMOME-

democracy" either. No, it's to make
millions and millions of extra dollars for
ihose vultures who grow fat on the dead
bodies of American citizens. Goodness gracious, get me a soap-box quick.
The picture opens with the vultures, who
own munition plants, shipyards and steel
factories and newspapers, deciding that it
is
time for another War, and they're all
ready to use a little political pressure on the
President of the United States so he will
have to declare war.
But the President, superbly played by
Arthur Byron, is an honest, peace-loving
man, and doesn't want to plunge his nation into wholesale bloodshed just to please

naturally and

few greedy politicians. And so, the day
the President is supposed to go before the
Senate and declare War, he vanishes.
Then, there's a swell mystery with every-

be in this picture.
She plays the daughter of ois Wilson, a
servant in the house of Doroiln Christy
[Continued on page 58]

safe for

a

"Romance

BRIGHT EYES

THE PRESIDENT VANISHES
Rating: 82°— Exciting— Walter Wanger

1

able

Veil"

claimed His

beautiful.

I

—

>•

All

Jimmy Butler, figure out jobs for him.
The climax of the picture is simply elegant,
and don't you dare miss it, for it contains
some of the best laughs of the season.

—Remark-

TER

In "The Mighty Barnum," the little
midget supports Wallace Beery, the
star.

is

just

as

sweel
1

as

she can

—
—
0

Disappointing

Zero

Floppo
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Not All Hokum

Its
night so that
in the recently

Mary

could

know

I

be

"Oh,

all

.

But,

sister.

right," she whispers.
."
will be all right

it

picked up his heels and ran for cover!
Heppy finally caught up with him—
backed him into a corner and gave a sales
talk that left the poor fellow howling for
mercy!
Sue Carol 'phoned a very important studio executive and invited him to take a
handful of tickets.
." she
"Will Rogers will be there, and
began.
"Will
Rogers??"
snorted
the
exec.
"Phooey!
Dun't be fooling me!
I
believing
it!
Rogers
never
ain't
goes

completed "Love Time" in

which Mary played Pat Paterson's
"It will

who

herself

see

.

When Anne

Shirley was making "Anne
Green Gables," the supposedly exclusive
Katharine Hepburn sneaked on the set,
watched Anne doing her stuff, and liked it
well enough to give the kid a rousing pat
of

.

on the back.
So,
little

when
Anne

the Blackford Benefit came up,
took a deep breath, approached

.

"Do you think I ought to go?" Katie
mock anxiety.
Anne was flabbergasted. "Well
uh

asked with

.

.

it

would be nice

Hepburn

"Nice??"

would be

'nice'

ought to go???"
"Oh, dear
.

.

.

.

!"

.

.

.

.

.

.

she stammered.

."

glared.
but, do

"Perhaps
you think

it

I

.

poor Anne was plainly

.

.

.

.

.

.

good-naturedly
enough,
and
Sue
promptly turned her winnings into the
fund that will be the means of restoring

flustered.

off,

Katie grinned.
"How
many tickets do you think I should take?
dollars
worth
Would twenty-five
be all

"Never

.

to those things!!"
"Believe it or don't," Sue insisted. "Will
bought some tickets and he'll be there!"
"Some tickets he bought, maybe. But, a
hundred dollars I'm betting you he won't
be there!"
"One hundred dollars?" Sue echoed. And,
before the gent could change his mind,
And thanks a lot
"I'll take it!
every little bit helps!"
Will was there. And the Big Shot paid

tickets.

.

.

.

.

.

the untouchable Katie and asked if she
wouldn't help the cause by taking some

.

[Continued from page 24]

mind,"

Mary Blackford

to health.

Ann Harding bought ten
Burke made out a check

right?"

Anne admitted that it would, thanked
the impulsive Heppy and started away.

tickets;

Billie

same
was so impressed with
the kids' enthusiasm that she took fifty
tickets, promising to sell all she could and
keep the rest for herself.
Joan Crawford, having been told of the
number;

"Wait a minute!" the star shouted. "Let's
And,
the director in on this, too!"
pulling up her billowy skirts, she made a
mad dash for the disconcerted gentleman
get

for

by Lois Wilson and Eddie Rubin, did
in having Mary transferred to the hospital where Joan has
maintained a "free bed,"lo, these many
years.
Furthermore, she has taken on the
girl

more than her part

cost of further treatments until the grateful

Mary can be completely

the Big Night, arid the Cocoanut
Grove was jammed to the doors. Elbow

room was at a premium, and it would have
done Mary's heart good if she could have
seen the way Hollywood turned out for the
Benefit of one stricken citizen.

Even
places
check,

Richard Dix, who shuns public
a Scotchman ducks a dinner
came out with the new Missus,

as

tucked himself into a secluded corner and
enjoyed the show thoroughly.
Lee Tracy was there.
Loretta Young,
May Robson, Jimmy Cagney, Joe E. Brown,
Paul Kelly and a hundred others.
Your old favorite, Carmel Myers, sang a
song and surprised us even further to see
her, not only still young and beautiful, but
possessing an unusually pleasing voice.
And, after plenty of entertainment, interspersed with dancing, came the piece de
resistance— our
unquestionable
favoriteWill Rogers!

the

Sally Eilers

cured.

Came

to

Oh, it was a grand party! The kids are
be heartily congratulated on their untirin making
success.

ing efforts

howling

When

the

event

such a

you're down, Hollywood's youth

YOU CAN WEAR
amita s
L

Silver Screens ~Njzw Spring

Bashioyi
It

To

SUIT

Book

Is

Ready.

Will Be As Welcome

Dressmakers
Flowers In May.

DAMITA'S smart black satin
tailored suit. The "cutaway jacket"
has a perky little peplum below the
Trim panels, back
nipped-in waistline.
and front, give that nice long slender line
Pattern
Suit
to the well-fitted skirt.
SS124 comes in sizes 12 to 20 and 30 to 40.
ILI

16 requires 4 yards 39 inch fabric.
Blouse Pattern SS125 comes in sizes 12 to
Size

20 and 30 to 40. Size 16 requires 214
yards 39 inch fabric for upper
model and 21/2 yards for lower
model.

The pattern for the blouse suitable
to be worn with this suit must be
purchased separately.

Silver Screen, Pattern Dept.,

45 West 45th Street,

New

York, N. Y.
send to

For the enclosed

Name
Address
State

City

Pattern of

Lili

Damita's suit (No. SSI 24)

.

.

.

.Size

Price of each PatPrice of
Catalog, 15tf. One
Pattern and Cata-

tern, 15^.

Pattern of

Lili

Fashion Book?

Damita's blouse (No. SS125).

Yes or

No

Size
j

I

is

behind you!

log

t'"'c1her,

LT><\

Lili

Damita in "Brewster's Milwearing the suit designed
her bv Schiaparelli.

lions,"

for

As

1
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have a Beautiful
AND LAUGH

Smile

AT FATE

By Mary Lee
THERE
portant

nothing in the world so imbeauty as the corners of
You may
your mouth turned UP.
have the prettiest clothes of any girl in
your set, the loveliest figure, the most glorious skin. But if the corners of your mouth
turn down, you don't have beauty.
Look at Joan Blondell. There is a smile
And she takes pains to keep it
that wins!
She has found, as
in A.i. smiling order.
has many another actress, that smiles and
what she eats are closely related. There is
a definite connection between diet and
strong, healthy teeth and firm, pink gums.
Taken internally, in large enough quantities, orange and lemon juice do grand
We have always
things for your teeth.
is

.to

known

that they fortify the system against
things as colds and minor illnesses.
But scientists have now demonstrated in a
series of interesting experiments, that they
prevent the development of new dental
troubles, help you keep the teeth you have
in excellent condition, and strengthen and
firm your gums.

such

The

following

test

was

tried out on a group of
children for a year. They
were given two glasses of
fresh orange and lemon
juice a day, in addition
to a regular wholesome
diet.
At the end of the
year it was found that in

Joan Blondell has a
these children tooth decay
lovely smile and a 7
decreased 57 per cent and
pound 12 ounce boy.
gum troubles 83 per cent.
Quite a showing, isn't it?
And a hint to you to try
the same thing.
effectively and safely.
Try this. Add a
Just on the dollars and cents side of the
few drops of lemon juice to common table
ledger, isn't it better to drink those desalt or baking soda.
Brush your teeth
licious glasses of orange juice, or indulge
with it.
It makes,
according to dental
your craving for a long glass of lemonade,
authorities, a splendid home-made cleanser.
than to endure the agony of the dentist's
Orange and lemon juice in addition to
chair, with its flattening effect upon your
your regular diet won't give you perfect
pocketbook?
teeth of course.
Proper chewing, too, is
Lemon juice is one cosmetic which is
essential to the health of your mouth, beequally good inside and out.
There is
cause good circulation in one of the most

nothing which will whiten your teeth more

[Continued on page 72]

Million Dollar Blunder
[Continued from page
grander bits of make-believe, good enough
in fact to dwarf the companion role of

Howard.
Paramount believed Wallace Beery was
The comedies he had made
all washed-up.
with Raymond Hatton were box-office flops.
M-G-M signed him and "The Big House,"
"Min and Bill" and "The Champ" proved
that Paramount had made a Million DolLeslie

Blunder. The screen tests of Margaret
Sullavan, made by Paramount, were rejected
by the production board. More recently,
Paramount rejected the screen test of Gladys
George, who was then appearing in a play
lar

She was an untagged "Queer People."
known and the Paramount execs were unimpressed, although the eastern Paramount
office sent along a voluminous recommenda-

>

tion.

I

I

I

still

at

fever

heat,

I

again,

tried

telling

Columbia to sign Katharine Hepburn, then
an unknown. They assured me, gently but
firmly,

because

that

cheekbones,

that

photograph

well.

of

her

exaggerated

La Hepburn would not

The

Million Dollar Blunder which Columbia perpetrated in regard to Miss Hep-

the 1934 dramatic season. The leading lady
became a star over night. Every flicker company rushed to sign her, including Paramount. It was the same Gladys George the
Paramount production board had rejected
weeks before, but M-G-M had hired her,
showing rare sagaciousness on the part of
Bob Rubin and Bill Grady. It is not gen-

it is

later,

I

I

Reviewing "If
Love Were All," at the Booth Theatre in
November, 1931, two performers in it
caught and riveted my attention. One was
Aline MacMahon, the other was a girl
named Margaret Sullavan.
That same
night, I tried to persuade Harry Cohn,
president of Columbia, to sign them immediately.
Cohn himself never saw these
two performers, but, instead, detailed somebody from the New York office to look
them over. Both were rejected. Nothing
daunted, and my enthusiasm in discovery

then unknown, to Columbia.

Broadway awoke in the
morning to hear the town raving over "Personal Appearance," first big smash hit of

Some time

!

17]

erally

known,

but

Miss

George,

then

a

brunette, appeared with Charles Ray in
pictures back around 1921.
Fox could have signed a contract with
Rudy Vallee, after the George White picOn an eastern
Hire, and failed to do so.
trip of Hal Wallis, Warner's general manager, I took him to see Vallee and now
Vallee is a Warner star.

When

I

was penning dramatic criticism
Evening
who were

the late but not lamented
Graphic, I suggested three players,
for

burn becomes more understandable when

R-K-O almost turned her
not been for Director George
Cukor, it is to be doubted that R-K-O today would have her as their biggest moneymaker. He insisted on casting her for "Bill
of Divorcement." When the executives saw
her in person, noticed those high cheekbones and that angular fa< e, they raged
and stormed, but Cukor. who knows his
Whether or not the
art, was adamant.
company ever gave him a bonus for dropping the equivalent of several million dollars into the R-K-O coffers I do not know,
realized that

loose.

Had

it

but Cukor was entitled to

a

pretty

penny

for his sagacity.

Warners believed Myrna Ion was all
through when talking pictures arrived, as
she always had been cast in exotic foreign
M-G-M grabbed her,
or half-caste roles.
teamed her with Max Baer unsuccessfully

and then

hit

combination

upon the William Powell
converted "The Thin

that

Man" and "Evelyn

Prentice"

into

pure

McCrea was a bit player at
Metro, the studio released him and he became a star at R-K-O. Charles Boyer, new
Fox star, whose "Caravan" is a big moneymaker, was brought to Metro to play in the
French versions of pictures. They released
gold.

Joel

him, and he returned
and heartbroken at his

made him

to France dejected
failure.
Then Fox

Ann Dvorak was

a dancmusicals but soon musicals lost their vogue and she was out of a
Howard Hughes, at Warners, picked
job.
her to play Paul Muni's sister in "Srarface."
and today she is one of the fine emotional
actresses of the screen.
Greta Garbo, oddly enough, almost ruined
the screen career of Lew Ayres.
After
knocking about Los Angeles, crooning with
dance bands, Ayres finally was given his
big opportunity, landing an important part
was her lasi
in Garbo's "The Kiss."
It
silent picture and a tremendous flop, finanSo M-G-M aired Ayres. and it was
cially.
not until he had scored a personal smash
in Universal's "All Quiet on the Western
Front" that the blunder was realized. Columbia's salvaging <>l Grace Moore emphasized still another Million Doll. 11 Blunder
on the part of Metro, for they had her under contract and made two pictures \\ ith
her.
They believed thai hei type ol sinking was not commercial.
Columbia, with
rare acumen, turned her over to Victor
Schcrt/inger, musician and director, and
"One Ni^ht of Love" is rolling up one of
the huge all-time grosses of the industry.
Maiie Dressier pounded the pavements

ing girl in

of

a star.

M-G-M

Hollywood, literally
[Continued on

and

figuratively.

52]
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She went from one studio to another and,
in turn, each studio rejected the gallant old
trouper.
Had it not been for the neverfailing championship and sponsorship of
Frances Marion,

who

never lost faith in the
veteran, Marie Dressier never would have
landed an M-G-M contract.
The "Anna
Christie" role launched her on the cyclonic
career that might easily have been withheld
too long.
What conclusions are to be drawn from
these $1,000,000 Blunders of Hollywood
which I have recited here in some detail?
Do they prove that the high officials of the
motion and talking picture industry are

lunkheads?
that none
errors can
regularity.

Not
of

us

and do

all.
It
only proves
are infallible, and that
take place with amazing

at

Kitty Carlisle
our scenes together, it simply bolstered up
his ego and he lost his shyness while trying
to help me overcome mine."

"And

that," I said dryly, "is a situation

which every self-respecting male longs
himself— just once."
"Exactly," agreed Kitty. "Do you know,"
she confided after a moment's silence, "that
Bing has never yet picked a "hit" song.
When we were doing "Love in Bloom" together, he shook his head and said: "This'll
never be a hit." I thought he must know
and just took it for granted the number
would be a flop.
Imagine our surprise
when it became a sensation! It's generally
in

to find

the outsider who "feels instinctively"
a song is going to be a sure-fire hit.

when
Odd,

isn't it?"

asked her if she missed the brilliance of
the Continental drawing-rooms and the
Court functions.
"No-o," she answered.
"Of course, it
was thrilling to walk up a grand staircase,
with men and women in gorgeous uniforms
and evening regalia, medals and jewels
I

side, and a King and
to greet you at the top. But,
honestly, I'm glad that part of my life is
behind me. It was colorful. At the time,

glittering

on every

Queen waiting

believe

I

that

the

if

closer alliance with their
eastern talent scouts, and that if the directors, rather than the producers of pictures,
were to pass on candidates for film stardom,
that mistakes like these I've cited would be

minimized.

The

heartaches that these Million Dollar

Blunders create cannot be estimated in any
common denominator of discouragement.
Picture the desperation that must have beset Clark Gable when he was released from
Undoubtedly he had
that first contract.
written home to his family on each development.
How his mother must have
beamed with pleasure as she told the neighbors, over the back-fence, that her youngster had been signed to a Warner contract.
Weary months of waiting, hoping, praying

Throws Her Mask Away
it

seemed

real

I

get lots

more fun out

enough.

But

I don't miss it.
of working. Singenjoy most.

what I
"Out at Paramount, everybody has been
so very friendly. Why, when a group of us
—Charlie Laughton (what a wit he is!),
Bing, Charlie Ruggles, George Raft, Clauding

.

.

.

that's

(there's a woman for you,
ette Colbert
lovely, gracious, intelligent)— gather in one
of the tiny dressing-rooms at about 6:30 in
the morning, to be made up, it's just like being back at school. Everybody is so lively, so
frank, so genuine.
That other life was
pleasant, the people I met were interesting,
but for the real zest of living give
the
people of the stage or screen— writers, artists, actors, they're all alike. Their enthusiasms govern their tongues— they say what
they think and to the devil with too much
diplomacy, they do what they wish and to
the devil with stifling conventions. I sometimes wish I had figuratively been born in a
theatrical trunk."
"Don't be silly," I admonished her. "A
background such as yours is not to be
scoffed at.
Especially since you've not allowed it to tighten your mind in any way.
But tell me truly, doesn't Hollywood itself
seem terribly provincial after
and

me

Rome

Paris and the Riviera?"
Kitty said nothing for a

diplomatic caution
Then she smiled.

0

major companies

would maintain a

Hollywood most

moment
her

locking

"What

I

like

or two,
tongue.

about
time in

is

'

then I like Hollywood."
did you happen to get into pic-

"How
tures?"

long story," replied Kitty.
decided to go on the stage, I
also decided that I wasn't going to be a
I studied for years under
society amateur.
some of the best singing teachers in Europe.
Then I went to London to take a course in
dramatic acting at the Royal Academy of
"It's

really a

But when

I

When I arrived in New York three
Art.
years ago, I was pretty well equipped.
"My first engagement was in vaudeville.
condensed version of 'Rio Rita.' They
were gruelling months, and constantlv I

A

whispering
'Broadway— we must make Broadway.' I
began to feel that way, too.
"Yet when I was offered the role of the
Prince in 'Champagne Sec' I was positively
panicky. It was a part secondary to PeggyWood's, but I was told there was a chance
for me to steal the show in the second act.
heard

Toby Wing

on the snow
clad side-skis of the San Bernardino mountain-skis.
sltiis

the

people

in

the

this

act

'

1

1

|

i

i

[Continued from page 47]
just laughed, perfectly convinced that
with Peggy Wood in the show I would pass
unnoticed.
"The day I tried on my costume for that
second act— you remember, long black tights,
cape floating from the shoulder
the
producer took one look at my legs and
"
said 'You're made.'
Kitty laughed reminiscently. "He really
had taken a chance on my legs, you know.
I might have been knockkneed or bow
legged or something."
The play opened in Westport and on the
second night Kitty had the misfortune to
sprain her ankle while entering the door
of the theatre, an improvised barn. It was
only after she had promised not to do the
charming dance number the second act demanded that her physician allowed her to
go on at all. "But when I heard that enchanting Johann Strauss music," said Kitty,
"I forgot my swollen ankle, I forgot my
promise to the doctor— everything but the
music which simply lifted me into that
dance."
It was lucky for Kitty that she did have
the grit to go through with the show, after
the manner of some of our most seasoned
I

.

.

j

|

:

|

.

,

i

I

|

j

night Mr. Salzberg of
the audience and later
asked her to take a test. Thus it was, when
Kitty received offers to make tests for every
big picture company in the business on the
morning after the show opened in New
York, she had to turn them all down. She
had already signed a long contract with
troupers,

for

that

Paramount was

that for the first
my adult life I've a home to call my own—
everybody out there has a home of his own
—I have my own garden, my own servants,
I can order my own meals. This is heavenly
after living in schools and hotels for years.
One thing I miss, though, is music. The
symphonies, operas, concerts.
You can't
But sj long as I can
get them out there.
dash back to New York for an occasional
visit,

would lead to something big.
the curt announcement from the front
office that the option would not be renewed, and the hesitant letter to the home
folks that the placer pan of Hollywood
hadn't yielded gold.
Just how many scars have been burned
into the flesh of sensitive performers by the
perpetrators of these mistakes cannot be
estimated. The case history of each victim
is identical, the same feeling of terror, the
same impulse to tears, the same agony of
desperation in failure.
The Million Dollar Blunders of Hollywood have been the branding irons of the
industry, but luckily those whom the branding iron marks as failures often have courage enough to carry on and turn the
shambles of defeat into a glorious triumph.
that

Then

in

i

J

1

1

|

Paramount.
"Were you nervous when you made your
j

asked.
"No," said Kitty frankly, "I wasn't. I
didn't really care then whether I went into
Perhaps that is why I
pictures or not.
came through O.K. I didn't care enough
Now that
to be nervous of the outcome.
I'm in, though, I'm as nervous as a kitten.
For now I feel I really
Isn't it strange?

screen test?"

I

.

must make good."
"Sometimes,"

I

said,

"the things that

at

seem of casual importance in one's
scheme of life may eventually become the
leitmotif of an eventful career."
first

And so it may prove with Kitty Carlisle,
The screen, of which she had thought only
bringing her to the attention of the public in such a way that
her name, like Grace Moore's, will soon be
on every intelligent fan's tongue. 'Whereas,
if she had stuck to musical comedy, society
musicales, or even went so far as to consider
grand opera, the praises of her lovely voice,
her beautiful face, her gracious personality
would be sung by only a few. Which would
seldom,

be a

if

pity,

at all,

for,

j

is

to quote

j

j

1

,

our friend, Mr.

Shakespeare, she comes to us
As lull of spirit as the month of May,
And gorgeous as the sun at midsummer.

1

—
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THRILLING WORDS...
BUT NOBODY SAYS THEM TO THE

WHO HAS

GIRL

SOFT, LOVELY
girl

SKIN

should have

is

it

COSMETIC SKIN
thrilling to a

— and keep

man. Every

it!

So what a shame when a girl lets unattractive
Cosmetic Skin rob her of this charm This modern
complexion trouble can be so easily guarded against.
!

Cosmetics Harmless

if

removed

this

way

Cosmetics need not harm even delicate skin unless
they are allowed to choke the pores. Many a
woman who thinks she removes make-up thoroughly actually leaves bits of stale rouge and powder in the pores. Gradually they become enlarged
tiny blemishes appear blackheads, perhaps. These
are warning signals of Cosmetic Skin.

—

Lux

Toilet

thoroughly.

Soap

is

Its rich,

made to remove cosmetics
ACTIVE lather sinks deeply

into the pores, gently removes every vestige of
dust, dirt, stale cosmetics.

Before you apply fresh make-up during the day
ALWAYS before you go to bed at
night, protect your skin with the care
9 out of 10 lovely screen stars use!

O-F COURS€,
use
COSM€TICS,BUT N€V€R
WORRY ABOUT COSMETIC
SKIN
THANKS TO
I

I

LUX TOILET SOAP.
€ASy TO flAV€ A

IT'S

GORG€OUS

SKIN THIS

Ginger Ros,^
STAR OF RKO-RADIO'S

"ROMANCE

IN

MAN HAT?

WAy
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Yuma,

Topics for Gossips
The man kept
And now Kathleen admits

to call her again.
ise.

phone

prom-

his

that telecall has all the pangs of a broken

romance.

JANET GAYNOR's

"

I.

Veblin,

new boy

friend,

New York

of

Doctor

(Janet

calls

him

"Vebby") spent Thanksgiving with
Janet in Hollywood, and it does so look
like a romance.

Nevada,

No

Knows

Degression.

Richard Dix for Palm Springs

tea.

Then

Dix's studio got busy and called
up the press agent and demanded to know
who had wangled an endorsement out of
Dix for Palm Springs tea. So the press
agent called up Dix, expecting him to be
furious, and asked him who possibly could
have signed that release for Palm Springs
"Hell," said Mr. Dix, "I own Palm
tea.

Springs tea."

GLENDA FARRELL'S young son,
biggest surprise of the Mary BlackTHE
my, had the kind of birthday
the Cocoanut Grove
ford Benefit Ball
at

was when Ann Harding entered the ball
room on the arm of— Harry Bannister.
When Harry heard that Ann had been ill,
and she really was seriously ill for several
weeks, he flew to Hollywood to be with
There was a reconciliation, and now
her.
Ann and Harry are carrying on like a
couple of sixteen year olds in the throes
of their first romance.

—#
«

IT'S more than

a

rumor

that

John Barry-

more and the beautiful Dolores Costello
Barrymore have come to the parting of
the ways. John is in England and Dolores
in their hill-top home in Hollywood with
the two babies. The last time we saw those
two out together was at the Mayfair, where
John, naughty man, had arrived in a tuxedo and old felt bedroom slippers.

— #°—

preview of "The Mighty Barnum,"
THE
in Glendale recently, brought out a num-

Wide World

[Continued from page

is simply magnificent in the picture, Norma
Shearer was with Irving Thalberg, and
Pola Negri with Sid Grauman.

13]

passed the examination and found she
didn't have to recite all the things she had
studied so vigorously, she confided to a
friend, "I certainly built that scene up."

OMAR

KIAM, Park Avenue's

ultra-de-

whom

Samuel Goldwyn persuaded to come west and do movie costumes,
has found that women of all ages react
When little
alike to a beautiful gown.
Barbara Lee, just eighteen months old,
tried on a hoop skirt dress which Kiam had
made for her to wear in the film "Clive
signer,

more sidewalk
hounds than a
Hollywood opening. The director, Walter
Lang, came with Carole Lombard, Veree
Teasdale was with Adolphe Menjou, who
of movie stars and
stand-ees and autograph

ber

Franchot Tone and Joan Crawford at
the Actors' Screen Guild Ball in the
Biltmore Hotel. Love is grand!

—«#—

other day a very mangy
THE
appeared in one of the

looking ad

local papers, to

the effect that Richard Dix endorsed Palm
Springs tea. When his press agent saw the
endorsement she frothed at the mouth and
wondered who in heaven's name had managed to wangle an endorsement out of

party
every youngster would like to have,
when he entertained a group of young
friends at his mother's home recently.
There were horses to ride, target practice,
movies in the projection room, and, of
course, a swell birthday cake with a model
plane mounted along with the candles—
for Tommy is a most enthusiastic aviation
that

fan.

The

on the cake read: "To Flyer
Farrell— Happy
Birthday
and

icing

Tommy

Landings" and Tommy was so
when he saw it he couldn't talk.
Like most movie kids, Tommy gets a much
greater kick out of meeting a pilot of a
mail plane than he does out of meeting
Clark Gable or Bing Crosby.

Happy

thrilled

ALICE WHITE

has found a way to overcome her most annoying fault— forget-

ting.
She slips a list of daily reminders
into her cigarette case and everytime she
opens it, there it is, staring her in the
Alice says that a slip in a cigarette
face.
case has a string around the finger beat
a mile.

HARRY

COHN,

thought

it

Columbia producer,
would be a good idea to

take the entire cast of "The Captain Hates
the Sea" down to San Diego, California, for
a gala premiere there.
So he rented a
private car on the three something limited,
told the cast to be on time, and wired San
Diego of the thrill in store for them. Sure
enough, when the train pulled in there
was the Mayor, and the Chamber of Commerce, and several bands, and Rotarians,
and keys to the city and everything— but

of India," she stood before a bevel mirror
and went through all the rapturous ex-

clamations of a debutante wearing her first
evening gown. After admiring her reflection for nearly ten minutes, young Barbara
added one touch of her own. She threw
her arms around Kiam's neck and gave

him

a great big kiss.

KATHLEEN HOWARD,

formerly fashion
editor of Harper's Bazaar and Metropolitan opera star, and now a movie actress, has confessed to one of the strangest

Seems Kathleen
Hollywood romances!
answered the phone in her apartment one
night and heard the fascinating voice of
a strange gentleman. She asked what number he wanted and the man with the fatal
fascination in his voice replied, "Your number!"

Kathleen asked him

whom

he wanted to

talk to, and he gravely assured her, "I want
to talk to you." She was a little shocked,
a little outraged— and secretly a little in-

But the marvelous voice held her
at the phone several minutes before she
hung up. Coyly she made him promise not
trigued.

Tom-

Evelyn D. Kelly is introduced by Mrs. Cooper to Gary.
Evelyn has written to him every week for eight years
over five hundred letters.
She's the champion fan

—

of the University of California.

!
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no one got out of the private car except
All the other players
Alison Skipworth.
had decided to drive or fly down for the
opening. So "Skippy" had a parade through

town

all

by

PRETTY

Nothinq helped

herself.

Harvey, after two years
in Hollywood, still admits to confusion
Lilian

my

While describing a gown recently to a friend, she
cried enthusiastically: "And it fits like" she paused while searching for a
like

over American slang expressions.

to a phrase which would do justice
to this masterpiece of dress-art, then burst

dry skin/
says

clue

Miss E. L.

until.

of Pittsburgh, Pa.

"Like the skin on the wall."

forth with:

#»—

NYDIA WESTMAN

just doesn't like
When she was a little girl
planes.
one of those old meanie grown-up practical
jokers told her that she could float through
space with the aid of an open umbrella.
So Nydia tried it, using a haystack as a
A broken leg was the
taking off point.
result and ever since then Nydia has been
perfectly content to let others go in for

aviation, while she keeps

both

feet

on the

ground.
Hollythe most excited people
TWO
wood now are Lyle Talbot's mother and
in

of

the market, even the expensive ones, only irritated

it

more.

"

father— Mr. and Mrs. Hollywood, no kidare visiting their son, and putting their appioval on his new Beverly Hills
home and his new girl, Polly Waters, from
Birmingham, Alabama, and, as Adrian always says, a Birmingham is worth two in
Lyle gave a big party for his
the bush.
and Pop at the recent Benefit Ball at
the Cocoanut Grove, and the old folks had

ding—who

Mom

a swell time cavorting with the

DURING

young

folks.

the recent rains in Hollywood
children, in Southern California it never rains but it pours— a Paramount writer was wending his weary way
home from the studio through oceans of
water and slush, when suddenly a strange
apparition met his eye.
Across the street from his own Toluca
Lake home, he saw a dozen or more people
gathered clubbily together under a dozen
or more umbrellas, and gazing with awed
fascination into the kitchen window of Mr.
George Brent's home, while the rain went
Consumed with curiosity the
pitty pat.
Greta
writer joined the group and saw:
Garbo cooking dinner for George Brent.
The writer told me that he had never
seen such a gay, carefree, charming Greta
in all his life and she was tossing potatoes
delightful abandon.
and pans about in
With the rain dripping relentlessly down
his neck he joined the party of looker-

—and,

my

"Now
and

"Up

onners and peeked until Greta— aw, shucks
—pulled the shade down.

MARLENE

DIETRICH may be the
quintessence of glamour and exotic
beauty but there are those little "homey"
touches about her which endear her to her
co-workers.
She came on the "Caprice
Espagnole" set the other day, looking
divinely beautiful, when she saw her hairdresser, Nellie, struggling with a blouse she
wrong,"
said Marlene, and proceeded to hold up
production while she gave Nellie a special

was making.

"Nellie, that

is

all

fitting.

poses.

is^one Hollywood actor
who can truthfully say that his ancestors came over with the Pilgrims.
It is
reported that Dix will portray the romantic
and colorful life of his ancestor, Colonel
History
John Brimmer, on the screen.
books didn't say much about Brimmer, but
it was
really he who saved the colonists
from death at the hands of the Indians,
because he learned so much about savage
warfare during the seven years they held
-

him

captive.

now I had been using several different creams for different pur"
Today Junis does the work of all other creams I had been buying.

until

a
VOU use
You

cleansing cream to remove
should remove dirt from the
pores, for otherwise this dirt may lead to
blackheads, enlarged pores, rough skin.
dirt.

You massage your cream deep
Then you wipe

But

into the

of the
part stays in
the pores. And because part does remain,
it is vitally important what that cream contains. So we made a face cream that does
more than remove dirt and make-up. It is
truly revolutionary
skin.

it off.

cream does not wipe away

You

RICHARD DIX

I find that by using Junis Cream to cleanse during the day
"
at night I can keep my skin in good condition.

to lubricate

see,

scientists

all

. . .

have at

last discov-

ered what happens to skin as you grow
older. They have found that all young skin
contains a certain natural substance which
acts to lubricate the skin . keep it soft
and radiantly alive. As skin grows older,
this precious substance decreases.
.

.

We searched the world for this natural
substance and found at great expense that
it could be obtained in pure form. Then we
found a way to put this rare element into

JUNIS CREAM

IS

A

new face cream! We named the new
cream Junis Facial Cream. And we called
a

the rare, natural substance Sebisol. No
other cream contains Sebisol. When applied
externally, this natural substance again
softens and lubricates the skin.
Results astonished women. Women of
twenty were delighted to feel the freshness

and smoothness

gave

to their skin. Older
rejoiced to see ugly blemishes begin to disappear. In their placecame
a lustrous, glowing, healthy 6kin that "over
30" women had never hoped to see again.
Weinviteyou to use Junis Cream regularly
as an all-purpose cosmetic. Then watch reit

women, especially,

You need no other cream. For Junis
cleans perfectly, gently. In
addition,it contains Sebisol
sults.

... to soften, lubricate,
beautify. See what this new
kind of cream can do for
your skin. Junis Cream is
on sale at all toilet goods
counters.

PEPSODENT PRODUCT
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Winning Movie

to
Calif.

Valley,

—

FIRST PRIZE
M. Mackendrick, Box

$100

Awarded

31, Mill

The Best

Titles submitted:
1.

IN THIS PICTURE

2.

Titles

Titles Received

Friendship
Lady at Large

Lady at Large
Yours to Date

SECOND PRIZE
Tecla Pearl Necklace

Awarded to Mrs. Martha
Holman, 3515 Oregon St.,
St. Louis, Mo.

Hello!

Take

Titles submitted:
1.

Yours

2.

Just

to

Beautiful

Me

for

Example

Shape Ahoy!
Stag and Eve
Person to Person

Date

Once More

The

THIRD
PRIZE

Shanty Boy

Remington Portable
Typewriter
Awarded to Helen Baker,

All prize winning titles oecome the property cf
Universal Pictures Corporation.

Belding, Mich.
Titles submitted:
1. Nice Girl
2. Hello! Beautiful

LADY,

FOURTH PRIZE

you're lovely!

Radiant, fresh, and in the

Dorothy Gray

bloom of

young womanhood. And behind that
young and lovely face is a mind full of an
old as womankind itself
old wisdom
.

.

.

and

SIXTH PRIZE

Make-up Kit
Awarded to Barbara

Budlong, 622 N. Court
Rockford, 111.

St.,

decrees "keep lovely."

it

So your dressing table is laden with fine
creams and lotions and cosmetics fragrant
and every other aid
as a garden in June
.

make

devised to
still

.

.

.

.

woman

lovely

Among
wise ...

Awarded

is

.

.

.

won't be on your dressing table, but
discreetly placed in your medicine chest.
Its name is Ex-Lax. Its purpose ... to combat that ancient enemy to loveliness and
.

.

.

constipation ... to relieve

Rose

A.

34 Maple
Springfield, Mass.

St.,

Titles submit-

Titles submitted:

ted:
1.

2.

Take Me for
Example

My

tive for
is

is

it

sex,

it

women. You should

never shock your delicate feminine system
with harsh laxatives. They cause pain,
upset you, leave you weak. Ex-Lax is
gentle in action. Yet it is as thorough as
this
any laxative you could take. And
Ex-Lax won't form
is so important!
a habit. You don't have to keep on increasing the dose to get results. And it's
for it tastes
so charmingly easy to take
.

.

.

.

SEVENTH PRIZE
Woman's Bulova Wrist
Watch
Awarded to Flora S.
Wong, Box 1654, Clifton,

|

1.

Shape Ahoy!

2.

Cupid's

Aw a r d e d to
Elaine Kingsley,

Triumph

Man's Bulova Wrist Watch
Awarded to Frank A. Connelly, 22 East
62nd St., New York, N. Y.

just like delicious chocolate.

In 10c and 25c boxes— at any drug store.
the coupon below for free sample.

Perfume

Titles submitted:

.

Or use

Ciro's

Ariz.

.

—

Human Dynamo
Person to Person

FIFTH PRIZE

an ideal laxa-

anyone of any age or either

especially good for

1.

2.

Desire

gently, pleasantly, painlessly.

You see, while Ex- Lax

to

Mansfield,

and you're very
a certain little blue box.

these aids

It

health

Oneida Community Silverware Chest

lovelier

and to keep her that way!

.

1.

2.

White-

house

PI.,

Los

Angeles, Cal.
Titles submit-

Titles submitted.
Padlocked in Paradise

The

3513

ted:

Stag and Eve

1.

Shanty Boy

2.

Glorified

When Nature forgets—

EIGHTH PRIZE

remember

Four Bottles of Vigney Perfume "Heure Intime"
Margaret Van Plancke, 0. Henry Hotel, GreensEdith Rasmusson, 105 Canal St., Placerville,
boro, N. C.
Calif,
Allene Wilson, 1159 Green, San Francisco, Calif.
C. S. Shackelford, 13 Lowndes, Charleston, S. C.

The Winners

EX- LAX

NINTH PRIZE
The Winners

THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
MAIL THIS COUPON — TODAY
EX-LAX,

Inc., P. O. Box 170
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N.

82G

Please send free

N ame
Address

V.
sample of Ex-Lax.

——

of the

!

of the

Twelve Waterman No. 94 Fountain Pens:

James O. Banks, 602 No. Jackson, Little Rock,
Ark.
H. L. Beem, 149 Aberdeen Ave., Dnyton, Ohio.
Durward Bracken, 206 Judah St., San Francisco,

Calif.

Ken. Broughton. 2712 Stone Park Blvd., Sioux
City, la.

P. O. Box 29. Hazleton, Pa.
Albert Clarkson, 34-7th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

John Chrusch,

Will S. Gidley, 34 Dorchester St., Springfield,
Mass.
Prentice Meador, 1122 McAlpine, Nashville,
Tenn.
Harold Petersen, 2040 Farnam. Omaha, Nebr.
Jo'n Rae, Old Farm, No. Stonington, Conn.
Monroe Hood Stinson, 1742-12th Ave., Oakland,
Calif.
C. R.

Wirth. U-division, U.S.S. Louisville, c/o

B.M.N.Y.

TENTH PRIZE
Twelve Waterman Lady Patricia Fountain Pens:
Eva S. Davidson, 520 W. Elm, River
Mrs. Louis Bright, 2522 Donald. Alton. 111.

The Winners

of the

B. B. Clements, 10618 Shale Ave., Cleveland, O.

S.

Fischbein, S16

Falls,

Wis.

Wash. Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

SiL ver
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5

Lila Fosness, 62 Hanson Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Fredrica Hauth, 1206 Main, Kansas City, Mo.
Ruth Johnstone, 528 So. Dakota, Butte. Mont.
R. Lansky, 2416 Neptune Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Esther Moses, 2020 Cornell Rd., Cleveland, Ohio.
P. Rhoades, King George Rd., Pennington, N. J.
Leola Smith, 2218 Isabella, Houston, Tex.
A. Walters, 3005 Azle Ave., Ft. Worth, Tex.

ELEVENTH PRIZE
The Winners of the Twenty-five Lentheric Combination Compacts and Lipsticks:
Catherine Benoit, 219 N. 1st St., Gas City, Ind.
V. Collins, 2036 Richardson St., Montreal, Can.
Mrs. P. J. Countryman, 327 Chestnut S't.,
Liberty. N. Y.
Mrs. Ruth Duquette, 90-20 Sutphin Blvd.,
Jamaica, L. I.

Kathryn Fuller, 464 Grand St., Winona, Minn.
Elise Gibson, 5510 Wayne Ave., Baltimore, Md.
Ellen Gordon, 83 Gates Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y.
Elsa Harris, 637 Crescent, Brockton, Mass.
Mrs. Merle Hawkins, 902 W. 4th St., McCook,
Nebr.
Antoinette Jamieson, 114 W. 238th St., New
York, N. Y.
Leah Jkes, 4224 Red Bud, St. Louis, Mo.
Cele Karos, 1631 Grand Ave., Racine, Wise.
Beverly Keyset', Box 152, Stephenville, Tex.
Lucille G. LeTray, 54 Maine, Carthage, N. Y.
Beatrice Macklin. 1501 W. S2nd St. Chicago. 111.
Hattie Ruth Merrill, 452 Kentucky Ave., Berkeley,

Calif.

Mrs.

W. W. Montgomery,

451 So. White, Kansas

Mo.

City,

-

Mrs. G. Moseatelli, 215

W.

259th

St.,

.

Riverdale,'

N. Y.
D. Norris, 2713 Hampshire Rd.. Cleveland, O.
Harriette D. Orr, 721 N. Irwin, Hanford, Calif.
Louise Panaia, 41 Olive St., Springfield, Mass.
Mrs. Irving. L. Scott, Sonora, Calif.
A. Thane, 55 Highland St., Winchendon, Mass.
Dorothy L. Tinkis, 307 Mosher, Bay City, Mich.
E. W. Winters, 77 Cherry St., Holyoke, Mass.

TWELFTH PRIZE
The Winners of the Twenty-five Ronson Cigarette Lighters:

Mary Adams,

537-7th

St.,

Muskegon

Hts., Mich.

Antkowiak, 122 Sears, Buffalo, N. Y.
Mildred C. Paum, Patterson Hgts., Beaver

John

S.

Falls, Pa.
Jane Bishir, 983

Manhattan, Dayton, Ohio.
Jean Bomer, 3910 E. 71st St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Main
St., Lynch, Ky.
W. Ray Booth,
Herbert N. Cram, 718 N. W. 1st St., Miami, Fla.
6920
Margaret Ewart,
S. W. Burlingame, Port-

MIRROR

land, Ore.
R. Gerofsky, 77 Spadina Ave., Hamilton, Ont.,

Canada.
Shirley Greenwald, 24 Gorham, Rochester, N. Y.
Betty Greenwell, R-5, Owensboro, Ky.
Marjorie E. Hammond, Pleasant St., Essex
Jet., Vt.

Laurel Hawker, 1317 Hermosa Ave., Alta Loma,
Calif.

WITH MARVELOUS FACE POWDER!

WHENyouyour

J. Kelker, Fifth St., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
St., Fostoria, O.
F. E. Mallery, 1342 Curtis St., Akron, O.

W.

Thelma Manson, 208 W. 27th

St.,

Lorain, Ohio.

V. Neff, 3446 N. Meridian, Indianapolis, Ind.
Miss Ruth A. Nemec, 12016 Holborn Ave.,
Cleveland, O.
Mrs. Anne Nepple, 2809 Ruckle S't. #2, Indianapolis, Ind.
Grace F. Parsons, 2400 Pacific Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Clare L. Regar, 310

Am.

Casualty Bldg., Read-

ing, Pa.

Dorothy Schotz, 205 Lee Hall, San Antonio, Tex.
John A. Wellman, 411 E. Poplar, Sayre, Okla.

THIRTEENTH PRIZE

A

special Consolation Prize of Martha Washington Colonielle Vanities in attractive cases of
silver and black with a specially designed powder
compartment. The Martha Washington Colonielle
Vanities have been sent to the following:
Ruth T. Aman, 415 Hawthorne Rd., Roland
Pk., Baltimore, Md.
Betty Barry, 2280 S. W. 3rd St., Miami, Fla.

moment comes,

big

grab for your powder

will

R. D. Joyce, 337 Lenox Avenue, Oakland, Cal.

H. M. Keyes, 712 Walnut

FRESH

long for a mirror

puff,

nose-conscious

—and

—be fussed and

spoil it?

you

—as

left

soft

and lovely as

your mirror?

it

It will

was when

—

if

New York

City, enclose

two

stamps, say you'd like to try Mar-

velous Face Powder. We'll send you
four generous sample boxes, in four

—

one is sure to be
your skin. We'll enclose
a make-up guide, too to help you
different shades

—

—

any you ever

Don't take our word for

and packing). Just

just right for

Marvelous Face Powder is a Richard
Hudnut product made with a brandnew ingredient never discovered for
powder before. It makes the powder
cling longer than

for postage

Avenue,

you're

wearing Marvelous!

6<jt

write to Richard Hudnut, Dept. 3, Fifth

3f£

Or, will your complexion be mirror
fresh

mere

it

tried.

—take

our samples! They cost you nothing (a

choose.

Or don't wait for the postman. The
name is MARVELOUS. The maker is
Richard Hudnut. The price
for the
full-size

box

—

—

is

only

55ff.

Drop

in at

the nearest drug or department store!

Louise Buehler, 503-10th St., Carl.-tadt, N. J.
Mrs. John Bush, Lake View, Port Henry, N. Y.

F. G. Chaine, 527 Winthrop, New Haven, Conn.
Velma R. Coles, R. D. #2, Fulton, N. Y.
R. R. Corry, 249 E. 52nd St., New York. N. Y.
J. Dorsch, 102 Prospect Ave., Irvington, N. J.
Paul R. Fertig, 3937 Texas, San Diego. Cal.
B. Frederick, 48 Macfarlan Ave., Hawthorne,

N. J.
Marie A. Gleason, 845 Main, Worcester, Mass.
Anita Havens, Box #1, Colorado, Tex.
W. E. Hoffmann, 3628 N. 13th St., Milwaukee,
Wis.
Mrs. Lee Jester, 218 S. 15th St.. Corsicana, Tex.
R. G. Jorgenson, 406 S. Madison, Stoughton,
Wis.
P. S. Lippold, 3332 Gwynns Falls Py., Baltimore. Md.
H. A. Lockwood, 1505 Oxford St., Berkeley, Cal.
B. Pickrell, 416 Lincoln Way E., S. Bend, Ind.
Kathleen Powell, Lucky Lake, Sask., Can.
Annette Rosens, 2730 Cortland, Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. F. Scheeren, 4353 Gunther, New York,
Leah Stevens, 42 Linda Ave., Oakland, Cal.
Jane Stevenson, 430 Pittsburgh Cir., Ellwootl
City, Pa.
C. Van Court, 220
J.

W. 46th St.. Los Angeles. Cal.
Whisenant, 853 Highland Ave., Massillon, O.

BY RICHARD HUDNUT

NOW

MAKES FACE POWDER
STAY
4

6
(BY

HIRRVCLOUS

ON FROM

<3L*

HOURS

ACTUAL TEST)
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Reviews
and Theodore von Eltz— which house

MILDLY MENTHOLATED
CIGARETTES

[Continued from page 49]

killed

on Christmas Day, Jimmy Dunn and

the other boys adopt her and take her to
live with them at the flying field.
But old
Uncle Sellon interferes, and Shirley hides
in a plane and gets caught out in the most
terrific storm you've ever seen.
Of course,
there's a happy ending with Shirley drawing Uncle Sellon, Jimmy Dunn and his
girl, Judith Allen, all together as one big
happy family. Shirley and Jimmy Dunn
make one of the screen's best teams.

ONE HOUR LATE

Rating: 68°— Grand

Comedy— Paramount

A PERFECTLY

*X
my,

swell little comedy, without any pretensions or chichi, but my,
how you will like it. Joe Morrison, of

"The

Last

SWEET ADELINE

is

ruled by Charles Sellon, a crusty, invalid
uncle who waves his will to get things he
wants.
Shirley is the pal of the boys down at
the flying field, and when her mother is

Round-Up" fame and who made

such a hit in "The Old-Fashioned Way,"
is
featured this time, along with Helen
Twelvetrees, and makes one of the most
charming young leading men we've met on
the screen in a long time.
Joe has personality, good looks, and best of all a voice
is a voice.
There are those around
Hollywood who do say he's better than
Crosby, but you can argue that out for

Rating: 64°— Irene

p. ACK

But this time
not
unfortunatelv.
Flowever, lovely Irene Dunne is given an
opportunity to sing at least six beautiful
ditties, including "Why Was I Born?" which
always gets me, so what more can you ask
of life?

Irene plays a very respectable young girl
serves beer and sings songs in her
father's Hoboken beer garden.
Donald

who

Woods, poor but proud song writer, is
love with her, and persuades her to go
New York and become the prima donna

which, tsch-tsch, is financed by
Louis Calhern, who has evil designs on the
lovely and innocent Irene, the old roue.
But true love finds a way.
Hugh Herbert, as a scion of one of New
families, is at his best and practhe picture.
Nydia Westman
also contributes
nicely
to the comedy.
Irene, in bustles and sweeping trains and
big hats of the nineties, looks utterly beautiful and sings exquisitely.
One dance en-

York's

Joe and Helen are just two young people
the clock and draw their twen-

who punch

one of New York's big
Helen has ideas about
wealth so she throws Joe over and goes on
the make for Conrad Nagel, her boss, and
one of the most delightful scenes in the
picture is where Conrad teaches Helen to
eat an artichoke.
There's an exciting and

week

ty-dollars a

skyscraper

.

.for the season of galoshes, sneezes,

—

and overheated rooms. Hurray
KGDLS, the cigarette that refreshes
and soothes your sorely tried winter
throat! Mildly mentholated: your throat
never gets dry. Cork -tipped: KGDLS
don't stick to your lips. B 85
coupon
in each pack good for gilt-edge Congress
Quality U. S. Playing Cards and other
nationally advertised merchandise. Send

for

W

for latest illustrated
(Offer

good in U.

S.

premium

in

offices.

thrilling scene in an elevator stuck in the
Tower, with most of the characters in the
picture deciding not to do what they were
going to do. Arlene Judge is swell as one
of the file clerks. And there's Toby Wing.

BEHOLD MY WIFE

Rating: 66°— And Lies and Lies and Lies—

Paramount

booklet.

A. only.)

first

tically steals

semble

about the most gorgeous thing
Phil Regan, Noah Beery,
Ned Sparks, Joseph Cawthorn and Wini
Shaw complete the cast.
is

you've ever seen.

HERE

IS

MY HEART

Rating: 62°— Bing Crosby—Paramount

JUDGING

yourself.

sniffles

in
to
of

his operetta,

that

Ho!

Dunne Sings— Warners

to the gay nineties!
so terrifically gay,

AND

behold a very good picture, even
though it does have a plot that's no
more sophisticated than Joe Penner's duck.
It sort of reminds you of the good old
silent days when socially prominent young

men

(usually Warner Baxter) got disappointed in love and went to the Indians
(usually Lupe Velez).
But my, my, with
everybody on the screen trying to talk like
the Thin Man lately (and not succeeding)

rather refreshing to have something
naive and dramatic like "Behold My Wife."

from the ovation that Bing
received from the preview audience in
Westwood the other night, just the minute
his name was flashed on the screen it was
quite evident that he is the fair-haired boy
of the movies. Many a leading man would
give his bottom dollar to get a hand like
that.
But Bing's dialogue writers, alas and
alack, aren't as good to him as his public.
There are situations and gags in his new
picture that just don't come off. Somebody
fumbled— but it wasn't Bing.
This time your favorite crooner plays a
young millionaire who turns waiter so he
can woo the Princess Alexandra, one of
those exiled Russians with a lot of swank
and no monev. He gets involved with her
scheming, bankrupt family, and he and the
princess have a fine time telling each other
off, until love finds a way.
Kitty Carlisle
is lovely as the princess and
sings beautifully.

Roland Young, Alison Skipworth, and
Reginald Owen are the other royal refugees,
and heaven knows you couldn't ask for
better comedians than they are, but bad
dialogue has an awful way of holding up
the fun. Bing has several grand new songs,
one about "I feel like June in January"
which will please you tremendously.

it's

Anyway, Gene Raymond is a wealthy and
socially prominent young man who is sincerely in love with a stenographer, but his
nasty old aristocratic family, headed by
Laura Hope Crews, succeeds in breaking up

RECLAIMED

HEAD

Rating: 58°— Drama— Universal

CLAUDE

RAINS, who made such

a hit in

Then Gene

happy ending.

the front. Rains hears of his former friend's
treachery, arrives in Paris during a terrific
air-raid, and reeks his vengeance on the
man who destroyed him. It's terribly intense and dramatic, and splendidly acted.

discovers that he is really in
love with his Indian wife, so he confesses
And then the
to the murder to save her.
detectives, thank goodness, discover that
everybody is lying, and so there's your
Corp., Louisville, Ky.

WHO

HIS

"Crime Without Passion," plays the lead
in this picture and gets our vote now for
being one of the most talented and exciting
actors on the screen.
The story's about a
young married couple, Claude Rains and
Bennett,
who
in Paris, in 1914.
live
Joan
To please his wife, Rains accepts a job on
an ami-war newspaper, published by the ambitious and slimy Mr. Lionel Atwill. Rains'
editorials against war are a great success,
until At will double-crosses him and sells his
newspapers to the munition interests.
In the meantime, Atwill has fallen in love
with the beautiful Joan Bennett, and very
carefully sees that her husband is kept at

the romance, and thereby causes the death
of the little stenographer.
Gene, furious with his family, goes on a
spree and wakes up in New Mexico, where
he is being nursed back to health by a
beautiful Indian girl— Sylvia Sidney, to be
To spite his family (he has a famsure.
ily complex) he marries the Indian girl and
takes her home.
Ah, then comes the drama. Gene's sister kills a man and Sylvia, who has learned
that Gene only married her to disgrace his
family, takes the blame to save the girl.

Brown & Williamson Tobacco

THE MAN
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To prevent this!

She's Ginger f
[Continued from page
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by a newspaper— those were
frenzied wartime days— and she had to leave
She was frantic,
for Europe in four hours.
she wouldn't have time to take her baby
to her mother's in Kansas City, and she
just couldn't afford to give up the job because they needed money so badly.
Ginger, realizing her mother's
Little
anguish, announced that she would go to
Kansas City alone. And so she did, except for her doll, and she made the change
in Chicago, and finally arrived in Kansas
A nice looking middle-aged woman
City.
came up to her on the train and said,
"Child, you are to come with me. I will
"No,
take you to your grandmother."
ma'am," said Ginger, "I can't go with you.
told me not to move from this
My
train until my grandmother came for me."
"But, dear," the lady insisted, "they won't
assignment

mamma

let

your grandmother come down the

stairs.

She's in the waiting room and I will take
you to her. I belong to the Travelers Aid."
"Well," said Ginger cautiously, "let me see

your badge."
That's Ginger for you at seven, and that's
Ginger for you at twenty-three. A sane,
level-headed

wooden

young

nickels.

lady

Many

who

a stage

boy, many a snappy salesman,
talking director has had the
girl
ask to see his badge,
speaking.

takes no
door play-

many
little

a fast-

Rogers

figuratively

Although Ginger was born in Independence, Missouri, and spent her early childhood in Washington and Kansas City, it
was in Fort Worth, Texas, that she passed
most of her school days, and it was there
that she first won recognition as a dancer.
Along with several other school girls she
won a Charleston Contest held by a local
theatre and was offered a contract by Paramount to tour the United States in stage
Ginger's red hair and green eyes,
shows.
not to mention her no mean ability as a
dancer and singer, quickly put her over
with the public and she became known as
"the personality girl." This tour all over
the country cured Ginger of any desire to
travel again for a long long time.
Just
recently has she decided that it might be
movie
Europe.
After
the
fun to go to
house shows came legitimate musical comedies in New York with Ginger well on her

way to
when the ole debbil movies got her.
Her first picture was made at the Paramount studio in Astoria, Long Island, and
also happened to be the first picture
it
for Norman Foster, and very nearly the
becoming another Marilyn

first

for

Claudette

was "Young

Man

Colbert.

The

Miller,

picture

Manhattan" and Ginger
played Puff Randolph, the collegiate vamp,
and to this day Puff is still her favorite
Claudette and Norman were
screen role.
newly weds in those days and Ginger says
that when Norman and she did their love
scenes the director, Monte Bell, would have
of

to get Claudette off the set before Norman
could remember his art.
Ginger has two major ambitions right

become a great writer and
the other is
become a great actress. She
has ideas, grand ideas, for stories and plays
now: one

is

to
to

feels that she lacks the vocabulary
So she bought
to express them properly.
a dictionary, a big shiny dictionary for

but she

her mother's birthday present.
Everytimc
she reads a book, which is every night, Ginger underlines words in the book that she
doesn't know the meaning of.
Then she will
look them up in the dictionary, write down
the meanings, and memorize the words and
their meanings.
This habit of Ginger's, though really
quite praiseworthy, is rather annoying to
Mrs. Rogers and Cousin Phyllis, as you have

and see

that clean, fresh
are used on your hair!

insist

pads

Don't take chances with your hair.

things but Nestle feels that the

The

too dreadful; the

facts should be known. For Nestle

penalties too severe. Falling hair,
scalp infection, loss of lustre

against unsanitary and danger-

risk

is

and hair
price to

is

ous waves. To those beauty
shops guaranteeing the use of
genuine Nestle materials, Nestle
has issued a certificate that
readily identifies them as a
Licensed Nestle Shop. Look for
it when you enter a beauty
shop. It is your assurance that
sanitary conditions in permanent
waving prevail at that shop.

are a high
any permanent.

vitality

pay

for

All too frequently they follow

the use of improper materials
and the alarming practice some
shops employ of using the same

pads repeatedly, thus transferring
hair and scalp disorders of another woman's head to your own.
Most women are unaware of such

THE NESTLE-LE

thoroughly protecting you

MUR COMPANY

.

new york

SEE the Nestle name on the foil
cover of the felt pads and bottle of
waving lotion
your assurance

—

of fresh

and genuine

LOOK for

materials.

the licensed Nestle

Beauty Shop

with this Certifi-

cate. It is your guarantee
of a genuine Nestle Wave.

SCIENTIFIC
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no idea how disconcerting it is to be reading a book and find it all marked up. Mrs.
Rogers says that "Nijinsky" was something
awful, and she just had to get herself
another

copy.

Ginger's

literary

activities

began when she was about ten years old.
"The Oaktree and Her Children" was her
first literary offspring, and quite good too.
A few years ago Ginger wrote the music
and lyrics of a song called "The Girl Who
Used to Be You," for which she is still
getting royalty checks.
The first royalty
check was for $4.41 and she framed it.
Ginger's pet hates are personal appearances, bridge, people who read over her
shoulder, stamps that don't stick— and a
pencil without an eraser can throw her into
She likes all out-door sports and
a fury.
Right now the fad
excells in all of them.
is bowling, and when Lew and Ginger go
over to the Beverly Hills bowling alley the
old-timers stare in open-mouthed amazement.
She can even beat Fay Wray at
ping pong, and to beat Fay Wray at ping
pong means that you are tops in Hollywood. She plays a mean game of tennis
and swims like Johnny Weissmuller. Ginger
is a real sport and likes to beat, but she
knows how galling it is to men to be beat
constantly by a dame so she often throws
the game, but not noticeably, so that her
opponent can win. Poor Lew doesn't know
when he is really beating Ginger or when
she is just letting him beat her to keep his

pride.

She is never so happy as when she is
puttering around with a can of paint. Before Lew and she married she had the line
concession on his tennis court. Every week
she would arrive with her paint and paint
new lines. Then would come the flower
pots and the furniture, and then, when
every thing for yards around was all done

HADOWunter?

up

Q

Does your complexion cause you to seek
the concealment of dim lights and shadows?
Are you a "shadow hunter?" Then remember
Regardless of

this:

how much

fresh,

content

poor Ginger would just have to
with sketches in water

herself

colors.

officework or

housework you do — regardless of climate or
the "hardness" of your water — Campana's
Italian

Balm hears

this

This famous

you have ever used before.". .
skin protector has been sold in winter-loving
Canada for over 40 years and is still the
.

largest selling preparation of its

kind in

the entire Dominion. Largest seller also in
the United States in thousands of cities coast
to coast. • . . Try it at our expense. Use the

coupon. (Bottles — 35c, 60c, and $1.00; tubes
— 25c; at drug and department stores.)

Balm
CAM PAN A SALES

CO.,

3702 Lincoln Highway, Batavia, Illinois.

Gentlemen Please 6end me VANITY
SIZE bottle of Campana's Italian Balm— FREE and postpaid.
:

Name

.

AddressCity
IS you

live in

the

little

lady

for

"Little

Miss

just before Shirley Temple raised
Producers
her curly head in film circles.
decided that they preferred Shirley for the
but they were obliged to pay the
role
wee Miss Collins, nevertheless. Cora Sue's

Marker"

.

.

.

agents wangled a colorful two-reeler for
her at Metro and that resulted in securing
for her the role in "Queen Christina"
and that role put small Cora Sue into the
big money class.
Even when an actress achieves the prominence of a Claudette Colbert— or, perhaps,
especially when she reaches that status—
her agent is important to her. Remember
when Claudette's contract was finished with
Paramount, and she received the offer to
.

.

.

"Imitation of Life" for Universal. At the
time, it looked as if re-signing with Paramount would destroy her chances at both
And just here her
these productions.
agents, Schulberg-Feldman, entered the picture. They arranged her new contract with

THE ORIGINAL
SKIN SOFTENER

» *

signed

make that delightful picture, "It Happened
One Night," for Columbia? She wanted
very much to make that picture and she
also wanted to make the equally successful

Ilti!itii\

f*
wfi «"

Her

I'd rather bowl."
novelists

Somerset
Emeralds
are her favorite jewels, though it happens
to be diamonds that she owns.
She likes
to go to night clubs in New York but
favorite

Maugham and

are

Katharine Brush.

Hollywood

rarely sees her in the night
She's at home with the dictionary
or a can of paint, most likely, while Lew
plays to her on the piano. Ginger is very
self-conscious and nearly has a fit when
people stare at her. If you hurt her feelings she never shows it, but will wait until
she goes to bed that night to cry. She acquired that habit when she was a little girl.
While she was visiting her grandmother
in Kansas City, those lonely months while
her mother was away at the Front, Ginger
wrote many letters, one, especially, which
I think shows her unselfish love and consideration of her mother.
Not often do
you find that trait in a child. But remember, in those days Ginger and her mother
often lived on eight and nine dollars a
week.
"Dear Mamma," Ginger wrote, "I
heard a train whisteling today and I said
but you were
on that train is my
spots.

mamma

Today grandaddy and

not on that train.
I
made a gardin.

We

planted reddishes
bets and half of it
is mine.
I hurt my finger and it is wound
up but it dont hurt so bad. When you
come home I would like you to bring me
a doll and a doll buggy. If you cant afford
to bring the buggy it is all right and if
you cant buy a doll that is all right too.
your darlingest daughter, Virginia."

and

My

lettus

and some

Players

;

chapped skin more

quickly and at less expense than anything

L

Lew, "was that Garbo was a great

said

actress.

[Conti7iued from page 21]

guarantee: "To ban-

ish dry, rough, red or

tf*

Who'll Buy

Ginger Has very few close friends, because
she doesn't like to go to gay parties and
she doesn't like to give them.
Lew and
she are exactly alike in that respect. Mrs.
Rogers made them go to an important
dinner party one evening and they haven't
finished grouching about it yet. "The only
thing that was settled the entire evening,"

Canaan Bend yoar request

to

SU-2 Caledonia Road, Toronto,

Cam nana Corp.
Ontario.

.

Ltd.,

Paramount

so that it called for a stipulated
of pictures a year, and so that she
could free lance in her spare time. Thus
was Claudette enabled to give us those two
delightful performances in pictures off her
home lot. And thus did we, the public,
Smart fellows, these agents!
profit.
Imagine the mental state of a girl in the
position of Gertrude Michaels not so long
Metro brought her to Hollywood
ago.

number

New York, placed her under contract,
did very little with her and failed to take
up her option when it came due. Gertrude,
tossed into the chill Hollywood world,
could not get a job herself— not a tiny little
supporting job. Schulberg-Feldman became
interested in her, signed her for a short
period, obtained one or two small roles for
her in independent productions
insisted
from

.

.

.

upon showing

these unimportant pictures
to producers
and finally succeeded in
selling her to Paramount under a term contract.
Paramount is extremely grateful to
them at this moment, and so, one imagines,
is little Gertrude.
She looks like one of
the best finds of the past year or so!
Commenting on this episode, Charles
Feldman, of that firm, told me, "We do not
.

fuss

and

fret

.

.

with a newcomer, however

promising, for too long. Four weeks, five
weeks, and if we do not land anything for
her, we drop her.
We cannot afford to
spend the necessary time and energy unless
it is going to bring in important money

That is, of course, business."
of course, "business."
The agents
take a gamble of that sort on a newcomer
on a contingency basis. If the newcomer
does not develop in a short time into valuable and profitable property, the agents cannot possibly afford to expend too much time
rather soon.
It

is,

and energy and thought and effort on his
development.
But, can you imagine the
state of mind of the actor who is on trial
this fashion?
If he is truly ambitious
(ami if he isn't, there is no use in anyone
bothering to try to sell him at all!) lie is

in

SiL
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in a state of near-hysteria during the enThe chances are
tire probation period.
that his mental state is such that he does
not do himself justice in those so important
tests.
It is up to the clever agent to convince the wise producer that small flaws in
a test performance are due to this understandable nervousness.
I learned during my peregrinations about
the agents' offices that there is a dearth of
leading men in pictures at the moment—
that the Gene Raymonds, the Lyle Talbots,
the Edward Arnolds are selling at a distinct
premium. The question with regard to
these young men is not, "Who'll buy my
heroes?" but a wailing cry from producers
about "Who has a hero to sell? Oh, who
will sell me a hero?"
Of course the personal element comes
into all this from time to time. As this is
written there is a rumor that Katharine

Hepburn may be planning to marry her
Heyward. I know of at least
two agents (one a man and one a woman)
who are hopelessly in love with clients.
agent, Leland

And then there is the story of Ad Schulberg, erstwhile wife of B. P. Schulberg, producer.
Mrs. S. saw Sylvia Sidney in New
York in the play called "Bad Girl." She
was interested in the actress, convinced of
her possibilities and promise, and also convinced that she had picture possibilities.
"Ad" worked for months to convince her
producer-husband that the little Sidney was
a picture bet and that he should sign her.
She

finally succeeded.
Later the Schulbergs separated and there
were rumors for a year or two that Sylvia,
a full-fledged picture star, was Mr. Schulberg's newest and biggest heart throb. The
Schulbergs are re-united now and there may
be something ironic in this; B. P. is still
producing Sylvia's pictures, Mrs. Schulberg's
agency is still handling the Sidney's business, and Sylvia's next picture, under the
Schulberg joint management, is to be called,
"Behold My Wife!"
The beauty brokers, the mendicants of
magnetism, the merchants of talent are
among the most powerful, the most imMore important people in Hollywood.
portant to most players, perhaps, than producers. They are often the guides of film
destinies.
Pioneers, sometimes. Mentors to

They have been retheir clients, always.
sponsible for our seeing interesting people
on the screen, people we might not have
seen without their help. Had it not been
for these merchants of beauty and talent,
we might have missed some excellent performances, some glamorous personalities, in
the past few years.
Well
who'll buy my heroes? What
what am I bid
?
am I bid
.
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matic way how Pepsodent can help you prevent colds this winter.
The test we refer to included 500 people,
over a period of five months. These 500 people were divided into several groups. Some
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leading mouth antiseptics— one group used
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The group who used Pepsodent Antiseptic,
and did catch cold, were able to rid themselves of their colds in half the time of those
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Remember, Pepsodent Antiseptic is three
times as powerful in killing germs as other
leading mouth antiseptics. You can mix
Pepsodent Antiseptic with 2 parts of water
and it still kills germs in less than 10 seconds.
Therefore, Pepsodent gives you three times
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a safe, efficient antiseptic.
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B

The Days

G

I

When

I

"Posed"

[Continued from page

A

trousers.
gifted man.

very

liberal

and extremely

He

was also very excitable.
The first time I ever worked for him he
required me to sit on the floor, legs crossed,
propped up on one arm and holding a book
with the other. Ordinarily a model would
pose for three-quarters of an hour and
then rest for ten or fifteen minutes. But
not with Mr. Underwood. Once a pose
was made, you sat there until the picture
was finished. I had not been told beforehand of this eccentricity, so, after two

m

hours in the difficult position, I suggested that I get up and stretch my legs. He
cautioned me to sit there a few minutes
more while he finished the correct shading and shadows. But my body was so
numb that suddenly, without notice, the
arm on which I was propping myself
gave way and I sprawled on the floor. I

a *i

the sensations of pins

felt

over

my

and needles

all

body.

Mr. Underwood had only a few more
minutes to work on the picture and he was

Can every man you know name

the color
of your eyes, this minute? If not, you are
not making good In the beauty game and
it's time to take steps. You might take to
Kurlash too. Slip your lashes into this fascinating little implement press for an instant and presto! They're curled back like
a movie star's, looking twice as long, dark
and glamorous. Notice how they frame
your eyes, deepening and accentuating the
color! No heat
no practice no cosmetics
and Kurlash costs just $1 too!
. .

—

—

—

—

.

Jane L. is right when she writes that it's
worth the trouble to pluck her brows slightly
along the upper line because it makes her
eyes seem larger. But the reddened skin
and discomfort she complains about are
caused by using an old-fashioned tweezer.
Do you know Tweezetie? It works automatically,

plucking out the straggly offending
and instantly, without even

hair, accurately

a twinge.

It costs $1 in

any good

store.

-

so infuriated over my disturbing the pose
that he threw his palette and brushes at me.
But in a few moments he had calmed down
and apologized for his display of temper.
I remember he would become so interested in his painting that instead of wiping
the color off his brushes before taking on a

new

one, he

or suck

would rub

it

off

on

his shirt,

it off.

The Underwood studio was on 56th
Street, and often for weeks at a time he
would allow me to sleep in the studio in
order to save room rent. It was typically
an old artist's studio, with half completed
pictures and models in clay, debris scatBut
tered everywhere, dust and cobwebs.
it was a welcome home for me.
May Wilson Preston and her husband
shared the same studio down in the Village.
He would work in one corner and she in
another. They were extremely well known
for their Saturday Evening Post illustrations.
I liked working for them because
their butler made the most delicious muffins I ever tasted!
James Montgomery Flagg was by far the
most fastidious man among the painters.
As I recall him, he was always dressed as
though he were going for a stroll up Fifth
Avenue. I had a strange experience with
had met him through Arthur
I
him.
William Brown, one of the few men who
photographs his models and then draws
from the photographs, his theory being that
a model can strike an action pose and hold
it
long enough for a photograph whereas
he would not be able to hold it through
long posing periods.
Mr. Flagg engaged

me three days a week
morning, whether I worked
or not. This I thought swell. I worked for
him a long time, doing young men, old
men, and all his male characters. He cautioned me one day not to go out of town
for the next three weeks, since he was using
at five dollars a

100
?

Jtkokebma$a/i,/
Ruth W. brushes her eyelashes when she
does her hair. Not 100 strokes a day simply
an instant's brushing with a compound of
beneficial oils called Kurlene ($1). You'll be

—

surprised how
darker looking

much
it

will

softer

and

make yours

too!

silkier,

me

as the central character in illustrations

he was making for a serial magazine story.
The very next day after this conversation,
I succeeded in getting my first stage engagement, with De Wolf Hopper in "The BetIt meant that I would have to
ter Ole."
leave at once for Birmingham, Ala. When
town I recall
I told Mr. Flagg I was leaving
he was extremely provoked. He told me to
get out and stay out, and that I was an extremely ungrateful young man.
deIt was this incident which made me
termine to break away from posing as an

Jane Healk will gladly give you personal advice on eye
beauty if you write her a note care oj Department D-2,
The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N. Y. The Kurlash

Company

oj Canada, at Toronto, 3.

Copyright 1934 T. K. Co.
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occupation.
I realized I was getting nowhere, either professionally or financially.
Since I had been trying to get on the stage
for a long time without any success I decided definitely to give up posing and devote any talent I had to the theater. However, there were many times afterward when
I returned to New York that I was glad to
pick up a few dollars posing.
I did a great deal of photographic posing
for Mr. and Mrs. Joel Fader. Among those
whom I met in the photographic studios
those
days
were May McEvoy, Edna
Murphy, Alan Simpson, Kathryn Carver, all
unknown at the time except as models. It
was for the Faders that I started posing for
the Stetson hat ads.
Posing for photographers was pleasant
work, as it required only a few minutes to
make a picture and the model received five
dollars.
Let's suppose that in the morning
you did a Stetson hat and a Munsingwear
underwear ad, receiving five dollars for each
of them.
Then, in the afternoon, if you
were fortunate, you could go to Underwood

and Underwood, Winemiller and Miller,Lejarin Hiller, or others, and do a candy
box cover and an Interwoven sox ad. Or
maybe stand around a bathtub. That way
you would pick up another five or ten
dollars.

In addition to the painters I have already mentioned, I worked for and knew
well— Will Grefe, whose drawing of the
Mulsified Oil ads were famous. You may
remember it was a picture of a beautiful
girl with long hair falling down her back,
wearing a dainty negligee. The model for
that picture was Billie Dove. Harry Morse
Myers, whose father was the inventor of the
Morse code; Orson Lowell, Charles Dana
Gibson, creator of the Gibson Girl; Jack
Sheridan, Howard Chandler Christy, Balbridge, well known for his drawings of the
Orient; Benda, famed for his masks; Harrison Fisher, C.HD. Mitchell, Emil Fuchs,
Gruger. My work as a model brought me
the acquaintanceship of them all.
Had it not been for the extreme generosity of

Arthur William Brown

my

just after

marriage, we might have gone hungry
He generously loaned me
for a few days.
one hundred dollars to tide me over until
my D. W. Griffith contract started.
Working for artists gave me an intense
desire to some day do a little painting myUnfortunately, I cannot even draw a
self.
straight line. Many friendships were formed
then, though, which have lasted through
the years, and I always look these people
up when I go to New York.
I can recall only one time when I actually
"passed out" through the want of food.
The artist was a young fellow, I cannot recall his name, who was new in the field.
He was married and lived near Van CortHe was too poor to afford a
landt Park.
studio and did his painting in his tiny living room, with his three children on the
floor and drying diapers scattered around.
I borrowed a nickel for the subway, from
my landlady, to get there. After posing all
morning leaning against the doorway, which
in the picture became the edge of a cliff, I
suddenly felt very dizzy and slumped to the
When I came to and
floor unconscious.
told the painter and his wife that I hadn't
had anything to eat for two days, they
immediately fed me. But he never did call
me back to model for him, probably figuring starving models and struggling artists
do not belong together.

sings at parties in

Hollywood, and

all

the players applaud to make him feel good. His studio hasn't let him sing on the screen, and is Lyle warm!

m
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THIS TAKES THE

cum "<mt

The deer stole the picture from
Jean Parker so now "Sequoia"
becomes a wild animal special.
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Brand

^ CUPened Condensed

The Wits

of

hot vjatet

Hollywood

[Continued from page 27]

s
3 eg&

about Sam Golchvyn, who informed Louis B.
Mayer that his newest European importa-

charming Mady Christians, would
be "colossal in a small way") and I joined
a group around Una Merkel, who was getting a hasty snack in the dining room. Una
had been doing re-takes on "Evelyn Prentice," with Bill and Myrna Loy, and was
still in make-up.
"Una," Bill said to her,

•teaspoon

Gratis

saU
°»

tion, the

passing the canapes, "You look much too
smart in this picture. I'd like to see you
play a good old southern heiress." "Yeah,
and get the good old southern air," cracked

1

Una.

— Rotogravure picture-book

Well, that had

you get

me

in stitches,

at least a basting

and

I

hope

thread out of

it

yourself.

The

youngest of the Hollywood wits is
none other than little two year old Baby
LeRoy, who, at the rate he is going now,
will grow up to be a combination Irvin S.

Cobb and Dorothy Parker.
vocabularly

is

9

'
3
9

FREE!

World's most amazing Cook Book!

i

(60 photographs) showing astonishing new shortLemon Pie Filling without cooking! Foolproof
5-minute Chocolate Frosting! Caramel Pudding that makes itself! 2-ingredient
Macaroons! Shake-up Mayonnaise! Ice Creams (freezer and automatic)!
Candies! Refrigerator Cakes! Sauces! Address: The Borden Co., Dept. SU-25,

cuts. 130 recipes including:

350 Madison Avenue,

New

i
i

York, N. Y.

i
I

Baby LeRoy 's

i

quite, quite limited, but he

knows one word that

guaranteed to upset
all studio activities immediately, and when
he is just not in the "mood" for work Mr.
LeRoy doesn't hesitate to use it. Frequent-

-State.

is

(Print

name and address

ah, too frequently, on the set when the
have been adjusted, the cameras ready
to turn, and the director has called "Quiet,"
there is a deathlike silence, and then "Bath-

i

plainly)

4

ly,

lights

room" announces Baby LeRoy.
suppose you've heard about the time
Temple was making "Baby Take a
Bow" and informed her director, Harry
Lachman, that if she wasn't any good in
the picture she guessed the critics would
call it "Baby Take a Flop."
Shirley keeps
her little ears open and not much goes on
on the set that she doesn't hear about.
While her little stand-in (Shirley calls her
I

Hair

Men Adore

Shirley

her "step-in") has to

Fascinating Glints brought out
in

DON'T

—

quietly in the scene
for camera angles, little Miss Shirley visits
around.
One day she heard two of the
hairdressers on the "Now and Forever" set
discussing a third who had just had her

appendix removed.

sit

—

"What's an appendix?"

queried Shirley. The hairdresser, not being
quite sure what an appendix was herself,
said, "An organ."
So Shirley ran over to
Gary Cooper right away and solemnly an-

one shampoo!

drab hair make you look tired and
commonplace. A single Blondex shampoo
will wake up radiant charm
will fluff your hair
to new, enchanting softness. Blondex is not a
dye or bleach. It's a glorious shampoo-rinse
made originally for blondes but quickly adopted
by thousands with dark and medium hair who
find it brings out gleaming lights and lustre like
nothing else! Wonderfully cleansing. Blondex
completely removes all hair-dirt and film. Your
let

—

scalp feels gloriously clean, refreshed. Your hair
is not only brighter, but healthier, too! Try

J

—

Blondex now it works magic. At all good drug
and department stores. Two sizes, the inexpensive 25(i package, and the economical $1 bottle.
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LOSE

nounced that poor Ethel had had her organs
and pianos removed.
Ah, those kiddies. But come now to more
virile stuff.
Much to my surprise one of
the funniest luncheons I have ever had in
Hollywood was the day Max Baer and
Killer Grey
(George Raft's trainer and

F

slip of

ready for seconds on the corn bread "when
Mr. Cobb thundered, "Where is that old
family retainer we hired over the weekend?" After the luncheon Mr. Cobb showed
Claudette Colbert and me the pictures of
his daughter, Buff, and his two handsome
grandchildren. "That child," he said, "w-as
born in Italy. All day long I paced the
corridors of the hospital in Florence, behaving much worse than an expectant
father, and at last the little nurse came to
me, beaming from ear to ear. 'Senor,' she
said, 'you have ze bee-ootiful bambino.'
'A
bambino!' I said, 'tut, tut, we were sort of
expecting a baby.' "
But to go back to the epitaph party.
Lionel Barrymore wrote: "Well I've played
everything but a harp." And Richard Arlen
came through with: "Out of one depression
into another."
For her epitaph Madge

lected,

Evans

bodyguard)

down

sat

my

at

table in

the

Paramount commissary. "That little runt,"
said Maxie with his famous smile, "thinks
he can fight." "I could so lick Camera,"
Killer

vehemently,

insisted

"Why

could

I

"You

can't even lick your
lips," said Maxie.
"And, besides, you got
those cauliflower ears from calling up your

even

lick you."

girl."

One

the

of

parties

best

ever

given in

Hollywood was an epitaph party. Each
guest had to write his or her epitaph on a
paper. Then the papers were colone person read them, while all the
guests had to guess who wrote which. Will
Rogers sat over in the corner composing his
epitaph when a muchly married movie star
(Oh, you guess, it's easy) sat down beside
him and begged him to write an epitaph
for her as she wasn't very good at that
"All right," said Will. "I'll
write one for you, but you got to promise
Then he wrote: "She
not to get mad."

sort of thing.

sleeps alone at last."

Irvin

Lost

IbSas

"Look ten years younger!"

S.

Cobb wrote

Here lies
Not that

Irvin

S.

it is

prise

Cobb

it

patio
great Garbo loped) until
to save my life I can't
stories

he

I

(where once the
stepped out, but

remember

told,

which

the
simply

all

me

Perhaps it was
in convulsions.
because I ate too much fried chicken and

had

sweet potato pie.

Anyway,

I

recall I

a Graduate Nurse I have met many people
who have ruined their health in unsuccessful
efforts to reduce," a San Francisco, Calif., Graduate Nurse writes, "my own experience in reducing with RE-DUCE-OIDSwas so satisfactory
that I recommend them to others." (Name on
request.) She knows how important this fact is
to

you
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was

From
should be "sumpin."
to South America, and there
That
you'll see her do a rhumba dance.
should also be "sumpin." Finally she ends
up in Boston, the wife of a member of New
England's most exclusive social set. And
that should really be "sumpin."
She plans an innovation in her new picture— other characters will be given more
to do.
In the past, there has been little
As usual, however, her
else besides Mae.
next leading man will be a little-known
That

Texas she goes

actor.

like to use new leading men," Mae
"I always did that when I was on
the stage. I believe the public likes to see

"I

said.

and certainly new romantic
me, watching the familiar lovemaking of time-worn leading men is much
the same as witnessing an ex-husband make
It is 'old stuff';
love to another woman.
it carries no punch."
Mae's two past leading men were Cary
Grant and Roger Pryor, both practically

new

faces,
actors.

To

unknown before their breaks in her pictures,
but both immediately famous as a result of
their lucky opportunities.
Mae believes in preparedness. Her pictures are perfectly prepared for production
before she ever steps on a sound stage. The
story and music are written ami okeved by
her before one foot of negative is exposed.
She is the complete boss of her pictures—
and has her own way about everything.
She isn't stubborn. She likes to plan each
step with the various officials in charge of
direction, camera, wardrobe, music, story,
and

State

certainly

surprise

so on.

Now a few
So much for Mae's plans.
words about Mae West, the woman. No

we end

this

ditty— oh, you do get

must

you
which
had been
tell

insult,

came from Charles Laughton. I
talking to him for about an hour at a party
and was just on the verge of telling him he

my

was
all

favorite actor

the boys)

(yeah,

I

when suddenly he

tell that to
asked, "And

what do you do?"
"I'm a fan writer,"
said Mr. Laughton,
seemed so nice."

I

said.

regretfully,

"Too bad."
"And you

And Saw Mae West

[Continued from page
fit.

would

it

a lucky break sometime— I
about my best Hollywood

NURSE REDUCES--. Recommends Easy Way Jimmie Fidler "Come-upped"
• "As

you but

Before

makes any difference.
I spent a grand day at the home of Irvin
S. Cobb and his lovely, gracious wife not
long ago and laughed from the minute I

marvelous

paragraph about Madge which read:
"And it wouldn't surprise us one bit if
Madge Evans and Tom Gallery were married."
When Madge read it she sent the
columnist a wire saying: "It may not sura

me."

for his epitaph:

stepped into the
so easy to
• Why envy other
be slender! Do as Mrs. L. R. Schulze, 721 So.
Pleasant St., Jackson, Mich., did. She writes:
•'Although I had been overweight almost all my
life, I reduced 55 pounds with RE-DUCE-OIDS
by following the directions. I look ten year*
younger and never was in such excellent health
as I am since taking RE-DUCE-OIDS." Others
write of losing fat in varying amounts, as much
as 80 pounds, and report feeling better while
and after taking RE-DUCE-OIDS.

women when

wrote:
"At last a perfect take."
There's another gal who is quick on the
uptake.
If you can "top" Madge, you've
done something. A gossip column of one
of the daily newspapers recently included

19]

better insight into her character could be
written than to briefly describe the enormous living-room of her apartment. The
walls, floor and drapes are of pure white.
The furniture is white and gold. Three

polar-bear

rugs cover wide floor areas.
Along one wall extends a huge mirror, fully
twenty feet in length and tall enough to
easily encompass the full figure of the tallest
person.

The one wall decoration of this room is
a semi-nude portrait of Mae, done veais
ago by a celebrated artist.
The picture
isn't suggestive; it is actually a thing of rare
beauty, even in a Louis XIV drawing-room.
The prime difference between the Mae
West of her own drawing-room and the
Mae West of the screen is that the real
Mae moves and talks faster. That slow
screen drawl, while it is still apparent, is
not so pronounced in her home.
The
di-aggv, sex -suggestive

walk and motions of

the film-Mae are not so undulating off the
screen.
In her own drawing-room she is
more reserved, less come-and-get-me-ish.
Not less interesting and attractive, however.

the irony of Hollywood that this
advertised as being notoriously
hard, told, and sex-ridden, should be one
of the colony's most charitable persons.
She probably gives more to the poor and
to beneficent institutions than any person
in Hollywood, if we exclude Marion Davies
and Will Rogers. Like Miss Davies and
Rogers. Mae is close-mouthed about her
gilts to charity.
How different she is from
those other actresses who broadly advertise
their slightest acts of kindness in order to
reap a harvest of public approval.
Miss
It

is

woman,

Silver Screen for February 1935
West's only remark on the subject of her
charities, when I sought information, was:
"I don't give to be talked about. People
do those things for the good of their own
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"STUNNING"

hearts."

That was all. Whatever information I
have been able to secure came from outsiders—Mae's friends and relatives.

until he

saw her

One told me of a recent gift to four
When
branches of The Salvation Army.
Miss West wrote "It Ain't No Sin," one of
the characters was inspired by The Salvation Army. The picture was highly successful, and Mae decided that she owed something for the inspiration, so she sat down
and sent checks totaling one thousand
dollars.

From an

official of the Motion Picture ReFund, I learned that Mae is one of the
most consistent contributors to this institulief

tion for the care of destitute actors.

"You'd be surprised at the number of
famous stars (some of them widely publicized for their kindnesses)

tribute

Fund

cent," the

a

"They are not

like

all

Mae

who

never conexecutive said.
West and Will

Rogers."

When
fore

I expressed surprise (that was bepried into the secret of Miss West's

I

many

gifts to charity), this official

informed

that Mae not only contributes regularly
to the Fund, but she also sends additional,
unsolicited checks when she learns that the
money is needed. On the morning of my
conversation with this executive, the Fund
had just received Mae's check for one thou-

me

:

sand dollars.

Mae

has a decided fondness for children.
constantly donating blocks of tickets
so that orphans or indigent kiddies may
see circuses or shows.
Once Mae accompanied a group of nearly a hundred orphans to a circus, but the publicity was
so blatant that she has never since gone
with her parties, although she continues to
play "hidden host."
When she was a stage star in New York,
she lived with a woman who was a mother
of two children.
Mae and the small son
and daughter were as intimately close as
were the mother and her children. Miss

She

is

West rarely

failed to bring

them

toys

and

when she was away for any length of
time.
Her reputation spread from these

gifts

two children to other youngsters of the
until Mae became their universal
favorite.
Things reached the point where

block,

mothers were threatening disobedient children with, "I'll tell Mae West on you if
you are bad." The effect of this threat was
always surprisingly good.
As I left Miss West's apartment following
our interview, I secretly hoped she might
repeat her famous "come up and see me
sometime" phrase, not because I wanted to
"come up," but because I wanted to hear
the line from her own lips.
But no such
good luck befell me.
Later I learned that, although she has
created many catch lines that have become
the by-words of nations, she rarely uses
them herself. Her "peel me a grape" and
her "you can be had" and her "I ain't ice"
and countless other contagious remarks were
composed for film use only. If they now
annoy you through constant repetition, it
is because her imitators, and not Mae, use
(he phrases to death.
Still, no star is more entitled to use the
expression, "come
only does Mae live

Hollywood's

of

but

she

loftiest

also

is

up and see me." Not
on the top floor of one

at

apartment buildings,

the head of the
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[Continued from page 25]

"Glad to see you again," Muni remarks
in passing. Then, "Get a load of this."
They're rehearsing the scene once more
and Muni's stand-in does the rehearsing for
him. And what I mean is that boy really
goes to town. He can get enough emotion
into saying "Good morning" to keep Eric
Linden in death scenes for a year.

"Once more," he yells after her.
"Miss Lindsay!" shouts the assistant.
"Just a minute," she calls.
"What kind of a minute?" Lloyd wants
"A picture minute, a wardrobe
to know.
minute or a make-up minute?"
"A Bacon minute," Cagney grins, "she
never shows up at all." He turns to me
and explains, "Bacon is nuts. He was invited to Pat O'Brien's to dinner the other
night and forgot all about it.
He never
did show up. That's the second time he's
done

it."

The

other picture going out here— the
will bring joy to the hearts of
millions— not including critics— is "Sweet
Music" starring Rudy Vallee. It's a gorgeous
set, in a night club, and Rudy is recording
this morning.
Everyone is in full evening
dress and I mean to say the place has an
air about it.
Personally, although I like to hear him
sing I can do without his acting, but I've
heard so many nice gestures Rudy has made
and so many nice things he has done for
people that I cannot help but admire him.
So 1 guess it's up to me to plank down my
fifty cents at the box office in the hope that

one that

William Gargan, as the policeman,
with Paul Muni and Karen Morley
in "Black Fury."

have improved since he made
Lover."
"The Right to
Live" starring Josephine Hutchinson is on
his histrionics

"The Vagabond

location, so, as it only takes a half gallon
of gas to get from Warner Brothers to Uni-

Oh, yes. I almost forgot to tell you to
get a load of Muni's hair in this epic. It's
naturally black, but, for his art, he's dyed
it so that it's a cross between a strawberry

hop over there— while
the half gallon.

versal, I

I

still

have

red and a mouse blond.

is just one laugh after another today
"Warner Brothers. From "Black Fury" I
saunter over to "Devil Dogs of the Air"
starring James Cagney and Pat O'Brien.
"I wasn't sure it was you," Jimmy observes as he comes up for the handshake.
"You're getting so fat I didn't know you.''
"Listen who's talking," I jeer.
"I can just look at
"I know," he nods.
a ham sandwich and take on five pounds.
I lost some while I was sick, though."
"What do you mean, while you were

Life

at

sick?"

I

ask.

We were on location at Coronado
was laid up for a week with stomach

"Sure.

and

I

trouble.

They used to think there
wasn't much hope for me.
I was a 9 7-pound scarecrow. Then I discovered

D ynamic-T ension.
me

gave

It
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State
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is

to

amused at her alarm but perpull him across the kitchen

He fails to notice that
towards a door.
the door she has opened leads into the ice
box.

"Here," Maggie orders

tersely,

"Get in

there!"
"I'd get into a closet any day for you,
But she only pushes
sweets," he grins.
him inside and slams the heavy door. It
automatically locks. Fancy Jim's astonishment whcr the cold begins to take effect.
letting

peared.

At Universal

MacDONALD greets me.
MR.At TEDDY
suppose one could
he speaks.
l°ast,

I

As soon as we're away
from the office, though, he loosens up.
"How's everything, Dick?" he inquires and
runs right on without waiting for an answer.
"Well and good, I hope and trust.
a greeting.

call

it

Yes,

sir,

I

confidently predict that this will

be the biggest year in the history of Uni-

"Cut!" orders Lloyd Bacon, the director,
and a second later Margaret has disap-

Address
City

Jimmie
mits her

In "Devil Dogs of the Air," Margaret Lindsay has occasion to shut
Jimmie Cagney in the ice box.
Tsch, Tsch!

fun.

to hide!"

Fm

....

Some

This picture is along the same lines as
the phenomenally successful "Here Comes
the Navy," with the same duo— Cagney and
Pat O'Brien pulling a Flagg and Quirt.
As it is, Cagney seems to have a little the
best of it with Margaret Lindsay (the girl
in the case), although she is giving him
She has just
what-for at the moment.
ordered him out of the place when she
glances thru the window and sees Pat striding across the bridge towards her restaurant.
She and Jimmie are in the kitchen.
"Quick!" she cries frantically, "You've got

versal pictures.

The

pictures

we

are

mak-

ing are bigger and better, the stars are
bigger and better, the sets are bigger and
better— everything is bigger and better.

"Now, if you'll just step this way I'll show
you the permanent swimming pool we have
had installed in one of our stages, so
when we want to show the grounds
around an estate it won't have to be faked.
Yes. sir. this pool cost us $20,000, which will
give you an idea of the magnitude of Universal sets.
Dick, I thank you for the plug
you gave me a few months ago, and I don't
mind admitting that you can give me another any time you feci like it, providing
you also mention Universal Pictures.
I
just
that

—

—

—

!
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bought fifty copies of that issue of your
magazine and sent them to theatre managers I know throughout the country, so
they can see I'm in the swim. It's just as
well to let

them know such

things.

Dick,

I

hope your magazine noticed the jump in
circulation that month and if there's anything I can do to let them know it was
solely because of your article, don't hesitate
to call on me.
So much for that. Now,
here, we have the one and only Margaret
Sullavan giving a demonstration of highgrade histrionics in a piece called 'The
Good Fairy.' I believe Herbert Marshall
plays the male lead.
Yes, that's right because there he is."

Posed by
professional

a trick with mirrors.
Herbert Marshall and Margaret Sullavan in "The Good Fairy."
It's all

Mac is
I am

but

easily good for another half hour
close to being unconscious by this

time.
It's all I can do to sit down on a
chair and look around.
are, apparently,
in the men's shop of a very swanky department store. Marshall is just coming out of
the barber shop.
Right where the men's
store ends there is a bargain counter with
some cheap furs on it. La Sullavan is standing there looking at them.
She feels one
tenderly and then compares it to the next
one.
She tries one on, changes her expression and looks at herself in different

New

discovery adds

solid flesh quick

. .

We

poses.

"Lovely," Marshall remarks quietly.
She doesn't recognize him and looks at

him

in amazement.
Such effrontery.
"I said it looks lovely," he repeats.
is a pause, and then, "I thought you
have something to say about me."
"No," starting to walk away.

There
might

"It's me," he explains
(I wish I could
teach these script writers that the correct
English is "It's I")
"I feel rather
nude," he goes on. "Awful, isn't it? You
see, the beard, I mean.
That's what I was
trying to tell you." And then it comes out.
Herbert has had his beard shaved off.
Serves him right for wearing one in the

...

place.
I've met

first

Mr. Marshall several times but

we never remember each
know Miss Sullavan at all

other.
I don't
so there's no use
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imported brewers' ale yeast
concentrated 7 times and combined
with iron. Brings new beauty.

TODAY

you don't have to remain
"skinny" and unattractive, and so
lose all your chances of making friends.
Get this new easy treatment that is giving thousands solid flesh and alluring
curves
oftenwhen they could never
gain before
in just a few weeks!
You know that doctors for years have
prescribed yeast to build up health for
rundown people. But now with this new
discovery you can get far greater tonic
results than with ordinary yeast
regain health, and also put on pounds of
firm, good-looking flesh
and in a far

—

shorter time.

Thousands have been amazed at how
quickly they gained beauty-bringing
pounds; also clear skin, freedom from
indigestion and constipation, new pep.

Concentrated 7 times
new product, Ironized
Yeast, is made from specially cultured
This amazing

"On your right," Mac begins as we approach the next stage, "we have what is

brewers' ale yeast imported from Europe
the richest yeast known
which
by a new process is concentrated 7
times
made 7 times more powerfid.

find

you

—

"I was so skinny
and weak that everybody laughed at me
and called me scare-

like it."

ular scene

is in a box at the theatre where
the wives and their sweeties are watching a show— or supposed to be. There are

—

14 lbs. quick

Well, "Strange Wives" is, apparently,
about a lot of wives who are dissatisfied
with their husbands and are always on the
lookout for something new.
This particall

"I was very weak and thin,
skin was yellow. With
Ironized Yeast I gained 11
lbs. in 3 weeks and my skin

—

hanging around here any more.

destined to be one of the biggest money
making pictures of the current cinema season— 'Strange Wives.' Dick, I'm asking you,
is that a box office title or is it a box office title.
Say it over to yourself a few
times so you get the hang of it and you'll

Mrs. W. K. King

11 lbs. in 3 weeks

Mr. Irvin Echard

crow. Finally I tried
lionized Yeast. In 5
weeks I gained 14
lbs. Now I go out
regularly and enjoy
life." Irvin Echard,
Barberton, O.

my
is

lovely." Mrs.

W. K. King,

Hampton, Va.

But that is not all! This marvelous, healthbuilding yeast is then ironized with 3 special kinds of iron which strengthen the
blood, add abounding pep.
Day after day, as you take Ironized
Yeast, watch flat chest develop, skinny
limbs round out attractively, skin clear to
beauty
you're an entirely new person.

—

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you may
be, this marvelous new Ironized Yeast
should build you up in a few short weeks
as it has thousands. If you are not delighted with the results of the very first
package, your money refunded instantly.
Only be sure you get genuine Ironized
Yeast, not some imitation that cannot give
the same results. Insist on the genuine with
"IY" stamped on each tablet.

Special

FREE

offer!

To start you building up your health right
away, we make this absolutely FREE offer.
Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast at
once, cut out the seal on the box and mail
it to us with a clipping of this paragraph.

We

will

send you a fascinating

new book on

health, "New Facts About Your Body", by
an authority. Remember, results are guar-

anteed with the very

—

first package
or
druggists. Ironized
Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 2G2, Atlanta, Ga.

money refunded. At

all
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Esther Ralston, Francis L. Sullavan, Roger
Pryor, Leslie Fenton,
Hugh O'Connell,
Ralph Forbes, June Clayworth (an English
importation) and Cesar Romero.
The dialogue is the standard stuff for
such situations, where they're all trying to
carry on sub-rosa flirtations. There is one
humorous bit where one of the men has
his arm around the back of a woman's
chair, and the man on the other side of her,
thinking to put his arm around her shoulders, encounters the other chap's hand and

holding

starts

it.

haven't seen Esther in a coon's age and
I'd like to stop and say "hello" but they
show no signs of ever finshing this lone
little scene and Teddy is getting restless,
so we amble out to the back lot where
they're shooting the final scenes for "The
I

Man Who

perfield," the Dickens' story.
"Backfield" is a story about

four small

boys— Bob Young, Russell Hardie, Stuart
Erwin and William Tanner— who grow up
together.
They steal a car and a kindly
juvenile court judge paroles them into the
custody of Preston Foster, who coaches a
highschool football team in winter and runs
a playground for poor children in summer.
When the boys grow up they're an unbeatable backfield combination known as
"The Four Bombers." Of course, by that
time, old Grandpa Foster is coach at Pacific
University, so they go there and play on his
very fine team.

Reclaimed His Head."

What

Claude
a gripping story this is!
in the title role, writes pacifist
articles for the paper of Lionel Atwill, and
they are published under Atwill 's signature.
At-will, within a month, becomes the man
of the hour in Paris. This particular scene
Bulis the exterior of his newspaper office.
letins are posted all over the front of the
place and there are literally hundreds of
Rains,

BATHASWEET
you can have a lovely, alluring
skin! Easily! Quickly! Just add to
your bath a sprinkle of Bathasweet and
ES,

body

what luxurious delight is yours!
You might be bathing in rose petals,

people congregated there reading them.
Suddenly an old granny pushes her way
through the crowd with her market basket.
"What has Henri Dumont (Lionel Atwill)

so soft

and fragrant is your bath — so beautifying. Gone
is all harshness from the water. Bathasweet

to say today?" she inquiries.

can

ree
C. S.

—

drug and department

at

stores.

—a gift package sent free anywhere in the U. S.

if

you mail this coupon with name and address to
Welch Co., Dept. S-B, 1907 Park Aye., New York.

BE LOVELY
(Double Chin

-_»,»,. (Wrinkles

CORRECT 1 Crepy Throat ERASE ] Puffiness
Dryness
(.

Flabby Skin

(.

EUNICE SKELLY,

Nero

demonstrate that YOU, too,
can really say farewell to
she will send
a month's treatment with
her amazing REJUVENATING Lotion and GLANDU-

YOU

(Guaranteed S3 value).
ire asked to pay

ONLY

cost

i

Youthful

_

Contours arc sculptured by her

options coming up every six months whereby they could keep her or let her go. On
the strength of all the publicity she was
given, she went home to Scotland to visit
her sister whom she hadn't seen in twenty
years.
When she returned she was notified
her option would not be taken up and she
has had pretty tough sledding ever since.
She is one of the real aristocrats of the
screen as well as a splendid actress. Why,
with all the craze for May Robson and the
late

AGE SIGNS,

and shipping charges. Mon_.

salary of $10,000 a year. What they didn't
publicize was that "the long term contract"
was really a contract for six months, with

Marie Dressier, someone doesn't give
Margaret Mann a chance is something that
only the Hollywood moguls, who think
nothing is good unless they have to pay a
four figure salary to get it, know.
Every time I come out to this studio I
swear it's my last trip. The place is run
I ask the still man for a
like a madhouse.

York's fashionable Beautician and Rejuvenation Specialist, catering to social and
professional celebrities, now
offers her private formulae
to women who are unable to
visit her Salon. In order to

LAR Emulsion FREE!

none other than Margaret Mann. You
may recall Miss Mann as the mother in a
picture a few years ago called "The Four
What a performance she gave. Fox
Sons."
put her under contract and publicized her
She
as "The Sixty Year Old Cinderella."
was put under "a long term contract" at a

CONTOUR - MOLDE

FACE LIFTING BAND. Wear it with comfort while reading, writing,
reducing or sleeping. Price ONLY $1.00.
Send money order or check, or pay I'ostman $1.00 for TREATMENT or CONTOUR- MOLDE — $2.00 for BOTH. Write today for
FREE Illustrated books (with or without orderl.
"FACE LIFTING at HOME" or "LOVELINESS BEGINS at 40".
EUNICE SKELLY'S Salon of Eternal Youth
Suite G- 2 The Park Central, 56th & 7th Ave., N.Y. City

He can't get a picpicture of this scene.
ture because neither of the leads (Rains or
I ask the script girl for
Atwill) is in it.
the number of the scene so I can get the
She's a gal who has to show
dialogue.
her importance in some way so she shows it
by refusing to give me the scene number.
I'd have had a laugh on this set
Wally Ford, who is in the picture, had
been here but he isn't working today.

Maybe

W/tp
BEX

1

^Perfumes
SUBTLE,

fascinating, alluring. Sell
regularly for$12. 00 an ounce. Made
from the essence of flowers:

Two odors:
(1)
(2)

A

Send only

Admiration
Gardenia

single drop lasts
a toeefc/

To pay

A

"Backfield."

football story.

is

—

—

Leo Carrillo, Betty Furness, Russell
Hardie and William Tanner in

my

delight when the scene is
finished to discover that "the old granny"

Imagine

—

softens it to a caress softens it until the water
dissolves the impurities in your pores. The
best evidence of this fine bland softness is that
no "ring" is left around the tub when Bathasweet is used. Skin imperfections disappear
your body takes on a new lovel iness a new immaculateness a new health. ..Yet Bathasweet
costs very little
25)5 and 50^ and $1.00 the

20/

postage and handling
send only 20c (silver or stamps) for
2 trial bottles. Only one set to each
RIEGER,
new customer.
154 First St., San Francisco, Calif.
for

PAUL

if

That's the breaks

Over

COLUMBIA

I

at

get.

Columbia

AT tilling May Robson, Fay Wray, and Vicl

Jory, and "Carnival," featuring Lee
Tracy, Jimmy Durante, Sally Eilers and
Fred Keating, are on location. "The Depths
Below," with Edmund Lowe and Jack Holt,
and "Passport to Fame," with Edward G.
Robinson and Jean Arthur, don't start for
another week yet. So there's nothing to
report over here.
tor

At M-G-M.
Leo Tracy. Fred
Ik
(40th Yr.) SttiKo, Talkie, Rndio.
Antnirc Una Mcrk. l, Zita Johnnn. etc- Drama, Donoo, Musical Comody,
Ttm-liinr. Dir-otiriK. 1'crnonul Development, Slock Theatre Training
W.8S
St., N. Y.
(Appooranoej). for CutdoK, write Sec'y LANE, 66

them except

"Backfield''

Bob

he wants to make
marry Betty. Besides,
getting pretty cocky. So, one Saturday,
for

it

enough money

to

he's

is

all

as

Mr. Foster in the role of disciplinarian
keeps him out of the game. Next day Bob
has disappeared. Stu and Leo Carrillo (a
friend of the boys) suspect Bob has gone
to join Ted.
They get in their car and go
after him.
There is an accident and Stu
is badly hurt.
As I, in all my glory, arrive on the set,
Stu is just returning home after a siege in
the hospital. It's a great reunion all the

way around.

The

boys have gone to fetch Stu and the
are getting a little party if there is
such a thing as a little party ready. Suddenly there is a knock at the door. Russell
Hardie goes to open it and, lo and behold!
—there's Leo Carrillo with a great big cake
in his hand.
"Oh, hello," says Russ.
"Hello!" beams Mr. C. "I am joost in
time."
Why M-G-M doesn't do something with

—
—

rest

Russ

is

more than

I

can fathom.

There

is

a nice-looking boy who can really act. Only
those who saw him on the stage in ''The
Criminal Code" can appreciate how well he
can act. They've had him under contract
for a year and a half and all he plays, is
bits while the studio heads go yapping
around the country yelling for "new faces."
"
"I've got one of the leads in 'Sequoia,'

he vouchsafes when I start sputtering about
tough luck, "and I'm in hopes that'll
do me some good. Here! Try some of this
his

"Mills of the Gods," fea-

are several pictures going
flKtfene tr°^
TKeaire THERE
GRADUATES:
but I've already told you about

Russ and his sister, Betty Furness, have a
brother (Ted Healy) who is a crook. After
he gets out of prison he tries to get the
boys to sign up with him for pro football.

here
all

of

and "David Cop-

icing.

It's

swell."

The

cake is nothing but a big block of
wood but the icing is real honest-to-God,
grade A chocolate, "the McCoy" as Mr.
Winchell would say.
They've got a big

bowl of it on the set, and one of those little
gadgets you use to squirt it on the cake
with, in fancy designs.
Stu is pushing himself around the set in
his wheel chair.
You may get an idea of
the state of Stu's energy when I tell you
they can't even get him' out of it between
shots.
"Like lo try it?" he asks, getting up

SiL
As I ease my bulk into it he
"I'm only letting you sit there because you're a writer and some people think
"
Personally, I
writers are important.
"How's June?" I interrupt, not caring
for Mr. Erwin's personal opinions.
"Sweet and pretty as ever," he answers
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regretfully.

sighs,

OVERHEARD

IN

A DRUG STORE

ABOUT THE NEW PEPSODENT TUBE

dutifully.

"And

the baby?" I persist.
"Ah, the baby," he murmurs
"He's getting so big he knocks

Well,

I

ecstatically.

me down."

question that, and turn to Bob

Young.
"Geminy,"

says Bob— or words to that
effect— "I haven't seen you since 'Boarding
"Boarding School" was a picSchool.' "
ture the studio started about three years
ago.
They shot four days on it and suddenly it was taken out of production and
nothing has ever been heard of it since. It
was Bob's first part on the lot and I re-

member him— and

it— chiefly because the
day of shooting he confided to me that
he thought love scenes supremely silly and
that, personally, he liked laughs.
first

The other picture is the famous "David
Copperfield." They're so far behind schedule on this one that they have three directors working simultaneously on it, each one
shooting a different scene. All the stages
where this picture is working have "Posi-

NO BETTER TIME
TO TRY THIS

"David Copperfield" is the big
event of Hollywood.
Frank Lawton and Madge Evans as David and
Agnes.

no visitors" signs on the doors but
I'm not afraid of George Cukor, the head
director, so I barge on in.
He's working
with the children. Mr. Bill Fields (W. C.
to those who don't know him well) is Mr.
Micawber in this epic.
He's replacing
Charles Laughton, and it is his first day on
the set.
I haven't seen Bill since I went
out to his house one Sunday morning and
he insisted upon my trying some of the

Special Film-Removing

tively

medicine he takes for

his

grippe.

I

just

don't seem to get around like I used to.
Bill and I are laughing— in very subdued
tones— over the time the Richard Arlens
celebrated their seventh wedding anniversary and he came to the party bringing his
own refreshments. I notice Mr. Cukor
shooting me dirty looks and I immediately
assume it's because Bill and I are having
a good time while he has to work so I bigheartedly go over to say "hello."
"Is that you making all that noise over
there?" he demands crossly.
"No, it isn't," I affirm vigorously. "It's

Mr. W. C. Fields."
"Oh," says Mr. Cukor. "Just forget about
it then.
How've you been?"
There's no point trying to be nice to a
person like that so instead of telling you
about the scene he was shooting, I'll tell
you about one his assistant is making
on the next stage. David (Frank Lawton)
is packing his things, preparatory to leavfinished.
Agnes
ing college after
he's
(Madge Evans) has been helping him pack.
It's a cute little room with a bay window
and lace curtains over the sashes. A cheap

Tooth Paste
announcement, The
WITH
you
Pepsodent Co.
this

invites

to try

Pepsodent Tooth Paste ... in a new
and larger tube at a lower price.
Today, Pepsodent stands as an example of the finest scientific tooth paste
modern science can produce. Pepsodent
that
is famous for removing dingy film

—

sticky,

germ -laden coating

that stains

teeth and encourages decay.

In 67 different countries Pepsodent is
special film-removing
as the
'
tooth paste ' Only recently, in scientific
tests, Pepsodent was proved the least
abrasive
. and therefore safest ... of
15 leading tooth pastes and 6 tooth
powders. Until new scientific discover-

know no way to improve
Pepsodent ... or the remarkable polishing agent, exclusive with Pepsodent.
But we have found a way to give
you Pepsodent at a greater saving. The
identical, time-proved Pepsodent is
ready for you
with the tube alone
changed and the quantity increased.
Druggists are selling the new tube at a
new low price.
laboratories

—

known

.

.

ies are

WHY this greater saving
possible

is

.

made

in the field of dentistry,

our

hundred million tubes of
Pepsodent have been sold. Year after
year, people have gladly bought

Over

a

Pepsodent . . rather than endanger
teeth by buying harsh, gritty "bargain"
tooth pastes. Now, new processes have
cut costs . . . and we're passing this
saving on to you. Today, dealers are
selling Pepsodent in a new larger tube
... at a new low price.
.
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si i pa ted
k Since Her
yMarriaqe

Finds Relief
At Last- In Safe

ALL-VEGETABLE METHOD
dated
about the time she was marITried—herfrom
trouble with intestinal sluggishness, chronic tiredness, nervousness and headaches. Nothing gave more than partial relief
until she tried a product containing a balanced

combination of natural plant and vegetable
laxatives, Nature's Remedy (NR Tablets). The
first dose showed her the difference. She felt so
much better immediately more like living.

—

Your own common sense

you an

tells

all-

vegetable laxative is best. You've probably
heard your doctor say so. Try
s today.
Note how refreshed you feel. Note the natural
action, but the thorough cleansing effect. NR's
are so kind to your system so quickly effective in clearing up colds, biliousness, headaches.
And they're non-habit forming. The handy 25
tablet box only 25c at any drug store.

NR

—

* 935

f?SI£f
rnlLEL

Calendar-Thermometer, beautifully de-

incolors and gold. Also samples TUMS
and NR. Send stamp for postage and packing
A. H. LEWIS CO., Desk 149-BZ, St. Louis, Mo.
Bl sned

dresser with a mirror hanging over it, and
a small four-poster bed with a canopy about
the top. In the middle of the room is a
trunk.
Two bags are packed and closed,
standing together.
Frank is hunched on
the floor reading aloud to Madge.
Books
and magazines are all around him. Madge
is packing books in the trunks but is listening intently as he reads.
"Oh, I'd best throw this rubbish away,
before I leave for London," Frank exclaims
suddenly,
tossing
the manuscript from
which he has been reading, with the others.
"No, no, David!" she exclaims earnestly.
"I'm afraid it's dreadful nonsense," he
answers, indicating the pile of manuscripts.
Then he looks at the clock. "We must
There's the party at the
hurry, Agnes.
school."
"David!" she says solemnly, taking up the
manuscript. "It's not nonsense. Your characters may move in a strange world of their
own— but in that world they're real. Your
work is immature, perhaps, but it's full of
promise and I, for one, believe in it."
"I will try again, Agnes, in earnest," he

promises, taking the manuscript from her
and putting it with the others in the trunk.
Then he closes the trunk and sits on it, and
continues, "But without you— I shall miss
"
you. Whenever I fall into trouble
"And when you fall in love?" she queries
softly.

"Even when I fall in love," he promises
with a half-choking laugh.
I like to kid myself that I'm a hardened
cynic but I'm really a pushover for any sort
of honest sentiment, especially when a girl
as beautiful as Madge looks today is practically asking a guy if he'll remember her.
All of a sudden I just want to get off this
stage before the lights go on so I don't even
stop to say "good-bye" to Madge.

At Paramount

FIRST

thing on the program over here
is Cary Grant in "Wings in the Dark."
They've only just started so I can't tell you
much about the picture, except that there
was an explosion and Cary was blinded. At
first
he thought it was only temporary
blindness but as we find him in the occulist's office with the occulist (Arnold Korff)
and the nurse (Rita Owin), things don't
look so good.

NO DIET * NO MEDICINES
•NO EXERCISES
AMAZING invention called Rolll ette, developed in Rochester, Minnesota, makes it possible f oryou to rid
yourself of unsightly pounds of fat
and have a beautiful, slender form.

AN

j

Take

many

off

*

in the

Dark"

is

an aviation

story played by Arnold Korff, Rita

Owin and Cary Grant.

receiving the approval of
physicians everywhere. Just send
name and addrews for

C^KPfT
EC
F

Trial Offer— Today
it
toilette Co., 3826 N. Ashland Av.

"Do you

see this light?" the doctor inlight in front of

quires flashing a small
Cary.

Illinois

"No," Cary admits regretfully.

"Hmm.

EARN MONEYatHOMJ
Extra

Money From Your

Spare Time
doing fascinating,
dressing

stamp

envelopes,
details

for

pleasant
sewing, etc.

easy,

matters.
The picture is called "Caprice Espagnole,"
and, as usual in Von's pictures, they have
one of the most picturesque sets imaginable.
The white
It's an alley or street in Spain.
stucco walls of the house gleam brightly in
Steps lead from a
the artificial sunlight.
lower street up to the door of the house
which fronts on another street. Dietrich,
looking very beautiful in her Spanish costume, with a large comb stuck in her hair,
is sauntering along with an officer— Lionel
Atwill.
"You don't like to be seen with me, do
you?" she inquires.
"I'd rather our little walk didn't become
the talk of the town," he admits. "However," he goes on importantly, "I'm inclined
it

"

to risk that, if
"If what?"

"Well,

if it's

not too far."

"Oh, no," she reassures him, "I

live quite

near."

Despite Miss Dietrich's assurance that she
has a sense of humor and could play
comedy and despite the reputation Joe has
built up as a wit, I've never heard a joke
cracked or seen anyone laugh on one of
Von Sternberg's sets. There is an oppressive air

about

his pictures

while they're in

the making and I am glad enough to report
the scene and get on to the next picture.

The
Gilded

next 7)ne

happens

to

be

"The

starring Claudette Colbert.
It's the first shot in the picture, so I don't
have to ask what the story is about. This
is one time I can just report the scene and
go to see the finished picture without knowing what's going to come next.
It's a bench in front of the public library
in New York.
Claudette and Fred MacMurray are sitting there. He's all sprawled
out and Claudette is holding a bag of popcorn.
"Big stuff, eh?" Fred hazards. "Watching the world go by."

what

"Wings

is

Make

—

that

Lily,"

"Big

stuff."

A

want to reduce
most. ROLLETTE is an effective,
scientific principle for reducing

Chicago,

We also have the Empress Dietrich working on what is supposed to be her last picture under von Sternberg's direction not

course," he continues, "there are different ways of watching. Take a guy who
eats peanuts.
Every time he cracks a shell
he has to see that his thumb is in just the
right spot.
Then he has to take the peanuts out and then throw the shells away.
fellow like that can't concentrate.
See

inches from the

Dept. 127,

I

"The

"Of

spots where you

which

Cary cries.
can't see!"
chief injury results from a major
disturbance of the eye fluid, Mr. Gordon,"
the doctor explains.
"Tell me the truth," Cary begs, unable
to understand all this jargon, "will I ever
see again?"
"Cut," orders the director.
And that's that.

"But

"Right," she agrees.

This remarkable patented device
takes off fat quickly from any part
of your body without strenuous
diets, dangerous drugs or exercise.
Leaves the flesh firm and gives a
natural healthy glow to the skin.
Makes you feel years younger, i

A FEW MINUTES A DAY
ROLLS FAT AWAY

to resist the temptation to give
himself a pat on the back. "They are surface burns.
The explosion did its damage
within the eye.
The tissues surrounding
the eyeball are quite intact."

him, unable

—

work adSend 3c

QUICK
WOMEN'S AID BUREAU

ji
_f

I

Dept. S. U., 276 High Strcot, Holyoke, Mass.

3
-

Hmm,"

the doctor vouchsafes.

"That will do."
"Now, Mr. Gordon," the nurse suggests,
"if you'll just come this way, please," leading him to another part of the room. "You
might as well be as comfortable as you can."
Imagine telling a man who has just been
blinded that he might as well be comfort"Well?" demands Cary impatiently.
able!
"Just as

I

thought," the doctor informs

I

mean?"

"Perfectly," says the understanding Lily.
"But popcorn!" he continues, warming to
his subject, "popcorn was made for watching the world go by.
Look!
I stick my
hand in the bag without taking my eyes off
the street.
I throw the popcorn into my
craw. I chew, and I'm still looking. That's

what

I

call class!"

"Sure," she agrees enthusiastically. "Peanut eaters don't know how to live."
"Tell me something," Fred asks, abandoning the subject of popcorn versus peanuts,
"do you love me, Lil?"
"No-o," she smiles.
"That's the way to talk!" he exclaims, all
set up over this good news.
"No worries,
no jealousies, no nothing. Just meeting you
every Thursday night and eating our pop-

— —

"

—
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Well, I must admit there's a lot in what
he says and I can think of many things
worse than eating popcorn with Claudette
on Thursday night—or any other night—
with or without love.
Recently Wesley Ruggles, the director
(and husband of Arline Judge) and Claude
Binyon, the scenario writer, have been
teamed for a series of pictures. This is
Previously
their first under the new deal.
they have made "College Humor" and
"Shoot the Works" together. There's no
reason this shouldn't be as good or better
than the others— especially with a star as

71

THOUSANDS LEARN MUSIC
WORLD'S EASIEST WAY
No

Expensive Teachers...No Bothersome
Scales...No Boring Exercises

BEGINNERS PLAY REAL
MUSIC FROM THE START

eye-filling as Claudette.

At R-K-O
only things shooting at R-K-O are
THE
Hepburn and John Beal, who are entering their tenth week in "The Little
Minister," and Ann Harding in "Enchanted
Both sets are closed. The studio
April."
announces that Hepburn will sing in this
picture!

At Fox
picture going here, called "The MysONE
tery Woman," featuring Gilbert Roland,

John Halliday and

Mona

Barrie. Practically

Yes, literally thousands of

men and women

—

in all walks of life have learned music
have
won new friends, become socially popular
this quick, modern, easy as A-B-C way.
You, too, can learn to play to entertain
others to pep up any party just as these
thousands of others are doing. And you can do
this without the expense of a private teacher
right in your own home. You don't need to be talented. You don't need previous musical training.
You don't have to spend hours and hours playing
monotonous scales and humdrum finger exercises.
You start right in playing real little tunes. And
sooner than you expected you find yourself enter-

—
—

—

taining your friends
ever had.

—having

the best times you

Easy as A-B-C
The U.

LEARN TO PLAY
BY NOTE

School method
as easy as A-B-C.

S.

is literally

you how to
do a thing. Then it shows
you in pictures how to do
Then you do it yourit.
What
self and hear it.
And
could be simpler?
First,

Piano
Violin
Saxophone
Organ
Ukulele
Tenor Banjo
Hawaiian Guitar
Piano Accordion
Or Any Other

Guitar

tells

it

learning this way is like
playing a game. Practicing becomes real fun in-

Instrument

stead of a bore as it used to be with the old way.
Prove to yourself without cost how easily and quickly
you can learn to play. Send today for Free Demonstration
Lesson and Explanatory Booklet.
See the simple principles around which this method is built.
If you really
want to learn music if you want to win new popularity
enjoy good times galore mail the coupon below.
Don't
delay act NOW. TJ. S. School of Music, 1192 Brunswick
Bldg., N. Y. C.

—

—

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
1192 Brunswick Bldg., New

does not put

me under any

Halliday

Mona
in

Barrie and
Mystery-

"The

Address

Have you
Instrument?

Instrument

Money
WANTED

ild
and stamps
~"*\

Woman."

During Winter

YOURSELF! It pays! I paid
J. D. Martin, Virginia, $200 for a
single copper cent. Mr. Manning, New
York, $2,500 for one silver dollar. Mrs. G.

POST

with those terrible attacks of
Asthma when it is cold and damp if raw, Wintry winds make you choke as if each gasp for
If

you

suffer

;

F. Adams $740 for a few old coins. I want
all kinds of old coins, medals, bills and
stamps. I pay big cash premiums.

breath was the very last if restful sleep is impossible because of the struggle to breathe if
you feel the disease is slowly wearing your life
away, don't fail to send at once to the Frontier
Asthma Co. for a free trial of a remarkable
;

everyone

is

a crook

and each suspects the

They might have

called it "Cheating
Cheaters"— except that that title has already
been used. I think John, has just about
convinced Mona that Gilbert is the crook.
They're on an ocean liner and it is just
pulling into New York harbor.
Gilbert meets the other two on the
promenade deck. "Oh, here you are," he
remarks. "The only two people aboard I

others.

haven't said 'goodbye' to."
Halliday looks at him and gives him the
coldest of bows. Mona smiles but it is only
a smile of good manners.
"Goodbye," she

;

method. No matter where you live or whether
you have any faith in any remedy under the
Sun, send for this free trial. If you have suffered for a lifetime and tried everything you
could learn of without relief even if you are
utterly discouraged, do not abandon hope but
send today for this free trial. It will cost you
nothing. Address

baggage?"
"Well, goodbye," Gilbert offers, shaking
hands with Mona. "Goodbye, doctor," he
adds as an afterthought.
This is one of the screwiest sets I've ever
been on.
Everybody connected with the
picture is crazier than a March hare.
"How are you?" Gil begins when the
scene is finished. "I haven't seen you in a
year."

"He

shows

remarkable

John Halliday puts

"And

discernment,"

in.

haven't seen you," I remark to
Mr. Halliday, "since I saw you on the New
I

York stage in— in—

"My
out,

first

part in

New

York," he helps me
But, of course,

"was in 'The Whip.'

WILL PAY $100 FOR A DIME

trated Coin Folder and further particulars. It
may mean much profit to you. Write today to
B.

MAX MEHL251 Mehl Bldg., FORT WORTH, TEXAS
(Largest Rare Coin Establishment in U. S.)

WANTED!

93-W Frontier Bldg.
Buffalo, New York

ORIGINAL POEMS, SONGS
for

WHAT DOES YOUR

says briefly.
"I'd like to say 'au revoir,' " Gil persists,
"but, unfortunately, I'm only going to be
in New York a few hours."
That's what
he thinks, I think to myself. I know these
crook plays.
He'll be caught surer than

shooting.
"Really!"
Halliday remarks, interested
for the first time. Then he turns to Mona:
"Don't you think we'd better look after our

I

1894 S. Mint; $50 for 1913 Liberty Head
Nickel (not buffalo) and hundreds of
other amazing prices for coins. Get in
touch with me. Send 4c for Large Illus-

;

Frontier Asthma Co.
462 Niagara Street,

obligation.

Name

-o*Ts

Gilbert Roland,

York City

Send me your amazing free book, "How You Can Master
Music in Your Own Home," with inspiring message by
Dr. Frank Crane; also Free Demonstration Lesson.
This

Free for Asthma
John

—

HOLb^/Jm}

FUTURE

Dept.

immediate consideration

M. M. M. PUBLISHERS
SU
Studio

Bldg.

Portland, Ore.
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YOU

to races™, if worri d mid perplexed about binincss, family troubles, love, marriage, employment, the future, etc.
ALL

WORK

STRICTLY PERSONAL, INDIVIDUAL and GUAR-

ANTEED SATISFACTORY.
off

Obtain

ERVOUS2K^

ih

THOUSANDS. Ho

lii.H

new,

? Do symptoms oS
Constipation, Indigestion, Dizzy
Spells, Sweating and Sleeplessness
keep you irritable, exhausted and gloomy* Arc
you Bashful;' Despondent? There's Help for YottI

What's wrong with you
1

FREE

"Medicinea, tonics or DruK"s probably will not relievo
your weak. Hick nerves. My wonderful book " Watch
Your Nerves", explains a now method that will help
you ropain lost vitality and hr-nlthv nerves. Send 2C>c
for thin nmaziiwr book. ,
ROBERT HOLMES, 172
Fuller Bldg.» Jersey City, H. J.
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Why VOICE Students Fair
SENT
FREE
you

No

Obligation to

b»

If
act quick!— wo will oend postpaid— for
80 daya freo roadinc— new Voico Hook dis-

closing startline: VOICE FACTS (hut may envo
hundreds of dollars to every mnn or woman
Beokinu a atronif, rich voico for either elnirfoa; or speaking. 80 days free read inK— then,
send $1.00. Otherwise, return it-that*S all!

PROF. E.FEUCHTINGER Studio 13-12

308 North Michigan Avanuo

-

ChtcaRD

BUMP GOES DOw N!

Pain stops almost Instantly. Then blessed
Falryfoot helps reduco painfuL Ufrly
bunions. loot soon nppenrsmorenntural.Fairyfootlscnsy to
use cnl ircly harmless. Used on over two million feet »ineo
liOT. Write for FREE trial treatment.
Falryfoot Products Co., Chicago
relief 1

1223 S.Wabash Ave,

Dept.

3762

FREE PROOF!
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that was before you were going to the
theatre."
"Of course," I agree readily as Halliday
gives me a murderous look.
"But it was
one of those old Drury Lane melodramatic

Deformed or
Injured Back
Thousands of
Remarkable Cases

spectacles, wasn't it?"
"It wasn't very successful, as I recall," Gil

Man, helpless, unable to
stand or walk, yet was riding
horseback and playing tennis
within a year. An Old Lady
of 72 years, suffered for many
years, was helpless, found relief.
A Little Child, paraI
i'-'
H
,
lyzed, was playing about the
fc
\
«-"3l
S
_,.
house in 3 weeks.
railroad
man, dragged under a switch
engine and his back broken, reports instant relief
and ultimate cure.
have successfully treated
over fifty-nine thousand cases in the past 30 yeats.
!

|

a" >tsS

A

We

30 DAYS'
will prove

Philo

Bun

TRIAL FREE

own case. The
cool, elastic and
easily adjusted
how different
from the old torturing, plastercast, leather and celluloid jackets of steel braces.
Every sufferer with a weakened,
its

value in your

Appliance

is

light,

—

injured, diseased or deformed spine owes it to
himself to investigate. Doctors

recommend

within reach of

Send

Price

it.

all.

for Information

Describe
'can

give

WRITERS!

murmurs.

A

We

FREES

TO INEXPERIENCED

your case so we
you definite in-

formation at once.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO.

"It ran two years," Halliday snorts indignantly.
"The horses had more important parts than the actors."
"That's probably why it ran so long," Gil

comforts him.
"Let's try this scene again," the director
pleads.
"Say," Gil asks the script girl, "do I say
'here you are' or 'there you are?"
"You say 'Here you are' and Mr. Halliday

'There you

are,' "

she informs him.
he has to speak at

"I don't see why
Halliday objects.

all,"

"Never mind," the director consoles John,
"we'll cut his lines out after the scene
shot.
Don't let it upset you."

is

think I'd better go. This atmosphere
too upsetting for one of my placid dis-

I
is

position.
"Goodbye, all,"
but I get only dirty looks.

I

call

cheerily

Their dyspepsia,

probably.

And

that

is

all,

dear public,

for

this

month. Me? I'm off to the park with a
bag of popcorn to watch the world go by.

ing ability without cost.

of the

may

you

U. S. School or Writing, B-4 f 20

N. Y.

W.

60th

New

St.,

York, N.Y.

ASTROLOGY
NOW
10c

READING

In order to show you how interesting J
Astrology really is. Yogi Alpha, noted!
American philosopher has reduced thel
price of his 1000-word reading tol
only 10c. This reading is based upon)
your sign of the Zodiac and discussesjj
your inclinations in relation to oceu-*
pation, health, vocation, temperament,
partnerships, love emotions, marriage
partnerships, etc., as indicated by
Astrology. Send your exact birthdate
and 10c in coin or stamps, for your

zodiac reading. Money
not satisfied. Address

144-14 Odd Fellows Temple

JAMESTOWN,

to test and scientifically measure your writIf you have ordinary command
English language and can express yourself in writing,
discover that your natural style, properly directed,
might make money for you. Write for this Aptitude Test
today and find out whether you are eligible for enrollment
in a new. practical Writing Clinic and Simplified Training
Course which offers personal, sympathetic instruction and
criticism in every phase of modern writing, including short
story, news reporting, play, radio, advertising, publicity,
news articles, columns and other forms of profitable writing.
A new course directed by experienced writers which offers
a short cut to sound writing technique.
Costs less than one
month at college. Special Deferred Payment Plan. Helpful marketing advice while training.
Write today for full
details and FREE Aptitude Test.

Opportunity

Yogi Alpha, Box 141

xefunded

iffl

I

Dept. 906, San Diego, Calif.
If a friend wishes a reading send 20c for two readings,

Have

1,

To Be Deaf
NclJoke
—Every deaf person knows that—

a Beautiful

Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
being deaf for twenty-five years, with his ArtiEar Drums. He wore them day and nieht.
They stopped his head
f

Smile

'ficial

*T

[Continued from page 52]

noises. Theyareinvisible

and comfortable. no wires

elements of healthy gums, and proper
chewing means good circulation in your
gums. If you could investigate your mouth
under an X-ray you would see that your
gums are filled with a network of tiny
capillaries through which blood flows.
Xray studies of teeth while people are eating
have disclosed that the circulation of the
blood through these little channels is increased by proper and vigorous chewing.

m or batteries. Write for
$d TRUE STORY. Also

vital

Chewing always increases the flow of
saliva and so is valuable to the digestion
of food in the mouth.
The increased flow
Tireless energy, sparkling eyes, laughing
rosy cheeks bring success and popularity. Free your system from poisons of constipation, the cause of dull eyes, sallow cheeks,
_

lips,

dragging feet. For 20 years men and women
have taken Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets—
substitute for calomel. Non-habit-forming.
They help to eliminate the poisons without
bad after-effect. A compound of vegetable
ingredients, known by their olive color.
They have given thousands glorious health.
Take at night. All druggists, 15c, 30c, 60c.

chew

your gums are

it,

brought

gradually

tone.
And
inside you.
So there are two

firmer

stimulated

NEVER SQUEEZE BLACKHEADS.
IT CAUSES SCARS, INFECTION]
Dicsolve

Blackheads

scientifically

with

amazing

KLEERPLEX WASH. This wonderful NEW DISCOVERY contains 5 scientific ingredients. AIbo

LurKC Fores. stoi>n embarrassing Greaainess,
"Shine". Clears Muddy, Sallow. Tanned Skin. Has
marvelous medicated purr iinrifving powers. Gets at
rcfinea

the cause

QUICKLY SAFELY RENEWS
!

!

!

LIGHT-

ENS! BEAUTIFIES vour skin. Gives von that cleancut attract ive look. SEE INSTANT IMPROVEMENT.
Mo chemicals. INo stsviiu: home. A Riinrantoed pure natural product,
approved by Health Authorities and thousands of happy users
Men and Women. NothitiK like itt sion wasting time and money
—
Your skin deserves the beet.
Get your 2 mos'
on ordinary products.
eupplv of Kleernhx Wash TODAY. Jest se„d $1.— (plus .10 postage) to

KLEERPLEX (Dept. 2(1) W. 3411, St.. N. Y. C. or pnv postman (plus
(I. I), charge). Outside II. S. tl.25 and no C. O. D.s. MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE! (Copyright 1031 Kloerplex)
1

('.

LEARN
New

TO
PLAY

PIANO

Easy way to play late
popular songs now written with chords above
Beginners learn to play
each measure.
quickly and former piano students learn to
play the modern way.
Alex Adklns Simplified Piano Method Instructor. Complete Course $1.00.
4002 A.
Kansas City, Mo.

Chord System.

TROOST

Artificial Ear Drum

bookleton Deafness.

THE WAY COMPANY

MAKEHome
MONEY
!

steady income each week, working at home,
EARN
Learn famous
coloring photos and miniatures in
oil.

"Koehne Method" in few weeks. Work done by this
method in big demand. No experience nor art talent
needed. Many become independent this way. Send for
free booklet, "Make Money at Home."

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL, Inc.
3601 Michigan Avenue, Dept. 4432, Chicago, Illinois

of saliva has now been found to be beneficial to the stomach as well.
That is why
chewing gum is good for you. As you

and

£QO% Improvement
We

to

a better color, a
necesary saliva is sent

Guaranteed

build, strengthen the vocal organs
not with amoino lessons but by fundamentally
sound and scientifically correct silent exercises . .
and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing
or speaking- voice at least 100% . . . Write for
wonderful voice book—sent free. Learn
yoa
can uow have the voice you want. No literature
Bent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent.

—

down

WHY

good reasons for indulg-

your fondness for orange juice and
chewing gum.
When you read that,
ing

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 13-12
308 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago

SMILE!

much for your teeth and tummy.
just a word about your skin.
There
a new way, and we love new ways, to
a clear complexion.
Take a cake of yeast.
Make a thick paste with it by adding
slowly some hydrogen peroxide.
Spread
this paste over your face and neck, keeping
it away from your eyes.
Allow it to remain on your skin until it dries, some
So

Now

is

BLACKHEADS!

liik.

twenty minutes. Lie down and rest while
the twenty minutes pass. Rest is essential
to any beauty treatment.
Then wash the
yeast off with hike warm water.
Pat your
skin with witch hazel, to close the pores.
If witch hazel is a little too strong for
your skin, use the coldest water you have.
After this treatment you will find that
your complexion is clearer and smoother
Be sure to follow the
than ever before.
witch hazel with a good nourishing cream
One of
if your skin is inclined to be dry.

who does this regularly
even makes fine lines around
her mouth disappear. But that is another
the

young

tells

me

story.

that

stars
it

Women! Run Down?
Mothers,, Girls!
Quiet quivering nerves, eat better, sleep
soundly, enjoy life with renewed pep and energy! Don't risk
your health with dangerous stimulants and narcotics. Start
with
LEE
COMPOUND, a
pure, harmless vegetable tonic. Special
OFFER.
2 bottles for price of one. SI., with this ad. Use it TODAY.

MARY

TODAY

FREE copy of
CERTANE CO.,

Also

VEGETABLE
WINTER

new book "Women's Secrets.**
Dept. 25, 2935 West Pico Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

any form for criticism, revision, ropvright and
-wood studios. Our sales service selling consistent

MOST

._..« to Hollywood Studios— the
ACT1VK
a school
no courses or books to sell. Send original
plots or stories for FREE reading and report. You mav be just as
capable of wrmiip acceptable stories as thousands of others. Deal
with a recognized Hollywood Agent who is on the ground and knows
market requirements. Established 1917. Write for FREE
giving full information.

MARKE

1

.

—

Not

BOOK

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO CO.

Meyer Bldg.

551

Ha

A
H

V

....
where

cessful

I

Hollywood,

REMOVED A

(Bust. Hips, Arms, other parts of body.
starring, exercise or equipment necessary. Proven European formula. Suc-

No

other means

t ont 50
po?tPaW.
Kt?
5?.
5
1851 Washington Avenue,
..,

Calif.

SAFE, SURE WAY!

fail.

Complete

(CCD.
N. Y. C.

05c).

GUARANTEED
FAIRFORMA,

.

—
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IF

YOU HAVE

Their

GRAY
HAIR
DON'T
LIKE

and

a

you practiced piano with one

MESSY MIXTURE....

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
I

rush out tumbling

over one another.
Just like Norma Shearer, Franchot Tone
has hand trouble.
He isn't the least bit
backward about admitting that, whenever
he is at home, he dons a suit which has
all the pockets sewn up tight.
This novel
procedure is assisting him in breaking what
he believes to be a bad screen habit, that
of digging his hands into his pockets and
hunching forward.
Then there is George Raft's sudden obsession with contract bridge, and don't get
the idea it's for fun, because he loathes the
game. He plays several rubbers every night
to help him memorize his lines.
George
was never shy about telling people he was
a "dud" when it came to remembering long
talky scenes. And, what's more, the nightly
bridge is helping him amazingly.
And we shouldn't forget little Jean Parker, who annihilates almost every hour of
leisure allotted to her by trying out new
makeup tricks. Jean has never let a Hollywood makeup operator or hairdresser help
her at any time. She is an excellent artist,
and perhaps that is the reason she values
the fine points of greasepaint. Jean's practicing consists of trying out new and unusual effects with her brows, her eyes, her
In fact when she is
lips and her hair.
working, she curls up her mop of chestnut
hair on hairpins before she goes to bed. In
the morning it has dried into place, and
without the aid of a marcel iron or waving
comb she's ready for the set.
There's the world's champion, Max Baer,
who goes to school five hours a day when he
isn't before the cameras, studying the where
and the why of screen acting with Phyllis
Laughton, the famous dramatic teacher.
Why, there's even the great Cecil DeMille,
who takes home the rushes (daily camera
shots, to you) of every picture he directs, to
show to his four children, Cecilia, John,
Katherine (of screen fame) and Richard.
He asks for truthful opinions and ideas
and, believe me, he gets them, with hardly
a "YES" in the entire family.
And, finally, there is Shirley Temple
(honestly I'm not kidding) who is studying
French an hour a day, so she can make
everyone of her pictures into versions for
Which proves that
the foreign market.
practicing can begin at five, or does it?
All of which makes me quite happy that
I'm just one of those folks who can go
home at night after a hard day's work, put
on my old blue robe, put my feet on the
sofa and fall asleep over the evening comics.

GOOD

my free trial bottle and book telling All About Gray Hair.
LOWELL, MASS.

ASTHMATIC
SUFFERERS-GET QUICK RELIEF
FREE TRIAL PACKAGE OFFERED
Thousands use Dr. Guild's Green Mountain
Asthmatic Compound to soothe and relieve
paroxysms of Asthma. On sale at druggists.
Powder, 25 cents and $1.00. Cigarettes, 50 cents
for 24. Send for FREE TRIAL package of 6
cigarettes. The J. EC. Guild Co., Dept.
2
Rupert, Vt.

WW

nill n'O GREEN MOUNTAIN
UUILU

O

Ull.

s

ASTHMATIC COMPOUND

HAIR DRY?

vo ur

Too frequent permanents, outdoor sports
or going without your hat tend to dry and
Ladies and gentlemen
streak your hair.
remedy this fault quickly at home with
ROSOIL. Complete instructions on care of
hair and scalp with 6 month supply of
ROSOIL now only 50c in coin or stamps.

KILO ROOLG
Warren, Ohio

Box 185

LINCOLN AND INDIAN HEAD

WANTED

PENNIES

IF
11

MORE THAN
YEARS OLD

$5 00 for certain U. S. Cents
Send 10c. today for 16 page fully illustrated catalog

and up

to

NATIONAL COIN CO.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Box 731 N.

THE ANALYST
Worry kills Would a personal letter of advice
?
Consult the Analyst. No fortunes told
but commonsense advice given on your problem.
Send $1.00 and exact age, stating problem clearly.
!

help you

THE ANALYST
Box 26, Niagara

Falls,

from any part

darned

And while the instrutick-tocks, tick-tocks, Powell reads off
the lines of his current or forthcoming picture, so that he will learn to slow down his
normal inclination to let all his words

a Hair Color Specialise with forty years* European
American experience, am proud of my Color Imparter
for Grayness* Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave
stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,
more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending

nn

of the

Be adorably slim!

ment

As

Hair Color Expert, Dept. 5,

23]

things for years).

then write today for my

ARTHUR RHODES,

Remove FAT

"Homework"

[Continued from page

Canada

RILL THE HAIR ROOT
My method positively prevents hair from
growing again.
permanent.
Safe,
easy,
Use it privately, at home. The delightful
relief will
bring happiness, freedom
of mind and greater success.
Send 6c in
We teach Beauty Culture.
stamps TODAY for Booklet. For promptness in writing me, I will include a $2.00
Mahler Beauty Preparations.
D.J. MAHLER CO.. Dept. 30- B. Providence, R.I.
Certificate for

all

73

Money-back guarantee
Feminine

attractiveness demands
the fascinating, youthful lines of a
graceful,
slim
figure
with
firm,
rounded, uplifted contours, instead
of sagging, unbecoming flesh.

—

Hundreds of women have reduced
with my famous Slimcreain Method
and reduced just where they wanted,
safely,

quickly, surely.
my chestline by

reduced

my

and

weight

(across

me.

inches

I

V2

4

in

myself,
inches
days.

28

was 3 7 inches
Here is the
Slimcream has worked

miracle your
for

lbs.

writes, "I
the chest).

A.

J.

2 8

have

I
I

off.

am

actually taken
overjoyed."

The Slimcream treatment

5

en-

is so

tirely effective, so easy to use, and
so beneficial
that I unhesitatingly
offer to return your money if you
have not reduced your figure both in
pounds and inches in 14 days. What
could be fairer than that
I

Photo of myself after
losing 28 lbs. and reducing 43-3 Inches.

NOW

Decide

to achieve the figure
your heart's desire.
Send $1.00
today for the full 3 0-day treatment.

of

FREE
treatment,
limited, so

Send $1 00
my Slimcream treatm
send you entirely free, my world-famou:
with a gold mine of priceless beautj
Add 25o for foreign co
-

SEND TODAY.

NOW.

It

and

I

wil

regular$1.00 beauts
secrets. This offer i

DAISY STEBBING. Dept. SL-17. Forest Hills. New York
I enclose $1. Please send immediately postpaid in plain package
your Guaranteed Slimcream treatment. I understand that if I have
not reduced both in pounds and inches in 14 days, you will cheerfully
refund my money. Send also the special free Beauty Treatment.

I

I

Name.

|

Addre

I

l

City.

Be a Radio Expert
Learn ai Home-MakeGood Money
Mail the coupon. Many men I tru.ned at home in spare
time make $40. $60, $75 a week. Many make $5, $10, $15
a week in spare time while learning.
Get facts about
Radio's opportunities and my amazingly practical 50-50
method of training. Home experimental outfits make learning easy, practical, fascinating.
Money back agreement
protects you.
Mail coupon for free 64-page book.
E. SMITH, President, Dept. 5BP9
National Radio Institute, Washington, D. C.
Send me your free book, "Rich Rewards in Radio.'
This does not obligate me. (Please print plainly)

J.

Name

Age..

...

Address
State

L

.^.....^j

CORNS
CALLOUSES

30c
at

a

jai

your

Druggist

As Told By Your Stars
What

Is

the

romance In store

for

you

.

.

.

Whom
destined from the day of your birth?
What Is your luckiest
should you marry?
day?
Send full birth-date with Dime and
Stamped Return envelope for your Chart at

City

tnd

D,sj,i.t'.

J&JbJ™*'
vC ^34^20

w_

THURSTON,

Stitc .

N.m.

Dept.
Chicago, lit

Jackson Blvd.

THE MgjH

CO.. Rochester. H.V

/MP DfVNC/NG
I

LEARN AT HOME NEW EASY WAY.

Pro-

fessional Stage Method. Surprise and en-

SENT FREE— Writefor 16-pageillusr.rated
booklet. Explains simple method of removing these ugly growths and warts. Used by
physician* and clinics in Hollywood world's
beauty center. Booklet is FREE write today.
MOLEX (Hollywood) COMPANY. Dept. SU
325 Western Pacific Bldg.
Los Angeles, Calif.

—

—

tertain your friend... It., popular, earn .'Urn monov, do. .'lop hi. Won (alont. No mu.iio or .'iporfoneo nee, led
lie
Kin uWniiclir.it .lav. Heel, .nor ,, iu mlnmon tnl.. anil eon.
plelo I'rof.veiionul Tap I'niien inel.oletl. K.piiil to S 111 in
nt motion. IOasy way l.i reilueo or buildup l.tfuro. h'or Indien or men. Send only ill.Vr, mono, enter for Complete.
17.I-oiw.inC.mrs.'. Or eon no money
f in 1
S ,„„l v
1

i

Mary

Brian, looking very beau-

tiful,

is

with Warner Oland

"Charlie Chan

in Paris."

in

1 1

Frco

827

(

you enroll no
THORNTON
Irving Park Blvd., Suite
if

i

1

I

DANCE STUDIOS

no

Chicago,

III.
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A

Movie

Fan's

Crossword Puzzle

By Charlotte Herbert

EE

Isabel Jewell, Talented" Actress.

WHAT

gives us a definite feeling of
weariness are those stories in fan
magazines which tell you that the
star who is being paid a thousand dollars
or so a week is in reality just a regular

own pals. We have
known anyone who was able to do

fellow, just like your

never

physical

work and

get a star salary for

it,

who was commonplace. They have something, and we do not mean the beauty of
their voices nor the regularity of their
features.
The one essential reason why

these people are highly paid is that they
are able to forget about themselves and
all
throw themselves into "pretending."
could do it when we were children. But as
we grow older and conscious of our limita-

We

tions

we

lose

it

and become

self-conscious.

the most valuable quality that a
man can have and the best paid— to be able
to forget about himself. If I point a camera
at Leslie Howard or Mary Pickford, not one
muscle tightens, not one look from the eyes
suggests that the camera is there. Let some
one point a camera at you or me and we
smirk and try to look smart. You can't
blame us for trying. But greatness lies in
the other direction.
It

is

you can walk across an empty dance
floor with the same walk that you use to
cross your bedroom ... if you can stand up
and speak to your board of directors or
your Sunday school class in the same fashion that you would talk with your brother,
you will become a success. Watch Charles
Laughton in "The Barretts of Wimpole
Street" or Isabel Jewell in the courtroom
scene in "Evelyn Prentice" and you will
see how to do it.
In an unusually long close-up Isabel tells
the entire story of a murder. As she describes, move by move, the actions that culminated in the horrid climax, her voice
gathers intensity, agony leading to greater
anguish until nerves can stand no more.
And never once during this remarkable
If

ACROSS
1

Expression of delight

2

A

11

great favorite of young and old
Expression of approval
Anna Sten's first American picture
The star of "Stamboul Quest"
corner

of self-consciousness may
Join a political
club and make speeches, be a member of
a dramatic society or— go into the movies.

20 Indefinite
22

A

27

Percolate
Skill

Negative

name

First

of most famous aviatrix

To grow

old
cleaning fluid
Pertaining to the nose
Ruby Keeler's husband
Measure of weight (abbr.)

A

violinst in "Caravan"
Prefix denoting from
The lovely child actress from England

The happy

Eastern state (abbr.)
42 Paid publicity
43 Prince Dimitri in "We Live

Her

54

"The

Girl

is "Maybe
From Missouri"

Greek alphabet

It's

Am A

56 With Ricardo Cortez in "I
59 The male sheep
61 Toni in "Now and Forever"
bluish gray metal
64
66 Fifty-one
67 Measuring device
69 An offense
71 Elder (abbr.)
72 Melody
single unit
73
74 Organ of hearing
75 In a state of eager curiosity
76 Tellurium (abbr.)
77 The famous fan dancer
78 To Walk laboriously
denial
79

Love"

Thief"

A

A

DOWN
2

Tom Martin in
A human being

3

Within

4

A

1

5

"Gentlemen Are Born"

in

"Judge Priest"

"The White Patade"

,

"The

32
34
36
40
42
45
47
48
50

Pronoun
Endeavor

.

Expression of disgusr
He appears with Garbo in
Essence of roses

.

"The Painted Veil"

"One Night

of Love"
He made a big hit in "The Gay Divorcee"
Spoon for serving liquids
The choicest part of anything
51 She returns to the screen in "Music in the Air"
child actor (initials)
53
famous radio and night club entertainet
54
Star of

A
A

60 She gave a remarkable performance
Without Passion"
62 The great Persian poet
63 A boy's school
64 A maiden
65 Guide
.
68 Finish
70 A quick sharp blow

to Last

in

"Crime

Month's Puzzle

SO HHHHta SHSBa \m
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d warn sh
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m

great Hollywood director
of transportation

Mode
The

loveliest nurse in
7 Possessive Pronoun
8 The act of uniting
9 In a like manner
10 Goddess of dawn
12 Soon to appear in

6

silent prisoner

Answer

A

Complete lack

The

(initials)

latest picture

55 Letter of

ill

55 Splendor
57 To wilt
58 One time

Again"

44 Type measure
46 An amount on which rates are assessed
49 Snare
50 Shut in
52

be

28 The mother in "David Copperfield"
29 To choose
31 He was born in Mt. View, Ark.

20 Three-toed sloth
21
22
23
25
28
30
33
34
35
37
38
39
41

To

Me Not"

article

24 A tag
26 The "Belle of the Nineties"

13
14
15
17 Ardor
18 Parent

crescendo does Isabel think of herself.

be achieved by practice.

13 Nominates
16 The professor's daughter in "She Loves
19 Near

Little

Minister

as

.

GUESS IM JUST
NATURALLY SKINNY
-CANT GAIN AN OUNCE

SAID THE SAME THING
UNTIL
DISCOVERED

I

I

KELP* A- MALT

New

Mineral Concentrate
From The Sea, Rich in NAT-

URAL IODINE Building Up
Weak, Run Down Men and

WomenWhere All Else Fails.
HERE'S

good news

for

"Nat-

urally Skinny" folks who
can't seem to add an ounce no

matter what they eat. A new
way has been found to add
nattering pounds of good, solid
flesh and fill out those ugly,
scrawny hollows even on men
and women who have been underweight for years; 3 to 8

pounds
not

—

week guaranteed
pounds in few weeks

in 1

12 to IS

This
new discovery, called
Kelp-a-Malt, now available in

handy

tablets offers practically

the vitally essential food
minerals in highly concentrated
form. These minerals so necessary to the digestion of fats and
starches the weight -making elements in your daily diet include a rich supply of precious
all

—

—

NATURAL IODINE.
Comparison

of

Minerals

3 Kelp-a-Malt Tablets contain:

J B More
lb.

of

Iron and Copper than 1
fresh
spinach, 7
lbs.
lbs. of asparagus.

tomatoes, 3

2. More Calcium than 1 lb. of
Cabbage.
3. More Phosphorus than lyi
lbs. of carrots.

4a More Sulphur than

ATHLETE UNDERWEIGHT.
GAINS
"Due

to

4 LBS. IN

WEEK

stomach trouble, constlpa-

tionandindigestion.havebeen underweight for 4 years. Kelp-a-Malt
banishedtroubleinlweekandlgained
4 lbs." T. R. Ryan, New York City

Kelp-a-Malt's NATURAL IODINE is a mineral needed by the
vital organ which regulates metthe process through
abolism
which the body is constantly

2

lbs.

of

3

lbs.

of

building firm, solid flesh, new
strength and energy. 6 Kelp-aMalt tablets contain more NAT-

URAL IODINE

than 486

imitations.
Try Kelp-aMalt. If you

lbs.

of spinach, 1600 lbs. of beef, 1389
lbs. of lettuce.

don't gain at
least 5 pounds
in 1 week, the

troubles, gas, acidity, intestinal
disorders and constipation. Kelpa-Malt is particularly effective
for conditions of this character
because in the first place, it is
rich in sodium which quickly converts
an acid stomach to normal alkalinity.
Also it is rich in assimilable phosphorus
and sulphur, the vital elements necessary for
wastes.

for a single

notice the difference

you

trial

100

how your

week and

— how much better

appetite improves,
how ordinary stomach distress vanishes.
Watch flat chest and skinny limbs fill
out, and flattering extra pounds apKelp-a-Malt is prescribed and
pear.
used by physicians. Fine for children,
too.
Remember the name, Kclp-aMalt, the original kelp and malt tablets.
sleep,

turnips,

More Potassium than G
g
w " beans.
T More Magnesium than
'

celery.

THE CUNE0 PRESS, NC
I

.

CHICAGO

lbs. of
1

lb. of

free.

nary tablets
cost but little.
Sold
at all

good drug
stores. If your

dealer has not
yet
received
his supply, send $1 for special introsize bottle of 65 tablets to the

ductory

address below.

tomatoes.

5 ' More Sodium than

is

jumbo

size tablets, 4
to 5 times the
size of ordi-

prompt elimination of body

Try Kelp-a-Malt

like

them so do
not accept

Large numbers of people are
using Kelp-a-Malt for stomach

.

—

in

KELP-A-MALT vs.VEGETABLES

Nothing

Helps Correct Gas,
Acidity, Constipation

uncommon.

SPECIAL FREE OFFER
Write today for fascinating Instructive 50-page book on How to Add
Weight (Jlllcklv. Mineral Contents
of Food and their effects on the

human

body.

weight

and

New

NATURAL IODINE.

KELPAHALTJZ^

!>:illy

menus

Absolutely

facts

about

Standard
measurement charts.
fur

free.

weight

No

building.
obligation.

Kelp-a-Malt Co., Dept. 335, 27-83
\\ est 20th St.. New Ynrk City.

MRS. BOYER'S BERGDORF

Among

COODMAN GOWN

OF UNCUT VELVET.

IS

many

the

Another Camel enthusiast
is Mrs. Allston Boyer

distinguished ivomen ivho prefer

Camel's costlier tobaccos:
MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE,

Philadelphia

MARY BYRD, Richmond
MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE,
MISS

New
MRS.

J.

In the gay young group that dicJR.

York

GARDNER COOLIDGE,

II

tates what's

"done" in

New

York,

one

smoking Camels. They

is

tainly

add

to

Mrs. Boyer plays a charming part.

their mild, rich flavor

What to

that if I'm tired, a

wear, where to dance, what

cer-

your enjoyment with

and

notice

I

Camel freshens

Boston

MRS. BYRD WARWICK DAVENPORT
New York

to

MRS. HENRY FIELD,

knows

MISS

Chicago

ANNE GOULD, New York
LOWELL

MRS. JAMES RUSSELL

New

York

MRS. POTTER D'ORSAY PALMER

see,

you

to

all

find

smoke

the answers. That

Camels

what

entertain,

eat, to

in her

— she

is

why

house and

in her slim cigarette case.

this winter

than ever," she says.

MISS MIMI RICHARDSON, New York

"Lunches, teas, parties, dances

MISS EVELYN WATTS, New

everyone

Copyrlnht.

19:!4,

R. J. Itoynolda

Tobacco Compuny

York

is

me
me

the

all

I

up. Lots of people have told

upset

same

thing. I can

smoke

want, too, and they never

my

nerves."

People find that Camel's finer

"There seems to be more going

on

Chicago

how

people prefer to

—

gay and almost every-

and

MORE EXPENSIVE

TO-

BACCOS give them a healthy "lift"
when

their energy

is

one yourself and see.

low.

Smoke

ORE 1HR0JT
SEE

HOW QUICKLY

Don't put up with the pain of
nary sore throat. It

At

the

is

so unnecessary.

symptom of

first

gargle with Listerine just as

from the
by the

comes

first

of

is

a powerful, though safe,

all

antiseptic

it

which attacks millions of

germs on mouth and throat
Tests have

shown

that

surfaces.

when used

a

as

is

enough

burning

soft

into

palate

far

the

where sore throat

frequently starts.

Keep

Listerine

office
first

throat.

feel-

the

IT

reaches

Listerine

posterior pharynx

the

to

gargle,

beyond

and

relieve that tight, raw,
is

it

Listerine gets results because

,

Often one gargle

ing. If relief

trouble,

be delighted

bottle. You'll

result.

ordi-

LISTERINE RELIEVES

and use

handy
it

full

symptom of a

in

home

strength at

cold or sore

Lambert Pharmacal Co.,

St. Louis, Missouri.

not immediate, repeat

the gargle at 2 hour intervals. Usually

METROPOLITAN GRAND OPERA
Every Saturday ... 82 NBC Stations

two or three applications of Listerine
are sufficient.

PLEASANT TO TASTE

.

.

.

SAFE TO USE

"3ia@©asaH©r--siivs

editor of vogue

OWN

SAYS YOUR

ISN'T

BEING DONE, BUT

"r

DENTIST

On&Wau. TO PREVENT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH

IT'S

Edna Woolman
Chase,Editor of Vogue."Any woman
who behaved like that would never

"Splendid," would be your own dentist's verdict. "This is a true educational

your teeth. Each time, rub a little extra
Ipana on the gums. For Ipana with mas-

picture, a graphic lesson in the proper use

sage helps restore gums to healthy firmness.

receive another dinner invitation."

ously, if all

T"'HE most shocking picture
JL

I

ever saw," says

But there's nothing shocking
about

it

of the
food,

teeth. If

we

ate as vigor-

of us ate more rough, coarse

would hear a lot less
sensitive, ailing gums."

dentists

about tender,

to America's dentists.

we moderns

Dental science explains that since soft,
creamy foods have displaced coarse, raw
fare, gums suffer. They get sluggish and
often so tender that "pink tooth brush"
has

become

a very

common

warning.

Start cleaning your teeth and massaging
your gums with Ipana today. Your teeth
will be brighter, your gums firmer. And
you can forget "pink tooth brush."

—

WHY WAIT FOR

THE TRIAL TUBE?

Send the coupon below,
a

trial

if

you

like.

But

tube can be, at best, only an intro-

Why

duction.

not buy the

full-size

tube

today and begin to get Ipana's definire

"Pink tooth brush"
dentist.

He knows

is

well

known

tal

massage is needed to stimulate and firm
your gums.

PA N A

TOOTH PAS

T E

If you are wise you will begin at once to
massage your gums every time you brush

Silver Screen for March 1935

care

.

.

.

.

to your

that serious troubles,

such as gingivitis, pyorrhea and Vincent's
disease may follow. And he knows that

I

—

a month of scientific den
btighter
100 brushings
teeth and healthier gums.

advantages now

DON'T NEGLECT
"PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

BRISTOL-MYERS,
73

West

Srreet,

New

Dept. N-35

York, N. Y.

TOOTH

Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA
Enclosed is a 3e scamp to cover partly the
cost of packing and mailing.

PASTE.

Name
Slrttl

City_

-State.
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Known

Well

Star

here

I

am

in

New York

after
trip across the

mink coat that fairly
shrieked thousands, but when I commented
upon its grandeur, murmured with assumed elegance, "Oh it's just a few old
shavings from Leo that the studio whipped
up for me." Well, when they shave Leo
a

of

Her Future On The Screen Promises To Be

STUDIO NEWS
A

28

A

Whitney Williams
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Mook
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32
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IN POPULARITY
What Happens When A Stranger

ADVENTURES

Muriel Babcock

Already he's doing figure
eights at St. Moritz with the Duke and
Duchess of something or else. Mary's doing
all right with her radio broadcasts.
it.

My, my, it's exciting to see so many people on the streets. If Hollywood Boulevard
can muster up three pedestrians after ten
o'clock you know darn well there's been an
earthquake.
But allee samee, as Myrna
Loy used to say when she was Miss Fu
Manchu, Hollywood's got its points and I'll
be flying back in two weeks. Get that fatted
calf ready, Hollywood, and I don't mean
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Final Fling...

City.

Gee, I'm sorry to read in the papers that
Pickford has been divorced from
Douglas Fairbanks, because it looked, for a
while there, that there might be a reconBut Douglas is the rolling stone
ciliation.
type and there seems to be nothing we can

Kate Smith's.

Visit

Edward

Mary

do about

27

S.

Marion Davies, Blossoming at Warners
Clark Gable, "Tops"
Jean Harlow, Back at Work
"One More Spring"

also

Radio

Lenore Samuels

Myrtle Gebhart

Alone

Are Greeted With Songs

ART SECTION

be around, that's all.
sporting a diamond that
flashed enough to light up the Rainbow

Roof

Stars

to

want

I

Madge was

26

Defense Of Polo

At The "Night Clubs" The

a most exciting plane
continent with Carole Lombard, and if you
want to know how a movie star behaves in
a plane, eleven thousand feet up in the air,
and not a camera in sight, I'll tell you— next
month with pictures. For it's a long story,
and I always believe in making a long
story longer, and Carole, simply smothered
in orchids and fried chicken, will take up
practically my entire vocabulary.
Naturally, being of that old school of
(though I've never made
pseudo-literati
one of Joan Crawford's evenings with the
intelligentsia) I hot-footed it to the Algonquin for my first luncheon in New York,
and who should be sitting there, up to her
eyelashes in interviewers, but Madge Evans.

again

24

Dena Reed

HOWARD
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DEAR ELLA,

Madge had on

Elizabeth Wilson
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"Well,
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IF

I

I

YOU NOW....
COULD NEVER LET YOU GO!
KISS

Helen Hayes and Robert Montgomery gave to
the screen an unforgettable love

they appeared together

Now they

love stories of our time,

"Vanessa".

When

the devil

him... but

in

the thought of

truly

when

"Another Language".
in

one of the greatest

Hugh Walpole's famed

Helen Hayes says: "He has
I

many

a beloved rogue.
first

in

are co-starred

thrill

love him" she echoes

a

M-G-M

gripping

girl

who adores

promises you the

romantic

hit

of

1935!

HA
H6L€n
ROBERT

monTGomeRY
\ ft

in

HUGH WALPOLE'S NOVEL

HER LOVE STORY
with

MAY ROBSON
OTTO KRUGER

LEWIS STONE
A

William Howard Production

Directed

for

•

•

Produced by David O. Selznick

by William K. Howard

March 1935

A Mefro-Go/dv/yn-Mayer Picture
5

Reviews
On

Tips

Pictures
BABES IN TO Y LAND — Fine.

Victor Her-

bert's tuneful melodies interspersed with some delightful mother goose nonsense, with the popular
team of Laurel and Hardy playing the leads.

(Charlotte Henry.)

BABBITT—Fair. A

film fashioned from SinLewis' famous novel of a small-town man
supposed to be the prototype of all smug
and dull American business men.
(Guy Kibbee,
clair

who

is

Claire Dodd.)

BEHOLD MY WIFE—

Good.
In which a
younger son, irritated by his wealthy family's lack
of democracy, marries an Indian girl just for
spite.
(Sylvia Sidney, Gene Raymond.)

BELLA DONNA — Good.

A

British adapta-

Robert Hichens' dramatic story o." the
adventuress who, while married to an
English engineer, becomes involved with a fascinating Egyptian.
(Conrad Veidt, Mary Ellis,
Cedric Hardwicke.
tion

of

beautiful

MAN WINS—

BEST
Good. The stalwart Jack
Holt and dynamic Edward Lowe do their "stuff"
in this film with deep sea diving as its motif.
Florence Rice is the girl they emote over.

BRIGHT EYES— Good.
Christmas hovers over this
yarn, and you'll love

have

As an added

it.

Jimmy Dunn teamed

Maxine Doyle
reviews

The atmosphere of
latest Shirley Temple
gift,

wood

we

with our Shirley once

PARIS—

IN
Fine.
These
Charlie Chan films always promise a marvellous
evening's diversion.
Warner Oland, as usual, is
perfect as the suave Chinese detective unravelling
a murder-mystery that has the French police baffled.
(Mary Brian.)

CHURCH MOUSE, THE— Good.

COUNTY CHAIRMAN, THE— Fine. A

FATHER BROWN, DETECTIVE—

A

Fine.
fascinating character duel takes place between a
philosophical priest and a charming crook (Walter
Connolly-Paul Lukas).
Gertrude Michael is the
heiress who weaves romance into the theme.

OTHERS — Amusing.

There's a threesome in this sparkling comedy that
few of us can resist Joan Crawford, Clark Gable,
Bob Montgomery! Have we intrigued you?

—

member him
mystery play
nately won't

(Wynne

George M.

Cohan

(rein a

in "The Phantom President?")
of his own writing which unfortuadd any laurels to his crown.

Gibson, Dorothy Burgess.)

GRAND OLD

GIRI

A

story woven
around a small-town high school with May Robson the kind-hearted principal. It's full of hokum,
but you'll enjoy it nevertheless.
(Mary Carlisle,

Good.

Fred MacMurray.

GREEN EYES— Fair. A

mystery yarn that is
In cast Claude Gilling-

rather mildly motivated.
water, Shirley Grey, Charles Starrett.

HERE IS MY HEART— Entertaining. A
charming comedy with music patterned after the
delightful
"Grand Duchess and the Waiter"
theme and with Bing Crosby and Kitty Carlisle
singing their way right into your hearts.
IMITATION OF

—

LIFE Splendid. Fanny
Tlurst wrote this story touching so feelingly on
the race problem.
Generous comedy situations
are interwoven with the poignant dramatic incidents.
(Claudette Colbert, Louise Beavers, Warren William.)

ITS A GIFT— Fine.
all

W.

Here's a barrel of fun for
and their name is legion.
So what more can you
you're looking for laughs and plenty of

C. Fields' addicts,

Baby LeRoy's
ask for

if

nonsense ?

6

in this, too.

Women."

The scene

is

A

tender

New

little

England

tale of

in

the

and the cast includes Frankie Darro, Dickie
Moore, Ralph Morgan.
'70's,

MAN WHO RECLAIMED

THE— Interesting.

HIS

HEAD,

Paris during the war! With
Claude Rains as a journalist who ghost-writes for
having a

his publisher, Lionel Atwill, the latter
yen for Joan Bennett, Rains' wife.

new

Will Rogers film ought to gladden all your hearts.
is Wyoming, at the time when women
gained their first vote, and the cast boasts Louise
Dresser, Evelyn Venable and Stepin Fetchit.

The scene

FORSAKING ALL

LITTLE MEN — Fine.

boyhood, written by the famous author of "Little

The

transformation of an ugly duckling, employed as secretary to an important business man, into a raving
beauty is used once more with the usual entertaining results.
(Laura La Plante, Ian Hunter.)

GAMBLING— Fair.

Look-

ing west on Hollywood Boulevard.

again.

CHARLIE CHAN

Holly-

itself.

MARINES

ARE

COMING,

THE— Fair.

William Haines, the popular wise-cracker, is with
again in one of his typical roles.
Conrad
Nagle plays his superior officer and Esther
Ralston is the girl they both love.

us

MEN

THE NIGHT—

OF
Fair.
A melodramatic crook story that will satisfy you on a
double-header program. Judith Allen and Bruce
Cabot head the cast.

MIGHTY

BARNUM,

THE— Fine.

With

Wallace Beery playing magnificently some of the
more interesting incidents in the life of America's
greatest circus manager, you're bound to be entertained.
(Adolphe Menjou, Virginia Bruce.)

MILLION DOLLAR BABY—

Fair.
There
are some amusing sequences in this screen story
of a Hollywood studio's search for a second Shir(Arline Judge, Ray Walker.)
ley Temple.

MURDER

IN

THE CLOUDS— Fine.

All air-

minded youngsters will eat this up, and who
isn't an "air-minded youngster" these days?
It
Lyle Talbot and
has thrills, mystery, romance.
Ann Dvorak have the leading roles.

PAINTED VEIL, THE— Interesting.
glamorous Garbo

The

involved in one of those inwith the setting China,
and with such charmers as Herb. Marshall and
Geo. Brent capturing her heart and ours, too.
is

evitable triangle affairs

—

—

PRESIDENT VANISHES, THE—Unusual.
This film dares to be different. At the same time
it tells a story of political intrigue that is absorbing and romantic.
(Arthur Byron, Ed. Arnold,
Peggy Conklin.)

PRIVATE LIFE OF DON JUAN— Good.
Douglas Fairbanks returns to us in a British film
featuring the romantic exploits of a Don Juan
grown considerably older and somewhat wiser.
The feminine eye-fulls are Merle Oberon, Ber.ita
Hume, Binnie Barnes, etc.

MANHATTAN—

ROMANCE

IN
Fine. Francis Lederer in a naive little tale of a foreigner who
has difficulty making the grade in America but
who finally achieves happiness through the aid of
a chorine
Ginger Rogers.

—

—

SECRET BRIDE,

THE— Good. A

mystery

story having a political background, with a generous mixture of suspense and romance.
(Barbara
Stanwyck, Warren William, Grant Mitchell,

Glenda Farrell.)

SEQUOIA—

Fine.
All lovers of animals will
be fascinated by this film depicting the romance
between a deer and a puma. Jean Parker is the
little lady who adopted these two in their infancy.

SWEET ADELINE— Colorful

musical.

The

MYSTERY WOMAN — Entertaining. A

Gay 90's once more
This time with Irene Dunne
emoting and singing divinely in the title role.
(Louis Calhern, Hugh Herbert.)

NIGHT LIFE OF THE GODS — Slightly

compelling and romantic drama, concerning an
English and a Japanese naval officer, which will
stir your profound interest as well as your emo(Merle Oberon, John Loder, Charles
tions.
Boyer.)

dramatic film based on an espionage idea that holds
(Rod La Rocque, John
the interest consistently.
Halliday, Mona Barrie and Gilbert Roland.)

You have the makings of an hilarious if
plot when an eccentric inventor
turns stone statues into human beings and human
(Alan Mowbray, Florine
beings into stone
goofy.

somewhat nutty

!

THUNDER

IN

THE EAST— Excellent. A

!

McKinney.)

WHITE LIES—

ONE EXCITING ADVENTURE— Good. A
breezy little yarn about a night club entertainer
(Binnie Barnes) who, in her spare time, gets
mixed up with jewel robberies, romance, etc.
(Neil Hamilton, Paul Cavanaugh.)

ONE HOUR LATE — Amusing.

One

of those

comedies that will keep a smile on
your lips all the way through with Joe Morrison.
Helen Twelvetrees and Conrad Nagle in the cast.
frothy

little

A

Fair.
melodrama involving
a glorified "cop," a publisher, the publisher's
pretty daughter, and a murder of course. In cast,
Victor Jory, Walter Connolly, Fay Wray and
Leslie Fenton.

WICKED WOMAN, THE—Fair. Mady

Chris-

glamorous Viennese actress, cast, oddly
enough, as a Texas swamp lady who kills her
brutal husband and spends years preparing to pay
for her crime. (Jean Parker, Chas. Bickford.)
tians, the

Silver

Screen

The

A//ections

Object of rler

By JAMES A. DANIELS

She had dreamed about him

4

world and she travelled

the

him!

JB

e

And

all

way from Red Gap, U.S.A.

the

wouldn't

to

get

,

the

Jw

Ruggles, the perfect British

Laughton has always wanted

to play

the

in

comedy on

But screen producers continued

Then came "Ruggles

•

of

in

servant?

All

of

a

title

to cast

him in such

'The Cross" and

get

poker game!

into the rough-

how

explains

screen charac*

role of Paramount's "Ruggles of

He had

to

which explains

found himself pitch-forked

the screen.

of Lost Souls", Emperor Nero in "The Sign of
VIII".

him

Academy Award for his serious

comedy chance

stage.

Europe

to

she had to win
•

anything else in

of Red Gap. • All of which also

and-ready American frontier town
town^J

terizations, gets his first big

on the

if

perfect

valet,

Charles Laughton, winner of the 1933

role

She wanted him more than

•

life.

furthermore, she got her man, even

And what woman

how

her

all

Red Gap",

scored effectively in this type of

parts as the

as that

mad

doctor in "The Island

doughty ruler of Britain, "Henry

Red Gap"—-and Laughton's comedy chance. And how he

plays

As

it!

Ruggles, the perfect servant in the Harry Leon Wilson story, Laughton comes to America in the employment of
the socially-minded

Mary Boland

of

Red Gap.

by the inimitable Charlie Ruggles. Every
to the

prim English

plots

ever concocted. • Just to

Young, Zasu

Pitts

valet in the

and Lucien

the manner in whichj

is

funny !-

who makes

for

his

woman has

a

bow

March 1935

is

to "civilize"

Cousin Egbert lurking

in the

Cousin Egbert,

add

|
1

comedy

to the general hilarity, the cast also includes
«

Littlefield.

But watch Laughton as a comedian.

he gets howls of laughter with a
a swift

That's the
as a funny

man

change of

new and
in

as played

background. But what happens

land of the free furnishes one of the most hilarious

ands,

a gesture of the

his walk

His particular mission

lift

Rolanc

Watch

of the eyebrows,

facial expression.

Even

surprising Charles Laughton

"Ruggles of Red Gap".
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Li
that

ha vc

Allure
How To Use

A

Lipstick.

Mary L ee

By

when
ONCE
v ere
a

we

Betty Furness putting on
the touch that glorifies.

Joan Crawford

generous

very

ford's?

young and new
editor, we told
a certain alluring movie
star that she had the
prettiest mouth Ave had
ever seen on the screen.

curves

just

speaks

we

declared.

-

itself!

'

And

We

then, that

many

Sullavan

right

They know

is.

The

shape

of

it

recognize
l

ips

your
Katharine Hepburn

it.

We

should say they are!
In making up your

mouth,

decide
what the general shape
8

first

on the

real

conservatively.
If they
seem too
small, generous lipstick will make
them more prominent and thereOne star whose
fore seem larger.
mouth was too large for beauty
found that a trick with two shades
First she
of lipstick helped her.
outlined the edges of her lips with

This she did
the darker shade.
She then filled in
very carefully.
this outline with a brighter shade,
blending the two together into a
smooth whole. It is a trick which
takes practice and a steady hand,
but it does make a large mouth

well, they will

important?

But decide

shape nature intended your mouth
to have and then glorify it.
Out in Hollywood they have a
number of tricks with lipstick. If
lips are too large, lipstick is used

movie star on a piece
paper and see if
of
your friends can guess
whose it is. Nine times
out of ten, if you have

drawn

help

its

beauty.

often
it is the keynote of the
entire appearance. They
only
the
that
insist
right use be made of it.
that

mouth is one of the
most characteristic
things about you. Try
this
game sometime.
Draw the shape of the
mouth of your favorite

if

shape lips in some way that nature
A
did not intend them to go.
perfect Cupid's bow, if you do not
have a perfect Cupid's bow naturally,
not at all essential to
is

frightit

you study them,
are similar to one or

will find

points with your lipstick.
One of the most fatal and unbeautiful things we know is that
unsuccessful
attempt
to
always

of the

important

fully

fairly di-

you see your mouth at
lovely best in the person of a
star, so you may highlight its best
to

Margaret

lipstick.

They know how

Or broad and

We

movie stars are the
most conservative people in the world about
make-up,
of
the use
particularly

sweet

that your lips
have
the other of these types.
selected them not to encourage you
to pick out one of them and make
your lips like theirs. Oh, no! But

to that effect.

learned

it

Margaret

as

You

me," she raged, "that I
have those horrible

Or words

Is

like that of

Bennett's?

tell

lips!
looking
painted
Off with your head!"

Harlow's?

Katharine Hepburn's. Or
small and deeply curving like Joan
rect

for

to

of

Sullavan?

she was furious.

"Do you mean

mouth like Joan CrawHas it the deep, seductive

and shapely

beauty

"It

of yours is. On this page we have
selected six distinctive types from
which to choose. Is yours a wide,

Joan

Bennett

appear smaller.
One girl had a large lower lip
and a very much smaller upper

She solved her lipstick problem by
rouging only the upper lip, pressing the
two together to transfer color to the lower
one.
This had the advantage of bringing the upper lip into prominence and
minimizing the lower.
one.

If

you

like

the color of a certain lip-

but do not find that
enough to suit you, here

stick,

it

is

is

a

permanent
trick

that

Apply it
then while you

will increase its staying qualities.

generously, smooth it in,
are powdering your face dust a thin film
of powder over your lips.
Wipe this off.
Re-apply the lipstick and let it dry. This
will make the color last twice as long as
it would without the powder.
If, on the contrary, it is a very indelible
lipstick you like, yet you feel it is a little
too glaring, do this.
Put it on just as
heavily as you like.
Then press your
mouth against a piece of tissue taking off
an imprint of your lips. This will remove just the right amount of lipstick
to give you .a conservative appearance,
without impaling the indelibility of the
lipstick at all.
If you have any difficulty in deciding
which rouge to use with which shade of

look into the Christy Gift set.
is a
brand new arrangement which
places together eight rouge shades with
their appropriate lipstick colors.
Each is
numbered, so that you may order them
by number thereafter.
This takes the guess work out of makeup!
It
assures vou of a natural complexion too!
While we are on this subject of naturalness, a word should be said
of Tangee, that magic little stick which
changes color on your lips to the shade
lipstick,

This

most becoming and natural to you.
Elizabeth Arden makes a number of fascinating rouge and lipstick ensembles to
be worn with the different shades fashion
is favoring this year.
Here is something in the way of lip
preparations which has received all too

We mean

Roger and
shaped like a
lipstick, has a lovely rose color (which of
course doesn't pretend to be lasting), and
the big advantage of softening, smoothing
and making your lips chap-proof.
little
attention.
Gallet's lip pomade.

It

is

Silver Screen

!

HU FLAMING SWORD Amtehed India.

ROMANCE ... as a Man of Destiny falls in love
with a photograph, and a girl crosses seven seas
to marry a clerk she has never seen ... to find
him a conqueror ! The most ambitious screen

when trumpeting armored battle
DRAMA
elephants charge at Plassey
when the
infamous massacre of The Black Hole of Calwhen Clive leads a ragged
cutta is avenged
army of hundreds to victory against countless
thousands of troops of the Maharajah
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

presentation of Twentieth Century Pictures,

producers of

JOSEPH M. SCHENCKpresents

"The House Of

Rothschild".

A-

CLIVEf of INDIA
a DARRYL F. ZANUCKptataW

WHyIMH
LORETTA YOUNC
RONALD

Released thru

UNITED ARTISTS

with Colin Clive
Directed by

•

Francis Lister

•

RICHARD BOLESLAWSKI

•

C. Aubrey Smith
Written by

Cesar Romero
W.P.Lipscomb &, R.J.Minney
•

mmmmmmmm
Clive's

"mad" army avenge

the massacre of " The Black
Hole of Calcutta " 1 First

time on the screen!

for

March 1935

The charge of the battle ele
£^/%0j phants ... strangest warriors
in history... in the
conflict at Plassey

1

mighty

Clive crawl through

^LOff]

^J*'^

''

ncs

become
a

Man

enemy

Trichinopoly, to
a nation'9 hero..

of Destiny

I

.

An Indian
^^Zychcsssboard

^J*^

as pa'
pawns
1

to

thi
ic

. .

ruler's
.

.

.

.

human

with beauties

and with Death

losers

I
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Letters
MRS.
THOMAS

from the

Stars
MARY RITA NICH-

EMMA

OLSON

Calif.,

geles,

Cary

Grant

tell

preference
for comedy or draCARY
matic roles.

her

his

had

A

JLw

LXZJr .~ (±*

not

singing

good

a

BOB
CHAR-

voice.

ANSWERS

GRANT'S ANSWER:

S

111.,

asked Bob Montgomery to clear up
the point as to
whether he had or

asked
to

Center

of

Chicago,

Street,

of Edgecliffe Drive, Los An-

ACTERISTICALLY:

'Life.

CARRIE KLOVRZA
,(5

\ k4

^

of

6Uo~CA-

3

0th

Avenue,

City,
Island
Long
N. Y., in her direct
manner asked Jean
Muir about her career.
JEAN MUIR'S
ANSWER:

(Montgomery's Letter)
Dear Miss Nicholson

Thank you very much for your letter.
As for my voice don't believe all you hear over
the radio.
In common with a good many voices in
the world mine only sounds really well in the

—

MARJORIE

OWEN

shower

Isle,
Minn., admires Patricia Ellis
immensely, but she
wrote to ask if Paemulated the
tricia
man on the flying

of

trapeze.

ELLIS'

Thank you
Robert Montgomery

LEONARD THIEL-

MAN

of
South
Barker Ave., Evansasked
ville,
Ind.,
"Which was your

PATRICIA

ANSWER:

performance,
best
Mr. March?'' FRED-

PATRICIA

RIC MARCH'S ANSWER:

ELLIS
%V0J-JV

^-Vk*.

Q_

Jy

lSW&

(X_a

10

^

X^.

"^O^S-, "^-t.

j

S'lver Screen

The

Gibson
Jamily
SWEET DREAMS SALLY

.
. . your skin, cleansed of
make-up, by Ivory's foam, lives up to Jack
Hamilton's loving praise

all

.

.

.

has that "Ivory-baby" look because
she never goes to bed without an Ivory beauty treatment.
Sally's skin

Ivory's clear fresh foam clears the pores of dust,
powder and make-up— gives the skin its real chance
to grow lovelier! No oily foam that's hard to rinse
away! No dry shiny-faced feeling! Ivory's way of

cleansing

is

so soothing that doctors advise

for babies' sensitive skins
surest

way

— and

it's

it

even

the gentlest,

for your complexion to find spring-

freshness and satin-smoothness!

IVORY SOAP

:

•

9 9 44 /ioo

%

"YOU'RE LIKE A FLOWER, SALLY," says Jack Hamilton's
note. To tell the truth, Sally's skin is flowerlike. It's been kept

PURE

fine-pored and

smooth

as a baby's

— by the babies' pure soap.

"GOOD AT DISH-WASHING, Empty-top?" inquires Bobby
Gibson. "No wedding bells will ring for you in 1939, unless I
find you useful."

his

"Okay, Mugsy darling," agrees Dottie Marsh, "but you'll
have to furnish plenty of Ivory Soap before my fair hands will
work in your dishpan!" (Even young Dot knows that Ivory
Soap keeps busy hands smooth as silk.)

when pure Ivory Soap costs so little," sighs
Mrs. Gibson. Her kind motherly heart remembers her own
Ivory babies of twenty years ago. If she could manage it, every
baby in America would have a smooth, Ivory-comforted skin.

PURE IVORY SOAP PREVENTS "HOUSEWORK HANDS"

DOCTORS, TOO, SAY "IVORY FOR BABIES"

for

March

19

3 5

"HE CRIES A LOT, Mrs. Gibson,"
parish day nursery, "his skin

mother

"What

is

Bowes of the
some fancy soap

says Miss

so chafed.

It's

uses."

a pity

11

What's The Use

Of

Voltaire's

To Express
You Wnte Us
And Call A

Defending Your Right

DIFFICULT
DAYS?

Yourself Unless

Your Opinions

A

Spade

T

HE
a

—

Major

Suit.

movies provide
temporary,

complete,
anaeswhen fear

thetic for hours

and anxiety and a tired
body tangle thoughts. They
lift me from my own life,"
writes Hannah Crimble of
S.

E. Riverside Dr., Evans-

ville,

Ind.

"Often

I

slip

alone into a seat (a cheap
seat in the balcony now,
where I may go with unpolished shoes and cotton
gloves, and where, drop-

ping all defenses, I can,
for a time, discontinue the

"When

I think of the

way

I used to suffer

regularly, setting aside certain days

when

any activity was out of the question
even walking any distance you may

know how
I

I

grateful I

am

—

for Midol.

Now,

have no such pain, or even discomfort.
ride horseback on the days that once

demanded absolute
This

quiet."

not the experience of just one
woman. Thousands could tell how Midol
has given back those days once given over
is

to suffering.

Midol might end all periodic pain for
And even if it didn't, you would get
a measure of relief well worth while.
you.

Remember, this is a special medicine,
recommended by specialists for this particular purpose. But it is not a narcotic,
so don't be afraid of the speed with

which

Midol takes hold.

You may

obtain these tablets at any
Get some today, and be prepared. Taken in time, they may spare you
any pain at all. Or relieve such pain at any
drugstore.

time.

They

two

are effective for several hours,

you through
your worst day.
Just ask the druggist for Midol. Or look
for it on his toilet goods counter. Or let
the makers send you some to try.
so

tablets should see

When

fight.)

do

I

this,

I

can forget who I am, and
where, and why, and, out
of the skill of the director

and from the

of

art

player, I find rest
new will to go on."

the

and

a

Marlene Dietrich talks to Japan at the
opening of the Trans-Pacific Radio Telephone.
At left: Y. Sakai, Tokyo newspaper man. Now Japan can talk back.

"Gentlemen Are
Born" and "The Gay Divorcee" then let me know
how you're doin'.
See

"I'M TELLING you that every tenement, every gutter, every cemetery, every
poor house is chuck full of logical endings," writes Jim Wallace of Broderick St.,
San Francisco, Calif. "Each time you pick
up the paper and read through the divorce
columns and the murder stories, you find
dozens of 'em. We can't escape 'em. But
in my movies, I want glamour, and fairy
tales, and poor boys who get rich, and

"THE REASON

I enjoy Miss West is berefreshing after the 'weak'
women so often portrayed by the Jean
Parkers, and the strong silent women as
portrayed by the Garbos," writes Helen

cause

she

Spoyen

of

"Here's to
She's

a

is

Walnut

comedienne.

get the right girl, and all the
Gimme the fantastic, the imof it.
possible, the whatever you want to call it.

"LONG

rest
It's

12

Isn't

that

what

it's

we

murder and sudden
we do today," writes M. I.
arson,

death just as
Woodruff, of Monument Square, Charles"No doubt 'Uncle Tom's
town, Mass.
Cabin' and 'Hamlet' were responsible for
earlier lapses from civic virtue.
At that,
'Hamlet' presents every type of violence
from suicide to murder. Yet children are
urged to witness as many performances of
'Hamlet' and the rest of Shakespeare's
plays as possible.
Why blame the movies
for crime and delinquent children?
The Bard should be barred, eh?

impossible!

"WALLACE BEERY

and Will Rogers

my

true favorites, for they have understandable reactions to situations that
I
confront them in their screen stories.
like them because they do not suppress
their emotions with a 'poker face' expresThere is no question as to how they
sion.
feel— it makes them human," writes Herman Hoch of E. Anaheim Road, Anaheim,

are

before movies were invented

had robbery,

escape from reality, and priceless.

Gee, don't say

Calif.

we play

"SO

bridge.

KAY LEATHERS of Packard Rd., Toledo, Ohio, writes
"I can't resist giving Charlie
Ruggles a figurative pat on
the back for his grand work
He
in 'Pursuit of Happiness.'
made

even

Address..

J.

pleased you?

COMPLETELY
fascinated

Name....

N.

she star."

mugs who

That's the way

to try it without expense;
mail this to Midol, 170
Varick St., N. Y., and receive trial box free.

Newark,

St.,

Mae— long may

my

husband

chuckle and, let me tell you,
that's the height of something
or other 'cause he's a sort of
"
'movie-grouch.'

What

every

woman knows!

EVERY LETTER
PAID FOR

ed.

every

as

print-

length

Address "You're

Telling
tor,

45

Me?"

Silver

W.

EdiScreen,

45th

New York

that

mine

for

letter

$2

other

Count

of

Monte

hate to find
But shouldn't his hair
have grown to a greater length
than his coat collar, inasmuch
Cristo"

I

fault.

$10 for the best
and

"The

in

was I held and
by Robert Donat

St.,

City.

reaches

shoulder

passing of one
single summer?" writes Jean
Darling of Roberts Ave., Glenside,

in

the

Pa.

Ah, but you do not have
rats

to eat

it

off.

Silver Screen

—

THE PICTURE OF THE

MONTH

—and

Rudy's 1935 personality emerges in an
uproarious bah-jove impersonation

his impression of

adds further proof of

a

lyrical Latin

his versatility.

Heigh -Ho, Everybody! .W'Make Your Prettiest
to Warner Bros, for a Screen Accomplishment That Captures This Month's Ace Honors
Rudy's First Great All-Star Film Show!

Bow

—

RUDY

Ann Dvorak is the girl picked
from a million as Rudy's new
Yessir,

Watch her dance— watch
make love— and you'll know why

heart-throbl

her

I

VALLE

Helen Morgan

E

is

just

one of "Sweet

Music's" many star thrills. Others
are Alice White, Allen Jenkins, Ned
Sparks, Joe Cawthorn, Al Shean.

in

SWEET
M US C
I

America's Top Troubador, Surrounded by a

and gaze at these beauties should be treat enough for anyone— but Warner Bros, add the marvel of dance spectacles created by
Johnny Boyle and Bobby Connolly.
Just to

for

sit

March 1935

Studio-Full of Talent (Including His One and
Only Connecticut Yankees), Steals the Show

From the Idols of Hollywood, with the
Aid

of Alfred E. Green's

Smart Direction.

Frank

and

Milt

Britton's

musical

maniacs tear the house down putting

—

over Rudy's new hits "Ev'ry Day",
"Fare Thee Well, Annabello", 4 others
by 6 famous Warner composers.
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Jobyna Plans
Dick Arlen's

Friday
COMPLEXION AWFUL

Monday

Diet

WHAT A CHANGE!

Um-m-ml

Try

this

And Onions

By
Ruth

WEEK-END TEST!
YOUR skin pimply, dull, unattractive?
ISDon't
despair! Thousands of women have
found a quick, simple way to gain and keep a
skin that is clear and smooth, a complexion
fresh, lovely and alluring. But not by artificial
means Skin troubles usually indicate internal
sluggish elimination, or blood imtrouble
poverished by lack of calcium. Stuart's Calcium
Wafers correct both of these troubles. Their
gende action rids the system of bodily wastes.
Enrich and tone the blood with the calcium you
need. Pimples disappear. Dull skin becomes
the complexion aglow with
clear and firm
health and loveliness. Try this pleasant beaury
aid. Often one week-end will show a big im10c and 60c.
provement! At all drug stores
!

Steak

pleasant

m

Corbi

—

Jobyna Ralston,

now

—

that

the

so

big,

baby

is

may

return

to

the screen.

—

ONE

AMAZING
TYPEWRITER
BARGAIN
New
Remington Portable
only 10c a day
10-DAY

FREE TRIAL OFFER
Only
latest

1 0(f

a day buys this

model

Not

a used
typewriter.

machine.
rebuilt

or

Not an inmachine.
A
beautiful brand new regulation Remington Portable Standard 4-row
margin release
keyboard
standard width carriage
on keyboard back spacer automatic ribbon reverse
every essential feature found in standard typewriters.
absoCarrying case and typing course free
Try
lutely the biggest typewriter value ever offered!
If you do
it in your home or office ten days free.
price
any
not agree that it is the finest portable at
We pay cost
return it at our expense. Don't delay.
You
of shipment direct from the factory to you.
save on the purchase price, you don't risk a cent.
Write now!

complete

;

;

;

;

;

.

FREE

.

.

HOME TYPING COURSE
NY.

Write Remington Rand Inc., Dept. 161-3, Buffalo,

Hair
OFF Is?

Chin

I

».
•„.,„„
Uniavea

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

fluous Hair," explains the method and proves actual
success.
Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer.
No obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette, P.O. Box
Merchandise
Mart, Dept. 121, Chicago.
4040,
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had gone golfing. The baby was asleep
and Joby was fixing a green salad and get-

me

that
ting a steak ready to fry. She told
steak, smothered in onions, is Dick's "favorite fruit" for golf afternoons, because he is
about as hungry as a bear when he returns
from the links.
Dick takes his game seriously and, every

afternoon that he is not working, he can
be found at the golf club. In the beginning, he was rather clumsy and handled his
club like a baseball bat, but now he is rated
as one of Hollywood's best golfers and
shoots around 70.
After she had finished in the kitchen,
Joby took me into the living-room and
showed me her preparations for St. Patrick's
Day. She has made the little place cards
herself and attached them to small clay
pipes, and the favors are green crepe paper
stove-pipe hats. Her room decorations are
It is very
large green paper shamrocks.
easy to create a bit of Ireland in Joby's
drawing-room for she has so much needlework in evidence and two large brass chests
near the fireplace.
Joby says they have friends in on St.
Patrick's Day every year, because it is the
one day of the year when they can have
their favorite foods without making apologies to anybody.
Joby is Irish, even to the
name— good old "Brady."
Believe it or not, her favorite dishes are
pig's knuckles and sauerkraut, and corned
beef and cabbage. Dick's favorite entree is
old fashioned beef stew, with plenty of
vegetables, especially tomatoes.

Ugly hair

once looked
discouraged.
unloved
on face
Depilatories,
Nothing helped.
waxes, liquids
even razors failed. Then I discovered a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It
worked! Thousands have won beauty and love with
the secret. My FREE Book, " How to Overcome Superlike this.

of the most sensible and capable
wives in Hollywood is pretty Jobyna
Arlen, wife of Richard and mother
of eighteen-months old Richard Ralston
Arlen, Jr.
I visited at the Arlen home, out near
Toluca Lake, the other afternoon. Dick

Joby

is

from "Tennessee ma'am," and

the tricks of Southern cookery.
The Aliens'
nurse is a

knows

real

all

old

Southern

m

a

who

m m

y

knows

her share of the culinary art too, so the
kitchen is an important part in the menage.
It is done in canary yellow and white with
a white and yellow tile floor, a huge white
gas range, with roomy baking and warming
ovens,

and large windows through which

White
the California sun pours all day.
and yellow curtains frame the windows and
there are small potted geraniums on the
sill.

Jobyna and Dick are Hollywood's hardiest
perennial married lovers. Neither seems a
day older than when they stole away from
the Paramount studio, where they were
working in "Wings," and went to Riverside
to be married. This took place about nine
years ago.

They only succeeded in getting enough
time off for the wedding ceremony and
never a sign of a vacation for three years.
Joby worked in 13 pictures in a row and
Dick in 11.
When they finally went to
Honolulu, Joby said she couldn't by any
stretch of the imagination call it a honeymoon, for they were old married folks by
that time.

What honeymoon

had was spent
their Toluca
Lake home, laying concrete and upholster-

afternoons

they

and Sundays

at

ing furniture. They spent their spare time
down town, rummaging through basement
stores
for
striking pieces of
chairs, sofas and such and they

run-down
would buy

and repaint and re-upholster them. They
made a real hobby of it and at the same
time they

home

turned their place into a real

at small cost.

Joby said that when they first started
housekeeping she was glad she could cook,
for they always had a ravenous appetite at
dinner time, and, when they worked after
dinner, they would fix a midnight snack.

They

still do, upon occasion.
Joby's piece de resistance is fried chicken,
Southern style, which she makes by rolling
each piece? in a batter made of egg yolks

STARS MUST EAT

a n d the 11
rolling in
flour a n d

frying

until

brown.

She

is

Silver Screen

Nobody
equally good at making spaghetti
ever thinks of turning down an invitation
to her famous spaghetti dinners. She cooks
Here is her
the spaghetti Italian style.

TESTihe...
PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE

recipe:
i

lb.

spaghetti

ii/2 lbs.

ground round steak

Our Expense!

For 10 Days at

3 diced onions
Cup of olive oil
Small piece of garlic
Large portion of celery

Heat olive oil and put in the diced
onions, small piece of garlic and celery
heart and cook until tender, then make the
steak into balls and cook with the mixture
and add a pound of freshly cooked spa-

es

writes Miss

Healy!

ghetti.

The Bing Crosbys are neighbors of Joby
and Dick and the two young couples are
practically inseparable. They dine and play
Dick and Bing play golf and
together.
discuss children together.

Crosby has returned to pictures
Paramount, and, the day I visited with
Joby she, too, had just received a tempting
offer from an independent company which
she was seriously considering. I believe it is
Dixie

•

via

only a matter of time until she will return
to the screen, for young master Arlen is a
healthy, normal baby and can be safely
turned over to his competent and sympathetic nurse.
Joby would not need to
feel she was neglecting him when he is in
such capable care. She gave up the screen
a year and a half before baby Richard was
born.

Dick and Joby made an extensive tour of
Europe last year and took the baby and
his nurse with them. While they were running around Switzerland they left the baby
at Nice.

Joby showed me a beautiful gold bracelet
with bangles on it. Each bangle had been
purchased in a different country during

and was a

gift,

She said they did

not

their visit

of course,

from

Dick.
care

mucn

for

European foods as they were all rich in oils
and fat, although they were served with
Dick got almost portly
tempting wines.
during the trip and had to exercise diligently and diet, too, when he returned, before he got down to his right weight.
Dick is terribly fond of beef stew but
doesn't eat it very often. Instead he dines
on medium rare steaks, smothered in
onions, and more frequently he eats lamb
chops with green peas.
Both are fond of green and combination
salads. Also of avocado salad, but this they
eat only occasionally because of its fattenFor Dick's benefit they use
ing qualities.
vinegar and mineral oil dressings prepared
with sugar, salt and pepper. They also use
a non-fattening salad dressing made by mixing lemon juice with honey.
When they entertain the Crosbys they
serve dinner family style of course, but

"They allowed me

"I read an 'ad' of the
Perfolastic

...and sent

Company
for FREE

wear

Girdle for

on

folder".

to

their Perforated

10 days

"The massage
action
fat

did-ii

seemed

.

to

.

the

REDUCE
INCHES

-*f§

m ^Jr

16*1

had reduced

my hips

"Ycou can

6<

yOUR SLIMMER SELF
without Exercise, Diet or Drugs!

you one penny!

...it won't cost

WE

ffifa

HIPS
D&1f$

I

9 INCHES and my
weight 20 pounds".

have

melted away".

trial".

YOUR WAIST AND

"In a very short time

-like
.

WANT YOU

to try the
Perfolastic Girdle and Uplift
Brassiere. Test them for yourself
for 10 days absolutely FREE. Then,
if without diet, drugs or exercise,

you have not reduced at least 3
inches around waist and hips, they
will cost you nothing!
Reduce Quickly,

©

The

Easily,

and

Safely!

massage-like action of this

famous Perfolastic Reducing Girdle

and Brassiere takes the place of
months of tiring exercises. You do
nothing, take no drugs, eat all you
wish, yet, with every move the
marvelous Perfolastic gently massages away the surplus fat, stimulating the body once more into
energetic health.

when more

guests are invited, they serve
buffet dinners, with cold meats, sandwiches,

and

Ventilated

.

.

.

to

Permit the

relishes.

Joby and Dick often enjoy light midnight
"snacks" together, of scrambled eggs, cooked
with finely chopped tomato and a small
bit of green pepper, and they prefer ovaltine to coffee at these late lunches.
They aren't the only ones who entertain
on St. Patrick's Day. When I began counting Irish noses in Hollywood, I found a
baker's dozen quite easily, and most of

them remember the traditions of the ould
sod. There are: George Brent, Phil Regan,
Bill Gargan, Colleen Moore, Maureen O
-

Sullivan,

Ruby

Keeler, Margaret Sullavan,

James Cagney, Pat O'Brien, Bing Crosby,
etc.
The list is endless. I'm
Irish myself.
I have always felt that Clark
Gable was miscast in his real life role. He
is Dutch, but he ought to have been Irish,
for he has the true Irishman's sense of

Mary Boland,

humor and good-fellowship and
vorite dish

for

is

Irish Slew.

March 1935

He

told

his

me

faso.

Skin to Breathe!

And it is so comfortable! The ventilating perforations allow the skin pores to

#

The inner surface of
a delightfully soft, satinized fabric, especially designed to wear

breathe normally.
the Perfolastic

is

next to the body. It does away with all
irritation, chafing and discomfort, keeping your body cool and fresh at all times.
There is no sticky, unpleasant feeling. A
special adjustable back allows for perfect
fit as inches disappear.

Don't Wait

•

Any

You can prove

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL. OFFER!

PERFOLASTIC,
Dept. 443, 41
Please send

to yourself quickly

and

definitely whether or not this very efficient girdle and brassiere will reduce you.
try
not need to risk one penny
at our expense
them for 10 days

You do

.

.

.

1

1

illustrating the new Perfolastic
Brassiere, also sample of perforated

and

particulars of your

Longer. ..Act Today!

Inc.

EAST 42nd ST., New
me FREE BOOK

York. N. Y.
I

describing

Girdle and
rubber and

10-OAY FREE TRIAL OFFER.

Name
Address
City

Use Coupon or Send

State

Name and
Post

Address on Penuv

Card

.
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Qtluite FOR

PLAYTHINGS

Yet she uses this 25^ Tooth Paste

Do you

why?

realize

Results, that's all!

is no accident that women of wealth and position, fastidious and critical in
ITselection
of all things, are constant users of Listerine Tooth Paste.

Obviously, the price of 25^ would have no weight in making their decision.

The

reason for their choice is the qnality of the paste itself, the definite results it brings.

more than 3,000,000 men and women have found, that
Tooth Paste gives teeth a brilliance and lustre not obtainable with
ordinary dentifrices. You will observe also that this paste is safe and gentle in
action; accomplishes amazing cleanliness without harm to precious enamel. Try
it yourself and see teeth improve.
As you continue to use it you'll realize that at last you have a superior tooth
paste, worthy of your patronage, and worthy, too, of the old and trusted name

You

will find, as

Listerine

it

bears.

Lambert Pharmacal

LISTERINE
16

METROPOLITAN
GRAND OPERA
direct

from

its

N. Y. Stage

Broadcast by

LISTERINE
announced by
Geraldine Farrar
Every Saturday. AH NBC Stations.
See your newspaper for time

Co., St. Louis, Missouri.

TOOTH PASTE

.

.

.

Regular Size 25? Double

Size

m

Silver Screen

.

Topics
FOR

Gossips
Near the top center of this
picture, you can see a rowboat and three men battling
Scene from the
the surf.
Flaherty picture "A Man of
Aran," selected by the National Board of Review as
the Best Picture of 19 34.

SlLVE
DEL RIO the one HollyDOLORES
wood beauty who has discovered a
is

way and means

to retain her beauti-

sun-tan all the year round.
at her home is not just one
cf those ordinary sun-bath contraptions.
It is a pit, six feet deep, with stairs leading
down to gleaming white sands. It is here
the lovely Dolores basks daily in not just
ordinary sands, either, but the very finest,
ful

bronze

The sun-bath

imported twice yearly from a particular sea
shore at Monterey, California, and said to
contain a certain crystal element which
sustains great heat value, making for an
even, healthy, more permanent tan.

—

FRANCES

sister, Margaret, makes
debut in "Becky Sharp," in
which picture Frances makes her "comeback" after becoming a mother. Margaret
just happened to drop out on the set to
see her sister one day— and the director
And
saw her— and voila, a new actress.
we sit on sets day in and day out and no
director yet has even given us a side-glance.

her

DEE'S

film

JOEL McCREA
buy the
wear.

And

and Pat O'Brien both
and hats their wives

dresses

that's courage.

—»#"—

their grand performances in "Imitation of Life," folks out Hollywood
way have been wanting to know something

SINCE

about Louise Beavers and Fredi WashingLouise was born in Cincinnati, Ohio,
ton.
and was educated in the public schools of
Pasadena, California. She entered pictures
about 1924 and works continuously, but
not until "Imitation of Life" has she ever
had a truly great role. Louise Beavers off
the screen is very much like the young
Aunt Delilah on the screen. One of her
most cherished possessions is a wire from
Claudelte Colbert received the night of the
preview of "Imilation of Life."
who plays Aunt
Fredi
Washington,
Delilah's daughter in
the picture, and
makes you dissolve in (ears when she repents at her mother's funeral, was born
in Savannah, Georgia, and she attended

for

March 1935

the

St.

Convent and

Elizabeth

the local

high school there.
She has appeared
mostly on the New York stage in such
successes as "Porgy" and in "Black Boy,"
opposite Paul Robeson. She was acclaimed
by the critics when she appeared in the
screen production of "Emperor Jones,"

which was done by an

all

-colored

cast.

After "Imitation of Life" she returned to
New York.

—

HOWARD

»<#

HUGHES

and Marian Marsh

are the most consistent night clubbers
these winter nights in Hollywood.
While
he was week-ending in Palm Springs, playboy Howard escorted Isabel Jewell to the
Dunes, and to the tennis matches, and
here and there, but Lee Tracy didn't seem
to like the idea much so Isabel came home.
.

MARLENE

%,

—

DIETRICH

over the place.
her perfume
with the fragrance of the flowers.
Although she thinks this carnation fad amusstill
tuberoses
contagious,
it's
ing and
which Marlene surrounds herself with in
her dressing room and home.
all

And now Marlene matches

MAYspend

ROBSON
all

and

she's

the

best

and

"—»<#—

CLARK

GABLE

zipper jackets.
Easter plans all
made, although he isn't sure all his
Last Easter some
friends will like them.
one gave his four year old daughter a pair
rabbils.
Now the Lodge hackvard
of
houses twenty-four bunnies which John is
planning to give to all his friends as Easier
gifts.

ONE

the

RICHARD DIX

and

former
Hollywood's

his wife, the

Virginia
Webster,
newest stork-expecters.

are

•

"—<$>—«

THIRTY-FOUR

girls
applied for the
position of maid to Fay Wray when she
arrived in London.
Eleven offered to
work for nothing. Fay's choice turned out
to be the Princess Marina's former maid.

—

RECENT Hollywood
AT Connie
Bennett has started

social

wearing a

fad of
place of a corsage.

large

silver

affairs

new

the

in

initial

TEANETTE MacDONALD
«

he only actress
never uses perfume.
makes her sneeze.
I

is

practically

Hollywood

in

She

likes

who

it— but

it

has deserted his famous

sweaters, which were such a rage a
year or so ago, and has now gone in for

JOHN LODGE

»—'#"—«
most sought after actors
in Hollywood right now is Tullio
Carminati, who rode into cinema fame
along with Grace Moore in "One Night of
Love."
Every producer is trying to get
him all signed on the dotted line. But
the intelligent Mr. Carminati will not accept a role unless he likes it.
of

Nat

Pendleton
their spare time on the
bending over a checker

"Reckless" set
board.
May claims
Nat claims he is.

painter who has just done
Dolores Del Rio in oils says that
Dolores is the most beautiful woman in
Hollywood, and calls her "a cathedral in a
jungle "—whatever that rheans.

has decided to

do for the carnation what Joan
Crawford did for the gardenia. In every
scene almost of "Caprice Espagnol" she
has carnations strewn

A FAMOUS

has* his

JOHNNY MACK BROWN

« Alabama

recently

to

returned to Hollywood
horns lor his car.

sec

went back to
folks and

the

with

three

T FAN HARLOW, Hollywood's
" authoress— and just wait until

new

newesl

you net
a load of her new book, it's reall) something—sleeps these nights with a pencil

[Continued on page 58]
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The Writing

Profession,

To The Screen, Is At

Last

Swell

Thanks

Out Of

The

Silver

Screen-

N. Y. Daily News

The Garret And In The Money.

Columnist

gives

a

With this secret
and your brains,
tip.

how

I

FEEL,

as I

start

this article,

much

as

vandal might

a

feel

into the Metropolitan Museum of Art in the
dead of night, knife in hand, to slash and rip a beautiful
painting. The parallel is not too far fetched. I'm about to destroy the generally accepted portrait of an author, the romantic
portrait that hangs on the easel of public imagination.
While acknowledging the vandalism, I must blame the whole
thing on the editor of this magazine. He called me on the telephone the other day. With a Little Jack Horner gesture, he
grabbed the dial instrument, put in his thumb and pulled out
my number from the criss-cross of wires that go to make up the
Murray Hill telephone exchange of New York.
"Sullivan," he snarled, "you have written at length of the terrific salaries that are paid to motion picture stars and you've
arched your editorial eyebrows at the fortunes paid to motion
picture directors and executives.
What about the writers? Do
they labor in the Hollywood vineyards just for Art, or is there a
cash 'register attachment on their typewriters? I want you to tell
the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth about the
colossal sums of dough that are hauled out of Hollywood each
week by your companions in literary crime."
That was on a Monday. On Tuesday I called him back and
said: "Mr. Editor, I've taken the sitzeeayshun up with some of my
fellow writers and we think that it would be better to skip the
whole thing. After all, us writers are idealists, and while we do
ask money for our efforts ..." I got no further than this. On the
other end of the phone strange noises were manifest and it was
evident that Ye Editor was in a bit of a temper. "So the writers
won't talk, eh?" he challenged. "Sullivan, have that article on
my desk by noon or

who sneaked

When
up,

I

I

I

Robert Riskin

writer

is

as the ads say.

me

the words of another literary giant,

Durante,

I

was mor-

tified.
I had to do something, but what?

The

editor

demand-

ed that I sell out
my fellow writers
for a mess of pottage.
With a bag
of gold in his hand,
he was seeking to
bribe

me

into

be-

coming a Benedict
Arnold.

He

asked

me

to plant
the
kiss of Judas on the
cheeks of the Writers'

Guild.

Then

and there I made
up my mind I'd tell him a thing or two. I called him
on the phone. I said: "Mr. Editor, I'll write the article
immediately."

what we are

sensed that

had no Murad

give

To borrow

editor.

he hung

He

had come to one of
the crucial moments of my career.
Well, sir, I was in a
quandary. I had no
Camel to give me a
lift,

I

didn't even have a
Spud to cool off the

violently.

final."

hung up

chalant feeling.

So, here goes.
Here's the lowdown on the best racket
since repeal.
Help yourself to a fortune.
Let's start at the beginning, as the man said who
dug the Holland Tunnel. I know, after sixteen years
of writing for New York papers, that those of you
outside our profession have some romantic notion of

you're through,
canned, fired.
That's

can you lose?

that

to

non-

like.

the general conception, for instance, that a writer
is a cross between a poet and a dreamer, and twice as
impractical in business affairs.
As a matter of fact
most of the writIt is

ers I travel with

are just about as
impractical as
J. P. Morgan or

your local banker.

It

is

gener-

the

who made

both "It Happened

One Night" and
"Broadway Bill"
great screen successes.

Frances

Marion

writes almost en-

tirely for the
Author of
"The Champ" and
"Emma."
screen.

18

Laurence Stallings (left) and
Maxwell Anderson who wrote
"What Price Glory" while
working on the editorial staff
of the old New York World.

Silver Screen

Racket
By Ed

Sullivan

ally believed that a creative

author can be singled out
from a crowd by his pale
and interesting countenance, the pallor being the
direct result of undernourishment. I deny this vigorously.

If a

writer

is

pale,

only proves that he spends
too much time checking his
dough in the United States
mint.
It is believed
that the
it

greatest
tics.

Charles MacArthur, who,
with Ben Hecht, has become a producer. "Crime

writers live in at-

Ridiculous— they

all

have yachts. The only part
of the romantic Portrait of

Without Passion" was

an Author which is true is
that part of it which has

their first.

of finance, held out for $100,000 for the
motion picture rights to "Dinner At
Eight," and got it from M-G-M. Just recently he scored again in his collabora-

him chuck-full of bad corn
liquor. That is reasonably
accurate. I can suggest one
addition.
If he is a newspaperman, you can add to
this picture a turned down
slouch hat, and, if he is in

tive efforts on "Merrily We Roll Along,"
and the cash register hung up a $75,000
sale. Winchell Smith grabbed himself

$250,000 for "Turn to the Right," the
highest outright purchase in the M-G-M
files.

the

Elmer Rice, who recently flogged
Broadway drama critics for their

commercial attitude toward the theatre,
was guilty of $165,000 worth of commercialism when he lugged away
that
amount in gold from the United Artists'
office for flicker rights to bis
"Street Scene."
R-K-O gave Edna Ferber $125,000 for "Show Boat," and then
to tidy up the garret where she lived
in poverty, Universal slipped her $65,000
for "Cimarron," the poor kid.
I
called the Warner offices in New
York and asked them to give me some
figures on script purchases.
They were
horrified at the thought, the assistant
head of the story department raising
figurative hands in his distress at such
a question.
So here are some of the

cashier's

Gene Fowler dashes
on

scene

the

off a

way

to

"The Mighty Barnum"
stage. You can't go far
as an author unless you

Warner

figures which they would not
have.
They paid Hervey Allen
$35,000 plus a percentage of the profits

have a sense of humor.

addition

a

Broadway
columnist,
you can
Ben Hecht takes his ease. When
he works somebody pays $1,000

He

the highest priced
of the Hollywood writers.

per day.

is

in-

crease the
hat size, because Broad-

way columnists

all

have

large heads.
Let's draw a more accurate picture by means of comparisons.
Ronald Colman gets a lot of money to star in a picture. Ernst
Lubitsch gets a lot of money to direct it. Irving Thalberg gets
a lot of money to produce it. Yet one writer go( fa, 000,000 for

General Lew Wallace, who wrote
authoring a single picture.
"Ben Hur," drove a shrewd bargain, getting a cash guarantee
and an option of the profits. As a result of this clause in the

M-G-M contract, his end amounted to close to $2,000,000. DreamyImpractical, my eye.
eyed, impractical authors?
George S. Kaufman, another starry-eyed, impractical collossus

for
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let

me

for "Anthony Adverse."
They paid
pin money, $2500 for "42nd Street," a
fabulous money maker. Fox also refused to give me figures, so
here they are.
Fox paid Noel Coward's price of $110,000 lor a
double sale of "Cavalcade" and "Bittersweet." Paramount was
the third of the majors to refuse price lists of authors.
Perhaps they didn't want me to know that they paid Ernest Hemingway $35,000 for "Farewell to Arms."
Those poor authors! A wave of sympathy for them sweeps you

Bradford Ropes

off

in

when

I tell you that Otto Harbach and Jerome Kern split a cool
$125,000 for picture rights to "Rose Marie."
William Anthony
McGuire and the collaborators on "Rio Rita" divvied up R-K-O's
check for $125,000. Jane Cowl and Jane Murfin backed up their
armored money trucks and carted away $800,000 for "Smilin'
Through." Rudolph Besier got $90,000 for "Barretts of Wimpole
Street."
Dashiell Hammett's " Thin Man" netted him $50,000.
Philip Barry was enriched by $70,000 for "Animal Kingdom."
The Salvation Army really should have its attention directed
toward these starving authors.
Columbia paid foseph Herg<
Sheimer $40,000 for "Tol'able David." Louis Bromlicld came out
of his attic long enough to pick up [Continued on
<>|]
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Can

"I

Hardly
WaitBy Helen Louise Walker
AM

I can hardly wait until I may
the screen a number of pictures which are
now in production or are waiting for release. This is
not merely because I have been told that these are super
productions with expensive casts and elaborate sets and
costumes. It is because of the human elements concerned
in their making
the real drama behind the shadowed

I

counting the days!

upon

see

.

.

.

drama, if you know what I mean.
A motion picture is a delicate product.

A

great

many

people contribute their efforts to its making
and it is
by this combination of human beings, by this strange
welding of effort, emotion, cross purposes, concentration,
A picthat astounding effects are sometimes produced.
ture is not like a ragout ... so much of this, a dash of
that and the flavor will be thus and so.
Pour into a pot a director, in love with his leading
woman, the leading woman in love with some other star's
leading man, a character actor, agonized over his wife*s
illness, a child star, wide-eyed at the wonders of a new,
make-believe world, an eager novice, so tense with
the desire to make good in her first part that she is
practically paralyzed each time she must read a line
... a romantic hero, blase with the adulation of a
million women. Add to these the temperament of
the writer of the story, the frustration of the man
who adapted it, the artistic strivings of the cameraman
the shrewd analysis of the producer who
is paying for it all and who sees it in terms
.

.

.

.

.

.

of hard, cold dollars and cents.
It is a taut combination of human effort,

ambition, emotion which may lead you, in
imagination, anywhere! The real life drama
is
often much more important than the
concocted one.
I
am looking forward, for instance, to "Reckless," which is
now in production at M-G-M

with Bill Powell, Jean Harlow.
Everyone in Hollywood and a
great many people outside have
known for months that Jean and
Bill were in love with one another. Each of them has suffered
a deal of heart-ache in die past

The costumes that Carole Lombard

Their romance was
few years.
founded, in the first place, on

"Rhumba" are gorgeous.
for them, for they will be
the new fashions.

mutual sympathy ami friendship.
How, one wondered, would they
work together?

wears

Watch
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in

Silver Screen

Hollywood

There

Is

To

The l^ew Pictures, For, Behind Many
There Are Hidden Dramas and Romances

Impatient

See

Scenes,

new, a gentler Jean these
is a mellower Bill.
They
seem to have such fun on the set between
days

.

.

is

.

a

there

There are little, secret jokes bethe two of them, little presents
left on dressing tables, hurried excursions
to the commissary while the lights are
being re-arranged.
scenes.

tween

want

I

to see

whether

happiness shows

want

I

the

to

screen

in

know whether
the

this

different

new found

performances.

their

shall see

I

Jean and

upon
Bill

whom we

see off the screen these days.
I
want to see whether that new-found
spark between them will photograph.
.
I am counting the
days, too, until I
see "The Good Fairy" with Margaret
.

.

Sullavan.
Margaret, you know, fell in
love with William Wyler, the director,
while they were making that picture.
The story of that romance is one of the
most amusing in all the annals of Holly-

wood romance. The two did not know
one another until they met on that set
and they took an instant and violent
.

.

.

Beautiful Marlene Dietrich is rumored to be
exerting all her great talents on "Caprice
Espagnole," to re-establish Josef Von Sternberg.

one another. Margaret's dislike for
and her disapproval of his directorial
methods became so acute that she demanded
that her agent secure her release from the
dislike to

Bill

picture, even

if it cost her her Universal contract!
to squabble over the rushes in the projection room.
One evening the squabbling became so animated that Bill suggested that she have dinner with him so that thev might continue the quarrel.
Margaret consented, viciously, and afterward
they went to the beach where they discovered a mutual passion
for riding on roller coasters.
They rode round and round, disliking one another less with each dip and curve and linalh Bill
kissed her, anticipating a good poke in the nose for his temerity.
Hut Margaret did not resent it, so
he did ii
naturally
again.
By the time the concession closed and they were obliged
to cease their dizzy hurtling through space, they were engaged.
They were married when the picture was finished.
Will (he growth of thai romance show in the picture?
Will
the mutual dislike between director and actress show in the earlv
sequences and will the dawn of thai l<>\e show in Margaret's eyes
as she looks past the camera at Hill?
Will she give her best
performance in this picture? I am counting the d.ns.

They used

The newlyweds.
Margaret Sullavan
and William Wyler,
the

director

of

the

picture that Margaret was making

when

they
love.

fell

in

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

am

counting the d.i\s. too, until "Caprice Espagnole" shall
be released, with Marlene Dietrich. Mere, indeed, is drama behind drama which should make iis mark upon the picture!
Marlene. of course, is devoted to [osef Von Sternberg as an artist,
as a mentor, grateful to him as her \C.oiil iiiucd mi /mgr 63]
I
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How

I

Raised Shirle

"Does Shirley Eat Her Spinach?"

You Will Want To Read Mrs.
Gertrude Temple's Story.

GET

I

letters

every day from mothers

all

over

the United

How

I
have managed to
States asking me about Shirley.
raise her this far without her being spoiled, how I avoid
disciplining her, or how I get her to do the things I want her
to do.
I want to tell the truth about Shirley from the time she was
born, up until today, and I want everyone who reads this story
not trying to gloss over or omit anything
to know that I

am
my story.
When Shirley was
My oldest son, Jack,

from

born, I had two older children— both boys.
was fifteen, and my youngest, "Sonny," was
Naturally, with such a wide gap in their ages, I have
twelve.
not had the problems in discipline between Shirley and her
brothers that happen in most families.
My husband and I had always wanted a baby girl, so when
She was a pretty
she came we were delighted beyond reason.
From
little baby with blue eyes, golden-hair and rosy cheeks.
the first, we have kept her on a strict schedule so far as diet,
sleep and exercise are concerned and she is the living proof that
healthy children are happy children. She has never cried or been
disagreeable in any way.
Even when she was teething, she gave us very little trouble.
She had her "off" days naturally— but we kept her as quiet as

and that was all. Beyond a few "sniffling" colds that
she has caught five or six times during her life, Shirley has never
had anything wrong with her physically. She has escaped the
diseases that most children fall heir to. Her brothers had already
had mumps, measles and all those contagious, childish ailments,
but, as Shirley has never attended public schools and has not
been allowed to play in public parks or at crowded beaches, she
has not contracted illnesses of any kind.
She is an independent little rascal, has her own private opinions
about everything and does not hesitate to speak her mind. She
has never been a mollycoddle in any sense of the word. I have
never believed in talking "baby talk" to her or in making her
In fact, Shirley has always been
feel younger than she really is.
treated like a grown-up, because all the rest of her family was
grown-up when she came to us.
When she was two years old she
began to display a rare sense of
possible,

rhythm and would keep time with
her feet to the music on the radio.
enrolled her in a baby
and she soon became

Finally,

I

dancing

class

However, I do
their star pupil.
not believe that the dancing lessons
developing
is someWhen
thing she has always had.
she was a baby, she loved everybody she met and was always alive
to everything going on around her.
She loves people now. She loves
crowds and she likes action. She
wants to be doing something every
minute. She hates to keep still and
never could.

can

be

credited

with

Shirley's personality.

As

for

problems

That

in

discipline,

I
they are few and far between.
have been very careful about never
letting her fall down on anything
If she
I
have asked her to do.
does anything that I know is not
right or good for her, I point it out
She
to her right at that moment.
rarely repeats an offense. Shirley is
sensible and this makes things easy
for me.
I think every mother can
do the same with her children if
she has patience and time to do so.
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Shirley

every

is

called
at

morning

seven.
She goes to
the
studio
right

after

breakfast.

Mr.

George

F.

Tem-

Shirley's
father,
and Shirley's contract
which
is
for
over
ple,

$1,000

weekly.

The

money

a
goes
into
trust fund for Shirley.

Silver Screen

Temple

By Her Moth.er
AS TOLD

TO

Mary Sharon

"I give her castor oil when she
it," says her mother, "and
Shirley loves castor oil."

needs

to

Shirley's diet has been rigidly adhered to and she eats all vegetables with relish, even spinach and carrots.
Just recently she
has acquired a distaste for eggs.
I give her one for breakfast
each morning and lately she has left about half of it. She says
she doesn't like it and I haven't forced her to eat it. The same
goes for buttermilk. She doesn't care for it and I haven't tried
to make her drink it.
I have never cuddled or "babied" Shirley and if she ever offered
to rebel against my wishes I would use force to see that she did

what she was

told.
I have spanked her soundly
upon three or
four occasions when she was slow about minding me. bui
do
not find it necessary to use force often.
All hough she is good
and tractable, like every child she has her moments.
I
believe firmly in the old maxim, "spare the rod and you
spoil the child."
I think a child must feel that you are willing
I

for
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back up your demands with force

if

necessary.

This

conviction gives you moral support as far as their own
thoughts are concerned. And I do not believe a spoiled
child is ever a happy one.
I am an old-fashioned mother in every way.
f
do
not let Shirley get the idea that she is too important
in our scheme of existence.
At home she feels that
everything revolves around her father. His work is the
important thing to us and the hub around which our
home turns. At the table we discuss his problems and
views and the problems of the boys quite freely, and
we, ourselves, never bring up anything about the studio.
If she mentions anything that has happened, we discuss
it just like we do everything else that comes up at the
table.
But we never make a "to-do" about her or let
her think of herself as an extraordinary child.
For the same reason we do not take Shirley to see
picture shows.
I do not want her to feel that people
are showering her with attention or that she is any
different from other children.
On the set, I insist that
her co-workers do not make too much over her in any
way.
She is treated in the same way that the other
actors are and is frequently called "Miss Temple" when
it is time for her entrance on the set, so that she never
feels like a baby.
Shirley has a lot or playmates at the beach, but I have
a tacit understanding with the mothers of the children
who play with her that she must not talk about her
work and they must not impress her with it's importance.
Not long ago a httie girl came to visit her who
has been seeing all of her pictures, and who was filled
with a kind of adoration for her. She sat and looked .11
Shirley with such wonderment and awe thai it made her
uncomfortable. After the little girl went away, she said:
"Mama, why do you suppose tliat little girl kept looking ai me
like she did.
I didn't like it."
Naturally I can't let children who feel thai way play with her.
Shirley has never had tantrums, because she has always had the
right amount of food, sunshine, fresh air and enough toys lo keep
Children usually develop tantrums eithei Inc. him
her happy.
they do not feel well or because they have been handled too
much. Shirley hasn't been.
have never given her more atten
lion than was needed.
Never have 1 allowed her to be rocked
or tossed or petted too much, even as an infant.
She has never been given much medicine.
She doesn't like
magnesia, so 1 don't give it lo her.
gi\c her castor oil whenever she needs it, which has been on rare occasions when she
seemed about to develop a cold, and Shirley lines CastOl ml
Don't ask me why, but she really does. [Continued on page (>(>|
I
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Why

Stars
Click!

The Never Ending

A

Well-Known

Surprise of Hollywood Is

Star

How

Can Suddenly Become The

Here

Is

The

Reason.

Wilson

lzabeth

other actor, and she's just another
Then a
actress— voila!— the mood.
genius is acclaimed by the frenzied
fans overnight, there's a pretty highde-do at the box office, and new contracts are signed.
Well, now, in eight cases out of
ten, that mood is an innate part of
the star which has been bottled up
by too much acting and too little

suddenly a
until
direction,
smart director sees it, releases
it, and it bubbles all over the
sparkling beauty.
in
place
Goodness gracious, what with

and botand bubbles you'd think
we were going to have a chamWell, I can
pagne party.
this talk of cases

all

tles

think of
to have.

much worse

things

Now

Myrna Loy.
there's
heavens. For six years
has traveled around
Hollywood, hanging her hat
first in one studio and then
another, until she was back
where she started, firmly convinced that life is a vicious

Thank
Myrna

For years, as the daughter of Fn

Manchu and in other exotic roles,
Myrna Loy succeeded in interesting
no one at all, but, recently, in a
type of role, she has charmed

new

all

beholders.
circle

WHAT
it's

a

to

work

for

Poor Myrna
got so involved with the Fu
Manchus that she almost had to
marry them. For years no one
saw her out of her little mandarin
robe except on those occasions
when she was swathed up to her
eyebrows in misty veils and played
exotic sorceresses and evil-eyed
yogis with poisonous inclinations
and perfectly vile dialogue.
Gee, Myrna used to get dejected in those days.
But what

Every star

rived
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made

Warner Brothers.

mood.

who has reached success has arthere because of a mood— a mood that
suits her and which she can do better than any
other star. She may have been playing around
studios for years and been sweet and lovely to
her mother and the producer, but she never
really clicks until she finds her metier, as we
say on the Left Bank.
And Mr. Movie Star may have had years of
experience on the New York stage or with Max
Reinhardt in Berlin but, until he finds Ins
mood, he simply isn't accepted. He's just an-

that the dope who
the master of my

am

fate" should be

changes a star into a genius?
Well, you'd be surprised, or maybe you
wouldn't.
It isn't a mink coal or a
It
Rolls Royce or a Marquis or a gardenia.
It isn't the
isn't mineral, animal or vegetable.
Theatre Guild or stock in Rochester. You give
All
up, you say, and want to play bridge?
right,

and

wrote, "I

could she do?
has to eat or

manner

appearance and
stant

all,

a

gal

for his first

and Myrna's
the eating kind. Soon folks were
saying "Poor Myrna," and giving

was an

that

Charles Butterworth adopted
a certain

After

success.

in-

else,

it-won't-be-long-now toss to
the noodle, when who should ap-

Silver Screen

Norma Shearer and
Fredric March in a
never - to - be- forgotten
scene from "The Barretts of Wimpole

Norma sucStreet."
ceeds in lady-like roles.
wasn't until last year
that Clark Gable, in "It

It

Happened One Night,"
revealed his capacity for
This is an off
screen pose, with menace
entirely forgotten.

comedy.

used to see Jean a lot in New York in those days and she
"They
as blue as Bing Crosby's eyes about the whole mess.
just want to undress me," she moaned.
"It's just Sex, Sex, Sex,
I want to act in dresses so high they
that's all I am to them.
bruise my tonsils.
I don't' want to play straight leads, I'm a
comedienne. But, gee, they won't give me a chance." And I'd
close the window thoughtfully just in case Jean might decide to
end it then and there on Park Avenue.
And then— mon dieu, as we also say on the Left Bank— she
found her mood!
As the little gold-digger in "Red-Headed
Woman" and "Red Dust" Jean clicked so loud that nearly all
he actresses on the Metro lot decided to snub her. That's the
best test for success.
Jean is, and isn't, like the girls she plays
on the screen. She is always in a good humor, always ready to
play and joke, always cordial and friendly, and ready to help a
friend in need.
Jean Harlow is what Damon Runyon calls a
I

was

I

"right" person.

was scrapping that won fame for Jimmy Cagney on the
When he played a nice, polite, refined little gentleman
the public would have none of him, but when Jimmy hauled off
and landed one on the big palooka's kisser, or pasted a grapefruit on Mae Clarke's pan, the public just went nerts and Warner
It

James Cagney was unheard of
when, as a dancing musical

comedy player, he wooed fame.
It was the truculent typa of
role which won him success.

pear on the scene but the Marines.
Under Van
Fort
Loy was saved.
Dyke's excellent direction Myrna made

"The Thin Man"— and Myrna found
her mood.

was allowed to be gay and
smart and sophisticated, casual
and romantic, and very, very beautiful,
and by the time the picture was re-^
leased over the country every man in
She

witty,

the Americas with four red corpuscles wanted to marry her, or at
least have a discreet affair. If any producer came to Mr. Mayer now
and said, "How'se about Miss Loy for a swell menace part in
Mr. Mayer would simply have
'The Return of Fu Manchu'
'

a stroke.

Myrna was never a Sin Toy or a lady menace. But she is very
much like Mrs. Nick Charles. She has the same gay, charming,
delightful humor in real life as she had as Bill Powell's attractive
wife in "The Thin Man." The same chic and casual sophistication.
Well, Myrna found her mood all right and she's a genius.
Especially as she is the only star who has ever been able to make
marriage romantic on the screen.
And there's Jean Harlow. Thank heavens again. The fill urns
wanted to make a lady out of our Jeanie, and they undressed her
something scandalous. Do you remember her being a lady, and
Well, poor Jean got
a veddy elegant lady, in "Hell's Angels?"
pretty sick of it.
She even wrote out her epitaph one evening
when she was feeling depressed and thought she saw "finis''
scrawled all over her movie career. She wrote:

screen.

Brothers .had to buy a grape-fruit grove and bigger and better
palookas. The red-headed Cagney found his mood all right in
"The Public Enemy" and has been hitting on all cylinders ever
since.
His last picture, "The St. Louis Kid," is breaking box
office records all over the country, with Jimmy playing a tough,
smart-aleck truck driver.
Nobody can pick a fight like Jimmy on the screen. His scrappiness is famous where ever movies are shown. But the real Cagney
is a quiet, intellectual sort of chap, who reads deep, dull tomes
all done up in leather bindings, and speaks in a voice so low
that you have to listen hard or you won't hear.
His hobby is
going to auctions where he buys etchings and rare antiques. But
lime was when young Cagney was not so quiet and intellectual.
He was brought up on the sidewalks of New York, where sur\i\.il
of the fittest is the general idea, and that explains all. You gotta
fight on the sidewalks of New York, and you gotta beat the other
fellow to the punch. Yes, Jimmy had a lot of training for the
scrappiness that has made him famous on the screen.
Clark Cable is a guy they gave the works to. Poor Clark had
to play everything from gangsters, to ministers, to salvation army

Cable takes to comedy— easy,
before he hit his stride.
naturally as a duck takes to water, bu( he had
lo be loaned out to Columbia to do "It Happened One Night"
before his delirious fans discovered his flair for comedy.
Years ago, Gable spenl many dreary months trying to crash
pictures, but not a studio would give him a nibble.
Finally he
managed a lew bits, then a small gangster part in a Crawford
picture, and then the famous Arc in Norma Shearer's "A Free
Soul." That was all vcr\ nice, but it wasn't Gable.
Eventually
the public got tired of gangsters and Gable became jusi another
leading man lor the verj glamorous ladies of the Metro lot.
The Gable bubble has "burstcd" his kind friends said, we'll give
officers,

clever

him

comedy— as

six

more months and he'll be
"It Happened One

Then came
"Of

this

No more

for

quiet and peace, I'm very fond:
remarks, she's a Platinum Blonde."
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as dead as Napoleon.
Night,'' with both (.able

and

Claudette Colbert giving tuo ol the most charming and natural performances that have ever been [Continued on page 62]
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With

"Tea -Timing

The Horsy
Mr. Howard"
"Polo
says

is living,

the

star

much more than

acting

"Of Human

of

is,"

Bondage."

By Dena Reed
CTIXG

a profession for men. It's
better for women. It's an outlet for emotion, good for vicarious
living.
But a man doesn't want to live
vicariously. That's why, when we grow up,
we're more interested in life than in art."
It was rather an inflammatory speech for
the usually reticent Leslie Howard and it
caused considerable agitation among my tea,
isn't

so

much

and marmalade. Perhaps you wouldn't

toast

mind your jam diving
imagine

I

into your teacup but
you'd prefer to leave it

that

quietly on your toast, especially if you were
tea-timing with a very English gentleman in
a very English club.
"By inference you are saying, of course,
that it is no man's job?"
"Naturally," he agreed. "It isn't!"
How did we ever get to this I began wondering? Then I recalled it had all started
when I met, with quite natural trepidation,
the popular Mr. Howard of London, Hollywood, and sometimes Broadway, at the theatre

where he had

just

concluded rehearsals.

After a very charming greeting he had
slung on a roomy raglan coat and pulled
down a soft English hat over his eyes, and
off we were across town to a club he frequents on West 45th Street. No one recognized the slender, rapid-striding actor, and
presently we were carefully admitted to surroundings which produced the eerie sensation that

quite as

we had been whisked
we were characters

to

London,

in the ever

if

memorable "Berkeley Square."
But here we were and he was saying the
most incredible things

.

.

.

"Acting

is

to be a successful cinema
director one should either
write the story or collaborate on it. Then one has
to plot the picture according to scenic effects
and camera angles and, fi-

.

.

.

.

sensitive face I asked,

"Then

just

why

you acting? You can do pretty much
like, can't

as

are

you

you?"

"Pretty much," he conceded. "And soon
hope to do completely as I wish. But one

makes certain commitments." He paused
and looked over at me, and, as I smiled he
seemed quite pleased that he should be understood. He laughed quietly, adding, "And
those obligations must be worked off.
So
now I am doing a play and then I shall act
in more pictures and finally I hope to direct
pictures, which will be precisely what I
wish to do!
"It began, you see, when I was attending
college.
I wrote plays for intracollegiate
theatricals. Then I found myself combining

writing and directing, and finally I even
played some of the parts. When I began
to discover acting was a means of making
money, and very easy money it seemed to
me.
naturally gravitated to the stage and
I
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is

complishment."

My

marmalade was now
it would
have done me proud at
Buckingham Palace and
so well behaved

indeed

I began to feel as
cozy and at home as if I
wore one of Queen Mary's

own

sombreros.

I

did

hope Mr. Howard wasn't
any more

going to put

upsetting ideas into my
head.
"Until my Warner con-

little

tract

satisfied

is

I

shall

have to content myself
with directing in my free
time and indeed I am to
have an opportunity with
Korda at Elstree during
the next year." It made
feel very disconsolate.

me

his

eyes

and on

brightly

.

starts.

my

idea of something worthy, a real ac-

Looking straight into that well-known

want

production

nally,

That

was

doesn't

ing possibilities.

I

a pro-

me

But

primarily

pictures.

directing for the

stage, telling people what
to do, doesn't interest
in the least. I want to direct motion pictures, for

"A man
." Amaz-

for women!"
to live vicariously

fession

motion

to

"Now,

shone
his

Howard with "Snip,"
one of his polo ponies.

Leslie

lips

one of the elusive
smiles which
have endeared him to countless

thousands of
England.
"I am very genuinely fond of Hollywood," he said simply, as he beat me to
my next question. "It's home. There one
has a house and horses and dogs and family and friends— not many, but a few old
ones— in the British colony which has been
established in the last few years. One does

women.

Yet,

way

off there in

.

.

many friends. But horses.
."
You have no idea of the tremendous

not want

.

.

meaning he can put into the little six letter word "horses." He says it as one would
be apt to say "love" and "sweetheart" and
Perhaps that is because all of
good times, and therefore his best
memories, arc involved. He likes "horsy"
people—literally, I mean— those who keep
horses, ride them, exhibit them, and espe"dearest."

his

cially

polo players, for polo is his chief
"Polo is living, much more than

delight.

.

acting

is,"

he remarked.

"... Which

brings me to a realization,"
said thoughtfully, throwing his
head
back, narrowing his eyes and "joining
his
fingertips as you
have characteristically

he

seen

him do

in his films, "a realization that
is interested
in vital living, believing in life itself
rather
than in the make-believe of the stage and
screen.
Everyone, from Jack

everyone in Hollywood today

down."
to

put

And

it,

Barrvmore

a very nice

way

for a

Howard

too.

"When we

are young, very young, we believe in sacrificing everything for'
art, 'art
for art's sake,'

but when one gets my age
a ripe Pitkin adolescenceone wishes to become involved in life itself.
In California there is country home
life, the
sun and the whole out-of-doors,

-and my age

is

which takes care of the two things
[Continued on page 72]
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LONDON
Different
Evelyn Laye Likes Hollywood,

Humor And

Being Alone.

L enore

By
HAT

I

oamue:1s
S;

admire most about you Americans

is

your

gayety, your unforced "enthusiasm, your ability to
infuse the most trivial happenings with an air of
enchantment that is most exciting. New Year's Eve, for inFrank and I arrived just in time to celebrate. I felt
stance.
so absurdly young, so exhilarated, almost like a schoolgirl, but
Now, in London, where I've spent
oh, so supremely carefree.
most of my life, it would have been quite different. I don't
know why. But one feels older over there, older and less exYet I adore London.
uberant.
I
feel as if I 'belong' there.
And one really has to be serious sometimes."
This from Evelyn Laye, the lovely blue-eyed golden-haired
musical comedy and screen star, who had been drafted to Hollywood from her native London to play opposite Ramon Novarro
in the lilting M-G-M operetta, "The Night

Brought

to

America

appear with Novarro in "The Night Is
Young," Evelyn Laye
to

has grown to like us.

Young."
With her husband, Frank
Lawton, she was spending a few days at
the Hotel Gotham, in New York, before

is

sailing

for

a

brief

vacation

in

London

between pictures.
She was alone at the moment, Mr. Lawton having gone off "to do a picture show"
by himself.
"I told him before we were married,"
confided Miss Laye, who has a sparkling,
responsive personality quite unlike our
conception of most English girls, "that I
simply must have several hours a day to
myself for shopping, or practicing, or just
to

gad about

me and
bear a

said:

"Americans have such
gayety such unforced
enthusiasm," says Ev-

—

Frank came right back at
'Thank heavens. I couldn't

in.

woman who

expected

me

to

elyn.

tag

around with her every time she had a
And that was that, as you
free moment.'
Americans so aptly put it."
She laughed heartily, and by heartily, I
mean just that. Nothing trilling and selfconscious about that laugh at all.
Miss
Laye wisely reserves the trills for those
moments when she is called upon to reach
her high C's. Her laughter is deep, spontaneous, sincere. And
when you have laughed with her just once, you carry away the
delightful impression that she has been your friend for years.
"Hollywood did me a lot of good," she continued. "You can't
indulge your moods out there for very long.
Perhaps it's the
climate. I don't know. But everybody is so eager to absorb and
enjoy everything— work and play both. For the first time in my
life I felt I simply must join in the fun-making or be out of
things entirely. And it was high time I started.
I really loved
every minute of my stay there, and I'll be glad to get back."
Having practically been born to the stage (her patents were
both connected with the English theatre all during her childhood), and having played on the stage and screen in her own
as well as this country, Miss Laves unbiased views regarding
the films were decidedly worth listening to.
As for her private life, she has the typical well-bred Englishwoman's aversion to speaking about it. She spoke occasionally,
in the course of our very diversified conversation, about Frank
Lawton, the celebrated English stage star whom she recently
married in Yuma, Arizona. But if she had been asked to embroider the occasion after the manner of a "love confession"
story, she would— to use a trusty old Americanism— have shut
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Frank Lawton wooed
and won the fair Evelyn when they were
both in Hollywood.
clam and not uttered another word.
is 'glamor,' " smiled
Miss Laye, "I'm afraid I'm just
not glamorous, and never will be."
Mentioning the recent censorship of pictures in Hollywood,
she seemed to be of the opinion that it was necessary to a certain
extent.
A good, meaty plot-thread is far more important to
insure a film's success than any number of over-hectic sex sequences, she thinks. At the same time she docs not believe that
it is wise to make a heavy percentage of starkly realistic, closeto-life dramas.
She has the idea that they destroy the illusions

up

like a

"If

of

that

many young women who

are forced, by circumstances, to lead

drab existences, and who see their own plight too

cleat

1\

.is

.1

these films,
for them it is necessar) to paint life in
more colorful tunes, ami [or them it is essential thai much music
and dancing and laughter be injected into the films.
"I thought that your 'One Nighi ol
ove' was one of the mosi
had ever seen." she told me. "It was too bad
entrancing films
that 'Evensong' was released at the same time.
('Evensong' was
a British film in which Evelyn Laye was starred, and which pos
scssid the same identical motif and the same romantic atmosphere
o\c' kept
as 'One Night 6f
ove.'
But, while 'One \i';hl ol
to its gay, romantic key, 'Evensong' [Continued on jmge 72]
result of
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Theme Songs

<<3he

OF THE

Stars
Everytime an orwants to
say that Bing
Crosby is arrivplay
they
ing
chestra

By

"Please."

Myrtle
Gebhart

Copyright by

Famous Music Corp.

WAS

crowded evening at one of Hollywood's
"night spots." The music sounded erratic,
snatches of melodies succeeding each other in an odd
manner. One moment a dreamy waltz— the next a hotcha number.
The couples dancing smiled good-naturedly and shifted
their steps to match, recognizing the
musical idiosyncracies as courtesy gestures.
Just another Hollywood custom!
To greet each screen star with a refrain
from her favorite song.
Filmtown's musicians must keep up to
date on the songs which identify certain
This is a
players in the public mind.
tourist town, remember, and the luminaries twinkle regularly at hotel cafes
Copyright by
Robbins Music Corp.
and night clubs. And by their tunes can
we currently know the tintypers, regardless of their change of hair-color or make-up or costume.
Often the song announcing her presence had once been sung
by the actress; it is associated with her screen personality. Sometimes it is a harmony not particularly emblematic of her but
known to be her favorite.
The gentle notes of "Love, Your Magic Spell is Everywhere,"
immediately impressed the picture-wise, and we turned expectantly toward the door, knowing that Gloria Swanson was arriving
with Herbert Marshall, her romance of this season. This song
is from "The Tresspasser," and she still regards it affectionately.
A lilting lift in the music sent a ripple through the room.
"When Irish Eyes Are Smiling!" That meant, of course, Maureen

ITpopular

a

"All I

Do

Of You"

Is

Dream

is

played

whenever

Joan

Crawford appears.

O'Sullivan.
It changed a moment later to "Sweetheart Darlin'," which indicated the presence of Marion Davies.
"La Cucaracha" succeeded it, and we knew before we looked
that Steffi Duna was entering, on the arm of an adoring swain.
A blare, a clash, a frenzied piping, and "Yes, Sir, She's My
Baby!" ushers in George Raft with Virginia Pine amidst many

smiles.

Another softly came, "That's Love," from "Nana." And, as she
was shown to her table, Anna Sten softly hummed, in her voice
like a muff of emotionalism:

me and say goodbye— that's love
Laugh with a gay goodbye— that's love

"Kiss

never ask you why—
That's love— Goodbye!"

Anna Sten already

I'll

Nelson Eddy was identified by "The
"The Student Tour."

linked with a popalar song.

Carlo," which he sang in

As the notes died away they were replaced by the dulcet harmonies of "Orchids in the Moonlight." No need for the master
For the girl whose life
of ceremonies to announce June Knight.
has been so dramatic since she sang her way into Hollywood
hearts as "the Nightingale of the Cocoanut Grove," is always
greeted by this particular melody.
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"Night and Day," popularized by "The Gay
Divorcee," suddenly occupied the orchestra.
Fred
Astaire, of course!
Gay and debonair, the danceractor bowed his thanks.
"Ah, say not so!
Another love will cheer thee."
Softly, subtly, this melody in sad, minor tones
drifted over the cafe. Though he has not sung it
in a film, it
has been Douglass Montgomery's
choice ever since he saw "The Constant Nymph,"
and he has raved about it so much that his preference has become known.
The earliest recollection that I have of Hollywood greeting a star with her favorite song was
the entrance of Ruth Roland, at any public place,
where there were musicians on hand to turn on
the lovely charm of "Roses in Picardy."
One year her "buddies," the war vets in a
nearby soldiers' hospital, made a beautiful folio of
"her" song, exquisitely illustrated and signed by
each grateful invalid, in appreciation of her visits
and gifts. It is still one of her most cherished

mementoes of a
Only once has

colorful career.

little Cora Sue Collins "stayed up
an evening celebration— a premiere. The
event was made doubly important to Cora Sue by
the orchestral rendition of "The Little Princess"—
just a bar or two of the score, to bid her welcome.
It had been written especially for her to sing, in

late" for

her

treble, in "The Spectacle
goes:
"Little girls in castles grand
Often sit and sigh,
Looking for a magic land,

childish

Maker."

It

Never knowing why."

Maybe lots of folks have grown tired
of "The Last Round-Up," but if is
still
ace-high with Ken Maynard,
ind whenever he shows up at a
rodeo the band blares forth this
grand old tune.
Oddly, considering the sophisticated veneer which the stars wear,
the songs identified with them

and which presumably express
them to their public, are of
sentimental strain.
Norma Shearer, for instance,
is
acknowledged to be a
worldly-wise woman, the last
syllable of the modern litany. Yet the song by which
she is best known is the
rather saccharine "Smilin'
Through,"
though
her

own

favorite

is

one from

"Riptide."
It,
too,
is
sentimental,
and
intones, "Life was calm as
a summer sea, when silver
moonlight
beams
and love beckoned me."
What more vivid exponent of modernism
could one
find
than

Joan

Crawford,
with
her frank and vital at-

toward life and
along with the trend?
Her personality is protean. Docs one ever think of
Joan as belonging to last year— or even yesterday. She is
of the hour, always, however fast the modes may march.
But when she enters any public place now the orchestra instinctively turns to one of her latest numbers
from "Sadie McK.ee." It begins, "All I do is dream <>l
you," and adds, "I'll always feel the same."
It has
line, too. about "Not for a day."
W hat her fans mean in associating her with that song is that,
regardless of her changes of appearance, their affection is con
titude

her

chamelon

efforts

to progress

.1

slant.

Who would identify the (harming but rather flippant love of
Maurice Chevalier with fidelity, with memory's dreams? Km his
entrance is greeted l>\ the languid wailing of, "Now 01 nevei ami
forever,
love you, "from "The Merry Widow."
Of course, there are exceptions to this rule ol musically symI

bolizing players with seniimeni.

1

he favorite time of the whirl-

wind Jimmy Durante, welcoming him with raucous outburst of
noise, is his famous Inka Dinka Do.
once heard him sing il— or howl it. or murder it, or what you
will— al he slaid Writers' Club, and the [Continued on page Inj]
I
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By

Whitney
Williams

Margo

is a dancer
and an actress as

well.

On The

Her Future

A

To Be
AND
/A
J~

now a new and lustrous star flashes
across the cinema heavens.
Margo!

You saw her

the Spanish dancer in
Overnight, as a
result of that artistic triumph, she skyrocketed to fame. In a single appearance,
she not only won the acclaim of critics and
public alike
but gave promise of great
things to come.
With the soul of an artist and the heart
of a child, she electrified Hollywood and
the rest of the nation. The most vivid and
compelling personality to emerge from the
great unknown in many a moon, she met
with instantaneous response.
Without the beauty of a Del Rio or the
elemental savagery of a Lupe, she reflects,
on the screen, the temperament of the Latin
race.
Outside the studio, she's refreshingly
vital, engagingly alive, a volcano smouldering in the flesh.
Margo is the "find" of the season, and
as

"Crime Without Passion."

.

.

.

rightfully so.

Direct from the dancing world, Messieurs
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur, who
share honors for "Crime Without Passion,"
picked this little Mexican star. Against the

advice of experts, they cast her, without
previous dramatic experience, in a role that
many a far more seasoned actresses would
have considered twice before attempting.
"When I was handed the script of 'Crime

30

Screen Promises

Great Triumph.

Without

Passion,' I had little use for the
I was to play," Margo told me, as
we lunched in the studio restaurant on the
Paramount lot in Hollywood. She had recently arrived to play one of the featured
roles in "Rhumba," co-starring George Raft

character

and Carole Lombard.
"I had never read

a script before, but I
there was something lack-

felt instinctively

ing in the part.

mind

my own

Consequently, in

changed the character.
"Helen Hayes helped me a lot while we
were on the picture. Miss Hayes, you know,
is Mr. MacArthur's wife, and spent much
time in the studio during production. She
took a liking to me, and she made a number of suggestions that I found invaluable
I

in getting over certain effects."
The character of the Spanish dancer in

"Crime

Without

Passion"

was

colorless.

Margo endowed her with a vibrant warmth
and humanness. She made of her a sympathetic figure who won over the audience
in her very first scene and retained this inSometerest until the close of the picture.
what of an achievement for any actress, considering the part as it was originally in the
and more particularly because it
story
was interpreted by a girl who had never
appeared previously as an actress.
But acting and dancing go hand in hand,
believes Margo. "In interpretative dancing,
.

you

tell

.

.

a story in

movement

just as

you

act

out your story on the stage or screen. Every
muscle must be trained, every move means
something, and this includes, of course, the
face, which must express, in the dance, the
mood of the moment. To be a really great
dancer, your face must indicate the trend
of the story as clearly as the rest of your
body.
"I found this requirement to be of much
value when Mr. Hecht and Mr. MacArthur
asked me to appear in their picture. More
... I soon learned that much can be told
by the eyes alone, without any visible movement on the face. I think my very best
scene in 'Crime Without Passion' showed
me at the telephone, just after I had finished talking with my lover.
My face remained passive and calm, but I tried to
in
my
eyes
what
show
was raging in my

mind."
Possibly

Hecht and MacArthur did not

realize the full

potentialities of this latest

sensation of the screen, when they signed
her to a contract.
Then, again, there is
the possibility also that these gentlemen of
astute and robust wit (they wrote "The

Front

Page")

were

just

canny enough

to

know what they were doing. At any rate,
Margo proved that in the future any appearance she may make will be in the nature of an event.

Who

is

this girl of ho single name, whose
[Continued on page 70]
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With The

Visits

The

Stars

On The

The

Bill

Studios

And Talks
About

Stages

]\[ew Pictures.

Powell and Jean Harlow are together
in "Reckless."

Ruby
Into

OUT

Keeler in a scene from
Your Dance."
She is
starred with Al Jolson.

"Go
co-

At Universal

in the Valley— The San Fernando
Valley, if you please and not the
Rudy Vallee— there are three pictures
in production in Junior's workshop, otherwise known as Universal.
To wit— "The
Good Fairy" (of which I've already told
you), "I've Been Around" and "The Mystery of Edwin Drood."
The last named is, of course, the famous
mystery story Charles Dickens whipped up

many

decades ago and which proves concluhe could have been the Philo
Vance, the Dashiel Hanimett or the Agatha
Christie of his times— if he hadn't been so
intent on turning out classics.
Well, anyhow. You remember that old
song, "They go wild, simply wild over me?"
Well, I'm the type who goes wild, simply
wild over mysteries.
So, without even a
blush of shame. I'll have to admit I tossed
aside "Nijinsky" in favor of The Mysteries
of Mr. X. V. & Z. and when F.d Thomas
of the publicity department says "mystery"
I'm up and at it.
sively that

for
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The company is on location on
the "back lot." The back lot adjoins the Lakeside Golf Club where
old Massa Crosby can be found
with a mashie in his hand and a
song in his heart practically any
day he isn't working. Today, however, it's a murder I'm after— not
a crooner.
So out to the lot we
scamper with a hop, skip and jump
over the worst roads I have ever
seen.
In fact, I am sure they used
them for trenches during the filming of "All Quiet on the Western
Front."
We pass quickly through
the swamplands of Louisiana, a
Czar's palace, an African jungle,
an old stockade before which many a
movie redskin bit the dust and. presto!
Here we are in the little English village of
Cloisterham.
As you know, or anyway you should know,
my sweet, Dickens died before he completed
"The Mystery

of

Edwin Drood."

on

as frightening a bit of a burial
It's the crypts,

have ever seen.
ies—the crypts of
I

Cloisterham

ground

as
heart-

me

Cathedral,

and if you know of anything spookier than
an old English crypt don't tell me.
Claude Rains plays John Jasper, the
choirmaster of the cathedral.
He has become a secret addict to the opium habit
and just to look at him is enough to make
your blood run cold. If you ask me, we're
going to find it was he who done poor

Ed Drood

in.

"Good

evening, Durdles," Mr. Rains
croaks to Forrester Harvey who is all fixed
up like nothing human. Durdles is the
keeper of the crypts, and he is just a little
on the insane side.
" 'Oo do you want to bury, Mr. Jasper?"
Durdles gurgles, he being a man who believes in getting down to cases.

[Continued on page

So-o-o,

solving the mystery has been a pet parlor

game with authors

for

many

years.

Now,

Universal has decided to put an end to all
this shilly-shallying and solve the mystery
so colossally it will stay solved for all time.
"You see," Ed tells me sadly, "we don't
yet

know what happened

to

Mr. Drood, the

night he disappeared in a terrific thunderstorm, because the script department has
only got as far as Dickens went. From there
on it's a big secret and you'll have to wait
until the preview for the solution."
"All right," I agree, "I'll wait.
But ii
better be good."
1\'hal an eerie looking
O-o-o-oh my-yl
Deep, sinister shadows
place the set is.
from a dying sun accentuate the gruesome
ncss of tombstones sprawled here and there

The

Graveyard scene in "The
Mystery of Edwin Drood."
5
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^ Picture
Three Merrymen

Who

Hollywood

Of
Re-

When
They A^ear On The
ceive

An

Ovation

Screen Anywhere.

By
Patricia

Keats

Edward Everett
Horton.

He

is

a bachelor and
loves
give
to
parties.

WHO

shakes you out of the arms of Morpheus?
Who
rouses you from somnolence just as your head is sinking heavily on the shoulder of a fair female? Who-ooo,
I wonder who-ooo?
Gee, it's been many a winter since we used
to lilt over the Manhattan night club floors to the strains of the
famous who-ooo song and hide our bottles under the tablesmercy me, how Pippa passes.) Well, as I was saying before I
began to reminisce, who can drag you out of the last stages of

beddy-bye slumber and make you go ha-ha-ha?
Of course, I don't have to tell you, my bright public, you know
alreadv.
None other than the Messieurs Sparks, Horton and
Armetta. As a constant picture-goer, and I am constant in my
own vague way, I have seen many a picture simply dying on its
feet like a party where the guests won't mingle, when suddenly
in the fifth reel enters Mr. Sparks, or Mr. Horton, or Mr. Armetta
and a ripple of joyous expectation sweeps over the entire theatre.
Everybody wakes up and sits up, and another dull picture is
The suffocating British in the Black Hole of Calcutta
saved.
never welcomed those rescuers so much as a bored audience in
the black depths of the Roxy welcomes those three picture-savers,
Sparks and Horton and Armetta.
After seeing Mr. Horton save "The Biography of a Bachelor
Ghl'' one night recently, and Mr. Sparks and Mr. Armetta accomplish similar feats for their current pictures, I began to
wonder about picture-savers. What do they do when they're not
saving pictures? What is their home life? Their sex life? Their
ambitions? And, incurable fan that I am, are they as funny off
So, I put my fascinator about my
the screen as they are on?
shoulders, and rushed out into the chilled afternoon air to investigate picture-savers.

Ned Sparks I found in his apartment in the Chateau SomeMinna Gombell
thing or Other high in the Hollywood hills.
lives above him and Una O'Connor lives next door and he could
easily ask the girls in for a round of rummy, but I don't think
Mr. Sparks' present design for living includes women, no matter
how charming. Of course, Mr. Sparks didn't sa\ so, and ol
32

course

I
didn't ask him,
being a lady more or
less, but I kinda gathered
that he had sort of soured
on the female race, and I
vaguely recalled a picture
I had seen of him in a
Los Angeles newspaper,
a year or so ago, accompanied by a feminine
portrait and a little item about alimony.
Alimony can sour a
man quicker than lemons.
But what Ned Sparks did tell me was that he didn't see why

me

was interested in his private life, so I just said, "Oh, Mr.
I bet you say that to all the girls," and proceeded to
enjoy myself as best I could with a man who didn't laugh for the
entire half hour I spent with him.. He looks and talks the very
same he does on the screen, the same sourpuss of a pan, the
same staccato delivery, and I had but to close my eyes to imagine
that we were doing a scene from "Imitation of Life" and he was
telling me, "Well, do I get my pancakes?
That other guy got a
hundred thousand dollars." But then I realized that I'm not
Claudette Colbert, not in my old beaver and my twenty pounds
I

Sparks,

overweight.
Ned Sparks was born in Guelph, Ontario, a devoted son of a
He tried all kinds of small town occupations
devoted mother.
but couldn't get particularly interested in any of them, so he lit
out for Dawson City. Alaska, to make his fortune. But he was
bitten by a thespian bug, instead of a gold bug, and he made
his way from Dawson City to Colorado playing in every little
honkytonk along the route. Then, with a theatrical troupe, he
started barnstorming the Middle West and claims that he discovered villages that even the Indians had overlooked. In fact
he played in everything from a hayloft to an opery house. Somehow or other he got to New York where he played the lead in
"Little Miss Brown" with Madge Kennedy, was acclaimed by
critics, and in the next few years appeared in thirteen good
plays.
He met Constance Talmadge and was urged by
her to take a chance at moving pictures, so he made five pictures
in New York with Connie as his leading lady. Ten years ago he
came to Hollywood, and as a comedian has been saving pictures
ever since.
Ned Sparks' hobby, in fact his grande passion, is hunting and
Whenever he isn'l working he can lie found deep in the
fishing.
woods or high in the mountains hunling and fishing- and rough-

Broadway

in"

ii

10 his heart's content,

He

feels

very close to the soil

and

Silver Screen

Savers
his

ambition
so he

is

to

make enough

money

can retire and go
back to the soil— but not behind a
plough— with a pretty cow and a
He has his eye
lot of frisky dogs.
on a tract of land in Canada, near
where he was born, where there

hundreds of
are hundreds and
miles of timber land.
So every
time you laugh Ned Sparks is getting nearer and nearer to the soil.

He

reads

a

lot,

particularly

books on government, finance, exploration and mystery stories.
He
considers acting a business and
himself
business
man.
a
He
doesn't go to Hollywood parties or
night clubs but he does relish a good stag party occasionally.
The great love of his life is Betsy Ann, a
three-year-old Boston bull, who is about the most intelligent dog I ever met up with.
Betsy has a miniature bed with pillows and sheets and blankets right
at the foot of her master's bed.
Betsy, he says, is his
best friend and severest critic.
I met Edward Everett Horton for cocktails at the
Vendome and the hour I spent with him will go
down in my own private history as one of the gayest
hours of my life.
Mr. Horton, unlike Mr. Sparks,

laughs continuously and simply explodes with enthusiasm about everything from lamb chops to a Durer
etching he has just purchased.
I hadn't met with
such joie de vivre since, well before the Black Watch

October 1929, and I must say it certainly warmed
the cockles of my heart to see a person get so much
His enthusiasm is so genuine and
joy out of living.
so infectious that soon I was giggling like an ingenue,
and I realized that he has only to be himself on the
screen to save any picture from dull oblivion.
Between laughs I learned that the pride of the
Hortons was born and brought up in New York, the
son of a former city editor of the New York Times.
of

Ned
has

Sparks, dour old cynic,
the most cheering mel-

ancholy
better

manner.
just

looking

You
at

feel

him.

He developed a flair for footlights early in lilt, and
after several successes in the East came to the ( oasi
to appear in legitimate plays— that was sixteen years ago— but he
was soon won over by the illegitimate movies.
His first big
talking picture success was "Reaching for the Moon," which
picture, I am told, he stole so completely at the preview that it
had to be re-cut, for, after all, it was Douglas Fairbanks' picture.
His biggest enthusiasm right now is for his ranch out in the
Valley, near Encino.
An Easterner always thinks of a ranch as
acres and acres of land where cowboys round up cattle and hold
rodeos.
But a ranch in California can be anything from a gas
station to Pickfair.
But Mr. Horton s ranch, which would be .1
farm if it were back East, consists of about ten acres of every
kind of tree that grows in southern California and a house thai
He calls it his picture house, for,
is really something to admire.
"The Merry
after each big picture, he builds another 100111.
Widow" room

is a
knockout, and the "Design for Living" room
an eye-opener— (he liar, the closets, the halls, etc., are all named
lie keeps
after pictures which paid Mr. Horton lor saving tin 111.
forty-three workmen on bis ranch, so no one can accuse him Ol
is

chiseling

on the NRA.
He's very proud of his fruit trees,
which are kept in excellent condition,

Henry Armetta has a
wife and family and
his

winning smile

is

Life
quite genuine.
is very good for the

Armettas.

for
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bis Eorty-three retainers.
|K'imi[s
picks the fruit, 01
anyone else 10 pick it. lie likes id see
it
on the trees. He bins other peoples'
About three years
fruit for his table.
ago there was [Continued on page 70]

naturally,

He

never

l>\

GAYNOR
Warner BAXTER
in

One More Spring
with this splendid cast

WALTER KING
Grant Mitchell

Produced by

•

•

JANE DARWELL

Rosemary Ames

ROGER IMHOF

John Qualen

•

and STEPIN FETCHIT
Directed
WINFIELD SHEEHAN

From the Novel by Robert Nathan

34

•

•

•

by

•

Nick Foran

HENRY KING

Screen play and dialogue by Edwin Burke

MARION DAVIES

NOW

that Marion

her special dressing-room bungalow
Warner Brothers' lot, action begins
on her new pictures, whatever they are to be. One, anyway, will be "Page
Miss Glory"' which was purchased after it scored on Broadway. It is a real
comedy, and that's the way we like our Marion.
is

all

settled

in

within the artistic confines of the

CLARK GABLE
'ORSAKING ALL OTHERS"
comedy

was a
picture for Gable, giving his new
ability rope enough to run yet keep-

ing

restrained

good
his

menace

quality within

a

were. You can look forward to "Adam Started It," in which Constance Bennett and Clark go to the Fourth
They also go to the bank, for both
Estate.
have new M-G-M contracts. Gable's is for
seven years and at a good increase over his
present salary.

gable length, as

it

—

Ruitell

JEAN

AFTER

HARLOW

a rest, during which Jean

went in for
and the forces of purity very intelligently went in for good pictures, our Platinum Haired Actress has made a picture called
"Reckless." You'll see it everybody does. At
left is a still from an embattled sequence
clothes

—

Jean, in jail, is fighting for her rights as the
At right, Jean
jail attendants give her a bath.
in a beautiful short evening wrap, with panels of
On the up and up,
silver fox placed vertically.
that's Jean.

nun

if

One More Spring
Robert Nathans Great Book Makes Money Seem

Muck

Less

Important

Things, Such

BAXTER,
WARNER King
made

Janet

Walter

have

Gaynor

Than Many
As

Intangible

Kindness.

and

a picture from
fine success which

"One More Spring." The
the hook had shows us that, hard times or good
times, the old heart of humanity is still in the right
The picture should be delightful. In the
place.
story Warner Baxter goes bankrupt. A discouraged
musician joins forces with him and they set out for
Central Park with the bed— all that is left from the
Here they convince the street
bankrupt shop.
sweeper to let them move into his tool shed, and
soon they take in Janet Gaynor who has even less
In spite of the fact that they
than they have.
possess nothing, they find that they have much to
give and, finally, Janet and Warner look forward,
quite happily, to one more spring.
So it will ever be. In time of plenty we, like the
Children of Israel, grow slack and worship the
Golden Calf, but when hard times come upon us,
we, or at least the gifted Mr. Nathan, produce a
fine story of spiritual beauty.

Warner

Baxter

is

sold out.

At

left,

Warner

Baxter,

Below:

Janet Gaynor and
To the park.

Walter

l/AS

ALL

WE GOT OUT

OF THE

N-It Was

Worth

It

a

Picture
The Handsome Hero Nsver
Knows At What Minute He
May Have To Carry Off The
Time
Leading Lady
J\[o
Then For Sciatica!

—

Charles Ruggles, known in
the heavy weight circles as
"Rugged Ruggles," keeps
himself ready for the gallant
arise
will

moment

which may
Boland
have to be carried up
the mountain.

when

Mary

Below:
Gene
with an armful
bara Stanwyck.

Raymond
of

A

Bar-

scene

'

WHEN

Marion Davies was
Old New York" ye|
Louis Wolheim. who, though

"Little

a face like a

Missing Link, was really

lege professor and not a very healthy
that, had to pick up the fair Marii
carry her.
To the complete disgust
director and probably of Marion, t
dropped her.
When* the lover whispers "I love yd
ter than Woolworth loves nickels," tin
right.
Perhaps he does at that, vou cal
sure of these things.
But when he rl
for the dainty 10S precious pounds I
fair one, then all fooling ceases.
Ma
fake am longer. He has to be able id
Lockinvar.
Perhaps that is one reason why thl
have to keep down their weight, for it I
be pretty embarrassing to have the hfl
ask "Is there a derrick that goes withfj

we remember our pictures, Rogerll
Mae West and thought nothing!!
Still, he must have been thinking
II

lifted

thing.

Carl

Brisson

takes

pride

keeping fit.
He once
was a fighter. He is next
King's
in
"All
The
Horses."
in

-

In

The

Fair

And

J\[ever

Below:

Pictures

Lovely

Wait

The
Ones

In Vain.

Frank Lawton

as David Copper-field

and Maureen O'SuIlivan as Dora.

IS

an Old Wives'

"Mr. Right"

ITthat orange blossomsideaandthat
wedding

modern age has figured out
comfortably with her own radio set.
in this

Don Alvarado as Morenito and Marlene Dietrich as Concha
in
the new picture "Caprice Espagnole" (tentative title).
In

Spain, even the victim of a

gronde passion

flirts

a

little.

wil

bells will

a

new

vie

But, in the pictures, Mr. Right is quite sure to
his superior qualities have left the marriageable
of the local Lotharios. If the rate of marriages
Robert Montgomery and Ronald Col man. And
possibly go in for raising a family of grocery clei
nobly respond to love's sweet awakening?
When Mr. Right comes along he'd better loo
the movies.

Do The
The

Girls

Pictures

Because

They

Enjoy
Solely
Satisfy

Romantic Longings?

Anna Sten

Is now an
accepted and respected actress, and in Hollywood they

like

her.

Gary Cooper has been

se-

cured to play opposite the lovely Russian
in "The Wedding Night."

Myrna Loy and

Bill

Powell

have

made marriage seem very attractive and many a pretty fan has
looked about more anxiously than
ever for "Mr. Right."

A

Musicun
Rudy

Vallee Leads "Sweet

Music" And That Makes
It
Is

A

Musical Piece That

Going

Somewhere.

DO YOU

remember those far away days when Rudv used to sing
songs through a megaphone?
It came to be his trade mark.
Then tjie microphone, and the radio, and the big sponsored
programs that are heard in so many different places came along and
Rudv was the best of the lot. Millions and millions have heard him
and now he has made another musical picture. It is called "Sweet
Music."
Whether as master of ceremonies or performer, whether on the
screen or on the air, Rudv Vallee has come to mean just about the
best that is going.

Sparks and Ann
Dvorak
in
"Sweet
Music," as Ned casts
a
gloom over one
and all both near
and far.

Ned

Rudy Vallee, a college man
who makes you have more
respect for the brain trust
his income tax is probably big enough to pay

—

them

all.

Morgan sings,
Rudy guides his orche-

Helen
to

help the singer to
her best.

i

Pictures Are Going

La Cucaracha And
The Continental Will
Have To Become Wall

When

These

Pictures

Take

Flowers

New

The

Floor.
Margo was

a dancer)

before "Crime With-|j

out Passion"

r

vealed that she was
also an
actress of;
great talent.

[nto

Their

Dance
THE

great success of "The Gay Divorcee" has set the pulses of the
producers going in dance rhythm.
Ricardo Cortez in "Wonder Bar" aroused
some enthusiasm, and George Raft's "Bolero" carried the idea along, but it was
not until the hit of Fred Astaire and

Ginger Rogers that everyone suddenly
discovered, all at once, that they were
crazy about dancing.
"Roberta" is the
next for this talented team, and Raft's
"Rhumba" is also attracting a great deal
of attention.
It is in this piece that the
new mystery hit-girl, Margo, dances.
We believe that the explanation is (we
always have to explain everything) that
music particularly suits sound pictures,
delighting our ears, but unless there is
dancing there is nothing to watch. However, if Ginger is on the screen the eyes
have

it,

too.

Ruby
In "Go

Keeler and Al Jolson are together
Into Your Dance," but they are
essentially soloists.
Still it will be good.

Lombard

Carole

and George Raft
in their dance in
"Rhumba," which
on

carries

their

great

success
"Bolero."

in

Paulette Goddard rehearses dancing, to be
ready for Charles

Chaplin

if

to dance

he decides
in

his

"Pro-

duction Number Five,"
which he is now finishing.

IN

The

Latest

Modes For

Street

And Formal Wear

TYLE
Smart

for

wear

is

this

street
two-

piece, black wool
crepe frock worn by
Steffi Duna. You wi!
see

it

"Red MornThe bow col-

in

ing."
lar

and gauntlet

cuffs

are of

black patent
leather,
the
edges
fringed.
This fringe
is
also used on the
hem of the blouse.

i

i

Bright scarlet uncut velvet is used for the bodice of this
frock of Steffi Duna's. The front is gathered at the neck and
the two crossed straps form the bodice back.
The same
material in black forms the close fitting skirt with its brief
train.
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A

million eyes marvel at the beauty

Claudette Colbert
how many look at you?

of
.

.

.

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
Starring in Paramount's

"THE GILDED LILY"

earn

""THERE'S a

thrill

How

when admiring

Hollywood Stars Emphasize the Charm of Beauty
With This New Make-Up

comes more

CO SHARE

of attraction. Based on this principle, he created
color harmony shades in face powder, rouge

eyes confirm

and

interesting.

lipstick

.

.

out the color appeal of each type of blonde, brunette, brownette and redhead.

So you should learn the make-up secret which
Hollywood screen stars know. Then you, your-

all

can create beauty

self,

vision of loveliness

see in

You will be amazed at the new beauty
own color harmony in this new make-up will

the

just as fascinating as

you

your day dreams.

you.

The

secret is color

harmony make-up,

consisting

of face powder, rouge and lipstick in harmonized
color

by

tones, originated

Max

Factor,

appeal

Holly-

allure

wood's make-up genius.

Working with

stars

.

like

.

.

principle of color

.

powder imparts a satin-smooth

face

skin

.

.

.

love-

the rouge enlivens the color

.

of your type ... the
of the lips

Remember

.

.

and

lipstick
all

Max

Factor discovered a

harmony

new

to be beauty's secret

.

.

Mail for your COLOR HARMONY
IN POWDER AND LIPSTICK
MAX FACTOR,

.

(

Rou%e,

Lipstick

PuiK-Sin Box

of

Powder i" my color har.
mnny lhade ind Lipuick
l/cn

Ion

lOnnuforpouap

lend

my

Color

Him

Makr-lp Chart ami

4S-PU- IHuMratcJ

tr&AttMtk-iy FREE,

I7-S-87

Harmony

In Color

<©

cLAUDETTE
COLBERT
Illustrates

Her

FACE POWDER

Factor

Harmony
Make-Up

Color

I.

Max

Factor's

dark
Fac-

Rouge

is correct for

orings,

black

eyes, olive skin,

rect.

hair,

Max

Powder

is cor-

Fine in texture,

it

perfectly and crea satin-smooth make-

skin-texture

adheres

evenly

ates

icate,

up that clings for hours.

tone

color

perfect

Raspberry

creamy -smooth,

.

.

.

.

.

.

me.
.

.

A

and

like finest
.

it

blends

imparting a del-

lifelike

the cheeks.

193f.

Mux K«v

LIPSTICK

K

To harmonize with my col-

tor's Olive

Max

KOI

i

o.tf pi y X K',v)

HtHimut, C«///W».

SKNI)

Initniciion H....k, "VK< A'cm

Face Powder,

:

M„x Fnun AM<-I > ,W»,

* Abo

SOCIETY MAKE-UP

screen

accents the

blend perfectly to

famous stars have found magic
in this secret. So you may expect a remarkable
transformation. Even your personality will reflect
a new confidence, because of your assurance in
the fascinating attraction of your beauty.

Claudette Colbert...

.

ravishing beauty

your
bring

create glorious, entrancing beauty.

Carole Lombard... Sylvia Sidney and other famous
beauties
searching to capture the mystery of
.

The

liness to the

Harmony Make-

by Hollywood's make-up genius, and now made
available to you. Max Factor's Face Powder, one
dollar; Max Factors's Rouge, fifty cents; MaxFactor's Super-Indelible Lipstick, one dollar. Featured by leading stores. For personal make-up
advice and illustrated book on the art of makeup, mail coupon below, direct to Max Factor,
Hollvwood.

harmonized color tones to bring

.

the luxury of Color

^ Up created originally for the stars of the

new

the appeal of your beauty. Life instantly be-

coloring

to

Max

Factor's Super-Indel-

Crimson Lipstick completes my color harmony

ible

make

up.

It

is

moisture-

proof, the color is natural

and

once

lips I

r«

know

made up my

they' 11

perfect for hours.

appear

Great Teams of the Screen
EDMUND LOWE

A

VICTOR McLAGLEN

TEAM

is made of two players who are better with one another than
they are with anyone else. It is a long time since Edmund Lowe and
it was a silent picture
but
Victor McLaglen played "What Price Glory"
they still are the perfect complement for each other, and that's the sort
"Oh, yeahf"
of compliment that would probably cause them to snarl

—

—

—

In

"Under Pressure"
famous pair

the

M
have
Rambeau

r

jorie

to

sup-

a

port them.

Scene from "The
Cock-Eyed World,"
which
still
holds
the
record for

many

theatres.
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Each Puzzle

Is

the

Name of a Film

2
4*5 St? J J

SID,

5URE

Got Any

Rum?

IS

=TrMS

A BAR

Ik

1

1

*

vf
/
\

1 MUST GIT THIS
HIDE DR\£t> OUT

8

Do You Know Your

Titles?

Correct answers on Page 8i

PICTURE

Emma

writing is as old as Aunt
older.
early Indians used picture writing, and now our Injun
blood is coming out. II you arc nivslilicd, jusi turn lo page
8i or call on Charlie Chan.

The

.

.

.
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Ad ventures

In
i

By
Muriel Babcock
few minutes at the home of John Gilbert.
Joan left early, and Gene only
came as she was leaving. They were
constantly missing each other at parties
after that, but all the time Gene's admiration for her was steadily growing.
He was like a fan; he saw her every
picture;

knew

practically

her

every

move, but could not meet and know her
personally.
Then, as you know, Joan broke her
hip. To her great surprise she received
a box of beautiful roses from Mr. Gene
Markey, with a little note saying: "When
feel better, I should like to come
Every week came a box
see you."
of lovely flowers.
Joan felt better, a friend gave a luncheon for her

you
and

When

at

Town House and

suggested

asking

Markey who sends you
flowers."
Joan asked him to tea first,
and received him as she sniffled with a
bad cold. They had a fine time, but
came the day of the luncheon and no
Gene.
He had caught her cold. But
"that nice Mr.

Joan Bennett and husband, Gene Markey, who fell in love with her on the
screen and finally met and won her.

MY, MY
Some

the things that happen to movie stars just because

they

happen
stars

to

be

get

idols of an adoring public.
lace comforters, petit-point

bags,

dog

harnesses and scrap books because they are popular. One young
lady I know acquired her most ardent fan as her husband— she's
very famous as an actress, and he's equally talented as a writer—

won't tell you their names for a minute. Another handidol of the screen was offered— but, he didn't accept, alas—
Balkan lassie as a slave girl. Imagine having a pretty slave in
floating veils and gold earrings to run your bath and see to it

but

I

some

that your pants were pressed.
Surprising, startling things

happen to stars in the public eye.
real adventures with people. Exciting, stimulating adventures, sometimes; strange, weird experiences, on occasion; and
often they run into tragic, sad situations of misspent emotionalism.
Again, even as you and I, they have bores with whom to contend.
I must tell you first of that rare romance between Joan Bennett
and Gene Markey which developed because Joan became an idol
of Gene's long ago.
Gene was a lad in short pants and
Joan a little girl with golden curls, Gene saw a picture of her
which intrigued his imagination. He was living in Lake Forest,

They have

When

III., and she had been visiting with her father, the famous actor
Richard Bennett, in White Sulphur Springs, not far away. A
boy pal of Gene's paid a visit to the Springs and came home with
a picture and glowing tales of the little Bennett girl. He painted
so vivid a picture of Joan that it caught Gene's fluid imagination
lo an extent that, thereafter, the stories he was even then trying
to write had as their heroine a girl named Joan.
Years later he saw her in the play, "Jarnegan," and recaptured
the impression of her which had enamoured him as a lad. But
he couldn't seem to meet her. He wrote a script for a Long
Island studio and suggested to the producer that a girl named
Joan Bennett would fit the leading role. But Barbara Bennett,

did the picture.
to Hollywood and, oddly enough, in this town where
there are so many parties and where they both had so many
mutual friends, Gene and Joan met only once, and then for a very

Joan's

sister,

Gene came

Being a movie star has
drawbacks, according

its

to Irene

Dunne.

The

What

Po pularit 7
and they

the ice was broken,
dates regularly after

more

that,

You know

obstacles.

with

had
no

is

birds.

and

will

the rest.

oils.

I

am

as

nestle

under the snows.

"My

the

father

first

tells

as fair

to look

white flowers that

me

that

only

She's

still

ally

pretty

nonchalant about any popularity she
has won as a motion picture star. The
cheering throngs and the autograph
hunters never phase the Stanwyck, who
just goes on about her business.
So
this great thrill experienced as a result of her
popularity is really a
unique chapter in Stanwyck history
One of the first jobs she held was
as a clerk in the office of the famous
publisher, Conde Nast.
She was a
little kid who liked to do acrobatic
stunts.
One day Nast came into the
room to find her standing on her head
in a corner.
He forthwith fired her.
This, as much as anything, decided her
upon the show business.
About a year ago, on one of Barbara's and Frank's trips to New York,
the O. O. Mclntyres gave a dinner
party for them, asking as a guest,
Conde Nast. Nast had been urging
Mclntyre, who was a great friend of
Frank Fay's, to introduce him to Barbara claiming she was his favorite star.
Came the dinner party, with Mr.
Nast saying all sorts of complimentary
things to Barbara, and being practically in a dither at finally meeting his
love of the screen.
said
"But
we've
met
before,"

Hence

know of one girl who was so.
excited about the thought of meeting
Garbo that she traveled from South
Carolina to the Miramar hotel, Santa
Monica, and tried to engage a room
next door to the Swedish star.
She
haunted the hotel lobby and the corridors in the hope of glimpses of
Garbo, and finally, one day, chased
the star out into the driveway, and
when Garbo tried to drive away in
her black limousine threw herself in
front of the car.
The chauffeur narrowly missed killing the girl.
Well, the hotel manager stepped
into the picture, discovered the girl
came of wealthy parents, telephoned
the father long distance and the latter

in

in the Balkans.
is

travel

Garbo's adventures, because, of her
I personfame, have been multiple.

America is there money enough to
buy the women of our race any more.
I have chosen you for my lord because
you come from my part of the world,
and I would feel more at home with
you than with one of the strange
American race. One hundred pieces
of silver is my purchase price and in
other days, my father says, I would
have brought ten times that price."

You know Barbara Stanwyck

T hem

one from home."
He was so sweet and so glad to see
her, not because she was a star but
because she was an American girl,
that she was genuinely moved.
They
spent the afternoon together and became good friends.

bathe your feet in per-

upon

Recognizes

umes, when she noticed a little American sailor looking at her. He walked
around and back and forth and finallv
summoned courage to speak to her.
"Are you Janet Gaynor?" he queried,
blushing to the roots of his hair.
"Yes, I am," she said.
"Oh, I'm so homesick," he stammered, "and it's so good to see some-

fumed water and anoint your head
with rare

Stranger

across the country to see
I like this little tale which
she says personifies her greatest adventure in popularity.
She was standing in a bookstall in
Paris, browsing among the musty vol-

soothing as that of the nesting
I

He

A

Know

Do Next When

Will

her.

Joan became the bride of her fan.
Fantastic, like a page out of the
Arabian Nights is the story of the little Balkan girl who has been writing
to Francis Lederer since he came to
Hollywood and, although getting no
encouragement, one day offered to
come to Hollywood to be his slave
girl.
Imagine!
She wrote:
"I would be a perfect slave girl for
you. I have been carefully trained in
all the graces and virtues.
I am obedient and faithful and would have eyes
only for my lord. I dance as lightly
as leaves in a summer breeze and my
song

Stars 'Never

came

to Hollywood by plane and bore
errant, hysterical daughter back
home. It was merely a case of misspent emotionalism, much as that of
his

the girl who crashed the M. G. M. lot
by claiming to be a writer for a tennis
magazine called "Racket" and following Bob Montgomery from pillar to
post.

And

also like the little girl

who

camped on Jean Harlow's doorstep
morning, noon and night, so that the
family

couldn't

until finally Jean

use

the

front

door,

became alarmed

that

the child would die of starvation and
cold.
She personally took her home,
some too miles away.
To Lew Ayres, I believe, has befallen one of the most stimulating adventures, as a result of his being a

popular idol. Out of a clear sky one
day came a letter to him from the
famous scientist, Einstein. The (ettei
went something like this:
"I understand that you are a greal
This
<i tsi
student of astronomy.
me and ir you will gel in touch with
my co-worker at the California Institute of Tcchnologv. he will
be glad to help von in every way that he can."
Lew was dumfounded. He was interested in astronomy but
how did Einstein know? Did the letter come ;is a result ol the
Did it come because
scientist leading articles about movie stars?
Einstein was a Ian of lew Awes?
lew doesn'J like to talk about this experience. He won't show
the letter. "It would be a great discourtesy," In- says, "to publicize
such a generous and fine gesture upon the pari ol such a greal
man."
My, mv. the things that do happen to our extremel) popular
movie idols!

A little girl once camped
on Jean Harlow's doorstep,
morning, noon and night,
refusing to leave.

Barbara in her low gutteral
tones,
chuckling to herself.
Nast went into an even greater dither, "Hut we couldn't have
met, I would have remembered you.
It isn't possible," lie said.
"Oh, yes," answered Barbara, "I was standing on my head in
your office and you fired me."
Nast was thunderstruck.
"I'm terribly chagrined," he told
her, "I certainly exercised bad judgment that day.
If I had any
sense whatsoever, I would have recognized your great ability."
I love that story.
Barbara told it to me.
You know, of course, that Janet Gaynor has admirers by the
hundreds who send her gifts, petit-point bags, scarves, handkerThey write her love letters and mash notes
chiefs, everything.

i

1

1

1
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"Eadie WasALady"
of her successful songs, and
she put "Kid Millions" on the gold
standard.

was one

Merman
When

Why

Ethel

They

Merman
learned

By
BACKSTAGE

the Alyin Theatre,
at
York, where Ethel Merman is
running off with the honors of that
sprightly musical comedy, "Anything Goes,"
just as she has with everything she has ever
appeared in, I was having the time of my
life.
The show was in full swing and ever
so often Ethel would pop into her tiny,
well appointed, scrupulously clean dressing

New

room

make

a change or for a scrap of
sold out and
each one of her songs was received with the
kind of applause we have learned to assoto

conversation.

The house was

with this slim, dark-eyed girl
thunderous is the word.
"Nice audience," she commented after
"I can always tell if
her first number.
they're with me five minutes after I've
stepped on the stage."
ciate

.

.

.

"Aren't they usually?" I asked.
"You're being nice, too," she countered.
"Don't run away. I'll be back in a jiffy."
I
followed her on the stage and from the
I wonwings watched her do her stuff.
dered, as I had so many times before,

was about this girl that made you
She has beauty of a kind, but
her voice is everything we have been told

what
like

it

her.

a voice shouldn't be.

open her
hem.

mouth and

Yet she has only to
she simply wows

I

I
remember the first time I saw Ethel
Merman. I had been hearing about her

The owner of a little
a long time.
Long Island radio station claimed Ethel
had done her first radio work there ... a
for

fact

of

which he seemed

infinitely

proud.

Mazda Lane

of

People
Ethel
Club.

That

Julia

would ask me:

Merman?

You Understand

Sings

She's

Explosive "Ethyl"

Gwin
"Have you seen
the Richman

at

Don't miss her" or a similar remark.
my first glimpse of her was in
a short. I've even forgotten the name of the
thing. She stood beside an enormous desk
she was on
and sang up to the judge
I thought
trial for something or other.
she was terrible and was amused at all the
empty ballyhoo going the rounds.
Then I saw "Girl Crazy" and decided
For days I
she wasn't so bad after all.

However,

.

.

.

went around singing "I've Got Rhythm"
but it was her "Life Is Just a Bowl of
Cherries" in George White's Scandals which
finally turned the trick and won me over
as one of her ardent fans.
I returned to the dressing room and was
still thinking along these lines when Ethel

put my pet names for them on it." The
mirror of black and chromium had a small
plate on its base which read "To Ethel
Merman from Conn and Care. 1934."
"I loved working with Eddie Cantor. I'm
in his next picture, you know, and terribly
happy about it. He never 'hogs' a scene.
He is always trying to help everybody.
Often he would say, 'Stand over here,
Ethel.

The

lighting

is

a

little

better,' or

reading the line this way. It's
effective.'
He's a real trouper if I
saw one.
He and Ida saw the
Thanksgiving night and sent me a
'try

more
ever

show
huge

bouquet of orchids which I wore in the last
number. I just got a letter from him today written aboard the Rex. He liked me
in this show and says, 'someday we'll do a

show together and make

it

into a picture.

because it would save us all
those rehearsals on the set.' Isn't he swell?

dashed in.
Glancing up

I'd like that

a picture

is still new to me
get as thrilled over a story or a review as I did the first time I ever saw my
name in print. A few days ago I read a
review of 'Kid Millions' in one of the movie

I saw on her dressing table
recognized as George Gershwin.
It was autographed "Lucky the composer
who has you to sing his songs."
Observing my interest in Gershwin's picture she said, as she made a hurried
change: "George once told me never to
take a voice lesson as it might destroy my
naturalness, which was the thing that put
my singing across.
"Do you like my make-up mirror?" she
said, all of a sudden changing the conver"I'm awfully proud of it. When
sation.
I
was working on 'Kid Millions' I had a
I

named Connie and a wardrobe
named Carey. I called them Conn and
Care. They gave me the mirror. See, they
hair dresser

girl

"This picture business

and

I

magazines and they didn't even mention
name. I felt quite like a little girl who
has been stood in the corner for something

my

she didn't do.
"When 'We're Not Dressing' opened here
in New York I sat right on the edge of my
seat through the entire picture.
It was,
except for shorts, really my first picture.
Paramount had kept me on the coast two
weeks longer than my contract called for

[Continued on page 66]
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IT'S SO THRILLING

to win
romance — so important to
keep it! And yet some women
let Cosmetic Skin steal away

— soft,

their greatest treasure

smooth

skin!

Cosmetics Harmless

removed
It is

this

if

way

when cosmetics

are

al-

lowed to choke the pores
that they cause Cosmetic Skin.

— tiny blemishes
— a dull, lifeless look — these are

Enlarged pores

warning signals that you are not

removing cosmetics properly.

Lux Toilet Soap is made to
remove cosmetics thoroughly.
Its ACTIVE lather sinks deep
into

the pores, carries

away

Loretta Young
STAR OF 20TH CENTURY'S "CLIVE OF INDIA"
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PICTURE THERMOMETER
Degrees of Quality

IMPARTIAL OPINIONS OF PICTURES SEEN
Perfect

1

"Lives Of

A

Bengal

—

Lancer"

|j

>.

1

[j

1
I

—100

—

— Re mark
—

E

"The

Minister"

Little

"The Gilded

Lily"

"Biography Of A
Bachelor Girl"

—

I

able

~ 90

—

I

—>

]

!

—
~

1
1

HJ

v.

r

nelldorado

"The Night

II

I

III

1

Is

Young"—

1

rebels

Excellent

Don't
Miss

—70

1

— Worth

I
1

—

—

I

— Seeing
— 60
—
—

Good
Entertainmerit

1

—

1

—50

9

—

Irked

by

and

gets

this

As the pseudo-gypsy
lord

and

his vast

castle

who

girl

and

falls

leaves a
in love

poor as the
with a little minister who's
proverbial church mouse, our tempestuous
Kate is given ample opportunity to be
winsome, tomboyish and oh-so-beautiful.
Sharing honors with her is John Beal,
as

whose portrayal of the little Scotch minister will go down in cinema history as one
of the best screen performances ever given.

pals,
Gary Cooper and Franchot
Tone, disguise themselves as native merchants in an effort to rescue him.
There are thrills that make your hair
stand on end and an exciting attack by the
Lancers that is quite the most thrilling
thing I have ever seen on the screen. There
officer

1

I

"Lottery Lover"

~ 80
—

—

treatment, the boy
involved with Kathleen
Burke, a spy used by a dangerous native
Dick is kidnapped and taken
potentate.
away to a fort in the desert, and his two
else.

1

till

Richard Cromwell,
fine morning comes
fresh and half-baked from a British military academy.
The colonel is his father, but not one
word of love or praise does young Cromwell get out of the grim old man who
holds his regiment and England above all

Pleasing

are laughs
all

and

tears,

and

that greatest of

human emotions— loyalty.

hard to say who's best in a cast that
Gary Cooper, who is my idea
best.
of sex appeal, is better than ever before
and that's saying a great deal. Franchot
Tone (now wasn't Henry Wilcoxon an old
stupe to walk out on that role?) proves
that he is an excellent actor who has never
before been given a real chance on the
Dick Cromwell takes an unbelievscreen.
able role and makes it so real that your
heart simply breaks when you see him
It's

all

is

crying in the final fade-out.

The photography
II

1

—40
Satisfying

is

nothing

less

than

But the greatest rave, I guess,
should go to Henry Hathaway, one of
Paramount's youngest and most inexperienced directors, who, in the face of all
inspired.

made the greatest hit of the year out
of an old story that the studio had had
lying around on the shelf for years, and
which no director wanted to tackle.
odds,

—30
JJ

THE LITTLE MINISTER
Rating 92°— Katie in Scotland— R- K-O

KATHARINE HEPBURN,
well

A BENGAL LANCER

LIVES OF

— The Best of the Year,
or Any Year— Paramount
WERE invited to a luncheon at
I
IF Garbo's
today and had been informed
that Clark Gable, Ronnie Colman, Gary
Cooper and a case of champagne were going
to be there— and someone suddenly called
to tell me that there would be another
preview of "Lives of a Bengal Lancer" at
noon, why I would simply wire Garbo "Miss
Otis regrets she will be unable to lunch
today" and go to see those Bengal Lancers
Rating:

again.

Yes,

0

98

it's

by our Jo about

who

this

did

time

so
last

year, now takes a fling at Sir James M.
Barrie's "The Little Minister," and I hereby hasten to report that again she does not
let us down on one of our favorite fictional
heroines.
In her role of Babbie Hepburn
ideal.
Though I may be struck dead
for saying so I just don't see how Maude
Adams herself could have been any better.
is

"The Gilded Lily." Fred MacMurray and Claudette Colbert
in a story of royalty vs. a

This picture serves to launch Mr. Johnny
Beal in a big way, so neither R-K-O nor
you and I will have to worry about him
The conflict in his soul beany more.
tween Good and Evil (according to the
Scotch elders) is delightful. And there has
never been a more charming love scene,
written or acted, than that between Hepburn and Beal down by the old mill.

The supporting cast is well up to par,
with Frank Conroy playing the rich lord
[Continued on page 60]

that good.

According to my way of thinking, which
is perfectly normal I've been told, this will
be the best picture of 1935 or any old year
you care to bring up. I thoroughly enjoyed
every minute of it, and so will you, no matter whether you are man, woman or child,
for it awakens that adventurous spirit that
is sort of tucked away in every mortal's
Personally, I'm leaving for India
breast.
on the next boat and I expect to move right
in with the Bengal Lancers.
The story is laid in the Himalayas in
India, near the dreaded Khyber Pass, and
that scenery, gosh what scenery, will simply
knock you cold. Sir Guy Standing is the
colonel of that brave, fearless regiment, the
Bengal Lancers, and to this regiment one

New

York newspaper man.

Gary Cooper, Kathleen Burke, Franchot Tone and Richard
Cromwell in their success "The Lives of a Bengal Lancer."
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More Gossip
The

Inside Angle.

[Continued from page

and pad

at her bedside just in case she
gets an idea for a story in the middle of
the night.

17]

CLARKE
a new precedence
MAEmonth
recuperative
The
set

last

for
actress who left
several months ago to
little

invalids.

the picture colony

recoup her strength,

WRAY, writing from London, reFAY
She
lates her most amusing blunder.

made her first appearance back
wood at a gay social function.

rented a car, because she wanted to drive
She
herself and see everything possible.
was blissfully taking in the sights, when
she suddenly realized everyone else was
driving on the wrong side of the street.
When a London "Bobby" stopped her she
was most indignant, but after confessing
she was an American he offered to escort
her home so she couldn't get into any

and more vivacious than ever Mae would
not listen to one word of sympathy or

more

trouble.

„_„^„_„

NOW you when who
Bing

simply swoon with
Crosby begins to
croon will see what kind of a gal your
favorite boy friend picked for his wife.
Dixie Lee (Mrs. Bing Crosby and mother
of three) will appear in Paramount's "Win
or Lose"— and, furthermore, will sing a
Gordon and Ravel song titled, "You Got
Me Doin' Things."
girls

delight

YOU'LL

never believe it of Joe McCrea
His
but he is really antique-minded!
one thousand acre cattle ranch at Chatsworth, boasts a ten room house chuck full
of antiques and heirlooms, carefully assembled after some of the most persistent
reminding of grandparents. Noted among
the collection is a wide and tall canopied
bed of rosewood, seventy-five years old,
which belonged to his great-great-grandThere's an old rocking chair
parents.
which belonged to several more "greatgreats," and even baby Joel McCrea comes
in for his share of l'antique with his crib,
which dates back some seventy-five years
or more, slept in by Joel, his grandmother,
great-grandmother and several et ceteras.

MAY

ROBSON

has written her son daily

for thirty years.

I'm-so-sorry.

in HollyPrettier

Skip-it was Mae's attitude,
gayest of the gay.

and she was the

WELL,
kinda

does look like Janet Gaynor
sweet on her new boy friend,
Dr. I. S. Veblen of New York. When he
had to leave Hollywood in January after
spending Christmas and the holidays with
her, Janet and her mother boarded the
it

is

train with him and left for New York too.
Janet had a swell excuse— she wanted to
see "The Farmer Takes a Wife," which
play she will do on the screen.

Lily

Pons,
the
Metropolitan
Diva, has been signed by R-K-O
to carry on the very definite
trend
toward
grand
opera

RICHARD DIX

is
wearing a wide grin
these days, and justified it is.
The
actor embarked secretly a little over a
year ago upon a venture which has today
evolved into a thriving, remunerative business.
What, and where, you'll never guess
—it's the growing of tea at, of all places,
that popular winter play-ground of the
stars, Palm Springs.
The tea leaves have
always grown wild on the California desert,
but it was only a year ago that their possibilities as a health drink were brought to
Dix's attention— and you should see him
today, simply "steeped" in enthusiasm over
processing and distribution plans for his
"Palm Springs Tea." Looks like one of
our favorite actors is about to retrieve at
least the tail of that shirt he lost in the
1929 Wall Street crash.

WHICH

reminds us, Ralph Bellamy is
another of the "Springs" enterprising

property owners.
owning together

He and
a

tract

Charlie Farrell,
stretching over

which
Night

Grace

"One

Moore's

of

Love'' incorporated.
mechanics of sound repro-

The

duction

have

and

public

the

been
is

perfected
enthusiastic

over famous singers.

some fifty-two acres, are actively promoting
and financing what, according to them, is
the desert resort's most urgent need—
clubhouse and two championship tennis
courts. With the entire film colony tennisminded these days, Ralph and Charlie
have anticipated the need and expect to
have over a half dozen courts constructed
for play by next Fall.
There's
nothing like having a business "on the

and ready
side."

—<$>—

GENE RAYMOND

plays

sunrise

That means he's whacking the
about each morning before five o'clock.

golf.
pill

—

HOLLYWOOD
and

soul

has now gone in body
(with more bruises on the

body than the soul) for roller skating—
and the old rollerdrome out at Culver City
has taken on a new lease of life, and hasn't
been so gay in years. Gloria Swanson and

Doug

Fairbanks, Jr., started the fad last
when they first returned from
Europe, but it didn't really catch on until

spring

this winter.
Cary Grant and Randy Scott
are the most enthusiastic of the skaters and
nearly every week they throw a dinner party
which invariably ends up at the rollerdrome.
And one night a week all the younger set,
Tom Brown, Anita Louise, William Janney, Pat Ellis, etc., do their dancing on

skates.

—.<$•—

THERE

was a skating sequence in "Flirtation Walk" which was taken at the rollerdrome, and it will show you that Ruby
Keeler and Dick Powell are a girl and a
boy who know their ball bearings.

WHAT

do they do on sets when they
William Powell and
Mvrna Loy play chess, and right good thev
are
for
amateurs.
Helen Hayes knits
sweaters for little Mary Hayes MacArthur.
Joan Crawford and Robert Montgomery
aren't working?

Shirley

Temple and Jane Withers, the new discovery who,

"Bright Eyes," made all the critics burst into superlaThere have been two screen roles especially written
for her in "Dante's Inferno" and "Redheads on Parade."
in

tives.

play checkers.
Maureen O'SulIivan adds
up her grocery bills. Carole Lombard looks
for a fourth at bridge.
Margaret Sullavan
sleeps. Will Rogers reads newspapers, and
Clark Cable buys new aims.
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CLAUDETTE COLBERT

is crazy about
Mills Brothers' records and plays
them over and over in her dressing room
She
while she is waiting for studio calls.
plays the same record over until she knows
Then she sings the
the words perfectly.
song in her bath every morning for a week.
Then she is bored with it and learns a new
record.

The

99

CARL

BRISSON lives in Clara Bow's
former house and Clara Bow lives in
Marlene Dietrich's former house and Marlene lives in Colleen Moore's former house
practically every actress in town lives
It's
in one of Garbo's former houses.
their little way of playing "fruit basket
turn over."

and

JIMMY CAGNEY,

who, like Ginger Rogers,
springs an unexpected talent on you
every month, has now gone in for etching
boats, and has a collection that's so good
a New York art dealer wants to exhibit it
in New York this spring.

Miriam
WHEN
Hollywood

Hopkins returned

to

recently to play the lead in

"Becky Sharp," she flew all the way from
New York to the Glendale airport with
young Michael Hopkins, her adopted two
and a half year old son, in her lap. Finally
she could keep her eyes open no longer,
so she asked the steward if he would entertain Michael and let her have just a few
minutes of sleep.
Michael seemed quite bored by it all.
When she waked up about an hour later
there was no Michael to be seen, not in the
"Oh, my baby,"
not any place.
aisles,

Miriam shrieked, "he's fallen out of the
plane!" But she soon discovered her young
son sitting in the pilot's lap and steering
the plane as big as life.

ANOTHER
-

royal family of the theatre is
getting well launched it seems. Made-

Holmes, sister of Phillips, and son of
the famous Taylor, made her stage debut
last season opposite her dad in the success-

line

Now, it's
"Big-Hearted Herbert."
Ralph, the "Baby" of the family, who will
make his first stage appearance this winter
with both his dad and sister in a popular
comedy. Of course Phillips continues to
hold up his share of the family glory in his
current role of Pip in Universal's adaptation
of Charles Dickens' "Great Expectations."
ful

RAYMOND has a drawer
GENE
medals won in fencing tournaments.

full of

GEORGIE RAFT
still

that

and Virginia Pine are
way about each other, and

can be found dining almost every evening
at the Vine Street Brown Derby.

—

<e>._.

kissed!

ELIZABETH ALLAN

had an idea that
might save time in getting her
morning paper by training her little Scotty
The
to pick it up at her bungalow door.
Scotty brought her one paper the first morning, and gradually increased the amount
until he was bringing in six or eight papers
a morning— and a couple of bottles of
Elirabeth's neighbors in the swanky
milk!
Garden of Allah are raising complaints, you
she

may be

sure.

—

HERBERT MARSHALL
Garbo

told very

amusing

Your hands were born

swears

that

stories

while

they were waiting between shots on "The
Painted Veil" set. That one of them was
actually a side-splitter.
Wish we knew
what it was but the gent won't tell us.
Probably a Swedish dialect story.

a

to be loved

They were meant

smooth

soft thrill!

to give

and
him

So get that exciting

only an
rub in Hinds, it soaks
the skin deeply with healing balms and
slick surface-coating that lasts

hour.

When you

lovable smoothness quickly with Hinds

beauty

Honey and Almond Cream!

into silky-smoothness.

Hinds soothes chapping, roughness
and sore cracked skin at once. Yes, it
works so fast because Hinds is liquid
cream. Rich in softening oils, you see.
Hinds does much more than leave a

Keep ugly roughness, redness and
chapping away use Hinds after housework and always at bedtime! Hinds
gives such economical care
25?! and 50*5
at your drug store, 1 0^ at the dime store.

oils.

It softens

dry harsh skin

—

—
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"The

when was a little girl"
a scene that happens thouHERE
sands of times a day.
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Little Minister"

[Continued from page 56]

won

everyone's heart, Katharine

Hepburn, John Beal and Mary Gordon.

I

is

For

how

natural

it

is

for a

mother to

give her child the laxative that she, herself,
has taken and trusted ever since she was a
little girl. The laxative her mother gave
her. For 28 years Ex-Lax has been America's
favorite laxative. Its leadership has never
been challenged. More people buy it than
any other laxative. There must be a reason.

There are

. . .

Ex-Lax

Is it

Many

checks on every point

pleasant to take?

check on one point or

laxatives

another. Ex-Las checks

on

all!

Ex-Lax is as thorough as any laxative you
can take. Completely effective. Yet Ex-Lax
is so gentle it will not cause stomach pains,
or upset you, or leave you feeling weak
afterwards. Except for the perfect results,
you hardly know you've taken a laxative.
Ex-Lax positively will not form a habit
you do not need to keep on increasing
the dose to get results. And that is a vitally
important point in a laxative.
And Ex-Lax is such a joy to take. Instead
of swallowing some bitter medicine, you

—

eat a little tablet that tastes just like delicious chocolate.

Ex-Lax comes in 10c and 25c boxes at
any drug store. If you would like a free
sample, mail the coupon.
•

•

•

COLD WAVE HERE ... and we mean

colds.

Sneezing, sniffling, coughing, misery-creating colds. To help keep your resistance
up— KEEP REGULAR with Ex-Lax.

When Nature forgets—
remember

EX- LAX

THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

MAIL THIS COUPON-TODAY!
EX-LAX,

Inc., P.O. Box 170
Timcs-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Please send free sample of Ex-Lax.

S35

Name
Address

HELLDORADO
Rating:

77°— Th\r's Gold
Hills—fox

in

Them Thar

AVERY

reasons!

Before you ever take a laxative, or give one to
any member of your family.be sure it checks
on these points ... Is it thorough? Is it
gentle? Are you sure it won't form a
habit?

got jilted, and Beryl Mercer playing
Alan Hale,
the "mistress of the parish."
as the town drunk, gives his usual perfect
performance and Andy Clyde's "World
Weary" is really something to get excited
It's romance, pure and simple.
over.

who

entertaining picture with an idea
One of the
most romantic places I know is a ghost
town, albeit, as they say in classical literature, a town which was once the scene of
a gold rush— and that's what Helldorado is.
Caught in a cloudburst, a group of people wander into this godforsaken village
which has been deserted for thirty years,
and whose only inhabitant is a goofy old
pioneer, who is still waiting for his partner
to return and tell him where he hid the
Swell atmosstake to the mother lode.
phere, eh?
The grandson of the long lost partner is
one of the people caught in the storm and
through his boyish boasting a modern gold
rush is instigated. Dick Arlen is the boy.
And Madge Evans, very lovely, is the rich
young society girl, engaged to a stuffy
millionaire, who falls in love with him.
Ralph Bellamy is the millionaire and
Henry B. Walthall is the balmy old pioneer.
Also caught in the cloudburst, and
contributing excellently to the humor, are
Jimmy Gleason, Stepin Fetchit, Gertrude
Short and Stanley Fields. There's a swell
romance and perfectly marvelous atmosphere.
that's distinctly different.

THE GILDED

LILY

89°— You're the Tops, Colbert—
Paramount
HERE'S a comedy that sparkles brighter
than Cartier's Fifth Avenue window
It
and Tiffany's pet showcase to boot.
comes as near being another "It Happened
Rating:

One Night"

as you're likely to find wandering around this good year 1935, so take
my tip and don't miss it.
Claudette Colbert, who flips out successes
just as regularly as the phone bill comes,
is the star of this comedy de luxe, and is
simply tops as Marilyn David, the modest
little stenographer who, quite inadvertently, becomes the toast of the night clubs,
all because she passed out one night over a

double highball.
Claudette knows her comedy and

is

right

there with the tempo and the shading. Her
first night club appearance, when she turns

the most dismal flop into a sensational
triumph, is about the funniest scene there
has ever been in a picture, and at the
preview the audience broke into lustycheers when it was over.
When Claudette is jilted by a duke's
son, who has been visiting America incognito and with whom Claudette has fallen
in love, believing that he is just a nice
young man looking for a job, her newspaper reporter boy friend decides to play
it up in the tabloids— and overnight Claudette becomes a Celebrity.
This is the beginning of a story that goes from one swell
situation to another.

Fred MacMurry, as the ship's news reporter with big ideas, is something new in
leading men and you'll like him.
Ray
Millard is very handsome and attractive
Louis Alberni and
as the young lord.
Warren Hymer are grand in small parts.
The picture is well directed by Wesley
Ruggles.

BIOGRAPHY OF A BACHELOR
GIRL
Rating: 85°— High

Comedy— M-G-M

HARDING fans will perk up after
ANNseeing
for she's the grand gal of
-

this,

"Holiday" again with none of that sweetness and light of "Enchanted April" and
gallant dullness of "The Fountain."
This time she plays a young artist who
returns from Europe— where they say she's
had a "past"— and is met in New York by
the editor of one of those confession stor.y
magazines who wants Ann to write her
biography because she knows intimately
the best celebrities. Ann's quite broke and
quite willing to invent a love-life for
is
herself that will satisfy the most insatiable
tabloid readers.
Then, back into her life comes a childhood sweetheart, Edward Everett Horton
who has developed into a politician with
senatorial ambitions, and when he hears
that Ann is writing the story of her lovelife he almost has conniption fits, for there
is nothing his campaign lacks but a good
juicy scandal.
With the aid of his prospective fatherin-law, a famous publisher, Horton tries
to make Ann tear up her biography, which
only serves to infuriate the youthful editor,

who happens

to be Bob Montgomery.
So
there's a battle royal over poor Ann's love
life, with everybody shouting and calling
names.
Well, see for yourself who wins.
Bob is simply swell as the young editor,

and Eddie Horton makes the grandest
Congressman we've seen in many a day.
Charles Richman. as the Southern pub-
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every scene he's
Merkel, thank goodness, gay and sparkling as ever, but why
just let her do a walk-on?
lisher,
in.

And

there's

to

steal

Una

LOTTERY LOVER
Rating:

54°— Midshipmen

in

Paris— Fox

THIS

picture serves to introduce to the
screen Peggy Fears, of Park Avenue via
She plays Gaby Aimee, the
the Follies.
most talked about woman in Paris. The
director and the dialogue writer haven't
done so well by Peggy, who looks exciting
enough but doesn't do anything or say
anything that could possibly shock your

great-grandmother.

Maybe wicked women

in Paris are like that— but personally I suspect that old boogey man, the censor.
Anyway, when the navy reaches Paris all
the boys are eager to meet the toast of the

who

lives on champagne and black
Realizing that it takes a lot of
dough to date that dame the boys pool
their resources and draw lots to see who
will be the lottery lover.
Lew Ayres wins and goes about wooing
Gaby, though his heart simply isn't in it
as he has met Pat Paterson, one of the
chorus girls in the show, and they've found
out that they're from the same home town.
Well, what chance has Sin after that?

town,

orchids.

THE NIGHT

IS

YOUNG

73°— But the Plot Isn't—M-G-M
NOVARRO is a handsome
young Archduke of Vienna, who falls

Rating:

RAMON

in love with a ballet dancer, but has to
give her up with tears and sighs and make
a duty marriage for the sake of his coun-

me if you've heard this one
Nine out of ten operettas have
it, but what nine out of ten operettas don't
have is Charlie Bulterworth, Una Merkel
and Edward Everett Horton, and that's
try.

(Stop

before.)

why

a better than usual operetta.
as the young ballet dancer,
And Ramon Novarro
sings splendidly.
gives his usual first rate performance. But
somehow or other the story never allows
the two lovers to rise to any great heights
—except on the ferris wheel— and to the
comedians belong the picture. Long live
this

is

Evelyn Laye,

Butterworth, Merkel and Horton.

•met,
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without repowdering?
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Powder. For Marvelous keeps your
complexion MIRROR FRESH all evening long— as smooth and soft as when
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Why? Because Marvelous contains

FRESH

yourself

it
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We'll send you four

generous sample boxes in four different
shades. They cost you nothing (a mere
6^ for postage and packing).
Or don't wait. Stop in at your nearest
drug or department store. The name is

Marvelous. The maker

is

Richard

Hudnut. And the price will surprise
you— just 55^ for the full-size box!
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Robert Montgomery and Ann
Harding in "Biography of a
Bachelor Girl."
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Gable's popularity
given on the screen.
According to a
shot up like a skyrocket.
recent contest in Silver Screen he is today
the most popular of the male stars. Clark
Gable found his mood in a hitch-hiking

MILDLY MENTHOLATED
CIGARETTES

scene.

CORK-TIPPED

And Gable, in real life, is very much like
the casual, likeable newspaper reporter in
Money and fuss and fine
the picture.
mean nothing to him. He doesn't
think he's a particularly hot actor, he
thinks he just got a break, and he's darned
glad to get it. He hates to dress up and
go to parties. He'd rather have fun with
Every chance he gets he grabs
the boys.
his guns and makes a dash for his cabin in
the High Sierras where he hunts and fishes
and tramps in the snow and cooks messes
He's no sissy.
He's a
over a camp fire.
regular guy, and not just a leading man
feathers

glamorous ladies.
George Raft is another guy who flopped
around Hollywood for a long time before
he got his break. Raft was discovered in
lor

"Scarface."

The

scene in the picture that

put him over was the long "dolly" shot of
him as he walked away from the gangster
he murdered. George once told me of the
day the director took that scene. "Gee, I
can't do it," he told the director, "You're
I
not taking the picture in sequence.
There isn't
haven't murdered the guy.
any body. So how can I act the part?"

"If you had just murdered a man, how
would you walk away from the scene of

the crime?" the director asked.
"I'd

And that's
deadpan," said Raft.
played the scene that catapulted

how he
him

SMOOTH SLEDDEN'

If you've

never tried a KGDL, try one when

your throat feels all smoked out. Ready?
Light up! Didn't know any smoke could be
did you? The
so refreshing and so good
mild menthol cools the smoke, soothes your
throat, and brings out the choice tobacco
flavor. Free coupon with each pack is good
for handsome merchandise. (Offer good in
U. S. A. only.) Send for FREE illustrated
premium booklet
and switch to the
cigarette that keeps your throat KGDL-

—

.

to

fame over night.

This "deadpan" I suppose is Raft's mood.
He can do it better than any actor in Hollywood. Completely opposite from George's
deadpan is the personality grin of Dick
Powell, a popular young master
Powell.
of ceremonies from Pittsburgh, was brought

. .

SAVE COUPONS for HANDSOME MERCHANDISE

to Hollywood and tested
parts.
"What to do with

for

all

sorts

of

him, what to do

with him," groaned the supervisors, and
then as sort of an afterthought they stuck
him in "The Blessed Event," to play the
smart alecky orchestra leader, which part

smacked slightly of Rudy Vallee.
Dick Powell, grinning, bubbling over
with healthy fun, and lilting up and down
as he put over a song, became an instantaneous hit. Dick Powell was merely playing Dick Powell— and he was exactly what
Dick Powell is the
the doctor ordered.

Rudy

Vallee of the screen and, just as
there has never been anyone to take Rudy's
place on the air, just so Dick Powell is
completely typed on the screen, and no one
can do a Dick Powell role but Dick himself.
About seven years ago J. P. MacEvoy,
the well-known writer, wrote the sketches
for the first "Americana" in New York,

and was aiding in the production of it.
Mr. MacEvoy had a very nice, conscientious, but apparently dull and colorless
secretary who seemed to have no talent despite the fact that he had graduated from
Notre Dame. "I want to act in your revue,"
the secretary, none other than our own
Charlie Butterworth, told Mr. MacEvoy,
and that genial gentleman, because he, too,
was an alumnus of Notre Dame, said,

Brown

& Williamson

Tobacco Corp.,

Louisville,

Ky.

"Okay, but I'll keep your secretarial job
Charlie was stuck in a
open for you."
sketch at the last minute and went over
New York had
big on the opening night.
never seen such a peculiar brand of comedy
before, and they were crazy about it.
"Hell," said Mr. MacEvoy to Mr. Butterworth, "you were either scared to death,
or you're an actor. Can you do it the same
way again?" Charlie has' been doing it the

Somehow or other
since.
he didn't click in pictures when he first
came to Hollywood, so back he went to
New York to score again in "Flying Colors,"
and then back to Hollywood, and this time
In fact, so swell was he in "Forsuccess.
saking All Others" that Metro has announced that he will be made a star.
Strange to say, in the same show in
which Mr. Butterworth made his debut was
same way ever

a rather pretty girl, named Helen Morgan,
who had a sobby sort of voice. Helen was
given a song to put over on a large stage
with a dance ensemble, and the act was a
big flop. "She can't sing worth a dime,"
the stage manager told Mr. MacEvoy. "You
better can her."
But Helen didn't want

to be canned, and made the suggestion
that she sing out in front of the curtain
while they were changing the scene, and
"I think I'll sit down," said Helen, "I'll
sit down in the footlights and make it sort
of intimate."
Well, the footlights weren't
very comfortable, and they had a habit of
getting Helen quite toasted before the song
was over, so the stage manager, who had
become reconciled to Helen, suggested she
sit on the piano.
So Helen sat on the
piano, twisted her handkerchief, and sang
a low crooning blues song, and the audiMiss Morgan has not
ence went wild.
been able to get down off the piano since.
Bing Crosby used to sing at the Cocoa-

Grove in Hollywood.
He had an
agent, oh dozens of agents, who tried to
get him in pictures, but he was chubby
and not particularly handsome, so the producers simply said "No sex appeal" and
let it go at that.
Today, mind you, Bing
Crosby has the second biggest fan following of any male star.
No sex appeal?
Why, practically two-thirds of the female
population of America, especially the young
school girls, are just "mad" for Crosby..
When his pictures are previewed at Westwood Village, a college town, the poor
theatre is practically torn from its foundations by the ecstatic young co-eds who'd
rather flunk in chemistry than miss a
Crosby preview. And I'll never forget the
nut

little

girl

from Tennessee

I

was showing

"There's Diethe Paramount studio to.
trich over there at the table in the corner,"
I said proudly, "and there's Carole Lombard and Jack Oakie and Gary Cooper."
But not one glance would the child give
them. She had found Bing Crosby, in an
old slouchy yellow sweater, and she was
in heaven.
After all the studios went thumbs down
on him Crosby went to New York and there
became a mild sensation on the air. But.
even then, the major studios wouldn't give
him a tumble. He made slap-stick comedies
for Mack Sennett.
And then Paramount
finally got wise to things and signed him.
Well, just try and get him away from them

now.
was the gentle poise and quiet beauty
Shearer that changed her from
a star into a genius. As far as beauty is
concerned there has never been anything
on the screen to equal her performances
It

of

Norma

in "Smilin'

Through" and "The

Barretts."

Wally Beery 's uncouth humor and beefy
heartiness raised him from the ranks of
"just an actor" and made him a genius.
Joan Crawford gave up being a hey-hey
girl, in which parts she was only mediocre,
and with "Possessed" became a dramatic
actress, serious, tragic and exotic.
She gave
up romping around and ringing doorbells
and took to seclusion, gardenias and Franchot Tone.
Bette Davis was just another blonde ingenue on the Warner lot, and not a par-

Silver Screen for
good one at that, when John
Cromwell and "Of Human Bondage" got
hold of her and now Bette is acknowledged
one of the best actresses in Hollywood.
Her mood was not sweetness and light, it
was the tragedy of the woman of the
tfcularly
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Re -used Pads

Danger Lurks

streets.

why

And all you've got to say is "wistful" and
an entire nation thinks of Janet Gaynor.
Prank Borzage and "Seventh Heaven" typed
Janet— but definitely.

I

Can Hardly Wait-

tiiis I

when Ylatlt

[Continued from page 21]

gives

I happen to know that she has
resented intensely the adverse criticism
which has been directed at him recently
and that she is determined to prove, if
her own efforts can assist in doing it, that
he is every inch the genius which she has
always believed him.
She has strained every nerve to give a

discoverer.

brilliant

credit

.

pa

this

performance which would do him
.

not a vivid

their

justify

.

one another.

mutual

"Caprice

If

and exciting

belief

in

Espagnole"

is

picture,

it

will not

be because of lack of effort on the part of
I expect to see Marlene
these fine artists!
at her loveliest.
It is going to be fun, I fancy, to see Al
Jolson and Ruby Keeler together in "Go
After Ruby had perInto Your Dance."
suaded Al with some difficulty that her
picture aspirations were no mere whim,
and, after she had proved her ability on
the screen, Al consented, grudgingly, to
allow her to continue with that promising

But he announced to all and
that he and Ruby would never
make a picture together.
Well ... he gave in on that point, too,
and the results should be very interesting,
it
seems to me.
Jolson is a seasoned
career.

sundry

trouper and

the

little

Keeler

knows her

apples, too. They have made an agreement
to try to steal scenes from one another.
None of this sentimental business of giving
away the close-ups! I visited the set not
long ago.
Each of them has a small,
portable dressing room. When a scene is
finished each goes to his own little cubicle
without a word.
No congratulatory re-

marks, no domestic persiflage, no compliIt appears, on the
ments, no reproaches.
surface, to be an exceedingly grim competition for public favor. If you did not know
that they were actually very much in love,
you might think that they were serious
professional rivals.
almost malicious
The rivalry is genuine, without a doubt
and I shall be eager to see who wins the
.

.

.

.

You
from the Menace
Protect

•

Even if other permanents have
turned out badly
faded hair, split
ends, kinky and dry
don't give up!

—

Remember

—

—

important point go
to a beauty shop that does not use
this

pads over and over again. You
certainly can't afford to

supplies, which have

saw

her

.

when she was dancing

first

unhealthy conditions from other
heads that would then be steamed
into

your own

hair.

Caliente.

used her in "Crime Without Passion" and
discovered, along with the rest of the
world, that here was a sensation.
Now Paramount has borrowed her at a
sizeable sum for the George Raft picture.
is

a

lovely

thing,

now with

electrically

her

alive,

taste

just

success,

with gratitude toward the people

who have made
Mexican

this success possible.

The

not a beauty in any conventional sense but there is so much ani-

little

is

—

Nestle, the originators of permanent
waving, have surrounded every
genuine Nestle wave by safeguards

which make such things impossible.
Every Nestle beauty shop

.

'certify

is

licensed

and proud to display the Nestle
Certificate as shown below. Make
sure that you see the Nestle Cerwhich assures you of sanitary conditions prevailing in the

tificate

permanent wave.

THE NESTLE-LE MUR
NEW YORK

COMPANY

LOOK for the Licensed Nestle Beauty
Shop with this certificate. It is your
guarantee of a genuine Nestle Wave.
Also insist on seeing the Nestle name
on the foil cover of the felt pads.

SCIENTIFIC

of

a-thrill

first

Such things do not make pleasant
reading
but they are facts that
every woman should know. For

giving of a

at

This led to an engagein Los Angeles and then to New
York, where she was a featured dancer. A
Paramount talent scout saw her, tested her
But he could
and waxed enthusiastic.
arouse no enthusiasm among Paramount
executives.
Ben Hecht and Charles McArthur signed her on a personal contract,

She

absorbed

.

laurels in the picture.
I
want to see "Rhumba" for a number
of reasons. In the first place, it has Margo
I
in it and I am interested in Margo.

Agua
ment

have your

hair subjected to previously used

of Re-used Material

PERMANENT WAVE
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FREE
The most complete book ever
written on h oiv to
powder properly.

Mail coupon. Note
generous offer.

mation in that
body.

.

face, so

much

She loves
his tipple.

dancing as a drunkard loves
She dances alone in her apartment (as Joan Crawford used to do) when
she is depressed. She thinks that the most
dreadful thing that could happen to anyone would be to lose the ability to dance.
I want to see whether she lives up to the
promise she has shown.
I
want to see
whether her hopes and belief in herself
are justified.
I want to see whether we
have another Joan Crawford in this
girl.

.

.

.

Another reason

"Rhumba"

for

those

is

looking forward to
gorgeous costumes

which Carole Lombard wears. This may
be feminine and frivolous
but, do you
suppose that they can be as effective on the
screen as they were on the set? Ah-h!
Hollywood is usually aware of these personal, human equations and their effect
.

TOU
LOOK
1© years younger

.

to

woman's secret of enchantkeep "him" guessing ... to be

ever provocative, alluring.
Just when "he" thinks he has you catalogued, then is the time to take an inventory
of one's self. Are you aware, for example,
of that new secret of Parisian charm— the
up-to-the-minute art of powdering to look

un-powdered?
You, too, can attain
switching to the

TONE

this

.

Spencer, you recall, were falling in love
and the camera caught that flame.
Years ago when Greta Garbo and John
Gilbert glimpsed one another for the first
time on the set of "Flesh and the Devil,"
a romance sprang into being which not only
interested the world for months but which,
I
am convinced, had much to do with
Garbo's subsequent triumphs.
Evelyn Venable sacrified an excellent contract with Paramount so that she might
accept an offer at Fox to appear in a picture which Hal Mohr was photograph"The County Chairman," with
ing
Will Rogers. Hal saw Evelyn first through
.

of every
is

.

Now
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honeymoon was spent

Evelyn's

camera
want to

.

.

.

before that

under the bridegroom's

.

.

eye!

I

see that picture!

There are other pictures imminent with
drama behind drama. There is Claudette
Colbert in "The Gilded Lily"
the
lovely Claudette, excited over having signed
one of the most spectacular contracts in
recent years, returning to the screen in her
first comedy role since "It Happened One
Night." Will her new self-assurance sbow?
.

.

.

is Randolph Scott, playing his first
romantic role in "Roberta" for R-K-O.
Randolph, who has struggled with westerns

There

real

for so long.

There

.

.

.

Carl Brisson, playing a romantic
hero of a mythical kingdom in "All the
King's Horses," a role which seems typical
There is John Beal rising
of Brisson.
to unexpected heights in "The Little MinThere are rumors that the stimulus
ister."
of working with Katharine Hepburn conthis
outstanding performtributed
to
is

.

ance.

.

.

.

.

.

The human element
hind the drama
important this is

.

.

.

.

.

.

the drama beHollywood knows how
and Hollywood counts
.

.

.

the da\s until these pictures are released!

A

Swell Racket"

[Continued from page
Winters."
Eugene
$24,000 for "Virgie
O'Neill snared $85,000 for "Strange Interlude." Somerset Maugham fattened his
bankroll by $27,000 when "Of Human

Bondage"

Down

was

wired

for

sound.

"Way

recently for $100,000.
Kong," the joint efforts of the late

East"

sold

"King
Edgar Wallace and Merian

C.

Cooper was

down

the river for $35,000.
"Viva
Villa," in the shooting of which Lee Tracy,
posed in a balcony, gave Tin Pan Alley the
liquid melodic idea of "Stars Fell on Alabama," paid Edgecomb Pinchon and O. B.
Stade $15,000.
Ben Hecht, I'd say, was the highest
priced of the Hollywood writers, Hecht specializing in repairing and rectifying the
blunders and inaptitudes of other writers.
sold

Howard Hughes once tried to sign this genius of the typewriter to a two-year contract
at $2,000 per week, but Hecht turned it
down. For whipping "Scarface" into shape,
Hecht got $i,ooo-a-day and finished the
job in twelve days, which is a tribute to his
Any major company in
artistic honesty.
Hollywood would cheerfully give him from
$50,000 to $60,000 to adapt a script, and
consider him cheap at that price. The same
goes for Charles MacArthur. Gene Fowler,
the third of this brilliant triumvirate, gets
$25,000 or more to adapt a script, and more
than that for his own originals. Frederick
Lonsdale is in the same class, but he's' indifferent.

Street
|

j

.

.

French chic by

you've used, how its velvety texture conceals
pores, never enlarging them— all due to an
exclusive process— it's stratified (rolled into
tiny, clinging wafers). Hence grit-free.

NOTE: To

.

.

the lens of a camera, when Fox borrowed
her from Paramount for "David Harum."
but Evelyn was
It was love at first sight
not of age and her father had stern ideas
The Fox offer
about youthful romance.
was nicely timed, for Evelyn came of age
during the making of "The County Chairman" and, one day, when she was not
needed on the set, the pair fled to Yuma
and were married!
So, you see, the camera's eye on that picture was also the eye of Evelyn's lover
in the latter sequences, the eye of her
bridegroom! Will you be able to discern
her response to him in those sequences?

new and amazing SOFTIt gives an utterly new

You will be thrilled, in using this new creation, at how smoothly it blends in without
shine, how it lasts longer than any powder

and

.

.

.

Mello-glo.
effect— a rose-petal complexion of youthful
freshness, never artificial, always adorable.

is invisible,

.

.

he said ailm irin t/ly.
yet puzzled

PART
ment

.

upon a picture. The personnel of the Columbia studio was acutely aware of the
between Loretta Young and
situation
Spencer Tracy during the making of "Man's
Castle"
and their hopes were justified
Loretta and
by those fine performances.
.

TONIGHT"

grace in her

.

.

Natural

f_J

Rachel fj Brunette,

|

|

|

j

Frances Marion is one of the highestpriced coast writers at $3,ooo-per-week.
John Mahin is another in the high brackDonald Ogden Stewart is catalogued
ets.
in the $25oo-per-week class which would in-

19]

Howard Estabrook and Bob Riskin,
rated the story adaptation prize for his

clude

who

grand work on

"It

Happened One Night,"

and clicked again with Frank Capra on
"Broadway Bill." Vicki Baum commands
$i500-per-week, Bess Meredyth, $1750, Wallace Smith $750, Horace Jackson, $1750,
George Marion, $1250.
Damon Runvon
sells his stories outright for sums ranging
from $15,000 to $25,000.
Sometimes the picture companies get a
break. It is my understanding that "Little
Women" and "David Copperfield" both

were in the public domain, that is, the
copyrights had expired, creating a situation
of first come, first served. Paramount owned
"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch" as a silent picture, and had only to acquire the
sound rights to the property. M-G-M having

financed

the

stage

"Grand Hotel" was able

presentation

to get it at a
figure for the screen.

of

com-

paratively low
On other occasions, the picture companies, instead of getting a break, get nothing but headaches. M-G-M has sunk about
$250,000 into "Soviet," and enlisted at least
seven authors in the attempt to make it
presentable,
but
the
flicker
has
been
shelved. The same goes for "Bugle Sounds."
also shelved after terrific expenditures on
script.
Paramount paid $100,000 for the
bawdy play "Sailor Beware" but finds now
that regardless of the delicacy of treatment
the script can't be adjusted to pass the
censors and retain any sock value.
That
is
the identical situation in regard to
Metro's
"The Postman Always Rings
Twice."
Having traced this alining pen picture

Silver Screen for
of authors in general, I can hear you read"How long has this been going
ers saying:
The companion query to that on
on?"
your part is "Hey Sullivan, tell us how to
make that kind of money."
I'm glad that you have asked me. You
came to the right person. When I first
down at a typewriter, my friends
sat
laughed too, but in ten easy lessons I masAfter my eighth
tered the whole thing.
lesson, which was delayed in the mail beheadcause
the correspondence school
master had neglected to put a stamp on it.
I
got my first New York job on the old
After the ninth lesson, I
Evening Mail.
prevailed upon the owners of the paper to
fire the Managing Editor and give me HIS
job. It is amazing how easy the whole thing
is, and I will explain it to you in a nut-
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There are two ways
of looking at Dentyne

immsi

shell.

The

first

thing to do, of course,

is

65

to

It is easy to slip into
get a typewriter.
error here and burden yourself with lesThe
Don't do this.
sons in typewriting.
real romance of a typewriter is reserved for
those of us who hit it with two fingers.
There are a lot of systems of typewriting
but the best is the Hunt-and-Miss system.
Now you are seated at the typewriter.
The next step is to carefully insert a piece
of paper, any kind of paper will do in
a pinch, in the roller of the machine. You
Sometimes you
are ready for authorship.
won"t be able to think up a sensational
idea for a story for as long as five or ten
minutes.
To while away the time, walk
up and down the living room. This never
fails, and if it does fail, the exercise is
beneficial at any event. At the end of ten
minutes, you will feel a strong urge to
write and at this precise moment, hurry
back to the typewriter and get set, because ideas will not, as a general rule,
yell: "Ready or not, here I come." They
come unexpectedly so always stay close to
the typewriter to be in position for them.
The first idea, if you're talented, will
be a plot for a musical comedy picture.
In your mind's eye, you will see the three
characters stepping down out of the type-

writer,

(A),

Hero,

(B),

Heroine,

(C), Vil-

With

these three characters in the
bag. so to speak, you're on the high road
to fame and fortune and a Hollywood contract.
Now the plot begins to develop in
your mind.
What, you say to yourself,
is
to prevent the heroine from being a
tap dancer? The answer is nothing. The
heroine, as you visualize it, is the understudy to the dancing star of the musical
show. On the eve of the opening in New
York, the star falls and sprains her ankle,
and the understudy rushes in, replaces her
and becomes a star overnight.
For the
sock finish, the understudy marries the
hero.
If you have any qualms about the
star who sprained her ankle, it is advisable
and permissible to take her out to the
racetrack and destroy her.
They do it to
lain.

horses.
Plots like this will

thin air,

bob right up out of
and actually typewrite themselves,

once you get into the swing of the thing.
In a month or so, when your friends discuss Hemingway, you'll say:
"He's a bum,
a tyro."
Of course, while the plots of
stories are a cinch, you may experience

some

difficulty

in

hitting

upon the

as

a

delicious

gum

You can recommend Dentyne
because of its delicious flavor, also.
Everyone will agree that its delightful spiciness is completely satisfying. Its firm chewiness makes it still
more

enjoyable.

Your friends

will

be delighted to learn of such a different, distinctive gum. Dentyne,
you know, comes in a handy vestDocket nackaee
a shane that

—

as

right

you know, titles that have a catchv
quality to them.
For your story of (A),
Hero, (B), Heroine, (C), Villain, I'd suggest something like "The Show Must Go
On." This has never been used and vou
can have it. On second thought, you can't
have it.
For an original story like that,
I
can get $125,000.
That's what Noel
titles,

Coward

got for "Cavalcade."

ATEXT month Ed

"™

beloved

New

Sullivan defends his
York, and tells iilhdi

Broadway has done for Hollywood.
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Merman

of

Mazda Lane

[Continued from page 54]

make

a number, 'The Animal in Me.'
the picture was over I couldn't believe for a moment that that number was

When I carried it to Mr. White he looked
at me and said:
'You want to be a show
girl?'
'What! Me! A showgirl!' I gasped.

out.

But I've just heard something about
which makes me feel pretty good and
the world altogether beautiful.
They
thought it was so good that they saved it
and are using it in 'The Big Broadcast of
1935,' and so, without doing a lick of work
on that set I'll be in the picture."
"Perhaps they thought the picture might
need bolstering up and decided to keep
'The Animal in Me' just in case," I sug-

'Why I'm

it

seem

to

When

gested.
"I didn't know interviewers could be so
long
nice," she laughed and her very
lashes curved up against her lids as her
"But anyway, it's a coneyes crinkled.
soling thought."
She dabbed powder on her nose, and I
thought, as I watched her, how she used
to pound a typewriter for a living not so
long ago, cherishing a secret desire to go
on the stage. As a little girl in Astoria,
where she was born and raised, she used
to make peep holes in the high board
was then the
fence, surrounding what
Paramount Studios, and peek in at the
stars little dreaming that this same studio
would some day be clamoring for her
That wall was the first obstacle
services.

had to overcome. They wouldn't let
her in the studio but her determination to
see what was going on found a way.
In the meantime she grew up and got
herself a job as a stenographer although
the waiting irked her. Her work with the
millionaire sportsman, Caleb Bragg, was
interesting but it was so much more exciting when night came and she faced the
she

transforms your eyes into

glowing pools of
loveliness

— instantly!

•

Beautiful, expressive eyes are within
the reach of every girl and woman in the

simple magic of Maybelline mascara. Its
magic touch will instantly reveal hitherto

unsuspected beauty in your eyes, quickly

and

easily.

eyes and lights in the local
A feeling of Tightness slipped
over her shoulders, as comforting as a rich,
warm cloak.
batteries of
night clubs.

"Mr. Bragg knew George White," Ethel
me, "and dictated a letter of introImagine how I
duction to me for him.
felt
typing such a letter about myself.
told

But Mr. White didn't
with that idea so I returned
to my typewriter.
I got a kick out of going back to Mr. White, and being featured
in the 'Scandals,' after he had been so sure
I wouldn't make the grade as a singer.

my

But

a singer.'

to agree

bubble burst when

I

discovered

that originally I had made such a big impression on him
that he remembered
neither me nor my carefully typed letter.
I'll
have to leave you again. You
could have picked a better place for an
interview, you know."
And she touched
my arm with a kind of playful push. It's
a habit she has when talking with you.
"Last act!
Last act!"
The call rang
through the halls and into the dressing
.

.

.

room.
"Wait, we'll have a bite to eat after the
show," Ethel said but I figured I'd strained
her hospitality far enough and begged off.
As she went on the stage I left the theatre
trying to remember some of the things
that had been said, from which I could
make a story that would do justice to the
dynamic, vibrant personality that is Ethel
Merman. Finally, I concluded that the
best thing I could do would be to take
you with me on my visit to the dressing
room in the Alvin Theatre.
Ethel Merman's name is more or less

new

to the

the

star-strewn

movie Main

Broadway she

is

Streets,

stretches

of

but along

New

something of an

York's
institu-

tion.
It seems safe to predict that pictures
will claim more and more of her time, just
as they have so many other stage and radio
stars, which is good news to the overwhelming number of fans she has gathered to
herself in her first two pictures.
For she
is not only a regular fellow, a good mixer,
the spirit of convivial happiness but a perfectly swell comedienne and a grand person.
Her ship has come in and she is in

absolute

command.

Women the world over have learned that
Maybelline is the perfect mascara because
absolutely harmless, positively nonsmarting, and perfectly tear-proof. A few
simple brush strokes of Maybelline to
your lashes make them appear long, dark,
and curling. Beauty-wise women appre-

How

it is

the fact that Maybelline is
backed by the approval of Good Houseciate,

too,

keeping Bureau and other leading authorities for its

purity and effectiveness.

Encased in a beautiful red and gold
vanity,

it is priced at 75c at all leading
goods counters. Black, Brown and
the new Blue. Accept only genuine
Maybelline to be assured of highest quality

toilet

and absolute harmlessness. Try

it

today!

I

Raised Shirley Temple"
[Continued

She
it

will actually lick her lips after taking
The same goes for
for more.
liver oil.
If I ever found it necessary

and ask

cod

to give her magnesia, I would insist and
force her to take it, but it has not been
necessary so far and I have respected her
phobia against it.
I
do not think parents should be unreasonable and force children to do a thing
they dislike to do, if something else that
they do like will work just as well. However, if a question of authority ever comes
up I think a parent should stick by her
guns and insist upon absolute obedience.
Occasionally, I need to reprimand Shirley
for arguments with her youngest brother
Sometimes they get quite loud
"Sonny."

in their differences about what should be
done about their pet dog. They have a
Scotty, of which both are equally fond.
Sometimes "Sonny" thinks Shirley is letting
him run too much, or teasing him. and
then an argument develops. As "Sonny"

twelve years older than Shirley, they are
never very serious although there are many
times when neither will give in and I must
show my authority. I tell him to be his
age and Shirley to keep quiet and it ends
is

there.
If
it

is

She

lower my voice, then Shirley knows
time to quit whatever she is doing.
"When mama speaks awfully
says:

I

pom

page

23]

know it is time to be good."
other night they got into quite a
"fuss" about the piano.
Both wanted to
play it at the same time and they were
fast coming to blows when I stepped in.
Then, at the table, I find it necessary to
ask Shirley to be still, as she feels quite as
big as the rest of us, and when we are deep
in a discussion she is apt to say we are
wrong and tell us why she thinks so. It is
a habit I do not want her to get into, so,
even when we are alone, I don't allow her
believe children
too many privileges.
I
should really be seen more than heard.
Shirley is a truthful youngster by nature
although she has an imaginative turn of
mind. I have never heard her prevaricate
or tell anything that was even slightly untrue except twice— just recently, too.
I
pointed out to her how foolish it is to try
and fool anyone, especially someone like
myself who has the benefit of so many
more years of experience than she has. I
feel that I have convinced her.
I
didn't
punish or reprimand her. I just tried to
show her the futility of doing it.
Shirley really has a rich imagination. I
can illustrate what I mean by telling about
her playmates.
From the time she could
walk and talk until she entered pictures,
Shirley had two imaginary playmates which
she created herself.
She called them Ree
quiet,

The

I
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and Ray.
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a little girl

and
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a

boy and whenever she played any-

NEW EASY WAY

thing, she would pretend that Ree was on
one side of her and Ray on the other.
If she were building blocks, for instance,
on the floor, she would give a part of them
to Ree and another part to Ray and keep
a third portion for herself. She would talk
to them and explain what she was doing.
At night, I often heard her talking to them
and telling them stories after she got into
bed.
Shirley is a real tomboy, too.
greatest difficulty is in making her rest enough.
At the studio, I watch her carefully and
insist upon rest between scenes at frequent
intervals.
She doesn't know her strength
and if I let her alone will actually play
until she is exhausted. She has a portable
dressing room which is always near the set
and when I find her getting too tired, I
take her inside and let her lie down and
rest with her dolly or play quietly with
some of her toys.
At night when I put her to bed, her eyes

TO

My

grow heavy immediately and I kiss her
good-night and walk across and turn off
the light.
She is usually asleep by the
time I reach the lamp, she is so tired from
work and play.
She enjoys a restful sleep. In the morning, I can see by the dent in her little bed
that she had not even turned over or
changed her position in any way during
the night.
I call her at seven and when she is wide
awake, give her a small glass of orange
juice.
Then, I get her up and bathe and
dress her and give her a breakfast of cereal,
toast, coddled egg and a glass of milk.
Then she is dressed and we go directly
She loves working in picto the studio.
tures, for

it

is

action.

There

is

olate

something

screen.
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World's most amazing Cook Book!

Rotogravure picture-book (60 photographs) showing astonishing new shortcuts. 130 recipes, including: Lemon Pie Filling without cooking! Foolproof 5minute Chocolate Frosting! Caramel Pudding that makes itself! 2-ingredient
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so, too.

We

are not taking advantage or reaping
any undue benefit from her screen career.
I am getting commensurate pay for watching over her at the studio.
I
coach her
with her lines and take care of her every
minute of every day and the studio pays
me well for this work. It is the only
money we receive from Shirley's screen
work. Her own salary is being invested in
a savings account.
As soon as it gets large
enough we are going to put it into a trust
fund and keep it until she grows up.
We live very simply. Have a small home
and a moderate priced car, only one servant
and we do not go out any more than we
did before Shirley came into pictures. Less,
if anything,
because we feel it necessary
to keep ourselves and Shirley out of the
public eye as much as possible.
have a happy and normal family

We

Naturally we have problems like
everyone else, but they are small and not
too difficult.
life.

„\ e

B.irf p«

the time and she is a born actress.
There is no game that could be invented
which would please her better than acting.
She likes to do her job well too, and takes
great pride in putting over a good scene.
She insists on me being with her all the
time.
Once I left the set for a half hour
without telling her I was going and when
I came back I found her in tears and the
whole company trying to make her happy.
She loves me and her father to the point
of devotion, so this proves that strict discipline does not hurt a child's affection for
her parents.
I
know that some people
think we are too strict with little Shirley
but we believe we are raising her in the
only possible way that will be to her advantage.
We do not want her to become conceited
or spoiled. We have insisted upon a clause
in her contract that if, at any time, we
feel that screen work is changing her personality or keeping her from being absolutely normal, we can break our agreement
with the studio and retire her from the

doing

v
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Sometimes Shirley develops a desire for
something that is not necessary to her.
But I don't get her everything that she
wants. I don't want her to think that she
can have everything her heart desires, because, some day, she may want something
that she cannot have and it would break

READ FREE OFFER BELOW

her heart.
Not long ago I had her down town
and she saw a beautiful doll. She wanted
it
with all her little heart.
It cost ten
dollars and I didn't feel able to get it for
her.
She begged hard for it. I told her
she could not have it. I knew she was tremendously disappointed but I didn't think

was right to pay ten dollars for it, because she needed other things much more.
When we got in the car to go home, Shirley
kept her face averted and did not answer
it

when

spoke to her.
Finally, I turned her
I

little face around
tears running down her
cheeks.
She clung to me and sobbed:
"Mother, you can't know how much I
wanted that dolly."
I felt
will power going but I was
determined not to weaken. I just told her
why I did not get it. She didn't argue any

and there were

my

more but I knew that her heart was set
on it. Several weeks later I relented and
went back to the store with her and the
dolly was still there, but badly worn from

much

had wanted
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just as Shirley did.
I asked
she could get a reduction
since it was soiled and shop-

if

I

felt

J

her

desire

was,

but

finally

suc-

ceeded.

She doesn't get a lot of privileges that
other children enjoy. She can't go to the
circus or do any of that sort of thing with
any measure of enjoyment because she is
always stared at and made to feel uncomfortable and she can't understand why, so
we avoid crowds whenever possible.
We had a difficult time doing our
Christmas shopping. We were working on
the technicolor sequences of "The Little
Colonel" for one thing and found it difficult to get away.
And the other Christmas shoppers "ganged" us every time we
put in an appearance.
We slipped away from the studio one
afternoon and went down to see Santa.
Shirley wanted to talk to him and tell him
to bring her an electric train.
Santa
started to shower her with attention and
ask her about her work, but I gave him the
high sign and he was sensible enough to
understand that I didn't want her to feel
important. She was quite happy to see a
window full of little Shirley Temple dolls.
She was so busy looking at them that she
failed to spell out the banner above them
proclaiming that they were named after
her.
She' said:

"Look mama.

These pretty

dollies

have

dresses just like mine."
If it could always be as easy to keep her
from knowing that she is different or set
apart from other children, I would be

happy.
if

I

price then I

could get her to reduce the
could buy it for Shirley with-

out seeming to have weakened.

The

sales-

lady couldn't, so I didn't buy it.
I told
Shirley that it was soiled and not worth
the money, so she didn't ask for it. And
I never bought it.
This may seem a small
thing but it will illustrate my system of
dealing with Shirley.
I
never allow her to wheedle anything
out of me.
By the same token, I never
allow her to be bribed. I make it a rule
on the set that nobody must promise her
anything for work well done.
I
have seen children on the set who
have been paid in coins for good work before the camera, until they won't try to do
anything unless they are paid for it or
unless they know that payment will be
forthcoming.
That is very bad for discipline, in my opinion.
Some mothers have trouble with children

I
haven't had any problems in child
training yet, but I am afraid mine are
coming in the days ahead when Shirley
will know that she is adored, and when she
will be able to read the worshipping fan
letters that are pouring in on her.
I believe that I will be able to help her avoid
the pitfalls that surround child stardom.

At

least, I

hope

so.

The mother

of a famous child star lias
a difficult road to travel. Nobody can know

how

difficult

unless they have a small ce-

lebrity in their own home.
I am sincere about this, however.
If the
day ever comes when I feel that Shirley is
becoming self-conscious or too aware of her
screen importance, I shall cancel her contract immediately and let her grow up into
a normal young girlhood, far from Hollywood and its studios.

was bothered by
she was small.
I
I tried everything without curing her.
even tried putting on thumb stalls which
are sold for this purpose, but Shirley is
double-jointed in her thumbs and found it
an easy matter to slip these off. She continued the habit until she was two years
old and I made it a matter of pride. I cut
a thumb from an old glove and cautioned
her not to get it soiled. Kept her proud
of it, by tying it down, so she could not
possibly remove it, and by making her
think it must be kept clean and nice, I
trait

in Shirley

I

when

gradually got her to forget the habit.
Then when she got older, she acquired
the habit of biting her nails. I put bitter
aloes on them, pepper and everything, but
Finally, I appealed to her
it did no good.
pride by putting natural colored polish on
she
quit
bothering them.
them, and
I find it easy to appeal to Shirley's pride.
She likes to be clean and to look nice.
She loves to bathe although she doesn't
Natlike to have her hair shampooed.
urally, I am not impressed by any arguments or discussions, but go ahead and
shampoo her hair when the time comes.
I do so every other week.
A couple of years ago, Shirley developed
.

She wanted a pair.
Thought they would be nice to play with.
had some difficulty in showing her how
I
a craze for crutches.

j

little girls

worn.

this

new

friends, note
two offers below.

me,

for

it

Evidently other

sucking their thumbs.

Eyes

INT

it

the saleslady

eyes are a handicap to
happiness. Yet you can have lovely
eyes in 40 seconds! There's no need to
envy girls who always have "dates" you
can accent your eyes so easily, so inexpensively.
See how quickly my Winx Mascara glorifies your lashes, giving your face a new
charm. Little eyes become big. Skimpy
lashes become long, lustrous. Remember
your eyes are your fortune beacons on
the road to romance.

lashes.

handling.

absurd

Mary Brian and Dick
Powell dancing at the
Trocadero Club. Yep,
still single.
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The Theme Songs
[Continued from page 29]

solemn "eminents" almost had apoplexy
from laughter. He goes crazy— and you go
It's contagious.
Likewise, the four cyclonic

crazy.
ers

Marx

broth-

were good marksmen with their "Ani-

mal Crackers," which still enlivens parties.
Certain songs do suggest players' perOne glimpse of Jeanette Macsonalities.
Donald's pink-and-gold loveliness brings to

mind "The Merry Widow" refrain: "Words
may be unspoken, yet I know you hear,
"

your Jieart replies
easy to picture her gliding gracefully to the swelling rhythm of that lilting
music

sighs,

It is so

waltz, as I have watched her at parties,
whether or not one saw her as Sonia, the
gay widow of Franz Lehar's amusing kingdom.
You remember "All Women Like to
Play the Game of Love," from "Hold Your
Man?" Also, "To Be Aloof is Quite Passe
—That's No Game to Play!" Don't those
gay, insouciant words just seem composed
Hollyfor Clark Gable and Jean Harlow?

wood

thinks

so.

And one naturally imagines
soul of Ramon Novarro to be

the poetic

attuned to

such delicate music as his favorite, "The
Pagan Love Song," •from "The Pagan."
In soft tones, he begged, "Come with me

where moonbeams

light

Tahitian

skies,

and

the starlit waters linger in your eyes." One
is esthetically pleased to picture him there,
singing the evenings away in rhapsody with
nature— and her. One couldn't possibly associate him with a hot-cha number.
The title song of "One Night of Love,"
composed by- Victor Schertzinger, immediMoore, the prima
ately suggests Grace

UNTOUCHED

donna star.
"Love is Love, Anywhere!" Ann Sothern
sang, in "Let's Fall In Love," and instantly
the public took her to its heart as another
sweetheart of the shadows.
"Tonight is Mine" has been synonymous
with Irene Dunne, ever since she sang it
in "Stingaree."
Though new tunes, like "Love In

Bloom," come and go, Bing Crosby is best
known by "Please" and "I Surrender,
Dear."
Carole

Lombard's pet melody is "My
Blue Gown." It is a contrast
to her modish personality, but local orchestra leaders know her liking for it and
Little Alice

invariably she

is

greeted with a few

pas-

sages.

For years

it

has been

known

that

"The

Lonesome Road" was Gary Cooper's pet
tune. He doesn't remember where or when
he first heard it. But he is so constantly
humming it that his friends hail him with:

"Look down, look down
That lonesome road

WHAT GARY COOPER SAW

HERE'S

PAINTED

Lips

often look faded

TANGEE

Lips

'They were soft and full and
said Gary Cooper, after

Intensifies

your natural color

look unnatural

1

lovely,

comparing the new pointless lipstick
called Tangee with ordinary kinds

^

We

caught Gary Cooper between two

scenes of his new Samuel Goldwyn Production, "The Wedding Night". We showed him
three girls
one had used no lipstick, one had

—

used ordinary lipstick, one had used Tangee.
"Which lips are most appealing?" that's the
question we asked him. It took Gary Cooper
one look to decide. "I prefer the honest-looking
lips," he said. He didn't know it
but he
picked the girl who used Tangee.
Most men do. For there's nothing attractive
either to look at
about a streak of paint
or to touch. But Tangee doesn't paint your lips.
'It can't paint them, because it isn't paint. In the
stick, Tangee looks orange. On your lips it
changes to the one shade of blush rose exactly
.

.

.

.

.

.

stick test

• Gary Cooper
making the Tangee lipbetween scenes of his new

"The Wedding Night", a Samuel
Goldwyn Production for United Artists.

picture,

right for you. "Vbur lips look soft, lovely, appealing. The kind of lips men like to kiss. Try Tangee.
There are two sizes... 39 cents and $1.10. Or
send 10 cents with coupon for 4-piece Miracle

Make-Up
pact,

Set, containing Lipstick, Rouge ComCreme Rouge and Face Powder.

Before you travel on."

"One Hour With You!"

croons the 1935
swain, his eyes beseeching the current
crush to join him in the joys of cocktails
and caviar. "Skip it!" retorts the modern
maid. "You're no Eddie Cantor." That's
Eddie's radio reliable, as you air-addicts

World's

Most Famous

Lipstick

Tl
ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK

know.

What makes a movie song hit? The
producers would appreciate an infallible
rule.
Public response never can be precatchy rhythm,
most often it is a sentimental ballad, that
impresses the memory and sets every one
humming or whistling it.
Songs, like stars, have their quiver in the

dicted.

spotlight,

Sometimes

and

it's

a

fade.

repertoires with the latest stellar hits.

MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET
SU35

Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of miniature Tangee Lipstick.
Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge, Face Powder. I enclose 10(*
(stamps or coin).
Check
Shade

15(' in

Flesh

Canada.

Rachel

Name.

So Hollywood's cafe musicians must be

Minute Men, constantly augmenting

4-PIECE

THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY
417 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Address.

their
City

.State.
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"What do you suppose that new
young doctor

said to Jack after

the dance?

When

Jack asked hirn
how he liked the

rush Jane was
giving him, he
just looked bored

and

said,

'Why

doesn't

some

kind

friend

tell

girl

her she needs

Mum?' Those

RKO

and

tifully

lose out every time
careless about under-

the girl who is
perspiration odor. For people will
not excuse this kind of unpleasantness
when it is so easy to avoid. With Mum!

arm

minute to use Mum.
day. Use it any time
dressing or afterwards. It won't

It takes only half a

likes

Chatterton,

Genevieve

He

isn't

He

lasts all

up and

say

to himself,

"Someday

I

shall

be reech-a man, and I shall buy beeg-a
soda."
So now Henry Armetta never
misses a chance to buy a beeg-a soda, but
with sort of a mournful shake of his head
he will tell you *>at it doesn't taste so good
as the two cent "jdas did in his boyhood.
Of the three picture-savers, Armetta has
had the most exciting life, has gone in for
more extremes. He was born in Palermo,
Italy, and like a lot of Italian boys longed
for a life at sea. When he was fourteen he
ran away from home and became a stowaway on a boat bound for Boston. He was
arrested when he landed and thrown into
jail, but an Italian barber, who had once
been a stowaway himself, guaranted to give
the boy a home and work if the police

would

release him.
So young Armetta
learned to lather customers
After that he went in for truck driving,
railroading, and just any odd jobs he could
get until one lucky day he landed a job
as barber in the Lambs' Club in New
York, which is the leading actors' club in
America. He became the friend of many
of the actors who visited the shop daily,
and one, particularly, the famous Raymond Hitchcock, attracted by Armetta's
jovial
disposition and the funny little

to his head and shoulders, offered
a job in his show.
This was the
beginning of a great friendship— and of
three years in Hitchcock shows.
Armetta was well launched then on his
theatrical career.
He sent for his cousin
in Palermo, Italy, and married her. Then
twists

Henry

the downhill came, and with

came

it

the Armet-

Hollywood.

Christmas Eve of
1925 stands out as the happiest time in
Armetta's life. He and his wife were dead
broke, and so, weeks before Christmas, they
started painting the few toys their children
already had, hoping to camouflage them so
they wouldn't lose their faith in Santa
tas

to

Claus.

Then, three days before Christmas,
Armetta, who hadn't been able to get a
job in months, was given a small role in
De Mille's "King of Kings" and was paid
on Christmas Eve the grand sum of fortyfive dollars.
It was a princely fortune.
Armetta, hysterical with joy, rushed to the
ten cent store for toys, to the market for
his turkey and his vino, and carried across
his shoulders for two miles a beautiful
Christmas Tree he had bought on Vine
Street.
He has never been so happy since.
Henry Armetta is the Family Type. He
is utterly devoted to his wife and his three
children— Johnny, who is sixteen and goes
to Beverly Hills high school, and Louis

and

Rosalie,

his

eleven-year-old

twins.
goes, five Armettas
Rosalie gives perfect imitations of her
go.
father.
They never miss one of his pictures and they think he's tops. Mr. Armet-

Where one Armetta

hobby

cooking spaghetti and barhas a huge barbecue oven in
his backyard and ever so often throws a
barbecue party with spaghetti on the side.
"Uncle Carl" Laemmle was his guest recently at a barbecue party and assured
Armetta that he could cook almost as well
ta's

becue.

as

he can

They

is

He

act.

swell guys, Sparks and
Horton and Armetta, each as different
from the other as North is from South,
or as Gish is from West. I watch for them
in pictures as carefully as I watch for the
postman around the fifteenth of the
month. (Pay day, you dope) And I guess,

are three

by now, you've got the general idea that
share the public crush on Sparks, Horton and Armetta.

I

clothing.

soothing to the skin. Prove this
by shaving your underarms and using

Mum

out
rather a

wants to go to New York this
spring, and do a play, but he has already
signed up for enough pictures to keep him
busy well into June.
These Hollywood
producers are no fools, they know a good
picture saver when they meet one out.
Henry Armetta, the third of my merry
gentlemen, was waiting for me at the Universal studio where he is under contract,
and at his invitation we surrounded two
huge chocolate ice cream sodas. A huge
chocolate ice cream soda is sort of symbolical of Mr. Armetta's life.
Years ago, when he was a struggling
young Italian boy in New York City, walking the streets day after day looking for a
job, he discovered, one afternoon, a filthy
little soft drink stand in lower Manhattan
where one might purchase a chocolate ice
cream soda for two cents. It was just a
tiny little soda, but Armetta would lap it

"I'm sorry, Miss Clark, but I
hardly think you'd fill the requirements of our position here."

Mum

Ruth

larly

tjowf €su/y, you.

when
harm your

home

here.
Edward Everett Horton is
sociable fellow and likes people and likes
to have them like him. He goes to parties
and he gives parties, though he is rather
exclusive about his friends.
He particu-

Tobin and Maurice Chevalier.

Mum

it

tastefully furnished

were his very

the nerve to tell her
that a jar of
would
save her job for her."

And

trees

his

words. Imagine !".

"Mr. Glover said he
was afraid he'd have to
let Ann go. Wish I had

bound to

and

time,

married.

SHE'S

and that year

bore fruit for the
enthusiastic recital of
how he bought netting for the trees to
keep the birds off, and the money he spent
to preserve his cherries, is one of the funniest and most fascinating tales you have
ever heard, but only when he tells it.
Soon after Mr, Horton started building
his house he looked out of his front windows one morning and. was surprised to
find a Russian mosque practically in his
orange grove.
He discovered that
had the adjoining ranch, and nothing can
surprise him now.
Mr. Horton's hobby,
next to his trees, is antiques. Not the kind
that's found in department stores, but the
kind that's found in queer little out of
the way shops.
His home, I am told, is the most beaufirst

girl friend
/Aoie. cu&ul

in the Valley,

Mr. Horton's cherry

needs a

Picture-Savers

is

IVIar^O

at once.

Mum—

Another reason you'll like
it
prevents every trace of ugly odor without
preventing perspiration itself. Be safe
every day
use Mum! Bristol-Myers, Inc.,
75 West St., New York.

—

MUM

TAKES THE ODOR
OUT OF PERSPIRATION

acting in her initial film venture inspired
hardened critics of the theatre to write
paens of praise in her behalf? Who is she,
what is her background and how did she
gain the position she holds on the screen?
She danced for months at Agua Caliente,
popular play spot of the screen colony, and
sang at Los Angeles' Cocoanut Grove, without being offered so much as a single film

casting for their first picture, to see in her
a new and very distinct type of actress. So
Margo returned to Hollywood in a blaze of
glory, a high-salaried actress.
Margo's story really starts in Mexico City,
about twenty years ago, when she was born
of Spanish parentage. At an early age, she
left her native land to live with her grandmother in New York.

test!

"As long as I can remember, I have
wanted to be a dancer," she said, her large
and expressive eyes opening even wider as
she spoke.
"My mother was very much
against it, though, so there didn't seem

THIS, TOO. Use Mum
on sanitary napkins and enjoy complete relief
from this worry.

New

York, and the WaldorfAstoria, to discover her and uncover those
talents that made her the talk of the town.
And it took two young eastern producers,
It

YOU NEED MUM FOR

[Continued from page 30]

took

—
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for my dream to come true.
"Grandmother, on the other hand, encouraged me. I danced at home, in the
I was conyard, at the homes of friends.
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much hope

tinually trying out new steps, gyrating, acting out little parts to the tune of different
It was my whole life, and
songs I sang.

no matter where we chanced
thoughts were on dancing.

to

RED, CHAPPED

HANDS?

my

live

"We moved to Hollywood to make our
To be a dancer still was my one
goal, my sole object in life, and Mother,
realizing this, took me aside one day and
home.

said:

" 'Margo, I

must return to Mexico. Your
grandmother will remain here.' Even before my mother had finished, my mind was
made up. I knew the answer. I would
remain in Hollywood with my grandmother
and continue with my dancing. I still was

my

in
I

GUARANTEED ^ OVERNIGHT

teens but with the courage of youth

knew that we could manage.
"I worked in the chorus of three

pictures,

while going through the routines, I
knew I didn't belong there. I felt I was
destined for something far higher.
"I knew I wasn't ready for New York.
Agua Caliente appealed to me but my
grandmother wouldn't hear of my going
but,

there.

"Finally,

me

one night,

a

manager

called

shrieked
Caliente and

by long distance telephone.

I

Grandmother, 'It's Agua
want me to go down there.' 'Tell
them NO,' Grandmother screamed back,
from the next room.
to

they

"Agua Caliente

called

me

three

times,

and my grandmother finally was won over
If we
to our going there for a try-out.
We left
didn't like it, we wouldn't stay.
for the Mexican resort in a day or so
and remained nine months.
"One day, while rehearsing by myself, a
He was
stranger walked into the room.
dressed like a Frenchman and watched me
Then
for several minutes before speaking.
he said: 'I have enjoyed your dancing with
much pleasure. How would you like to go
.

to

.

.

the Waldorf-Astoria?'
" 'I'd like it,' I told him.
" 'Very well,' he said.
'If

contracts

to

you have no

please wait until you
am Renee Black, of the

fulfill,

hear from me. I
Waldorf.'
"I didn't think very much about the
matter, for I had never heard that Renee
Black was a scout sent out by the Waldorf
every year in search of talent. I dismissed
When the racing season
it from my mind.
was ended at Agua Caliente, I went to the
Cocoanut Grove in Los Angeles for an en-

gagement.
"It was while there that Mr. Black got in
touch with me. He had just returned to
New York, had discussed the question of
my going east with his directors and wanted
to

know my

price.

"I airmailed

him

a letter, asking for

what

thought was an exorbitant salary. A return telegram advised me to leave as soon
Later, I learned I could have
as possible.
demanded much more."
At the opening of the winter season,
Margo intrigued the fancy of New Yorkers
with her dancing and became the rage of
George Raft espied
the Waldorf-Astoria.
her and took her as his dance partner when
he made a personal appearance at the
Paramount Theatre.

I

And when Jimmy

Hecht and MacArthur were preparing
"Crime Without Passion," he took
Margo to see the former. Hecht was so impressed by the young dancer that he immediately signed her for the leading part

Carmen Brown

affixed

in the picture, and also
her signature to a long-term con-

tract.

Without any practical acting experience,
Margo made good in spectacular fashion.
A good dancer, though, says Margo, must
be a good actress
and that's that.
.

.

softer, whiter— too,
with famous medicated cream
a sure way to relieve badly
chapped hands— a quick way to
make red, rough, ugly-looking hands soft,
smooth and white. Try it— if it doesn't
greatly improve your hands overnight,
it will cost you nothing!

HERE'S

A

hospital secret
This famous medicated cream was used
first as a chapped hands remedy in hospitals. Doctors and nurses have a lot of
trouble with chapped hands in winter—
they have to wash hands so frequently.
They found that if they applied Noxzema
Cream liberally on their hands at night,
all soreness disappeared by morning
hands became smoother and whiter.

Today millions of people use this "overnight remedy for chapped hands." If
your hands are chapped, see for yourself

Get a jar of Noxzema today— use it
tonight. Sold on a money-back guarantee.
It

relieves

and improves Red, Chapped

Hands overnight— or your

.

druggist gladly

refunds your money!

To end skin faults
jars of Noxzema are used
yearly to relieve skin irritations— not only
chapped hands, but chapped lips, chafing,

Over 10,000,000

chilblains, etc.

Thousands

of

women apply

Noxzema

as a powder base and at night
to end Large Pores, Pimples, Blackheads,
Oiliness and other ugly skin faults.

WONDERFUL FOR
SKIN FAULTS, TOO

how wonderful Noxzema is for them.
Make this simple test. Apply Noxzema
on one hand tonight— rub plenty of it into
the pores. Leave the other hand with
nothing on it. Note the big difference in
the morning. Feel the difference, too!

HELPS END

LARGE PORES

BLACKHEADS

One hand still red and irritated— the
other smooth and white.

PIMPLES

OILY SKIN

Savo, a friend, learned

that
for

of

Hands made smoother,

FLAKINESS

Noxzema

is

a snow-

white, dainty, grease-

—

not
less cream
sticky, gummy or
messy to use.

SPECIAL OFFER!
Noxzema

costs very little. Get a jar
at any drug or department store. If
your dealer can't supply you, send
only 15c for a generous 25c trial jar
to the Noxzema Chemical Co., Dept.
S3,

Baltimore,

Md.
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FAT

Tea-Timing

GOES -OR NO COST

With The Horsy Mr. Howard
[Continued from page 26]

abhor— a big
I'm afraid

I

city

find

depressing with

and

great

its

its

in the dead of winter!
most of New York very
Sixth Avenue, its noises

Frankly,

indoors.

understand that sort
understand horses.

"Funny experience

of

life;

had not

I

I

but
so

don't
I

do
long

ago with Betty."

Now

36 Pounds
No Diets!

Feels FineS

...DETROIT LADY SAYS
© Don't envy others with their slender lovely
figures. Do as this Detroit lady did. She writes:
"I reduced 36 lbs. with RE-DUCE-OIDS after
trying many other methods. I had been overweight since 1920. 1 recommend RE-DUCE-OIDS
because I found them to be harmless and not
weakening in any way. They reduced me, yet
I did not have to deprive myself of normal,
strengthening food. Because they are in tasteless capsule form I found them easy and pleasMiss Dorothy Lawrence, 2103 E.
ant to take."
Grand Boulevard, Detroit, Mich. Others write of
losing fat in varying amounts, as much as 80
lbs., and report feeling better while and after
taking RE-DUCE-OIDS.

—

NURSE recommends this easy way
0 Quoting a San Francisco Graduate Nurse: "In
work I have met many people who have
ruined their health trying to reduce. My own
experience in reducing with RE-DUCE-OIDS was
so satisfactory that I recommend them to others."
(Name on request.) She knows how important

my

RE-DUCE-OIDS absolutely DO NOT contain
the dangerous drug, Dinitro-phenol. Laboratory
chemists test every one of its pure ingredients,
ingredients which physicians prescribe.

LOSE FAT -OR

MONEY BACK

• If you are not entirely satisfied with the wonderful results you obtain from RE-DUCE-OIDS
you get your money back. You risk not one cent!

START TODAY before fat gets another day's
headway. Sold by Drug and Department Stores
everywhere. If your dealer is out, send $2.00 for
1 package or $5.00 for 3 packages direct to us.
(Currency, Money Order, or Stamps, or sent
C.O.D.) In plain wrapper.

FREE! valuable
Tells

"HOW TO

DUCE." Not

neces-

order REto get
this book. Sent free.

sary

book

RE-

to

DUCE-OIDS

/

don't get into a dither child— do I
need to tell you that Betty is a mare, a
good-looking lady-horse that seems to have
caught the fancy of the fastidious Mr.
Howard? Well, I'm sorry to report she is!
Betty, as you may have known, is a thoroughbred, and during a game of polo she
slipped and broke her hip. It was a real
crisis in Betty's life, for horses can't go
about breaking their hips and then hope
to go into their dance, or their polo.
As
far as Betty was concerned it was just too
bad, or might have been if Leslie Howard
didn't up and buy a field for her in merrie
old England and now she's over there,
kicking up her hoofs, and, of course, if it
too much to ask, Mr. Howard is
isn't
hoping she will have a romance and that
there will be other Betties to play polo
with one of these days!
But to get back to the experience.
"At the time that Betty was being shipped away to pastures new, there was a
big dock strike and scabs were working
to load the boat and great crowds had
gathered, about two thousand strong, at
A
the pier to watch things generally.
friend of mine who is very good with
promised
look
after
horses
to
Betty and
as soon as I had finished a picture, or

something,

Name
Address
City

State

promised

to

get

down.

toying with her tea.

I

began

We

minton, backgammon, deck hockey and
any number I couldn't name, and some
he'd never seen.
"Aren't they immense?"

he asked with

more enthusiasm than any Englishman has
a right to have, "I must buy some for the
hotel.

Let's

go in!"

He turned me around and we were on
our way— except for a locked door. The
place had

closed for the

day.

It

didn't

daunt him though.
"I'll
come back tomorrow," he determined.
As we walked along he itemized all the
things he was going to buy and send to
the children.

"They had tried for two hours, with this
enormous gallery, to get her into the cradle

"I thought you
for the hotel," I

—that

"That's the way it is with everything,'*
he chuckled, "one usually starts out with
one idea, only to end up with another.
"After I came from Europe I flew to the
Coast and had to come East in a dreadful

coop-like

live stock

contraption

from the dock

for carrying
to the boat, but

no one could get her near the thing and
it

got to be pretty embarrassing.

Just as

they worked her close she'd shy
off and that was that.
"Finally I came along and found the
situation fairly desperate, from their point
I could see the horse was simply
of view.
frightened and needed some intimate conversation to take her mind off her troubles.
So I walked her up and down the pier a
bit and spoke soothingly to her all the
time, and then I'd edge her nearer and
nearer the cradle, always making sure that
my body obstructed her view. She calmed

soon

as

down and

in no time— just two minutes to
be exact— I had her backed into the thing,
the gate was quickly clamped down and
she was on her way."
You've never seen the real Leslie Howard
until you've watched his animated face as
he talks about horses. All that casualness
which marks his general attitude is entirely

gone.

He

interested in, well, call it life
if he wishes, but in things and you understand why he wants to write, particularly
to write thematic plays which tell a real
You know what
story and say something.
he stands for and you find it admirable.
Suddenly this revelation made me feel
very old and wise, practically Oriental, like
an offshot from the Ming dynasty, say
is

London

GOODBYE. FAT!
Scientific Laboratories of America, Inc. Dept. S353
746 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.
Send me the FREE Book "HOW TO REDUCE."
If you wish RE-DUCE-OIDS check number of
packages here:

I

Ming Toy,

actually to understand why he likes polo,
a game that offers a great battle, for you
see he's "the top" in the truest Cole Porter
sense!
He doesn't have to take orders from
a director; I'm sure he wouldn't, because
he's mastered acting.
He doesn't have to
struggle and strive to succeed, it's all too
easy, and so he doesn't give a shuck for
anything save a chukker. Natural, isn't it?
It was getting late and it had been delightful.
I knew I was the envy of every
American girl who was sitting at a drugstore
counter drinking her "one coke
please," but I said I guess I'd better be
running along.
"I'll go with you," he answered quickly.
"I've got to get back to the hotel, for I'm
going to the armory tonight— it's the beginning of the indoor polo season."
walked across town again and presently we caught sight of a store displaying
in its windows all sorts of games— bad-

Is

went heavily dramatic, even
grew old in that film, terribly
It
old and cantankerous and unwanted.
was life, you see. Grim and unpleasant.
And audiences don't want life. They like
tragic.)

hurry, so I took a plane despite the fact
that I usually become violently airsick.
Against such a possibility I asked a friend,
to accompany me.
'I'm such a wretched
traveller,'
I
explained, 'will you come
along, like a good fellow, just in case?'
Of course he agreed, and of course he became ill, which kept me so busy attending
him I didn't have time to feel wretched
myself,
which
served
admirably,"
he
laughed.
Again he looked at me, shyly, almost, but
with that delightful twinkle in his eye
which shows he's pleased, you understand.
Yet I felt there was some subtle change
Perhaps it's this business of livin him.
ing vitally; or the fact that he is no longer
to continue to do things he doesn't like.
shook hands. And I didn't add anything but "good-bye."
I simply couldn't
wish him "good luck," for, if anything, he
has had too much of that already, and I
find it has made him something of an unhappy man. Actually I hope he'll have
to work and fight and stumble before he
finally gets what he wants, which of course

We

he

I

to leave the theatre in a happy, contented
I
wouldn't blame any
frame of mind.
woman whose own life lacks romance if

will.

I

"sporting."

Different

suddenly

were going to buy them
reminded him.

imagine he would then find it
And that's what I found him!

[Continued from page 27]

she

And

preferred your picture to

Evensong.'

was a fine product ion, as fine
as ever England produced.
Regarding Hollywood, Miss Lave was
most complimentary.
"Much as I hate to admit it ," she said,
"being a loyal British subject you know,
I
must give Hollywood credit for the reyet

it

—
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lifts

them above our British films. Not all our
We do make a 'Henry
films, mind you.
the Eighth' now and then, don't we? Perthis tremendous enthusiasm that you
towards everything you do is reflected
in your pictures.
"In England we have always prided ourselves on our ability to do a costume picture better than you do in Hollywood.
We were so meticulous about all the details, such as using the correct snuff box

haps
feel

for a certain period, and little things like
Sometimes we were simply horrified
that.
at- the technical flaws glossed over in Hollywood costume pictures. But now, since
I've watched 'David Copperfield' in the
making out at M-G-M, I have to doff my
hat to you on this score also. The settings,
the atmosphere of
the costuming, and
Dickens' story have been so faithfully reproduced that it has left me speechless. I

sure that

feel

it's

going to be a marvellous

film."

Laye married Frank Lawton
he finished playing the role of
David Copperfield as a grown man, that
ought to be reason enough for her thinking the film will be marvellous.
Although she has a contract with M-G-M,

As

just

the

Miss

after

moment

she hit

New York from

Holly-

wood and

started seeing plays with her
husband, a veritable nostalgia for the
Six years
theatre came over her again.
ago she made a sensation here in Noel
Coward's charming operetta, "Bitter Sweet."
Since then nothing has turned up in the
way of a successor to bring her back to us
"If only," she wished
in that medium.
eagerly, "Noel would write another opI know that he has it
eretta like that.
in him.
But he has so many ideas that
he wants to carry out first that he simply
He really is
refuses to get around to it.
a genius."

agreed and asked if she had seen his
"Design for Living" when it played in
London. She laughed. "They didn't think
So
it was quite nice over there, you see.
nobody took me to it, but I wish now
that I had slipped out and seen it by myNoel adores writing those slyly witty,
self.
sophisticated things, but underneath he is
I
really very sentimental and romantic.
I

know."
Next to London, Miss Laye adores New
York.
She never tires of going in and
out of the shops, and, by way of contrast,
she gets just as much fun out of shopping
at Macy's, where she buys perky little gifts
for the girls back home, as she does while
buying clothes at the exclusive 57th Street
shops.
She loves to shop alone, too. In
fact, she likes going off every once in a
while and living by herself.
Once she spent two weeks in a caravan

parked

miles

away

from

civilization

in

England's lovely lake country.
Nobody
recognized her, and she was able to don
clothes that she couldn't wear for her
public, and enjoyed herself thoroughly.
She threatens to do the same thing again
sometime when she returns to Hollywood.
But I doubt whether the American public,
with its enthusiasm for celebrities, will accord her the same privacy that England
did when she hopped into her caravan.
For, with her deep blue eyes, golden hair
and deep throaty laugh she's got more
glamor than she suspects, even if she has

an

aversion

When

to

"love

Young," I'm sure

confession"

in "The
you'll agree

you see her

stories.

Night is
with me

And when you leave the theatre
humming Sigmund Romberg's excpiisitc
aria "When I Grow Too Old To Dream,

Beware of napkins that don't
stay soft
HAVE you —

like

many

other

women

treated surgical gauze that covers the pad.

wondered how napkins can feel soft to
begin with and later turn into instruments of

Then turn back the gauze and see— just underneath—the layer of downy fluff that cushions

torture? Chafing.

the fluffy

..

cutting. .rubbing delicate
.

skin surfaces until every step hurts!

no guarantee
must be
built in
That's the principle upon which
Modess is made. That's why Modess is soft
to start with — and stays soft in use.
is

against hardening. Lasting comfort
!

Special

go into Modess.

materials

they're put together in a special way.

And

No other

napkin can duplicate Modess construction,
which means that no other napkin can give
you the comfort that is yours

when you wear Modess.

Take ten seconds

make

— and

this test

Even before you

test

,

Modess

That's exclusive with Modess.

And notice this about the filler. It's not
made of harsh, papery layers. Millions

Here's your answer: They harden.

Surface softness in a napkin

filler.

of tiny fibres, actually blown into shape,

—

its yielding softness
make it superabsorbent— and proof against hardened

form

edges.

And remember — this softer napkin
too. There's a special protective

is safer,

backing that

guards against "accidents."

Modess

is

not expensive!

Ask your druggist

—

or

your favorite department
store— for Modess. You'll
be astonished at its low
price. But even better than
its

bargain price

is

the last-

your eyes and your
finger-tips can prove to you
why and how it's better. Feel

Modess brings.
Wear Modess once, and

the softness of the specially-

ing problem!

in use,

ing comfort

you'll

have solved the chaf-

heartily.

Have You to Remember," it will be
of the vivacious, fascinating Evelyn Laye
you'll be thinking.
I'll

MODESS

stays soft in use!
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"Why, don't you remember, Durdles?"
Mr. Rains amazes. "You promised to show
me around the Cathedral crypts by moonlight.
I'm a bit of an antiquary— I've an
eye for beauty— and a mind to see the
spirits at night."

What a man, what a man. Durdles takes
a ponderous, ancient key from a hook and
starts to open the crypts.
With an eerie
light on his face and a wild, insane look
in his eyes he turns to Mr. Rains and
shouts, "Tombstones and monuments. All
mine!"
I haven't a doubt in the world but what
Mr. Rains, in his big, black cape, tucked
Mr. Drood away under one of those tombstones, but no amount of coaxing could

the solution to the mystery out of
Stuart Walker, the director, who just kept
repeating, "You'll be surprised when you
see it on the screen."
Well, all I've got to say is, I hope Mr.
Dickens' spirit won't be too surprised.
David Manners plays the disappearing
Edwin Drood, nephew of the opium-taking,
get

Th ere's glorious
-

the perfume ofyouth

fragrance

— in April Showers

Talc. There's luxury supreme in its
soothing touch. No wonder April Showers
is the world's most famous, best-loved talc!

psalm-singing John Jasper and Douglass
Montgomery plays Neville Landless, the hotblooded young Englishman from the Isle

Heather Angel, the very recent
Mrs. Ralph Forbes, is quite, quite lovely as
Rosa Bud only I must ask you why or how
did Dickens have the nerve to call a heroine
of Ceylon.

Rochelle Hudson, whom Chester has married—in the picture— is in bed. She almost
died and all around her are her family
and friends— Chester, Ralph Morgan. Gene
Lockhart and Isabel Jewell.
And does
Isabel look ducky in a slinky evening gown
that fits her like a sausage skin!
Bov,
howdy! I can hardly tear my eyes off her
long enough to return Chester's insults.
"Can't somebody say something?" Rochelle demands weakly from the bed.
It's worth going to see the picture just
to see the emotions working in Isabel s face
as she casts about desperately for something to say. "Happy New Year!" she gets
out finally in a strained voice that is tinged
with hysteria.
"Dick," Chester says seriously when the
scene is finished, "Aren't you ever going
to call us up any more? I don't have time
to call because I'm working so hard and
Sue (his wife) feels hesitant about calling
you. But we miss not seeing you like we
used to."
"I'll call," I promise and really mean it.
Chester and Sue are two of my pets and
when they lived about three blocks from
me I used to see them all the time. Unfortunately, they hadn't any better sense
than to move away so now I never see them.

At Twentieth Century

Rosa Bud?
Mr.

TALC

ONALD COLMAN

Walker

preparing for another
nervous system just won't
I go on over to the next stage
and there— right in the flesh— is Chester
Morris cavorting around in a piece fittingly

"take" and
stand it, so

enough

is

my

titled

that boy

31]

is

is

making

his

first

picture in a long time over here.
It
called "Clive of India" and is all about

Been Around." What
if you could get him

"I've

could

R

tell

talking!
But that's
fortunately.

beside the point, un-

Everybody is too busy to tell me what it's
about but the scene is a very elaborate
bedroom. Through a window at the far
end can be seen bushes all covered with
synthetic snow and glistening in the artiall

Exquisite, but
not Expensive

In the distance can be
ficial moonlight.
seen a church steeple. It's built in miniature on a scale that makes it look exactly
the height it would if it were really as
far away from the window as it is supposed
They are all ready to shoot the
to be.
scene when suddenly the camera man yells
—"The steeple is out of the picture!" So
everything is held up for ten minutes
while some sweating laborers move the
church steeple six inches to one side. Then
the scene proceeds.

A

"Clive

of

India"

shot

Ronald Colman and Francis

with
Lister.

a young chap who was sent out from England to work for the East India Companx
The time is 1748 A.D. and HERE, my
dears, is some news. For this picture. Ronnie has SHAVED HIS MUSTACHE!
Heer— looks
well!
He has always been many
maidens' idea of romance and I can assure
you he looks no less romantic in his satin
knee breeches and white wig.
This is the opening shot in the picture.
Ronnie has just insulted one of the bigwigs of the company by having a native
carry an umbrella over his head to shield
him from the sun. Being an underling,
he's not privileged to have an umbrella
carried over his head to shield him from
the sun. The governor has ordered Ronnie
apologize, which he reluctantly does.
bigwig, being magnanimous, invites
Ronnie to dine, whereupon Ronnie says,
"His Excellency ordered me to apologize to
you— not to dine with you."
to

The
Rochelle
in a

Hudson and Chester Morris

little

Around"

thing called "I've Been
until they change the
title.

Holy Jerusalem!

You can imagine what

a stir that retort creates.

His fellow clerks

-
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because

they

know

his
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im-

pudence is going to make it tough on them.
There is a great deal of muttering and
mumbling as he passes through the room
with his friend, Francis Lister.
"Fine mess you've made of things," one
informs him.
"Why the devil can't you behave yourself?" another wants to know.
"Get us all into trouble," vouchsafes another.
"It wasn't so funny, after all," a fourth

puts

in.

And

that's

is

how

it

goes.

One

can't please

always say, and I think Ronnie
perfectly right to keep his self-respect,

everybody,

I

regardless of whether his fellow clerks like
Besides, who wants to dine with
it or not.
a pompous old bigwig when Loretta Young
is waiting right in the next reel for him?

At Fox

WILL ROGERS, having returned
MR.from
his self-arranged good-will lour,
following the phenomenally successful
is
"Judge Priest" with "The County Chairman." This is an old, old play but it was
a honey in its time and Will should cerThe plot is
tainly make a fine chairman.
too involved to try to give it in all its
ramifications but Evelyn Venable's father
running for some sort of office and
is
Frank Melton and Kent Taylor are both
running after la V. Frank makes some sort
of bet with her that if her father is or
isn't elected
(I forget which) she'll marry
him if she loses the bet.
Well, she loses— or thinks she does— and
Frank has come to collect.
He has the
only auto in town and, my readers (if any),
you should get a load of it. It's a 1900
model Oldsmobile and until you've seen it
you ain't seen nuthin'. It won a prize at
the auto show a couple of years ago for beThe
ing the oldest running car in town.
owner rents it out for pictures for something like $35 a day. How he keeps it going even the makers haven't been able to
figure out.

Old Golds

my
©P.

respect

my throat. and
..

ch arm

U<^j^"^£Kj£4d-

tasie, too" says

RKO-RADIO STAR

Lorillurd Co., Inc.

AMERICAS SMOOTHEST CIGARETTE

To those who think
Learning Music is hardPERHAPS

you think that taking
music lessons is like taking a dose
medicine. It isn't any longer!
As far as you're concerned, the
old days of long practice hours with
their hard- work exercises, and expensive personal teacher fees are
over with.
of

Frank Melton and Evelyn Venable
model of 1900 for
"The County Chairman."

in the streamline

Miss Venable— if you care for her type
beauty— looks quite charming in a light
blue dress, very form fitting and with a
long trailing skirt.
Frank and Evelyn are seated in the

of

contraption, which comes to a jerky halt
in front of the home of Robert H.
Doolittle, Justice of the Peace.
"Now,"
Frank exclaims as he jumps out and rescues
Evelyn from the smoke, "we'll wake up the
old boy and in five minutes you'll be Mrs.
Henry Cleaver!"
But she won't. She didn't lose the wager

just

after all and Kent Taylor and Will arrive
just in time to save her.
Frank's- auto, un-

able to stand all the excitement, explodes
and burns up, so he loses both his girl and
his car.
(N.B. They've also reproduced
the auto because the owner objected to

having them burn his up.)

You have no alibis whatsoever for
making your start toward musi-

not
cal

good times now!

For, through a method that removes
the boredom and extravagance from
music lessons, you can now learn to play your
favorite instrument entirely at home without a
private teacher in half the usual time at a fraction of the usual cost.

—
—

—

Easy As Can Be
The lessons come
mous U. S. School

to you by mail from the faof Music.
They consist of
printed instructions, diagrams, and all
you need. You're never in hot water.
are told how a thing is done. Then a

complete
the music
First you
picture shows you how, then you do it yourself
and hear it. No private teacher could make it
clearer or easier.
Over 700,000 people learned to play this

—

LEARN TO PLAY
BY NOTE
Piano

Violin

Guitar

Saxophone

Organ

Ukulele
Tenor Banjo
Hawaiian Guitar
Piano Accordion

Or Any Other
Instrument

modern

and found it
way
easy as A-B-C. Forget that old-fashioned
that
you
idea
special "talent."
re

1.1

1

incuts

lie lisi

in

need
Just

of instru

the

'

.

Send for Our Free
Book and Demonslralion

Lesson

you really do want to piny your favorite Instrument,
nil mil and mall the coupon asking for our Free Booklet
and Free Demonstration Lesson.
These explain our wonderful method rully ami show you how easily an, quickly
you can learn to play at little expense.
U. S. School of
Music, 1198 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.
If

I

U. S.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC.

1193 Brunswick Bldo.. Now York City.
Semi me your amazing free hook. "How You Can Master
Mu.ie In Your Own Some," with Inspiring message hy
I)r. Frank Crane: also Free Demonstration Lesson.
This
does not put

me under any

ohligation.

Name

to play, anil the

School will do
No matter
which instrument you
I

the

—

panel,

decide which one you

want

choose,
the cost
in each case will
average the same
just a few cents
a day.

S.

rest.

Have

\.Mi

ills

Inst,

1
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At Columbia

DRAB HAIR

THEY

are just finishing "Mills of the
Gods," starring May Robson and featuring Fay Wray and Victor Jory.
The
scene is laid in a mill town. May owns the
mills but she's got tired of running them
and has turned them over to her trusted
employees because her family— Fay, James
Blakeley, Josephine Whitell and Raymond
Walburn—are a worthless lot. When the
depression comes, the mills are about ready

down and

an agitator, appears
There has been rioting
and goodness only knows what all.
Fay, in an evening dress that will knock
you cold, is in a third rate joint. There is
a bar, a lot of tables (a few of which are
occupied), a mechanical piano and a haze
At another table are
of tobacco smoke.
Vic, Mayo Methot and Fredrik Vogeding.
They are watching Fay and Blakeley, who
accompanies her. She is drinking beer and
he is well on his way, as the saying goes.
to close

to stir

GLEAM with GOLD
in

one shampoo

-WITHOUT BLEACHING
GIRLS — when

hair turns drab, it dulls your
whole personality. Bring out the fascinating
glints that are hidden in your hair. Get Blondex,
the glorious shampoo which will uncover the
gleaming lights of beauty
keep them undimmed. Made originally for blondes Blondex
has been adopted by thousands with drab brown
and medium dark hair. For they have found it
gives their hair the sheen and sparkle that they
cannot get with ordinary shampoos. Try Blondex
today and see the difference after one shampoo.
At all good drug and department stores.

—

—

StmisJToTrun
The women you most admire, and perhaps
envy, prize their beauty and guard it. Their
lustrous eyes and clear skin are the result of
daily care. Above all else, these women keep
their systems free of the poisons of constipation. Thousands of such women find Dr.

Edwards Olive Tablets a matchless correct-

Know

ive. Madeof pure vegetableingredients.
them by their olive color. They are a safe sub-

dangerous calomel. Not habitforming. All druggists, 15c, 30c and 60c.
stitute for

Quickly

BUMP GOES DOufy,
N

Pain Btopa almoBt Instantly. Then blessed
uerly
Falrvfoot helps reduce painful, ugly
Falryfoot
bunions. Foot soon appears morenatural.Falryfootiseasy to
OBe entirely harmless. Used on over two million feet since
1897. Write for FREE trial treatment.
Fairyfoot Products Co.. Chicago
•
ERFF
.
flltt
»223 S.Wabash Ave, Dept. 3763
relief II

PROOF
mVW

Vic,

trouble.

At R-K-O
AS I'VE often told you, R-K-O is right up
l\. the street from Columbia so, after
picking up my own galoppy again, I figure
I
might as well get that over with and
behind me. What must be, must be— and
no monkey business about it.
There is only one set to see here, but, ah!
a set! The long-awaited "Roberta!"
our way to Stage 12 where "Roberta"

—what

On

we

pass two stages closed to
it
doesn't mean that
la Hepburn and la Harding are practicing
their histrionics without benefit of audience.
It merely means that it's the first
day for both "Captain Hurricane" and
"The Puzzle of The Pepper Tree" and
everything is hectic and mad and confused
and the director and cast had rather wait
until things get settled before welcoming
visitors and, holy smokes! what a lot of
Any"ands" there are in that sentence!
how, you'll just have to wait until next
month to hear about these two little gems.
But once I'm on Stage 12 there are millions of femmes who'd give anything to
be in my shoes for I'm sitting right next
Fred it was who danced
to Fred Astaire.
his way into the hearts of American women.
His
But he's quite a man's man, loo.
is

shooting,

This time

visitors.

He has
hobby, he tells me, is neckties.
thousands of them and every time he can't
think of anything better to do he goes
shopping for more. Even so, I can't hand
him much on the one he has on. I've got
better looking ones myself.
Ginger Rogers joins us and lights into
me because I didn't come to her wedding
but I just don't like weddings and funerals
—there's something so final about them.
She starts telling me all about the house
she and Lew have in Beverly Hills— right
But
across from the Dick Barthelmesses.
we get no farther than the living room

Dunne, a royal princess from Russia, is the
head designer and Randy falls for her the
moment he hears her sing at one of Aunt
Minnie's informal teas.
But he doesn't

know

she's a princess.

lucky break when he disthe temperamental Countess
Scharwenka (Ginger) who is buying hei
wardrobe at Roberta's, is none other than a

Fred

covers

gets

a

that

own town,

gal from his
Lizzie Gatz.

formerly

known

a?

Ginger gets Fred and his band
an engagement at the night club where
she is a featured entertainer and when
the Parisians get a glimpse of Rogers and
Astaire going into their dance, oh, boy, oh,
boy, the town goes mad.
Of course, there is a lot more to the plot
but we won't go into that today. There
are two major love stories— that of Randy
and Irene Dunne, and that of Ginger and
Freddie.
They have their lovers' misunderstandings just as lovers always do in the
cinema— and out of the cinema, too. Are

you

listenin',

The
come

Connie?

publicity department urges me to
back on a day when they have one

and when Ginger and
Fred are dancing over and under tables,
or when they put on the million dollai
style show.
And maybe I will because,
although I'm very fond of Ginger and Fred
in my platonic sort of way, there's not
much excitement to seeing them do closeups and I must say I do like a bit of froufrou on my musical comedy sets.
of their gorgeous sets,

The popular dancing couple, Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers, stepping
in "Roberta."

Over

at

Warner's

BROTHERS are having
WARNER
mid-winter
there
dull

spell,

theii

so

isn't

much doing

out here. "While the Patient
Slept," which sounds to me like one of
those hospital dramas, is on location so

the director barges up and intimates
that he wouldn't at all mind if Miss Rogers
and Mr. Astaire would move themselves
over to the set and permit him to take a
close-up of them. The way he said it was,
"Hey! Stop that gabbing with Mook and
Brought up in a barn,
get over here."

we'll just skip

probably.

the publicity department, and I stumble on
to the stage and right into one of those
ducky little triangles.
Miss Francis and
George Brent (yep. Miss Garbo's Mr. Brent)
form two sides of the triangle and there's
good old Warren William making as reliable
an hypotenuse as I
have ever
glimpsed.
Kay looks magnificent in a mink coat
that ripples about her quite, quite luxuriously.
The room has that "after the
partv's over" air about it and you just
know that somebody is in love with somebody and trying to keep somebody else
from finding it out.
The picture takes its name from the fact

when

Most

BUNIONS'

up

with his pal (Fred Astaire), and Fred's
Randy's Aunt Minnie
dance orchestra.
(Helen Westley, ah, lucky day) owns the
famous gown shop called "Roberta's." Irene

of

the action

of "Roberta"

takes

place in a ritzy dressmaking establishment
in Paris and the sets are something to
knock your eye out. And the clothes, my
dears, are the most luxurious and expensive
ever worn in any picture. POSITIVELY—
according to the publicity department. Ermines and sables just drip all over the
place. Of course, this, not being one of the
fiesta days, Ginger is gowned very modestly
in about a thousand dollars' worth of
aigrettes and silver fox that would pay my
rent for years without end.

The
baller

is about an All-American foot(Randolph Scott) who goes to Paris

story

"Go

Into

it.

Your

Dance,"

Keeler and hubby, Al Jolson,

with
is

Ruby

in prepa-

ration.

Frank Borzage, who rarely misses,
recting the

"Living on

is

di-

new Kay

Francis picture called
Velvet."
Bernie Williams, of
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amour

CHARM
Add these to YOUR
Mere charm
be

if a woman wishes to
Many women, of un-

not enough,

is

fascinating.

doubted charm, from cultured homes and smart
finishing schools, still lack the final touch, the
glamour and the mystery so intriguing to men. Yet
it is only through men, directly or indirectly, that

A

scene from "Living on Velvet."
George Brent, Warren William and

Kay

unusually

Personality

a

Francis.

woman's

social or professional aspirations

You, too, if you wish to achieve distinction in a
world ruled by men, must know how to influence
them, captivate their interest and win their esteem.

that Brent, scion of an aristocratic Philadelphia family, was flying his family to
Newport several years before when the
plane crashed in a fog and every member
of the family was killed but him. He feels

You must know how

to

make them feel flattered,
when in your magnetic

gay, inspired or enchanted
presence.

Most women

he should have been killed, too, and is living on borrowed time— on velvet, as it were.
He spends his days and nights drinking,

of fascination.

mere novices

are

The

in

the technique

chic Parisiennes are

more

to stir

and sustain

superiority in

his interest.

You,

too, can acquire

necessary art, through our sys-

this

A

tematized training in charm and fascination.
few
minutes daily devoted to our unique instructions sent

by mail, and you will soon stand revealed in a new
light.
keen insight into men's psychology gives
you assurance, poise, sang-froid.

A

Learn to meet every

Our

"You poor darling," Kay begins, seating
herself on the arm of Mr. William's chair.
"Hold that pose," Brent interrupts very
casually, though you can sense the drayma
behind his words. "A charming couple,"
he goes on (a little bitterly, I thought) and
then, with an enforced laugh, "Good night."

self-revealing

new

our

situation with ease

and finesse.
of your effectiveness, and

test

booklet, "Technique of Fascination,"

offered without cost. Just mail your

and your copy

dress

name and

"Wait a minute," William calls after him.
are you going?"
Any suggestions?" Brent
"I don't know.

Warren

with mock politeness.
you coming home with

is

ad-

be sent to you at once.

will

CLLObe,

"Where

"Aren't

adroit;

they deftly employ the secrets of man's psychology

traveling, carousing and getting into all
kinds of scrapes. Of course, he has a pal
(Warren William, naturally) who sticks by
him and, just as naturally, when he could
fall in love with all the beautiful women
in the world, he falls for Kay who happens
to be Mr. William's biologic urge.
Evidently, as we walk in, George has
just discovered his faux pas.

inquires

may be

realized.

5226
me?"

Santa Monica Blvd.

Los Angeles, Calif., Dept. 4.1

persists.

definitely from George. "GoodGoodnight, Amy." And
night, Gibraltar.
our Mr. Brent walks out of the scene, leaving Mr. William looking quite dumbfounded by it all. But Kay— ah, Kay has
a sad, thoughtful look so it's a pretty good
guess she knows what's ailing Mr. B. Anyhow, it's all quite tense and dramatic.

"No!" but

pictures shooting here today but
it's a break, at that, because generally
they have more pictures in production at
this studio than any other.
Stage 12 has a horsy smell about it, so I
hastily give Kay Mulvey some very strong
flavored chewing gum and we make our
way over this and that right into the midst
of a stable. Jean Harlow and Bill Powell
are petting a magnificent black mare and
I edge in for a bit of petting, too, me being
an old horse trader from the South.
I
hardly get one rub of her soft, velvety nose
(the mare's, not Jean's) when the director
yells, "Get Mook out of here.
This is a
picture, not a horse show."
Luckily, I'm
not sensitive about little things like that
so I move over to a stall and hide while
he goes on with his picture making.
"All right, Jean. All set, Bill. Let's go.
Quiet," he shouts in a voice that would
waken the dead. The lights go on full
force and the mare immediately lets out a
whinny so everybody just stands around
waiting until she gets bored. You can al-

DIVORCE EYE CRUTCHES!

fate:

At M-G-M
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GUARANTEE.
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Complete Lucky Dream Book and Fortune Teller. Explains every method, ards,
t

tea leaves, palmistry, astrology
Lists "lucky" numbers and days

crystal,
etc.

Money-Making
.

—
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MOLEX (Hollywood) COMPANY. Dept. SU
325 Western Pacific Bldg.
Los Angeles, Calif.

FREE

Natural Eyesight Institute, Inc.

•

SENT FREE— Write for 16-pageilluslraled
booklet. Explains simple method of removing these ugly growths and warts. Used by
physicians and clinics in Hollywood world's
beauty center. Booklet is FREE write today.

The

over Glasses Possible.
the Judge — your eyes
the Jury
when the Natural
Eyesight System goes on trial
in your home for four months
on our IOO
MONEY-BACK

can you conserve your health?
what vocation are you best
Who will be your lifemate? Will you have many children? These and many
other questions are answered in a valuable 1200 word
analysis of your characteristics by MAJI HARI,
Astrologer, Psycho- Analyst and Philosopher.
Send 2Hc
in coin or stamps together with your exact Birthdate
In addition you get FREE
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• All persons now suffering from corns are
urged to get relief immediately with this approved Blue-Jay method.
Blue-Jay is amazingly easy to use. Quickly
without fuss or bother.

instantly
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Pain stops
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goes to lunch. There they sit, huddled in
the corner like the Notre Dame football
team— Helen Hayes, Bob Montgomery, Otto
Kruger and the director. It would seem,
the last scene didn't go so well and the
Hayes and the Montgomery are begging the
director for a little dose of re-writing before they take it again.
Miss Hayes is a girl what knows her
theatre and if she says the scene is no good

LEARN

nstitute of Photography
St. (Dept. 64) New York
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movie star a public
speaker actor entertainer, etc. how to address your
group or club how to impress your words and thoughts on
and
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how to use it" exposes professional secrets of elocution
and oratory gives complete instruction in one compact
volume! Start training now. Earn while learning. Complete course postpaid for only $1.00, Money back if not
satisfied. Limited Edition
just off press. Act at once!
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Washington School

Name
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pother to get over here before the company
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"You
"Okay," the director interrupts.
turned too quickly then, Bill. Say, can't
somebody keep that horse still?"
As far as I can learn, Bill plays a guy
who promotes everything from flagpole sitters to tattooed countesses and, though he
won't admit it, he's in love with Jean whom
he promoted right out of a cheap carnival
As New York's
to the Broadway stage.
favorite dancer Jean meets plenty of rich
young men and goes on a bender with one
of them one night. She wakens next morning to find herself married to millions.
After she joins the Westchester set, she runs

Not a blamed thing

Amazingly Simple Way

graduate, Miss L. F.
of Brighton, Ontario

cats.

set

Make $50 to SI 00 a Week
Learn at Home This

—

REDUCE

bad?"

year.

ARTIST

a Week!
that's what our

it

me our little Jean is all
Westchester bluebloods and
their millions overboard and go riding off
with Bill. What does something tell you?
Oh, yes! I almost forgot. The picture

C

Artists

"Is

"Why take chances?" Bill counters with
a wry smile.
Jean is giving Mr. Powell the works. I
mean, she seems to care— in a big way— and
it isn't a trick done with mirrors, either.
I
just know from the way she's looking at
him that something has gone on between
those two— in the picture, I mean, of course
—and they are just pretending to be very
polite and I-don't-carish to each other.
"I wonder," she goes on, "why animals
always bring out the best in men— and
women can't." Careful, Jean, careful.
"Because," he snaps, "that animal is going to make me money— not cost me
money." I guess that's telling her, Bill.
"Have I cost you anything, Ned?" she
wonders simply.
"Sure," he flips. "The best years of my
life."
Hmm! I thought the woman usually
got that line to say.
"Come on, Ned," Jean pleads wistfully.
"You've got a heart. Open up and let me
look at it."
"If you're gonna talk like that, we'll quit
"Who do
right now," he informs her.
you think you are— Granny?"
it's
turn
to
snap.
"You
hate
"Okay,"
her
horses, you hate me, you hate granny—
you're a bad man and like to drown pussy

is

More and more trained

Bill.

Something

R

T. E

whispers to

set to toss the

BeAn

S125

many

into her old flame at the race track
that's the scene I've just described.

Y

,

N
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takes as babies.
Finally they get started.
"I didn't know about her ankle," Jean

CORNS

applied,

on animals ruining

ways count

to get rid of
easily

March

I

Nelson

Eddy

Donald

in

the

and Jeanette
gay musical

"Naughty Marietta."

Macpiece,

Bachelor of Music
1582

West

27th St.

Los Angeles. Calif.

—
Silver Screen for
it's

a

cinch

it's

huddled there

man
who wins.

busy
see

no good.

They may

stay

and it's a cinch a
sit around just to
But I'm betting on Helen.

for hours
like me can't

On Stage 14, Jeanette MacDonald is bursting into song just as we get on the right
side of the big stage doors, so we have to
stand still until she finishes— and that's no
This is the "Naughty
hardship, either.
Marietta" set, which promises to be one of
the best musicals of the coming season for
And I'll tell you
three excellent reasons.
what those reasons are, if you wish to know,
and even if you don't wish to know. Woody
Van Dyke, who will probably get an
Academy award this year for turning out

many successes, is directing it in his
usual casual manner. Then there is Jeanette
who can sing and look beautiful at the
Thirdly, this picture marks
same time.
the long delayed debut of Nelson Eddy,
opera and radio baritone. Whether you'll
like Mr. Eddy on the screen is something
I wouldn't be knowing but I must say his
singing at the Marion Davies benefit and at
Marie Dressler's birthday party is something everyone who heard it will rememSo here's hoping he screens well.
ber.
so

At Paramount

Grace Moore
WHEN"Madame

hit that

high

C

in
Butterfly" aria she certhe
Hollywood.
tainly started something in
The movie moguls took one look at the
line in front of the box office where "One
Night of Love" was playing, tore their hair,
gnashed their teeth and shrieked in their

"Mon

Cherchez la
prima donna" and the great cherchez was
native Hebraic,

Dieu!

on.
Finally,

with great eclat Paramount
tapped Mary Ellis, so once more there is
Miss Ellis—
a little peace on the campus.
but I mustn't get started on her, she being
one of my pet enthusiasms. She's sung at
the Metropolitan in New York and she's

March

awful beard any longer.
Meantime, that popular movie

Rocco (who

idol,

191

Carlo

Mr. Brisson, aussi) arrives in
town, gets palsy walsy with the King, persuades him to shave his beard and, sakes
alive!
The movie actor and the King look
just alike, so the way is all paved for one
of those mistaken identity plots which has
been a source of pleasure— and revenue—
to playwrights ever since the time of Bill
Shakespeare (and I don't mean the footis

ball player, Agnes).

The King

takes a vacation and the
takes his place in the palace.

actor

movie

comes

thinks

he's

close to

mind
"I

Mr. Brisson, who doesn't seem

to

at all.

want to

live that

Queen Mary giving
But

"Yes.

it

moment

again," says

that far-away look.

me— this moment— now— is

to

even more beautiful," he whispers. "And
you are lovelier than all the moments that
have ever been."
Say! What the heck is all this palavering
about moments? Maybe Miss Ellis is getting ready to sing that old Beatrice Lillie
favorite— "Even a Queen Must Have Her
Moment or So." But no. No such luck.

"We

close," sighs Mary
vf"* ever closer— never— until
Until tins moment— with your hair

were so

"No one
tonight.

1

my lips— your eyes— your mouththan lovers in a dream."
Hotcha, .1 always say, and, boy, is she
falling for this line of guff. As a matter of
fact, if I can read signs, she's just about to
give all when there's a knock at the door
—close to

a grand opera singer,
Brisson in the romantic

Ellis,

and Carl
operetta,

"AH

the King's Horses."

sung with Caruso, Scotti and Martinelli.
She originally sang the "Indian Love Call"
in "Rose Marie."
You'll hear more about
her

all

right, tho.

Dropping the curtain on her past— but
only for the time being, I assure you— her
first picture part is that of the Queen in
"All the King's Horses" opposite Carl Brisson.
I had hoped when I burst on to her
set that she would be hitting high D's but,
She's merely cuddling and I must say
she cuddles very well, indeed.
The King and Queen of Langenstcin
(Carl Brisson and Mary, of course) have
become quite bored with each other. The
Queen, as a matter of fact, walks out on
the King the night of their first wedding
anniversary because she just can't abide his

no!

Oily Skin
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calls,
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Sallowness
"Never Squeeze Blackheads! It causes Scars,
well
warns
known scientist.
Infection!"
Dissolve Blackheads quickly and safely with

NEW

scientific disKLEERPLEX. Amazing
covery. This remarkable medicated pore-purifying liquid gets right at the cause! It does not
cover up the condition but gently penetrates
the pores and flushes out blackheads. Stops emClears muddiness and tan.
barrassing shine.
Result:— your skin is wonderfully clear, bright
and smooth. Your pores are fine and almost invisible again. You have that fresh, clean-cut
attractive look! Your skin looks RENEWED!
LIGHTENED! BEAUTIFIED instantly! No

—

harmful chemicals. No staying home. No fuss,
no bother. This guaranteed pure, natural product is approved by Health Authorities and thousands of grateful users both men and women.
KLEERPLEX is a secret formula. There is noth-
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ing else like

it

to yourself

NOW!

PIMPLES

For Pimples and Blackheads use the com-

KLEERPLEX TREATMENT. Consists of KLEERPLEX (1.75 double size) and
KLEERPLEX BALM (1.50 size) —quick, healplete

Both only
ing, soothing antiseptic lotion.
$3. (plus 20c postage). Or pay postman plus
charge. Outside U. S. 3.50 no COD.

—

COD

that Brisson realizes this beautiful creature is only a Queen and it is
silly for him to go on caring when he can
never marry her.
And just when I'm all set for a good
juicy scandal, too.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

it is

fortunately for you girls, his sole contribution to this scene (although it is one of
the big scenes of the picture) is to place a
chair in front of the Fields map at exactly
the right second to keep him (Fields) from
getting a knife in his kisser that an enraged poker player hurls at him.
A very weird poker game, it is, too. Of
course, on a Mississippi river boat you expect the deck to be a little screwy but,
You don't expect every other
great guns!
card to be an ace.
Under cover of his mint julep, Fields
secretly draws a couple of cards out of the
But, heck, the
deck while no one looks.
cards are all aces so he lets them fall to
the floor.

Prove

creams and cosmetics. Your skin deserves the
Order your Kleerplex TODAY direct
best!
from KLEERPLEX (Dept. 21) 1 W. 34th St., New
York City. Send $1. (plus 10c postage) for generous 2 months supply. Or pay postman (plus
COD charge). Outside U. S. 1.25 and no COD.

"Your majesty."

important, but this one is super-important
because it stars the one and only Bing
Crosby and a whole flock of new songs.
Bing in his "befo' de war" ensemble, consisting of mauve pants, a pleated jabot and
fancy waistcoat, is really something.
Un-

it.

Stop wasting time and money on ordinary

closer

Over on the "Mississippi" set dozens of
extras are lounging around in their ante
bellum hoopskirts and high toppers, playing a bit of rummy or chewing a bit of
gum. Well, not such a wee bit of gum,
either.
The rest is occasioned by the fact
that W. C. Fields is in the throes of doing
a scene and that means all business is called
off indefinitely.
The famous W. C. ad libs
as he goes, and never does or says the same
thing twice, which makes it very difficult
for the director who must make a lot of
"takes" or he isn't considered a good director.
To date John M. Stahl and Josef
Von Sternberg hold the championship for
the greatest number of "takes" so they've
had their contracts renewed.
The presence of Fields makes any picture

Mary

Large Pores

The

home and, naturally (?),
her husband.
And that, my
dears, is how matters stand in the royal
palace of Langenstein as I slump into a
creaky chair.
Miss Ellis, looking quite
gudgeous in a queenly dinner gown with
gardenias tucked just here, is cuddling very
Queen
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ow, without any risk, you 'can tint those streaks or
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will not wash out.
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rich, beautiful color with amazing speed. Just brush
or comb it in. Shades: "Blonde to Medium Brown"
and "Dark Brown to Black" cover every need, t
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counters always on a money-back guarantee, or
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C. Fields and Bing Crosby are
the principals in the colorful, costume drama, "Mississippi."

table.

"That's funny," Francis McDonald mar"/ have four aces."
"There are only four aces in the deck,"

vels.

Mr." Andrews, "and the man who
holds the first four aces wins." Well, that's
a rule I never heard of but we'll skip it.
turns belligerently to Al Richman:
Mr.
"Sir, what have you got?"
"Why, I've got four aces, too," Mr. Richsnarls
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bel-

lows at Captain Fields, who is having a
little trouble lighting his cigar and considerable trouble getting rid of his aces.
I'd say, offhand, that Captain Fields is
probably having palpitations but he's quite

immediate consideration

for

M. M. M. PUBLISHERS
Dept. SU
Studio

puts

five

aces

down on

FREE

Show at a single glance what every
card on table means. Makes you a
popular expert instantly.
Included
FREE with order for Jayne's special Fortune Telling Cards at 25c.
(Send coin or stamps.) 75c value.
Write at once to

seems you two gentlemen have played
before," snarls Mr. McDonald,

together

lovelight in this opus.

another big picture in proBig beduction on the Paramount lot.
cause it co-stars the very popular Carole
Lombard and George Raft, and it also presents the sensational Margo, who can dance
like nobody's business. She is the girl who
made such a sit in the Charlie MacArthur-

There

is

Ben Hecht

still

picture,

"Crime Without Pas-

sion."

Ever since "Bolero" the fans have been
clamoring for Lombard and Raft to dance
together again on the screen. So, nice old
Paramount, ever eager to please (the pub-

bought "Rhumba" for them and now
see Carole and Georgie giving us

certain something.
Carole plays a society gal, just filthy with
Georgie plays a cheap dancer in
millions.
He takes a fling at
a Havana bar-room.
the National Lottery and draws a number
that calls for $5,000. When he goes to the
lottery window to collect he finds the ritzy
Lombard right in front of him collecting
on the same number he holds. Then he
learns how cruel life can be: his ticket is a

that

He

such a ruckus Carole
magnificently offers to lend him the five
thousand to open a dance club of his own.
But Raft, surly and disappointed, spurns
her and her offer and says he'll have none
of those snooty New York society dames. He
meets Margo, beautiful Spanish dancer, and
they form a rhumba team which quickly
becomes the sensation of Havana. On the
opening night of their swanky night club,
Miss Lombard again appears in Havana.

phoney.

!

JAYNE'S CARD CHART
(Used With Ordinary Cards)

the table.

"and where I come from there is only one
thing to do with a crooked dealer." Zing!
Bing got the chair there just in time.
Joan Bennett and Gail Patrick are the

Bldg.

Portland, Ore.

nonchalant about it all. "Oh, what have I
got?" he repeats. "Let me see, now. Dear
me, just a little pair of deuces," and with
the delightful naivete of a child Mr. Fields

lic)

Sagging Muscles

RELIEF smoke
H. Guild's Green Mountain Asthmatic

J.

ORIGINAL POEMS, SONGS

you'll
1

Dr.

admits.

"And what have you

N. Y. C

21 Si.

SUFFERERS— For QUICK

A

man

W.

133

ASTHMATIC

"I just call," he says finally. "Thanks for
reminding me."
"Four aces," announces Stanley Andrews
triumphantly and throws them on the

"It

NO GENIUS NEEDED

HAIDWELL BRASSIERE & CORSET CO,

W.

to harsh alkalies in order
to relieve a sour stomach,
gas.orafter-eating distress.

may_ change

trating latest styles from $3.50 up.
give your dealer's name and we will
see you are supplied immediately.

FREE
FOLDER

JAYNE & SON,

Inc.

2 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Oept

To Be Deaf
No Joke
—Every dea£ person knows that—
Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
kbeing deaf for twenty-five years, with hia Arti-

Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.
|Thcy stopped his head
f noises. Theyare invisible
fficial

andcomfortable.nowires
or batteries. Write for

TRUE STORY. Also
ArtificialEar Drum
booklet on Deafness.
THE WAY COMPANY
Michigan
755

Hofmann Bldg.

Detroit,

ERVOUS2^^
What's wrong with you
1

?

Do

symptoras of

Constipation, Indigestion, Dizzy
Spells, Sweating and Sleeplessness
keep you irritable, exhausted and gloomy ? Are
you Bashful? Despondent? There's Help for You!
Medicines, tonics or Drug's probably will not relieve
eak, sick nerves. My wonderful book "Watch
„. .Verves", explains a new method that will help
you refrain lost vitality and healthy nerves. Send 25c
ROBERT HOLMES, 173
for this amazing book.
Fuller Bldg.» Jersey City, N. J.
.

S.OO% Improvement Guaranteed
I
I

[

We

—

build, strengthen the vocal org-ans
not with singing Xe&sons— but by fundamentally

eound and scientifically correct silent exercises..
and absolutely guarantee to improve any pmg"icjr
Write for
Bpeaking voice at least 100% .
.

.

..-nderful voice book— sent free, but enclose Sc
you can cow have
for part postage. Learo
voice you want. No literature sent to anyunder 17 unless signed by parent.

WHY

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 13-i3
308 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago

raises

SONGS

f-off

TALKING
PICTURES

^ALT/£J~

paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to
your lyricnor lyrics to your muaio, aocuro U.S. copyright, broadcast your
•one over thu radio. Our sales department submits fo Music publishers
and Hollywood Picture Studios, WRITE TODAY (or FREE BOOKLET.
UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE, 604 Meyer Bldg., Western Areour and
Sierra Vista, Hollywood, California

t

—
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Georgie,

now

asks her to

a big shot himself, gallantly

WINNERS OF THE
HANDWRITING
CONTEST

do a rhumba with him.

Gee, it's a swell set. A ball room floor
black and shiny as Stepin Fetchit's face,
with a rhumba orchestra at one end all
done up in white satin and Latin smiles,
while around the edges of the floor are
tables and tables of gay young people sipThe El
ping cocktails and champagne.
Club Elefante's opening night and Havana
as

gayest!
I almost forget it's only a set and prance
over to ask Carole to dance, being by no
means a poor rhumba shaker myself. At
"Hello, toots,"
least, that's what / think.
she says. "Park it there. You should have
at

its

been

here

and

Georgie

morning.

this

BUT

a dance that's sensational—
sensational. Even as it is, you've 3 treat in
Careless Carole
really.
store for you—

Margo did

BUT

her torso. Sit here and
Come on, Georgie, let's get this
watch.
thing over with."
The orchestra goes into "La Cucaracha"
and Carole seems to melt into Georgie's
arms.
"You've come along splendidly since I
saw you last," she says, her picture name
being Diana.
will cautiously toss

"Yes— and without any financial backing
from you," George retorts sharply, his picture name being Joe.
Then Carole remembers her blue blood
her millions and starts giving the
hoofer some of that Park Avenue hauteur:
"Just ability— and nerve— and a certain
amount of aggressiveness, is what I always
"If
say," she murmurs too, too sweetly.
you have those things you are bound to get
ahead."
"Say,
It gets a rise out of him all right.

and

he barks, "you can't make me forget
that night in my dressing room."
"Don't think I've forgotten it either," .she-

listen,"

drawls.

"Come on,
"Cut," from the director.
now, let's do it again."
I
It's oke with me— and how are you?
could sit here the rest of the afternoon, enjoying the music and feasting my eyes on
The director decides
But, no!
Carole.
they'll work better if the set is cleared of
So there I go.
visitors.
And that ends us for this month, kiddies.
The wonder boy
But next month— Ahl
again—Joe Morrison. Can you wait?
LINCOLN AND INDIAN HEAD

PENNIES WANTED
MORE THAN
WE PAY
$ 2 EACH
YEARS OLD
UP TO
II

Send

to

$500

NATIONAL COIN
,BOX

731

CO.
MILWAUKEE,

N.

I

May Barry, 2280 S. W. 3rd St., Miami, Fla.
Barbara Beachler, 315 Madison Ave., Hasbrouck
Heights, N. J.
Velma Bebb, 358 No. 2nd West, Salt Lake City,
Allie

Utah
Edna A. Beerworth, Apt. 10, 65 Melbourne St.,
Sherbrooke, Que., Canada
Bernice Bishop, 95 Winding Way, San Francisco,
Calif.

Martha Brown, 716 Eleventh

St.,

Wilmette,

G. L. Cagle, Clayton, Ga.
Lucille Chicehi, E. 614 Hartson, Spokane,

111.

Wash.

Vivian McDaniel, Plaquemine, La.
Betty Sue Dickinson, 545 Vassar, Fresno, Calif.
Leslie Eichler, 1704 E. Locust St., Milwaukee,
Wise.
Alice E. Floyd, 9 Friend St., Manchester, Mass.

Todd B. Franklin, 13401 Forest

Hill,

Cleveland,

Ohio
Mildred Fritz, 103 Hamilton Ave., Vandergrift,
Pa.
Kitten Judge, 801 Fifth St., S. W., Roanoke, Va.
Mrs. Harold F. Gentry, 216 S. Curry St., Phoebus,

Va.
Alfred Greco, 105 So. Main St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Jeanette Hamilton, 9 N. Main, Paris, Tex.
Margaret Stevenson Hawkey, Boothbay Harbor,
Me.
Lillian Hiles, 1 Cawthra Sq., Toronto, Canada
Anna Holzberg, 5035 Park Ave., Montreal, Canada
Oliver Hope, 8201 41st St., Tampa, Fla.
Marilyn Ruth Hosmer, 1264 Warren Road, Lakewood, Ohio

Mary Louise Johnson,
St.

4461 Olive

St.,

matter

how

your corns,

cal-

orbunionsmayhurt,New
De Luxe Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads
will give you immediate relief.
They stop pressure on the painful part make new or tight shoes
louses,

;

with ease; prevent corns, sore

toes and blisters ; quickly, safely

remove corns and callouses. Flesh
color, waterproof; won't stick to
stocking or come off in the bath.
Try them! Sold everywhere.

FLESH

Apt. 511,

tario,

Calif.

Camille B. Spiller, 1151 Louisiana Ave., Baton
Rouge, La.
Beatrice Tomarkin, 4161 Esplanade Ave., Mon-

Canada

The albums have been

sent
to Hollywood to be signed,
as requested.

YOUR FAC6 CHATIGCD

No

MINUTE!

Louis, Mo.

Flo Devene Langham, 3458 Polk St., Chicago, 111.
Mrs. R. J. Lauder, 2720 E. 14th PI., Tulsa, Okla.
Teresa McElwain, 1548 6th St., Ironton, Ohio
Patricia Mehaffey, 530 Piedmont Rd., Columbus,
Ohio
Prof. E. C. Mills, 239 E. Center St., Marion, O.
Margaret Rhoades Mott, Pennington, New Jersey
Eileen Muldoon, 701 W. 189th St., New York,
N. Y.
Dorothy Nelson, 860 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.
Mrs. Augustus Norton, 627 W. Olney Road, 2
Clarendon Apts., Norfolk, Va.
Helna Peterson, 204 13th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Milton F. Prerau, 1384 Grand Concourse, New
York, N. Y.
Harriet Sanders, 604 S. Lang Ave., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Justin H. Sands, 159 W. 76th St., New York,
N. Y.
Minnette Shermak, 328 E. 90th St., New York,
N. Y.
Sally Shiratsumi, Rt. 1, Box 213, Salinos, Calif.
Viola Sistare, Fla. Medical Center, Venice, Fla.
Olive Spangenberg, 1007 N. Campus Ave., On-

WIS..

ONE

RELIEF IN

fit

treal, Que.,

for certain U. S. Cents
10c. today for 1G page fully illustrated catalog

and up

CALL

Of The Slogan
Read Silver Screen

Betty Thayer Tompkins, 120 Cherry Valley Rd.,
Garden City, N. Y.
G. C. Troth, 1608 40th Ave., Oakland, Calif.
Bonnie White, 1415 N. 13th St., Boise, Idaho
Estelle Jameson Wilson, Sehlater, Miss.
Alberta Wolff, 1832 W. Broadway, Louisville, Ky.
Caryl Wood, 136 E. 79th St., New York, N. Y.
Anna Zur, 214 Hill Ave., Endicott, N. Y.

IF
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D-'SchoUs
Zino-pads
—
Put one on

pain

the

from any part
Be adorably slim!
Money-back guarantee
Feminine attractiveness demands
the fascinating, youthful lines of a
graceful,
slim
figure
firm,
with
rounded, uplifted contours, instead

—

of

sagging, unbecoming

flesh.

Hundreds of women have reduced
my famous Slimcream Method
and reduced just where they wanted,
with

safely,

reduced

and

quickly, surely.
my chestline by

my

weight 28

lbs.

(across

writes, "I
the chest).

miracle

your

J.

A.

I

4^
in

myself,
inches
days.

28

was 3 7 inches
Here is the
Slimcream has worked

for me.
I have actually taken
inches off.
I am overjoyed."

5

The Slimcream treatment is so entirely effective, so easy to use, and
so beneficial that I
unhesitatingly
offer to return your money if you
have not reduced your figure both in
pounds and Indies in 14 days. What
could be fairer than thatl

NOW

Un

Decide
to achieve tlie figure
your heart's desire.
Send $1.00
today for the full 30-day treatment.

Large Lips, Wrinkl,
are ail quickly corn
Write or en 11 for F
.

Answers

etc.,

cost.

"Facial
in plnin

50 East

I

.
.
romance In store for you
Whom
destined from the day of your birth?
What is your luckiest
should you marry?
Send full birth-date with Dime »nd
day?
Stamped Return envelope for your Chart at

0n£e '

the

THURSTON,

GRAY
FADED
Women,

girls,

.

w. JacksM

men with

and color your hair at

Blvd.

my

3.

"The Captain Hates The Sea"
"The Belle Of The Nineties"
"Outcast Lady"

4.

"Rhumba"

1.

2.

5.
Dept. J-16
Chicago. Ill

HAIR

Shampoo
the same time with new French

6.
7.
8.

gray, faded, streaked hair.

discovery "SH AMPO-KOLOR," takes few minutes. leaves
hair soft, glossy, natural. Permits permanent wave and curl.
FtM Bookl.t. Mooiiour L. P. V>lliinr. Dept. 20. 254 W. 31 St., N.w Y.rk

9.

In The Air"
"The Painted Veil"
"Hide Out"
"The Champ"
"The Fountain"

I

|

Photo of myself after
losing

my

t'S 10s.

ducing

slimcr0Bm treatment

ntirely froo,

4%

and

re-

inches.

NOW

world-faino

no ot priceless ben

ent,

on Page 51

42ncl St

New York

$|Sr Your Marriage Foveas
As Told By Your Stars

A.
JO<&20

iend j

' or

Add

wrapper.!

Dept. 41 -M,

is

FREE

Sen ^ JI-0 °

Reconstruction,"

Dr. Stotter,

What

to the Puzzle Pictures

gone!

is

Remove FAT

of
laprly

COLOR
WATERPROOF

DAISY STEBBING,

25c (or forcian

Dept. S-18, Forest Hills.

New York

I

I enclose SI.
Please send immediately postpaid in plain package
your Guaranteed Slimcream treatment. I understand that if I liavo
not reducod both in pounds and inches in 14 days, you will cheerfully
- (und my money.
Send alao the special (roe Beauty Treat moot.

Name.

.

I

.

Address.

City
1

The
"AVIATOR" Identification
Ring and Bracelet Your name
and address engraved FREE.
mlv Made of beautiful white

"Music

—

—

metal. Non-tarnishable.

Please

send

M. O. or well

wrapped

i

coin

and give sixe or send string
for measurement.
P. A. H.

COMPANY, BOX 306-S

GALVESTON. TEX.
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Crossword Puzzle

Fan's

By Charlotte Herbert

ACROSS
I

7
13
14
16
17
18

CANVASS

of

many

22

theatre

owners

Will Rogers as the best
box office attraction among the men
Clark Gable was selected
of Hollywood.
Will has a real peras the second best.
sonality and the public is sharp enough
In fact, when you think
to realize this.
of Will and his way of speaking, your
thoughts are dominated by him and what
he would probably say about winning the
establishes

Number One

position:
"It sure was a Democratic year, all right.
stood in danger of
democrat
Almost any
been makin' pictures off
gittin' in.

We

an' on for some time, but this here Democratic land slide caught us. So from now
on all we can do is hang on or slide off.
I'm plannin' on hangin' on, but you can't

never

Dam

tell.

after

They might name Boulder
us, temporarily, of course. Then

we would be

Life"

Nevada's famous city
He was once a professional wrestler
She made her screen debut in "Happine:

Ahead"

Will Rogers

A

19

The little girl in "Imitation of
The most famous child actress
A girl's name
The cry of a cat

licked.

"I notice that Clark Gable come in secexpect to develop sex
didn't
I
ond.
appeal and all I can figure is I never
should have changed from my old necktie.
I
guess this new one kinda dazzled 'em.
"Clark Gable's a nice feller, and if my

wife had done the votin', the results would
I'm
have been considerable different.
much obliged, anyhow.
"As soon as I heard about me and Clark,
I sott of started strollin' around the streets,
of expectin' the girls
careless like, sort
would throw themselves at me like they
do at him, but so far there ain't one of

'em made a move yet.
"Well, it's good exercise, anyhow."

23
24
25
27
29
32

36
39

40
42
43
44
45
46
48
50
53
56

Self

An

28
30
31
33

Dorothy

in "Evelyn Prentice"
Begin to grow

40

Grudge

46
47
49

41

Sufferings
Knows"
Star of "What Every
She will soon be seen in "Sweet Adeline"
She is under contract to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Three-toed sloth
He is now appearing on the stage
The stuttering comedian
Example (abbr.)

Woman

With Garbo

in

"The Painted Veil"

American coins
Her first American picture was "Marie Galante

A mode
And

of transportation

(L.)

"Carnival"

She returns

59
62
63

Her next picture is "Roberta"
A male screen player (initials)

to the screen in

To partake of food
One of the comedians

of

51
52
54
55
58

"Babes

in

Village (abbr.)
Jackie Cooper's cousin in "Peck's Bad Boy"
Pertaining to an ode
Saturates

He was

"Broadway

Bill"

falsehood
Snare
Request
Permit

To

exist

Schubert in "Love Time"
His real name is Ramon Sameniegos
Urges
Definite article
The president in "The President Vanishes"
She will soon be seen in "Becky Sharp"

Sacred image

name of Mrs. Charles Laughton
measure of duration

First

A

78

excellent in

A

60

72
74
75
77

Toyland

Jenny Lind in "The Mighty Barnum"
The Count of Monte Cristo"

61
65
67

69
70

57

64

That

21
26
27

34
35
37
38

A communist
American Medical Association (abbr.)

Salvation Army (abbr.)
is (abbr.)
immeasurable period of time
Individual

20

The Russian peasant

A

girl in

"We

Meet Again"

Western hero

Sum

(abbr.)

A couple
Frozen water
A French actress

(initials)

Parent

The

A

(Fr.)

famous radio organist

(initials)

(initials)

66
68
70

A Japanese statesman
The new Mrs. Ralph Forbes (initials)

71

Rest

73
76
79
80

The least quantity
"The Mighty Barnum"

81

A

Symbol

for

Answer

Titanium

as a

boy

prefix

DOWN
1

2

3

4
5

6
8

9
10

She will next appear with Warner Baxter
Harold Lloyd's love interest in "The Catspaw
A prank
A Western continent (abbr.)
Mr. Peck in "Peck's Bad Bey"
"Lady Babbie" in "The Little Minister"
Joints on which doors swing

A mode

of transportation

(abbr.)

12
14
15

Paramount's baby star
Point of compass
To warble
Myself
Now appearing on the stage

18

(initials
To rattle

II
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Type MeasureHe plays David Copperfield

'

.
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.
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Most Sensational Offer

Publishing History!

in

SECREJ

PRIVATE

fMary^if
Of!
'The Story

r

\

\

sands gladly paid $2 and $2.50 for
'

of these best sellers in their

printed

A

9l

inch pages

all five

WORTH OF
COMPLETE!
UNCENSORED!

BOUND SEPARATELY!
Here are the 5 books you've always wanted to buy
love,

— packed

with

romance, heart-throbs, and passion. The 5 books acclaimed by

everywhere ... so sensational

in

theme the public made them "best

overnight at $2 and $2.50 each.

Now

you get

all five for only

life,

What happens

to girls

who

-

JSiSSKi.

live in the

glamorous

"segregated" districts of a big city? What happens to men who thirst for these haunts of wine,
women and song? Read Maxwell Bodenheim's
sensational and daring expose of the life and
loves of a street-walker
of lurid passions in
gin-soaked hell-dives. An over-night sensation
in its original $2 edition, and banned in many
cities, "Georgie May" will be your most thrilling
contact with a life of which you know so little!
Uncensored— not a single word left out. (63,000
words.)

P R VAT E SECRETARY "SUES"
-

I

Big business men "on the make"— the "inside" of
what really goes on behind the frosted glass
doors of the boss's office. High drama, intrigue,
and romance in this exciting story of a modern
girl who knew what she wanted— yet stopped for
love. Against the exciting background of a
modern business office, with its rush and clatter,
is unfolded the drama of "Private Secretary."
Whom does she choose— big business executive,
play boy, or ???? Now you can read the exciting
answer in this frank book that was originally
published at $2.50. Complete and unexpurgated
(94,000 words).

FIVE SISTERS
The breath-taking novel of

No wonder

its

-

JESS*

five

daring revelations

shocked London, as well as America. Every word
just as originally published in its $2.50 editiom

(56,000 words.)

SHOW GIRLThe

|

j

Mik.bv

spicy story of Dixie Dugan— "the hottest
wench that ever shook a scanty at a tired
business man." Written by the man who knows
every bright light and dark corner on Broadway.
Harry Hansen, one of America's leading critics,
sums this book up when he says: "I'm going to
call it a 'Wow' and let it go at that." At $2 "Show
Girl" sold like "hot cakes"— no wonder we rave
about our ability to include it in this greatest of
book bargain offers! (51,000 words.)

little

Only

-

f&BS

a great French author could write so penetrating a novel of passion ... of a dissolute father
tries to dissuade his son from following in
his footsteps— only to find the apple no sounder
than the core— when they both become enmeshed
with the same cocofre. From the sin palaces of
Montmartre to the silken boudoirs of the Champs
de Elysee, you follow the profligate path of
their numerous affairs. Shocking in its revelations! Originally published in Paris under the
title "Le Desert de I'Amour," and sold in this
country at $2.50, it comes to you faithfully translated and exactly as originally written. (53.000

who

When you buy novels that were so sensational in theme that they
became "best sellers" over-night at $2 and $2.50 each — and now get
five books for only 98f*. you take no chances; for you're buying
proved successes! And when you have the privilege of returning
the books within 3 days and getting your money back, you're not
risking one penny! Because this offer is so revolutionary, we expect the demand to quickly exhaust the supply. That's why we sugall

gest

— to

avoid delay

— act

today! Send no

915 Broadway,
Please send

CHICAGO

the coupon!

INC.,

Department SS

New York

City

me

the five best selling, separately bound novels, described in this announcement. When the package arrives, I will pay
the postman 98(f plus a few cents postage. If I am not satisfied, the
books are to be returned within 3 days and my money refunded.

CITY

STATE.
you think you may be out when the postman calls, simply
$1 with this coupon and we will pay all delivery charges.

-If
)

INC..

money — just

NO MONEY WITH COUPON

SEND

(Orders outside of U.

THE CUNEO PRESS,

IT?

YOU TAKE NO CHANCES!

words.)

FIVE FULL

^^^^B^^^^

(Plus postage)

That's the first question people ask when they see
these five novels— in five separate bindings — handsomely printed in magazine form oh 6^4 by 9]/2 inch
pages, in full size, clear legible type. Mass production
is the answer
Where others print in the thousands we print in
the millions. Where other publishers lose fortunes on
"unknowns" we print only those books which the public has already made successes at much higher prices.
Under this daring new plan you can't lose!

GOLD MEDAL BOOKS,

DESERT OF LOVE

typetoday!

98'

HOW CAN WE DO

sisters who
break the shackles of convention and restraint
to fulfill their romantic destinies on the Riviera!
Fierce in their devotions and antagonisms, tortured by jealousy, their adventures in love makes
this one of the most enthralling books you have

ever read!

on 6*4 by

clear, legible
nly 98c. Act

sellers"

98c (plus

postage). Truly, the book opportunity of a lifetime! Don't delay!

GEORGIE MAY

ii

for

BEST SELLERS

^^^^^e^^

critics

books

i

LENGTH NOVELS-NOT A

WORD

S— $1.50

in

advance)

LEFT

OUT!

©

1935,

Liggett

& Myers Tobacco

Co.

Hollywood

A

Flop Without

By Ed Sullivan

Broadway

LISTERINE

got rid of

my SORE THROAT

?9

Safe antiseptic

relieves inflammation

Quickly
is wonderful how often Listerine relieves
the pain associated with ordinary sore
throat the kind of sore throat that usually warns you of the onset of a cold. Frequently two treatments, and often one, are
sufficient to get rid of that raw, constricted,
painful feeling.

It

—

The

instant Listerine enters the

and proceeds to the throat,

mouth

begins to
work. Listerine attacks the bacteria lodged
there in tremendous numbers; kills millions
on throat and mouth surfaces.
it

The inflammation is quickly relieved by
the destruction of the germs which cause it
and by the soothing boric acid Listerine
contains.
If,

after

terine,

several treatments with

your sore throat

Some types

of sore throat

and should be

treated only

Others

.

.

.

.

.

Gargle

ivilh

twice a

day

Good Housekeeping j
Bureau

..^

LISTERINE

to fight colds

by a competent

may be the

infection.

very

.

physician.

result of a chronic tonsil

Against these, Listerine can do

little.

The most common type, however, and
the one against which Listerine is effective,
is that related to a cold. In this connection,
let us point out that full strength Listerine
used twice daily as a gargle is an efficient
aid in fighting colds.
Bacteriologists explain that Listerine kills
the germs associated with colds before they
have a chance to multiply and pass on to
infect other near-by tissues.

Careful tests have revealed that regular
twice-a-day users of Listerine caught /< wer
colds and less severe colds than those who
did not gargle with it.

Lambert Pharmacal
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Lis-

persists, call

are exceedingly dangerous

your doctor.

Metropolitan Grand Opera, direct from itsN.Y. Stage—Broadcast by Listerine
announced by Geraldine Farrar
All NBC Stations
Every Saturday

still

Co., St. Louis,
3

Mo.
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son, taught Shirley how to imitate him in
his intricate stairway dance, and Bill says,
of all the people he has taught in his
life, no one ever caught on so quickly as
By the way, the two belittle Shirley.
came great pals during the picture, and
when it was finished Shirley gave Bill a

cherished possession.
They're the taps—

A

Muriel
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made her

miniature of herself in the old-fashioned
dress and pantaloons she wears in one
sequence, and he claims it is his most
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Freddie Bartholomew Has

pictures

trifle

29

For Slogans

SYMBOLS OF SUCCESS

myself.
lately
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Snooping Around The Busy Sets Of Hollywood

of Wimpole Street" was really something—but when the name of Grace Moore
The
is mentioned the bloodshed begins".
Academy, it seems, forgot to remember
that the award is for acting, not singing.
And, speaking of acting, Bette Davis' performance in "Of Human Bondage" established a new high in screen acting, and
it's Bette who should have been made a
candidate along with Claudette and Norma.
And, of course, as a dyed-in-the-wool
Myrna Loy fan I do think that, after "The
Thin Man," Myrna should have been a
think I'll
I
runner-upper or something.
just go out and buy her a gold statue
in
excitement
Constance Collier, who

Man

BORN TO ACT

"The Bar-

biggest

"Demanded-By-Everyone" Leading

STUDIO NEWS

retts

The

New

"JUGGLER OF LAUGHS"
W. C. Fields Can Balance An Audience On
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grand performance in "It Happened One
Night," but also in "Imitation of Life."
And most of the folks agree that Norma
Shearer's Elizabeth Browning in

The
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To Maureen O' Sullivan No Part Is Too Difficult
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"WHAT, NO CINDERELLA?"
"No Woman Is Ever Satisfied," Says Connie Bennett
THE MARQUEE CONTEST

right merrily too,
gold statuettes that the
_Z. A.
Academy awards to the actor and
actress who- have given the best performances during the year, are still reposing at
the jeweller's, but oh what a lot of talk
Riots are
they are causing in this town.
breaking out in all the best places and it's
gotten so that no dinner party is complete
without a wrangle over the awards.
The picture people seem to agree (fortunately for them, otherwise I'd run amuck
on a foggy night and do a little expert
throat slitting) that Claudette Colbert deserves to be a candidate not only for her
a S
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UP, FILM FANS!

for M-Cj-M's greatest film festival o'er land

Now

all

You'll

and sea!

the heaven's a stage for Uncle Sam's fighting, flying men.

thrill as

into action

!

never before

when you

see the

famed "Hi-Hats" wing

West Pointers getting a P G
And you'll weep with the girls they

You'll grin as you watch the

course in courage and daring!

leave behind as they soar into the skies to keep a date with the angels!
It

took

six

months, thousands of men, $50,000,000 worth of equip-

ment to make this

exciting saga of the sky devils. You'll never forget

w^wwp'v

^^^^ ^^w^

it

^^^^

WEST POINT of the AIR
*with

ROBERT YOUNG

LEWIS STONE

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN

JAMES GLEASON
<Lyl

The two old-timers who

Metro - Cjoldwyn • Mayer Picture^

The girl who loved as
they lived,,, dangerously !

sat

around... and wore out their brains!

The

three mosquiteers of
. . .

f

or

April

1935

Randoph Field

whose cradle was a cockpit I

5

Puzzl

T\
XT

.

Each

L Ll JL Co

Of A

*

7

What

Screen Pic

9

8

Stars'
IF YOU

Names Are Represented By These Puzzle

are familiar with the names of
By
the stars, you will recognize them.
this means we are enabled
to use for
alphabet soup the letters which ordinarily
would be used.

6

The J^ame

Is

Pictures?

Crack down on
Cudgel your brains.
your imagination, wrest the answer from
matter,
or
turn
to page 80 where
your grey
you will find the names listed. And won't
you feel foolish!

Silver Screen

:

Spanish Blonde
By JAMES
When

DANIELS

bad, she's very, very good

she's

one short sentence.

cess story in

the

A.

•

Marlene Dietrich's sue-

That's

The

wickeder she

Ill

H

more the screen-goers love her

Br cheer.

In "Blue Angel" she played an

al

W

wrecked the

a

promptly

and career of

voted

her

the

•

Look

box

biggest

at the

hearts

record

who

luring but heartless siren

man who adored

!

the screen

The more masculine

she shatters the louder the fans

life

on

is

office

The

her.

fans

of the day.

attraction

"Blue Angel"

"Shanghai Express"

And

"Morocco" added new

legions of Dietrich fans.

when their Marlene swept

devastatingly across the colorful

Chinese background in

"Shanghai Express" the whoops

of delight from her ad-

mirers could be heard from Times

Square to Timbuctoo. So

here's

day: La Dietrich

in character

back

is

"Morocco"

heartless

in

brings

•

men

that rarest

her

and most

takes everything

it all,

of

all

feet, j

allur-

I

and

Spain.

this loveliest

time as the

she exercises the fatal

of

that

ing of racial beauties, the Spanish blonde, Marlene
gives nothing. • Directed by Josef

men

continues to prove that,

when

von Sternberg,

for the Spanish

Unhappiness and tense drama follow in her wake.

all sirens,

charm

once again she tramples on their hearts. As

"Carnival in Spain" unfolds a gripping story of the love of two
the idol

— this

dancer in Paramount's "Carnival

Once again
to

good news of the

"Carnival In Spain"

and exotic blonde Spanish

Spain."

the

Blonde,

And through

she's bad, she's very, very

good!

{AdHTtittmtnt)

j

or
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Autograph albums awarded
in the recent Silver Screen

handwriting contest.

Helen Vinson's

SPORTS
A NEW
Send In

20 and 30
Size 16 requires 3\2 yards
39 inch fabric and
14 yard contrasting.

A

Gencenter

Handwriting

Specimen

May Win You
Signed

MANY

famous

artists

A

Of Your

By Your

are the delight

because of the
beauty of their etching line. The
control of a point by the human hand
always brings out characteristic individual-

To

ities.

enter

slogan— "I

this

The

Enjoy

contest

write

the
the

Movies"— use

coupon below.
On this coupon you will find a blank
line on which you are to indicate which
star's signature you particularly would like
to have, if you are fortunate enough to win
one of the. real leather covered autograph
albums.

The albums are stamped in gold with the
name of the winner, and also with the
words "Winner of Silver Screen Contest."
This is done so that when you present

medium

Handwriting.

Beautiful Autograph

connoisseurs

of

This gay sports frock is made of a good,
weight and fairly crinkly white
crepe banded by strips of fuschia, one of
which runs through a dull blue buckle.
Matching dull blue buttons fasten it down
the back. That fashionable little peplum,
which perks up the front and ceases to be
in back, is stitched about four times to give
Don't you love it?
it body and a new look.
It's simple and carefree, even to the kimona
sleeves and the "little boy" collar.

F.

in

CONTEST

12 to
to 38.

2V.

album

Raymond.

Pattern SS126 is
designed for sizes

together,

Harold

try's

already signed by Gene

FROCK

Price of Pattern,
15^. Price of CatPatalog,
15(.
tern and Catalog

Mrs.

It

Album

Favorite Star.
your album to some star, who is visiting
your city, he will see at once that you are
entitled

consideration.

to

You

will

find,

you win one of these autograph albums,
that the name of the motion picture star
wall give such an importance to your album
that any one else you care to ask for a
if

signature will gladly inscribe their
There will be fifty
your book.

name

in

albums

awarded.
fifty most interesting examples
handwriting have been selected, the
albums will be manufactured and marked
with the names of the fortunate winners.
These albums will then be sent to Hollywood, there to be signed by your favorite

After the

of

star.

READ

THE

CONDITIONS

CARE-

FULLY.

CONDITIONS
1.

Fifty autograph albums will be awarded for
the fifty most interesting handwriting examples
of the phrase
"I Enjoy The Movies."

4.

of your handwriting must appear
on the coupon below.

6.

—

2.

The sample

You may submit
wish but
coupon.

each

as

many specimens

5.

7.

as you

must appear on a separate

8.

Indicate the star whom you wish to have
sign your book.
This contest closes midnight, April 6, 1935.
The opinion of the editor is final.
On the cover of the album will appear, in gold,
your name and credit to you as prize winner.
Mail coupon to Autograph Editor, Silver
Screen, 45 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y.

Mail to
Silver Screen Pattern Dept.,
45 West 45th St., New York,

Autograph Editor,
N. Y.

45
send to

For the enclosed

Use

W.

45 th

St.,

Silver Screen,

New

York, N. Y.

this

space for hand-

(Name)
(Address)

writing

Name

slogan

of star whose

autograph you wish
(City and State)

Your name
Pattern of Helen Vinson's dress (No. SS126)

(please print)

Address

Size

Fashion Book?

8

City

&

State.

Yes or No

Silver Screen
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Two Years

At Last, After

of

M jTT^
Preparation,

Warner Bros. Have Completed the Sumptuous Successor to the World-Famous "Gold
Diggers of 1933"— a Show so Indescribably
Stunning that We're Templed to Change
Our "Picture of the Month" Rating Right
Now to "The Picture of the Year"!

GOLD
In

D I G/G

dance numbers such as "The Ballet of
Baby Grands", Warner Bros, touch

the

a new high

in

spectacular surprise.

The hundreds of gorgeous Gold Diggers seem actually more beautiful than
they were two years ago
And
.

.

.

DICK POWELL
leads

a round dozen

favorites in the

of

Hollywood

most side-splitting story

that's ever been set to music
GLORIA STUART, ADOLPHE MENJOU
ALICE BRADY. GLENDA FARRELL
FRANK McHUGH. HUGH HERBERT
WINIFRED SHAW, DOROTHY DARE
JOE CAWTHORN, GRANT MITCHELL
and famous RAMON & ROSITA

BUSBY BERKELEY

Credit

for the brilliant direction of

bow

to

both story and

And a low, sweeping
Warren & Dubin for author-

spectacle

.

.

.

widely radioed songs lhal have

ing the

made "Gold

Diggers

of 1935"

famous long

—

reaches your favorite theatre
"Lullaby of Broadway "-"The Words Are In
My Heart "-"I'm Going Shopping With You."
before

f

or

it

April 1935
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GUARANTEED
WEIGHT

REDUCTION
12

POUNDS
WEEKS

N FIVE

... or no cost!
DIETING. ..NO STRENUOUS
EXERCISES ... NO SELF DENIAL

NO

Now YOU Can Take Off
POUNDS of UGLY FAT
this SAFE, EASY
QUICK WAY!
SOUNDS too good to be true?
.

.

Betty Young, the pretty wife of Robert
Young, prepares a tasty dish to set
before her favorite actor and husband.

.

Yet

it

An

Always Give One

Recipes

Redusols increase your metabolism
which after all is nothing more
than turning surplus fat into energy. You
will be amazed at your increased vitality.
YOU MAY EAT WHAT YOU WISH AND
is true.

Appetite.

;

H

AS MUCH AS YOU WANT
There is no need to change your present

mode

of living, yet objectionable, surplus
especially around hips and waist will
fat
quickly disappear.

—

—

THE REDUSOL WAY IS THE SAFE WAYI
Beware of products claiming more rapid

B

reduction

a month

agree that
—physicians
the limit of safety.

15 pounds

And, do

is

not accept any substitute for SAFE Redusols the harmless capsules which reduce
Redusols
fat by perfecting metabolism.
contain no thyroid extract or other harmThey are absolutely safe
ful ingredient.
when taken as directed.
READ HOW A SECRETARY OF STATE

—

REDUCED

18

POUNDS

THE DILEX INSTITUTE
9 East 40th Street, New York
Dear

IN

5 WEEKS!

City

Sirs:

am

very glad to tell you that Redusols have reweight IH pounds in the past 6 weeks. Before
taking Redusols I weighed 205 pounds. I now have a
(i-xr appet ite, eat :t (rood meals a day, feel energetic
and ambitious, and yet have reduced my weight to 187
pounds. 'This has been done without diet or tiring
exercises . . . simply by taking Redusols.
You may use this letter in any manner you wish.
Very truly yours,
1

duced

niv

(Signed)

JOHN

J.

LYONS

FROM THE
HONORABLE JOHN J. LYONS
former Secretary of New York State, Teflects
THIS TESTIMONIAL

—

the average experience of hundreds of users
who daily send us unsolicited testimonials.
Many letters on file show reductions of from
Why not rid yourself of
30 to 40 pounds

FAT—Remember,
!

burdensome
or

it

costs you nothing

you

REDUCE

!

DON'T WAIT. ..MAIL COUPON

NOW

DILEX INSTITUTE, INC.
9 East 40th St., Dept. 154, New York City
Enclosed find $3.00, please forward, postpaid, one box
of 90 Redusols Capsules in plain wrapper.
6end Redusols Capsules, C. O. D. I will pay postman

$3.00 (plus 23 cents postage).
If I do not lose at least 12 pounds after taking the
box of Redusols as directed, you will refund my $3.

first

Name
Address
State

City

Orders from Canada

10

&

Foreign Countries Cash in Advance

By Ruth Corbm
auburn-haired
PRETTY,
started out originally to

Betty Young
be a musical

comedy queen. She worked hard for
She
seven years with this goal in mind.
sang with an orchestra in order to pay her
way through the university where she
majored in dramatics and expression. Then,
she finally wound up in a kitchen.
It isn't as sad as it sounds, however, for
the kitchen belongs to the beautiful home
in Beverly Hills that Robert Young has
provided for her and their adorable baby,
Carol Ann.
It
I visited with Betty the other day.
was the cook's day off and she was getting
lunch for her hard-working, young husband
who was coming all the way from Culver
City in order to have his mid-day meal
with her.
Carol Ann has just reached the ripe age
of one year and she is getting into everything and could keep two maids busy following her around and keeping her out of
mischief. Her nurse didn't have a chance
to sit down during the whole time I was
there, except during the period Carol Ann
was in her highchair for her meal. The
little rascal looks like Robert, even though
she is all dimples and fat wrinkles. She
has the same eyes and features as her
famous daddy.
Betty Young is a beautiful young lady,
with clear gray eyes and auburn hair. She
takes housekeeping seriously, but not too

much

so.

-She

told

me

that

it

doesn't

ruin her day if Robert forgets to hang up
his robe or if he drops the Sunday papers
around. They bought their home, in the
first place, to live in, and that's what they
are doing with it, according to Betty.
There is nothing in it to make you think
of a museum, even though there are a

number

of

some very

beautiful pieces of furniture,
rare ceramics and exquisite old

that might well belong in one.
a typical, poised and lovely college girl, who still keeps in touch with her
sorority friends. Robert has just been made
an associate member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon and a patron of Phi Beta, and most of
their friends belong to the collegiate crowd
from U. C. L. A.~~
When they were first married, Betty
knew practically nothing about cooking.
She had managed to cook her breakfasts
Sunday mornings at the sorority house during the five years she was there, but that
tapestries

Betty

is

was about

all.
However, like most young
brides, she determined to learn and she refused to let Robert hire a cook when they
started housekeeping.

They rented a French Normandy house
in Los Angeles and she set
to work.
Luckily, Robert doesn't care for pastries so
that made things much easier.
She stuck
to steaks and hamburger in the beginning,
because he is quite fond of them, and she
found them comparatively easy to prepare.
Then she graduated to liver and onions
and stuffed pork chops. She gave me her
recipe for the latter and it sounded so
good that I went right home and tried it
myself.
Robert is on a diet now, so she doesn't
cook them too often. She serves liver and
onions, or liver and rasher bacon, three
times a week.
She soaks the liver in salt
water for about twenty minutes before she
fries it, because she has found that this
removes the strong taste from the meat.
Robert likes it equally well with either
onions or bacon. He likes mushroom sauce
with his steak.
Betty was telling me about the first week
of their married life.
It was an eventful
one in every way. In the first place, the
studio strike was on. Then the banks closed
and the contract players were given a cut

Silver Screen

And

in salary.

finally,

the big California

earthquake occurred exactly a week after
Betty didn't feel it
they were married.
however, so she missed out on this particular thrill.

Robert called her on the phone and told
her he was working late that evening and
asked her to come over to the studio and
have dinner with him there. So she went,
forgetting for the moment that she had
some nice meat balls and spaghetti in the
oven. She had taken a lot of care in preparing them and it was her first attempt
with this particular dish. However, in the
excitement of going to the studio she forgot all about them.
Being in the car, she did not feel the
earthquake when it occurred, and when she
saw people run out into the street she
thought they were excited about a hold-up
or something like that, so she didn't give
it a thought.
When she arrived at the studio, Robert
rushed over to her and took her in his
arms and breathed thankfully:
"Darling. I'm so glad you are safe!"
She was taken aback and asked what on
earth was the matter and he told her there
had been a big earthquake. It was at this
moment that she remembered her dinner
in the

oven

"Horrors!"

meat

at

home.
she

exclaimed,

"My

lovely

balls!"

And was Robert let down. He has never
ceased to joke her about the fact that when
the calamity occurred and he was beside
himself worrying about her safety, Betty
could think of nothing but her meat balls,
roasting at home. But it was all right in
the end, for everybody was too nervous to
go back and work on the sound stage. So
Robert and Betty invited them to go back
home and have dinner with them.

The

were delicious and they still rea favorite on the Young menu.
Betty soon developed into a good general
cook.
She has never attempted anything
too complicated, because both Robert and
herself have average appetites and desires.
At home, they live just like the young
bank teller and his wife up the street.
They entertain rarely, and then only

meat
main

balls

gatherings of friends.
They
evenings together, reading,
singing or playing with the baby.
Sometimes they go to the neighborhood theatre,
and in summers to the beach on Sundays.
When friends drop in afternoons, Betty
usually serves orange pekoe and corncrisps
spread with prepared cheese.
She favors
a brand which she buys from a local shop
and which is a mixture of cheese and garlic.
Both Robert and Betty are meat eaters and
they use a small amount of garlic or onion
in everything, wherever it is at all possible.
Three vegetables are usually served with
a meat dinner.
For breakfast, Robert has the same menu
always, "day in and day out." It is orange
juice, or grape fruit juice, bacon and eggs,
toast, coffee and cream.
Once, he put on quite a lot of weight for
no known reason, so he eliminated all
cream and rich gravies from his foods and
soon got down to his normal weight again.
He still watches his calories, however, for
small,

select

spend

their

seems easy to put on fat.
I visited with them, he was looking remarkably well and husky. Robert is
not an athletic type even though he stands
six feet tall and weighs 170 pounds.
He
never goes in for sports of any kind and,
being a great reader and student, he never
it

in every Dentyne package
You

of Dentyne into your mouth
.
and, as you enjoy it, you are earning dividends.
slip a piece

.

.

AN AID TO MOUTH HEALTH— Your teeth, your whole
mouth, need exercise which they don't get from today's
soft foods. Dentyne provides this regular vigorous exer-

mouth health.
the salivary glands, helps the mouth clean
proves the condition of the teeth.

cise so necessary to general

WELL

GUM

It

stimulates
and im-

itself,

—

AS A DELICIOUS
You will be delighted with the flavor of Dentyne. Its fresh, stimulating
spiciness makes it the favorite chewing gum of thousands
and thousands of critical people. You will like, too, the
handy vest-pocket package
. an exclusive feature with
Dentyne. The shape originated with, and for many years

AS

.

.

has identified, Dentyne.

The day

acquires much tan and therefore doesn't
look as sturdy and strong as he really is.
He is quite fond of cheese and tomato,
together or separately. Betty fixes them in
a variety of ways. For lunch, Robert likes
tomato and crisp bacon on toasted cheese
sandwiches, served with tea. As I said before there is never any dessert at the Young

[Continued on page
* 0 r
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DENTYNE
KEEPS TEETH WHITE-

MOUTH HEALTHY

Don't let an

UNSIGHTLY SKIN

r
a \
Million m

rob you of

ROMANCE, HAPPINESS
way—
DO MEN LOOK
An
your
or do they
attractive complexion,
unmarred by sallowness and
ugly blotches unlocks the door to the romance every woman wants. Thousands of
happy women have regained the fresh skin of

Mary

Lee

Dollar^

^
,

By

Figure

look away?

naturally fresh,

childhood with Stuart's Calcium Wafers.
Magic, they call it. But there's nothing magic
about it. Stuart's Calcium Wafers simply rid
the system of bodily wastes and supply the
system with the little calcium nature needs to
create a healthy, glowing skin! Even stubborn
their

cases often show marked improvement in a
Isn't it worth a trial?

few days.

STUART'S CALCIUM WAFERS
AT ALL DRUG STORES, 10c AND 60c

">^~^ETTING right down to fundamennewest starry favorite
I ~m tals," my

There Are Many

admonished me, "it's figures that
count. Just look at Jean Parker!"
"Yes, just look at her," I agreed.
For
Jean has what it takes to make us stand
up straight and throw our heads back.
I've never thought that she had a pretty
face.
(If this be treason, let me hang for
it!)
But, oh my stars and stalactites, what
You couldn't take your eyes off
a figure!

Ways To

^—'

And who'd try.
if you tried.
But your measurements aren't Jean's and
you will want to know what you can do
without exercise
it at once
without diet.
Well, the right diet and a few exercises
are essential to health, happiness and hilarL-ty.
But granted you are sensible about
those two things, the right foundation garment is the key to a million dollar figure.
And are the manufacturers doing "rights"
Lady, they are.
for you!
If your figure is more than pretty good,
the new pantie girdle will make your heart
rejoice.
It does so many things for you.
Holds you firm and slim, does away with
the garter marks showing through your
Garfavorite dress and spoiling its lines.
ters are trembling for their future these
days.
What with lastex-topped stockings
.

THEY BLEND WITH YOUR HAIR
New

dull textured finish makes these
tight holding bob pins almost invisible in
hair.
your
Look for them at your favorite
store or write for free sample specify
black, brown, blonde or gray color.
Sta-Rite Hair Pin Co., Shelbyville, Illinois

—

REMINGTON
ONLY

|AfDAY PORTABLE
I

A

Buy this beautiful brand
new Remington Portable No 5 direct from

(

factory for only 10c a
Price reduced
dav
I

25fo!

Standard 4- row

keyboard, standard
width carriage.margin release on keyboard, back spacer, automatic ribbon reverse — every essential feature found in standard typewriters! Carrying case, typing course free. Special 70-day
free trial offer. You don't risk a cent Write Remington
Randlna.Dept. 1G1-4 Buffalo, N. Y. Don't delay. Act now!
!

BLACKHEADS!
NEVER SQUEEZE BLACKHEADS.
IT CAUSES SCARS, INFECTION!
Dissolve

lineally

Blackhead

KLEERPLEX WASH. This wonderful NEW DIS
COVERY contains 5 scientific ingredients. Ala.
refines Larfc-e I'ures. stops einbarrassinK Grenswess
"Shine". Ci™» Muddy. Sallow. Tanned Skin. Ha:
Gets a
,...,ifvl.* i~w.ru.
marvelous medicated
SAFELY! RENEWS LIGHT
the cause QUICKLY
ENS! BEAUTIFIES fur -kin (lives vnu thai clean
cut attractive look. SEE INSTANT IMPROVEMENT
c...r.-

!

!

No

chemicalB.

No

BtayitiK hone-.

A

trtiarautecd

[..ire

natural product,

approved by Health Authorities and thousands
Men and Women. Notbimt like it' "

—
on ordinary
supply

..I

products.

kl.-en.l.-x

Your

of

happy users

skin deserves tnc dcsi. vjwi youi * moo
Just send SI.— (plus .10 postage)

Wash TODAY.

KLEERPLEX lPe„t 2_'i vv. 3411. St.. N. Y. C. or pay
Outside V. S. SI .25 and no C. 0
J,,,, (|,|„. <• I) D. Chanel.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! (Copyright 1034 Kleerplox.)

direct to

I
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Mirror.

her

about

pin:

The

Fool

.

.

.

.

.

that stay up all of their own accord, and
the pantie girdle, which gives your figure
the proper amount of control and stays
down with no garters to hold it, it may
well be that your grandchildren will ask
you curiouslv, "Granny, what's a garter?"
Zippers are on the increase in girdles,
Three cheers for this! They
this spring.
are so much more comfortable, so much
easier to get into and such time-savers.
two-way
Lastex is on the increase, too.
stretch material that gives you comfort as
well as control is bound to win prizes.
One of the big manufacturers has a new
and exciting elastic which he calls FasIt is almost a mesh, beautiful to look
tidia.
If you are lookat and strong as strong!
ing for something that will wear and wear,
investigate it.
Such nice things are being done in the
way of foundation garments for girls with
good figures! What the expression of your
lace is to your features, the way you carry
yourself is to your figure. The right foundation garment helps you carry yourself as
You may have the loveliest
you should.
figure in the world and if you carry yourever suspect it.
self badly, no one will
There are too many short mirrors in the
world and not enough long ones!
When you see the wonderful garments
they are making for evening, you will want

A

A foundation garment
several of them.
for evening is most important, because,
after sundown, the spotlight is on figures.

Jean

Parker

keeps her
perfect figure
by using it.

And

wait until you see the garments
are designed for these devastating
off-the-shoulder frocks! No straps, yet they
stay in place like wax!
No pinching in
or pulling out, they firmly mold the lines
of the body holding the diaphragm flat,
the hips firm and straight.
bring you news of the world's most
versatile brassiere. It looks at first glimpse,
like a particularly nice one of the usual
sort.
But, whisk, button it this way and
it holds round your throat for the halter
neck dresses and those sport frocks that
open in the back. Button it that way and
it is low cut, backless, suitable for any eve-

which

We

ning gown.

Button

it

criss-cross

and

it's

perfect for sports.
One of the stars had an amusing experiTry as she would, with the best
ence.
exercises in the world, she could not establish the figure control she wanted.
She
wore a heavy foundation garment which
did— to give the devil his due— give her a
nice figure.
Then, one dav, she got tired
of it, tired of being "controlled."
She
tossed it away, and wore instead one of
the new MisSimplicity garments which are
so popular right now. The effect was reallv
quite thrilling. She looked as if she'd lost
ten pounds!
I
asked her if she minded.
"As much as a gal that's been let out of
jail," she told me.
So it isn't the weight
that counts, it's the firmness.

Silver Screen
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"company"

for

dinner.

They often serve baked macaroni and
cheese.
And both are fond of scalloped
cauliflower.
This is prepared first by boiling in salt water until tender. Then, break
the head into small pieces with a fork.
Place a layer of the cauliflower in a casserole and cover with cream gravy and then
a layer of grated American cheese mixed
with bread crumbs, then another layer of
the cauliflower and gravy and then a top
layer of cheese and bread crumbs.
Place
it in a medium hot oven and leave until

vice
YOUR WAIST AND

THREE INCHES inlODAYS

browned. It is then ready to serve.
Their "main event" is dinner of course,
except on Sundays,
and rather lightly.

when

they dine early
Betty gave me one of

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE

favorite "Sunday
supper" menus,
which they usually serve around 7:30.
Puffy Omelet with Spanish Sauce
Potatoes au gratin
Green Peas
Old-Fashioned Corn Pone
Butter
Avocado with French dressing
Coffee with cream
Here is her recipe for Corn Pone:
2I/2 cups cornmeal
i/ cup cold water
z
i/2 cup molasses
2 eggs
iy3 cups boiling
14 teaspoon baking

their

water
i/2

1

or no cost!

EST the Perfolastic
Ies
I

Girdle and Uplift Brassiere

soda

for yourself for 10 days .
absolutely FREE! Then, if you
.

cup bacon drip-

114 cups flour

pings

2

baking

teaspoons

powder

cup sour milk

THE MASSAGE-LIKE ACTION REDUCES
QUICKLY, EASILY AND SAFELY
B The massage-like action of these
famous Perfolastic Reducing Garments takes the place of months of
tiring exercises. It removes surplus
fat and stimulates the body once

Next add the eggs which have) been wellbeaten, and flour, baking powder and salt
Beat thoroughly, turn into
well-greased smoking-hot baking pans, having .the batter about half an inch deep.
Bake in a moderate oven about twentyfive minutes.
Cut into squares and serve
sifted together.

hot.

more

Stuffed Pork Chops
6 thick chops
green pepper
three green onions
egg

YOUR BODY COOL AND FRESH
B The ventilating perforations allow
-

the skin pores to breathe normally.
inner surface of the Perfolastic

; '-

The

cups bread crumbs
1
teaspoon salt
pepper or paprika to taste
2

a delightfully soft, satinized fabric,
especially designed to wear next to

is

Make a mixture by kneading together
bread crumbs, green pepper, green onions
chopped

does away with all irritaand discomfort,keeping
your body cool and fresh at all times.
the body.

a

fine,

slit

flour

SEND FOR 10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER
You can prove to yourself quickly
and definitely whether or not this
very efficient girdle and brassiere
will reduce you. You do not need to
risk one penny ... try them for 10
days ... at our expense! Don't wait

until well done.

Although she does not usually serve desor pastries, Betty sometimes makes
what she calls a One-egg Cinnamon cake
which she serves for breakfast with coffee,
especially
Sunday mornings when they
breakfast late. Occasionally, they have this
sert

cake with colfee when they come
from the theatre.

1

3

any longer

iy4

egg, beaten light

cup milk
teasp. baking
Beat butter to

1

1/9

41

Mix the cinnathree tablespoons of sugar and
dredge it over the top of the mixture. Bake
twenty minutes.
Serve, cut
in
squares,
when fresh. This can be re-heated by placing for a few minutes in the warming oven.

1935

ST., Dept. 444,

NEW

Inc.
YORK, N. Y.

Without obligation on my part, please send
booklet describing and illustrating the
Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere, also sample
of perforated rubber and particulars of your

cream, gradually beat
milk and flour sifted
powder in the order
Turn into a buttered pan

April

EAST 42nd

me FREE

10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER

enumerated.
about eight inches square.

for

act today!

new

a

mon and

.

cinnamon

3 tablesp. granulated
sugar

the sugar, egg,
with the baking

in

.

PERFOLASTIC,

cups flour
teasp.

.

late

One-Egg Cinnamon Cake
powder

cup sugar
14 cup butter
1

1/2

home

It

tion, chafing

and 1 egg, salt and paprika.
in the chops, dip them in milk
and cook in deep fat for several
minutes.
Take them out, stuff with the
mixture, place in a dutch oven and cook

Make
and

into energetic health.

KEEPS

<;

"

.

have not reduced at least 3
inches around the waist and hips,
they will cost you nothing

teaspoon salt
Place the cornmeal in a bowl, pour the
boiling water over it, add the molasses and
bacon drippings, cool, then stir in the sour
milk, soda and cold water beaten together.
1

1

HIPS

Name
"I

really

felt

my back no
ached, and

new

I

better,

"The

lonser

action did

had

a

feeling of energy'.'

fat

massage
it

.

.

-

like

.

the

seemed to have

melted away".

"In a very short time
I

had reduced

my

9 INCHES and
weight 20 pounds".

Address-

hips

State-

City
Use Coupon or Send

Name and

Address on Post Card

l
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SKINNY? "You're
k mm

O Me?"

Telling;

wm

wmm*.

,

a

THEY'LL NEVER
Cromwell
and Rochelle Hudson in a scene from
Richard

CALL

ME SKINNY

"Life Begins At
40."

ANY MORE

H'GHT. 5FT. 4 in.

W'GHT.
BUST
WAIST

120 Lbs.
,

HIPS.

THIGH
CALF.

ANKLE

Write
Your

A

Letter

To This

Convictions.

Satisfaction.

~Nj)

Prizes

Fred Astaire a grand person?"
Edgerton of W. Arion St.,
-*~ St. Paul, Minn.
"His personality and
dancing 'gets' a person. I should think a
person deep in despondency would leave
the theatre, after one of Fred's pictures,
ready to dash home and try dancing over
the tables, thinking it's a pretty good old
world after all.''
Don't step in the hamburger.
asks Betty

5 to 15 Pounds
NOW

fast

need to be "skinny."
Here's a new easy treatment that is
giving thousands solid attractive flesh, enticing curves
in just a few weeks.
there's

no

Doctors for years have prescribed yeast to build
up health. But now with this new discovery you
can get far greater tonic results regain health,
and also put on pounds of firm, good-looking flesh
and in a far shorter time.
This amazing new product, Ironized Yeast, is
made from specially cultured brewers' ale yeast
imported from Europe the richest yeast known
which by a new scientific process is concentrated 7 times
made 7 times more powerful.
But that is not all ! This marvelous yeast is
ironized with 3 kinds of strengthening iron.
Day after day, as you take Ironized Yeast,
watch flat chest develop, skinny limbs round out
attractively. Skin clears, constipation vanishes,
new health comes you're a new person.

—

—

—

—

—

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak

you

may

be, this

marvelous new Ironized Yeast should build you
up in a few short weeks as it has thousands. If
you are not delighted with the results of the very
first package, your money back instantly.

FREE

Special
offer!
To start you building up your health right away,
we make this absolutely FREE offer. Purchase a
package of Ironized Yeast at once, cut out seal
on box and mail to us with a clipping of this
paragraph. We will send you a fascinating new
book on health, "New Facts About Your Body."
Remember, results guaranteed with very first
package or money refunded. At all druggists.
Ironized Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 264, Atlanta, Ga.
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"THE YOUTH

of America have selected
Joan Crawford as their ideal," writes W.
Myers of Rutgers University, New Brunswick, N. J. "There's a girl who is becoming finer in everything she undertakes.
There are brains and common sense behind
have just seen
her beautiful being.
'Forsaking All Others,' and have returned
to college invigorated and refreshed. Joan,
the Youth of America salutes you!"

We

Joan, will you

try for

dear old Rutgers?

Of Any

of

Jacksonville,

Fla.,

"Sated with sophisticated cinemas,
was enticed into a theatre by the inI
triguing title 'West of the Pecos.' Instead
of the customary hodge-podge of helterskelter, hell-for-leather hokum, I witnessed
a really different and diverting Western.
Richard Dix, ably assisted by Martha
Sleeper, adds another to his lengthening
The amazing
list of sterling performances.
Mr. Dix is probably the most versatile of
our male screen stars, changing from Chesterfield to cowhand with chameleon-like
writes:

celerity

and

ease."

Do you remember him
player and
Clancy?"

"A

bottle

of

as

the

milk

Tell

The World

"I

football
for Mrs.

Sort

Own

Are Offered.

SPONSORED

contest

a

school

at

which involved the stars of the Screen,"
writes Jane Guider of E. Boulevard, Charlotte, N. C.
"Here are the results:
Most Glamorous Actress
Best Looking Actor
Cutest Actress
Cutest Actor
Best Actress
Best Actor
Best Dressed Actress
Most Popular Actress

Greta Garbo
Clark Gable
Ginger Rogers

Tom
Norma

Brown
Shearer

March

Fredric

Joan Crawford
Shirley

Most Popular Actor
Most Comical Actress
Most Comical Actor

Temple

Bing Crosby
Patsy Kelly
Will Rogers

Team

Joan Crawford
and Clark Gable
Most Sophisticated Actress
Myrna Loy
Most Dignified Actor
George Arliss
Best

AND
Ave.,

HOKE COYNN

To

Air Your Opinions For Your

"T SN'T

New Quick Way Adds

Page

Miss

Ruth Beinke

Indianapolis,

Ind.,

of Gladstone
writes:
"If I

should be walking clown Hollywood Boulevard I would like to meet the following
stars:

Irene

Dunne— because

she

is

my

favorite

actress

Ginger Rogers— because she is so beautiful
Fredric March— because he is a great actor
Myrna Loy— because she has such beautiful
eyes

Elizabeth Allan— because she has such a
sweet face
Baby Le Roy— because he is so cute
Loretta Young— because she is so beautiful
and natural
Bing Crosby— because his singing and acting thrill me

Note: Four

stars

made both

lists.

Silver Screen

—

"

HOPING

I see more pictures
"HERE'S
of my favorites, Phillips Holmes and Carl
Brisson," writes Millie McGittigan of New
Orleans, La.
"And lots of good luck to
Silver Screen magazine, that popular magazine of the South."

Thanks! We Huey to the line
the chips jail where they may.

"LILLIE BELLE
Tex.,

BAKER

"Why

writes:

can't

and

IT'S

IT

-

TOGETHER,

let

HOW DREADFUL TO

Crockett,

of

BUT A MONTH LATER
BESS ivas thinhincj and KM^ was thinking

A DARLING

LITTLE APARTMENT,
BESS. LET'S RENT

YES, KAY

we have good

AND

TWO HAPPY
BACHELOR GIRLS
BE

music and do away with one hundred girl
choruses that are only gym classes set to
They are monotonous and tiremusic?
haven't seen 'College Rhythm'
some.
I
and I don't intend to after seeing the
I can have the same music on the
nailer.
"
radio without the head-splitting 'rah-rah.'

BESS ISN'T AS DAINTY AS
SHE LOOKS. SHE NEEDS
LIFEBUOY... KNOW. I'LL
START USING IT MYSELF
PRAISE IT TO THE
SKIES ....

DISCOVER THAT KAY
IS CARELESS ABOUT
"BO."/ IF I'D EVER
KNOWN THAT

I

.

.

.

.

Something went wrong with that advertising.

"WHEN

hear that a Southern picture
I make a dash for the box
Because I don't possess the price
office.
of a ticket home, I attend the movie hopis

I

in the city,

ing to gain

Without

some

satisfaction and pleasure.
after hearing Marion Davies'

fail,

guttural tones and Bette Davis' overdrawn

Even Louise Beavers
I am furious.
permitted to use expressions a Southern
negro will not think of using. The states
dialect
is

—Mississippi, Alabama and Georgia— represent the Old South, and those states still
have beautiful blondes with honest-togoodness drawls," writes Virginia Eggers of
12th St., Santa Monica, Calif.

"Away

HURRAH,

SHE'S

TWO MONTHS LATER

USING LIFEBUOY.

SAYS

to Dixie."

IT'S
I

I'LL

MARY ELIZABETH BOARDMAN

KAY'S

REFORMED /

WONDERFUL.

BELIEVE
TRY IT, TOO
\

of

YOUR SKIN LOOKS
MARVELOUS. NO WONDER
YOU HAVE A NEW BOY
FRIEND

BESS,

SAME TO YOU, DARLING.

Roxbury, Mass., writes:
You ladies can have your Clark Gable—

LIFEBUOY'S HELPED BOTH
OUR SKINS. AND IT'S SO

even leave Marshall alone)—

REFRESHING / |'D NEVER
USE ANY OTHER SOAP

Dale

St.,

(I'll

You can keep your Howard and
I

But please, oh please, give me
shan't ever rave about Baxter,

I

don't want

For Crosby

But

I

won't even groan—
Talbot,

oh

up

please,

give

me

Tone!"

well.

LORRAINE BARRY

S.

Tone!

Muni nor

please,

Franchot's

Powell,

Harrisburg, Pa., writes:

of N. Sixth St.,
"I've always, for

some unknown reason, favored the tall,
dark, and handsome men, such as the
mighty Clark Gable, until one day I fell
for a perfectly handsome young man the
very image of Gene Raymond.
Since
then Gene has been my favorite actor. So
will you please have Gene Raymond's pictures come to Harrisburg more often, as
he brings lovely memories to me. I'll be
waiting."

Wait

till

man

the .young

sees

this!

Umm-m!

That Have Been
Changed

Picture Titles

TWO LOVELY BRIDES AND TWO

"b.o!gone_
Cupid breaks up
"Bachelor Hall

LOVELY COMPLEXIONS

WE OWE
-YOU'D
y NEVER
GUESS
IT

ALL TO

RENEWING YOUR LEASE
FOR ANOTHER YEAR
LADIES ?

"After

Hours"

(Constance
"Copy Cats"
"Rocky MountainMystery" (Randolph
Scott) formerly
"The Vanishing
Pioneer"
"The Great Hotel Murder" (Edmund
Lowe) formerly "Recipe for Murder"
"How Am I Doin'?" (Mae West)
formerly
"Now I'm a Lady"
"Night Drama" (Richard Barthel"Small Miracle"
mess) formerly
"The Devil Is a Woman" (Marlene
Dietrich) formerly "CapriceEspagnol"
"Love in Bloom" (Joe Morrison)
"Win or Lose"
formerly
Office

Bennett)

formerly.
.

NO, WE'RE GETTING

.

.

and
Donna Maria Margarita Guadalupe
Bastado Castilla changed her name

/

MARRIED.. .A
DOUBLE WEDDING

LIFEBUOY

is a gloriously refreshing bath
soap. But don't think of it only as a bath

i

soap.
too.

marvelous for the complexion,

It's

Its

searching, pore-purifying lather

super-mild

makes

— cleanses

dull skins

glow with

"B. O."

is

deeply, yet gently

now?

health.

Yes!

Even on coldest

days, pores give off a quart
of odorous waste. Play safe with "B. O."
{body odor)
bathe regularly with Lifebuoy.
See how much lather you get even in

—

hardestwater.
its

Note

clean scent that

vanishes as you
rinse.

Margo

to

Approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau.

for

April 193
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Are your hands a
chapped rough

thrill?

little

They should

hands of

this

be! It's not the

men

world that

want to hold!
So many

Cream

girls

say that Hinds

Honey and Almond

does more for their hands. This

is richer. It is

penetrating

why: Hinds

is

a luscious cream in liquid form. Hinds

—as you smooth

it in, it

with soothing healing balms. Hinds

Almond Cream works deeply

is

soaks the skin

Honey and

—that's why dry, rough

or chapped hands quickly become smooth

Every time your hands
a

little

oils

feel

dry and drawn, rub

in

Hinds. It supplies the skin with beautifying

to replace skin-oils stolen

winds, housework.

by soap

And always Hinds

suds,

March

at night

— to

keep your hands thrillingly smooth. Economical Big
!

25f5

and 50(£ sizes in drug stores,

10f£ size

at

dime

© Lehn & Fink,

store.

Inc.,

193s

X

cT^oneti

1

am/

1

!
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Topics for

GOSSIPS
OF COURSE

one of the first things
do when you become a movie
star is to buy or rent a home high
up in the Hollywood hills, and make it as
to

difficult as possible for your prospective
Fred Keating recently
guests to find you.

gave a party at his home, which he calls
the "Casa Escrow," and some of the guests,
completely baffled, wandered around in the
hills for hours trying to find the place. The
day after the party he received two very
amusing wires from people who failed to
show up. One read: "Will you kindly
send out one St. Bernard and two kegs of

brandy stop

wood

We

are

still

lost in

the Holly-

(signed) The Gleasons.
The
read: "Is it your idea of a joke

hills"

other one
to ask innocent people to your house and
then run out of canaries and make the
house disappear" (signed) Dorothy and
Boris Karloff.

^

JOAN BENNETT

works every

bit as

hard

her home as at the studio.
Joan's
present homework consists of designing and
decorating a new working den for husband
Gene Markey, where he may wrap himself
in the silence that invokes the special muses
in

of author-scenarists. Joan is frantic to have
it finished before Gene's birthday, which is
fast

approaching,

present to

him

as

this

it's

going to be her

year.

__„<§>„

—

DOLORES DEL

RIO'S prize bull dog,
Michael, sleeps on a miniature bed,
designed exactly like her own.

HOLLYWOOD

has gone completely clip

Carole Lombard has a difconscious.
ferent place for them with every new costume.
With a tailored blouse she wears
them instead of cuff links, and very chic,

suddenly stopped short and
stared.
Gary was most sur-

too.

NOW

the premiere of "The Lives
a Bengal Lancer" and

of

that

Marlene Dietrich and her

di-

rector, Von Sternberg, have a "mad"
on, Von escorts little Maria to concerts
these nights. The other night at the Ballet
Russe Von and little Maria were in one
row, and almost directly back of them
were Marlene and Fritz Lang.

prised to find the tall doorman at the theatre wearing

one

of his

—

the Spanish
the top in
double quick time, is really something.
What imaginations those Spaniards have.
Well, if you ever want to be distressingly
formal with Margo just call her Donna

Margarita Guadalupe Bastado

—

.

Castilla.

<e>„_„

with owning
NOT
most unique country

one of the
places hereabouts
Ann Dvorak and Leslie Fenton are now
resolved that the real charm of the place
lies in its taking on an aged appearance.
Unable; however, to wait for the years to
do their stuff, Ann and Leslie are spending
their days evolving new ways and means
to make the place look ancient.
To date
they have splotched the brick walls with
white paint, transported green moss from
natural habitat, and contrived every
its
manner of means to grow natural rust
on the metal work.
satisfied

—«#»—

ALL

of Gary Cooper's admiring
fans
couldn't imagine what had happened
to their Dream Prince when he arrived at
:
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fONSTANCE

^

famous

the

COLLIER,
British

ac-

who

has just scored a
big personal success in Mettress

real name of Margo,
THE
dancer who's headed for

own uniforms from

the picture.

"Shadow

ro's

of

Doubt," pos-

Pekingese dog,
Brown by name,

sesses a little

Elizabeth

one of the most famous animal personalities abroad. The
antiquated Peke, long a
dition

Gertrude Michael
studies "The un-

tra-

the

brilliant theatrical and literary gatherings
Miss Collier's home in
at
at

certain

an

glory of
April Day!"

London, has been stumbled
over, petted, and had
tea
spilled on him by luminaries that include

Noel

Coward,

Herbert Tree, Pinero,
Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks. Leslie
Sir

Howard and virtually the entire gamut
Old World aristocracy.

of

—#>.—.
of Hollywood's best pal
ONE
Joel McCrea, George O'Brien and

trios

Bell.

The three were buddies

at

married

Marguerite Churchill, and Rex
all the world knows, married the
flamboyant Clara Bow. and became a dadd)
last December.
But not even the wives
arc allowed the rare treat of listening in
Bell, as

on the "remember when days."

—

is

Rex
Hollywood

GLENDA
Siamese

FAR REIT'S
kitten,

little

"Frankie,"

cross-eyed
has been
furniture
the good-

High School, and regular

bumping around

arc held monthly.
pect in those old
they'd all three marry movie stars, hut they
did.
Joel married Frances Dee, George

Glenda has imposed upon
of her friend, Alan Hale, (he's an
an inventor olf screen, as you know), and
[Continued on page Co]

stag get-togethers
Little did the boys sushigh school days that

that
ness

into

so

much
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TRIPPING

TO

NEW YORK
The

By Blow

Actual Blow

Of A

To
]%w York By Airway And

Description

Trip

Anyway.

By Elizabeth

Wilson

HAVE

seen Carole Lombard in practically
phases, including a recent
Mayfair Ball, where she arrived looking
so devastatingly beautiful in one of her newest
all

of

life's little

Benton triumphs in evening gowns
Metro blondes snubbed her cold, two
Bennetts ogled, and
ten
directors'
wives
Travis

that six

wished they hadn't come.
But it wasn't until I saw her, quite by premeditation, eleven thousand feet up in the
air, with little snow-tipped Sierras peeking in
the windows ("You're the Tops, You're Cornflakes"), that I decided that Mrs. Peters little
daughter Jane was the Best One.
When I

made my

decision the rest of the passengers
the Air Chief were a bit pale around the
gills but Miss Lombard, the exotic, was tearing away at a leg of fried chicken in the
Henry the Eighth manner, and a little wad
of cold gravy was reposing on the lobe of her
of

left

ear.

At that moment

found myself admiring
always say there's nothng like travel to bring out a person's true
character.
In my globe-trotting experiences,
mostly on the shuttle train between Times
Square and Grand Central, I have seen many
a metamorphosis (gentlemen, I give you metamorphosis), many a caterpillar changed into a
her tremendously.

I

I

and alas, many a butterfly changed
worm.
But Carole Lombard didn't
metamorphose.
On the contrary, although
things happened on that trip that could have
butterfly,

into

a

provoked the patience of a saint, Carole
never once grouched, never once changed from
ler usual gay, what-fun, to-the-devil-with-it,
self.
(Gentlemen, for an ideal traveling companion, I give you Carole Lombard.)
Personally, I'm scared to death of planes.
I'm just an old land lubber, as Jack Donahue
used to say, and when I hit an air pocket I
never lubbed land more. But, one day, when
Carole dashed into her dressing room on the
Paramount lot, where I can always be found
playing Hearts with Fieldsy during the important crises of the industry, and said exeasily

"Let's fly to New
takes only fourteen hours,"
citedly,

York Monday— it
it
seemed like a
the conservative type, had

good idea, though I,
planned to leave by covered wagon.
But New York in fourteen
hours! Believe you me, that's

something.
You leave the
Glendale airport in a Douglas
plane at
four
o'clock of an afternoon and
the next morning you're in
New York in plenty of time
to change your clothes and
keep a luncheon date with

TWA
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Carole a& Lombard

the boy friend.

Ella, that's

New York

traveling.

in

fourteen hours! That's saving four days on the train.
My, my, I never thought I

would live to make New
York in fourteen hours.
And, dear reader, so far I
haven't.

exciting
a movie star.
In the first place, it sort of
gets nosed about
that a
terribly

all

It's

with

flying

movie

star is taking the Air
Chief and, suddenly, thousands of fans appear at the
airport, and then there are
the photographers, and the
studio people, and friends
who keep telling you about
the last airliner that cracked
in the Rockies, and orchids
that look mighty pert at
the airport but are pretty
well shot by Kansas City.
Well, I was just about to
burst with excitement when
an attendant shouted, "All
aboard," and we clamored
into the plane while everyone screamed, "Happy tail-

and "Wire me from

spins"

New York
The big

morning."
motors started

in the

up came the steps,
the flag, and we

whirring,

down came
were
thing
that

don't

If

off.

there's

any-

more

exciting than
moment of take-off I

know what

it

can be.

Fieldsy, Carole's secretary and companion,
had never been up in
a plane before, but just
to prove to us that she
wasn't a bit nervous

about it she dragged
out a crossword puzzle

book and went to work
on a couple of horizontals.
Carole settled

down with

a

raft

of

Western Union blanks
and began to compose
jolly little wires which
started

off,

New York
and

"Arrived in
safely,

etc.,

spent an
hour trying to decide
if
I
should do anything about that funny
little
feeling in
the

etc.,"

I

bottom of my stomach.
(I'm the bottom,
you're the tops.)
"It's

bumpy,"

Co-

Jones announced
pleasantly (you're telling me, I snarled with
pilot

double-dog-dare-you
[Continued on p. 71]
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Thrngs
"Th
Have Counted
Joan Crawford Recalls

The Poignant Moments

Of Her

Life.

By Walter Ramsey

"I shall never forget," said
beautiful Joan Crawford,
"the night dear Paul Bern
took me back stage to see
that famous woman, Pauline
Frederick."

"AT

THE

Ambassador

At

Joan when she arrived in HollyAbove: As leading woman for
Tim McCoy in "Winners of the

left:

hundred

young girls, all attending a
junior sorority convention at the hotel
I
was there at eleven-thirty.
A
that day, could beg or borrow for her
Wilderness."
At right: Joan, when she
long friendship with Joan Crawford has
famous signature!
danced to fame in the Charleston days.
proved to me, among other things, that
"Oh, my arm!" sighed Joan as we finalwhen she says noon, she means twelve
ly made our way through the mob to
o'clock and not one-thirty.
the Louis XVl dini ng room, "I think it's broken.
How many
At two o'clock, we sat doiun to luncheon!
did I sign, anyway
I almost gave up after the first hundred,
but they were so sw eet. I hated to disappoint the smaller ones
This, because Joan had been standing at the far end of the
who couldn't crowd their way to the front. I wonder how many
lobby for a solid two hours autographing post cards, old letters,
there were?"
hotel stationery, programs— anything and everything that five-

A

then.

.

.

."

at

noon,

wood.
Col.

.

20

.

.
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.

:

but Joan had signed almost
had come back with: ".
and
Everything from diaries to table

Just about half a thdusand
twice that many times . . . some
.

this

one

for

my

sister

."

.

.

.

.

.

.

linen!

i

thoughtfully— as though she were turning the idea over in her
mind. She said, slowly: "Yes, I'm sure it's worth it and more.
I
think if there was one little child in that entire, milling mob
who has illusions about me, who likes me on the screen
even one to whom I might be something more than 'just another movie star' ... it was worth it.
I think illusions in
people count terribly when you are young— when your whole
world is wrapped up in personalities. I shall never forget how
much it mattered to me when I met the actress, for the first
time, who was the idol of my own private little world.
That
meeting was one of the things that have really counted in my life
one of those all-important things that trim our memory
.

From my vantage

an innocent bystander, I had
watched the stunning Crawford become the center of a milling,
being pushed and shoved
fighting crowd of young girls
and it suddenly occurred to me
stepped on and yelled at
She
that Joan works almost as hard off the set as she does on!
could hardly have put in a more strenuous two hours in the
and for what? For the privilege
studio.
This was work
her
of getting her smart, green sports hat knocked askew
sable coat practically torn from her shoulders ... an arm ache
... a headache
and two
point,

as

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

delay in a busy day's
schedule. I noticed, when I held
the light for her much-needed
cigarette, that her right hand was

from

.

nervous

fatigue.

.

like bright beads.

.

."

.

These things have counted
The words seem hauntingly-familiar: suddenly
.

.

hours

shaking

.

.

.

.

.

I remembered
young poet ... a poet who lost his life in the war
his name was Rupert Brooke. He had so beautifully remembered
the things that had counted during life, in his lovely verses
how did they go
maybe something like:
These have I loved
white plates and cups clean-gleaming
ringed with blue lines; and feathery, faery dust
the cool
kindness of sheets, that soon smooth away trouble.
And now Joan was talking of the things that have really
counted in her own, vivid life. I wait-

a

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ed for her to continue.
"Illusions about people and things
have always counted
terribly
with me,"
she said in a sincere
tone of voice, "Perhaps too much. I've

permitted them to
hurt me when they
came crashing down
about my head. But,

by the same token,
they've been doubly
glorious when someone
exceeded
the
dreams I held for
them.
In one particular case, it was a
famous woman, Pau-

Frederick
single,
shining

line

.

the

Perhaps

ly

and

than

all

treas-

ures each vivid
experience.

little idols

local

ment.
r

Her hat wasn't

cpiite straight, yet.

The

around her neck looked as though
would never return to its original ele-

scarf
it

gance.

Anyone else but Joan would
looked a bit frayed. But Joan never
frayed.
One has the feeling that
coat were hanging in shreds.
But
I

wanted lo know:
"Can it really be worth it?"
Joan didn't answer for a moment.
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The famous bride and groom.
left:
Above: Her great scene with Gene Ray-

come out

mond

believe

At

"Sadie McK.ee," and, at right,
her latest picture "Forsaking All Others,"
with Robert Montgomery and Clark Gable.
in

have

she did speak,

it

was

when

I

had

i

:

j

:::

i

::

i

i

j j

1

1

1

j

;

,

i

:

i

!

l . . : [

1

1

1

j . i . . l

1

1

1

1

1 : :

I

i

:

i

i

engagehad just
:

,

,

.

.

.

;

,

:

i

:

.

.

.

.

1

1

j

to California and pictures; and
I say that my career was
very, very slowly. I was blue and

me when

moving

discouraged.
I
had done nothing but
small Ij s and extra work on ilu: precious
contract that had seemed so wonderful
signed it in New York.
1
was too ambitious to
wanted the moon and the stars right away ... 1
i

looks
she would be smart if her
the whole thing puzzled me.

When

:.

me
my

dear Paul Bern
took me back
stage when she
was playing a

that she loves
life

to

rolled into one.
"I can never
forget the night

is

tremendouspopular is

so

more
other

the

reason Joan

meant

that

light

.

.

i

be patient; I
couldn't wail for them.

through my heart
me. 1 remember

.

I

.

It seemed that ambition would bursl righl
and nothing seemed to happen to advance
cried as I watched [Continued on page 70]
.
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Ed

Sullivan Says:

"HOLLYWOOE
The Famous Columnist De

For years Fred
Astaire danced
for his dinner
on

Broadway.

New
the

Yorkers, they got
of the re-

humor

because to a
Yorker, it is inconceivable that any
Broadwayite
could
get
along without
Broadway
The
comic impertinence
long-nosed
of
the
Durante saying that
"I kin do without
Broadway, but kin
Broadway do without me?" was a sure
frain,

New

.

laugh-getter.

in

rante's

Her

"Vanessa,

Love Story." They
were both trained
where the white
lights beam.

values.
And when Jimmy,
in the course of years and

through the keen business

thinking

the
tilated

of

Dover
stuffy,

night

the

Club,
ill-ven-

club that

perched
precariabove a dilapi-

was
ously

garage
in
dated
Furious Fifties of
York, some years

There

it

hours

of

was,
the
dawn, that

the

I pick up the cudgels
and wade into the controversy on behalf of my
I say emphatically and heatedly that withstreet.
out Broadway, you could wrap up Hollywood and
auction it off in Grauman's Chinese theatre.
I'll open with a body

ago.
all

night

and
Jimmy
Durante would parade
onto a tiny floor with
Lou Clayton and Eddie Jackson and sing

Mae West

learned
that
walk when
she trod the boards
of the legit.

blow at the Coast picture colony, hitting

them

good-humored songs for the amusement of the
guerillas
and the cloak-and-suiters who were
able to pay for the synthetic champagne we

Some Of The

Who Belong

On Broadway.
22

The guerillas and the
cloak-and-suiters, sitting in a
drunken daze at the ringside,
their resistance having been
beaten down by the inroads
the strange distillation
of
that was peddled as champagne,
scream

would
at

this

below the cash
Every major
company has come, hat
in hand, to New York
register.

Franchot Tone: An
Some time
drank in the days of Prohibition.
actor who graduated
during the morning hours, when the gray shafts
from the
of dawn would struggle in through the dirty
windows in the place, Durante would sing hoarsely: "I kin big time.
do without Broadway, but kin Broadway do without me?"

Stars

~of

Hollywood.
As a Broadway columnist,

New

at

in-

Clayton, aided and
abetted by the behind-the-scenes
advice of Sime Silverman, reached
Hollywood, no song in the repertoire of
this Cyrano of Slapstick so impressed the picture colony as that one: "I kin do without Broadway." It put into words what the Coast actually
Hollywood for some years has tried to
thought.
convince itself that the picture colony can do without Broadway, but that Broadway can't do without
stinct

I'Mold

New

York, Dusong was accepted as grand comedy
and he sang it for comedy

In

Robert Montgomery
and Helen Hayes

laugh

odd song.

and
As

bankers
Chase

for
money.
National
bank

dropped over

$100,000,-

000 in bankrolling Fox
Films.

When Paramount

had to thaw open frozen
real estate values. Kuhn,

The

stage

play,

"The

Husband," introduced
Warrior's
Katharine Hepburn to fame.

Loeb & Co. supplied the
acetylyne torch of ready
cash.
Universal turned
to Dillon, Read & Co.
for
dough.
Warner's,
floating bond issues, enlisted the aid of Gold-

Silver Screen

Flop Without Broadway"
lie

Game

Trail of Manhattan.

Richard Barthelmess, a
silent

wood, Land

the

of

star

of

days.

feeds,
curiously

Hokum,
reacted

this
to
situation.
Instead of
coming right out in

meeting and admitting that
Broadway had saved the day

and then
Sachs
turned to Hayden, Stone.
man,

M-G-M

floated a $24,000,stock issue through
Dillon, Read & Co. R-K-O

Two of the most
famous stars,

has been financed through

Jean

RCA

and

000

and General

Elec-

Harlow

Bill

Powell.

Both are Holly-

tric.

The
end

argument could
on a practical

wood

successes.

there,

note,

but

rub salt
wounds.

I

-prefer

into

to

open

Hollywood

would be a bust without New York financing,
and it would be a
Joan Crawford
greater bust if New York
played in the
withdrew its artistic backbut
theatre,
ing, because if it were
that was years
not for the grand perago.
formers trained on Broadway stages, there would be no talking
pictures worthy of an audience.
When the "silent" pictures gave way to
the talking pictures Hollywood acknowledged

made

artistic

Hollywood's

in the knowledge
they could speak well enough to orSome of
der a hot roast beef sandwich.
the more literate Hollywood stars of the
pronounce hor
silent
could even
days
When the
d'oeuvres, but they were in the minority.
industry was wired for sound, the first sound that it
gave off was a frantic S.O.S. to Broadway. The day
had passed when the test of a hero was a smirk at
The day had passed
thirty paces from the camera.
when a heroine's chief necessity was a crop of lovely

Brown Derby confident

that

and virtue. Hollywood needed actors, and when
they needed 'em, they turned desperately to Broadway.
However, the peculiar vanity upon which Holly-

curls

for

April

1935

in

deadly seriousness.

As the Coast views it, the flood of great talent from
Broadway stages has brought about an economic condition that is a definite threat. As the Broadway products on sheer merit continue to force out the Hollywood performers, more and more of the Hollywood
colony are forced into the extra lines, and the Coast
crowd, watching this thing happen day after day, says
to itself: "There but for the
grace of God, go I."
You
can understand the savagery
their
snub
of
to Mae West.
Katharine Hepburn, Helen
Hayes, Ann Harding. Margaret Sullavan and Claudctic

bankruptcy.
Up to that time,
speech was adequate— at least
the heroes and heroines could go into the
its

and rescued the goose that lays
the golden egg, the Coast has consistently refused to make such an admission.
It
this refusal that burns up Broadwayites.
is
Every Broadwayite who goes to the Coast goes with a
chip on his shoulder.
It is fortunate that this is the case, because a Broadwayite is not welcome in Hollywood.
He or she,
arriving in the kingdom of retakes, finds an entrenched
snobbery repulsing civil advances. Don't think that I
exaggerate this atmosphere of jealousy.
When Mae
West, from Broadway, started rolling up record grosses
throughout the world, the Hollywood cliques absolutely
refused to attend the premiere of her pictures. It was
a feeble way of thumbing their noses at New York, and
it
made them look ridiculous, but their gesture was

Colbert arc five typical graduates of [Cont. on page 68]

Dick Powell,
but
hit
a

—

from
not
Broadway.

Some Of The
Stars That Holly-

Garbo, an honor

to

Holly-

wood.

wood

Trained.
23

By

John Beal Is The
Newest "Demanded-

Jerry

Asher

By-Everyone" Leading

Man.
As

soon

as

knew he was
success, he

Vie

a

mar-

ried.

John Beal and

Gloria

Katharine Hepburn
in "The Little

and John Beal
in

Stuart

"Laddie."

Minister."

BEAL
if you can, a guy by the name
Alexander Bleidung making
passionate love to Katharine Hepburn!
But John Beal, who is one and the same

self

person, is all that the casting director
You recently saw him in "The
ordered.
And you can be preLittle Minister."
To
pared to see him again and again.
resort to that muchly used and abused ex-

of

pression, he's Hollywood's newest sensation.

of

IMAGINE
of

offer

When

friends

he's

in

it.

He's planned

thing, he sticks with a. tenacity that
a ship's barnacle look like an
old tired jelly fish.
Hollywood had it's first Beal shock, when
a big executive sent for John, after the
preview of "Another Language," and asked
him to sign on the dotted line. Kindly
I'm very
but firmly, John said. "No.
sorry," he explained, "But I don't feel I'm
ready yet lor a contract. I promised myto a

would make

24

turned

his reasons for refusing. For
loss for one of

A

she

"Hello,"
tested for

said,

A

"So

you

are

being

You
Little Minister.'
to me, but maybe you

'The

seem

will
rather young
do." With that she walked away and John
practically collapsed in his chair. The folA week
lowing day he made the t st.
later he started in the picture.
With his two-way contract, the lead with
'

life opening up for him at
John should have been divinely
happy. But there was one fly in the Beal
ointment. He was in love. Oh, very much

Hepburn and

every turn,

in love— passionately, idealistically, desperately!
He had been in that precarious

condition for months.

It

to Hollywood.
He had great
faith in her work and insisted that she allow nothing to stand in the way of it.
Helen would have done it gladly.
But
being a wise young lady, she decided to
let nature and fate take their course.

come out

The distance between Hollywood and
New York lent the proper enchantment.
John spent a young fortune on telegrams
and phone calls. They wanted each other
so badly, yet neither would say the word
for fear of appearing selfish.
Young love
is
like that.
Then one morning, John
got up, drove out to Glendale and took the
next plane to New York. The next week

they were married.

York John went and
to New
in the play "She Loves Me Not."
Then back to Hollywood he came with a
contract that allowed him six months for
His
the stage, six months for the screen.
Glove," was
Coat,
role in "A Hat,
hardly finished when Hepburn walked up
to him one day in the studio commissary.

Back
opened

create his original role in the Helen
Hayes' picture, "Another Language." I call
it a visit because he is stubbornly sticking
to the belief that Hollywood is never going to hold him. His first love is the stage
to return to

otters

once the producer was at a
his famous answers.

to

commute between the stage and the
And when he makes up his mind
screen.

lucrative

John thanked Mr. Goldwyn

"Nana."

and gave him

now paying his second visit to
Hollywood. The first time he came out

to

their

stood his ground. He flashed his best smile
appreciation, and in firm tones still
said— "No." The next day Samuel Goldwyn
sent for him to play opposite Anna Sten

is

and he wants

having

And this one was no exception.
down.
He stormed and shook his finger in John's
Then he offered more money. John
face.

he's alone with a few close
delightfully entertaining and
shockingly frank, and when he's in the
depths of despair, resorts to puns.

He

I
have other plans."
big executives are not in the habit

but

Now

Direct from the New York stage, he's already in that enviable position of having
studios fight for him.
John is a combination of Buddy Rogers,
OccaJohn Gilbert and Harpo Marx.
sionally there is a dash of Mickey Rooney.
He has the charm of a poet, the ego of a
communist, the naivete of a child— and he's
He's one of the sanest madmen ever
Irish.
In groups of people,
10 hit Hollywood.
lie's shy and expresses an innate desire to
please.

I would return to the stage and
more experience. I appreciate your

that

get

J.

was unbearable.

Helen Craig, a South American beautv
had met John in a summer stock company.
As Mr. Winchell would say, they were that
Being in love was
way from the start.
wonderful. But John wasn't selfish enough
to ask Helen to give up her career and

Hollywood came John and his
they had realized that
was all too short. They meant too

Back

to

Suddenly

bride.
life

much

each other to suffer the separaThe minute they had
stepped into each other's arms again, the
realization swept over them.
Real love is
tion

to

any longer.

like that.

Their

first

evening in Hollywood was an

eventful one.
John, who had enjoved a
friendship with Joan Crawford and Franchot Tone, wanted them to meet his bride.
Characteristic of Joan, whose own life had
been robbed of marital happiness, she invited the newlyweds for dinner.
John and
Helen sat at the table, bubbling over
with happiness.
Joan, sometimes looking
a little wistful, watched them out of the
corner of her eye.
At the end of the dinner, the butler
brought in a huge wedding cake. A tiny
bride and groom were perched on the
top, clinging together in connubial bliss.
Sentimental Joan insisted that thev carry
the cake home and cut it when they were
alone.
John is never without his famous sketchbook. Once he went blind from eyestrain

[Continued on page 64]
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The MAJOR'S

Daughter
To Maureen

O 'Sullivan

Hp

Part

Too

cult,

Whether

Is

It

zans Mate

Diffi-

Be Tar-

or

Dora

Covverjield.

By Ben Maddox
"AUREEN O'SULLIVAN

was dancing
with her best boy-friend in Dublin's
fanciest hotel when Director Frank
Before she realized
Borzage spotted her.
his intentions she was whisked into the
lead of the picture he was directing John
McCormick in over there.
On the way to Hollywood all her trunks
were lost and she hadn't even an overnight
There was a one day stop in New
bag.
York City, but she was too busy
staring at the sights to do any
shopping. So she arrived in Hollywood in the same suit she'd
originally sailed in. It was rather
the worse for the strain.
So what did Maureen do? She
merely went to bed. Yes. That's
how she spent her first two days
She drove
in our dazzling city.
down the boulevard to a hotel
and didn't come out of her room
She was in
until two days later.
a tired mood then.

The Dickens'

lovers.

Maureen

and Frank Lawton as
David Copperfield.

as Dora,

^

Let

me

Maureen

tell

you

cheek sprang into view. It isn't
there, except when she smiles.
She leaned forward and megaphoned a whisper with her hands.
"To the fact that I'm not a
blonde!"
But it's not so simple as that.
Luck got her her breaks and she's
made the most of 'em.
And
Maureen has quite completely escaped the behind-the-scene employees who adore to experiment
with a newcomer's face, hair, fig-

When

this.

into one of her
moods, well— she's in it body and
Nor can
soul!
She's not foolin'.
she help herself when she feels
Oh, at the
a mood coming on.
studio sometimes she has to snap
in or out to suit the shooting
schedule. But even on those occasions she doesn't literally snap.
She has to have time to gather

goes

ure,

and

clothes.

don't know yet, exactly, how
she was able to get away with remaining herself, but she has
accomplished that rare feat. Probably her dewy freshness was so
unique that they didn't have the
I

momentum.

Shearer's sister in "The
Barretts of

not at all like Lupe, the
kaleidoscope who makes
a business of tearing through the
She's

W

human

gamut

of

flat.

You

emotions

i ni p o 1 e
Street."

minutes
have to be

in five

really

for
with Maureen
acquire an accurate

acquainted

months

Norma

As

Maureen is a creature of moods
and they master her unwittingly.

to

idea of what she's like. Her feelings aren't surface whims.
"To what do you attribute your
success?''

I

my

put on

manner and popped

sternest
her,

this at

professionally serious. She was sitting across from me in the Metro
restaurant where more stars than
there are in heaven (sez M-G-M)
were condescending to forget their
fond public and take an hour olf
for

reinforcements.

She chuckled and
mediately that she
merry mood.
dimple away

for

I

realized im-

was in her
That funny little
up on her right

April
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Major O'SuIlivan of the Connauj;ht
Rangers (retired) and Maureen
O'SuIlivan,

who

is

still

service.

in

active

art to give her the
regulation polishing,
The result is that she isn't the orthodox
movie actress type at all. Her eyes, blue

and large an'

beguilin',

are

unmascaraed.

There's no artful [Continued on page
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The

Jean

Harlow standing

in

GAY

front of the interesting wall
decoration.

(A

Series of Articles

on the Rendezvous
of the Picture Colony)

Sally

Brown

Hugh

Harry Joe
(her husband), and
Herbert at the Trocadero bar.

lumber One

Eilers,

——
|

i

I

Troc

»

The Famous Restaurant In Hollywood Where Garbo Recently
Made A Public Appearance.
The 'Troc" has been the
scene of

tween

many

Lupe

By "Liza"

a battle be-

and

Johnny.

HOLLYWOOD
even take

it

through

at

can take
neat.
last

with

flying colors
can face the

headache.
We
music and the cold grey dawn.

and a

fine

We can
have come

it.

We

Now

on those smug New Yorkers, those

bring
effete

Easterners, who always used to say, "But,
dear, what is there to do here after
ten o'clock?" while we hung our heads in
shame and admitted that there wasn't
anything to do but go beddy-bye. Imagine

my

Robert Montgomery chats
with a friend in the bar

26

Blvd.,
Hollywood.

Here,

nightthe
big
names of the
ly,

screen

con-

gregate.

dome, and

hair and gipsy in my heart, had decided that we Hollywoodians were simply
a hopeless bunch of sissies, and there was

"night

my

wood.

tographers.

dero on Sun-

set

our embarrassment.
Just as I, a gay gal with magnolias in

nothing to do about it but join a circulating library and enjoy Life vicariously—
And staying
along came the Trocadero.
up late became a pleasure. There was a
new low in beds, in fact the word is fast
becoming obsolete in these parts, and already such first families as the Clarence
Browns, and the Richard Barthelmesses
and the Ricardo Cortezes only vaguely remember the old four-poster. The Trocadero turned out to be the shot in the arm
the doctor ordered for pale, anemic Holly-

Fannie Brice and Constance
Collier smile upon the pho-

The Troca-

The Trocadero, which was opened last
September, is owned and operated by the
popular Billy Wilkerson, who also owns the
Hollywood Reporter, the daily gossip newspaper of the picture business, and the Ven-

to start

it,

life

took a lot of nerve for him
the old sourpusses said,
doesn't pay."
As a matter of

it

as all

never had— before. But just you drop
in some night between the hours of eleven
and four, and after you've stumbled over
fact

it

Mary Pickford, Marlene Dietrich, Gary
Cooper and Norma Shearer and all the
society crowd from Pasadena, Montecito
and Santa Barbara, I am sure you won't
have to worry over the poor Wilkersons
losing their shirt. Their idea was to make
it

"smart."

Men who

They

did.

worn tails since Delmonico's was in flower suddenly got themselves fitted up with the latest gadgets,
and the dear ladies of Hollywood, who have
always had such a time of it trying to see
and be seen, simply went mad on a spree
of lame and ermine.
It isn't necessary to
"dress" at the Trocadero, but, strange to
say, eighty percent of the people do.
And
if you know Hollywood you'll understand
hadn't

Silver Screen

I say "strange to say" with such awe
and surprise in my voice, for, if ever there
was a town wedded to slacks and sweatWhy, most of the
shirts, this town is it.
people thought chic was the forgotten man.

why

The

as

Article

On

Scries

Will Be Continued With

An

"The Clover Club" And "The Cocoanut Grove."

we

of the lower strata
familiarly call it, is situated on Sunset
Boulevard right in the midst of the interior

Troc,

Next Month This

decorating shoppees. To the right, going
towards town, is Adrian's very, very white
shop, and to the left is a coy little building which houses the knick-knacks and
objets d' art of Mr. William Haines, while
across the street is a lovely antique shop
sponsored by Mrs. Bob Montgomery.
In the old prohibtion days La Boheme,
speakeasy de muggs, reared its ugly head
(and served the worst scotch in town) on
the spot where now stands the very trim
red and white Trocadero with its gay little
sidewalk cafe a la Paris. When Billy chose
the location Bud Ralston, Joby Ralston
Arlen's brother, ran up the new building
which is quite an architectural feat, and

which bring out the mechant in you,
you know, the mechant in uniform. (Ouch,
1
won't do it again!)
There's a private diningroom where you
can cavort without Pasadena snooping on
you, and a wine cellar that has no equal
cars

west of the Mississippi. The Troc also has
Gene, late of the Central Park Casino, who
is le dernier cri in head waitering, and also
a culinary genius in the shape of Chef
Domonick Rolleri from the old Hotel
Knickerbocker in New York. There have
never been any complaints.
A cheery place, what more can you ask
of life?— besides a million dollars and a
Park Avenue penthouse. Celebrities? But
yes,

definitely,

a

mess of Celebrities, all
Every
over the place.
night is a Chinese opening night. Every night is
an Occasion.
The Troc
opens its doors every
afternoon about fourfor
the cocktail
hour, and closes them the
next morning as the sun
thirty

also

and between

rises,

those
every

hours

movie

importance

/fit

p'ractically

star

of

comes

any

and

S°es.

Lew Ayres and Ginger
Rogers made their wedding plans there in a corner of the dining room
while Phil Ohman played
"The Object of my Affections."

Nine

nights

night at the Troc, which of course was
followed almost immediately by the eighteenth bust-up.
Charlie Chaplin and Paulette Goddard
are often there pretending to be utterly
oblivious to all that speculating, "Are they
married, or aren't they?" Adolph Menjou
and Veree Teasdale, Gloria Swanson and
Herbert Marshall, Connie Bennett and Gilbert Roland, Norma Shearer and Irving
Thalberg, ]ean Harlow and William Powell,

Joan Bennett and Gene Markey, Nancy

Carroll and Howard Hughes, and Mary
Pickford, and Constance Collier, and Kay
Francis, and Peggy Fears, and Charlie Bickford, and James Dunn, and Gene Raymond,
and nuts to this enumerating, are there

several nights a week.

Naturally, divorced or separated Hollyis constantly running into each other
there, but so far there has never been a

wood

"scene"— worse luck.
One evening last
week I was sitting near a table where dined
Joan Marsh and the Marquis de la Falaise
is fully recovered now
and looks
and who should enter but Connie
Bennett and Gilbert Roland. Connie and
Gilbert joined Hank and Joan for a cocktail
before returning to their own party, and
whatever Connie said to Hank I missed
completely as she whispered in French and

(Hank

swell)

French

language

I
understand only
Gloria Swanson was
there, too, with Herbert Marshall, but I
noticed that she and the Marquis didn't
even bother to look in each other's direction— however, just to prove that she wasn't
a snob, when Wally Beery dropped in for

when

it

a

is

is

shouted.

Harold Grieve, interior decorator de luxe
and husband of Jetta Goudal of the silent
cinema, gave of his art— and voila— one of
the most beautiful, and certainly the gayest
night club I have ever seen on this continent, or any other continent you care to
bring up, including the Scandinavian. The
walls of the lounge are covered with enlarged photographs of Paris which are quite
exciting (No, Elmer, no feelthy peectures.)
A door to the right leads to the dining
room and there, praises be, is a dance floor
not the size of a dime, but quite spacious
enough to dance with a man given to
swirling.
On a dais is Phil Ohman, pianist sensatipnale, and his orchestra, which every

now and then gcis supplanted by Bolero
his Cuban Rumba Band— and then,
my children, Hollywood puts its mind (and
and

on a snappy bit of hip shaking.
Downstairs is the bar. and il's a honey,
with the smackiest hors d'eeuvres and side
eyes)

for

.

April

1935

Large photographs of the city of Paris make unique wall
decorations for the lounge of the Trocadero.
straight,

Yuma,

before

they

took

that

plane for

Margaret Sullavan and William
Wyler dropped by the Trocadero and held
hands under the table.
Katharine Hepburn, who lately steps out in Hollywood,
often seen there with her agent boy
is
friend, Leland lias waul, whom she'll probably many any minute.
The seventeenth
reconcilation
between
Lupe Velez and
Johnny Weissmuller occurred just the othei

night-cap she beckoned to him and he
talking to her and Hart for about an
hour.
(Beery was public husband number
one in the Swanson design for living.)
Marian Nixon and Bill Seiter never fail
to stop by Eddie Hillman's table— where
sits Kitti Gallian these nights— for
a bit
of gay repartee.
It
was at the Trocadero that Carole
a

sat

[Continued an page 59]
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What, No
"No

Woman

Is

Cinderella?

Ever

Satisfied.

Says Connie Bennett,

So You

"We Are

All

See,"

Alike."

By El eanor Pack er
CONSTANCE BENNETT

was born,
not with the proverbial silver spoon
in her small, pink mouth, but with
a more precious gold one, the spoon of a
cultured background, of family traditions,
of a protected present and future.

There is no trace of the old, familiar
success story in Connie's career, no touch
of the "rags to riches" theme in her hectic,
colorful, amazing life.
She did not force
her painful way from a Canadian boarding house to the title of "America's Sweetheart," as did Mary Pickford.
She didn't
follow Joan Crawford's long and heartbreaking path from a musical comedy
chorus to stardom. Neither did she bridge
the bitter years between obscurity and
fame by playing extra roles and posing
for commercial photographers, as Norma
Shearer did.
Connie was reared in a brilliant, scintillating world of famous, sophisticated people, friends and companions of her mother
and father, Adrienne Morrison and RichShe spent her girlhood in
ard Bennett.
schools
this
country and
exclusive
in
Europe. She has never known poverty or
felt the biting cruelty of the world.
Yet she can portray, with a deep understanding, girls and young women whose
She
lives are entirely foreign to her own.
makes them live and breathe graciously

and courageously and as realistically as do
Norma, or Joan, or Nancy Carroll, or any

"All girls and women are fundamentally
the same," she answered without a minute's
hesitation, "our problems are the same,
whether we're sheltered daughters and
wives or business women, whether we have
to scramble for a living or have luxuries
served to us on a silver platter.
"Deep in their hearts all women have
the same goals.
They want to be happy
and they want to be the best in whatever
field

their

mothers

paths

strive

homes and

may
for

the

take.

Wives

and

most attractive
charming children

the

most

Business women
in their neighborhoods.
struggle for the highest efficiency in their
work and for the charm which will carry
them onward and upward. Motion picture
actresses work to win stardom and then
battle to hold it.
"Women know that they can't stand still,
that they must always move forward, to
keep from sliding backward. That knowledge belongs to all of us, regardless of
money or social position or background.

Happiness, too, knows
no barriers of wealth
The
or environment.
debutante daughter of
a

millionaire

fights

just

uses the
of charm
ality,
to

man

as

father
grimly,

same tactics
and person-

the
attract
she loves as does

the factory girl who has to earn every new
dress which she wears.
The woman with
a corps of servants, made-to-order gowns
and custom built motor cars faces the

same problems in holding her husband's
love and interest, her children's admiration and devotion, as does the tired, overworked wife in a five-room bungalow with
no servants and a restricted budget.
"So

it

matter

doesn't

what kind of a

or

girl

fundamentally

woman

I

play."

blue eyes gleamed with an intelligent understanding of all womankind.
"I know that her problems are universal.
Of course, education and environment,
conditions over which she has no control,
make a difference in her reactions to these
problems. Naturally, this girl," she touched
ruby red finger tips to the cloth of silver
gown which she was wearing for a scene
as
the society girl in "After WorkingHours, " "would not say the same words
or do the same things that the buffeted,
Connie's

hardworking servant

would

girl of

'Common

say or do.

Clay'

But, know-

problems of one
possible to understand those of the other.
They are both young, eager
girls.
They live in different
worlds and wear different
ing

the

makes

clothes,

it

that's all."

[Continued on page 67]

of the other girls who have lived through
the struggles which they are recording in
celluloid.
Often, watching Connie on the screen, I

have wondered how she

when she was
she managed to
life in theirs without one
tell-tale trace of her own sheltered, luxuryfilled past or present.
Once I asked Frances Marion,
playing these
submerge her

girls,

felt

how

Hollywood's greatest woman scenario
writer, how she could so vividly
picture in words the lives and emotions

of

men and women

far

re-

moved from her own world— Min
and Bill, for example.
"You don't have to live other
about them," Frances
me, "imagination and understanding are more important than

lives

to write

told

actual experience,
I

I

believe."

asked Connie Bennett the same

question.

Connie ii
checkered
that

she

a

1

little

number
wears

in

Working

"After
Hours,"

her

picture

ith

first

Clark

Gable
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MARQUEE CONTEST

©lie
Get

Up

a

Slogan

Win

a Prize

CAN you
marquee

originate a slogan to put on
of a theatre? The problem is to have it exactly fill the same
number of spaces that the name of the star
requires. On this page you will find a list
of the names of twenty stars. You can use
any one of these names, but your slogan
has to match whichever one you select. For
example, Shirley Temple s name has thirThere must be a space beteen letters.
tween the words, therefore the slogan must
But
occupy altogether fourteen spaces.
should you select the name Jeanette MacDonald, your slogan must occupy eighteen
the

"

Over One Hundred Prizes

YOU MAY USE
ANY NAME ON

Are Offered For The Best

They Include

Slogans.

Mens

Typewriter,

Women's

THIS LIST:
Shirley

A

Shearer
Fred Astaire
Jeanette MacDonald
Bette Davis
Francis Lederer
Constance Bennett
Will Rogers

Watches,

Watches,

Mens

spaces.

We

familiar with the characterare
istics of the players and their specialties
and lives, and slogans should, to some exThe cleverest slogans
tent, be descriptive.
all

which conform to the rules will be awarded
There will be over one hundred
prizes awarded for the best slogans.
This contest will appear also in the May
and June issues of Silver Screen. Write
your slogan on the coupon on this page,
but DO NOT send the coupon in until you
have filled out the coupons for May and
June also. Then send in all three coupons
at one time.

Johnny Weissmuller

Fountain Pens, Women's

Leslie

Fountain Pens, Cigarette

Think Up

A

able

And Other

Articles.

Full

Una Merkel
Mae West

Valu-

Franchot Tone

Details

Loretta Young
Chester Morris
Buck Jones
Kay Francis
Sylvia Sidney

Next Month.

One Of The Twenty Stars Listed On This Pare, But Do Hot Send
Until You Have Completed The Set Of Three Coupons.

Slogan For
In

It

This

Read the
Conditions.
as

the

name

of

the star

sample

shows the slogan

N

ii][o]|v][7][£]f H

15

6

A

1

I

»

correctly

matched
star's

Each slogan must occupy the same number
spaces

Howard

Gene Raymond
Warner Oland

prizes.

Lighters

Temple

Norma

that

it

of
ac-

companies. The words must be separated by
blank spaces and each one of these counts as
one space.
No slogan will be judged separately. Each
contestant must submit three coupons one
from the April issue (below), one from the
May issue and one from the June issue.
prizes will be awarded for the cleverest
slogans in the opinion of the editor, whose
decision will be final.
Any reader may send in as many slogans as
he desires, but they must be submitted in
groups of three, using the coupons from
Silver Screen of April, May and June.
This contest will close at midnight, June 7,

the

(Coupon)

April, X9J5

—

The

to

name.

STAR'S

NAME
(please print)

SLOGAN
(please print)

Submitted by

1935.

In the event of ties the prize tied for will be
sent to each tying contestant.
No correspondence concerning this contest will
be entered into.
Address your slogans to Slogan Editor, c/o
Silver Screen, 45 W. 45th St., New York,
n. y.

for

April

1935

Street

City

State
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JUGGLER
wanted to be a definite personality.
had heard a man say he liked a
certain fellow because he always was
the same damn dirty so and so.
You
know, like Larsen, in Jack London's
He was detestable, yet you
'Sea Wolf.'
admired him because he remained true
I

I

to

a premiere in Hollywood, W. C. Fields poses
on the chalk line with the distinguished novelist,
Rupert Hughes.

At

MILLION
TWENTY
acclaimed W.
Fields

fans can't be wrong and they've
C.
funny, veiy funny!
He's convulsed them with his hilarious characterizations
in "You're Telling Me," "The Old-Fashioned Way," "It's a
Gift," and others, and he'll do it again soon in "Mississippi,"
while his Micawber, in "David Copperfield," stands out as the
gem of comedy portraiture that crowns him King of Laughter.
Healing it from his own lips, however, the road that led to
his capturing of this laugh-kingdom, wasn't so funny.
Sprawling across the big blue davenport in his dressing-room
at the Paramount studio, he startled me by saying in his quiet
film

way, "A comedian is best when he's hungry!"
"Paradoxically," he continued, "to understand humor, to know
what laughs are made of, one must suffer. Every laugh is built

on heartaches, sometimes tears. Funny, isn't it? But it is true.
"I don't know whether I'd start out again to be a comedian
or not. As it was I more or less drifted into it. I happened to
have a yen for jokes and, also, I was always juggling tin cans,
marbles or pebbles, and the neighborhood gang laughed at
everything I did or said. The truth is, I w-as probably the unfunniest kid anywhere around but, naturally, their appreciation
of my antics tickled me, and, when at nine, I ran away from
home to build my own life, I quickly found that if I could make
people laugh I could get more out of them.
"Lord, those were hard years. I slept in parks and was always
hungry.
When I could stand it no longer I'd swipe fruit or
vegetables from the street stands. So, you see, I never over-ate,
never had a chance at sweets or rich foods. I was fifteen when
And I still
I had my first real meal; steak and fried potatoes.
get a thrill out of steak and fried potatoes!
"The first thing I remember figuring out for myself was that

30

type.

"Well, I thought that a swell idea
so I developed a philsophy of my own,
be your type! I determined that whatever I was, I'd be that, I wouldn't teeter
on the fence."
Bill must have been a
figure, a bit pathetic, too, only nine, and starting
his fortune selling newspapers on the street corners

funny

little

out to win

and forever
juggling anything he could lay his hands on. Just because his
humor bubbled despite the hardships, he always added an amusing flip of the hand, a grotesque swing of the body that sent
the crowds hovering around him, shrieking with glee.
So, his career started.
With this gift of comedy he couldn't
stay down and the first thing he knew he had a job in a beer
garden at five dollars a month, with orders to keep the gang
laughing.
Now, Bill says juggling is a terrific job. You work twelve to
fourteen hours a day, with muscles and nerves taut. You perfect
your trick. You try it out again just for luck and it eludes you.
It may be hours or even days before you capture it again.
It
is this mental hazard that tortures a juggler, for, no matter how
well he knows the trick, there is always a time when it fails him.
He was hungry so much of the time, and if he wanted to
eat he had to keep the crowd laughing, so he began studying
comedy, made it his tool and gradually developed comic pantomime to add to the juggling acts.
Turning his blue eyes upon me, he said, "I never go out for
a gag. I base my comedy on humanness, so I just watch people.
We're all very funny only we don't know it. No one is original,
and we all do about the same things, so I take the simplest,
every day incidents, exaggerate them and turn them into an act
and, people seeing themselves, laugh.
"You go into a grocery and buy some eggs. Coming out of
the shop you drop them.
Now, if that actually happened to
you it wouldn't be funny, but when it happens to someone else,
it visualizes the very fear you have so often had and it becomes
highly amusing.

Silver Screen

W.

C. Fields

Hat

On A

On A

Can

Or An

Cane

A

Balance

Plug

Audience

Gale of Laughter.

au de Cheath am
It takes

more than

scare a

man who

a girl chorus to
has spent years
with the Ziegfeld Follies.

a cane
chin, put

balanced

on

my

on

a top hat
foot, then

my

kicked
the hat and caught

on the tip of
the cane. Well sir,
one night when
the theatre was
it

TAUGHS"

packed,

comedy
In
"Mississippi,"
plays Commodore
son.

Bing Crosby

gag

to

use in such cases
trying to cajole
the audience into
believing these delays were inten-

Fields

Jackis

missed

I

that trick seven
times.
I
always
had a running

co-

starred.

tional.

But when

missed the trick
the eighth time I
gave up and, tossing the hat into
I

"While hanging around pool halls as a kid, I
that every player went through the same

noticed

gyrations.
He elaborately chalks his cue, he sights
the ball, he wiggles around and sights it again, and
he always preens and struts when he makes a shot.
So, I enlarged upon this routine and it became one
of my bright spots of pantomime, for everyone who
ever played pool recognizes himself and laughs heartily.
"The same with my golf act. Every move I make,
every hazard I encounter is only too familiar to all

merriment.
"People laugh at another's embarrassment, at frustrated plans,
Why? Blest if I know. But
at timidity, at the underdog.

and

golfers,

this

incites

they do.

"There is plenty of comic material around. I can sit in my
parked car on the street, or here in my dressing room, and
watch people going by and see dozens of amusing situations.
But it takes hard work to build them into a comedy act. It
keeps me thinking all the time and I spend most of the night
hours thrashing out new angles for familiar situations. It is
Of course, when
work, not luck that brings any success.
Opportunity knocks at your door you must be ready, the music
going, and your make-up on so that you can grab your place
the spotlight."
Well, Fields grabbed off a good many triumphs during his
Billed as the Tramp Juggler, he performed in
colorful career.
thirty foreign countries where he discovered comedy to be a
universal language.
As he pantomimed and never talked, he
was welcome in every land.
He was on the same bill in South Africa that introduced
Will Rogers as a lariat wizard; was top attraction at the Folies
Bergcrc, in Paris, when a slim young dancer, Maurice ChevaIn Copenhagen, a little low-headed
began his career.
lier,
boy hung around the stage door to beg for his picture, now—
Carl Brisson (who was that boy) and Fields have adjoining dressing rooms at the same picture studio in Hollywood!
"It was in Copenhagen that I had one of my funniest experiences," chuckled Bill.
"I had a pet juggling act in which I
in

for

April

1935

the air,

I

smacked

it

viciously

with the cane. It soared high
above the stage, twirled dozens
of times, hit the back curtain

and bounced

right onto a peg
in the hat rack placed beside

me.
"It

was the most spectacu-

thing I ever saw.
The
audience went wild.
Many
knew it was a fluke but some
credulous souls were thrilled
at my skill.
In any case it
was an exciting trick and they
applauded several minutes.
"Laughs and applause are
all a comedian can hope lor,
that spells his triumph, so I
decided to use this stunt.
I
lar

had a back curtain made of
net and when I'd hit the hat
into the air it would do a
series of somersaults and drop
the net, then a replica
hat
the fust
would 1"'
thrown onto the hat rack. Ii
proved a sensation and the act
had worked and
over which
sweated blood for three years
into

ol

1

to

perfect
this simple

Of

supplanted

his
Fields and
come
talents would
i

l>\

contrivance."
course, it was inevitable

unique

hat

to

the

he didn't answer
[Con I in tied on [iagc 62]

screen

but

3

1

Noel

Coward
Adopts
the
"The Miracle

In

49th Street,"
Noel Coward is a

in

Screen

publisher. The
girl is Julie Haydon.

By Mary
Noel Coward,

Playwright,
Actor, and now
a Screen Player.

Mallet
Here

combined
THE
Hecht and MacArthur,

Is

Your

Messers.
of
expressed in

efforts

"Crime
fascinating
sold Mr. Noel Coward
to the movies hook, line and sinker.
And
that's almost as big a plum as getting the
name of George Bernard Shaw on the
dotted line— for Mr. Coward rubs elbows
with the very finest the theatre has to
gruesomely

the

Without Passion,"

offer,

actor,

as

He

producer.

well

as

satile

playwright, composer and
perhaps, the most veras the most sophisticated
is,

our time.

artist of

six of his plays, Mr.
outside of London,

Coward

New York

America, his

cities of

name swept
of at least
believes that
and some of

name

is

prac-

To

the moving picture
going public in general he thinks mention
of it would go something like this— "CavalDid he write that? And "Bitter
cade?"
Sweet?" You don't say!" Which seems to

unknown.

tically

prove that, although he

first

visited

Amer-

ica ten years ago, at the age of twenty-five,
with fifty dollars in his pocket— which asset
he has built up to a fortune estimated at

$5,000,000— he
of modesty.

still

is

possessed of the grace

He makes his bow to the movie public as
an actor in "Miracle in 49th Street," the
third of the Hecht and MacArthur series
being filmed at Eastern Service Studios on
Long Island. In it he portrays a very sucand quite

unthe producers would like to stress the fact that the
words unmoral and immoral have very
When this picture is
different meanings.
released I make my bet that you will want

cessful,

fascinating

rather

moral publisher of books.

And

to know all about Noel Coward, for he is
a grand actor and especially exciting in love
He has several very peppy ones,
scenes.
so they say, with Julie Hayden in "Miracle
So here is some informain 49th Street."
tion about him in advance.

He was born
December
don.

He
32

in

1899,
made his
16,

stage

To

See a Real Genius!

when he was

eleven, in a classic called
Goldfish," produced by the dramatic
school he attended, and Gertrude Lawrence,
then a fragile big-eyed child, made her
debut in the same piece.
The following year Noel toured England

Teddington, England,
and educated at Croyfirst appearance on any

being a few of them.

"Private Lives"

is

"The

in New York
and is still being played by Little Theatre
groups throughout America. His offering
for the current season is "Point Valaine,"
in which he plays with Alfred Lunt and

with one of her finest actors, Charles
Hawtrey.
He played one thing and another until the war broke out, and then
he joined the army.
After the war he
turned again to the stage but this experience had awakened another sense,
a

Lynn Fontanne.
Lucky? Maybe he

creative instinct to write.

In spite of the fact that his
the country with the success

the key

First Chance

Mr. Coward probably has a very good
for he never dreams about doing a
thing, he just pitches in and does it. The
fact that his first play, "I'll Leave It to
You," was a flop did not disturb him in
the least. Practical as he is he would have
been astonished had it been a success. One
liver,

usually play the violin after the
lesson; how could one expect to write
Mr.
a successful play without experience?
doesn't
first

Coward is, before he is anything else, a
shrewd business man, and just as a business man tries one thing and then another
until his product is perfected, so did Mr.
Coward work on his plays. The first three
or four were flops, but by this time he
had acquired technique and it only remained to develop a subject that would
He chose youth and
interest the public.
its problems, and "The Vortex" was the
result.

This play made him internationally

fa-

mous and put him

right at the top of his
profession as actor and playwright, for he
created the star part in London and afterwards played it in New York. "The Vortex" made a fortune for him. The theme
was as daring as it was tragic but it was
his brilliant dialogue, for which he has
been distinguished ever since, that won

honors.
Since that time he has written some
eight or ten plays, most of them smashing
successes, "The Young Idea," "Hay Fever,"
"Private Lives," "Words and Music," "Design for Living" and "Conversation Piece"
first

revived every

now and then

He

is,

but he

is

some-

a very hard worker,
and he gives absolute concentration to the
business in hand.
He doesn't try to burn
the candle at both ends, which is the finish
of so many gifted- people, as well as some
who are not so gifted! When he decided
to play in "Miracle in 49th Street" he
dropped everything else to study this new
technique of acting before a motion picture camera and speaking through a mike.
He goes to bed at nine o'clock and rises
at six.
He has cut out all social obligations.
He is intensely interested in pictures just now, and particularly the kind
of thing Hecht and MacArthur are doing,
and he enjoys working with them. Hollywood may never get him because he disapproves of long term contracts and factory methods to product Art.

thing

else, too.

is

When he is in New York he lives in a
tower suite at the Waldorf-Astoria.
He
has a pent house in London and recently
bought a remodeled Elizabethan house in
Kent, of which his mother is the lady. Do
you get

that, girls?

He

is

still

a bachelor!

He

has

We

present to you the screen's guest of

never written directly for the
screen because he has been plenty busy in
other fields, and because he did not think
he knew enough about it. He does think
that stories written expressly for pictures
would prove much more satisfactory than
adaptations of either plays or novels. Now
that he has had some experience, and his
interest has been aroused, there is no telling what may happen. That trip to China
he plans on taking in March may produce
a screen masterpiece instead of the biography he is scheduled to write. And if ii
does you'll take it— and I bet you'll like it!

honor— Noel Coward.

Silver Screen

Snooping

Busy

Sets

Around

The

By

Of Hollywood.
S.

R.

Mook

Round-Up" fame, and Dixie Lee (Mrs.
Bing Crosby) parking in the park for "Love in Bloom."

Joe Morrison, of "Last

At Paramount

me

temper my
enthusiasm in writing about Joe Morrison because I honestly think he is
the best bet in pictures today.
"Be that
as it may," as George Monroe used to say,
here he is again, just as I promised you
last month, bright and shining in a piece
called "Love in Bloom."
As if that weren't enough for a film,
my favorite actress, Dixie Lee, makes her

IT

IS always

hard for

to

return to the screen in the feminine lead.
Until you've heard Dixie sing you don't
know how a girl should sound on the
screen.
To insure the success of the picture, Paramount has generously
spotted
Elliott
Nugent in the director's chair.
Elliott is the boy who gave you the pheuproariously
nomenally
successful
and
funny "Three Cornered Moon." On top
of all this, his father, J. C. Nugent, one of
our leading comedians, is in the cast and
also Burns and Allen.
From the foregoing you may have gath-

ered that

I

think pretty well of "Love in

Bloom." It should come pretty close to being another "Seventh Heaven."
Joe is an honest boy, living in a boardOf course he's broke and
ing house.
rather than beat the landlady he gives
But
her a promissory note for his rent.
she— the old hellion— seizes his clothes. Just
as he is on the point of leaving, he hears
a girl scream in the next room, as though
He bursts
a man were attacking her.
through the door and there is Dixie. It is
the only

way she knows
She's no

ed with him.

of getting acquaintfool.

She's down to her last buck, too, so she
gets put out along with him.
She takes
the dollar and buys their breakfast. When
Joe finds out it was the last of her money,
he goes to a pawn shop, turns in his good
suit and gets a funny looking outfit and a
dollar to boot in exchange. Then he takes
Dixie to dinner.
In the meantime they
have applied for— and got— a job in a music
store run by an old German— Lee Kolmar.

for
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But they have nowhere to sleep. Dixie
Joe she is going to spend the night
with some friends but he is suspicious and

ning gown or a negligee.

Dixie goes to Central Park.
an empty bench, hesitates and sits down.
She tries to arrange
herself with some degree of comfort and
starts to lie down.
Then she looks towards
the other end of the bench, her expression

racing season.
The night before the big
race someone tries to poison the animal,
but her faithful trainer fights off the intruder and reports the incident to Mae.
"The dirty so-and-so," Mae exclaims.
"Bring the horse into the house and put
him in the guest room."
And what a guest room it is. It looks
like the banquet room at the Waldorf.

tells

follows her.

She

finally reaches

"Wouldn't you just know this
would happen?" There is a flash of lightning and a peal of thunder. A man is
settling down on the other end of her
bench but the lightning is too brief for
her to recognize him and he hurriedly
saying,

up with newspapers.

Suddenly they
angrily at the same moment to
glare at each other. That is, Dixie glares.
covers
sit

up

The boy

is

Joe.

might have known," Dixie exclaims.
"You didn't fool me about staying with
"I followed
friends of yours," Joe boasts.
"I

you."

"What

for?"

"To take care of you. Ever slept on a
bench before?"
"No," she confesses.
"Neither have I," he admits.
This scene may not sound like much
as I have described it but it is one of the
most appealing I have seen in a long, long
time and Joe and Dixie are not missing a
trick

in

This

is

playing it— or any of the others.
I can hardly wait to

It
would seem Mae has a race horse
which she takes to Buenos Aires for the-

The bed

is
a huge affair with a satin
and a canopy that would grace
Windsor Castle. There is a pink satin
quilt on the floor and they bed the horse
down on this and cover him up with another.
The Indian groom is patting his
head (the horse's) when Mae saunters in
with enough diamond bracelets on her

coverlet

right wrist to choke an ox.
"Everything all right, Carlos?" she inquires in the inimitable West manner.
"Yes, Lady," Carlos answers.
"If you want anything just ring for
Sanchos," she instructs.
"Cut," orders the director.
picture,

"Still

please,

neth Lobber asks.
"Nothing doing,"

Miss West," Ken-

Mae
me

don't get any picture of
a bed with a horse."

laughs.
"You
fooling around

Always kidding— that's Mae

for

you.

one picture

see.

Next on the program at Paramount is
the one and only Mae West in "How
I
can tell Mae right now she's
I Doin'?"
Okie Dokie in the box-office reports.
You need everything but an order from
the White House to get on to her set
on account of the threatening letters she's
La
had, but it's well worth the trouble.
Belle is in a lacy gown shot with gold
and trimmed with deep bands of while
fox, but I can never tell about Mae's
don't know if this is an eveclothes.
I

Am

Next we have "McFadden's rials." In
the old days this was one of the most successful pictures Paramount ever turned out.
This lime it is being made with Waller
Kelly, the Virginia Judge, in Charlie Murray's old part.
Jane Harwell, who made
such a hit in "The While Parade," plays
his wile, Betty Furness their daughter] and
Richard Cromwell and Howard Wilson air
also in

The

i

he

sci

iasl.
is

and kitchen.
corner and a

a

combination dining room
is
a range in one

There

sink nearby.

Ai

the opposite

[Continued on page 73]
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The bigger you are

Another honey from the greatest
trouper of them

Watch fans

of

one.

Here

in a

new type

is

all

— Shirley

all

Temple.

ages go for this

the darling you adore
of story

.

.

the kind

.

the harder you'll

for Shirley

fall

dramatic entertainment you'd

of

expect with Lionel Barry more as

in

co-star!

"THE

What

COLONEL"

LITTLE

a heart-stirring team they

make

star with Lionel Barrymore, veteran of

"Now
like

!

.

.

.

this tiny

a thousand

hits

we're going to baptize Henry Clay

just

the big folks do."

"If the old Colonel ever finds out

got these sheets,

he'll

where we

baptize us good."

You're going to laugh, cry, lose

your heart as Shirley steals the

More BEST BETS
from the Fox Studios!

heart of Lionel, her grandfather, an

Shirley

embittered Kentucky Colonel of the
hectic 70's ... as she
into forgiving her

Venable)

for

(John Lodge).
to cheer

Bill

charms him

marrying a Yank

And

WILL ROGERS
"LIFE

Robinson, who'll show

the finish— guess

steppin'.

what: A

Jane Darwell and Slim Summerville

BARRYMORE

gorgeous, Technicolor sequence, show-

supporting your favorite star. Suggested by Walter B. Pitkin's best
seller.

in

GAYNOR& BAXTER in
"ONE MORE SPRING"

ing Shirley with her peach complexion,

golden curls, smiling, blue eyes and

dimpled cheeks!

So take the whole crowd to see
"The Little Colonel." It's another in
the

list

of "must-see" pictures com-

in

BEGINS AT 40"

The riotous story of a modern country editor. With Richard Cromwell,
Rochelle Hudson, George Barbier.

you're going

you some high and fancy

And

TEMPLE

mother (Evelyn

"THE LITTLE
COLONEL"
A

B.

This unusual story from Robert
Nathan's stirring novel tells what
happens to two men and a girl when

a winter of discontent melts into a
spring of romance. With Walter
King, Jane Darwell, Roger Imhof,
Grant Mitchell, Stepin Fetchit and
others.

G. De Sylva Production

ing from the Fox lots this month!
John Lodge and Evelyn Venable

Based on the story by
Annie Fellows Johnston
which thrilled millions

GEORGE WHITE'S
SCANDALS OF

'35

!

The big musical smash of the year
Beauty, Songs, Comedy with George
White himself, Alice TFaye, Jimmy
Dunn, Ned Sparks, Lyda Roberti,
Cliff Edwards and gorgeous gals.
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The

Screen Is

Milk Pan

A

And

The Cream Always Comes

The Top.

To

«m

ryi

J

THEY'RE ThI
THK

reason chey have horse races is to find out which bees to pj
The reason that this page sums up the general situation in t]
fierce rivalry of the screen, is to tell who is getting the money th<
days in the much publicized jungles of Hollywood where the BeA
Dames Satis Merci carry a snickersee and the lone wolf thirsts for t
blood of his rival. There probably has never been a more hotly cc
tested competition than the struggle for a spot in the sun-arcs, whi
goes on daily on the throbbing battlefields of Hollywood. Rememt
they are not fighting for bread alone, but for caviar, motor cars, yacl
and diamond bracelets. In fact, when a star drops out, it is not becav
she can no longer act. The reason is that she has lost her pleasure
intrigue and no longer gets a holy thrill put of the ceremonv of t\
off.

j

j

j

double

cross.

Gary Cooper

an,

Franchot Tone,

"T

Lives of

a

in

Beng

Lancer," went beyoi
anything they have ev
done.

"You're the
cash and
You're the
Franchot

Ginger

Merman,

wallop

an

we mean
DANCING—in "The
Gay Divorcee,"
which is one reason
why the screen is
now the dancingest,

in

"Anything Goes," might
sing. Nothing that happened last year carried

more

Rogers

— and

New York by air,
You're the top, you're
Claudette Colbert."
Ethel

top, you',

and Gary

Fred Astaire dancing

"You're the top, you'

As

top, you'
carry,

singingest place
town.

than "It
Night."

in

"You're the top,

Happened One

you're Woollcott
on the air,

Every picture Claudette
makes is a success and
she has her banker al-

•

You're the top,
you're Rogers

most frantic trying to
keep from being buried

and Astaire."

alive.

Will Rogers in "Life
Begins at 40."
Will
is
the Champion of

theGirls-Who-Sell-theTickets.

"You're the top, you're

the war debt
dodgers,
You're the top, you're

our own Will
Rogers."

Frank Capra. He
the top in Direct
j'

in

Hollywood.

Temple
the out-

rley
s

ding
rity

popu-

winner.

pu're the top,

pur

hair

it

My,
the top,
su're Brightyed Shirley."

lou're

"You're the top
you're the At'
Untie cable,
You're the top

you're

Craw

ford and

Gable."

Lovers Are
A tenderly romantic
scene from George
White's "Scandals"
—1935. Alice Faye
yearns toward
the
dashing Cliff Edwards as fascinat-

—

Romeo as ever
scaled a balcony.

ing a

"Naughty Marietta"
brings two favorites,

both
fine
singers.
Nelson Eddy of radio

fame

sings to the
beautiful and melodious Jeanette Mac-

Donald.

Bursting Into Song
After This

Dare

To

Year,

Speak

Hardly Anyone Will

Of Love

He Has A
And Happy

Unless

Good Tenor or Baritone Voice,
Husbands Will All Be Crooners.
1

"Be

Mine

Is

A

Today,

Theme For B Minor.

has been credited with great influence.
THE screen
of the present crop of pictures will be somewhat

If this is true,

the

Only
maidens with a High C will set forth upon the Sea of Matrimony.
Passion will be poured forth pianissimo and the lover who finds himself
in poor voice might just as well say good night and go home.
You remember Roxanne, in "Cyrano," complained that the plain
avowal "I love you" lacked the fascinating and intriguing charm of more elaborate proposals— 'A kiss,
Mary Ellis, a
the dot on the T in loving." That sort of thing used
many
singer of
The
song.
will
be
year
it
this
But
to get them.
successes,
and
neck
about
his
girls
hung
will
have
brawny bass soloist
Carl Brisson tell
only
have
to
will
tenor
Every
like a lei in Hawaii.
in song the pastake a deep breath and let go and the village heiress
sion of a king, in
come
doesn't
daughter
your
will crumple at his feet. If
King's
"All
the
effect

upstairs at eleven o'clock, don't think that it is the
radio she is listening to. Nope, that's your future sonin-law.
"Mayhap his virtues you don't see
But he proposed in the key of Gv

startling.

Horses."

Once was the time when two lovers were safe on the
sofa in the parlor as long as they could be heard talking. Nowadays, the danger begins when you hear that
first

demi-semi-quaver.

There is only one bright spot— crooners usually make
more than you do.

Allan Jones, a new name
for the screen but not for
Broadway, tells of love as

he sings to Jean Harlow
You can
in "Reckless."
see it has Jean stopped.

Lee (Mrs. Bing Crosby)
knows about song in the home.
"Love in Bloom," she has
In
Joe Morrison to woo her with
sweet melodies.
Dixie

—

YOUR
SHOW
md DISPOSITION
A Smile Is A Passport To ~h{ew Friendships
And A Deed To Old Ones.
was when the chorus director used to say "Show me your
when he wanted his beauteous bevy to blossom into
Such a command nowadays would have a more sinister
smiles.
meaning, and laws with teeth are not meant to be laws of charming
But Depression effects are waning and while we have
friendliness.
not yet returned to the days when a great corporation will spend
millions to publicize "The Voice With the Smile Wins," it is nevertheless true, as instanced by these beaming, captivating, smiling

TIME

teeth"

players.

Did you know that actors and actresses with more or less prominent front teeth were preferred for the movies at one time because
Mabel Normand and Anita Stewart and
they had nice smiles?
Harold Murray, for example.
We like players who can keep their mouths open when they
work. Not hanging open or stupidly open, but just enough so that
the telltale tremblings and expressive wrackings of the lips may be
The amateur always keeps his lips tight shut.
registered.

And

we

take delight in the surrender and appeal of a
generous open smile, which, more than any other expression, reveals
the soul— but only the nice part.
best of

all,

Anne

Shirley has re-

ments for her role as

he talkative waif in
"Green Gables."
one more:
smiled upon
you, Anne, with love

Here

We

is

all

in

is

big

a

year

Ann Dvorak,
jd

in

the

smiling
that

knows

lerything
has
ne all right so
far.

many compli-

ceived

our hearts.

i

1

Autoc
I

Tke Albums

For

Silver Screen

THE
about

stars
it.

\

do not mind autographing albums when the owneJ
Sometimes, when napkins and newspapers are shojl

the signatures thus secured will just be thrown awasl
in this contest really tried to win them and there wereM
So the stars know that their signatures will be treasured.

feel that

albums

Silver Screen's photographer has caught some of the playe
of those pictured here, you will probably wifl
taken when your book was actually being autographed, and, if:l
original print to you.

album was one

APHING
mncrs
iting

:B really

Of The

Contest

care

to sign, they

of the
competing.

iinners
s

If your
photograph
will send the

ed.

Gable was on the
working on "After
ice Hours," when he
sented to write his
rlc

i»e

|s

in Everil

Warner

Baxter

in

the act of

making Lula M. Chapman
very happy.

W. Sav-

autograph album.

Carole Lombard signs Edna
Gormley's book, and glad to

do

it.

Social Life

The

Italian

States,

the

Ambassador

to the United

and party, are entertained on

M-S-M

lot.

Left

to

right

are

Marquis R. dalla Rosa, Italian consul;
Mr. Rogert Vignola; Jeanetfe MacDonald; Helen Hayes; Nelson Eddy;
His Excellency, Augusto Rosso, Italian
Ambassador; Commandatore Manzini;
May Robson; Mr. Charles Pettijohn;
Jean Harlow; Mrs. Charles Pettijohnr
Louis B. Mayer; Constance Bennett
and Maureen O'Sullivan.

Viscount and Lady Byng have come up
to see Mae West, and the famous star
of "How Am
Doin'?" serves tea to her
famous guests.
After the formalities
were over,
Mae called her guests
"Dearie" and "Honey," which pleased
Lord Byng very much.
I

F.

E.

appointed
Consul
geles,

pay

newly

Evans,
in

and

British

An-

Los
his

wife,

a social call

on

Henry Wilcoxon on
"The Crusades"

set.

THE

Sets

When The

Great Ones

The Earth Go To

Of

Holly-

wood

They

Witk

Full Social Ceremony

Are

Received

By The Screens "400."

NOWHERE
A

is

the American system of selecting the names

more democratic than in Hollywood.
and from that moment he is one of
An actress plays a great part on the

for the Social Register
Lindbergh flies to Paris

America's Great People.
screen and all the world admits her to the exclusive circles of
the social world.
are a
It is something of which we all can be proud.
people who honor accomplishment. In the group which Louis
B. Mayer has assembled from his hired help to do honor to an
Ambassador, are girls born to the purple and girls born in
peasant cottages, but now they are NAMES and eligible to meet
on terms of equality any of the blue bloods of the earth. Past
is
the aristocracy of money, money gained oftentimes from
slaughter houses and doubtful stock certificates. The Aristocracy
of Achievement leads the cotillion.

We

When

Vice -Admiral

A. R. PlunkettDrax visited Movietone City, he was entertained by Shirley
R.

Temple
up

in

dressed

all

a special sailor

dress for that occa-

Rogers

Will

Irene

Dunne stops work on "Roberta" to do the

social

amenities for Brigadier General Alex Ross,
Commander of the Canadian Legion,
and Mrs. Ross.

Dominion

is
honstop work
and talk with Kingsford-Smith, the great

ored

to

World

Flier.

Stepping
The Screen
And The

Is

All

Waxed
Are

Fiddlers

Ready For The Greatest
Season

Of Dance

Pictures

You've Ever Seen.
very good thing that all Peter Stuyvesant
do was be Governor of New Amsterdam. If
he had had to make good in Hollywood, his wooden
leg wouldn't have helped him. For the light of the
Picture Village is the light fantastic, and the Girls
and Boys of the Cinema are Treading a Measure—
and I don't mean walking on a yardstick.
Imagination falters to conceive of all the twists and
turnings of the dancers which are now offered to our
admiring eyes. Busby Berkeley and Bobby Connolly
and many others have passed sleepless nights over
these dance numbers and we can tell you in confidence that there will not be one circular arrangement viewed from above to give you your usual pain

IS a
IThad
to

in the neck.
"I

Won't Dance"
famous Fred

sing

Astaire and Gin-

ger Rogers in
"Roberta"
but

—

they do and how!

Dick

Powell

Gloria

and

Stuart

singing and danc-

amid the
apple blossoms
ing,

which are -bursting forth

just

at

season on the
old property tree
at Warners, in
"The Gold Diggers of 1935."

this

The

famous beauty chorus of the
"Scandals."
Everyone of these girls
is
a potential star, and very high
potential indeed

Alice Faye and Jim-

mie Dunn in George
White's "Scandals
1935." Both are good
dancers.

Alice
is
ravishing and Jimmie has developed a
new personality since
playing with Shirley
Temple. Swell!

—Ah

there,

Einstein!

I^Vide and

In

"Folies Bergere de
they have taken the
known trade mark of

the

Paris,"

well

Maurice Chevalier,
and romped about with it,
being fanciful and whimsical all the while.
Thus

the star,

-

you

will

see

straw

hats

and yon, and if you
are a native of Danbury,
Conn., you will probably
hither

have

pleasant
over
and concentrate
loveliest
chorus

We

a

shall skip

evening.
the hats
on the
the
on

Handsome

Every ]S[ew Hat

Finds

Its

On The

A

A

new

of
felt,

Place

Head

Of

Hayyy Woman.

sailor hat

Oxford

gray

with a cord

Oxford gray
and gold around
the crown, and
of

with Arline
to set it

A

design by Royer for
is
It
Rosemary Ames.

the

type

new

Judge
off.

-face
mediaeval inoff -the

of
spiration.

PRINTED
The brim is new and
gives a mannish look
to the fa miliar crown.

Worn

by

Claire

Trevor.

Mary

Carlisle

in

becoming hat
finely

woven

a

of

straw,

with a jaunty feather.

IN U. S

How Hollywood

The

Stars Emphasize

New Make-Up

a

Secret Is

Now You Can Share It
YOU

can instantly make your beauty more attractive

adopt this

new kind

stars of the screen

by

if

you

of make-up, created originally for the

Max

Factor, Hollywood's

make-up

POWDER

genius.

The

color

harmony shade

harmony make-up, because each shade of
powder, rouge and lipstick is a color harmony tone designed to

for Gloria Stuart's blonde
Factor s
colorings is

harmonize with each other, and with individual complexion

Rachelle Powder

colorings of blonde, brunette, brownette and redhead. Thus, the

ing,

It is called

color

appealing beauty of each type

Max

smooth

emphasized to the utmost.

is

.

.

satin-

that

skin.

the

beautifies

cling-

.

a
make-up

creates

it

Famous screen stars have found magic baauty in this secret
so you may confidently expect your own color harmony in
in this new make-up to create a lovely, entrancing, fascinating
beauty for you. You'll note how the face powder imparts

...

a satin-smooth, clinging make-up
life

.

.

how the rouge gives
how the lipstick

.

and color to the cheeks naturally

Discover

wood's

new beauty by sharing
stars,

now

.

.

.

make-up that

creates a color-perfect lip

available to

lasts

and

lasts.

this luxury of Holly-

you at nominal

prices.

ROUGE

Max Factor's Face Powder, one dollar; Max Factor's
Rouge, fifty cents; Max Factor's Super-Indelible
Featured by leading stores.

Lipstick, one dollar.

The

harmonising

tone

is

Max

color-

Factor s

Blondeen Rouge... creamysmooth in texture, it
blends evenly, imparting

a

.

.

.

and

test

to

in powder

your own

and

lipstick

.

color
.

.

delicate

color

lifelike

to the cheeks.

FoR personal make-up advice
harmony shades

mail coupon below.

LIPSTICK
Max

Factor's Super-In-

Vermilion

delible
stick

Lip-

completes the color

harmmy

make-up. Moist-

ure-proof,

permanent

the

color keeps the lips lovely
/

m

hours
for hou

and

hours.

Max

I9J5

Factor

STUART
Appearing with Dick Powell
in Warner Bras. ' Musical
Extravaganza

SOCIETY MAKE-UP

Face Powder, Roup, Lipstick In Color Harmony

:

'GOLD DIGGERS OF 1935"
Max Factor s Make-Up Used Exclusively

MmU

for ,o«r

COLOR HARMONY IN POWDER

MAIL THIS COUPON TO MAX FACTOR

.

.

HOLLY W(K)I)

JUST

fill in the coupon for Purse-Size Bo* of Powder in your color harmony
shade and Lipstick Color Sampler, four shades. Enclose 10 cents for pmtagc
and handling You will also receive your Color Harmony Make-Up Chart
AtVtr-<>". . . FREE
and a 48-page illustrated book, "Tlx Sim Art »/

Wry

COMPLEXIONS
Vrry Light

M«d.uin

Ruddy

17-4-8H

NAME

CITY

Sallow

Fmtlrd
Oli~

STREET
yTATi:

C)

Fair

Crramy

a
LJ
a
O
O

SKIN DryO
Namil D

O.ly

ATSU LIPSTICK
HAH

era
Blur

O

Cray
Grten

Q

Hairl

Brown
BUrt

BIONDF.
Light,

O
O
D

Dart.-O

Ught.-O D«rk..O

BRUNETTE
Light..

O Dait_a

REDHEAD

LASHES, (J..

Light. J3

Light

Da.l._

a

KROWNirrTE

_Q

Dark..O
t[IU«»Gi*i.<M

type

4»J

htff

O
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Freddie Bartholomew Is
Little

He

a laughing
little fellow quite

Came Over To Play David
Covverfield

UP!" yelled this pseudoPublic Enemy No. 2, and before I
could say Freddie Bartholomew a
good-sized gun was burrowing into the
neighborhood of my spine and another
was being brandished menacingly before
my startled eyes. "Your money or your
warned this extraordinary English
life!"

—

may come

generation

to the theatre
the mid-Victorian fus-

scoff at

but it will soon find
itself laughing and sobbing in the same
breath, especially during some of those
moments when little Freddie Bartholomew
of

siness

is

Dickens,

on the screen.
Freddie's adored

"Aunt
and

was with
was she who
told me how the boy happened to be
favored for the role of David Copperfield.
It seems that when Freddie was five he
came to pay her and his grandfather a
visit at their home in Warminster, a short
distance from London. While telling him
little stories and teaching him various lines
from Shakespeare and other dramatists, she
discovered that he had a very retentive
memory and was what they call in the

him when

theatre

a

I

called,

"quick

had him "doing

study."

Sissy"

it

And

soon

she

his little bit" at Charity

Freddie's
in the neighborhood.
lengthened indefinitely and his parents, realizing how happy their boy was
with his aunt, and appreciating the progress he had made under her patient guidance, decided to let him remain where he
Benefits
visit

was.

Those of you who have already seen
"David Copperfield" and been bewitched
bj the irresistible magic of this boy's personality, must agree with me that "Aunt
to be congratulated for her splenpreliminary training of this budding

Sissy"

did

By

I
-*-

boy who, at this precise moment, resembled
Booth Tarkington's "Pernod" so closely it
seemed difficult to believe he had been
brought up within the sight and sound of
the river Thames instead of on the banks
of the Wabash.
Such was the robust reception accorded
me, at the Hotel Gotham in New York one
blustering afternoon in late winter, by this
gifted ten-year-old boy who has given the
screen such a remarkably beautiful characterization of Charles Dickens' "David
Copperfield" it will live in our memories
The youth of
for many years to come.
this

is

star.

The
But to get on with our story.
years sped by— all five of them— and Freddie's ambition to be an actor, as he so
meticulously puts it, was crying aloud for
the right to express itself.
.

.

Won

America.

To Act

"TTANDS

prepared to

And Has

The Heart Of

Born
I

Who

is

unaffected by interviewers, personal appearances
or fame. His next
picture will be
"Anna Karenina,"
in which he plays
Garbo's little son.

J-

Boy

English

The

.

In the meantime he kept reading and
re-reading his favorite authors, especially
Dickens, his preferences being for "Martin
Chuzzlewit" and "David Copperfield."
"I
had already read 'David Copperfield' three
times," he informed me in that exquisitely
pure and well modulated little voice of
his, "when suddenly I read in the papers
that Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer was searching
for the right boy to play this part.
I
begged Aunty to take me to America, just
on a hunch. I felt sure that if given the
opportunity, I could play 'David.' "
So Freddie and his astute aunt crossed
the Atlantic together for the first time,

with Aunt Sissy sick abed from mal de mer
during most of the trip and Freddie coming blithely to each meal (after he had
given up his first) and playing a simply
marvelous game with a little boy he got
to know trying to see who could eat the
most. His aunt firmly believes that Freddie
never gave up playing that particular game
for he's gained all of ten pounds since his
arrival in America.
Straight across the Continent to Hollywood they went and soon the excited Freddie was standing in front of Mr. David
Selznick, who was to produce "David Copperfield," and reciting Marc Antony's immortal speech from "Julius Caesar." Mr.
Selznick listened (just as I did later that
afternoon when he gave the same speech
for me) enchanted and amazed at the exquisite interpretation of these lines by a
mere lad with no stage training to speak
of.
When he finished, Mr. Selznick said
simply: "You shall play David, because to
me you are David."

Hundreds of little American and English
lads had already been given screen tests
for this coveted role, but when he saw
Freddie, Mr. Selznick knew instinctively
that a test was not necessary. In his mind
there had already been formed a picture
David Copperfield,
picture-character had the same
small, delicately chiseled features and the
same clear grey-blue eyes, in which every
of the

and

perfect juvenile

this

thought

and

emotion was so faultlessly
had Freddie Bartholomew.
And so another fascinating career was
launched in Hollywood.
Frank Lawton, who plays David Copper-

mirrored,

as

L enore

oamueIs

as a young man, graciously admitted
that little Freddie interpreted David so perfectly, it was a difficult part to carry on.
And Freddie, who breezily remarks that
"Frank and I got along famously together,"
claims that he enjoyed watching the last
half
of
the
finished
production best.
"After rehearsing and playing in the first
half, seeing it was just like re-reading a
book for the fourth or fifth time.
But
the second half was really new to me."
Freddie is a slim but well-knit youngster,
strong as a piece of tempered steel, and,
when it comes to wrestling or boxing or
fencing, needs little or no handicap. Asked
which of the American sports he favored
most, he quickly replied: "Baseball. That's
field

keen."
Before I knew what I was about the
trite old reliable "And what are you planning to be when you grow up?" came

tumbling out.

"An
tion.
sjjare

actor," said Freddie without hesitaI shall do some writing in my
time."

"But

"And

haven't you ever considered being

a banker or a lawyer?"
"Oh, no," responded this nimble child
whose vocabulary is extensive enough to
take him over all conversational hurdles.
"If I had to choose anything like that I
think I'd prefer to be a cowboy," and
suddenly that deadly gun once again
emerged from the holster that was fastened
wild-west fashion around his tiny middle,

and imaginary enemies were being done
to death in the dim far corners of the
room.

"Have you written anything yet?" I inquired after the killings had been accomplished to his evident satisfaction.
"Oh, yes," he replied. "I have written
essays— of a fantastic nature."
Aunt Sissy turned to me proudly. "Do
you know what Hugh Walpole wrote in
Freddie's autograph album?
"To Freddie
— towards whom I shall always feel like a
spiritual uncle.' "
(Mr. Walpole is the dis
tinguished British novelist who adapted
"David Copperfield'' for the screen.)

"Lucky

boy," I murmured, and
the impulse to draw him
into my arms and give him a good sound
hug before I said goodbye.

could not

little

resist
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Symbols

O]

SUCCESS
Ltipe Velez
hangs a new

An

bracelet on herself
for every
contract.

The World How Good He

Actor

s

Posessions

Tell
Is.

By Helen Louise Walker
YEARS
with

ago Harold Lloyd, living in a loft over a drug store
make good in pictures, I shall buy

his father, said, "If I
a real silk shirt!" Today

in

Harold is one of the richest men
Hollywood and the possessor of an estate which is famous

throughout the country for its lavish luxury.
That silk shirt was a symbol to Harold. A symbol of success!
Tangible testimony to the fact that he had made good in pictures.
With the passing years that same sort of symbolism has come to
be an institution in Hollywood. In the days of Wallace Reid and
Tom Mix, ornate cars were the badges of success. Snappy open
numbers were the vogue and the more startling the paint job, the
more gadgets which were attached to the thing, the greater the
evidence of professional triumph.
Of late the system of symbols has grown
a little more complex. Cars still figure in
it.
The first thing your struggling "bit
Leo Carrillo standplayer" tries to acquire is a snappy roadster,
ing on hi
This
he drives up and down the Boulevard,
power cruiser. That
hoping that someone will notice him and
might be John Bargather that he is prospering
since suerymore's schooner
cess breeds success in Hollywood as well as
in back of Leo.

sown

.

.

.
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string of polo

ponies costs

Wally Beery

money. Spencer
Tracy and his in-

goes in for air-

structor,

in other places.

It is

Snowy

Baker.

planes.

not until a

becomes an established
star that he can afford to drive
a cheap roadster. Claudette Colplayer

bert

abandoned her expensive

limousine

favor

in

of

a

small

coupe after she signed her important contract with Paramount
recently.

When

your bit player achieves
contract
even a modest
"stock contract," he instantly
acquires as elaborate an apartment as possible where he has a
a

.

.

.

manservant to look after him,
to serve cocktails and cozy dinners to his guests, to answer the
telephone and inquire, suavely,
"Who is calling, please?" He
endeavors, of course, to have
guests who may be of assistance
to him in his climb to fame.
Possibly the rent is overdue
but he must have caviar and an
atmosphere of elegance ... he
.

.

.

must have the proper background.
as silly

as

Hollywood.

it

All this is not
Front is important in
sound.
almost an axiom in pictures that

may
It

is

a person's possessions, his

manner

of living, reveal
his success.

When

the bit player
a featured
player, he acquires a dressing
room of his very own upon
the lot and of course he must
immediately have it redecothese days in brown
rated

becomes

.

.

.

and white with carved crystal
ash trays and a few chaste etchings if
he is a man. If the player is a woman,
she has her dressing room "done" in
white with organdie curtains and a
few touches of pale green and ashesabout

point in a
picture career that the symbols-of-success system begins to become comis

just

at

this

plicated.

When

badminton courts and a play room. And Sylvia dislikes
games, does not swim and entertains very little.
You
"But," she remarked helplessly, "everyone has a house!
must have a house and it must have do-dads for exercise ami
games. What was I to do? My guests enjoy the do-dads
when I have any guests!"
Lyle Talbot signed an excellent contract with Warner Brothers
and immediately acquired a business manager to tell him how t.>
spend or not to spend his salary. A living symbol of achievement.
courts,

of-roses.
It

Powell is building himself a regular mansion, and even Philo Vance
could tell Bill is in the money.

Bill

.

Sidney had been in
Hollywood about a year and stardom
Sylvia

seemed just around the corner, she
bought a house. Now, Sylvia didn't
want a house. She hates possessions
because of the hold they have on peoShe dislikes responsiple's affections.
bility

any

or

sort.

atrical

ties

of

A thenomad,

The Harold Lloyd

she had lived in

Estate is the most
perfect example in
the world of the last
laugh.
While you
laughed at Harold,
he collected.

a

trunk and

hotel

rooms

years.

What was

for

more, this house
a swimming
pool, tenuis

had

.

.

When the contract is renewed and it begins to seem likely thai
house.
the career in Hollywood is assured, the film actor acquires
Unfortunately he usually acquires simultaneously a numbei ol
relatives who are not only willing but determined id Ik- supported
.1

in a style

Now,

which

befits his

new

station in

life!

must take hi-- telephone numbei
out of the book. It would be too humiliating if his friends were
his
able to look ui>
number and call him in the usn.il fashion. It
simply isn't done in these circles.
of course, he absolutely

Having taken these elaborate precautions to insure his privacy
must now have a little hideout somewhere where he cm "gel
away from il all."
Ik-

Take

Douglas

Montgomery'.

Doug [Continued on page 66
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Reviews
PICTURE THERAAOMETER
Degrees of Quality
Perfect

absurdity that it is most entertaining.
Modern writing does not make its characters so freakish, and screen writers would
do well to consider the fact that a Dickens
character is perfect for the movies because

— 100

—
—

"The

>.

Colonel"

Little

"Ruggles

Red

of

able

—

"Shadow

of

^.

"Wings

in the

"Murder on
moon"

a

—

Miss

— Worth

>-

—

Seeing

—60

—
—

—

—

—

"The Nut Farm"

-Don't

—70

—
—
—>
Dark"

Honey-

little

Shirley

been

Temple

honey and Shirley doesn't disappoint you.
The contrary she surprises you.
Of course we knew that Shirley could
sing and cry and act awfully cute (too cute
sometimes, alas) but in this picture she
breaks out into a tap dance with Bill
Robinson, than whom there is no than
As a
whomer, and can that child tap!

Gn

myself, little Miss
great admiration and
respect any time. Just to see her and Bill
go into their taps is worth double the price
of admission and I wouldn't fool you if
I could.
Of course you know the story of the
Little Colonel, the famous series of books
by Annie Fellows Johnston, which so delighted kids of my generation— ah me, 'twas
many a year ago I fear me— how a little
child with a sweet smile and a nasty temper
won over a crusty old grandfather who had
driven his only daughter out of the house
simply because she married one of those

tap

frustrated

dancer

Temple can have my

—>

Doubt"

"Rumba"

—

—

"After Office Hours"

our

all

a

Excellent

—80
"Life Begins at 40"

for,

Dixie—

my

—

Gap"

folks,
WELL,
waiting

in

Fox
here's what you've

old
as the Little Colonel, and it does
heart good to tell you that the picture is

—>

"Clive of India"

Temple

Rating: 93°— Shirley

Remark-

—

>.

Pickwick.

THE LITTLE COLONEL

|"David Copperfield"

humorous

of these qualities of unique and
individuality.
Now for Mr. W. C. Fields as

Good
Entertain-

ment

—50

—

"danmedyankees."
Pleasing

Much
tained,

of the

and

—40
Satisfying

charm of the book
Fox be praised.

is

re-

for that

CLIVE OF INDIA
Rating: 90°— Lavishly Mounted, Beautifully Photographed— U. A.

(

DAVID COPPERFIELD
Rating: 96°— "I

Have Arrived"— Micawber

—M-G-M

DICKENS

has come to the screen both in
form and costume, and in spirit as well.
Great credit goes to George Cukor, the di-

and to Howard Estabrook and Hugh
Walpole who adapted the classic. They

rector,

have given us the intangible quality that
is Dickens.
The actors are above criticism.
Especially should praise be given to W. C.
Fields for Micawber's complete, loquacious
and comical re-creation. Another thrilling
impersonation was the Aunt Betsy of Edna

May
It

Oliver.

seems

to this

reviewer that such char-

adapted to screening.
A Dickens' type is wholly typed.
From his curious pants to his noble top
hat, Mr. Micawber is like nothing else you
And when Aunt Betsy calls out
ever saw.
"Donkeys!" there is such action and serious

acters

are

particularly

turns out to be one
It
of Ronald Colman's best pictures.
clerk,
sent
out to India in
is the story of a
1748 in disgrace, who revolts at his lot,
joins the army, becomes known as the
savior of India, and marries Loretta Young,
the sister of his friend. There are constant
revolts which he is invariably called upon
to quell, although his hands are tied at
every step and he is compelled to play
hunches, knowing that if he succeeds his
disobedience to orders will be forgiven, and
that if he fails he will be courtmartialed.

But he never fails.
At last, his job done, he and Loretta
(now middle-aged) return to England to

A third time he is
enjoy their fortune.
called back to England's wealthiest colony
—but this time he goes alone. Loretta has
had her fill of India. When he returns
once more to England it is under a cloud
and his wife has not forgiven him. It is
not until the last few feet of the film that
his majesty sends Clive a message of appreciation and that he is reconciled with
his wife.

Colman makes a dashing Clive, performing with sympathy and understanding.
His fans will be treated to what (so far
the first sight of
him without his mustache. Loretta Voting
has never looked lovelier nor given a more

as

this

writer recalls)

is

appealing performance.
In fact, the whole picture
above the average and one that
be put on your "must'' list.

is

far
safely

far,

may

Humor—Par.

HERE'S

the funniest picture of the
month, or any other month you want
to name, including Beatrice Lillie's famous
March— April May and June.
March,
Charles Laughton, Charlie Ruggles, Mary
Boland, ZaSu Pitts, and Roland Young simply go to town in this picture and have
you in stitches from the first five minutes on.

You probably know Harry Leon Wilfamous story by the same title, and
perhaps you've seen it on stage and screen
son's

you've
before,
but
never
really
seen
Ruggles until you've seen Charles Laughton
play him. His characterization of the staid
English manservant, who is won by the
American Frouds in a poker game and
taken to Red Gap, Washington, is a new
high in comedy.
The picture concerns the Americanizing
of good old Ruggles.
Mary Boland, as the
nouveau riche and social climbing Mrs.
Effie Froud, is nothing less than magnificent, and what she does to the French
language is really sufficient cause for war.
Charlie Ruggles even outdoes himself as
that breezy, big-hearted westerner, Egbert
Froud, who has a penchant for checked
suits, hard liquor, and democracy.
ZaSu
Pitts, as the widow Judson and the lovelight in Mr. Laughton's eye, is simply

Roland Young as the
travels all the way to
Washington, America, to get his Ruggles
back, only to discover that his faithful valet

grand, and so is
English lord who

has become a man.
A delightful surprise in

picture

the

is

prettier than ever, who plays
sort of a hostess in sort of a house, and
her warbling of "Everybody Loves a Baby,"
accompanied by Roland Young on the trap
drums, is your money's worth right there.
The picture's a ^knock-out.

Leila

"/^LIVE OF INDIA"
—30

RUGGLES OF RED GAP
Rating: 85°— Tops in

Hyams,

AT

LIFE BEGINS
Rating: 75°— Home-spun
of the best
ONE
pictures.
Which

of

40

Humor—Fox

the

Will

Rogers

means

that you and
the little woman and the kiddies (brats to
the neighbors) are in for one evening of
grand, homely entertainment with the nation's best box office attraction drawling

away

at his priceless philosophy.

Will

plays

usual

his

small

town char-

time he's the editor of a country

acter; this

is up to its linotype in
night Dick Cromwell, who has
falsely served a prison sentence for stealing
money from the local bank, returns to town
for
the expressed purpose of shooting
Banker George Barbier, who had him sent
Will catches him in time, takes him
up.
home for hot cakes and philosophy, and
throws in Rochelle Hudson for good
measure.
Dick decides to accept Will's offer of
partnership on his newspaper and begins
his courtship of la belle Hudson, while wily
Will settles down to a little sleuthing on
the side, and sure enough, discovers that
it was the banker's son, and not Dick, who
stole the money to play the ponies down

newspaper which

debt.

One

in Louisville.

are some moments of superb
the picture, especially when
Editor Rogers breaks up Banker Barbier's
political rally with a' family of hog-callers
(and believe me, Ella, I never before realized there was so much technique to hog-

There

humor

calling).

in

You'H

split

your sides laughing
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screen— and what a hand the preview audience gave him.

Recent Pictures Caught, Cntcized

RUMBA

Or

Complimented,

As They

Rating: 62°— All God's Cubans

Deserve.

FOLLOWING
over this, but it won't be so funny when
Junior wakes you up the next morning
shouting— "Whoooo— ahahah— eeee, Pig Pig
Slim Summerville is grand as the
Pig."
laziest

well

make

in town, and so is Jane DarDick and Rochelle
Ida."
a fine, a mighty fine, young couple.

"Miss

AFTER OFFICE HOURS
Rating:

plete a perfect cast. It's a gay, frothy picture and if you're in the mood for a gay,
frothy picture you'll like it.

SHADOW OF DOUBT

man

as

My Affections"— M-G-M
Clark Gable, the object of my

70°— "The Object of

WELL,
affections,

and yours and yours and

yours, too, Toots, now crashes forth as the
managing editor of a New York newspaper,
and true to the tradition shouts at the top
of his voice, hurls expletives at the staff,
and talks over several phones at once.
(And when I remember that the only managing editor I ever had was as cold as a
dead arctic fish I feel that I have lived
in vain.)
He fires Miss Connie Bennett of the
Southampton crowd, who wants to do a
bit of slumming among the ink-pots, and
then discovers later that she is a friend of
a young society lawyer he hopes to expose.
He uses her to get the lowdown on the

Southampton crowd, and then when she
gets wise and throws him over, he realizes
that it's Love. Anyway, the snooty lawyer,
hoping to annex a few of Connie's millions,
murders his mistress, one of the Southampton crowd too, my dear, and so Gable goes
into his Philo Vance and you may be sure
he gets his man.
Gable is as charming as ever, in spite
of his little editorial duties, and the scene
where he rides on a speed cop's handle
bars just to tell Connie he loves her will
Stu Erwin as the newsconvulse you.
paper's pet photographer is elegant, and
Billie Burke flutters around so divinely in
her few scenes that you get mad every time
Harvey Stephens,
she leaves the screen.
Katharine
Alexander,
Henry Armetta,
Charles Richman and Hale Hamilton com-

Rating: 66°— Murder

THIS

Rampant—M-G-M

importance lies in the
introduces to the moviegoing populace, populae, populum, a brilliant
new personality, Miss Constance
Collier.
Miss Collier has long been a favorite of the New York and London stage,
and judging from the reception she received at her first preview she is going to
be a top notch cinema favorite in no time.
In her debut film she plays a rich and
highly eccentric old aunt who dotes on her
nephew, Ricardo Cortez, and threatens to
cut him off without a penny if he marries
that vulgar Hollywood movie star, Virginia
Bruce.
Well, Ric walks out on his fussy
old aunt after those harsh words, and walks
right into a swell murder, a movie producer no less, what fun, and sure enough,
just as you suspected, Virginia is accused
of the murder.
Things look pretty black for Virginia
until crotchety old aunt Constance takes
charge, visits a night club, and lays a trap
for the murderer, who, in the meantime,
has managed to bump off a couple of other
guys.
Besides Miss Collier there are two
fact

picture's

that

it

more

delightful surprises in this picture:
Isabel Jewell, as a night club hostess, sings
"Shadow of Doubt," and can now go to
the head of the class of our best warblers;

and second, Regis Toomey returns

Trie

Silver

Movie

Got

Rhythm —Pa ra m ount

to

the

which
the box

am

their success in "Bolero,"
reliably told did nip-ups at

office,

good old Paramount now

I

gives us Carole Lombard and George Raft
"Rumba"
in
a little something called
which is quite, quite pleasing to the eye
and ear. I'm a sucker for rumba music
and when
any time— it's the gypsy in

me—

missy Carole and master Georgie go
to the trouble to dance me a nice smart
rumba for almost a reel I am that pleased
I purr.
The story's rather inconsequential, but
who cares so long as there is plenty of good
hot dancing. Anyway, it's about a Cuban
hoofer and a ritzy society dame who both
happen to draw the same lucky lottery
Georgie's is a fake.
When
ticket, only

little

Carole,

just

mously

to

filthy

give

her plenty and

rich,

him
is

offers

the money,
fired— pronto.

magnanihe tells
Georgie

works up a rumba act with Margo

her in "Crime Without Passion"?),
and is the sensation of Havana.
Carole's little four hundred foot rowboat docks again and she is all for falling
in love with George when she discovers
that he is only an elephant— she ritzed him

once and now he's gonna

Back
ritz her.
to New York goes Carole, and hot on her
heels comes Georgie, who realizes now that
He
it was all a mistake and he loves her.
and Margo are top billing in a Broadway
revue, but on the opening night Margo
faints, conveniently, and it is Carole who
Lynne
dances the rumba with George.
Overman, as the bibulous press agent, is
grand.

Margo.

Something must be done about
much too good for bits.
[Continued on page 58]

She's

Screen

Thermome-

terTellsYouWhich

Shows

To

Beautiful Madge Evans and Frank Lawton in
"David Copperfield," the film that raised the
dickens at the B. O.

(re-

member

See

Carole Lombard and George Raft in a "Rumba"
dance sequence, which is the answer to the
cries of "More, More" from the "Bolero" fans.
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The Girl

FARGO

From
Virginia Bruce
Baby, Susan

A

Brilliant

Has

Ann

A

Blue-Eyed

Gilbert,

And

Of

Her

Future

Very Own.

One

of

th

prettiest
girl
in
Hollywood

By Muriel Babcock
'T

I

IS about time,"

remarked

my young

brother as he looked at the reviews

of
"The Mighty Barnum," which
lauded Virginia Bruce to the skies, "that
someone wrote the true story of that girl.
What a swell, brave kid she has been, how
she has fought her way upward and all
the things she has accomplished by herself."
"Everyone talks about her as the former
Mrs. Jack Gilbert, and everyone seems to
know about her marriage and her divorce
and her child, but no one seems to know
anything about the girl herself.
"Why don't you write it? Tell how she
was brought up in a small North Dakota
city against a bleak prairie setting, always
hungering, like a lot of the rest of us, to

see things and to do things in the outside
Probably because she was a girl
world.
and longed for glamour and the luxurious
Tell how she went to
ways of living.
work in the show business, instead of going
to college like the rest of her girl friends,
How,
because her family needed money.
now, at the age of twenty-three she has
the responsibility of her whole family and
loves it.
That she is sending her young
kid brother to college and helping him
to enjoy the things she missed.
"Why don't you paint a picture of her
with all the lights and shadows and show
her for something more than a beautiful
blonde who has had top spot in Hollywood publicity because of her marriage?
Call it, well I don't know of a better title
than 'The True Story of Virginia Bruce.'
And so here goes, as best I can. My
young brother speaks of something he
knows.
He was a classmate of Virginia's
in Fargo, North Dakota, knew her when
she was a pretty girl who went to high
school dances, who played the piano well
enough to be chosen one year as accompanist for the state high school music contestants, but who never, in her wildest
flights of imagination, dreamed of being
Her family lived
Hollywood actress.
a
comfortably and Virginia was brought up
sensibly.
I knew her myself as one of the younger
I used to catch my street
fry of the town.
car at the corner where stood her parents'
home, a large comfortable brick house with

In those days I was a cub
a big yard.
reporter on the Fargo Forum with no idea
in
Hollywood as a motion picof landing
And no idea at all that the
ture writer.
pretty little blonde girl who lived on the
corner would one day be a star.
Perhaps you know the story of Virgina's
getting into pictures, but you don't know

the story behind it. There is always
a story behind something that hap-

pens to change a whole lifetime.
The Briggs family, for that was
their name instead of Bruce, lost
their money and decided upon a
move to California where Mr. Briggs
might get a new start. Virginia was
of college age and they promised
her that she might go to the University of California at Los Angeles

Ricardo Cortez and Virginia Bruce in

"Shadows
out

of

now and

Doubt." Virginia steps
then with Dick Powell.

instead

of to the state college at
or to Wisconsin or Northwestern Universities where her pals
were headed. Things went no better
in California than at home— the depression was starting— and when the
family fortunes were at a low ebb,
Director Bill Beaudine met Virginia
casually, saw in her picture potentialities
and convinced a skeptical
family and an even more skeptical
Virginia that she had a big chance.
And so the youngster said goodbye to her heretofore carefree girlhood and started at the job of earning a living in the most heart-break-

home,

'

ing, most demanding and most fantastically unbelievable profession in

the world.

There were a few jobs

in Hollyimportance, but
a chance to
go to New York in the chorus of a
musical comedy.
Virginia took it.
She received, I think, about $50 a
Half of that went home to
week.
California. [Continued on page 62]

wood,

nothing in

they paid.

Then came

Virginia, when she
the Fargo, N. D.
of

was Miss Briggs of
High School Class
1928.
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THANK YOU — Ruby

Keeler— for

your wholehearted approval of
Lux.

Your fans

will

personal advice.
close to you to
just

the

appreciate

this bit of

makes them feel very
know that you use Lux
It

same way they

do.

Things last longer, look lovelier with
Lux because

it

has no harmful alkali as

many ordinary soaps
there's

no rubbing.

have, and with Lux

It's

these things that

fade colors, weaken
colors,

fibres.

Lux saves

keeps materials looking

Anything safe

in

water

is

57

like

safe

in

new.
Lux.

SPECIFIED IN ALL THE BIG

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS
"We use Lux in our wardrobe
.

.

.

department to
keep stockings and costumes new-looking twiceas
long," says N'Was McKenzie, Warner Brothers'
wardrobe supervisor. "We're washing almost

—

dresses,
in here in Lux
negligees, flannels, even draperies! They look
swell
It's a real dollars-and-cents saving."

every fabric that conies
I

mra.

jjf
code

5
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Echoes from Hollywood
THIS

IS

comes under the heading of Big
Moments. After the preview of "Vanessa," the studio read over the preview
cards with the criticisms from the audience,
and ninety percent of them said, "there
should be more of May Robson in the
picture."
So nice old Metro restored May
Robson to life, (she was killed off early
in the picture), and built up her part to

0 S3 0 0 0 0

§

§

last all the way through.
And was May
proud when she heard about those preview

cards!
.<§..

,

n

Gary Cooper
WELL,
Vidor claim that

and Director King
it's

really

true,

so

maybe 'tis. Anna Sten has a huge white
Samoyede dog, named Druhjoc, which she
brought with her from Russia. During the
production of "The Wedding Night" Druhjoc sat on the set every day and watched
his mistress and Gary run through their
"And whenever it was a bad take,
scenes.

dog barked," said Gary. "And when
the take was good the dog would simply
called him our dramatic
keep silent.
that

WHEN we

tell

you

that

We

46 million

critic."

people bought Ex-Lax last year we
aren't just bragging. And we aren't talking
about ourselves
but about you and a
problem of yours!
.

Here's

why

.

it is

.

important to you. Occa-

you need a laxative
stipation. You want the best
sionally

get

.

.

.

to relieve conrelief

you can

thorough, pleasant, painless.

And when 46

million people find that
one certain laxative gives them the best

well that laxative must be good.
When 46 million people agree on one
thing, there must be something about it that
relief

is

.

.

.

different

.

.

.

and

Here are the reasons: People realize more
and more how bad it is to blast the system
with harsh laxatives. Ex-Lax is as thorough
as any laxative you can take, yet it is gentle.
Unlike harsh laxatives, it won't cause stomach pains, it won't upset you, it won't leave
you feeling weak afterwards. People realize
that habit-forming laxatives are bad.

And

they have found that Ex-Lax doesn't form a
habit— you don't have to keep on increasing
the dose to get results. People hate nastytasting medicines. Ex-Lax is a pleasure to
take ... for everybody likes the taste of

delicious chocolate.

Ex-Lax comes in 10c and 25c boxes — at
any drug store. If you would like a free
sample, mail the.coupon.
•

in

The occasion was her
Gloria Swanson.
daughter Gloria's graduation from grammar
school, and as a graduation present Gloria
presented young Gloria with a lovely white
dress

and

and we mean

sniffling,

-

.

.

.

forgets —

remember

EX-LAX

THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

MAIL THIS COUPON- TODAY!
Box 170

Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Please send free sample of Ex Lax.
S45

Name

Loos are

and

Steffi

nuts

still

Duna

Loos

Anita

fast

Rating 54°— Tins Murder Won't

the Willies— RKO
particular brand of comedy, death
and excitement which punctuates the

THE

Edna May Oliver-James Gleason

pictures is
pieced together in their
entertainingly
latest effort— "Murder on a Honeymoon."
It is directed with speed and played with
enthusiasm by the entire cast. The story
concerns the murder in an airplane of a
man who later turns out to have been an
important witness in a New York Grand

Jury

case.

Lola

Lane,

Matt

Chandler,

Chick

McHugh,

Morgan

Harry Ellerbe,
Wallace and Brooks Benedict are all, at
one time or another, under suspicion.
The story is not always logical but it
manages to be amusing at all times and

THE NUT FARM
Rating: 50°— The Title

Has Nothing to

Do With It— Monogram
again Hollywood
ONCE
chance to take some effete
is

When Nature

Inc., P. O.

FRANCIS LEDERER
is

is

the

and Mary Anita
about each other,

carrying the torch.
niece of the famous

still

same name.

Reviews [Continued from page 55]
brother-in-law have been
MURDER ON A HONEYOON
pulls a
one and
Give You

colds.

coughing, misery-creating colds. To help keep your resistance
up
KEEP REGULAR
with Ex-Lax.

EX-LAX,

has gone on a trip to
the Orient to rest and regain her lost
She has had more than her share
health.
of hard luck lately, what with bad health,
and her fight for the entire custody of her
little daughter Jane.

writer of the

a pearl pin.

the stars turn in capital performances.

•

COLD WAVE HERE ...
Sneezing,

Hollyof the most excited people
ONE
wood a couple of weeks ago was

ANN HARDING

L*-

better.

Why America buys more
Ex-Lax than any other laxative

•

In the Spanish speaking countries
Rosita Moreno is loved with that
burning devotion which is conThey will
suming Mel Schauer.
Our blessing, Mel.
soon be wed.

given the
Easterners
$50,000 in

With
for the well-known ride.
his jeans and the urge to buy a nut farm
in California, Oscar Apfel and his wife,
Betty Alden, pay a surprise visit to Betty's
mother and brother who make Hollvwood
Wallace Ford, the brother, is
their home.
a so-so assistant director— when he gets a
job— and spends half his day hanging on
the 'phone waiting for "good news."
Betty gets smitten with the movie bug
also and eventually induces Oscar to sink
his entire fortune in a film, of the "Sheik"
variety, directed by Wallace, sponsored by
some of the slickest crooks in the business,
and with Betty playing the star. The film

gets

laughed

but

Wallace,

the screen at the preview,
furious that his sister and

off

played for suckers
his film to a

sells

comedy firm for an excellent profit. A sort
of cheating cheaters idea that, in spite of
hoariness, hands you a number of
its
laughs.
And the cast, throughout, is uniformly good.

WINGS IN THE DARK
Rating: 58°— Myrna and Cary

Go Up

in

the Air—Paramount
plot concerns
THE
of a well-known pilot

itself

with the efforts
(Cary Grant) to
will permit of

instruments that
blind flying.
He is on the point of taking off for a
trans-Atlantic flight when an explosion
blinds him. He continues his experiments,
and at the same time writes articles which
are never published, but which are purchased by Myrna Loy, a fellow-aviatrix
who makes her living doing hazardous
stunt-flving.
You may have guessed they
are in love with each other.
When the denouement comes and Cary
finds out he has been hoaxed, he's through.
So Myrna hops off from Moscow on a
non-stop flight to New York— and $25,000.
She makes the flight, of course, but when
she's over Roosevelt Field the fog is so
dense she cannot land. Her gas supply is
running low. Cary, still blind, goes up in
his plane with its automatic controls and
brings her down safely. He intends going
back up again and committing suicide, but
the minute the planes touch the ground
Myrna purposely runs into him and wrecks
perfect

his plane so he cannot go up again.
The
shock restores his sight.
Anyhow, Cary turns in the best performance of his career, Myrna is all that could
be asked and then some and Roscoe Karns,
as her manager, is right on a par with the
stars.
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The "Night Spots"
"The Troc"
[Continued from page 27]

Lombard met Bob Riskin and

discovered

he could dance as well as he could
write, and when Carole isn't working those
two can be found there almost any yawning dishing out a mean rumba between
The tango prize
plates of ham and eggs.
that

Cesar

Romero and

Sally Blane,
neat a tango as you've
ever seen.
And while we're giving out
prizes one should go to those two most constant stay-up-lates in Hollywood, the Clarence Browns (Alice Joyce). They invariably
close the jernt. Clarence doesn't drink and
he doesn't smoke, so you could hardly call
him a reveler, he simply gets his relaxation watching people have fun. The every
night dancing sweepstakes are won— but
consistently— by Louis B. Mayer, who is the
dancingest producer in Hollywood.
The Troc's most famous, and charming,
habituee is none other than la belle
Dietrich, who used to be one of Hollywood's best recluses, for the very good
reason, she told me once, that there was
no place to go. But the Trocadero brings
out the continental in Marlene and most
any old night will find her there, but

goes

to

who can

toss off as

beautifully gowned, and dancing and chatting and having a grand time.
One week
she established some kind of a record by
appearing each night with a different es-

including Fritz Lang, Rouben Mamoulian, Felix Rollo, Travis Banton, Cesar
Romero, and her husband. Marlene gets
a tremendous kick out of dancing, and is
a dream to behold on the dance floor. I'd
let my soup get cold any time just to watch
cort,

her.

Of course the night

of all nights at the

Trocadero (you knew I'd get to that sooner
or later, didn't you just) was the night
Garbo suddenly appeared. Garbo hasn't
appeared at a night club in Hollywood
since the famous Garbo-Gilbert romance,
which must have been seven years ago (of
course I don't remember it as I was a mere
child on my nurse's knee then), and when
she suddenly stepped out, well, I may say
there was a bit of flutter about it all.
Phil Ohman and his orchestra were
playing, Dietrich was dancing, Lupe and
Johnny were scrapping, and everything was
as usual when all at once there was a stir
of great excitement, an electric thrill, and

fjjfr

LICENSED SHOPS

Protect You Against
the Menace of Re-used Pads!
• your hair has been injured by permanents — hair falling
will pay you
out, fading, stringy, lusterless or brittle —
If

it

to talk with

your Licensed Nestle Beauty Shop. All such

Shops are readily
official

identified

by the Nestle

appointment that they are always proud

and

previous woman's hair to yours.

and wondering what Garbo would

do.

always rises to the occasion,
began to play Swedish folk songs, Garbo
smiled and sipped her champagne.
The
set

ten-thirty

and stayed

until twothirty, which was doing right well for a
girl who never gets out nights, and she
at

Licensed Nestle Beauty

When you go

to a

Shop you get a Nestle wave with
fresh pads made in the
famous Nestle laboratories.
THE NESTLE -LEMUR

COMPANY

NEW YORK

in.

For her debut in Hollywood's night life
Garbo chose to wear her usual gray tailored
suit with tight fitting black beret.
She arrived

and again. These carry unhealthy conditions from the

Phil

Ohman, who
thaw

show you.

Protected against unsanitary practices premany places that use the same pads again

vailing in

Lang.
With Garbo were Max Reinhardt, noted
producer, Natalie Paley, daughter of Grand
Duke Paul, Gottfried Reinhardt, Max's
boy, Felix Rollo, and Sulka Viertel. There
was a frozen silence as the party seated
themselves, with everybody politely ogling

to

— an

YOU Are

a startled Gene showed Miss Garbo and
party to a table right next to the battling
Weissmullers and very close to Dietrich
Fritz

Certificate

never once seemed bored, but on the contrary was quite pleased with everything and
everybody.
A few people came over to
speak to her and Walter Wanger, the producer, asked her to dance.
"Thank you,
no," Garbo said.
"This is all so new to
Next time." Next time, eh? Does
me.
that mean that Greta is going to make a
habit of dropping in at the Trocadero for
a night cap?

LOOK for the Licensed Nestle Beauty
Shop with this Certificate. It is your
guarantee of a genuine Nestle Wave.
Also insist on seeing the Nestle name
on the foil cover of the felt pads.

SCIENTIFIC

PERMANENT WAVE
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For Gossips

Topics

The

We

More

Talh

Ahout The Famous, The

More Famous They

Are.

CESAR ROMERO

(who they say is a
sensation in "The Devil Is A Woman,"
as Dietrich's leading man) is now Hollywood's favorite man-about-town and can
be found in all the late spots, usually with
Sally Blane.

MYRNA
Round-the- World
Flier Wiley Post, and Will Rogers at
the premiere of "David Copperfield."

W.

C.

Fields,

the

with

1,

star

a

cannot stand the feeling

silk.

wear a
it

lined

•—€>—

AND Jean
^1 gloves

Harlow never wears a pair

of

they have first been
cleaned to take the stiffness out of them.

[Continued fro/7i page 17]
Alan has just completed the designing of a
a tiny pair of spectacles, with goggle-strappings, so "Frankie" won't have to go
through life seeing stars.

SALLY

LOY

of wool, so when she has to
woolen dress in a picture she has

until

—

FRANCHOT

»#——
TONE'S new

coupe, a
present from Joan Crawford, is so long
that he has to pay double rate at parking

•

EILERS is one Hollywood screen
mother who doesn't mind having

stations.

Now

that's

something.

—><$>—

her baby photographed. "I want everyone
to see how swell he is," says Sally proudly.
„_„<§>_„

they do say that Paul Cavanagh
WELL,
and Mae West don't have to see each

TULLIO CARMINATI

"How'm

other quite so often just to rehearse for
And they do say it's
I Doin?"
a romance, a hot romance.

made a record
the week that the
He not only
Ballet Russe was in town.
attended every single night, but also had
a beautiful young lady with him at every
himself during

for

performance.

»

— —
«<^"

DOUGLASS MONTGOMERY

is

the type

young man who takes his Art seriously and worries a lot over make-up. Since
he has thirteen changes of make-up, due
of

of years covered in "Merrily
Roll Along," Douglass has been experi-

to the

We

number

f§
Wide World

Ring Crosby and Al Jolson, at
the new Santa Anita Track,
as loyal performers play their
favorites to "show."

menting with grease-paint during the rehearsals of the play, and has worried quite
One day he hurried into a restaua bit.
rant near the theatre for a quick bite of
lunch. Upon being recognized by two girls,
he heard one of them whisper to the other,
"Say, they sure get away with murder in
pictures, don't they? That bird looks forty
a day, but he does look sort
if he looks
of deep and distinguished, doesn't he?"
Douglass has felt much beuer about his
make-up ever since. It was that "deep and
distinguished" look he was trying to perfect.

A

GIRL

with chamelon eyes is something
new even in Hollywood. We're talking
about Frances Dee, who caused a commotion

on the

set

of the

new

all-color

film,

"Becky Sharp," when it was discovered that
her eyes change color and reflect the shade
It was all right
of the dress she wears.
for Frances to change her mind, her dress,
or the color of her eyes, until her optics
began to act up on the technicolor picture
But the camera
set, and start ruining film.
man worked it out with a change of lights
and now Frances has to make her eyes
behave.
.
,
„<§>„

ADRIENNE AMES
-

wood from her

has returned to Hollyrecent European trek

but she says she is still sold on American
She travelled in France, Italy,
fashions.
Switzerland and a number of other countries during her visit on the Continent and
saw many attractive gowns, but Hollywood
fashions, she claims, are the most attractive
to

her.

Leland Heyward, are
of

love.

and

and her agent,

in the throes
Katie goes Leland goes,

Where

vice versa.
„

SEVERAL

still

— —
.<§,,,

children sent in their autograph

books for Billie Burke to sign when
she was appearing at the El Capitan Theatre in Hollywood, not long ago, in a
special engagement of "Her Master's Voice."

One

»

.

KATHARINE HEPBURN

says

little girl had written, "My mother
you have freckles and don't mind. Is

this true?"
Billie Burke

wrote back: "Yes, I have
and don't mind a bit. I am sure
God knows what suits each person best,
so if he happens to send us freckles, we
freckles

Wide World

mustn't mind."

Clark Gable

AANOTHER
West"

is

young man who has "gone

Monroe Owsley,

the

last

.

—„,«>_.

Hollywood's most
of
ONE
that of
friendships
is

charming

Cora Sue
One day at the
little

and May Robson.
Metro studio Cora Sue, who will be seven
on April 19th, discovered that she and Mrs.
Robson had birthdays on the same day of
the month and right away a big friendship

Collins

was established.

on location at

Mount Baker, making "The
Call of the Wild."

of

the "tall, dark and handsomes" in Mae
West's celluloid life. Monroe, a swell young
actor who hasn't been around enough lateplays Mae's husband in "How'm I
ly,
Doin'?"— her current picture.

is

ANNA

STEN, who already has chickens,
goat and five dogs in her modernistic Santa Monica home, has just acquired
a beautiful Angora cat through a very
tragic accident.
Near her home is a steep
hill and one morning she found the cat,
badly battered, whining outside her win-

a

It had lived through a terrific auto
crash, down the side of the hill, in which
its mistress was killed.
The dead woman's
family asked the star to keep the cat,
which she was only too delisrhted to do.

dow.

"
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'She was afraid to be Happy
A

TRAGEDY OF MARRIED LIFE
SO EASY TO AVOID
Correct marriage hygiene is vital to your own
happiness. That is why we suggest that you
consider with thoughtfulness the 6 Features
of "Lysol", listed below. They are the reasons

why many modern

hospitals and clinics,
competent nurses and leading doctors recommend, as they have for almost SO years,

"Lysol".

.

.

for feminine hygiene.

The 6 "Lysol" Features
1.

Safety

.

It contains

.

."Lysol"

no

is

gentle and reliable.

free caustic alkali to

harm the

delicate feminine tissues.

."Lysol" is a true germEffectiveness
which means that it kills germs under
practical conditions ... in the body (in the
presence of organic matter) and not just in

2.

.

.

icide,

test tubes.

."Lysol", because of its
3. Penetration
low surface tension, spreads into hidden folds
.

.

of the skin, actually searches out germs.
4.

Economy.

."Lysol", because

.

it is

a con-

centrated antiseptic, costs less than one cent
an application in the proper solution for feminine hygiene.

.The odor of "Lysol" disappears
5. Odor
immediately after use, leaving one both fresh
.

.

and refreshed.
Stability.
"Lysol" keeps its /u//strength,
no matter how long it is kept, no matter how

6.

'Her young husband, poor chap, was completely bewildered, worried and unhappy."

.

much

ENCARN ACION TUCA

"Her

Leading Gynecologist of Barcelona

that

BY DR.

trouble,

As

a girl", writes

.

.

.

how

her

was

told her,

so simple

could be remedied with just two

it

words

I

use "Lysol".

explained to

I

her fears were poisoning her

And how

Dr. Tuca, "she was so

health and happiness.

vibrant, so lovely, so

those fears could be removed,

alive.Then the right

man

came along and brought her romance,
courtship and marriage. A few brief
months of utter bliss followed, then
.

.

quickly
if

only

she would regularly employ "Lysol" for

marriage hygiene.

it is

.

exposed.

Throughout your home
germs with "Lysol"
. .

.

fight

You

can't see the millions of germs that
threaten your family, but you must fight those
invisible foes through disinfection. Use

"Lysol" to disinfect handkerchiefs, towels,
telephone mouthpiece, door knobs, laundry,
and bath room.
•

•

•

Use this new hygienic
Soap
soap for hands, complexion, bath. A
fine firm white soap, with the added cleansing
and deodorant properties of "Lysol".
Lysol Hygienic

.

.

.

toilet

"I explained that "Lysol"

is

so reliable

.

and

gentle that

it

is

used in that most

tragedy.
delicate of

"She seemed to
night.

Her

face

lose her loveliness over-

became worn and almost

haggard. She was nervous,
pressed.

irritable, de-

Her young husband, poor chap,

was completely bewildered, worried and

I

all

operations

.

.

.

childbirth.

explained that "Lysol" for feminine

hygiene has had the confidence of millions of

as the

women

for generations, as well

approval of leading doctors and

hospitals throughout the world.

unhappy. And, though they were truly
in love
all set

with each other, the stage was

for one of those tragic and utterly

of this

needless marriage smash-ups.

"But, happily, she came to
.

.

.

came and

told

me

all

me

Her

for advice

the old familiar

And

knew
she would, she confessed that she was
fears.

'afraid to be happy'.

my advice, and, today it would
heart to see the happiness

young

FACTS MARRIED

couple.

Mail coupon for

symptoms. Her tortured nerves. Her
worries.

"She took

warm your

finally, as I

"If

I

vice
I

am

could only give the same sound adto

every young married

woman,

convinced most marriages would be

WOMEN SHOULD KNOW

copy of "Marriage Hygiene."
Check other booklets if desired. "Preparation for
Motherhood." LT'Kccpiny a Healthy Home."

Lehn

S:

Fink,

a free

Inc., Bloomfield,

N.

J..

Dept.LY-6

Sole Distributors of "Lysol" disinfectant.

Name

happier and more successful."
Street_

(Signed)

DR.

ENCARNACION TUCA

CUy_

_Slatr_
t 1936.

l.clin .*

Kink.

In,-
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"Juggler of Laughs'

MESSENGER

THE SILENT

mm

[Continued from page 31]
the call until he had won honors for nine
seasons as top liner in the Ziegfeld Follies
and other stage successes.

"When
drawled
Heaven.

and

with a grin, "when I have a Micawber role
to do. Funny, but all my life 'David Copperfield' has been a favorite book and I've
laughed my fool head off over Micawber
many times, never dreaming I'd ever bring
him to life. It is such coincidences that
make acting a thrilling game.

came to Hollywood,"
"I thought I had landed in
They told me my days of worry
were over, that specialists would
first

I

Bill,

toil

my stories and dialogue and for me
run along now and play golf and when
the party was ready they'd call me in to
make a few faces before the camera and
recite the lines they had written.
"I tried it and in six months was out
After making a few two-reelers
of a job.
write
to

and the studio
might do after all. But
I'd learned my lesson.
I wouldn't sign a
contract until I was allowed to help with
my own stories and dialogue as I had
always done on the stage.
Whatever my
comedy is it is my own and, evidently, it
can't be sifted through the medium of an-

came

'International House,'

suddenly decided

I

other one's thought."
So don't be fooled when you see that a
certain Charles Whoosis is given screen
credit for the story and dialogue of the
Fields pictures, for Whoosis is none other
than the actor himself. He's a story teller,
not a wise-cracking comedian and he still

Flacon, from $1.00

•

In

employs much pantomime, knowing that
actions are often more illuminating than
But Bill doesn't hoard
a raft of words.
his merriment for his pictures, he scatters
it
freely and is one of the most popular
and loved men around the studio.
"I like the screen, especially," he added,

the Len.

theric Perfumes, including Miracle,

d'Or,

Asphodele,
de I'Eau and Lc

Vjerge,

Forer

Au

Fil

Lotus
Pirate.

The

Girl

"Yes, I like making pictures and it is no
more heartbreaking than any other phase

of this profession. Too, it gives me a chance
to settle down, I'm tired of traveling
around. I'm crazy about the sunshine, I
like to play golf the year around and I
enjoy beautiful scenery. Here's the secret.
I moved to a ranch
in Encino, in the
foothills back of Hollywood, just so I could
see the sun set over the ocean and watch
the cloud effects and rolling valleys on
every side.
God, it's a sweeping canvas of

breath-taking beauty!
"A Finnish couple takes care of my house.
Thomas is my chauffeur, and I'm one of
those detestable back-seat drivers but I
never, never kick about his wife's cooking.
So, life is pretty sweet for me and I'm very
contented."
During our long chat there were just
two subjects he wouldn't discuss; his ,age
and his marriage.
Well, birthdays will never dim the Fields'
humor, he can go on indefinitely cheering
up the world's tempo. About his marriage,
all I know is that it happened a long time
ago and was but a brief interlude.
Perhaps that's the tear on which he has
built his

laugh-kingdom!

From Fargo

[Continued from page 56]

The

Bouquet Lentheric, a double

essence,

created

make your day more

to
fra-

grant and more exciting.

Available wherever fine perfumes are
sold.

— Lentheric,

Paris; Fifth

HOW TO

USE

BOUQUET
LENTHERIC

Avenue,

rue

Saint - Honore,

New

York.

In the morning, after bath or shower,
apply freely to body Spray on lingerie,
gown or handkerchief. Spray over hair.
Pat on forehead and temples, to relax

and relieve fatigue.

other half Virginia used for living
expenses.
She didn't tell me this, but I
know that first cold winter in New York
she needed a warm winter coat and she
went without it because she didn't have
A friend gave her a coat for
its
cost.
Christmas, and a pretty swell Christmas
present it was.
Now, don't mistake me. Virginia wasn't
going around like a half-starved waif, thin
and threadbare. No, she kept up a brave
front, looked as smart and as chic as she
could on her slim salary and told no one
of what was going on in her heart and

mind.

The New York
came back

season ended and she
California to get a small

to

This
contract at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
was in 1932, and on the lot, in a picture,
she met that most famous of all silent
screen lovers, John Gilbert. Met and loved
him with a love that was to grow deeper
and more devastating during the two years
she was married to him. I think she still
loves him, although he refuses to see her
and sent back, unopened, her Christmas
presents, one of which was a picture of
But, I'll skip the story of that
his baby.
marriage which ended disastrously for her,
as all Jack's marriages have ended for the

women who loved and married him.
The marriage is only interesting in any
story of Virginia in

Lentheric
DAYTIME FRAGRANCE

QliAft, lout until a itfas/vup. ^sAMA^ZMOe.

its

effects

relation to her life
individual.
in the new

knew what

real

feeling

meant— as

far as

anything emotional went. I don't see how
become an actress in
I ever could have
those old
to

wasn't awake and alive
Suffering— and you
when you love— does some-

clays.

1

what was going on.

always

suffer

KNOW

beloved hostess.
At first, she was stage struck. More so
than when she first faced a camera. She
was scared. It was hard work for a twentyyear-old girl with her Dakota background,
substantial at it was, suddenly to become
head of a mansion, with a corps of serv-

manage things correctly and
never," she said with a wry
smile, "forget the first day we entertained
and I had to plan the hors d'oeuvres. I
hardly knew what they were."
But she was spunky. She saw her job
through and well, as witness the friends
she made through Jack are still her friends
and she continues to see them and go
places with
them.
But the inevitable
break with Jack came and Virginia gathand

ants,

easily.

to

"I'll

ered up

Emotionally, Virginia suddenly grew up.
"I was always rather phlegmatic," she told
me one day last summer. "I don't think
I

THE

its

upon her as an
First, emotionally, and second,
doors it opened for her.
and

thing to your insides.
I
couldn't have
acted before.
Now, I
I can act."
Gilbert took her into the center of
everything that was important in Hollvwood.
She met the finest minds, the
greatest artists, the most important people
of the film colony.
She met men and
women who knew about great literature,
who wrote beautifully, she met painters
and decorators and great actors. John
moved in a circle that included the Donald Ogden Stewarts, the Cedric Gibbons',
Ronald Colman, the Richard Barthelmesses
and others. She met poised, gracious
women who had made a fine art of being
charming hostesses.
As mistress of the
John Gilbert home, she, too, became a

her blue-eyed baby, Susan Ann,
and went back home to the little house
in Toluca Lake which she had built and
furnished for
her mother and father.
Then she pulled herself together and went
back to Metro and started upon the job
of really being an actress.
In "The Mighty Barnum" you catch
the
an'!

first

her

glimpse of the beauty that is hers
potentialities.
She quite takes

—
Si
you off your feet in some of those scenes
Jenny Lind.
She tells you quite frankly that she did
not herself sing in "The Mighty Barnum."
The operatic arias were sung by Frances
White, a trained operatic singer, and recorded and doubled into the picture.
"I have a little voice and I can carry
a tune," she told me, "but I never could
sing opera as Jenny Lind was supposed to
have sung it. It would have been ridicThey took
ulous for me to have tried.

"
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at this polish!

See

how

"Well, evidently, Dorothy, you are

—and

Glazo

is

only 25

it

NOT

flakes off."

using Glazo

cents.

ft

I
took
records of Miss White's singing.
these home and played them over and
over again, singing right along with her

and timing each note and each breath

to

practiced for days until I
Then they shot the
was letter perfect.
picture and I actually did sing only they
didn't use my voice."
She also says quite frankly that never
before has she been photographed as well
"I really looked beautias in this picture.
ful and I'm not beautiful," she told me
candidly. "My profile is frightful— see."
Whether she thinks her profile is imperfect or not, plenty of Hollywood young
men think it is okay, judging from the
way they try to date her up. Virginia can
have all the beaus she wants. There was
a young New York millionaire very much
Edmund Lowe
in the picture for a while.
Dick
has been giving her quite a rush.
But she doesn't
Powell has dated her.
care much about any of them. "It's pretty
hard to find a man to follow Jack," she
"He was like no
said with a sly grimace.
one else could be."
Mostly she goes with Ralph Jester, an
art director for DeMille, a tail, sandyhaired fellow with a sharp nose, glasses
He is a great
and a professorial air.
friend rather than an ardent suitor and I
imagine Virginia finds him more than unusually interesting because of his knowledge
For she has developed a
of the arts.
She is
passion for good line and design.
and has been very much interested in interior decoration.
The rooms she added to her mother's
home when she moved home to Toluca
Her
Lake are an example of her taste.
own room, particularly, is a lovely blue
and peach affair, with the walls papered
figured blue wall
in a delicate, faintly
There is a coarsely woven white
paper.
rug upon the floor, a big studio bed with
a white cover and big comfortable pillows.
The window curtains are a soft brown,
almost peach. There is a mirrored dressing table and there are white chairs with
blue cushions.
Her studio dressing room, a tiny affair
in the center of Dressing RoOm Row, right
next door to that occupied by Constance
Collier, is done cleverly in blue and white.
the record.

I

Which someher favorite color.
right, for blue is a brave color
and Virginia has shown fine courage
through her rise to glamour in Hollywood.
The first time I saw her in Hollywood,
since I had seen her in Fargo years before,
she received me in a long, clinging blue
Blue

3 AMAZING ADVANCES!
A

NEW AND

STARRY LUSTRE

6 FASHION-APPROVED SHADES
2

TO 4 DAYS' LONGER WEAR

AND NOW ONLY 25c

is

how seems

tea

GLAZO /JtoS"

gown.

made

It

a

perfect

frame for

her blonde beauty. If I had seen the gown
on any other motion picture person, I
don't suppose I would have given it a
second thought. But to see Virginia Briggs,
mean Bruce, of Fargo suddenly grown
I
out of her middies and round-collared little
dresses into tea

gowns— well,

it

seemed

in-

congruous.

Then I started thinking. Why shouldn't
she be as glamorous and as beautiful and
as luxuriously garbed as she wanted?
For
here is a youngster who has fought her
way up honestly and unselfishly, who has
not only achieved certain things but has
grown in herself along the way. She deserves anything she can get in the way of
breaks in pictures and I have a hunch she
will get

many

of them.

Buy your

polish |by volume

you'll lose your

charm by

.

.

and

.

six lovely shades are

of fashion.

degrees.

—

timed to the

last tick

A color chart on each package

Why waste time and invite trouble
with hastily-made inferior nail polishes?
Why bother with lacquers that are made
only to sell not to last when Glazo

tells you your best shades. And the new
metal-shaft brush makes Glazo easier to

costs only 25 cents?

Use Glazo Polish Remover, too,
sake of your hands. Special oils
tone make it non-drying to nails
cle. Like Glazo's new and better
Remover, it costs only 25 cents.

—

Glazo points hands with a cut-diamond
sparkle that wears 2 to 4 days longer by
actual tests without chipping, fading or
peeling. Daylight or night light, Glazo's

—

apply.

—

—

Use only this Oily Remover

—
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THE GLAZO COMPANY,
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O Natural

191
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for the
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KGDL

MILDLY MENTHOLATED
CIGARETTES
„

CORK-TIPPED

Mr. and Mrs. Ricardo Cortez at the football game between
the New York Giants and the Chicago Bears, in Los Angeles.

Beal
[Continued from page 24]

and couldn't work for a month. He sits
down and starts to draw whenever he sees
anything that happens to catch his fancy.

The

only person he has never been able

Katharine Hepburn.
to
For
She won't hold still long enough.
amusement he plays the piano and sings.
He has made several records. Recently he
invented a method whereby piano playing
can be learned by color instead of note.
He wants to have it copyrighted and teach.
But he humorously predicts that his first
pupil will probably be color blind.
get

THE BEST THROAT

on paper

When John

always better for you. A
better! Light one;
draw deep. Refreshing ehPThey'remildly
mentholated so that your tongue enjoys
cool

smoke

KGDL smoke

is

is still

—

the full Turkish-Domestic blend while
your throat stays cool and relaxed. Corktipped; each pack carries a coupon good
for handsome merchandise. (Offer good
in U. S. A. only.) Send for FREE illus-

premium booklet and switch to
KGDLS
SAVE COUPONS for HANDSOME MERCHANDISE

has work

to do, his sense
leaves him. He locks
himself in and refuses to answer his phone.
He acts all his roles out before the mirror to get an idea how he will look. But
when it is time for playing, he outplays
His talent for impersonaeveryone else.
When he saw Bette
tions is marvelous.
Davis in "Of Human Bondage," he did a
take-off on her cockney accent that was
of

A

is

humor completely

He's been perfecting his impersonation on Stepin Fetchit and tries it
priceless.

throat-protecting

I know I did my best."
There's no
protection in the world against the sincere
charm that will allow a person to make a

and

remark

like

this

and

get

away with

it.

Besides being terribly ambitious, overly
enthusiastic and very sincere, John has one
other outstanding characteristic.
Every
morning he exercises in front of his open
window. In his hands he holds a book
of instructions on "How To Develop a
Johnny Weissmuller Torso In Ten Easy
Lessons."

Now, it seems to me
who can decorate a

came

resist.

that a young woman
tree-top as Tarzan's
dream damsel, and then can put the thrill
of life into the Barretts' stuffy drawing
room, is quite a remarkable person. And
so this Maureen is.
That w as no flash-in:

to

improve about her

She has that delightfully youthful
poise which comes from living outdoors as
much as possible. No pounding by masseurs or sticking to banana and skimmed
milk diets. I told you— lucky!
This particular day we lunched she was
wealing a plain tan sweater with a tailored
skirt.
A linen collar with an Ascot scarf
and sport brogues completed her costume.
Her clothes are the one thing about which
she distinctly isn't moody. Before Boivage
Ky.

perience.
"I certainly did make a wonderful test,"
he said simply. "I wasn't a bit nervous

manent wave, no hours sitting under dryAll she has to do to produce rippling
ers.
ringlets is run a wet comb back through

figure.

Louisville,

is

Parisian finishing school, and she landed
here with an expert knowledge of what
apropos for her type.
is
She sticks to
simple lines and I've never caught her cluttered up with bizarre, Adrianish bows. Or
even in those slacks which some girls can't

There was nothing

& Williamson Tobacco Corp.,

for

His modesty about himoverwhelming and his subconscious
ego is quite amusing.
When he tested
for the role opposite Irene Dunne in "Age
of Innocence," he did his level best.
But
John Boles, being more the type, won out.
Later on John Beal was telling of the exhis fellow artists.

self

[Contin tied from page 25]

hair.

Brown

of his Holly-

penciling on her brows. Why, actually, the
only cosmetic she uses off-screen is lipstick.
Which she doesn't gob on.
Her dark brown hair undergoes none
No
the customary star rigamarole.
of
tiresome trips to the beauty parlor for
Maureen. The luck o' the Irish! No per-

her locks. I think she does this often, for
I always detect a sparkling mistiness to her

TWENTY

man

The Major's Daughter

trated

15*

out on the ebony door

wood apartment building.
John is humble in his appreciation

across

her she'd spent a year in a

the-pan

She had just
finished acting in two more equally different pictures when this tete-a-tete took place.
As dear, helpless Dora in "David Copperversatility,

either.

field" she had been too adorably dumb.
You know Dora and how the poor thing
got a headache when she ventured to try
adding up the household expenses. Maureen

detests adding, but that's not because she's

dumb.
At the same time she had been playing
modern colonel's daughter in
"West Point of the Air." That role was

a delectably

Si
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In real life her own father is a
a cinch.
major in the British army. So she toiled
as Dora and took it easy as Robert Young's
sweetheart in the air epic.

reminded her, noticing what a gay
I
state of mind she was in, that she wasn't
couple of weeks
always so bubbling over.

A

before we'd had a luncheon date and when
I
got to the studio I was informed that
the director wouldn't let Maureen out.
They were filming Dora's death scene.
Maureen, surfeited with discreet Victorian
draperies, had been propped up all mornThe trouble had
ing on her death-bed.
been in getting her into a properly sad
mood. She'd felt so healthy and cheery
It took George Cukor forty-five
that day.
minutes to lure her into the Copperfield
And since there were more shots
blues.
to be made on the scene in the afternoon
he was taking no chances of my pepping
up his wistful Dora. As if I could have!
I'll
bet she was magnificently gloomy for

days after.

This

is

Maureen
with

feels

the

attraction
She
She's intense.
of emotion in her.

ever-stimulating

possesses.
every bit

to insist on having
way, with dire effects when she
and her teacher disagreed. In Hollywood,
when she's assigned a part she doesn't want
to play, she is inclined to follow a procedure which has true finesse. Rather than
First
endlessly, she becomes "ill."
fuss
thing the studio knows she is in a hospital.
Naturally they can't put her in the role
when she's sick. Well, anyway, that's what
a little bird tells mel
She's a very obliging person, but she
doesn't apple-polish. There isn't a gush in

At school she used

her

own

her.

To me

this

mind.
consider most admirable in
Maureen is the capacity she has for sorting
out the superficial things which intrude
upon the average person. She is concerned
There's
only with what matters to her.
no waste motion, mentally or physically.
For instance, Maureen's in love. (An elegant square-cut diamond decorates her enShe's too preoccupied,
gagement finger.)
consequently, with her work and her fiance
to seek the ordinary devices for whiling
away time. What the eventual outcome
will be of her long-standing romance with
Johnny Farrow, dashing author-scenarist,
remains in the lap of the Gods.
Before she came to Hollywood Maureen
was a minx. She had stacks of admirers
and didn't give a second, or at least a

the

new

test for

BAD BREATH!

I

thought to any of them. She met
Johnny Farrow shortly after settling down
They've had their
here as an actress.
quarrels, but she's convinced that he Mr.
Right.
The unfortunate hitch has been
that they both are deeply religious and
their church forbids divorce and re-marriage.
Johnny was married in his prethird,

Hollywood

era.

He's got

a

divorce and
dispensation.

they're waiting for a special
Maureen's moved into a house in Beverly, which proves conclusively that a girl

can succeed without being a standardized
Hollywood siren or a sappy sweet thing.
She's been delivering such surprisingly fine
performances that she's fated for even better breaks.

The

it's

modest reserve indicates

When she talks you
her good breeding.
Her sentences
aren't left up in the air.
Not that she's
carry a ring of finality.
the least arrogant. But she doesn't mumble or sound as though she has a "maybe"
What

— but

only spectre that haunts her nights
is
the rumor that she's to be Tarzan's
dream damsel in another wild thriller with
Johnny Weissmuller. Maureen says he's an
impressive hero, but those animal pictures
are darn hard on a gal, what with tripping
around with monkeys and heaven knows
what all. The leopard skins are drafty.
And she doesn't want to achieve immortality as the girl on the flying chimpanzees.

Pepsodent Antiseptic

offers

you

a pure, fresh breath at Vz the usual cost
good opinion of others
imTHE
portant ... so don't
offending
is

risk

them. Look at your tongue in the mirror. The minute you see a grey or
brownish coating on your tongue, you
may be guilty of impure breath. For a
"coated tongue" condition exists in
75% of cases of bad breath, authorities

now

find.

Take

this simple precaution. Use
Pepsodent Antiseptic ... as thousands
already do. Pepsodent acts to remove
tiny food particles from between the
teeth. It helps to cleanse the lining of
the mouth ... to sweep away dead cells
and particles from the tongue. It kills
the germs it reaches
the germs often

between leading mouth

responsible for unpleasant breath odors.
feels more refreshed
—you are confident that your breath
is purer, sweeter.

still

.

.

.

Your whole mouth

We do not claim that "coated tongue"
always means bad breath. But take no

Use Pepsodent Antiseptic.

chances.

Makes
But

in

$1

equal $3

fighting "coated tongue" and
never forget the vital difference

halitosis,

Why take chances

on impure breath?

many leading mouth
see,

have to be used
Pepsodent

effective.

full strength to be
is

safe

when used

powerful enough
—
be diluted with 2 parts of water and

full strength

to

So
you

antiseptics.

antiseptics,

yet

it is

kill germs in 10 seconds. Thus
Pepsodent gives you 3 times as much
offers added protecfor your money

—

tion against

Look

at

unwholesome breath.
your tongue tonight.

See what it tells about you. Then use
Pepsodent Antiseptic to be sure your
breath is above reproach. And always

remember — a clean mouth and throat are

among your

best defenses against colds.

PEPSODENT ANTISEPTIC
Keeps breath pure

I to

2 hours longer
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ever writproperly.

Mail coupon. Note generous

WHAT

offer.

IS "HIS

close -up

REACTION
to

—

At the race track at Santa Anita Connie Bennett,
Robert Montgomery and Mrs. Clark Gable.

your face?

Does your mirror reveal an

Sy mbols of

over-poicdered artificiality?
a "close-up"
IFfirst
things

is

disappointing, one of the
"Am I using the

to consider is

:

correct powder for my type?" Some powders
age the face from five to ten years. Changing
to the proper blend will subtract these hateful
years.
new discovery makes it possible to regain
the fresh charm of youth a way to powder
that makes you look are-powdered.
Now comes SOFT-TONE Mello-glo, the
pow-der that is stratified a costly extra process that wafers it, ending all grit. This brings
an utterly new flat effect this wafered powder smoothes on invisibly, is longer lasting
and covers pores without clogging.
This new creation is utterly unique, as
you'll agree. Use it and you'll not fear a
"close-up". It won't flake off. It can't shine.
It ends that pasty, "Hour-face" look men dis-

A

—

—
—

like.

See how this super-powder gives you that
wn-powdered freshness of youth, how it becomes a delicate part of your complexion.
Don't delay— get a box of new SOFT-TONE
Mello-glo today. Compare it with your favorite
see how much better you look. Five flattering shades, caressingly perfumed 50c and

—

—

$1.

NOTE: To

obtain the

new SOFT-TONE Mello-

you must ask for the gold box with the blue
edge, which distinguishes it from our Facial-tone
Mello-glo (Heavy) in a gold box with -white edge.
glo,

spent quite a lot of time and

SOFT-TONE

MELLO-GLO
T"l
J"J

the close-up powder that
gives an UN-powdered look
for
"TJ "Tl TT"I Merely send Coupon
H, O-J
H, fascinating booklet: "The
X\L J—
A
I

]\

The Mello-glo

ew Vogue in Powdering".

Co., Boston,

Mass.

S.S-4-35
j

Name..
I

Street

I

City

Ivory

h

£jj^

Natural

Rachel

Brunette.

it,

money on
he signed

a contract the other day with Universal for
three consecutive pictures. So he rented a

second, very small dwelling near the studio
stay when he is working.
Ruth Chatteiton used to rent an apartment in Hollywood when she was on a
although she had a house in
picture
Later she
Beverly and one at Malibu.
acquired a bungalow on the Warner Broththere
when
ers' lot and spent all her time

where he can

.

.

.

she was in production.
a

is

possibly guess that these are the hide-aways
of some of the most famous people in the

world.

When

they achieve stardom they acquire
Mary Pickford,
bungalow-on-the-lot.
Marion Davies, Constance Bennett, Richard
Barthelmess, Irene Dunne, Richard Dix and
a number of other important players have
little
homes within the studio gates
equipped with living rooms, bedrooms, offices, well-stocked libraries, dining rooms,
sufficiently commodious to
kitchens
entertain sizeable collections of guests at
dinner.
Stardom brings additional necessities. A
house and a hide-out will not suffice now!
You must have a vacation spot of your
own ... a place in which you can get

the

.

.

farther away from it all and in which
you may entertain lots of guests who are
A house at
assisting you in your flight.
Malibu used to be the answer to this
problem ... a yacht, a ranch or a little
fourteen-room shack in the mountains
with a staff of well -trained servants to asWallie Beery
sist you in being primitive.
bought himself an island in the middle of
a mountain lake in the wilderness somewhere. It can be reached only by airplane
so Wallie is fairly safe from interruption, while relaxing.
The portable dressing room which is
wheeled onto the set is the perquisite of
still

.

.

an important

star

.

.

.

the feminine ones!) would be seen
without one. Most of the men have them
too, these days.
Of all the ones I have seen
I
like W. C. Fields' the best.
This is a
trailer which can be attached to his car.
Each morning when he is working, he
arises, scoots to the trailer, goes back to bed
and to sleep. He slumbers peacefully while
he is being trundled to the studio, sits up,
cially

has coffee and toast, dictates into his dictaphone his domestic orders for the day. His
chauffeur transports the records to the staff
at home
and Mr. Fields' orders are
duly carried out.
(We hope.)
A play roonv^that means a red-and-black
lacquer bar with adjuncts for games) is a
necessity when an actor has achieved stardom. He must have a swimming pool even
if the smell of water frightens him into
.

bungalow court on a certain
street in Hollywood in which every little
cottage is the hide-out of an important star.
The names on the cryptic little cards over
each door say "Mr. Thorne" or "Mr.
White" or "Miss Smith." No one could

There

.

State

For a generous package (not a sample) of new Solttone Mello-glo, enclose 10c, checking shade you wish:

Having completed

home.

his

.

p»>

Success-

[Continued from page 53]

and no Mar

(espe-

nervous

.

.

He

should collect something
Jean Hersholt does),
or carved porcelain hands (as Lilyan Tashman did), or dolls (as Colleen Moore used
.

.

.

chills.

first

editions

(as

to do).

reaching a point where a successful
must either play polo (like Bob
Montgomery, Leslie Howard, Will Rogers,
Ralph Forbes
well, Jack Holt used to
It is

actor

.

.

.

play it but has given it up in favor of his
son because it is too expensive, he says, for
two men in the same family to indulge in
this game!) or the actor must own a race
horse.

Clark Gable owns a race horse, as does
West, and Constance Bennett recently
acquired one. It is becoming an important

Mae

adjunct.

Stardom

frequently brings about the
of
the
secretary-companionmentor. Gary Cooper's Jack Moss, Evelvn
Venable's Mrs. Gardner, George Raft's "Mac
the Killer," Carole Lombard's Madalyn
Fields.
These people order the groceries,
fire the cook, assist with the income tax
and scold the star for staying up too late.
Valuable adjuncts they are! And they earn
every cent (it seems to me) that they collect.
They are hard working symbols indeed.
However, the fans overlook these ostentatious gestures.
The stars are well loved
and it pleases the public to have iis
darlings glittering with jewels and envied
bv all beholders.
acquisition
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Cinderella?"

[Continued from page 28]
In turn, any young business woman or
understand
Connie Bennett.
can
wife
Many stories have been written and told
about Connie's obstinacy, her stand-offishProbably these
ness, her cool aloofness.
stories were written or told by*men— or by
women— who did not have the intelligence
Connie is working to hold
to understand.
her place as one of the biggest stars of

eoiUJjmwn

fie

WITHOUT COOKING

!

the screen and to progress to greater sucas Mary Brown, in the coat and
department, is struggling for the
suit
highest sales record with the goal of chief
buyer ever before her. Neither Constance
Bennett nor Mary Brown has time for uncess, just

necessary, trivial things.
For two years Connie refused to talk
about clothes, when all her feminine audiences were curious to know the details of

That rethe famous Bennett wardrobe.
earned her the reputation of being
obstinately aloof. If she had explained her
silence, any woman would have understood.
The explanation is simple. Several stories
were written by probably well-meaning, but
certainly misinformed writers, describing
the ridiculously large sums of money which
Connie spent for gowns and furs and
She was reported to be squanderjewels.
ing a small fortune yearly, in times of depression, when the average woman was finding it hard to buy even one inexpensive
fusal

>

Brand
n cm) Eagle
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juice
^ mo lemon
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Connie was terribly upset by these stories.
Understanding women as she does, she knew
what the average feminine reaction would
Resentment, of course, bitter resentbe.
ment that she should have so many unnecessary luxuries when thousands were
But Connie had no comeback.
starving.
To deny the stories would only make them
more important. She did the only thing
she could do, firmly refused to talk on the
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FREE
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subject.

That Bennett

girl has a will of her own.
successful women. She has only
two ambitions, to progress in her profession and to find her share of happiness.
She is a child of the theatre. It has been
a vital part of her life since babyhood. Yet
she has never stepped foot on a stage and
she has no desire to do so. She has chosen
motion pictures as her work and she casts
no longing eyes into other fields. She insists that her private life belongs to her
and that she be given the right to pursue
happiness in her own way.
Connie doesn't ask things of life. She
So do all
goes out and fights for them.
women who find high places in the world.

So have

all

"Every

thing except motion pictures. But I have
many friends and acquaintances who are
business women.
I
have known successes
failures ,and liked

final analysis, I

both.

And,

in

have discovered that we

the
all

have the same questions to answer, the same
decisions to make."
As Connie talked, I remembered the old
story about the Colonel's Lady and Judy
O'Grady, who were sisters under the skin.
And I realized why Constance Bennett, one
of the few real Colonel's Ladies of the
screen, could have an infinite understanding

and sympathy

for

the

world's

Judy

O'Gradys, could think their thoughts, live
their lives and suffer their griefs so poignantly on the screen.
She knows that their joys and sorrows are
exactly like her own. The only difference
is in the setting of the stage.

FREE!

World's most amazing Cook Book!

Rotogravure picture-book (60 photographs) showing astonishing new shortcuts. 130 recipes, including: Foolproof 5-minute Chocolate Frosting! Caramel
Pudding that makes itself! 2 -ingredient Macaroons! Shake-up Mayonnaise! Ice
Creams (freezer and automatic)! Candies! Refrigerator Cakes! Sauces! Custards! Cookies! Address: The Borden Co., Dept. SU-45, 350 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

Name
Street-

woman knows

that wishy-washiness brings only defeat," Connie smiled.
"We all admire and respect the girl who
makes up her mind what she wants and
then goes after it. The snivelers, the selfpitiers,
usually find themselves without
what they want or with a shabby substitute
for it.
"I have never actually worked at any-

and

I

-State.

City.
(Print

name and

address plainly)

FASCINATING HAIR
Gorgeous new highlights
brought out in one shampoo!
drab,
WHY
appearance—
let

lifeless hair

dull the

add years to your

charm of your face? In

one single shampoo with Blondex you can bringout the sparkling lustre, the alluring softness
your hair now lacks. Thousands report that
their first Blondex shampoo made their hair look
softer and prettier than in years. Originally
made especially for blondes— brunettes have
found it puts fascinating glints in drab, dark
not
hair. Blondex is a delightful shampoo rinse
a bleach or dye. Good for the scalp— removes
now,
Try
Blondex
oil-film.
and
every bit of dust
and see it bring your hair new life, new loveliness, and many a compliment. At all good drug
and department stores. Two sizes, the inexpensive 25»i package, and the economical $1 bottle.

—

\
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"Hollywood— A Flop Without Broadway'

READ FREE OFFER BELOW

[Continued from page 23]

Broadway stages. How would you feel, if
you were an old-line actress on the Coast,
a "name" from the silent days, if these five
suddenly crowded in on you?
Do you
think you'd relish it? No, and neither does
Hollywood.
Suppose you were a

girl

comedienne from

the "silent" pictures and you had built up
quite a name in your field.
Overnight,

from Broadway stages would come Edna

May

Mary Boland, Alice Brady,
Burke, Gracie Allen, Eva Sully, Patsy
Kelly, Lyda Roberti and Miriam Hopkins
to challenge your fitness for leading roles.
Do you think that you'd like it? No, and
the Coast doesn't like it either, quite naturally, because each of the Broadway inOliver,

Billie

vaders

"XT
/\ Q^JJ

f
I

/

y
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0

an Eyelash Makeup that gives the
alluring

effect

of

LASHES
FROM

men!

gives your lashes a natural accent. It
pale lashes look luxurious,
sparkling, alive!

make skimpy,

this:

—

—

Woman's

—

—

eyes

Millions of women prefer Winx to ordinary mascaras so will you, I'm certain.
to the last degree so it's
safe, smudge-proof, non-smarting, tear-

—

—

Winx is refined

—

proof scientifically perfect. Try Winx
today learn how easy it is to have lustrous Winx lashes. Get Winx at any toilet
counter, darken your

—

WINX

lashes, see the instant

PERFECTLY

to newfriends, note my
two offers below.
free booklet "Lovely

introduce

Winx

Them"'— is complete

care for the
lashes and brows, how
to use eye shadow,
how to treat "crow'sfeet," etc.

243

W.

Name

Have Them"
S.C.-4-35

LOUISE ROSS,

Mail to

17th

St.,

New York

City

.

Street

City

you also want

State

package ot
Winx Mascara, enclose 10c, checking whether
you wish Q Black or
Brown.
If

a

generous

trial

that won him a flicker contract.
Warner
Baxter, commonly regarded a celluloid
creation, was playing on a Broadway stage
in "Lombardi, Ltd.," as recently as 1927,
and the star of that piece was Leo Carrillo.

Warren William was emoting on Broadway
back as 1924 and was trained in ten
legitimate shows, though movie-goers do
as far

know

not

on

of his stage background.
the Coast are Roger

Other

is

Pryor,

Standing, Paul Kelly, Jack Haley, Hugh
O'Connell, Claude Rains, Sidney Blackmer,
Edmund Lowe, Chester Morris, Richard
Dix, George Raft, Leon Errol, Walter Catlett,
the late Lowell Sherman, Reginald
Owen, Osgood Perkins, Arthur Byron, Jack
Oakie, George Bancroft, Henry Hull, Walter
Huston, Jimmy Dunn, Fredric March.
Rather than bore you, I won't go through
the entire list here on my desk, a list of
names.
However, I've given you
135
enough of them to drive home the point
I wish to make, that Hollywood pictures
would be a bust if they didn't have this

Broadway talent upon which to
Their indebtness to Broadway and
New York for man-power and womanpower can't be reckoned in terms of dollars

army

of

call.

and

Mae

cents.

West, Clark Gable, KathaAstaire, Helen Hayes,
six alone figure into
dollars, purely on box-office

Hepburn, Fred
Will Rogers— these
rine

millions
appeal.
If

it

is

of

impossible to estimate the dollar

and cent value of the performers from
Broadway who have enriched and colored
the pictures, then it is beyond all computing
debt to New
to dope out ^Hollywood's
York stages for story material and story

in

demand.

clicked

in

some Broadway

pictures.
I'll
now
actors: Paul Muni,

Fields, Will Rogers, Leslie

name
W. C.

Howard, James

Cagney, Edward G. Robinson, Fred Astaire,
Eddie Cantor, Lawrence Tibbett, Bert
Wheeler, Jimmy Durante, Joe E. Brown,
Herbert Marshall. Could Hollywood spare
them?
That only scrapes the surface. From the

Broadway

stage

came

also

John and Lionel

Barrymore, Franchot Tone, Lionel Atwill,
Cary Grant, Douglass Montgomery, Charles
Ruggles, Charles Butterworth, George Arliss,
Otto Kruger, Walter Connolly, Frank Morgan and Ralph Morgan, Alfred Lunt, Roland Young, Lee Tracy and Warren Wil-

Merely send
for "Lovely Eyesto

was his stage performance of "Killer"
Mears in "The Last Mile" road company

it

Edward Arnold, Bill Frawley, Lynne Overman, the Marx brothers, Al Jolson, Ernest
Truex, Rudy Vallee, Francis Lederer, Guy

who

—how to

How

considered a
Broadway-trained, and

Let's find out how deeply Hollywood is
indebted to Broadway for performers. A
few paragraphs north of here, I've listed
some actresses from the New York stage

—
— How To Have

Coupon

is

When George M. Cohan, the No. 1 actor
of America, went to Hollywood, it didn't
surprise any of us on Broadway to learn
that the minor intellects of the picture
industry had sent an office-boy to relay
their orders to him. Their inferiority com-

increasing

My

Eyes

commonly

picture product,

stagers

Broadway-trained actor and actress

improvement.

To

star's

duction costs are staggering contributions
to overhead expense, speed is all-important.
Coast directors tell me that stage performers, accustomed to memorizing long
parts in legitimate shows, have absolutely
They learn
revolutionized the business.
their talking picture roles quickly, speeding
up the productions and permitting directors to complete pictures a week and two
For
weeks ahead of shooting schedules.
that vitally consequential reason— speed— the

Greatest Power

— alluring

some

pany, production of pictures lags far behind the demand for them.
This brings us to another vital point,
and one that never has been mentioned in
connection with this oft-argued controversy
of east vs west. In Hollywood, where pro-

You'll look far more
minute you begin to glorify
your lashes with Winx my perfected formula of mascara it keeps lashes soft, alluring.
Your eyes framed with Winx
lashes will give your face new mystery,
new charm.

promise

at

from Broadway stages. Withdraw these 135 Broadway-trained performers, and the moving picture industry would
be so crippled that it would inevitably
collapse from stagnation. Even now, with
Broadwayites bolstering every major com-

it

I

directly

graduated

comes the secret of this
super-mascara called Winx. Instantly,
Paris

attractive the

hitting

Grace Moore.
Clark Gable,

livelihood.

plex had set up what the psycho-analysts
This rudeness
call a "defense mechanism."
was their way of telling him that his reputation on Broadway didn't faze them.
Just how greatly Hollywood depends
upon Broadway is made clearer by a list
I have prepared,
a list of 135 stars and
featured screen players who have been

LONG, LOVELY,
so fascinating to

is

Constance Cummings, Fay Wray, Irene
Dunne, Diana Wynyard, Ruth Chatterton,
Tallulah Bankhead, Mady Christians, Elissa
Landi, and last, but assuredly not least,

I

liam.

The women,

in addition to

Mae

West,

Katharine Hepburn

and the others I've
listed above, would include these Broadwayfarers: the late Marie Dressier, Aline McMahon, Ruby Keeler, Pauline Lord. Ina
Barbara Stanwyck, Sylvia Sidney,
Alison
Skipworth, Jeanette MacDonald,
Verce Teasdale, Evelyn I .aye. Helen Morgan.

Claire.

Joan Blondcll. Ethel

Merman, Ruth

Etting,

"The Little Colonel," Shirley Temple has to wear a quaint costume,
and a special chair has been arranged
for her to rest in without sitting
In

down and crushing

her skirt.

!

s

"The

ideas.

Barretts of

Wimpole

!

.
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Street"

was taken bodily from the stage and is
ranked as one of the greatest pictures of
The stage did "Grand Hotel"
the year.
and did it better, in my estimation, than
the pictures. "Dinner at Eight" was lifted
bodily from the stage. "She Loves Me Not,"
on the stage, was better done than in the
You could go on ad infinitum
pictures.
in this record of plays that have served to
water the movie mills.
Sometimes the greater scope of the cambetter casting, has given the
version of a stage play greater
dramatic strength. Often we have the reverse, a Joan Crawford trying vainly to
convey the depth of Jeanne Eagel's masterful portrayal of "Sadie Thompson," or a
Gloria Swanson coping hopelessly with the
light operatic demands of a "Music In the
Air." These instances are beside the point.
The point is that Hollywood would go
bust, mentally, if the Broadway stage didn't
think for the celluloid tycoons.

and

era,

celluloid

That completes my

case

for

Broadway

A summary would

Hollywood.

against

New

Yorker bankers supply
Hollywood, (2), Broadway
stages supply the bulk of the actors and
actresses, (3), Broadway stages supply the
bulk of the scripts.
prove
the

that
to

(1),

money

Having established these vital points,
relax now and pay credit where credit
Hollywood directors and cameradue.

I'll

is

men, trained in Hollywood, are GREAT
The
and the capital lettering is mine.
W. S. Van Dykes, the Lloyd Bacons, the
Mervyn Le Roys, the Frank Capias, the
George Cukors, Norman Taurogs, the Archie
Mayos, the Mark Sandriches, and the Clarence Browns, to my way of thinking, have

made

greater

forward

strides

than

their

These great
on Broadway.
and I've mentioned only a few of

counterparts
directors,

them, are fine artists in every sense of the
They have given the talking picword.
tures tone, polish, breadth, discernment and
imagination.
The East, unable to match these fine
directors, is unable too to match the Coast
Daniels and Folsey, at
camera geniuses.
Metro; Ray June, with Goldwyn, Charlie
Lang and Victor Milner, at Paramount,
Charlie Rosher and Marley, at 20th Century,
Barnes and Van Trees, at Warners, Miller,
Glennon and Seitz at Fox— these lensmen
have developed their art to a point which
beggars description. Lighting and photography in Coast productions is nearly faultTreatment of individual stars, both
less.
make-up and photography, has achieved
almost miraculous results.
To these men
I tip my hat cheerfully, admitting that we
have no one in the east remotely approaching them

And

in

MIRROR
YOUR
first

ning—never quite so fresh after you dab
on more powder.
With Marvelous Face Powder you
don't need constant repowdering— because Marvelous stays on. It contains
an ingredient that makes it cling longer

to the New York stage,
they built up stars as great as Norma
Shearer, Gary Cooper, Richard Barthelmess,
Bebe Daniels, Marlene Dietrich, Anna Sten,

Kay Francis, Jean Harlow, Joan Crawford,
Nancy Carroll, Lupe Velez, Dolores Del
Rio, Dick Powell, ZaSu Pitts, Mary Pickford, Myrna Loy, Loretta Young and Wil-

And

Powell.

with a

look
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fair

coupon now

that

Hollywood, without Broadway, would not
amount to much. Yet the saner view, and
an unbiased view, is that working together
and forgetting petty squabbles, they form
an unbeatable combination. East is East
and West is West, but, to paraphrase Kipling's crack, EVER the twain shall meet.
Together, against the world, they're a hell-

uva partnership.
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Prove it yourself. We'll send you four

acidly that Joan Crawford and
Carroll both were New York chor-

That

evening-

all

left

generous sample boxes.

may remark
Nancy

when you

I'll

Without resorting

too,

than any powder you ever tried— you

skill.

while I'm in benevolent mood,

pay tribute to the movie makers themselves.

liam

SKIN looks its loveliest the
make up for the eve-

time you

FRESH

RICHARD IIUDNUT,
I

want

to try

Fifth

Marvelous. Send
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for
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New York

the four

trial
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boxes and

packing and postage.
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YOUR

LIPS

'These Things

Have Counted"

[Continued from page 21]

can

an

live

exciting

life!

Thrilling proof
of the cosmetic
genius of Helena
her
Rubinstein
incomparable lip-

—

sticks!

lipsticks either paint or stain

.

.

.

Most

—they have

ugly purple undertones. They lack that
so essential to

warmth and softness
allure. Many are harsh,

—

drying, chapping

destructive to natural lip moisture.

But Helena Rubinstein has discovered
a new
an element which nourishes
secret ingredient which adds a moist

—

—

gleama youthful lustre to your lips.
Like a glowing flame her lipstick excites
your whole personality with its living
color. Glorious shades: Red Geranium,
Red Poppy, Red Raspberry, Red Coral
.50
and "Evening". They stay on!
Rouge to match lipstick.
1.00
1.25

—

—

—

.

.

.

Vibrantly youthful

;

adherent. 1.00, 2.00.

Miss Frederick in her play that evening. I
wanted so much to be like her ... to make
them love me ... to have her confidence

—I had

and

scene in which Sadie sits by the bedside of
the boy she has loved so long and tries
to keep him from guessing that she knows
he is dying
that she will never see
him again? Well, I want you to know that
I've lived that moment and experienced
that poignant grief just as realistically as
Sadie did
It was a long time ago, right after I came
to Hollywood
that I met a very sweet
boy.
He was just a kid and we were
nothing but crazy kids together. All clay
long, when I wasn't working at the studio,
we played together at the beach, took long
motor trips or went to the new shows.
But when evening came, we always danced.
both loved to dance, couldn't get

artistry.

"She was taking off her make-up when
Paul and I came into the dressing room.
After the introductions, during which I
was so awed that I merely stood and stared
at her, Paul said: 'Polly, I want you to
speak to this foolish little girl. She wants
Tell
to conquer the world in an hour.
her what a hard row it is
how
long
"The glorious Pauline turned and looked
at me, seeming to see me for the first
time
then, suddenly, she arose and

of years of

skin's benefit and the
charm. Delicate beyond

—

for your
enhancement of its

scientific research

all

belief. 1.00, 1.50.

Glorify Your Eyes
Persian Mascara, glamorous! Will not smart
the most sensitive eyes. Black,

Brown, Blue

and (new) Blue-Green. 1.00,
Grower and Darkener. 1.00.

1.50.

Eyelash

"First Steps to Beauty"
Special Combination Set

.

.

hour! You can ... if you want to badly
enough!' Do I need to tell you how much
those gallant hopeful words meant to me
then
and have meant, ever since? And
.

why

.

.

now know how much

I

Pasteurized Face Cream does more than
and protect it youthisurely
on your face, neck,
fies! Acts quickly
arms and hands. To smooth lines and wrinkles
Beauty
away
to transform your skin
Grains a stimulating complexion wash used
cleanse, freshen, soften

—

—

—

—
—

.

.

.

with water or a teaspoonful of milk. Blackheads and whiteheads ended pores refined
oil
texture softened
skin renewal speeded
by its definite remedial
glands normalized

—
—
—

—

properties!

MAIL SERVICE ... If there is no Helena
Rubinstein dealer in your community order
by mail. Consultation by mail is also welcomed.

—

8 East 57th Street

•

New York

IN: Paris • London • Detroit • Chicago
Boston • New York • Seattle • Los Angeles
Palm Beach • Montreal • Toronto

SALONS

CopyriRht

10?,5.

Helena Rubinstein, Inc.

enough

.

.

.

.

age.

"You see, when I married Douglas, I did
a very foolish thing. I tried to make myI tried to like the things
self over for him.
I'm
he liked
the people he liked.
afraid my own friends got lost in the rush
.

.

celebrities, young sophisticates
literary lights who, because
Douglas' friends, were constant

visiting

and youthful
they were

our home. I think I knew in
heart that very few of them were my
but they would please Douglas
friends
and so I devoted a great deal of my time
toward entertaining them. There was almost no time for old friends of my own.
"Yet, when everything was over, when
the young sophisticates and visiting celebrities no longer came to our home because
Douglas was not there, these letters I've
been telling you about came instead. Letpeople I'd not
ters from my friends
forgotten for a minute, but had badly negAnd they wrote such sweet things
lected.
almost timidly. They said they didn't
want to intrude on my unhappiness. but
they wanted me to know they were thinkI could have cried over the
ing of me.
friendship— friendship
of such
loveliness
that makes no demands and refuses to
die merely because it isn't fed with flattery
visitors at

my

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

counted so much when
I needed and wanted it the most!"
Joan was searching
A short pause
"And
back for the real things. Then
there is one scene from a picture, just one,
that has counted more than the usual hard
and striving we all put into our
effort
one scene was not jusi anhi
work.
other fiction character with lines to speak
attention!

It

.

.

.

.

1

1

-

.

.

of

it.

It was an exceptionally
but when we got into Jerry's
was chilly. I begged him to

hectic whirling.

room
knew

.

.

"One evening at the old Montmartre we
won the dancing contest after an hour of

of memory.
"At home," she went on, "I have a little
packet of letters filed away for safe keep-

because they, too, represent someing
thing that has, counted a great deal. I've
there has
never spoken of this before
been no occasion to. After all, my marriage to Douglas is a thing of the past and
the differences that brought about our
I should
separation are a closed chapter.
never speak of it now except for the wonder and gratitude I shall ever feel for the
sentiment wrapped up in that small pack-

.

.

open

bits

.

We

The dining room was deserted now, except for a waiter who hovered solicitously
in the background, filling and re-filling
The rays of the midJoan's coffee cup.
afternoon sun filtered through the soft,
green drapes and made an odd figure of
light on the far edge of our secluded table.
It was a grand moment for other shining

and

lielena ruLinstein

.

warm

.

These two preparations give your skin the
active benefits of Helena Rubinstein's greatest
scientific beauty discoveries!

illusions really

.

.

count?"

of

—

—

.

.

Pasteurized Face Cream and
Beauty Grains 1.00
Limited offer to introduce this miracle home
beauty treatment to a million more women!

.

crossed the room and took my face in her
hands, saying: 'Go on and dream your
dreams, my dear— conquer the world in an

.

Veil Your Skin in Cool Loveliness
Powders by Helena Rubinstein are the result

.

.

.'

.

.

a chance to re-live a heart-breaking

moment from my own experience.
"Do you remember in 'Sadie McK.ee,' a

cafe,

car

it

keep his overcoat around his shoulders,
even tried to hold it there for him, but
he was so over-heated from the exertion
that he refused.
He just laughed as he
continued to push the coat back.
Two
days later,

the

that
.

.

last

When

I

had

devel-

entered his

evening in the hospital,

and

.

cold

resulting

oped into pneumonia.
yet

I

didn't

want him

I

to

guess that I knew.
"The other day Billie Burke came up to
me on the set of 'Forsaking All Others.'
She told me that she had seen 'Sadie
McKee' at a neighborhood theater the
night before.
And then she said: 'Joan,
you did a remarkable piece of acting in
that death-bed scene.
I want to compliment you. But I feel there was more to

than acting. Sometime, some place, you
must have lived that moment yourself!' It
was the saddest, the sweetest compliment
I have ever known.
For I had lived that
it

moment

the bedside of that gallant
the grandest playmate in
the world!
That scene in 'Sadie McKee'
will always count above all others to me
because it lies so close to my heart."
She was silent a moment.
I
held the
light for her fresh cigarette.
When she
looked up again, she was smiling slowly.
"I hope I haven't given the impression
that it is only the poignant moments in
my life that have counted. Ever since I've
known Franchot, I've been learning how
much laughter can count and how much
it
is
to be treasured.
I've always been
able to laugh easily
but he has
taught me that supreme humor
the
at

boy who

was

.

.

.

.

.

.

laugh at myself!

ability to

"One day on

the

set,

when

I

lost

rny

temper over a reference made by a radio
commentator, I acted in my usual haste
and called the man from my portable
dressing room. While I was in the act of
giving him a rather loud piece of rav
mind
telling him exactly what to do
.

.

.

with his references in the future ... I
looked up and caught a glimpse of Franchot out of the corner of my eve. He was
laughing
laughing at me. And all at
once I was laughing, too, because for the
first time in my life I realized how ridiculously unnecessary small anger is.
I was
truly angry, ray face was flushed and I
was saying so many things that didn't
matter at all
except to mv silly, injured pride. I think some part of me stood
aside and looked at the rest of me that
moment
and laughed!
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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"Franchot asked a question in one word:

'WHY?'
"No one

will ever know how much that
moment counted because in the flash of

laughter and Franchot's questioning
I learned
to think before acting
under stress.
I learned, too, the joy of
laughing at small annoyances
watching
them vanish in an inner mirth that relegates them to the unimportance they dethat

WHY,

.

.

Poor Complexion?

.

serve!"
It was late afternoon when Joan finally
gathered her sable coat about her and we
left the dining room.
I said "Goodbye"
at the door of her town car and, yet, all
the way home I was fascinated by the
mental list I had made of the things that
have really mattered in the life of Joan:
A little packet of letters.
A simple meeting with a lovely and sin.

cere

woman.

.

.

.

.

.

a playmate who died
.
too soon.
A lesson in laughter!
These things have counted with a girl

The memory
.

of

.

who has earned all the glamor and excitement Hollywood and fame have to offer.

Nurses now tell how
famous medicated cream
Corrects ugly skin faults
Thousands use

it

for Pimples,

skin to normal healthy loveliness.

Of this vast number of women, thousands are nurses, whose training and
experience have taught them what is best
for the skin.
it is

New

York

irritations.

with Carole Lombard
[Continued from page

If

your skin

is

Rough

or badly Chapped

— if you have Cold Sores,

Pimples* BlackLarge Pores, just try Noxzema
Cream— and see what a big improvement
it makes in your skin.
heads,

Apply Ncyczema at night. Wash it off
morning with warm water first,
then cold water or apply ice. Apply a
in the

Noxzema during

the

dation for powder. Use
skin

is

day— as

fruit

champagne

a

cake,

(a gift

swell
olives,

trial jar— if
he cannot supply you send only 15c for generous

druggist for a small

—

enough to make a big
improvement in your skin. Address Noxzema Chemical Co.,
25c jar

19]

box of

fried

celery

and

Red Chapped Hands

Carole turned green
—and while Jonesy rushed for the oxygen,
Carole administered her own pungent
in the seat in front of

Relieved

Overnight ...

from the Brown Derby)

and packing a tray with goodies for Pilot
Burns in the cockpit. One whiff of the
fruit cake and the Pasadena society matron

until

Special trial offer
Ask your

Dept. 84, Baltimore,

rummaging around

a foun-

Noxzema

relieved or blemishes disappear.

look at the grief box) while he strapped his
passengers clown to their seats with safety
belts and passed around the chewing gum.
Carole disdained both the belt and the
gum.
"See what the boys in the back
room will have," she announced blithely
chicken,

com-

chapped face and hands," wrote another.

little

This famous medicated cream is Noxzema
Skin Cream a dainty, snow-white, greaseless formula that doctors first prescribed
to relieve eczema, sunburn and other skin

—

Tripping to

my

wrote. "It's the best thing ever for rough,
this

ished complexions— to help restore their

What

value in helping to

plexion as nothing else does," one nurse

famous medicated cream to relieve
skin irritations, to help clear up blemElizabeth Bergner, whose "Catherine
the Great" was one of the successes
of last year, arrives in New York
for a Broadway engagement.

its

correct skin faults. "It clears

Large Pores, Blackheads,
Cold Sores, Chapped Skin

OVER 2 million women today use

Nurses discovered

Make

OR NO COST

on badly Chapped Hands. Get a jar
of Noxzema from your druggist apply it tonight— as much
this test tonight

—

them

in the morning. If soreness has not disappeared— if hands are not softer, whiter,
your druggist will gladly refund your money.

as the skin will absorb. Notice

Md.
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smelling

B

R

and

I

salts,

which

which she

proceeded

is

to

never without,
Pasadena's

lift

scalp

right to the top of the plane.
("You're the Tops, You're Smelling Salts.")
"We call her the little mother of the
TWA," I said in mock sweetness, and
Carole gave me a glower that Karloff might
envy. But it's true. Last fall when Carole

M

was hurrying back to Hollywood to run up
a picture at Metro, there was a terrific
storm over Indiana and one of the pas-

Tarzan of a man, passed right
When he came to
his head was in Lombard's lap (maybe he
thought he was in heaven) and he was
sengers, a

out cold from fright.

the inevitable smelling salts while
Carole assured him that of course the
plane really wasn't going to fall, a little
matter that she wasn't any too confident
about herself just then. And what with a
whimpering child and a nervous old lady,
who deeply regretted trying out one of
these new tangled contraptions, Carole
was so busy playing Florence Nightingale
that there was the Glendale airport and
the photographers before she even had a
chance to apply her lipstick— which is one
sniffing

of Carole's cutest tricks

her do

Men may hate extreme styles, but there's
one beauty point that always gets them,
in business or in ballrooms. Lovely eyes!
Practice looking eager and attentive; twothirds of the trick of that "starry-eyed"
look is a matter of concentration. The other
third is a little patented implement called
Kurlash. Slip your eyelashes into this for
a few moments each morning. They emerge
with the lovely, lasting curl Nature forgot
to give them. Curled lashes look mack longer and make eyes sparkle
and Kurlash
costs only $1 at any leading store.
.

\

Men

do not like an
en eyelashes, which

.

.

^mfiMvi/ruj

artificial

"beaded" look

so many professional beauties are using new liquid mascara
is

why

Lashhnt. $1 buys a charming dressing-table
bottle .
.
water-proof and tear-proof (remove it with cold cream) to make thin or
pale lashes appear dark and luxuriant.
.

in

ffeautii

and you must

see

sometime. Without a mirror or
anything she runs that lipstick over her
lips, just once, she never misses, and voila
there's as perfect a kisser as Mr. Gary
Cooper ever met up with in the cinema.
Well, hardly had I gotten the chicken
off of Carole's ear and my chin, than I
suddenly discovered that the earth, which
we hadn't seen for several hours but which
I still remembered, was coming to meet us
"Too bad, folks," it was
at a terrific rate.
Jonesy again with his perpetual grin, "but
you'll

it

have to get

take a train.

off in

Albuquerque and

There's a storm ahead."

Albuquerque, among the
in fourteen hours. Bah!
If there had been a poor little innocent
dog around to kick I would have kicked
him. I expected Carole to go into a pet,
and make a scene or something, but on
the contrary she was quite gay as she
dragged a king's ransom in orchids out of
"Isn't
the poor old grounded Air Chief.
"Aren't these orchids
it fun?" she beamed.
ridiculous?
Let's go look for Indians with
Navajo blankets, and tepees, and things.
I
haven't had so much fun in years.
Phooey to you—" and with that she tore
in half a whole pad of telegrams which
started off "Arrived in New York safely."
Jonesy and Burnsy, our sterling pilots,
didn't seem to know exactly what to do
with us now that they had us grounded,
so, while they carried on long conversations, Carole proceeded to run off another
batch of wires (that stock's going up by
leaps and bounds if Lombard continues to
travel) which she handed to a bewildered
young man who was so taken in by seeing
a movie star that we were practically out
of the airport before he discovered that li'l
missy Carole had failed to address them.
A Lombard habit— Fieldsy is the filler-

Grounded

tepees.

in

New York

inner.

—

Shopping or business over and a sudden
urge for beauty overcomes you! How lucky
you are if out of your handbag comes
Lashpac. From one end a stick of mascara
pushes forward to use both on lashes and
eyebrows. A tiny brush for grooming swings
from the other end. Mrs. D. N. writes that
it makes a most original $1 bridge prize!

Jane Heath will gladly give you personal advice on eye
beauty ij you write her a note care of Department D-4,
The Kurlash Company, Rochester,
Y. The Kurlash
Company oj Canada, at Toronto, 3.
Copr. The Kurlash Co., Inc. 1935.

N

,

A rough and ready male, home from the
range, finally was persuaded to drive us
over to the Santa Fe station, where Carole
was reprimanded like a naughty school girl
More
for smoking in the waiting room.
difficulties arose when it was discovered
that the California Limited had no room
Here
for us and didn't want us anyway.
was a grand opportunity for Carole to get
indignant and put on a I'm-a-movie-starand-I-won't-have-this act and do an entire
scene from "Twentieth Century" for the
benefit of the Albuquerque yokels, but,
instead, she fairly rolled on a bench in that
hot little station, simply convulsed with
laughter when she thought of all that chichf we put on only four hours ago at the
Glendale airport.
Well, there was nothing to do but wait
for the Chief and sec if thev would have

us, so

the next few hours

we

spent in the

Harvey lunchroom drinking coffee and eating hamburgers with onions, and you
should have seen those silly looking orchids
curl up in contempt when they smelled the
onions.
All I'd have to say was "Thousands of people to see us off— and here
we're only in New Mexico" and Carole
would go into gales of laughter.
The
Chief, it seems, would condescend to take
us to Kansas City where we could get the

we piled aboard,
the annoyance of the most disgruntled pullman porter I have ever seen.
The onions kept me awake.
Carole
climbed into the upper in the drawing
room (didja ever see a star take an upper
before?) and was soon lost to a troubled
world.
The next morning, the hour that we
were supposed to be arriving at the
Newark airport amid camera flashes and
excitement, found me facing Kansas, an
entire day of Kansas (and gentlemen, right
there, I was willing to give you the TWA)
so in desperation I dashed from the train
and bought a mystery story with a gorv
murder in every chapter.
Fieldsy found
a couple of guys to play Hearts with.
Lombard, I rejoice to say, gave a bit of
tone to the party by reading Zweig's
"Kaleidoscope," which Bob Riskin had
given her before leaving Hollywood. She
insisted upon reading a story to me, and
I assure you the Lombard reads beautifully, but suddenly I realized that the story
wasn't getting any place, and that everything was getting vaguely familiar. I discovered that Carole was just too sleepy to
turn the page, and had been reading over
and over the same paragraph for the last
quarter of an hour. We slept.
plane the next night, so

much

to

.

.

.

.

.

.

I
was awakened from my slumbers bv
Carole and Fieldsy hastily slipping out of

and

pajamas

into

suits

and

throwing

everything into bags and gathering up the

"Kansas

orchids.

City,"

said

Fieldsv.

"Jonesy and the plane." But alas, when we
trailed off the train in the Kansas City station (oh, there's nothing like air travel to
acquaint you with the various railroad stations in our country) there was no Jonesv
and no plane, but there was Bunker, with
even more personality than Jonesy had.
who showed us his molars and urged us
to be sweet and get right back on the train
because the nice
couldn't meet us
until Chicago the next morning.
We'd
only be two days late and we could still
make our "entrance."
So, back on the train we climbed, unpacked again, and to Zweig. In Chicago
the next morning it was the same old story.
However we did feel better about it when
we read headlines that a plane was lost
over the city, and for the first time we felt
sort of tender towards alma mater TWA.
It seems that the entire East was enveloped
in a terrific fog and that no passenger
plane had come into Chicago in three
Furthermore seven big ocean liners
days.
were parked outside Sandy Hook waiting
for the fog to rise so they could get into
New York harbor. Why, even a Hudson
River Day Line boat had been lost for a
day. Now, when a Hudson River Day Line
boat gets lost in the fog then it really is

TWA

a

fog.

It

took the

was sensational,

first

colossal.

We

train out of Chicago, which
be the Manhattan Limited

happened to
and which completely

threw our few
thought we might get to
New York, completely off the track as they
arose at daybreak to meet the Twentieth
Century.
New York at last— in fourteen hours find
three days.
However, it's so much fun
traveling with Lombard that I'm willing to
take another chance on the Albuquerque
lepecs and the Kansas plains the next time
I
gel enough money to go to New York.
friends,

If ever.

who

still
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Studio

News
[Continued from page

33]

end of the room is an old quarter-sawed,
golden oak sideboard with a lot of pewter
and crystal on it and some outlandish
colored cookery and statuary.
Mr. Kelly and his wife are having an
argument over their daughter. Betty, it
seems, is not the wistful little ingenue she

PEPSQDENT TOOTH PASTE

OF

appears to be.
"I have some very fine news for you,
Dan," Jane observes sarcastically.
"Your
daughter was sent home from school today.
She was suspended."
"Suspended from school!" Judge Kelly
ejaculates.
"What was she doing— fight-

ing?"
a

"Even at school she can't forget
McFadden," Jane retorts.

she's

"You keep my side of the family out
of this," the judge counters excitedly.
"All right," Miss Darwell mutters. "But
what are we going to do about it. The
city school don't want her.
We'll maybe
have to send her to a paid one."
"You mean one of them schools like I
see advertised where they ride horses and
things?" he demands.
"Yes, and learn to be ladies.
Finishing
schools they call them.
It'll be nice," she
muses, "for her to have her Latin in the
morning and her Greek in the afternoon."

thousands of druggists

ing

it

at a

"Her Latin and her Greek," he fumes.
"What's the matter with a boy like Sandy
(Richard Cromwell)?"
" 'Tis ignorant ye are, Dan.
Them's
foreign languages." Then, as if dismissing
the whole thing, "Well, do as you please.
After all, ain't you her father?"
"That depends," he argues. "When she's
reciting
the Sons of Erin
she's
your
daughter— but when she's fighting in the

mine!"

streets, she's

There

a lot

is

more

to this scene but lack

FOR
Pepsodent.

people

years,

and

new low

sell-

price

have willingly bought

.rather than save a few pennies
endanger teeth by buying harsh, "bargain"
.

Over a hundred million tubes of
Pepsodent have been sold. .convincing evidence
that Pepsodent really does remove film safely.
During this period our laboratories have constantly made far-reaching scientific improvements in Pepsodent itself. It has always been
our aim to give you the finest tooth paste money
could buy. Having first accomplished that, we
then sought to reduce Pepsodent's cost to you.
At the same time we were zealous to maintain
the high scientific! excellence that had made
Pepsodent an outstanding leader to public and
dentifrices.

.

dental profession alike.

Ways

have been found to make that saving
you the same fine
scientific Pepsodent Tooth Paste you know so
well at a lower price and in a new 10% largertube.
The formula is identically the same. In every
way Pepsodent is the same product that has won
fame as the"special film-removing tooth paste."
Visit your druggist today and join the millions
who are taking advantage of this extra saving.
possible. Today druggists offer

Jane Darwell and Walter C. Kelly
in a

remake of "McFadden's

Have you ever really tried a true
film- removing tooth paste?

Flats."

space prevents my giving you all the
dialogue. "Car gg" is on location and Eve
already told you about "Mississippi" and
"All the King's Horses" so it's goodbye,

of

Paramount,

hello,

R-K-O.

Film

is

that sticky,

gummy

coating that forms on everyone's teeth. It

harbors stains from food and smoking.

Worse

still, it

At R-K-O
famous

importance over here is the
"Roberta" featuring the song

in

"Smoke Gets in Your Eyes." It's all
about a gown shop that Randolph Scott,
All-American football player, inherits from
hit,

his

aunt, Helen Westley.

Irene

Dunne

is

.

makes

teeth look dull, yellow.

For beauty and health, you must remove film. Pepsodent is known
67 different countries as the special film-removing tooth paste because
of the safe, effective way it works. Pepsodent results are due to an
exclusive cleaning and polishing agent.
In scientific tests, Pepsodent has been found the least abrasive of
15 leading tooth pastes and 6 tooth powders. Therefore, you can be
sure it is not only effective but safe. No grit — nothing that can harm
the enamel. Use Pepsodent regularly twice a day. And be sure to see

in

FIRST

.

contains the germs usually associated with tooth decay.

your dentist at

least

twice a year.
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the head designer, Fred Astaire is Randy's
Ginger Rogers is the temperamental

friend,

Herbert Marshall

his

PICKS

LOVELIEST LIPS
UNUSUAL TEST

IN

whom

Fred knew in
This show
has more plot than the ordinary musical
and even if it isn't highly original, I always say what's the diff if it's pleasant?
Particularly when it has a cast such as
this,
a song like "Smoke," singing like
Irene's, dancing like Fred's and personality
like Ginger's— to
say nothing of giving
Randy a chance to do something besides
Westerns.
Countess Scharwenka

home town

as Lizzie Gatz.

"Me and my shadow"

arrive at the stage

door and there are signs THAT high anVisitors— POSITIVELY."
nouncing
"No
That "positively" makes me a little uneasy
because the doorman is being difficult
about the whole thing.
Just then John
Beal comes along and the doorman, because
John is almost a star, lets us go> in for a
peep at the set. Once inside I can jaoohpooh because William Seiter is directing,
and if he doesn't let me stay I can always

cousin— and you're

Newfoundland

a

still

blundering

big,

fullback!

I say
"hello"' to Randy and get a big
hello back and I tell Mr. Seiter to give my
love to his bride, Marian Nixon, and then

Mr. Beal and

leave.

I

be big," John offers, "and take you
the 'Captain Hurricane' set before I lake you over to my own. 'Captain
Hurricane' is distinguished chiefly because
marks the cinematic debut of James
it
Barton, who, for years, was one of the best
dancers in musical comedy and who suddenly blossomed out in 'Tobacco Road'
"I'll

over

to

year and made a terrific
here's the story, as nearly as

Now,
remember

hit.

last

I

it:"

John goes on and on while I marvel at
enthusiasm and curse my luck be-

his

cause I never get to see the beginning of
a picture instead of the end, so I would
have to listen to the plot. Captain Hurricane (Barton) is a fiery individual who

him "Fats" in print, and Glenn Tryon
co-directing— or something. Anyhow he's
there and so is Randy. So I stay.
can't see what all the commotion is
I
about because the set is only a reproduction of an elevator shaft in a large building. The elevator really goes up and down
but the studio is nervous for fear there'll
be an accident and they don't want any
outsiders getting hurt and suing them.
call

is

HERE ARE THE

UPS HERBERT MARSHALL SAW

UNTOUCHED

Movie

Star

why

tells

Tangee

Lips

"Captain Hurricane" introduces

are most

James Barton

appealing

•

all

Herbert Mar-

ness

is

beauty

there

— to

real
at

me,

Mr. Marshall makes
stick test

lip-

between scenes

ture,
in

"The Good

Fairy,"
co-starred
Margaret Sullavan.

which he

with

Most Famous

Lipstick

Tl

Scott,

plays

last,

is

he said.
least,"
"Especially do I abhor this barbaric custom of
painting a woman's lips to *gash of red."
We and a million, million other men are
inclined to agree. That's why men almost invariably prefer lips made up with Tangee. For
Tangee isn't paint. Based on the magic Tangee
color-change principle, it merely intensifies the
natural color of your lips, making them soft,
lovely and kissable. Try Tangee. It's $1.10 and
39 cents. Or send 10 cents with the coupon for
the 4-piece Miracle Make-Up Set offered below.
World's

out of Westerns at
with Irene Dunne in
"Roberta," the Fred-Astaire Ginger
Rogers piece.

Randolph

of the new Universal Pic-

Randy have been squabbling

through the picture because, although
he loves her, he's seen her fooling around
with a prince and thinks she's in love with
him. Randy has been stuck in the elevaWhen they finally get it started, he
tor.
all

gets out
Irene.

at

the

third

floor

and

there's

"Are you happy?" he asks, taking her
extended hand.
"Tremendously," she smiles, because their
style show has just been a tremendous
success.

ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK

FACE POWDER

TZX^X^*

"Then I am, too," he answers startled
but bearing up under it because he doesn't
know she's talking about the style show.
Irene is amazed and bewildered by what
he has said but he leads her to the ele"But— haven't
vator and opens the door.
you anything more to say?" she demands

Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of miniature Tangee
Lipstick, RougeCompact.Creme Rouge, FacePowder.

I

enclose

Shade

lOfi

Flesh

(stamps or coin). 15£ in Canada.
Light Rachel

Rachel

Name

"Only contime, and
goodbye."
He closes the door and adds,
"I'm sailing for New York tomorrow."
"You're being very heroic about something." Irene informs him, just a

noyed.

is

little

an-

it?"

"Oh," Randy comes back airily, "I was
just thinking it must be fun to suddenly
find yourself a Princess, married to a nice
Prince."

Address _

"I
City

"What

.

State ^

"I'm

a

long story short,

he

loses

money and she sells her property
and puts the money in his bank account
so he won't know hard luck has befallen
all

his

him, but he goes through that, too. Along
towards reel four a ship is sinking and
two
takes
his
salt,
old
Barton,
the
brothers, who are likewise old salts, and
Barton, of
the rescue.
off they go to
course, is the hero of the occasion and
they're just getting ready ' to have a big

"WELCOME HOME"

party for

him when

where he
burns after his heroic
deeds.
He had to have burns. Don't
you remember Wally Beery in "Tugboat
he returns
went with

Annie.''

from

the

hospital

his

sake?
take you over to

for pete's

"And now
set," says

I'll

my own

Beal affably.

His "own set" turns out to be a

pic-

Gene Stratton Porter's
books— "Laddie "—and Johnny has the name
Dunt esk! He's got
Is he a sight?
part.
on boots with overalls stuffed down in the
hat like
tattered old straw
legs and a
turization of one of

perplexity.
"No," says Randy positively.
gratulations and have a good
in

4-PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET
THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY SU45
417 Fifth Avenue, New York City

we

mind.

To make
Irene and

the screen, but
of old.

has long wanted Helen Westley (yes, she's
in this one, too, heaven be praised) to
marry him but Helen is not a gal to put
up with his tantrums so she won't. He
ship~~and settles down on Cape
sells his
Cod to enjoy the fruits of his labors and
also to try to get Helen to change her

shall talked frankly
about his ideals of

feminine beauty.
"Only in natural-

to

know him

was born a Princess," Irene states.
not married to Ladislaw— he's mv

fanners wear, because he is a farmer.
"Is this a Charles Ray outfit or not?"
he demands triumphantly.
"Mr. Beal," I assure him, "The only
way I can tell it's you and not Ray is
that the picture is called 'Laddie' instead
"
of 'Hay-foot, Straw-foot.'
"Maybe they'll change the name of this

one

to

'Hey nonnie-nonnie," he hopes.
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of those farmland idylls with
climaxes—just good clean senti-

one

terrific

ment—and Grady

Sutton.

But

has the

it

most realistic reproduction of a farm yard
The weather-beaten
have ever seen.
I
house, the harness hanging on pegs outside the barn door, the trees, the well, the
tubs, the ducks, chickens, etc.

wash

There

even an old, old man sitting on a bench
by the barn whittling. "This is my big
Whereupon he
scene,"
John confides.
climbs up on a hay-wagon, seizes the reins
The
and clucks giddap to the horses.
horses move forward about ten or fifteen
feet and the director calls "Cut!"
"That's the first time I ever drove a
is

team of horses," John

exults.

"How'd

I

look?"

inform him gloomi"You're too far away from the camera
for the audience to be able to tell it's
you."
"It's a 'long shot'," I

ly.

So
"I'll fix that, all right," he promises.
the next time they take the scene, here is
John peering over the side of the wagon
(on the camera side) to look down at the
ducks and chickens and make sure he's
He gets his face
not running over them.
about two feet closer to the camera that

way.
Also in this picture are Gloria Stuart,
Henry, Donald
Gloria Shea, Charlotte
Crisp, Willard Robertson, Dorothy Peterson AND Mr. Grady Sutton.
"I don't know anyone on the 'Dog of
Flanders' set," John informs me regretfully
when his big scene is finished, "so you'll
have to make that one alone."
Well, the picture has just started so
they haven't a completed script yet, but
it's a beautiful set— a road built up to look
like a pike with snow on the ground and
woods along the sides. A wind machine
faithfully reproduces the sound of the wind
whistling in the trees.
DeWitt Jennings, all muffled up in mittens, a fur cap and boots is trudging along
the road when suddenly a big police dog

SOME WOMEN

still

suffer

regularly;

martyrs to the time of month.

OTHERS have put

this martyrdom all
The days they once dreaded
are just a memory. They approach this
time without fear. They pass it without

behind them.

the old discomfort.
*

THE ACTION

of this medicine

tive for hours,

and two tablets should

looms ahead of him. They stare at each
other for a second and then Jennings
backing off.
Suddenly the dog
starts
springs at him and down they go— with the

MIDOL

dog on

"OH, YES" say some who have read about

SO why

and heard about it, "but my suffering
so severe, and I've tried so many
things that didn't help! Midol may not
end all the pain for me."

another month?

top.

"Jennings once owned the dog and he
used to beat him something awful," someone explains to me. "When he left the
dog to die little Frankie Thomas found
him and nursed him back to life. This
is
the first time the dog and Jennings

have met since then."

my gray hairs and
I'm still just a boy at heart
love animal pictures, so— me— I'll be
on hand when "Dog of Flanders"

Of course, despite
sixty

and

years,
I

right
is
released.

"Becky Sharp," starring Miriam Hopkins,
on location and "Murder on a Honeymoon" featuring those two cut-ups— Edna
May Oliver and James Gleason— finished
Yesterday, so we can now turn our attention to Mr. Fox's efforts.

has

made

of the past for

many, many women.

pictures going over here.
The
first is a new version of "Dante's Inferno."
I say "new" advisedly.
Not only
because it has been done before but because in order to make it bigger and better,
they have undertaken to write a whole new

it,

*

TRUE, there are women who are not relieved of every trace of pain when they
take these tablets. But they get such a
large measure of relief that they are
quite comfortable in comparison.
*

beginning to Mr. Dante's work. The modern part involves Spencer Tracy, Claire
Trevor and Henry B. Walthall.
Spencer has ideas for a lot of get-richquick-schemes.
First it's a palatial gambling and pleasure ship.
Then it's something else. He finally winds up with some

The park
one of
Maidel
all

its

has

summer amusement park.
had an old "Inferno" as

attractions.

Spence,

Walthall,
are

Turner, and Alan Dinehart
for building a new inferno— more

stu-

*

ONE REASON
tate to

some women still hesitry Midol is their doubt of its

being as effective as advertised. Doubters
should ask anyone who has tried it!
*

ANOTHER REASON

for

hesitating

to

take these tablets is the fear that Midol
may be a narcotic. It is not.
*

THE NEXT time you

AND

the comfort you get from Midol is
not momentary, not an interlude, but
sustained comfort from the very start.

are in a drug store,
pick up a package of Midol. You'll find
it displayed on the counter. If not, just
ask for Midol.
*

TUCK

THE BEST TIME to begin with Midol
before any discomfort

is

is felt.

*

YOU MAY

see

postpone this welcome comfort

is

«

THREE

effec-

*

In fact—

At Fox- Western

is

you through your worst day.

•

is

concessions at a

periodic pain a thing

escape

all

pain.

*

YOU ARE SURE

to have an easier time.

the slim

Midol tablets

little

aluminum case

of

your purse, and be all
prepared. Be prepared to "be yourself"
all through the days which might otherin

wise be given over to the usual pain
and discomfort.
*

YOU'LL be

grateful!

P. S. IV s a true kindness to tell any -periodical sufferer
about this real relief. Don't keep your discovery a secret!
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pendous, more terrible and horrifying than
the imagination of man has heretofore

IT

CLEARED UP

SKIN

IN

NO

MY

TIME

conceived.
owned the

But
old

Robert
one,

Gleckler,
who
out against

holds

them.
They finally get his ground and
go ahead and build the new one anyhow.
What a set! The rocks, with the steam
rising from them, tower fifty or sixty feet
in the air.
There are devils with pitchforks all the way up the tortuous climb.

At the top you look down and there is a
pool of murky water with tortured souls
writhing in it and more devils with pitchforks to prod them back if they should
try to escape.
There is Tantalus pushing
his rock up the hill only to have it roll
back every time he gets it to the top, and
all the other pathetic figures of mythology.
The thing has just been completed and
Spence is making his first inspection of it.

Lowe and McLaglen
of picture,

in a

new kind

"The Great Hotel Murder."

retorts, pointing to Man"has a nine o'clock engagement
for breakfast with a relative.
The relative

Eddie

stance,"

Carlisle,

is

late."

They check up and find he is correct. So
they take Mary and go up to her relative's
room, only to find a dead man in there.
Immediately Dr. Temple is summoned,
and Eddie finds a tube of poison tablets.
"A tube of quarter grains," he muses.

Improved Pasteurized
Yeast Safely Corrects Skin
Troubles, Constipation,
Indigestion,

"Nerves"

WHY

put up with a blotchy, pimply,
unattractive skin when this simple treatment will do so much for you?

Your

distressing skin condition, like

many

cases of indigestion and
so
"jumpy" nerves, has probably been
brought on by a sluggish system. Your
trouble is internal and needs internal
treatment.
Science now knows that very often
the real cause of slow, imperfect elimination of body wastes is insufficient
complex. The stomach and
vitamin
intestines, deprived of this essential
element, no longer do their work properly. Your digestion slows up. Poisons
accumulate in your system.
Yeast Foam Tablets supply the vitawhich is necessary to correct
min
this condition. These tablets are pure
and yeast is the
pasteurized yeast
richest known food source of the vitacomplex. This improved yeast
min
quickly strengthens your internal muscles and gives them tone. It stimulates
your whole digestive and eliminative
system to normal, healthy function.
With the true cause of your trouble
corrected, pimples and blotches soon
disappear. Indigestion stops. Headaches
go. Pep returns. You look better and

B

B

—

B

feel better!

Don't confuse Yeast Foam Tablets
with ordinary yeast. These tablets cannot cause fermentation in the body. Pasteurization makes Yeast Foam Tablets
utterly safe for everyone to eat.
Any druggist will supply you with
Yeast Foam Tablets. The 10-day bottle costs only 50c Get

one today.

YEAST FOAM
TABLETS

Inferno"

"Dante's

but

actually
amusement park.
it

is

sounds
a

terrific,

story

of

an

Robert Gleckler
and Spencer Tracy.

There

is a beautiful brunette in the most
fascinating musical-comedy devil's costume
I've ever gazed upon.
"Good evening, Mr. Carter," she smiles
as he comes through the door.
"Good evening," he smiles back. Walking to the edge of the parapet, he glances
over. "I believe the damned thing is going
to make money," he muses, seating himself
on the wall.
Suddenly Gleckler is standing there behind him with a wild look in his eyes. A

moment

Gleckler has leaped over the
body is hurtling through
space, down towards that murky pit.
Only, naturally, a
It's a real leap, too.
double does it for him.
"Boy," Spence whispers when the scene
is finished, "is this going to be a honey!
Have you ever seen me enthusiastic over
one of my pictures before?"
"Well, I am over this
I shake my head.
one."
He pauses a moment and then his
"Dick,"
he whispers,
lights
up.
face
"Louise and I are back together again.
Will you come out some
Gee, it's great.
night to see us and we'll spend the evening together like we used to."
"I'd love to." Spencer and Louise Tracy
are two of my favorite people, and it was
no small blow to me when they separated.
The news that they've gone back together
is the nicest thing I've heard in a month.
wall

later,

and

his

Next door

to

piece called
featuring
der,"
little

"Inferno" is a pleasant
"The Great Hotel Mur-

Edmund

McLaglen, Mary Carlisle,
and sundry others.
Edmund Lowe, it seems,

Lowe,

Victor

Madge Bellamy

is an author of
detective stories, living in the Mareno
Hotel.
Victor McLaglen is the house deThey are at the cigar stand one
tective.
morning when Vic picks up a magazine
with one of Eddie's stories and reads, "The
face is a mirror for the thoughts."
"A lot of bull," he explodes. "Theories
don't work out like that in real life."

"That

girl

sitiinsr

over

there,

for

in-

"That's a lethal dose, isn't it, Doctor?"
"He wasn't an addict," Dr. C. Henry
Gordon announces taking the phial and
looking at it in a puzzled way. "I examined his wrist and forearms for marks."
"This don't belong to you, does it?" Vic
demands, in turn taking the tube and looking first at it and then at Gordon.
"Of course not!" Gordon exclaims, checking his anger. "When I require anything
of the sort I can always get it."
"Oh, yeah?" Vic comes back, giving him
a quick look.
"Say, Eddie," I greet Mr. Lowe when the
scene is finished, "is it true that you and
McLaglen really feel so keenly about each
other off-screen?"
"Don't be silly," says Eddie. "I love that
old so-and-so," with which Mr. Lowe goes
back to make another take and promptly
steals the scene from the object of his
affections.

"Hi, Henry," I greet Mr. Gordon when
another take has been completed.
"Hello," he nods.
"Ever hear from Don Dillaway?" I ask.
Don and C. Henry used to be great pals.
"Sure," Henry replies.
"He's in New
York.
He's been in several plays this
winter but none of them, unfortunately,
were hits. That boy has sure played in
tough luck."
"You said it," I agree. Don is one of
the most agreeable juveniles in the business but he's never had a chance.

The

picture on this lot, "Life
starring Will Rogers and
featuring Rochelle Hudson, is on location
so I can't tell you about that one.
Now
let's jog out to M-G-M.

Begins

other
at

40,"

At M-G-M

FIRST
Powell

we have Jean Harlow, William
and Franchot Tone in a piece

called "Reckless."
But I told you about
that last month.
The next set turns out
to be "The Casino Murder Case."
Young

Mrs. Llewellyn— whoever she is—has just
been murdered and the officers (Paul Lukas
and Purnell Pratt) are there. Also Isabel
Jewell in a powder blue satin negligee,

trimmed

in

pink,

and

Leslie

Fenton in

evening clothes.

"Who

found
Pratt demands.

young Mrs.

Llewellyn?"

"I was reading in
I heard a sound as if someone were— were choking. I hurried in here
and saw her." Suddenly she covers her
face with her hand as though to shut out
the horrible sight, and buries her face
"I did," Isabel sobs.

my room when

t
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against Leslie's shoulder, sobbing violently.

"Oh,

was awful."

it

"Come

on, dear," he murmurs, patting
her shoulder and leading her towards the
door.
"Oh, Dr. Kane," Pratt calls, stopping
him. "When you arrived was Mrs. Llewellyn

alive?"
on, dear,"

still

"Go

Leslie

instructs

Isabel,

pushing her towards the door and turning
back to Pratt. "No. She was dead. Her
Her pupils were so
eyes were staring.
dilated I could hardly see the retina."
"You see?" Paul puts in. "Same as

young Llewellyn."
"Undoubtedly some poison in the belladonna group," Les explains. "Hyoscin,
atropine or scopalomin."

Except for Helen Hayes I have never
seen any other actress who could be talking
to you casually one moment, break off in
the middle of a sentence, go into a scene
and start crying real tears as Isabel does
That girl can really troupe. When
in this.
the scene is finished she comes up.
"It's a little late to be congratulating
you," I apologize, "but I only saw 'Evelyn
Prentice' last night.

You were

really

some-

thing in that."

"You're sweet," Isabel answers in a deprecating tone. "It was a great acting part.
And this is the same sort of part."
"Congratulations in advance this time,
then," I offer.
And then the director has to spoil everything by calling her back for another take.
That's the breaks I get. Meet some swell
girl like Isabel who thinks I'm sweet and
then lose her to a camera man and a
Heigho. Maybe when I get to
director!

Warner Brothers my luck

will change.

At Warner Brothers
over on the "Go Into Your
The stage is
Dance" set, some fun.
cluttered up with two dozen or more Mae

SOME

fun,

"Please

Old

women smokers more about

tell

Gold's th roat-ease

says
PARAMOUNT

DR. WALTER'S

V«|

"W

r

..

IF

famous flesh colored rubber reducing garments
show a decided improvement in the figure im-

J

LATEST BRASSIERE
style figure.

gives a trim, youthful,

REDUCING

GIRDLE.

Beauti-

then write today for my

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE

$4.75

COLORED
GUM
RUBBER HOSE; fit smoothly

FLESH
song

for

"Go

singing her
Into Your

cocktail

Dance."

inch

11

Wests and an equal number of little cuties
in vests, cocktail aprons, and nothing else.
It's a
night club set with the usual orchestra, dance floor and extras in evening
clothes sipping cocktails

that aren't

$3.85

pair;

inch

14

—

$6.85

GOOD

pair.

York

ARTHUR RHODES,

LINCOLN AND INDIAN HEAD

PENNIES

cock-

and being very gay about it all.
Bobby Connolly, the famous dance director,

WE pay $ 2 EACH
UP TO

tails

has been rehearsing the girls all morning,
still the timing isn't exactly right so
the rehearsal goes on and on.. It's the
"A Good Old-Fashioned Cocktail with a
Good Old Fashioned Girl" number and
Ruby Keeler, looking awfully cute in her
little vest and apron and tan, sings
the
number, while the Mae West girls with
their big hats, and slinky gowns and sliding
hips do their stuff. Then from all corners
dash the cocktail ballet, with shakers and
ice and everything, and go into a regular
routine.
Warner Brothers is awfully excited over
this musical and will have you believe that
it's the best that has ever been turned out

As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years' European
American experience, \ am proud of my Color Imparter
for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave
stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,
more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending
my free trial bottle and book telling All About Gray Hair.

j

and improve shape at once.
Send ankle and calf measures.

Send check or money order no cash.
Dr. Jeanne S.M. Walter, 389 Filth Ave., New

Send

but

11

Expert,

Dept.

5,

LOWELL, MASS.

Home Treatment

MORE THAN
YEARS OLD

For Superficial Blemishes

WHY WORRY

about
Wrinkles, Pimples,
Blackheads, Acne, Pits,
Freckles, Flabby Neck,
Puffs and Crowsfeet?

and up to $500 for certain U. S. Cents
10c. today for 1G page fully illustrated catalog

NATIONAL COIN CO.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Box 731 N.

Hair Color

WONDER PEEL PASTE $5

WANTED
IF

a

MESSY MIXTURE....

$3.40

fully made, very comfortable: laced
at
back.
Send waist and hip

measure

LIKE

and

(Send bust measure.).. ..$2. 35

NEW UPLIFT BRASSIERE

YOU HAVE

GRAY
HAIR
DON'T

mediately.
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new
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UNIVERSAL SCENARIO
Hollywood,
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FREE BOOK
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7th, Los Angeles, Cal

KILL THE HAIR ROOT
My mcthotl positively prevonts hair from
growing again.
pormnnont.
Safe,
easy,
Uso it privately, at home.
The delightful
relief will
bring happiness, freedom
of mind and grcntor success.
Rucked by 85 years of successful uso all over
the world.
Send Gc in stamps TODAY lor
Illustrated Booklet.
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Calif.

D.J.

Tench Beauty Culture
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MAHLER CO.,

R.I.
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their film factory since "42nd Street"
knocked the country for a loop. It's chief
importance lies in the fact that it's the
first time on stage or screen, on land or
sea, that Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler, have
appeared together.
Husbands and wives
usually fight like the devil to keep from
being in the same picture, but Al and
Ruby decided that it would be fun and
swore they were going to do their individual best to steal the picture from the
of

But, speaking of picture stealers,
both better watch out for Helen
Morgan, who has quite an important part
in the picture as a Night Club Queen and

EASY
Loads of fan, right from the
start, because a sweet-toned
Buescher is bo easy to learn
You play tunes right away.
Surprise your friends. Join a
band or orchestra. Fit yourBelf quickly for one of the
many big pay jobs now open.
I

other.
they'd

SO

TIRED,

SO BLUE

Till This ALL-VEGETABLE Laxative

sings several blues songs in the well

known

Morgan manner.

many

fitting

Unfortunately, she

black dress.

working

The

in this scene.
is
called

Money
WANTED

POST YOURSELF! It pays! I paid

J. D. Martin, Virginia, $200 for a
single copper cent. Mr.Marming, New
York, $2,500 for one silver dollar. Mrs. G.
F. Adams $740 for a few old coins. I want
all kinds of old coins, medals, bills and
stamps. I pay big cash premiums.
S

A. H.

WILL PAY $100 FOR A DlfVSE

1894 S. Mint; $50 for 1913 Liberty

—

Head

Nickel (not buffalo) and hundreds of
other amazing prices for coins. Get in
touch with me. Send 4c for Large Illustrated Coin Folder and further particulars. It

may mean much profit to you. Write

today to

B.MAX MEHL251 Mehl Bldg.,F0RT WORTH, TEXfiS
(Largest Rare Coin Establishment in U. S.)

1935 Calendar-Thermometer, beautifully designed in colors and gold. Also samples TUMS
and NR. Send stamp Jar postaoe and packing
CO., Desk i-49-dy. St. Louis, Mo.

t

f

CO.

ELKHART. INDIANA

and stamps

"The Goose and

picture

—

pnpp
H[f

handsome Free Book. Mention
instrument : Baxophone, cornet, trombone, etc.
v

Id

isn't

—

to

Any

Buescher

instrument

right,

not mere partial bowel action.
Can there be such a difference in laxatives?
Stop and think for a minute. Nature's Remedy
(NR Tablets) contains only natural plant and
vegetable laxatives, properly balanced. No
phenol derivatives. Ask any doctor the difference. You'll be surprised at the wonderful feeling that follows the use of NR. You're so refreshed toned up so pleasantly alive. You'll
want to give NR's a fair trial immediately.
They are so kind to your system so quickly
effective for relieving headaches, colds, biliousness, chronic fatigue or bad skin. They're nonhabit forming another proof that nature's
way is best. The economical 25 dose box, only
25c at any drug store.

—

plays a Buescher Saxoin Paul Whitemnn'5
orchestra. (10-8-34)

phone

on trial.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT

was so tired — depressed— always having
SHE
colds and headaches. And she had tried so
things she almost despaired of getting
relief. Then she discovered the real answer. A
laxative that gave thorough, natural cleansing,

CHARLES STRICKFADEN

449 BUESCHER BUILDING

And on your

ladies and gentlemen, we have another of my favorite actresses—Kay Francis, in the flesh and looking like a million dollars in some tight-

Solved Her Constipation

FREE

will be sent without obligation. Write now for details and

Free for Asthma

LEWIS

If you suffer with attacks of Asthma so terrible you choke and gasp for breath, if rest-

impossible
because of the
sleep
is
struggle to breathe, if you feel the disease
slowly wearing your life away, don't fail
to send at once to the Frontier Asthma Co.
for a free trial of a remarkable method. No
ful

GET

A

is

v 25<B0X

George Brent, Genevieve Tobin and
Ralph Forbes being swanky in "The
Goose and the Gander."

matter where you live or whether you have
any faith in any remedy under the Sun, send
If you have suffered a
for this free trial.
lifetime and tried everything you could learn
of without relief even if you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon hope but send toIt will cost you
day for this free trial.
nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co., 215-VV, Frontier Bldg.
462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
;

and the set is the Santa Barbara Biltmore— patio and all.
There are
hundreds of "dress" extras— that is, extras
the Gander"

AGuide to BETTER BUYING

w

QfcruxYlejjj-

CATALOG/
lc
INVEST
wisely. Send

a postcard

for

this great
money - saving
book for home
and family.
smart apNEW,
parel, and new,
attractive home furnishings are pictured in this
book for home-lovers. It tells about the new
Larkin Cozy-Home Club with little 50c weekly
shares. Learn of our big Rewards for Larkin
Secretaries.

y

,-

~

yu

Lctrktiz Cxx/ac.

693 Seneca St.,
buffalo, n. y.

Perfumes
SUBTLE, fascinating, alluring. Sells regularly at $12.00 an
ounce. Made from the essence
Of flowers:—
Send only
oena

Three odors:
(1) Fascination
(2) Lilac
(3) Aristocrat

A

20^

single drop lasts a week!

To pay for postage and handling
(silver or stamps)
for 3 trial bottles. Only one set
to each new customer. 20c!

send only 20c

bottles

fume

selling
Per lan

at

of

per-

Bouquet,
— HollywoodSamarkand.
Blaek Velvet,

$2.00 an ounce

(1)

Night. (3)
(4)
Chest 6x3 In. made from Giant Redwood Trees of California.
Send only $1 check, stamps or currency. An ideal gift. $1.
PAUL RIEGER, 180 First Street, San Francisco
(2)

in

evening clothes,

sitting

at

the

tables

and dancing, etc. At one table sit GenAs they
evieve Tobin and Ralph Forbes.
sit there, George Brent joins them.
"Hello, Bobby," Genevieve hails him

HARD OF HEARING?
SEND FOR THIS 30-DAY TRIAL TREATMENT
Which has restored the hearing, removed
head noises and eliminated catarrh of the
head {or so many people. This treatment
ha9 been used by over 1,157,000 sufferers
inthepast 34years. Write for fullinformation about this ethical treatment used

carelessly.

"Hello," from Brent, and then to Forbes,
are you, old man?"
Forbes makes some unintelligible reply
and then Genevieve turns to him, "Come
You
on and dance with me, Ralph.
haven't asked me to dance all evening."
"I'm tired," he protests. "I played two
holes of golf today."
There is a roar of laughter from the

"how

company
over.

He was

at this.

"Two rounds

supposed to say
has to be done
ends with George danc-

of golf" so

However,

it

it

ing with Jenny.
I think that my luck, at last, has changed.
Here's Kay not working and all set for a
chat when the director dismisses her for
the day. Gosh darn it!

My luck is working in other ways, tho.
"Caliente," starring Dolores del Rio and
featuring Pat O'Brien, Leo Carrillo, Edward Everett Horton, Glenda Farrell and
Phil Regan is on location and so are "The
Florentine Dagger" with Margaret Lindsay
and Donald Woods and "King of the Ritz"
with William Gargan, Patricia
Allen Jenkins and the set of

summer

Night's

Dream"

is

closed

Ellis

1676

St.

James

"A Midup tighter

Davenport Iowa

Bldg.

WANT EOF

ORIGINAL POEMS, SONGS
for

Dept.

immediate consideration

M. M. M. PUBLISHERS
SU
Studio

Bldg.

Portland, Ore.

Be an ARTIST
MAKE

$50

TO

$100

A WEEK

Our simple, proven methods make it
easy to learn Commercial Art, Cartooning and Designing quickly. AT HOME,
in spare time. New low rate.
Big new
book, "ART for Pleasure and Profit,"
sent free.
State age.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART Studio 174,

1115— ISth

and

than a drum. Even a Mook can't get on.
So I kiss the Warner Brothers— all four of
them— goodbye and fairly leap over to
Universal.

by a prominent ear specialistin his office
practice, now simplified for home use.
DR. W.O.COFFEE CO.

^ BREED

St.,

Washington., D.C.

CANARIES FOR US

WE SUPPLY BIRDS AND BUY AIL YOU CAN BREED
,Wo need thousands-- payiner you highest prices!
Breeders ship ue birds from all parts of the country. Lurffo illustrated Canary Book catalogue and
Hat of prices cent;. lOcIcoinJtocovercostof mailing.
East 14th Street, New York

KRAFT BIRD CO., Dept. MM, 5

Silver Screen for April 1935
Teddy suddenly

At Universal

"PRINCESS O'HARA,"

starring Chester
t- Morris, is being filmed on the back lot
but when I get out there Chester isn't
The scene is a street in New
working:
York and Ralph Remley, who plays King

O'Hara, an old coachman, is driving his
cab along the crowded street. In the back
sits
the rich Miss Van Cortland (Clara
Blandick). Suddenly the traffic cop, Robert
Emmett O'Connor, blows his whistle and
the cab and autos come to a stop.
"How are ye, Gilcuddy?" Ralph asks,
leaning down from the coachman's box.
"Fine, King," Mr. O'Connor replies, walking over to the cab. He turns towards Miss
Blandick. "Nice day for a drive, Miss Van
Cortland."
"Then why are we standing still?" she

demands dyspeptically.
Horns are blowing like mad

so

O'Connor

bursts

"Say,

out,

Dick!

Did you ever stop to think that paying
alimony is like buying oats for a dead
horse?
You can quote me on that, too.
It's quite a thought.
Now, here, we have
one of Universale best pictures called 'The
Bride of Frankenstein.'
You remember
'Frankenstein,' of course, so I don't have to
tell you what this is all about but you'll
have to walk on tiptoes because Mr. Whale,
the director, doesn't like visitors on his sets
and it's only because you're a personal
friend of mine that I can get you on it

79

WHY BE FAT?

at all."

We

tiptoe

from

me

on the stage and you can take

a horror picture all right,
The back end of a living room
been knocked out and right there
where the fireplace ought to be you run
smack into a graveyard. We wander about
among the graves and suddenly find ourit

all

it's

right.

has

blows his whistle. "Get along," he barks
above the noise to the King, "and let the

home."
"How's Mrs. Gilcuddy 's foot?" the King

millionaires get

GRADUATE

inquires, hastily gathering up the reins.
"I've no time to be goin' into that," is
O'Connor's thanks for his solicitude.
"Tell her I was askin'," the King in"Giddap, Goldberg," he says
structs him.
to the horse.
"Cut," orders the director.
This is adapted from one of Damon
Runyon's best sellers.

On
York"

another
is

street, "It

Happened

The way

shooting.

in

they

NURSE
LOSES 27

LBS.

Looks Better! Feels Fine!

New
fake

these streets never ceases to amaze me.
Here's one with a subway entrance on the
corner, the service entrance to the Hotel
St.
Savoy, cabs whizzing by and people
rushing along the street. Suddenly a cab
whizzes up to the entrance with no tire
on one wheel and screeches to a stop. Lyle
Talbot in a driver's cap jumps out, rushes
around and opens the door.
"Here you are," he grins.

• Mrs. Violet Haskett, Graduate Nurse, 1120
Union St., Apt. 9, San Francisco, Calif., writes:

"The Bride

of Frankenstein"

a shiver of horror

in

—with

every scene.

in some long, narrow passages that
remind you of the catacombs. Everywhere
you look are coffins standing on stone and
marble slabs.
Suddenly Dr. Pretorious
(Ernest Thesiger) comes marching along
with two henchmen.
He's carrying a
selves

lantern.

He

Lyle Talbot in a part that he likes
in "It

Happened

in

New

York."

Gertrude Michael and Adrienne D'Ambricourt emerge, the latter evidently a maid
or secretary.
"Thanks," Gert smiles and turns to
Adrienne. "Pay him for the tire."
"Is $10.00 enough?" Adrienne asks doubtfully.

"OK," Lyle

some more.

grins

He

looks

after the women as they disappear through
the service entrance, opens the front door
of his cab and shouts at some bellhops:
"Hey, you fellows, gimme a hand with
these bags, will you?"
"This is a swell part," Lyle announces

when

the scene is finished.
"It's just the
kind of thing I want to do.
Say, Dick,
why don't we ever see each other any more?
Why don't you ever call up?"
"I will," I promise.

turns in to one of the vaults and
holds the lantern over the name plate on
a coffin.
"That's the one," Thesiger announces in
a satisfied tone.
"Get to work."
He is
laying out his surgeon's instruments on
another coffin nearby when he notices the
men are standing by. "What are you
waiting for?" he yells.
The men look at each other, frightened
to the marrow of their bones.
But they're
more afraid of Thesiger. "Mercy on us,"
mutters one.
"Do you want me to send you to the
gallows where you belong?" Ernie snails.
"It'd be no worse than this," mutters the
second ghoul.
Each looks at the other for courage.
Then they take a deep breath, spit on
their hands, grab their crowbars and pry
the lid of the coffin open.
"Let's get out of here," I whisper to Mac.
"Frankenstein didn't have to return as far
as I'm concerned."
"Shucks," says Mac. "Don't forget what
I told you, Dick.
Paying alimony is like—"
But by the time he is finished I'm well

on my way lo
hoping the light

Twentieth

Century

"Nothing looks worse than a fat, sloppy nurse.
The other nurses laughed at me, and I couldn't
bend over easily to care for my patients, so I
decided to reduce. But dieting made me weak; I
tried several other preparations without results.
Finally someone suggested RE-DUCE-OIDS. I
took them according to directions and was soon
delighted to find my weight steadily decreasing
until I lost 27 lbs. of fat. I worked every day
and felt fine all the time. I can recommend RE-

DUCE-OIDS

as a preparation of real scientific

merit."

RE-DUCE-OIDS absolutely DO NOT contain
the dangerous drug, Dinltro-phenol
As a Graduate Nurse, Mrs. Haskett knows how
important that fact is to you. Expert chemists
every ingredient for purity, ingredients
which physicians prescribe.
• Why envy others with their lovely slender figures ? Try RE-DUCE-OIDS. the modern method approved by Graduate Nurses... but be sure
you get genuine RE-DUCE-OIDS, not an inferior
substitute. Letters tell of losing fat in varying
amounts, as much as 80 lbs., and like Mrs.
Haskett the writers report feeling better while
and after taking RE-DUCE-OIDS.
test

LOSE FAT -OR

MONEY BACK

• Our absolute Money-Back Guarantee ... if you
are not entirely satisfied with the wonderful results you obtain from RE-DUCE-OIDS you get
your money back. You risk not one cent! START
TODAY before fat gets another day's headway.
Sold by drug and department stores everywhere.
If your dealer is out, send $2.00 for 1 package or
$5.00 for 3 packages direct to us. (Currency,
Money Order, Stamps, or sent C.O.D.) In plain
wrapper.

FREE! valuable
Tells

"HOW TO

DUCE." Not

neces-

order REto get
this book. Sent free.

sary

to

DUCE-OIDS

and

lasts until I get there.

At Twentieth Century
as well have saved
I MIGHT
trouble of coming here.

myself the

"The

Call of

Wild" featuring Clark Gable, Jack
Oakie and Loretta Young is on local ion
up in Washington, "Les Miserables" starring Fredric March and Charles Laughton
doesn't start until tomorrow and Maurice
Chevalier is making scenes for the French
the

GOODBYE. FAT!
Scientific Laboratories of America, Inc. Dept.
746 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.

'

I

on," says the unromantic Teddy.
got work to do."
We walk along in

silence for

maybe

a

half

a

minute when

of the "Folies Bergere de Paris."
So I'll just say "goodnight'' and "I'll see
you next month— unless Frankenstein gets

me

in

the meantime.

S354

Send me the FREE Book "HOW TO REDUCE."
If you wish RE-DUCE-OIDS check number of
packages here:

Name

version

"Come

book

RE-

Address
City

State

Silver Screen for April 1935
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WINNERS OF THE
HANDWRITING
CONTEST
Of The Slogan

human

stands

vice has h<-lp«-d

Autograph Collectors Are
Welcome
Antkowiak, 122 Sears

J. S.

Ruth Barron, 38 Tremont

Gametic* Qmfhirtr
Hide th&Dmtfi
If your cheeks aresallow, eyes dull if you're
always dead tired, don't try to hide the truth.
Take Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets. A safe
substitutefordangerous calomel. Non-habitforming. A pure vegetable compound that
;

helps relieve constipation, cleanses the system, removes the greatest cause of pallid
cheeks. A matchless corrective in use for 20
years. Take one or two at night and watch
pleasing results. Know them by their olive
color. At druggists, 15c, 30c and 60c.

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Portland, Me.
A. Benedetto, 175 Worth St., New York, N. Y.
Dorothy Bewick, 5615 Cote Des Neiges Rd.,
Montreal, Canada
"Ginger" Boland, 9101 Colonial Rd., Brooklyn, N. Y.
E. C. Burnett, Fort De Lesseps, Canal Zone.
Fran Chriesman, Apt. 8 Pasadena Courts,
San Angelo, Tex.
N. Fiske, 21 Westover Road, Montelair, N. J.
B. Fowler, 353 W. 57th St., New York, N. Y.
Mrs. Dorothy Gladys Fraser, 4545 La Salle
St.,

Blvd., Verdun, Canada
C. E. Fuson, Box 121, Boulder Creek, Calif.
Helen Gordon, Box 296, Lake Geneva, Wise.
Peggy Green, 303 Montezuma Rd., Montgomery, Ala.
E. F. Greims, 2202 Pine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Billie Hale, Box 452, Green River, Wyo.
Felicia Hamilton, 106 Gladstone Rd., Pitts-

burgh,

Pa.

James M. Hewelett, Box

533, Ferriday, La.
Hickie, 1945 Davidson Ave., New York, N.Y.
Alice Hill, 134 Madison St., Platteville, Wise.
Eva E. Hobart, 75 Philips St., Boston, Mass.
J. A. Hodgins, 284 Beale St., Wollaston, Mass.
Marge Hollingsworth, 65 Lent Ave., HempJ.

stead, N. Y.
Alonzo S. Keeney, 624 Barnes St., Lewistown, Mont.
J. P. Kelly, c/o Powel Crosley, Jr., Sarasota,

Fla.

In
At

20 Minutes
last!

Wave your

—

at

Wave
Home

hair at

home

with Safe-Kurl amazing new ElecTakes only 20
tric Hair Waver!
minutes to give yourself any type
wave, and dry your hair. SAFE,
gentle heat puts in soft, natural,
curls,
permanent-type
beautiful,
waves, ringlets, rolls that last. No
No
more high beauty-shop bills.
"overuncomfortable
more tedious,
Safenight" curlers and crimpers.
Kurl gives you professional wave
quickly, easily, safely

— by

electricity-

Electrical Firm
Uses any ordinary household

Guaranteed by 12 Year-Old
Plugs into any light socket.

AC

current,
lifetime.

or

DC

or

home

light plant current.

Will last

Made of finest materials. Customer writes, "Safeme monev and keeps my hair waved perfectly.

Kurl saves

Takes only a few minutes to use." SEND NO MONEY! Pay
postman only SI. 95 plus few cents postage, when he delivers
your Waver, ready to use. Nothing else to buy. Complete
directions included.

Satisfaction guaranteed or

money

back.

Mail order today.

SAFE-KURL

CO., Dept. H-344, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Marguerite A. King, 29 River Ave., Gardiner, Me.
A. K. Klein, 100 W. Stanton Ave., Baldwin, L. I.
P. Kraker, 27 Baldwin Ave., Newark, N. J.
James W. Lawler, Jr., 20 Myrtle Ave., Auburn, N. Y.
A. Linden, 1515 La Loma Ave., Berkeley, Cal.
Janet Adair Nicholson, 3429 45th Ave. So.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
S. Rayon, 830 Adams St., Beaumont, Tex.
Mary E. Salisbury, 614 E. High St., Mt.
Vernon, Ohio
D. M. Sanders, 206 S. 13th St., Phila., Pa.
Josephine Schlotter, 309 E. St. Vrain, Colorado Springs, Colo.
H. Seibert, 51 Highbrook Ave., Pelham, N. Y.
Mary E. Shick, 1306 Prospect Ave., Bethlehem,

will

TREASURES'

ORIENTAL PUKE

SCARFS—

Soft Chocolate.
Just to acquaint you with my things, I will send one
Elephant Set and one scarf to you both for $1.0 0.
Also my full list
I fell them regularly for $1.00 each.
of Oriental Lounging Pajamas, Silk Kimonos, Geisha
Girl Cigarette Boxes, etc., all personally imported.
Just told a $1.00 bill, stamps or check, in this ad and
Money refunded immediately if not
mail back today.
satisfied.
An ideal gift.

DOROTHY BOYD ART STUDIO
57

Minna

Ave. at First, San Francisco

WANT

A STEADY JOB?

Start $1260 to $2100 year

.*5'\/i4
!,

III

lml

MEN— WOMEN

Common education usu18 to 50.
Many Snrine U. S. Ctov-rnmcnt csoily eufficicnl.
Write immediately (or
.munitions r„„ rl,.J.
book, with list of pnhilioriH and full particulars IcIIuik
how to not them. RUSH.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

Dept. N306,

Rochester, N. Y.

FREE
WITH
EACH

READING

Giant 10.000 word Antrological Forecast,
it reveals eecreta, friends, enemies and important affairs
of your life. It predicts by exact dave, date and months coming events of
1935. based on YOUR Zodiacal sign, lucky and unlucky days, etc. BE
SAFE! Consult it before making business deals, forming partnership*,
morrying. etc.
Send ONLY $1.00 bill for your forecast and LEON
D EVOLE will answer four questions on any subject FREE (money refunded
if not satisfied). Irn-lude exact birt hdate and self-addressed Bl :imped envelope.

DEVOLE,

P. O.

Box

748, Dept. K4, Chicago,

111.

By our new amazing way. Many report the loss of as much
as 5 lbs. in one week, safely without teas, dangerous drugs,
thyroid extracts, strenuous exercises or starvation diet. Be
modern, have a charming and graceful figure. MRS. L. B..Iowa, lost 40 lbs.
MRS. M. H., Wash., 2 boxes, lost 21
lbs.
MRS. C. J., So. Car., lost 15 lbs. feels fine. MRS.
L. B., Maine, writes, lost 15 lbs. in one month, feels fine.
Try our Secret Herbal Formula (Double Acting) S. P.
Anti-Fat tablets designed to reduce excess fat safely and
harmlessly. They are tried, tested and praised everywhere.
Fat is dangerous to heart and other human organs. Guaranteed to reduce if directions are followed. Just send $1.00
for 1 month's supply.
Trial supply 25c.
Try first box at
our risk.
SNYDER TABLET CO., Dept.
Send today.
303-H, 1434 N. Wells St., Chicago, Illinois.

To Be Deaf
NclJoke
—Every deaf person Knows that—

Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
being deaf for twenty-five years, with his Arti-

ficial Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.
'They stopped his head
noises. They are invisibleand comfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for

TRUE STORY. Also
Artificial Ear Drum
THE WAY COMPANY

booklet on Deafness.
755

Hofmann Bide.

Detroit, Michigan

^PROTRUDING?

EARS

V

A

simple modern device sets them in
position immediately. Invisible—comharmless, worn any time by
fortable
children or adults. Endorsed by physicians and users as the best method

—

for correcting this disfigurement.

Send

stamps for free ^booklet and

trial

offer.

AURA LABORATORIES,
1587

New

Broadway,

Dept. 27
York City

ERVOUS2B^
?
Do symptoms of
Constipation, Indigestion, Dizzy
Spells, Sweating and Sleeplessness
keep you irritable, exhausted and gloomy? Are
you Bashful? Despondent? There's Help for You!

What's wrong" with you

Calif.

Medicines, tonics or Drops probably will not relieve
your weak, sick nerves. My wonderful book "Watch
Your Nerves", explains a new method that will help
you recrain lost vitality and healthy nerves. Send 25c
ROBERT HOLMES, 174
for this amazine book.
Fuller Bldg.. Jersey City, N. J.

The albums have been sent
to Hollywood to be signed,
as requested.

to the Puzzle Pictures

_

off the press

Pa.

Answers

RESULTS.

ALL WORK
STRICTLY PERSONAL, INDIVIDUAL and GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY. Obtain his new, juat

SONGS

—Bring
ASAMA GOOD LUCK ELEPHANTS
inches high
of
to

five. 1
3
good luck to your home. Set
Lovely Chinese
each on teak-wood stand. Comes in,
Rich Amber,
Dainty Rose Quartz,
Jade Green.
Choice.
Check
White.
Delicate Ivory
Pure Crystal.
SILK
One yard
stiuare with Chinese designs in harmonious colors.
Makes an ideal gift, table covers, bridge prizes. Comes
Maroon & Tan,
Green & Tan,
Blue & Tan,
in.

problei

to success, if worried and perbusiness, • fam.lv troubles, love, marriage, employment, the future, etc.

M. Wilbert, 704 Rand Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Justine Wilson, 134 Sutherland Rd., Brookline, Mass.

ABT

perplcxitie

THOUSANDS. He

and get

angle

plexed about

Robert E. Shimp, 9 So. Lincoln Ave., Wenonah, N. J.
R. Shitama, 110 8th Ave., S.. Seattle, Wash.
Marion V. Stalter, Sloatsburg, N. Y.
F. Stone, 6058 Plainview Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. Blair Stribling, 916 N. 24th St., Waco,
Tex.
Mary Thayer, 218 Park St., West Roxbury,
Mass.
Phyllis Thomson, 4800 Wilson Ave., N.D.G.,
Montreal, Canada.
M. Valach, Main St., Box 124, Manchaug,
Mass.
M. Vlisse, 211 Lawlor, New Britain, Conn.
Estella Walton, Rifle, Colo.
Harold Waterhouse, Box 120, Savannah, Ga.
Enid Whitman, 1090 Eddy St., San Francisco,

YOUR

tackle

and different
him guide YOU

coP TALKING

PICTURES

y\LT/£J~

paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever

Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to
your lyrics or lyrics to your music, eeoure U. S. copyright, broadcast your
Bonn over the radio. Our (talcs department submits to Mupu- publishers
and Hollywood Picture Studio;.. WRITE TODAY for FREE BOOKLET.
offered.

on Page 6

2.

Jack Oakie
Max Baer

3.

Charles Butterworth

4.

Claude Rains
George Raft

1.

5.
6.

Arline Judge

7.

Henry Armetta

8.

Edmund Lowe

9.

John Boles

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE.
Sierra

604

Meyer Bldg., Western Avenue and

Hollywood,. California

Vista.

HAIR

FA*D^D

Women, girls, men with gray, faded, streaked hair. Shampoo
and color your hair at the same time With new French

"SHAMPO-

KOLOR," takes few minutes, leaves
discovery
hair soft, glossy, natural. Permits permanent wave and curl.
Free Booklet, Monsieur L. P. Valligny. Depl. 20, 254 W. 31 Si., NewVork

Tin
A mj
f
I

m *r\
I

I

DANCING BY MAIL
Beg. Tap: Adv. Tap: Soft Shoe; Waltz
Ballroom Dances 50c
Clog; $1.00 each.
each.

HAL LEROY

List

"S".

KINSELLA ACADEMY,

2532

for

studied here.

Time-Step

May

St..

Send

10c.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

i

)
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Movie Fans Crossword Puzzle
By Charlotte Herbert
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5

NEVER TOOK A

FROM

LESSON

A TEACHER
yet

Bob

the envy

is

of his music-loving
friends
You, too, can learn to play
any instrument this amazingly simple way.
No expensive
teacher.
No tiresome exerpracticing.
You
cises
or
learn at home, in your spare
time. Yet almost before you
know it you are playing real
tunes! Then watch the invitations roll in
see how
popular you become. Yet the
cost is only a few cents a day.

—

New Easy Method
You don't have to be "talented."
You can't be too
young or too

old.

No

teach-

make you nervous.
to
Course is thorough, rapid,
simple as A-B-C. First you
are told what to do
then
a picture shows you how to
do it
then you do it yourself and hear it.
In a short
time you become the envy of
your friends, the life of every
er

—

—

LEARN TO PLAY
BY NOTE
Piano, Violin,
Guitar, Saxophone,
Drum, Ukulele,
Tenor Banjo,
Hawaiian Guitar,
Piano Accordion,

Or Any Other Instrument

party.

DEMONSTRATION LESSON FREE!
for free demonstration lessons, together with big
booklet which gives you details and proof that will
you.
No obligation. Write letter or postcard
194 Brunswick Bldg.,
today.
U. S. School of Music,
New York City, N. Y.

Send

free

astound

1

MercoIhedWax
ACROSS
"The Little Minister"
The pick pocket in
Round"

'Transatlantic

Merry-Go-

Shirley Temple's pal
A sacred word of the

Brahmins

Within
The charming

"One Night Of Love"

star of

Myself
Mrs. Bruce Cabot (initials)
His most famous picture was "Dracula"
in "The Barretts of Wimpole
Street"
One of the nurses in "The White Parade"
Large edible sea tortoises
With Richard Dix in "West of the Pecos"
She appears next in "Devil Dogs of the Air"

A town in Massachusetts
She dances in Rudy Vallee's new picture
Encourages
He will be seen in "Vanessa, Her Love Story"
Usually teamed with Mary Boland
'College

Rhythm"

Regarding

The

A

suffix
latest picture
in
'David

His

is

"The Night

Is

Young"

Agnes

Copperfield"
She gave a remarkable performance in
Prentice"

A
A
A

"Evelyn

ditch
point of compass

female sheep
Before
particle

Electrified

(initials)

famous
working

Now

in

"Go

Into

Round Up"

Your Dance"

39 "The Belle of the Nineties"^
40 With Margaret Sullavan in "The Good Fairy"
42 Irritate or annoy
43 In the cast of "Whom The Gods Destroy"

45

An army

officer

(initials)

(abbr.)

46 Therefore
48 What chorus girls do for a living
50 Over again
51 He played the fiddle while Rome burned
54 Parent
55 An English
Life of

actress

appearing

in

"The

Everyone (abbr.

60 To

whom

Phelactine removes hairy

Private

I

"Bordertown"

62 "The Mighty Barnum"
63 A contraction of "it is"
67 Soon to be seen in "Life Begins at 40" (initials)
70 A sash worn by Japanese women
73 To be indebted to
75 Near
76 Exist
77 The formet husband of Joan Crawford
78 A well known radio comedian

Either

The

little

bad

"Bright Eyes"

girl of

Answer

Perform

A
A
A

very wealthy man in India
wooden pin
tooth or spike
Margaret in "The Little Minister"
He appears with Colbert in her new picture

DOWN
1

2
3
5

With Gloria Swanson

A

in

"Music

large Australian bird
in Shirley Temple's

He's

new

in

the Air"

Morning

The Mexican

girl in

"Hell

in the

IUE10

Heavens"

8 Spoken
point of compass
9
10 Beguile or deceive

Month's Puzzle

caan a hhizih
H0HHHE1I1C3H HUH
heih a aaa a a

|

—

free.

wrinkles
other age-signs.
ply dissolve one ounce Saxolite in half-pint
witch hazel and use daily aa face lotion.

by using Murine daily. It
soothes and refreshes
tired, irritated eyes. De-

pendable

for

40 years.

[a

VRML
Y°

hhhg3
a
mmm
hobs
agamo hheios
(Dooraraa

,

raasign

A

Negative
12 She was the star of "Jealousy"
15 She was born in Montreal (initials)
1 1

17 Bill Powell's wife in

20

A

22

The

"The Thin Man"

separate article
largest continent of the world

24 Abraham's

home

land

(initials)

I

I
I

MY EYES
ARE KEPT

a n
HHHH [QfflH araQQ H
a a sHHHaraa n a
maaas]

picture

6 Belonging to you
7

chub

to Last

growths
—takes themLeaves
out— easily, quickly
the skin hair
gently.
r—
Powdered Saxolite
Reduces
and
SimI

Ginger Rogers was recently married
is

Mercolized Wax daily, as directed. Invisible
aged skin are freed and all
defects such as blackheads, tan, freckles and
large pores disappear. Skin is then beautifully clear, velvety and so soft
face looks
years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. At all leading druggists.
particles of

and

Don Juan"

61 Her latest

Keeps $kin Young
Absorb blemishes and discolorations using

—

(initials)

44 The author of "Silas Marner"

57 One who sells
58 Indefinite article

"Hollywood Mystery"

press agent in

A mode of transportation
A recently deceased director
The Orient
A writing implement

31 One of the broadcasting networks
32 Remain
33 Comparable to
37 The singer who made "The Last

38

The amusing maid

Joe Penner's lady love in

25
27
28
29
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REVIEWS

Tt=p-rB^
THE

marvels

technicians of
pictures have performed are appreciated by us, perhaps, more than by
most people, because we understand them.
We, too, have made things appear to be
other than what they were for the camera,
and we have seen the film thus manufactured entertain packed theatres. When the
raging torrent carries away the bridge, or
when the ocean liner staggers in the raging
storm, we are appreciative from more or
But the time
less of an expert standpoint.
has come when we wish for less cleverness
refer to the custom
in picture making.
of dubbing in singing voices when the
beautiful leading lady happens to be unable to deliver the operatic goods.
that

the

TIPS ON
PICTURES

A shot from
"Reckless,"

the

new picture with
Jean Harlow and
William Powell.

We

BAND PLAYS

ON,

THE— Good

Comedy.

A

football coach takes an interest in four wayward
youngsters, later turning them into crack college
football players. (Stu Erwin, Leo Carrillo, Betty
Furness, Robert Young.)

BIOGRAPHY OF A BACHELOR GIRL
As

the artist induced to invent a spicy
the consumption of tabloid readers,
Harding is once more her gay, delightful self.

Splendid.
love-life

Ann

for

(Bob Montgomery, Ed. Everett Horton.)

BORDERTOWN —

Elissa

We

like

Elissa

Landi

Landi

and we do not

In
doubt that she sings very sweetly.
order to express more fully the character
of the opera singer in "Enter Madame,"
the sound crew supplied a voice and Elissa
made the pictures to fit. The result was
that the character became phoney and lost
We like the
our sympathy completely.
stars and we would like to hear their voices.
Let the sound crew build up their volume
and timber and aid these singing stars as
much as they can, but please let us hear
the voices of our favorites as they are being

photographed. The business of the clever
boys with the amplifying tubes is to give
us the illusion of truth, not to rob us of
the appearance and sound of reality.
Virginia Bruce, in "The Mighty Barnum," was put in the position of looking
incapable and her natural acting ability,
which had been winning us, was marred
Suppose
by the confounded sound men.

she couldn't sing as good as Jenny Lind
to have sung.
We are sure
that, if left alone, she would have sung
well enough to have won those of us who
were already completely beguiled.
ask an end to the degrading business
of having a great star work her jaw in
pitiful and often grotesque grimaces while
a singer, with all the vocal tricks of the
seasoned operatic performer, does her stuff.
Usually the singer sings much too loudly
and the "blast" sound has no charm in it

was supposed

We

anyhow.

Highly Dramatic. There's
plenty of red-meat in this vital, down-to-earth
story of the young Mexican upstart who, after
studying law, tries to hit the high spots socially.
(Paul Muni, Bette Davis, Eugene Pallette.)

ENCHANTED APRIL—

Fair. Whimsy is the
key-note of this frothy comedy concerning four
women who rent a romantic castle in Italy, the
serenity of which is destroyed by the unexpected
(Ann Harding, Frank
visits of their men-folks.
Morgan, Reginald Owen.)

EVERGREEN — Fine. A
in

GILDED LILY, THE— Fine
Claudette Colbert

THE EDITOR

is

"tops"

in

Entertainment.
one of those spark-

ling comedies on the type of "It Happned One
Night." Fred MacMurray is 'her side-kick in this
you'll like him lots.
.
opus .

RED HOT TIRES— Fair. A

melodrama

of de-

cidedly dated type, with a murder, a jail-break, an
automobile race, etc., etc., to keep the pace steadily
exciting.
Mary Astor, Lyle Talbot, Gavin. Gordon.)

—

RUNAWAY

A

BRIDE Fine.
romantic comproduced in England, with some exquisite
Swiss scenery to command your interest, as weil
as splendid performances by the two leads
Anna
Neagle & Fernand Graavey.
edy,

—

SECRET BRIDE— Entertaining.

A

story of

high places, with Arthur Byron
Governor accused of bribery, Barbara

political intrigue in

cast as the

Stanwyck playing

Ham

his daughter, and
her secret husband.

SILVER STREAK,

Warren Wil-

THE— Good.

The new

streamline railroad train carries the weight of this
exceptionally fast-moving, and continuously ex-,
citing melodrama featuring Sally Blane, Irving
Pichel, Hardie Albright.

SWEEPSTAKE ANNIE—

Good. One of those
little tales that you needn't hesitate to
bring the children to. In cast Marion Nixon, Tom
Brown, Wera Engels, Lucien Littlefield.

wholesome

.

HELLDORADO — Fine.

Caught in a clouda group of interesting characters are marooned in a ghost-town which provides a dramatic
(Dick Arlen, Madge Evans,
setting for them all.
Ralph Bellamy, Stepin Fetchit.)
burst,

THE— Fine.

LITTLE MINISTER,
sters will

M.

remember

The

old-

whimsical Scotch story

this

and now, with Katharine Hep-

by J.
burn and John Beal cast in the leading roles, the
youngsters will have a chance to see what they've
been raving about.
Barrie,

LIVES OF A BENGAL LANCER— Splendid.
Don't miss this extraordinarily fascinating tale of
an English regiment stationed at a remote outpost
Characters are played by Gary Cooper,
in India.
Franchot Tone, Sir Guy Standing, etc.

LOTTERY LOVER — Fair.

This comedy serves

as the initial screen debut for the much discussed
Peggy Fears. The setting is Paris at a time when
the American Navy is doing its flag-waving in that

town.

(Lew Ayres, Pat

NIGHT
etta.

IS

Even

if

Paterson.)

YOUNG, THE— Pleasing
the story

is

Oper-

not particularly novel,

charming and so are Evelyn Laye
& Ramon Novarro. The comedy is in charge of
Charles Butterworth & Una Merkel.

the music

Let the dubs cease their dubbing and
go back to their "sound effects." No star
needs to be afraid. Let the character sing,
for it is the emotional quality that counts,
not just the noise.

sparkling musical

England, with Jessie Matthews, the feminine counterpart of Fred Astaire, dancing and
singing her way right into your affections.

made

HOURS—

ONLY

EIGHT
Fine.
In spite of
the fact that a hospital is the setting, this is a
highly engrossing and entertaining film. The patients, as well as the nurses & doctors, have their
moment. (Virginia Bruce, Chester Morris.)

is

NOTORIOUS GENTLEMAN —

Fine. An exceptionally well planned murder-mystery, with
such players as Charles Bickforrl, Helen Vinson,
Onslow Stevens, Sidney Blackmer in the principal
roles.

THUNDER

IN

THE EAST— Excellent.

A

compelling and romantic drama, concerning an
English and a Japanese naval officer, which will
stir your profound interest as well as your emotions. (Merle Oberon, John Loder, Charles Boyer.
.

UNFINISHED SYMPHONY— Charming.

In

romantic version of the composer Franz
Schubert's life, we discover why he never finished
that marvellous symphony of his.
Helen Chandler & Merta Eggerth share feminine honors, and
Hans Jaray plays Schubert.
this

_

WANDERING

JEW,

THE—Unusual.

An

im-

if somewhat ponderous study of the mysJew who was doomed, because of some offence during the life of Christ, to wander down

pressive,
tical

thru the ages to work out his penance.
Veidt in the title role.

Conrad

WHITE COCKATOO, THE— Fair.— A

genu-

old-fashioned mystery melodrama, with all
the trimmings. The sort of film-fare we all dote on
at times.
In fine cast, Jean Muir and Ricardo
Cortez.
ine,

WINNING TICKET— Fair.

This, relies

upon

an Irish Sweepstakes' ticket for motivation, and
contains all the "human interest" ingredients. In
cast, Leo Carrillo, Louise Fazenda, Ted Healy.

WOMAN

DARK—

Good. A society
IN THE
melodrama, with Fay Wray the exquisite young
lady in distress, Ralph Bellamy the cynical gentleman who has learned how to "take it" and Melvyn
Douglas the smooth-tongued villain.
_

THE CUNEO PRESS,

INC.,

CHICAGO

Among
distinguished

the many
women who prefer

Camel's costlier tohaccos
Mrs. Nicholas Biddle, Philadelphia

New

Mrs. Allston Boyer,

York

Miss Mary Byrd, Richmond
Mrs. Powell Cabot, Boston
Mrs. Thomas

M. Carnegie, Jr.
New York

Mrs.

J.

Gardner Coolidge,

II,

Boston

Mrs. Byrd Warwick Davenport
New York
Mrs. Henry

Field, Chicago

Mrs. James Russell Lowell,

New

York

Mrs. Potter d'Orsay Palmer, Chicago
Mrs. Langdon Post,

New York

Mrs. William T. Wetmote,

New

York

l

TURKISH & DOMESTIC
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CIGARETTES
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Copyright, 1935

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

Alass Paine

s

Hattie Carnegie

gown

is

typical of tne

"They're

trie

most popular

— every one

now," continued

member
circle.

of

is

this alert

New

make

ciga-

smoking them

York's

I'm

young

a nice gentle

my

flavor.

because they have more expensive
tobaccos in them.

And

and

Camel

'lift'

gives

me

that restores

releases

a

Camel

DOROTHY PAINE

overcomes

fatigue. \vHiether

is

because

it

your latent energy which
,

it's

social activities, concentration, or

exacting

work

feel tired,

that

makes you

you can

get a pleas-

ant, liatura 1 "lift"

reason you feel better after

smoking

they never

When
my nerves feel

enthusiasm.

The

I suppose that's

MISS

nerves jumpy.

frazzled, then a

inner

"Camels have such a grand

smooth

my

tired out

"peasant" evening dresses

7?

of course I smoke Cameh
rettes

new

Camel.
often as

And you

w enjoying

a

can smoke as

you wish,

for

Camels

never upset the nerves.

are Milder
iviilder ! made from finer, more expensive tobaccos
TURKISH AND DOMESTIC ... THAN ANY OTHER POPULAR BRAND

Camels

!

lie

Ten Best Stars For

A

Desert Island

/

9

Advertising Manager,
Lambert Pharmacal Co.,
St. Louis,

Dear

J.all

,

77>

.

Mo.

Sir;

You'd think from reading your
ads that nobody but women had
halitosis, and that men
went around smelling as
sweet as May blossoms,
i

If you

knew what you were talking about
you d

'know that most
,

of the time.

stupid,

and

men have

got halitosis about half

But

they're too self-satisfied, vain,
conceited to do anything about
it.

They think that just because
they're men they can
get away with anything
and we women have to
stand around and pretend we like
it.

I don't know what value
you place on your
women customers but you 're going
to lose

a

them

if you don't give the

in one

ad at

men

lot of

their just deserts

least.

Mrs.

M.

Tuckaboc,

Men

MEN

F. S.

N.

Y.

are the worst
ARE INDEED the

^worst offenders in spite of
the fact that we have directed at
least 2 million dollars worth of
advertising to them on the subject
of halitosis. It is true, however,
that most of our advertisements

We

are directed to women.
feel
that women are the biggest factors in influencing men.

We are
letters.

glad to print the above
Perhaps men will read

them and resolve to
fastidiously speaking,

go forth,
and sin no

more!
Halitosis (bad breath) is unforgivable in either social or business
life
unforgivable because inexcusable. It can be so quickly and
pleasantly corrected by the use of
Listerine, the safe antiseptic and
quick deodorant. Listerine halts
fermentation, a major cause of
mouth odors; then gets rid of the
odors themselves. Use it morning
and night and between times before social and business engagements. Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Missouri.

—

—

ORCHIDS TO SALIY («Nm she sMitEs)

EVERY woman knows what wonders
a smile can

ing

little

work

.

.

.

what a

banner of loveliness

it

flaunt-

can be.

But do you realize what a shock of
disappointment follows a smile that
gives a glimpse of dingy teeth and tender

gums

— of the damage

that neglect of

"pink tooth brush" can lead to?

Tooth Paste today and follow

"pink tooth brush." Foods that rob our

this

gums of

exercise

— soft

can't afford to take chances

— to

and creamy

dishes that tempt our palates but lull

our gums to sleep
for the

— those are the reasons

modern plague of

tender,

ail-

ing gums.
If your tooth brush

DON'T IGNORE "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

You

explained and stressed that warning

even occasionally

—

shows "pink" do the sensible thing.
Don't let yourself in for serious gum

— for

ignore a warning that threatens your smile

troubles

and your dental health. Dental science has

disease or pyorrhea.

gingivitis, Vincent's

Get

a tube of Ipana

Brush your teeth regularly.

gums with

for your

time, massage a

PAN A

TOOTH PASTE
May 1935

little

Each

extra Ipana into

back necessary firmness.

Your teeth will be whiter — your gums
— and your smile will be

healthier

lovelier with Ipana

73

West

Street,

Kindly send

and massage.

CO., Dept. N-55
York, N. Y.

New

me

PASTE. Enclosed

TOOTH

a trial tube of IPANA
is a 5t stamp to cover partly the

cost of packing and mailing.

Name_
Street-

City—

Silver Screen for

But— care

Ipana, too.

your lazy, tender gums. Ipana with
massage helps speed circulation, aids in
toning the gum tissue and in bringing

BRISTOL-MYERS

I

regularly

healthful routine. Start today!

.State-

3

APR -11935.
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Jean Parker

—

Billy's lost love.

{Between Excitements)

now

the Santa Anita
meeting, as we horsey people say,
(quick now give me a senis over
tence using "Azucar!" Ah, I got you that
time
"Stay as sweet Azucar.") and Bing
Crosby with oats in his hair has returned to
the wife and kiddies, and the Messieurs
Montgomery, Morris, and Powell have put
away their derbies for the next meet, oh,
those smart people, and Connie Bennett has
about decided to change the name of her
nag, Rattlebrains, because the cracks were
getting too personal— which reminds me of
my favorite cartoon in the New Yorker, remember, the one where two horses were gossiping in their stalls about another. "Look
at Ella," says one. "Ever since they told her
she looked like Katharine Hepburn she's
been too stuck up to speak to us."
Well now, as I said up there in the first
sentence, Hollywood is in that unhappy
state of being "between plays." We are all
ready for the next excitement but we don't
know what it will be. In fact we're having
a lull, and in the midst of a lull I always go
quaint. And here I go: When little Freddie
.

.

that

his personal

to

appearance in

22
23

24
26
27
28

30
31

32

//

.

Bartholomew returned

20

Dedicated To The Art Of Acting

Is

AN EXOTIC
Helen Harrison
Merle Oberon Is A New Beauty For Hollywood To Admire
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Edmund Douglas
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"Liza"
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Maude Cheatham
JACK OAKIE GOES BACK TO NATURE
In The Rough
TEST FOR LOVERS, HOLLYWOOD STYLE
David Staunton
Ruby Keeler And Al Jolfon Are Co-starred And Happy
"I SEE THEM ON BROADWAY"
Ed Sullivan
Anecdotes Of Picture Stars At Play
Whitney Williams
INTRODUCING PINKY TOMLIN
He Composed A Song Hit And Now He's In The Movies
STUDIO NEWS
S. R. Mook
Intimate News And Gossip From The Studios
THE TROUPERS
Jeanne de Koltv
Takes Many Stars To Make A Picture
Lenore Samuels
CLIVE BROOK RETURNS
Hollywood Welcomes An Old Favorite
THEIR BIG MOMENTS
Julie Lang Hunt
Scenes That Never Will Be Forgotten
Henry Cory Baxter
A VOICE, A PHONOGRAPH AND BRAINS

A LETTER FROM LIZA

WELL
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18

To Be Marooned With?

AN OPTIMISTIC TOWN

Nelson Eddy

Is

The

New

51
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Puff for Powder

A Girl Is
Good Cooking

Just
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Subtle

Mary Lee

8

Ruth Corbin

10
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Charlotte Herbert
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ART SECTION

Hollywood after
New York with

Marlene Dietrich, the Trilby of Hollywood

"David Copperfield" those nosey reporters
asked the little fellow what his biggest thrill
in New York was, and Freddie gallantly informed them that it was when he met
President Roosevelt's mother and she patted
him on the cheek and said, "Sometime you
must meet my little boy. He's fifty-three

The Great Costume Cycle Reaches Its Peak
Historical Themes Come to the Screen

years old."

Brilliant Performers Who Are Making Movie History
Some Outstanding Players Of The Month

Famous

Fiction Lives Again

And Now Everybody

Is

Dressing

Up

Making Movies
A Business That Is An Art
No Picture Is Complete Without a Chorus
Bring

And when Jean Parker, doing a personal
with "Sequoia," stepped off the train in Salt

On The

City, where she had lived when she
a tiny tot, the inquiring reporters asked

36-37
38-39
40-41
42-43

44 -45

Girls

Frills

Lake

35

46-47

48
There

Is

Feminine Appeal About

A

Frilly

Summery Dress

COVER PORTRAIT OF RUBY KEELER

was
her what she remembered about the city.
"All I remember," said Jean, "is a little boy
named Billy whom I fell in love with at
kindergarten. He was my first love."
That night at the theatre there were fifty
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SILVER SCREEN.
V G Heimbucher,

"Billies" waiting at the stage door.
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MEMBER AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS

VICTOR HERBERT'S GREATEST- ,

BIG MUSICAL OF ALL TIME
.M.etro-Gold\vyn~jMayer rings up tke curtain on
f

..a glamorous pageant of drama, mirtk and keauty

musical yet seen on tke screen!

gance

new

.

.

.

you

11

laugli at its

a

W.

You

bright

moon

S.

%

PRODUCTION

JBcok and Lyrics hy
Ricla

Johnson Young

A/£

for

May

1935

11

^OL,V£HER

MIGHTS

to

tlirill

comedy

sweetkearts, Jeanette jM.acDonald and

their love under tke Creole

VANDYKE

its

.

.

.

/

greatest acliievement
. . .

its

migktier tlian any

glittering

extrava-

and you'll ckeer tkose

Nelson Eddy, wko found

It's tk e screen s

musical masterpiece

REVIEWS

Irene Hervey does
not rely implicitly
upon Mrs. Rabbit
for her supply of
Easter eggs.

TIPS ON
PICTURES
AFTER OFFICE HOURS — Fine. And now

may we present the sophisticated Connie Bennett
Southampton — teamed up with Mr. Clark
—
Gable, a rough diamond
the newspaper proof

of

fession
Billie

With such playmates as Stu Erwin,
Burke & Henry Armetta thrown in for
!

good measure.

HORSES—

ALL THE

A

Fine.
king
KING'S
movie star exchange identities in this
lavish operetta, so gayly conceived that the plot
Carl Brisson
seems as fresh as the morning.
in the dual role and Mary Ellis
is fascinating
makes a charming queen, with a glorious voice.

and a

CARNIVAL— Good.
drama

A

group

travelling

of

provide the sentiment and

carnival players

the

and even though the plot
about it, you'll fall for it
(Sally Eilers, Lee Tracy, Jimmie

film,
familiar air

of

has

this

a
nevertheless.

Durante.)

CAPTAIN HURRICANE— Fair. The New
England sea coast is the setting for this bit of
whimsey concerning three retired sea captains
James Barton, Gene Lockhart & Henry Travers.
Feminine allure is provided by Helen Mack &
Helen Westley.

LIFE BEGINS AT 40— Fine.
at his very best as a small
editor, a role which gives him
to air his delightful philosophy.
son, Dick Cromwell.)

—

CAR

99

— Good.

This

provides

"look-see"

a

manner in which the radio police wage
war against desperate gangsters. It is exciting
(Sir
well-acted.
Guy Standing, Fred
and
MacMurray.)

LITTLE

COLONEL,

Will

Rogers

town newspaper
plenty of scope
(Rochelle Hud-

THE— Fine.

This

charming story of the old South (well remembered from our childhood) has been turned into
an exceptionally entertaining film, with Shirley
Temple in the title role, and Lionel Barrymore
playing her crusty old granddaddy.

into the

CLIVE OF INDIA— Excellent.
man

as the

cast

Ronald Col-

diplomat

brilliant

who

helped

England carve out India's destiny back in the
Loretta Young
Seventeen Hundreds.

romantic

lovely as his wife.

is

DAVID COPPER FIELD — Excellent. What
we

perfect screen adaptation

a

call

famous novel.

If

of

Dickens'

you deny your(Freddie Bartholomew,
Evans, Frank Lawton,

you miss

a marvellous treat.
W. C. Fields, Madge
Maureen O'Sullivan, etc.,

self

this,

etc.)

LOVE

BLOOM— Fair.

IN

Although the plot

out-moded, still it offers Dixie
Lee (Mrs. Bing Crosby) and Joe Morrison.
Also, those goofy laugh-provokers, Burns and
There are some
Allen, can be found here.
catchy songs, too.
of

this

is

a

bit

MAYBE

LOVE— Fair.

This
was
adapted from the play "Saturday's Children"
(who have to work for a living) but something

IT'S

of the sparkle and zest of the original was lost
Gloria
transition.
(Ross Alexander,
in
the
Stuart, Phillip Reed.)

MY

HEART IS CALLING— Entertaining.
with the
Another musical from England
charming tenor, Jan Kiepura, warbling divinely.
.

DEVIL DOGS OF THE AIR— Fine.

Air-

and even those who did not
think they were before, will go for this in a
big way.
It boasts some thrilling stunt flying,
performances by Pat
as well as some neat
O'Brien, Jimmy Cagney & Margaret Lindsay.

minded people,

DOG OF FLANDERS— Good.

This familiar
our childhood days comes to pictorial
life with Frankie Thomas (of Broadway) as the
boy with such a deep love for his dog, Lightning.
(O. P. Heggie.)
story

of

GREAT GOD GOLD —

The film has exciting action, comedy supplied
by Sonnie Hale, and feminine allure by Marta
Eggerth.

A

GREAT HOTEL MURDER, THE— Good.

exciting mystery melodrama provides a new
type of vehicle for the combined rugged individual-

"Another newspaperman rounding up a dangerYes. But this one is fast-moving,
and romantic. So, why kick? (Robert
Armstrong-Maxine Doyle.)

ous killer?"

of

Edmund Lowe &

Victor McLaglen.

(Mary

Carlisle-William Janney.)

HOME ON THE RANGE— So-so.

The type

western familiarly known as a "hoss opera,"
with little to boost it above average unles you
reckon with such names as Evelyn Brent, Randolph Scott & Jackie Coogan.
of

HONG KONG NIGHTS— Just

fair.

One

of

those heavily melodramatic affairs, with Chinese
being pursued by noble American
D'you get it?
secret service men, etc., etc.

gun-runners

(Wera Engels-Tom Keene.)

—

JACK AHOY Amusing. This musical farce
relies upon the Royal British Navy for a background and has England's foremost comedian,
It has its
Jack Hulbert, in the leading role.
moments

joyous

!

LADDIE— Fine.
Gene

some

MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD— Interest-

comes

to

love.

makes

sister,"

own

John Beal plays

this whole-

Porter hero, and Gloria
the
aristocrat
whom he
And Virginia Weidler, as "little
a distinct personal hit on her

account.

LAWLESS FRONTIER— Good. A
action

that all children will adore.
Sheila Terry, Yakima Canutt.)

film

Wayne,
6

This film was adapted from Charles Dickens'

unfinished novel and, like most of his tales,
goes in heavily for characterization. In this inand well
stance the principle roles are played

—

Douglass
Claude Rains

Montgomery,
David
Heather Angel.

by

A

Manners,

&

MURDER ON

A

HONEYMOON— Good.

murder-mystery that is played up for comedy,
with such amusing sleuths as Edna May Oliver
and James Gleason arriving at amazing solutions.

NUT FARM, THE— Good.
setting

couple
instead,

for

brittle

this

who come west
get

inveigled

yarn

Hollywood
about

is

the

an eastern

to buy a nut farm and,
into the movie racket.

(Oscar Apfel, Wallace Ford, Betty Alden.)

ONE MORE SPRING— Charming.

Although

some

of the spirit of Robert Nathan's novel of
the depression was lost in the transition, the
characters, the settings and the plot remain as
intact, no doubt, as the censors would permit.
(Janet Gaynor, Warner Baxter, Walter King.)

RENDEZVOUS AT MIDNIGHT—Just

fair.

A murder melodrama that won't raise you off
your seats but which may satisfy on a doubleheader program. In cast Ralph Bellamy, Valerie
Hobson, Catharine Doucet.)

Stratton

impersonates

Stuart

RIGHT TO LIVE, THE— Good. Somerset
Maugham's tragedy of mother love and murder
narrowed down to a point where it becomes
_

thrilling

(John

is

won

RUMBA—

Fair. Carole Lombard as the snooty
society gal who gets mixed up with George
Raft, a night club dancer, and eventually dances
the rumba with him when Margo, his partner,
gets conveniently ill.

A

SCARLET PIMPERNEL, THE— Excellent.
swashbuckling story of the French Revolution,

Howard cast
man masquerading under
with Leslie

as the gallant Englishthis

pseudonym while

he wages a battle against the guillotine.

Oberon plays

SHADOW OF DOUBT— Good.
Ricardo

murder

Cortez

Merle

wife.

his

tumbles

headlong

which

In

into

a

swell

when

his eccentric aunt (Constance
Collier) threatens to cut him off if he remains
friendly with Virginia Bruce, a movie star.
Miss
Collier will amaze you with her brilliant per-

plot

formance.

STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART— Fair.
This film has a political background, with Roger
Pryor and Mary Astor in the top spots. Also
in the cast are Henry Armetta, Andy Devine

&

Robert McWade.

ling

musical,

with

Rudy

bright and sparkof radio fame,

Vallee,

dominating the colorful scenes. The grand cast
includes Ann Dvorak, Ned Sparks, Allen Jenkins,
Alice White & Bob Armstrong.

thrilling

An

ism

Laughton

servant

SWEET MUSIC— Fine. A

MYSTERY MAN— Good. "What!"—you say—

ing.

Good.
story involving the stock market crash and its attendant
Sidney Blackmer in the
big business smashes.
lead, with Martha Sleeper cast for romance.

.

.

if you pass this farce up.
Chas.
superb as the correct English manin a poker game by that breezy
western couple, Mary Boland & Charlie Ruggles.

You'll be sorry

simply a love triangle, with Colin Clive, George
Brent & Josephine Hutchinson the three involved.

RUGGLES

OF

RED

GAP— Grand

Fun.

THUNDER

IN

THE EAST— Excellent. A

compelling and romantic drama, concerning an
English and a Japanese naval officer, which will
stir your profound interest as well as your emotions.
(Merle Oberon, John Loder, Charles
Boyer.)

WHILE

THE PATIENT SLEPT— Good. A
mystery story that successfully mixes thrills with
the well-known jitters, and with the reliable team
of Guy Kibbee and Aline MacMahon in the leading roles.
(Allen Jenkins, Patricia Ellis, Lyle
Talbot.)

WHOLE TOWN'S
cellent.

but

it's

THE—

TALKING,
ExThis may be a gangster film again
got what it
takes
that is,
swell

—

story, fine direction,
superb acting.
And it's
different too! (Ed. G. Robinson, Jean Arthur.)

WHEN

MAN—

A MAN'S A
Good. A westthat has ingenuity and a certain definite
charm.
Even grown-ups may like this a lot.
George O'Brien gives his usual stalwart performance aided and abetted by a fine cast, including Dorothy Wilson.
ern

_

WINGS IN THE DARK— Fine. A
story

of

two aviators

— with
Myrna on
Loy

of a

— Cary

dramatic
Grant and Myrna

Cary, after he is blinded, guiding
her long non-stop flight by means

cunning radio device.

WOMAN

IN

RED,

THE— Entertaining.

Barbara Stanwyck plays a professional fancy
horseback rider who marries Gene Raymond, a
society man whose family frowns on the match.
There are many dramatic interludes before the
final
happy ending.
(Genevieve Tobin-John
Eldridge.)

Silver Screen

The New Streamlined

MAE WEST

by SUSAN

HARTWELL

Mae West

Just a brief two years ago

changed the feminine contours of
the world

when she swept

across

"She

the cinematic heavens in

Done Him Wrong."

Now
to

Mae

is

about

do the same thing again,

to the

the versatile

and

delight of the fashion designers

her legions of feminine
line fans.

But

and mascu-

this time she's offer-

ing a stream-lined silhouette instead
full -rounded

of the

curves of two

seasons ago.
part of the radical change

It's all

in the character

Paramount

in her newest

Picture,

TO TOWN." No

"GOIN'
is

Miss West portrays

longer

she a swaggering gal of the

Nineties; this time she

is

Gay

the per-

sonification of the spirit of 1935.

The Westian

curves are

still

there,

of course, but they are streamlined
in the

And

modern manner.

the story and background of

TO TOWN"

"GOIN'
as

much

offers just

contrast to her previous

Mae West of
Mae West of

vehicles as the

does to the

The

fashionable

present-day society

1935
1933.

of smart,

spots

— Long

Island,

N.Y. and Buenos Aires, Argentina,
for instance

—

replace the

Bowery of

the Nineties and gay spots of

New

Orleans a generation ago as the
ting for the action of her

set-

new picture.

by Paul Cavanaugh,
suavest of suave
actors

Anglo-American

and Ivan Lebedeff, ace of
in entertainment, in wise-cracks, in

the heel- clicking, hand- kissing,
fashions and in the feminine form

Even her leading men have underheart -smashers.

gone a

radical change.

Gone

are

divine

when Paramount's "GOIN'

the prize-fighters and gamblers of an

So watch out for the New Mae West.

TO TOWN"

older era; instead honors are shared

She

of the world.

is

going to

set a

new standard

reaches the screens
Advertisement

for

May 1935
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Pattern Offer Of A

Madge

Evans'

SPORT
DRESS

By

Girl Is Just

As

As

Suhtlc

The

On

Mary

Powder
Her

Lee

~Npse.

Alice

Faye

is

a

true theatretrained

profes-

sional.

FOR

Powder
Alice Faye's face!" my com"Did
panion whispered to me.
you ever see such a complexion?"
I looked as requested and saw the loveliest face, so well-groomed and charming
Vet I do not beit caught everyone's eye.
lieve you could have detected powder on
that skin with a microscope.
The best powder is the powder you cannot see on the skin, that which blends in
with the natural tones and becomes liter-

OTICE

This frock. Pattern
SS127, may be ordered in sizes 14 to
20 and 32 to 42.
Size 16 requires
3% yards 39 inch

how

fabric.

Price

of

Dress

Pattern,

15tf.

of

Glove

Pattern,

IOC

Price

invisible.
to select

it

guide you.
is

to-

gether, 254.

is

difficult to discuss in

to match your skin as closely
possible in the tone of your powder.
Most skins have either a rosy or a beige
of them are pure white.
cast, very few
Powders with a pink cast are called "natBlush, Flesh, Peach, Roseglow, are
ural."
some of the specific names for these "natural" tones.
Powders with a beige cast are called "rachel." They vary from a pale tone to deep
If your skin is creamy
or very
yellow.
light, these will be most likely to look well.
The "naturals" and "rachels" are the
two big color groups in the middle of the
powder scale. Above the rachels are the
Deeper than the naturals
whites, ivorys.
are so-called summer powders and the sunBeware of powders with too deep
tans.
vcllow tones. They make the average skin

you want
as

WITH

sporty

this
little

is
very
dress it
chic to wear crocheted gloves, as

Madge Evans

is

Crocheted

gloves.
Pattern
5300.

doing. Be sure to specify

which patterns you

desire.

Silver Screen Pattern Dept.,
45 West 45th St., New York, N. Y.

send to

For the enclosed

(Name)
(Address)
(City and State)

Pattern of

Madge Evans' Dress (No. SS127)

Size

Pattern of crocheted gloves (No. 5300)
Fashion Book? Yes or No
(Residents of New York City must en1('' additional on
each order in payof City Sales Tax for Unemploy-

close

ment

ment
3

Relief.)

A

not nea-rly as complicated as it sounds,
the use of two shades of it on your face.
The one, a lighter powder should be put
on the features you wish to emphasize; the
other, a blending but darker shade, should
be put on the features you wish to tone
down, the too generous nose for instance
or prominent cheekbones.
Be sure to select for this purpose a powder which is
soft, and powder shades which blend beautifully, so that you cannot see where the
one begins and the other ends.
is
is

the choice of shade. Color
black type on white
paper, but the first thing to know is that
First there

Pattern

Dress

and Catalog

And

all in knowing
it
is
and put it on.
All of us wield the magic of the powder
Some of r.s for better, some of us
puff.
So that you may improve your
for worse.
own personal and private powder technique, here are some powder facts to

ally

score a big success.
She will tone down a
pink, flushed skin by the use of a cool,
rachel powder instead of using the logical
"natural." Or, if her skin is too palid, she
will blend a warm "natural" powder into
it over her rouge and give her face more
life.
But these are the exceptions.
Choose a powder whose texture is
adapted to your own skin. As a general
thing, light, fluffy powders are best for oily
skins, those which are a little heavier in
weight (many of them actually contain
cream) are for the dry skin.
If powder
seems to clog the pores or to flake off the
skin, it is more than likely that you are
not using the right one.
special trick with powder, a trick which

iook jaundiced.
Rules are rules and they are all helpful,
but with powder shades you must experiment with the actual powder on your skin
in order to judge its effect.
Occasionally
a clever girl will break all the rules and

What

this two powder technique will do
illustrated amusingly the other day in
the case of a young extra
we shall
call Sally.
Sally has a large nose and she
self-conscious about it although it is
is
really a very nice nose.
She thinks it
spoils her face.
So she powders it conlight
tinually.
She uses a very
powder be-

was

whom

cause she thinks darker powders unbecoming to her. Of course the result has been
that this light powder really makes her
nose more noticeable, larger in appearance
than is necessary. I explained to her that
a darker powder on her nose, a lighter one
on the rest of her face would correct her
She took the tip. Now everydifficulty.
body is saving what a pretty girl Sally
has become.

Silver Screen

Clap Hand* for Another Honey

from Warner

-a Lyrical
Away with

Bros.

Miracle that Runs
April's
Its

Ribbon! Even

Blue

if

Drama and Music Weren't

Blended So Magically
Is

Enchantment, You'd

Still

on Seeing

It

for the First

Because

into

Sheer

Entertainment That

Insist

Teams

It

Time on the Screen

JOLSON
and

KEELER

GO INTO

DANCE
Famous "42nd

Street's" author,

Bradford Ropes, wrote
story of a girl
,\\,

who

death for her man's
staged against

backdrop of

the

New

this

played with
life

—

thrilling

York's

hot

And you'll like Archie
Mayo's smart direction

spots.
L.

for

for

May

19

3 5

First

National

Pictures.

9

V

Good Cooking

G N

Y
PARIS
HELRE INTIME
I

HAS DONE

A perfume

that

you

Ken
en

and those in your

PART

IN

M
iviaynara

[Intimate Hour)

will enthrall

ITS

d' s

Happy Marriage

presence
$3.75
to $22.50

By Ruth Corbin

8/ the creators of

GOLLIWOGG

the perfume of

Romance

Both odeurs available in face powder, dusting powder and talc. At the better stores.

VIGNY

— NEW

YORK— 724

FASCINATING
GLINTS

FIFTH

AVENUE

""""IP

|

I

HAVE
who
way

just found a wife in Hollywood,
believes in that old adage, "The
to a man's heart is through his

stomach." Mr. and Mrs. Ken Maynard have
been married nearly ten years now and
they have managed to live a serene and

normal

life

stresses

the

together, and Mary Maynard
point that her cooking has

helped to keep Ken happy.
In the first place, Ken fully appreciates
a happy, home life, since he was deprived
of a home until he married. As a Ringling

vegetable or meat only for his dinner. He
is
unusually fond of potatoes and when
they are served, he will make almost his
entire meal of them
with hot biscuits.
His fondness for hot biscuits and corn
bread amounts almost to a passion.
Mary says that Ken has explained why
he likes one food served. During his long
.

.

.

career, which began when he was
years old and continued until he
was 21, he had to eat at a long table at
which a hundred or more people were
circus

twelve

FOR DULL DRAB HAIR
in

one shampoo

YOUR hair dull, drab, uninteresting? Learn
ISfrom
millions of blondes the secret of their
Try their shampoo
For thousands with dark and
medium hair have found it works magic. Not a
dye or bleach, Blondex is a unique shampoorinse that removes hair dirt, clears away all
darkening, sticky film. You will be amazed at
the new sheen, the new enchanting softness!
One shampoo shows results. Learn now the full
glory of lyour hair. Get Blondex today at any
good drug or department store.
lustrous, gold touched hair!
.

.

.

Blondex!

MAKES
IRONING
EASY FREE

The

TRY

real

home atmosphere begins in
Ken Maynard's home.

the kitchen at

THIS

This modern way to hot starch
ends mixing, boiling and bother
as with lump starch. Makes
starching easy. Makes ironing
easy. It restores elasticity and
that soft charm of newness. No
sticking. No scorching. Your iron
fairly glides. Send for sample.

m
HOT STARCH
30 SECONDS

IN

THANK YOU
THE HUBINGER CO.,

No. 179, Keokuk, la.
Your free Bample of QUICK ELASTIC, please,
and "That Wonderful Way to Hot Starch."

10

star, he knew the privations and
hardships of the nomadic life circus people
are forced to lead. Mary says he still shows
the "earmarks" of it. He likes to be "on
the go," when he isn't working. Is forever
taking trips between pictures to Alaska,
Mexico, Yucatan or some other faraway
place. He likes company and lots of it, but
the kind of company he can entertain informally. When he brings home friends,
he drives into the garage with them and
takes them up the back way to his den.
He practically lives in this room, and even
has Mary serve their dinners either in his
den or on the balcony adjoining.
Ken's food habits were formed during his
cucus-trouping days. He usually eats one

circus

served.

took
ing,

When

food was

passed,

everyone

would need at one helpbecause they knew it would never get
all

that they

their plate again. Usually, they
at only one food. If potatoes
were started around in his direction. Ken
learned to fill his plate with them. If meat
were the food that reached his place at
table, he took enough of it to make his
meal complete. And so his food habits
were formed, and now, although he eats
soup and dessert, he usually eats only one
meat or vegetable.
When he met and fell in love with Mary,
he told her that he had always dreamed
of the time when he would have a home
and be able to have food served in courses.
as far as

had a chance

Silver Screen

D

.

Mary promised she would do this and from
the first she kept her word with him.
They "kept company" for two and a half

1

FROM HEARTACHES TO HAPPINESS

but they were hard years for Ken.
He had been put under contract by Fox;
had gotten in wrong with some of the executives and, although he drew a weekly
salary, he was not given any roles. Finally,
he went to court and had his contract
broken because he knew he was finished
the screen. But
if he did not appear on
after he got out of his contract, no other
studio would sign him on account of a
"gentleman's agreement" that existed at the
time between the major studios. So Ken
wooed Mary without benefit of money.
years,

In the two and a half years, he was pracon starvation rations and bought her,
in all, four carnations and a number of
eskimo pies. They never even went to picture shows. Then Mary went east and they
corresponded and when she returned some
months later, Ken had a job as a stunt man
in "The North Star" with Strongheart, the
wonder dog. Ken was supposed to make a
run from the roof of a building and leap
on a steer. But while he was in the act
of running, a careless assistant moved the
steer and he lit on the ground. He knew
the picture must continue and though hurt,
tically

he insisted on going on with his work.
Mary went up to see him at Lake Arrowhead where he was working, and he was
so overjoyed at her thoughtfulness that he
never even said anything about it to her,
but got a marriage license and a preacher
and married her almost before she knew
what was happening. She told me that the
day after they were married, she and Ken
had a horrible quarrel. She decided the
marriage was a mistake and wanted to go
home to her mother but Ken wouldn't give
her any carfare home. By evening, they
had compromised and now, neither remembers what the quarrel was about except
that it was terrible and they have never
had a serious one since.
They started housekeeping in a one-room
apartment, with boots, saddles and "chaps"
all over the place and no furniture except
a gas plate and some wardrobe trunks and

AT THE NEXT DANCE
I

LOOK AT MADGE TONIGHT.
SHE'S SIMPLY MOBBED WITH
PARTNERS

KNOW

IT,SHE JUST

TOLD ME SHE TOOK OUR
TIP ABOUT USING LIFEBUOY.
AND THANKED ME FOR TELLING HER

!

a five-dollar bill.

Mary could not even boil water at first.
But she did her best with every meal and
always had flowers and candles on the
table, even when they had no furniture.

Ken

a

is

southerner and likes hot breads

kinds, especially biscuits. So Mary
simply had to give him biscuits once a day.
She couldn't make them, but she found a
shop down on the corner where she could
get hot biscuits every evening at
five
o'clock.
For a year she bought the biscuits and didn't bother to tell Ken that
of

all

she wasn't making them herself. However,
came a pay day. Ken decided to move into
a better neighborhood and she couldn't get
the biscuits any more. It was a shock to
him when she had to confess that she
hadn't been making them.
She started to learn, however, and eventually she got so she could make them as
good as anybody. Now she is an excellent
cook.
She does all the housework and
cooking herself.
Makes delicious breads,
roasts, pies and everything.
She finds vegetable shortenings best for
biscuit and pastries of all kinds and she
always uses ice water. She says Ken's favorite pie is strawberry.
She makes this
by lining a tin with pastry, then placing
whole strawberries in a solid layer; she
pours cream over them until it shows
through the berries, and then dots the entire layer heavily with butter, sprinkles
generously with powdered sugar and, for
the top, she makes a lattice of the pastry.
She says the strawberries and pastry take
the same length of time to cook and the
result

is

delicious.

For breakfast, they usually have grape[Continued on page 15]

for

May
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DON'T YO'J THINK MY COMPLEXION'S

CLEARER AND FRESHER,MOTHER

?

IT CERTAINLY IS, MADGE. AN
LIFEBUOY HAS HELPED MY SKIN
TOO. DAD'S ACTUALLY BEEN

COMPLIMENTING ME ABOUT

MILLIONS have the best of reasons
for saying, "Lifebuoy agrees

with

my

skin." For Lifebuoy lather deepCoaxes out pore- deep dirt.
Banishes dullness, makes the skin look

cleanses.

fresh, radiant, "alive"

and

how

gentle

Lifebuoy is! Tests made on the skins
of hundreds of women
blondes, brunettes, every complexion type
show it
is actually more than 20 per cent milder
than many so-called "beauty soaps."

—

—

IT

guard against, especially these coming
hot weather months when we perspire
more freely. No matter how hard the
water, Lifebuoy always gives an abundance of lather. Notice, too, its fresh,
clean, quickly-vanishing scent which
tells you this delightful toilet soap protects .'

Approved by Good Ho.iseieeping Bureau

Protects against "B. O."
This same gentle, purifying lather deodorizes body pores, stops "B. O." (body
odor), that distressing fault

we

all

must

1

"Scotty" Beckert puts
over his fast one for
the

benefit

of

"Our Gang"

txr

"You're

A

Kind

Word Or A

Con-

Have.

Telling

the
team.

You

structivc Criticism

For

The

Stars?

Me?"

Says

GEORGE
RAFT
Th e fragrance is April Showers,
perfume of youth.

You

can enjoy its
luxury at low cost ... in April Showers
Talc, the world's most famous and best
loved talcum powder.There is no finer.
the

"T HAD

always thought of the
Victorian clothes as being
so ugly, but after seeing
'The Barretts of Wimpole Street'
I

changed my mind.
costumes were lovely!

read
Elizabeth Barretts' poetry with
a new interest now too, because
I feel that I know her— a sort of old friend
whom I've lately seen," writes Mrs. Lloyd
D. Rivers of Chesterfield, S. C.

So culture, too,
ing fashion.

TA L
Exquisite, hut

not expensive

M
M

Those

I've

is

I

blind in

its

own charm-

" 'IMITATION OF LIFE', " writes Mrs.
K. Yeargin of 36th St., Sacramento, Calif.,
"I consider the Very Best Picture. Louise
Beavers was always good in her small parts,
but she surely surprised everyone in her
role of Delilah— in fact she was a star. And
the poor little girl who wanted so much to
be white! The only thing people did not
like about it was the ending.
I did not
think Miss Bee should have given up her
faithful lover.
That daughter was such a
fine sensible girl she would have been all
it.
Oh, but I suppose
happy ever after, anyway."

right about

out

all

it

came

That's great! For you, Mrs. Yeargin, the
characters go on living. That's a fine com-

pliment

to

Claudette and Warren William.

Case,' good old Robert Warwick appeared
in a scene or two as a doctor; and in 'Limehouse Blues,'
Standing, venerable
player, conducted one short investigation

Wyndham

Yard official. An odd feeling
came over me, when I saw these former

as a Scotland

that here were
that were real within dramas
that were entirely fictional."

playing small roles,

bits of

drama

Moral, Save your money.

"MY FAVORITE,"
Davis

St.,

writes

San Francisco,

M. Clement

Calif.,

"is

of

Katha-

Hepburn, the harum-scarum lady,
whose photographic poses are the craziest

rine

I
love her for her unusualher cute hats, and her nose-thumbing
Don't pay any attenat prosaic dullness.
tion to the criticizers, Katy, you're grand

I've ever seen.
ness,

you are!"
heard them
"Katy didn't."

as

I've

12

myself— "Katy

did"—

Ii
was grand to see Myrna Loy
'The Thin Man' and 'Broadway Bill.'

"GEE!
in

have decided on

I

Loy!

Canada.
That's love!

MRS.

ANGELA

of Jose

A.

Julian

San German, Puerto Rico, writes, "After
seeing Margaret Sullavan in 'Little Man
What Now?', I was^encouraged to go ahead
and marry a poor man. Her portrayal of
the young wife, I feel sure, will help me
through all the misfortunes that may come
to me, and I will suffer cheerfully poverty
and distress in my married life ... if my
husband turns out to be another Hans Pen-

St.,

niberg."

CARL ALGOT JOHNSON

of N. Avers
Ave., Chicago, 111., writes,
"In 'Evelyn
Prentice,' Jack Mulhall gave us a glimpse
of a long lost pal; in the 'Dragon Murder

stars

my favorite actress
She fits
She's a sensation.
my ideas of a perfect wife. If I could only
find a swell girl like her, I'll marry her.
I am just a young kid yet, so I have to
keep on worrying until finally I can find a
I am more ingirl like her in the future.
terested in seeing some of her coming pictures than anything in the world," writes
H. T. Lin of Johnson St., Victoria, B. C,
Now,

—Myrna

Not
and a

so

much calm

little

more

resigned acceptance

wifely jiagging, please.

"LET'S give the youthful future stars a
break.
They throw such determination
into their acting while trying to reach their
stardom.
Those who have
destiny of
reached stardom are sophisticated and are
more careless with their acting," writes
Jack G. Bartlett of Anson. Tex. "One of
Her
the great personalities is Jean Muir.
best type of role is like the one she plaved
Earth
Turns.'
So on to success,
in 'As The
confident youth!"
Youth

-will

be sewed.

I'll

take vanilla.

"THE TEAM

of Powell and Loy is one
When I look at
of the best on the screen.
lovely Myrna Loy and think back to the
old days, I can hardly believe that this

wholesome, healthy looking

and the same.

woman

is

one

credit to the
acting ability of Miss Loy," writes Lillian
Thompson of N. aSth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
"If she gets what she deserves, she will
become a famous star. I truly hope so."
I

give

Her name Loy made

full

us

think she ivas

not miscast as a half-caste.

Silver Screen

—
"HATS OFF," writes Ralph H. Burn
nine of Rosebury Drive, St. Louis, Mo.,
"we bow the head and bend the knee and
give praise and credit where they are due:
Louise Beavers performance as Aunt Delilah in 'Imitation of Life' was by far the
finest presentation any colored person has
ever offered on the silver screen."
Or do you mean Frecli Washington, the
daughter?

"WHY,

in all the world, don't some of
those big shots in Hollywood wake up and
put some different clothes on actresses like

\j00k at

Maiiene Dietrich and Greta Garbo and
some of the others? Ever since 'Morocco,'
Maiiene hasn't had one dress on that
looked like something," writes William
Juenge of 22nd Ave., Kenosha, Wise.
.

The
A Woman."

.Sh-h-h!

Is

legs are

back in

"The Devil

ANITA DAWSON

of Jacksonville, Fla.,
writes,
"I think Francis Lederer has the
prettiest curly hair, the cutest giggle and
nicest voice of any man on the screen."
.

.And

taken

all

together

they

spell

CHARM.
"FROM

those who like a little spice as
the acting of that superb
imp, Jane Withers, in 'Bright Eyes' will
win praise. We applaud her as an actress
and for that reason hope we -may see her
in a slightly more sympathetic role very
soon."
well

as

sugar,

Pick the perfect prodigy— Jane Withers,
Temple or Freddie Bartholomew.

Shirley

"I LIKE pictures with lots of action in
them, especially detective pictures," writes
of Church St., Moncton,
Canada. "I liked the picture 'Girl
in Danger,' with Ralph Bellamy and ShirThese pictures do not have
ley Grey.

Ralph Sherwood
N.

B.,

many

love scenes in them and for this I
Personallly, I
them all the more.
think Ralph Bellamy should be a detective in all of his films, and if he were, the
theatres would be sure of a large patronage
like

in

Moncton."

How

to

wow Moncton.

KATHERYNE CORWIN of Barnett St.,
N. E.. Grand Rapids, Mich., writes, "Just
because John Boles was once in a 'Back
Street' atmosphere, does he have to stay
there?
Think of 'The Desert Song,' and
'Rio Rita' and John's golden voice!
And
now he has become nothing more than a
spineless jellyfish who always wakes up, too
do anything about it, and finds he's
married the wrong girl. Up to now, I've
defended him, but if the producers don't
do right by our John and give him some
roles worthy of his talent, I'm not going

Pepsodent Antiseptic

late to

to be able to hold out

Last

much

longer."

call!

"TO YOU,
toast of every

Shirley

Temple,

goes

red-blooded American!

the

You

not only give us sweetness in your pictures,
but you teach us a lesson to bring up our
Thanks,
children to model after you.
Shirley, for the many hours of good clean
fun which you give us," writes Raymond
P. Hartwell of S. Quaker Lane, West Hartlord,

still

like

her "Little Miss Marker"

best.

"BESIDES being an answer to a maiden's
man Warner Baxter surel) can

prayer, that

act— no matter what he does, he makes
you love it," writes Reba London of Union
"If they had been
St., Manchester, N. H.
selling horses in the lobby of the theatre
after seeing "Broadway Bill," I am sure I

would have bought one. That's the way
you feel after seeing Warner Baxter's splendid portrayal of a lover of horses."

Box

for

your mirror may tell you what
others won't. For recent investigations have shown that in 75% of cases
of bad breath, a "coated tongue" condition is present.
The sensible thing to do is to use
Pepsodent Antiseptic ... as thousands
already do. Pepsodent acts to remove
tiny food particles from between the
teeth. It helps to cleanse the lining of

stalls for

Box

Offices.
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and

mouth ... to sweep away dead cells
particles from the tongue. It kills
germs it reaches

the
.
.
,
the germs often responsible for unpleasant breath
odors. Your whole mouth
feels more refreshed
youareconfident that your
breath is purer, sweeter.
do not claim that
"coated tongue" always

We

you a pure, fresh

% the usual cost

NOW
the

Conn.

We

breath at

offers

means bad breath. But take no
Use Pepsodent Antiseptic.

chances.

Pepsodent can be diluted
But in fighting halitosis never forget the
vital difference between leading kinds of
mouth antiseptics. YoucanmixPepsodent
Antiseptic with 2 parts of water and it
still kills germs in less than 10 seconds.
Thus, because Pepsodent is 3 times as
powerful as ordinary kinds, it gives you
3 times as much for your money.
So look at your tongue
TONIGHT. Then use
Pepsodent Antiseptic to
be sure your breath is
above reproach. And al-

ways remember

mouth and
among your

—

a clean

throat are

best defenses

against colds.

PEPSODENT ANTISEPTIC
1

3

Add a

little

Sparkle

... to the Day's Long Grind

^*HE

typing won't seem quite so endless
'-''when you use a sprightly sheet of Carter's
Midnight Carbon. It was designed for folks
like you who like things with a dash! It's a
good worker, too, for all its gay silver dress.
Makes sharp, clear copies, and is clean to
handle. Send 10*5 for a couple
of sample sheets of Midnight. Address Dept. SI
The Carter's Ink Company, Cambridge Branch,

—

Boston, Massachusetts.

carters
Garte

y

IDNSGHT CARBON

^[g[c01^Qvj[l]|l][0] [s

MARQUEE
Contest^
Of A Clever Slogan And Win
One Of The Many Prizes Offered.

Think

HERE
enough

a contest which is simple
so that anyone may enter,
but which will enable a clever person
to outstrip all his rivals. The idea is as
follows:
You are to think of a slogan which, when
arranged on a marquee of a theater, as in
the illustration above, would occupy the
the
the name of the star concerning
same number of spaces as the letters of
slogan is written. You will notice that there
is

Qui Such youth (Be

Voun

?

whom

Practice this simple preventive measure if
you want to look and feel younger much
younger than your years. Take Dr. Edwards
Olive Tablets, a substitute for calomel. By
cleansing the system they help relieve constipation, renew energy, give cheeks color.
Made of vegetable ingredients. Know them

—

by their olive color. Safe, non-habit-forming, effective. Used for 20 years. Take one or
two at night and watch results. At all
druggists— 15c, 30c, 60c.

a space between the words. On the next
page, you will find a list of the stars whose
names are eligible for you to use in this
is

marquee contest.
Read the conditions
second

installment

carefully. This
of this contest.

is

the

The

coupon below, when properly filled out,
must be submitted with a similar coupon
from the April issue and with the third
coupon which will appear in the June issue.
DO NOT send in your coupons one at a
time, but hold the April and May coupons
until you have filled in the June coupon
and then send all three to this office at the
same time.
Every player is well known and it is easy
to think of a slogan to fit the space.
cleverest slogans will win the prizes.

The

In the event that you missed the April
Silver Screen, we would be very happy to
send you a copy on receipt of ten cents, so
that you may enter this fascinating contest.
Win a valuable prize.

(Coupon)

May, 1935

STAR'S

NAME
(please print)

SLOGAN
(please print)

ZIP EPILATOR— IT'S OFF because

IT'S

OUT

DESTROYS SUPERFLUOUS HAIR

Submitted by

Street

~

,

14

City.

State

GRADUATES:

Loo Trncy. Fred
Drama, Danoo, Musical Comedy,
uelnnmont. Rtook Tlii'iHr- iniiiiinn

U.
(40th Yr.) Stage. Talkie, Radio.
Antoiro. Una Mortal, Zita Johann, oto.

N. Y.

Silver Screen
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You May Use Any
Greta Garbo
Ginger Rogers
James Cagney
Joan Blondell
Gary Cooper
Jean Harlow
Grace Moore

JSJame

On

This List

W

Clark Gable
Leo Carrillo

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE

TEST.. .the
.

C. Fields

.

!

expense

at our

.

!

Wallace Beery

Ruby

Janet Gaynor
Joe E. Brown

Madge Evans
Ronald Colman

Marlene Dietrich
George Arliss
Jackie Cooper

Keeler
Carole Lombard

CONDITIONS
1.

Each slogan must occupy the same number

2.

3.

of

Any

reader may send in as many slogans as
he desires, but they must be submitted in
groups of three, using the coupons from
Silver Screen of April, May and June.
This contest will close at midnight, June 7,

4.

acspaces as the name of the
companies. The words must be separated by
these
counts
of
blank spaces and each one
as one space.
No slogan will be judged separately. Each
contestant must submit three coupons one
from the April issue, one from the May issue
(herewith) and one from the June issue.
The prizes will be awarded for the cleverest
slogans in the opinion of the editor, whose
decision will be final.

that

star

it

5.

1935.

—

In the event of ties the prize tied for will be
sent to each tying contestant.
No correspondence concerning this contest will
be entered into.
Address your slogans to Slogan Editor, c/o
Silver Screen, 45 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y.

6.

7.
8.

CAN YOU WIN ONE OF THESE ATTRACTIVE PRIZES ?
FIRST PRIZE

.

.

Remington Typewriter No. 9

.

This is not a portable machine. Although it is
very light, it does not fold. It is a standard,
dependable, latest model machine an inspiration

(2)
(2)

SECOND PRIZES
THIRD PRIZES
PRIZES

FIFTH PRIZES

.

.

.

These beautiful fountain pens will serve the
winners for many years as they are manufactured
for practical service.

(20)

They are

selected for their

SIXTH PRIZES

.

.

These are the small size lighters which operate
from a touch on the lever. They are made from
design which has been thoroughly tested by

SEVENTH PRIZES
—
(50) EIGHTH PRIZES
.

.

pleasing appearance as -well as for the scientific
principles which they embody.
There is satisfaction in owning one of these pens.

.

practical use and which will prove to be a source
of continuous satisfaction. Dull chromium finish
makes this a very attractive prize.

Thirty Helena Rubinstein Compacts

These are triple vanities in gold with red and
Inside
black enamel a perfect make-up kit.
.

Silver Screen's recent handwriting contest was
very successful, and the many letters we receive
establish that the fans are eager to have autograph albums with the signatures of the stars.
The previous contest, however, depended upon
interesting handwriting. If you are a scrawler
when it comes to handwriting, it may be that

there

is

powder, rouge and a tricky

lipstick,

real glass mirror in the lid.

Fifty

.

Autograph Albums

you have a clever brain which will enable you
to win one of these autograph albums in this
contest. The winners of these prizes will be informed of their good foi'tune, and at that time
they can specify which star's autograph they
would prefer to have. The albums will then be
sent to Hollywood for signatures.

toast,

coffee

and a dish

of

corn-

Cream of tomato soup
Hashed brown potatoes
Green peas
Broiled steak

Hot

Gravy

biscuits

Cup custard
Coffee
Ken's favorite food is fried sweet potatoes.
He often cooks them himself. He
slices the potatoes wafer thin, fries them
until brown in butter and serves pipinghot.
With corn bread and coffee, he says
they can't be beat.
Then, he makes what he
ble-jumble."

He

and crumbles

it

calls

"mum-

takes day old corn bread
up and fries in butter. It

own

invention and he "dotes" on
it.
Says he would rather cat it than anything else he can think of.
Mary gave me two of her favorite recipes.
is

his

They

for

are:

May 1935

.

"In a very short time

had reduced

my

YOU

want
to test the Perfolastic
Girdle and Uplift Brassiere at our
expense! Test .them for yourself for ten days
absolutely FREE!
are so sure that you
can be your slimmer self without diets,
drugs or exercises, that we make this
unconditional offer .

Of

or

.

cost

Massage-Like Action Reduces Quickly
Worn next to the body with perfect safety, the

114 cups flour

tiny perforations permit the skin to breathe as the
gentle massage-like action removes flabby, disfiguring fat with every movement
stimulating the
body once more into energetic health!

salt

2 tablespoons sugar
1

hips 9 INCHES and
weight 20 pounds".

in

Corn Meal Muffins
cup corn meal
4 teaspoons baking powder
teaspoon

my hips were 3
INCHES SMALLER"

REDUCE Your Waist and Hips
I Inches
10 Days
...
no

34

1/2

I

ment,

.

[Continued from page n]
with cream.
For luncheon, Mary usually takes salad
with tea.
Ken never eats luncheon, and
dinner is always served promptly at six.
Here is one of their sample dinner menus:

"and in 10 days,
by actual measure-

the Perfolastic lot
10 days on trial . .

We

Ken Maynard's Happy Marriage
flakes

"They actually allowed me to wear

'E

—

Must Be Submitted In Groups Of Three And Each On A
Coupon. But Each Slogan Will Be Judged Separately, And It Is
Possible For One Set Of Three Coupons To Win Three Prizes.
Slogans

fruit,

read an advertisement of the
Perfolastic Co. and sent for
their FREE 10- day trial offer."

'•I

Twenty Rons on Cigarette Lighters

.

a

(30)

The cases of these wrist watches are
jewels.
They
wrought with the finest workmanship.
include link bracelets.

Ten Men's Waterman Fountain Pens
Ten Women's Waterman Fountain Fens

.

.

.

this typewriter.

.

are manufactured by the celebrated Evkob Company. The men's watches have
15 jewels and the women's watches have 17

FOURTH

and own

Two Men's Evkob Watches
Two Women's Evkob Watches

These watches

(10)
(10)

a budding author and a practical aid to a
Write the best marquee slogan

to

business man.

—

.

cup milk

.

.

— Act Today

2

tablespoons of shortening

Don't Wait

1

e gg

You can prove to yourself quickly and definitely
in 10 days whether or not this very efficient girdle
and brassiere will reduce your waist and hips
INCHES! You do not need to risk one
penny ... try them for 10 days ... at no cost!

Sift

together the dry ingredients— corn meal,

baking powder, flour, salt and sugar; add
milk, melted shortening and well-beaten
egg; mix well.
Half fill greased muffin
tins and bake about thirty minutes in hot

Hake 4

large potatoes.
Cut in half and.
without breaking skins, scoop out insides
and mash; add \/z teaspoon salt, 1 teaspoon
(hopped parsley, \/H teaspoon pepper,
tablespoon melted butter and mix with
fork.
Return to shells, put a few drops of
milk on top, sprinkle with paprika and
place back in oven until brown.
1

Longer

THREE

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER

PERFOLASTIC.

oven.

Stuffed Potatoes

Any

Inc.

Dept. 445, 41 EAST 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describirrs
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Brassiere, also sample of perforated rubber •••nd
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFF! R
!

Name
Address
City
Uif Coupon or Stud

^Slale.

Name and Address

on Post

1

Card

pAMILY

(JJ-IBSON

DOT MARSH, Bobby Gibson's girl— 16
years ago, reclining in Ivory-washed
clothes

on an Ivory-washed

blanket.

TODAY Dottie uses pure Ivory Flakes because
salespeople in fine stores
just as they

did

when

still

advise Ivory,

she was a baby.

Ivory Flakes suit Dot's impatient generation to a "T."

No dilly-dallying — those curly

Ivory Flakes burst into instant suds the minute they touch lukewarm water. And delicate

and colors are protected by the soap
"pure enough for a baby's skin."

textures
that's

Economy note: The big blue box of Ivory Flakes
is

your biggest bargain in a fine-fabrics soap.
1/5 more flakes for your money!

You get

IVORY FLAKES

—

PURL TWO
SLIP ONE," recites
Dot Marsh grimly. "Gosh! — Where'
those crazy stitches? Honest,
Miss Jensen, will this ever be a sweater? Look at it— it's dirty already!"
"When ^and if it gets done, Miss
I lose

99 44/ioo% PURE

Marsh," encourages helpful Miss
Jensen of the Knitting Shop, "just
douse it up and down in cool Ivory
suds and it'll look dandy. Every department in this store is advising
customers to use Ivory Flakes now!''

'WASH WOOLS WITH IVORY!" SAY

FINE STORES

Masked

"DAT

"YOU'RE QUITE MISTAKEN, Mr. Hamilton,"

yo'

Mystery. "I'm not Sally Gibson!"
"Oh, Sally, darling," whispers Jack, "what a punk disguise.
I'd recognize your complexion in Timbuctoo!"
"Oh, Jack!" melts Sally, "I ought to put that in an Ivory testimonial, since Ivory is my beauty soap!" Yes, pure Ivory has
kept Sally's complexion lovely since she was a baby.

01' TEA SET of yo' great granny's ain't wuth damagia'
hands fo', Miz Gibson," grins Theophilus. "Don' yo' want
yo' hands to look nice fo' this here impo'tant tea party?"
"Give me that Ivory and start making the sandwiches/Awful',"
says Mrs. Gibson briskly. "Long before you came here to work,
I washed dishes all the time with Ivory Soap. I know how nice
it

always keeps

my

hands!"

PURE IVORY PREVENTS

16

'HOUSEWORK" HANDS

teases the

DOCTORS SAY "PURE IVORY FOR SENSITIVE SKIN!"

Silver Screen

—

.

•
«

SlLVE

SCRE
Topics
FOR
Gossips

THE most

glamorous lady of
is in love with

the screen

a married

man— and

"When

Spring comes 'round
dappled shade," then
Una Merkel is right there
helping the buds and bees
and shaking her pretty finger
at the cut worms and the

what's

with

boldly admits it. The
lady is Shirley Temple, and the
object of her affections is Joel
Between scenes on
McCrea.
their current production, "Heavrosebugs.
en's Gate," they are wont to dash
away to quiet corners to hold
hands. But, alas. Complications have arisen with
the ever persistence of a cameraman who follows
wherever they go. Shirley and Joel one day were
certain they had eluded him completely, but, just
Annoyed and thoras suddenly, he bobbed up.
oughly disconcerted, Shirley cried, "Oh, Anthony—
can't you give us just one moment alone?"

more,

TOAN BLONDELL

says that every time she works
conceit, someone always goes and
ruins it. The other day she was calling up some
of Mrs. Eddie Nugent's friends to invite them to a
baby shower she was giving for her, and evidently
got the mother of one of these friends on the phone.
"Who's calling?" asked the woman, very bored-

" up

a

good

like.

"Joan Blondell," said Joan.
"Who?" asked the woman, quite excited,
is

"Who

it?"

"Joan Blondell," said Joan again, and feeling
quite grand that the mere mention of her name
was causing such excitement. And then she
pneumonia.
heard the woman turn from the phone and
Jobyna Howland walked away with the
call to someone in the next room, "Hurry,
prize at Kay's party by coming as a smokeHurry— it's Joan Crawford!" Now Joan is
stack, and sure enough she had nice black
utterly convinced that to a lot of people
smoke coming out the top of her hat.
there is only one Joan, and that's Crawford.

—4—

— —

EDDIE LOWE,

RETA GARBO

has kept very much
to himself since the sad death of his
wife, Lilian Tashman, has started going
about these spring evenings with Marian
Marsh. Lil's house on Linden Drive, with
its
formal
Empire furnishings which
haven't been touched since her death, is

now up

who

Europe, and
they are taking the two children with them.
to

three

old-timers,

Viola

ain't

tell

what

from a case of flu that
was rapidly turning into

May 1935

it

it's

.

exotic

will

move—just

like

——<$>
of

at

once the

—

its

— —

cake."

NEWEST
coats.

started
is

Which some-

that.

times makes it difficult, especially for her
lawyer who has been tying himself in
knots endeavoring to unscramble the situa-

it,

Palm Springs rage is jui-jitsii
Catharine and Ralph Bellamy
but

do not practice the
_.<§>._

they

<$,

delight and the despair of the enterprising local real estate men.
They find

used to be,
still

—
O'SULLIVAN

the stars of today.

MAUREEN

you, but
enough for us. After the
nautical ball Kay Francis
threw at the Venclome
the other night she had
an ambulance waiting
for her at the door, and
when the last guest had
departed in the cold grey
dawn she drove away to
the hospital to recover

for

THE
Dana,

creamy paint-job Glenda
BECAUSE
Farrell has named her new car "Cup-

Shirley Mason and Anita Stewart,
had lunch together at the Vendome and
the stars of today were as busy staring at
them as the tourists were busy staring at

are celebrating their

trip

they'll

tion.

all

Spencer Tracys
THE
reunion with a

HOLLYWOOD

is spending her Sunday
mornings these days playing tennis
with Cedric Gibbons and Dolores Del Rio
on their very secluded tennis court in the
Santa Monica canyon.

other day

for sale.

it an easy matter to sell her a lease to a
beautiful hillside or canyon home, but no
sooner will Maureen be established there
when she will fall in love with some other
locale.
And quite naively, with little
thought of complication or litigation, she

art.

T HERE'S

an amusing and typically Sally

Eilers story

in

conned ion with

hei

ac-

cepting the role opposite

Lee Tracy in Columbia

Picture Titles That
"Four Hours

"Carnival." Shortly
the i>ii ili <ii hei son,

Have Changed

nick-named

(Richard Barthclmess) formerly
"Small Miracle"
"Paris in Spring" (Mary Ellis) formerly
"Two on a Tower"
"Sylvestre Bonnard"
"Chasing Yesterday" (Anne Shirley) formerly
"King of the Ritz"
"A Night at the Ritz" (William Gargan ) formerly

"The Mark
"Goin' To

to Kill"

of the

Vampire" (Beta Lugosi)

Town" (Mae West)

formerly

"

"Vampires of Prague"

"How Am

I

Doin' "

"Poochy."

When

aft<

hi

s
i

in

she was

handed the script of
"Carnival," she read it
through, and discovered
here was a litil<that
i

fellow

in

ii

named

[Continued on page 58]
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Which Of The

Stars

Elizabeth
HEN
on

was

I

child, a

a

wee

brat
nurse's

my

knee, my favorite game used
to be "supposen" and I was
always "supposen" I inherited
a million dollars.
But when I
became an adult (in body anyway, Freud is still a bit uncertain
about my mind) I realized that a
million dollars is only acquired via
the Follies chorus or the Paradise
floor

show, so

ments

(on

now

I

spend

practically

my

idle

anybody's

Would

Y,

Wil soi

After much pondering of pros and
cons I have picked,

hand-picked no

less,

my

perfect ten and
I
am willing to
match my ten against

odd man

your

ten,

loses,

any day of the

week.

Now

that

I

have worked you up

mo-

knee)

playing "supposen" I were
shipwrecked on a desert
island, what ten people would
I choose to have with me.
A
silly game, but really lots of
fun.
Try it sometime.
Of course you've got to be awfully careful about the ten you select or else before the rescuing party
arrives at the end of twelve months
you'll either be stark, staring mad, or
just a weary looking femur and verta-

brae on a lonely beach. That gay Jack
Oakie, who was the life of the party the
other evening and had you in ripples from
your ankles up, might be very funny for
one night but three hundred and sixty-five
nights of his puns and wise-cracks and you'd
consider strangling much too good for him.
And that handsome Gilbert Roland, who
dances a mean rumba and gives you the business
with his eyes, may be hot stuff at a night club, but
when Monsieur and Madame Tiger comes snarling
through the woods in search of a little breakfast food
for their quintuplets, will be able to grapple with
them in the Tarzan manner and present you later

Gary Cooper has such
a

Shearer

for all

the

the uncreatures and

we'll all be as wild as
gazelles in two weeks.

with a dandy new coat? Oh, you gotta be careful.
And remember that women, no matter how charming and soft, are essentially feline at heart, and
there're going to be enough cats on that island without you taking more along.

Norma

way with

tamed

to a Billie

Burke

twitter (oh, haven't

evoked even an ittsy bittsy twit?)
I
will give you my choice of the ten
people I would choose to have shipwrecked with me on a desert island,
and I'm sure they wouldn't thank
I

little

curls.

me

—

Garbo for the
other side of

for

it.

Greta Garbo, Norma Shearer, William Powell, Claudette Colbert, Clark
Gable, Gary Cooper, Jean Harlow,
Carole Lombard, W. C. Fields, and
surprise,
surprise— Connie Bennett.
Not a punster or a crooner in the
bunch, I saw to that, so there will
lie no real need of murder, though,

the island.

Carole

—

Lombard

for screams.
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Jean Harlowfor

fish.

of course, I realize that at the end
of a month
none of us will be
speaking.
C'est la vie, I always say,
just c'est la vie. Even on a desert island.
People can't get on your nerves if you don't see them.
And alter the first day on a cramped and smallish island

Silver Screen
i

a Desert
\x

1st*

To Be Marooned With?

nerves will be sticking out like the aigrettes
hat.
So I am taking Garbo
along because we'll never see her anyway.
She'll be pacing up and down the sand on
the isolated side of the island, or else hiding herself in an old
tree trunk, so she'll never get on our nerves, or clutter up the
place, and even after twelve months she'll still be a mystery
and I can still write stories about the woman nobody knows.

on Mussolini's

it's most satisfying to be island-bound with Garbo.
must insist upon having Norma Shearer shipwrecked with
me.
In the first place Norma can do perfectly ducky things
with hair. She has beautiful hair herself and at night rolls it
up on bits of paper and the next morning the most devastating curls unfold.
With three blondes and a brunette, all accustomed to the latest hairwaving gadgets and drying devices
in Jim's beauty shop, tearing around the island mourning over
their lost waves, Norma, with her old-fashioned and simple
methods, will certainly be an asset. Of course we won't have

Yes,
I

of paper for Norma to roll up curls on, but she
be able to work miracles with dried banana peelings. Can't
you just see la Bennett's dome all done up in banana skins?
And, while on the subject of beauty, I might mention that
Claudette will give the manicures.
Claudette always manicures
her own nails, and perfectly, and will do> so on the slightest
provocation.
With a moment or so to spare, Helen Hayes al-

any

little bits

will

ways

knits,

Jean

Harlow

writes,

and Garbo walks, but when

Claudette has an idle moment on her hands she starts manicuring them. So, just give her some elderberry juice and an old
fish fin

nails

and

for

she'll

the

run up some snappy

little

that

Norma will remember that I
am a fan writer
and

never

sign

me

to

as-

do

the dishes.

Powell I
taking because he is the
b e s t cocktail
Bill

What

a help W. C.
Fields will be in
case there are any

am

laughing hyenas.

Constance Bennett
as a lookout.

mixer in Hollywood, and even on a desisland we must have a cocklail be-

ert

fore dinner. Just give Bill a little cocoanut oil, a dash of sea weed, and a few
clam shells and he will shake us up the
will have great
tastiest of Martinis.
need of him on our island, where we
won't have any requisites of a bar except
the thirst. However, I wager that at the
end of a few weeks, and with the help
of the incomparable W. C. Fields, Bill

We
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long

you don't

as

know what you're
drinking
it
matter
what

doesn't
you're

drinking.
Bill

also have
on page 70]

will

to [Cont.

Of course Norma
and both Jean and

systematize things and assign the
duties for the day, and I trust

for

our

island as
perfectly equipped as the Ritz bar.
always say that so
I
little

girls.

chews her nails,
Carole have awful habits of peeling the
polish off so I can just see poor Claudette raving and ranting, and having
a swell time.
But to return to Norma, we also
need her to sort of organize us.
As
soon as she gets up every morning.
Norma makes a list of things she must
do that day (of course they don't all
get done, but we won't go into that)
so it will be awfully nice to have her

—

have

will

Bill

Powell

-for cocktails.

Claudette
Colbert
to be frightened.

—

—

Clark Gable he's
just a natural
camper.

A
Anna

Stcn

Is

Fatalistic Girl
To The Art Of Acting As Irrevocably As The
Days, Were Pledged To Serve The Altar Flames.

Dedicated

In Ancient

Vestals,

By Helen Louise Walker
might learn
HOLLYWOOD
would pause
watch

something from Anna Sten if it
and to listen. And so, for that
matter, might you and you and you.
A valuable lesson
to

in patience, in calm philosophy, in the beauty of plodding, painstaking, methodical work.
Anna has been the passive object of one of Hollywood's most
interesting and prolonged experiments.
No one knows, even
yet, what the result of that experiment will be.
And Anna, who
should be more intensely interested than anyone else, does not,
I am convinced, really care!
You remember when Sam Goldwyn, the super-showman, brought
her here from Europe more than two and a half years ago. A
Goldwyn discovery is always interesting and here, we were told,
he had a new type of star ... a woman who combined the earthy

Garbo with the sophistication and smouldering beauty of a Dietrich. Born of a Cossack father
and a Swedish mother, educated and trained in Russia,
product of the small, rebellious groups of young artists
of post-revolutionary Russia, fresh from screen triumphs*
in Berlin, inured to hardship and struggle, she appeared upon the tinseled Hollywood scene.
qualities of a

She was plump. Her command
English was limited to, "How
pliz?" After a few disyou do

of

.

.

.

heartening tests and conferences
at the United Artists Studios, the
Her first picexperiment began.
ture was postponed indefinitely

and

is a true Russian moving irresistibly onward
toward a vision that she alone can see. (Right)
When Anna first met Gary Cooper, her leading
man in "The Wedding Night," she asked him

She

shyly for his autograph.
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i

An

In

In Hollywood,
everyone awaits the
breaks
everyone

—

except

Anna

Sten.

Optimistic

Town
ters of pronunciation, details of
costume, make-up, etc., she is willing and eager to take advice from

When

it comes to actual
of a role,- she is
"I feel it so!" she protests

experts.

interpretation
firm.
.

.

.

and usually has her way.

watched her working in a
scene for her third picture, "The
Wedding Night." Canvas screens
enclosed the set and visitors were
barred. They were rehearsing the
scene in which she talks with
Helen Vinson, who plays the wile
of the man whom Anna, the little
Polish peasant girl, loves.
They
rehearsed carefully, methodically,
I

patiently.

Anna,

the long,

difficult

upon

trated

scene

.

.

.

letter perfect in

lines, concenthe "business" of the
gestures, timing, posi-

the turn of her head
the mechanics of the work in
hand.
Her delivery of the lines
was lifeless, almost wooden.
Abruptly, she was ready for the
take.
A moment or two of concentrated thought and she came
alive
she became the peasant
girl, renouncing her love.
Three
takes and
the director called.
tion,

.

.

"O.K."

.

They

animals, chickens,
dogs and rabbits are a
part of life to her. She
Fate
believes in work
will take care of the

—

.

.

.

.

things!
It

for

It

isn't

.

.

.

.

was incredible.

that the little Sten
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is

spineless about her work.

In mat-

me

tell

that she
two.

more than

Later, in her white and gray dressing room, she
explained, "You must not waste your emotion upon
rehearsals.
You pass the point of emotion. You
cannot repeat and repeat real emotion! You must
hold yourself back until you are ready to shoot
and then you do it. I could not retake and

Farm

.

.

.

rarely requires

rest.
she and her husband took a house at the
beach.
Here she plodded patiently at her English,
at her exercises and her diet.
She had learned German with a
fair amount of ease and rapidity, but she found the English pronunciation difficult. There were more experiments at the studio
tests for hair, for make-up, for clothes.
Tests for dialogue.
The woman who had worked in a restaurant in Russia, where
she received her wages in foodstuffs
who had plodded miles
into the snowy country on foot to secure a little black bread for
an invalid mother
while she gave her intense and unremunerated services to the theater at night, found these new
tasks pleasant, no matter how many difficulties they might present!
In Anna's country the women go into the forests to chop wood,
they work in the fields, they carry heavy loads on their backs
while toddlers cling to their skirts.
Should Anna, housed, fed,
clothed, complain because her new employers wanted her to take
off weight, to learn a new language, to study a new camera technique? These people were paying her while she learned these

.

.

.

retake.

That

The

life

would go out

my

of

work."

the reason for the screens about the set.
Any visitor who has nothing to do with the work in
hand distracts her, even though she cannot see him. Unless he
is giving concrete assistance to the scene, he is extraneous and
disturbing.
Between scenes, upon the set, she is quiet and remote. People do
not speak to her unless it is absolutely necessary. She is working
at her job
carefully and painstakingly
and no gay
Hollywood persiflage must interrupt her.
I asked her what she planned to do if her pictures should not
succeed in this country She looked at me with puzzled eyes.
"Why ... go back to Europe, of course
to luork!" she said.
"I must act ... or try to act ... no matter what happens, li my
pictures make money and I am paid from that money
thai is
shall ha\e to
nice But if I do not earn for my employers, then
.

.

is

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

I

have done it before. You
at all.
I
time on herrings and black bread. 1 like
herrings and black bread! So long as I may work.
do not tare,
really, whether 1 am paid. Naturally, it is pleasant to have monox.
must stay in California,
shall [Continued on pagi
68
II

somewhere

act

see.

I

for no
lived for a long

money

I

I

I
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An Exotic
Her

smile

is

rainbow.

Merle Oheron

A

Is

~Hew Beauty For Hollywood

To Admire And Talk Ahout

By Helen
MERLE OBERON
makes

is

nette that

H arnson

the kind of brua blonde bomb-

wet firecracker!
you an idea
drew the assignment to meet La
bet myself she was one of many

shell look like a

Which

gives

When
Oberon

I

I

.

.

.

Madame Butterfly of Wimpole
things.
Street, or Anne Boleyn of Pago-Pago.
lost

I

on

Pago-Pago.

counts— except, perhaps,
discovered that her name is

all
I

really Estelle Thompson, so you see ...
Estelle Merle O'Brien Thompson, or
"Queenie," as her intimates at Calcutta
knew her, is an exciting person. She is
neither synthetic star nor mystic; socialite
nor sybarite— though the illusion is perfect.

Kitty

part of Merle's
charm.

.

Between you and

me

she's just a

cornered
petumouth are
-

and

eyes
lant

darn nice

girl!

Life, for Merle, began at seventeen— and
she's twenty-four now, though in her powder-blue negligee with a small train she

like a little girl, all dressed up in
her mother's clothes. Yes, she was born
in Tasmania— which has been made a lot

seemed

of,

despite the fact that Merle hasn't

one

hazy recollection of the place— though what
you can do with a second-hand hazy recollection of Tasmania I'll never know!
Her mother and she lived with Captain
Bartley and his wife (her uncle and aunt),
Her father died before she
at Calcutta.
was born. She had had a fine education
and some dramatic experience when, at
seventeen, she became, as she says "unoffiHer "fiance" was emcially engaged."
ployed by an English firm in India. How
well he added six columns of figures I
can't say, but he played a smart game of
polo, was tall and blonde— a dashing figMerle, for
ure in Calcutta's smarter set.
the first time, but not, I must report, for
the last, thought herself irrevocably in
love.

When

her uncle was given a year's leave
absence they toured the continent,
finally descending upon England.
"I was thrilled," she says, "for I was ter-

of

ribly fed up
cutta society.

on the petty intrigues of CalI made up my mind I was
going to make good on my own and my
firm conviction is that if you make up
your mind and work hard you can accomplish anything!" Which advice I wouldn't
lake too seriously unless you look like
Merle— well something.
Her sweetheart, getting a short holiday,
joined them. And then her uncle's leave
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was up. At her insistence he allowed her
an extra month in England, leaving the
necessary funds and her return ticket.
During that month Merle discovered
love can get flatter than a champagne
cocktail, and when the last bubble had
burst shi
fiance.

.

"I've no
sists, "for

doubt it was Fate," Merle inon that very boat he met the
girl who later became his wife."
Yet he
doesn't fail to call Merle up at least once
keep
alive
flicker
year
the
of
a
frienda
to
ship which meant so much to them long
Merle, be it known, -brethren and
ago.
sistern, isn't the

do

I

type that

believe, forgive.

Now

.

.

men

forget, nor,

.

don't think she had too much of
England.
Decidedly, she
a struggle in
lived on the right side of the Thames,
whichever side that is, and, through the
connections of Captain Bartley, her uncle,
and her godmother, Lady Montieth, she
became a familiar figure in Mayfair. Included in her young crowd were Prince
George and some lesser lights of the royal
But this glamour didn't dissuade
family.
Merle from believing the stage held more
for her than crumpets at St. James Palace.
By this time she had plenty of personal
glamour and a stag line that was as strong
So Merle chose
as the Bank of England.
a sweetheart with whom she weighed the

matter of matrimony for almost three
years, only to decide on a solo flight when
she left for Hollywood.
It was during the filming of "Wedding
Rehearsal" that she was "discovered." It
was Alexander Korda, or rather his ex-wife,
who should receive credit for annexing
Merle into England's national cinema life.

During a luncheon hour

at the studio commissary she spied her at another table and
turning to Korda, remarked: "That girl has
the most unusual face I have ever seen!"
Korda went over to her set that afternoon on the pretext of seeing the director,

and he was such an excellent

actor,

that his staged collision with the
unsuspecting Merle was never in the least
realized, until, long afterward, he confessed.
He simply asked her to come to his hotel
as well,

one afternoon

as he was "interviewing
important roles."
She had no doubt about that!

sev-

eral girls for

"Ho hum,"
equivalent,

said Merle, or the
to

and proceeded

Tasmanian
forget

all

about Korda.
Subsequently she heard a great deal
about him, both personally and professionally, and decided she must have seemed
"very stupid," so she went to see him and
he was properly businesslike in giving her
her first important part.
"Which points some sort of a moral." she
[Continued on page 69]
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Mr. Tone
Franchot Tone

One

Is

Of The Great Actors Of
The Screen

—As "Bengal

Lancers" Proved.

By Edmund
Douglas

THE

whole trouwith most
stories about
Franchot Tone is that
ble

him

they never give
a chance.

He

is

an easy person to
terview—or to
—and most of

not
in-

know

the
stories about him
have unconsciously, I

am

sure, made him
as pretty dull.
He isn't dull. He has a quiet rippling
humor, as I discovered to
cost.
Not long ago I visited a set where

out

my

was

he

working.

In

reporting

ihe activities on the set I wrote: "I
can never epiite figure Franchot out.

He always speaks civilly, sometimes
even plesantly— and that is all. Vou never
know whether he likes you or whether he

a

Today, two
still

a swell

lellow.

Conversation revealed that his real love
"I've been in a number
of plays in New York," he confessed, "but
I've never been in a hit. I want to be in

was the theatre.

a successful stage play."

Why

did you come out

here then?"

I

inquired.

"The money, mostly. At any rale. I have
a clause in my contract which gives me an
option at the end of a year, too. The

for
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(At

many

—some

parts

—

all

wonder-

With Jean
left)
in "Reckless."

come?" I asked.
grinned.
Franchot
"Oh shucks, Ed.
When the year was up I didn't want to
leave Hollywood. I had friends here."
"Do you feel you're any nearer stardom
now?" I persisted.

few weeks later I encountered him at
our tailor's. "Hello," he grinned. "Sit down
and have a chat!"
1
think I was the first writer to meet him
on his arrival in Hollywood. A mutual
friend took me to his beach home one day.

and

them well

Harlow

A

a swell fellow then.
half years later, he is

has played

of

fully.

doesn't and the idea of just sitting down
lor a chat with Franchot would never occur
to you. Or, at least, not to me."

He was

He

studio, of course, can let
of the year it they don't

the other hand,

if

I

me go at the end
want me. But, on

don't

like

pictures

I

an let them go. I can't go to work for
another studio but I can go back to the
-stage. I figure in pictures I'll either be a
quick flop or a sudden star. A year should
be long enough to tell lie story."
Today he is neither a quick flop noi a
star.
And he is still in pictures. "How
i

i

He smiled ruefully. "Look what's happened to me: When I first came out hue
I
had about six stories in the motion picture magazines. Vou did one thai I liked.
That was done out of friendship. The
was a
other five were written because
newcomer— as one would write about a
newly discovered freak.
"Then I met Joan Crawford and immediately there was another cycle of stories
— this time about 'Joan and Franchot.' I
1

bated that.
I

see

I

feel

my name

wouldn't?

Hut

(lalleied. of course,
with hers.

linked
I

when

Who

[Continued on page
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Dining And Danc-

The

ing Cafes

GAY

Make

Special Bids For

The

Picture Stars

OF

By

Hollywood

"Liiza

MY, if I live to be as old as May Robson did in
"Vanessa" I'll never have as much fun as I did at the
Mayfair the other evening.
(In case you didn't see
"Vanessa" I'd better tell you that May Robson is seen in the
first reel celebrating her hundredth birthday, and twenty years
later in the final fade-out she is still going strong.)
The Santa
Anita Handicap was run in the afternoon— and I bet you had
two bucks on Azucar, you cad— and just as if that wasn't excitement enough tor one week-end the aristocracy up and threw
a Mayfair party that night. It will doubtless go down in Mayfair history as the horsey Mayfair, though I must say there was
a delicious odor of Chanel number 5 about the place,
and nothing of the stables.
What is this Mayfair I'm always ranting about when
I'm trying to be high-hat and impress you with my
fine-feathered friends?
Well, Mayfair was established

MY,

in Hollywood in 1926 as an exclusive club for those
engaged in the motion picture profession. Membership is by invitation only, and no new member can
be accepted until an old member drops out, and I
can assure you that very few are considerate enough
to withdraw, even when they're down to their last
bankruptcy court, as Mayfair is the best "front
Hollywood.

Non-members are welcome as guests, only when
accompanied by a member, and it's easier to find
needle in a haystack
than it is to crash the
Even if
Mayfair Club.
you are an Eastern millionaire with a yacht and
a

a Rolls and a bank account, you stand no more
chance of getting to a
Mayfair, unless you're invited by a member, than

The night of the
awards
at
the
Biltmore.
Bette
Davis, runner-up,
photographed

is

with

Shirlittle
ley who won the
special award of
the Academy for
the "greatest contrlbution to pictures."

a rich man has of entering heaven
(say I'm going to be awfully mad
if

International
It

is

almost as good as an en-

gagement announcement when
Anita Louise and Tom Brown
out at the Cocoanut
step
Grove.
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I

find

heaven

all

cluttered

up

with Morgans and Vanderbilts), so
you can just take your old Rolls
and stuff it up an alley, and stand in line
outside the hotel portals along with the

and tourists. Yes, my dear,
thai exclusive.
The initiation fee, the dues, and the
twenty bucks a couple, all go to the Motion

rest of the fans
it's

Silver Screen

Picture Relief Fund, which harvests between five and ten thousand dollars from the club each year, so you see it's all for sweet
charity.
Mayfair has no iron-bound rules but it's supposed to
bold a dinner dance the last Saturday of each month, during the
winter months, at either the Biltmore or the Beverly Wilshire.

Each party

The

is

the last

word

in fashion

and beauty.

with each other to get the most dazzling gowns,
and no one would dare go to Mayfair without a new dress. Claudette Colbert, Joan Crawford and Jean Harlow may run around
Hollywood during the week in slacks and polo coats, but come
Saturday night and Mayfair and out come the diamonds, the orchids and the ermines. During its career the Mayfair Club has
had two costume parties, both of which were flops, and proved
very definitely that women go to Mayfair to show off their clothes.
In 1932 they held a "Hard times party to celebrate the return
of Prosperity" and all the members were supposed to come in
old worn out clothes and partake of a hearty meal of corn beef
and cabbage. What happened? Very few women came. Those
who did, led by that beautiful rebel, Evelyn Brent, wore the latest in expensive gowns.
And, here's a laugh, the chef very slyly
slipped a slice of chicken on every plate of corn beef and cabbage. By this gesture Mayfair definitely ritzed hard times. They
never even accepted the introduction. So that certainly put hard
times in its place.
When better swank is made Mayfair will

make

stars vie

it.

The

person to enjoy the "hard times" party most was Jack
Oakie who, for once, managed to crash Mayfair in his sweat shirt.
It was at this party, too, that Eric Von Stroheim, who had once
been tops in fame and fortune, but toppled, took off his pants,
(oh, he had another pair on, don't be squeamish, Ella), autographed them, and presented them to his producer. What a
gesture!

But enough of this reminiscing. The horsey Mayfair, the other
evening, turned out to be the most brilliant dinner dance the
club has had this year. Marion Davies, the queen of Hollywood,
was there with the Hal Roach party which was given in honor
of F. M. Alger, Jr., the lucky owner of the winning Azucar. And
dancing and having fun together were Loretta Young (just back
from a harrowing experience of being snowed-in in Washington
while on location) with Bernard Newman, Connie Bennett and
Gilbert Roland (who they say cleaned up on Connie's horse,
Rattlebrains, who, after being quite indifferent about the whole
thing for days, suddenly pranced in second one afternoon much to
everyone's surprise, including Connie's), Joan Bennett, so beautiful, and Gene Markey, Carole Lombard and Bob Riskin, Jean
Harlow and William Powell, Kay Francis and an Italian title
(Kay goes to parties between trips to the hospital), Peggy Fears
with an Egyptian title, Sally Blane and Cesar Romero (who did
the best tango of the evening), Madge Evans and Tom Gallery,
Una Merkel and Ronnie Burla, Norma Shearer and Irving Thal(with a grand Palm
berg, Virginia Valli and Charlie Farrell
Springs sun-burn), Toby Wing with a Vanderbilt, Ann Sothern
and Roger Pryor, Joan Blondell and George Barnes, Mary Carlisle and James Blakely
(a cute romance), Virginia Bruce and
King Vidor, Marian Marsh and Eddie Lowe, the beautiful Dolores Barrymore, the Bob Montgoinerys, the Clark Gables, the
Chester Morrises, the Richard Barthelmcsses, the Johnny Mack

for
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Browns, Conrad Nagel, Freddie March, "Will Rogers, Fred Keating, Tullio Carminatti, and migosh I'm bored with this.
Well,

no wonder the fans jammed the sidewalks in front of the Beverly Wilshire until four in the morning to get autographs and
glimpses of their favorites. That old maestro, Ben Bernie, acted
as master of ceremonies and apologized for being late by saying,
"I didn't realize how long it would take to walk in from Santa
Anita. I passed Al Jolson on the way. I figure he'll be here in
about a half an hour." (Need I tell you that Ben and Al did
not bet on Azucar?)
Ah, me, reminiscing again, but what a whale of a lot of difference one year makes at the Mayfair. The thought occurred to
me while I sat watching Dolores Costello Barrymore, sad and
lonely and so beautiful, at the Joseph Cawthorn table opposite
me. At a Mayfair, last year about this time, Dolores was radiantly
happy dancing with John Barrymore who, magnificent in tails
and white tie, was cavorting through a tango in old worn-out
felt bedroom slippers.
Today, John Barrymore is in New York,
and the rumor is that he and Dolores have definitely separated.
And it was at this same Mayfair, last year, that lovely Virginia
Bruce decided to divorce John Gilbert. It seems that John, the
great lover of the silent cinema, had been abusive to her in private for quite some time, but this night he became abusive in
front of the entire Mayfair. Virginia walked out on him.
Tonight, a year later, Virginia is the most sought after person on
the Mayfair dance floor.
And a year ago, about this time, Carole Lombard and Russ
Columbo were the gayest of the gay and continued to dance the
rumba long after everyone else had gone home. Tragedy— and
tonight
it
is
Bob
Riskin, clever writer

who won an Academy Award this year,

who leads the luscious Carole through
the rhythmic rumba.
And

while we're on
sombre note, seeing Eddie Lowe and
Marion Marsh so enthis

with

tranced

each

other, reminds me of
all the gay times Lil

Tashman,

who was

very
of
the
breath of the Mayfair,
used to have
there, leaning on Edsort

arm ami throwing out quips like so

die's

much

confetti.

Lil,

very sick and barely
able to be out of the
hospital, attended a

Mayfair soon after
her last operation.
[Con l. an page 62]

Joan Blondell and hubby, Mr. Barnes, making
merry at the Clover

Club

bar.
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JACK OAKIE_ GOES
By Maude

CBACK

Cheatham

to

Nature
Behind Those Whiskers Lurks

A

Jack, Oakie,

And

A

A

Fine Comedian,

Great Actor.
When

GRIN

moon
meet me. And

spread over Jack Oakie's

face as he came to
what a face! A month's growth of
beard, rusty red and bristly, decorated it.
"Scared, Maudie?" he chuckled, cheerily

tucking

my hand under

his

arm and

trot-

"Bill
ting me over to his dressing room.
Fields says my face looks like a doormat
with the welcome sign scraped off!
"This," he said, fondly stroking the rebellious stubble," was tenderly matured

amid the snow storms up at Mount Baker,
in Washington, where we filmed the exterior scenes for 'The Call of the Wild.' I
kinda hate to part with it for it harmoso well with my
to go when I start

It'll
sweat shirts.
my next film, 'The
have
Milky Way,' not because we are incompatible but as a sacrifice on the altar of

nizes

art."

"Did you win the

girl?" „I asked, recallgay, wise-cracking Oakie is
usually frustrated in his film romances.
"What, with this face?" his voice was.
"No girl, not even that grand
plaintive.
trouper, Loretta Young, could overlook this

ing that

this

'doormat.'

"Nope, Clark Gable snags the woman
and all I get for my efforts is the right
to pet the dog and die— nobly!"
Right then, I remembered that William
Wellman, who directed this Twentieth
Century picture, told me, "Jack Oakie is
okay

but that

of

as a comedian,
He
his talents.

has

is

the lesser

more sympathy,

real power to arouse
the emotions than most of the dramatic
It was Oakie
stars on the screen today.
who kept the comedy ball rolling in 'The
Call of the Wild,' and it was Oakie who
He
grabbed the big emotional moment.
had us all going with his death scene!"

more pathos, more

"We had

a wonderful
dog for the part of Buck in the picture, and
say, did you know that these 'killer' dogs,
the huskies of the Arctic, have blue eyes
I was offered a
as innocent as a baby's?

Jack was saying,

beaut but he was three-fourths wolf so I
passed him up."
"Do you often get to the altar with your
film sweethearts or is it your forte to love
'em and leave 'em?" I asked.
"It works both ways but I got a swell

26

break in
'College

my

picture,
Rhythm,' for I
last

married Mary Brian and
even had children. Would
you believe it, Mary and I were all fussed
and bothered when we had a kissing scene
and had to do it over a dozen times. It
wasn't a gag, either, we just got embarrassed for

some reason.

Of

course,

"Well, back to

"Remember
ette

in

guy-

"Yep, I've won and lost a lot of femmes.
Beginning away back in 1927, with my first
picture, 'The Fleet's In,' I married Clara
Bow, and was I thrilled and everything,
Guess
for I was sorta in love with her.
I was the first of her conquests.
in 'The Wild
"I lost Clara, though,
Party,' when Freddy March impressed her
with his classic profile— it was his first picture, too, so I knew right there that a new
enemy was in the movie camp.
"I married ZaSu Pitts in 'The Dummy,'
one of the first talking pictures. I was the

bold gangster and ZaSu was my moll. She
gave me a photograph of herself when we
since.
fulness,

had it on my dresser ever
That's something or other in faithisn't

MacDonald?

I

love

I've
it?

"In 'Dude Ranch' I was a cowboy and
beautiful June Collier hung onto me like
a leach so I won her hands down. I nearly
fell in love with June off the stage, too, but
along came Stuart Erwin and I foolishly
introduced them. After that, all I could do
was to cheer at their wedding. Their kid
calls me 'Uncle Jack.'
He's awfully cute.
We have a 'high sign' of our own and
tell each oilier secrets.
"Stu and June are among my best friends

life!

Go

Native,' with Jeanhave to laugh. Kay

"I'd like to be called

'The Social Lion' too,
but lost her in 'Someone to Love,' when
Rogers
vamped
her away, and in
Buddy
'The Man I Love,' my good old cronie,
Dick Arlen, up and stole her from me.
I'm always supposed to smile nobly, take
the count and fade from the screen just
as the church bells ring out for the other

and

my

'Let's

Francis was the comedienne playing with
me and she wore tights, too. Now, she's
the grand dressy lady of the screen.

the lake.

won Mary

was

and Mary Brian and I trail around with
them a lot. If you think Stu is funny on
the screen you should see him off. I tell
you I nearly die at his antics.

Mary

about the 'tops' with me, I've always
been mighty fond of her. She just built
a new home on Toluca Lake and I gave
her a row boat with a big white sail— we
call it our yacht and go scooting all over

finished

company

on location, Jack grew
his own make-up.

is

"I

the "Call of the

Wild"

an emotional com-

my next picplay a farmer
There's
gets emotional.

edian," Jack admitted.
ture,

boy,

"In

'The Milky Way,'

who

a sap,

comedy and pathos and
my alley. Also, I win the

When

I

it's

right

down

girl."

told him that Ernst Lubitsch
"Jack Oakie could become the
screen's great dramatic actor if producers would see his talents, for he has the
true comedian's flair for sustained emotion," his face beamed, almost wiping off
the rusty beard. Almost.
"Lubitsch has always had faith in me,"
said Jack, "and my highest ambition is to
be in one of his productions. I hope to
remake the Charles Ray pictures, you know,
those sympathetic under-dog dramas that
give a chance at belly laughs and tear
jerking.
That's the stuff for me. I like
to be a heart ticker and able to churn the
emotions."

once

I

said,

"It's all right to have love frustrations
on the screen but what about real life?"
I

asked.
"Sure,

to marry and have chilfigure I have plenty of time.
I love all the girls, bless 'em, but I play
the field. My mother is still my best girl.
have great larks together, for she has
a grand sense of humor— I tell her she
takes after
and we're always clowning
and laughing.
have a nice home in
Beverly Hills, a real home where I can

dren but

want

I

I

We

me—

We

take

the

girls

to

dinner,

bring

in

the

bunch from the studio and have the gang
over for poker, and mother is always the
life

of

party.
We go everywhere
[Continued on page 65]
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Ruby

Before

and
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work together, Hollyw
think that stars (ever

1
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body thought that
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to keep a man from
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1
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Then
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flight
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tures, defied

and
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Screen

By Ed Sull van
i

building. It has been charged that I persuaded her to go to his
hotel, so that I could discomfit him, but that isn't so.
Once she had been located, the taciturn Garbo went freely
about the city. Night after night, she sat at a corner table in
George Lamaze's restaurant on East 58th Street. Berthold Viertel was her constant companion.
I must report that Miss Garbo,
despite her ethereal appearance, has a very large appetite and
she liked Lamaze's cooking.
Most of the film stars become Pollyannas or nice-Nellies when
they hit Broadway.
They measure their words carefully, they
are vigilant lest they go to the wrong places, the publicity agents
of the major companies arrange the dullest of cocktail parties
to which the younger members of the press rush and from
which the columnists flee.
For that reason, the columnists cheer up when Connie Bennett, Gloria Swanson or Carole Lombard come to town.
Each
of this trio is a free-spoken, energetic individual, and it is from
girls like these
that the Broadway columnists get their best
stories.

On Miss Bennett's last trip to New York, she had the misfortune to arrive late at a theatre, for a First Night performance.
Whether or not she thought that this was Grauman's Chinese
Theatre, I do not know, but it is certain that she and her party
made quite a bit of noise as they made their entrance. Sfd
Skolsky, my colleague and an expert newspaperman, sitting in a
position from which he could observe the whole thing, coldly
and cleverly cut Miss Bennett to pieces in his column next morning.
It really was a masterpiece of denunciation and an hour
after the paper hit the street, the whole town was gabbing excitedly about Connie's rudeness.
A. C. Blumenthal called me on the phone that night. At his
invitation, I went to see the distressed Connie the next morning
at the Waldorf.
Over the breakfast table, she explained her side
of the story to me.
She had been out to a dinner party. The
hostess didn't rise from the table until 8:30.
By the time they
reached the theatre, the curtain already was up: "Other people
came in later than we did," said Miss Bennett, "and made more
noise, but just because I'm a picture star, and make good 'copy,'
they attack me." I told her that I could understand her angle
perfectly, but that as a newspaperman, I had to applaud Skolsky.
He saw a story that would stir up
talk and wrote it.
Had I been in
his place, I would have done the

same.
Personally

I like Connie Bennett.
She is frank, honest and direct. "I
have two great faults," she ex-

"In the first place, my
People
appearance is against me.
look at me and decide, from my
face, that I'm conplained.

ceited. In the second place, I can't

disguise

my

feel-

I
don't
person, I
can't pretend that
I do."

ings.

like

If

a

Carole Lorn[Cant, on page 59]

Below,

Gracie

Allen and
George Burns,

dear to

all

hearts.
They
keep alive the
nation's
sense
of humor.

Jack Benny

is

head

man among

the

broadcasters.

Gary Cooper has
.1

passion

for

steam rooms and
baths.
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INTRODUCING

He Composed "The
Ohject

Pinky

tion"

In

Of My Affec-

And l^iow
The

He's

Movies.

By

Whitney Willia ms

The

remarkable
an Oklahoma farm boy to
fame and $3 500
per week.
rise

I

of

BOW

to a lanky young gentleman from Oklahoma, who

boasts

the proud

cognomen

Pinky Tomlin.
Pinky makes his screen debut in 'Times
Square Lady" and is the man of the hour
in Hollywood.
As a matter of fact, not
in years has the cinema center reared up on
its
hind legs and adjusted its spectacles
as this Pinky person has made it do.
Half-crooner, half-moanof

ject of

Ma

my

affection."

looks at

him

askance.
referring

"What, with

complexion!"
to a newlyacquired sunburn.
Now, there's a passage of time
two
hours. Two hours to reach his girl's home.
Two hours which are to be the most mothat

.

mentous in

.

.

life.

For,

nasal rendition of his songs
(I
seem to be one-half

during the two hour

trip,

ahead of Mother Nature,
but what's a half among
friends), he has taken all
the bored Cinemanese by
storm
and in his initial picture attracts by his
very lackadaisical whimsy.
If ever there were a Cinderella tale to be told of
Hollywood, Pinky's is IT
(very
inelegant language
but very much to the
point)
and it even approaches a J. Rufus Wal-

and imaginative
mind. Ere he arrives at
his destination,
he has
the song and lyrics com-

er, half-hill-billy in his

.

.

.

.

lingford

the words, "the object of

my

posed

.

"The Object

of

tion

an

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

and he

all

receives

to

take his col-

lege

band

Falls,

Tex.,

Wichita
to
to play at a

offer

himself this question
not once but many
times.

Upon completion

of

weeks' engagement at the resort,
he received a letter
his

eight

from a

New York pubhouse offering

lishing

$1500

The

for

piece.
a
to

his

money

was
temptation

the lad making only
$20 a week, but he rejected the offer.
"I reckoned as how the song must be

worth more if the company was willing
to pay that sum to an unknown writer,"
figured the country boy.

Pinky
crooner

had

read

stories

named Bing

made good

about another

Crosby,

who had

dances at the University of Oklahoma.)
And here the unpublished song makes
a noteworthy debut, scores an instant bull's-

So straightway
his "manager,"
Pinky and
piled into an ancient Ford and headed for
Hollywood, the orchestration of his song
being the bulkiest part of their luggage.
The day of his arrival in Hollywood,
Pinky crashed the sacred portals of IrvingBerlin's sanctum sanctorum and interested
the celebrated song writer in his brain-

eye.

child.

(During the winmonths, Pinky earns
money by playing at fraresort.

ter

.

.

.

way?"
Pinky says he asked

great

the success he has since
enjoyed.
Comes summer vaca-

.

30

.

.

Pinky may trace

ter

shady side dropped for humor.
So that you may in some
wise recognize Pinky
he is the chap who composed "The Object of My Affection," one
of the ten best -sellers in the current popular music field.
Pinky's is the story of the farm boy
making good in the big city
and how!
It is the journal of two hours developing
into one of the most eventful short periods of time in the history of Success
two hours that will bring its spender a
fortune.
But to continue
The scene shifts to the small town of
Durand, Okla.
Pinky, the farm boy, is
exercising his vocal talents on the cows
and hogs. He tells his mother
"Ma,"
he says, "I'm a-goin' over to see the ob.

his

written
in those two hours, Mas-

the

.

tease

My Affection!"
To that song,

.

with

affecjtion,"

fertile

.

plot,

his

Texas, why wouldn't
the rest of the country
go for it in the same

ternity

Pinky

and

will;

likes

upon

and sorority

recall the occasion
the slightest encouragement.

to

.

.

.

"We used to play other popular numbers and about thirty-five couples would
get up and dance.
When we played my
song, at least a hundred and fifty would
take the floor. I usually sang the number
and the crowd repeatedly called for encores.

was then I realized I had a song that
appealed to people.
If they liked it
in
"It

in the west.
a companion,

He asked Bera letter of introduction
to Jimmy Grier, whose orchestra quickened the pulse of couples nightly at the
Pinky made one request.

lin

to

write

him

Biltmore Bowl.

"I'm going down to get

a job with him and a letter might help."
he told Berlin, naively.
Grier readily listened to what he thought
lis.
was a hayseed from Oklahoma
tened at first with his tongue in his cheek.
.

.

[Continued on page 66]
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The

Are Emoting, ~Ngw

Stars

The Sound

Stages

Are Busy.

R.

S.

Sets

Are Taking Form And

To The Hum With

Listen

Mook
glance

I

at

castic,"

her suspiciously.

"You don't have

inference.

snap, "you've

I

It's

a nasty

to get so sar-

finished

the scene

you were playing."
"I don't want to get out of character,"
she informs me blandly.

"Let's get out of here," Bernie Williams
suggests. "You may not know it but you're
well on your way to a row."

Next we come
is

WELL!

The day

certainly starting off auspiciously. Early in the
morning the 'phone rings and iL
is

Anyhow,

it

Kibbee.

Minor

The

Richard Arlen to tell me he is going
to England to make a picture and that
he has re-signed with Paramount.
Hard on the heels of the 'phone call
comes a letter from Margaret Connell of
Des Moines advising me that she likes this
department but that I belittle everyone
who isn't a personal friend. Me, who is
everybody's friend! Inspired by the mellow
mood brought on by Arlen's good fortune,
I here and now publicly apologize to everyone I've belittled except Katharine Hepburn, Jean Muir, and three or four others
whose names escape me at the moment.
As if all that isn't enough to make me
love life, I start at Universal and learn
to my great joy that the only two pictures

name

swell

a

stars

setting

is

to
for

Aline

"Wanderlust" which
picture— or

a

is

it?

MacMahon and Guy

Watson

is

the living

in

this

room

of a

scene.

com-

is

shooting there are "Princess O'Hara" and
"The Bride of Frankenstein" and I've already told you about them. So I hop
over to—

Warner Brothers

FIRST

crack out of the box I stumble
on to the stage where "Traveling Saleslady" is shooting, and there are Joan
Blondell and William Gargan working in
what is Joan's first picture since the arrival
of Norman Scott Barnes whom Joan fondly
refers to as "It."
The scene is a roof garden— a New York
night club. Plenty of silver and tinsel trimmings—and very effective. Joan and Bill
are sitting at a table on a balcony overlooking the city. It's a great day for the
extras because there must be a couple of
hundred of them on the set. Some of them
are in evening dress (drawing $15 a day
for putting on their glad rags) and others
in street clothes (at $7.50 per day because
they're supposed to be just the hoi polloi).
Joan is gorgeous in a plum colored wool
crepe evening dress with starched, white
embroidered gadgets sticking up around
her neck. "Whaddaya call those things?" I
ask, indicating the gadgets.
"These?" she inquires, fingering the
things.
I nod.
"Oh, these," she repeats absently,
fingering them. "I'd call them embroidered
water wings," she informs me suddenly.
All right, folks, Joan's dress is trimmed
with embroidered water wings.
She sure has lost weight since the baby

And Gargan,

mean, he's lost
weight.
Joan's baby had nothing to do
with it, though. It makes me sick. Here
they look like a couple of school kids and
I work like the devil to lose five pounds
and everyone says, very meaningly, "My!

came.

too.

You

I

certainly look healthy."
anyhow, there sit Joan and Bill
at this table with the moon and the stars
above them, the New York skyline, painted

Well,

for

May 1935

Joan

Blondell

working out

a

and Willian Gargan
romance for ''Travel-

ing Saleslady."

on a back-drop, in the distance and an
orchestra playing a dreamy waltz.
They
are, it seems, competitors.
"Waiter!" Bill calls, "Bring us another
quart of champagne."
"You're an extravagant young man," Joan
informs him with mock reproach.
"Old man Twitchell pays," Bill comes
back. "It all goes on the swindle sheet."
"Under what heading?" she wants to

know.
"Breaking down competition," Bill grins.
"Darling," says Joan sweetly, "you can
float me in cha-mpagne and I'll still take
business away from you tomorrow."
"Listen, you," Bill interrupts ungrammatically, "I got something to tell you."
But Joan shows him her wrist watch.
"I don't care if it's eight or ten or midnight," he screams, "you're going to hear
this.
You are, without doubt, the most
unscrupulous,
double-crossing,
unethical
person I ever had the bad luck to
run across. You've knifed me, you've stolen
sales

my

business.

Male or female.

I'd

like

to

break your neck."
But Joan only leans across the table and
smiles. She's very sure of herself (and with
good reason in that water-wing dress).
"Why don't you?" she whispers softly.
"Because," he storms, "I— I— I love you!
Now shut up and don't interrupt me."
"You're so
romantic,"
she
breathes,
mockingly.
"Hey," says Gargan when the scene is
finished,

"how do you

like

this?"

And

forthwith he shows me some papers where
he's being sued for $100,000 because some
man got hit in a brawl on New Year's Eve
and Bill wasn't even in the room at the
time. Oh for the life of a movie star!
"Going out to Pat O'Brien's cocktail
parly Sunday?" Joan asks.
"Sure," I smirk.
"Everybody in town's going to be there,"
says Joan.

MacMahon and Minor Watson
"Wanderlust," which introduces
another charming child, Betty Jean
Hainey.

Aline
in

fortable but quite unpretentious home.
Aline's child, Betty Jean Hainey, a little
girl of eight or nine, runs into the room

with a bandage on her finger.
"Mary Jane!" Aline gasps, "what on
earth has happened to you?
"I had a fight with Betty Lou." Bettv
Jean speaks up with a smirk that makes
me want to box her ears. I can't stand
precocious children, even when they're the
script writers' fault.
"Hello, Dick," says
"Did you
is finished.

back in town?"
"The deuce she

why

she didn't

let

Minor when

know

is!" I

the scene
Leila Benncu's

exclaim.

"Wonder

me know?"

"She probably didn't think it important
enough," says Minor drily.
Leila, as I have often told you, is one
of my favorite comediennes and I'm that
put out over not knowing she's here that
ins good humor begins to 00/c.
"Neither Cagney nor Dick Powell are
[Continued on page 73]
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1ROUPERS

Th e
COPPERFIELD"
DAVID
Billed

five
as a super-special,

weeks in production.
had all the earmarks of a

it

a

set

at

the

Cukor.

super-flop.

Charles Laughton, playing Micawber, refused to work on the
film any longer. His early objections to his part were now justified.
After five weeks' continuous rehearsal and the shooting of
several thousand feet of film, everyone concerned was willing to
concede that the production was terrible.
Director George Cukor was visibly non plussed. What to do?
Who could remedy the situation?
"We must have a good utility man to build the picture up,"
Cukor decided, "someone who can be depended upon to give
a sure-fire performance."
"How about W. C. Fields?" asked an assistant.
"Get him," came back the director. "Fields is the man!"

On

to

Paramount

studios sat

W.

C. Fields,

waiting to start work on '"Mississippi," starring
"dat ole man Ribber," for which he
had been slated several weeks.
Came an emergency message
from M-G-M.
Fields
rushed

Culver

City

studios

motor cops along the way.

A

in

A

nothing

flat,

skillfully

evading

brief consultation with Director

few moments to read the

script,

make

up,

jump

into

a costume.

Behold Micawberl
Fields is a "Builder-Upper"— a trouper— one of the best on the
screen today. He can be depended upon for any picture at a
moment's notice, and always gives a first-class performance. He
can produce the laugh that will turn poor film fare to good. His
name will sell pictures in small towns where new stars may be
unknown. Chances are even a poor film will make money if it
can boast of Fields in the

He

cast.

just one of a dozen of his ilk.
They include
players of every variety, from the eye filling Thelma
Todd to sad-faced ZaSu Pitts; from Donald Meek to
Among the better known ones
versatile Alan Hale.
are Minna Gombell, Glenda Farrell, Charles Ruggles,
is

Una Merkel,

Stu Erwin, Alison Skipworth, Robert
Armstrong, Pert Kelton, and others too numerous
to mention.
"Troopers" serve many purposes. They are used
or inject humor into
They help build up situations for the stars and lend their well known
names to casts made up of new or unknown

bolster up week
monotonous stories.

to

films,

players.

Nydia Westman, for example, appears briefly
"Captain Hurricane" with James Barton
(a newcomer from the New York stage) in
the lead, and Helen Westley, Henry Travers,
Helen Mack and Lon Chaney, Jr.
The
film had been in production two or three
weeks when Director John Robertson sent

in

Joan Blondell and Hugh
both veterans. Joan has
stage since she used the
mother's trunk for

Herbert are
been on the
tray of her
a crib.

Anne Shirley and
Helen Westley in the
picture that gave Anne
her name. Helen WestTheatre
is
the
ley
Guild in human form.
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Frankie Thomas and
O. P. Heggie. Heggie
is one of the reliables
sure-fire, any part

—

any time.

Silver Screen

ii

-I

The

Stars

May Take The

Troupers Take Care

The

Bows, But

Of The

Picture.

By Jeanne de Kolty

Donald Meek has a splendid
chance to zip up the picture
in "The Whole Town's Talking," and he is great.

Thelma Todd is very
successful in short
subjects.

She

can

al-

ways be depended on
even when supporting the Marx Brothers.

—

to admit that Nydia was the one
could do the role justice.
These troupers are a straight-forward, simple lot, for the most
part.
They seldom live up to the popular conception of film

won;

his

trouper

opponents were forced

who

people.
fifth generation of a family of actors and acsmall West Los Angeles bungalow with no company other than one colored maid and two cats. She is an artist
of no mean ability and has studied painting all her life. She gives
small, intimate parties, goes out very little, has many friends and
attends the Art Center school in Los Angeles when time permits.
On the set she keeps busy sketching portraits of her fellow players,
and has a collection of drawings of the worlds most famous movie
stars such as would create envy in the heart of any fan.
She drives herself around in a little Ford coupe, goes to Palm
Springs for her vacations and has a delightful little garden. The
garden, however, is to look at, not to work in. She doesn't like
gardening. Although she is extremely popular with the so-called
sterner sex, Nydia has never been married.
At present she is
planning a return to the New York stage. Those directors who
have come to regard her as the trouper who can be called upon
to save their pictures will miss her.
A large group of the "dependables" who make bad pictures
good and good pictures better are to be seen in Rudy Vallee's
film, "Sweet Music," including Hugh Herbert and Robert Armstrong.
They are being used as insurance against a fate such as
overtook Vallee's first picture, which was a miserable failure.
Hugh Herbert is a favorite for this purpose. He was rushed helterskelter through "Midsummer Night's Dream" so he could build
up "Traveling Saleslady" with Joan Blondell and William Gargan.
Herbert has two suppressed desires— to become a famous botonthe world.
He has never had time for
ist and to go around
either. Perhaps I'd better qualify that statement. He is a botonist
—a darn good one— but he isn't famous as such. He goes in for the
classics and says that "Oliver Twist" and "Count of Monte
Cristo" are the two greatest books of their kind ever written. He
believes strictly in the modern idea of matrimonial vacations, and
since he is usually too busy to get away, his wife takes a vacation
without him every year. At present she is in China, and if Herbert has his way he will find time between pictures to meet her in
Paris and come home with her. Indeed, he may be eating a bouillabaisse in some Boul Miche sidewalk cafe by the lime this story
goes to press.
Boh Armstrong, who also appears in "Sweet Music," is a nephew
(Continued on ]«i^< 66)
of Rolf Armstrong, the famous artist

Miss Westman,

tresses, lives in a

This

is

W.

C. Fields'

Freddie Bartholomew, with him, is
working again with
Garbo this time.
Things have "turned
year.

—

up" for Micawber and
the fans are blocking
the entrances at "Mississippi."

Westman a rush call.
He had decided the picture needed another
Miss

player to inject a certain
humor into the plot,

which seemed lacking.
Miss Westman was
lected

for

the

Irene Dunne's
in "Sweet

Robert Armstrong is a
"builder-upper" in any
cast and directors relax

when he

for

_

takes over.

May

1935

part

se-

of

little sister

Adeline" at the

zero hour. Mervyn Leroy,
directing, had seen Nydia
on the stage in New York
and was determined to
have her for the pari. The
studio heads were equally
determined on a contract
player. In the end, I.croy
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year more

this

?LAS«fcS

TOPS.,

IT'S

than ever
—

Take it from me this new Scandals is 365
times greater than last year's
and what
.

.

.

from

©i©^©H WHIT
CAN DAL

swelegant entertainment that was! Only
George White himself could have out-

by Jerry Hafliday

dazzled his 1934 creation.

You're going to zoom from loud "ha-ha's"
at the

comedy

to gasping "a-ah's" at the

beauties to thrilled

mance.

And

"o-oh's"

at the

ro-

you're going to dance out both

your shoes this spring to the swingy

rhythms of

six hit tunes!

STARS
GIRLS

SONGS
DANCES
LAUGHS

ALICE FAYE
JAMES DUNN
NED SPARKS

SPECTACLE
Keep your eye on Alice Faye, Fox Films'
gal. She has what it takes to

new glamour
hit the

cinema heights.

Lyda Roberti
Alice plays her grandest
this picture.

role

in

And what a marvelous

and Jimmake! • As for Lyda
team up PoRoberti
well .
land's gift to Hollywood with Ned
Sparks and Cliff Edwards
then
look out below! • Fox Studios

singin'-steppin' duo she

my Dunn
.

.

.

,

.

Benny Rubin

Emma Dunn

Entire Production Conceived, Produced

.

and Directed by George White

have staged this musicale with a

J
Watch

the sparks fly

„eX

^°

9

rtS

\0<5

bo<°

^
Sumptuous

settings! Spectacular Dances!

girls including

34

30 beauty con test winners!

Gorgeous

Hollywood cheered this masterpiece
of that master showman, George White

Edwards

Eleanor Powell

GEORGE WHITE

.

.

Cliff

Arline Judge

^£

\

the Trilby of Hollywood. Joseph Von Sternberg, the Svengali of this combination,
"Underworld" for example. He is unpictures that everyone raved over
questionably an artist. But there are some people who feel that there is too much director
in Marlene's recent pictures and, undoubtedly, her latest, "The Devil Is a Woman," will
prove that this team of director-star is either a happy one or a union which is not giving the
screen the results which lie within the power of Dietrich, our loveliest star.
Sometimes an artist, when he becomes expert in his technique, will paint a still life
which is meaningless, while a lesser painter will produce a canvas of distinctly lower standconnoisseur will rave about the first painting, but the public will
ard which tells a story.
Perhaps the screen is not yet ready for the sort of picture
take the second to its heart.
that is created to glorify the artistry of direction and photography.
Anyway Marlene has a new contract and the Hollywoods are full of directors.

SHE
has

—

is

made

.

A

An

Actor Loves

Which

Costume,

A
Is

Perhavs The Reason

Back

Of The Most

Interesting

"Trend"

That The Screen
Has Ever Known.
Mrs.
68,

at

Lucia

Coulter,

wardrobe mistress
M-G-M, has had a

busy time of

it

since

the rush for costumes
started.

She

is

shown

here as she fixed up
Elizabeth
Allan
to

appear

in

"David

Copperfield." It was
just one of the many

costumes she has
made for the screen
during

the

last

15

years.

George

Arliss as RicheSince "Disraeli," Mr.
Arliss has brought many
famous characters to the
screen. Last year his picture "The House of Rothschild" was one of the
great successes. Below is
a scene from his new picture, showing the gorgeous
costumes of the period.
lieu.

"The House of Rothschild"

Great Expectations"

GREA

OSTUME

CYCLE
reaches
ITS PEAK
Treasure island'

scene from the greatest of all costume picDeMille's "Crusades."
The
Cecil
B.
iermit, C. Aubrey Smith, and
his reverent
ollowers enter the castle.
DeMille is the heaved of the Hollywood
extras.
At right,
bseph Schildkraut,
Katherine
DeMille and
\

ures,

Pedro de Cordoba.

no denying
THERE
screen turned from
is

its

that

when the

preoccupation

with sex pictures, and began to make
Sims with pictorial appeal, the patrons of
:he movies did not hesitate to support the
box offices enthusiastically.
And so one
picturesque classic after another has been made into a screen play,
md, with one success following another, we have now come to the
rery peak of this great series of pictures based upon the greatest
iiamas of history. It will not be long before the crusaders will
:r;tvel on their pilgrimages across the screens of the country— great
characters. of history will live again, and every decade throughout
the ages will have its screen field day.
Never has there been a more educational or entertaining cycle. The youngsters will learn history, period costumes, architecture and the manners and customs of other years, and the producers will reap a golden reward, which they
should, and the blessings of mankind as well.
The Barretts of Wimpole Street'

Famous Fiction
The

And Characters ConBy The Greatest Literary

Plots

cewed

Men Of
Their

Time Hpu> Have
Day On The Screen.
All

THE

technical

excellence of the

modern

screen plav

i>

such that no theme is too subtle or delicate, too mightv
or impressive, to be beyond the scope of the magicians
behind the cameras of Hollywood. The classics, on the othei
hand, offer very inviting problems. In the first place, the
picturesque costumes immediately give a different appear
ance to the action, and the memories of the great plavers of
the stage— Mansfield. Booth. Barrvmore— spur the modern
screen stars to prove that they are not secondary in talents.
Another reason for the present feast of classics is that the
themes are already known and loved by many people. Before
Zanuck decided to put "Ivanhoe" into production he had
the opinions of librarians and professors, and arrived at the
conclusion that there are 30,000,000 persons in the United
States who are familiar with Sir Walter Scott's book.

William
Makepeace Thackeray could
never have conceived the marvel of this
picture, with Miriam Hopkins, as Becky
Sharp,
moving before his very eyes.
This photoplay is in color, a new step in
the ever advancing wonder of the screen.
At the left is Sir Cedric Hardwicke, a
great actor from England, as the Marquis
of Steyne.

Jean Mutr and Ross Alexander, the
lovers of The Bard's classic fantasy.

The

Classics

Hew Form

—

The Books

Frances Drake,
HudRochelle
son and John
Fredric March as Jean
Valjean, the hero of Victor

Beat

story,
Hugo's
immortal
"Les Miserables." Above,
March in the prison se-

quence make-up.

Below, a scene

in the galthe chained prisoners
are fed. Jean Valjean plotting his escape.

leys as

Charles

in

"Les

Miserables."

Laughton

and

Fredric March co-starred
in the famous old story.

Appear In
Better

A

Than

Themselves.

Helen

Little

Parrish,

who

plays
opposite
Frankie Thomas, Jr., in

"A Dog

of Flanders."
the screen influence
is
not overrated, this
costume should estabIf

lish

a

new appearance
young ladies of

for the

America.

Dressing

is

,"T"1
I

HE girls
are

up

and boys

of the

in the attic,

cinema

Up

rummaging

;vL in the trunks and boxes for any
ind of costume they can find. Douand hose, buskin and bustle,
»let
>olonaise and kirtle are all good today on the screen. Once
fas the time when the very fixity of the appearance of a
avorite counted in his favor. Charlie Chaplin's shoes, hat
nd cane were alive with comedy and as unchanging as the
Jack moustache of the villain in the western drama. But,
W. C.
'oday, our favorites have the souls of chameleons.
fields

somehow manages

to

get

off

the

tight

trousers of

Uicawber and into the brass buttoned elegance of a Missisippi River captain; Charles Laughton pulls off the dignified
ipparel of Mister Barrett to put on the ridiculous clothes of
he Gay Nineties for "Ruggles of Red Gap," and the next day
as the detective of "Les Miserables."
ir so he is decked out
We are the gainers and the plays are better because of all
An actor unconsciously alters himself
(his wardrobe activity.
jo fit the spirit of his appearance, and in this we are all alike.
Few indeed can overcome the stiffening influence of uniforms
the tendency of evening clothes to transform our usually
|>r
brilliant selves

into stuffed shirts.

were very wise we
[vould take advantage of this
nfluence.
When we wish to
mpress Aunt Emma we should
,vear our
new Homburg hat,
ind when we have to join a
|Tisky house party our costume
phould be somewhat baggy at
jhe knees and elbows, with a

we

If

In "Naughty Marietta"
Jeanette MacDonald is
and furbelows
all frills
and utterly charming.

dash of the gypsy in the angle
W the hat.

gives way
to the urge and gets
himself up in a becoming robe with a Hindu
while the girls
flavor,
wear the national costume of South-eastern

Guy Kibbee

Brassiere.

Henry Wilcoxon, at the
with Evelyn Laye
and George Grossmith
right,

in

"Princess

—the

Charming"

glamour of gold
braid and shiny buttons.

-ft

4

A

scene from

Making
Nothing

Is

Too

Much TrouUc
To Get The
Effect Of Reality.
INhasTHE bemovies,

every accessor)
real as possible.
the stage, a star would feel
that he had betrayed his art if he
used real properties. That is, for
to

as

On

example,
when he plays with
machinery or furnaces or flying
machines. He is supposed to make
you think it is real, and if he can't'
do that, he is not a great actor. In
the movies, everything is as near to
the true apparatus as can be had
and, curiously, this does not detract
from your belief in the player.
Hollywood goes to endless trouble
to build enormous sets which are
used but a few seconds in a picture. If the picture is a success the
original cost is soon returned.
Personally
we prefer pictures
taken on location.

The camera crane
ready to take a
three floor elevator set used in

"Roberta."

Nelson Eddy and Jeanette
MacDonald making a scene

"Naughty Marietta."
Director Van Dyke, the hero
of many successes, studies
the scene while Sound Man,
Camera Man and Script

for

Girl wait.

MOVIES

No

Picture

Complete
without A
Chorus

"All

the

Is

.

King's

Hors.es"

and all the cuties' calves.
Give me a good looking,
spritely chorus and the
whole theatre seems to be
more important, the night
seems more of an occasion and the picture glows

Nj)t

Only Musical Puces Must Have

with the spirit of Broad-

way.

Choruses, J\[ou>

They Are In Demand

For Every Picture.
in pictures once meant that the principal actor stood square
SOUND
front of the camera and sang his head
Then the musical
off.

in

cycle,

Busby Berkeley and others, came along and gradually the
plan has changed. Nowadays the singer starts off right in the middle of
started by

the screen singing to beat the band, but the camera, with fine understanding, swings away from that violently working jaw and, while the
voice continues in pleasing fashion, the eye of the audience is refreshed
and gladdened by the sight of the merry, merry girls of the chorus. This
is the 1935 design and very good, too.
So they have gone on with the idea. If the audience liked to hear
singers and not see them, but preferred to see chorus girls instead, why
not carry the thought a little further? So, we have thrilling melodramas,
with the voice of the villain from off-stage, and bevies and garlands of
beautiful maidens treading a measure for the tired eye of the business
expect, before long, to have the whole play
man in the audience.
practically come from voices off-stage like a drama on the radio, while
refreshed and tingling with pleasure we watch, the chorus on the screen.

We

Alice Faye and

James Dunn in
George White's
"Scandals— 935
I

Edition." Alice shows

up swell, even
competition with
these beauties.

in
all

Carl Randall, dance director, and some of the
chorus girls frpm "Reckless," the new William
Powell-Jean Harlow play.
It is not a musical.

BRILLIANT P
JT ERFORMERS
Some Outstanding

Of The

Players

Month.

MOST

players are very careful, before they accept
read the script, and if they think th(
have a chance to show to good advantage in tl
Then, to their surprii
picture, they accept the part.
when the picture gets before the public some part othi
than theirs is the one that is outstanding. No matter hw
long they have been in pictures, no one can tell whicl
is the part that is going to have the popular appeal.
1
makes it all rather exciting.
The Academy Award was particularly satisfactory, as i
selected both Gable and Claudette for the two leading
play«ers, and for their performances in the same picture
Neither one outdid the other, both were excellent. O
part, to

standing performances
often

Bette Davis gave one of the
greatest performances of
last
year in "Of Human
Bondage." It was all in the
same mood, but tremendous
in effect. She will be starred
in

dramatic plays.

Paul Muni, in "Black Fury,"

makes

a plea for the

under-

dog underneath everything
down in the coal mine, in

—

fact.

Lovely

little

Temple has
day.

One

Shirley
a birth-

look

at

Shirley and the
whole world and his
wife exclaim: "Isn't
she cute!"

remembered

evi

though the character ap
peared in but a fet
scenes.
Myrna Loy B
"The Thin Man," for ex
ample, was very fine, bu
compared with the gu[
in

"It

Happened

Night," a very small
indeed.

O:

Edward G, Robinson
and Jean Arthur in
"The
Whole Town's
Talking," which

is another of those knockout pictures that we

have come to expect
from Columbia and
ONLY from Columbia.

Mae West

in "Goin
Town."
Just to
keep up her record
for
being
unique,
Mae's picture is not
a
costume picture,
but really modern.

to

In

fact,

in

just

she dresses
the sort of

clothes you would
expect to wear! Or
would you?

Ginger Rogers
popular

every

is

more

minute.

She is fine in "Roberta"
and the fans are beginning to realize that she

can out-dance, out-sing
and out-look any girl on
the screen.

F,RILLS

There

Is

Ahout

A

Feminine Appeal
7

Frilly

*

Summery

Dress.

A

.

How B eautiful
She Looks
.

.

.

99

they say of

Ginger Rogers
Wouldn't You hike
This Said About
a
WHAT
beauty

calls

thrilling life

becomes.

pleasure to
forth

know

Have

to

You?

that the attraction of your

admiration.

How

interesting,

how

You can share this joy if you learn how to emphasize the
charm of your own natural beauty with the magic of a new
kind of make-up, originated for the stars of the screen by
Factor, Hollywood's make-up genius.

Max

It is called color harmony make-up, and consists of face
powder, rouge and lipstick in new, original, harmonized color
tones. Created to beautify living screen star types, you may
be sure they will glorify the color appeal of your beauty,
whether you are blonde, brunette, brownette or redhead.

Instantly, the very first time you make up, you will note an
amazing difference. You will see how the face powder actually
you will marvel
gives to your skin a satin-smooth loveliness
. . .

how

the rouge, like finest skin-texture, imparts a soft, natural
color.
you will see your lips becoming more alluring with a
perfect color accent
and hours later you will wonder how
.

.

.

.

.

make-up can remain so

lastingly beautiful.

So today can brin» your most wonderful adventure

GINGER ROGERS

in beauty.

Share the secret of all Hollywood's stars... for the luxury of
Color Harmony Make-Up is now available to you at nominal
prices. Max Factor's Face Powder, one dollar; Max Factor's
Rouge, fifty cents; Max Factor's Super- Indelible Lipstick,
one dollar.

Starring in R-K-O's

"STAR OF MIDNIGHT"

POWDER

... Creating a satin- smooth
make-up that will cling for hours, Max
Factor's Rachelle Face Powder blends in
color harmony with Ginger Rogers' light
titian coloring. Perfect under any closeup test.

LIPSTICK ... Accenting the color aplips,
Max Factor's Super-

peal of the

Indelible Flame Lipstick completes the
color harmony make-up. Moisture-proof.
the color remains permanent and uniform
for hours.
.

ROUGE

... Harmonizing with the color
tone of the powder. Max Factor's Flame
Rouge imparts a soft, lifelike glow of
color to the cheeks ... smooth, like finest
skin texture, it always blends evenly.
. .

ax Jac lor * Hollywood
I
SOCIETY MAKE-UP:

OR personal

J.

make-up advice

MmU

and to test your own color
harmony shades in powder and

. .

for your

Rouge,

Face Powder,

Lipstick

Harmony

Color

COLOR H A It,HON Y* LV 'pOWDER ANR MPSTICK

.

lipstick

.

.

.

mail

this

MAIL THIS COUPON TO MAX FACTOR

.

.

.

HOLLYWOOD

JUST

hll in the coupon for Purse-Size Box of Powder in your color harmony
shade and Lipstick Color Sampler, four shades. Enclose 10 cents for postage
and handling. You will also receive your Color Harmony Malcc-Uo Chart
and a 48-page illustrated book, "Tit Ntw Art «/ Sittttj \Ukt4Jf.
FREE.

coupon.

.

.

COMPLEXIONS
Very Liiht

17-.VH1

Blur

O
O

Sallow

D

OUr

STJJ£ET_

SKIN

M»x Factor

CITY

_STAT!-

Own
Haul

Mrd.um
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HAIR

EYES

G
O
Q

Q

BROWNETTE
Ltht.JD HiA _Q

Brown

BRUNETTE

BUI

Liahu.O Dark_0

REDHEAD
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Light

D.y
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Buddy
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No

orphan sachets

STEAMED HER HAIR!
INSIDE this young lady's curly head

is

a lot of good, sound shop-

When she needed a wave, did she drop into any shop
"Give me a Permanent"? Yes, she did; but she added, "A

ping sense.

and say,
Eugene Permanent, with Eugene Sachets!"

Many
made or

"bargain waves," given with homefilled with Heaven-knows-what
and all they got was a mop ol dull lrizz. But
can see its healthy lustre. You can almost feel

ol her Iriends fell lor

twice-used dabs of sachets,

harsh chemicals
look at her hair.

.

.

.

You

its softness.

If

your own hair

is

to receive similar protection, see that

no

nameless, orphan sachets steam
salety

.

.

.

this sachet

.

.

FREE.

.

in condition.

look for the trade-mark-of-

.

.

.

.

!

your Eugene wave

.

.

acquaint yourself with the trade-mark by which it can
always be identified. Take it with you to your hairdresser's! We will also send you
a copy of "Here's How ", a booklet of new hair styles, with information for keeping

Examine

.

Each Eugene sachet contains the exact, scientific amount ol pure
waving lotion needed to turn out one perfect wave or ringlet. This
gentle lotion, Eugeneol, is a secret formula, used only in Eugene
Sachets throughout the world. Be as shrewd about buying a wave
as you are in buying fashions or food
don't guess, don't hope,
don't wish! Say to your hairdresser, "Use Eugene Sachets"
then read your favorite magazine while you wait for your head! ul
ol lovely, lustrous Eugene curls!

Wo

ONE EUGENE SACHET SENT YOU

it

Eugene.

Mail a postal to Eugene, Ltd., 521 Fifth Ave., N.Y

%

.

.
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By Lenore

Clive Brook

Samuels

RETURNS

In

England

tor,"

A

Year And
Brook

Is

an

elaborate

costume drama.

An Ahencc Of A

After

Clive

made "The Dicta-

Half, Clive

~Npw At

Work

In Hollywood.

grey-eyed, and lacking
inch of the traditional
hero's six feet in height, the Clive
Brook who greeted me at the door of
his Ritz Carlton suite in New York
(en route from London to Hollywood) was the epitome
of the Clive Brook we have come to know in such
film successes as Noel Coward's "Cavalcade," "Twentyfour Hours" or "Declasse."
From this you may gather that Mr. Brook, in person, possesses a charming manner which, if it is not
exactly the same as the hale and hearty approach of
his American brothers, manages, nevertheless, to put
you completely at your ease.
You may also surmise— and correctly, too— that at
o'clock on this particular morning he was becom11
ingly garbed in the neat navy blue suit, white shirt
and unobtrusive tie that you are accustomed to find
adorning every nine out of ten
or
prominent
bankers,
lawyers
writers whose characters Mr. Brook

SLENDER,
an

but

mind) and his almost equally im-

"Dan"

pressive

Ann

in

Harding's

most popular film,
"Gallant Lady"?
If you prefer to

remember

him

most kindly as Major (or was it Colonel?)
Marryot in

"Cavalcade,"

I

shan't criticize you.
It is simply that I
prefer Clive Brook
when he is tired of
it

all.

Since Mr. Brook has been absent
from these shores for almost a year
and a half— much too long, I told
him, as the fans are fickle and
have lately exhibited a fondness

sinks his cinema teeth into so easily in his suave, sophisticated society roles.

And you may

further assume
Brook can drape himself
with supreme nonchalance against
that Mr.

for rugged individualism— it is time
you got acquainted with him all

mantelpiece, cigarette in hand,
while he converses with engaging
candour; that he can narrow his
eyes astutely while driving home a
point, and can fix you with that
half-cynical, half-laughing smile of
his just as convincingly as does
the Mr. Brook you have all become enamoured with on the
screen. But wait
any moment
now you expect the navy blue suit
to turn into heavy checked tweeds,
the cigarette into a pipe, and a
peaked cap to envelope that care-

over again.
And I couldn't personally recommend a more spectacular and romantic return than
he makes in "The Dictator," a

a

.

.

Toeplitz Production which he
in

fully

parted,

smooth brown

hair.

presto!

What have we

here?

against the background
8th century Danish court life.
"It is the sort of thing," Mr. Brook
assured me, "that England does so
extraordinarily
well,
and ranks
with such tremendous successes as
'Henry the 8th' and 'Catharine the
Great.' "
Madeleine Carroll, the
beautiful English girl who was in
Hollywood for a short period last
winter, plays opposite him.
trigue, set

of

to be sure! My
favorite fiction detective ever since

Sherlock Holmes,

Brook brought him to life
upon the screen not so many years
Mr.

ago.

When
his

I

told

him

I

splendid portrayal

remembered
of

mantic "down-and-outer"
derworld,"

a

the
in

While

home

"Un-

silent

Brook remarked

And

in

London,

Mr. Brook
romantic

the
historically
of Dickens, which

is

situated

Richmond,
overlooking
the
And he had an amusing tale to tell about the rental
at

tell

me you remember

Thames.

of this house.

that?"

You would expect

1

leased

ro-

picture,
Mr.
most sweetly: "Don't

made

will shortly

be released in this country by Gaumont-British Films.
It is an elaborate costume film,
the story one of diplomatic in-

.

And,

London, and which

this

Mr. Brook to say the

nicest things!

speaking of "Underworld," which, by the way, was the
film which skyrocketed Mr. Josef Von Steinberg to directorial
fame in those post-Marlene Dietrich days, we must come further out in the open and confess that we think Mr. Brook did
some of his best work in roles which painted him as a man
slowly but surely wallowing deeper and deeper in the mud of
human existence. Remember his "Heliotrope" in "Forgotten
Faces" (it goes back a few years, bul you really ought to remember, for performances like that should not be hrirhed from your

"My wife went to see it first with an agent, who knew her
simply as Mrs. Brook.
He quoted a price of fifteen guineas a
week, which was reasonable considering that it was still
in
nished the way it was in Dickens' time.
She was enraptured
with the place, so I went up to see it with her nexl day. The
agent took one look at me, then said: 'Are you Clive Brook, the
film star?' I had to admit that I was and then and there the
price was jacked up to thirty guineas, which was laying it on a
bit thick. you know."
They finally came to terms, and it [Continued on page C8]
I
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LMOST

every great scene is an accident.
Every one of those sublime moJments on the screen that burn themselves into your memory are really the haphazard result of luck. Sometimes these great
scenes are tragic, sometimes comic and sometimes superbly poignant, but they are always
the phenomena of mischance.

Th

/A

Now

us test this "accident"

let

found America's most beautiful
soprano knee deep in a new script and
I

mysterious looking scores for her next picture
(which is as yet untitled), she was anxious
to talk about her favorite child, "One Night
of Love." She said:
"That exercise scene in which Mr. Carminati piled books on my chest and instructed
me to breathe deeply, is actually the culmination of all my own resentment and disdain
stored up during the years I was forced to
accept the old-fashioned ideas of vocal
training.

"Do you know that once I was made to
shove a heavy piano around a room to improve my diaphragm control? Somehow I
knew that an audience would find high
in

some of those

fantastic

and

antediluvian notions concerning the development of lung power."
"I selected the exercise in which, lying
on the floor, I was weighed d6wn with
heavy books and told to breathe deeply,
because I felt that just this one flash would
be sufficient to establish the ridiculousness
of the whole thing."
And there you have it. A great scene
old
is achieved because a star nurses an
grudge against some crusty singing instructors who wasted her energy and time
with useless, not to say terribly strenuous,

methods.
If you saw "One Night of Love" you will
never forget Grace Moore's rendition of
"One Fine Day" in the "Madame Butter-

You will always remember how
fly" scene.
a strange rapture made your flesh crawl
when she sang, "He will call Butterflywife of mine— little cherry bloslittle
som

.

.

Big

By

final shot.

amusement

ir

Moments

it is impossible for me to
personal selection.
However, Miss Moore told me the two
sequences in this production that have" been
lifted out by critics and fans for special mention are the "breathing exercise" bit with
Tullio Carminati and the "Madame Butterfly" grand opera scene that was the picture's

table scenes that

make a

lyrics

1935

thecy on

Grace Moore's glorious elfort, "One Night of
Love," a picture so packed with unforget-

Although

May

."—and how emotion closed up your

throat when she finished the divine aria
on a clear, superb, magnificent high C.
Now, the "Madame Butterfly" opera was
selected for the final scene of that production,
not because it offered a beautiful photographic background, or an opportunity for the
star to scintillate in a cloth of silver kimona.
It was used for the final sequence, I have
been told by friends of Grace Moore, because
she asked for it. And these same friends recall that "Madame Butterfly" was the opera
in which Grace Moore won her first American acclaim, and all this makes me wonder
if she made that request because she hoped
it might .repeat that initial triumph, and
bring to her the screen victory that failed
to materialize in her picture debut for
M-G-M in "A Lady's Morals" and "New

Moon."
Death

scenes, any actor will tell you, are
the most difficult chore in stage or screen
repertoire. It is almost impossible to make
such scenes convincing, and that is why the
veteran screen performer side-steps them

whenever possible.
But there was no side-stepping the death
scene in "Cleopatra" for Claudette Colbert.
History is history, and since the Siren of the
Nile selected an ugly little asp as a way out
of her difficulties, there was no alternative
lor Claudette.
But strangely enough, Claudette's suicide

Julie

Lang Hunt

on a golden throne, arrayed
ceremonial robes, has been
showered with verbal honors from every
motion picture reviewer in the country.
"That amazing look of repressed terror as
she grasped the asp was almost too realistic,"
wrote one critic.
"The best scene of its kind these weary
eyes have witnessed in ten years of picture
reviewing," penned another drama editor.
And because I happened to be on the set
the very day this death sequence was filmed
(I was working in the Paramount publicity
department at the time) I can prove once
more that an accident, and not even a happy
scene, seated
in Egyptian

one, shoved this scene

up

Tullio Carminati and Grace Moore in
the hit scene of "One Night of Love."
This unforgettable moment was Miss

Moore's

into the Hall of

own

idea.

Fame.
Because she loathes snakes, even little asps
(and what woman doesn't), director Cecil B.
DeMille had the prop department make a
basketful of nice harmless paper reptiles for
the royal suicide. Claudette rehearsed the
scene six or seven times with the limp paper
props, and everything was finally in order
for the first "take."
My roving eye caught DeMille talking to
the slave girl whose duty it was to bring the
fatal basket containing the snake to the unhappy Cleopatra. It was a good thing that
Claudette's eye was not roving in the same
direction, because I saw a live and wiggling
little asp (venom extracted, of course) trading places with the prop in the basket.
The next moment the lights were on, the
cameras grinding, and the brave Queen
plunged her hand into the basket for her
asp. And because the cameras were whirring
and because she is a seasoned trouper, Claudette did not let the scream that choked her
tumble from her lips. She well might have,
but there is the lucky break— she held on to
that squirming bit of horror and pressed it
to her breast, and the camera caught that
superb flash of unearthly terror that passed
across her eyes. And so another great scene
was added to Hollywood's credit side of the

Mae West

has never been greater
than during that moment in "I'm No
Angel" when she made her memorable plea to the jury.

ledger.

Probably the comedy scenes that rise into
the stratosphere of fame are the greatest
"accidents" of all.

There is, for example, "The Thin Man"
and that riotous bit of business that had
Bill Powell lying on a divan shooting ornaments off a Christmas tree with a tiny shot
gun.
I found Powell on an M-G-M set, finishing his current picture, "Reckless," with

Jean Harlow.
"Just the result of a dull afternoon and a
bet," Powell explained the medley of chance
that motivated this bit of comedy to prominence. "That Christmas tree had been a
prop on the set for more than a week and
\
was getting sick of looking at it. Then
there came an afternoon when things wen*

The famous scene in "The Thin Man"
when William Powell demonstrates
to his charming wife, Myrna Loy,
his

steadiness,

accuracy and

skill.
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dios live and die by them) indicate that
"Wings in the Dark" is the greatest "tear
jerker" of the year, and the "teariest" scene
in the whole picture concerns a dog trying
to make friends with Cary Grant who plays
the role of a blind aviator.
Cary had been vacationing in a secret hideaway, and I had almost given up hope of
talking to him about this new triumph of

Has

l^ever

Forgotten.

was forced to amuse myself. I
my aim by annihilating
those annoying tinsel ornaments with pieces
of wadded paper snapped from a rubber
band."
"This innocent amusement started the
whole cast and crew aiming at the same
little ornaments, and soon someone produced a pop gun from the property department.
With this instrument the pastime
grew to a heated contest, with bets being
slowly,

and

I

decided to improve

placed on the marksmanship of a talented
few."

And so the director, "Woody" Van Dyke,
watching the hilarity provoked by the "ornament popping" decided to put the "business"
into the production.
In

"Wings

in

the Dark,"

Cary Grant

reached an extraordinary peak of realism when, crazed by his approaching
blindness, he loses control.

Hollywood rates the torture scenes in
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer" as the finest acting Gary Cooper has accomplished in his
seven years of picture work.
Gary says he prefers the explosion scene
at the end of the picture, but I'll stick to
the choice of film fans and critics.
I talked with Gary about this just an hour
before he left for his annual New York spring
outing. He said:
"That agonized expression on my face
when the bamboo sticks were being forced
under

my

fingernails

was

realistic

enough,

I

Those darned sticks, ten of them,
mind you, had to be placed and stuck with
gluey stuff every morning before nine o'clock.
"For three whole days, I had to be fed, I
couldn't smoke and every glass of water had
guess.

to be sipped through a glass tube, invalid
fashion. I had to remember to hold my

hands away from my body and everything
to keep the sticks from breaking off.
Probably that is why the
It was torture.
whole thing filmed well."
else,

In "The Lives of a Bengal Lancer," a
horrible torture scene gave an opportunity to Gary Cooper to demonstrate
what a marvelous actor he is.

I will never forget the night Mae West's
second picture, "I'm No Angel," was previewed. The spontaneous burst of applause
that greeted the famous courtroom scene
was one of those unexplainable breaks of
enthusiasm and seldom occur today in our
splendidly impersonal "movie" houses.
As I said, I will never forget this preview,
because I was on the set when that courtroom

scene was made. The thermometers zoomed
to 104 degrees that day, and, as if the weather
was not enough to hamper a schedule devoted to light comedy, the cooling system on
the stage broke down.

The moment of Cleopatra's death

is

spoken of as the high spot of
Claudette Colbert's performance, but
it was really an accident.
often
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Mae, as you remember, was gowned for
that scene in black velvet and blue fox furs,
which didn't help matters. The situation
was further complicated because the day was
Mae's birthday, and she was anxious to get
home and have a nap before a big dinner
party given in her honor that evening.
Things went badly from the first shot.
Several extras fainted from the heat, and
Mae's make-up was ruined by the lights
after each shot.
But during the afternoon a strange thing
happened to Mae. Soon after the lunch hour
a continuous stream of florist boxes were
delivered to her on the set. It was her birthday, of course, and her many famous friends
were remembering her, we thought. By the
middle of the afternoon her portable dressing-room was almost buried in the accumulation of blooms.
But what few of us knew then was that
every one of those boxes came from the men
and women employees of the Paramount
studio.
It is not strange then, I suppose, that Mac
West was able, on that steaming day, to turn
out the best scene of her career.
Exhibitors' reports (and believe me, stu-

when I found him dining one night at
Hollywood's gayest spot, the Trocadero.
While men and women tangoed, laughed
and flirted about us, Cary told me that he
hoped, even prayed, he would never be called
upon to repeat what the exhibitors chose to
his,

call

his "big scene."
had to strike a dog,"

he told me bitterly.
"Not a really harsh blow, you understand,
but I had to shove that dog from me roughly
and he could not understand why I had to
do that to him."
"He was a superb dog, had been raised
"I

the 'Seeing Eye' institution that trains
dogs to guide the blind. I had him around
me for weeks before production started so
that we could become thoroughly acquainted, and so he would learn that I was not
blind, but that at certain times I would
pretend to be and he must lead me just
as carefully as he would a sightless person.
"All this the dog soon understood. But
when we started work, he never could understand why I had to strike out at
him during that scene in a mountain
cabin when I am supposed to go mad with
rage because I cannot see. It made me feel
so cheap and mean, for I knew the dog
couldn't understand. I hope I will never
have to repeat that performance ever again."
I am sure that for sheer revolting perfection Bette Davis' scene in "Of Human Bondage," in which she wrecks Leslie Howard's
apartment, will never be surpassed.
at

Critics have called that two hundred feet
of film a masterstroke of viciousness.
"I can only remember that I was terrified,"
said Bette, when I discovered her on the set
of Bordertown, and brought the subject up.
To play convincingly the part of a woman
bereft of a single kindly emotion, a woman
who was cruel, ignorant, common, shallow
and depraved, seemed almost too much to
ask of any actress.
"I can remember that on the morning
scheduled for this scene, I happened to read
in the sports section of the newspapers
something about the psychology of pep
talks on football teams just before big

games.
will think I am foolish when I tell
decided to try the system on myself.
I gave myself my own pep talk.
I gave it
aloud, I argued with myself, and actually
talked myself out of much of my nervous-

"You

you

I

and
know, it
ness

disbelief in myself.
really worked."

Sometime during the month

And do you
of

June there

be another great scene added to the
glowing list of Hollywood's masterpieces.
You will find it in Mae West's forthcoming
picture, "How Am I doin?" Watch for the
bit that shows Mae in a South American
dance hall, dancing a sizzling rumba with
Tito Coral and singing a gay French song.
And remember when you see this scene
that Mae West went through the entire sequence on the day she received word that
her father had died suddenly of heart failure
in San Francisco.
Remember that, although the studio
called off all work when it learned about

will

Mae West called up her direcand asked him to recall the extras and

the tragedy,
tor

plan lor a
"I

want

work.

It

full

day's work.

to work today," she said. "I
will help inc.
And it will

must
help

those extra players too."
No one beyond the immediate product ion
Staff has witnessed this dancing, flirting,
singing scene, but something tells me that
it is destined to be one of Hollywood's Hashes
of greatness.
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REVIEWS

PICTURE THERMOMETER
Degrees of Quality

OF PICTURES SEEN

Perfect

j

May

I — 100
I
II

"Naughty Marietta"

"The Good Fairy"

—
~\—

>.

—

important part in American pictures and
is
a knock-out. She is simply grand as
Frank Morgan's awful wife, and Frank, as
usual, never muffs a laugh.
Now that
Hollywood is Nelson Eddy-mad, that personable young man has left on a concert
tour, so maybe you'll be seeing him again

able

—90

1

II

>*

"Rnhprta"
iiuuci la

"Her Wedding Night'^
"Casino Murder Case"

— Remark-

1

i
\

i,

1

—

Excellent

before

J

"Vanessa"
"Folies Bergere"

II

—
1

''

I
II

1

"Times Square Lady"

—>
—

I
I
II

"The Devil Is a Woman"

—

don't

miss

—

Don't
Miss

Rating: 89°— Laughs

THIS

—70
Oi

—

f/2

Seeing

—
—

Good
Enter tain-

ment

— 50

>•

—

—

1

1
I

Pleasing

—40

comthe

ROBERTA
Rating: 89°— Fred Astaire

Again—R-K-O

the follow-up on "The Gay
Divorcee" that you've been looking
for, and your patience is rewarded for it's
the top in musicals. That most popular
young man, Fred Astaire, goes through the
most superb dance routines you've seen
since the Continental, and his comedy is
just as

nimble and casual

as his feet.

It's

another Fred Astaire triumph.
But that's not all, I should say it isn't,
for here we have Irene Dunne looking too
glamorous and beautiful to be of this world,
in

my

some perfectly elegant clothes
dear,
and silver fox, and

(sables,

ermine

her by Bernard
Newman, R-K-O's new fashion designer,
and it's about time they got one too. Irene
is given that juicy plum, "Smoke Gets in
Your Eyes," and what she does to this old
favorite is really magnificent.
Then, too, there's Ginger Rogers, getting
better and better, with those trick dance
steps, and she does a routine with Freddie
ah-ah-ah)

that will

designed

for

make your hair curl. And there's
handsome and virile, and

the complications begin.

Randy

so

It is difficult to say which scene is the
funniest, as the picture never lets down for

good

one minute. Frank Morgan has never been

Helen Westley and Claire Dodd, and a
fashion show that will make the women
swoon with delight.
As you doubtless know, the picture is
adapted from the successful Broadway musical "Roberta" and has an honest to good-

— Not
~~

I

is

night, and there Margaret falls into the
arms of Frank Morgan, wealthy South
American meat packer. When Frank becomes ardent in a private dining room,
Margaret invents herself a husband, she
picks him out of the phone book, and then

I

—

Galore— Universal

simply packed from beginning to end with laughs, and when
I left the theatre I had to have my jaws
snapped into place again as I haven't
laughed so much in years. If you've something glum around the house I advise you
to take him to this picture.
It starts with Margaret Sullavan, a little
orphan in a Budapest asylum, starting out
in the world to make a living by being
an usher in a cinema palace. She meets a
waiter, Reginald Owen, who gives her a
ticket to a ball at his hotel the following
picture

to Yuma. It is easy to see their
plete happiness reflecting itself
in
picture.

him

HERE'S

THE GOOD FAIRY

—

— 60
II

"Transient Lady"

Anyway,

—80

1
I

"McFadden's Flats"

will.

"Naughty Marietta."

—

"Mississippi"

we

with Director Willie Wyler and eloped with

so superb, not even in the "Affairs of
Cellini," and he fairly walks away with the
picture. But don't belittle Margaret, Regi-

nald Owen, and Herbert Marshall, the
hand-picked husband, for they are excellent. Praise must also go to Beulah Bondi

and Alan Hale in small parts.
It was during the production of this picture that Margaret Sullavan, after being

4

as difficult as possible,

suddenly

fell

in love

Scott,

ness plot. Randy Scott, just out of college,
inherits his aunt's fashionable dress-making

shop in Paris, and with his pal, Freddie,
decides to run it.
Freddie bumps into
Ginger Rogers from his old home town,
who is posing as a Polish Countess in Paris,

and Randy

Scott falls

head over heels

-

*

NAUGHTY MARIETTA
Rating: 90°— Meet Nelson Eddy— Metro
just about the most pleasant
evening in the theatre I could wish
for anyone. With W. S. Van Dyke directing,
Victor Herbert's famous operetta with its
lovely, familiar arias takes its place as one
of the best pictures of the year. The settings are gorgeous, the music is thrilling,
and the photography beautiful— which is
excuse enough for you to enjoy yourself,
but just wait until you see— and hear— Nelson Eddy.
He's a sensation, nothing less. Pleasing

HERE'S

rare charm, and a voice that
you, now what more can you
ask? In discovering Nelson Eddy, don't forget Teanette MacDonald, who looks like
a million dollars and sings like an angel.
You just can't afford to miss Jeanette and
Nelson Eddy and those Victor Herbert arias.
If you've been around much this last
quarter of a century, you have a fair idea
of the plot of "Naughty Marietta," but
don't let it bother you for Van Dyke didn't
let it bother him, as, with so much lilting
music, beauty and gay comedy, there really
isn't any time for story.
Another grand surprise is Elsa Lanchester
(Charles Laughton's wife) who has her first
personality,
electrifies

Rosalind Russell and Paul Lukas cast their undeniable charm over "The Casino
Murder Case."

for
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9 3 5

1

Dunne, an exiled Russian Princess
There's
his aunt's head designer.

Irene

who

May

is

romance, there's music, there's comedy, but
most of all, there's Fred Astaire.

HER WEDDING NIGHT
Rating:

84°— Anna's Best— Goldwyn

third of
THE
by far the

the

Anna

best,

in

Sten pictures is
conservative

fact,

that I am, I might venture to say that it's
a knock-out. And so is Anna. This time
she plays the role of a Connecticut Polish
girl and she plays with such warmth and
sincerity, and she is so naive and charming,
that she sort of wraps herself around your
heart and you hope to goodness you won't
have to wait forever for another Anna Sten
picture.
Gary Cooper plays opposite Anna this
time, and if there's any doubt in your
mind, after "Lives of a Bengal Lancer,"
that Gary isn't a fine actor, just see him
in this picture. Ole Massa Gary, who has
been around so long as a strong silent man,
has suddenly developed into one of HollyI

wood's leading brilliant actors.
the Sandra influence.

Maybe

it's

But the most delightful surprise of the
Helen decides to
is Helen Vinson.
act, and she does it so well she had the
preview audience loudly applauding her
picture

scenes. The plot's about that old familiar
triangle, two women and a man, but there
is
a problem that holds your interest

throughout. The locale is an old farmhouse in Connecticut, during a long cold
winter, and there is Gary, sensitive young
author who has come home to his ancestors,
deserted by his gay, sophisticated wife, and
ready for an inspiration to write the Great
American Novel. Anna, the Polish girl who
brings the milk each morning, becomes his
casual,
it's
more.
It's
inspiration— and
charming, it's dramatic, it's tragic— it's a
picture you really ought to see.

bring me
about the

an old fashioned) love stories
who wins her heart's desire
after years and years of noble sacrifice. In
this case

girl

Bob Montgomery

is

the heart's de-

and Helen Hayes is the girl, and the
two of them play so naturally and convinc-

sire

that you just have to be impressed
you don't like lavender and old

ingly

even

if

lace.

are one of those
there must be millions of them, who are incurably romantic,
and like nothing better than to sigh over
a pressed rose, this is right down your alley,

you

perchance,

If,

women, and my, my,

THE CASINO MURDER CASE
Rating: 84°— Paul Lucas Becomes

Philo Vance—Metro
the nearest thing to "The Thin
Man" that the busy little workshops
in Hollywood have been able to turn out
since that mad and delightful comedy mystery took the country by storm. Even if
you have already read S. S. Van Dine's book,
from which the picture is taken, and know
who did what and why, you must not miss
seeing it on the screen. For here, all done
up in thrills and suspense, are some of the
best laughs of the year.
Paul Lukas is simply elegant in the role
of Philo Vance, and even though I am the
faithful type, I must say that he makes a
better Philo even than Bill Powell who has
had the role copyrighted for the last decade. Of course the dialogue writers were
a big help to him, too, for they have
thrown him some very meaty lines.
I'm not going to give you even an inkling
of the plot, if you don't already know it,
and for enjoyment de luxe I advise you to
see it from the very beginning. Every performance is outstanding. Rosalind Russell
plays the romantic lead opposite Paul, and
Miss Russell, who has only been seen in
bits before, here proves without a doubt
that she has the makings of a star. Also
in the cast, and all of them excellent, are
Skipworth, Donald
Isabel Jewell, Alison
Cook, Ted Healy, Arthur Byron, Louise
Fazenda, Eric Blore and Leslie Fenton. The
picture is directed at just the right tempo
by Edwin Marin, and all I've got to say
is that
Woody Van Dyke had better look

and how you

HERE'S

out.

VANESSA

:

HER LOVE STORY

Rating: 8o°— Lerve, Just Lerve— Ale/ ro
IT'S been a long lime since we had one
(waiter,
good-old-fashioned
of
these

The

picture

adore it.
adapted from

will
is

Hugh Wal-

pole's "Vanessa" and, briefly, is the story
of an English family of the last century,
of young Vanessa who loves her distant

cousin, Benjie, but is parted from him by
a misunderstanding, and then it is too late,
for Benjie
(Bob) in a drunken moment
marries an inn keeper's daughter.
Vanessa (Helen) marries a rich cousin,
Otto Kruger, who goes insane. Benjie returns, divorced from his wife, and he and

Vanessa plan to run away and live together,
but Vanessa, noble woman, cannot leave
her dying husband. Obstacle, upon obstacle,
but LOVE finds a way. May Robson as a
sharp-witted old matriarch furnishes the
comedy relief, and is still going at the ripe
old age of one hundred and twenty. Henry
Stephenson and Lewis Stone are grand in
small parts. But the laurels go to Helen
and Bob.

FOLIES BERGERE
Rating: 78 0 —

OO

La La Chevalier—

Twentieth Century

IFgoyou
to

can't get to Paris this year just
see this picture and console your-

lor here are gorgeous girls, gay music,
dash of
naughtiness, and
Monsieur
Chevalier with the straw hat. The Folies
Bergere, in case you are the innocent type,
is the place where all Americans, good and
bad, rush to as soon as they step oil the
boat iain in gay Paree, and it was there
some ten years or so ago that Maurice
Chevalier became the national idol. He
used to sing "Valentino" in those days, so
is
it
most appropriate that Mr. Zanuck's
picture should start with Maurice singing
self,

a

1

the same song-, but a slightly different version if I recall my wicked French.

In "Times Square Lady," the new
discovery, Robert Taylor, of whom
so much is expected, holds in his
arms beautiful Helen Twelvetrees.

But don't get the idea that this is just
song and dance show. There's a plot.
The one about a man impersonating another man, and did his wife know or didn't
It's
still
a good plot
she?
and with

a

Chevalier playing both Charlier, the darling
of the Folies Bergere, and the Baron Cassini, French aristocrat, it's very amusing
and gay.

Merle Oberon makes her American debut
this picture (she was the famous Ann
Boleyn of Hcnr\ VIII) and didn't look .it
all as
expected her to look. She was made
up to look exotic and exotic she looked,
and I'm all lor giving her back to the
in

I

who made a beauty of her in
VIII." Ann Southern plays Charlier
Chevalier's capricious and temperamental
girl friend, and is quite cute. "Rhythm ol
the Rain." which song Chevalier and Ann
sing while the girls go into an ensemble,
English,

"Henry

is

bound

lo be a song hit.
[Continued on page 72]
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By Henry

JSjelson

Eddy Began By Studying The Records

Of Famous

And Njw

Singers

Cory

sation

Of

He's

The

Sen'

Hollywood.

Baxter

He

with Jean-

sings

MacDonald

ette

in

"Naughty Marietta."

A

Voice,

Phonograph

a

an d
THE

newest

BRAINS

romantic

screen owes everything
to a phonograph.
If

hero
in

of
his

Thomas

the
life

A.

Edison hadn't invented sound recording,
Nelson Eddy probably wouldn't have become
a great singer, and, through opera and
conceit engagements, found his way to the
studios of Hollywood.
As he says— his career is "machine made."
It started with a phonograph.
Now he is
playing the role of Captain Warrington,
opposite Jeanette MacDonald, in MetroGoldwyn-Mayer's spectacular musical ro-

"Naughty Marietta."
He sings
glamorous Victor Herbert numbers with
Miss MacDonald and plays a dashing of-

mance

ficer of

old

New

for the right screen role to come
along.
He lived in Hollywood, appeared
in a few roles, studied the business, and
particularly the details of sound recording.
He went through studies, almost as complicated as a college course, to prepare
himself for his opportunity.

two years

an odd mixture. He has the
singer, but with it the practical and analytical mind of an engineerinherited doubtless from his father, a scientist and inventor of submarine devices
for the government.
He loves to tinker.
is

artistry of a

He

has invenld his

own

special recording
lab-

phonograph, and has a veritable sound

home at Beverly Hills. No
matter how high he soars on wings of song,
he's always very near the invention that
equipped him with his wings.
He was a newspaper reporter in Philadelphia, and a good one.
He covered the
police beat, then was three years on the
copy desk.
Singing, to him, was a mere
oratory in his

his teacher.

Eddy began singing with the records,
practicing the inflections, the tone development, the musical idiosyncracies of the
great singers whose voices came from the
phonograph.

Orleans.

There is nothing sensational or meteoric
about Eddy's career.
In fact, he waited

Eddy

pastime, because he liked to sing.
As a
youngster, he had some idea of becoming
a singer, but his was a practical family.
And newspaperdom isn't the place for
song.
Then the phonograph entered his life.
He began to buy records of Caruso and
Bond, of Scotti and Pol Plancon and other
great singers. Among them was a number
by David Bispham, the great American bariBispham later became
tone of his day.

"I started

then

for fun," he relates, "And
that I was actually learning.
it

found
laughed

at advertisements about
learning Spanish or French by phonograph,
but I found that, in singing, it was practical.
At least, it showed me how a song
should be sung. Of course to do it— to find
out the technique, the voice method by
which the effects were accomplished, came
later.
I
found that I'd learned to do a
lot of things wrong from imitating the phonograph. Also a lot of things right. But it
taught me for the first time how to sing
If it hadn't been for that phonosongs.
graph I'd probably never have become a
singer. I wasn't making enough for expensive lessons— and I didn't have the time,
I'd often

anyhow."

Thus the invention of Edison started
young Eddy songward.
Then David Bispham arrived in Philadelphia. A newspaperman told him about
the singing copyreader. The great baritone
was curious. The (wo met, and Bispham
listened to Eddy sing.

"You've got a voice," declared the older
"With a little training, you could be

man.

a really great singer."

"Aw— it's
—but

I

good enough to have fun with
don 't- think singing's my racket.

do it just for pleasure," answered the
newspaperman.
"It's been a
darned good racket with
me," answered Bispham grimly. "Look here,
young man— I'm going to take you in hand
for a while and show you something."
Bispham took Eddy in hand. He gave
the young man lessons.
He taught him
I

voice

placement,

showed him how
to make a word

tone

correction.

He

to pronounce unnaturally
in singing sound natural.

For instance, a baritone when he sings the
Word "heart" pronounces it "hoart," because the conformation of the mouth in
singing makes it sound like "heart" when

from the lips. Daily Eddy became
fascinated with the new study, and
daily his voice grew better. When Bispham
was ready to leave Philadelphia, voting
Eddy was ready to go into the Savoy comic
opera company, singing in Gilbert and Sullivan
and similar comic operas.
He
achieved instant popularity.
Then he sought another teacher. By now
he Was serious about this singing business.
He studied under several teachers. Then
he joined the Philadelphia civic opera, and
went in for the study of Grand Opera.
And at this period he found the teacher
it

issues

more

who today is his closest friend, Dr. Edouard Lippe, former opera singer, and world
famous developer of operatic singers. Under Dr. Lippe he became a brilliant star of
grand opera, and today has mastered 37
roles.

Between opera engagements he was sent
[Continued on page 67]
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Topics for Gossips

"HOPE CHEST"

[Continued from page
'Poochy," so Sally accepted the part without further ado.

Evelyn Venable's watch was beWHILE
ing repaired she bought a large cheap
Ingersoll to carry in her purse.

One day

she

drove over to see Mr. and Mrs. John Lodge.
Lily, John's little daughter, kept staring
at Evelyn and sidling up to her and then
backing away, and the Lodges w ere quite
distressed with their daughter's weird behavior.
But the minute Evelyn departed
Lily rushed to her father and exclaimed
an awe-struck voice, "Daddy, that lady
f

1

ticks."

—if

why you

you

tells

AT

shouldn't try an

market opened and on

untried laxative

AT the Ex-Lax plant
£\.

it.

For 28 years we have seen them
while
come and seen them go
Ex-Lax has gone along growing
bigger and bigger year by year
simply by giving satisfaction to
. . .

.

millions of people
it

who

for pleasant, painless,

relief

.

turned to
thorough

from constipation.

WHY

EX-LAX HAS STOOD THE

TEST OF TIME

Ex-Lax

a chocolated laxative
so much more than just
chocolate flavor and a laxative in-

but

is

.

.

is

it

gredient.

The way

it

Now

its

marquee blared

THE WORLD'S SUPER MARKET.
all

we need

is

a colossal butcher shop.

is

Ex-Lax, and

to imitate

away with

get

forth:

a big box
containing 522 little boxes.
one contains a laxative that

Each
"hoped"

We

LAST it has come.
knew it would
-^i-sooner or later. Last week on Highland
Avenue, in the heart of Hollywood, a new

made

is

.

.

these
the satisfaction it gives
things apparently can't be copied.
They haven't been yet!
.

.

.

Of course, Ex-Lax is thorough.
Of course, it is gentle. It won't give
you stomach pains, or leave you

LORETTA YOUNG

and George Brent

Trocadero together several times recently, so we might
However, it was
as well call it a romance.
Bernard Newman, R-K-O's new fashion designer, who escorted her to the swanky
J

have been seen

at

the

Mayfair.

Pat O'Briens
THE
party was one of

17]

CHARLIE BUTTERWORTH

has discovered a way to take the exercise out
He rides around in a rickshaw
of golf.

from shot

—

to shot.
.

THE

<§»

carpenters are busy at Clark Gable's
new house, lengthening his garage to
accommodate his new "mile long" road-

ster.

the red carnation
AND
Hollywood right now.

is

having its day in
Marlene Dietrich

and Carole Lombard were the leaders in the
carnation fad, and now they've got the whole
town converted, with the possible exception
of Joan Crawford, who is still faithful to
her gardenias.

JEAN HARLOW

has announced that
here by blossoming out in a
platinum colored cellophane bathing suit
and opening her swimming pool.
spring

is

JOAN BENNETT'S

" having

taken a

colored

lywood will long remember. Everyone in
town was there to admire the new swimming pool, the barbecue pit, and the badminton and handball courts. Bing Crosby
started off the informality with a few popular croonings, but before twilight had set in
everyone was Sweet Adelining. The piece
de resistance was the frantic search for
Lvle Talbot's new grey fedora which disappeared, no one knew where, sometime
between the hors d'oeuvres and spaghetti.
To- Lyle's great mortification it was finally
discovered at the bottom of the swimming
pool!

"—<§•—

DOROTHY

PARKER

threw a come-andbring-your-dog party to about a hundred and fifty of her intimate friends recently, and now her agent advises her that
it will be cheaper for her to buy the house
than have it repaired.

Wide World

When

Franchot Tone and Joan Crawford went to a preview they could
not hope to escape without having

.

results.

their pictures taken.

10c and 25c
boxes at any drug store or mail
the coupon below for a free sample.

Ex-Lax comes

in

—

When

for the first time, narrowly missed a truck,
a brick wall, and a telephone pole, and
got two tickets before the first mile was
up. After missing the truck by a fraction
of a second Joan decided to take over the
driving herself.
Joan seldom drives and
isn't very good at it, so by the time they
reached the studio it was difficult to say
which of the two was the more frightened.

Nature forgets—

remember

EX- LAX

—

RICARDO CORTEZ
warm

been stepping out to
The
few parties with Loretta Young.
beautiful Loretta gets them all.

EX-LAX,

Inc., P. O. Box 170
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N.

a

Y.
sample of Ex-Lax.

DICK POWELL

Name
Address

their

them
And Ronnie Colman, the

for years.
recluse, has actually

MAIL THIS COU PON— TODAY!
Please send free

and Ronnie Colman

are still going around without
mustaches, which have been keeping
-

THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

g s5

him-

recent house warming
those affairs that Hol-

weak, or upset you. It won't
you don't have to
form a habit
keep on increasing the dose to get
.

to

the Japanese houseboy was by some
mischance assigned to drive Joan to her
Subsequent results
studio the other day.
were little less than terrific— the little Nipponese, evidently sitting in the driver's seat
self,

feeling

.

chauffeur,

brief vacation

Arlene Judge watches Wesley Ruggles, her husband, giving the baby a
lesson in

swimming.

has been taking Virginia
Bruce to a few of the night spots
lately, but Mary Brian doesn't seem to be
at all put out about it.
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See Them On Broadway
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[Continued from page 29]
bard is almost as direct in lier remarks as
Connie, and just as refreshing.
She will
answer honestly any question that you ask,
but she will ask you not to print this and
I
like her immensely.
not to print that.

m

ALLURING
"CLOSE-UP"?

J our
a

59

hair

like the way she swears, her "damns" and
"Hells" being a delightful contrast to the
primness of lesser personages of Hollywood.
Gloria Swanson talks the same language as
the Misses Bennett and Lombard.
For a
time, I rode her hard in the column about
Herbert Marshall.
"Tell Sullivan," she
said, "that if he is so angry because I'm
going with Herbert Marshall, that he
should be equally burned up at Edna Best
I

for marrying him."
I
didn't understand
the message. "Marshall was married when
he started going with Edna Best," explained
Miss Swanson's manager, "so Gloria can't

understand why all the sympathy now is
directed at Edna Best."
Of all the stars who come to Broadway
from the Coast, George Raft is the prime

Next to Jack Dempsey, I think
Raft has the happiest faculty of saying the
right thing, an expression of modesty that
is very winning.
In his lean days around
New York, Raft knew a great variety of
people. It was assumed that when he returned here that the former hoofer would
have gone Hollywood, donned the high
hat.
Instead, he hunted out all of his
friends from the coffee-and-cake days and
went out of his way to take them around
to all of the places to which he was invited.
He is a thoroughly nice kid, and
Broadway, which seldom has a good word
for anybody, becomes loquacious when singing his praises.
If Connie Bennett got herself panned on
the Main Stem for arriving too late at a
theatre, Marlene Dietrich got herself rapped
for leaving too early.
Marlene and Peggy
Fears, accompanied by the Jimmy Stroocks,
attended "Hot Cha," in which Lupe Velez
was appearing. They were sitting in Row
A, and shortly before intermission, Marlene
and Peggy left their seats to visit Lupe backfavorite.

stage.

But Lupe

didn't

want

to see

them

because as she expressed it later, "the two
of them— they sit in the front row and they
do not smile— their faces are frozen." From

Marlene and Peggy
dashed to Jack Haley's "Take a Chance"
and saw half of that. The next day, I
there,

as

recall

I

both shows in her

Max

Baer,

flicker star,

arrives

is

and

last

day in

treat
always lively
I

on Broadway.

One

New

York.

him now as a
copy when he

night, at the

Ha

Ha

Club, he got himself involved in a
jewel robbery; another night, he almost

had a

Morocco through no
own, and on his last trip, the im-

light at El

fist

fault of his

wispy hair or

let dry,

oily, stringy

hair

offend him. For your hair's heauty, choose
the right shampoo

it,

blasted Miss Dietrich for her discourtesy to
fellow professionals, but she claimed that
her rudeness was unintentional, and that
she had been actuated by a keen desire to
see

Don't

petuosity of his love-making to Mary Kirk
Brown, a Georgia peach, cracked Page 1.
Of all the people who have appeared in
pictures, he is the most colorful visitor to
the bright light sector.
Burns and Allen, when they are in New
York, spend most of their time with a little clique composed of the Jack Bennys,
Jack Pearls and Benny Fields and Blossom
Seeley.
Nat Burns, or George Burns as he
is known to radio and picture fans, is probably the funniest of all the comics off-stage.
Sitting in the Jack Benny apartment, with
his own crowd around him, he puts on a
one-man show that is the most hilarious
of evenings.
Gracie Allen, who is the nitwit of the team in pictures, is very quiet
and reserved in these gatherings.
Ben

[Continued on page

(it]

FOR DRY HAIR

FOR OILY HAIR

Don't— oh, don't— use a soap or
shampoo on your hair which is harsh
and drying. Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo is made especially for dry hair. It
is a gentle "emollient" shampoo made
of olive and other fine oils. In addi-

If your hair is too oily, use Packer's
Pine Tar Shampoo— made especially

tion, it contains soothing, softening

glycerine which helps to make your
hair silkier and more manageable.

Get Packer's Olive

Oil

Shampoo

today and begin to make each cleansing a scientific home treatment for
your hair.

PACKER'S

for oily hair. It is gently astringent
and tends to tighten up your scalp's
relaxed, over-active oil glands.

Use Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo
every four or five days at first if
necessary, until your hair begins to
show a natural softness and fluffiness.
Begin this evening. Packer's Shampoos are absolutely safe. They are
made by the makers of Packer's
Tar Soap.

SHAMPOOS

OLIVE

PINE
TAR

OIL
for

OILY

hair
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Wkat Names
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A

Joan How

FINE NECKTIE MAJOR.

Do You
Like, this

YELLOW
LETTER

Can You
EVERY

Solve These Mysterious Pictures?

picture represents the name of
some player on the screen. The actors
often put on make-up and thus disguise
themselves, and here, instead of the actors,
we have their names masquerading as this

and

Arc

that.
If you recognize them all, \o\\
are entitled to call yourself pretty darn
smart. If you are not functioning this morning, turn lo page 71 and there you will find
the answers— and ver) much simpler, too.

?
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[Continued from page 59]

Lyons and Bebe Daniels, on Broadway, prefer the Central Park Casino and the El
Morocco. Twice they visited the Casino de
Paree, and twice, by and odd coincidence,
Ben was doused by gingerale from the balcony above.
Edward G. Robinson, on Broadway, can
be found night after night at the theatre.
In the daytime, he is generally in the art
Paul Muni's instincts are just
galleries.
George O'Brien can be
as intellectual.
found every afternoon at the New York
Athletic Club swimming, playing handball
or boxing. Barbara Stanwyck spends most
of her time in New York hunting out poor
families, for Miss Stanwyck and her husband, Frank Fay, are intensely sympathetic
and charitable. Just how many of New
York's poor children these two support I
don't

know but

the

number

is

I zL

considerable.

Raquel Torres, Renee Torres and the madcap Fifi D'Orsay used to bring plenty of
excitement to Broadway when they were all
single-o, but they have become very quiet
and dignified since Raquel married Steve
Ames and Fifi married her doctor. They
were more fun when they used to stop at
Al Jolson can be found
the Warwick.
every night in Dinty Moore's, telling racetrack stories when he is on Broadway, and
Ruby Keeler spends most of her time with
her mother and little sister in Jackson
Heights. Ruby rarely visits the night club
Alice Faye, when she is in town, will
either be found in Rudy Valee's company or
with Judge Hymie Bushel, Rudy's lawyer,
who once served as the escort for Fay Webb,
Franchot Tone, arriving on Broadway, goes
directly to whatever theatre his old pals of
the Group Theatre, the Theatre Guild
affiliate
are occupying.
The night he
brought his family on from upstate New
belt.

York

to

meet

Joan

Crawford,

Franchot

selected the conservative Central Park Casino for the get-together part, not knowing
that Joan and Young Doug Fairbanks used
to frequent it in the earlier days of their

marriage.
Bert Wheeler, who rose from vaudeville
to musical comedy and then to pictures,
hasn't changed a bit since his fine celluloid
The half-pint comedian, when he
reaches town, makes a bee-line for his old
vaudeville sidekick, Harry Jans, and together they visit every hot-spot in New
York. On occasion, Bert will get up on a
night club floor and recite, in falsetto key,
the classic monologue about the "Little
Mousie" that betrayed the generosity of a
Ricardo Cortez and his pretty wife
cat.
like to go night-clubbing and, on their last
trip here, they sat with us at the Cotton

success.

MEET THE STAR OF SMOKING COMFORT!
Lay-dees
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W

coupon in each pack is good for
8s
handsome nationally advertised mer-

Turkish and domestic. It's mildly mentholated to give your throat a most dee-

chandise (offer good in U. S. A. only).
Buy a pack or carton. Have the time of

lightful, a most ree-freshing coolness.
There are cork tips. And finally the

your smoking

—

—

FREE

lives!!

illustrated

Write today for

premium

booklet.

SAVE COUPONS FOR HANDSOME PREMIUMS
Brown & Williamson Tobacco

Corp., Louisville,

Ky.

Club opening.
Clark Gable, on his last visit to town,
needed police guards on every public ap-

women

almost disrobing
in the streets.
Harold Lloyd is infrequently recognized,
even by his most rabid fans, because he

pearance, frenzied

him whenever he appeared

doesn't wear his glasses off the screen.
I
meet him regularly in Leone's famous Italian restaurant on West 48th street, eating
spaghetti the likes of which you've never
tasted before.
W. C. Fields is another
steady customer here.
Janet Gaynor, recently, was at El Morocco with blonde Gene

Raymond.

The most curious experience I've ever
had with a moving picture star was at the
New York Athletic Club. I had played a
week at the Paramount Theatre, and Gary
Cooper was to follow me in on Friday.
During the week, I met Cooper, and when
he complained of being run-down, I suggested that he go to the New York A. C. as
my guest while he was in town and get
himself in shape.
Unfortunately, he preferred to go there
in the morning, and as I sleep until the

MENTHOL
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helena rubinstein's

new lipstick creation
"TERRA COTTA"

M

afternoon, I turned
a friend of mine.

him over

OST lipsticks

They

lustre.

lips'

charm

greatest

either

paint

or stain
with an ugly purple undertone. It
has remained for

when Cooper arrived, at the club
next morning, asked Gary what he
wished to do, swim, box, play handball.
Cooper said that he'd like first to go to the
steam room and get a good sweating to
drive a cold out of his system.
They
stripped and went into the steam room.
"Now don't take too much of this steam,
Dezell,

the

Mr. Cooper warned Dezell solicitously. "It
very weakening."
The lanky Gary assured him that he could stand it. "Well,
now, be careful," said Dezell.
They sat there for perhaps five minutes.
Suddenly, before the horrified gaze of
Dezell, Cooper's lean body turned a sickening green color.
moment later, the greenish hue turned to a frightful purple. Gasp-

A

the world's foremost cosmetic scientist to
problem
with her
thrilling new ingredient that promotes
and protects your natural lip moisture.
It glorifies your lips' appeal!

—

actually solve this

Now,

in Terra Cotta, she creates a new
shade to give glamour and mystery

—

do

yet to

it

subtly!

To

him who

please

opinionated about your lipstick. For
it allows you to seem most decorous and
yet be daringly alluring.
is

A million women marvel at the brilliant
change Helena Rubinstein's lipsticks
have made in their loveliness. Red Geranium, Red Poppy, Red Raspberry, Red
Coral and "Evening" are the shades they
love: .50, 1.00, 1.25.
more will want the
as well

.

.

.

And now

a million

new Terra Cotta
Rouge that whispers of

vibrant youth. In shades to harmonize
with the lipsticks: 1.00.

Witchery for Your Eyes
Glamorous Persian Mascara

—

will not smart
your eyes, nor easily smudge. Black, Brown,
and the new Blue and Blue-Green. 1.00 .. .
Eyelash Grower and Darkener. 1.00.

LIMITED OFFER!
Special Set of Pasteurized

Face Cream and Beauty Grains
"First Steps To Beauty". .
1.00
.

—

you want a glorious complexion
clear,
radiant
young? A complexion that makes
your cosmetics doubly alluring? Then here is
Helena Rubinstein's priceless beauty secreta secret which has amazed, and thrilled the
women of three continents. Her two magic
preparations for skin loveliness
in a combination package
specially priced.

—

—

-

—

Pasteurized Face Cream will cleanse, freshen,
soften and protect. Smoothes away lines and
wrinklesquickly. Actually transforms your
skin . . . Beauty Grains
a stimulating complexion wash used with water or a teaspoonful of milk. Nothing in the world like it! To
remove blackheads, and whiteheads
refine
pores
speed skin renewal
soften texture
normalize oil glands. Ask for "First Steps
To Beauty," 1.00 complete.

—

—

—

—

MAIL SERVICE

—

—

....

If

there

is

no Helena

Rubinstein dealer in your community, order
by mail. Consultation by mail is also welcome.

lielena ruLinstein
8 East 57th Street •
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to Paul Dezell,

is

impair your
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The Gay

i

ing in fright, Dezell motioned frantically
to Cooper to leave the steam room. Cooper

wanted to stay in there.
"But my God, Mr. Cooper," stuttered
the alarmed Dezell, "your body has turned
green and now it's purple. Maybe it's your
heart—." Cooper started guffawing.
"Oh
that", he said, wiping the purplish perspiration from his body, "that's only the makeup we use in pictures. That's why I wanted
to go to the steam room.
The makeup
soaks into your face and you've got to sweat

said he

out."

it

That was the oddest experience I've ever
had on Broadway with a visiting flicker celeb.

Max Baer was the most colorful
must take it back. In a steam room,
Gary Cooper is even more colorful than the
heavy champion.
I've said that

but

I

Slight Spots

\Continued 'rom page 25]
"Yes," said Lil, "I was right at the pearly
gates, when they reminded me of my pearls,
so I came back." But Lil never came back
to the Mayfair.
Mayfair has always been the place in
Hollywood to introduce new fads and new
romances. In 1932 the red carnation vogue
for men started there one night when
William Powell and Adolphe Menjou defied the trusty white, and appeared with
a red carnation in the lapel.
That same
year Joan Crawford started the fad of appearing in public without make-up. While
the belles of Hollywood were lounging
around the ladies' retiring room dishing
the dirt Joan entered, washed her face with
soap and water, while the ladies gasped,
and made headlines in the newspapers the
next day.
Pola Negri appeared at the
Mayfair one night wearing bracelets of orchids, and immediately a rage for orchid
cuffs swept over the town. The florists made
special prayers to Saint Pola.
This year's
fad, white coque feather gloves, was initiated
at the January Mayfair by Carole Lombard,
and well launched at the next one by Marlene Dietrich and Constance Collier.
A romance isn't considered a real romance by the elite of Hollywood until the
young man takes the young lady, or vice
versa, to the Mayfair. The biggest surprise
Mayfair ever got was several years ago
when Irving Thalberg, grinning like a
school boy, suddenly appeared at the Biltmore with Norma Shearer. Irving had

didn't she have a rug at home. What Lupe
did to heem!
And then there was the
night that a couple of naughty photogra-

phers caught Connie putting on her makeup, and what she said to them was grand
entertainment if you aren't too particular.
And what blonde, jealous blonde no doubt,
made that famous quip: "Have you seen
Jean Harlow's new gown?"
"No, what
does it look like?"
"Well, in most
places it looks like Jean."
Well, now I know you've had enough of
the Mayfair (you haven't? How sweet of
.

.

.

.

.

.

you.) and we'll just remove our svelte figures over to the Cocoanut Grove. The Grove
is Hollywood's
oldest and soundest institution, and was established long before my
time. When I first came to Hollywood the
Grove was going in for "nights." Thursday night was "Star night." Friday night
was "College night." And Saturday night
was "Anything Goes night."
first star
night at the Grove, soon after I arrived,
was Carole Lombard night.
She didn't

My

show up.

The manager must have

sus-

pected that she

wouldn't, so, just to get
even, he had all the dolls (which were supposed to resemble Carole) look like something weird from another world. But Joan
Crawford and Ricardo Cortez were there
that night and I was treated to one of the
best acts I've seen since the Palace closed.
Joan was establishing, at that time, the
gardenia craze and she would dance (she's
a beautiful dancer) ecstatically in Ric's
arms with a gardenia clenched between
her teeth. This went on night after night

been beauing Connie Talmadge for months,
and no one had the slightest idea that he
was interested in Norma, but that night
cinched it all right. The Carole LombardBill Powell romance was sort of announced

for

the Mayfair one night, when Carole,
completely oblivious to the looker-onners,

when young Doug, about ten-thirty, would
rise, kiss Joan's hand in the English man-

at

kissed Bill
of one of

on the
those

tip of his ear at the

dreamy

waltzes.

end

Then

Hollywood knew that the fickle Mr. Powwas on his way to the altar. And it

ell

was

at

the Mayfair in

1931

that the gla-

morous and exotic Gloria Swanson (who
up to that moment had told everyone that
she and the Marquis were still terribly in
love) appeared with a great hulk of a fellow named J. R. T. Ryan, and sat at the
table next to Connie Bennett who was
making her first public appearance with
My, my, what whispering
the Marquis.
and ogling went on that night.
Next to that I guess the biggest excitement there ever was at the Mayfair was
the night that Vince Barnett, Hollywood's

disguised himself as
Winnie Sheehan's request, and
Lupe
Velez
that she was eating
informed
her salad with the wrong fork and to please
stop throwing olive pits on the floor and
professional
a waiter at

insulter,

months— until Franchot Tone
of the East— and always the most
entertaining part of the act to me was

many

came out

ner, click his heels at
ish into the night.
It

is

Mr. Cortez, and van-

always an event

bardo and

when Guy Lom-

Royal Canadians return to
the Grove, and the event becomes an "opening."
Recently Guy Lombardo's return
brought out Dolores Del Rio and Cedric
Gibbons, Jimmy Cagney and the Missus,
Pat O'Brien and the Missus, Joan Crawford
and Franchot Tone, Anita Louise and Tom
Brown, Madge Evans and Tom Gallery,
and a flock of the younger set. The Cocoanut Grove may not have the glamour
and "flash" of Hollywood's other night
spots, but it keeps going merrily and sedately along through the years and has
never
get

to

his

Oh, yes, I mustn't
mention that Bing Crosby got

lost prestige.

for-

his

start here.

The Biltmore Bowl

is

another old stand-

by.
In the good old days, at
years ago, everybody tried to

least

three

crowd into

Silver Screen for
Bowl, but Hollywood got
and lazier, and now the Bowl is considered "way down town in Los Angeles,"
and it's much simpler to go to the TrocaHowever, what it lacks in movie
dero.
stars it makes up for in the younger generation, which jams the place night alter
It was at the Biltmore Bowl that
night.
the younger generation, two months ago,
the

May

1935

Biltmore

lazier

discovered Pinkie Tomlin, the Oklahoma
boy, who was being given a break by Jimmie Grier and his orchestra. Pinkie

wouldn't sell his song "The Object of My
Affections" unless Jimmie gave him a
chance to sing it too. Well, the country
boy made good, became the rage of the
younger set, and the next thing he knew
had a Metro contract. Most of the big dinner dances, like the Academy Awards, the
Warners' Ball, the Marion Davies Benefit
Ball, etc., are nearly all held here, and on
big nights like these the stars simply pour
It was at the Biltmore
in by the dozens.
Bowl, just a few nights ago, that Claudette
Colbert received a gold statuette from the
Academy and began to cry. And it was at
the Biltmore Bowl, the night of the big
earthquake, that Ginger Rogers and Lew
Ayres fell in love at first sight.
How'se about a nightcap at the Clover
Club before we call it an article and go
to bed?
The Clover Club is Hollywood's
It was
second most popular night club.
first for a long time until the Troc began
getting most of the stars. Frankie Masters'
band from Chicago is playing at the Clover
now, and has a cute bottle trick that's
worth coming miles to see. And George
George inLamaize's cuisine is famous.
troduced the cherry jubilee and the strawberry romanoff to Hollywood and you've
Umnever tasted anything so delicious.

Um!
The

cherries

Healthy mouths

now

come in packages
labelledDentvne

and the strawberries are

cooked in a chafing dish in a mixture of
brandy and Cointreau, and poured over a
bowl of ice cream— and it's a dream! The
other night I was there with Joan Blondell
and George Barnes and Glenda Farrell and
the William Gargans and we all stuffed
cherry jubilees until we could hardly walk.
Several months ago the Clover Club featured Eadie Adams, who is beautiful and
sings like nobody's business, and Endor and
Farrell, international song favorites, and
the place was bursting outs its seams with

Marlene Dietrich,
every night.
with Felix Rollo or Rouben Mamoulian,
dropped in almost every night to hear Endor and Farrell sing "Everything's been
done before, But not by you and not by
celebrities

A healthy mouth, white

teeth,

how important

they are to any woman and to all well-groomed
men, too! Here's an easy way to have them .
.

DENTYNE

IS

.

AN AID TO MOUTH HEALTH

The

extra firm consistency of Dentyne provides
just the vigorous mouth exercise everyone needs
the exercise lacking in modern soft-food diets.
This chewing stimulates the circulation in the
tissues, and keeps the mouth and teeth clean. It
prevents flabby muscles, too. Many doctors and
dentists recommend it as a regidar health habit.

—

me."
It was at the Clover Club, a few months
ago, that Claudette Colbert and Norman
Foster made their last public appearance
together. And it was here that Carole Lom-

bard walked out when Jean Harlow and
Bill Powell walked in.
Well, I'm off to
bed with a gay little ice pack and I do
hope I look as cute as Myrna Loy did with
hers in

"The Thin Man."
Bill Powell's

Tricky

AND A DELICIOUS GUM, TOO —
Dentyne

Chewing

a pleasant health habit because it is
such a delicious gum ... At the first taste of its
spicy, tempting flavor you congratulate yourself
on having found a chewing gum that is different
thoroughly satisfying. Dentyne has a characteristic, handy, flat shape which makes it easy to
carry in your purse or pocket ... an exclusive
feature for many years.
.

.

is

.

Jew House
He

WHEN
home

Powell moved into his new
recently there were more floral
tributes than the average star could command at a wedding or a funeral. Carole
Lombard sent a huge horse shoe (a gag,
Elmer) with "Good Luck" on it, and the
first Mrs. Powell sent lilies or something.
Bill

Bill's house has more gadgets than you
could think up in a million years.
Bill
has always been an authority on beds (no
wisecracks, Mrs. Pettibone, if you please)
and he has them all over his house, but so
fixed that you won't see them unless Mr.
Powell suddenly decides he wants to lie
down and presses a button. Voila a bed.

DENTYNE
KEEPS TEETH WHITE -

MOUTH HEALTHY
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The Winning Mr. Tone
don't think those stories were fair to her—
or to me. Joan has worked like the devil
to attain the position she has. I think it's
a cheap way to gain publicity to try to do
it
on the strength of a friendship with
someone who happens to have a big name.
Her fans resent it. As far as I'm concerned,
I feel a little ashamed every time I see an
interview purporting to be about myself

but which

in reality,

is,

about

my

friend-

ship with her, because I know down in
my heart that if it hadn't been for that
friendship the story would never have been
written."
"Why did you give out those interviews?"
I
asked bluntly.
"I didn't. At least, when the appoint-

ments were arranged nothing was intimated
about the writers wanting to talk to me
about Joan. The first time or two they
asked what I thought of her and I suppose
I
let my enthusiasm run away with my
tongue. I didn't know they intended using
that stuff. I hadn't had a great many interviews and

up

to

that

time

all

they had

chiefly biographical data.
But
after a couple of those stories broke I got
wise and refused to talk about her. If

was

used

you've noticed, the subsequent stories had
darned few quotes in them. They were
mostly written about us and consisted
chiefly of speculation on the part of the
writers.

"People have intimated that I'm riding
the crest on the strength of my friendship
with her and
hurts.

I

its

attendant publicity.

don't think Fox borrowed

That

me

for

lead in 'The World Moves On,' or
Warner Brothers for 'Gentlemen Are Born'
or Twentieth Century for 'Moulin Rouge'
or Paramount for 'Lives of a Bengal Lancer'
because I happen to be friendly with her.
"I don't want to succeed either in pictures or in magazines as a freak (which
the first cycle of stories made me out to be)
or in someone else's reflected limelight (as
the second cycle implied).
"This may sound conceited but I don't
intend it that way. I'm discussing myself
as though I were a barrel of apples I was
trying to sell the public. I feel that I have
something to offer the screen. If I can ever
develop a personality in which I feel thoroughly at ease I believe the public will
accept me in it and that I can make it fit
almost any part in which they cast me.
"So far I haven't been able to find that
personality and I don't believe it is to be
found among the rich young men in dress
shirts I have so far been required to play."
"Why not?" I demanded. "Don't interesting things ever happen to rich young
men in dress shirts— and pants? Anyhow,
it's the kind of life with which you're most
thoroughly acquainted and you're not
guessing what you're doing."
"Wait a minute," Franchot protested.

the

says

DOROTHY HAMILTON

Tooted Beauty Authority of Hollywood,

• Notice tow your favorite screen actress depends
on the appearance of long, dark, lustrous lashes to

and expression.
More than any other feature her eyes express her.
More than any other feature your eyes express you.
You cannot be really charming unless your eyes are
attractive and it is so easy to make them so instantly,
by darkening your lashes with non-smarting, teargive her eyes that necessary beauty

,

proof, harmless Maybelline mascara.

You cannot

most impor-

afford to neglect your

tant beauty feature

— your eyes — when just a few

simple brush strokes of Maybelline will instantly
transform your lashes into the appearance of long,
dark, luxuriant fringe,
larger, brighter,

making your eyes appear

and more expressive.

Approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau and
other leading authorities for its absolute harmlessness, Maybelline's

famous name

is

your guarantee

of highest quality. Encased in a beautiful red and

gold vanity,

it is

priced at 75c at

all

leading toilet

goods counters. Black, Brown, and the

Try

it

today

new

last
life

remark first, it isn't
with which I'm ac-

I can't remember the time, became out here, that I didn't spend
the summer months in the woods, hobnob-

quainted.
fore

Blue.

— you'll be delighted with the mar-

velous improvement in your appearance.

"Answering your
the only kind of
I

bing with wood-cutters, Indians and^ Canadian guides, etc. I know as much about
those phases of life as I do about drawing
rooms. The biggest personal success I had
in New York .was as a cowboy in 'Green
Grow the Lilacs.' Stage producers never
felt that I was the ideal type for the man-

about-town.

Connie Bennett's

class.

coming

"Now,
'Don't

to

interesting

your

things

to

rich

they do.
But I
think in any situation involving a rich
young man there is almost certain to be
some other character involved in the same
situation

who

more

is

interesting."

"Suppose the whole play involves only
rich people?" I went on obstinately.
"There are only thirty-six dramatic situations," Franchot explained patiently. "It is
quite possible that a rich young man might
be interesting in one or several of those
situations but if characters from some other
walk of life were dumped into the same
situations I think they would be infinitely

more

interesting.

me wrong. I'm not one of
these fanatics who is always yelling for a
chance to prove his versatility and yapping
about being 'typed.' I lay no claims to
being versatile. All I want is to find that
personality I spoke about and I'll be perfectly contented to go on playing it to
the end of the chapter."
"You said you haven't been able to find
it so far," I observed. "Have you made any
progress in your search for it?"
"I don't know," he admitted. "I've never
liked myself in anything I've seen myself
do on the screen. That goes without exception, up to the time of 'Lives of a Bengal
Lancer.' I saw the preview of the picture
and, at least, I didn't have to cringe.
"There has been a lot of talk and a lot
written about my not wanting to do that
part. It's true, I didn't. But I had good
reasons.
Originally it was written for a
Ronald Colman type. Then it was changed
to fit Henry Wilcoxon. When the studio
"Don't get

decided not to have him do it, it was rewritten as a silly-ass Englishman. I'm not
a silly-ass Englishman and I said I couldn't
play the part that way. One of the executives at Paramount assured me it would
be rewritten—but it never was.
changed
it on the set as we went along, trying to
revamp the dialogue so I could speak the

We

lines

as

"And

if

I

meant them.

me_tell you here and

let

now

that

have never worked with a finer director
than Henry Hathaway, who did that picI

ture.

The

he

on one

is

is finished and released,
and I'm on another so it

picture
lot

a question of trying to curry favor.
think he is one of the few really fine
directors the screen has and he should be
among the top few.
"But I'm getting pretty far afield. I was
supposed to be talking about my publicity—
the first cycle and the second cycle of
stories. Lately the stories about Joan and
me have died down. I hope the subject
has been exhausted. I haven't had more
than one or two stories in the past six
months. I hope when, or rather, IF, the
next cycle starts there will be some interest
in me as an actor and a personality."
Franchot 's hopes are going to bear fruit.
In "Lives of a Bengal Lancer" you see what
he can do with a good part when he gets
one.
And it's plenty. I do not know
whether that is the personality he has been
seeking— in fact, I doubt it— but it is one
that is going to establish him on the screen
as a definite entity about whom the public
will want to know more, rather than as
isn't

I

a

newcomer

or a satellite.

Contest?

Then

that

and you're getting right in
Turn lo page 14 and unite a slogan.

more than $500

question,
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happen

young men'— I suppose
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Jack Oakie Goes Back

To Nature
[Continued from page 26]
together and get a kick out of it so I say
myself, why upset the applecart with

to

an outsider.

"A wife might want me to give up my
They're my romantic basweat shirts.
rometer; if a girl scorns them I know she
Peggy Hopkins Joyce, a
can't love me.
grand girl, too, got me out of my sweat
shirts

and had

me

running around in

my

tux every night.
"Here's a story. Joan Crawford and I
were once in a musical show, 'Innocent
Eyes,' on the stage. We had a special number called, 'Organdy Days,' where we were
all dressed up, me in tails and everything.
Well, one night about a year ago, I was
togged out in my best attending a swanky
premiere at the Chinese Theatre, and as I
stood talking to Bob Montgomery and
some others, in the foyer, someone nudged
me and said, 'I haven't seen you look like
that since 'Organdy Days,' and there was

Joan laughing at me."
Jack is Hollywood's popular guest, wel-

comed everywhere, from a gathering of
at Ptomaine Tommy's, to a reception for royalty at Pickfair.
Not only
dees he take the girls home to meet his
mother but he always makes a hit with
"grips,"

their

There's

parents.

Wings.

.

the

case

of

That hideous feeling of panic
— now ended by the new

the

.

.

When

Jack first met Toby Wing he
asked her to the Cocoanut Grove to dance.
Her family being very strict she told him
he would have to call first and meet them.
So,
that night, knowing he was on the
spot, he rang the Wing doorbell.
Half
an hour later he dashed out the driveway
and soon returned bringing his sister, who
was visiting here from New York, to meet
the Wings.
The family party proved so
merry that Toby and Jack forgot all about
their dancing date.
He says its the three H's for him; that
he keeps his head, his heart and his health.
So, he's always happy.

The

grin was

still

on Jack's

face

when

him.

So was the beard, but he insisted I tell it goodbye, for the sacrificial
rites were drawing near and I would never
see it again— except when I view "The
Call of the Wild."
I

left
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pendable protection against (1) striking
through; (2) tearing away; (3) incom-

of THREE special features. Two of these

The

secret? It lies in a combination

features
six years

now!

Practically a record in itself

and even more of a record when you remember you haven't heard a single separation story about them.
Mammy-singer Al Jolson's marriage to tapdancing, former Texas Guinan girl Ruby

Keeler was a Broadway and Hollywood sensation back there in 1929. She was on her
way to stardom for the late Florenz Ziegfeld when she married Al and everybody
thought her career was over. But you can't
down the Irish in the Keeler and here she
is back at
the top again and one of the
screen's honest-to-box-office stars.
Ruby's one stipulation was that she didn't
want to appear in pictures with hubby Al.
That, too, in spite of a swell offer to play
opposite him in a picture for Joseph

Schenck.

and
husband

gers

.

below.)

gives complete protection from embar-

It is

box of the new "Cer-

tain-Safe" Modess.

comfortable.

—

the combination of all three

Just do this. Get a
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Now

It is

features that gives complete protection.

startling than the invention
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get her a job in the movies." So
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Gary Grant
PICKS MOST

she waited a while and then, one night at
the fights in Hollywood, a Warner Brothers
executive, who had seen her screen test for
Schenck, offered her the lead in "42nd

KISSABLE LIPS
IN INTERESTING TEST/

The

history for Ruby, for
for Dick Powell.
In other words, Ruby waited until she
was convinced that she had made good on
her own before she was willing to appear
in a picture as Al's leading lady. And old
Marse Jolson, much as he wanted her with
him in "Wonder Bar," deferred to the little
wife's wishes until the chance for "Go Into
Your Dance" (ah! there, poetry) came
along.
Meanwhile, the breaking-down process
was operating a little while before "Go Into
Your Dance." Maybe you remember that
Street."

rest

is

Warner Brothers and

Tile TrOUperS
who

does the magazine covers.

Like the

he leads a simple life.
He doesn't dance, but attends the prize
fights and plays tennis zealously.
Although they don't often achieve first

rest of the troupers,

troupers often receive top pay.
Shirley has been on the screen fourteen years, playing hundreds of roles. Yet,
billing,

Anne

when she was
HERE ARE THE LIPS CARY GRANT SAW

"Anne

featured in

of

Green

Gables" she received a lower salary than
either of her supporting players, O. P. Heg-

and Helen Westley!
Several thousand feet of

gie

"Murder on a
Honeymoon," with Jimmy Gleason and
Edna May Oliver, had been shot before

UNTOUCHED

TANGEE

PAINTED

Famous stctrtell
Ta ngee

why
lips

appealed

most

•

to

him

"I see too

much'

grease paint on the
lot," said
Cary

Gary Grant takes time out
Grant emphati- •from
"Wings in the Dark", a
cally. "Away from Paramount picture, to make
this unusual lipstick test.
I want a
look feminine. She can't do it if her
lips are caked with paint."
Tangee lips are never "caked with paint".
Because Tangee isn't paint. It is the one
lipstick in the world with the Tangee magic
color-change principle
one lipstick that on
your lips changes to your own most becoming
shade of blush rose. It costs just 39 cents and
$1.10. And if you'd like to try all the Tangee
products, send 10 cents with the coupon for the
4-piece Miracle Make-Up Set offered below.

the studio

girl to

.

World's

.

.

Most famous

Director Lloyd Corrigan realized all was
not well. On the spur of the moment, he
decided that the needed quantity in the
production was the ever-dependable Chic
Chandler. A call went out for the actor
and ere the sun had set the cameras were
grinding out scenes in which Chandler appeared.
Just to be needed so badly for a part
is proof of
this player's ability, yet Chic
denies that he has any talent.
He says
he can't hope to follow in the footsteps

neither Al nor Ruby would watch each
other on the set when the other was working.
It wasn't until "Wonder Bar" that
Ruby agreed to visit her hubby at work.
Then Al decided he would watch Ruby as
she played the commandant's daughter in
"Flirtation Walk." After a few of those
visits and chats on the sets, they became
less self-conscious about each other's jobs.
So it really wasn't so hard for them to work
together in this film, "Go Into Your

Dance."

And

what is news to Hollywoodyou would expect to be
jealous of one another, beat the Hollywood
tradition and actually did their best to steal
two

that's

whom

stars,

scenes— for each other- instead of for themselves.

[Continued from page 33]
goodness knows where!
has been starred time and
again in comedies, yet she is used to add
fire or what have you to otherwise drab
productions. She has "built up" everything
from Harold Lloyd to a cake of ice in
one of the Marx Brothers' creations!
Instances in which these troupers gain
stardom are rare; but once in a while such
things do happen. Myrna Loy was so successful in this capacity that for years no
one recognized her potentialities as a star.
Marie Dressier built up one picture—

and

end

will

Thelma Todd

"Anna

Christie."

Occasionally a star loses footing and ends

an Old Reliable.' Reginald Denny
starred for years. Today he is a top-notch
"Builder-Upper."
The name applies to
Adolphe Menjou, whose name often carries a picture, and many others.
as

Whew—

Perhaps you think it's all hooey when
free-lance knight of the celluloid announces that he does not desire stardom.
Knowing Hollywood as I do, I'm inclined
to take such statements seriously. The average career of a star is estimated at five
years.
A "trouper" may go on forever.
A star gets big money while working,
but it is hard to find stories to fit stars.
They often have months between pictures
under contracts which stipulate they shall
be paid a flat sum per film and nothing
between times. The good "Trouper" can
almost always find work and is often
doubling on two pictures at once.

is an example.
He has been head
Radio Pictures' murder series, which
began with "Penguin Pool Murder," progressed to "Murder on the Blackboard"

The star has the responsibility of making a good picture.
The "Regular" need
not worry, so long as he personally turns
in a good performance.
You may take your stars. Give me my
"Troupers."
To me, they are the folks
who make the movies!

uncle, Howard Chandler
great uncle who founded the
Boston Symphony orchestra, his grandfather who founded the College of Music
at Syracuse University, his grandmother,
the first woman ever honored by "Who's
Who," and his father who founded the
New York State Constabulary!
Chic certainly has a name to live up to!
Now and then we find a feature player
and "Builder-Upper" all in one. Jimmy
of his
Christy,

famous
his

Gleason

man

in

a

Lipstick

TB

Introducing Pinky Tomlin

[Continued from page 30]

ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK

FACE POWDER

^r",^

* 4-PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET
THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY
SU55
4 7 Fifth Avenue, New York City
1

Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of miniature Tangee
Lipstick, RougeCompact.Creme Rouge. FacePowder.

I

enclose 10£ (stamps or coin).

Shade

Flesh

Rachel

15«! in

Name
AddressCily

Canada.

Light Rachel

Slate.

But before Pinky had finished his song, he
was hired ... at $40 a week, to sing his
song every night.
Immediately, Pinky became a success, a
howling sensation. The Bowl was packed,
jammed, all come to hear "that funny guy"
sing about the object of his affection.
While with Grier, the Paramount Theatre offered Pinky a week's engagement
at
Pinky demurred ... he had to have
$75.
So the theatre gave him a
a spotlight.
spotlight.
"If I stay a second week, you'll have to
double my salary," he told the house manager.
"And every week thereafter has to
double the pay of the preceding week."
Which was all well and good, insofar
as the theatre was concerned. They planned
to keep him only a single week, anyway,
and they didn't mind putting in those other

which might never be used.
from the very first. Every
town, between the ages of eight

salary clauses,

But Pinky
girl

and

hit

in
eighty, flocked to the theatre, to hear

this Pinky.
The management kept him a
second week, at $150. And a third week,
at $300, saw Pinky still on the stage, held
over by popular demand.
During his third week, he signed a contract to make personal appearances over
the country
eighteen weeks at the staggering sum of $1800.
The same week,
Lucien Hubbard, producer at Metro-Goldwyn, invited Pinky to visit him at the
.

.

.

studio.

He made
picture.
he did.

He

is

loyalties

a resounding splash in his

Why?

Nobody knows

collecting an

every

.

.

.

first-

but

enormous amount in
from phonograph

month

—
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"The Object of My AffecEvery time the song is either played
or sung over the radio, he receives three"I spend most of my
quarters of a cent.
spare time tuning in on the radio," he
record sales of
tion."

you, modestly. "Just to see how often
can catch the piece."
As this opus is being composed, Pinky
is fulfilling a personal appearance tour in
the east. And not for $1800 this time
he's getting ?35oo each week, just for singing a few songs and amusing people with
his mannerisms.
"Get-RichCinderella come to life
Quick" Wallingford doing his stuff
Pinky is outdoing both these figures of
tells

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

manner that would make either,
A few
both, curl up in bitter envy.
months ago, an unknown leader of a colnow, he has a career before
lege band
him that already has brought him nationfiction in a

or

.

.

.

wide popularity and prominence.
Is
it
any wonder that Hollywood is
stirred to its very depths by this man who
takes what he wants, who arrived in a
decrepit wreck of a car and now, just a
few months later, drives a motor that any
millionaire would be proud to own? But
anything
this town of ours is like that
.

may happen

.

.

.

and

it

.

.

usually does.

There's Pinky Tomlin to prove this. Good
old Pinky.
Now, he's writing a scenario,
"I

Love You ...

A

I

Think."

Voice, a Phonograph

and Brains
\Continued from page 56]
tours, which resulted in his being hailed as one of the brilliant artists of
American music. It was after a sensational
concert success in Los Angeles that the
studio officials tested him, then placed him

on concert

under contract.
The idea was new. He wanted time to
study.
So he prowled about the sound
He talked to the
stages and laboratories.

^ New Aids

to Fingertips

engineers— in their own language. He sang
a song here and there in several pictures
experimenting. Finally he was
—really

A NEW AND STARRY LUSTRE

ready.

6 FASH ION -APPROVED SHADES

And thus he now dawns upon the screen
world in "Naughty Marietta." Tall, blond
as a Viking, splendidly built, with poise
and real dramatic ability in addition to his
fine voice, he has everything, studio workers
say, that goes to make a romantic hero.
Jeanette MacDonald, who has appeared
with many famous leading men, raves over
Bigger things are planned.
him.
Eddy takes it modestly. "I'm still learning what it's all about," he insists. "I hope
some day I'll know." He welcomes the
screen work because more people will hear
him sing than in concert.
But the funny part of it all is that Edison's invention
new calling.

has followed

Today he

him

takes

into his
his script

2

TO 4 DAYS' LONGER WEAR

and Now
Put

inferior polish

and watch beauty

Why

on your fingertips

slip

out of your fingers.

.

.

not to last

brands that are made to

.

.

.

.

when Glazo

aloud into his phonograph,
then, as the scene is reproduced on the record, he speaks his own lines, playing with
the other characters as the instrument pro-

only 25 cents?

duces their lines.
"I argue with the phonograph— make love
fight with it— according to what
to it
the scene is," he laughingly confesses. "In
a little while I know my lines— and how to
time and say 'em. It's the quickest way to
learn a scene in the world!"
And so, just as Edison's invention sent
him toward musical fame, today that same
mechanical aid is shooting him up the
ladder of screen stardom.
Which, after all, is all that could be expected of a phonograph!

doesn't chip, crack, or fade.

home, reads

it

2Jc

experiment with carelessly-made

nail polish
sell,

only

There's a flattering

Glazo that

lasts 2 to

new

costs
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Day
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or night,
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CLAZO
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to the last tick of fashion.

And
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An

its

come

best

new metal-

lots easier to

a bristle can

exclusive
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color chart package tells

apply

.

.

.

loose.

Another thing ... if you value your
use Glazo Polish Remover. No
and special oils make it
acetone
non-drying. Only 25 cents, the same as
Glazo's better new Cuticle Remover.

nails

.

.

.

.

.

.

THE GLAZO COMPANY,

Inc.,

Dept. GS-55

191 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
(In Canada, address P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)
I enclose 10c for sample kit containing Glazo Liquid
Polish, New Polish Remover, and Liquid Cuticle
Remover. (Check the shade of polish preferred)...
Natural
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Flame
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CllVC Brook RetUrnS
was there that the Brook family resided
during its pleasant sojourn in London. The
moral of the story— if you insist upon morals to your stories— is that most of us have
he impression that big denomination bank
notes paper the respective domiciles of most
of our prominent international screen stars.
"If such were the case," Mr. Brook remarked, "a goodly portion of the wall
space would remain as bare as Old Mother
Hubbard's Cupboard after we get through
paying our income tax here as well as in
England." And I was inclined to believe
him after pondering on statistics for a
moment or two. "But let's talk about
something pleasanter," he said with a
frown. To which I readily assented, having no head or eye for arithmetical figures.
It was no wonder that, while living in
Dickens' home, steeped as it is in the famous novelist's immortal tradition, Brook
should again turn to writing, an avocation which he has never discarded in spite
I

upon the

and screen.
Before the war, Brook was a newspaper
man, writing short stories that sold. Recently he turned his hand to fan maga-

of his success

stage

"In England," he explained,
"the fan magazines have not advanced to
the peak they have here.
They are still
a good bit interested in the sex life of the
stars.
As I didn't wish to discuss my sex
life— I'm happily married, you know, so
what's there to talk about?— I just sat down
zine articles.

A

[Continued from page $i]

and wrote my own interviews for them. It
seemed the simplest way."
"And deprived some romantic interviewer
of a thrill,

I

wager."

was now Mr. Brook's turn to accuse
me of being "nice."
I assured him that I meant what I said.
For it isn't every day that one meets a
It

who

is honestly interested
besides his "art."
I
can
hear Mr. Brook say piffle at the very use
of that word, even though he takes his
profession as seriously as it needs to be
taken.
But it doesn't prevent him from
expressing a cultured interest in books, art,
music, politics, not overlooking a healthy
craving for outdoor sports— with reservations.
He admits that he plavs a fairly
fast game of tennis and can maintain a
seat on a horse without emulating the
Prince of Wales— but, when it comes to
skiing, that's a horse of another color, so
to speak.

celebrated actor
in other things

Brook smiled grimly as he reminisced on the relative merits of this sport.
The children (Faith and Clive, Jr.) had recently been taken to a school in Switzerland, you see.
"They looked and acted as
if they
had been born on skis. But I—
well, there was a part of my anatomy that
Mr.

got pretty intimately acquainted with the
Swiss scenery before I got rid of those
blasted skis."
Give, jr., he said, had voiced the wish

istic

Girl In

An

Optimistic

[Continued from page
little farm with a cow and some
and chickens. Where I am now
I must keep the baby chickens in the living room for warmth."
She went on to tell me of her carrier
pigeons, of the wild jack rabbit which she
has tamed and which lives in a little house
of his own on the balcony adjoining her
bed room ... of her four dogs and the
wounded stray which she rescued recently
of the neighbors' ducks which insist
upon trying to live in her chicken house, to

have a
pigs

.

.

.

.

.

.

be

her

leading

man

in

.

.

her current pic-

She had seen his work upon the
screen in Europe.
She asked him, shyly,
for an autographed photograph and declined to do a love scene with him for
"I do not know him
the first week.
ture.

the neighbors' indignation. She told me of
the garden she plans and of the vegetables
which she will grow, when, and if, she
achieves the little farm.
"Hollywood," she said, suddenly, apropos
of nothing in particular, is a dreadful place
in which to live. It is a magnificent place
It is not America.
I
in which to work!
do not know yet anything of your country.
This picture city is made up of all the na-

There

tions.

is

.

.

.

what you

say?

.

.

.

yes! I

want

to

am

her

"Ronald Colman and

The

.

.

.

girl'

room

who

And

so, with the score of compliments
even, I made my departure without
giving either England or America time for
further innings.
Babe Ruth might disapprove of the game's finish, but every girl
knows when she's had the last word.

fairly

Town
well enough!" she protested.
She displays charming, childish reactions
to people upon occasion.
One day when
she had been subjected to a series of interviews, each lasting half an hour, she was
approached by a crisp young woman in
smart clothes who wanted only a few moments of her time.
"Please do not go," Anna begged her.
"You look so-o=© nice. I want to look at

you

for longer!"

see, she has doubts of her own abilto wear smart, modern clothes and she
has a deep admiration for the women who
possess that ability.
It was not only that

You

burst

into

tears

in

when

pleasure to contemplate this
there was also the posthat she might learn something

gave her

.

.

.

her.

plodding.
Success, in
to her hand

Hollywood,

made

chance
Shirley

both winners of Academy statuettes
and both very happy.

in

not

mean

a Rolls-Rovce

in Beverly Hills.

milk,

to

to indigent relatives
to grow.

.

.

.

monev
and the

Sten doesn't spend much of her time
worrying about the "big experiment.''

Anna

Temple and Claudette Colbert,

does

lingerie,

and a pink stucco palace
It means chickens, a cow

this

keeps chickens

please

do that.
As a matter of fact, I doubt whether
plaudits of any sort would ever make much
difference to Anna Sten.
She wants work
and growth. She will make anv sacrifice
for these.
She understands plodding and
she can also soar.
She knows that you
cannot soar without a certain amount of

.

ol

Howard

thing which motivates Anna Sten is
not ambition, as Hollywood interprets that
word.
Rather she is dedicated to the theater as
a nun is to her shrine, as a monk to his
monastery. Large weekly salary checks do
not convince her that she is a success. It
would take the opinions of critics whom
she respected, repeated again and again, to

.

this lovely, vital, earthy

.

Leslie

take note also."

The

go again

trying to give you a picture

living-

added:

to give

peasant actress
creature.

ished sophistication of the English actors—
for
example," and disregarding Mr. Brook's flattering bow of thanks,

yourself,

from

to Europe."
I

for that rugged individualist and virile heman, Clark Gable.
To which I retaliated, most graciouslv. I
trust:
"Now really, I prefer the more pol-

sibility

to try to get a part, to try to
sell
There is no .conversation.
a story.
There is no music. There is only the pic-

Oh,

fine as this marriage should not be bandied about by unknowing pens.)
He even went further, and said he could
understand the American girl's predilection

charming lady

someone,

ture business.

remarked

it?"

Although Mr. Brook has very little to
say in favor of the Swiss hillsides, he did
pronounce himself greatly in favor of our
American girls.
(And this needs no apology to his wife, an Englishwoman, so lovely
and charming that you can readly see why
he refuses to talk about this phase of his
personal life for the press— anything so

it

not know America until I visit your farming country, your small- towns and villages,
,'\
until I meet your laboring people.
"Are you homesick?" I asked her.
She was wide-eyed again. "What for?"
she asked. "I have never had a real home.
want to go again to Europe
I
soon,
if may be.
I want to hear again of what
goes on in the world.
Here nothing is
talked about but pictures, pictures, pictures.
If it is a party, everyone is invited
or else comes for a reason ... to meet
.

isn't

ity

flotsam and jetsom.
There are also solid,
earnest artists, working very hard. I shall

.

ing to the profession,
Clive Senior drolly.
"Very," I laughed.

21]

Ralph Bellamy brought her a spray of orchids one day upon the set.
"That they
should be so beautiful
and for me!"
Ralph was that embarrassed!
she sobbed.
She thrilled as much as an adolescent
fan at meeting Gary Cooper, who was to
.

that he would like to become an actor—
"but not until I'm twenty-five. Until then
I shall live very discreetly."
"Very flatter-

What

is

to be, will be!

May
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Exotic

[Continued from page 22]

laughed, "for he was the first man I had
ever met who was impersonally interested
in farthering my professional career!"
Since then she feels she has learned much
of life

We

and men.

.

.

Galsworthy, Shaw, Wells
and other contemporary English authors.
Which brought us of course to where all
good interviews eventually arrive— her amtalked of

bition.

ard

says

actress
great actress
do a play in

am

I!'

just imagine!

'What a
That's why I want to

back and

sits,

says:

which sustained
I

am

artistry will
really the ac-

am!"
That from La Oberon, who's just supposed to look pretty and leave thinking

tress I believe

I

to the rest of us dames, together with
working, worrying and wondering.
She wasn't satisfied with her recent work
in England— nor in her most recent, "Folies
Bergere de Paris," her first Hollywood film
But that may be befor United Artists.
cause she has an insidious inferiority comShe has
plex, as sincere as it is absurd.
to be proving, over and over, to herself
that she does screen well, that she can
act, that she talks in the best microphone
.

one might expect her to
say her ambition is a wardrobe done by
Adrian for her new Metro picture, or a
June night, the moonlight and you-ou-ou.
But no, this perverse Miss Oberon wants to
write and act in a picture— if you please!
Now I ask you? And damme, as Mr. How-

Now,

—the

prove whether or not

.

And

into a perfect sequence.

visually,

in

"The

Scarlet

Pimpernel,"

if

she hasn't some very definite opinions in
her pretty little noodle.
"Now take one scene in a picture," she
explained.
"I'll take any scene," I answered frivolously, "but the last one in a clinch!"—
which, at the time, I thought was pretty
funny. Without batting her slanting eyelashes she continued, "The average cinema
scene lasts for less than a minute on the
There are possibly ten 'takes,' that
screen.
ten times the cameras actually grind
is,
Then probably three of
out the scene.
them, the best three, are studied. A clever
film editor takes various 'frames' or parts
from each of these three and builds them

.

.

tradition.

But hear ye, hear ye, she would give it
up for marriage and children! Yet,
even while she says she would gladly forego
a career for matrimony she is also saying
all

that she'd like to do, well,

You see
year.
in herself.
.

.

Her regard
she

50%

is

under

it

one picture a

would keep

alive

belief

tion with London Films, and often stops
in the middle of production to attend a
Board meeting at the financial end of

London.

One

day, in the very midst of extravapreparations for a scene in "The
Scarlet Pimpernel," he was summoned to
take part in such a conference.
He asked
Leslie Howard, the star, to direct the scene
for him.
He did, and Merle says, "It was
conceded the very best scene in the whole
film!" Which pleased Mr. Howard mightily,

gant

he hopes some day to direct.
Hollywood she found a strangely varied
adventure— and some of her reactions are,
for

well let us say droll so that
anyone's feelings.
.

for Alex
contract,

Korda, to

and who

whom
collects

of her earnings (a considerable test
She
of one's honest feelings), is profound.
marvels at his ability to be so many things
at one time.
He not only directs, but
handles many business matters in connec-

we won't hurt

.

"The first Saturday evening out there I
was invited to the Mayfair Club with an
executive and his wife, of both of whom I
am sincerely fond. I was delighted to accept.
And thinking we would meet the
usual night club crowd, imagine my thrill
when I walked in to find a panorama of
Hollywood stars. There was Jean Harlow,
Constance Bennett, Carole Lombard, Kay
Francis

.

.

and

all

the rest.

I felt

exactly like

Alice-in- Wonderland!"

But

of all

Norma
when

I

Hollywood she most admires

"who was so nice
was in California."

Shearer,

to

me

At the moment, because of her contract
with Korda,
big

money

Miss Oberon is not a
but her tastes are simple

little

star,

HEAR JOHNNIE
Tun.-

111

IN

Tuesday

PERSON

.Viyhtt
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and her

SWEET MUSIC

desires

She

few.

likes

to

ride,

mainly, and rents a simple little home in
Beverly Hills.
She loves jewelry, loathes
hats and women who drink to the point

And denying

of saturation.

That's

engagements.

why her name was coupled with

a

producer recently— she just can't bear to
hurt anyone's feelings. I imagine she

would only shoot

in

self-defense,

and

I

don't think even then she'd be very quick
on the trigger.
Merle has the true Frenchwoman's chic
(her mother is French-Dutch) and she was
just the least bit annoyed at some stories
which told of a fortune spent in grooming
her a la Americaine. She insists whatever
"experiments" were made in the line of
make-up and costuming were done in her

How movie

guard
the natural beauty
of their hair

Hollywood's

loveliest screen stars

,

featured in the finer Hollywood Beauty
Salons. These salons take great pride in offering their famous patrons the protection of

genuine Duart Waving Pads that now come
in INDIVIDUAL SEALED CARTONS.
Duart and only Duart offers you this protection when you buy a permanent wave. When
the operator breaks the seal before your eyes

you know the
waving pads are
genuine Duart and
never before used

on another

per-

son's hair. For
your next wave
insist

on Duart

the choice of the

Hollywood stars.

FREE BOOKLET
Now you can wear a
star's coiffure

Send

for this booklet containing smart new Holly-

wood Hair Styles. 24 pages
of photos showing how to
dress your hair the way the
stars do. Sent FREE with one
10-cent package of Duart Hair Rinse.
Choose from 12 shades listed in coupon. It does
dye or bleach.

movie

NOT

DUART
ctto&ijwwd

StctfiL.

serve as our detective. After
as Philo Vance, clues have

Name
Address

Ah me, already I see the
sunny morning when we will awake on
our little island and discover, to our horror, large and mysterious tracks in the sand
along the beach. Carole will scream— she
always does— and Claudette and Norma will
turn pale with fright. Clark and Gary will
grab their bows and arrows and dash into
the woods in search of some wild monster.
W. C. will hastily mix himself a mint
julep, but Bill, calm and a bit bored by
it all, will simply glance at the foot-prints,
and stifling a yawn, remark, "No, my children, it is not a prehistoric animal. Only
Garbo."
Besides being bartender and detective,
Bill will also be our Chief Worrier. There
never was such a guy for worrying. He worried for years because he didn't have a
Hollywood estate, so he built himself one,
so beautiful that it makes Versailles look
like a shanty on the wrong side of the
tracks, and now Bill is worrying himself
to death because he has to move into it. If
he needs an assistant worrier on the island
Claudette, who, in a
I will recommend
pinch, can even worry over whether the
ice cream for dinner will be chocolate or
maple nut. With those two to worry for
us on the island the rest of us will have
more time for gossip.
And that, dear reader, is why I am taking those two luscious blondes, Jean Harlow and Carole Lombard, for any place
you find Jean and Carole and Bill powell
there's bound to be a choice bit of gossip.
Of course Carole and Bill are divorced, but
there's still a lot of talk. After \ears in

Mark your shade of

besides

also

Black

Golden

Light

Ash

Dark

Brown

Golden

Blonde

Brown

Chestnut

Blonde

Medium

Titian

Brown
Titian

Brown

Reddish
Blonde

Henna
White
or Gray

Brown

Reddish

(Platinum)

Golden
Blonde

want

I

to dig

am

sure

them

for her.

ing she always wears gloves and a big hat,
so Gary will have to skin a couple of snakes,

and Norma will have to weave a bamboo
hat right away so that our little Jeanie
fishing lor us.
Jean also has a
lor writing, so she can keep the
island log. and 11111 up a lew book*, beside.
Thanks to Jean our life on the island will
not be lost to posterity.

can

go

mania

Hollywood— and
surprises and

No

She'd get

it

before

you asked the question, she's that smart!
But besides her brains, which are prettv
amazing in themselves, and coupled with
her beauty is her ability to remain herself.
Hollywood has revealed itself, but it
hasn't

made

chassis

and

est

chance

I
it

a dent in her streamlined
don't think there's the slightever will.

Desert Island
19]

And certainly no island should ever be
complete without Clark Gable and Gary
Cooper. Nothing sissy about those two guys.
Gary, born and brought up on a Montana
ranch, knows all there is to know about
roughing it in the great open spaces. Then,
too, he has been on several big game hunts
in Africa and has bagged practically everything there is to bag in Africa.
He was
once a taxidermist too, so not only does
he know how to kill wild animals, but he
knows how to skin them, and even how to
barbecue the flesh.
Gary knows how to
make a fire without matches, and a stew
without potatoes, and all those cute little
things that Boy Scouts know, about which
way the wind is blowing, and what time
it
is
by the sun's shadows.
Being the
scary sort, I, personally, shail keep five feet
behind Mr. Cooper all the while we are
on the

island.

Clark Gable, too, has encountered wild

numerous camping trips in the
and will be delighted to bag a
big buck for us before breakfast anv
morning. In fact I think we are going to
have more meat than we can eat. Clark
also is very handy with his tool chest, so
it
may fall to the lot of Mr. Gable to
beasts in his
Sierras,

bad

providing us with gossip,
be very necessary as our fisherwoman. Jean knows all there is to know
about fishing as she spends weeks and
weeks, when she isn't working, out on the
Pacific reeling 'em in, and many a hearty
gent has envied her day's catch. Jean likes
to dig her own worms, which will be a

rinse.

nary a phony answer.

to

fish-

and then.

will

of seeing.

lot

girls

-a

—State.

a

When

essential part

Jean and Carole and Bill, I feel that I am
many a boring afternoon.
preventing
There's nothing like a dash of scandal now
Jean,

Timbuckto

from

that's

none of the

Hollywood, gossip becomes an

%

it'

build us a flock of little bamboo houses,
with hot and cold running water.
In the afternoon when we have checked
off everything on Norma's list, Clark, a
true sportsman at heart, will arrange turtle
races for us along the beach, and we can
pretend that we are back at Santa Anita,
watching the big handicap and losing our
shirts over Happy Helen and Lady Louella.
Connie can name her turtle "Rattlebrain,"
and Clark can name his turtle "Beverly
Hills," to remind them of their nags on
the Santa Anita racetrack. Yes, Gary and
Gable with their happy dispositions, and
their knowledge of the outdoors will be
quite a blessing to our lonely island. (P. S.
to the Editor. I haven't mentioned Sex, but
don't think I haven't got it in mind.)
Chiefly, I am taking Carole Lombard and
Claudette Colbert because I have spent
four days cooped up on a train with each
of them, and nary a dull moment. And I
always say if you can stand a person for
twenty-four hours crossing Kansas, then it's
a pretty good sign that the person will
never bore you. Both gals have a keen sense
of humor and always make the best of a

of the routine and we'd feel as strange as
fish out of water without it, so, by taking

great help, as

City

those years

^

_

—

all

become second

O

Duart, 984 Folsom St., San Francisco, Calif.
I enclose 10 cents for one package of Duart Hair Rinse
and the FREE Booklet of Smart new Movie Star Coiffures.

leisure moments.
that,"
to
say

"Rut I expected
she said, smiling
shrewdly, "and they did!"
Indeed I don't think there are any surprises you might pull out of a high hat for
Merle Oberon. She knows her way 'round
in this great world of ours, for she's seen

them

[Continued from page

will

Choice, ojj tJ&

A

nature to him.

guard the

natural beauty of their hair like a precious
For this reason DU ART PERMANENT WAVES
have become the choice of the stars and are

jewel.

movie

Ten On

stars

own

situation.

Claudette, believe it or not, is a grand
cook. 'When she was sixteen she spent a
summer in a cabin in the Adirondacks
with Madame Burani's two small sons, and
her biother and his pal. The cook failed
to show up. so all summer long Claudette
cooked for herself and four bo\s and hasn't
weighed so much or been so healthy since.
She can cook anything, whether it comes

May
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out of a can or not, and has that French
knack with sauces. So, with Claudette as
Chief Cook on our island, we'll probably
look like Kate Smith when the rescuing
party arrives.
Carole's a pretty good cook too, and a
perfect table setter, so she Can be First
Maid. Carole, according to Travis Banton,
Paramount's famous designer, is the best
dressed woman in Hollywood, and knows
all

more about
just

than Webster knows
be she who tells us
inches from the ground we

clothes

about words, so

how many

it

will

grass skirts, and at what
we should perch our cocoanut berets.
fact Carole will be our dernier cri, and

must wear our
angle

In
best screamer.

Both
with

Claudette

needles,

so,

and Norma are handy
soon as Clark
few out of swordcan make us clothes-

just

Gable can fashion up

as

a

swords, the girls
trousseau or trous-so-and-sos, as required.
I really think it would be a good idea
to make Clark official spanker, in charge
of discipline, as he seemed to have a pretty
good experience spanking Claudette in "It
fish

Happened One Night" and Joan Crawford
in "Forsaking All Others."
W. C. Fields I am taking because he is
a juggler. You know the poem: "A juggler
of wine, a loaf of bread and thou beside me
singing in the wilderness," and W. C. is
my favorite of all comedians. He's quiet,
does most of his comedy in pantomime, and
never stoops to a pun or a wisecrack. W. C.

can juggle the long winter evenings away
with seashells, cocoanuts, and natives. Of
course he will disappear for days and nights
at a time and we will naturally suspect
Garbo and leave off gossiping about Jean,
Carole and Bill for a time, but eventually
he will always turn up with his nose more
radiant and bulbous than ever and announce in the well known Fields' twang,
"Ah, there, my little chickadees, with my
little bowie knife I have fought my way
through walls of flesh, dragging my canoe
behind me just to bring you these herbs,
my little petunia seeds. A bit of brewing,
my little buttercups, and we'll have beer."
Well, well, it will all be a lot of fun, but
doubtless we'll be glad to see Hollywood

and civilization again. What? I forgot
somebody? Oh, yes, Connie Bennett. Why
did I take Connie Bennett?
Well now,
let
me think. Now I remember! I am
taking Connie to do the dishes. She probably never has yet, and it's time she began.

MUST

BE

This astonishing

The Answers

to the

Puzzles on Page 60

SOFT AND SMOOTH LIPS
new

gives ardent color...

lipstick

and ends

"LIPSTICK PARCHING."
The most

1.

Garbo

2.

Clark Gable

delicate skin of your face is on
your lips... Yet so many lipsticks don't seem
to know that
they parch and dry lips and
make them look crinkly and rough. Such
lips can never look inviting
no matter
how much color you pack on them.
Coty has discovered the way to give your
. . .

3-

Joan Blondell

4-

Ronald Colman

5-

Wallace Beery

6.

Grace Moore

7-

W.

8.

Jackie

Cooper

9-

Joe E.

Brown

C. Fields

—

lips exciting, truly indelible color

. .

.without

any parching penalties. Coty's new "SubDeb" Lipstick is an amazing little magician.
It actually smooths and softens lips. It gives
them that warm, moist lustre that every
woman envies and every man adores.That's

because Coty Lipstick contains "Essence of

Theobrom"

Make
If

—a special softening ingredient.

the "Over-night" Experiment!

you wish

to

prove to yourself that Coty

Lipstick smooths your lips to loveliness,

make

Put on a tiny
you go to bed. In
the morning — notice how soft your lips
feel
how soft they look. Could you do
the same with any other lipstick?
You can now get Coty "Sub-Deb" Lipstick
this simple experiment.

bit of the lipstick before

.

. .

— for just
colors

50$f

— in

five ardent, indelible

— at drug and department stores.

NEW— Coty

"Sub-Deb" Rouge, in har-

monizing, indelible colors, 50 cents.

Ray

Wednesday,

Dance

to

10:30

PM, EST, NBC Red

Noble's music,

Netivork
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[Continued from page 55]

Paramount

BOOTH

TARKINGTONS

story

about

the boy from Philadelphia who was
considered a coward in the Old South, because he wouldn't fight a duel, and who
later, by a weird fluke, acquired the reputation of being a killer, is told here with
a musical setting which is quite pleasing,
though a bit dull at times.
Bing Crosby, of course, is the boy who'd
rather woo his women with songs than with
pistols, and the inimitable W. C. Fields is
the steamboat captain who exploits him
as a killer. Bing sings three Rodgers and
Hart's song numbers, which you'll be hum-

summer, "Soon," "Easy to Rememto Forget" and "Down by the
River," and the ladies will swoon with

ming
ber,

well

tell

MAN
MUM
i

THAT'S

this, of all

There

bout

is

We'll

men

THIS

it

A

lot

—far too many.

to us. We'll fix

shower won't protect them.

Mum —

name and

coupon below
i.c<<:^

X

Paramount

THE

TAKES THE ODOR OUT

OF PERSPIRATION
Bristol-Myers, Inc., Dept. 8-A
75 West St., New York

Name
Address

A WOMAN

new

Dietrich picture is going to be
a bit hard to take if you are over twentyone and in your right mind. A rabid fan
of the exotic Marlene's ever since "Blue
Angel," I found myself squirming in my
seat during the preview, and when Marlene
started squirming on the screen a la Bette

Will he be grateful?
He'll be looking for
someone to thank!

free,

IS

Rating: 45 0 — Dietrich Espagnole—

not yours.

Mum,

is

THE DEVIL

address on the

Please send sample package of

mint

.

We'll tell him all about
how
it takes no time at all to use, is harmless to clothing, soothing to skin,
doesn't prevent perspiration itself
just its ugly odor. And how soothing
it is to burning, perspiring feet and
how it destroys every trace of odor.

Just his

a

the picture. McTavish is the best role Andy
has had yet and he gives it everything.
Jane Darwell is splendid as Mrs. McFadden, and Betty Furness, as her daughter,
turns in a first rate performance. Dick
Cromwell is given a "bit," which is a pity
—and after that swell part he had in "Lives
of a Bengal Lancer." There are plenty of
laughs, and a lot of new gags, and if you're
the folksy type you'll go nuts about this
one.

it.

Send us his name and address on
the coupon below, and we'll send him
something that will make him absolutely proof against underarm odor.
We'll send him a sample of Mum,
the instant cream deodorant that so
many men use who have learned that
their daily

and

one of those homey pictures that
makes you roll with laughter, if you
aren't too sophisticated. You probably saw
the silent version of it, as it played around
for years. This time that grand stage actor
from Broadway, Walter C. Kelly, plays the
But it is
lovable Irishman, McFadden.
really Andy Clyde who walks away with

Great fellows, most of them, but
they haven't learned the facts of life
about this perspiration business.
Just leave

gag

Paramount

"practical-

you something.

tell

are like that

Indian

Rating: 62°— Corn Beef and Cabbage—

ly perfect" about everything else.
of

an

McFADDEN'S FLATS

now—to

you and that man who

is

julep gag that are worth the price of admission, not to mention the time Mr. Fields
sits down to a little game of poker and
finds five aces in his hand. It's fun for the
whole family.

have
things, come between

too bad,

all

Hard

pleasure as usual.
Joan Bennett, who gets more beautiful
in each picture, is the little southern heroine who tells Bing she loves him when he
is thrown over by her sister, Gail Patrick,
who is a pushover for duelling gentlemen.
The comedy is in the capable hands of
W. C. Fields, of course, and as the everbragging, ever-drinking steamboat captain
he is, superb.

your

to

but youth will have his way and
Mr. Romero also suffers.
Like Iris March, we are never let off
anything when Mr. Von Sternberg makes
a picture, so we have to sit through reels
sway,

MISSISSIPPI
Rating: 77°— Girls, Here's Binc—

Davis in "Of Human Bondage" it was all
too, too terrible.
Well, anyway, Dietrich is still the most
beautiful woman on the screen, even when
she distorts herself with a Joan Crawford
mouth make-up. Shame on you Marlene.
The story smacks of the. Continent and
is
about a beautiful soulless woman who
tovs heartlessly with the lives of men. The
locale is Spain, and the gent who gets toyed
with is Lionel Atwill, and does he suffer.
His life ruined bv the terrible vampire of
Spain. Mr. Atwill endeavors to keep young
Cesar Romero from falling under her

and

of carnival stuff that does not
a thing, and we are practically worn
out before Marlene starts ruining Mr. Atwill's life. However, lets not be too severe
reels

mean

Von Sternberg

with Mr.

(or shall we?), his
breathlessly beautiful at
the music is magnificent. Edward

photography

is

times and
Everett Horton, Alison Skipworth and Don
Alvarado are excellent in bits. Mr. Von
Sternberg can now leave on the walking
tour he has been talking about.

TRANSIENT LADY
Rating: 50°— Small

Town Stuff— Universal

THOSE

with their

and
of

city

manners

fine

trouble

gals

when

slick clothes
certainly cause a lot

they

visit

small

towns.

Even when they are good and virtuous
girls, like Frances Drake in this picture.
Frances and her two partners are a skating team who go around the country promoting skating casinos, and all is well until
they

certain

a

hit

little

down Alabama way.

southern

town,

One

of her partners
shoots, in self-defense, the town's best bum,
who is also the brother of the leading politician, and skips, leaving Frances and Clark
Williams to take the blame. And you know
those hot-headed southerners of story-book
fame, they just gotta have a lynching.
Henry Hull plays the po'ful politician
and looks and acts like something dug up
long befo de wah. Gene Raymond plays
the young lawyer, who brings law and order
into southern chaos, and wins the lovely
Frances, after June Clayworth, his fiancee,
has done the noble thing.
It's an Octavus Roy Cohen story, and it
isn't a very good story, but there are amus-

ing interludes of colored comedy which are
swell.

P.

Maybe

S.

Henry Hull.

I

just

I

was a little hard on
saw Huey Long in a

newsreel.

TIMES SQUARE LADY
Rating:

65 "—Meet Pinkie

HERE'S

a

fair

Tomlin— Metro

to middling
serves mostly

racketeer

yarn which
to push
Robert Taylor up another notch on the
ladder of fame, and to introduce to picturegoers
Mr. Pinkie Tomlin, the Texas
cowboy who wrote "The Object of My
Affection."
Pinkie, they

tell me, became such a hit
with the younger set down at the Biltmore
Bowl, in Los Angeles, that kind old Mr.
Metro thought it would be a good idea
to put him in pictures. Sophisticate that
I am, I didn't fall for Pinkie in his first
picture, but there were those out at the
preview theatre in Westwood who were
falling so hard I thought it was another
earthquake, so I could be wrong.
Anyway, I do agree with Mr. Metro that
Robert Taylor is an up and coming young
man, and certainly should be a star before

1935 dies on us.
The story's about Virginia Bruce, quite,
quite pretty, who inherits upon the death
of her gambler father a chain of rackets
which represent big dough. Of course all
the racketeers are in cahoots to cheat her
out of her inheritance and they sic Robert
Taylor on her, as he has a way with
women. But Robert falls in love with Virginia, who turns out to be a pretty smart
girl and a chip off the old block, so he goes
straight, and that brings on a lot of shootin? and one of those thrilling chase scenes.
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Studio News
[Continued from page 31]

14%
tfiisl

Anne

Shirley supported by a distinguished cast, including Etienne Girardot, Elizabeth Patterson and O.
P. Heggie in "Chasing Yesterday."

working on 'A Midsummer Night's Dream'
today," Bernie tells me, "but we can go
over anyhow if you like."
"No," I answer positively. "I want to
see Cagney's 'Bottom' so we'll let that go
until next month. See you in church. So

when

can enjoy

long."

Shaking the dust of the Warner
my Ford tires, I start for—

lot

from

tftisi

R-K-O

THIS

busier

pu

trip than I've
seen it in months. First there's Anne
Shirley in "Chasing Yesterday" (originally
this was called "Sylvestre Bonnard"). She's
lot

is

this

the girl who wrenched your heart strings in
of Green Gables." I can hardly wait
to see this next picture of hers and no sooner
will this one be finished than she goes to
work in "Freckles."

"Anne

At

the moment, Anne,

who

is

smiles.
I
don't know what period this is but
Elizabeth Patterson looks quite formidable
in a red polka dot dress of the mode of

Dangers

NO PERMANENT

should ever

ruin your hair. Yet

woman
cally

risks

many

the room!

destroyed because the same

At one

side is a small
platform with a little table on it and on
the table an old, old phonograph with one
of those huge horns they used to have.
Opposite is a fireplace and in front of the
fireplace is a huge base-burner stove with
a large screen around it. In a corner is a
beautiful Bohemian glass vase with some
marigolds in it.
O. P. Heggie and Helen Westley were
also both in "Anne of Green Gables" and

only hope this picture turns out as well.

a

having her hair practi-

pads are used from one head

1900.

I

Guards You Against the

about

seventeen, and Muzzy Marcelino, guitar
player and soloist with Ted Fio Rita's
orchestra, are all wrapped up in each other.
Jackie Coogan tried to give Anne a fling
but he couldn't make the grade. Muzzy
is a nice boy and Anne, just now, is my
favorite ingenue, so Cupid Mook is all

And

(gfitl$

another.

to

No wonder women dread

the effects of

when such

bad permanent waving

of

Re -used Pads!

Yet such fear

now needless. Foryou

can protect yourself

you go

if

to

a Licensed Nestle Shop, using fresh

materials that are always Nestle

and nothing
a glorious

else! For then

wave that

is

—

you secure

also a distinct

benefit to the structure of your hair.

conditions prevail.

THE NESTLE-LEMUR

New

COMPANY

York

LOOK for the Licensed Nestle Beauty
Shop with

Next on the list, is "The Informer."
This, ladies and gents, is a story which
has for its background the Irish revolution
and which presents Victor McLaglen in the
title role— "A hulk of a man of prodigious
strength and little intelligence"— to quote
from the scenario.
In order to secure money to spend
on his sweetheart, Katie Fox (Margot
Grahame) he informs the police of the
whereabouts of his pal
(Wally Ford).
Wally is cornered and killed and Vic gets
the twenty pounds reward. He promptly
gets soused to the gills.
Then he goes
looking for Katie.

is

this Certificate. It is

your

guarantee of a genuine Nestle Wave.
Also

insist

on seeing the Nestle name

on the foil cover of the felt pads.

SCIENTIFIC

PERMANENT WAVE
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"I wonder if it would end all
JMJDOL) regular pain for me, and end it
for all time?"
To the woman who is asking herself that
question, the makers of Midol make an

emphatic answer It will not.
But they make another statement just
as emphatic, and just as true: Midol al:

ways

relieves periodic pain to some dewill for you.
Understand, this extraordinary medi-

and

gree,

cine

may

bring you complete

relief. It

has

many. And some of these
women had always had the severest pain.
But others report only an easier time.
Even so, isn't the measure of relief you
are sure to receive well worth while?
Midol means great comfort in any case
compared with unchecked suffering at
this time of the month!
Any sufferer who experiences no relief
from Midol should consult a -physician.
"Yes, but won't it form some habit?"
Only the habit of avoiding suffering which
is needless! There is no "habit forming"
done

this for

.

drug

Midol. It is not a narcotic.
So, don't let the speed with which this
remarkable medicine takes hold cause
you any apprehension. Don't keep it for
"emergencies" or wait for the pain to
reach its height before you take it. Let it
keep you comfortable throughout the
period. Learn to rely on it completely.
Just follow the simple directions found
inside the box.
And speaking of boxes, you'll appreciate the slim aluminum case in which you
get Midol. It's so thin and light
and
dainty
you can give it a permanent
place in your purse and always be prein

—

—

pared. It is a tremendous relief, mental
and physical, to be able to approach this
time without any misgivings, and to pass
serenely through it.
Your druggist has these tablets. You'll
probably see them on the counter. If not,
just ask for Midol. Fifty cents is the most
you'll pay
for comfort that is worth
almost anything.
When it has given you back those days
once given over to suffering, will you do

—

you know someone who still
suffers, tell her of your discovery
that
Midol does bring definite and decided
relief from "regular" pain.

this?

If

—

Katharine Hepburn's new play, in which she is supported by Charles Boyer, is
called "Break of Hearts."
No one may visit the set when the clever Katie is at

work.

The

is a street scene in Dublin.
It
resembles a blind alley. There is
an old, old house on one side. On the
other is a store with a sign, "John Murtagh
& Son," above it. The windows are brilliantly lighted. McLaglen is leaning against
the window looking in and Neil Fitzgerald
leans drunkenly against a lamp-post. The
fog is so thick you could cut it with a knife.
Suddenly Vic lurches away from the window. "Come on, ye little scud," he says
to Neil, "I'm going to find Katie."
"An' I'm the man can show her to ye,"
Neil rejoins, grabbing Vic by the arm and
starting off down the street with him.

set

rather

But Terry
that costs

is in for a lot of grief
his life in the long run.

(Vic)

him

Preston Foster is also in this but neither
he nor Wally are working today so there's
no fun here, as far as I'm concerned.

"The way

they -reproduce a fog always

me," I remark to Ruth Penny who is
showing me around the lot. "I hate to

gets

stupid brother, Elmer Stevenson (Arthur Hohl) to a rage when he tells him
Elmer's wife (Kay Johnson) and Randy are
his

carrying on an

staggers up the aisle.
Naturally, people turn to look as he
passes. Randy happens to glance up at the
minister (John Hyams) and sees a fright-

look on his face. John is looking
ahead. Randy turns and there is
Elmer ( or Arthur, whichever you prefer.
like
"Elmer.")
I
Suddenly Elmer stops short and begins
shouting: "Janet! (Kay Johnson.) Janet!
I want you to rome down."
Janet is the

ened

straight

organist.

leave a set like this."

Ruth

"has caused
"That
more trouble than anything we've had on
the lot in months. It seeped through on
to the next stage where Hepburn is working, and there wasn't supposed to be any
fog in her picture, so it held up production
for hours."
All I catch is the word "Hepburn." "It's
all right," Ruth laughs, noting my alarmed
look. "Her set is closed as usual so you
won't have to see her."
I
breathe a sigh of relief. Just as we
come out of the stage I almost bump into
Katie. She's dashing off to somewhere and
Dirty slacks, no make-up,
is she a sight!
fog,"

hair flying in

all

retorts,

directions.

Them

as likes

her can have her as far as I'm concerned.
Her picture is called "Break of Hearts"— if

you

care.

"Star

of

Midnight"

starring

William

Powell and Ginger Rogers is on location
so I can't tell you about that.

affair.

Mr. Hohl, in a fine frenzy, trudges
through the rain to the church. Arriving
there, we find all the religious element of
the town in their pews (and other people's),
while the organist wheezes out, "It's the
Old Time Religion." In the midst of the
hymn, the door is flung open and Arthur

"Brother Stevenson," Rev.
you please

Hyams

pro-

down?"
"No!" Elmer yells. "Think I want to
stay in a place built by Sommerville money.
Janet!! Come down!"
tests mildly, "will

sit

"Cut!" says the director.
I told you— the inside of the church
the real thing but the outside
It's
nothing but unpainted beaver board and
exposed studs and joists.

As

is

!

boxed in you can't get
so I can't get to Randv
him how swell he is in "Roberta,"
and Kay Johnson is even more inaccessible
so we saunter on over to another stage.
This

inside
to tell

set

it

at

is

so

all,

And what, my little men and women,
do you suppose we find here? "Strangers
All," no less, which the producers fondlv
hope will turn out to be another "Three
Cornered Moon" and I'm hoping right
along with them for there was a picture.
You remember those merry, mad Rim pelgars?

They

going in for atmosphere this month on the R-K-O lot because
in the next picture, "The Village Tale,"
we find a small town. The set is the interior of a village church, with the lights
all festooned with ferns for a revival meeting. On the pulpit is a small pipe organ,
It would seem that Drury Stevenson
etc.
(Robert Bar rat) is jealous of Slaughter
Sommerville's (Randolph Scott) position as
leading citizen of the town. So he incites
are, apparently,

May Robson is the mother of a brood
of four. The oldest, Preston Foster (ah,
there you are, Preston!) is the main support of the family.
William Bakewell
wants to be an actor again, just as he was
"Three Cornered Moon." James Bush,
the youngest, has got in with a bunch of
communists. And the daughter, Florinne
McKinney— well, she's quite a dish. None
of them wants to work because it's easier
to sponge off Preston, who runs a haberin

.
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dashery store. In fact, they keep Preston
in such hot water financially that he keeps
having to postpone his marriage to Susanne
Kaaren (who is also quite a dish).
Billy has just wheedled his mother out
of

a

thousand

when Jimmy

berries

rushes

in,

she's

salted

away

followed by a couple

SSf'mr

of blue-coats who arrest him for inciting
a riot. They cart him off to jail. While
the family is in a huddle, Master Bakewell
disappears. A little later he comes in with
his
hat, coat, no gloves, and his bags
packed. He's bound for Hollywood.
"You're not going to run away when
we're in trouble," May exclaims, aghast at
such perfidy.
"It's none of my doing," Billy returns,
feeling very, very sorry, indeed, for himself.
"Here I am, on my way to success," he goes
on angrily, "and something like this has
Once I get to Hollywood I
to happen!
won't even let on like I have a family."
begins to swell up with inMadame

decay" „_

_JL

" T to °th d ec

eern,s

*•>

elues
enamel.

'*

the

BLEEDING GUMS

R

but while she is racking her
vocabulary for words with which to castidignation,

young Billy, Preston rushes across the
room and grabs Billy by the neck. "You
gate

dirty
I'll

little
"

he savs furiously.
back his hand to strike

squirt,"

He draws

him.

"Murray!" May

cries and Pres lets go.
she turns to Billy. "After all Murray's
done for us, you'd let him lose his store

Then

so you can go to Hollywood. You'd run
out on him, you'd run out on Lewis (Jimmy
Bush) because he's in trouble. Yes, and
you'd even run out on me because you're
afraid of a reputation you haven't got. I
thought I was being good to you," she
goes on with gathering momentum. "I let
you go your own way— I even tried to believe I couldn't tell you anything because
I wanted to
I thought you were a genius.
be the proud mother of a great actor. I
wanted to be able to tell the world the
famous Richard Carter was my son. Instead, I'm the mother of a nasty, selfish
little coward!"
We used to kiddingly call Billy, "Wonder
Eyes" because he looks prepetually amazed
but he's out-doing himself now. He's never
seen his mother like this. His orbs are
fairly popping out of his head.

"Give

me

that

thousand dollars,"

#
ivl

May

orders.

"But,

"Give

mom," he

STI/BfiOfiN

STA/NSi

on teeth

protests.

me— that— thousand— dollars,"

she

may invite

repeats in a louder voice.

Quite terrified, Billy hastily reaches for
the small money bag inside his shirt. May
snatches it out of his hand and turns to
him.
Preston, thrusting the money on
"Here! This will take care of you. We'll
scrape another two hundred together by
tomorrow morning and pay off vour note."
"But what about Lewis?" Preston pro-

"You may need some money for him."
"You take care of yourself," May retorts
brusquely, "and I'll take care of Lewis—
somehow— some way."

Remove film

this safe, sure

three

all
way

as only the special

"film-removing tooth paste" does

tests.

I sit there for a moment or two after
the scene is finished. I can't help feeling
sorry for May and, at the same time, won-

dering how
many more mothers— and
fathers— there are in this country fondly
kidding themselves their children are geniuses when in reality they are nothing but

SCIENCE issues a warning
that the fate
»3 °f your teeth may rest on what you do to
.

.

.

remove film! Dare you risk ineffectivemethods
film may lead to such serious consequences? Can you afford to trust precious
tooth enamel to any but a special film-remov-

ing dentifrice?

"21

years ago a

scientific fact

group of men discovered a
to comparatively few—

known

that film should be removed if teeth are to be
kept clean and sound, if gums are to remain

face to face with reality.
Suddenly I notice Preston. There is a
funny look on his face. "What's the matter?" I ask.
"When I grabbed Billy just now I must
have thrown my thumb out of joint. It
feels like a knife is sticking in it," he answers. But he went on and finished the
scene just the same. Thev call a doctor
and put the thumb back in place and
poultice it to take the soreness out.

healthy.

"Well, there are still three left." Preston
kidding in spile of his pain.

A special

formula was devised. Since then
it has been constantly improved with one
thought in mind: to remove film safely. Today, Pepsodent is known as the "special filmremoving tooth paste." It has been proved unexcelled in the way it removes the film that
glues decay germs to teeth. Millions know
how it polishes teeth to natural brilliance.

PEPSODENT

dentifrices

may promise

film -remov-

ing action. But are they equally effective? Can
these other kinds remove film with the same safety?

when

upstart four-flushers. And I wonder how
those parents feel when they are brought

grins,

Other
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I
know what Preston is talking about.
Once I gave him a medal for fooling Fox
into giving him a contract. And when he
left Fox and went to M-G-M I sent him
a wire: "First Warners, then Fox and now

was a good horse, and he bet on Rowdy
Boy because he once had a dog named
Rowdy and Rowdy Boy came in at some-

it

As far as I know
arguing with the starter.
"Dick," he repeats, "what do you think

thing like

fifty

High Glee

is

M-G-M

stop Well, there are Paramount,
Universal and R-K-O left and with any luck
at all they should keep you going another
three years." Back came his answer: "If
my agent keeps his health and you keep
your mouth shut, three years will be

R-K-O but, in the
meantime, Columbia has come up so there
are

now

J
Lost 63 lbs.
Feel Fine!"

"I

WRITES RENO LADY

Why not do as she did?
• If you have tried other methods to lose fat and
failed, read this letter and take heart ! "I tried a
lot of methods to reduce yet nothing worked . .
I was desperate. Then I tried RE-DUCE-OIDS.

My

weight was 175

lbs.,

now

it is

112

—

!

I

lost 63

and look better!" Mrs. Aldina
Wood, 101 Burns St., Reno, Nev. Others write of
lbs.,

feel better

weight reductions in varying amounts, as much
as 80 lbs., and report feeling better while and
after taking RE-DUCE-OIDS.

he's

at

three.

still

Every time I see Preston and Russell
Hardie— and even when I don't see them
and only think about them— I see red.
Every studio in town is yapping and
yowling for new faces and moaning over
the shortage of leading men and right here
are two of the swellest actors in town who
never get a break. It makes me sick. Yeah,
and there's another kid in this picture, too
—Clifford Jones— who played Baby LeRoy's
father in "Tillie and Gus," with W. C.
Fields and Alison Skipworth, who is a
darned good juvenile,- and he never gets
I'm going to speak to
Lloyd Pantages about it.
"Hi, Dick," Mr. Bakewell regrets.
"Hi, Billy," I rejoin morosely. "I was
pleased to note in Variety that you're one
of the forty-six actors who copped most of
a

break,

either.

Hollywood

the parts in

last year."

was not only pleased but most
amazed," Billy comes back. "I was just
wondering how under the sun I could raise
"I

dough to meet

the

of this?" meaning the picture.
"I think it ought to make a fine picture,"
I reply.
"And it certainly should give you

a chance to show you can do something
besides play wistful juveniles."

"Amen,"

enough."
Well,

the

on the

interest

says he.
story is too complicated to give in
detail. The whole action takes place in a
theatre— most of it in the lounge between
acts.
one
Joe is a checkroom boy
of the ushers (Dorothy Tree) is trying to
hold up for money. He is desperate for
the money because he is really in love with

The

whom

another girl (Helen Mack). Dick is an
escaped gangster who hides in a telephone
booth, and who only wants one thing before he goes to the pen: to even scores with
the man who squealed on him (Noel Madison). Noel is Dorothy Tree's husband, but
Joe doesn't even know she's married.
In the end Dick kills Noel and is, himself,

I'm
of gloom enshrouds us.
stifling.
All I want is a large dose of
California's clean, pure sunshine so, as Mr.
pall

Damon Runyon would

Cagney and

put it,
"I give my friends a large good evening"
and saunter over to-

Paramount

FAR as I can
AS pictures
shooting
-

learn

there are four

on Mr. Zukor's prop-

The

cops are just dragging Dick's corpse
steps from the lounge.
Gertrude
Michael and Raymond Milland are following. And, as the officers trudge up the steps
with their ghastly burden between them,
Charles Wilson talks with Joe.
"Hi, stranger," says Joe. "I haven't seen
you since night before last. Where you
been keeping yourself?"
"Oh, around and about," I answer

up the

casually.

"Boots was asking for you," Joe vouch"Better come up and see tier." Boots

safes.
is

important, of course,

is

"Four

Hours to Kill" starring Richard Barthelmess and Joe Morrison. This is from the

A California Graduate Nurse writes: "My own
experience with RE-DUCE-OIDS has been so
satisfactory that I recommend them to others."
(Name and address on request.) As a Graduate
Nurse she knows how important this fact is to you:
RE-DUCE-OIDS absolutely DO NOT contain the
dangerous drug, Dinitrophenol. Expert chemists
test every ingredient.
RE-DUCE-OIDS are so easy to use. Just a small,
tasteless capsule, according to directions.

this?" I go on.
think it's going to be all right," Joe
answers.
"I only sing one song and it'll
give me a chance to see how I'd do as a
straight actor. I carry the sympathy, I hope,
but Dick's got the fat part. He's so swell,
though, I don't mind. He sure is giving
"I

a

• If you are not entirely satisfied with the results
you obtain from RE-DUCE-OIDS, you get your
money back ! You risk no money Start today before fat gets another day's headway. Sold by drug
or department stores everywhere. If your dealer
is out, send $2.00 for 1 package or $5.00 for 3
packages direct to us. (Currency, Money Order,
Stamps, or sent C.O.D.). In plain wrapper.

"HOW TO

DUCE-OIDS

this book.

"Hold 'Em, Yale," featuring Andy Devine,

field.

"When you coming up

to see

play "Small Miracle" by Norman
Krasna, who is absolutely tops when it
If Norman had
comes to being screwy.
just one more screw loose he'd be in Matbut he writes good plays and
teawan
scenarios. Four years ago he was getting
stage

GOODBYE. FAT!
Send me the FREE Book "BOW TO REDUCE."
If you wish RE-DUCE-OIDS check number of
packages here:

Address
City

.

sixty

„

..State..

a

.

.

week

at

Warner

Brothers.

Today

hundred.
"Dick!" Mr. Barthelmess exclaims warmly

he's

when

Name

baby?"

"I been putting it off as long as possible,"
retort.
"I'm afraid he'll look like you
and I couldn't stand that."
I

"Dick,"

Andy informs me, "you can

some

Scientific Laboratories of America, Inc. Dept. S3 5
746 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.

my

Andy demands.
Dick Barthelmess at Paramount in
"Four Hours to Kill," a murder story
which takes place in the theatre.

Sent free.

the football

to

RE-

to get

I

William Frawley, Warren Hymer, George
E. Stone, Patricia Ellis and Cesar Romero
is just leaving the studio to go on location

book

DUCE." Not necessary to order RE-

"I'm

had that nice
part with Claudette Colbert in 'The Gilded
Lily' and now I've got another good one
in this. As soon as this is finished I start
in 'The Glass Key.' Remember a few years
ago when I first came out here and you
were the only one in town ever thought
I'd get anywhere?"
finally getting the breaks.

!

Tells

performance in this, too."
"Boy," Ray Milland
interjects,

"Well, gee, Ray," I answer, "it didn't
take a fortune teller to know you'd be
good. It was only a question of getting
the breaks."
"All the same," says Ray, "I appreciate
what you've done for me."

FAT GOES. ..or no cost to you!

FREE! valuable

bis police dog.

"How's your part in

erty today.

The most

wounded.

fatally

mortgage."

A

to one.

still

getting
I

fifteen

come on the

set.

"Dick!" I exclaim just as warmly.
1
haven't seen Dick since we met at the
Santa Anita race track when I bet on High
Glee or Top Hole or something because

of the nastiest things.
von have any friends at all."
"I

was

just

kidding,"

I

It's

a

say

wonder

assure

him

hastily.

"Well, don't kid parents about their
children," is Andy's admonition. Yes, sir,
Mr. Divine, I won't.
And now we come to "Stolen Harmony,"
which stars George Raft and Ben Bernie.
Raft is in prison for some minor offence.
He is a saxophonist in the prison band.
Bernie, on a visit to the pen, hears him
play and when Raft is released Bernie gives

him

a job.

the band.

is a dancer with
night her partner turns up

Grace Bradley

One

May

Silver Screen for
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drunk, so she gets Bernie to let George
dance with her and, of course, he is a hit.
So from here on he is a dancer. They travel
across the country in a de luxe bus. They
are just piling into the bus, so there

isn't

any dialogue and not much action in

this

scene.

While they're setting up the lights and
camera George voices his opinion as to why
his latest picture, "Rumba," which was previewed last night, didn't go over so well.
"I think they should have given Iris Adrian
and Margot more to do," he announces.
I suppose George knows more about pictures than I, but my own private opinion
is that the picture should never have been
made. It was a trite story to begin with
I, as a Carole Lombard fan, resented
seeing her play stooge for Raft, regardless
of how good he was in the film.
There's no use standing here all day,
though, theorizing over a picture that is

and

Overman and TulCarminatti in "Paris in Spring."

Ida Lupino, Lynne
lio

Mary

Ellis

is

the

star

and

sings.

finished, so I meander over to the set of
"Paris in Spring," which features Mary

Tullio Carminatti, Lynne Overman
and the people's choice— Ida Lupino.
Ellis,

Mary

in love with Carmiin love with Mary,
but Mary is trying to make him jealous,
so, to get even with her, he takes Lupino
out.
Lupy is a kid who has run away
from school and threatens to commit suicide.
They go to the cafe where Mary
works, and quite a ducky spot, it is, too.
There is a long oval bar at one side of
the room, trimmed in copper and opaque
glass.
The modernistic tables are arranged
in a circle about the room.
In the center
of this circle is a hydraulic platform that
comes up out of the floor. Mary sings
is

from

a

singer

Carminatti

natti.

is

"Who

wouldn't prefer a cigarette that's

easier on the throat ?Ilv^4Kui^^Wiu{l|t
WARNER BROS. STAR
i

P. Lorillard Co., Inc

AMERICAS SMOOTHEST CIGARETTE
NOW YOU CAN HAVE A NEW
IN

SKIN

DAYS' TIME!
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Carminatti and Lupy are seated at one

GET THIS FREE

of the tables when in walks the Commissioner of Police, none other than M'sieu
Overman, all done up, with a mustache
and a new hair-comb. He seats himself
at the table, glances at Lupy and then at

—
and learn that what was considered impossible before — the
removal
pimples, blackheads,
tan,
large
pores, wrinkles aDd other defects
the outer skin — can now be
done harmlessly and economically at home
three days' time

a picture he carries.
"Remarkable! Extraordinary," he ventures and turns to Carminatti, "Don't you
think so?"

SKIN IN 3
which is being mailed absolutely free to readers of this magazine.
So worry no more over your humiliating skin and complexion
or signs of aging if your outer skin looks soiled and worn. Simply send your name and address and name the skin blemishes
which trouble you most to MAR VO BEAUTY LABORATORIES, Dept. P-63, No. 1700 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
you will receive this new treatise by return mail in plain
wrapper, postpaid and absolutely free. If pleased, tell your
friends about it.

of

in

many
It

oily skin,

freckles,
in

instances, as stated

young and

by legions

in
of men

and women,

old.

is all

explained in a

new

"BEAUTIFUL NEW
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"Waiter!" Mr. C. calls.
"I'm the police," Lynne ventures plaintively.
"I
wouldn't do that if I were

Me

Let

astrology.
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scientific, individual and guaranteed
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you."

"The
"The
"The

police!" Miss Lupino gasps.
police?" Mr. Carminatti repeats.
police," says Mr. Overman posi"Have you seen this picture be-

tively.

fore?" he

Be an ARTIST
MAKE

"It's

my
flier

picture!" Lupy
picture," the

but shouts.
dazed Tullio

all

my

Lynne announces and
turns to Ida: "You must come with me."
"No, no!" Tullio protests.
"You can't
drag her away like this."
"If you insist upon getting mixed up in
this," Lvnne advises him, "I'll have to take

$100

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART Studio 175,
111515th St., Washington, D. C.

agrees.
"It's

TO

Our simple, proven methods make it
easy to learn Commercial Art, Cartooning and Designing quickly, AT HOME,
in spare time. New low rate. Big new
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sent free.
State age.

demands, showing him the pho-

tograph.
"It's

$50
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you along— but I wouldn't advise it."
"But / haven't done anything," Mr. C.
ventures in protest again.
"Reported missing, crowd swallowed her
up," Lynne goes on ignoring him. "Later,
Complaint of Albert
reported abducted.
de Charelle— sort of a cousin."
"Oh!" Ida storms. "That meddlesome
pup! How dared he?"

"Must mademoiselle be humiliated because Mr. de Charelle lost her?" Tullio
wants to know.
"Lost, strayed or stolen, it's all one to
the law as long as she is under age," Lynne

"Come along."
advises them.
This scene doesn't sound like much in
the telling but, as it's played, it's one of
the funniest in the picture.
Still leffink, I

EASES

NEW OR TIGHT SHOES
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that one on location.
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FIRST,
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Here is the
miracle your Slimcream has worked
for me.
I have actually taken 5
reduced

starring George Arliss.
story of the wary

Cardinal who
ruled France during the reign of
Louis XIII is too well known to need reThe troublous times through
telling.
which he brings France make a gripping
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turns to
see," he muses.

the

director.

"She comes
my neck and

"Now,
in,

puts

smack,
her arms around
smack, and then I say, 'Well, my child,
what have you been doing.' Isn't that
right?"

director nods but / am speechless.
didn't think anyone would ever get old
enough lo rehearse a scene that called for
Maureen by merely saying
a kiss from
"smack, smack" instead of actually going
through thai part. Mr. Arliss, however, is
apparently perfectly satisfied, and they go
into a take.

The

I

Redwood Treasure Chest: Contains 4— 50c

He

New York

(Used With Ordinary Cards)
Show at a single glance what every
card on table means. Makes you a
Included
popular expert instantly.
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Write at once to

little

opens and Maureen O'SulIivan comes tripping in.
She puts her arms around his neck and
gives him a couple of kisses, then Arliss
But
gently pulls her around to his side.
somehow he doesn't like the way the scene

Salon of Eternal Youth
Av.. N.Y.C.

A2 .56th&7th

1)

into the political machinations is
love story of the Cardinal's ward
(Maureen O'SulIivan) and the young Andre
de Pons (Cesar Romero). Just now the
Cardinal is in his sitting room (all done
in white— for purity, probably), sitting in
a large green velvet chair. Mr. Arliss, himself, is all done up in a red moire dressing
gown. There is a large fireplace, but no
He has a book in his
fire burns there.
hand, which he is studying when the door

St. (Dept. 64)

!

Woven

a

West 33

FREE
JAYNE'S CARD CHART

George Arliss as Cardinal Ricbelieti
and Maureen O'SulIivan give a pleasant lesson in French history.

•
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Free Booklet.

year.
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DR.
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2

Inc.
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DIVORCE EYE CRUTCHES !SH
Get
The
to

do

Rid of the Spectacle Handicap
Natural Eyesight System
it

at

cells

Full information

home.

how

FREE.

NATURAL EYESIGHT INSTITUTE, Inc.
Los Angeles, Ca
Dept. 55-S

TALKING

SONGS

PICTURES

paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to
vour lyricoor lyrice to your music, secure U. S. copyright, brondcfi^t vour
over the radio. Our sales department submits in MubIo publishers
end Jlollvwood Picture Studios. WRITE TODAY for FREE BOOKLET.

botie

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE,

604 Meyer Bids.. Western Avenue and

Sierra Vista, Hollywood. California
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FADED
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Women, girls, men with gray, faded, streaked hair. Shampoo
and color your hair at the i.imo time With new 1'YcnCU

"SHAMPO-KOLOR," takes few minutes, leaves

discovery
hair soft, glossy, natural. Permits
Fiee Booklel, Monsieui
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Silver Screen for
my

"Well,

he

child,"

smack attended

to,

says,

the

smack,

"what have you been

he grins proudly,

she counters as he leads her from behind his chair
and seats her gently on a stool at his side.
"Mine is a life of contradictions," he
tells
her gently. "I flatter kings, amass
worldly wealth and tax the poor— and
And I make
pray God to be merciful.
men hate me."
"My father loved you," she rejoins
gently.
"And you were smiling when I
came in. What were you reading?"
For answer he smiles and looks at the

hand. "When I was young I
wrote down words of guidance for my own

book in

his

"Let me see," she demands playfully.
"I do not recommend them for you— or

"When

others," he replies.

I

first

came

to

wrote this"— opening the book—
"when I was twenty-one: 'Burn all incriminating letters.
Do not appear distracted
I

when

others

are

speaking.

when

adroitly, without lying,

dangerous.

Remember

got a

79

new

it

"Yeah, she went along to help me pick
out," I answer.
"Now, that she didn't tell me," says Mr.

Beal.

Just then Freddie comes by. Hello, Dick.
Florence (his wife) is
going to the hospital in a few days for
an operation on her nose. Go over and
see her while she's laid up, will you?" And
Freddie is gone. Then I look around and
John's gone, too. So I go— to—

How've you been?

Walter Wanger's Studio
is
Mr. Wanger's

.

Withdraw
the truth

is

The King
that

to

loves to be praised.
lose the favor of the

.

.

who

became

PRIVATE WORLDS"

"THE

offering this month for R-K-O release.
has certainly assembled a cast for

And he

account."

court

me you

19

car."

doing?"

"What have you been doing?"

"tells

May

WORLD'S
MOST

it— Claudette Colbert, Joan Bennett, Joel
McCrea, Charles Boyer, and Helen Vinson.
I haven't read the book but I understand
it is all about a woman doctor in a psychopathic hospital.
Claudette is the only one of the principals working this afternoon. She looks gorgeous in a very severely tailored terra cotta
crepe dress. She is in the sitting room of

PERFECTLY
DEVELOPED

MAN"

King is to lose all. If you have purpose,
pursue it— if you believe deeply, act boldly.'
Ah, well— twenty-one."
"If you believe deeply, act boldly," she
repeats pensively, absently.
"What would you write for yourself?"
he inquires gently.
"Questions, perhaps," she whispers gazing off into the distance. "Questions— without answers."
Gosh, Maureen looks lovely in her pale
taffeta with lace covering the skirt. I'd like
to tell her so but a half dozen takes are
just a good start for Mr. Arliss and it's getSo I leave without
ting on in the day.

even an "Hello"

On

the back lot

to
is

By CHARLES ATLAS

Maureen.

Holder of the title: "The World's Most Perfectly
Developed Man," won in open competition in the

an

only national and international contests held during the past 15 years

alley of brick walls.
is a sign, "Mile.

Above the one doorway

used to think there wasn't much
THEY
hope
me. weighed only 97 pounds.

Claudette Colbert as the doctor in
"Private Worlds," the Phyllis Bot-

Toilette de Flore." A large coach
lantern hangs above it. The walls are all
smoke grimed and unrelieved by windows.

Simon.

tome

f oi-

story.

her cottage at the sanitarium. Also with
her are a nurse, the matron and one of
the patients— Jean Rouveral.
It is a pleasant enough room— a small
desk with a white leather chair behind it,
a few chairs scattered about, upholstered
in cheery chintz, a coffee table with tea

on

things

room

it

and

shelves

all

around the

with impressive looking tomes.
Just now, Jean is slumped on the floor
by one of the larger chairs.
"She refuses to go to bed," the matron
explains, "and she struck at nurse— several
filled

"Oh, Carrie," Claudette murmurs in

dis-

tress.

"They locked me

One

of the final scenes in "Les Miserables."
Charles Laughton as the
with Fred
detective is co-starred
March as Jean Valjeau.

cover has been removed
and a man lies prostrate beside it. This
is the set of "Les Miserables" starring Fredric March and Charles Laughton.
Suddenly M. Laughton dashes in, looks

Then
around, curls his lips and snarls.
he hastily begins the descent into the sewer.
He pauses, part way down, as he sees a
pistol in the dead man's hand. He snatches
it out, cocks it to see that it's loaded and
disappears.
In the distance, the shouts of
And they are beating
the crowd sound.
on everything with their sticks and guns.
John "Little Minister" Iieal and Rochelle
Hudson supply the young love. Freddie
is Jean
Valjcan and Laughton is Javert.
Outside the set I run into Beal. The
make-up man has drawn a couple of bloody
cuts on his face so realistically that even
"My bride,"
close-up they look genuine.

were unkind

to

you but we want

to

Just because some people were
cruel to you doesn't mean that everyone
will be.
love you."
She goes on talking to the girl in this
strain until Jean begins to sob.
She is
very contrite.
Then the nurses take her
away and Claudette is left staring specula-

help you.

We

tively after her.

"I'm a little worried about this," Claudette confesses when
he scene is finished.
t

"The theme

is

so unpleasant."
will notice the

"I'm sure no one

theme

respond, "if you look as lovely
all through the picture as you do today."
From here to—
at

all,"

I

M-G-M
a long ride but the sun is shining, the
birds arc singing— somewhere— and I finally
reach my destination still in good spirits.

is

sickly scarecrow.

ered

:

a NEW MAN of giant power and energy
No "ifs" "ands" or "maybes." Just tell me
where you want handsome, steel-like muscles. Are
you fat and flabby? Or skinny and gawky? Are
you short-winded, pepless ? Do you hold back and
let others walk off with the prettiest girls, the

—

—

!

PROVE

best jobs? Give me just 7 days! I can
without any pills, or unthat Dynamic Tension
natural dieting or contraptions that may strain
your heart or other

—

organ s

vital

—

c

an

healthy,

confident, powerful
HE-MAN In just a
few minutes a day
!

in the closet at Christ-

mas," Jean whimpers. "They said they'd
give me lovely presents. They lied!"
"Carrie," Claudette whispers sincerely,
kneeling beside her, "we know your sisters

A huge manhole

was a

make you a

times."

I

Then I discovDynamic Tension. It gave me the
body that twice won the title, "The
World's Most Perfectly Developed Man." Now
I make you this amazing offer
At my otvn
risk I'll give you PROOF in just seven days
that my same method can make you over into
I

Send for
FREE BOOK
coupon

Mail

a
for
book,

Health

"Everlasting

and Strength."
about

all

or

NOW

postal card
illustrated

my

Tension.

FREE BOOK

Tells

Dynamic
Shows ac-

photos.
valuable book

tual

a

It's
!

Gamble a stamp today.
Mail coupon for a free
copy of my new book,
"Everlasting Health and
Strength." It shows you
from actual photos how

And

FREE.

Send for
your copy today. Adit's

I

Street,

I

want

make

tlic

a

personally.

Dept. 655

New

proof that your

new man

shall

me

CHARLES ATLAS,
will

my own

Where

I
send your
copy? Write your name
and address plainly on the
coupon. Mail it today to

New York, N.Y.

115 East 23rd Street,

my puperfectly
proportions.

have developed

Kils to

alanced

dress me personally,
Charles Atlas, Dept.
655,
115
East 23rd

York, N. Y.
system

— give
development.
of

me

of

me
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a
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Send
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My

when

not

are

spirits
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dampened a whit

find only one picture going
It is called "The
at the Culver City plant.
Vampires of Prague." Tod Browning, who
always directs mystery thrillers, is in charge
of this and he won't tell me anything about
the plot, other than that there have been
mysterious deaths.
The inspector of police
(Lionel Atwill) has just summoned
Lionel Barrymore (a professor of the occult) to help him.
"Why were you instrumental in bringing
either,

I

Heals Pyorrhea
Trench Mouth
For Thousands!

me

here?" Lionel demands.
"Because I thought you would help me
uncover the truth," Atwill explains.
"We have the truth," Barrymore bursts
out petulantly, "but you won't believe me."

Quickly Tint It This Safe Wan
Now without any risk, you can tint those streaks or He
patches of gray or faded hair to lustrous shades of
,

blonde, brown or black. A small brush and Brownatone does it. Prove it -by applying a little of this
famous tint to a lock of your own hair.
Used and approved for over twenty-three years

—

by thousands

—

of

women. Brownatone

is safe.

Guar-

anteed harmless for tinting gray hair. Active coloring
agent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of
hair. Is economical and lasting
will not wash out.
Simply retouch as the new gray appears. Imparts
rich, beautiful color with amazing speed. Just brush
or comb it in. Shades: "Blonde to Medium Brown"
and "Dark Brown to Black" cover every need.
Brownatone is only 50c at all drug and toilet
counters always on a money-back guarantee.

—

—

—

No Embarrassment
Even Then!!
Have

you ever wondered how the
movie stars wear smart, clinging
gowns, at certain periods during the
under the
Kleig lights
possible

of

Sani-Vog

?

makes

it

Sani-Vog, the dainty, three-purpose garment, assures complete and
positive protection at women's most
perplexing period.

—

Sani-Vog is hip-fitting removes
from the waist. Molds per-

all strain

adapting

the figure,

fectly to
to every

itself

change of posture.
Gives
thorough assurance and comfort in all
social,
professional,
and strenuous

—

you'll

—

never

be without

it!

in three sizes
small, medium and large.
Give hip
measure and pin a dollar bill to this ad. Your Sani-Vog
will be mailed to you, postage prepaid, with the agreement that if it is not all and more than we say, we will
refund your money on request.

THE SANI-VOG CORPORATION
B-2, 4951

for

TRY

—

NOW

100% Improvement
We

Guaranteed

—

build, strengthen the vocal organs
not -with singino lessons— but by fundamentally
Bound and scientifically correct silent exercises . .
and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing
or speaking voice at least 100% . . . Write for
wonderful voice book— sent free. Learn
yon
can now have the voice you want. No literature
sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent,

WHY

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 13-15
64 E. Lake St.. Chicago

n't
suffer with
3 ugly. ?c^)y
skin affliction. PSORIATEX, the guaranteed
Ltment, relieves the most
chronic cases, no matter how long
afflicted. Positive relief guaranteed or
money refunded. Write for free information
PSORIATEX LAB,, INCDon't delay.
Dept. 1-20, Real Estate Trust Bldg., Phila., Pat

Mook.

As Told By Your Stars
What

Is the romance in store for you . . .
Whom
destined from the day of your birth?
What is your luckiest
should you marry?
day?
Send full birth-date with Dime and
Stamped Beturn envelope for your Chart at

COLOR!
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—

—

—

Will Rogers has started work on "Doubting Thomas" with Billie Burke, Alison
Skipworth, Frank Albertson, Gail Patrick,

^

or any 3 questions an-

:

—

the day as I cross
towards
the
Fox
Studio. The birds are getting drowsy and
the sun has changed the sky from a cobalt
blue to a flaming red but there's no let-up

YOUR PORTRAIT
Beautifully hand-drawn

YOUR

IS getting on in
ITOverland
Avenue

Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood. Calif.

FREE!

—

At Fox

So sheer, soft and cool, so light, Sani-Vog has won the
favor of the fastidious. No pins, belts or buckles to bulge!
Made of finest moisture-proofed silk, and soft, cool net.
Easy to launder requires no ironing!

Once you know Sani-Vog

"Incredible to you," Barrymore wheels on
me.
The facts speak
for themselves.
Three attacks have been
made.
Sir Karell is dead— Miss Borotyn
and her fiance lie within the shadow of
death."
He turns from one to the other
in his earnestness and excitement. "Baron
—Inspector— believe in me— help me! They
must be protected. The vampire is a pestilence that grows. Each victim that it kills,
becomes a vampire. A corpse by day, at
night it leaves its coffin— to sustain its unnatural life on the blood of the living!"

him, "but not to

AFTER

Please."

recreational activities.

Made

sible!"

BEFORE

Picture shows Mr. Rochin before and after using P. T. M.
FORMULA. He says: "I used P. T. M. for four weeks and
all signs of pyorrhea have absolutely disappeared, leaving
my teeth and gums in a firm, healthy condition thank*
to your wonderful remedy. My dentist could hardly believe
such a change possible. I surely hope that the thousands
suffering from Pyorrhea and Trench Mouth learn, as I
did, that at last there is relief from these dreaded conditions."
Paul Rochin, Los Angeles, Cal. DON'T LOSE
TEETH!
P. T. M. FORMULA, a painless
economical home treatment with money-hack guarantee.
P. T. M. has healed Pyorrhea, Trench Mouth, sore, tender, bleeding gums for thousands of s\ifferers. It is new
in principle, and has proven sensationally effective for
thousands of users. If you have Pyorrhea or Trench Mouth
if your gums are sore or bleed when brushed
if your
teeth are loose or pus pockets have formed TRY P. T. M.
You be the judge nothing to lose, your health to gain.
Your money back if you are not entirely satisfied with sucfor full incessful results in your own case. Write
formation. P. T. M. Formula Products, Inc., Dept. S- 14
4016-WiIshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

"Cheerful little bit of fluff," says a familiar voice at my elbow. I look around
and there is none other than Miss Leila
Bennett.
Well, I'm supposed to be reporting pictures and not personal reunions so I won't
dwell on Leila beyond saying "Vampires"
will be a better picture because she's in
finishes this
it and that as soon as she
one she starts in another called "Order,

studio production,
searching glare of the

strain

terrific

turns to the Baron (Jean Hersholt).
"That's the way with you unbelievers—
they have eyes, yet they will not—"
"Ridiculous!" Atwill breaks in. "Impos-

20

swered with each purchase of our giant double
horoscope by HANDWRITING and ASTROLOGY! Be shrewd! Gain romance, riches, glamour,
or gold by consulting uncanny experts who understand
Delve into the burning questions of

W.

THURSTON,

Dept.

K-16
.Chicago, Hti

Jackson Blvd.

!

Straight regular feat
ing new beauty!
They
Dr. Stotter (grad. of Un:
Vienna) reconstructs faces by" famous Vienna Polyclinic methods.
Unshapely Nosea, Pro'ruding
Large Lips. Wrinkles. Signs c
etc.. are all quickly corrected.
Low
coat. Write or call for Free Booklet
'/Facial
Reconstruction."
(mailed
in plain wrapper.) i
Dr. Stotter, 50 East 42nd St.,

and soul for only $1. Include address, birthand 3 questions (or snapshot we surely

self

—

date,

return)

to:

THE GUILD
3327 Crystal Street, Chicago,

III.

BLACKHEADS!
NEVER SQUEEZE BLACKHEADS.
IT CAUSES SCARS, INFECTION!
Blackheads

Dissolve

scientifically
with amazing
This wonderful NEW DIScontains S scientific ingredients. Also

KLEERPLEX WASH.

COVERY

Larue Pores, stops embarrassing Greasiness,
"Shine". Clears Muddy. Sallow. Tanned Skin. Has
marvelous medicated pore nnrifvinr, powers.
Gets at
the cause QUICKLY ! SAFELY! RENEWS ! LIGHTENS! BEAUTIFIES
-kin. flives von that cleancut attractive look. SEE INSTANT IMPROVEMENT.
No chemicals. No siayine home. A guaranteed pure natural product,
approved by Health Authorities and thousands of happy users
Men and Women. Nothinit like it! Stop wasting time and money
on ordinary products. Your skin deserves the best. Get vour 2 mos'
Just send $1.— (plus .10 poslare)
supply ol Klrerplcx Wash TODAY.
direct to KLEERPLEX (Dept. 231 1 W. 34th St.. N. Y. C.. or pay postOutside (J. S. S 2 and no C. O. U.S.
man (plus (I. O. D. charge).
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FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

Dept. P308

UUSU.

Rochester, N. Y.

is making a new picture,
"Doubting Thomas," with a Wonder-

Dept. 41-N,

Will Rogers

ful cast.

Holloway and a host of others in
support. This was originally called "The
Sterling

Torchbearers."
"It's all about a socially ambitious wife
(Billie Burke)," Frank, who isn't working,
explains to me. "She's married to a plain,
matter-of-fact guy— Rogers.
Well, anyhow,
they're having a rehearsal of the play.

Watch."
I've never seen Skippy look so impressive as she does in her white crepe evening dress with a band of brilliants around
the neckline.
Gail Patrick, who is one of
the screen's real beauties, also looks radiant
in while.
"You're a single girl, Florence." Skippy
observes to Gail, "and it is difficult lor

New York

ERVOUS2K!
What's wrong- with you ? Do symptoms of
Constipation, Indigestion, Dizzy
Spells, Sweating and Sleeplessness
keep you irritable, exhausted and gloomy? Are
vouBashful? Despondent? There's Help for You!
Medicines, tonics or Drugs probably will not relieve
'*
your weak, sick nerves. My wonderful book
Watch
Your Nerves ', explains a new method that will help
you repairi lost vitality and healthy nerves. Send 25c
for this amazing; hook.
ROBERT HOLMES, 1 7S
Fuller Bldg., Jersey City, N. J.
7

NclJoke
To Be Deaf
—Every deaf person knows that—

Mr. Way made himaelf hear his watch tick after
being deaf for twenty-five years, with his Artificial Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.
/ r hey stopped his head
noises. They are invisible
andcomfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for

f
r

TRUE STORY. Also
Artificial Ear Drum
THE WAY COMPANY

booklet on Deafness.

766Hofmanp

K.uu.

Detroit, Micblgtm

I
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Silver Screen for
you to realize how extremely annoyed with
our husbands we married women become.''
She gives a deprecatory laugh and promptly
backs into a coffee table, knocking it over.
On the table is a little bronze statue, a
couple of fountain pens in a holder, etc.
There is a general scramble to right things.
Before they make another take, Skippy
turns indignantly to the prop man. "Why,"
she demands, "do you leave that beautiful
little statue on that table when you know
I
have to back into it and knock it over
and you know it's going to be broken?"
They must make a dozen takes of that
scene before they get one that suits the
director.
I've watched Skippy in a dozen
pictures and she goes through the same
routine in every one of them: "I can't do
wish they'd let me
it— I can't do it.
I
out of my contract so I could go back to
the stage where I know what I'm doing!"
You'd think she had never played a scene
before in her life to hear her carry on—
that she had no knowledge of acting and
no technique at all. And yet, despite her
lack of confidence in herself, she comes
pretty close to stealing any picture she's in.

May

1935

to take her clothes off her if she doesn't
go into the room and throw them out to
him."
Wendy promptly retires and the clothes
come sailing through a crack in the door.
Spence catches them adroitly. "Now will
you go!" she snaps through the crack in

the door.

"Um-hum," Spence
wards his own door.

81

WHY YOU HAVE
«/INDIGESTION

and

grins

starts topauses at the

He

|

New

A New, Faster,

heart."

Wendy's door bangs and

that's that.

Spence wants to talk about his reconciliation with his wife but we've already gone
over that so, pleased as I am about it,
I've got to leave him and beat it over to
the set of "Spring Tonic."
"This," Frank explains, "is the story of
a very prissy young man— meaning Mr. Lew
Ayres— who thinks he's what the doctor ordered for any and every occasion.
He's

Facts About Gassy

Fullness, Heartburn, etc.

entrance and looks back:
"Sweet dreams.
You've only got 'til quarter of three sweet-

Safer Relief
have heartburn,
YOU
gassiness, indigestion because hasty eat-

wrong food combinations or other conditions cause over-acidity
of the stomach. To relieve your distress, reduce the excess acid— but
don't alkalize the stomach entirely, or you'll
stop your digestion entirely. That is one of the
dangers in drenching down half a tumbler of
harsh, raw, alkalies. Also excess alkalies may seep
into the system, affecting the blood and kidneys.
The new, advanced method is to take an
antacid that acts only in the presence of acid.
Such a remedy is contained in TUMS, the
candy mint digestion tablet. After the acid is
corrected, TUMS' action stops! If part is left
unused, it passes out inert and unabsorbed. Try
3 or 4
the next time you are distressed.
You'll be astonished at the quick relief happy
to have discovered a remedy that really
"works," and is so easy to take. 10c a roll,
everywhere. (TUMS contain no soda.)
ing,

TUMS

—

1935 Calendar-Thermometer, beautifully designed in colors and gold. Also samples TUMS
and NR. Sriul stamp !'"/ /msMi/,' it/"/ packing to
A. H. LEWIS CO.. Dept. 24-ENN, St. Louis. Mo.

TUMS
Lew Ayres and

Claire Trevor in "Man
Eating Tiger." Now called "Spring

Tonic."

Spencer

and a new star,
Barrie from England.

Tracy

Wendy

Burke looks not a day over twentyThere is one woman who has really

Billie
five.

stopped the clock as far as age goes.
Will Rogers is over in the corner busily
engaged in rewriting the script.

"Come

on,"

ting late.

two

I'll

Frank whispers.
"It's gettake you over to the other

sets."

we reach another stage where
Small World" is shooting. Spencer
Tracy is starred in this and Wendy Barrie has the feminine lead.
She's Mr. Sheehan's
latest
English importation.
And
Presently

"It's a

quite an eyeful, too.
"Spence is taking her duck-shooting,"
Frank explains. "But she doesn't like the
discomfort of this and he knows she will
run away if he leaves her alone. So he
takes her purse and gloves and threatens

WA N TED
ORIGINAL POEMS, SONGS
for

Dept.

immediate consideration

M. M. M. PUBLISHERS
SU
Studio

Bldg.

engaged to Claire Trevor, but when they're
having a rehearsal for the wedding she
gets sick of the whole thing, the constant
rehearsing and all, and dashes upstairs.
Presently— and pleasantly— Lew takes his
place on the stairs, facing the crowd below
him.
"Elizabeth," he announces in his best
nothing-at-all-has-happened manner, "is a

missible."
"I can't imagine what has come over
Betty," Theresa Maxwell Conover, vwho
plays her mother, explodes.
"Her stomach has never been strong," she adds to
Laura Treadwell, who plays Lew's mother.
"I always say that weddings are so difficult on the stomach," the harassed Miss
Treadwell agrees, eagerly grasping at a solution to their mutual problem.
"Edward," Miss Conover goes on, turning to Henry Kolker, who plays her husband, "you are her father and I think you
ought to go upstairs and give her a good
talking to."
"No, no— please," Efficiency Lew interposes, blocking the stairs.
"Let's give her
a few moments to collect herself.
Then /
shall go up and reason with her."
"But can't we do something?" Miss Con-

over wonders.
"Don't worry,

Lew

dear lady,"

"Tomorrow

soothes

at precisely twelve thirty

have a son-in-law."
that "dear lady" that gets me down.
Lew, himself, is in stitches from laughing
at
the script.
"Dick," he asks between
gasps, "have you ever in your life heard
shall

CASH
for

EASY

HOMEWORK

Spare time.
at home.
$5.00
$15.00
weekly.

—

Experience unnecessary.
Dignified work.
Send

stamp

for

particulars.

HAWKINS

Dept. SS

Hammond,

Box 75
Indiana

such dialogue? The only thing any of us
can do with it is kill it and hope the audience will laugh along with us."

What
scrap

day

a swell

all

burn—and

day,

I

this has been!

didn't

have to see

a laugh to finish

it

off.
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Hep-
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Tou can add 3 to 6 inches with Beautipon
Cream treatment, which has given thou-

upset.
Under the circumstances it
quite understandable and— er— " with tercondescension, "I may even say— per-

It's

ENVELOPES—

.

For a laxative, use the safe, dependable Vegetable
Laxative NR (Nature's Remedy). Only 25 cents.

MONEY

sands a beautiful form. YOUR
if your form is not increased after
applying Beautipon Cream Treatment for
14 days! Full 30-days' treatment. $1.00
sent in plain wrapper.
The ultra-rapid,
positive GUARANTEED way to have the
bewitching,
magnetic,
feminine charm
you've always longed for.

BACK

rific

you

LADIES— ADDRESS

.

NOTA LAXATIVE

little
is

her.

Portland, Ore.

TUMS ARE
ANTACID

FOR THE TUMMY

Read what others say:
"I can scarcely express my delight with
Since I started using Beauthe results.
tipon Cream I have increased my chestYour Beautipon Cream
line 5 inches
!

works like magic and

I

am

thrilled to

own

B.T.
a form so feminine and shapely."
"Your treatment is simply splendid. I
am filling out and getting larger and

rounder." B.T.
"I have put 3 inches on
increased
urement
and
weight." G.

Free!
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WANT A JOB?
better job? There is no trick to this ad. Just tell
me what you had rather do. the trouble you have had finding iust
Your capabilities,
that sort of job. what your experience has been.
_
in as much
Send a snapshot if you have one. The more
detail
i care to.
Enclose
a dollar bill
help
vou.
can
zivc me the more I

Or do you want a

;

write 1c,
read it

money,

my reply. I will analyze your problem carefully and
full. l'HRSt )\ AI. letter "1 advice and help oil how to
vou want. Of course 1 don't promise to net vou a job.
be a ridiculous promise ami all sorts of cranks would
DC) I'kOMISK 1II1SI When vou Ret mv letter,
Ul'
ully, and if you don't think the help I offer is worth the
rn the letter to me that day and I will send vour dollar
I

..„iately.

I

1

YOI' CAN'T LOSE.

could not afford to say this
And mv help

POINT IN YOUR LIFE.
Street, New York City.

MAY MEAN

if

I
I

didn't
III'

mean

It.
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Address me: Jesse Cox, 30 East GOth
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Fan's

Crossword Puzzle

Marion Talley

WHEN

a picture pleases the great
fan audience, the simple effect is
for each fan to wish for another
picture like it.
The successful film has
created a market for another similar picture and the fan does not care which of the
producers supplies it. So, as soon as an
outstanding success comes along, every
producer makes another picture designed
Thus
to satisfy
the aroused appetite.
are "trends" started and picture cycles
launched.

There have been so many successful picmusic that a story with singing
and dancing will always be with us, but
tures with

even here a specialist like Fred Astaire gives
accent to the dancing, and then Bill Robinson appears.
Grace Moore introduces
opera numbers and starts the latest craze

—opera singing. Marion Talley has now
been signed for a picture. Lily Pons, Lawrence Tibbett, Tullio Carminatti and others
will contribute their art to this trend.
Years ago, the Victor records of Caruso's
songs really introduced grand opera to people who did not go to the Metropolitan

Then the radio brought the
musicians to everyone.
Will
the
movies go a step further, now that the trend
is begun, and really put on operas?
Certainly the costumes of the celebrated operas
would be no objection now that the public
has supported the present costume cycle.
Of course, the adapters would have to
introduce action, but they always do have
Opera House.
great

screen's demands.
Will the Valkyries' ride stir the pulses of
Will "Tristan and Isolde'' and
the fans?
"Aida" take the place of gangster films?
When Thomas Edison made his first experiments in lalking films, he said his aim
was to give the multitude the operas which
they would enjoy. Is one more of the visions of the Great Edison now to material-

to

meet the

ize?

ACROSS

23
24
25
27
30

-1—7 Star of
The Good Fairy"
13 Part of the verb "to be"
14 Sheds feathers
'

16
17

A
A

beverage
long narrow inlet

36 Assemble
37 A masculine
38 Parent

20 Toward a higher place
legislative enactment
21
22 She is now making "Anna Karenina"
successful radio comedian
24
26 The star of "Sweet Adeline"

A
A

46 The atmosphere

The

reporter in

"The Gilded Lily"

The

twenty-sixth President of the United States

Afflictions

70 Indefinite

Young

Is

On"

81 Her new picture is "Vanessa: Her Love Story"
83 Letter in Greek alphabet
84 The eye
86 A light afternoon meal
88 To spread for drying
89 Hero of many western films (initials)
90 Clark Gable's pal in "Forsaking All Others"

2
3

direction

DOWN
in

"Crime Without Passion"

Educates

4

The

5

Type measure

father of

"Wednesday's Child"

6 Shares honors in "Lives of a Bengal Lancer"
The star of "The Wedding Night"

7

8

A

pronoun

9 With Richard Arlen in "Ready for Love"
10 Servant to

a

gentleman

11

The drunkard

12
15

The season

Pillar in

in

winding

"The

Little

staircase
of penitence

article

very famous jockey

74 He was born in Beacon, N. Y. (abbr.
An M-G-M player
78 Tantalum (abbr.)
79 Yourself

Minister"

81
82

Headgear

An army officer (abbr.)
85 Correct (abbr.)
87 Speech of hesitancy

Ruby Keeler's husband

73 The football coach in "The Band Plays
76 Sun god
77 Diminutive of Elizabeth
80 A musical composition for eight voices

She was excellent
A melody

A

75

(abbr.)

63 The charming actress in "The Night
66 A kind of staircase
68 Members of Indo-China Race
70 Available property

A

65 Pronoun used in Old English
66 A cavalry sword
67 A radio orchestra leader (initials)
69 With Ricardo Cortez in "I
Thief"
71

A

1

cries

58 Jumbled type
59 Either
61 Man's name
62
very small particle

Am A

A

91

48 Sharp loud

64 Because

53 Thoroughfare (abbr.)
female deer
54
55 An intimate friend
New England State (abbr.)
56
57 On
60 Period of time (abbr.)
62 Lofty elevation of earth and rock

72

40 Star of "Sweet Music"
41 A subterranean vault
42 Mother of David Copperfield (initials)
44 A Japanese sash
45 A cosy place of abode
47 She has titian hair and green eyes

A

49 Honey bearing insect
50 Treacherous
51
52

N. Y.

name

39 Performed

With Lee Tracy in "Carnival"
"The Count of Monte Cristo"

31 Editor (abbr.)
34 A preposition
36 Trudy Talbot in "Gentlemen Are Born"
38 He loved "The Merry Widow"
43 Neither city nor village

47

length (abbr.)

Dances again in "Rumba"
The world famous babies

32 An English actress
33 Our feathered friend
35 She was born in Brooklyn,

18 Negative
19 By birth

28
29

The heavyweight champion
Near
The standard Eng. measure of

Answer

to Last

Month's Puzzle
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flURRY IN AND PUT

OUT

T+HAT LIGHT, SALLY.

LATE

IT'S

. .

NOT

TILL

I'VE

CLEANED My
FACE WITH LUX

TOILET SOAR
NO COSMETIC
SKIM

Wise

girls

guard against Cosmetic Skin

the screen
can use cosmetics
YOU
wish
you remove

all

if

you

them

thoroughly the screen stars' way.
when you leave bits of stale
rouge and powder choking the
pores that you risk Cosmetic Skin.
Do you see enlarged pores, dullIt's

ness, tiny blemishes

— warning sig-

nals of Cosmetic Skin? Better begin at once to use

Lux Toilet Soap

— the soap especially made to remove

cosmetics thoroughly.

Cosmetics Harmless

removed

To

this

if

way

— keep it
— follow this simple rule:

protect your skin

lovely

Before you put on fresh makeup during the day— ALWAYS before you go to bed at night — use

gentle

Lux

Toilet Soap. Its
sink deep into

ACTIVE lather will

THE CUNEO PRESS.

INC..

CHICAGO

FORME!

stars'

way...

the pores, carry away every vestige of dust, dirt, embedded powder and rouge. Your skin will feel

—

and smooth and look it! 9
out of 10 screen stars use Lux Toihave used it for years!
let Soap
soft

—

Barbara
Stanwvck
WOMAN

STAR OF WARNER BROS.' "THE

IN RED"

Claudette

Is

-Ed

Not Going To Stop There"

Sullivan

Miriam Hopkins

hirley Tern

ducation— Elizabeth Wilson
....,!«•

-J

J

-r

flL

.-

CT^ff/id.
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member of the immortal Lee
noted
family of Virginia
her reputation as a hostess in
for her beauty and talent
Paris and New York. Adores music. Has many friends
among modern composers. Loves the outdoors and has a
shooting box in the Adirondacks. Her sister is married to
Rockwell Kent, famous artist.
.

.

.

—

H EfiS

AIL
The appointments
tiful

.

of luxurious living

.

— yet the beau-

Mrs. Glaenzer pays only 25^ for her tooth paste

Certainly no mere price could be
a factor in this charming woman's
choice of Listerine Tooth Paste.
She likes it and uses it for what it
does. The quick, thorough way it
cleans; the brilliant lustre it imparts to teeth.
"It gives my mouth a new-born
feeling," said Mrs. Glaenzer in her
lovely New York apartment, "and
gives me a sense of well-being."

men and
can afford to pay any
price for a tooth paste, have
switched to Listerine Tooth Paste
and stick to it. More than two
million women and a million men
are using this beauty and health
Literally thousands of

now. See how much cleaner your
teeth look. See how much brighter
they become. Note how wonderfully clean and refreshed your

mouth

feels after its use.

Remem-

ber that here is a product in every
way worthy of the notable Listerine
name; at a common sense price.
In two sizes: Regular Large, 25^

and Double

Size, 4(¥.

Lambert Pharmacal Company
St. Louis, Mo.

women who

aid

made by

Listerine

TOOTH PASTE

the makers of famed

Listerine.
If

you have not

tried

it,

do so

Mrs.Glaenzer'siocarat diamond ring

and solid gold ciga-

by
Napoleon to a Russian princess, and
her three diamond
rette case given

bracelets.

Corner console of the Louis

Rivaling Mrs.

XVI Period in Mrs. Glaenzer 's

zer's

apartment.

Also Chinese

Glaen-

ermine and silver

fox evening wrap in

crackle glaze porcelain jar

grace and beauty,

from the Ming dynasty.

mink cape, constructed
ot beautifully matched

Rare Louis XV French commode. Behind it a rich Ming
Period Chinese painting on
silk,

together with porcelain

vase of the Chien Lung Period.

is

her

skins, collected over a

period of twenty years

by a famed

furrier.
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painted
any
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it
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paint.
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rose in your lips.
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Silver Screen

LET'S

GO "RECKLESS"!

"The Troeadero"
$500 each. Cruise with her on "The Honeymoon ship". Romp with her in "The Dormitory Pajama Party".
Hear her sing the hlues. Gorgeous Jean Harlow teamed with
William Powell is heading your way in the biggest musical show
of the century with a throbbing
Thrill to the tap, tap, tap of her dancing feet in

See her

sell kisses for

FRANCHOT

TONE
MAY
R0BS0N
HEALY
TED
NAT PENDLETON
ROBERT LIGHT
Produced by

DAVID

O. SELZNICK
Directed by

VICTOR FLEMING
A METRO-GOI.DWYN-

MAYER PICTURE

for

June 1935

5

REVIEWS
TIPS ON
PICTURES

The

Anita

Santa

race track has made
horse
studios
the

Even

conscious.
George Arliss

rides

Cardinal Riche-

as

lieu.

TO END THE
CATHARTIC HABIT

ex-

of
methods employed by
modern criminal lawyers. The ac-'

In
tion is tense, dramatic, exciting.
cast Judith Allen, Norman Foster, Sidney

Blackmer.

THE—

MURDER

CASINO
Splendid.
CASE,
is the author of this yarn you can
expect something truly fascinating in the way
This time Paul Lukas
of expert mystery films.
plays Philo Vance, and the excellent cast includes
Isabel Jewel, Alison Skip worth & Donald Cook.

Try This Improved
Pasteurized Yeast
That's Easy to

BEHIND THE GREEN

LIGHTS — Interesting. An
pose

As Van Dine

Eat

CHASING YESTERDAY—-Charming.
[F you take laxatives to keep "regular," you know from experience
that drugs and cathartics^ give only temporary relief from constipation. Such remedies
merely cause a drastic purging action. They
do not correct the cause of your condition.

r

Doctors now know that in many cases the
real cause of constipation is a shortage of
the vitamin B complex. This precious factor
is sadly deficient in the typical every-day
diet. In many foods it is entirely lacking.
When this factor is added to the diet in sufficient amounts, constipation goes. Elimination again becomes regular and complete.

Yeast Foam Tablets are pure pasteurized
yeast and yeast is the richest known food
source of vitamins B and G. They should
stimulate your weakened intestinal nerves
and muscles and quickly restore your eliminative system to normal, healthy function.

With the true cause of your constipation
corrected, you will be rid of the evil cathartic
habit. Your energy will revive. Headaches
will go. Your skin will be clearer and fresher.

Don't confuse Yeast Foam Tablets with
ordinary yeast. These tablets cannot ferment
in the body. Pasteurization makes this yeast
utterly safe for everyone to eat. It has a
pleasant, nut-like taste that you will really
^njoy. And it contains nothing to put on fat.
All druggists sell Yeast Foam Tablets.
The 10-day bottle costs only 50c. Get one
today. Refuse substitutes.

YEAST FOAM TABLETS
FREE MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
You may paste this on

a

penny

NORTHWESTERN YEAST

post card

CO.
SC 6-35
1750 North Ashland Ave., Chicago, III.
package
of
Yeast
Please send free introductory

Foam

Tablets.

Ann

DEVIL

IS

Shirley.)

A

WOMAN, THE— Disappointing.

Marlene Dietrich's

latest

screen

What
but heartless charmer
them is just nobody's business. The
setting is colorful and the cast includes Lionel
Atwill, Alison Skipworth and Cesar Romero.
a beautiful
she does to

DICTATOR—

LOVES OF

A

Splendid.
story
A
Danish court intrigue in the late 18th century
serves to bring back Clive Brook to us in truly
This is a superb British
magnificent fashion.
costume production which you will enjoy.

ingenious mystery idea with several psycho-

The setting (the Alps and Vienna)
logical twists.
(C. Aubrey Smith,
is colorful and the cast fine.

of

A

Darwell and Betty Furness.

A

MISSISSIPPI— Good.
story of the old
South with a great part of the colorful action taking place on a river steamboat,
Bing Crosby, in
the ruffled shirt of the period, croons divinely, and
Joan Bennett and W. C. Fields provide romance
and comedy respectively.

MOTIVE FOR REVENGE:— Good. Who killed

Edward Arnold?

have been Irene Her-

It could

vey, his wife, or Doris Lloyd, his mother-in-law,
or perhaps Donald Cook, his wife's first husband
And, yet again, it- might have been someone else
entirely.
You'll have to see for yourself.

FOLIES BERGERE— Entertaining.

Chevalier

once more in a dual role that affords
him excellent scope for his charming personality.
There are catchy songs, beautiful sets, and two
Merle Oberon and Ann Sothfascinating women
at his best

ern

—

—

to captivate you.

—

GOLD DIGGERS

OF 1935 Entertaining. An
elaborate musical revue with the visual trimmings,
Cast includes Dick
songs and dance numbers.
Powell, Adolphe Menjou, Gloria Stuart, Glenda
Farrell.

IN

OLD SANTA FE— Fine.

is

—

H. B. Warner, Evelyn Knapp, Kenneth Thomson.

LOVE YOU ALWAYS— Proving

that
prison terms, separations,
love triumphs over all
With Nancy Carroll and George
false pride.
Murphy carrying the torch throughout.

IT'S

—

A SMALL

WORLD— Fair.

Although

comedy about a young
(Spencer Tracy-Wendy Barrie) who are

the plot's a bit thin, this

couple
arrested

for

reckless driving in a corn-fed town
many enjoyable sequences.

in the South, has

TONIGHT—

LET'S LIVE
Fair. Tullio Carminatti and Lilian Harvey are a romantic duo but
story doesn't suit them very well, although
the colorful Riviera makes an attractive setting
and there are some tuneful melodies.

this

which
in

kills his

A

tra-

family leaves avia-

a

MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH, THE—
An

oper-

O'HARA—

PRINCESS
Good entertainment. A
fast-moving, oft-times thrilling story of racketeering, with Chester Morris, as the owner of various
sporting interests, in love with Jean Parker who
gets mixed up in them when her father is killed.

ROBERTA—

Excellent.
Don't miss this joyous musical. The dancing by Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers is something to dream about.
The setting is a Parisian gown shop and what
clothes
Irene Dunne and Randolph Scott are

—

This

a firstKen
class western featuring the children's delight
The film abounds with action of a
Maynard.
highly melodramatic nature, and the cast includes

I'LL

NAUGHTY MARIETTA— Sumptuous

With lyrics by the incomparable Victor
Herbert, and the romantic leads played by two
"lookers" like Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson
Eddy, both of whom have exceptional voices,
this registers "tops."
etta.

Margaret Lindsay.)

Interesting.

6

Instead

!

FLORENTINE DAGGER, THE— Interesting.
An

morbid mood that becomes
dramatically heightened when he meets Kay Francis, once engaged to Warren William.
State.

McFADDEN'S FLATS— Good.

the Irish and the Jews being teamed as usual,
wholehere we have the Irish and the Scotch.
some film, brimful of homespun good humor, and
well acted by Walter C. Kelly, Andy Clyde, Jane

of

gic air disaster
tor Geo. Brent

Address
City

about

effort is
of men.

LIVING ON VELVET— Interesting.
Name.

Adapt-

ed from one of Anatol France's best loved books,
this has tenderness, whimsy, and even a generous
amount of excitement.
(O. P. Heggie, Helen
YVestley,

handled with the quiet but suave assurance for
which the British are noted. (Leslie Banks, Edna
Best, Peter Lorre, Nova Pilbeam.)

intriguing mystery film that

is

—

—

!

in

the fine cast, too.

TRAVELLING SALESLADY

—
—

Amusing.

Even though Joan Blondell's father is head of a
tooth paste company, Joan gets a job
with a rival
company that flavors its toothpaste with your favorite cocktail.
Laughs are provided by Hugh
Herbert, Glenda Farrell & William Gargan.

VANESSA —

Fine.
A romantic love story of
Victorian times from a well-known novel by Hugh
Walpole. The leading roles are played beautifully

by Helen Hayes, Bob Montgomery, Otto Kruger
and Helen Westley.

WEDDING

THE—

A

NIGHT,
Fine.
tragic
triangle
concerning a writer, his lovely but frivolous wife, and a peasant girl.
It is superbly
acted and well worth seeing. (Gary Cooper, Helen
Vinson, Anna Sten.)

—

WEST POINT OF THE

AI R

— Entertaining.

This is crammed with all the fine old hokum
With Wallace
that the youth of America adores.
Beery enjoying his role of hard-boiled instructor
sergeant, Bob Young bracing his shoulders as the
foot-ball hero, and Maurine O'Sullivan winsome
as the only girl.

Silver Screen

AW
S

CODE OF LOVE!
Like his snarling husky, he heard
only the

call

of his mate! For this

was the grim, ruthless land of the

Yukon

.

.

where men were prim-

.

itive beasts

.

. .

man's to hold
his to

and a woman was a
as long as

he could...

keep as long as he desired!

CLARK

GABLE
portrays his most virile role in

DARRYL ZANUCK'S
production of

JACK LONDON'S

red-blooded story

.

.

.

TH£
with

LORETTA

YOUNG

JACK OAKIE
Presented by JOSEPH M.
Released thru UNITED

SCHENCK
ARTISTS,

20th
CENTURY
PICTURE

for

June 1935
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READ FREE OFFER BELOW

How

a

picture

Edmund
Goulding, the
starts.

and director, and his
cast discuss "The

author

Flame Within."

AN EMOLLIENT
MASCARA
that gives lashes

Unburden Your Mind-

you don't agree on these three
your money back
withoutquestion. 0
/j)

Up

The Pent

new glamour

-Reiieve

Write

Ire-

I

If

superiorities,

MRS.town,FLOYD

most interesting for us to know
what one another thinks, but, tell me— do
The producers
they really do any good?

are more successful than the legitimate
stage because the actors are nearer and
more real than those on the stage— because
a stage is like a boxing arena enclosed by
ropes— whereas a movie screen is an open
door."

actors make the pictures
surely don't see these letters."

"Shadows more
some compliment

how much good
do.

'"pHIS introduces

*

my

final

achievement

in cake mascara, my new emollient
Winx. I bring women everywhere the
finest lash beautifier my experience can

produce

— one

with

new,

soothing
problems.
has three virtues, this new emollient
a

effect that solves old-time
It

Winx.
1

1

\

It

has a greater spreading capacity,

hence it hasn't the artificial look of
an ordinary mascara.
* ts
sootn i n g9 emollient oils keep
[l\
' lashes soft and silky with no danger
of brittleness.
/o\ It cannot smart or sting or cause dis»
I comfort.
It is tear -proof, smudge-

»

'

'

proof, absolutely harmless.
I'm so confident that I've won leadership
in eye make-up that I can afford this offer.

Give your lashes a long, silky effect with
Mascara. Sh ape your brows with a

Winx

Winx

WINX

pencil.

Shadow

your lids with Winx
Eye Shadow. The re-

DARKENS

sult will delight you,

LASHES
PERFECTLY

4

giving your face new
charm.
Buy any or all of my
Winx eye beautifiers.

Make

If you
are notpleased,/or<z/zy
reason, return the box

to

a

trial.

me and

I'll

refund

your

full price,
questions asked.

P

Mail coupon for my free
book— "Lovely Eyes— How
to Have Them"

Mail to
243

W.

17th

St.,

no

LOUISE ROSS,

New York

City s.a-e-35

Name
State

you

Winx

want

package of
Mascara, enclose 10c, checking whether
Iirown.
Black or
also

you wish

a

generous

trial

these

of Springdon't know

open

letters

is

Yes, they read the ones

and

they

about themselves.

real than living actors"—
to the old boys who in-

vented pictures.

Wouldn't you?
are available to the poor
and rich alike. Maybe the places the poor
go to haven't exactly the same atmosphere,
but what's the difference," asks Sydelle
Chary of Pleasant Ave., Grantwood, N. J.,
And I am
"they see the same pictures.
sure, no matter what the place is like, they
still love the movies."

The

perfect entertainment of a democ-

sick

racy.

Then

"ALONG WITH

the rest of a vast audience, I gazed intently at Charles Laughton
as he turned in an excellent portrayal of
Ruggles of Red Gap," writes Mrs. A. Sieger
of W. Cottage St., Boston, Mass.
"Just to
have heard Mr. Laughton repeat the
Gettysburg Address was worth all the other
Hollywood histrionics of the year. An orchard to you, Mr. Laughton."

Also a

pasture,

scallions to him.

a kitchen garden
(See page 82.)

and

HARRY PROPSON

MRS.

Chicago,

Ave.,

my

made

alone

washing,

Tonight

writes:

111.,

of

job— pie-making,
scrubbing— endurable.
Forget for a few
a movie!
lowly

hours the weariness, disappointments, anxiBask awhile in romance and
eties of life.
beauty. Thrill to danger. Relax to soothing music. Dance with nimble feet (I who
am lame!) Peep into birdland and animalExplore the world via newsreel.
land.

Laugh and

cry.

Renew my

tomorrow's humble
morrow's problems,
xvill

read about
forehand.
"I

tasks,

my

my

strength

for

spirit for

to-

courage for tomorfor the movies!"

Thank God

enjoy them even more if you
them, think about them, be-

FEEL," writes Helen Nardin
St.,

New

York, N.

Y.,

would

stop.

plause to the leading stars for their excellent performances in worthwhile photoplays,
I

want

to suggest," writes

Byron

Mayme

Lilien-

Chicago, 111., "that it
should save a few forget-me-nots of consideration for the supporting cast which
does not get half the credit it deserves."
feld

of

Read "The

St.,

'18 K.'

Screen Players" on

50.

Montrose

"One thought

floor

I'd see

the clock

"WHILE THE movie public is pinning
medals and handing out bouquets of ap-

page

dish

THINK

all America is just a little
of toughness, coarseness and unpleasantness. We've got quite enough in actual
life," writes Sarah
Sollars of Sebastopol,
Calif.
"The success of 'Little Women,'
'David Copperfield' and other decent, sentimental, heart dramas proves it.
The
pendulum has swung back to our old, real
honest -to -goodness American standardslet's keep it there!"

"I

"THE MOVIES

57th
8

"I

and

You

City
If

It

row's battles.

Street

RAU

W.
writes:

Pa.,

.

of

W.

"that the movies

"ANY GIRL adopting Mae West's tactics,
which naturally are grossly exaggerated for
comedy's sake, will find that Mae knows
her men and that it is so easy to charm
when one once learns the trick. Life is
merely a game and the more finished the
technique the more sure the success,"
Mrs. R. M. Silcox of S. Main St.,
Midvale, Utah.

writes

Too complicated

ANNA BERRIS
Union
that

City,

great

N.

J.,

picture,

for

lis.

Bergenline Ave..
of
"After seeing
writes:
'David Copperfield,' I

nightmare about Nurse Peggotty,
Emily, Mr. Peggotty, etc. Three cheers for
this outstanding triumph."
Sec "Bride of Frankenstein" and perhaps

had

a

you'll get insomnia.

Silver Screen

nouywoocJ's Most Famous

ad

Man

Joins th

and H

Ikleave
Bros, to

it

the March of Crime!

Its

Warner

to

make the

first

big

picture of America's greatest battle in the war on crime!

The producers of "The Public
Enemy" have trained the
cameras on the men who trained
guns on the craftiest killers of
gang-ridden day and age.

their
this

They've brought the

G-MEN,

mighty man-

hunters of the Department of Justice, out of the

shadows of secrecy

into the brilliant glare of the

picture screen.

Yesterday's screaming headlines are a feeble

whisper compared to the sensational revelations
in this

shot-by-shot dramatization of gangland's

Waterloo
It's all

— the

here!

deadly trap

Dog
jail

.

.

.

was

last

stand of the underworld!

every graphic
set

detail of

how

— and sprung — on the

of the Mobs, and of

how

the

private war with the
public enemies of 1935!

Mad

the Big Shot

no

could hold kept his rendezvous with death!

"G-Men" is easily the stand-out for this month's
highest honors. Our advice is to see it yourself
before your friends begin to rave about
for

he's on Uncle Sam's
side, staging his own

June 1935

it!

JIMMY CAGNEY revels

in his return to
the scenes of his greatest triumphs!. . . And Ann
Dvorak, Margaret Lindsay, and Robert Armstrong
score heavily in a big cast, superbly directed by
William Keighley for First National Pictures.
9

m

Dinnertime

Take
a movie star's
beauty advice

at

By Ruth
Corbin

JOAN BLONDELL,
Warner Bros.' Star,

HEN
w,
Wave

you

This

Mary

Gargan,

and

TRAVELING SALESLADY

Mary had

a lit-

now

tle

you get a
will

is

in

see her

DUART

Permanent

the operator break
individual package of

see

<*t

v

lamb roasted
turn

a

to

for

handsome

her

husband.

open a SEALED
Duart pads for your personal wave. No
question then you know they are genuine
Duart and have NEVER BEEN USED. You

—

know also that your hair will be waved
with exactly the same kind of materials
used to create the beautiful waves worn by
the Hollywood stars. Look for the beauty
shop near you that features Duart Waves.
Get the

GARGAN family need never
worry if their cook walks out on them,
for both Bill and his wife know their

THE

vital protection of the sealed pack-

age of Duart Pads. Prices

may vary with

the style of coiffure desired and the artistic
reputation of the operator.

FREE BOOKLET shows how to dress
your hair like ihe stars
Twenty-four pictures of famous stars
showing how to copy their smart new coiffures. Hollywood's noted hairstylist, Perc
Westmore, created them exclusively for
Duart. Sent FREE with one 10 cent package of Duart Hair Rinse. NOT a dye nor
a bleach. Just a

tint.

12 shades

—

see coupon.

DUART

steaks

I visited at the Gargan home in Beverly
Hills the other day and a good part of my
time was spent in the kitchen watching
Mary prepare a leg of lamb for dinner.
She told me that Bill won't let anyone
but herself prepare it.
"I served Bill roast lamb at our first
meal, when we started housekeeping," she
explained, "and it made such a hit with
him that although we have been married
seven years, it still remains his favorite
Likes
Bill is a great meat-eater.
meat.
roasts, especially, and, even in summer, I
cook them and serve cold meat plates with
salads for dinner."
Mrs. Gargan is an excellent cook, but she
doesn't look the part. That is, no casting
director would ever give her such a role in
and
super-production. She is small
a
dainty, with big blue eyes, a fair skin and

for

SEND COUPON
FREE BOOKLET

Duart, 984 Folsom Street, San
Francisco, Calif.

Enclosed

find 10 cents; send me shade
of rinse marked and copy of
your booklet, " Smart

New

Coiffures."

Name
Address

Dark

Chestnut

pictures

be

Medium

on for several years. Then Bill "went on
the stage" and they lost track of each other

Brown

for awhile.

Brown

Brown

Henna.

Golden

(Platinum)

Golden

Titian

Brown

Ash

Blonde

Reddish

Titian

Blonde

Light

visiting her cousins in

Brown

Reddish
Blonde

Black

Golden

up an impromptu

10

easily

White or
Gray

State

City

She could

or on

the stage if she liked.
As a matter of fact, that is where she was
when she married Bill.
Their romance reads like a story-book
one.
They hated each other violently
when they were kids. Mary lived in New
York and used to week-end with her couBill was always very
sins in Brooklyn.
much in evidence during these visits. She
thought he was too conceited to live and
detested him thoroughly. Bill returned the
compliment because he thought she was a
spoiled, high-hat, young snob. So this went
in

Blonde

One Sunday

grand in

it.

On

and onions.

reddish-brown hair.

and shoes to match. It was the nicest outfit she had ever owned and she felt quite

afternoon,

when Mary was

Brooklyn, they got

skating party.
Mary
was wearing a beautiful, red woolen suit
[rimmed in Hudson Seal and with it a hat

the pond, she happened to run into,
or rather back into, the detestable young
Mr. Gargan. They knocked each other flat
and Mary fell into a mess of dirty snow

which completely ruined her
The air was blue with the
caustic remarks they tossed back and forth
at each other.
But it marked the begin-

and
new

slush,

outfit.

ning of the end.
vitriol that

They

got so

much

of the

had been accumulating through

the years out of their systems, that shortlv
afterwards they fell in love and were married.

There are two small boys

home

now— Barry,

Howard, aged two.
edition

of

Bill

Both

Mother.

aged
Barry

while
are

in the

Gargan

and

Leslie
a vest-pocket
Leslie favors his
six,
is

beautiful

and sturdy

youngsters.

They began housekeeping in Brooklvn,
while Bill was playing in "Chicago" with
Francine Larrimore.
While not startling,
his success was consistent and he was never
out of a contract. He played several years
with the Theatre Guild and, two years
ago, came west to play in "Rain" with
Joan Crawford. At first he played "heavies" but, since he has lost so much weight,
he is being cast in romantic parts.
Bill is quite handsome these davs too.
The difference in his appearance 1
convinced me that excessive weight can age a
man quite as much as it does a woman.
Bill looks ten years younger now.
His last
roles have been in "A Night at the Ritz"
with Patricia Ellis and in "Traveling Saleslady" with Joan Blondell.
At present he
is working in
"Broadway Gondolier."
He told me that all he did to reduce
less of everything.
He accomplished his reducing feat while he was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Howard in

was to eat

[Continued on page

12]
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The

first
full-length production photographed in
the gasping grandeur of
.

.

.

NEW TECHNICOLOR!
...

A new miracle in motion

pictures
that promises to
create a revolution... as
.

.

.

great as that caused by
The producers of
sound!
"La Cucaracha" are proud
to pioneer and present the
first full-length feature
.

.

.

filmed in the

full

glory of

NEW TECHNICOLOR!
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1

Dinner

at Bill Gargan's

[Continued from page

10]

last fall.
He did not abstain from
or any other kind of foods, but
simply began eating everything in moderation.
He managed always to leave the
table while he was still a trifle hungry.
He still does so. He says he always has
room for another piece of pie or cake but
he "doesn't pass his plate for those things
twice." Not any more.
He reduced twenty-two pounds in one
month. And, soon afterward, he was signed
by Gaumont-British to play the romantic

London
starchy

Mm,

<xhiim]1

Mn>5=,

(raimnMMiimcB©

©if

flQteiniiry oDcrolhimsftciDiiri

ttHncB mmcmiFirncEiigi©

lead in "Things Are Looking Up." It was
a grand role and Bill covered himself with
glory.
The picture is cleaning up in Eng-

OflncEnir* afltnmii^jlhlleir

now and it marked a turn in
career, for he has not been cast as
a villain since.
Bill's favorite dessert is plain chocolate
with bitter icing. Every Sunday they have
roast beef and Yorkshire pudding.
His favorite salad is made of cucumbers and Bermuda onions. For this, Mary takes three
land even

Bill's

slices them
and soaks them in salt
water for four hours.
Then, she chops
up one large-sized Bermuda onion and
about six leaves of romaine lettuce. She

medium-sized cucumbers and

as thin as possible

pours vinegar over these and, draining the
water from the cucumbers, mixes them
all together.
She seasons them with salt
and pepper.
Bill told me that her roast leg of lamb
"can't be beat." So I had her give me her
recipe for preparing it.
She mentioned that, although many cooks
will not put water on their roasts, she always washes lamb carefully and then wraps
salt

up

it

and

in a clean cloth

leaves

it

on the

kitchen table for an hour, until it is the
temperature of the room. Then, she makes
a paste of pepper, salt, paprika and water
and rubs it into the roast. She also sprinkles over it one finely chopped onion. She
then puts the lamb into the roasting pan.
into which she has poured a cup of hot
water to prevent the meat from sticking.
She does not cover the meat but puts it
into a very hot oven and bastes it continually every fifteen minutes until it is cooked.

She browns it carefully on one side and
then, in about thirty minutes, it is ready
to turn.
About ten minutes before she
removes it, she places a small bit of gar-

IVTOT

so long ago it seemed as if
^ the happy plans were going
awry. Jack seemed uneasy, unwilling to go on. Doris was crushed
by his coolness.

cream any time, you know

Then a true friend told Doris,
"The thing which is troubling Jack

once.

one of those big
which you can easily

perspiration itself

-L

is

little

things

correct."

Happy ending!
that

it is not pleasant to be near her on
account of the ugly odor of underarm

perspiration.

For

it's

per-

soothing to the skin, too.

shave your underarms and use

Remember,

Mum

too,

—

You can

Mum

at

way. For you can be safe
day, in just half a minute.

all

day, every

With

Mum!

use this dainty deodorant

serves fresh green
they are in season, and botb
mashed potatoes and candied sweet potatoes.
Her recipe for chocolate cake follows:

75

many

a

girl

%

St.,

New

York.

LET

MUM

1

HELP IN THSS
Mum on

WAY, TOO. Use

and enjoy complete freedom
from worry about
this source of
unpleasantness.

UM TAKES THE ODOR

OUT OF PERSPIRATION

baking

powder
i/

teaspoon

7/s

cup milk

2

salt

teaspoon vanilla.

Cream

the shortening and sugar, add
(he eggs, beating in thoroughly, then add
flour, baking powder, and salt, which has
been sifted together, add alternately with
milk and then add vanilla. Beat well until
smooth and turn into greased, layer
cake pans and bake fifteen minutes in a
When cold, put together with
hot oven.
icing
2

1

12

3 teaspoons

cup shortening

114 cups sugar
2^4 cups flour

and happiness. Make

a daily habit. Bristol-Myers, Inc.,

West

when

3 eggs

doesn't prevent

just that unpleasant
odor of perspiration which has stood be-

tween

lightly over the

it

roast
peas,

sanitary napkins

so unnecessary to offend in this

You can

It's

on a fork and rubs
and into the fat.
With roast lamb, she

lic

after dress-

fectly harmless to clothing.

Mum

It takes a true friend indeed to tell a girl

It's

ing, just as well as before.

—

which

is

made

squares bitter
chocolate
teaspoon butter

as follows:
14
i/,

cup boiling water
teaspoon

vanilla
Sifted confectioner's sugar.

Melt the chocolate
over hot water, add
boiling water and stir
Cool, add the vanilla
tioner's sugar to make
will spread easily.

in

a

double boiler

butter and

the
thoroughly together.

the

and enough confeca consistency which

Silver Screen

—

Don 3t

take this risk!

Carole Lombard

A LETTER FROM LIZA
(Site's

a National Institution— and growing.)

WELL,

when

unique

given, la belle

parlies are
will give
he who rates

Lombard

them, and lucky is
an invitation, for Carole, unlike most Hollywood stars, does not go out into the highways and byways and drag in an ill-assorted
batch of guests. The invitations the other
night were to "dress," so dress we did in
tails and tiaras until we looked like the
opening night of a Noel Coward show.

Then, imagine our surprise when we

You Against the
Re-u sed Pad Practice

Shie

ar-

rived at Carole's, to find her very formal

Empire drawing room and dining room,
done by William Haines with much esprit,
turned completely into a mountain cabin
with beaucoup corn shucks and a camp fire
and such things as I haven't seen since I
gave up being a Girl Scout.
Colored boys in chaps served a swell dinner of corn on cob, and every kind of a do
a cowboy ever thought up. I never thought
I'd live to see steaks broiled right there in
the midst of the Empire (which had been
carted away to the garage for the night).
Everybody had to sit at a long low table
with a red tablecloth and eat out of tin
plates and with tin forks.
Last week I had the novel experience of
meeting a movie star down at San Diego,
which seaport is three to four hours drive

from Hollywood— depending upon whether
the cops get you or not.
Claudette Colbert, who has been vacationing in New
York for the last month, arrived on the
SS. Virginia, and was simply deluged by
photographers, reporters and fans— the first
two she had hoped to dodge by sneaking
off the boat at San Diego, but ever since
Garbo almost got away with a "sneak''
there last year that port has been watched,
but definitely, for incoming celebrities.
Claudette says her most embarrassing experience on the trip was in Havana, where
they were having a revolution or just had
a revolution or something, and the guards
at the doors of all the department stores
have to examine the customers to see if

#

What a terrible price to pay for
a permanent! Hair turned dull,
faded and lifeless. Vitality gone.
Infected with hair and scalp disorders. Yet that's what happens
where the same pads are used
from one head after another
where the unhealthy conditions of
anotherwoman's hairare transferred
and steamed into your own!
It's not a nice thing to think about
or talk about. But Nestle, having
originated the permanent wave,

s

has come when
should know the truth.
For none of these dangers and risks
can happen to you if you have a
genuine Nestle Wave, given by a
Licensed Nestle Beauty Shop using
only fresh Nestle materials.

feels that the time

every

woman

EASY

to Protect Yourself!
Simply go to a Licensed Nestle
Beauty Shop displaying the Certificate shown below. Make sure
that you see the Nestle name on
the felt pads and waving lotions.
Then you will have a permanent
It's

—

wave

of fascinating beauty
and
the process will be completely beneficial and invigorating to your hair.

1

they are taking along a brace of bombs or
something.
The guard patted Claudette
about the hips, quite familiarly, and said,
"Ah, Americano?" So-o-o-o-o-o.

THE NESTLE-LEMUR

COMPANY • New York

LOOK for the Licensed Nestle Beauty
Shop

voith this Certificate. It is your
guarantee of a genuine Nestle Wave.
Also insist on seeing the Nestle name
on the foil cover of the felt pads.-

SCIENTIFIC

PERMANENT WAVE
for

June 1935
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By
Mary

"lips that

charm are
lips with

Lee

lustre"
She made a hit

. . .

new

and

Divorcee"

helena rubinstein
creates

Gay

"The

in

now

help-

is

ing Wheeler and

Woolsey.

allure

for your lips!

TOUCH

your lips with the bright magic
of Helena Rubinstein's Lipstick
.

.

.

and see them gain allure. The worldfamous art of this great beauty specialist
brings your lips vital glamour
the
warm, breathing appeal of youth!

—

Try

—

Her new discovery a rare biological ingredient
protects and promotes your
natural lip moisture. It ends the harsh,
dry artificial look. Your lips gain dewy
enticement lustre

—

—

Experience, too, the added loveliness
made possible by her genius for color.
Her newest shade is "Terra Cotta," the
subtle, natural tone of the elegante. Or

more exotic Red Geranium, Red
Poppy, Red Raspberry, Red Coral and
"Evening." No ugly purple undertone

the

—

Betty Grable

Make-up Method
WHEN

you say of any movie star,
"She's lovely, isn't she!" what is it
about her that makes you feel

that way?

You win. You can't tell at a
Right.
on and stay
on! .50, 1.00, 1.25 ..
Rouges to har- glance. This business of diagnosing charm
It's this and it's that
is a dangerous one.
monize, 1.00 .. glorious powders that and again it's something else.
benefit your skin. 1.00, 1.50.
Take Betty Grable for instance. "Allur.

.

.

These

lipsticks glide
.

.

mystery for your eyes

ingly beautiful," is what her discoverers
have to admit that they are
her.
Right as rain. But was she just
right.
born that way and shall we give up, or
can we analyze her and see how it is done?

We

call

—

Glamorous Persian Mascara

will not smart
your eyes, nor easily smudge. Black, Brown,
and the new Blue and Blue-Green. 1.00. Eyelash Grower and Darkener. 1.00.

Excuse us, Miss Grable, but we are going
put you under our beauty microscope
to see what makes you click.
to

LIMITED OFFER!

We

notice she is following the latest style
She has them lustrous, lovely in
in lips.
color but with a warm glow about them.

pasteurized face cream

and beauty grains
special combination set... 1.00
Here

—

—

Pasteurized Face Cream will cleanse, freshen,
soften and protect. Smoothes away lines
quickly. Actually transforms your skin. It is
Helena Rubinstein's miracle cream .
Beauty
Grains a stimulating complexion wash used
with water or a teaspoonful of milk. Nothing
in the world like it! To remove blackheads and
whiteheads refine pores speed skin renewal
-soften texture
normalize oil glands. Ask
for "First Steps To Beauty," 1.00 complete.

—

.

—

—

.

—

—

MAIL SERVICE ....

If there is

selects

this

—

—

her lipstick with care and with
She puts it on exactly to
in mind.
follow the natural curves of her mouth.
That is what makes her look so sophisticated, yet natural, and what makes her
smile something to care about.
find her hair pulled back from the
forehead, simply, charmingly, making use
of the wayward little cowlick on the side.
They
Yes, cowlicks can be made use of.
are not something to run away from. And
right here let me point a beauty moral:

She

the secret of a glorious complexion
young
a complexion that
makes your cosmetics doubly alluring! Helena
Rubinstein's priceless beauty secret
which
has amazed the women of three continents.
is

clear, radiant

no Helena

Rubinstein dealer in your community, order
by mail. Consultation by mail is also welcome.

We

If

8 East 57th Street,
SALONS IN:

London

New York

Milan • Detroit
Chicago • Boston • New York • Seattle
Los Angeles • Montreal • Toronto
Paris

•

•

Copyright 1935. Holorm RuMnntoln. Inc.
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any

have

you

beauty

little

"wrongs"

the movie stars do, make
them into beauty "rights" by playing them
up intelligently. If you have a cowlick
Instead,
in your hair don't cry over it.
make your hair curl over it!
Those curls behind the ear are very
treat

them

as

They may be brushed up ot
The current mode favors
them brushed up, but you can see how
fetching.

down

smart

lielena rubinstein

s

at

will.

Betty

looks

by

going against

mode and brushing them

low.

She shows her
she?

They

the

ears, too.
are nice ears.

Why

shouldn't

Nourand will
Creams, and
keep it so for many years.
the absence of bad facial tricks. There is one
ureal big beauty argument against worry.

Her forehead

is

smooth and

ishing creams take

care of

soft.

that

Worry puts furrows

in your forehead, as
well as difficulties in your disposition.
You will notice that the newest eyebrows
are thin but not too thin.
They are

plucked with restraint. If they are naturally light, as Betty's are, the careful use of
an eyebrow pencil helps bring out their

Eyebrows to give character and
charm.
expression to a face must be properly accentuated.
They begin just over the inside corner
of the eye, not over the nose, and they
sweep gracefully out beyond the outer corner but not down to a level with the eye
itself.
To continue this line is to court
artificiality.
And today we all want to
Yes, if we have to work
look natural.
hard for

it!

way those

See the
will go
at this

back to the

lashes

curl?

moment you

If

you

looked
that they

first

picture, you will find
were one of the first things you saw. They
are one of the first things any man notices
Imin a girl in whom he is interested.
portant beauty point number thirty-seven!
Now maybe your lashes curl naturally.

And maybe

they don't.

If

they don't, a

one of the excellent eyework wonders for them.
Massage them every night and push the
ends of the upper ones UP with your finger.
This way you can train them to curl.
As for Betty's smile. No, that is not a
bit of vaseline or
lash growers will

trick
real.

with mirrors. It is honest-to-goodness
You have one of the same kind your-

This is our pro(No charge.) Be
sure your teeth are bright and shining. If
they are cared for by modern scientific
methods, they will be as pretty as you
self.

Use

it

all

fessional advice

you can.
on that.

could wish.

That smooth throat and chin line is
something of which any girl may be justly
proud.
Gentle patting and the generous
use of astringents will help keep these
It is never too
muscles firm and young.
early to take that into consideration. Then,
hold your head proudly, look the world in
the eye. and after a while you'll be doin.n
as

Bettv

does

in

this

picture:

smiling

DOWN.

Silver Screen

5

WINNERS OF THE
HANDWRITING
CONTEST
"I Enjoy The Movies"
V. Avedisian, 27 Marlboro St., Chelsea, Mass.
Maynard Beaudrot, 152 Washburn Ave., Freeport, N. Y.
B. Bergstrom, 6805 S. Artesian, Chicago, 111.
E. Grandt, 117 Carolina Ave., Providence, R. I.
B. Browd, 1064 Nelson Ave., New York, N. Y.
Carolyn Keen Bunting, 453 Eaton Rd., Drexel
Park, Pa.
Helen M. Casey, Box 53, Oswego, Kan.
Genevieve Coons, 315 State St., Midland, Mich.
Helen Loretta Dempsey, 6107 Woodside Ave.,
Woodside, L. I.
Winifred Cowan, Montreat, N. C.
Augusta Dowsing, 1009 S. 31st St., Birming-

ham, Ala.

Ann Gene

New

Mrs.

S.

255

Fibel,

Washington Ave.,

Ft.

York, N. Y.
M. Fries, 3311 N. E. 13th Ave., Port-

land, Ore.
Gietz, 134 31st St.,

Mae M.

North Bergen, N.

J.

Helen S. Gordon, 1615 King St., La
Crosse, Wise.
Dorothy M. Gottschalk, Hankins, N. Y.
Lillian Griscom, 6601 Ridgeville St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
William H. Hanna, 664 Rush St.. Chicago, 111.
F. L. Houser, 30 E. James St., Lancaster, Pa.
Belle Kaufman, 548 W. 114th St., New York,
N. Y.
Margaret Keefe, 440 E. 26th St., New York,
N. Y.
Leitha Kelsey, Weston, Ohio.
Betty Jane King, 38 Walnut Place, NewtonMrs.

Mass.
Konen, £ u eyenne Apts., Valley City, N. D.

ville,
I.

Ruth May Knell, 245-05
L.

91st Ave., Bellerose,

I.

Margie Laird, 573 Main
Benita K. Locke, 417

Singac, N. J.
33rd St., Oklahoma

St.,

W.

City, Okla.

Jean Lord, 905 Lydia Ave., Louisville, Ky.
Marjorie Mannon, 2122 Santa Clara Ave., Alameda, Calif.
Lyndell Martling, 532 Hayes St., Gary, Ind.
Dorothy Maurin, 1322 N. 20th St., Kansas
City, Kan.
Dorothy Thelma Parker, 316 E. Oak St.,
Stockton, Calif.
Marguerite Pearson, 1535 Lake Ave., S.
Duluth, Minn.
Isabel Pesqueira, 4351% N. Ashland, Chicago,
111.

Bettie Peterson, 306 Oak St., Red Oak, Iowa.
Mrs. Elsie F. Pilcher, 621 Granville Dr., Winston Salem, N. C.
Bette Roberts, Iowa-Falls, Iowa.
Rosemary Cuneo Rocca, 1364 N. State St.,
Chicago, 111.
Mrs. Mae Russell, 7054 Clover Lane, Upper
Darby, Pa.
Adele Louise Simonds, 1701 Grove St., San
Francisco, Calif.
Mary Smart, 2407 Fairmount Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Kathleen Whitney Smith, 228 Newhall St.,
Green Bay, Wise.
Sally Stone, 312 S. Hanover, Lexington, Ky.
Arline Sullivan, 320 Wethersfield Ave., Hartford, Conn.
Maxine Taylor, Pendleton, Ind.
Jimmie Terrelle, Harrisonburg, Va.
Peggy Valbuena, 142 Bridge St., Watsonville,
Calif.
Janet S.

Ward, 265 Manning Blvd., Albany,
N. Y.
Frances Watkins, Mineral Ridge, Ohio.
James Wilson, 500 Knight, Park Ridge, 111.

The albums have been sent
Hollywood to be signed,

to

as requested.

CHANGED

TITLES

Learn about
bargains from her
SHE GOT THIS FREE -When she
buys her favorite gum she receives free

— a pretty mouth

... a clean, healthy,
refreshed mouth. For the special firm
consistency of Dentyne exercises the
mouth in a healthy, natural way. This
helps keep the mouth and teeth clean.
It prevents the cheek and chin muscles
from going flabby. Many doctors and
dentists recommend this health habit.

WHEN SHE BOUGHT
of this

Dentyne —
adores

and

THIS-A11

mouth
its

spicy,

aid she received with
the gum she likes best. She

flavor

— it

is

so full-bodied

and she loves

All of her friends say the

its

chewiness.

same thing —

Dentyne is certainly their favorite chewWhy not adopt Dentyne for
your favorite gum? Identify it by the
handy, flat purse shape — an exclusive
feature with Dentyne for many years.
ing gum.

"Loves of a Dictator" (Clive Brook)
formerly
"The Dictator"
"Men of the Hour" (Richard Cromwell)

formerly
"Hot News"
(Edmund Lowe)
"Black Sheep"
formerly
"Kiss and Wake Up"
"Our Little Girl" (Shirley Temple)
"Heaven's Gate"
formerly
"Wings of Song" (Grace Moore)
"Love Me Forever"
formerly
"The Girl From 10th Avenue"
(Bette Davis)
"Men On Her Mind"
formerly
"Mary Jane's Pa" (Guy Kibbee)
"Wanderlust"
formerly
.

.

for

.

.

.

.
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DENTYNE
KEEPS TEETH WHITE -MOUTH HEALTHY
1

nSBElBGBE!IE3liaQH

LANNY
ROSS

MARQUEE

Fragrant with "the perfume of
youth" . . April Showers Talc is supremely soft and fine, soothing and
.

smoothing to the skin.
No wonder it's the most famous and
best loved talcum powder in the world!

A^uUL C O N T E S TflSS*^.
Last Chance

TA L
Exquisite,

Slogan Contest.
M

but

expensive

not

On The

THIS
Marquee

the
third
month of the
Contest and as soon as you
have filled in the coupon below, mail
The first
all three coupons to this office.
coupon appeared in April, the second in
May, and below is the third. You must
send all three at the same time. If you
have mislaid your April or May issues, we
will be very pleased to supply a copy to
is

m

CHE

M

you on receipt of ten cents.
On the next page you will find a list of
names, and you may use anyone in this
list for the slogan this month.
Can you think of a slogan which is clever

Y

Write

Mercolized Wax

A

Clever Slogan

and which has exactly the same number of
letters as the name of the star to which it
applies?

Remember

that

the

spaces

be-

tween the words must each be counted as
one letter.

There are many prizes and the cleverest
slogans will win.
It is not essential that you
be a subscriber, but it is essential that you use the
proper coupons in submitting your slogans.
Each person must submit three slogans.
But each slogan will be judged on its merits.
It is possible for a person to win three
prizes

if

his

slogans are sufficiently clever.

And Win One Of The

Valuable Prizes.

(Coupon)

June, 193

STAR'S

Keeps Sk'n Young
and
Absorb

5

NAME
(please print)

discolorations using
blemishes
Mercolized Wax daily as directed. Invisible
skin
are freed and all
particles of aged
defects such as blackheads, tan, freckles and
large pores disappear. Skin is then beautiface looks
fully clear, velvety and so soft
years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. At all leading druggists.

SLOGAN
(please print)

—

Submitted by

Phelactine removes hairy growths
takes them out—easily, quickly

—
and gently. Leaves the
I
I

I

I

skin hair free.

—

Powdered Saxolite-SimReduces wrinkleB and other

I

ply dissolve one ounce Saxolite in half-pint
witch hazel and use daily aa faoe lotion.

|

age-ysigns.

16

Street

City.

State.

I
I

!

!

!

—
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Your Slogan Must Apply To
These Thames
Edward

Bing Crosby
Joan Crawford
Claudette Colbert
George Raft

G. Robinson
George O'Brien
Katharine Hepburn
June Knight

Myrna Loy

Maureen O'Sullivan
Victor McLaglen

Dick Powell
Robert Montgomery

March
Ann Harding
Fredric

John Boles
Tullio Carminati

Edna May Oliver
William Powell

Miriam Hopkins

THE BEST
SLOGANS

PRIZES FOR

FIRST PRIZE

.

.

.

Remington Typewriter No. 9
Standard model (not portable) for practical use.

SECOND PRIZES

(2)

.

.

.

THIRD PRIZES

(2)

new

PRIZES

.

.

.

Men's Waterman Fountain Fens
(10) FIFTH PRIZES
Women's Waterman Fountain Fens
.

.

.

These pens are practical as well as beautiful

in

design.

SIXTH PRIZES

(20)

Ronson
Small

size, dull

.

.

.

Cigarette Lighters

chromium

finish

and thoroughly

tested.

(30)

SEVENTH PRIZES

.

.

.

girl will be
ful compacts.

(50)

".

proud to win one of these beauti-

Here is the new great sensation of
the world, the "Live" comb, which
has such a remarkable power of
stimulating the hair. Its shining metal teeth pass
through your hair like living fingers. They are
"alive" with a gentle electric current that invigorates your hair as an April shower freshens a field
of grass. Electrical science releases the newest
wonder worker, based on the logical principle:
stimulated circulation!
Dandruff and abnormal falling hair checked in a
few days! Lifeless, dull hair gains new life-, becomes
wonderfully lustrous! Straight and thin hair becomes thick, glistening, soft and wavy! A valuable
aid in arresting growing baldness!
Thousands of testimonial letters attest these seemingly extravagant claims and European specialists explain the phenomena that the electricity, passing from the battery through
the double row of curved teeth reach the weakened hair roots
literally pouring its life-giving energy over them. More than a
million Evans' "Dermectro" Combs now in use by men and
women throughout Europe thousands already in America
The electric current 'is generated by a battery in the handle.
No shocks no sparks no need to "plug in." You cannot feel
the current, but when you put the tester lamp bulb against the
teeth you will see it light up. The battery lasts several months
spare battery costs only a few cents. Thus at a cost of only
about 5c a month you get a hair treatment which would cost
you hundreds of dollars per year. You and your friends will be
equally surprised at the new health and beauty of your hair.

—

—

EIGHTH PRIZES

Autograph Albums
These autograph albums bear the winners' names
stamped in gold on the morocco leather cover and
each album is signed by a movie star. The winners of these albums will be notified and at that
time they can specify the star whose signature
they especially desire. The albums will be sent
to Hollywood for the signatures and then delivered

—

—

EVANS

.

.

I notice a great improve-

ment in my hair. New hair is
coming in and it has taken on a
glossy and beautiful look."
Signed, Mrs. R. G.

beauty into
your hair!

—

Helena Rubinstein Compacts
Any

als sent to us voluntarily, the originals of which are in our files and
free to inspection.

and

health

Women's Evkob Watches

FOURTH

THE EXTRACTS BELOW ARE
QUOTED from authentic testimoni-

life,

.

.

.

These are wrist watches, excellent time keepers,
attractive cases.

(10)

strokes

It

Men's Evkob Watches

FIRST DAY
•
am
now 49 years
.

.

old. Already
at about 30

my hair

started to
get gray,
especially at

the temples, and during the last

years
gray

.

has

it
.

become quite

."

LATER

"...

but in
the
time I
have been using your comb, I
must say that the result is wonderful. This comb certainly does
your advertisements
all
that
promise and MORE. The time
given by you for testing is ample,
because already after 4 or S
days the effect of the comb is
obvious to anybody."
Signed,
C. M. L.

spite
short

o)

COMB

DERMECTRO

to the prize winners.

Do you want your
beautiful
better
.

.
.

.

Send now for
Sold in

Each slogan must occupy the same number

of
ac-

spaces as the name of the star that it
companies. The words must be separated by
blank spaces and each one of these counts
as one space.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

No

at
to

.

.

.

G.

not satisfied in every way with
the improvement of your hair,
just mail it back to us and we
will immediately refund your

comb. Use it
and if you are
monev.
New York at all leading Department Stores.

— — ^>^^ —
Mail
Once

more

this

for seven days

CONDITIONS
1.

hair
healthier

.

then don't delay.

.

|

$1000 GUARANTEE

COUPON

|

LINDHOLM

607 Bergen
Monev Order

St.,

CO. Dept. SS-6
Brooklyn, N. Y.

slogan will be judged separately.
Each
contestant must submit three coupons one
from the April issue, one from the May issue
(herewith) and one from the June issue.
The prizes will be awarded for the cleverest
slogans in the opinion of the editor, whose
decision will be final.
Any reader may send in as many slogans as
he desires, but they must be submitted in
groups of three, using the coupons from
Silver Screen of April, May and June.
This contest will close at midnight, June 7,

I

1935.

Outside U. S. A. Cash with Order.
For C.O.D. delivery plus postage check here.
Standard Model
DeLuxe Model
Under guarantee of $1,000 you undertake to return my money if
send the comb back within seven davs and say
am not satisfied with
the results. This is an absolute condition of my order.

—

In the event of ties the prize tied for will be
sent to each tying contestant.
No correspondence concerning this contest will
be entered into.
Address your slogans to Slogan Editor, c/o
Silver Screen, 45 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y.

enclose
Cash
Check for
$
Please send Post FREE Evans
Dermectro Comb checked below, with full instructions and
ready for use, along with your booklet "Care of the Hair."
0 Evans Electric Comb, [] Evans Electric Comb, gold
Standard model, at $3.25
plated
DeLuxe model.

complete.

Signed,

$5.00 complete.

M.

NAME

H

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

I

I

This is to certify that
the foregoing in extract

is

true and correct.

NOTARY PUBLIC/' 7
Pat. Prndi

YOU'VE l¥ON tiIM-

NOW YOUMUSTKM& H>
Don't
spoil

let

Cosmetic Skin

your good looks!

much

SOdepends on keeping her skin
of a

woman's charm

— appealingly

smooth. Yet
a woman, without realizing
it, is actually spoiling her own
looks.
clear

many

When stale make-up is not propremoved, but allowed to
choke the pores day after day, it
causes unattractive Cosmetic Skin.

ACTIVE lather sinks deep
down into the pores, carries swiftly
away every vestige of dust, dirt,
rich,

embedded powder and rouge.
Before you put on fresh makeup during the day — ALWAYS before you go to bed at night — give
your skin this protecting, beautifying care. Exquisite smooth skin
is a priceless treasure. Don't take
chances!

erly

You begin to notice tiny blemishes

BussaPARAMOUNT
Land/

STAR

— enlarged pores — blackheads,
perhaps — warning signals of this
modern complexion

trouble.

Cosmetics Harmless

removed

this

if

way

In Hollywood the lovely screen
stars protect their million-dollar
complexions with Lux Toilet Soap
the soap especially made to remove cosmetics thoroughly. Its

—
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ANY GIRL CAN HAVE A
SMOOTH, REALLY LOVELY
SKIN. yOU CAN USE
COSMETICS AS MUCH AS
you wish if you guard

YOUR SKIN AS VO-WITH
GENTLE LUXToiLTrSoAV
I

Silver Screen

»»•

Silver

Screen
David Jack Holt
and his pal "Flush."

(Yep, he was in
"The Barretts of
Wimpole Street.")

Topics for
WELL,

Katharine Hepburn has had
break down and give an autograph at last, and quite meek
about it was she too, and after all her raving and ranting that she didn't believe in
autographing and never would do it. Many's
the fan who has waited hours at the studio
gates, and in front of a preview theatre, for
La Hepburn and rushed up to her with the
inevitable album, only to meet with refusal
and rebuff. But a week or so ago Miss
Katie, in a terrific rush to get to the studio,
drove right smack through a red light on
Vine Street in the center of Hollywood, and
a couple of radio officers gave chase— a chase
that didn't end until Katie reached the
RKO gates. There, under the eyes of a
crowd of sight-seers, fans, and fellow workers, Katie meekly accepted her ticket without a single word of backtalk to the Law.
"And now, Miss Hepburn," said one of the
handing her the carbon of her
officers,
ticket, "will you give me your autograph?"
And Miss Hepburn did, without a single
murmur. So a cop is about the only person
in Hollywood who possesses a genu-wine
Hepburn autograph.
to

_»#„—.
speaking of autographing, Will
ANDRogers
aptly expressed the actor's view-

point on autographs recently, when he was
accosted while out riding on the Beverly
Hills bridle path by a gushing young

woman who

said,

"You must be bothered

the time by people like me," to which
Will replied, "I'll really be bothered when
I'm not bothered by people like you"— and
signed her book.
all

—-<#"—•

They Trocadero-ed

several

favor.
"Certainly, May," said David Selznick, the producer, "in honor of your fiftysecond year as an actress I'll be delighted
to grant you any favor you want."
You
guessed it— May Robson will play in her
first Garbo picture. She will play Countess

Vronsky, dowager mother of Fredric March.

WE ALWAYS
had

nights in one

week.

Del Rio court for the

Garbo's greatest fans in HollyMay Robson. Recently, when
they were casting "Anna Karenina," Garbo's
next picture, Mrs. Robson hied herself to
the "front office" at Metro and requested a

for

is

June 1935

humor, but now

when

last

few months,

aren't a lot of people
popping in, will stay for luncheon.
recent Sunday she had a tennis match with

and,

there

when he saw Jack walk
up and slap Mr. Arliss on his left shoulder
blade and say, "I like the Cardinals, too. I
bet on them last year."
ing away politely

— —
»#•

IRENE DUNNE

and her husband, Dr.
Frank Griffin, managed to leave Cuba
just one jump ahead of the revolution, and
in their scurry also managed to lose their
trunks, so when she arrived in New York
the first thing Irene had to do w'as to
buy a complete new wardrobe. Irene and
her doctor husband plan to spend their
holiday together in the quietest place they
know— the New York Adirondacks.

— —

A

John Gilbert and Dolores and Cedric Gibbons, followed by luncheon, after which she
went home, promising to return later for
cocktails. But instead she called Dolores on
the telephone.
"I am very sick from the Mexican food
you give me to eat," said Garbo. "I never
intend to come to your house again."
"What?" gasped Dolores. But Greta had
hung up.
Dolores hurriedly told John Gilbert what
had happened but John only grinned. "It's
only one of her favorite jokes," said John.
"That's her idea of kidding people."

Sure enough, in an hour Greta called
back and said, "I am only joking with you,

°<t>°

BILLIE BURKE

writing a play-about
the younger generation. And Isabel
Jewell has just sold a scenario, "The Public Stenographer," to Junior Laemmle, who
bought it for Margaret Sullavan.
.
is

JOAN MARSH,

who used to be the roly
poly ingenue of the Metro lot, has re-

duced and sun-tanned and now is a most
chic and stunning looking young woman.
And almost every place you see Joan now
you inevitably see the Marquis de la
Falaise.

—«§>.—

BELIEVE

it

or not, Janet Gaynor

Louella Parsons we snitched one
FROM
of the funniest stories we've heard
in

Oakie paid a visit to the
set one day when George Arliss, all done up in the red cap and robes
of Cardinal Richelieu, was doing the very
inspiring cathedral scene which ends the

Jack
"Richelieu"
•

started talking to Jenner,
Mr. Arliss's valet and the one person who
always plays a part in an Arliss picture,
all about Detroit and the Cardinals.
The

Jack

very English Jenner thought he was in the
presence of a crazy man, and was back-

the

you

in Hollywood, though
with a straight face that she

to be. The last victim
Fionda, Margaret Sullavan's "ex."

doesn't

There's nothing like Swedish humor.

is

vamp

biggest
she'll tell

Dolores."

picture.

of
ONE
wood

suspected that the Swedes

a queer sense of

we know it after hearing about the "joke"
Garbo played on Dolores Del Rio the other
day. Garbo has been playing tennis on the

years.

romance of Virginia Bruce and Dick
THE
Powell waxes warmer and warmer.

GOSSIPS

mean

is

Henry

— —
»<i>"

EDDIE LOWE,
mond

as

who

rivals Gene Rayman-about-town, has been tak-

ing Merle Oberon of the slanting eyes to
the night spots lately.

— —
MAYNARD'S hobby
KEN
carrying
to
and he

archeology,
the extent of
making his wife an archeology-widow.
When he finishes a picture, Ken dashes
into Mexico by plane and camps out in
the vicinity of the Mayan ruins until called
is

is

it

[Continued on page 58]
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Ed

Sullivan Says:

"CLAUDETTE

IS

NOT GOING TO
STOP THERE"
THE

SLIM, brown-eyed

girl standing
Sherry-NetherEven a Broadlands was an
way columnist, rendered critical by the
glorized beauties of the late Mister Zieg-

in

Suite

12-D

at the
eyeful.

feld, was arrested by this one's chic and
charm. A gray suit emphasized the Colbert
slimness, sheerest stockings limned the slender ankles, and an array of reddish-toned
bangs cascading down her forehead impu-

ioned," I said, for the mere suggestion of scorpions called to my

mind my old Irish grandpappy's
prescription for snake-bite. "But
there are no snakes in the room,"
said Miss Colbert, when I exabout my grandpappy.
"There were no snakes in Ireland,

plained

dently defied the restraint of a saucy
stream-lined hat. It was my first impression of Claudette Colbert, the No. 1 actress
of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts

"but if that alibi
was good enough for him, it's
Rather
good enough for me."
than offend his memory, she orOld-Fashioned
but
dered another
there was reluctance in her man-

and

ner.

Sciences.

We

each other, the way
a queen of the cinema bows to a Broadway columnist who, she suspects, will report
out of sheer devilment that the cinema
queen beats her mother, sticks pins in
Meadows, the butler, when he is serving
crepe suzette, and otherwise gives evidence
of sadistic tendencies that might well be
investigated by High-Collar Will Hays.
"Will you," asked Miss Colbert, watching me warily and curiously, "have an OldFashioned or something?" The ordering of
the Old-Fashioned served a variety of purposes.
The time element involved in the
phoning-for and delivery-of the drink permitted, (1), Miss Colbert to take off her
hat, (2), Sullivan to take off his overcoat,
(3), Miss Colbert to sit down, (4), Sullivan
I record these things in the
to sit down.
order of their occurrence to refute those

bowed

"You are a very strange

civilly to

who would have you believe
that I sat down before she sat down. This
Me and Emily
is
a malicious falsehood.
Post are like this and if you will inspect
my crossed fingers, you will see that the
bottom finger represents Miss Post sitting
clown, while the upper finger represents me
standing up.
The Old-Fashioned served
It brought a warm
still another purpose.
glow into the hotel room and enriched the
By
red corpuscles in the Sullivan blood.
the time nothing remained in the squat
glass but a frayed piece of orange, it seemed
quite right and proper to be addressing
her as Claudette.
Stirred to the depths of me by the Oldlispers of evil

Fashioned, and moved no little by her
beauty, I said: "Claudette, when you were
born in Fiance, it must have been April
in Paris and certainly the chestnuts were
in blossom. I can see it very clearly— French
gamins probably were gamboling in the
Rue de la Paix and the stool-pigeons—
mean 10 say, the pigeons were feeding un-"
der the Titone eaves of Notre Dame and
"I was born September 13th," she said.
"The sign of Leo?" I said. "The sign of
Scorpio," she said. "Another Old-Fash

20

either," I said,

report-

Miss Colbert marvelled. "You
haven't asked me whether I'm going to divorce Norman Foster, you
haven't whipped out a pad and a
pencil, you haven't asked me if
er,"

liked the skyline of New York
and you haven't asked me if I
think color photography is here
to stay.
If you hadn't ordered
two drinks, I would not believe
that you are a newspaper man at
all."
Her secretary, Jane, had
come into the room. "He hasn't
I

asked me if I'm going to get a divorce from Norman Foster, Jane,"
said Miss Colbert, "do you think
he's an honest-to-goodness newspaperman?" The tall, good-look"Well I
ing secretary nodded:
saw him in the corridor and he
was wearing a turned-down hat
like those newspapermen in
'Front Page.' " It seemed to convince Miss Colbert, for she said:
"Honestly, Edward, just what do

you want

to

know?" and

I

told

her.

"What am
screeir

I going to do on the
now?" repeated Miss Col-

bert.
"I'm going
on light comedy.
the place in the

to concentrate
I want to fill

movies that is
occupied by Ina Claire and Lynn
Fontanne on the stage. I never knew ex-

what

wanted

that

won

me

the

Award

this

year.

do until 'It Happened One Night' came along and then I
found out. It is light comedv, charming

"Not, you understand, that I take any
personal credit for that grand flicker. That
was purely and simply, a director's tri-

comedy— that's my

umph.

actly

plan

on

it,

I

without

story material.

to

future as best as

I

can

having the decisive say
If

I

make

six

pictures

a year, I'd like to do perhaps four comedies, perhaps one spectacular picture and
one serious picture. I don't want to tire
the fans with similarity of themes but my
future, I'm convinced, lies in comcd\ as
airy and gracious as the comedy motif of
"It Happened One Night," the picture

Frank Capra made that picture,
inserted bits of 'business' and gave it the
buoyancy that rendered it grand box-office.
all did just what he told us to do.
All
the credit belongs to him and I'm not trying to impress you with my modestv. I'm
telling you the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth so help me Para-

We

mount.
"Did

I

ever

do a picture with Frank

Silver Screen

Capra before?
"
ward

For the Love of Mike, Ed-

I interrupted her: "Claudette you should
not, even in excitement, forget your position as the No. i actress of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
For
the love of Mike what will your fans think
if
they hear you say: 'For the Love of
"

Mike?'

She waved

name

me

aside: "Silly, that was the
of a picture. 'For the Love of Mike'

was the FIRST picture
Frank Capra was the

what

for

I

want

to tell

I

you.

June 1935

ever

made and

director.
I

That's

was playing

Claudette Colbert discusses
her future with genial Ed
Sullivan, who is quite enthusiastic over the subject.

where he was to make his action rowing
shots.. I had on a light pink dress, vintage 1927 and very collegiate, and I stooil
on the clam river bank and waved my handkerchief at Ben Lyon, the hero, until I was
numb. Ford Sterling and George Sidney

on Broadway in 'The Barker' with Walter
Huston, and the Cosmopolitan studios in
New York signed me to do a picture between shows. It was a college rowing picture, a silent, and my first impression of
the movies was terrible. On a cold, chilly
morning Director Capra assembled us on

saved my life.
They sent out for coltee
every hour.
Capra even then was a fine

the frost-bitten batiks of the

Harlem River

He had just left Harry Langdon,
and before directing Langdon's pictures, he
was a darn good gag-man."
"But it is curious at that, isn't it, that
Frank Capra should have directed my first
picture in 1927 [Continued on page 70]
director.
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"The roses make the world so bright,
The bees, the birds have such a time,
There's such a light and such a heat
."
And such joy in June
.

.

HOLLYWOOD
dream
joy
June—
INbridal
over the palms and mock-oranges, the blue
there's

in

there's a

veil

like

a

Pacific,

the shimmering desert, the greenly golden hills— and the stars,
boys and girls and men and women, forget the studios for a space
of time, forget Fame and electric lights and the arena and speak
with memory-soft voices of weddings and first loves and anniversaries and unforgotten hours.
They open their Treasure Chests
again, now that June is here, and shake out their memories and
the emblems of their dreams. Faded flowers and bits of ribbon
rare jewels and many other tokens, some little and lovely,
some luxurious and lovely, which have marked the milestones of
.

.

.

Romance.
Maureen O'Sullivan laughs with tears in her Irish eyes over the
funny puppy named Roger which was Johnny Farrow's first love
token to her. There have been many others, lovelier and costlier,
but Johnny placed Roger in Maureen's eager arms in the days
when he first courted her
and Roger is there with Johnny in
Maureen's young heart.
Ginger Rogers' fingers the tiny heart of diamonds she wears
always on a ribbon round her throat. For Lew sent it to her from
New York before they were married, when he was East and she
was West and they first realized that neither time nor distance
must part them any more. Lew sent the tiny heart of diamonds
and said "Here is my heart"— and Ginger has vowed to wear it
.

next her

.

.

jewellers

Of

Hollywood

Lovers

own

heart for so long as they both shall live.
the symbols are simple and come from the heart.
Others are rare and rich. Some are poignant with memory and
others are giddy with laughter. Louise Fazenda tells me that on
the first rainy day of every season she receives a mammoth box
of— pop-corn.
Years ago there was a boy in Hollywood.
It
rained the day they met. They could do nothing but sit before
an open fire and pop corn. And from that time to this, the first
rainy day of the year the pop corn arrives for Louise. She said,
laughing: "I eat it with tears in my eyes."
Joan Bennett fingers a star sapphire set with diamonds and
says in that muted, tender voice of hers: "It really was in June,
you know, when Gene proposed to me.
were driving to a
preview together in his car. ^Ve were talking of commonplace
things, like studios and scripts. Suddenly he said 'How would you
like to be married to me?' I said 'I think it might be very nice.
Neither* of us mentioned the subject again.
A day or so later
Gene called to take me out again. When he came in he handed
me a little box, without a word. In the little box was this— this
He placed it on my finger— the finger, you
star sapphire ring.
know, and it has been there ever since, from that night to this
very day."
There must be some special sweet significance to the star
sapphire for Messers. Trabert and Hoeffer, those commercial

Some

of

Oljects

We

And

The

Florists

Help

The

To Win The
Of Their

Affection,

MaureenO'Sullivan received
a dog for a
gift of love.

aides dc camp to
called Jewellers, tell me that

Cupid

Franchot

Tone

sent Joan a whole
set of the lovely
starry gems last

Christmas time—
ring, a bracelet set

with

diamonds,

earrings and two
the punctilious care with which

and they still remember
Powell selected his first anniversary gift to Carole Lombard,
a star sapphire ring, diamond surrounded.
The Perfumers work lor Cupid, too, for on every wedding
anniversary none other than Wally Beery is scouring the realm
of flower essences for a new one for his Rita.
The most magnificent collection of perfumes in all perfume-conscious filmdom
belongs to Rita Beery— and she has Wally to thank for them all.
Norma Shearer said to me the other day: "I dislike jewellery,
clips

.

.

.

Bill

Lupe Velez counts her bracelets
and knows how much she is loved.
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Pretty Joan Bennett
treasures a star sapphire that was given
to her by her Gene.

OF f

OVE
The

cabo-

chon emerald
that Marlene
Dietrich wears
is

est

one of the larg-

—and

it

means

a lot, too.

token of love or senIt seems so hard.
The only piece I really care
about is the pear-shaped diamond Irving gave me for an
engagement ring.
I
never take
that off.
But on our wedding
anniversaries Irving always gives me
something I especially want.
He remembers
wishes
I
have
expressed
through the year and gratifies the biggest
,one of all on our anniversaries. For instance,
year before last he gave me a Rolls Royce town
car.
Last anniversary he gave me a beautiful fitted
travelling case and all the fittings were of platinum!
Lovely, extravagant, heart's-desire things to fit the heart 'sdesire day it is.
"I always keep everything Irving has ever given me, from
the biggest gift to the tiniest trifle. I keep all of the cards he
has sent me with flowers, the ribbons on the corsages, the little
nonsense-things he sends or brings me to mark some significant
day or event in our lives together. I have them all, every least
one of them."
This reminds me of an evening I spent with Mary Pickford
at Pickfair some months ago, almost on the eve of her separation
from Douglas. We were sitting together in Mary's dressing room
and Mary showed me the cards Douglas had sent her with his
flowers all through their years together.
She read me some of
the messages written in that dashing emphatic hand.
One
card said "These are for you— Cute and Funny!" and another
"To the Duchess" and others with more tender, more personal
messages.
And I remember the look in Mary's eyes when she
as a

timent.

carefully replacing the cards in their special place "Only
a very charming man, only a very nice man could write such things
as these, don't you think so?"
Jewels and flowers are not, however, the only symbols with
which Cupid speaks. On the first anniversary of Richard Dix
and Mrs. Richard the Second, Rich fulfilled her heart's desire.
They are living in Richard's hidden ranch. Mrs. Richard, it
appears, had set her heart on changing the furniture, the drapes,
the ornaments in the living room.
On the morning of their
first anniversary enormous packing cases greeted her eyes when
Richard and the men ripped
she came down for breakfast.
them open. And there, all ready for installation, were the
pieces of furniture, the drapes, the pictures and vases and odds
and ends she had wanted, down to the ultimate details. All
said,

for

June 1935

that

had

to be

done was

to

remove the old and

install

the new.

Which was done forthwith. And there isn't a woman in the
world who, when regarding some of the ancient household gods
with a jaundiced eye, won't know what a thrill that must have
been!

There is the always-mysterious love token sent to the mysterious Garbo— mysteriously. For, at the first hour of the first day
of every new Garbo picture, just as the first "take" is ready to
be made, there arrives for Greta a dozen magnificent white
orchids!
From her first picture to her last these orchids have
never failed!
No card is attached. There is no clue to the
anonymous sender. No one knows how he knows at what hour
of what day a new Garbo picture starts.
Is it someone within
the studio gates who is thus expressing a love he dare not put
into words? Or is it love finding a way by hat divine prescience
which has no need of codes or clocks or calendars?
l

White orchids
star sapphires
they speak, it seems,
.
.
for Cedric Gibbons, on the night of
the language of love
his first date with the beautiful Dolores Del Rio, brought her
a single, superb white orchid. And on every anniversary of that
first
night, Cedric still
brings to [Continued on page 81]
.

.

.

.
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THROUGH

Joan Crawford's

Clothes
Closet
Her Off Screen Wardrobe
Shown By Joan Herself To

Muriel Babcock
TAKE
you've

you haven't seen anything until
wardrobe of a movie star.
Did I say A Movie Star? I meant to say the private wardrobe of Joan Crawford. Now, going through any woman's clothes
closet is apt to be fun, in its way, but going through Joan Crawford's is The Tops. That is, if you like pretty clothes and I sho'
do, honey, especially those little numbers which I saw hanging
up on Miss Crawford's hooks. 'Um. They were clothes— lovely,
Well, I saw em all.
luscious, the kind most of us dream about.
I was perched on the squishy white,
It happened this way.
very comfortable couch in Joan's dressing room. Joan was sitting
on the chair in front of the mirror looking utterly ravishing in a
navy blue suit, single breasted, with huge, extra huge lapels. She
wears it in "No More Ladies." Finally, I broke out with, "MissyCrawford, are you going to do anything about that suit in a big
way, or are you going to bequeath it to the M.G.M. storeroom
moths when the pitcher is over?''
"This particular suit
"Well, yes and no," answered Joan.
belongs to the studio. Adrian designed it, it can't
be purchased, but I like it so much I'm going to
have it copied for my own wardrobe. And so you
like

it,

it

from

this

scribe,

gazed upon the private

really?"

did, indeed. And so did Direcstuck his head around the
corner of the door about that moment with "I've
Very
So-o sorry.
got bad news for you, Joan.
I

tor

assured her

Ned

I

Griffith,

who

bad news."
Joan looked alarmed.
to work tonight?

She wasn't going to have

Director Griffith put on his most menacing
look and then, "You're excused for the rest of the
day. Go home and look at your spring clothes!"
With that, he disappeared.
That's how it all started. Somehow, I found
myself riding home with Joan on her unexpected
afternoon off. And we actually did look at her

We

spring clothes.
the clothes closets.

went right through
did a Babcock

And

have fun!
first place, let me tell you that
Belle Crawford has not only one but
four closets opening off the large white
mirrored dressing room of her Westwood
One contains studio wardrobe,
home.
another street things, number three holds
all the evening frocks and number four,
her pajamas and negligees. Then there
are shoe cabinets, drawers in which she
keeps her bags, gloves, scarfs, handker-

In the

la

and other accessories. Up above
the compartments where hang her frocks
—and all hung up by Joan's own
loving hands for she is One Star
Who Keeps No Personal Maid— (I
know you're startled, but I assure
Thi
blue suit is
worn by Joan in
you this, is true!)— are her hats.
These are sorted and put away acher new picture,
cording lo color and then In
"No More Ladies,"
shade. For example, you find all
and she is having
copied for her
it
the blue hats together and the
[Continued on page 65]
light
personal use.
chiefs
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In Holly WOOl
/

Where The
Stars

Meet

Their Friends.

By "L iza

yy

a duck takes to water, like Garbo
LIKEtakes
to secrecy, like Harpo takes to

The beautiful Garden Room of the
Here romance stirs
Victor Hugo.
to life and love grows warm.

^ a blonde, that's how I take to night
As soon as those shades of night that
the poets mouth about have fallen, I throw
life!

off

my languor with a gusto that surprises
me and start stomping about in quest

even

of a jigger of joie de vivre. I fancy myself
a sort of a Joy Girl with vine leaves in my
hah and lilting like a radiator cap, all set
to trip the light fantastic in Hollywood's

gay spots, and on occasions

I

The

classic exterior of

the

Victor Hugo
Beverly Hills.

in

have been

known

to trip three partners, Jean Harlow,
a Bennett, and a zither player all during
the same dance. Oh, I'm terrific in a tango.
Well, anyway, to continue this series on
night life among the thespians, which I
started three months ago before I became
a bitter cynic over the income tax and
Snooksie Shot's complete disinterest
in
winning a race, well, anyway, the show must
go on and so must this series, so tonight
Li'l Missy will take you to three of Hollywood's best jernts. Those shades of night
have fallen at last, thank goodness, so I'll
just draw my tippet about me to ward off
that breeze from out of the sea that chilled
and killed my Annabelle Lee (migosh, I'm up to
my eyebrows in
the poets tonight),
step on the gas,
and off we go to
dine at the Victor

Hugo.

Hugo with Helen Ferguson, Mrs. John
Mary Brian, "Big Boy" Williams,
Harold Lloyd and John Mack Brown in merry mood.

Gaiety at the Victor

Mack Brown, Harold
Mrs.

synonymous with

With the openin Beverly
recently of
the Victor Hugo,
Hollywood, in the
broad sense of the
word, now possesses one of the

ing

Hills

and most exclusive restaurants
finest

rare
rare
food,
wines, and delicious menus.

When

was

it

way downtown

in

Los Angeles, the
restaurant catered
to
the "carriage
trade" of the red
era,
and
plush

the country.
beneath ils eleThe King's Club, a popular oasis.
Through nearly
chandeliers
gant
twenty years of
many a platinum
traditionally splendid service to a discrimimounted lorgnette peered at the escargots,
nate patronage, the Victor Hugo has made
many an ocuf benedict dripped surreptiits
name famous all over the world as
tiously on a costly bosom, and it was all
in

for

June 1935

Lloyd,

quite, quite regal and rather dismal. Then,
sink me, as the Scarlet Pimpernel says, if

the Victor Hugo, like its own
Street dowagers, didn't decide to lift

suddenly

Adams

face, pluck its eyebrows, and move uptown.
Furthermore, a cocktail hour was instituted and also supper dancing every night
in the Garden Room, with Lawrence King's
orchestra— and the younger set and the
its

movie crowd piled in, and the dowagers
and the traditions didn't mind at all, in
fact they did everything but rush around
with autograph albums the fust night
Dolores Del Rio came to dine and dance.
So the Victor Hugo, in a dignified way of
course,

"went

[Conlinued

on

[uigc
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iwo
ECAME
The Fates

Irresistibly

Draw

Two Who Are
Destined To Love.

Together
Bing Crosby and
the family, Gary
Evan Crosby and
the twins, Dennis

Michael and
Phillip Lang.

ON MAY
and

2,

Mrs.

Mr.
Harry L.

1904,

Crosby of Tacoma, Washington, rejoiced at the advent of a
baby boy. Perhaps they sighed gently,

Harry Lillis Crosby was their fifth
and Mr. Crosby's salary as an accountant

too, for

child

must be spread a little thinner each year as his
brood grew taller. Shortly after this blessed event,
however, the opportunity to better his financial affairs
arose and the family moved to Spokane.
Small Harry must have been a roistering and noisy child.
He developed early a passion for galloping about the lawn
and up and down the sidewalks astride a broomstick, shouting,
"Bing! Bing! Bing!" to his spirited steed until the harassed neighbors began to call him, "that little Bing boy." The name stuck.
At about the time when Bing was acquiring his permanent nickname a blonde baby girl was cooing in a crib in Harriman, TenThis was in 1911. Her father
nessee, two thousand miles away.
was a building contractor and there were no sighs at the advent
of this mite because the Lee family had no other children and had
wanted her very much, indeed. As the colored cook put it, that
family really needed a baby!
When Dixie was three her parents noted proudly that she could
hum, with astonishing accuracy, any tune which she had heard
once. When she was four she lifted the hem of her brief skirt
and kicked her little heels in a gay infant version of a dance every
time she heard music.
And while the tot in Harriman, Tennessee, was displaying these
tendencies, the gawky young Bing, in Spokane, was donning his
first grease paint for an appearance in a grade school version of
.

.

.

for goodness' sake!

.

.

.

"Julius Caesar!"

those enigmatic sisters who spin the
Meanwhile the Fates
thread of destiny, weave the pattern of life and snip the fabric
according to their own whims ... sat placidly at their work. For
what do the Sisters care about miles, about mountain ranges which
divide their selected ones, about time or tide or railway fares? They
weave their bright or somber patterns without regard for geography!
They had spun a thread oil one end of which was the
dancing tot in Tennessee ... at the other the gawky Caesar in
.

.

.

Spokane.

Young Bing used to hum, too. He used to do it until he drove
He said that he liked to sing in
his brothers and sisters frantic.
Fie liked it, in fact, better than anyhis own, curious fashion.
thing else in the world. He had an innate sense of rhythm and
while Dixie was tapping out the throb of music with her small
feet, Bing was developing an overwhelming desire to play the
traps.
He sold peanuts at the ball park, picked apples on neighboring
ranches and when he entered the preparatory school at Gonzaga
University, he made a down payment on a set of drums. Those
excellent investment.
A schoolmate named Al
Rinker played the piano and the lads organized an orchestra which
paid
their
played for school parties. They
way through school

drums Were an

with their earnings.
Bing was studying law, rather half-heartedlv, until a
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theatc

own

-

cr in Spo-

kane

booked

the orchestra for a
short engagement, and
he had the opportunity to sing
and play his traps behind the footlights.

That one glimpse

of a theater, back-

one taste of applause, ended his law studies.
Bing and Al packed the drums and set out for Los Angeles.

stage, that

They

money

before they arrived and traded the valuable
drums for enough gasolene to finish their journey.
Here the thread between these two lives began to tighten. Dixie
Lee's family moved to Chicago just as Bing was entering Los Angeles.
Snatched from the sleepy respectability of the little Southern town into the bustle of the Windy City, Dixie gazed about her
widened horizon with wondering eyes. Her first, adolescent, ambitious gesture was to enter a song contest at the Hotel Sherman.
This Avon her her first job— just as Bing was obtaining his first Los
Angeles engagement at Mike Lyman's Tent Cafe.
One fateful evening Paul Whiteman dropped into a theater
where Bing and Al were doing a turn
and he hied himself
backstage to invite the boys to join his famous band.
Dixie was engaged to join the roadshow of "Good News" at
Pittsburgh, her first real stage engagement. The two were farther
apart than ever so far as geography was concerned. But the Sisters Fate knew what they were about.
Bing visited every large city in the country with Whiteman and
Dixie found herself, somewhat to her astonishment, singing "Southern Blues" on Broadway. By the time Bing reached New York,
Winfield Sheehan had seen her and had signed her to come to
Hollywood to sing in the "Fo.x Movietone Follies!" They just
missed each other that time. And there was the entire continent
between them.
The Fates. I think, had decided that each of them had a great
deal to learn about life and about singing before they would be

ran out of

.

.

.

read) to encounter one another and embark upon their real careers!
Harry Barris joined the Whiteman band and he and Bing and
Al became the "Rhythm Boys." But even when they returned to
California with Paul to make "The King of Jazz," Bing and Dixie
did not meet

Silver Screen

stories

That

One!
By Helen
Louise

Walker

Pretty

mother,

Dixie

Lee,

happy

as

as

is

she
beautiful.

is

be seen with "that crooner."
Dixie did not cease to be seen
with him
and the studio failed
to take up her option.
Bing and Dixie were married. The
Fates smiled again.
Bing had rejected several radio offers from
.

the East.

Dix

•

*
*^«*

ished

-

bright
hopes of her
Fox contract were
ie's

beginning to dull. She
played a few small roles and
sang a ditty or two but nothing much

came of it.
By the time that Whiteman, after months of ado, had fin"The King of Jazz," Bing had turned playboy in a big way.

his two pals asked to be released from their contracts with
band so that they might remain in California. They went to
work at Los Angeles' famous Cocoanut Grove and things began
to happen right away.
Bing was on the crest. For the first time in his haphazard career he was in a position to be asked to sing. "Always before," he
says, "I had been a footlight entertainer and the people out front
had had to listen to me whether they wanted to or not. At the
Grove they could ask for me. One of the greatest thrills of my
life was the realization that they were doing it more and more often."
He had, never-the-less, his moments of discouragement. On
these occasions he would ask advice from friends and it appeared
that there were numbers of people who were not only willing, but
anxious, to undertake to manage his career for a share of his earnings. He signed these contracts light-heartedly and broke them later
with the same innocent aplomb... until the day of reckoning arrived.
Here the Fates brought the two ends of their fine-spun thread

He and

the

together.
Bing, flushed with success

and acclaim, besought by numerous faglimpsed at the Grove one evening the
prettiest girl he had ever seen. He contrived to be introduced and
asked her if he might sing a number especially for her. She acquiesced and Bing lilted, "I Surrender, Dear!" as he had never sung

mous and glamorous

ladies,

before.
Fates smiled and contemplated their first part of their
carefully wrought pattern with satisfaction.
Later Bing was heard to croon, " Just One More Chance?" with
pleading intonations
and patrons of the Grove gathered that
it

The

.

.

.

Los Angeles' and Hollywood's night,
club public followed the progress of that romance with avid interest.
The Powers at Fox advised Dixie that she had best cease to

he and Dixie had quarreled.

for
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He wanted

.

.

to stay in California

where

he was a big shot. Where he had met and wooed
and married Dixie. News began to drift in about
the success of his erstwhile pal, Russ Columbo, on naBing, nudged a little bit by his bride,
tional hook-ups.
decided that he had been pretty silly to neglect those opportunities. He wired his acceptance of one of the offers.
His records sold
Bing's success on the radio was phenomenal.
Paramount paged him to return
like the proverbial hot cakes.
"The Big Broadcast." No one
to the Coast to make a picture
knew whether or not he would be a success as an actor. The contract was tentative, dependent upon the success of that first picture
venture. He proved to everyone's satisfaction that he was a success as an actor.
But this was not the end. Not at all!
Bing and Dixie moved into that now-famous Tolucca Lake home.
Their son was born and subsequently the twin boys, whose advent
swelled the Crosby breast to bursting with pride in them.
If the studio Powers had been doubtful about whether Bing
could act
they were also dubious about whether his petite
wife could sing!
They offered her a role in an unimportant picture, "Love in Bloom," and Dixie, in the language of the old
Broadway, "Wowed 'em." She wowed them to such good purpose that she was signed for a Fox' special, "Redheads on Parade."
The studio which dropped her contract five years ago because of
"that crooner" is now paying her something like eight times the
weekly salary which she was receiving then!
The Fates smile. These two are so much alike. Neither of them,
for instance, has ever learned to read a note of music.
They are
both natural singers, both have an inborn sense of rhythm. Neither
knows the slightest thing about business. Both are (and this is an
anomally in the show business) rather shy. They dislike making
public appearances. They are extremely informal in their man.

.

.

.

.

.

ner of living.

They do not sing merrily about the house. Neither likes the
her to hear him or her tw ittering a ditty. Neither has ever visited
the other on a set or in a broadcasting or recording chamber.
They are exceedingly independent and correspondingly tolerant.
If one wishes to see a motion picture and the other does not
Fortunately
each does as he pleases and no questions asked.
their tastes in people and in amusements are similar.
They live simply and quietly. Now that they are both working
in pictures, their lives move smoothly along parallel lines. Work
at the studio in the day time
home to frolic briefly with (he
three youngsters
perhaps an evening of listening to other
singers on the radio!
Those were two long paths leading from Harriman, Tennessee
and from Spokane, Washington, to Tolucca Lake. But the Fates
had spun their thread and tied it fast between these two.
oi

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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a

have an innate speculative
Otherwise, they would not
be gambling with movie lame. That
Mind hope in a miraculous destiny exstars

instinct.

presses itself in their careers and in their
zeal for games of chance.
They pilot airplanes, play fast and furious polo. They bring their votive offerings
They follow the
to the roulette wheel.

Gamblers

races.

In nervous tension, they will bet on anything—whether Garbo is going home, even
really separate.
if Lupe and Johnny will
From pinochle to pingpong, from the ring
roulette— including backgammon and
to
bagatelle— zest is added to every game by a
financial risk.

The

thrills

Hazard

suits the

each hit

is

compensate for the cost.
mood of Hollywood, where

an accident and every role offers
As Marian Nixon once re-

potentialities.

marked, "One's

spirit

is

constantly standing

at attention."

Like a race-course, Hollywood

is

never

and stupid. Continually, there is a
"meet" on, with high-spirited contenders
stamping the dust, racing neck and neck
Each awaits the drafor better contracts.
dull

matic spurt.
Exaggerations prevail in Dramawood.
Life is not the slow and subtle march of
gradual evolutions that it is elsewhere. In
one day it runs the scale from the crowned
heights to- the obscure abysses.
So many things affect the cast of the dice
—a role that antagonizes a formerly eulogistic public, a breath of scandal, a feud,
sudden illness caused by straining nature at
too swift a pace and lack of reserve vitality.
Option-time stalks the future with its fearful question-marks: How shall I run in the
next lap? Will I be left at the post or win
the race?

Wally Beery is the only actor who rebe perturbed by the seesaw of suc-

fuses to

He says, "I've had over twenty years
Every five years 1 get 'discovof pictures.
ered' all over again, hit the heights, then
slump. It's just temporary, either way."
But his co-freres have not achieved his
cess.

balanced, calm outlook. Every one is always in a frenzy of hysteria about something—a role or a romance, a quarrel or a
wager.
Sportsmen take their fun in sweeping
gestures, betting recklessly on all games.
There are horse-races and auto competitions, dog-races and bicycle pedal-prances.
Roulette fascinates and bridge stakes merit

The excitement

winning statuettes
and owning a race

respect.

horse is the breath
of life to Clark
Gable.

Particularly keyed to the thespic tensity
the spirit of a horse-race. In one day at
Santa Anita the stars placed bets totaling
is

$335,000.
Since playing the ponies took a huge sum
from George Raft one afternoon, he has
been more conservative. However, there's
lucky Frances Drake, who gathered in several

bonanza

bets.

No, I don't know for whom Connie
named Rattlebrains. Maybe for Hollywood.
Which leads us to that flirtatious in-

Few actors know the "points" of a horse.
They back hunches. Pat O'Malley thought

genue, Beverly Hills.

Terry O'Malley's name a good omen, and
put down the works. The O'Malley came

What-price-loyalty? Now that the stars are
entering their own horses, studio employes
grumble that they feel it a tacit duty to
patronize their own players' ponies as well

in

first.

On

the other hand, Gilbert Roland lost
on Connie Bennett's two-year-old,
Rattlebrains, before it eventually ran seca

lot

And

months Bing Crosby backed
a nag named for him, though it never got
into the money.

ond.

for

Several actors placed solemn faith in a
steeplechase contender, Azucar, merely because the word is Spanish for "sugar." A
frivolous young thing refused to bet on the
likely
Sabula, explaining with a sniff,
"That's Polish for onions!" Others wagered
on Twenty Grand, considering his name
Some said they backed Cavalprophetic.
cade, just because the picture of that title

was

successful.
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of

making pictures,

in

his

filly

is

Clark Gable's faith
supreme, though costly.

as their pictures!
Beverly Hills can't seem to
on her job. She hesitates,

keep her mind

apparently to
"Picking flowers!" her
backers murmur, in disgust. "Belongs on

admire the view.

Occasionally she trails
Once
it
is all about.
she actually finished only a furlong behind
Clark was
the others.
the bridle-path!"

along to see what

jubilant.
His fans like Beverly,

anyhow. A sweet flapper rushed into the paddock, threw her arms
around her and gurgled,

Every

owns.
Tweet-tweet?
Beverly isn't the only also-ran.
Raoul
Walsh's Press On hugged the starting gate
at Santa Anita, proving there's nothing in
a name. Connie's R-attlebrains seldom worries other contenders.
But she looks so
chic in her owner's colors, grey with American beauty trimmings.
In Bing Crosby's string there are four
"sure winners," he says. His pet hopeful
is

named for a certain glamorous
Raoul Walsh has had varying luck.

Westie,

gal.

His Greyola won him a S29.000 purse, but
died, and another broke its leg.
Al Jolson's Concord and Kildare alter-

Day Hollywood Takes

A

Be Gamblers, And Finally

Chance
It

0

Gets Im

Silver Screen

By

LL

Myrtle Gebhart

Al Jolson

is a horse owner and
a
great race fan.

Joe Morrison followed her system
emerged with S1800 profit. Eleven
roulette bets added Si6,ooo to director
Raoul Walsh's wallet, and an hour at the
dice tables $2000.
Jimmy Durante, Bebe
Daniels and Bill Powell have been repaid
by the dizzy little ball.
Anna Sten once parked $800 for an evening's fun, however, and Pola Negri left a
$700 tip to the muses of the whirling
wheel.
Harold Lloyd seldom plays; but
ning.

and

when he does he
The Santa Anita Track, which has given
Hollywood a new set of thrills.

chance a S60 stake.
quits.

Clara

Bow

fan,

you'll

roulette
nately repay

named

Once he
favorite— and

and disappoint him.

Warren William is intent, Ricardo Cortez
nonchalant, Stuart Erwin glum. Al Jolson
grins, Jimmy Durante scowls. Arline Judge
figures on her pad busily. Wynne Gibson's
clenched fists pound the air, as she cries,
"Ride him, boy!" The race is reflected on
the chameleon faces of the movie players.
Yet hard-boiled touts and seamy-faced
toughs, who play more methodically and
coldly, rake in the winnings while the
temporary darlings of film fortune become

backed another entry, the
Concord, maybe just to rebuke his disDid Al look foolish?
loyalty, won.
On the day of the big handicap the
boxes at the Santa Anita handicap are
filled with cinema celebs, the grandstand
Crowds mill around
is packed with people.

the betting booths, gay colors dot the clubhouse terrace, and countless railbirds call
advice as the jockeys mount their nags.
The air becomes tense as the high-spirited
horses strain and paw at the barrier.
"They're off!" the cry soars. "Oh, they're
There they go,
bunched at the turn!
into the stretch!
My baby's a nose ahead!"
Shouts and squeals record reactions, as
glasses are trained on the track.
Charlie
Chaplin looks melancholy, Paulette Godda id excited.
Joan Bennett surveys the
field through her lorgnette.
"How'rya?"
Jack Oakie greets all and sundry. Joe E.
Brown's mouth is agape, the Marxes are
noisy.
Ruby Keeler bets on a winner
.

casing

Tke

.

Public.

sluggard

Players

at

for

They Are Gamblers
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All.

The mad Marxes wager on everything.
From Chico's "Let's flippancy who pays the

$50,000 a year
pet indulgence.

bling spirit prevails. The stars open shops,
buy oil wells and gold mines and factories,

either.

Intimates

for

of

his

Jean Harlow took
heir Blood.

used to be a famous movie star.
Ed Lowe, Bing Crosby, Leila Hyams and
Tom Mix are other patrons of Agua's
gaming rooms. Tom's appearance in nearby Tia Juana means a shower of nickels
for the Mexican kidlets.

"Uncle Carl" Laemmle
claim that he sets aside

poker,

Have To

When

lunch check!" to Zeppo's bridge spoils, life
a gamble. This Big Bridge Boy cleaned
up $90,000 during one season. Groucho beguiled almost as much into his pockets during conferences over the galloping ivories.
Challenged, the versatile Zeppo switched to
dear, old Casino— and took everything from
his opponent except the latter's profile and
charge account.
Buster Keaton is another bridge baron.
His addiction is supposed to profit him
over $10,000 a year. Others also play serious and skilful bridge. Their casual bets
would keep me in this-and-that for quite
Russian bank has its fans, too.
a while.
The weekly bouts of brawn at the Legion
Stadium attract a cinemese ringside who
cheer the fighters whom they have backed.
heir financial investments the gamIn

broken reeds.
Harry Green, who kibitzed the early
talkies, is reputed to have misplaced close
to $100,000 at Agua Calicnte, of which the
bones rolled away $27,000 in one evening.
His career also waned dramatically.
Joseph M. Schenck is a sort of civic papa
to the Agua concession, as chairman oi the
board of directors. This czar of the casino
favors "chemin de fer," starting only with
a bank of $10,000.
The producer is no

.

The

Jolson.

the goddess of
that is gone, he
used to be "an avid
remember.
She also

allows

away

from the
roulette table one eve-

$3500

is

1

and soon

their capital fades away.
lose. Just like film fame,

Some win— some
it's

all

a

gamble.
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HAVE

never gone in
for hero worship on
a big scale. I am an
average sort of person

I

and prefer steak and potatoes rather than crepe
suzettes as a steady diet.
I
will admit there
tremendous thrill in

is

a

K'

see-

ing Clark Gable, Fredric

March, Ronald Colman,
or Leslie Howard in a
clinch with any of the
lovely ladies of screenland but, gosh, I forget

about them when I
watch Roland Young,
Stu Erwin, ZaSu Pitts,
Louise Fazenda, Frank
all

Screen Players

McHugh, Edna May
Oliver, Lewis Stone,
Adolphe Menjou. Billie Burke, or Frank
Morgan.

By

Gwm

Julia

Morgan is a particular favorite of
mine. It is a hundred to one shot he'll
run away with the
honors in any picture in
which he is cast. He
has been doing this for
vears. Even back in the
days when he was cavorting on- the Xew York
stage he was feared by
the stars he so ably supported, though most of
them had the good sense

McHugh has
the darndest laugh
rouses every
it
audience to laugh
right back at him.
Frank

—

to realize they could not

do without him.
I recall one play, "The
Firebrand," in which he
was such a wow that
the temperamental star
closed the show for a
week rather than let an
understudy play his part
during an illness.
He
knew too well that, with

Morgan on the stage, he
would never be missed
and he dare not put it
the

to

test.

Strangely

enough, when this play
was made into "The Afof

fairs

Cellini,"

Mor-

gan, in his old part,
duplicated his Broadway
success

by walking away

with the
Morgan's

picture

also.
8-

name on an

a guarantee that
one performance
worth the price
you pay for admission.
sheet

is

at least
will be

He

is so valuable, in fact,
that most theatre managers bill him equally

have seen his name on
star's was omitted

my good luck and seeing blue skies in spite
of the rain which had assumed the proportions of a torrential downpour.

Morgan doesn't care much who gets the
.
glory so long as he turns in a good job

I asked Hugh how he felt about playing
"second string" to people like James Cagney, for example.
He grinned.
"Funny you should have picked Jimmy,"
he said. "He worked for me once and now.
in a manner of speaking, I'm working for
him. Jimmy played in a vaudeville act I
wrote and produced, called 'That's My
Boy.' I believe it was one of his first vaudeville engagements.
Yes, he was good.
I
liked him then and I like him now. As to
how I feel about playing 'second string' to
Jimmy. I think I helped him when he
worked for me and I feel I am helping him
now with my support. I think Jimmy feels
the same way. We've just finished making

with the star and
the

I

marquee when the

entirely.

.

.

To hell with a
a job which satisfies him.
success which is based on the transient emoFrank Morgan
tions of a fickle public.
expects to be here in a big way when many
of the stellar names of today are listed with
.

.

.

man.
With my mind skipping along

the forgotten

in

this

vein you can perhaps understand my elation
in finding that ace comedian and picture
stealer, Hugh Herbert, in New York at a
time when I had a story to do on the
clique he so ably represents, and needed

some

first

hand information to verify a
Just when I was

of private opinions.
ginning to think I

was

lot

bethe step-child of

the universe I got a break like this. I hied
me up to the Warwick Hotel for a twelve
o'clock luncheon appointment elated over

30

'Midsummer

Night's Dream' and

we

all

had

a lot of fun.
Jimmy surprised us in
role of 'Bottom' and he loved it."

the

Then we talked about Adolphe Menjou

ZaSu

Pitts

vorite

with imitadirectors and

tors,

is

a fa-

fan editors.

Silver Screen

/

Has

Every Skip
Is

Figurehead,

Not What Makes

It

Go.

Has

A

Star

Picture

whose

A

classification, incidentally,

Many would

becomes a

him

a star.
Certainly he has a following the equal of
any, excepting perhaps the Harlows and
Gables. Menjou has been up and down the
ladder of film favor many times but he is
too sterling an actor, too much of an asset
to any picture to remain in obscurity long.
He gives us the realism we ordinary folk
recognize and for that we like him
always.
bit difficult.

call

.

.

1

But That

And

—

"18 K"

Every

adopted, supply her with more milk than
she needs she gets in her car and personally
delivers the extra supply to the needy ones
Is it any wonder she is
living near her.
able to get a quality of kindness in net-

work?
ZaSu

more

has a tremendous following and
imitators than anyone I can think of

.

"18K"

"Menjou," Herbert informed me, "is one
the highest paid actors in Hollywood.
He is a free lance and when a director
sends for him it is because he really needs
him. Hence Menjou can afford to stand by
his guns as far as salary is concerned.
He
could afford to be 'snooty' on the set for
the same reason. But he isn't. He has the
grandest sense of humor and he can take
more ribbing than anyone I ever saw. Don't
you think his work shows this quality?
When we were making 'Convention City,'
Archie Mayo, the director, poured it into
him on every occasion. It was touch and
go between them every minute. I don't
of

When

they come to count up the reasons for the success of David Copperfield they may find Edna May Oliver
heads the list for her wonderful
Aunt Betsy.

18K"

•

by the inimitable laugh-getting personality

which she possesses.
There are so many fine, steady troupers,
the backbone of this ever changing proit is a difficult thing to select
There is Sarah
few to mention here.
Haden, whose contribution to films might
well bear the illuminating mark of "18K";

fession, that
a

Grant Mitchell, who in his smug lightness
is annoyingly necessary; Una Merkel, with
the external qualities for stellar honors,
taking it on the chin in picture after piclure to back up a spotlighted personality.
There is Glenda Farrell, Ned Sparks, Stuart
Erwin, Alice Brady. ... I could go on
until some time next week.
Frank McHugh is a shining example of
the powers behind the throne. I checked
up on his record and found it an enviable
quality,
one as far as quantity goes
well some of the conversations I've over-

all

The blundering embarrassment of
Frank Morgan in "Naughty Marietta"
and "Cellini" is only one of his many
screen moods.

in pictures.
She is so
at all times she sticks in

even the story is forgotten. Over a
period of several years ZaSu Pitts has a
larger number of screen parts to her credit
than any woman in pictures. The solution
perhaps lies in the fact that people like the
Pitts and the Herberts, who do not depend
upon the classic outline of a profile, the
slumberous lure of half veiled eyes, the
tantalizing promise of laughing lips or of
vouth, for which there can never be any
substitute, get right into the hearts of the
public by their absolute sincerity and simplicity.
Their humor is tinged with a human kind of pathos which gets under your
skin and does things to your Adam's apple.
Rough and kindly and wise, human and so,
so real, they have the quality of greatness
lor which we love and remember them.
Take Edna May Oliver and compare her
Hollywood record with that of any star you
know. Directors have come to rely on her
to bolster up a story which is oftentimes
too weak to get across even with the names
of the biggest stars in Hollywood.
Give
Edna May Oliver a little rope and she'll
take the worst story in the world right out
of the ash can and make it a boxoffice asset

after

When
part

know

—

any
a part needs putting over
is drafted.

—Adolphe Menjou

anyone who doesn't

like

to

work

with Adolphe Menjou."
Menjou is a worthy addition to any cast.
He always does the right thing. However
large or small we remember his as the one
perfect part in the mould.
The same can be said of ZaSu Pitts. I'd
like to wager she has never done a bad job
She is too absorbingly conin her life.
She is
scientious in everything she does.
When the cows she
like that in real life.
bought so that she might have fresh milk
for her two children, one of which is

for
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downright natural
your memory long

.

.

.

heard in theatres when McHugh came on
the screen have made me realize that I
would give my next year's salary check if
McI could have his army of admirers.

Hugh

has on^ sure-fire means of getting a
his laugh.
When all else fails,
which isn't often, he turns on the battery
of his smile, and the contagious noise we
associate with him, and he has all of us in
the aisles.
As for Herbert, I found him a cultured,
interesting, easy-to-know, comradely sort of
He isn't ihe pathetically helpindividual.
person he so often portrays on the
less
screen, for he does a number of things
amazingly well in a quiet, well ordered

laugh

.

.

.

manner.
Conversation moved so briskly at times I
to drag it back to the object of my
I
bad been wondervisil again and again.
ing among oilier things about pictures that
start out to be one thing and end being

had

something entirely different, due to some
character developing
An
unexpectedly.
audience usually gets a great kick out of
seeing a

player, star or otherwise, steal

[Continued on page 63
3
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a

NEW

Vhe

GORGEOUS

Screen
Miriam Hopkins ~New
Picture, "Becky
Is

of Miriam, in color,
double your
will
delight.

Dee, where I learn for the
time that her sweetheart is dead. The scene

made

is

through

more

effective
the use of color,
as soon as I see

far

because
her mourning garb, it is
a visible symbol of tragedy
to me
ence."

A

RE

YOU

color-con-

you

aren't,

"It will,"

you don't believe me, ask

costumes shouldn't overshadow the player wearing
them, so color shouldn't
be so blatant that it dis-

Miriam Hopkins — she
knows.
just finished

"Becky Sharp," the first
one hundred per cent color

tracts the attention.

color

picture, and, from now on,
she's color-blind to everything else.
Even at 10:30

assails

you with

herself.

'Becky Sharp' is released, every
film producer is going to realize the flatness
of black and white," she exclaimed over
the Casaba melon. "Color creates realityit reveals Hollywood stars exactly as they
are in ordinary life. If they are naturally
"After

handsome and

beautiful, they'll photograph
if their coloring is synthetic
—achieved with peroxide, henna and rouge,
that way, but

then Heaven help them, they'll be exposed!
"Then, too, color heightens emotional
scenes.
For example, in "Bcckv Sharp."
there is a dramatic sequence with Frances

32

Now

identified with cos-

months all at once, and do a play, if I can
find a good one ... in the meantime, I'm all
excited about my new picture, "Barbary
Coast," which Charlie MacArthur and Ben
Hecht are adapting, and Bill Hawks is directing.
Sounds like a swell set-up, doesn't
it, especially if Freddie March plays opposite
me, as, in all probability, he will. And, Oh!
I must tell you about my elaborate dressing
room headquarters in the new building on
the United Artists lot. They are too divine
—just like a private apartment, with an anteroom, living room, dressing room, dinette,
kitchen and bath!"
This all-in-one-breath announcement left
me no more breathless than it did Miriam.
By now, I have learned that a conversation
with Mrs. Hopkins' little girl is like a ride
on a scenic railway!
She has the exhaustless vitality of an overexcited child. All during our breakfast, she
was continually interrupted by a constant
flow of telephone calls.
Would she pose for Cecil Beaton?
Had she read her radio script for the Shell
Oil Program?
Could she lunch with Norman Bel Geddes?
When did she want a fitting appointment

be used commonly in
it will prove
much less of a strain than black and white.
Remember, the normal eye is naturally attuned to color, and the black and white is
as poor a substitute as sub-titles were in

visit

silent pictures."

many

will

the Hopkins enthusiasm, it is more contagious than a Hollywood rumor!
"First motion— then talk— ncTw color!
It's
the inevitable sequence of events!" she enthused, as, looking like a Laurencin painting,
all pink and white and gold, she presided
over the breakfast table, in the charming
study of her Sutton Place home.
Motion! Talk! Color! Certainly, no one
could have better epitomized the three than

Miriam

is

tume extravaganzas, but
in a short time, when it

A. M., before she had sipped
her morning coffee, she was rabid on the

when Miriam

was Miriam's

retort, "if there is no subtlety used in the preparation of colors.
Just as

a lot of other promises, is
just around the corner.
If

subject— and

audi-

know.

you

should be, "on account of"
Technicolor, like love and

Miriam has

the

"But won't this introduction of color somewhat
detract from the scene as
a whole?" I wanted to

scious?
I£

and

all

pictures,

"What about make-up? Is it different
from the usual screen make-up?" I asked,
eager for more

more

facts.

make-up, only a
warmer," Miriam enlightened me.
"And what about the camera? Does it
require any special equipment?"
(This is
the first time I had ever "gone technical" on
an interview, and was I impressed!)
Miriam, who knows all the answers, including Technicolor, was all prepared for
me. "A camera with three pieces of filmyellow, blue and red— photographs the pure
color right on the film. All in all, there is
far less drastic change involved than there
was in the transition from silence to sound."
Miriam's enthusiasm isn't limited to Technicolor alone. She is equally- thrilled over
her new contract with Sam Coldwvn.
"It's for two years, with a three-month va"It

is

like a stage

little

cation clause each year.

I

may

take the six

All In Color

By Radie Harris

The blonde beauty

first

Sharp"

at

Bergdorf

Goodman's?

Etc., etc.— and far into the

morning.
Unperturbed, Miriam answered each and
every one. And when, because of her limited
in New York, she had to turn down
of these requests, she begged off so
graciously, that one could almost hear the
"intruder" on the other end of the wire,
cursing himself for being such a nuisance.
Miriam has traveled a far road since that
day, four years ago, when I visited her on
Waverly Place in Greenwich Village, to give
first movie interview.
Hollywood was the great "unknown"
her then— and she was scared to death of

her her

to
it,

just as, not so many years before, she was a
frightened youngster from Savannah, who
danced in the chorus of the "Music Box,"
waiting for her Big Chance on Broadway.
Today, the world is her oyster!
Her career, already a gratifying success,
gives every indication of reaching new
heights under the Goldwyn banner.
The
fortune she has amassed by dint of her own
hard work has enabled her to enjoy the art
ol living.

In

Hollywood,

[Continued on page 60]

Silver Screen

The Hollywood
Stages

Re-echo

Visit

Makers With
S. R. Mooh

To

The Sounds Of The
Stars At Work

At the Fox Studio

"A coupla fellow
dye," Jack puts in.

TOOK my

favorite actress, Dixie Lee,
almost five years after she married Bing
Crosby to make up her mind to come
back to th'e screen, but once having made
it up she's coming back with a vengeance.
I've always contended that if Dixie would
only take screen work seriously she could
be one of the really big stars of the cinema
and it does my heart good to find out she's
not going to make a liar of me.
No sooner had she finished "Love in

IT

Bloom" (which, unfortunately, did not turn
out to be such a muchness— although she
scored a great personal hit) than every
studio in town started bidding for her, because there are darned few young girls in
pictures who can sing a hot number— and
none who can sing one as Dixie can— and
who have looks and can act, too. Dixie,
being smart, -has so far refused to sign
with any of them and is picking her parts.
Accordingly, we find her cavorting in Jesse
Lasky's favorite film for 1935, which he is
producing for Fox. It is called "Redheads
on Parade" because a hundred years ago
Mr. Lasky produced a vaudeville act called

"Redheads" which was phenomenally
and gave him his big start.

The Picture

Haley and Alan Dinehart, who are connected with the company, are talking
things over in John Boles' dressing room.
They feel pretty blue about the whole
thing, too, let me tell you.
Suddenly the
door bursts open and John Boles dashes in.
"What's all this about?" John demands.
"We've got new backers," Alan informs
him.
"Who is taking over the picture?" John
persists.

who make blond

hair

"I'm sorry," says Dixie appearing suddenly in the doorway, "I couldn't help
overhearing what you were saying.
Who
did you say is taking over the picture?"
"Two men named Kunkel & Redfern,"
Alan admits.
"Kunkel & Redfern!" Dixie ejaculates,
"Why, they're Twill's biggest competitors!"

Suddenly Haley gets an
he beams.
"Say!

tors!"

think of

now.

it?

Twill

me

Let

at

idea.

Why

"Competididn't

won't back out of

that

we
it

bird!" starting for

the door.

"Cut!" calls Norman McLeod who has
been borrowed from Paramount to direct
this picture.

"riello, ducky," says Dixie to

better

come out soon

me.

or your nephews

"You
won
t

know you any more.

And just then her stand-in, Kitty Sexton, who could have had me but who married Dr. Sexton instead, comes up to ask
where the hell I've been. She puts it that
way because Kitty is a lady who never believes in leaving any doubt in a person's

mind

suc-

what she means.

as to

cessful

The story of this piece is just too complicated.
It is about a couple of men who
make a preparation to dye one's hair blond
in half an hour.
They decide to make a
movie featuring blondes to advertise their
preparation, and it's all started. Then, at
the last minute— just before it's finished—
they back out.
So another company that
makes Titianola which will turn you into
a red head in less time than you can say
"scat"

comes along and

offers

to

buy up

(he film, re-shoot part of it and release it
to feature their red heads.
No, I guess I
got it wrong.
I told you it was too complicated.
It's
the Tilianola people who
started the thing and backed out and Jack

could take up the whole departyou about Dixie and Kitty and
right smart reading it would make, too, but
the editor wouldn't like it and neither
would the publicity departments so I trek
out to Mr. Fox's back lot where Warner
Baxter and Ketti Gallian are emoting in
"Under the Pampas Moon."
The set is the front of an estancia in the
Argentine. It is a solid white stucco front
of a house with a perfectly enormous door,
all studded with bolts.
Suddenly Warner
dashes up on a horse with Retti seated in
front of him and a lot of villainous looking
men riding after them. He pulls the horse
[Continued on pagr 73]
Well,

ment

John Boles, Jack Haley, Alan Dinehart and Dixie Lee going dramatic
for "Redheads on Parade."

I

telling

Director Ludwig and camera crew photographing Paul Lukas, Madge Evans and
Jack Holt in "Age of Indiscretion."

for

June 1935

little

David

3 3

Preview flashes from
greatest picture.,our

cm

urns,

by Jerry Halliday

"COME ONOVERANI
SEE

MY STATUE!"

Forgotten (for the moment anyway)
are Shirley's dolls and pretty dishes.
Shirley is still telling- friends about the
nice, fat man .
(Irvin S. Cobb to you)
who traded a bee-you-tee-ful statue
.
.
.
for a hug and kiss! Dear little girl, I
wonder if you'll ever know the happiness you bring to millions of people:
Special Academy Award? That's nothing to the good wishes the whole world
sends you!
.

She plays at being happy

to

rebuild a shattered dream!
CONGRATULATIONS, FANS,
comes Shirley!

How

there can be anything
more adorable than Shirley
alone,

it's Shirley with Sniff,
her loyal companion.

TEMPLE
in

here

you'll thrill

to this human story of a child
and her parents whose happiness
is suddenly threatened! And how
the tense, dramatic climax will stir
the heart of everyone from Granddad to Junior as Shirley's love triumphs over a family crisis. A
"must-see" picture!
If

.

'OUR
LITTLE GIRL'
Rosemary Ames and Joel McCrea
give true -to -life performances

who grope
dark shadows of
misunderstanding.

as the parents
in the

ROSEMARY AMES
JOEL McCREA
Lyle Talbot

•

Erin

O'Brien-Moore

Produced by Edward Butcher • Directed by John
Robertson
From the story " Heaven's Gate" by
Florence Leighton Pfalzgraf

e
SHIRLEY

DANCES AND
TOO)

SHE SINGS

34

.

.

.

You'll love Shirley's lul-

laby,

"Our

little Girl."

{0-

N "RECKLESS,"

Rosalind Russell, with four bridesmaids and a maid of
honor, strolls with reluctant feet toward the waiting groom.
How happy
he should be and how very miserable he isl Bachelor-hood, with its carefree
I
I

HERE COMES

THE

BRIDE!

is slipping away from him and it is, alas, too late to do anything about
Rosalind has got him and her pals are celebrating the event.
Ring out,
Joyous Bellsl Really, he should dance and sing, for responsibilities will
make a man of him and if the pictures are to be believed now he can live
happily ever after.

nights,

it.

O

Pictures Are GettinC
A

Few Costume

And The

Actors Have

There Are Only

Through,

WE

CAN

Pictures

To

Hpw

Coming

Shave Once More.

just so long, and then we begin to remember "The Tb
for a daily newspaper instead of those classics which are so go*
for us. Before the costume cycle is washed up, however, there are some great pictui
to come. DeMille's "The Crusades" will undoubtedly be great entertainment. Everyone I
The "Nell Gwyn" picture (fro I
interested in "Becky Sharp"— it is in color, you know.
England) has been cut until it is now acceptable, and "Loves of a Dictator," which has Cli I
Brook, is also a promising English picture.
This flood of pictures of other days was occasioned by the success of "Henry Villi
"Cavalcade," and others. For, up to the time they we^ I

go cultured for

Man," and yearn

offices, producers were more or hi
afraid of making pictures which presented their gre I
stars in entirely different roles than the types whi< I

O.K.'d by the box

had won

success.

Unquestionably, we will always have some costunl
pictures, but it is with» pleasure that we, at this timl
look forward to some story of contemporary folk.

Ah!
In
lio

It

"Paris

is

Spring."

Tul-

Carminati and

Mary

At

Ellis.

we

right

Lultas

and

Evans

in

find

M
"Ag^

Indiscretion.

Clive
Sir

Cedric Hardwiclte and Anna Neag
in

"Nell

Gwyn."

Brook harangues the populace
"Loves of a Dictator."

in

Sack

To Normal

Victor
in

McLaglen and Margot Grahame

"The

Informer"

—

like

a

letter

from

home.

To get around glorifying gangsters the
Federal
Man-hunters are the heroes
nowadays.
Richard Arlen and Harvey
Stephens in "Let 'Em Have It."

is

performance

vate
les

in

Worlds,"

Boyer revealed

ibility

>rivate

to

dominate

world of the

Mae

Clarke, well

and back at work
with

James Dunn

in

"Man
poses."

An Actor In A Fancy Regalia Is Apt
To Hide Behind It It Is Hot Fair
To Him To Be Obliged To Play All
Roles In Costume

tomers

And The Cus-

Might Become

Satiated.

The new Katharine Hepburn picture, "Break of
Hearts," has the very
satisfactory

and

also

the

John Beal
charming

Charles Boyer.

Pro-

Off to the

WildsThe Moving

A

Picture Troupe

On Location

Quality That Stage Acting Troupes,

Their Painted Scenery, J^ever

THE

Can

Has

With
Eaual.

" taught America more about the foothills and
the geographies *put together. They had the same
appeal as the National Geographic Magazine has today. The screen,
however, is not disposed to Jose its scenic standing and recently cameramen, directors and actors have journeyed to far corners of the earth to
bring back the flavor of authentic settings. "Hoss Operas" are being
revived and the old gorgeous salaries are being offered to the boys who
can ride with Death at their saddle girths. Tom Mix and others set a
hard pace, and today we expect hard riding and "Hell-for-Leather" reck-

silent

"Westerns

plains than

lessness

all

The "Call of the
Wild" company
found the atmosphere for their
picture on Mount
Baker, 1200 miles
from Hollywood.

with our scenery.

Loretta You
and Clark £
ble in the J<

London

sto

I
!

mm,

George O'Brien

far

from

the studio for "The Cowboy
Millionaire,"

Even on location for "The
Hoosier Schoolmaster," artificial lights are
used to
soften the shadows.

AJ

'{Shosc Beautiful

Eyes
Has Found A
~Nfw Kind Of Beauty That
Hollywood

Is

Fascinating.

Irresistibly

while Myrna
FOR
growing on
she
years,

Loy was

fixed her eyes
up at the corners, and that,
loupled with the way she has of half
losing them, has made us conscious
|>f
the charm of tip-tilted eyes. Now
omes Merle Oberon, whose eyes have
delightful slant and upsets us so
|
us,

|hat
»f

Anna May Wong

her

ieally

has the chance
conquest. Myrna's eyes
do go up a little, and who can
life for

their charm.
Kathleen Burke
clung to her popularity practically
her eyelids and Katherine DeMille

Peny
las
>y

visely

upward

accents the

lift

of the

Rosalind Russell
s booked for great things and not the
least of her equipment is the devasating angle made by her lashes.
Merle Oberon has captured the word
:orners of

Exotic

her eyes.

and there

is

no word more de-

by beauties. It suggests, so easily,
itiange new standards of conduct as
veil as of beauty, that the imagination

u'red

s

intrigued.

Kathleen Burke has sur
vived the hoodoo of be
ing a contest winner.

Rosalind
her

Russell.
in

Look for

"Reckless."

Tippy

Shakespeare's
"A

Mickey Rooney

Midsummer
Nights

as Puck.

Max Reinhardt Has Brought

Dream"

Shakespeare's Immortal Fantasy

To The

Screen.

A WAKE

the pert and nimble spirit o£ mirth," sings William Shakespeare in "A MidNight's Dream."
(Act I—Scene I) And that is the motif of this delightful
-*- classic.
We who see comedies of the Wheeler and Woolsey type, feel that hilarity
and jesting are modern weaknesses.
It is on a
feel that enduring things are serious.
par with the fellow who was saddest when he sang. As a matter of fact, a merry quip is
its own justification in any age.
Every report on the screen version of this famous piece
confirms the belief that Max Reinhardt has captured a gay and merry mood for his great
production.
believe this classic is a step between the swashbuckling costume pictures and the
classic operas.

"

r\ summer

We

We

Jean Muir as Helena,
Ross Alexander as
Demetrius, Olivia de
Haviland as Hermia
and Dick Powell as
Lysander.

Max Reinhardt surrounded by the
principal players

Joe

Brown on
and James
Cagney on his left.
E.

his right

ivVOULD
There Something

Is

Alout

Makes

Frills

That

A Man Frivolous?

dresses seem
SOME
to be provocative,

to be designed

|

as unbelievable

The mascu-j
as that may sound.
line instinct is toward injury and brute
Do the girls realize this
strength.
when they cover themselves with nicely
arranged flounces and frills? The new
fashion seems to bring out the idea
that a girl's ruffles are but symbolic of
the tender state in which she waits the
coming of her man. Symbolic, too, of
the sweet surrender and the irresistible
quality of the special ruffle-crusher.
Trust the pictures for seizing upon
a fashion that is beautiful and gently
persuasive. It is, because of its flowerlike delicacy, flattering as well.

Eric

Linden

and

Compton embrace

Joyce

bravely
and let the ruffles take
care of themselves.

Mary

Ellis

wears a charm-

ing apricot frock of flat
chiffon designed by Tra-

Banton. The bias tunics
supply newness of design
and the lilt of the wide
brimmed hat suggests the

vis

coming

millinery trend.

ou Care to
Crush My Ruffles?"

Between
Shots
When You

Are

Always Seem

On The Set
To Be

They

Waiting.

THE

camera man catches some of the great of the screen, during working hours, when they are standing by to give the grips and juicers
time to arrange the effects to the complete satisfaction of the di-

rector.

No assistant director, star, sound man or character player knows when
the director will summon him, and so he must wait. In fact, he cannot
even ask the director if he is going to be used. The director is seeing the
whole picture in his mind's eye and as he studies each scene before the
"take" he must recall the timing of the previous scene as well as the part
the scene plays in the action.
Directors are a silent, thoughtful lot.

r
Rouben Mamoulian, directing "Becky Sharp," outlines
his idea of the next scene to
Miriam Hopkins and
Cedric Hardwicke.

Maurice Chevalier and Gary Cooper
in some waiting time at the water
cooler at Twentieth Century while
Chevalier was working on "Folies Berfill

—

gere"

and

Gary was

Wedding Night"

with

making

Anna

"The

Sten.

When

Warner

Baxter

was on location the

girls

of the Taft School. Taft,
California, got him to
pose for snapshots.

Sir

Men
THERE

are

swimmers

Moment

many strong
fighting

against the tides and
currents of Hollywood. Occasionally a good story or

some other fortunate

break,
a favoring wind brings
to the front new faces. And

like

sometimes

old
favorites,
to our delight, lead
others.
This month the

much
all

appearance of Nelson Eddy
in "Naughty Marietta" has
attracted

much

attention to
singer and, obviously, a brilliant future is
within his reach.
fine

this

Fred Astaire, who step-

(and
we mean
stepped) to the front in
"The
Gay Divorcee"

ped

"Roberta,"

and

is

to
make a
third picture, "Top
Hat," along the same

scheduled

order.

This
is

good looking newcomer

Robert

"Murder

Taylor.

On

the

Next

in

Fleet."

Fred
with

March
Garbo

will
in

next

b

"Anna Ka

renina."

After

all

these years

Cooper turned out
an actor.

Gary
to

be

indeed is the ocean
can boast Dorothy
[are splashing about in her
otalina
suit.
Conservacity

at

tive,

but intriguing.

Swim

Maxine Doyle

in her swim
very jaunty and
at the same time it offers
no resistance to the water
or to any eyes on the
beach.

suit.

It

is

In

Beauty

Back view of Maxine's suit
which shows even less resistance to the water.
A
Catalina masterpiece.

Ethelreda

Leopold's

suit

baby pants and
bandana with lacing. De-

consists of

signed by Catalina.

Girls In Bat king
Suits

Mark The

Adv ance. 0 j
Wholesomeness

Against The
Dying Order

oj

Prudery.

Patricia Ellis dressed in the
very latest style swimming
togs.
The baby pants and
bandana are separate and
each is fastened on with a
good reliable knot so Patricia
does not fear that
she will be covered only
with embarrassment.

411 suits

shown

Catalina

art

Swim

Suits.

Hew

Picture

To Take Her

Father

Shirley

s

Is

"Our

Little Girl."

And Mother On

To

Hawaii.

A

She

Is

Going

Vacation Trip
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Temple's Education
The

Littlest

Star Spends Four

By Elizabeth Wilson

Hours In Study Every Day.
WAS

in quite a pet the morning I received a wire from my editor in New
York telling me to do a story on Shirley
Temple's education. Me-ee, a sophisticated
writer of the gin-and-bitters school! Me-ee,
who hasn't heard the patter of little feet,
except those of cockroaches in Greenwich

I

Me-ee, who's 'ad me
Village, in years!
as Auntie Bee Lillie would
'orses,

own
say.

Me-ow. And I may say that it didn't help
matters any when Carole Lombard, who is
my idea of the most fun, called and asked
me to play tennis with her. "I can't," I
have to do Shirley
"That," shrieked
Carole in hysterics, "is the most beautiful
bit of miscasting I have seen in Hollywood.
Stick to your tennis, Toots."
And right on top of that Claudette called
and wanted me to shop for Early American
"I can't," I groaned
furniture with her.
even more bitterly, "I have to do Shirley
"Indeed," indeeded
Temple's education."
Claudette with a charming sneer, "so that
is what you have been studying up on the
alphabet for?" I didn't bother to answer.
I simply pulled the phone out of its moorings and threw it at the cat. Just because
I am a southerner and often fall into iny

groaned
Temple's

bitterly,

"I

education."

native lingo, Claudette, who is a Purist—
but only where the English language is
concerned— has fits.
Me-ee, who has me
own diploma, too. Just give a Frenchman
a course in English grammar and he moves

'Daffodils"
I

right in.

But

it's

I'm not

true,

much good around

children.
They frighten me. I always
feel horribly self-conscious and have an uncontrollable desire to bite my nails— which
would never do in front of a child, I'm
sure.
Maybe I don't know the right people, but my friends never seem to have
children, or else they put them to bed
before I arrive for dinner, so I really
haven't had much of an opportunity these
last few years to get acquainted with the
generation who will be on top when the
old rocking chair's gonna get me.
It's not that I don't like children, I doin the abstract— but I guess I just don't
understand child psychology. About three
years ago in New York I was given an evening in which to study child psychology
while my best friend and her husband
went to the theatre, leaving me alone with
five-year-old Junior, and to my horror I
discovered that I was completely baffled as
to why the grass was green and birdies
sing.

the

Worn and weary

phone and

knew.

I

made my way

called a cleaning

"Mary,"

woman

"give

the four bits and I'll
only child who ever

The

tions.

anyway,

Continuous as the stars that shine

And twinkle on the Milky Way,
They stretch'd in never-ending line
Along the margin of a bay:
Ten thousand saw I at a glance,
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance.

The waves beside them danced, but they
Out-did the sparkling waves in glee:

A

poet could not but be gay,

In such a jocund company:
gazed and gazed but little thought
What wealth the show to me had brought:

—

—

I

oft, when on my couch I lie
In vacant or in pensive mood.
They flash upon that inward eye
Which is the bliss of solitude;
And then my heart with pleasure
And dances with the daffodils.

For

Shirley

knows

this

poem by

fills,

heart.

She

has a remarkable love for verse.

I

accepted me as an equal is Norman Scott
Barnes, Joan Blondell's son, who isn't a
year old yet but has the goodness to grin
from ear to ear every time I come around.
But he'll probably grow up to ask quesWell,

hills,

of golden daffodils;
Beside the lake, beneath the trees.
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.
host,

I

me

watch myself."

A

to

gasped wanly, "if you'll
come over and watch Junior for an hour
I'll
give you four bits."
"Huh," snorted

Junior,

wander'd lonely as a cloud
That floats on high o'er vales and
all at once I saw a crowd,

When

here

I

was

stuck

with

Shirley Temple's education so I pouted all
the way out to the Fox lot, where I hoped
I might have a quiet little interview with
Mrs. Temple, who is a charming woman
and whom I greatly admire for her utter
But no, like Iris
lack of any affectation.
March, I am never let off anything, so
there was nothing to do about it but that
I should go over to the gallery at once and
(Shirley had just
meet Shirley herself.
completed "Our Little Girl" and like all
movie stars has to spend several days in
the gallery at the end of a picture to do
stills and portraits and lay-outs for the fan

magazines and newspapers.) So I swigged
an extra strong cup of tea, desperately tried
to recall a bit of baby-talk, and mentally
braced myself to meet the great Shirley
Temple, the adored of millions, Public
Favorite No. 1 in fact. But all the swigging
and bracing were entirely unnecessaryShe's perfectly natShirley isn't the type.
ural with you, and all you have to do is
be perfectly natural with her. She won me
completely the minute she put her little
hand in mine, smiled, and said, "I am glad
I have to go now and make
to meet you.
Please don't
pictures. But I will be back.
That "Please don't go away"
go away."
got me. In all my experiences as an interviewer I have never yet met a movie star
who wanted me to stay, but sincerely
wanted me to slay. So I stayed. She is so
utterly natural and normal, so essentially
sweet and cordial, that I immediately forgot to be self-conscious.
Miss Temple was wearing a charming
little
ensemble of panties

and
precious
which she
a page a
colors the
tiires.

shirt

when

I

met

her.

but later she changed into a
little blue sweater and
pleated skirt for the dance
lay-out she was to do with
Jack [Continual on jxitii' Go]
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Talking
side

Over With Bob

It

Young

Rolert

Some

In-

Angles

On

Tells

1935

By

Lenore

Making.

Picture

O

LATE,"

movies.

To me

No

conceit, and yet at the same
time no false modesty. He seems
to have the situation confronting
a romantic leading man well in
hand.
"If I didn't stand with
my feet firmly planted on the
ground," he reminded me, "Betty
would take me down pronto. She
can always say 'she knew me
when.' We've known each other

declared Robert
Young, "there seems to
have been a veritable
epidemic of men weeping in the
,F

it

is

embarrass-

ing."

agreed with him.

I

"Now, when a man is alone
and he feels very strongly about
something I think the scene can
be made stronger emotionally if

we were kids, you see. And
you can't overwhelm a girl who
remembers you when you wore
knickerbockers, can you?"
"Not very well."
"But I must admit I got a thrill
since

he weeps.

But, in front of his
friends, or in public ... it just
strikes me as a weakness.
"I have to take my hat off,
though, to the women stars. They
can turn on a crying scene in the
wink of an eye. 1 have seen them

when we arrived at the hotel the
other day and the doorman said,
'How d'ye do, Mr. Young.' It
gave me a warm feeling that
lasted for the rest of that day.
And when I walk dow'n Fifth
Avenue with Betty and people
nudge each other and turn around
to look at me, well that's a thrill,
too.
I can't help but think how

1

do

and I can't tell you how
admire them."
"Have you ever had to do a
weeping scene yourself?"
it,

much

I

"Gosh,

wept a

yes.

On

bit here

the stage I've

and there when

part called for it, but that
easy.
The action led right
up to it because every scene of
the drama was played in sequence,
the

was

When he arrived in New York on his first visit,
he was quite surprised when the doorman at the
Waldorf called him by name.

in real life it would be
But on the screen— what
with one scene taken now and another
scene taken then and both of them as remote from each other as night is from
day, why it's a job getting into the mood
of the thing altogether, without turning
on the water works out of a clear sky."
We both laughed.
"And that reminds me of my last crying
scene— in 'West Point of the Air.' I was
kind of envious of the perfect control those
marvelous girls had over their tear ducts

it would have been if I
had come here four years ago, as
I had planned.

different

just as
lived.

and

I was determined to show them that I
could do the same. So I went home the
night before that scene was to be taken
and went through it in my room when I

"I

At

not to me."
Since meeting Bob, I've seen "West Point
of the Air," and I looked long and hard
at the screen to discover those tears he
strain.

least,

had worked

so hard to deliver.
But the
poor man was called upon to register
emotional upheaval so frequently I couldn't
tag the tears down to one scene alone, and
I was completely convinced that Bob knew
what he was talking about when he told
me that this business of men weeping in
the movies has become a veritable epidemic.
The view from Bob's windows at the
Waldorf Astoria commanded an imposing

was alone.

view of New York's skyline facing East
towards Long Island.
"Have you ever

tears

visited

To my own amazement the
literally sprang out of my eyes after

had succeeded, quite easily, working myself up to the proper pitch.
I
thought
'this is a cinch.'
No menthol atomizer will
have to be sprayed on me tomorrow. I'm
I

getting good.

"Well, tomorrow came and I was all
spruced up.
But I hadn't counted on
those dull, long stretches between 'shots'
when the grips and electricians are busy
getting the atmosphere properly adjusted.
During one of those waits I got behind
some scenery and went through my crying
scene simply swell— the tears just gushed
out.
I was pleased as Punch with myself
and started Dragging to the director. -He
said, 'That's fine, Bob, but save them now.
Don't let 'em get away from you by overusage.' At this I laughed. But a few moments later when I had to go into the
scene before the camera, I couldn't scare

up a tear to save my life. And the old
menthol atomizer had to be squirted into
my face as usual. From now on, I shan't
even

try

are just

S amuels

to deliver real tears.
The others
as effective, and not so much

New York before," I asked.
"No, this is our first visit. On the first
day we arrived, Betty (she is the missus)
and I stayed with our faces glued to that
window for over an hour. We just couldn't
get enough of the view.
But now we feel
that we've been here for years.
We both
love

it.

had intended coming here four years
ago— that's before I got into pictures— hoping that a stage play might be the means
of getting me a movie contract. I had been
"I

playing in stock at Pasadena for quite a
while then, and, as yet, the movies had
passed me by. Then came the chance to
play the son of Helen Hayes in 'The Sin
of Madelon Claudet.'
After that M-G-M
signed me up as a featured player and
there was no need to come to New York.

murmured, "comdistinguished and successful

"It's a bit different," I

ing here as a
screen player instead of as a stock actor in
search of the 'lucky break,' isn't it?"
He agreed wholeheartedly. He has a
serious way of meeting problems very
There's no flub-dub about him.
honestly.

people say

often

when

smile

how wonderful

it

is

I

hear

that Clark

Gable and Joan Crawford and people like
that have kept their heads in spite of their
wonderful, and they have
success.
It
is
kept their heads. But I know that fame
and success do do things to a man or a
woman.
They give you that feeling of
confidence, of faith in yourself which everybody needs if they want to meet the world
bravely.
things go

You know yourself that when
wrong your shoulders are not

quite as squarely set as they would be if
things went right. Success is bound to show
in one way or another."
Again I agreed, just as I had been agreeing with most of his theories for the past
half-hour, and I cited the story of Claudette Colbert who, during her visit to New
York after the Academy Award for her 'best
performance of the year,' struck everybody

who met her

as

being infinitely lovelier in

and more beautiful physically, if that
is possible, than she had ever been before.
Her good fortune brought out all that was
spirit

best in her.

"Oddly enough," said I, "I think it takes
even greater fortitude to meet success intelligently than it does to meet failure."
And this time Bob agreed with me for
a change.
It's been over two years now that Bob
has been cast for leading roles at M-G-M

and

I

wanted

to

know which was

his fa-

vorite.

He hesitated, and looked as shy and
embarrassed as if I had asked him to weep
for me!
After squirming around the idea
for a second, he said:
"I hate to sound
'arty,' and as if I can't shake off a part
when I finish a scene because it has made
me too over-wrought emotional lv, you
understand?"
[Continued on page 65]
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%lc Great
Bergner!
You Remember Her As Catherine The Great
"Hpw She

Is

A

Gamin

Me

In "Escape

J\[ever."

By Gladys Baker
M

AFRAID

I
don't
of Hollywood.
I would be suffoto go there.
cated. I must be free in matters that
I think they do not
concern my acting.
understand artists in Hollywood and it is
too difficult to fit myself into an environment that is unsuited to me. Besides, why

I

want

should I? What would be the use?"
Perched on the edge of a sofa Elizabeth
Bergner looked up at me from enormous,
heavy-lidded brown eyes.
"Acting in the films," she went on, "is
neither so easy nor so pleasant as acting
on the stage. Films need such infinite concentration and physical endurance. Scenes
are repeated over and over again. There's
the tedious waiting, the blinding lights,
One must
often uncomfortable costumes.
act, too, without the inspiration of a hu-

man and

responsive audience."
Bergner, however, conquered her
violent dislike of the cinema long enough
to make the picture version of "Escape Me
Never." This was just before she left London to make her stage debut in New York
in the same vehicle.
It has been playing
to peak audiences since it opened.
And soon American film goers will have
the opportunity of viewing her in this play,
written especially for her by Margaret Kennedy, and in which she won the title of
the "world's greatest actress" from such starmaking dramatists as Sir James Barrie and

Miss

George Bernard Shaw.
Until now American picturegoers have
known her only through her interpretation
of "Catherine the Great."
She is still dodging interviews.
Not since the advent of Garbo has a celebrity managed to keep herself as mysteriously veiled from curious public and
clamoring press.
My interview with her took place in London just prior to her departure to America.
If you are fortunate enough to be admitted by appointment to that impregnable,
tree-fringed house in Hampstead Heath,
its fragrant gardens and vistas of rolling green, you must not arrive before five
in the afternoon, for Miss Bergner's day,
when there is no matinee, begins at that
hour.
In the small boy's clothing she wears at
home, and as the impish vagabond in "Escape Me Never," her femininity, strangely
enough, is accentuated.
Her figure is so
slight, so diminutive that a strong man
coidd hold her in the palm of his hand.
One moment she is guileless, as laughingly
innocent as Christopher Robin, and the
next her dark eyes fill with the slumbering
fires
and poignant tragedy of her race.
Again she is provocative, flirtatious, incred-

ibly gay.

"My

energy," she said,
like a

burned up

"is

candle when
work, when

act.

My

am

act-

my

life.
Since
the doctors—
what tyrants they

ing,

my

I

I

is

illness

and

— make me

are!

each

atom

of

count

energy,

and

in the most absurd
fashion." She laughed
roguishly.
"Would you
believe that on matinee

days they have
ing full length
car on my
theatre?"

Her

way

me

ly-

in the
to the

illness,

Hugh

screen
the
play,

it's good for me to go to parties.
But how can I? Just now listening to
people consumes my strength. So my life
is anything but
glamorous.
Most of it,"

think

she grimaced, "is

spent

in

bed and when

bed.
I

I

George Bernard
Shaw names her
the finest actress
on the stage,

learn

come home

from the theatre, [Continued on page

72]

with

Bergner
She

is

in

in

story

the
of

Broadway
"Escape

Me Never."

rore.
"It isn't true," she said, "that I don't
care for people.
I love people and I

scripts in

Berg-

and

Sinclair

which
closed the Apollo Theatre for
several
weeks
during the height of her popularity in
London, followed Herr Hitler's antiSemitic policy which banned her appearance in Berlin, where she had been
a reigning favorite.
She went to London and created something like a fu-

my

izabeth

ner

her garden in London.

the shyest of geniuses.
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PICTURE THERMOMETER
Degrees of Quality
Perfect

—100

— Remark-

'Richelieu"

—

'Les Miserables"

able

1935

OF
PICTURES
SEEN

—90

Black Fury"

—

'Private

Worlds"

'Star of

Midnight"

'Four Hours To Kill"

Excellent

—80

'Reckless"

—

'Go Into Your Dance"

—

Helen Mack and
Richard Barthelmess in a real

Don't
Miss

thriller,
'Vagabond Lady"

~|

'People Will Talk"

J

—70

Hours To

"Four
Kill."

— Worth
—

Seeing

—60

"Baby Face Harrington"

—
—

"Hold 'Em Yale"

Good
Entertain-

—

"Strangers All"

ment

—50

—-Pleasing
—40

— Not
—

so

good

—30

on the throne, and when the great Cardiprelate,
statesman
and
Richelieu,
nal
soldier, and the real power behind the
throne, managed to take the lands away
from the feudal barons and weld France
into a united nation strong enough to
defy the world. That grand actor, Edward
Arnold, plays Louis XIII and deserves all

something. Ah, there's a plot too.
Al is a Broadway headliner, who is fired
by Equity because he walks out on shows
and chases skirts and ponies down at
Caliente. His sister, Glenda Farrell, insists
that Al can make a comeback if he will
only team up with a young girl who has

Maureen
the praise there is to give.
O'Sullivan, really she has never looked so
pretty before, plays the Cardinal's young
ward whose love for Cesar Romero, one of
the feudal lords, upsets the Cardinal's
and nearly destroys France.
applecart
Douglass Dumbrille as Baradas, the chief
plotter against Louis, reaches a new high
in heavies and gives a swell performance, as
do all of the cast, including Francis Lister,
Halliwell Hobbes, Violet Kemble Cooper
and Katharine Alexander. The picture is
magnificently mounted in medieval splendor, and well directed by Rowland V. Lee,
who made "The Count of Monte Cristo"

gal.

the thrilling success it was last year. Even
you
if history bores you, this won't, and
just can't afford to miss it

GO INTO YOUR DANCE
Rating: 77°— Al Jolson and

RICHELIEU
Rating:

OF

96 — Elegant Intrigue—
Twentieth Century

COURSE

0

people thought
that George Arliss should have won

the

perb

a

Academy Award
performance

of

lot

this year

in

"The

for his suHouse of
the lot of

Rothschild," and I was among
people. However, I was sweet about it all
and kept my temper, but if Mr. Arliss
doesn't win the Award next year for his
Cardinal Richelieu I shall have to become
rebellious and make trouble. As the wily
Cardinal, in red cap and robe, who cleverly
ruled Louis XIII's France with wit and
steel, Mr. Arliss even surpasses his performance in Rothschild.

It's
be able to make with such success.
elaborate, it's gay, it has two swell song

numbers by Warren and Dubin— but most
of all it has Al Jolson singing away on all
cylinders and Ruby Keeler showing that
Ginger Rogers isn't the only gal in picwho can dance like nobody's business.

tures

can do to a

Rumba

is

really

be singing this

summer

are

exciting and dramatic from beginning
end, with more elegant intrigue and
counter intrigue than I have found since
the good old days when I used to revel in
the Dumas novels.
The plot centers around the stormy times
is

to

In

"A Latin

from Manhattan" and "About a Quarter to
The dance numbers are bigger
Nine."
and better than ever.

LES MISERABLES

Rating: 94 0 — Great— Tiventieth Century
wonder-boy of the producers,
Darryl Zanuck, has taken Victor Hugo's

THAT

and made it into one of
dramatic, heart-breaking, and
great pictures of the last decade.
No one
can afford to miss seeing it. No one can
say that the movies didn't do right by
Victor Hugo. A great novel is now a great
immortal
the most

claasic

picture.

Fredric March, who has been doing all
for himself this last year, turns in
another magnificent performance and is
definitely Jean Valjean, the poor Frenchman who was sent to the galleys for ten
years because he stole a loaf of bread for
starving babies.
Rivalling Freddie's perfect performance
is that of Charles Laughton, cast as Javert,
the police, detective whose only god is the
Letter of the Law, and he is so excellent in
his despicable role that it takes all your
will-power to keep from rushing on the
screen and killing him yourself.
The scene where Freddie with the
wounded Marius (played by John Beal)
across his shoulders walks through the
slime and filthy waters of the sewers of
Paris, to avoid capture by Laughton, will
right

A few stiff-necked historians may want
to argue a bit with producer Darryl Zanuck
about Richelieu's character, but certainly
you and I won't, for here is a story that

of Louis XIII of France when Church and
State were contending for power, when all
of Europe was forming an alliance against
the King and plotting to put his brother

you'll

Ruby Keeler—

Warners
HERE'S another one of those swell
musicals that only Warners seem to

What Ruby

and ability, and Ruby is the
Backed by a Chicago gangster, Al and
Ruby manage to open a night club on
Broadway, and of course ye olde mellowdrayma enters here and Ruby stops a
bullet meant for Al, and Al discovers that
it was Ruby he loved all the time, so the
show goes on and she gets well.
Helen Morgan as a night club entertainer gets a chance to sit on a piano
again, but neither the camera man nor
the script writer was very nice to our
Helen and we resent it. However, Patsv
Kelly crashes through with some swell
comedy, and even though the picture is
good it could have been much better with
more Patsy. The songs from the show

personality

"Les Miserables," Fredric March

and Charles Laughton achieve
liant characterizations.

bril-

\Continued on page 56]
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Herts

the

tainment

—

catalog

of enter-

svend your movie

money

wisely.

but she still loves Franchot, until
one day she hears him tell Rosalind Russell, his ex-fiancee, that he loves her and
that Jean tricked him into marrying her.
Jean is heart-broken.
Then, shades of the Libby Holman-Smith
Reynolds case! Franchot shoots himself, and
Jean tries to make a comeback on Broadway
for Jean,

support her baby.

to

It's

terribly dramatic

and Jean is perfectly marvelous in her big
scene, where she is being hissed off the
stage by the good, righteous women. Jean
sings and dances like a million dollars, and
•

You haven't
Bill, as usual, is the tops.
seen a real drunk scene until you see Bill
May Robson plays Jean's
in this picture.
mother.
Nat Pendleton and
have their comedy moments.

Ted Healy

FOUR HOURS TO KILL
Rating: 80°— Barthelmess at His Best—

Paramount

THIS
George

Arliss' greatest success

was "Disraeli," but
fair to surpass

Perfect too is Sir Cedric Harchvicke as
the kindly Bishop Bienvenue, and Florence
Fantine.
as
Freddie's
wife,
Eldridge,
Rochelle Hudson is all that Cosette should
be,
and Frances Drake as the jealous

Eponine, who dies for her lover, is splendid
No, definitely, quite
in her brief scenes.
the movies didn't let Victor
definitely,

Hugo

down.

screen

still

is

on

Miserables"

"Les

the

the

tries

screen

the

belittle

presence to
laugh at the

culture of people who enjoy the pictures,
remember "Private Worlds." It is your
answer to every slur. This picture is based
on intelligence, and the thinking moderns
who have made analysis and study of the
mind are drawn upon for the interesting
treatment.
It is a story of a hospital for the insane
which, as the story opens, is ruled oyer by
Claudette Colbert as one doctor, and Joel

her associate. The matron who
has resented the modern methods and
wants the patients punished instead of
coddled is delighted when a new doctor,
Helen
Charles Boyer, is put in charge.
Vinson, carrying on her recent successes, is
this new doctor's sister and she, in her
wicked way, breaks up Joel's home. Joan
Bennett is Joel's wife.

McCrea

a remarkable atmosphere to this
performance. You feel the people thinkThe
ing, each in his own private world.
love affair is reasonable and pleasant but of
Claudette is lovely and
little importance.
"Big Boy" Williams, as the
so very real.
maniac, is terrific and the scene where
gentle Claudette calms him is beautiful.
There is one comedy touch, new to the
screen, where Helen Vinson is defending
her rights and the doctor is telling the
to

is

pack

talk at once.

Helen's

A new

things.

They

all

and a good one.
remarkable person on
effect

Charles Boyer is a
the screen. We anticipate great things for

him.

complaints yet. It's still my favorite plot and
long
may it wave. Pompous Beiton
Churchill plays a dignified magnate with
two sons, Reginald Denny, the plodder

That grand

careless playa

laugh, and

Frank Craven,
the most lovable
old reprobate you've met out in many a
day, and his one idea in life is to marry
plays

a

stage

janitor

actor,

who

is

daughter Evelyn Venable to that mad zany,
Bob Young. How this is brought about

makes

and delightful

a very sprightly

pic-

climaxed in a brawl scene between
Evelyn and Bob that marks a high spot
for all time in cinema brawls.
It's good
ture,

clean fun,
to like

and very

gay,

and you're bound

it.

RECKLESS
Rating: 80°— Trials of a

of life's tragic

INTRODUCING

Torch Singer—

the

new team

Bill Powell, folks,

and

of

Jean

and what

they make.
Of course the
Harlow-Powell romance has been going on
for ten months, and is still as hot as Ramon
Novarro's chile con carne, but it's the first
time the two have appeared in pictures
a grand team

misfits,

the last

act.

Then

there is Joe Morrison, the hat
check boy, 'who is being given the shakedown by a hard-boiled usherette, and must
have two hundred bucks or marry her the
next day. And there's his sweetheart Helen

Mack, a
ate

little

there

is

filing

clerk,

who

is

desper-

do anything for her Joe. And
Gertrude Michael, a society woman

enough

to

affair

with Ray Mil-

man-about-town utterly devoid of
And, most important, there is Rosethics.
coe Karns whose wife is having a baby.
The picture is well directed for tempo and
excitement by Mitchell Leisen and will
furnish you a thrilling evening in the
theatre.

[Continued on page 72]

together.
Jean plays a torch singer on Broadway
who falls for a rich man's son. Franchot
Tone in his tails and in his cups, as is the
custom in the cinema, most unfortunately,
Bill Powell plays a
is the rich man's son.
high-powered press agent, who once found
Jean dancing in a carnival and promoted
her right to the top on Broadway. In his
careless sort of way Bill loves Jean, but the
one time he proposed to her she went to
sleep.

Jean and Franchot go on a terrific bender
and wake up married, much to the disgust
of Bill, and much to the fury and rage of
Franchot's father, Henry Stephenson. Life
on the parental estates isn't very pleasant

pa-

detective
handcuffed
to
Charles C. Wilson, who missed the prison
train and has four hours to kill, and
chooses to kill it in a theatre. Dick has a
man to kill, a yellow skunk who squealed
on him, and this he manages to do during
thetic

land,

Metro

Harlow and

murderer and one

having a clandestine

as

There

maid

well, another faint echo of "It
WELL,
Happened One Night" but there are no

does.

in your

and

Family—

Hal Roach

and Robert Young, the
boy who'll do anything for

85°—We're Crazy About It.—Para.
some person who does not go to

WHENmovies

Rating: 70 0 — Fun for the

type,

a classic.

PRIVATE WORLDS
Rating:

"Cardinal Richelieu" bids

VAGABOND LADY

your memory forever.

live in

his

it.

the best role that Dick Barthelmess
has had in several years, and on preview night in Westwood his marvelous portrayal of the young crook on his way to
the Death House brought cheers and terThe picrific applause from the audience.
ture is adapted from wonder-boy Norman
Krasna's play "Small Miracle" and it's one
of those "Grand Hotel" affairs with a lot
of dramatic things happening to a lot of
people in the lounge of a 43rd Street theatre while the play is in progress.
There is Dick Barthelmess, thief and
is

Charles Boyer, Joel McCrea and
Claudette Colbert in "Private Worlds."
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Topics for Gossips

Don't choose
ijour laxative

Wide World

When

BLIND Man's Buff

no game

is

to play

Mrs. Pat O'Brien decided to open a dress shop, her husband's pals rallied
around to give her a flying start. Left to right, Frank McHugh, Robert Armstrong, James Cagney, Pat O'Brien, Johnny Mack Brown, Mrs. Pat O'Brien,
Jimmy Gleason, Frank Fay, Allen Jenkins and Jimmy Townsend.

. .

in any matter pertaining to your health.

When

you need a

laxative,

know beforehand how
Harsh

it

you must
on you.

will act

laxatives will cause stomach pains,

upset you, leave you weak. Laxatives
sole

gentleness

virtue is

may

whose
to

fail

be

thorough.

You must have both thoroughness and
must have pleasant, pain-

gentleness... you
less,

complete

Never be

relief

satisfied

with

from constipation.
from a laxative.

less

Why America uses more Ex-Lax
is

can take. Yet

its

action

is

leave you

feeling

so gentle ... so

weak, doesn't

upset you. Ex-Lax is not habit-forming —
you don't have to keep on increasing the
dose to get results. And Ex-Lax is not a

punishment

—

it's

a

pleasure

to

take.

It

Ex-Lax
and no bad

tastes just like delicious chocolate.

has no unpleasant after-taste

Millions of people have found this out.
last

19]

and

the present

party for him.

takes his 16 millimeter

motion

year alone, 46 million boxes of

Ex-Lax were bought
Ex-Lax comes in 10c and 25c boxes at
store. If you would like to find
out how good it is ... at our expense
just
mail the coupon below for a free sample.
any drug

.

.

.

When Nature forgets—
remember

over for ruins.

«—«#.—

-

THERE

are limits to realism in acting,
as Cecil B. DeMille found out yesterday when he ordered three hundred extras

on "The Crusades" set to eat ravenously of
the two whole steers and four sheep which
were barbecued on the set. The scene was
to represent the Crusaders' camp at Marseilles after the men had secured meat fol-

athletic extra, and his lackadaisical nibbling at a whole leg of lamb aroused the
DeMille sarcasm. "I know it's four hours
at least since you ate last," DeMille yelled
at him, "so you don't have to act at being
can't you
hungry. You are hungry.

Why

look as

you

if

you enjoy eating?

Does

to eat?"

way," the youth answered with
a wry face, "I'm a vegetarian."

JIMMY CAGNEY

EX- LAX

haunts auctions

!

EX-LAX, Inc., P.O. Box

170

Name

bid
has a

Loretta Young working hard on
WITH
Blane
"The
Crusades," sister Sally

is

doing most of the social whirling for the
family now. Sally seems to divide her attention mostly between Cesar Romero, who
came into his own as an actor in "Richelieu," and Walter Lang, the director.

_

THE
Noel

Hollywood was
Coward, who stopped over exactly

three days before sailing for

China.

He

was the house guest of Ruth Chatterton

town gave

a

—

TOAN BENNETT

gave her two little
daughters, Melinda and Diane, a huge
combination birthday party last week with
all
the
movieland kids invited.
Impromptu entertainment was furnished by
Mike Hopkins (Miriam's adopted) and Irv

Y

(Norma

Jr.,

Shearer's little

man) who

de-

cided to settle a little difference of opinion
by fists. But the colossal, the sensational,
the super-terrific event of the party was the
presentation of a miniature merry-go-round
replete with zebras, tigers, horses and ostriches to the guests of honor.
The contraption is a sturdy machine, motivated by
electric power and strong enough to sustain
the weight of adults, which, in fact, is exactly what it has been doing.
Joan and

hubby Gene Markey could hardly wait for
the kids to finish their ice cream and go

home

before

zebra,

and no

home
twirls

now

is

grabbed themselves a
Bennett-Markey
complete without several

they

visit

to the

on the merry-go-round.

"—«§>—

BUT
over

if

you think Hollywood kids go nuts
these

expensive

toys,

that's

ex-

where you're wrong. The parents do,
but Hollywood kids, like all kids, are much
crazier about an old broken-down wagon
they patched together from an orange
crate and the wheels off their skates. We'll
actly

never forget Peter Bennett (Connie's son)
Surrounded by
Christmas morning.
electric trains, automobiles, everything that
money could buy, little Peter was getting
his bftrgest kick out of a red tin Fire Chief
hat that the cook had given him.

on

_<$>._.

ANN DVORAK

and husband Leslie Fenseriously studying German—
and for one of the strangest reasons! Their
pet dog "Hans," given to them about a
year ago by Namara, the opera singer, and
-^i-

last celebrity to visit

_

practically everybody in

to

He

marvelous collection.

THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
MAIL THIS COUPON — TODAY
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Please send free sample of Ex-Lax.
S66

hurt

it

"It's this

in all the old nautical books.

Address

pic-

with him and has compiled
an interesting film library. He's a push-

lowing a period of famine.
Close to the camera man was a young

after-effects.

And

at

ture camera

completely without stomach pains. Ex-Lax
doesn't

With him

time, near Yucatan, is the Mr. Willard who
financed the expedition to Chiten-Itza,
where the Well of the Virgins was drained.
Five hundred skeletons of girls between
eighteen and twenty years of age were
They had been thrown into the
found.
Well to appease the rain gods. With the
were found jade ornaments,
skeletons
and priceless
statues,
metals,
precious
Nothing alive or impure could go
jewels.
into the Well, which was guarded day and

Ken

thorough as any laxative you

as

again.

night.

than any other laxative
Ex-Lax

[Continued from page

work

for

ton

are

one of the very few wire-haired
daschunds in the world, obeys orders
spoken in German only.
said to be

BETTY

FURNESS

wears

a

cellophane

hood while driving in her car with the
top down, so she will get a good sun tan.
Another person striving for ye snappy tan
is Joan Crawford, who always has one of
the best.
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A woman, I sympathize deeply with those

^f^k

who do

wives

not fully

understand correct marriage hygiene. For I know how terrifying
are their periodic fears. I have seen
how those fears warp a woman's
whole outlook, undermine and wreck
her own happiness and that of her
husband and children.

"But as a
sympathy

doctor,

WOMEN

BY EMINENT

tragic

"It is
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that wholefamilies should

hidden folds of the skin, actually searches
out germs.

ofMarriage Hygiene'

rules

writes

Economy.

."Lysol" is aconcentrated
one cent an
application in proper solution for feminine hygiene.

4.

suffer because women
do not know these simple

.

antiseptic. It costs less than

Odor
The odor of "Lysol" disappears immediately, leaving one refreshed.
5.

6.

.

.

.

Stability

.

.

.

"Lysol" keeps

its full

how long it is kept,
no matter how much it is exposed.

strength, no matter

bit.

LOUISE FOUCART-FA§§lN
Leading Gynecologist of Brussels

have less
For effect-

I

for her.

ive marriage hygiene

is

so sim-

!

of course, to the

pie. I refer,

use of "Lysol"

.

.

.

approved

by leading hospitals and clinics throughout the world.
"Lysol", used as directed,
non-injurious ... so
in fact,

that

it is

is

reliable

used exten-

sively as an antiseptic in child-

where sensitive tissues
must not suffer the slightest
damage.
birth,

"Furthermore, "Lysol" has a
special

effectiveness that

is

own. It has a spreading
quality which enables it to search out
hidden spots where other antiseptics
fail to reach, and it has the important
power of destroying germs in spite of
all its

the presence of organic matter.

"Patients of mine, who have followed

my

She

is

advice by using "Lysol" regu-

larly,

tell

soothing

it

me how refreshing
is. And how much it

and
adds

to their sense of feminine daintiness.

far from being the well-balanced

Used in the Care of the

counselor her children need.

Famous Quintuplets
of mind and greater happiness for

In medical history's most remarkable

themselves and their families."

"Lysol" is the germicide and
which has helped to protect
the Dionne babies from infection since

"Yet these benefits are as nothing
compared to the fact that the use of

{Signed)

"Lysol" gives them poise and peace

6 "Lysol" Features Important to You

DR. LOUISE FOUCART-FASSIN

childbirth,'

antiseptic

birth.

1.

Safety

"Lysol" is gentle and recontains no free caustic alkali
the delicate feminine tissues.
.

.

harm

Copy

of their guardians' state-

sent on request.

.

liable. It

to

ment

Effectiveness
"Lysol" is a true
kills germs under practical
conditions ... in the body (in the presence of organic matter where many antiseptics fail) and not just in test tubes.

2.

.

.

.

germicide. It

FACTS MARRIED

WOMEN SHOULD KNOW

Mail coupon for a free copy of "Marriage Hygiene."

Check other booklets if desired. Q"Preparation
Motherhood." Q"Keeping a Healthy Home."

Lehn & Fink,

Inc., Bloomficld,

Suit Distributors of

N.

J.,

for

Dept. LY-16

"Lysol" disinfectant.

Name

.

Street_

Try the new Lysol Hygienic Soap
.

.

.

cleansing and deodorant

3.

Penetration

of

its

"Lysol", because
low surface tension, spreads into
.

.

.

_ State
O

1930, l.ohn

&

Fink, Inc.
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[Continued from page 32]
she plays little part in the "passing show."
Living in the rented Santa Monica Beach
home of the Sam Goldwyns, she enjoys the
companionship of a small stimulating group,
including Rouben Mamoulian, Max Reinhardt, Edwin Justin Mayer, Robert Edmond
Jones (who designed the eighteen gorgeous
costumes she wears in "Becky Sharp," as
well as all the sets), Salka Viertel and Libby
Holt.
In New York, she owns the old Elizabeth
Marbury residence on Sutton Place, overlooking the East River— a charming home,
exquisitely decorated by Donald Onslaeger.
Although she spends only a few weeks out of
the year in it, it harbors her most prized
possessions— an original Matisse, books ceiling-high, rare prints, art treasures collected
from all parts of the world and the Simkovitch canvas of her adopted son, three-yearold Michael, who is her all-absorbing passion, even if she doesn't grant interviews on

WHAT MICHAEL MEANS TO ME.

Motherhood— fame— fortune. And as Ethel
used to sing, "who could ask for

Merman

unless it is this thing
anything more?"
And since love and Miriam
called Love?
have always been synonymous, she has that
too. She won't say who "He" is, but I have
a goodly suspicion that he's her "ten fa.

.

.

vorite" directors.
Heigh, ho, your guess

is

as

good

as

Temple and her dancing instructor, Jack Donahue.
Shirley
studies dancing for one hour each day.

Shirley

mine!

Shirley Temple's Education
[Continued from page 51]
Shirley's
Donahue, her dance director.
mother likes to dress her in blue, and I

Bouquet Lentheric, a double

essence,

created

make your day more

to
fra-

grant and more exciting.

Available wherever fine perfumes are
sold.

— Lentheric,

Paris; Fifth

HOW

TO USE

BOUQUET
/

LENTHERIC

rue

Avenue,

Saint- Honore,

New

York.

the morning, after bath or shower,
apply freely to body. Spray on lingerie,
gown or handkerchief. Spray over hair.
Pat on forehead and temples, to relax
and relieve fatigue.
In

Lentheric
THE

DAYTIME FRAGRANCE

QjLMX^, Coit Until

©

1985. Lentheric

Q

ffolXXAAJ^E,

^UMM^SMOe

may say I haven't seen anything sweeter
in life than Shirley in her little blue
"Stay As Sweet As You Are" I
sweater.
started humming, and I am sure Shirley
will do just that if her mother and the
Fox studio people have anything to do
with it, for around them Shirley is treated
as if she was not of the least importance
whatsoever. No petting and fondling and
coaxing— she is talked to and reasoned with
exactly as if she were a young actress trying to get along.
"Pavlova," called Jack Donahue, "come
on over here and get on your toes, and
toes not mine," and Shirley, who had
telling me how the elephants laughed
at the circus, joined her dancing teacher in
front of the camera. Shirley is crazy about
Jack Donahue, and his incessant teasing
doesn't annoy her at all for she has such
a grand sense of humor herself that she
enjoys it thoroughly and often cracks right

your
been

Shirley almost died laughing
at him.
the other day when Jack gave her a picture of himself at the age of six months,
and the fattest baby you ever saw, and inscribed it "To Shirley Temple from her

back

dance director."
"Mister Donahue," she said, with her
head tilted on the side and trying to be
oh so casual about it all, "there's a girl
waiting for you at the door." Jack took
a couple of steps toward the door and
Shirley screamed with laughter. "I'm fooling you," she shouted, "I'm fooling you."
It seems it was April first, and for the first
time in her meagre years Shirley had discovered April Fool, and she was certainly
making the most of it. Practically the
entire studio had been "fooled."
"All right for you, Sarah Bernhardt,"
said Jack pretending to pout, "I'll dance
with you but I don't have to talk to you."

"Ready," said Otto Dyar behind his
camera. "Hey, somebody moved. I'll take
it

again."

"You moved," said Shirley with pseudo
"You spoiled the picture."
And then as Donahue pretended to give
her a kick, the room rang with her intoxiindignation.

cating laughter.
"Fine talk," said Jack with mock gravity.
"You swayed then, I was very good. Turn
your head around, Miss Temple, I am sure
the public wants less of your curls and
more of my pan. Up on your toes. What,
may I ask Madame, are you waiting for?"
"Oh, I'm waiting for him to squeeze the
bulb," yawned Miss Temple, getting awfully
bored with the picture business.

"You get on your toes or I'll squeeze
you," was Mr. Donahue's gallant retort to
the Fox Films' Million Dollar Baby.

The dance lay-out, I regret to say,
turned into a free-for-all with Miss Temple
Mr. Donahue and Mr. Donahue
practically dangling Miss Temple by her
famous curls, and such roars of laughter.
Shirley is definitely a tomboy.
As soon as
I found that out I knew I would like her.
I guess she keeps in
good practice, too,
with her two big brothers and her father,
kicking

who looks like Bing Crosby. Well, when
order was restored, Shirley left once more
to

change into a bathing

whom

suit

and

I

nabbed

have met often at
Madge Evans', and asked him to tell me
about Shirley's dance education.
(My, my,
I had practically forgotten Shirley's educaJack Donahue,

I

tion.)

"In the first place Shirley has a remarkable memory," Jack told me.
(Jack is a
famous dance director of both the New
York and London stage and has trained
some of the best.) "She has proven this
time and again by remembering steps or
routines that we had stopped rehearsing
for as much as four weeks.
One thing, I

.
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dancing immensely is the
that Shirley has extraordinarily fine
legs for such a young child.
"She has a natural style in her dancing
and uses her head and arms unconsciously.
She doesn't have to be told not to look
at her feet when dancing, which is a very
common habit with most dancers. She does
rhythm dancing, buck, soft shoe, and a
believe, helps her

H

B

fact

tango and

little

ballet.

She was born with

a perfect sense of rhythm and as Mrs. Temple will tell you her little feet have been
moving in perfect tempo ever since she
was able to tottle. There is no reason why
Shirley should not become one of the finest
dancers in America when she grows up, if
any care at all is taken of her training between now and the time she is sixteen.
Shirley doesn't have to be told when she
is
out of step, because so perfect is her
tempo that unconsciously she knows it herMany times she will stop dancing
self.
and say, 'I bluffled again!'
"I find that one hour a day is as much
time as it is wise to spend on Shirley's
dancing. More work than that would naturally tire her out, though she has more
vitality than any child I have ever seen.
Any time I want her to j^ay strict atten-

So

—YOU

know some one who's planning a

trip to the altar! Let's

—

work

do a

little

missionary

for her
right away! Imagine what
a fiery blush, or turning deathly pale, does
to the most-carefully-made-up face!

A

bride simply must depend mostly upon her
eyes alone for beauty. They'll be sparkling
anyway but no matter how busy she is,
see that she takes the time to slip her
lashes into Kurlash (just as you do!) so
that they may curve back into the most
enchanting frames that deepen and enhance
her eyes. Kurlash costs only $1 at almost any
store, so perhaps you'd better take her one.

—

tion to her routine I can always make certain of it by gambling with her— whoever
makes a mistake must pay ten cents. This
has not worked out so well for me, as I
now owe her something like a dollar. I
think she is getting wise to it because yesterday she refused to gamble any more
until I paid her what I owed her.
"One of the greatest assets in her dancing is the fact that she shows in her face
how much she enjoys it."
Picture-taking over for the day, Shirley
took my hand in hers and we walked over
to her bungalow, which is right behind
Janet Gaynor's, to see her school room.
comfortable and cozy "picture
Shirley's
house" to distinguish it from her real home
in Santa Monica formerly belonged to the
exotic Lilian Harvey, but underwent a
complete transformation when little ShirThe famous divan of white
ley moved in.

corduroy has been replaced by an
old-fashioned sofa covered with "Peter,
velvet

Peter, Pumpkin Eater," "Little Bo-Peep"
"Little Boy Blue" done in chintz. The
former white lamp shades, trimmed with
ermine tails, are nowhere to be seen, for
now soft lights glow from sensible fixtures.
On a table sits Shirley's pride and joy—
telephone. She adores dialing and calling
up people. Every time she writes a perfect page in her copy book she gets a gold
star, but lately Shirley has been swapping
the gold star for a telephone conversation.
That very day, in reward for writing a little treatise about the American flag quite
perfectly, Shirley's teacher permitted her to
call Miss Deaner, in the publicity depart-

and

Scmidkmcj
Then

fflue

—

blue eyeshadow— because it's so
lovely beneath white filmy veiling. Shadette,
the eyeshadow in compact form, comes in
a heavenly cerulean blue (as well as in violet, brown or green), $1. Pass it among the
attendants, too, for a lovely ensemble effect.

ment. She adores Miss Deaner and talking
to her over the telephone was the big thrill
of the day.

Sometlimci flew
A

wedding

—

dramatic event so use
blue mascara, also. Lashtint Compact may
be carried right into the vestry, for it carries
a little sponge to insure even application.
Take it along in black, too, to touch the
very tips of the bridesmaids' lashes after
the blue. (It's a final, theatrical note of
beauty.) Also in chestnut brown, at $1.
is

a

Jane Heath will gladly give you personal advice on eye
beauty ij you write her a note care oj Department D-6,
The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N. Y. The Kurlash
Company oj Canada, at Toronto, 3.
Copr.

The Kurlash

Co. Inc.

The
room

door to the right off the living
Shirley's yellow and white kitchen,

first

is

where her mother cooks all her meals when
The second
is working at the studio.
door to the right leads to her school -room
and it is here that Shirley memorizes her
lines simply by hearing her mother read
them to her. There was once a continenshe

chaise lounge in the corner but it has
been transplanted by an old-fashioned desk

tal

painted white. Here Shirley sits when Miss
Barkley comes to teach her every day, so
that she will keep apace with the course
other children are following in the Los AnShirley has had only
geles public schools.
eleven weeks of "schooling" as she calls it.
She showed me her precious book in
which she writes a page and colors a picture every day, and believe me, Shirley at
six certainly writes better than
movie friends do at twenty-six.

1935
is

any of my
This book

one of her dearest possessions and she

Wide World

you played tennis with Janet Gaynor, here is how she would look in
If

her cute

hides

it

shorts the other side
of the net.

little

carefully

so

that

prying

people

from the publicity department can't find
it.
In her neat little desk— I've never seen
such a neat child, she's almost prissy— are
colored crayons, three of Elson's Basic Read-

and a charming little number called
and Do-Funny," obviously about a
dog and a cat.
ers,

"Frolic

"I can already read halfway through it,"
Shirley proudly told me, and proceeded to
demonstrate, while I murmured, "I was
afraid of that."
"There is a cat," she read. "The cat

chased a rat," she continued and looked up
at me with a twinkle, "It really gets quite
exciting a little further along," but I told
couldn't stand such
I
her I had to go.
excitement.
Barkley,
Shirley's teacher on
Miss Lillian
the Fox lot, went into the matter of her
education with me in great detail.
"Shirley carries a full set course of study,"
Miss Barkley told me. "The reading method
is the sight method and during this year
she has read six readers— three pre-primers,
two primers, and one first reader, and she
knows one hundred phonetic word cards.
For her writing she uses the Zaner free
arm method. She knows all her letterssmall and capitals.
She writes her own
stories in her 'book' from memory, so that
she gets her spelling that way. With her
numbers, she both reads and counts and
she knows her combinations to twelve.
"In her nature work she knows the flowers and trees and shrubs in her studio bungalow yard, and she knows the names and
habits of all domestic animals. In her art
w-ork she knows color combinations and she
knows proportion of figures and she knows
all of nature's colors.
She is taught French
by the conversation method. She has an
intense love and appreciation of poetry that
is remarkable.
Sometimes she will say to
me, 'Miss Barkley, listen to what the trees
are saying' when the leaves rustle in the
breeze.
She adores running in the rain
with hei little face upturned to catch the
rain-drops.
"Shirley puts in four hours of study
every day— two in Academic education, one

Silver Screen for June
in music, and one in dancing."
Shirley once complained bitterly because
all interviewers asked her about her favor("And it does seem to
ite movie actor
me," said Shirley, "that they would want
to ask about me.") so I decided not to disillusion her about interviewers.
When I
started to go I asked her if Jimmie Dunn
was still her favorite leading man. Judging from Shirley's reply she is going to be
very, very feminine when she grows up.
"Of course jimmie gave me a watch for
Christmas, but I really like Joel better."
(Joel McCrea played with her in her last
picture "Our Little Girl" and called her
"Butch" and took her fishing. So Joel is

head man now.)
"Goodbye, Shirley,"

I
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Thrill him

said politely. "I've

enjoyed my afternoon. I think you are a
very smart little girl."
"I have a birthday the twenty-third of
of April," Shirley informed me, not so
pleased with that little girl business.
"I
will be six years old."
"The twenty-third of April," I repeated,
"Shakespeare's birthday. The Bard of Avon
and the Bard of Santa Monica."
"What's a Bard?" asked Shirley.
And there she had me. Muttering something about going from bad to worse I left
in a hurry.

The "18 K"

Pla yers

[Continued from page 31]
the director and producer more often than
otherwise are perfectly aware of what is
happening before the picture is even released.
They, too, are getting a kick.
"Pictures are built on enthusiasm
.

.

.

Herbert told me.
"An author
writes a story because he is enthusiastic
about the idea; a producer buys it because
he is enthusiastic over its boxoffice potentialities, and a director is chosen because he
is enthusiastic over a certain treatment he
will be able to bring to that particular
literally,"

story.

tAe rU^At A/iamfi<w 6viny, out tAe

"But, in shooting, it often happens that
the picture doesn't develop as the director
had planned. Things stand out that haven't
been figured on and the wise director very
frequently says 'Looks like a Herbert picture.
We'd better throw it his way.' Picture stealing by an unstarred, sometimes
unbilled player is very often a matter of
deliberate calculation rather than an accident. On the other hand, many a picture
that might have been saved by a comedian
or a 'second fiddler' has been sacrificed in
order to project the star."
This seemed shrewd reasoning.
I
can
recall pictures so altered from their previews that I almost wanted to pick up the
pieces from the cutting room floor and do
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Can You Guess

HOW

fascinating it is to try to solve
these brain teasers, and how beneficial,
developing as it does all the five senses

(Yvonne,

Cecilie,

Annette,

Emilie

and

the Right

Names?

Give up? O. K. Look on page
Marie).
81 and there you will find a solution for
your every dilemma. Then life can settle

down

again.

—
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Robert Young
[Continued from page 52]

He was so eager not to sound affected
that I assured him earnestly that I understood, perfectly!
"Well, I did take one role home with
me,

if

you know what

I

mean.

That was

the role of Joan Crawford's brother in 'To-

day

We

There was something

Live.'

gal-

that man, something reckless
and foolhardy, too. And he had the type
of courage that I've always envied secretly.

about

lant

too, his enduring friendship with
Franchot Tone and Gary Cooper was something that one would like to carry back
into actual life with you, if you only could.
I admit that it took some strength of mind
to make me snap out of that character."
This was a natural re-action for a man
as natural and devoid of annoying comThe suave sophisticate,
plexes as Bob.
seemingly blase with life, might sneer at
the simple heroism of such a role, but not
he.
He still looks at life through the sane,
unsentimental eyes of a youth who believes
that somehow, some way, there must be a

Then,

meaning

to

all.

it

Joan Crawford's Clot nes
Closet
[Continued from page 24]
blues

the dark
Haines designed

here,

Bill

blues

there,

etc.

room
needs when he

this dressing

fit Joan's clothes
the house, and it really is a
It looks so clean and lovely with
its pure white walls and glistening mirrors.
Every frock seems to have its own niche. I
don't blame Joan for having no personal
maid and taking care of things herself. It
would be fun.
But for the new wardrobe! Joan has
five new evening frocks from Hattie Carnegie, a new tweed suit, two new coats, a
linen dress, two new prints
(and print
goods to make four more), six new bathing
suits (she gets her sun tan in all of them)

specially to

designed
beauty.

some new

crisp

pique and gingham frocks

home and some white

linen suits for
street.
That's all. She says she has several
good things left from last year, all of which
will do nicely if she moves a bow here and
a pocket there.
(She's rather clever at designing.)
So, if you had any idea that
movie stars had to have all new clothes
every time they turned around, you've got
for

another guess.
Her new evening frocks are really beautiful.
The white satin one is made with
skirt to fit tightly over the hips and then
flare out in huge billows.
It has a high
back, a square front and the trickiest thing
about it is the way little cartridge pleats
have been set in the top of the sleeves to
give a full effect. Joan designed a coat to
go with this dress. Of white satin, doublebreasted like a man's jacket, it is sleeveless

and

fits

right

under those

trick cartridge

sleeves.

black and white polka dot
would make your mouth water.
Designed somewhat along the same lines

There's

a

taffeta that

white satin, it has a beautiful long
train and at the high neck are long streamers which fold over and are caught at the
neck much like a man's tie.
A light blue taffeta and velvet also has
these streamers and a surprisingly lovely
skirt effect.
The bottom of the skirt is
cut in an uneven zig zag forming an outline similar to that if you placed a lot of
flower petals side by side.
It has a high
as the

Watch a

fellow light his

first

KGDL.

See the mild surprise turn to the good
old grin that shows he's found some-

The smoke feels refreshingly
cool. The throat relaxes. And best of
all, the coolness of KGDLS doesn't inthing.

terfere

with the fine tobacco flavor

it's

fully preserved.

So try KGDLS

for

your throat and for pleasure's sake.
coupon in each
And save the B &

W

pack for handsome nationally advertised merchandise. (Offer

good in

U. S. A. only.) Write today for FREE
copy of illustrated premium booklet.

SAVE COUPONS FOR HANDSOME PREMIUMS
Brown

& Williamson Tobacco

Corp., Louisville, Ky.
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neck and back and with

BATHASWEET
es,

you can have

a lovelier,

more

allur-

Quickly! Just add to
your bath a sprinkle of Bathasweet, and
make your bath a beauty treatment.
ing body.

Easily!

You might be bathing in rose petals, so soft and fragrant does Bathasweet make the water of your tub.
Gone is all harshness from the water. Bathasweet
softens it to a caress
softens it so that the water
cleanses your pores as they would not otherwise be
cleansed.
The best evidence of this remarkable
power to dissolve impurities and to \eep them dissolved is that no "ring is left around the tub when
Bathasweet is used. No wonder skin imperfections
disappear
and your body takes on a new loveliness
Yet Bathasweet costs very little 50c and $1

—
1

'

—

.

at

.

—

.

drug and department stores.
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gift package sent free
<^
Mail this coupon

anywhere

in the

with name and
Corp., Dept. S-F, 1907

Bathasweet
Park Ave., New; York.
address to

OAtd,

ToJc/O
Here is a safe and approved method. With a small
brush and BROWNATONE. you tint those streaks
or patches of gray, or faded or bleached hair to
lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black.
Over twenty-three years success. Don't experiment.
is guaranteed harmless for tinting
gray hair active coloring agent is purely vegetable.
Easily and quickly applied at home. Cannot affect
is economical and
waving of hair.
lasting it will not wash out. Imparts desired shade
with amazing speed. Just brush or comb it in. Easy
to prove by applying a little of this famous tint to a
lock of hair. Shades: Blonde to Medium Brown" and
"Dark Brown to Black" cover every need.
is only 50c— at all drug and
always on a money-back guarantee.
toilet counters

BROWNATONE

—

—

BROWNATONE

—

—

BROWNATONE

—

is

worn one

of

the cleverest three-quarter length evening
coats you can imagine. Of the same material, it is double breasted with pockets and
eight rhinestones buttons down the front.
A royal blue velvet dinner dress has a
high neck, buttons down the front, little
pockets and cap sleeves instead of the cartridge effects.
It has a coat, like the one
described for the light blue dinner dress.
Remember how the fashion magazines always advise you to plan carefully so that
you can use the same coat with a number
Well, Joan interchanges these
of things?
two blue evening wraps, wearing the dark
with the light blue and vice versa.
It
gives her four outfits instead of two.
One really formal dress is included in the
new five. It's the kind Joan wears when
she goes to a very swanky gathering. And
This
it's not only a honey, it's a dream!
pracis of royal blue shirred chiffon, is
tically backless, has a beautiful sweeping
full skirt, but the thing that really threw
me for a great big loss was the neck arrangement. Here are attached two long,
flowing streamers, one of old rose and one
of the royal blue which Joan drapes or
winds around her neck and shoulders. An
enormous old rose flower of chiffon and a
smaller one of the blue are on the left
shoulder.
There is an evening bag of the same
material to match every dress and evening
shoes, always sandal effects, dyed in the
same color as the frock. So— when Miss
Crawford sweeps down to dinner she's a
There are no
lovely symphony of color.
of! notes.

Along with these evening things which
had arrived from New York just two days
before I saw them, was a beautiful tan
linen sports dress, supposedly for beach
wear.
Joan was so smitten with it that
she had worn it as a dinner dress the night
before. It was really grand. Made simply
with a tight bodice, it had a most unusual
collar. Instead of being a round Peter Pan,
it was cut like a greatly exaggerated man's
shirt collar with very long pointed tips. It
was trimmed with tan leather buttons, had
a huge woven tan leather belt, and the
slickest pockets!
Joan wore with it a red
and tan scarf, red or tan sandals, and
tucked a red and tan hanky into a top
pocket.
Her new spring suit is of light weight,
light color gray tweed. The coat is double
breasted, three-quarter length with square
shoulders. It flares a little away from the
front, has two box pleats set in the back
so that its tail sticks right out giving a near
bustle effect. A simply cut sports dress of
the same tweed, trimmed with a beautiful
blue and white pin striped taffeta scarf,
Add an enormous
is worn with the coat.
hat of gray suede, with blue band— practically a cowboy, ten-gallon affair— turned
up on the left and pulled down over the
right eye and you have a right dashing outAdd also gray suede shoes and gloves
fit!
and a bag of the same tweed.
Now all the afore-mentioned were from
the famous Hattie Carnegie and were made
up from sketches submitted to Joan, which
she studied carefully and changed as she
saw fit. But not all of her spring wardrobe belongs to this exclusive expensive
category. Joan keeps a dressmaker at the
house to copy things she likes very well and
to make up dresses of Joan's own design.
Included in this group this spring are six
prints.

"I've

Work For "Uncle Sam"
s,ar S1260 to $2100 year
r^^KM
Common
MEN— WOMEEN
\\
Man

it

1935

gone

mad on

prints," she told

rHE July

me.

"I went downtown to an importers where
Adrian buys his materials and came home

with six bolts of goods.
Beautiful materials.
One is of blue and white— huge blue
squares with splotches of white in the corners.
And another, the gayest thing you
ever saw, is a bright flowered piece with
great splashes of orange and red."
The latter— the orange and red, I learn,
is Franchot Tone's favorite of the prints.
Joan wore it the other night at dinner and

my

confidential

scout

reports

and

Ul>

mrm

immediately

and

t
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Because Joan always dresses for dinner,
she needs a lot of dinner things. Around
the house in the daytime, you're likely to
catch her in a crisp white pique dress
with sailor collar and blue bindings, or an
all blue pique with Peter Pan collar.
Or
blue and white gingham, or brown and
white gingham. She has a dozen or more

They are all quite taiof these dresses.
lored, crisp and fresh looking, have short
and are very youthful.
There was a new box of bathing suits
Suits just like the ones
to open that day.
she wore last year— backless, bandanna neck,
one piece, no skirt. Two of the new ones
skirts

were in yellow; four in different shades of
blue.
And no new beach bathrobes. She
wraps herself in those huge bath towels,
and she already has scads of them.
Two white linen suits, very jaunty, very
tailored, one single breasted and one double
breasted; another tailored suit of blue flannel with collarless jacket over which the
sailor collar of the dress fits, two double
breasted top coats— one for last year's black
suit and one for this year's tweed suit and
there you have the works!
Hats? Joan wears mostly the vagabond
type, broad brimmed turned up on the
left.
They're becoming to her particular
style of beauty and she doesn't believe in
changing line much. "I never have things
because they look well on someone else or
are the last word in mode," she told me.
"I have things to suit ME."
You'll note I didn't go into raves about
Joan's riding habits nor her golf or tennis
dresses.
She doesn't ride, play golf or tennis and so she hasn't anything of that type.
She does have an abundance of slacks and
sweaters which she often wears to the
studio.

Perfumes?

She has three favorites— "Surand "Duchess of York."
Jean Dixon gave her a bottle of "Moment
Supreme" the other day and she thinks
render," "Vivre,"

maybe

she's a

convert to that.

Ma'am, take it from me, you just
haven't had any clothes fun until you've
Yes,

looked through a couple of closets with
Having seen all there was to see
Joan.
in spring things, I was about to suggest,
as guilelessly as I could, looking over last
winter's racks when the butler appeared
and announced a 'phone call for Missv
Babcock. Yes, it was the office and I had
to run. But Joan promised that next time
Hattie of the Carnegies sends out a couple
of dozen boxes she'll ask me over again. If
she keeps her promise, I'll write you some
more, dear reader, another day about "The
Private Off-Screen Wardrobe of a Star."

cover of Silver Screen is a portrait in full color
of Carole Lombard.

*

efficient.

•Oijll.

that

thought it was simply stunning and that
Joan looked too, too beautiful. Joan tells
me he is a most comforting beau. He always admires everything she wears and
never says in a frightening tone— as do some
gents that you and I both know! "WHERE
did you get that dress?"
He likes everything she gets, and says so, but he went
into particular ecstacy about the orange

"There are Seven Reasons Why Ginger Rogers Is Tops"
they are entertainingly told in Silver Screen for July.

and

—
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Gene Raymond returns to Hollywood after a personal appearance
tour which has added tremendously
to his prestige.

The Night Spots
[Continued from page 25]

Hollywood" and kept
well as

its

its

old clientele as

new.

Even if it has added a few spangles and
frou-frous the restaurant still maintains its
high and aristocratic standards in menus,
and never a day passes but what a worldtraveled food connoisseur drops in at the
Victor Hugo, dips his fork in the sauce Colbert (I've never known whether the sauce
was named after Claudette or Claudette
after the sauce) rolls his eyes heavenwards
in ecstatic raptures and murmurs, "Mon
Dieul C'est magnifique!" or whatever food
connoisseurs are wont to murmur when
pleased.
Here you find, several times a
week, Max Reinhardt, Earnest Vajda. Ernst
Lubitsch, Baroness Mantica, Princess Paley,
Marlene Dietrich, Paul Lukas and nearly
all
of Hollywood's foreign colony, who
know to a gill just how much sherry should
go into the sauce, and just how many cobwebs should be on the wine bottle.
Housing the famous institution is a palatial building made expressly to fit its purpose.
A stucco structure in Italian design,
it covers a quarter of a block and possesses
every modern device to aid in the quick
and sanitary preparation of any dish or
Numerous rooms include
delicacy desired.
a huge main dining salon of Louis 16th design, a Garden Room finished in the period
of the Italian Renaissance, a smart reception lounge decorated in rich tapestries and
lighted, a large banquet room, and
two exquisite private dining rooms called

softly

Room and the Rose Room.
The movie crowd and the younger

the Blue

set

Garden
Room, where they can dance under the
palms and watch the vari-colored lights on
gather

usually

in

the

as pretty a waterfall as

of a

Warner Brothers

Room

informal
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—
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trend
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Knit. $4.95

you've ever seen out

picture.

The Garden

the staid Victor Hugo's concession
10 Hollywood. The beautiful murals in the
(ormal dining salon, the tapestries and the
Roman marble statuary are all part of the
is

Anne Darling featured in

tradition.

Signor
nigh on

Hugo

Aleidas, the proprietor for
to twenty years, tolerates those
vari-colored lights and the crooner who
sings "Stay As Sweet As You Are," but his
soul is all wrapped up in his traditions, as
well it should be, for Signor Hugo is internationally prominent in his profession.
Red plush tradition got another kick in
the pants recently, but my, my did the

"ntoltteil-fit

Universal Pictures ivears

sirimming
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ASK FOB
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.Certain-Safe"

Shirley
dial

Temple

loves

to

work

the

phone with which her bungalow
is

equipped.

it, when
Mrs. Pat O'Brien,
the film colony to open a gown
shop, celebrated the occasion with a fashion
show in the Garden Room. The restaurant was packed to the top of its marble
arches as all early Los Angeles, snooty

dowagers love
latest

of

Pasadena, and hot-cha Hollywood turned
out en masse.
The laugh of the occasion was hubby Pat
O'Brien, who rallied to his wife's support,
and invited a dozen of his pals and cronies
to sit at a stag table with him, and such a
mess of he-men the Victor Hugo never saw
Nearly every one of those Irish
before.
pans were red as milady 's summer negligees
strolled past, but no one deserted until the
affair
tell

was over.

me

women.

Now

don't you ever try to

men

aren't
Supporting Pat,

that

more
in

loyal than
his hour of

need, were Jimmy Cagney, Bob Armstrong,
Frank Fay, Allen Jenkins, Frank McHugh,
Jimmy Gleason, Joe E. Brown, Lyle Talbot,

William

Brown— what

WfOMEN

"

.

.

.

rejoice!

Your old

haunting fear of "accidents"

can now be a thing of the past!

fashion show.
Now my pretty

Modess. (You won't be risking a

penny

.

.

.

see

Money Back Guaran-

napkin that combines three safety

Read the printed slip
Look at the diagrams and
compare them with the napkin
itself. Even before you wear the
new "Certain-Safe" Modess you'll

features to give

understand

For

—

in the

— a new type
has

recently

tee below.)

Modess laboratories
of sanitary napkin

been

perfected.

A

Complete protection from
embarrassing "accidents"!
You can actually see and feel every
one of the three new features. Get a

box of the new

"Certain-Safe"

and John Mack
bunch of mugs for a

Frawley
a swell

inside.

how and why it brings
you dependable protection against
...

(l)

away,

striking through,
(3)

Wear

(2)

tearing

incomplete absorption.
the

new Modess

you'll ask for

it

once,

and

always!

SPECIAL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
been buying another brand of napkin just from
refund your money if you
try the new Modess and don't like it! Get a box. Wear
enough napkins to make a thorough test. If you aren't
completely satisfied, return box and remaining napkins to
Modess Corporation, 500 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. YWe'll send you every penny you paid, plus postage!
If you've

habit. ..here's a challenge! We'll

MODESS -STAYS SOFT- STAYS SAFE

lift

gourmand, if you can
your chassis from that chair, and re-

move that bit of crepe suzette, we'll wander
over to Hollywood and see what goes on in
that gay new night club called the New
King's Club, to differentiate it from the
Bruce Knox, young,
Old King's Club.
handsome, popular interior decorator de
luxe— he did Franchot Tone's house, also
Jean Parker's and Nancy Carroll's and the
attractive Honeymoon Cottage of Martha
Sleeper and Hardie Albright— is the new
owner of the King's Club and responsible
for the beauty and simplicity of its decorations.
The entire club is done in blue
and white, even to the awning that leads
from the sidewalk to the door, and it is
most striking, as well as most becoming.
Did you know that movie stars consider
blue their best background color?
The King's Club is what we familiarly
call an "intimate" club, in contrast to the
Trocadero and the Clover Club which are
quite large.
There's an elegant bar, also
done in blue and white, with blue cocktail
shakers on the walls, and after a snifter
there we pass on to the main room which is
small and cozy, has an orchestra, a pocket
handkerchief dance floor, and Guy Rennie,
the master of ceremonies and the personality boy himself.
Guy, late of the Weylin
Bar in New York, does imitations of Crosby,
Chevalier, Harry Richman and Lucienne
Boyer, and if you'll heckle him he'll heckle
back.
He once socked a police commissioner, but so far he hasn't socked anyone
in

Hollywood.

Si

The King's Club, under its new management, aims to be one of those open all the
time places, though at present it is getting
its biggest play from the stay-up-laters who
close the Trocadero and then wander in
Last week
for a night cap or breakfast.
Guy Rennie inaugurated the tea and cocktail hour on the lawn in front of the club
and it went over big with Betty Furness,
Sally Blane, Polly Ann Young and lots of
the younger set turning out for it, so, in
time, this afternoon lawn party will become
a part of Hollywood life, and the first of
its kind in this neck of the woods.
The bridge luncheons are next on the
program, and if you have to play bridge
I can't imagine a lovelier place to trump
your partner's ace than the blue and white
room with its white boxes of daisies, which
Bruce Knox explained to me were really
only old tin cans, but I never would have
guessed it. The most fun the club has had
since it opened was the night Clark Gable
came in with a party of friends and recognized the cashier as one of his former standSo there was nothing to do about it
ins.
but that the bewildered and delighted
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99

of these

'Mental ills

do you fear most?

stand-in must join the Gable party for a
round of high-balls while Clark himself
took charge of the cash register, and my,

my, how he made it ring.
Another important feature of that evening was the first appearance in any night
club of Jean Parker.. Jean has been Cocoanut Groving it several times but she had
never actually been in a night club until
that night, but, after all, it was Bruce Knox
who did her house for her so it was sort of
like returning a call.
Jean was accompanied by Robert Taylor, the wonder boy
of the

Metro

lot,

and

girls,

I

breathlessly

hasten to tell you that Bob is even
good looking off the screen than he

more
is

on.

He and

Jean have been running around
together quite a bit lately, and it may be a
romance.
Gaynor and Gene Raymond
Janet
dropped in for dinner and a dance one
evening, but refused to have their pictures
taken, the meanies, but Lupe and Johnny,
celebrating

their

last

night

together

in

Hollywood before Lupe started East, were
more amenable. In fact ft looked like it
was going to be one of those most unique
things, a peaceful evening with the Weissmullers, but no— along about midnight
Johnny stretched out his long legs, yawned

STUBBORN STAINS
Film absorbs stains from
food and smoking.To remove
these stains you must remove the film.

L.\

and remarked, "I think I'll have ham and
eggs for breakfast in the morning." "You'll
have toast and coffee," responded Mrs.
Weissmuller.
"I'll have ham and eggs,"
snapped Johnny with great determination.
"You'll have toast and coffee, shrieked

Lupe—and

the battle was on.
the more or less dropper-inners
for dinner, or a snack, or a snort are Joan
Blondell and George Barnes, Carole Lombard and Bob Riskin, Peggy Fears and Felix
Rolo, Nancy Carroll and Van Smith, Sylvia
Sidney and Paul de Picon, French tennis

Among

Madge Evans and Tom Gallery,
Fred Keating and Pat Ellis, Mary Carlisle
and Eddie Hillman, Eddie Lowe and Marion
Marsh, and Henry Wadsworth, Tom Brown,
Cary Grant and Mischa Auer.
Why it's only two-thirty and here we
are lapping down our last night cap (California has a two-thirty bar closing law, the
sissies) and I couldn't possibly go home before the milk man arrives, so lets drop by

.

:

.

remove dangerous Film tkir way.
tooth pastes
OTHER
may claim to attack

or tooth powders

film. Pepsodent's sole

duty is to REMOVE FILM thoroughly, safely. To
millions of people it is known as the one and
only "special film-removing tooth paste."

Why

player,

the Brown Derby for breakfast. I think I
could surround a set of little thin hot cakes
with maple syrup and little pig sausages on
the side with the greatest of ease.
I've
written about the Brown Brothers so many
times in this magazine that I guess by now
you know that sooner or later, every day or
night, you've just got to drop by the Brown
Derby. Night clubs may come and go— and
do— and other restaurants may flourish— and
do— but the Brown Derby never loses its
prestige nor its patronage. Managed by the

1
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different, it
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in a different
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dentist at least twice a year.
.

works

to give different results. How? Pepsodent
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secret of its effectiveness is due to a revolutionary new cleansing and polishing material.
This material is unexcelled in film-removing
power.
other leading dentifrice contains
it! Thus with Pepsodent you enjoy a unique
way to keep teeth free from film— from food

To

way

No

and tobacco

stains.

A

way so

safe that in im-
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least abrasive
therefore softest— of 15 leading tooth pastes and 6 tooth powders.
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Pepsodent. See for yourself how clean your
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.

help keep breath pure

may be traced
to decaying food particles between the teeth.
Daily brushing with Pepsodent Tooth Paste
helps remove these food particles .
thus
acts to combat one of the most common
causes of unpleasant breath.

In

cases, offensive breath
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popular Bob Cobb, who has that well
known but seldom really seen heart of gold,
the Brown Derbies do all right. No dancing there, no entertainment, but grand food
and drink, excellent service, and an air of
Hollywood about the place that never fails
to excite me.
Several times a week, dining at the Beverly Hills Brown Derby, you find Charlie
Chaplin and Paulette Goddard, Gloria
Swanson and Herbert Marshall, Jimmy

heart
there's

talk over a cup of
no place like the

steaming

cofEee.

Brown Derby

in

the cold grey dawn.

Cagney and the Missus, Norma Shearer and
Irving Thalberg,
his pals

W.

C. Fields entertaining
tricks in knife and

with elemental

and Joan Bennett and Gene
Markey. And Thursday night, cook's night
out, both Derbies are simply alive with
fork juggling,

stars.

Well, here are the

and they are

all

thin hot cakes
thin hot cakes are
if you think I'm the
little

little

supposed to be. And
only person in Hollywood who's going in

Why,
Lombard and Bob Riskin
Bob Cobb himself. And

for a bit of breakfast you're crazy.

They must keep their
feet in

tion.

good condi-

Whenever

a

there are Carole
with Fieldsy and

Benny Rubin and Jack Benny and Frank

McHugh
ville
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And Randy

Scott and Cary
again, now that Virginia
Cherrill has secured a divorce. Well, dancing's lots of fun, and far be it from me to
go Judas on a rumba, but when it comes
to a good old honest to goodness heart to

by a famous chemist, made for you by Bauer
& Black, famous surgical dressing house. Used
successfully by 30,000,000 corn sufferers
during the past 35 years. 23c at all druggists.

C

talking over the good old vaude-

corn appears they

days.

it

"Claudette

Is

[Continued from page

and then, seven years later, direct 'It Happened One Night?' " I agreed that this
was an amazing coincidence.
"The best scene I've ever done in a picture?" she said. "From my standpoint, I'd
say it was the night club scene in 'The
Gilded Lily.' In that scene, remember it
—as a night club singer, I confess to the
audience I've forgotten my song and dance
—I made a conscious effort to play the
scene so that it would be believable and
funny. The scene could have been played
a lot of different ways, it could have been
burlesqued, it could have been played coyly
—I really think that the way I played it
was the best comedy performance I've ever
given. I don't want you to think I'm being

same

sort of feeling."

she rank second in her own
personal flicker album? "The Torch Singer," she said.
"Because it was on the level
and honest. There's nothing that annoys
me so greatly in stage plays or pictures as
a theatre or night club scene where a
singer is frankly lous— I mean frankly bad,
and then the audience is shown going into
You know what I
hysterics of applause.
mean. Those things don't happen in everyday life. If a singer is mediocre in a Broadway night club, his applause is mediocre
too.
So it's always exasperated me to see
pictures in which audiences on the screen
throw their hats in the air and otherwise
In 'Torch Singer' I apply for
go ga-ga.
a job as a night club singer just as a place
Tables are being piled on
is closing up.
top of each other. The three owners tell
me to go ahead and sing. I get out on the
floor and sing, pretty badly. The next shot
shows the three owners shaking their heads
and telling me that I'm terrible. That
was a natural reaction on their parts. The
next scenes showed me getting a little betMy dresses were a litter as a performer.
tle better and I looked a little smarter.
The progression of the picture was hon-

What would
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lazy as

Not Going

'hammy' when I tell you about it, Ed, but
probably sometime or other, you've written
a column or a story that really satisfied you
and gave you a kick. That night club
scene in 'The Gilded Lily' gave me that

freckles

Oh, what

is

so rare, so Ion

Gary Cooper

in

and

so

J une?

to Stop There"
21]

could have happened.
Finally 1 wa;
the toast of the town, but it was accom
plished so gradually that it was believable.'
Honesty, sincerity, believableness, charm
—time and again, while we talked, Claudette Colbert stressed these things as holding paramount interest to her as an actress.
I call your attention to them because thev
are fundamental items in her own private
off-screen life.
She is honest, she is sincere, she is a human being, she is charming.
In seventeen years of reporting, I've met
a vast number of people and probably every
conceivable type of celebrity, ranging from
eggs who jumped off the Washington Bridge
and landed on Page 1 to the Rickards and
Dempseys and Jolsons, Cantors, Babe Ruths,
Carole Lombards, Constance Bennetts and
all the others who go to make up cannon
fodder for a newspaperman's typewriter. Of
them all, I'd rank Claudette Colbert as
Tops.
She is the nicest person I've ever
encountered, unspoiled, good-humored, symest,

pathetic,

talented, considerate.

imagine that
changed from the

who

lived

in

and attended

little

New
P.S.

not a great deal
pigtailed Frenchie
York's Furious Fifties

she's

I

15

and

later

drew

pic-

tures in the art classes at Washington Irving High School. In those early days, she

wanted

to be an artist and indeed had suftalent to persuade her mother and
to suggest additional study, though

ficient

dad

the family was not too well supplied with
worldly goods.
"Cherie, you can perhaps

be a commercial

artist

and draw

illustra-

tions for advertisements," suggested her
father, and she thought that this would
be a good idea.
Perhaps the expense would not be so
enormous, at any event. For instance, there
was that neighborhood girl, Helen Hackett, who was a good artist and she had
offered to give Claudette free lessons in art,
if the little Frenchie would teach her to

speak French.

Perhaps there were others
consider such an artistic swap,
at an aesthetic trading post as it
and thus cut down the tuition overThe thrifty French side of young
Colbert found expression here.

who would
meet
were,
head.
Miss

!
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Whether or not Miss Hackett learned
French from youthful Claudette, I do not
Claudette says she doubts it beknow.
cause the Hackett girl brewed a delightful
pot of tea and the two of them, instead
of cultivating each other's mind, sat and
drank tea and ate cookies and dreamed the
very splendid dreams that one can dream
From these fanciful imagat seventeen.
inings of the juvenile tea-drinkers was to
emerge a Career. The Hackett girl, and
she must have been a very wise young
person when you consider the perception
in the light of later years, decided one day
that instead of becoming an artist, Claudette was to transfer her talent to the stage.
They decided this very solemnly and drank
another pot of tea, the youthful chum
pledging that she would see to it that the
stage would learn of Miss Colbert without
further ado.
A few days later, the surprising girl sold
Claudette down the river to two former
vaudeville agents who were striking out into
the dramatic arena, Al Lewis and Max
Gordon. On Christmas night, 1924, there
is no supporting evidence that Sarah Bernhardt or David Belasco or William A.
Brady suspected that there had arrived a
It is to be
red-letter day in the drama.
believed that only the Hacketts and the
Colberts knew that Claudette was to make

her

debut

in

"The Wild Westcotts"

at

the Frazer Theatre.
The 17 -year old pride of the Colbert
family had only one speech in the play.
It read: "It was so lovely— the garden was
very beautiful— I'm so hungry." Her mother
said that night, when Claudette returned
home, that this speech had been delivered
so dramatically that "The Wild Westcotts"

immediately took on life and animation.
But even her mother, prejudiced as she
might have been, was absolutely rendered

mute when Claudette,

the end of the
the staggering
sum of $50. It was practical proof of the
validity of Santa Claus.
A few seasons later, Claudette was to
deliver another classic line, but this time
This was
the setting was more imposing.
Eugene O'Neill's "Dynamo" under the production aegis of the Theatre Guild, an expression in dramaturgy of the conflict befirst

week,

at

returned with

tween Man and Machine. Rather it was
an expression of the conflict between
Woman, symbolized by Miss Colbert, and
a Man-Who-Had-a-Yen-for-Machines, interIn this uneven
preted by Glenn Anders.
conflict the machine had no chance and at
the end of the play the triumphant Miss
Colbert, having won Anders, looked at the
dynamo on the stage and said: "Dynamo,
I Love You."
The line was so silly, removed from the context of the play, that
the Broadway wags built all kinds of gags
around it. It got so that La Colbert was
afraid to appear on the public boulevards,
for fear that the school children or the
layoffs in front of the Palace would follow her down Broadway, repeating the line

aloud.

Even today, when the sound cam-

eras start up, the whirring electric noise
that is so reminiscent of a dynamo is apt
to make her fall gracefully into Clark

Gable's arms, which is not bad work if you
can get it.
"You've travelled a long way in a short
time," I said to her, sitting there in her
suite
Hotel.
at
the Sherry-Netherlands
"From 'The Wild Westcotts' and your one
tiny speech of 1924 to the No. 1 actress
of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences in 1935— that's quite a hop, Claudette."
She nodded and the curls on her

forehead

moved up and down: "Uh-huh,

been fast and furious and looking back,
it's
hard to tell whether the heartaches
were more numerous than the pleasantries.
But it's been exciting, at least. I have five
years more. I hope my luck holds out."
it's

//

HAS

ROBBED YOUR
When a man kisses, he wants to kiss soft and

—

smooth lips not crinkly and rough lips
Yet so many lipsticks don't consider the
feel of your lips . . they take that delicate
rosy skin the most sensitive skin of your
face and dry and parch it until the texture of your lips is more like crepe paper
.

—

—

than a caress!
Away with "Lipstick Parching!" Banish
lipsticks that take the young moisture from
your lips! Here is a
kind of lipstick
which Coty has discovered. A lipstick that
gives your lips tempting, exciting color . .
but without any parching penalties.

NEW
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is truly indelible ... yet all through the
sixteen hours of your lipstick day, it actually smooths and softens your lips. It
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LIPS

them the warm, moist lustre that
every woman envies and every man adores.
That's because it contains a special softengives

ing ingredient, "Essence of

Make
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the "Over-night" Experiment!

you wish to prove to yourself that Coty

Lipstick smooths your lips to loveliness,

make this simple experiment. Put on a tiny
bit of the lipstick before

the morning

how

— notice

you go

how

soft

to bed. In

your

lips

they look. Could you do
the same with any other lipstick?
You can now get Coty " Sub-Deb" Lipfeel

. . .

stick

soft

— for just

50^

— in

five

ardent indel-

drug and department stores.
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ReVieWS
BLACK FURY
Rating: 90 0

PAUL

when Pat

— Magnificent— Warners

MUNI'S

latest

picture"

is

his best

"Fugitive from a

icanism, and as thrilling a film as you've

met up with in many a day. When Paul's
girl, Karen Morley, runs away with a copper, William Gargan, Paul goes on a
magnificent drunk, and while under the
influence of his liquor, he goes to his union
meeting and innocently splits the union
right in two.
This is just what a couple of racketeers,
working for a crooked professional strikebreaking company, planned, so they make
poor Paul, befuddled by drink and grief,
the goat. There's a terrible strike, and the
When his best
strike-breakers move in.
friend is killed by one of the racketeers,
Paul realizes at last that he has betrayed
his friends and his union, so, with the help
of Karen, who has come back to him, he
takes possession of the mine and wins back
for his friends everything they lost from the
strike-breakers.
It may not sound so exciting, but believe

me, it is. Men, especially, will enjoy it.
good rare meat and potatoes, and quite
ceptable

after

whipped cream

all

this

frou

that has been

frou

around

to domesticate the goa siege of housekeeping
and hen-pecking, are only too glad to return her to her father and faithful Larry,
who seems a bit miscast.
rillas,

Chain Gang."
It's a stirring, thrilling story about the coal
mines in Pennsylvania, and Paul as Joe
Radek, a "hunky" coal-miner, is simply
superb, and his acting is something that you
cannot afford to miss.
Now don't get excited— this isn't one of
those "capital vs. labor" and "propaganda"
pictures.
It's one hundred percent Amersince

It's

[Continued from page 56]

decides

who,

after

STAR OF MIDNIGHT

Rating: 85 0 — Sophisticated Mystery— RKO
well, echoes of "The Thin Man"
again, but such charming, delightful
echoes that who the heck cares. William
Powell— oh girls, ain't he swell?— again plays
a young lawyer who has a yen for solving

WELL,
mysteries,
this one.

certainly goes to town on
Ginger Rogers steps into the

and he

Myrna Loy

role this time,

and Myrna

will

have to look to her laurels, for
our little Ginger, who has been skipping
over tables with Freddy Astaire lately, has
suddenly developed into a most beautiful,
certainly

and utterly devastating young
just the right flair for comedy.
I won't tell you the mystery— except that
the dialogue— but the
it isn't as good as
picture goes in for swell suspense, and
you'll actually get the creeps in some of the
scenes.
The comedy sequences between
Powell and Ginger are perfect and will have
you splitting with laughter.
Russell Hopton, who plays a sort of "Walter Winchell, is the guy who gets killed,
and among the suspects are Paul Kelly,
Gene Lockart, Ralph Morgan, Leslie Fensophisticated,

woman, with

ton and Vivien Oakland.
the murderer yourself.

You can

pick

Paramount

Damon Runyan put his pen to
OLEthisMassa
will be for
one so you just know
it

the masses, and I trust you don't consider
yourself too good for the masses. It's about
a society girl, Patricia Ellis, who has a yen

males in uniforms and there's nothing
her father, George Barbier, can do about
it but buy her out of one romance after
another, and beg her to marry that nice
young man Larry Crabbe.
But poor, faithful and rather dull Larry
hasn't a chance when Cesar Romero, racketeer and aviator, lands one day on the
family estate. Pat falls for him hook, line
and sinker, and winds up in his apartment,
which she discovers she must share with
his gang, William Frawley, George E. Stone,
Warren Hymer, and Andy Devine, and
what a happy little family that is. Of
course the laughs come thick and hearty
for

Rating: 70°— Boland and Rugcles

Comedy

instead of going on to a gay party, my supis served to me on a tray in bed."
While she speaks she is as motionless
Small, expressive hands, as
as the Sphinx.
celebrated as those of Duse, are folded
Her life, of necessity,
quietly in her lap.
is one of absolute seclusion— as apart from
the world as though she dwelt within the
cloistered walls of a convent.
"My only diversion is solitaire. With
my cards I can forget everything. It is
the same with my acting."
spoke again of the possibility of her

We

going to Hollywood.
"Why should I?" she demanded, "my
schedule for a full year is filled with work

a much better than usual little
picture about the trials and tribulations of American family life.
May Robson plays
Carter, who's a swell mother
to her three sons, Preston Foster, Billy
Bakewell, and James Bush, and her one
daughter, Florine McKinney, and has a
time for herself trying to straighten them

Mom

out.
Preston's okay, but that Billy and that
James give the poor old lady many bad
moments. Billy, as a stagestruck and very
hamish thespian, practically steals the picture.
He's grand. And so is James Bush,
as a budding young communist who wants
to save humanity and gets arrested as a
result.
It's a very interesting, and at times
splendidly dramatic picture, well directed

by Charles Vidor.

BABY FACE HARRINGTON

roll

the aisle

this

Of course Mary Boland and Charlie Ruggles are my favorite people anyway, and I

am

still chuckling over "Ruggles of Red
Gap," but in this unpretentious little comedy Mistress Mary and Master Charlie are
more hilariously funny than ever before.
Again they play the proverbial married
couple (they've been married on the screen
so many times that I feel that they should
be faithful to each other between pictures)

and they haven't had a family row in
twenty-three years of domestic happiness.
The picture opens with the first wedding
anniversary celebration of their daughter,
Leila Hyams, and Dean Jagger, which ends
in Leila calling her spouse a so-and-so and
coming home to mother. Mary has the
bright idea of staging a fake fight between
herself and Charlie so it will bring the
young folks together again— and the fun
begins.
The fake fight becomes real with

'

famous European film

director,

who was

many

years before they
were married, went to see the British playwright about Bergner's portraying 'St. Joan'

her

the screen, Shaw turned him down
with the facetious promise that permission

on

ALL

the Butterworth fans should clutter

around this one, for it's nearly all Charlie
from beginning to end. Charlie with his
vacuous gaze and his apologetic wit plavs
a timid soul, who suddenly, through no
fault of his own, becomes a muchly publicized gangster, Baby-face Harrington no
less, and then, through another series of

circumstances, just as suddenly becomes a national hero.
Charlie is married to Una Merkel, who is
her usual excellent self, but whyohwhv
couldn't the director and the author give
Una a few comedy scenes of her own? Such
a swell comedienne should never have to
farcial

play straight,
farce such as

particularly

in

a rollicking

this.

Nat Pendleton plays a nasty gangster,
and also in the cast are Harvey Stephens,
the smoothie, and Eugene Pallette and Donald Meek.
The swell scene where Charlie, with a rope around his neck, and Nat,

who

is ready to "take him for a ride," discover that they were once boy scouts together will have you in stitches.

[continued from p age 53 ]

congenial to my temperament and artistic
ideals.
In the Spring I am booked to play
my most beloved Shakespearean roles at
Stratford-on-Avon and after that the play
which Sir James Barrie has written for me.
And oh, I'm so happy that Shaw, after
nine years, has finally given me permission
to do his 'St. Joan' for a British film company."
When Bergner's husband, Paul Czinner,
in love with

Butterworth—

-ti-

seats or you'll have to
HOLD intight to yourwith
me over
one.

The Great Bergner
per

HERE'S

M-G-M

—Paramount

HOLD 'EM YALE

STRANGERS ALL
Rating: 55 °— Homey— RKO

PEOPLE WILL TALK

and

Rating: 58 0 — Comedy Pure and Simple—

'he family.

Rating: 60°— Merkel and

ac-

lately.

poor Charlie quite innocently falling into
the clutches of a philandering married
woman, and my, my what complications.
A high bit of comedy is the society wrestling match staged for the Milk Fund benefit, with Charlie as referee.
If it's laughs
you want, good clean hearty laughs, this
is what
the doctor ordered for you and

be given if the movies ever talked!
(They didn't, you know, in 1925.)
But the little Austrian actress, with an

7?iight

indomitable will
that
never raises the
white flag of surrender, went to see Shaw
on her own.
Her recountal of her visit to Shaw's sanctum sanctorum fills her eyes with merriment: "We talked about everything under
the sun," she said, "except what I'd come
to talk about.
When I was leaving I said:
'Do you think I can do the picture now?'
smiled
He
and replied: 'Did you ever reallv

doubt

You

I walked away on
the clouds.
doing that picture means so much

it?'

see

to me.

It's

my

favorite role."

I
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[Continued from page 33]
help

And I can't say I blame him, as she is quite
an eyeful in her white crepe gown .with an

"Who've you got there, Cesar?" George
Irving calls from the inside of the house.
"Very fine lady and gentleman," Warner
answers as he lifts Ketti off the horse.
"Their airplane comes down on the pamspeak for you, patron, and give
pas.
I
them welcome to the estancia."
"That's right," Irving approves.
This is almost the opening shot in the
picture so I can't tell you what it's about.
All I know is that Warner is back in his
old Cisco Kid costume and, apparently, enjoying it.

over-slip of georgette trimmed in crystal
beads. Ver-y niftig.
There isn't a great deal to this scene.
Gil suddenly decides to have a look in the
murdered man's apartment so they march
through his dining room, out on to a terrace on which the other apartment also
opens. Just as they are going out the window the door to the butler's pantry opens
and Herbert Mundin comes in. His face
is quite a study as he sees Miss Barrie but
he never utters a sound and in a second
the scene is over.

up

sharply,
Ketti off.

"Secret

jumps down and

Lives"

is

starts to

another murder mys-

Ketti
in

Gallian and Warner Baxter
"Under the Pampas Moon."

Gil is in his own apartment, minding his business, when suddenly a beautiful blonde (la Barrie) happens in. Shortly
after the police come to pick her up in
tery.

Herbert Mundin, Gilbert Roland and

Mona

Barrie in a murder story called
"Secret Lives."

connection with the murder which has
taken place in the next apartment.
She
calmly announces she has been here with
Gil all evening and he— always the gentleman—backs her up. After the cops are
gone he flips a coin to decide whether he
shall keep her there as hostage or turn her
over to the law. I've forgotten which way
the coin falls but he keeps her anyhow.

Next on the program at Fox is "The Daring Young Man," which boasts the presence of James Dunn and Mae Clarke.
Jimmie isn't working today but Mae is.
It's her first picture since her long illness.
"Dick, you old so and so," Mae exclaims
when the scene is finished. "How've you
been?"
"As well

as

could be expected, not see-

ing you for so long,"

reply.
for a newspaper
she changes
scribe,"
the subject.
"I'm
afraid some of you writers will think things
about me when vou see this."
"Never mind, Mae," I soothe her, "I know

"Look

at

this

I

room

you're a good girl."

"Thanks, pal," says

me

Mae

gratefully.

"Give

the same number. We'll
have some laughs."
The other picture at Fox— "Our Little
Girl," starring Shirley Temple, is closed
a ring.

Still
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because they want to keep Shirley unspoiled.
The last time I saw Shirley I had to peel berries for her for an
hour so I'm just as well satisfied to skip
her today and get over to
to visitors

the.
this

"The Flame Within"

at

the
three

all

are
here.
First, there's
starring Ann Hard-

and Herbert Marshall.

ing

This

is

Ann's

picture since her recent illness and
she sure looks lovely. The set is closed to
visitors but by swearing not to speak to
her, or cough or even look at her if she
first

Blondes
why be

blind?

shut your eyes to the fact that blonde
DON'T
hair requires special care. Its texture
so deli-

methods may cause

the peerless Harlow in the
delayed and oft-postponed "China
Seas."
Despite the fact that this has been
on M-G-M's production schedule for two
or three years, they haven't a synopsis of it
—or any of the other pictures in production
at this time, so I can't tell

you what any

of

them are about.
All I know is that the scene is a suite on
a steamer and Jean is in the bedroom with
Wally Beery. M. Beery has his hair tousled,
dress pants and one of those pleated black
bands that some men wear around their
waists instead of a vest, and a soft shirt,
open at the throat with no tie.
Miss Harlow is all done up in a satin
evening gown which is kept up in front by

two rhinestone bands on each arm. There
isn't any back to her dress so they don't
have to worry about keeping that up.

is

cate that ordinary shampoo
to fade, streak or darken.

doesn't matter.

long

supposed lull
month, there

-1—' studios
pictures shooting out

one of

Then we have

M-G-M.

"p\ESPITE

can't find out if "The
his originals or

Flame Within" is
one of his afterthoughts but he makes good pictures so it

I

it

Yet now it's easy to keep blonde hair always
For there is a wonderful shampoo, called
Blondex, especially made for blonde hair only, that
will bring out all its rich, golden beauty. Helpskeep
light hair from darkening. Brings back the true
golden sparkle to dull, dark, faded and streaked
blonde hair. Not a dye. No harmful chemicals.
Leaves hair soft, fluffy, silky without using any

"What

lovely.

color

is

that

dress,

Jean?"

I

in-

quire.

Jean glances

at

it

indifferently.

"I call

it

special rinses. Used by millions of blondes.
To get a generous trial package of Blondex just
send your name and address with 100 to cover cost
of mailing to Swedish Shampoo Laboratories, Dept.
1£6. 27 West 20th St., New York City. Or you can buy
Blondex at any good drug or department store.
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—

directing.

my direction,
get on. It's the waiting room
of offices, she being a doctor.

should happen to glance in

manage

to
of her suite
It's late in
general air
I

the afternoon and there

is

a

day's work well
done" pervading the place. At least, that's
the way the script describes the air.
Henry Stephenson is lolling about smoking his pipe.
Herbert Marshall is fidgeting around and Ann is getting ready to go

of

"another

home.
"It

is

now

seven o'clock,

my

children,"

Henry observes paternally, "so will you two
stop arguing and come to the fights with
me? I have three ringside seats (Now
how, I wonder, does he happen to have
three seats? It's such an unusual number
to buy) and a bet with my surgery floor
sister on the colored boy."
"Seriously, Mary," Marshall puts in, ignoring Henry's kind invitation for the
night of June nth, "you're not taking this
fellow on as a patient?"
"I won't know till I've seen him," Ann

answers.

"Mary," says Steve sternly, "you'll do
nothing of the kind. Male alcoholics are
out of your line, ducky."
At this juncture in their affairs, Ann's
"That
secretary, Virginia Howell, enters.
man will be at your apartment at eight
thirty, doctor.
I spoke to him direct."

ACHING
FEET
QUICKLY RELIEVED
Whenever your

AND RESTED

feet ache, sting, swell, or are

sore, chafed or feverish— use Dr. Scholl s Foot
Balm for immediate relief. Healing, penetrating; soothes irritated nerves, sore muscles and

aching joints; reduces inflammation and swelling; dispels foot odor and quiets painful corns, callouses and bunions. Try
it!
35fi and 75^
at all drug,
shoe and dept. stores. For free

—

booklet on Foot Care, write
today to Dr. Scholl's, Inc., Dept.
SC.,261 W. Schiller St., Chicago, 111.

D* Scholl's llll

Ann

"I'll hurry."
agrees.
she starts clearing up her
desk and putting on her coat, a white oil-

"All

right,"

And with

this

skin raincoat.

"So must we hurry," announces Henry,
"Come on Gordon, let's go to the fights."
Well,

it

Edmund

goes on

and on

like this.

Goulding, who is directing it,
also wrote it. Eddie is the gent who wrote
and directed "The Trespasser" for Gloria
Swanson a few years ago. He has a happy
faculty for thinking up great ideas for pictures, going into the front office and telling
them, and then, when they buy the idea,
Eddie goes home to write it. But, by the
time he gets home he's forgotten it, so he
thinks up another idea and writes it down.

First still

on "China Seas," with Waland Jean Harlow. Clark
Gable is also in it.

lace Beery

nude satin but I guess you better call it
something different or the censors will get
sore."
"I'll spell it 'newd,' " I promise, "and no
one will know what I'm talking about.
What's ever become of that book you were

writing?"
Jean looks slightly annoyed. All actors
are always announcing that they're writing
books but none of them ever hit the bookstores.
"Oh, there are still some changes
I want to make in it," she answers, "and I
haven't got around to it yet."
The director calls them for a rehearsal.
Something goes wrong and they have to
have a conference. As there is only one
chair in the cabin and Wally is sitting on
that, Jean sits on his lap during the conference.

She might as well have been

daughter, Carol Ann, for

all

his

the attention

he pays.

To get on with the story, it seems Wally
has missed a piece of a hundred pound note
from

and he suspects Jean of
for what seems like
hours about whether she has it or hasn't
it
and as the dialogue isn't particularly
sparkling there's no use taking up space
giving it to you. Oh, yes!
Her name in
the picture is China Doll and I believe
Clark Gable has also been cast in this one.
taking

his

it.

wallet

They argue

.
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Chester Morris, who seems to alternate
between M-G-M and Universal is at the
former studio this month in a piece called
"Public Hero #i" which, if you ask me, is
a helluva name for a picture. It deals with
the government secret service department.
Joseph Calleia (who played in "Small
Miracle" in New York) is a member of a
band of crooks. They've captured him and
have him in the pen but he won't talk so
Chester is a secret
he's no good to them.
service man. The department sends him to
the pen on a minor charge and stick him in
the cell with Joe. Ches plans a break, figuring Joe will go right back to his gang and,
in that way, Ches will find out where the
gang is and capture them.
They make the break all right by knocking the warden unconscious and forcing a
couple of members of the prison board to
They get the two
give up their clothes.
victims some other clothes and, at the point
As they
of a gun, force them out ahead.
come out the door of the warden's office
into the prison yard, the driver of the two
Prodding his
unfortunates' car is dozing.
victims with a gun, Calleia forces them into
the car and then pokes, one of them— Simpson (Selmer Jackson)— with his revolver.
"Turn around, Edwards, and don't make
a sound,'' Jackson says to the chauffeur.
Edwards turns and when he sees the two
convicts with his gun leveled, his teeth
start chattering.
"Now," says Jackson, feeling none too
good himself, "we'll drive out as usual."

"Yeah— okay," Edwards agrees.
"Go ahead," Ches orders.

One of Chester's biggest successes was
made on this lot and it was a prison picture,
too— "The Big House." I sure hope this is
a repeater.

When

they go to make the "long shot"
of this scene they put his double in the car
so he won't wear himself out acting, because from a distance you won't be able to
So Ches and I
see who's in the machine.
are standing quietly talking.
Suddenly the assistant sound man comes
up. "Mr. Morris, you're standing practical-

microphone so when they
will you keep quiet?
Your conversation is coming through the
under

ly

the

make another take
mike."
"Well,

June nights and romance! Those breathless little meetings
with you in his arms ... as he whispers those
sweet nothings which only you and the moon can hear..
.

Ches ejaculates in
"You mean you could hear our

fancy

amazement.

that,"

.

.

conversation?"
"Yes, sir," says the assistant.
Ches turns to me mockingly: "Isn't that
wonderful?" And then he turns back to
the sound man in assumed anxiety: "Was
Was the dialogue
it
good conversation?

snappy?"

What

can you do with a guy like that?
You can do what I did— leave him and go
on over to another stage where they're

making "Age

of Indiscretion."

This opus features Madge Evans, May
Robson, Paul Lukas, Ralph Forbes and
Helen Vinson.
Madge isn't working today but all the
others are.
The scene is a courtroom but, as I told
you, that's all I can find out about it. Paul
and his attorney and my favorite boy actor,
little David Holt, who made such a hit

with Lee Tracy and Helen

Mack

in

"You

Belong to Me," are sitting at the long table.
The place is packed when suddenly la
Vinson, Mrs. Robson, Mr. Forbes, Minor

Watson and
clown the

a

battery

of

attorneys

start

aisle.

"Go on over and
May orders.
did."
to

him

When

nights are

warm

.

.

.take care!
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Apply
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for eleven years with-

its killing you," May retorts.
"Go on
over— make an impression on these people."

out

ing!

.

say 'hello' to your boy,"

"I'd rather not," Helen whispers.
"I'd
have to talk to Michael (Paul Lukas) if I

"You talked

9

So close, so intimate . . surely, at such
times, there is nothing so appealing to a
man as the delicate, unspoiled charm of a
woman's arms. Don't ever dare risk offend-

CITY
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH

STATE

_

||
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"Mother is right," Ralph whispers.
Helen gives him a withering glance and
none too enthusiastically goes over to the
table where David is sitting. He is in somewhat of a daze and just nods his head as
Helen comes up. She ignores Paul and his
attorney, smiles at David and then kisses

Constipated
Since Her
/Warriaqe

Finds Relief
At Last- In Safe

ALL-VEGETABLE METHOD
dated from about the time she was marITried—her trouble
with intestinal sluggishness, chronic tiredness, nervousness and headaches. Nothing gave more than partial relief
until she tried a product containing a balanced

combination of natural plant and vegetable
laxatives, Nature's Remedy (NR Tablets). The
first dose showed her the difference. She felt so
much better immediately more like living.

Your own common

—

'

sense

tells

you an

all-

vegetable laxative is best. You've probably
heard your doctor say so. Try
s today.
Note how refreshed you feel. Note the natural
action, but the thorough cleansing effect. NR's
are so kind to your system so quickly effective in clearing up colds, biliousness, headaches.
And they're non-habit forming. The handy 25
tablet box only 25c at any drug store.

NR

—

pnpp
FHEX
to

1935

1935 Calendar-Thermometer, beautifully designed in colors and gold. Also eamploa TUMS
and NR. Send stamp for postage and packing
A. H. LEWIS CO., Desk 149-HZ, St. Louis, Mo.

yUttwi&ftemedti ™

him.
"Don't be frightened, Bill," she coos.
"Mother's here with you."
"I'm all right," says David defensively. I
think he likes his father best.
"Turn around, darling.-'' says Helen, conscious that people's eyes are on them. "Let
me see your hair." She starts to fix it,
straightens his tie, etc. "Have you got your
warm underwear on?"
"Sure," David answers impatiently.
"It'll soon be over, darling," she whispers
and then hugs him dramatically. Then she
sees a photographer approaching and holds
the pose long enough for him to get a pic-

Own

MUSIC

Then

the director

calls

for another take.
"I'm afraid that last

Twentieth Century
RICHARD ARLEN, Mr. Eric Linden, Mr. Bruce Cabot and Miss Virginia Bruce are doing their bit over here in
a piece called "Let 'Em Have It" which also
deals with the secret service department.
Dick is supposed to be the ace of the department and Bruce is Dillinger. Eric is a
cub detective. Bruce has just made his getaway from that place in Minnesota or Wisconsin or wherever it was.
Dick, looking pretty much like what the

MR.

man will wear, is standing in
with Eric.
"Want to see me, Mai?" Eric asks.
"I"ve got a
"Yes, buddy," from Dick.
job for you right away. I want you to do
his office

amazing when you stop

to think of

but I've still a lot of sets to cover, so with
another admiring glance at Dick's outfit (I
wish / could wear clothes like that guy!)
I amble over to the next stage.

"The

the

Call of
finishing
location at Mt.

up

weeks and

had

finally

finally

company is
They were on

Wild"

here.

Washington,

Baker,
to

come back

for

to Cali-

fornia to

pardon me for a moment,
I run over to the paddock
and inspect the mounts."
He swivels around without rising, lifts
his coat and reveals two little frogs and
one big apathetic looking toad imprisoned
under it. "Ah, here we are. I don't like
the looks of Queen Victoria," he goes on,
picking up the toad, "something's got her
Suddenly he beats on a frying
bloated."
pan with his stick. "Ah, the line-up bell!"
He picks up the three frogs and puts them
at the end of a straightaway track, the finishing line of which is the brook. He holds
them imprisoned under his fingers for a
moment and then, "They're off!" The frogs
start for the creek and Oakie continues in
his lingo: "Green Streak has the rail— at

Now,

you'll

gentlemen, while

the quarter pole, Queen Victoria closes-^
Webfoot two lengths back. At the half,
Queen Victoria falters. Come on Webfoot,
you dog. Green Streak crowded to the outComing into the back stretch, Green
side.
Streak makes a bid. They're neck and neck.
Queen Victoria in the ruck. They're at the

a little detective work for me.
"What?" Eric asks eagerly.

wire!"

The smallest frog makes
goes halfway and collapses.

music. Cost averages only a
few cents a day. Over 700,000

it.

The

When

toad
the race

finished Jack announces the results:
'Webfoot wins! Green Streak places! Queen
Victoria resigned." He tosses the frog back
"Well, gentlemen, that
into the stream.
Gotta be on my
ends today's program.
merry way."
He starts to rise when suddenly we hear
the terriffic screaming bray of his burro.
At the same time the dogs start barking.
He turns sharply and there are Reginald
Owen, Frank Conroy and a couple of bit
plavers— the villains of the piece.
"I've a sneaking hunch that Jack gets
done in right here but I'll leave you in
suspense while I take you through
is

students.

WnU" tndav
ppcr
D\J\Jr±. onstration Lesson
r lYE-H. ROOK*

Booklet and Free Demexplaining this method in
Tell what your favorite instrument is and write name and adi<-r

I-

roe

dress-plainly.

1196 Brunswick Bldg.,

New

York, N.Y.

HAIR

Women, girls, men with gray faded, streakedhatr. Sha m poo
and color your hair at the same time with new French
,

discovery "SHAMPO-KOLOR," takes few minutes, leaves
hair soft, glossy, natural. Permits permanent wave and curl.
Fiee Booklet, Monsieur L. P. Valhgny, Dept. 20, 254 W. 31 St., New Yoik

Linden and Richard Arlen in
"Let 'Em Have It." This is one of
Eric
the

pictures

glorifying

the

federal

man-hunters.
"In your

own home," Dick

"My own home!"

ZIP EPILATOR-

It is
it

sir.

"Fine," says Paul.

him

ABC. No "numbers" ortnck

SCHOOL OF MUSIC,

three things."

off for

shake hands.

LEARN AT

S

his

one was no good,"
the sound man announces gloomily. Miss
Vinson's voice was too low."
"Why," exclaims Helen in mock indignation, "I don't see how you can say such a
You must remember I'm a lady."
thing!
They start in to another take and I take

Paul is in a cold fury at these theatrics.
"Hel-/o, Dick," he exclaims when the
scene is ended.
"How's Daisy (his wife)?" I inquire as we

to play by note. Piano, Violin
Ukulele. Tenor Banjo, Hawaiian Guitar, Piano Accordion, Saxophone, Clarinet or
any other instrument. Wonderful new method teaches in
Simple as
half the time.

U

and a hat of a man and reconstruct
whole body, but accurately, from those

print

What

Teacher
HOME

detail.

Dick orders.
"I'm on my way," Eric agrees.
"Y'know," says Dick to me after the take,
"it's the most amusing thing.
I've discovered since we're working on this picture
that real operatives can take a shoe, a finger

make the picture.
a set they've built.
You'd swear
you actually saw the mountains and fir and
spruce trees all around you.
There is a
little creek there and on a flat place Jack
is sitting, surrounded by his huskies
(the
Alaskan dogs, I mean). In one hand he
holds a bit of a sandwich and in the other
a stick with which he gesticulates as he
talks to an imaginary audience.
"Okay, gentlemen. Place your bets, the
race starts in a few minutes. What'll you
(apparently
have, sir? Fifty on Webfoot?
addressing another bettor) Twenty-five on
Green Streak? Very good, sir. Odds are
twenty to one on that animal as you know,

ture.

well dressed

Be Your

"Dash over to your house as fast as you
can— give that garage a thorough search,"

IT'S

OFF because

IT'S

OUT

DESTROYS SUPERFLUOUS HAIR

explains.
Eric repeats, completely

flabbergasted.
"Not exactly in your home," Dick quali"I want you to give your garage the
fies.
once over."
"What for?" Eric asks.
"Reefer (Bruce) may have left some old
shoes in the garage. If he did I'd like to
get my hands on one of them."
"Oh," says Eric, greatly relieved, "I get

you."

R-K-O.
most
THE
month

important picture here this
is
the famous "Becky Sharp"
which I missed for two months running.
This is multi-millionaire Jock Whitney's allcolor picture, starring Miriam Hopkins.
As his publicity man, Paul Snell, takes me
out on the set he begins his sales talk:
"Dick, have you ever seen black and white
people?
Did you ever see a black and

—
Silver Screen for June
Is everything in your life
white sunset?
A thousand
No, no!
black and white?
times no! Then why, let me ask you, should
you accept everything on the screen in
black and white?"
"No reason at all," I assure him, "except,
perhaps, the same reason that made you
accept black and white pictures during the

you worked

years

at

Paramount, Fox and

1935
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POOR CHILD, PERHAPS KNOW
THE REASON.YOU SEE, AT
I

OH. MRS. LAKE, ITS SILLY

TO CRY

TIMES YOU'RE JUSTA

BUT ALL THE OTHER GIRLS HAVE
THEIR DATES AND THEIR
BOY FRIENDS AND
HAVEN'T ANY!

LITTLE CARELESS....

I

M-G-M."
"Everybody in
credit for the innovation of color pictures except the one man
who really started it all— Merian C. Cooper.
He was the daddy of color pictures. Well,
"Shut

up,"

Paul.

says

Hollywood has had

with R-K-O ends this fall and
then he's coming with Mr. Whitney as vicepresident in charge of production.
And,
his contract

boy, will things

By

hum

then."

time we've arrived on the set.
looks like an attic room to me.
There
this

It
is

a beautiful mahogany dressing table, a
couple of nice antique chairs but, my God!
The rest of the furniture. A cheesy four
poster bed with filthy covers on it, a dirty
rug on the floor, a small brick fireplace
with no fire (but maybe it's summer), and

I

M THE HAPPIEST GIRL IN
THE WORLD BUT IT
NEVER WOULD HAVE
!

HAPPENED IF YOU
HADNT GIVEN ME

Miriam Hopkins and Alan Mowbray
in the all-color production of "Becky

THAT

Sharp."

hideous

a

pitcher

old

black

and bowl on

washstand
it

LITTLE

like

with

we used

have in our servants' rooms when

I

a
to

)£

/

•>

y

1

was a
Jjjh

kid.

1

Q

C

1

V

!

c
c

c-

Suddenly Miriam rushes into the room.
She has on a periwinkle blue dress, empire
style and over her arm is hung a leghorn
hat (it must be summer!) by two streamers.
In her hand she carries a stick of peppermint candy. She is chuckling softly to herself as

HINT

ABOUT"B.O."

^

0

1

she tosses the hat on the bed.

All at
a peremptory knock at the
door. Miriam grabs a comb, gives her bangs
a going over, drops down on a chair before
the mirror and bursts into loud sobs as she

once there

calls

is

"Come

in."

Alan Mowbray, in a British

officer's

uni-

form, rushes in.
"Oh, Becky, darling," he breathes, dropping on his knee beside her, "why didn't

you tell me? Do you suppose I care who
your mother was-/iow you were brought
up? Why did you have to hide things from
me?"

my

to

life," Miriam sobs viosome things you'd want
hide even from yourself." Then, with

an

effort

"If you'd led
lently, "there are

trols

she con"Tell me,

(a slight effort, I suspect)

her emotion and faces him:

are you sorry about yesterday?"
"I?" he repeats.
"Sorry?
Never!
Oh,
Becky, dear, you're my wife now— my own
sweet wife."
"Your wife," she jeers with a bitter laugh.

"We've been married less than twenty-lour
hours and already you doubt my word."
"I don't!" he protests.
"I— I— only want
to

know—"
"What!

More?

more?
"Would you
Still

Endlessly?"

her voice rising.
like to hear
about my father? What a great painter he
was? How he drank? How he killed his

few pennies you pay for Lifebuoy
The
bring you that priceless thing protection.
able "B.

Protection against unforgiv-

O."

(body odor). Protection for

your skin. Tests made on the skins of
hundreds of women show Lifebuoy is
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so-called "beauty soaps." And Lifebuoy
deep-cleanses, gently washes away pore-

much
feel

lather, even in hardest water.

so gloriously clean and fresh.

what a

know that there's
"B. O." now. Pores have been
purified, deodorized! Lifebuoy 's quicklyvanishing, pleasant, hygienic scent tells
you this delightful toilet soap protects.
Approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau

no

satisfaction to

fear of

r

clogging impurities that dull the skin.
Watch your complexion become fresher,
clearer

!

A

joy to use

Lifebuoy's so refreshing you'll want to
bathe with it every day. You get so

You
And

'B.0Millions say
"It agrees with

my

skin
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1935
His hopes?

talent?

beat her and

when

I

His wife? Oh!
He
begged him, 'Daddy!

Daddy! Don't strike her— strike me!" What
do you think he did? Well, I'll tell you—
he struck me!"
Do you know what / think? I think
Becky is a scheming little adventuress— that
she's lying in her teeth and I don't believe
she ever even had a father!
But anyhow
it's grand drama and it wouldn't surprise
me if she were almost as good in this part
as Mrs. Fiske was— and it was one of Mrs.
F's greatest success.

"I'm so absorbed in "Becky Sharp" that
can hardly bear to tear myself away from
it long enough to cope with the inanities of
"Hooray for Love" which is no more inane
than any other musical.

I

When your tongue
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rinse
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Scientific findings show that where a "coated
tongue" condition exists, bad breath is present
in 75% of the cases. Make the tongue test
tonight. Look in your mirror. If your tongue
is coated, take no chances. Gargle and rinse
your mouth well with Pepsodent Antiseptic.

This famous mouth antiseptic offers you a
fresh, pure breath at 1 4 the usual cost. That's
because Pepsodent Antiseptic is 3 times as
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keeps breath
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To Be Deaf
NolJoke
—Every deaf person Knows that—

Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
being deaf for twenty-five years, with his Arti-

!

ficial
f

Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.

andcomfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for

TRUE STORY. AIbo
booklet on Deafness.
Artificial Ear Drum
THE WAY COMPANY
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number called, I think, "Palsy- Walsy,
how'm I doin ?" but Mr. Raymond keeps

E
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interfering.

So we leave them to their squabbles and
saunter over to where they're bringing
to the screen.

This was to have featured Joel McCrea,
but since Joel's defection, R-K-O has borrowed Randolph Scott again and he's in it,
along with Helen Mack and Nigel Bruce,

AND

Helen Gahagan.

with my neuritis, my sciatica, a sty
eye and a couple of dozen other
things it's just too much to expect me to
remember all the ramifications of the plot
but I know that the first three players I
mentioned are on a search for the Flame of
Eternal Youth.
They're somewhere in

What

on

my
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Indiana

RILL THE HAIR ROOT

moua Vienna Polyclinic methods.
Unshapely Noses. Protruding Enr*.
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is

Hammond,
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for

JAYNE'S TONIC PILLS

Portland, Ore.

cost.

Age

early

Perhaps you merely lack Iron
in your blood due to improper diet, but
you get worse daily because too refined
modern food cheats you of the needed Iron.
But Medicinal Iron, together with other
tonic ingredients, can be offered to your
system simply and cheaply in this pleasant
form:
troubles.

for
Bldg.

thing about this

is

Raymond, Helen Broderick, Bill
Robinson and Jenny Le Gon.
The set is a night club and the place is
packed.
I don't know what they'd do if
Garbo or Dietrich should suddenly pop in
as there isn't an empty table in the place.
The chorus girls are in very snappy outfits
and Miss Sothern is trying her best to sing

This famous prescription

Tney stopped his head
noises. Theyare invisible

musical,

a

No

apolis, Indiana.

new

Gene

ALIVE

—

have taken Nacor." Feb. 5, 1934.
need to suffer tortures of asthma or
bronchial cough when blessed relief and comfort can be yours. For years Nacor has
helped thousands. Write for letters and booklet of helpful information. Sent FREE. Nacor
Medicine Co., 332 State Life Bldg., Indian-

since I

a

and Gene Raymond.

that it presents a new cast in
musicals— no Astaire, Rogers and Dunne
(worse luck)! but presenting Ann Sothern,

for what it has done for
feeling fine. I have had no asthma

Nacor enough

me.

is

Sothern

The most noteworthy
picture

'half

After suffering terribly from asthma for
eleven years, Mrs. Sara E. Koontz, of Mt.
Pleasant, Pa., suddenly discovered a way to
get blessed relief and comfort. She says:
"I had asthma for eleven years and spent
hundreds of dollars. I got so thin I could
hardly walk. I wasn't able to do any work.
Last October I heard about Nacor and it is
the best medicine I have ever tried. I cannot
praise

Ann

I

I
I

My method positively prevents hair from
growing again.
Safe,
easy,
permanent.
Use it privately, at home. The delightful relief will
bring happiness, freedom
of mind and greater success.
Backed by 35 years of successful use all over
Send 6c in stamps TODAY for
the world.
Illustrated Booklet.

We
O.J.

MAHLER

Teach Beauty Culture
CO., Dept. 30F, Providence, R. I.

Randolph Scott, Helen Mack, Nigel
Bruce and Nobel Johnson in one of
the weird sequences for "She."

Silver Screen for June

1935
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in furs, when
suddenly they step through a glacier or
something (sort of like Alice in Wonderland) and next thing you know they're in
the heart of the tropics in the land of the

northern Siberia, all

done up

These cheerful little people
turn out to be cannibals but our friends do
not discover it until after they've partaken
of a hearty meal, and then they wonder
Amahaggers.

what they've eaten. The Amahaggers instead of killing their victims outright have
a cosy little practice of heating an iron
helmet to a white heat and then slipping
it over the head of their victim.
The fat
or the hat is in the fire, while Randy, Helen
and Nige sit miserably on the sidelines.
While the iron is heating up, the Amahaggers go into their dance, chanting rhythmically something that sounds like "Ah— ah
— na— ga— dah"— over and over.
It is a gorgeous set— all caves and crags
and everything looks very much on the up
and up until I spy a gourd lying on its side
with "R-K-O Property Dept." stamped on
And then I know the whole
the bottom.
thing

is

just a picture so
to

lose interest

I

and

mosey over

Paramount

THERE

are, a merciful

heaven be praised,

One is
"The Crusades"— De Mille's latest effusion—
and the other is "The Glass Key."
"The Crusades" won't be released until
only two pictures going here.

September so there
now.

"The

no use going into that

tells

so quick

him

if

will

it

A

ts

from one of Dashiell
Hammett's best sellers and a right nifty
book it is.
George Raft plays Ed and Edward Arnold
plays Paul Madvig. Arnold is a big political boss and George is his right hand man.
Ed is about to clean up the town because
it's coming on election time.
One of his
rivals, Big Boy Williams, gets out of line
and is about to open up a road house. Arnold

Glass Key"

is

he does

make

7

will be raided
head swim and

it

his

Big Boy threatens to go over to the opposi-

H

EVERY

Y

G
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e

DAY, more

and more

modern, convenient and

n

•€

i

€
women

are adopting

Norforms

many

antiseptic film that remains in effective contact for

Rosalind Culli

Norforms contain Parahydrecin
ful

from "The Glass Key."

yet harmless antiseptic

if Arnold does.
Arnold, in
up the 'phone right in front

a
of

Big and gives his orders.
Big stands there a moment, spits on the
rug of Arnold's office and slams the door
after him.
Raft says nothing and wipes the palm
of his hand with his handkerchief.
He
doesn't look at Arnold

who

is

"Nothing," George shrugs.
"Don't anything ever suit you?" comes
irritably from Arnold. "You think I ought
to've backed down?"
"No," George concedes, "but you should
have left him an out.
Now he's got to
light— and it's only three weeks to election."

run

this

town

yet

is

non-irritating to tissue.

kills

They

body temperature,

is

are dainty

membranes

and feminine, and

Many

them

purpose alone.

for this

Send

Way."

no

for the
It

fastidious

actually

women

use

Norforms booklet, "The New

gives further facts about modern-

danger of an "over-dose" or "burn." Nor-

ized feminine hygiene. Or,

forms are completely ready for use. They

Norforms

no awkward apparatus for applicaThey leave no lingering antiseptic smell

— an

hours.

deodorizing.

germs,

There

most

at

buy

a

box

of

your druggist's today. 12 in
wrapped.

require

a package,

tion.

TheNorwich Pharmacal Company.Norwich,

around the room or about your person.

New

each individually

foil

York, makers of Unguentine.

staring at

him with questioning eyes.
"Well?" Arnold asks finally.
"Wrong, Paul," says George quietly.
"Why?" demands Arnold, flaring up.

"I've

power-

The Norwich Pharmacal Company, makers
of Unguentine. Parahydrecin

tion ticket
fury, picks

—a

developed by

as the

form of feminine hygiene. Norforms

satisfactory

and spread a protective, soothing film over delicate internal

Edward Arnold and
in an exciting moment

-€

S

CL

are easy-to-use antiseptic suppositories that melt at internal

George Raft,

Ni

is

for ten years," Ar-

NORPOKmS
KNOWN TO

PHYSICIANS AS "VAGI.^ORMS'

MM
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nold blusters, "and

I'll

19

keep on running

it."

Not since Miriam Hopkins was cast as
Becky Sharp has there been as perfect a
piece of casting in this town as George and
Eddie in this picture.
"You didn't like 'Rumba' I hear," George
accuses me.
"No," I admit, "but if that was a bad
one you've got nothing to worry about this

TIRED

time."

Murine cleanses and

hope you're right," says George.
I have a couple of visitors with me on
the set today and I must say for George
that there are mighty, mighty few stars
in this business who go out of their way
"I

re-

freshes tired, irritated eyes.
For eye comfort

use

il

daily.

be as agreeable to strangers who mean
nothing to them as he does. He couldn't
have been nicer to my friends.
I'd like to give you the conversation verbatim, as George is by way of being a
pretty nifty wise-cracker but there is still
to

1JI7fo*Y°<>*
eyes
, Valuable booklet, "A World of Comfort for

Your Eyes." Murine

Co., Dept. 15, Chicago.

Warner

LOVELY FORM OUT HERE, ladies
WhyHAVE
be SKINNY or FAT
around with you,
A FASCINATING FIGURE
WANT A

Overcome your

y\

I
ft

f

\

\
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\

^\-fir

\MW
J
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figure faults by a new, easy method.
Avoid unattractive skinniness— flat chest, thin neck
an ^ limbs; or dispose of uncomfortable over-weight
and surplus flesh. Mold yourself into a superb figure.

BETTY RUTH GRAROD SYSTEM

culture and symmetrical body development with Secret Formulas and Instructions, opens
the way to feminine charm, lovely womanhood,
personal magnetism; and alluring curves on both
of beauty

body and

limbs.

l° n 8 er n ^ed you be ashamed of your figure,
in a bathing suit, evening dress or negligee.
Results are astonishing!
*s,'°'

\

whether

ALL CORRESPONDENCE CONFIDENTIAL

Write today, now, for complete information to be
sent in plain, sealed envelope. Enclose 10c for postage, etc. Mention what you wish to accomplish.
.

I*

I

!
I
I
I

from any part
Be adorably slim!
Feminine attractiveness demands
fascinating, youthful lines of a graceslim figure with slender, firm,
rounded contours, instead of unbe-

—

ful,

coming flesh.
Hundreds of women hare reduced
with my famous Slimcream Method
and reduced just where they wanted,
safely,

reduced
J.

I

"

FUN!\

FREE
treatment,

Davis in "Girl From Tenth Avenue" and
Joe E. Brown in "Alibi Ike."
Regarding "Stranded," Kay plays the
part of assistant to the superintendent of

limited, so

ing

It

young

description)

UP TO

Send

IF
11

-

and up

MORE THAN
YEARS OLD

$500

for certain U. S. Cents
10c. today for 16 page fully illustrated catalog
to

NATIONAL COIN CO.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Box 731 N.

|

J
!

I

Don't
er with
this ugly, scaly
kin affliction. PSOR-

IATEX, the guaranteed
treatment, relieves the most
chronic cases, no matter how long
afflicted.

Bri

FREE

on

i

trial,

'

i

_

(

Kay

Francis and George Brent exhibiting their well known charm in

Book.Mentioninstrurnent:

saxophone, cornet, trombone, etc.

BUESCHEIl
BAND INSTRUMENT

CO.

649 BUESCHER BUILDING
INDIANA
ELKHART

ECZEMA
POSLAm
TORMENTS

ijfrjJJliffljk

quickly pacified.
For efficient help
fe|^use concentrated ^Vjfttyfff

H

POEMS

Set to Music
Published

Send Poems to

Bachelor of Music
Los Angeles, Calif.

Be an ARTIST
MAKE
TO
WEEK!
$100 A
$50
Our simple, proven methods make it
fun to learn Commercial Art, Cartoon-

ing and Designing quickly, AT HOME,
in spare time. New low rate. Big new
book, "ART for Pleasure and Profit,"
State age.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART Studio 1 76,
1115-lSth

St.,

Washington, D. C.

1

I
.

"Stranded."
!

PSOEIATEX

delav.

LAB,,

INC.

Phils..,

Pa.

YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE!
Would you

like to receive letters from foreign language students,
collectors and interesting people throughout the world? i
PEREGRINE CLUB offers to all applicants who sen-]
ously wish to extend their environment, the opportunity of*
engaging in a fascinating and educational pastime. Complete <
information concerninc; this exxeptional club mailed upon re- {
quest. Residents of U. S. please enclose 3c stamp.

stamp

THE

The PEREGRINE CLUB,

He is looking for one of his workmen and he's plenty
sore about the whole thing.
"Janauschek, Stanislov, Manitowoc, Wisconsin," Kay murmurs, consulting her files.
"No funds. Money for his ticket telegraphed by wife."

Box 249,

P. O.

Monterey, California, U.

S.

<

A.

(George Brent) comes to her.

"That's

the

guy,"

ERVOUS2E1
? Do symptoms of
Constipation, Indigestion,, Dizzy

What's wrong with you

Spells, Sweating and Sleeplessness
keep you irritable, exhausted and gloomy? Are
ou Bashful? Despondent? There's Help for Youl
jledicines, tonics or Drugs probably will not relieve
your weak, sick nerves. My wonderful book "Watch
Xour Nerves" , explains a new method that will help
you regain lost vitality and healthy nerves. Send 26c

George informs her

eagerly.

"We put him on the seven o'clock train,"
Kay informs him with finality.
"Great jumping Jehosophat!" George ex"Did it take you all day just to
plodes.
tell

me

that?

Here you
you do is

are,
"

You people
supposed

for this amazing book. .
ROBERT
Fuller Bldg.t Jersey City, N. J.

you

help and

all

100% Improvement Guaranteed
—
We
—

build, Btrengthen the vocal organs
not with singing lessons but by fundamentally
Bound and scientifically correct silent exercises . .
and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing
or speaking voice at least 100% .
Write for
wonderful voice book— sent free. Learn
you
7 have the voice you want.
No literature
-in to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent.

Palmer?"
Kay laughs. "Who lived next door to Ted
Sterling in Pasadena when you visited him
the first Christmas you were at Cal Tech?"
A slow grin spreads over the tall, ruddy,
brisk, domineering young man's face as his
eyes flicker into remembrance.
"I'm completely humiliated," Kay smiles.
"You were the first man who ever kissed
me. I was fifteen— and thrilled to death."
"I remember," George admits sheepishly.
"When I found out you were only fifteen
I

went home!"
"Yes," she sighs, "and

-

Lynn

remember

I

HOLMES, 17 6

are impossible.

to

"Gr-r-r," Kay mimics his fury. "I betcha
my father can lick your father!"
"Who are you?" George wants to know.

"Don't

27th St.

Positive relief guaranteed or
for free information.

money refunded. Write
Jon't

Dept. A-20, Real Estate Trust Bldg.,

anyBuescher in_
strument. Write now for
bandsomeFree
details and

sent free.

York.

WANTED

WE PAY $0 cApu
* wtn

man

easy -playing,
sweet-toned Buescheryou
play tunes right away- Be
a social "hit;" win new
friends; popularity; increased income. Opportunities for good-pay jobs.
You can qualify quickly.

West

eend you entirely free, ray world-famouB. regular 11.00 beauty
with a gold mine of priceless beauty secrets. This offer is

LINCOLN AND INDIAN HEAD

by there

(scenario

was 3 7
Here

PENNIES

seems that just everybody
at one time or another. One
morning a tall, ruddy, brisk and domineer-

drifts

myself,
inches
days.
inches
is
the

28

SEND TODAY. Add 25c for foreign countries.
DAISY STEBBING, Dept. SL-20, Forest Hills, New

the Travelers' Aid Society in the station of
a large city.

>/2

NOW

Bros.

and those you drag
we have Kay Franin "Stranded," Bette

cis

writes, "I
the chest).

(across

I,

4

in

lbs.

"

WITH

1582

A.

2 8

miracle your Slimcream has worked
for me.
I have actually taken 5
inches off.
I am overjoyed."
The Slimcream treatment is so entirely effective, so easy to use, and
so beneficial that I unhesitatingly
offer to return your money if you
have not reduced your figure both in
pounds and inches in 14 days. What
could be fairer than thatl
Decide
to achieve the figure
'•holo of myself after
of your heart's desire.
Send $1.00 losing 9.8 lbs. and retoday for the full 30-day treatment
duclno 444 inches.
Send $10 ° Ior my Slimcream treatment NOW, and I will

I

^DEVELOPING QREDUCING QBE AUT F V ING
DHIPS
DBODY HARMS NECK ABDOMEN
nCHIN QLEGS OHAIR [^COMPLEXION FIGURE
NAME (Miss or Mrs.)
ADDRESS

quickly, surely.
my chestline by

and my weight

"BETTY "RufH~G"RARObr Suite" T-F, ~ 45 Tlranford"plac7,~"j
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY. I enclose 10c for information I
about your Secret Formula and subjects checked:

I

and George Brent

Remove FAT

cried

and

cried

WHY

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio A-131
64 E. Lake St., Chicago

HELP Wanted
INSTITUTIONS-HOSPITALS,

foi

Etc.

MEN

DANCING
TIM
&J
f
fl

fjl

™*I
•I *r\
I

&

WOMEN

$50-$180 A MONTH
No Experience Necessary

BY MAIL

Beg. Tap: Adv. Tap; Soft Shoe; Waltz
Ballroom Dances 50e
Clog; $1.00 eaeh.

HAL LEROY

each.
for List

KINSELLA ACADEMY,

"S".
2532

studied here.

Time-Step

May

St..

Send

10c.

Cincinnati. Ohio.

Silver Screen for June
all

night long— because
Well!
I
betcha the

"Stick

fifteen!"
brisk, ruddy,
would have bet-

The Answers

tall,

man
now— fifteen or

fifty.

around awhile?" Kay asks.
it, I've got two more

"No, confound

1.

sets

lament.
"Well, cover them and then come over
to my dressing room and I'll buy you a
cup of tea," she offers. Boy, howdy! Miss
Davis and Mr. Brown are practically covto cover,"

I

know any

Helen Twelvetrees
George Burns

6.
7.

lucky to get on
catch a "take" because that means I
can get back to Kay that much sooner.
Only I must say Bette is sure improving
by leaps and bounds and she ought to be
tops in this picture— if they haven't changed
it too much.

8.

9.

No

matter

Russell

Herbert Marshall
Guy Standing
Fred Astaire
Kent Tavlor

Brown

"Hey, Pinky," Director Ray Enright yells
to a prop man, "dirty up them suits.
They're too clean." So Pinky goes about
smearing dirt on the uniforms.
And with all this talk of clean pictures,
I'm going.

M

eet your favorite

ovie star

A

all original photos of your favorite stars and
Bcenei from any of vour favorite recent photo
plays, size 8 x 10 glossy prints. 25c each.
12

$2.50.
where.
for

We

Positively

the

finest

obtainable

have the largest collection

of

any-

movie

photos in the country.
Just name the star or
play you want. Remit by money order or U. S.
2c and 3c stamps.

Bram Studio-Film Center Bldg.,
Studio 415, 630-9th Ave.,

New York

City

WEIGHT
GAIN
THE SURE WAY
You

too can have a well rounded body without
resorting to pills, tonics, or creams. No exercises,
diets,
This is a
or special foods necessary.
method that doctors use for both men and women to QUICKLY build up "skinny", undersized bodies with solid healthy flesh. Act now.
Send 50c today for this successful method.
(Your money back if you do not gain weight.)
TEEVAL CO., Box 1722B, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

PICTURES
JONGS <ALTIEJT
f

paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to
your lyrics or lyri™ to your mimic, aectire U. S. copyright, hrr>r»dcnnr vour
onji over the radio. Our aalea department submits to Mutlo publishers
»nd Hollywood Picture Studio,. WRITE
(or FREE BOOKLET.

TODAY

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE,

604 Meyer Bid;., Western Avenue and
Siena Vista, Hollywood, California

Get

a jar

of

Mar-

her exquisite legs.
Her legs insured
by Ziegfeld for
million
One

Whit-

gie

ting ton's

dollars

and

recognized
by artists

form cream

and beauty

and without extra
cost, her

contest
judges,

sage and

the most
beautiful
and per-

leg exer-

fect legs

course on
leg mas-

In

Only

with

the

world.

money back
guarantee.
Use coupon.

Symbols of Love

Margie Whittington, Inc..
122 E. 42nd St.. Dept. 206,

[Continued from page 23]

New

York, N. Y.

help so many
lovers discover Golden Apples of the Hes-

Send Margie Whittington leg-form
cream with course on massage and
leg exercises.
I will pay $2, plus

peridies for their adored ones, tell me that
Marlene Dietrich owns the largest emerald
ever set in a bracelet.
It is a cabochon
emerald, weighing 128 carats. When asked
who gave this precious love token to

postage to postman.
(Mark
if you enclose $2 and we will
postpaid.)

Trabert and Hoeffer,

who

and

Trabert

silent

.

.

Barrymore when John sent flowers to his
Dolores. They were always blue and yellow,
And Mr. Felt was
the flowers of John.
called upon to arrange them in enchanting
and unusual forms and shapes. One time,

when Dolores was entertaining

a feminine
John sent her a mammoth fragile
fan all made of blue and yellow blooms.
Another time— an anniversary— he sent her
a replica of their yacht, reproduced in jon-

party,

quils

and

lupines.

Whatever the

or the

size

shape of the floral offering, Mr. Felt told
me, the flower colours were the same. And

mean

you've guessed!
beat under the coarse
shirts of the Westerners, too. Softened, perhaps by the approach of June, Ken Maynard told me that he presents his wife with
one pearl on each and every birthday. He
started with a small pearl and each year
the size of the pearl increases.
Hal Mohr, so recently married to Evelyn
Venable, can't wait for an annual anniversary to come around. So he sends, every
the colours

Romantic

.

.

X

here
ship

Name
Address
(Canada

&

foreign $2 with order)

.

semble which flashes so brilliantly upon the
brilliant Lupe.
The four bracelets and a
charm, the hat clip, and basket brooch as
large as a pendant, the emerald-cut diamond, the one cabochon emerald and diamond bracelet, and I remembered a day
last June when Lupe showed me the ring
which was Johnny's engagement gift to her,
... a ring spelling, in diamonds, the old and
jewelled words "I love you."
Mr. Felt, the florist, spoke reverentlv of
the help he had been able to give John

in "Alibi Ike."

<

special leg-

Sir

Hoeffer
but they did
tell me of the way in which
they have
aided and abetted Johnny (Tarzan) Weissmuller, when that muscular lad came out
of the jungle and into the jewellers. Thev
talked of the carved oriental ruby en-

Joe E.

secret cream
massage and

Margie Whittington,
ex-Follies beauty,
world renowned for

Send
Today

Hopton

Marlene, Messers
were mysteriously

Roscoe Karns, William Frowley and

and only leg-

The

exercises discovered and
so jealously guarded by

$ 2

how

of the season.
All the players are scattered about in various stages of dress and
undress.

ket.

cises.

Next door is "Alibi Ike," alias Joe E.
Brown. Joe is a top notch baseball player
but he's always alibi-ing.

Discovery!

first

form cream on the mar-

3.

to

good he is he's always telling he'd have
been better except for something or somebody that interfered.
This is the locker room of one of the
major league teams before the first game

Tlie

Ned Sparks

5.

of these people and I
the stage just in time

\yas

New

2.

4.

cast."

don't

HAVELEG Appeal!

to the Puzzles

on Page 66
Franchot Tone

formula,

ered.
Bette's picture is a re-make of one of my
favorite stage plays, which was titled "OutI

81

was

I

domineering young
ter sense

19

.

hearts

BIRTHMARKS
COVER MARK

AND SKIN BLEMISHES HIDDEN BY

Completely

hides

birthmarks,

burns,

acne, liver spots, eye circles and
discoloration?.
Perfect for evening or screen make-up.
thin coating
transforms a sallow skin into an alluring
complexion.
Absolutely harmless, will not
crack or rub off.
Approved by skin spefreckles,
ali

skin

A

Send for full information
matching chart!

cialists.

FKEE
551

and

color

LYDIA O'LEARY,

INC., Sc-6

New York

Fifth Ave.

LIKE MAGIC
6

WRINKLES
GO!
"BROWN MAGIC" Treatments

From Eunice

Skelly's

famous Sa-

Eternal Youth in N. Y.
this miraculous treatment for
crow's feet
flabwrinkles
.
by skin. What a thrill to feel "old
lon

of

comes

.

.

.

.

.

lines" actually being erased
and "lifted" from your face and
neck!
Her Intensive Rejuvenating
MAGIC" does the work.
After each treatment, friends will
marvel at vour youthlul appearance.
Send $1.00 for 6 complete treatments. (Check or M. O.. no cash unless registered. C.O.D. if preferred.)

age

"BKOWN

EUNICE SKELLY'S

Salon of Eternal Youth, The
St. & 7th Ave., N. Y.

Park Central, Suite Wl, 56th

HOW

TO MAKE STRAIGHT
HAIR NATURALLY CURLY!
Babies, children, adults! No irons, lotions, salves or curling devices! No trouble, no bother, no continual expense!
novel home method of training will turn your
hair naturally curly or wavy, and keep it so.
Send $2
today for this system of simple, easily understood home
treatments. Think of it! Curly hair for a lifetime for only
Nothing else to buy! Just a few minutes a day!
$2.
Money back if our method fails in your case. PATTILOU.
6411 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood. Calif.

PATTILOU

month, two dozen American beauty roses to
remind Evelyn (as if she needed reminding!)
of the day and the way they met. And when
they are married a year, confided Mr. Mohr,
he plans to send her twenty-four dozen
Beauties. It has been rightly said that the

cameramen

are the real

wood!
Faded flowers and

Romeos

bits of

of Holly-

ribbon

.

.

.

rare

and many other symbols, some little
and lovely, some arrogantly luxurious, some
calling forth tears and some gay laughter
speak from Hollywood when once again
lovely June comes around.

jewels

.

.

.

flKtfene

l

(40th

Yr

A.tairo. Ilui
Tc.ool.init,

I

>

M.

Stnso. TolkU, Radio.
rknl. zi.„ Joln.,111. olo.

>ir -oi inr..

(AppMranoM).

I

or

TKeatre

GRADUATES:

Loo Trnoy. Fred
llrnma. Donoft Musionl Comedy.

I'mntml Dr^vrlopmont. Slork
CaUlou. wrilo Sec'y LANE, G6

Th.-ntr..

W.8S

Trniniiu:

St.. N. V;
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A

Movie

1935

Crossword Puzzle

Fan's

By Charlotte Herbert

typed and they do not
us say, they do not
recognize the fact that in one kind of
role they set the standard for all others to
follow— they are the tops. One of these, in
our opinion, is Charles Laughton.
When, 'way back in one of Tallulah
Bankhead's films, Laughton was a person
out of his mind— shown in a close-up that
made your blood run cold (it all had something to do with a submarine) he convinced
us so completely that we cannot see him
His Henry VIII had
as anything else now.

actors are
SOME
know
Or,
it.

let

the same quality of ruthlessness and his
part as Norma Shearer's father in "The
Barretts" again let us see him as a man
with the imps of insanity dancing inside
his head.
Now he plays Ruggles of Red Gap and
to us there never was a worse bit of misHowever, Laughton is so much of
casting.
an actor that he made many reviewers
only
cheer lustily for his performance.
have to point to his delivery of the Gettysburg Address to make you realize that he
has to be controlled by an idea raging
around inside of his head, before he can
be his greatest self. As he recited the great
words, he became a visionary seeing a
strange destiny, but of course it should
have been played as a man, free, white and
twenty-one, proud, thrilled and exalted, as

We

one might cry "The morning cometh."
All this talk about color in pictures revives the wasted words that were spent at

The
one time on sound with pictures.
arguments against sound were wonderful,
We
but sound came on just the same.
have learned to enjoy it, and so we know
now that whenever anything is utterly opposed to an artist's idea of symbolism and
"theatre," it probably will catch on and
the public, and finally the artists, will like
There never has been a colored photoit.
graph of nature that an artist enjoyed.
How then can there be satisfactory colored
motion pictures?
Recently colored photographs have invaded the ad pages, and their dreary, heavy,
literal unimaginative coloring is enough to
drive one who loves color to a hermit's
cave.

We

believe that color will be partially
adopted and that the effect will be to take
(Capital
pictures further away from Art.
letter, please.)

Who

cares?

ACROSS
1

The handsome

forest ranger in

19 To stray
21 To emit vapor
23 A subdivision of a county
26 Now appearing on the stage
27 Unit of energy
30 She plays Helena in "A Midsummer Night's

"Sequoia"

6 Hail
8 Her real name is Mae Green
13 A passageway
15 A defensive covering
16 Direction (abbr.
18 She has a new Paramount contract
19 For example (abbr.)

20
22

He was born in Czecho-Slovakia
He made his screen debut

'Flying

Dream"

Down

to

Rio"
24

Onward

25

Pronoun

26 An industrious insect
28 The sun
29 Mode of transportation (abbr.)
30 Her hobby is writing
31 "West Point of the Air" is his latest picture
32 Drollery
34 The spy in "Lives of a Bengal Lancer"
36 Tease
38 Neuter pronoun
39 Her horse is named Rattlebrains (initials)
42 Afternoon (abbr.)
43 A well known radio singer (initials)
45 Atmosphere
47 He has a wide flashing smile
50 Self
52 The land of Abraham's birth
54 Dined
56 A degree
57 This year's winner of the Academy Award
59 To give gratuitous entertainment
61 The temperamental singer in "Enter Madame"
62 The first name of Mrs. Charles Laughton
64 To bring up
66 Now working in "Air Fury"
69 He played a dual role in "All the King's Horses"
72 A raised platform
75 To think
77 He got a real break in "Roberta"
78 Musical term meaning slowly
79 With Jeanette MacDonald in "Naughty Marietta"
80 Type measures
81 To whom Ann Dvorak is married

DOWN
1

She will appear with Clark Gable again

2

Seas"
The sun god

in

"China

_

3 The foot weary guide in "Lottery Lover
4 Part of the verb "to be"

7

Masculine first name
The famous radio entertainer

8

To

5

exert pressure

Morning (abbr.)
charming newcomer

9
10

A

11

Austrian coin (abbr.)

12

"The County Chairman"

14 Organ of hearing
15
17

A
A

prefix

number

,

in

M

"Sweet Music"

33 He hails from Buffalo, N. Y.
35 To give back a sound
36 She's in Shirley Temple's new picture
37 Proved himself a first rate comedian in

"Ruggles of Red Gap"
40 Exist
41 Her father is a wool merchant

in

England

42 Jumbled rype

44 The clerk in "The Whole Town's Talking"
46 A masculine name
48 Variant (abbr.
49 A meadow

Roam in an aimless manner
53 Gathers item by item laboriously
55 Keeper or guardian
58 Mode of transportation
59 Sailors
51

60 Pace
61

63
65
67
68
70
71

Huey P. Long's home state (abbr.)
Bachelor of Science (abbr.)
Type measure
Mimic
Shortened form of feminine name
Frozen water
Thoroughfares (abbr.)

73 An insect
74 Japanese statesman
76 A prefix

78 The (Fr.)
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This vivid

young Paramount

whenever

possible.

er latest

is

star adores fluffy sweaters

Helen's hard work

Paramount's

new

is

— wears them

earning her the "breaks"

off the set

in

pictures,

production, "Four Hours to Kill."

I know," says Helen Mack. "When
on the road. Keeping my costumes looking
fresh and new for one-night stands might have been a problem.
But I'd learned to depend on Lux — used it for silks, woolens,
stockings, lingerie — every last thing that was washable.
"So that was easy! And I'm still keen about Lux. It's a
big economy, and keeps things grand-looking for ages. I like
it especially for sweaters. They stay soft as a kitten's ear and
keep the same smart fit they have when new."

uxis the swellest trouper

I

was

WHY

13, I started

DON'T YOU

try Helen Mack's way to Lux sweaters?
an outline of your sweater. Squeeze rich, cool Lux
suds well through. Never rub. Rinse in cool water, then roll
in a towel to press out moisture. Shape to pattern and pin with
rustproof pins. Dry away from heat.
First trace

Lux won't shrink woolens as ordinary soaps with
harmful alkali are apt to do. And with Lux there's
no cake-soap rubbing to roughen and mat the
fibres. Safe in water, safe in Lux.
Specified in

all

the big Hollywood Studios

"Costumes represent a big investment to be safeguarded,"
says Frank Richardson, Paramount wardrobe director.
"That's why we specify that all washable costumes be
cared for with Lux. It protects the colors and materials,
keeps them new longer, and saves money!"

WOOLENS. WONT
THE CUNEO PRESS,

INC..

CHICAGO

FADE COLORS

!

Camels

make a

certainly

difference-"
SAYS

MUMM

MISS MARY DE

In Newport, where she made her debut,
Miss de Mumm is one of the most popular of the smart

summer

colony, just as

among the most feted of the younger
during the New York season.

she

is

set
"

enjoyment of smoking and
Camels certainly make a
great difference," she says. "Their flavor
is so smooth and mild that you enjoy the

Both

in its

last

in the

effect,

one as much as the

that

Camels never

fact,

when I'm

from a round of
smoking a Camel really

a bit tired

gaieties, I find that

me and

rests

And I notice
my nerves. In

first.

affect

me

gives

new sense of

a

energy. I'm sure that's one reason they
are so extremely popular."

People do welcome the renewed energy
they feel after smoking a Camel.

By

re-

leasing your latent energy in a safe, nat-

ural way, Camels give
"lift."

And you

affect

your nerves.

you

enough

just

can enjoy a Camel as
often as you want, because they never

Among
distinguished

the many
women who prefer

Camel's costlier tobaccos:
MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE,

Philadelphia

MARY BYRD, Richmond
MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE,

MISS

MRS.

J.

GARDNER COOLIDGE,

MRS. HENRY FIELD,

JR.,

New

II,

Boston

Chicago

MRS. JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL, New

MRS. POTTER D'ORSAY PALMER,
MRS. LANGDON POST, New
MRS. WILLIAM

T.

York

Chicago

York

WETMORE, New

York

Copyright. 1935
R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Company
Winston-Salem
N. C.

MISS DE MUMM'S TAILORED HOSTESS COAT BY HATTIE CARNEGIE DEMONSTRA'I
THE COOL ELEGANCE OF THE NEW PIQUES FOR SUMMER

MADE FROM FINER, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
AND DOMESTIC .THAN ANY OTHER POPULAR BRAND

CAMELS ARE MILDER
...TURKISH

...

..

York

j5Y

31
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talent Scouts

lere

In Broadway" By Ed Sullivan

Are Seven Reasons

Why

Ginger Rogers

By Elizabeth Wilson

Is

Tops

..^unutiw...^

Today
A

CANTER

your Wonderful Bay

is

beyond reproach she

with that nice Princeton

breath

boy over the Westchester hills, green

where.

After

breath)

is

and misty

.

.

luncheon

.

with

at the Ritz

is

all,

the unforgivable social fault.

Paul and Frank and Leila ... to the

The

sought-after

then in Charlie's

man

.

matinee with Jud
plane to

.

.

New Haven

.

and that wonderful

party where your partner will be a real

prince

.

.

.

"What a lucky

girl

you are

be so popular! What's that you say
not

it's

all

common
.

.

.

.

to
.

.

realizes

girl

the popular

caution against offending others.
so easy.

.

.just a little Listerine

It's all

morning

and night and before engagements. That
is

your assurance that your breath is sweet,

attacks fermentation, a major cause of

pretty

and witty and appealing,

.

you maintain

*

may be

.

wholesome and agreeable. Listerine

sense mixed

*

.

and takes sensible pre-

A little forethought and

Miss Charming.

*

woman

it,

in,

How right you are,

little

A

luck?

.

. .

gets no-

(unpleasant

halitosis

but unless her

odors in the mouth,
P. S.

Do

not

make

the mistake of

suming that you never have

as-

Due to processes of fermentation that
go on even in normal mouths, halitosis
visits everyone at some time or other.
The insidious thing about it is that
you never know when.

BEFORE EVERY SOCIAL

then overcomes the

halitosis.

ENGAGEMENT

odors themselves.

Lambert Pharmacal

Company,

St.

Louis,

Missouri.

USE LISTERINE

...

DEODORIZES LONGER

.

"BARBAROUS I" Says GOOD HOUSEKEEPING BEAUTY EDITOR
"INTELLIGENT!"^^ YOUR OWN DENTIST

DONE, BUT

ISN'T BEING

IT

"TT'S worse than a blunder,

L

cial

of the new
Clinic.

it's

a so-

crime," exclaimed the Director

Good Housekeeping Beauty

"That

girl,"

she went on, "is

headed for social suicide."
But dentists looked

at

it

differently.

"An excellent picture," was their general

comment. "It's a graphic illustration

of a point

we

dentists are always seek-

ing to drive home. If

all

of us gave

gums more exercise on
raw foods, many of our dental

our teeth and
coarse,
ills

IT'S

OncWrui- TO PREVENT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH

t

Coarse foods are banned from our tables
for the soft and savory dishes that rob

our gums of work and health., Gums
grow lazy. .. sensitive ... tender! It's no
wonder that "pink tooth brush" is such
a

common

your teeth regularly with Ipana Tooth
Paste. Then, each time, rub a little extra
Ipana into your gums. For Ipana and
massage help restore your gums to
healthy firmness.

DON'T NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"!

this regularly

—

dentist's advice.

Brush

WHY

WAIT FOR THE TRIAL TUBE?

Use the coupon below,

if

you

like.

Time and again dental science has
crusaded against our modern menus.

I

A
IPAN
TOOTH PASTE

trial

PAN A and Massage
mean

BRISTOL-MYERS CO.. Dept. N-75

Sparkling Teeth

Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA
PASTE. Enclosed is a 3e stamp to cover partly the
cost of packing and mailing.

and Healthy Gums

73 West Street,

New

5£
code

York, N. Y.

TOOTH

Name^
Street-

City

for

July

But

tube can be, at best, only an introduction. Why not buy a full-size tube

a

of Ipana and get a full month of scientific dental care and a quick start toward
firmer gums and brighter teeth.

would disappear."

Silver Screen

and

with "pink tooth brush."

—

"pink tooth
For unheeded, neglected
brush" may mean serious trouble even
gingivitis, pyorrhea or Vincent's disease.

Follow your

Do

the chances are you'll never be bothered

warning.
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Claudette, the Nature Lover.

THE LETTER FROM LIZA

WELL,
body

for weeks and weeks everytold me that I should see the
desert flowers. Joan Blondell and

George Barnes drove way up to Bakersfield
to see the famous California poppies along
the Ridge Route, and came back raving like
a couple of horticultural maniacs,
Evans returned from a week at

and Madge
La Quinta

simply doing nip-ups about the flowering
joshua trees, which are a branch of the cacti
family. I'd do my best to coax a little juicy
tidbit out of Madge about Gloria Swanson
and Herbert Marshall and other La Quinta
habitues, but all Madge would say was, "Liza,
you just ought to see those joshua trees.
Right there in the middle of the desert they
are blooming like tropical plants."
So I decided finally that I really ought to
see the desert flowers (they bloom only for
about a month every year, you know, just
to make a lie out of science) and I sold the
idea to Claudette Colbert who has become a
California land-owner and thinks she should
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THE HOLLYWOOD BRAND OF PARTY MANNERS
Being Informal Is The Latest Party Idea
SINCERELY-CAROLE LOMBARD

Ann Sothern, One of the Best Dancing

One thing I must say about Claudette, in
her favor, is that when she enters into anything she does it whole-heartedly, so when
I stopped by to pick her up I found a picnic
lunch had been prepared and there was
Carlos, Claudette's chef and a former tenor
in an Italian opera company, all done up in
an immense chef's cap entwined in apple
blossoms and singing away on "Rigoletto."
Barbara, the maid, came rushing out with
thermos bottles of hot coffee and cold orange
juice, and Winifred, Claudette's personal
maid, dashed out with dark colored glasses
and an extra scarf, and what with the dogs
barking and Carlos' aria I felt just like a
scene out of "Enter Madame."
We reached Lancaster several hours later,
and cut off into Antelope Valley where the
poppies, according to rumor, were supposed
to be the biggest and brightest. "Ah," said
Claudette with poetry in her veins, "we'll
spread our lunch in a poppy field." And we
rode for hours looking for a poppy field, but
one of those cold desert winds, like the mistral in southern France, had sprung up and

25

R.

See In June

all about flowers.
So, one morning
about ten o'clock we set out for the Mohave

know

24

Mook

S.
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MEMBER AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS

A/terro-Goldwyn- Mayer presents the season's gayest romance adapted
from

New

JOAN

York's laughing stage hit!

ROBERT

CRAWFORD MONTGOMERY

NO MORE

LADIES

with

CHARLIE RUGGLES

•

FRA1MCHOT TONE
Directed by Edward H.

for

July 1935

•

EDNA MAY OLIVER

Griffith
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Reviews
TIPS ON
PICTURES
On

memory.

Superbly played by Fredric March,
Charles Laughton
Cedric Hardwicke, Rochelle
Hudson, Frances Drake.

the Fourth,

Una Merkel
lights a fuse to
see it work-el

FACE

BATBY

TON —Amusing.

LOVE

BLOOM— Fair.

IN

HARRINGA fast-paced,

make

a valiant effort to earn
a living by song alone. Burns
and Allen, of vaudeville and
radio fame, provide the comedy highspots.

MARK OF THE VAM-

PIRE—

Eerie thrills. A horror story on the "Dracula"
type which lovers of the mysterious will gloat over, but
which may give those less

BLACK FURY— Excellent.
For stirring drama, this simple
story of a coal miner who inadvertently splits his union wide
open thereby causing unspeakable
tragedy, has more ambitious efforts whipped right off the cinema
map.
Paul Muni gives unsurpassable performance as Jo

SS128 is
designed
for sizes 12
to 20 and
30
40.
to
Size 16 re-

quires

3%

yards

39

hardened some bad dreams.

OF TOMORROW
Only
—
A story
Oxford undergraduate

MEN

life

BREWSTER'S

MILLIONS

extravaganza.
An
version of the already
familiar story of the man who
had to squander over two million
dollars in a year in order to inherit six million more.
It's not
so easy as you think
(Jack

English

Blows

!

CASE OF THE CURIOUS BRIDE—Good.

An

interesting murder-mystery that is adroitly
directed and capably acted by a cast including
Margaret Lindsay, Claire Dodd, Warren William

Ellis

younger

and Allen Jenkins.

sets

for

styles

DARING YOUNG MAN, THE—

the

Interesting.
Treated in a light, sardonic manner this film
actually refers to the scandalous conditions of affairs existing in some of our jails.
(Mae Clarke,

set.

M UCH

James Dunn.)

of the youthful
charm of the frock that
is

wearing comes

softly

shirred shoul-

Patricia Ellis

from

its

which

DINKY — Fine.

suddenly

release
into gracious airy sleeves. Stealing a style
ders,

note from little sister, the neck is gathered
round the throat and the velvet bow
supplies a smartly contrasting fillip. The
simple skirt boasts a brief perky peplum,
which you may omit if you choose.
Silver Screen's Summer Pattern Book,
containing the latest styles for women, girls,
children and tots, is just off the press. Send
for a copy today.

Once again we have young

Jackie Cooper playing the leading role in an entertaining story of adolescence. Youngsters in this
film whom you may remember are Edith Fellows
and Jimmy Butler, and among the adults are Mary
Astor and Roger Pryor.

EIGHT BELLS— Fair.

The

action takes place

on board a tramp steamer commanded by Ralph
Bellamy, who is later demoted in favor of John

owner is the father of Ann
Sothern, our heroine and there's your story in a

The

Buckler.

ship's

—

nutshell.

FOUR HOURS TO KILL— Good.
:

exciting

This

is

melodrama with the action taking place

an
in

Dick
a theatre during a theatrical performance.
Barthelmess is cast as a killer trying to get even

man who squealed on him. (Joe Morrison,
Gertrude Michael.)

with the

GET THIS PATTERN OF

YOUR DANCE—

Nice entertainGO INTO
Here's your opportunity to see Al Jolson
ment.
and Ruby Keeler together with both at their best
in

Patricia Ellis'

DRESS
Silver Screen Pattern Dept.,
45 West 45th St., New York, N. Y.

(City and State)

Dress (No. SS128)

GEORGE WHITE'S

1935

6

SCANDALS— En-

Faye and James Dunn and Lyda Roberti,
Edwards, and Ned Sparks.

HOLD

Cliff

No

NIGHT AT
THE RITZ —
How

Just so-so.

press-agent

a

maneuvers

to get
a man who can't
cook into the job
of chef at a
famous hotel. It
is
breezy in
spots.
(William
Gargan, Patricia

Ellis,

Erik

Rhodes,

Allen

Jenkins.)

ONE NEW

YORK NIGHT
—
The
—teryGood.
murder mys— somehow
plot

a

Una'll never
be the same.

gets

lost
in
a
shuffle of breezy

and amusing

sit-

uations that lead

up

to

and around

Tone,

Nice cast includes Franchot
Steffi Duna.

it.

Una Merkel, Conrad Nagel,

THE— Fair.

PEOPLE'S ENEMY,

—

Preston

Foster plays the role of a gangster a prototype of Al Capone who finally was sent to jail
for income tax evasion. The story is melodramatic
in the extreme, and the cast includes Lila Lee,
Melvyn Douglas and Herbert Rawlinson.

—

PEOPLE

When Mary
in a

comedy

TALK—

Most amusing.
WILL
Boland and Charlie Ruggles are cast
domestic relations, you can promise

of

yourself a high percentage of laughs.

WORLD'S—

A

stirring
PRIVATE
Excellent.
different drama, set in a sanitarium for
neurotic patients. It is thrillingly acted by Claudette Colbert, Charles Boyer, Joel McCrea and
Joan Bennett. Don't miss this.

—

'EM YALE

HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER, THE— Fair.
of you who loved reading this classic
your childhood, this film will prove most interNorman Foster is in the title role, and

For those

Henry

plays the

HAPPENED

RECKLESS — Good.

girl.

NEW YORK—

Light and
IN
IT
The romance of a taxi driver and a
amusing.
switchboard operator (Lyle Talbot and Heather
Angel) gets interspersed with some tall doings
when movie star Gertrude Michael hits town.
(Hugh O'Connell.)

Most impressive. Victor
LES
thrilling novel brought to the screen so
magnificently that it will forever remain in your

From

a plot standpoint
production
supplied by Jean HarFranchot
Tone,
while
May
and
Robson, Ted Healy and Nat Pendleton take care
ask?
what
more
can
you
So,
of the comedy.
this is not particularly novel, but the

lavish and the
low, Bill Powell
is

Amusing. Patricia Ellis
She
as the society girl who can't resist a uniform.
however,
when she falls for Cesar
error,
makes an
Romero, who turns out to be a gangster. (Andy

Hugo's
Yes or

Helen

tertaining.
An amusing musical revue, with the
familiar "backstage" plot, and featuring^ Alice

MISERABLES —

Size

flame

and quite

Charlotte

(Address)

Fashion Book?

Farrell,

also.

in

Ellis'

—Glenda

contribute some nice bits

esting.

(Name)

Pattern of Patricia

their particular fields.

Morgan and Patsy Kelly

Devine-Geo. E. Stone.)
send to

For the enclosed

it

good to

it

the

aid

Buchanan-Lily Damita.)

the

which,

had not been so severely
cut, might have been much
better.
It was made in England and has Merle Oberon
and Robert Donat in two of
the main roles.
if

'

— Elaborate

Patricia

of

fair.

Radek.

inch fabric.

story of two
(Dixie

Lee and Joe Morrison) who

breezy little farce, in which Charlie Butterworth, the meek little
office clerk, finds himself in a
maze of bizarre adventures after
his wife (Una Merkel) makes
him ask the boss for a raise.

Pattern

The

youngsters

love-sick

drama

is

RICHELIEU—

Fine.
As the Cardinal who
ruled the France of Louis 13th (Edward Arnold)
with magnificent daring and rapier-like wit, George
Arliss chalks up another superb performance to
(Maureen O'Sullivan, Cesar Romero.)
his credit.

SPRING TONIC — Amusing. A
after the slap-stick

manner,

in

bride (Claire Trevor) dashes

band-to-be (Lew Ayres)
some exciting situations.

STAR OF

farce, directed
a prospective

which

away from her

hus-

and gets embroiled

MIDNIGHT— Fine.

A

in

sophisti-

good-humored mystery a la "The Thin
Man," with suave William Powell playing the

cated,

who has a yen for solving fascinating
crimes. Ginger Rogers gives a tincture of romance
to the opus.
lawyer

Silver Screen

^^£ry

*ge arliss

ROBERT DONAT

1*

JESSIE

m

MATTHEWS
MADELEINE CARROLL

NOVA

PILBEAM

MADGE EVANS*
WALTER HUSTON
PETER LORRE

Watch For These

LUPE VELEZ

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN

CONRAD

Pictures!

THIRTY-NINE STEPS
THE CLAIRVOYANT
THE TUNNEL
THE KING OF THE DAMNED
THE MORALS OF MARCUS

RHODES

VEIDT

RICHARD DIX

KIPLING'S SOLDIERS THREE

PASSING". 3rd FLOOR BACK

MODERN MASQUERADE
C.

SECRET AQENT
DR. NIKOLA

AUBREY SMITH

KING SOLOMON'S MINES
HELEN VINSON

CICELY

COURTNEIDGE

TOM WALLS
BARRY MACKAY

for July

1935

*By Courtesy of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
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Let the Beach Reveal Your

Helena rubinstein says

'your

must

lips

wear a

lustre
Color
gleams

7

Beauty

that
.

.

.

—

smooth

magically

— youthfully

Mary Lee

lus-

trous!

Again the

great

cosmetic
Helena

genius,

By

Lips

incredibly soft

Rubinstein, scores
a remarkable achievement. In her newest
lipsticks she gives you the crowning
secret of lip allure
living color-lustte

—

.... Unique

ingredients

banish

dry,

crinkly lips forever!

The

latest daytime shade is subtle, natural
"Terra Cotta." For various costumes, famous
Red Raspberry, Red Geranium, Red Poppy,
Red Coral or "Evening." All in smart new
jewel-like cases. Golden Automatic is perfection. 1.00. Water Lily Grande, the biggest lip-

And, "Deb,"

stick ever, 1.25.

make-

special

up

required
when you wear
swim suit or fancy
is

dress,

as

if

you wish

pretty

as

to

look

Dixie

Lee

Use

these
marvelous lipsticks to rouge your cheeks, too!
Clinging mist-like powder, 1.00, 1.50.
.50.

A

Glamour For Your Eyes
New

Persian Mascara will not run or smart.
Large automatic case, for your purse, 1.00
.

.

.

—

Eyelash Grower and Darkener grooms lashes,
brows. Conservative day make-up also. 1.00.

TAKES

a figure

ITsparkling energy,

and a

face

and a

lot of

Dixie Lee's
new role in "Redheads on Parade."
Girls, Dixie Lee's recent ascent on the
Hollywood horizon is no lucky accident.
Our best Summer bonnet is olf to her for
the way she has come back to stellar roles
after nursery duty nobly done to three very
too, to play

young and

lively offspring in the Bing
Crosby family! We miss our guess and the
cameras are previous prevaricators if she
hasn't returned with more in the way of
good looks and charm than she ever had

Every Skin Needs

PASTEURIZED
FACE CREAM

Professionally speaking, that means
wise beauty care in every big and little debefore.

Dixie's
lesson to us
tail.

Pasteurized Face Cream cleanses,
vitalizes the true skin,

beneath

where skin health begins. Watch
tiny lines and wrinkles fade away. Feel your
skin cells and dermal tissues being normalized
toned firmed and vitalized. See your skin's
texture growing finer-grained. Your mirror
will soon show you a skin that has found new
life and rare beauty
Use Pasteurized Face
Cream Special for dry, lined skin, 1.00. Use
Pasteurized Face Cream Regular for normal
and oily skin, 1.00.
the surface,

—

—

!

Face The Sun

— Unafraid!

Use Sunproof Cream
Helena Rubinstein's revolutionary Sunproof

Cream ends the dangers of parching, ageing
sun rays. The very fibre of your skin changes
under the touch of this amazing discovery. Use
on back, arms, legs as well as face. Helena
Rubinstein's Sunproof Cream makes your
it

make-up doubly flattering and

lasting, too. 1.00.

Sunburn Oil by Helena Rubinstein gives
a golden tan without danger of sunburn. .60.

MAIL SERVICE

—

no Helena
Rubinstein dealer in your community order by
mail. Consultation by mail is also welcomed.
If

there

is

—

SALONS

New

IN:

York

8

•

Detroit

Seattle

•

•

Chicago

Los Angeles ©

•

Boston

1935. h.u. inc.

be a good

Stop and figure it out. Or shall we do it for
you? First of all, there's the bright sunlight
—danger signal for unbecoming sunburn or
patch-work tan. And, it's a fact, bright light
does show up every little line and blemish
you might be able to get away with when
skies are cloudy.
Secondly, you show much more of yourself
to the appraising gaze of your dear public
in Summer-time. Even in street costumes,
you display more neck (furs cover up a
multitude of sins when furs are being worn).
Your stockings are thinner, if you wear them.
And short sleeves or no sleeves are Dame
Fashion's decree.
The beach, most revealing of all, demands
a perfection few women have unless they

and keep it.
keep up those bending and
stretching exercises that make tummy muswork hard
For the

to get
figure,

and the

rolling that takes excess
inches off the hips. Summer sports won't
take the place of them. To make the most
of your figure, wear a bathing suit that is
Jantzen has
flattering and fashion-right.
taut,

Don't, for Heaven's sake,

let

yourself sun-

you want an
even tan that shines like burnished bronze,
use a good suntan oil. There are scads of

them
your

houses have them.

Now

word on Summer make-up. If
it
already and haven't
started the practise, we'll tell you now. You
positively must not wear as heavy a make-up
as you did in the Winter and the rainy part
of the Spring. We all wear lighter color
clothes in the Summer, white and pastels
for a

you don't know

predominating. The rich, warm shades of
rouge and lipstick that are marvelous with
black, brown and dark green, look garish
with pastels. And remember, the sun itself
gives you extra color. To get the right effect, try out the color tones of your make-up
all over again when you're wearing light
clothes and, more important still, do it with
your mirror reflecting bright daylight.
You probably won't have to change your
brand, but change the shades and the
amount you use. You may need a different
powder, too. For most complexions, the
rachel or beige shades are better in Summer
than the pinkish flesh tints. If you go in
for tan in a big way, get one of the sun-tan

powders. Don't put sun-tan powder on a
pale skin, though, with the idea it will
make you look tanned. It won't.
Give much thought and a little care to
your arms and legs. They're made to use,
but people do see them, especially if you're
the outdoor type who loves the beach and
tennis courts.
By the way, are you going in for kneehigh stockings this Season? If you are, remember skirts are shorter and you may be
displaying either an unsightly or an intriguing expanse of upper 'limb,' as our grandmothers used to say.
suggest, by way of
precaution, a little softening cream applied
to the knees and elbows at the same time
you use it on your face.
tiny bit of rouge
on the knees has been known to be- used

We

A

with devastating

effects!

And

some honeys!
burn and tan haphazardly.

helena rubinstein
8 East 57th St., New York

to

who

relax in matters pulchritudinous when the going is a little hard.
Summer is without a doubt the most trying time of the year for one's good looks.

cles

New

come-back ought

tective anti-sunburn preparations.
All the big cosmetic

If

in the stores. If tan's not flattering to
style of beauty, or you're inclined to

freckle, take an extra minute or two before
you face the sun to rub in one of the pro-

toenails— let's not forget toenails!
Carefully pedicured and brightly colored
nails are an old story on the beach, but we'll
be seeing more and more of them on the
street and the dance floors this Summer.
Open-toed sandals are all the rage. There
are stockings made specially for them, but
if
you have the legs and the feet to go
stockingless,

you'll

be

just

that

much

Silver Screen

smarter.

Red

is

still

the favorite color for

but you can achieve an added touch
of chic by matching them up with your
toenails,

frock or accessory colors.
Now, to be really personal, may we warn
you not to let ugly hair mar the attractiveness of your arms and legs? It can be removed with a good depilatory or specially
prepared mitten. It stays away longer if you
pull it out with wax, but don't expect any
wax to be entirely painless. You can lighten
the hair and make it less conspicuous with a
bleaching rinse (same kind some of you use
on your heads).
The finishing touch to ravishing Summer
beauty is fragrance. Avoid body or perspiration odours like the very mischief! Perspiration checks and deodorant soaps, creams or
lotions are among your best Summer friends,
and don't you forget it!
Eau de Colognes, after-bathing infusions
and light skin perfumes that you can spray
or douse all over you without being overperfumed, are staging a big come-back.
They're delightful to use and they give you
a wonderful feeling of luxuriant freshness.
Dusting powders are a big help to hot
weather daintiness, too.
Give a thought to your crowning glory!
Summer sun and ocean dips are apt to be
hard on your hair unless you do something

Whats

the matter with

about it.
Exposure to the sun has a tendency to dry
and bleach your hair. If you are a blonde
or 'ex-blonde' perhaps you'll like that. However, you mustn't forget that sun-bleached
hair has a dull, lifeless look unless you use
brilliantine or an oily tonic, or better still,
give it plenty of brushing to stimulate the
activity of the natural oils.
Personally, we're all for the brushing—
at least a hundred strokes a day with a
good stiff brush that gets right down to
every quarter inch of scalp. If you want to

make the brushing doubly effective, give
your scalp a healthful sun bath at the same
time. Brush your hair in the sunshine and
let the rays and the good fresh air get into
your scalp. Only, don't do it in the heat of
mid-day when the rays are too intense. Early

'TTERE

morning and

late afternoon are the best
times to get real benefits from sunshine without over-heating or scorching.
Perhaps you're afraid brushing will take
the wave out of your hair, and we'll admit

-i-J'

I sit alone, evening after evening, reading or listening to the radio.

What's the matter with me? Why don't
take me out? I'm not so hard to look
and I love a good time!"
at

men

—

it does.
You can get an electric
that is specially constructed to stimulate the scalp and important glands under it

sometimes

Poor girl! How surprised and chagrined she would
be if she knew why she is left at home alone.
You can't blame people for avoiding the girl or
woman who is careless about underarm per-

comb

without disturbing your wave one little bit.
Whether by way of the brush or the electric
comb, scalp stimulation is the surest road to

spiration odor. It's too unpleasant to tolerate
no matter how attractive she may

hair health and natural beauty!
Here's a tip to you who take your sea
bathing strenuously. Salt water is none too
good for your hair if you let it dry and stay
on. Protect your hair the best you can with
bathing caps and, if it does get wet, rinse it
out well with fresh water.

in anyone,

otherwise be.

There's really no excuse for it when Mum
makes it so easy to keep the underarms fresh, free
from every trace of odor.
Just half a minute is all you need to use Mum.
Then you're safe for the whole day.
Use it any time
after dressing, as well as be-

—

ANIMAL TROUBLE
"CAY WRAY,
» who
making

mSr

j

pictures
in
England, returned
to
wild
and woolly America, and, uncultured though it is,
compared to London, she says, she
....

Fay returns.

has been

—

....

,

thing is, the howling of the timber

wolves keeps her awake at night. You
her suite in the Pierre is practically
right above the Central Park Zoo.

see,

for

July 1935

ON SANITARY NAPKINS, TOO.
Guard against

this source of

unpleasantness with

Mum. No

more doubt and worry when
you use Mum!

harmless to clothing. It's soothing to
the skin, too
so soothing you can use it right
after shaving your underarms.
fore. It's

—

Mum

Depend upon
to prevent all unpleasant
perspiration odor, without preventing perspiration itself. Then no one will ever have this reason
toavoidyou! Bristol-Myers,Inc.,75 West St.,N.Y.

takes the odor out

MUMS

perspiration
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Mrs. Pat O'Brien
tells

her

Cooking
Secrets
She Runs Her

A

And

But

Dress Shoy,

Pat's
Comes

By

Home

Food

First.

Ruth Corbin

moonlight may
romantic than
love in a kitchen, but I am
convinced that a good per cent of
the romances that lead to wedding
bells and orange blossoms are the
ones that begin in the vicinity of
a cook stove or a lowly gas plate.
Eloise Taylor was a beautiful and
talented young actress, but that was

in
IOVE
sound

not

the

more

the reason

why

she

became Mrs. Pat O'Brien.
Love bloomed between
her and Pat in the tiny
kitchenette of her
apartment in Brooklyn,
where she spent her evenings cooking his favorite
foods in the way he liked
best. This was not difficult for she has been an
"A number one cook" ever
since she was big enough
to hold a frying pan.
The romance of Pat and
Eloise has a story-book
pattern. They met in Chicago, when she was sent
out from New York to

little

The

"barbe-

cue

pit"

where

Mrs.
O'Brien cooks
the meat for
outdoor parties.

a slack season, when money beplentiful and they had no
choice in the matter. Upon one occasion, they
found themselves with neither money nor
food. It was the evening before pay day. The
kitchen shelves could have doubled for Old
Mother Hubbard's cupboard. All that they

Came

came even

10

less

With

"The Front

a contract signed, sealed

and

delivered, he decided the time had come
for marriage. However, he had to leave immediately for the coast. So Pat and Eloise
left for California, were married, and soon

They

set.

started housekeping in a lovely little

apartment on Franklin avenue not
from the studio, and Pat bought a yellow
Ford coupe. He did such a swell job of his
part in "Front Page" that offers from other
single
far

Pat
is

O'Brien

always

working.

He

next

in

is

"Oil for the

Lamps

When

food.

to California for a role in

Page."

Pat was working on the "Front Page"

play in "Broadway."
she stepped into the
theatre, the first person
she laid eyes on was Pat.
She didn't think much of
him, either. The feeling was mutual moreHe
She thought Pat was fresh.
over.
thought she was high-hat.
Tempus fugits, however, and eventually
they found themselves back on Broadway.
Moreover, they gradually changed their origEloise went
inal opinion of each other.
to work in pictures at the Warner Bros.,
Vitaphone Studio and she rented a little
apartment in Brooklyn. She began going
around with Pat.
Money was not too plentiful with either
of them and they found that it would go
much farther if they bought and cooked their

come

of

China."

possessed in the way of food was some corn
meal. Eloise hit upon a happy thought.

They would have

fried

mush.

Okay by

Pat!

But while Eloise, in a cute, little house
was in the act of cooking some mush,
came an interruption in the form of a movie

dress,

an invitation to dine out.
he found Pat present, he included him
in the invitation, but Pat's pride would not
let him accept.
He told the M. E. that he
would rather stay home and eat the fried
mush, because it was his favorite food and
Eloise had prepared it especially for him.
But he insisted on them going.
Having a healthy, young appetite, Eloise
went, and dined in state while Pat stayed at
the apartment and ate his mush. He has
never eaten any since, either.
executive with

When

It

a

wasn't long after this that Pat received

tempting

oiler

from Howard Hughes to

He has
studios came in thick and fast.
never been idle since he first landed in Hollywood. Eloise did a good job of being Mrs.
O'Brien, by being both cook and chauffeur
for Pat. They were happy and congenial
and soon had a host of friends in the colony.
After she gave up her career she found it
difficult to be busy enough to keep from
feeling lazy.
When she was a girl, she
usually held down two jobs at the same time
and idleness has never been in her line.
She started out in life as a secretary and her
first job, or rather her first two jobs, was as
secretary to the Attorney-General in Des
Moines, Iowa,— and as a player in the Princess Stock Co. of Des Moines.
As soon as Pat could afford it, they bought
a lovely home in Brentwood and hired a
flock of servants. Eloise found herself with
too much time on her hands and, finally, she
persuaded Pat to let her open a dress shop.
She has worked out an "all day" plan, of
course. She doesn't try to be in two places
at once. She looks after her home and domestic affairs in the morning. Then, after
lunch, she runs down to the shop and sees
that everything is running per schedule,
and she is home again in time to dress for
dinner.

Silver Screen

!

Although she has a good cook and diemakes the salads herself and
sees that everything is cooked exactly right
for Pat. He thinks he is on a diet, so he
titian, Eloise

doesn't eat Irish potatoes. He is very fond
of sweet potatoes, and he thinks he doesn't
eat them either, but Eloise gets around this

She cooks sweet potatoes and calls
them squash, and he enjoys them and doesn't

easily.

know the

difference. Pat is fond of green
onions. Wouldn't think of sitting down to
lunch or dinner without them on the table.
His favorite salad is made of lettuce,
tomatoes, and finely chopped onions. One
half of it is onions and the other half is
shredded lettuce and sliced tomatoes, served
with French dressing. The only other salad
he likes is hearts of lettuce with Roquefort
cheese.
His favorite meat is steak, cooked medium.
He does not eat dessert ordinarily. Once in
a while, he has peppermint ice cream with
chocolate sauce.
His breakfast consists of orange juice and
coffee. On Sundays, they have either sausage and hot cakes or fried chicken and
waffles for breakfast.
Here is Eloise's favorite waffle recipe:

Cream

Grace Moore
Millions sigh

when

.

.

.

dream

.

the divine star of

Love" bursts

into

singing!

is
.

.

"One Night

glorious song

melodrama, romance, music are
blended

in

anew.

live

a grand

.

of

... as

brilliantly

story

Waffles

3 teaspoons baking

powder
14 teaspoon salt
11/2 cups flour
2

tablespoons sugar

2 egg yolks
2 egg whites
2 tablespoons
melted fat
1

cup milk

Mix

all together and serve ice cold,
and baking powder; add the milk gradually, then the egg yolks and melted fat
and mix thoroughly. Then fold in the

stiffly-beaten

egg

iron well-greased

whites.

Have

and piping

waffle

hot.

Both Pat and Eloise are popular in the
and they entertain frequently.
Frank McHugh, Allan Jenkins and Jimmy
Cagney and their respective wives are among
their most intimate friends. They have a
badminton court, a swimming pool and a
film colony

handball court, the latter being lighted for
night play, so that guests are never at a loss
for entertainment.
In summer, they have barbecue roasts,
steaks and sometimes weiners for their
guests,

depending largely upon how many

are being entertained. They had one hundred guests at one of their recent barbecue
parties and hired a chef for the occasion.
He began preparing the meat at four
o'clock in the morning and worked steadily all day until seven o'clock that evening,
when the dinner was served.
They usually serve beer and potato chips
with the barbecued meats.
Eloise gave me two of her favorite punch
recipes, which are suitable for summer afternoon parties. Both are easy to mix and delightful to taste.

Tea Punch
Pour

quart boiling water over 5 teaspoons tea and let stand 5 minutes;
strain and cool; put ice in punch bowl
and pour tea over it; add juice 3 lemons,
3 cups grape juice and 3 cups cold water.
1

This will make 12
Fruit

glasses.

Punch

Juice of 6 lemons
Juice of 6 oranges
1 can grated pineapple
2 cups concentrated grape juice
1/2 pint Maraschino cherries
114 quarts cold water
1 pint sherry flavoring

Mix
j

or

all

together and serve ice cold.
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in

her

new

picture

LOVE ME FOREVER

J

with

LEO CARRILLO

•

ROBERT ALLEN

Screen ploy by Jo Swerling and Sidney Buchman
Directed by Victor Schertzinger

A Columbia

Picture

"

GLORIFY THE

OF YOUR HAIR

In«TopHat,"
Fred

Astaire

dances —

which makes
that picture
an event.

Me?

"You re Telling
GLENDA FARRELL
Warner Bros.' Star

"IN

SEALED
A
permanent

in

Make Your
waving pads

BOOKLET shows how
your hair like the

to dress

stars

Twenty-four pictures of famous stars
showing how to copy their smart new coiffures. Hollywood's noted hairstylist, Perc
Westmore, created them exclusively for
Duart. Sent FREE with one 10 cent package of Duart Hair Rinse. NOT a dye nor
tint.

12 shades

—

see coupon.

DUART
O/ca'Cy ojj

tJw.

Jic&jjwcod. <$fo<i<L

for

E ALL SAW

is

materials used to create the soft,
naturally beautiful coiffures worn
by the Hollywood Stars.

a bleach. Just a

Favorites Very Happy.

package of DUART

opened especially for you when
you ask for a Duart wave. Then
you are sure your hair will be
waved with the same genuine

FREE

Compliments Cost You Nothing, But

CALIENTE"

SEND COUPON
FREE BOOKLET

Duart, 984 Folsom Street, San
Francisco, Calif. Enclosed
find 10 cents; send me shade
of rinse marked and copy of
your booklet, "Smart

New

Coiffures."

'It

Happened One

and thought it grand,"
writes Marion Dexter of N. St.
Andrew Place, Hollywood Calif. "We know
we would never have the luck to meet anyone like Clark Gable. So we'll never hitch
hike. We're all smart enough to know it
only happens in pictures. We have enjoyed
it, but never will we have the same experience. Worse Luck."
Clark Gable wouldn't like any girl who
would hitch hike.
Night'

"WE MISS dear old Charlie Chaplin. We
could always leave the show with a smile on
our lips and giggle the next day when we
remembered some
writes

of

Maude Brown

his

of

funny

antics,"

Harriet

avenue,

Montclair, Quincy, 111. "This gloomy world
needs some good laughs to cheer us up and
Charlie is the one to do it. So hurry, Charlie,
we're waiting for you."
He'll like that "old Charlie Chaplin!"
He'll make a couple of million out of it, so
he feels he ought to zvork a year or so on
the new picture.

'"NAUGHTY MARIETTA'
started

its

third

week

has just

in Cincinnati," writes

Sue Mitchell of Cincinnati, Ohio. "Nelson
Eddy is the kind of hero the girls have been
wanting. His voice— oh, gee! it's heavenly!
His acting can't be beat. And his looks!
Swell! But please don't put him in a modern
picture. Keep him back in New Orleans ©r
as another Captain Warrington."
Costume demanded — unusual! And they
used to think costumes were fatal.

"READING BOOTH TARKINGTON'S
sparkling novel 'Presenting Lily Mars,' I was
astonished," writes Carroll Lane of Brooklyn, N. Y. "at the remarkable similarity between its heroine, Lily Mars, and Katharine
Hepburn. In personality, manner, eccentricity and genius, they are one and the same
person. Hepburn should be starred in a
picturization of the book."

How

could she "act"

if

she

is

the part

already?

"PLEASE,

PART

Ginger Rogers' beautihair on the side and throw away the
"
bangs. Keep it as in 'Flying Down to Rio,'
writes Ermel Hammitt of Kenton, Ohio.
ful

Every little thing is important. No wonder the stars are afraid to change their appearance in any detail.

"'TpHE WHOLE

town is raving about Edna
Oliver since her fine performance
in the picture 'David Copperfield,'
writes Jane N. Jensen of S. W. and St., Miami,
Fla. "During the part of the picture where
the step-father comes to Aunty's (Edna May
Oliver) to fetch little David back home and

May

Brown

Brown

White or
Gray

Henna,

Golden

(Platinum)

Golden

Aunty (E. M. O.) tells him to scram and keep
away from her door henceforth, is the finest
bit of acting put on in a long time. The audience held its breath during the scene and
when it was over everybody applauded loud
and long for Edna May Oliver."
She's the best bet— the Marie Dressier— of

Titian

Brown

Ash

Blonde

the screen risht now.

Reddish

Titian

Blonde

Light

Brown

Reddish
Blonde

Black

Golden

Name
Address
State

City

Dark

12

Chestnut

Medium
Brown

Blonde

Silver

Screen

"

The

.

Letter from Liza

[Continued from page

4]

ANN DVORAK

naturally no self-respecting poppy was going
to lift her head that day.
got hungrier and hungrier, and finally in desperation tried to spread our lunch
on a little knoll, but the wind took one whiff
at the lettuce salad and away it went, followed by the tops of three sandwiches. Back
we scrambled into the car, and when a movie
star begins to starve, her disposition is no
better than yours or mine. Late in the after-

Warner Bros. "G Men'"
•if To lend enchantment to
the warm color tones of brunette beauty, Ann Dvorak

in

We

chooses Max Factor's Olive
Povjder, Carmine Rouge and

Carmine

hree

noon we huddled under a group of joshua
trees which were not flowering and which
proceeded to prick us with their needles, and
spread the remnants of our lunch. "Picnics,"
I said biting into an ant," are not all they

Warner

are cracked up to be." "N-neither," said
Claudette shivering with cold and extracting
a bit of cactus from her anatomy, "are desert

Next year I have decided to see my desert
flowers in comfort from the front porch of
the Desert Inn at Palm Springs. Claudette's
going to get a book and read about them.
I

me

Wollywoods

heard a funny story about Marlene Die-

New

Bros. Stars

Reveal

flowers."

trich's recent visit to

York, which had

It seems that Marlene was
at the swanky El Morocco night club one
night when a drunk, albeit an unknown
drunk, weaved his way over to her table and
asked her to sing. Marlene thought the
drunk was the manager of the club, and that
it was probably the custom of visiting celebrities to oblige with a song. So up she got,
to everyone's complete surprise, and informed

Irving Rose, the orchestra leader, that she

JEAN MUIR in Warner

New

in stitches.

would sing "Falling in Love Again." If the
Paramount studio had ever asked Marlene
to sing a song in a public place she would
have swooned with horror. But anyway, you
have to admit that Marlene was a good sport
and was honestly trying to do as the Romans

Lipstick.

"A Midsummer

Bros.

Night's

Dream"
To accent appealing charm
of delicate colorings, Jean
"I*

Make-Up
How

Discover

Factor's

Rachelle Powder, Blondeen
Rouge and Vermilion Lipstick.

Enhance Your Beauty

to

Famous

as

Max

Muir chooses

Do

Screen Stars

do.

a couple of weekends back
to Del Mar, on the Pacific, to

I drove
spend a
Saturday and Sunday with Una Merkel and
her family, and I'm telling you when you
week-end with the Merkels you have reached
the top in entertainment. "Bring your tennis
racquet, bathing suit and everything," said
Una over the phone, "which sounded rather
fishy to me as Una is definitely a bath-tub
sport, but I decided that summertime and
the great out-doors had gone to her head.
Well, as soon as I got there we all sort of
gathered in my room, which had lovely barn-

About

down

swallows on the wall paper, and we got to
talking, and the next thing we realized it
was Sunday night and time to go back to
Hollywood, and we might just as well not
have left home. When I started to pick up
my sporting equipment I found, stuck into
the tennis-racquet and golf bag, the hotel Del
Mar's "Please Do Not Disturb" sign. So
that's the kind of athletes Una and I are,
and the only cups we'll ever win will be

magic of color
beauty's
of
THE
has been captured by Max Factor, Hollywood's make.

sizing

beauty,

colorful

the

fascinating

charm of

first time you make up you will see an
difference. You will marvel at the satin-smooth
loveliness the face powder imparts to your skin ...at the
entrancing lifelike color the rouge brings to your cheeks
...at the alluring color accent the lipstick gives to your
lips. Your complete make-up will be a perfect harmony
of color . . and you will find that it will remain perfect

in

amazing

Warner Bros. "Dinky"
To harmonize naturally

with the distinctive colorings

of the auburn

Mary

type,

Astor chooses Max Factor's
Blondeen
Olive
Powder,

Rouge and Carmine

.

for hours

and hours.

New

beauty can be yours today . for the luxury of
Color Harmony Make -Up, created originally for the
screen stars, is now available at nominal prices. Max
Factor's Face Powder, one dollar; Max Factor's Rouge,

Lipstick.

Make-Up

fifty

.

cents;

dollar.

Max

.

one

Factor's Super-Indelible Lipstick,

Featured by leading stores.

ax Racier * l~lollijwoo

The TITLES
on the following

SOCIETY MAKE-UP:

PICTURES
Murray) formerly "Federal Dick"
"Boom Town" (Richard Dix)
formerly
"The Peacemaker'
"Going Highbrow" (Guy Kibbee)
formerly
"Crashing Society"
"Broadway Joe" (Joe E. Brown)
formerly
"Back To Broadway"
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the

—

"Men Without Names" (Fred Mac-

.

The very

MARY ASTOR

HAVE BEEN CHANGED

for

.

your own type.

Used Exclusively

any other name

attraction

in a new kind of make-up. It is color harmony
make-up. ..original, new color tones in face powder, rouge
and lipstick, having a matchless lifelike quality that
actually seems to work a miracle in creating lovely beauty.
Wouldn't you like to share this secret with Hollywood's stars? You can!... for whether you are blonde,
brunette, brownette or redhead, there is a particular
color harmony for you that will do wonders in empha-

Max Factor s

rose by

secret

.

up genius,

demi-tasses.

"A

.

Malt tor goar
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01,011

Face Powder, "Rouge, Lipstick In Color Harmony

HARMONY

fill

in the

coupon

for Pursr>Size

Box of Powder

IJ*

HOLLYWOOD

MAIL THIS COUPON TO MAX FACTOR
JUST

in

your color harmony

shade and Lipstick Color Sampler, (our (hades- Enclose 10 cents (or postage
and handling. You will also receive your Color Harmony Make-Up Chart
FREE.
and a 48-page illustrated book, "Tbt Ntv Art */ Sxittj M*b-Vf".
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ELIZABETH
"No

one," says Miss

Russell,

"is in a better

position to judge products, especially those affect-

ing health and beauty, than models.

"Manufacturers are constantly asking us to try
various creams, powders, soaps and tooth pastes.
It doesn't take long to find out which have merit.

phers

RUSSELL^^^/S^^^^^^??IC^^

like to see

reproduced

in their

work.

"And it is reassuring to know that it is
safe to use. The ingredients are so fine and
so pure that they are not a menace to

enam-

el

— the

thing

models guard against."

all

Your Teeth Can Look Better
than two million women and at

More

one million

least

this tooth paste

men have

found that

accomplishes remarkable

They prove themselves quickly. These we use.
The others we reject. For, after all, when one's

results in

good looks and livelihood are concerned, one can-

polishing

That is especially true
in the case of tooth paste. A model with poor
teeth is a model without work.
"Of all the dentifrices, I like Listerine Tooth
Paste best. I began using it when I first went into

gentle in action— that Listerine

not afford to take chances.

modeling four years ago. It's really marvelous how
thoroughly and quickly it cleans. It seems to impart to teeth a brilliance and lustre that photogra-

keeping teeth healthy and beauresults are due to ultra-modern

Such

tiful.

agents— thorough but oh so

Tooth

Paste contains.

Why
week

not get a tube and try

or two. See

how much
At

it

for a

better your

teeth look

and

two

Regular 25^ and Double Size

sizes:

feel.

all

40^. Lambert Pharmacal
St.

druggists in

Company,

Louis, Missouri.

THE FILM-COMBATING, STAIN- ATTACKING TOOTH PASTE
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Silver Screen

Carl "Alfalfa" Switzer, Harold Switzer and "Spanky"
McFarland of "Our Gang" celebrate the Fourth of July.
the tops
THIS
faux-pas.
A gay

month's party
group was gathered
at the home of Glenda Farrell, and
for the occasion Glenda had hired an extra
maid and was watching her closely as she
made the rounds of the guests serving
hors d'oeuvres, cocktails and so on. Suddenly she noticed the maid had entered
the room with a tray of empty glasses, and
started around the room with them.
"Verbena," said Glenda, "why the empty
for this

is

glasses?"

"Them's for them what ain't thirsty,"
Verbena informed her as the guests roared
with laughter.

WHAT

—#>—

McCrea has often wondered, but won't know until he reads
this, is how Frances Dee knew so much
about milking a cow! When Frances and
Joel moved to their three thousand acre
ranch, and Frances, who had been a little
city gal all her life, knew more about
Joel

cows than he did, Joel was terribly curious.
secret is that while Joel was away at
the studio during the day Frances hired a
neighboring farmer at fifty cents an hour

The

to teach her the art of milking.

NOTHING

if not amusing is the discovery
that Pat O'Brien receives most of his
fan mail from interested English professors
who berate him for his bad grammar, and
the way he tosses off his "g's." Pat's daily
mail includes a motley collection of correspondence school offers on English. But
what nobody seems to know is that Pat is
a graduate of Marquette University, and

there he majored in composition and English.

MYRNA
pioneer
for

—#—
LOY
is

July 19

proud of her
Her grandparents

very

ancestry.

3 5

moved into Montana
Myrna was born on a

in covered wagons.
ranch, and some day

plans to go back.

habit of gathering at the airport over the

week-ends to see the famous

„_„<$>,_,,

BUDDY

week-end not long ago. Hundreds of people, tourists and fans, have gotten into the

ROGERS, who

has been away
from Hollywood for almost three years,
has just signed a new contract with RKO
and will be starred in musical pictures. It
is
rumored that he and Mary Pickford

might step up to the altar one of these

Buddy got his start in a Mary
Pickford picture about six years ago. And,
according to those Continental gossips, it
looks very much like Doug Fairbanks Senior
will marry Lady Ashley after all.
fine days.

—#«—»
of the neatest
ONE
lywood has had

little

in

feuds that Hola day is the

many

one now raging between Gene

Raymond

and Ann Solhern. Gene and Ann were the
romantic leads in "Hooray for Love" and
sort of got interested in each other on the
set and Gene invited Ann to a premiere.
The next day it appeared in a local column
that Gene had sent Ann a dozen orchids,
and he was furious and asked the columnist
to deny it because he didn't want his fans
to think he was so extravagant. When the
denial was published, Ann got furious because it looked as if Gene didn't think she
was worthy of a dozen orchids. "He ought
to be glad of the publicity," snapped Ann,
"he only sent me gardenias, and I don't
like gardenias."
Of course, while the feud
was at its height, Gene and Ann were doing
tender love scenes before the camera, but
the minute the director shouted "Cut"
they'd glare at each other and dash to opposite ends of the set.
Hooray for love,
indeed.

TWA

Douglas

plane, called the Sky Chief, take off for New
York, for the chances are ten to one that
a movie star will either take off on the
plane or come down to see someone off.
On Friday the incoming plane brought
Connie Bennett and Gilbert Roland, and
there was Joan Bennett down to meet
them, and instead of ducking into limousines as they usually do, much to the fans'
surprise Connie and Joan simply sat down
in the waiting room and talked. It seemed
that Joan was leaving for New York on the
four o'clock plane, so Connie was going to
stay to see her off. What a fiesta the autograph hounds and the kodak snappers had
—two Bennetts at once.
Then, in a cloud of orchids (not sent by
Gene Raymond) Ann Sothern arrived to
take the same plane. The following day the
Saturday mobs were treated to a very
gay and snappy looking Kay Francis arriving
in a confusion of photographers, reporters,
and orchids (not sent by Gene Raymond)
to take the four o'clock Sky Chief for New
York and three months in Europe. Down
to see her off were the Dick Barthelmesses,
Countess di Frasso, the Clark Gables, and
the Donald Odgen Stewarts, and her pet
dachshund. Weinie, who got the biggest
kiss of all.
Kay told reporters she expects
to siomp around France and Italy and \isii
a lot of villas and have a lot of dates with
Chevalier, but she doesn't expect to marry

him

or anyone

A FINE

else.

That's what she says.

^_

example of the "retort discourwas shown here not long ago
when Moss Hart, co-author of "As Thou[Continued on page 58]
teous"
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Talent Scouts on Broadway
They Hunt High And Low For Talent
For The Screen, But They Find Only

One Out Of 3,000

Possibilities.

That is my deliberate conclusion after a careful survey
of the nine talent staffs that feed new talent from New
Warners, RKO, Columbia, Universal,
York to

MGM,

20th Century, Fox and Paramount. These
are the specialized dealers in Personality, Pfd., and they
report a lean market. Picking their talent from the cream
of performers who have clicked already in grand opera,
the legitimate theatre, vaudeville and radio, and gathering into their net the prize beauties of the professional
models, these highly-trained talent scouts report in dismal
accents that if they snare one great personality out of
3,000 possibilities, they are blessed with unusual luck.
I have just come from the talent-scout offices at
where J. Robert Rubin, Metro tycoon, supervises the
"discovery" work of the veteran Al Altman, and Bill

United

Artists,

MGM,

Grady, his assistant. It was Bob Rubin, Harry Rapf and
Al Altman, in March of 1925, who spotted a chorus girl
in the line of a Shubert musical at the famous Winter
Garden.
In the chorus, she was known as Lucille Le
Soeur.
Under their adroit manipulation, she became internationally known as Joan Crawford. I cite this single
instance to let you know, if indeed you have any
doubts, that here are fishermen who have made
tremendous catches with rod and reel and net,
their hooks baited with tempting offers of doughe-mi.

The

breezy Bill Grady was the first one I met,
figures were depressing.
Grady, a hardboiled, shrewd Irishman, with years of
Broadway experience behind him, had
just returned from a tour that had carried him the length and breadth of
twelve states, or one-quarter of the
United States. His route had taken him
to every barnyard theatre from Canada
on the north to Maryland on the south,
Pennsylvania on the west and Vermont,
New Hampshire and Massachusetts on
the Atlantic seaboard. In the course of
his travels, he had seen 108 dramatic
and musical shows and possibly 1600
performers.
From this field of professional talent, Grady had suggested and
Metro had signed exactly
people.
"The thing that burns me up," said
Grady, "is that the one I consider my
best bet, Frank Shields, was not in the

and

his

TWELVE

Jeanne Cohen of
Columbia never
misses.

Katharine Hepburn was found by Paramount, rejected by their West Coast
officials,
and then landed at RICO.
(Above) Joe Morrison, Kitty Carlisle
and Franchot Tone all discoveries.

—

THE
pany

talent-scout's office of any major film commight well be called Heartbreak House.
There are nine of these offices in New York City,
each one searching for new talent for the films. To
them come, in an endless trail, thousands of boys and
girls every year, from every section of the country,
each one of these hopeful youngsters convinced that

^*

he or she has that indefinable something which will
achieve the pot of gold at the end of the cinema rainbow.

Jean Muir,
now a Warner

From

star,

Harry Rapf, one of
the prospectors

these same boys and girls who started
out so hopefully. Cold figures don't lie and cold figures say that
only one out of every hundred will win a screen contract, and
that only one out of every three thousand has a chance to become
a box-office personality.

them depart, heartbroken,
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was

a

who

found the bonanza
we know as Joan
Crawford.

scout find.

Miriam Howell
'

is the searcher
for
Universal
Pictures.

Silver Screen

By Ed Sull van
i

A

talent conference at Paramount. (Center) Fred Datig, Casting Director, Oscar
Serlin (left) and his assistant, Joe Egli.

held in high repute by the citizens, so I cannot carry
Talent Scout Grady's composition in full but I hand you
these lines to give you a faint idea of a scout's feeling
when he completes a nine-state tour:
"Trooping through the rural belts, seeing summer playsSearching for a noodle in a stack of hey-hey-heys,
Stalking actors, trailing debs through sunny vales and
shady
I've seen them all but I regret not one could make the
Mildred Weber, of
Grady."
Warners, may atNot that your talent scouts aren't enthusiastic. Grady
tend your next
is a
healthy, husky Irishman, still full of an amazing
amateur show.
energy after countless fruitless forays into the provinces
Katherine Brown
and sticks. Altman, who aided in the discovery of Joan
carries
Diogenes'
Crawford, tested and signed Franchot Tone, Mady Chrislantern for RKO.
tians and Walter Huston, made the original tests of
Grace Moore and Jean Muir, and still has fire and terrific
enthusiasm.
I found
cast of any of these 108 plays.
The same holds true at Paramount. On the ninth floor of the
tennis
court.
Madame
him on a
Paramount Building, you will find Oscar Serlin, head of a deJeritza, my second best bet, I discovpartment which includes Boris Kaplan, Fred Datig, Joe Egli. Eddie
ered in grand opera. So I signed exBlatt, Cecil Clovelly, Lillian Manley and Walter Colahan. This is
actly ten people out of 1600 I saw in
one of the most thoroughly organized talent-scout departments in
my tour of the stock companies and
(he industry, a tribute to Serlin's capacity for organization and hi
shows that were breaking-in out in the
genius for instilling into all of his men the same unquenchable
outskirts before coming to Broadway.
eagerness that he so plainly manifests. It was Serlin who signed
Returning to New York, Grady
Dorothy Dell, when the late film prodigy was all washed-up in
peevishly composed a poem which he
and around New York. It was his department that signed Lanny
presented to Al Altman as a metrical
Ross, Fred MacMurray, Kitty Carlisle, Joe Morrison, Iris Adriap
digest of his tour through the provand Gladys Swarthout.
inces.
This is a family magazine, held
The Paramount office woiks with the [Continued on page 74]
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Girl In Hollywood

As Much To Give

Quite

To

Has

As

Pictures

Ginger.

By
Wilson

Elizabeth.
lar star in her

own

right,

and the feminine

half of the most sensational dance team that
has ever been in Hollywood. Ginger has had
as much rotten luck as the other ingenues,
but she worked hard, thought fast, and best
of all, kept in tune with the times.
And this keeping in tune with the times
is really something in the movie world, for
movies in the last five years have changed
even faster than the color of Nancy Carroll's hair. It gets tougher and tougher
every year for an ambitious young actress
to become a movie star, and Ella, this
means you too, so you'd better stick to
your knitting.
Time was when a beautiful doll made
a most acceptable silent picture star. If
she were only easy
on the optics no one

cared whether she
could act or talk, or
do a song and dance.
All she had to do was
look utterly lovely in
a long trailing negli-

She

is

SO

pretty that the bigger the close-

gee,

up the more beauty you can see
member the beginning of "42nd Street?"
were you in the winter of 1929? Probably,
me you were losing your shirt in the stock
market crash or meeting up with an old friend in
the gutter, but we won't go into that, for after all I don't
care where you were in the winter of 1929, I only want to
tell you where Ginger Rogers was. Ginger was dangling precariously on the first rung of that much discussed ladder of
fame which was destined to carry her right to what Mr. Cole
Porter musically calls the "Tops" in the winter of 1934. And
where were you in the winter of 1934? Don't tell me, let

rumba. And
then those upstart

into a

"talkies" came along and the lovely
ladies discovered that they had uncultured voices, so off they dashed
to take voice lessons while Ruth
Chatterton took possession of the
screen.

guess.

Anyway, the Astoria Studios on Long Island, in the winter
of 1929 (Gee, it's a refrain) were all agog with excitement.
Sound apparatus for talking pictures, which had been fluttering around like Lilian Gish for a couple of years, had finally
moved right in, and Claudette Colbert, and Chevalier, and
Mary Boland, and Charlie Ruggles, and Miriam Hopkins and
lots of cuties were skipping across Queensborough Bridge every morning to do their stint before the microphone, and rushing back every
evening to face the footlights on Broadway.
When they were casting Katharine Brush's delightful "Young Man
of Manhattan," they needed a pretty and somewhat sexy young girl
to play "Puff," the modern flapper of the story. Ginger, who was
appearing in "Top Speed"°a stone's throw from Broadway, only there
are no stones to throw, made a trip over to Long Island, took a test,
and got the part. "Just a Charleston dancer," the Paramount casting
office said. "She can't act, but she's cute and young and pretty, and
will do all right for a flapper role."
That's what they said. Ginger certainly made a big lie out of them
later.
No star in Hollywood could have turned in such a perfect
performance in the recent picture, "Star at Midnight," as Ginger
Rogers did. Not one of those little ingenues who romped across
Queensborough Bridge and got a chance at talking pictures in those
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who

today

is

joy,

ing Billie Dove or
Florence Vidor to go

just like

days has ever been heard of since, except Ginger,

demand,

sorrow and despair.
No one would ever
have thought of ask-

WHERE

me

and register

upon

a

popu-

which

Acting,

had

been

com-

pletely overlooked before, suddenly
became an essential requisite of a

movie

star.

Now

good

the American pub-

be sure, but
also likes a pretty face, provided
the pretty face has personality.
Catherine Dale Owen and a lot of
other girls had beautiful fresh
lic likes

acting, to

it

faces, but somehow or other
personality wasn't there, and
after a few pictures they were heard
of no more.
Then the sound engineers made
an important discovery. They discovered that singing is much easier
to record than the staccato and
slurring enunciation of speech, so
musicals were
She has personality
upon us with a
and style. After all,
hey nonnie nonit takes a dancer to
nie and a hot cha
wear clothes.

young
the

Silver Screen

Why
Ginger Rogers

>>even

Reasons

and the poor movie star now had to
be able to sing as well as look beautiful, read
lines, act and radiate personality. Mercy, was
cha,

it

getting difficult.

But that wasn't all. Joan Crawford kicked
up her heels, and Ruby Keeler went into
her tap routine, and immediately all the
producers shouted, "We gotta have stars who
can dance." Which, my pets, is easier said
than done. You can't become a dancer overif you have the one and only
Bill Robinson for an instructor. No, you've
got to start dancing when you're Shirley
Temple's age, or you might just as well not
bother about it at all.
night, even

The great hunt for a singing-dancingacting-talking-personality star was on. New
York was combed with a fine tooth comb,
and so were all the dance halls in Europe,
but, as usual, right in their own backyard the
movie moguls found Ginger Rogers— Ginger
who had been hanging around for five
years, keeping in tune with the times, and
waiting for the big break that would send
her sky-rocketing to stardom. The big break
came in the form of nimble-footed Fred
Astaire, and with "Flying Down to Rio" and
"Gay Divorce" Ginger became the "Tops."
It was the Charleston
dancing rage that swep:
the country in '27 and
'28 which started Ginger
on her career, and appropriately
enough it
was the musical picture
dancing rage of '34 and
'35 that definitely established her as the Best.
Ginger told me the other
day that as a child she

loved dancing, and some
of her earliest memories
of Fort Worth, Texas,
were of Florine McKinney and herself acting
and dancing out fairy
tales.
There was one,
particularly, that always
fascinated them. Florine
would climb on the
kitchen stool and pretend to be a statue.
Then Ginger, with a
poker in her hand and
a cake box on her head,
on account of she was
the Fairy Queen and
to have a wand and
crown, would dance

had
a

around and around the
kitchen stool

until the
statue came to life and
joined her in a bit of
toe work.
Then there was the pageant that her mother wrote and which
the Fort Worth kids acted in the town auditorium. It was supposed
to be the history of music and Florine symbolized the classical
music, and managed to trip over her long flowing draperies, but
she was put to rout by a red-headed Ginger, done up in tin and
tinsel, as the spirit of jazz. These yearly pageants in Fort Worth
gave Ginger confidence in herself, and when she was fifteen she

for

July 1935

from "Top Hat," in
which Ginger and Fred Astaire
are again teamed. Only one
other dancing couple has made
the audience applaud, and
that couple was Bill Robinson
and Shirley Temple.
Scene

A scene from "Roberta"
which has made screen history.

entered a state-wide Charleston contest arranged by a theatre circuit,
and to this day considers the greatest triumph of her career the night
she beat a Dallas boy before a partial audience in his own home city
and was crowned Miss Charleston
of Texas.
The award was a vaudeville en :
gagement, so, with her mother,
Ginger went on a tour of the South,
scoring big hits in Memphis and St.
Louis. Paul Ash, famous master of
ceremonies and band leader, offered
her a spot in his act at the Paramount Theatre in New York, but
Ginger even at that early age had
more sense than most actresses ever have. She refused the New
York engagement, saying that she was not yet reach for ihc "big
time." Eighteen weeks in a specially act at the Oriental in Chicago
followed, and again Paul Ash made his offer. This lime Ginger
decided she was ready to make a bid for lame. She appeared with
Paul Ash ai (he Paramount for week after week, and started breaking Helen Boop-Boop-a-Doop Kane's [Continued on page 64]
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Wherever Irene

Is,

To

Dunne

Irene

There A Party Begins
Form.

"NUCLEUS"
IOVELY

to look at, delightful to know"
^let's give her a party!

—

Jerome Kern and Otto
Harbach must have been inspired when
they wrote
those songs for "Roberta"
for they fit the lady who
sings them like a glove, and

now

the whole country
echoes them. The radio
sends them to places
where the picture
perhaps will never
be; orchestras play
them in restaurants

and night clubs,
women hum them as

tion smoothly
without proper

they go about their
work, delivery boys
whistle them as they

oiling.

"But that isn't
work to me. What
is hard work is a

make
and

their rounds—
all that means the thing

a hit.

is

The whole world seems

continual and
dizzy round of

enchanted by the melody of the
lady

who

is

so lovely to look at

and delightful to know.
Not that Irene Dunne,

as

pleasure, house
parties, luncheon,
dinner and supper
parties. It may be

an

excuse for throwing a party, is
anything new. It's been going

on

for years.

That

girl

is

the irregularity of
the hours, but after a few weeks
of it I'm a wreck.

just a

natural party inspirer. One has
only to look at the knot of people crowding around her, like
bees about a flower, and one
thinks, now I must give a dinner
for Irene and invite— and before
she knows it the hostess is wondering where she will be able to
hire chairs enough to accommodate all the people who will

want

This time
ually

weight

and had to go on
a diet. Imagine it.
Of course, I want
to see all the plays

to see Irene.

don't know what it is about
her, a certain womanly charm or
dignity of manner and warm
friendliness— anyhow she seems
to be the sort of girl that men
think
they
could
tell
their
troubles to and be understood and
advised, but not entangled. And
the women know that here is a
U,
girl to whom they can proudly
introduce the boy friend and he
-*
won't be vamped right aom un\
der their nose. Not that Irene
couldn't, but she wouldn't.
\,
In Hollywood, however, there
are no parties for her. Bed at
ten, up at six thirty is her schedule and she
sticks to it, so between pictures, if there is
enough time, she comes to New York (and has
her little fling. But even there work is never
entirely out of her mind. She coaches every
day, and laughed as she told me: "My friends
say, 'What! aren't you through taking singing lessons yet?' They don't realize that a
voice can't be neglected or allowed to rust

as

my

friends

of

as I
I've got

lywood pretty
soon to get some
rest.

"The
night
friend

f

\

other
an old

of

mine

asked me out to
her country place

\

for

*>"**"-v

a quiet little
together.

evening

And how

I looked
o r w a r d to it.
Well there were

*

any more than a pianist could neglect his
daily hours of practice, or a machine func-

much

and

can, but
to go back to Hol-

I
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I've act-

lost

f

sixty people!"

"You
blame your friends
I

for

can't

being proud of you,"

said.

An extremely modest young woman, Irene
then proceeded to tell me that the people
weren't interested in meeting her particularly, but she had been to Hollywood and
she knew, she must know, Clark Gable!
Gary Cooper! Merle Oberon! Myrrta Loy!
What were they like? Did Norma Shearer
ever bathe her little son herself as other
mothers did? Was Gary Cooper really shy?

Irene in "Roberta."

'"Do you want to see the house that never
be built?" Irene asked gaily, changing
the subject abruptly, and placed in my hands
sketches of a perfectly precious house, southern Colonial with roses clambering over the
white pillars of a door that opened out upon
a charming garden.
"And why aren't you going to build this
lovely place?" I wanted to know.
"Well," said Irene, "If all the studios move
east a home in California won't be very
helpful."
"You certainly aren't taking all that nonsense seriously?" I asked.
will

"Well everyone in Hollywood seems to
want us to. There is a lot of excitement
about it and while it doesn't really make

much
what

sense one never can predict accurately
will

happen

in

Hollywood."

Irene talked over the air while she was
here, on the Lux hour, which Hollywood
takes very seriously. Some of the stars make
the trip to New York just for that appearance.
The thing about it that interested
Irene most was the mechanical effects used:
for example, when a door is broken through
the splintering sound is made by crunching
two wooden baskets together. The mechanical part of pictures always interests her,
too, which is unusual in an actress.
She looked very natty that day in a dark
blue tailored suit and ivory satin blouse,
and for a corsage she wore one purple red
carnation.
I
never saw such a gorgeous
shade. She hates conventional corsages and
in fact anything that hasn't individuality.

She is not extreme, however. I mean she
wouldn't wear a red and yellow dress just
so everyone would exclaim 'look at Irene

Dunne

in that red and yellow dress.' Everything she has and wears is in perfect harmony; even the perfume she uses.
"There is nothing new about having perfume blended to suit an individuality, but

me a thrill to
especially for me.
It

it

always gives

is

made

know that it
is made for

[Continued on page 6a]
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RUGGLES,

Charles Ruggles

Has Gone In For
Chickens.

By

RUGGED

Maude

RANCHER

Cheatham

my

feet

and watched the

glow

sunset's

envelop

the Valley with its magic,
something clicked in my mind. I suddenly knew it wasn't a toy balloon
nor a new top that I wanted, but a
ranch, with things growing on it and
I realized I wasn't a California native

son for nothing.
"Well, I bought that ranch, it is
eighteen miles— a pleasant half hour's

"T'M A
a

J-

chicken

drive— from the Paramount Studio. I
don't know where I inherited my love
of the soil for our family were all

not

raiser,

chicken chaser!"

Charlie

grin

Ruggles'

town-people.

was mischievous.
de-

don't

"My chickens
mand champagne

guess

nor ermine
water and strut
the
proudly in the feathered costumes
eood Lord gave them. I'm lucky."
Hollywood is a crazy town. Here was
resplendent
of our pet comedians

mental
most of

coats; they prefer spring

one

in a
nestly

Bond

ele-

pull

in

us,

maybe

a kick-back from
Adam's time.
"I built a home,

tuxedo, talking earhis new role of rancher,

something I alI
ways
said
wouldn't do, and
it
is
a model of

"No More

bachelor comfort.
I have a colored

Street

about
between hilariously funny scenes with
loan Crawford and Robert Montgomery,
the sophisticated film,
The contrast was
Ladies."

in

in

I

an

it's

housekeeper,

comedy

a

Blanchee, and say,

itself.

cook!

"I'm just another drunk in this picthe
ture," he explained, as we watched
animated scene in the swanky night

can

and dancing coupin the
les, with Joan and Montgomery
foreground, making a hot time.
"You remember," Charlie went on, "that

gravy, biscuits and
my favorite old-

chicken,

club, the orchestras

I started

soaked

list

grew into a romantic juvenile, finally graduated into musical comedy on New York's
Broadway, then came to the Hollywood
screen as a comedian.
In fact, I'm
"Really, I'm not so funny.
I'm
ver\ serious.
a parior comedian

not

a

wisecracker

nor

love acting and,
through observation and an ability to project myself into the person I'm portraying,
I've been lucky in creating characters that

but

I

amuse.

"Now, with some success as an actor, I've
developed another ambition; to be a farmer.
Funny, isn't it?
"Naturally, acting will always come fust.
is

the screen

that

makes

realize

my

for
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it

possible to

second ambition and

it

can't bear to eat the profits.
Charlie has two hundred laying
hens.
This really is a scene from
"People Will Talk."

clean

all

fits

speeded up his comedy instinct and he is
confident he is a much better actor beBesides, he's
cause of these new interests.
having a bully good time, which is recreation.

Now, Charlie has always rented homes,
being more or less of a domestic animal
and last year his landlord sold him out,
him to find a new place at once.
Well, it was Spring. The hills and valleys were green, the smell of growing things
filled the air with promise; he was restless,
he knew he wanted something he didn't
have.
"One day driving through San Fernando
Valley," he took up his story, "I spotted a
beautiful ten-acre citrus ranch. Something
seemed to pull me out of the car to look
at it and as I walked among the orange
and lemon trees, felt the soft earth beneath
forcing

sugar

know, like our
mothers used to do."
He caught me glancing at
his waist line but there were
try shelf— you

He

no bulges.
together like a jig-saw puzzle, with nothing interfering."
Charlie insists that it isn't a rest from
his work that a man needs but a change
of mental scenery, a new line of thought
processes— he says that ranching has already

with

cookies that she keeps in a
big earthen jar on the pan-

He

of

drunks, not sloppy or distasteful, have them
recall
I
jovial souls but not maudlin.
with keen satisfaction that a critic in Philadelphia once said that the way Marie
Dressier and Charlie Ruggles play drunks,
no one could be offended.
"My very first ambition was to be an
So, I went on the stage and began
actor.
as a kid in knee-pants to play old-men
characters with the Belasco Stock Company,
After six years I
here, in Los Angeles.

It

fashioned

my inebriate screen career as the
the
reporter in 'Gentlemen of

Press,' and I've checked in a long
I try to make them
intoxications.

she

Boy, oh boy, fried

ing, "I

laughed, saypreserve
Besides, I go in for a

recommend country

the straight front.

life to

I have my own swimming
of sports.
Also,"
pool, tennis court and pool table.
and his eyes twinkled, "I keep regular habits, it's early to bed and early to rise and
no bright night spots for me. though the
weekly fights always see me in the front

lot

row.

"Owning

a bit of land and living in the
decided to make the place pay
I've always admired farmers and
men in little towns who make small inSo, beside ni\
vestments work for them.
fruit. I sell eggs— I have more than sixhundred laving hens. Assembling a kennel
of pedigreed clogs and breeding blue ribbon winners was more or less accident a!
but its success is enough to make me stick
We won three
out my chest with pride.
blue ribbons at the recent Pasadena Dog
Show, and last night, alter I had gone to
bed, my man returned from San Francisco,
where he won three more prizes at the
Golden Gate Kennel Show, with miniature
Schnauzers and
[Con in tied on page 66]

country,
its way.

I

I
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"She

Crusades

HE HAS

turned the pages of history again as he did to give us
of the Cross" and "Cleopatra!" This time Cecil
B. DeMille paints upon the screen the most romantic and

"The Sign

fascinating story of the Middle Ages, "The Crusades." He transports us to the days when men rode out gallantly and unafraid in
search of adventure; thrills us with the shivery clang of steel on
steel, the swift flight of an arrow with its song of certain death, the
fierce hand to hand combat of men uplifted and enthralled by a
fine, religious frenzy. And, also, there is the beauty of simple faith
and the story of a woman's love.
Principally, DeMille's new picture is of Richard, Couer de Lion,
a knight of our youthful dreams, a king of England who lives by
the sword, impetuous, arrogant, generous, brutal. Driven by intrigue toward a marriage with the sister of Philip, King of France,
he casts his lot with the Crusaders on their third pilgrimage to Jerusalem. Peter, the Hermit, father of the Crusades, fighting and
preaching against hate and intolerance as our Lord did two thousand years ago, tells Richard that the oath of allegiance to the
Crusade relieves him of any prior obligations. So, in joining the
Crusade, Richard sees a way to honorably escape a marriage which
he abhors without openly antagonizing Philip and the Princess.
The armies of the kings of

Christendom, with Richard as
the leader, travel with few mishaps until they reach the
French seaport of Marseilles to
take ship for the Holy Land.
Here, dusty, travel-worn and
tired they find themselves without food, facing starvation.
Richard is sorely grieved over
the situation. His love for his
soldiers is the one unchanging,
unshakeable trait of his character.

where

Without the least idea
coming from he
it
is

promises his men food to fill
their empty stomachs and wine
to soothe their tired bodies.
The king of the tiny country
of Navarre has witnessed the
scene and realizing that this is
the vulnerable point in Richard's

affairs,

he

offers

him

herds of cattle, shiploads of
Henry Wilcoxon as King Richgrain and cartloads of fodder
ard climbs to the balcony of
for his horses provided Richard
Berengaria (Loretta Young.)
will marry his daughter, the
In desPrincess Berengaria.
peration Richard accepts and
sends his sword to marry with the princess, a marriage by token as
it is called, a privilege allowed one of royal blood.
Berengaria was as difficult about the marriage as Richard, but her
father finally convinces her that the marriage is for his sake and
for the Crusade. When, however, she has to submit to this "marriage by token," with Richard's minstrel acting for the king, she is
deeply humiliated and swears she will have nothing to do with
While the fierce fighting rages Richard's
Richard.
enemies go to Berengaria and convince her
that she is standing in his way; that if she
Richard Meets His Wife, the Princess Berengaria

and make it possible for him
marry the French princess she will be sav-

will step aside

A

short time later, passing through the streets en route to his
ship, Richard sees the beauteous Berengaria on a balcony. She
stares at him coldly. Upon learning that she is the wife he has just
taken but never seen, Richard turns back, climbs the balcony and
follows Berengaria into her chamber regardless of her protestations.
When she does not yield to his pretty speeches he commands her
father to have her put aboard the women's ship, threatening to
return and burn King Sancho's castle if he fails, and departs with
his

men.

Arrived in Acre the Crusaders encamp outside the walls and
prepare to lay seige to the city. Saladin, Sultan of Asia, waits upon
them under a flag of truce and tries to convince them against their
purpose. Richard scorns all overtures, bids Saladin goodbye, leaves
the council tent and goes to see Berengaria who has studiously
avoided him. She still refuses to tolerate him and when he reminds
her that he is her husband she quickly draws Richard's sword, saying
"This is what I married and it will defend me." In the midst of
this scene Saladin's forces attack and Richard leaves to lead his

men

in the defense.

22

to

The crusaders
drive their infidel prisoners
before them,

ing him. Until this moment Berengaria does
not realize that the contempt and hatred she has cherished for
Richard has slowly changed to love. The conspirators tell her that
unless she makes this sacrifice he will lose his kingdom to his
brother John, who will seize the throne and proclaim himself King.
She demands to be taken to the council tent where she is told
Richard has been summoned to see the messenger from John.

Richard Proclaims His Wife
Berengaria walks in on a scene of discord between Richard and
Philip, King of Fiance, in which Philip tells Richard that he is no
longer King of England if he, Philip, chooses to support John, but
that if Richard will put Berengaria aside and marry his sister Alice
this will not happen. Alice, in turn, makes it quite plain that the
man she marries is secondary to her desire to be queen of England.
Richard's answer is to command Berengaria to kneel and, with
the crown from his own head, looking into the eyes of the assembled
war lords and the Princess Alice he entones loudly, that all may

Silver Screen

CedlB.DcMillcs
~Hew Picture

Is

The Story Of
Richard, The
Lion Hearted.

Peter, the Hermit (C. Aubrey
Smith) hears Richard pledge
himself to free Jerusalem.

The "marriage

—

by token"
as
her en gar ia is
wedded to King
Richard's sword.

What a picture Richard made in his
meshed coat of mail, his fine tawny head
thrown back arrogantly, defying them
Later Berengaria thought of this as
standing against the
background of the great shield on his

all.

he

cast off his cloak,

tent

understand that Berengaria is rightful queen.
"I, Richard, King of England, bestow upon thee, Berengaria of
Navarre, the right of sovereignly. In the presence of these Lords
of Christendom I grant thee the royal privileges, so that thou shalt
share my crown and rule beside me and only death shall deprive
thee of this power, Berengaria, Queen of England! Who challenges
this act makes war with Richard!"

for
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pole, his clean cut

profile

and

1

In-

massive shoulders stirring her heart, which she had tried so desperately to fortify against his charm. He had been superb when he
claimed her against all the kings of Christendom. With an exultant
grin Richard faced her.
"Now what do you think of your husband?"
Berengaria went to him simply, faith and love suddenl) making
her eyes starry.
[Continued on page 62]
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Beautiful Joan!
Joan Bennett

Is

A

Cayahle
Actress Even
Though She Is

IT were youth and

IFloveliness and the timid
hesitancy of la fille
gentille that they wanted in
their pictures, the producers
usually called in Joan Bennett.
By doing so they
could rely upon getting a

The

Prettiest

Thing On
The Screen.

leading lady who not only
looked as delicate as a Fragonard painting, but who
also submissively performed
the tasks required of her
with the conspicuous lack
they, unfortuof vitality

By

Lenore

nately, called for.

"Private Worlds," mercifully, has changed all that,
but before I tell you how
let us reminisce for a moment or two.
Five years ago, when the
youngest of those so-called
mad, mad Bennetts was cast
in a musical film called
"Puttin' On the Ritz," starHarry Richman, I
ring

Samuels

thought we had come to a
definite turning point so far
as young Joan's future career on the screen was concerned.
little skit

In an imaginative

woven around the

wide-eyed Alice in Wonderland Joan was so breathtakingly

lovely

that

the

raved about her and the fans followed loyal suit. "For sheer artistry,'' they
unexcelled."
said, "her performance was
And they were right.
Yet instead of going on to bigger and better roles (as most fictional heroines would
do) Joan was allowed to vegetate in a state
Figuring that she
of hapless mediocrity.
critics

was the least spectacular member of the
Bennett clan (up to that time) the producers continued to cast her as the "gentle
heroine." Consequently, poor Joan has been
protected to the point of suffocation, she
has been denied the privilege of voicing any
but the most inane thoughts, and she has
been pampered and petted and made much
of by so many screen heroes that one cannot blame the public for harboring the illusion that this youngest of the Bennetts
would never light any beacons in the cinema
world. At least, not at the rate she was
going.
I had caught an early afternoon performance of "Mississippi" on the very day I was
scheduled to have tea with Joan in her
apartment at the Sherry Netherland, in New
York, where she had come for a brief vacation. It being the Easter holidays the audience was composed of boys and girls of
highschool age, and from all around me I
heard "ohs" and "ahs" to the effect that
Joan Bennett was "just too adorable" in her
part.
And to say it irritated me to hear
this is putting it mildly.
Anyone who

24

showed the definite promise that
Joan did in "Puttin' On the Ritz"
should never have stepped back to
the "just too adorable"

class.

was with a decided feeling of
relief that I discovered that Joan
Bennett in real life is neither "just
too adorable" nor is she as delicate
as the celebrated models of Fragonard. She is of medium height (about five
feet three) and is vaguely annoyed when
people refer to her as a little bit of a thing,
as one of her guests did that afternoon.
This guest also made the error of suggesting
that because Joan was "a little bit of a
thing" she no doubt had a penchant for the
fluffy fol-de-rols which girls of that type
sometimes fancy. Joan was as indignant as
It

her excellent manners would allow her to
and answered very quietly: "No, oddly
enough I prefer extremely tailored clothes.
I even like my evening gowns to be designed
as simply as possible. Gene (he is her husband) likes me to be tailored, too."
As though to lend force to the discussion,
Joan was wearing, on this particular early
Spring afternoon, a tailored blue cloth gown
severely molded to her very graceful figure,
the only adornment being a large white
linen collar and cuffs, both bordered with
A black
richly-hued peasant embroidery.
felt off-the-face hat covered her golden hair,
which was worn in a long full bob unhampered as yet by the modern hair-sculptor's
be,

Gail

Joan

Patrick
furnish

and
the

inspiration for Bing

Crosby's songs
in "Mississippi."

skill.
It was exquisitely smooth
so perfectly groomed that one knew instinctively that it had not suffered one moment's neglect since her birth, so don't try
wearing a long full bob of the kind unless
you are prepared to devote the same care
to it that Joan evidently must.
Although Joan is only twenty-five, and
could still present herself to her friends and

frightening

and

acquaintances as an innocent ingenue, she
Instead,
sensibly does nothing of the sort.
she impresses you at once as a well-bred, extremely self-possessed young woman of the
world.
I did not say
"sophisticate," you
may notice, because one generally associates
the word sophisticate with a person who
deliberately flaunts her intellectual knowledge before the world. Joan has been mar-

[Continued on page 66]
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You Will See In June. They
Were Being Made In April Under The Watchful Eye

Read About The

Pictures

Of

S.

—

R.

Mook

At M-G-M

WELL,

m'dears,

M-G-M

come out

finally

has

of their

slump induced by income
proposed state tax and spring
fever.
Joan Crawford is emoting
again, and once more with Robert
Montgomery (who seems to have
earned the position of her permanent leading man) and Franchot
Tone, who alternates between Joan
and Jean Harlow. Or am I wrong?
tax,

Anyhow,. the epic

is

called

"No

More Ladies" but from
I

think

the script
should be called "No

it

More Dames," because some
those involved are

certainly

of

not

ladies.

Gosh, what a set this is! It is
the living room of Joan's and
Bob's country home and, bullieve
me, it is the Dernier cri in living
rooms. The whole thing is done
in the neo Grec (new or modified

On

Greek) style. There is a marble
mantelpiece with an old painting
over it, and a couple of bronze
vases filled with flowers at either end. The
walls are severely white and the woodwork
is gunmetal— even down to the pillars separating the living room and the reception
hall. The pillars are minus the customary
fluting.
is a large yellow chair at one side
the fireplace with a "harp" table. Directly facing the fireplace is a large white
divan and in front of that a zebra skin rug.
Behind the divan, at some little distance, is
a studio grand piano and a card table with
modified Louis XVI chair— white, upholstered in green satin. Through the archway
at the far end, in the black and white tiled
entrance hall, can be seen the curving staircase.
The balustrade and all the lamp
shades are blue (Joan's favorite color) and
the banisters and standards of the lamps are
of glass. Even the knobs on the tops of the
andirons are glass.

There

of

"Gosh,"

I

set designer,

remark to Ed Willis, M-G-M's
"nobody could really live in a
too extreme."
but Joan," he rejoins calmly.

place like this.

"Nobody

It's

"She's so glamorous you have
startling background to make
at all against her personality."

"And
tishly,

for a

room

seems to

"it

this size," I

me

it's

to

have a

it

register

go on pet-

very

sparsely

furnished."

"But if I put all the
I would ordinarily,
the moment Joan came into the room it
would seem over-crowded. I tell you that
"It is,"

he agrees.

stuff into this set that

has personality plus."
just then Joan comes on the set.
There was no blaring of trumpets but it

girl

And

for
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a set finished in gunmetal instead of wood, Robert Montgomery,
Joan Crawford, Arthur Treacher, Vivienne Osborne, Franchot Tone
and Edna May Oliver work out a scene for "No More Ladies."

seems as though an electric current has
charged everyone. You can't be anywhere
near that girl and not be conscious of her
presence. " 'Lo, darling," she says quietly.
I glance at Joan curiously. She has on a
periwinkle blue crepe dress with a long
train and a starched white collar not unlike
those nuns wear. Her gown has no back.
"This collar," she laughs, noting my gaze.
"I have a scene where Vivienne Osborne
embraces me and the collar is so huge she
can't help but crush it. I've
about six so far and we're not
the scene yet."

And

had to have
through with

then George (Thin Man) Cukor has
everything by calling her for a

spoil
take.
to

Joan has married Bob— against her grandmother's (Edna May Oliver's) wishes. He
and Joan agree (because he's a philanderer
at heart) that any time either of them kick
over the traces of marital fidelity they're to
tell each other. Bob kicks over— with Vivienne Osborne— and tells Joan— when he has
to. She's furious but in the end she gives
a house party (this is sometime later) inviting Vivienne and all Vivienne's numerous
lovers
and her new husband
(Arthur
Treacher).
Vivienne, apparently, has just arrived.
They're all in the living room. "Marcia,
darling," she coos to Joan. And then she
catches sight of Franchot Tone— one of her
ex's.

"You remember me?" Franchot

smiles.
"Jimysie Boy-sie!" Vivienne shrieks.

"She remembers him." Edna
ments dryly from the side-lines.

May com-

"Ducky," Vivienne explains to her hubby
Franchot a kiss, "this is Jimsie

as she gives

Boysie."

His
"Quite!" says Treacher stolidly.
speech is usually indistinguishable. "The
perfect husband."
"I beg your pardon?" from Franchot.

"He

says 'the perfect husband,'" Viviinterprets. "That's because I'm always
praising you to him." She pinches Franchot's cheek playfully.
"I say," Treacher protests, "you don't
have to be that glad.''
"Darling," Bob puts in to Joan, "if I may

enne

ask a personal question— What are you up
to?"
"Up to?" asks Joan innocently.
And then Vivienne catches sight of Bob.
"It's
"I don't believe it!" she exclaims.
Petty Wetty!"
Franchot's laugh is a yell, while Bob grits
his teeth.
"I think,"

Edna May observes crisply,
"Petty Wetty wants to chair-chair!"
"Cut!" calls Cukor.
Immediately Joan and Bob swarm all
over Fred Astaire's sister-in-law who is
visiting on the set, but Franchot, little gentleman that he is, comes up to say "hello"
to me. And there is Mr. Cukor, too.
"How the deuce did you lose all that
weight?" I demand.
"Mostly by being a good boy and not eating sweets and starches."
"Or drinking," I amend.
"I never drink," he informs me.
Well, that floors me. When I come

[Continued on page 76]
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to,

1

At

left

Bow

The

— Clara

(Mrs.

Bell)

may

Rex
re-

turn

the
to
screen.

ON THE

Shelf
The Famous
Left

Beauties

Pictures

Hpw

Who Have
Enjoy

Life.

By Helen Louise Walker
was spending the day with Leatrice Joy.
years ago
SEVERAL
was an important De Mille star then and one of the most
I

She

the screen. It was Spring and she was
between pictures.
Suddenly she sighed. "Oh, dear!" she said, "I should do something about summer clothes. But I can't bear to think about
them. When you spend hours and hours and hours being fitted
for costumes for a picture and then spend weeks putting those
costumes on and taking them off, weeks fussing with your face
and hair and eyelashes, weeks posing and posturing and concentrating to see that every tiniest detail of your appearance is peryou are pretty tired of it. It is simply too much to try
fect
and make yourself give any thought to a wardrobe to wear in
beautiful

women on

resting briefly

.

.

private

.

life!

"I never can bring myself to assemble a really perfect outfit for
myself. The bag does not match the shoes or the hat is the wrong
shade or I have forgotten to buy proper gloves. I am never quite
well dressed off the screen and I am too tired to care."

Leatrice, in those days, was a very hard working young woman.
She finished one quite strenuous role only a few weeks before her
baby was born ... a time when most women feel it not only
(Leatrice
their privilege but their duty to pamper themselves.
had been married, you remember, to John Gilbert.) After that
baby came she worshiped it with a passionate devotion which
made her begrudge every moment she must spend away from it.
But ... she was forced to leave her small daughter for long
weeks when she went on a protracted personal appearance tour.
Only a mother of an engaging two-year-old can appreciate what a
sacrifice that was.

Leatrice retired from the screen and became the wife of
Hook, a Los Angeles business man. It took her some
time to adjust herself to leisure and domesticity. The joy of
being able to see her child at any hour of the day! She could
actually sit down and read! She is passionately fond of music and
she found herself free to attend concerts and symphonies without
the necessity of wondering whether she should spare the time.
In the old days she had contented herself with mechanical music.
She finds now that she may shop at her leisure and she is always
She loves people and now she has time to
perfectly groomed.
enjoy them, to make calls, to plan gay little parties. It isn't that
she did not enjoy her work and the rewards it brought her. But
people still remember and admire her. She is recognized and
.
applauded when she appears in public. It is merely that what
seems to you and me a normal, average existence is still a novelty
to Leatrice ... a new and exciting adventure.
Consider Norma and Constance Talmadge. Both are still young
and lovely women. Either could return to the screen next week
and be assured of a cordial welcome from an enthusiastic public.
Yet ... it must have been comforting to Norma when she decided,
at last, to divorce Joe Schenck from whom she had been estranged
for years and to marry George Jessel, with whom she had been in

Then

Mr. W.

.

S.

love for a long time, and to realize that she need not pause to
consider the effect of such a move upon her career. These happily
married, semi-public figures may, in the well-worn words of Pinky
Tomlin, "go where they want to go, do what they want to do"
and neither you nor I nor any anxious producer need care!
There is Billie Dove. I always have a breathless moment when
I encounter Billie.
I have remembered that she was beautiful but
I always find that I have forgotten just how beautiful she is, and
I am inevitably startled anew when I rediscover her.
She is married, you know, to Robert Kenaston, a handsome and
wealthy young ranch owner, and they have a youngster a year and
a half old.
Happiness is very becoming to Billie and she is far
lovelier than she ever was upon the screen.
Her skin is a deep,
deep brown from much sun-bathing and her thick, foamy hair is
almost completely white.
Billie, who realized that a motion picture career for her type
of actress would be necessarily brief, used to worry about what she
would do with herself when that career was ended. She studied
music and sculpture. She wrote poetry and tried her hand at
short stories. "I shall have to be occupied!" she said, almost with
desperation.
Well
she is occupied. She is joyously content
to run her house, to enjoy her husband and child, to play tennis,
bask in the sun and see her friends.
She may acquire freckles and allow her hair to whiten if she
wishes, without enduring the reproaches of worried employers who
wish to profit from her beauty. She may be natural .
and
naturalness is the keynote of Billie's character.
I had tea with Irene Rich one afternoon in her boudoir.
She
had just come in from a difficult day at the studio and was donning a negligee preparatory to removing her make-up and having
her dinner in bed. Her husband, a wealthy real estate operator,
came in from his office, bringing several unexpected guests for
cocktails.
They were from another city and were eager to meet
his famous wife.
He proposed, brightly, that she change into
evening clothes and go dining and dancing with them at the Grove.
Irene was appalled. "I can't!" she protested. "I am too tired
to lift a finger ... even to go downstairs to dinner.
I must be
up before six tomorrow morning in order to be on the set, made
up, by nine. It is a physical impossibility for me to go out tonight."
When, keenly disappointed, he had left us, she said to me, ruefully, "This sort of thing is so difficult!
I do want to be a good
wife, to enter into the things my husband enjoys, to help him with
his business contacts, to do him credit
.

.

.

.

among
stand

his

He

friends.

that it
these pleasant,

is

.

can't underto enjoy
parties when

impossible

impromptu

working. He works all day and
can still enjoy dancing in the evening.
I

am

Mr.

and Mrs. George

(Norma Talmadge)

at

Norma was
Beach.
the biggest stars

Jessel

Miami
one

of

in silent pictures.

.
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how exhausting

stand

But he doesn't have to rise at six to prepare to go to his office. If
he is there by a leisurely ten or ten thirty, his business proceeds
just the same.
He can come home when he wants to. And it
doesn't matter if he looks tired while he is there.
"No one who
has not worked

be on a set, unthose lights, all
day ... or how alert
you must be every moment of those hours.
You con't expect them
it is

to

der

in
pictures
can
possibly
under-

and
makes it harder!''
Irene and her husband separated soon
to

understand

.

.

.

that

after

that

little

scene

and Irene retired from
screen to devote
herself to chaperoning
her two lovely daughters,
both of whom
the

show

Irene Rich returns
to the screen now

and then.

promising dramatic talent. It must
be a great relief to her
to be able to join their
gay little parties without considering a nine
o'clock call (although
the daughters probably
have nine o'clock calls

of their own, now?!)
It must be a relief
to Irene to be able to give all her attention to her family and its needs instead
of attempting to divide that attention
fairly.
Had she retired from the screen
just a little sooner, her marriage might
have survived.
Sometimes, of course, people must retire too soon ... or must retire without
sufficient money to take care of them
and then heartbreak follows. Sometimes
a series of inferior stories destroys them
before their time. Sometimes it is merely
a succession of "bad breaks"
and frustrated young ambition is a sad, sad thing.
.

.

.

.

.

.

There was Jean Arthur who came to
Hollywood with such high hopes, and
[Continued on page 70]
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Being Informal

The

Latest

Party

Idea.

Is

Walter King

is

comparatively
new at parties,
but he is making
a name for himself

as

a

grand

entertainer.

THERE

are all sorts of hosts and all
of guests at Hollywood parties.
There are hosts who will hand you the
horn of plenty, and guests who will horn in
aplenty.
There are hosts who will load
you with favors, and guests who will favor
you with a load— you know they are drunk
sorts

the minute you look at them.

There are

who, for instance, would just as soon
push you into the swimming pool with all
your clothes on as look at you, if you dare
hosts
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them too much. And there are the too
cute hostesses to whom every party is an
ingenue work-out.
It is becoming right smart to be informal
at parties.
Whether at a sit-down dinner
or one of those grab-it-off soirees, you can
do just anything short of stealing the goldfish or dropping the salad into the swim-

ming

pool,

and

get away with

it.

Just to put those poor actors of the silent
days in their places (the poor darlings had
the naive idea that parties are for fun) the
eastern crowd was terribly tiffany about

their parties at first. But they all got tired,
finally, of admiring each other, and even
tired of admiring themselves at parties; so
they let down their back hair, put on slacks
and shorts, and went natural on us. Now
it's
so smart to be informal that you

home when your guests
And, really, sometimes I have
thought the guests didn't care. It made it
so much easier to tell each other what they
thought of their host's taste in liquor and
needn't even be at

arrive!

color-schemes!
And now that thinsrs have settled

down

Silver Screen

Party Manners

OF

so comfortably,
lady at a party,

it

all

depends on a

and on the

age, color
of servitude of
sitting on the sofa

and previous condition

the actor she is
with, whether he holds her head, her
hand or merely her attention.
Not to keep you in suspense any
longer, let's rally round with instances
of this and that.
Jack Oakie is high priest to the
Great God Gag. At one party, when

The candid camera catches
Jean Harlow and the famous
director,

W.

S.

Van Dyke.

Oakie
is
sure
to
pull
some
gags.
"Anything for a laugh."

Jack

things slowed down, he put

on

an

apron

and played
waiter, exactly as, back home,
the cut-up of the senior class
the high school would
have done. And at one of
W. S. Van Dyke's parties,
when the bar whose counter
at

is

an

aquarium was being
Jack said he had

initiated,

heard of people who drank
like fishes, and he wanted to
pour some gin into the glass
fishes
liar
to
see
drink
like people.
But Van Dyke
wouldn't let him— said the
were
fishes
entertainers and mustn't
Will Rogers and
Joe E. Brown do
their worst at a

drink!

hospital benefit
party.

when Mary Doran,
who was at the party

Van Dyke can be
kidded

just so far.

initiating

There is nothing Johnny Weissmuller
and his wife, Lupe Velez, enjoy

more than

for

their

public appearances.
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swim-

ming pool, dared him
Van did. And Mary

push her in,
was wearing her best
to

his

So

sables, too.

Seeing his host do that, Max Baer
thought it was being done, and pushed
another lady in. But while his victim,
wrapped in the host's sweaters while
her clothing dried, sat before the
kitchen
fire
warming herself, in
marched Baer, accompanied by Jean
Harlow. Jean, the lamb, led Max, the
lion, by the ear, right up to his victim.
And did he say he was sorry!
Van is a thoroughbred, and the
next day both ladies received requests
heir
for an estimate of the value of
belongings injured by the water, and
the following day they received checks
I

for the entire amount of their loss.
Charlie Chaplin fell backward into a
fountain, at one of Marion Davies' costume

He was walking backward in resome notable who was advancing.
Charlie is dignified and didn't mean to fall
into the fountain.
But it looked like a
gag, and Charlie let it go at that.
A certain star, before she went to Europe
and became sophisticated, gave a perfectly
parties.
spect to

lovely dinner party with printed

menus!

Coming down

a few years, we come to
the cocktail party which Rouben Mamoulian gave for Max Reinhardt.
There was
certainly a feast of reason and a flow of
soul.
But the turkey in the center of the
table remained uncut!
One caught some
of
the most famous guests
eyeing it
hungrily, then gathering in a stuffed egg
or a bit of caviare. A large waiter maintained guard over the turkey with upraised
knife— which might be construed by tinbrave as a promise, but he never cut the
bird.

Of

He must

course,

have

Mamoulian never knew.
been

surprised

after

his

hungry guests had gone.
Among the guests was practically everybody who was anybody in Hollywood. Anna
Sten was there, and (eanette MacDonald,
Claudette Colbert, Clark
Gable.
Elissa
Landi, Grace Moore, Kay Francis, Charles
Chaplin. Ernst Lubitsch, Walter King, Edward G. Robinson, Loretta Young, and
scores of others.
When a certain

actress was wed, she
no wedding breakfast save a lone
little piece of cake in the midst of a huge
expanse of plate.
She had wanted, we
heard, lo furnish her own ginger ale and
sandwiches, bin the hotel where she was
married wouldn't lei her. One wag ven[Continued on next page]
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tured that she probably owned the hot-dog
concessions outside the hotel!
They are beginning to dance at cocktail
parties in Hollywood, which is rather nice.
I
think a certain noted English lady
began it, at the party which Paul Cavanagh
gave.
A pompous pianist was playing a
dull classic number and everybody was
yawning, when the lively English lady
dashed to the radio, turned on a thunderous two-step, to the consternation of the
pianist, and grabbed Nelson Eddy for a
dance. Lyle Talbot took Elissa Landi, and
the others followed suit.
Meeting ex-husbands and wives at parties
has developed a code of emily-posting all
Ex's always bow sweetly to each
its own.
other, and if alimony or settlement is not
overdue they shake hands. Sometimes they
chat.
I've seen Jack Gilbert and Virginia
Bruce talking amicably together.
On the other hand, at a very charming
party which Mr. and Mrs. Fredric March
gave, I overheard an ex-wife say of the current one, "If I had known that so-and-so
was here, I wouldn't have come!'' And
dashed off home. But often former and
current wives are very nice to each other.
Why, I even heard of an ex-wife who
gave her calling cards to the present wife
as a wedding present, together with an
offer of the baby!
Back porch parties are becoming the
rage.
Chester Morris, Evelyn Venable and
Carl Laemmle, Jr., are giving them, Chester
and his wife in their back porch and patio,
Evelyn in her sun-parlor back porch, and

Sir

Guy

Laemmle on the terrace in back of his
huge and luxurious apartment. The guests
crowd so thick on Carl's porch, which overlooks a precipice, that I am sure somebody
is
going to be pushed off one of these
times.
In fact, Margaret Sullavan very
nearly took a tumble at the last one. John
Lodge grabbed her just in time.
Tom
Brown and Anita Louise, after one of their
tiffs, made up, just due to being tossed into
each other's arms at a back-porch party at
Carl's.

Sallie Eilers' sky-scraping apartment has
a big verandah, and Sallie loves giving tea
there to her sister mammas, so to speak—

Helen

Twelvetrees,

Arline

Judge,

Speaking of babies and of Hollywood
manners, Norma Shearer, who is expecting
the stork again, no matter what subject she
starts talking on will always wind up by
talking about Irving, Jr.
And speaking of subjects on which actors
always talk, Bob Montgomery, Clark Gable

and Gary Cooper invariably

gravitate

party.

Sometimes guests

wrong houses, due

at parties get into the
to the rapidity with

which, once a star's salary goes up, he buys
himself a new home with a mother-of-pearl
so-and-so in the bathroom and those chiming door bells— a state of things most bewildering to guests.
Harry Langdon gave a party one night,
to which a noted violinist was invited. Poor

Standing Answers

A

Fan

Letter

ment, address-

Guy

Standing, and
asking about
his title. Here
answer
is the
to Betty.

J
4<**+.

let-

include in

Sil-

ver Screen's
Fan Mail
partment.
original

has

DeHis

letter

been sent

to Miss Lerner.

"See," he said with mock plaintiveness,
"I've changed my brown tie for a green
one. Now have I got It?"
Heigh ho for the jolly old days of jolly

old parties!

There was the one given by Agnes Christine Johnston and Frank Dazey, the writers,
for instance.
Dinner was served out-ofdoors, in the back garden.
Everybody was
there— Norma Shearer and Irving Thalberg,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rapf, Edmund Lowe,
and just dozens of other noted ones. Billy
went upstairs to the bathroom. Looking
down he couldn't resist the idea of hitting
somebody with something. Plump, right
into the dignified Harry Rapf's lap, sailed

afH^.

^

&v~ky

7 6iU

£c>c

icy

but by that time one of the guests could
contain himself no longer and began to
laugh. And Paramount's head took it just
as good-naturedly as though the joke had
not been on him. There was an understudy
turkey which replaced the other, and the
feast went on.
Somebody has said: Just give your guests
plenty to eat and drink and somebody to
flirt and chat with, and they will be happy.
The best hosts in Hollywood go on that
idea.
Edward G. Robinson, Fredric March,
John Mack Brown, Charlie Chaplin, Harold
Lloyd. Nelson Eddy, Allan Mowbray, W. S.
Van Dyke, James Cruze, all live up to this.
At Cruze's, by the way, you will always find
tables loaded with bottles of gin.
Cruze
does not offer you a drink. You go and
pour your own.
Now that the grand opera contingent is
with us, one might expect social affairs to
be more ritzy than ever. But not so. Grace
Moore loves to put on a kitchen apron and
cook a mess of spaghetti for her guests.
That's a custom left over from old grand
opera days.
Kay Francis gave a deep-sea-going party
in a Hollywood cafe, the Vendome, and excluded the press. She will probably run
into stormy weather with the writing bo\s

and
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expression.

would happen, he said.
Then
celery slipped.
That wasn't so
good, but again he took it like a man.
Then Al stumbled and the turkey skidded.
Still the guest of honor was complaisant,

letter to Silver

received too late to

It

Elinor was characteristically analyzing
her fellow guests, with a slant on the sex
angle of course.
"Douglas, you aren't good looking, but
you have something— you have It!" she exclaimed in a fit of inspiration. Then, turning to Charlie, she said, "Charlie, you
haven't It!"
Charlie left the room. He returned in
a minute.

Mistakes

Screen's Fan
Mail Depart-

Guy's

famous

some

Canada, sent a

was

when the hostess, descending the stairs,
exclaimed, looking at his violin case, "I
didn't engage you to play!"
Whereupon
the musician unhung his hat and decamped, eventually finding his real host.
Famous expressions are sometimes coined
at parties.
For instance it was at a party
given by Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
Pickford, at which Charlie Chaplin was
present, that Elinor Glyn gave birth to her
hat,

a hot-water bottle!
At another time, at a masquerade which
Ouida Bergere and Basil Rathbone were
giving, Norma Shearer and Irving Thalberg,
being about of a height, both came as West
Point cadets.
Billy Haines gave Norma's
arm an awful pinch, and when she
squeaked, remarked apologetically, "Oh, I
thought it was Irving!"
Then there was that dinner party, neverto-be-forgotten, which Buster Keaton gave
for the distinguished Adolph Zukor, of
Paramount. Al St. John, Buster's friend,
disguised himself as the butler and served
the dinner. First he spilled some water on
Zukor.
The guest of honor looked surprised, but deprecated his host's apologies.

Betty Lerner,
of St. Urbain
St., Montreal,

Sir
ter

to

each other to talk about hunting and fishing whenever they find themselves at a

<2_

ed to Sir

and

others.

man, he got into the wrong house, but one
which looked exactly like his host's. He
was just walking to a closet to hang up his

gals alter this.
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Carole has a reputation for wit,

beauty and

sin-

cerity.

RELY
Carole Lombard
By Helen

E

IVERYONE

Harrison

can

be

good-looking!"

who, beCarole Lombard,
said
sides being Hollywood's best-dressed
woman is also its reigning glamour queen
and Private Sophisticate No. 1, leaving
Cinemaland's honors

unbalanced

as

as the

budget.
I gurgled, hopefully.
"Absolutely!" she said, in her crisp, unhesitating way.
"But how?" I persisted— having just graduated from the correspondence course for
radio stooges.

"Everyone?"

"By doing something about it! Women
get weepy about looking older and bemoan
the fact they're putting on weight and adding a second chin, but they're just too lazy
to do anything about it. Of course it's easier to let yourself go— to avoid taking the
trouble; but they certainly miss a lot of fun
by slipping into the middle-age class before their time because it's less trouble to
lie in bed and read than it is to take an
early breakfast, a swim, put in a lively game

for
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tennis or a canter through the park
before starting the day.
"And," she continued, looking very lovely
in a silver cloth hostess gown (Travis Banton no doubt), "they'd like to be a raoorapicher star, but they don't lift an eyebrow
to attain their ambition."
Carole, I might divulge, is not among
that exclusive coterie born with diamondstudied platinum spoons, who receive one
coat of paint and two coats of sable at
some of our better finishing schools and
who, as a result of starting their cinematic
careers where Pickford left off, are loftier
than a stratosphere flyer and as hoity-toity
as a casting director.
of

As I recall, she's successfully hurdled more
obstacles than the Prince of Wales— and
plenty of them weren't on a horse! When
she was in an automobile accident about
five
years
ago she thought she \\ :is
"through," yet she had the courage to put
those months— when she was lying on a
hospital cot— to good account.
Although
she had plenty of cause she didn't spend
the time crying into her pillow, bemoaning
her late and her looks— which lay in the
palm of her plastic surgeon's hands. She

spent the time learning microphone technique, and, when she won her fight and
regained her beauty, she was ready for
such a career as would then have seemed
as impossible as Charlie Laughton playing Ruggles!
"It's

amazing to

me how

fearful people

are of themselves," she reflected (and, as
you know, she reflects very well) as she
lay back on the couch with her stockingless feet curled up and revealing beautifully pedicured nails in si tinning sandals.
"I can remember myself as a little girl,
standing at the corner of Hollywood Boule-

vard and Vine Street, watching my idol,
Gloria Swanson. How I used to mimic her!
All very distressing to everyone around me,
I

assure you.

then that
career,

I,

and

But I made up ni\ mind
was going to have a screen
never deviated from my pur-

too,
I

pose."

Probably that was what started Carole
with the Sennelt studio, as a bathing girl,
just as Gloria had.
Nevertheless it proves
the platinum spoon was only pewter after
all!

"The

most important thing
[Continued on page 69]
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WHEN
Tony's

I

first

came

to

Hollywood, fresh
and naive from
in New York, I really

believed that

when

a

movie

star batted her great big devastating lashes and said, with

an Ann Harding choke, "My
marriage will last forever"
that she honestly

marriage would

And

that

meant her

last forever.

when

a star put

and a turned
down hat she really wanted
people to think that she was
Susie Zilch, and of no impor-

on dark

glasses

tance.

Oh,

all

right,

all

right,

don't laugh at me, I admit
that I was a sucker in those

but you just ought

clays,

to

As soon as a
see me now.
star starts professing her undying love and loyalty to
some guy she once took to
the altar I know definitely
that divorce is just around
the corner, and the minute
smell dark glasses and a
turned down hat I know,
and sixty thousand other
people know (Hey, Hollywood, what's your population?) that Garbo's on the
loose again.
takes just twenty-four
It
I

Wide World

the

Clever Katharine Hepburn hides her famous
face behind her hand,
but, note she is laugh-

in

ing.

hours in town and lunch at

Brown Derby to catch on to the publicity game as it is played
Hollywood, and, incidentally, it is the most popular game in
the place, everybody plays it, from Garbo down to the hat check
If you go two weeks without getting your
girl at the Trocadero.
name in the Reporter or Variety or at least a telephone booth
you have to pay a forfeit.
Never believe what you see in Hollywood. Never believe what
vou hear in Hollywood. And, definitely, never believe in Hollywood. Always understand that everything is the exact opposite
Them's terrible words, pardner, and if you
of what it seems.
live East of Hoot Gibson's rodeo, you'll probably get the idea
that we are all a lot of nasty cynics out thisaway, but it isn't so,
practically isn't so.
After the first Great Disillusion comes (mine came
the day the newspapers carried headlines on a famous
star's divorce, which happened to be the same day that
my exclusive story of her happy marriage appeared in
a fan magazine) you really don't care any more— why
fun after that. You've been
it's just a lot of crazy
wised up to the game, you know the rules now, you
well,

Her

new

"Break

of

better than to be caught with the Black Queen
again, so you can just sit back and relax. As soon as you understand that White is always Black in Hollywood and No is always
Yes, then you don't have to strain any more of those cells in
what the anatomy professor laughingly called your brain.
The first time that Katharine Hepburn screams at you, "I
I hate publicity" you will be sorely
don't want any publicity.
tempted to scratch her name out of your copy and scratch her
while you're at it, but then you'll remember that this is Hollywood and that Katie, in her quaint way. is trying to tell you
that she wants gobs and gobs and gobs of publicity, in fact she
wants it so badly that she is going to put herself to a lot of
it.
So don't get mad with Katie when she screams
runs, just be amused at her obvious little antics and wait
see what she'll think up next.

trouble to get
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a game
feelings.

picture is
Hearts."

And

one in
in for dodging
publicity, in order to get publicity.
Why there's a whole school of them.
Garbo is the head-mistress, since it
Katie

isn't

the only

Hollywood who goes

was her idea
definitely not

first.

Emily Post

is

on the faculty— in

fact
that's in

you do one single thing
keeping with the accepted ideas of
etiquette you get two demerits and
if

it

know

and
and

all

It's

and no hard

your letter.
Margaret Sullavan,

lose

who was about to graduate with
the highest dishonors last year, was expelled from the
school because she quietly and normally fell in love,
and even so far forgot herself as to say "thank you"
The girls might have forgiven her
to a fan writer.
for falling in love without dragging it through the newspapers
for months and years, but the "thank you" to a fan writer they
could never forgive. So poor Maggie flunked out, even though
You can always tell
her dungarees were the dirtiest in town.
the girls of the Publicity Dodging school by the peculiar clothes
they wear, the peculiar cars they drive, and the fact that they
are usually found running like mad in some public place, done
up usually in an Inverness cape and dark glasses. I've never yet
seen a movie star run in a chic gown.
Now, heaven knows, we don't want to be catty about this.
Movie stars just have to get their names in the newspapers, it's
a part of their business, and if they think the Indirect Publicity
method is the best, why it's their own affair. In fact I'm dope
enough to fall for it and here is a nice fat piece of publicity for
Hepburn, and she's welcome. As long as she can make the best

Silver Screen

—

The

Racket

Publicity

Fascinating Angles.

Of "Duck

—

A

Has

Owe

There's

A

Is

Lot

Of

The Game

Camera!"
photographers, and
any

star

goes

a
place

public
in

Hollywood should

now

who

to

realize by

there always will be
photographers. After all they've
got to make a living. Well, one
of the boys spotted La Hepburn
sitting down front with one eye on the man
on the flying trapeze and the other on the
that

photographers— who started towards her, and
Now, all Katie had to do
the chase was on.
was smile sweetly at the boys and say, "Please
excuse me tonight. I look a mess. Next time." And the photographers would have grinned and left her alone immediately,
just as I have seen them do to dozens of other stars who felt
But no, Katie must shriek and start
they weren't up to par.
running, and if you think she ran for the nearest exit as the
programs advised, you're dumb— our Miss Katie dashed right
across the main ring, where Madame Tinpanni was doing her
stuff, and where thousands of people would
see her.
Ah me, she got a bigger hand that
night from the audience than the clowns
did.
Now really, what a strange way to
dodge publicity.
Then there was a time at the Hollywood
Bowl, several months ago, at the premiere
of

Max

Reinhardt's

"Midsummer

Night's

As Hepburn was leaving the Bowl
she bumped right into a photographer, so
the chase was on again (Katie really should make Westerns) in
and out among the crowds of innocent home-goers, up hill down
dale, and over seats until Katie found herself in a cul de sac,
dead end to you, dearie. At bay the Hepburn shrieked and put
her hands in front of her face. "We don't want to take your
picture, Miss Hepburn," one of the boys said, "We took your
picture back there when you weren't looking.
But you ran, so
we thought maybe you wanted us to chase you." Always gal-

Dream."

Constance Bennett
has found that if
she is attacked the
fans come to her
rescue, so she

is

dif-

ficult at interviews

and

—

it

works.

Hollywood photographers.
Katie is always running, which just about must burn
Garbp up, for Greta was the Nurmi of Hollywood until Hepburn
moved in and started stealing her stuff. Katie has told everybody in Hollywood, particularly the Press, that she wants no publicity, why she won't even sign autograph books, that she wants
to lead her own quiet life without benefit of newspapers and
magazines, but Katie, the little minx, proceeds to do everything
that will land her, but daily, in every
newspaper in town.

lant, these

Yes,

Margaret

Sullavan

hasn't the first idea
and
of publicity,
her rough clothes
are just natural
or are they?

She can't ride in a sensible and
pictures,

well

that you can glinip
on any screen, and she
can, run as much as
I'm
you like, Katie.
for you as an artist
like
I
Personally
anyhow.
movie stars who dress like hu-

man

beings,

who

give

inter-

regular station wagon, you know,
the kind of bus that meets trains in
small towns and takes traveling salesself a

"Anna Karenina" is
new pic-

Garbo's
ture,

and

the

amuses me.

it

But

don't you think for one
instance, Miss Katie, that
I

am

taken

in

by your

I-don't-want-publicity gag.

Tut, tut, now, tut, tut.
If
you were in earnest

"how come you do

the

things you do?"

When

the circus came
to town and all the stars,
more or less, turned out
Natufor the big ten.
rally there were photographers, there always are

for

July 1935

an-

has
nouncement
been made that she
signed for two
is

views pleasantly, and face the
toothsome
more.
a
cameras with
smile, I like the Colberts, Lombards, Shearers and Harlows of
the industry, but if Katie and Greta and the
others think they get better results using their
own perverse system it's all right with me
fact

in-

conspicuous car, no, she must buy her-

almost,

men

to their hotels.

And when one

of

her friends drives it for her Katie
perches her over-ailed chassis right there
on the running board, and if a person
"n Hollywood misses seeing her, well
that person
had better consult an
oculist.

Nor does Katie dress inconspicuously,
ike a human being who doesn't want
to attract attention— dear me, no, that
baby goes in for over-alls, dungarees,
brogan shoes, knitted caps, and sits in
the middle of the road at the
studio to read her mail.
The

RKO

only time I ever saw Hepburn
dressed up, she was in a little
Russian Cossack number that definitely would have driven the Russians out of Moscow.
But it is Garbo who is the real

"Tops"

in this Dodging Publicity
business.
Garbo, in the last six
years, has gotten more publicity,
headlines and everything, than
an\ oilier star in Hollywood, but
not since she first arrived has she

[Continued on page 60]
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trom'UND€R TH€ PAMPAS MOON'
BY JERRY HALUDAY

He

rides like the wind and
loves like the whirlwind!

one grandioso picture!
ah, be still, flutWhat a lover! He's
even more tempestuous than as "The Cisco Kid".
So prepare for fireworks when Baxter, a gallant
gaucho with the swiftest horse, the smoothest
line, the stunningest senoritas on the pampas,
meets a gay m'amselle from the Boulevards of
Paree! And to add to the excitement, there's a
feud, a stirring horse race, a glamorous cabaret
scene in romantic Buenos Aires.

Carramba, but this

is

And

as for Warner Baxter
tering heart. What a man!

.

.

.

your blood tingles to the tinkle of guitars
your heart thrills to the throbbing rhythms
of the rhumba, to the passionate songs of the
gauchos, to the sinuous tempo of the tango, then
rush tp see this picture
and take the "love
interest" with you!.
If

.

if

—

/(^'GALLIAN
in

a fiery romance

'UNDER THE

PAMPAS MOON'
A

B.

DeSYLVA PRODUCTION

G.

f

with

HOLLYWOOD NOTES

TITO GUIZAR
Radio's Troubadour of Love

FLASH! The cinema capital is playing a new
studio,
game called the "Triple S" Test
star, story. Fans rate a picture on these
three counts before they see it. Then they
check their judgment after the performance.
And it's amazing how high Fox Films rank!
• But then, that's to be expected. For Fox
Studios have the ace directors, the leading
writers, the biggest headline names. • So
take a tip from Hollywood
when you
look for entertainment, look for the name
.

YOLANDA

VELOZ

and

internationally

renowned

Artists of the

Directed by James Tinting

ACCLAIMED BY SOCIETY ON
TWO CONTINENTS, VELOZ and

YOLANDA bring their superb
talent to the screen in a breathtaking creation, the exotic

COBRA TANGO.
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Dance

if
;

>

.

.

.

.

.

.

Target!
Love Does
Interest

Betty Grable is busy being
one of the best "singers and
she
probably
dancers",
so
wouldn't look at anyone who
wasn't a combination of Bing
Crosby and Fred Astaire.

If

we

could

elicit

one kind word from
Elissa, we would
Landi in heaven. So,
instead, let's talk of
sealing wax, of literature and beans, of

English
beautiful,

girls
of
cab

bages and queens

J\[ot

Them.

Dy

W

(_,UPID

WARREN
even

sons.
attractive or

We

June and

l

ime

Dan

I

ou ixeaa

1 ms,

rrooaviy

Cupid Will Have Found

Engagement Rings For These Beauties.

is

Cupid lesWassa' matter,
Are these girls

giving

Cupid?

Mister

WILLIAM

l ne

are they attractive?

wager they say "No" to
somehody at least once a day,
and probably once before dinner
and twice after meals. It is all
will

the fault of that feeling of adoration and affection that we have

This popular demand

them.

for

the producers bidding
against each other, and the re-

sets

the girls have so
that a husband becomes practically unnecessary, at
But just as
least for a while.
sult

that

is

much money
crabbed

girls

have

girls

with

warm

so

.

mean

faces,

hearts

have

beautiful faces, and probably before the magic of
No, Warren
June, with its roses

William

moonlight,

and

ties

will

gotten

have
about

isn't

going to play
Tarzan.
He's

has slipped away,
these defiant beau-

going

for-

in

for

archery so
thoroughly

ca-

reers and blazing
marquees and said

that

some fortunate
males, a very happy

arches.

even his
cook has fallen

to

next

"Yes."

On

in

Your

He is
"Not
Life."

Virginia Bruce would

be

flattered

could
letters

ceived

praising

demand
ginia's

•voice

if

she

read the
we have refor

our
Vir-

own
in

singing
future in-

stead of having
some canary's voice
She's
dubbed in.
so

pretty

the

pro-

ducer thought that
was enough for one
girl.

Margaret
can

Lindsay

anyone, as
in
"Bordertown." It
comes from having
to decline so many
ritz

solitaires.

Hollywood Has

Showplaces
AND
Hideouts
Frequently

To Keep

"Seeing Hollywood" Busses

Off Her

Garho Has

The

Front

To Move

Lawn.

Others

Hollywood.

Leave

MANY
in

of the stars of the screen, when they find a neal
the hank, go ahead and build.
Claudctte Colbert

being built now, and so have

Bill

Powell and Warner

balance
has a home
Baxter. Bill
the necessary
little

has bought and bought material and hired workmen, and all
fittings and furnishings have been purchased, in order that he might do his
part to end the depression, and yet, the other day, a communist or a crank
sent him a letter threatening his life because he had such a nice house.
Harold Lloyd's place is still the grandest. Many stars build their homes
outside of the picture colony in order to avoid the sightseers, and of these
none is lovelier than the home of Genevieve Tobin. Her estate is at Montecito,

Santa Barbara, Calif.

Dix's.

No one knows where

The
it

mystery

home

of

them

all

is

Richard

is.

Richard
friend

Dix

whom

blindfolding a
he is taking

home for the week-end, so
that he can never disclose
the location of the hidden
Or, perhaps, so
house.
that he can't come calling
he proves to be
pleasant house guest.

unless

a

Richard

Dix

had

so
successes

the

British

d u c e
u

r

m

e d

r s

him

England

Allure,

Co

Appeal &

are more lovely
the screen than on. Virginia Bruce and
SOME
Dolores Del Rio have a certain harmony of coloring or something that
stars

off

the camera cannot get. But many of the stars are not quite as beautiful
appear on the screen. However, the ones who gain by the arts of
photography always do have the fundamentals of great beauty. For example,
Carole Lombard and Claudette Colbert represent a higher type than mere
as they

prettiness.

This worship of beauty, introduced by the screen, has made the cosmetic
business a major industry. Fat girls are getting fewer, and Miss America and
the Beauty Parades have brightened the world.

by many as the
beautiful woman, Marlene Dietrich is far from the
happiest.
Poor stories and
poor direction have taken two
years of her best.
But she has
a
new contract now, and
here's hoping for a
bit
of
Classified

most

When

every girl pulls on
swim suit and climbs'
up on a chair to see how
she looks, Jean Harlow is
the one with whom she
compares herself.
her

good

luck

for

her.

We Go To

The Movies To

Most Beautiful

S

The

See

Women In The World.
0B,

Ciaudetfe Colbert has something that no
one as yet has been able to measure or
"It

Put her in a good story
Happened One Night" and it is

hit

of

classify.

like

the
a dull story, as
a woman who sets herself up in the restaurant business ("Imitation of Life"),
and it becomes a wonder picture. Put
her in a story of a mad-house and
"Private
Worlds" goes over.
"The
Gilded Lily" had, because of her, one
of the greatest sequences ever screened.
"National Velvet" may fall to her, and
what a delight that will be.
1934.

Put her

in

\

Y

f

Arline Judge is
our favorite design of a mod-

ft

ern mother.
Her next picture

is

"College

Scandals."

Little

Maureen O'Sullivan has

been getting better and better

scene

parts

since

"The

her

great

of
Street"
but .soon
she will have to go back to
the tree-tops for "Tarxan."
in

Wimpole

Barretts

—

"Hooray

for Love," Jean Cargives the beaches and beauty
shows a few hints, in fact just the
of suggestion
right proportions
In

men

and

independence.
will

Few oceans

see her equal.
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Shooting At

The Big Shots
When The Day Comes
That They Have To
Get To Work, Even

The Most Famous

Stars

Have To Forget Their
Press
Praise

and

and They

o

Crowds,

l^ptices,

K.,

Money—
7*.

CAR.

TOOTS,"

said

the director to
G a r b o and it
,

went over all right because,
when Crawford or Garbo
or any great stars are working, they are able to think
of nothing but their parts.

Then

they
are not
great and famous ones

the

who

have to dodge crowds and
hide behind black glasses.
When the cameras are
turning and a character
must have blood and the
breath of life put into it,
the stars become utterly
unconscious of themselves.
And that is why they are
able to take you with them
into the marvellous land of
make-believe.

More

''No
Ladies,''

Joan
and

Tone
coldly

finds

Crawford
Franchot
looking
at
one

another.

Robert

Montgomery

but we
inspect Joan's
suit, but Joan
she swims and
the admiration
letter,

fixes his eyes determinedly upon the
under no such compunction and frankly
new 5-X bathing suit. Adrian designed the
herself has designed the filling.
She dances,
keeps herself in five star shape holding safely
of every girl who means to make something

are

of herself.

Gangsters
ARE

AGAIN

IN

But This Time They

On

Are

The Run.

good picture has an influence on your
EVERY
and mine. When "Scarface" and the gangster films
life

were playing, they were gradually forming public
opinion against Prohibition, which was at the root of all
the gangs and made a jest of American liberty. Today a
new trend in pictures is forming our minds against the
gangs, by telling the stories of the Federal men who go
after the Dillingers and Nelsons. The
chine gun rattles its staccato message,

pride

fills

maand

us at the sheer bravery and nothe law.

bility of these officers of

Chester Morr j,
ns ;d e
looking
out
in
"Public
Hero»"
-

;

"G Men,"
films,

the first of the hero
the story of how the
men broke the gang

tells

federal

racket.

Richard Arlen with Virginia Bruce
in "Let 'Em Have It." (below)

The
geon

facial

— "Let

sur-

exposed
'Em Have

is

It."

Movies
Move?
Here Are Some Reasons

Why

Hollywood

Retain

Will

Its Prestige.

torn Brown, Claire Trevor and Adrienne Ames in
They are on the famous ship of
"Black Sheep."
the Fox lot.
,

Louis B.
President

Mayer,
the

of

Or-

Producers
ganization,
vited by

is

in-

Mayor
Frank C. Hague

in Hollywood could you find
This particular set
steamship.
and it is but
is said to have cost $30,000
one of the many remarkable sets that are
used repeatedly.

Nowhere but
a

one-sided

of Jersey City to
bring the movto

ies

New

Jer-

but

Mr.

Mayer is
sidering

con-

sey,

the

chance

of getting stung.

(Below)
set

is

The

"Shanghai"

a bit of the Far East

Fox

the
to
transported
Studio.

PERHAPS

your town will get the great studios to
Hundreds of the progressive Boards of
Trade are promising the producers that they can
settle down and forget about taxes.
The boosters will
have to do more than that. They will have to provide
the foothills of the Sierras, the desolation of Death Valley,

move

the

in.

snow covered top

of a

There
ing

and
used

close at hand and a
studios will say farewell to

mountain

convenient ocean before the

Hollywood.

Another thing is that the companies have enormous
which cost thousands of dollars, which they use over
and over again. (After all, one ship is much like another.)
These sets will keep the business in California.

is

M-G-M

sets

No,

this

is

not

Third

Ave,

and

Ninth
York

St.,

New

City— just

a

carefully

pared

set

pre-

used

over.
over and
Also on the Fox
lot.

the
the
in

on the
Showcamera crane
ship

a

lot

also.

ship's

"Lefty

rail

as

Lynton."

That's

Acting

Katharine Hepburn Displays Her Great
Talent In Making "Break

of Hearts."

THE

camera crew consists of one hard-boiled director, an equally hard assistant
director, a petrified script girl and cameraman. There are a number of lignum
vitae juicers and sound men, and the grips are made of pure granite.
And

then something happens. A great actress like Hepburn, sitting before them with the
hard upon her, the lens focussed sharply, turns on the magic of her talent.
Suddenly, the soul of the girl she is supposed to be breaks through and fills the
darkened studio. The crew forgets its hardness, and eagerly, attentively it drinks
of human emotion from Hepburn, the little girl who has so much to give.
The story tells how Boyer, the husband of the young composer (Hepburn),
becomes fascinated with another woman. He is discovered by his wife and she
leaves him. When she finally is found, she will not
they are making in the picture)
and he goes all to pieces. As
always in a good love story the
lovers have to be separated, but
at the last they find each other
lights

and love again.

Charles Boyer
ber
him
in

Worlds"— and
rine

Hepburn

sicians

and

— remem"Private

Katha-

as the

mu-

lovers.

"Big Boy" Williams
has been around for
years,
but "Private
.

Worlds"

revealed

that he

He

is

is an actor.
again at work.

V
Jean
stole

Arthur
a

once

picture,

"Saturday Night
from Clara
Bow. "The Whole
Town's Talking"
Kid,''

brought her back.

The

man

the
holder

with
cigarette
near

camera

is

the

Philip

Moeller, the director of "Break

Of

Hearts."

"Everyone Finally

Stick

Gets

Around

A

Break.

Mae

Clark

handicapped
sickness,

O.

SOME
back

old favorites arcthe money
in

again and here's a sin-

welcome

cere

to

them.

Sometimes a player is out
after having played well and
nobly.
is
that
usually
too old

How

comforting

these

players

young women,
to take up
and a husband

life

and babies,

as

Clara
linn

How

did.

there

are the girls
yearn to be on

who

And

the screen again. Foi
these it is the "breaks"

co nut. A nd
smiles
Luck
and they are "work
ing again.' w ho can

that

Evelyn

once

woman

Brent,

leading
for

Emil

Jannings. Now in
"The
Nit-Wits."

when

wonder
for

life.

at

their /est

it

are
not

K.

by

but
now.

New

Photographs

OF

Shirley Temple
Tk

Little

Star

Is

Njnv Six Years Old.

International

Sands, vaccinates fhe baby and Shirley doesn't think
much of it. Every precaution is taken to
protect Shirley's health and to protect her,
as well, from getting wise to her unique position in the world.
Shirley's

doctor,

Dr.

Russell

Temple
"Our Lit-

Miss
in

tle ©irl."

In

the

forecourt

of

the

Chinese Theatre in Hollywood, many stars have left
their signatures and prints
Shirley
hands.
of their
took off her shoes and
stockings and left her footprints

for coming generations to see.

Water
Babies
Elizabeth Allan wean
a suit which features
a clever strap -arrangement of green
and white braiding,
which 'crosses at the

Following

Out

Mr. Kingslcys

back and continues
around to the front
forming a belt.

Muriel Evans and
her suit of olivette green and

brown.

The

straps
shoulder
are knitted and
picture
Muriel's
very
makes
a
fine Muriel Decoration.

THE

ancient days of the
they had a sacred
well into which, to please
their gods, they tossed a maiden
or two, now and then. We do

IN.Aztecs

better than that— we practically
the breakers of two oceans
fill

we
And when

with maidens and, besides,

have some

Not much wider than

a

stocking, and fashioned
of heavy knit pearling

worn
June Knight. The
is

this

suit

by
suit

stretches to fit the figfeaIt
ure perfectly.
tures a halter neck of
braiding.

left over.

we surrender our beauties to the
waves, we dress them in very
fetching suits to make sure that
they will soon return
beach to be admired.

to

the

Idea.

V

<

'''
I

»r:

rV

Beauty reigns on the modern beach!

And from

every sea

breeze, every swooping gull and every bronzed goddess you'll

hear the credit

• Their

line, "

Thanks

like jewels.

Swim

Suits ofB. V.D."
legs

much a part of their owner's anatomy
And from their evening gown backs to

their fashioned bodices, they
artifice

arms and

They're as

as her eyelashes.

and

to the

lovely colors flash agamst sun-tanned

to

know every dressmaker

streamline, to shape

art

and to silhouette. •

From Nassau, from Bermuda, and from all the swimming
South come tidings of their triumphs. Wherever you go
this Summer you'll find the seas and sands decked and
adorned by B. V. D. ©The B. V. D. Company, Inc., Empire
State Building, New York. Also made and sold in Canada.
COPYRIGHT 1935. THE

B. V. D.

CO.. INC.
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Everything

Is

ROSY-NOW!
Edward Arnold Has Trav-

From The

elled

East Side

OfHwYorkToTheTo?
Side Of The Movies.

By

Edward Churchill
HOLLYINWOOD,
Arthur
Caesar,

star

He

the

boasts

writer,

A
in

of

going from Poland
to polo in one gen-

at

last!

got a break
"Sadie Mc-

now

Kee"

and

he

"Diamond

is

Jim Brady."

boys

mo-

become
from

blossom

*

Dixie

into

he had

two years
of study at the

had

Street
First
school— but that
to be.

The

Schneiders
migrated to Har— 1 2oth
1 e

tion picture starsgirls

old

after

had

eration—Ohio farm

and

years

m

//.//

Street

star-

and Park

overnightfame and fortune

Avenue— and Ed

are flung about by

s

dom

managed

-

prodigious
the
hand of fate.
father, suffering and unable to
work at his trade, was placed
His
in a home for invalids.
family was split as wide apart
He
as the Grand Canyon.
went to live with an uncle.

But, out of it all,
rises one story

which surpasses
even

the

wildest
press
agents, fiction writ-

dreams
ers

and

of

He

Horatio

Alger, chronicler of
stories
of
success
another generation.
That story concerns the rise to
stardom at the age
of forty-five years
of Edward Arnold,
born in poverty as
Guenther Edward Schneider, son of an ailing German East Side furrier.
You know the plump, the hale, the jovial
Arnold, featured in more than a score of
pictures during the past three years— the
man who dwarfed other performances in
"Sadie McKee" and set the whole town
talking— the man who challenged the art
of George Arliss in "Richelieu,"— the man
whom you'll soon see as the star of Universale "Diamond Jim," which pictorially
recites the life of James Buchanan Brady,

who loved women, diamonds and life.
The hearty fellow you see on the screen
was born in a brick tenement building

Houston and Forsythe

He was
family of

When

the

third

Streets,

struggling

New

child in
died.

two of whom have
he was nine, he was up
six,

at

at

York.
a

dawn

newspapers.
Then he went to
After that, he delivered meat for
the neighborhood butcher and got a few
chops for the rest of the family in return

selling
school.

for his labors.

His mother died when he was ten.

His

quit school that year

and

settled down in earnest to earn
a living.

He had one advantage— he
was big for his age!
That's the tremendous story
behind the man who believes
the ability to act is the
result of a capacity for human
understanding, and who has
backed his faith in himself against a
Hollywood which once rebuffed him.
"I'm glad I've had a struggle," he told
me, during luncheon in his dressing room
while he was making "Diamond Jim." "It's
taught me about life, and, to act, you have
that

to

understand life."
Arnold doesn't like to discuss

his early

He

laughs off the questions that
you hurl at him. But, at the same time,
you gather a great deal of information
about those days when five cents looked
like five dollars, when winter whipped
through thin overcoats, and when even food
was scarce. Almost from the time Ed was
born, his father was ill.
Elsie, the eldest
child, now dead, went out to wrest a few
dollars from the world each week. On her
heels went Charles, now supervisor of signals on the Long Island Railroad.
Ed
struggles.

came

next.

The

flat in the tenement at Houston and
Forsythe Streets was home.
It was with a
wrenching of hearts that the family was

forced

to

give

it

up when Ed was

eight

lic

a

ndwich

to
in

years
three
more in the pubschool on 125th Street. That was all.

"My first job," he told me, "was with a
manufacturing jeweler in John Street. I
was eleven years old. When I say first job
employI refer, of course, to full time
ment. I worked from ten to twelve hours
a day and got $3 a week. I put in a year
longer but
there.
I might have worked
an inspector from the Board of Education
I didn't have any
caught up with me.
working papers, because I was too young
I was fired and told to reto get them.
Charles, my older
but the inspector
saw through this ruse and I was out again.
I didn't like the work, anyway."
It's hard to see, in Ed's activities of the
next few years, the man of today— the
happy husband, married to the former
Olive Emerson, of St. Paul, the father of
three children, Elizabeth, 17, William Edward, 15, and Dorothy Jane, 10— the successful film player with a beautiful home
in Beverly Crest, a bank account, a future

turn to school.
brother, to give

I

got

me

his,

and two automobiles.

When fate registered a backhand blow in
the death of his mother— and then topped
it with the illness of his father— and went
all that one better by sending his home
crashing into several diirerent pieces— he got
Charles H. Daniels
a job in a law office.
and Walter T. Bennett, the lawyers, found
themselves employing an eleven year old
boy who was bored with the legal prolession.
Ed stuck it out for a year and next
popped up as a bellhop in the German
Club, of Deutsche Verein, for $14 a week.
Sometimes he put in eighteen hours a day.
At twelve, he went in for athletics at the
East Side Settlement House, at 76th Street
[Continued on page 67]
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"H. M."
Harry M. Warner,

Has

A

Affectionately Called "H. M.,

Passion For Helping

The

Unlucky.

By Cruikshank

H. M. Warner
Benefactor

"In faith and hope the world will disagree,
all mankind's concern is charity."

But

SOmanSTEPwho

a movie
million!
And that's in cash, not good advice.
"Yeah," I hear the cynic sneer, "him 'n' his

dreams
that

up and meet
has given away a

right

brother."

And

once that crack carries literal
truth. For his brothers, both of them, likewise have their names writ large upon the
for

scrolls of

God

for their

Harry M. Warner
his

brothers,

Jack

humanity

to

man.

the Benefactor, and
and Albert, aren't far
is

behind.
Slight

seared

in stature,
by struggle,

his

eyes sad,

his

face

"H. M.,"

as they call
a great passion to alleviate in others the suffering he, himself,
has seen and experienced since he clung to
his father's hand and fled the Russian terror in persecuted Poland.
Perhaps the father saw in America a veritable land of milk and honey. But the son

him,

is

imbued with

found only liberty— liberty to compete with
Baltimore street gamins for his share of
the newspaper-peddling and boot-blacking
industries. But it was liberty, none the less.
And the boy kept both ears cocked for the
knock of Opportunity.

whose
even then he doesn't tell them everything.
Perhaps you think that all this big, important money is mere check-book charity.
A cold, impersonal matter of signing a solvent name upon a bank-draft. Perhaps with
you it is "the little things that count." Well,
Harry Warner can't be "little," can't be
small. The fives, and tens, twenties and hundreds depart from memory as quickly as

from

his purse. There is
tales are told.

no way

of tracing

them. Yet

The payment of an old, forgotten debt
sends cash to one cause; winnings at bridge
go to another; a passing thought in a busy
day results in pockets emptied for a third.
Years ago an orphan won an essay prize
offered by the Warners. She's a woman now.
But each year a gift of memory arrives. A
harassed secretary happily shoulders an extra
burden of seeing that the winter's cold is
kept from 20,000 families through gifts of
heart and hearth-warming coal. Sing-Sing
"shut-ins" receive cigarettes to smoke in

of freedom,

the donor
liberal

cold.

ter

Privation,

death have touched his dear
Chilling memories have
etched those lines of sorrow in
his face. Yet those same memories have mellowed his heart
toward the unfortunate. To
all

his

fellow men.
Item, the

to the Temple B'nai B'rith;
item, the Warner assistance to

the Hebrew Orphan Asylum,
a theatre for the school attended by the son so cruelly
snatched from him, thousands

hand

M.

Yet,

if

you ask him

charities.
his heart.

deny

it all, or
brothers" in

manner

to deprecate good deeds.
Yet there is steel in the soul of this softhearted man. Tempered iron planted there
since the days of the poor village of Krasnashiltz in Poland, when a lad of his religion
was denied even the privilege of attending
school. Planted there by the street bullies
who stole the little immigrant's papers and
smashed his shoe-shine kit. Planted there by
enemies who, in later years, destroyed the
business he had built, and threatened that
which is his only pride— his good name.
A man who has known the bitter strife,
the heartrending discouragements, the relentless treacheries that he has encountered,

a

must have iron

in his soul. He'll tell you
that he has been broke more
times than he can remember.
More often, by far, than he has

Baltimore will tell you that
child inaugurated, even
hen, a new idea since spread
thioughout the land. In any
event, three shops flourished
where one had struggled along,
and the new slogan was "Shoes
Repaired While You Wait!"
As Harry and the other bovs
and girls, all nine of 'em, grew
toward maturity, they still listened for the tap of Opportunity.
Nineteen-two found Ben[Conlinued on page 71]
in

this
I

His

He

doesn't exactly blush at his
good deeds. But he distinctly
raises hell if word of his benefactions leaks. There is a close
conspiracy of silence among
those in his confidence. And

he'll

mumble something about "my

a time
when the elder Warner went
prospecting for greener pastures.
Old-timers around the corners of Pratt and Light streets

to

Not on his
is open as

gym-

shoemaking shop during

an Orphans' Home in
Cleveland, other thousands to
other causes. If Harry Warner
kept books on himself, these
notations would appear among
hundreds more. His good deeds
dot the maps of the world like
benign cases in a desert.
But "H. M.," doesn't check
up.

Warner

their

built greater success on the
ashes of failure. It seems that
the cross of Harry Warner is
unending labor. He has always
been working for his parents,
for his brothers, for his sisters,
for others. At the ripe old age
of ten years, he had graduated
from the newsy industry to the
management of his father's

Warner gift to the
Broadway Temple; item, the
Warner beneficence to the
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital;
item, the Warner remembrance

more

thousands built

been prosperous. And by broke
he means in terms of nickels,
not dimes nor dollars.
He
means walking for lack of carfare. He means standing before
cheap lunch rooms, hungry.
But the steel in him, while it
bent, never broke. He has always bounded back into the
fray, and always will. He has

illness,

ones.

Harry Warner, they're

without even guessing

the same Harry

nasium.
Headlines read: "Five Thousand Kids
Get Christmas Party"; "Hundreds of Cripples Guests of Warner;'' "Warner Shows
And the
for Five Thousand Orphans."
story behind the headlines may be read in
the kindlv eyes and slow, sad smile of Harry

He

has known the depressing
emptiness of hunger, the humiliation of tattered clothes,
the lethal numbness of the bit-

is

Al Jolson beams upon "H. M.," with real
respect and love.

Silver
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man,

my

little

about to intrigue

is

us!
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chickadees,
I said in-

trigue!

not "Charlie Chan in Hades,"
it's
(although I'd certainly love to see him
there)— and neither is it a Dashiell Hammett rogue, who makes murder so fasci-

No,

nating. If you really want to know— and of
course you do— it's Cesar Romero, who gives
the disturbing impression there's no knowing him— an exciting prospect for women!
Cesar is six feet two of Mystery— a hero
with a slight touch of villain that makes him very
dangerous.
I'm a woman
so

I

can

his
sort

tell,

can't I?

Perhaps not.

some?

HandBut

wavy black hair

women

is the
delight in run-

ning long white fingers
through, his nose is straight,
embellished
mouth,
his
with a small black moustache, stamps him "conti-

Cesar Romero

A

Real

Is

Latin

From Manhattan.

....

Take my
nental."
for it, you'll have more fun watching
Cesar in "The Devil Is A Woman" than
staying at home reading a book.
"Please," asked Mr. Romero, a product
of Manhattan and the idol of all the Cubans,
"don't call me a 'second' this or a 'new'
word

that. If I can't succeed as a first somethingor-other I'd rather fail."
At twenty-eight he is sought as a leading
man, not only by El Dietrich, but La West

Sought and practically fought for;
but I'll tell you about that later.
"This is all so new and exciting," he said
with simplicity, his warm, resonant voice
conveying the impression he is not too sure
of himself, and which, I might mention is
"I was brought up to the
very effective.
idea that I would some day enter my
He had sugar estates in
father's business.
Cuba, where our family settled, generations
as well.

My

mother was Maria Mantilla, a
concert singer, and my godfather,
Jose Marti, is revered as the island's "libeago.

Cuban
rator."

When the family's business was taken over
by the National City Bank, after the crash,
and his father was offered an officership,
Romero, Jr., decided he'd step out for himWith Elizabeth
self—on a dance floor.
Higgins, one of the season's debutantes who
also had a yen for dancing, they filled engagements at all the better night clubs and
hotels, including the Richman and Montmarte, the Park Central, St. Regis and Ambassador Roofs, until Cesar took inventory
and decided he was no Fred Astaire. This
caused him to wonder what future dancing
would have for him and created a determination to try the stage.

ROMERO

They were offered roles in "Lady Do," a
musical, and when it opened in Washington he thought it an appropriate time to
wire the ol' folks at home and let them
know what they were in for.
Following "Lady Do" were dramatic roles
"Dinner at Eight," and in the road show
company of "Strictly Dishonorable," succeeding Tullio Carminati, in which he
played a year. Margaret Sullavan achieved
prominence in this same cast and they
were to meet again, years later, at Univerduring the filming of "The Good
sal,
Fairy," in which Cesar had a small role.
Happily, for all concerned, the Romeros
are now completely won over to Cesar's
chosen career.
It was at Atlantic City, several seasons
ago, during the try-out of a play, that Cesar

in

noticed

Mae West "down

front" in the audi-

was evident to him that she was
watching his performance with considerable
interest and so he was flattered, if not surprised, when he received a note from her
asking him to visit her play which was
also being tried out there.
ence.

It

After the show he went

back stage and met Miss
West, who told him she
was going to keep him in
mind for her next produc-

Scene from "Hold 'Em
Yale." Patricia Ellis holds
Romero within the circle
of her arms.

And then Mae's picture career ov< -aok
her stage work and, as far as Cesar wa concerned, "that was that." So he thou It.
But his future seemed to be shaping into
something important, too, for having been
seen by a Metro scout he was offered a
screen test. This led, not to instantaneous
victory, however, but to still other tests,
"two or three of them a year," he says, until he was signed as Minna Gombell's gigolo
t

"The Thin Man."

Up

to this time he greatest mystery about
Cesar seems to have been the inability of
t

Universal, it is true, offered
a contract, "with options," and he was given several unimportant roles when suddenly Paramount summoned him for, of all things, a test!
This was no news at all to Cesar. Again,
as he says, he "starred" in a test, this time
with Lionel Atwill, and before the critical
eye of Josef von Sternberg.
Before it was
even developed he was handed the role for
"The Devil Is a Woman" opposite Marlene
Dietrich.
Could anything be sweeter, he wondered?
It could.
For, at the same time, Miss West was

him

tion.

in

producers to discover in
him the rhythm of 50,000,heartbeats.
feminine
000

[Continued on page 62]
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PICTURE THERMOMETER
Degrees

1935

of Quality

OF PICTURES SEEN

— Perfect

Table of the Algonquin. Inasmuch as several of these former Algonquinites are appearing in the cast, they must have found it
a bit embarrassing to see themselves on the

-100

— Remark-

—

"Tiie Call of the Wild"

able

screen for exactly what they are. Julie Haydon as a lovely, beautiful young girl who
falls in love with coldly intellectual Coward
gives the best performance of her screen
career. Also in the cast are Martha Sleeper,
Stanley Ridges, Hope Williams, Alexander
Woollcott, Florence Robinson and Ernest

"Tl e Scoundrel"

"Doubling Thomas"

—90

to

Excellent

—>

"G-Men"
"Goin*

—

—

"The Informer"

—

Town"

1
1
II

"The Age of Indiscretion"
"Parly Wire"

-J

Cossart.

~~ 80

—
—

Rating: 70°— Gossipy— Columbia

HERE'S a

~70

Will

II

1
II

"The Bride of Franken-

— Worth
—

Seeing

II

1

—

—
—

Rogers and Billie Burke,
unbeatable combination.

Andrew Tombes,

to

make

screen

tests

of

In

The

Good
Entertain-

ment

this scene comedy reaches a new high.
entire cast is splendid with special mention
going to Sterling Holloway as the soundYou'll
scream your way
effects
man.
through this one.

—

Not so
good

—30

is Noel Coward—
Paramount

Rating: 93°— So This

HERE

that

beautiful with every

picture,

is

the small

town belle whose reputation is fairly
wrecked by a lot of gossipy old women and
the deliberate misinterpretation of a

phone

tele-

call.

loses

THE SCOUNDREL
—40

program picture

throw you into hysterics, especially if you have ever lived in a
small town where two rings meant Mrs.
Brown and three rings meant Mrs. Smith,
and everybody "listened in."
Jean Arthur, who gets more and more

Jean gets herself ostracized and almost
her boy friend, Victor Jory, all account of the "party wire." But Helen

—50
Pleasing

swell little

simply

will

the

them, and one of himself as a crooner.

— 60

stein"

PARTY WIRE

Don't
Miss

Lowell,

one of the crotchety old dames
sails right in and fixes

with a heart of gold,

the picture that is really "differunless you tear your hair
and go completely insane about it, your old
reviewer is going to be terribly disappointed
in you, for honestly now, I wouldn't fool
you, this is one of the finest productions in
both acting and writing that you may ever
expect to see on the screen.
Noel Coward proves beyond a doubt that
he is nothing short of a genius. The famous playwright, composer, comedian, and
man-about-the-world turns to intense drama
in the role of an egotistical book publisher
who, having died in a plane wreck, returns
to earth to find someone who will mourn
is

ent."

And

The storv, of course, is based on
that old Biblical legend which says that a
dead man shall not rest unless there be one
human heart to weep for him.
This picture holds a definite thrill for
you that is well worth experiencing. It also
takes a well-aimed slap at those shallow infor him.

DOUBTING THOMAS
Rating: gi°— Rocers' Funniest— Fox
one and only Will Rogers leaves
this time and goes
politics to the
in for high satire, and you, my friends, will

THE

NRA

Charley Grapewin, Victor Jory and
Jean Arthur. Fun on the line.

up things in the grand manner, by means
of the "party wire." Maude Eburne, Clara

go into fits and convulsions. If you don't
hold on tight you'll fall right into the aisle
when Will puts on a blonde wig, and a
large helping of rouge and lipstick, and
does a burlesque of all crooners in general
and Bing Crosby in particular.
The picture is adapted from a Broadway
success of several years back called "The
Torchbearers," which was funny then, but
much more hilariously funny now. Will
plays a simple, home-loving, hundred percent sausage manufacturer whose home is

Blandick and Charley Grapewin make
gant small town characters. All and all
delightful little comedy
you a lot of laughs.

a

and

will

eleit's

hand

THE INFORMER
Rating: 85 "—Well

TUST

Worthwhile— R KO

Burke, decides to go in for the "little theatre," and right there under your very eyes

ready to give Paul Muni
" the Academy Award of next year for his
performance in "Black Fury" along comes
Victor McLaglen in a role that is simply
breath-taking in its brilliance. As Gvpo,
dull-witted, blundering giant, Mr. McLag-

see one of the funniest amateur performances there has ever been on land or

career.

thrown into confusion when

his wife, Billie

len

you

her
Patrick,
Gail
daughter-in-law-to-be, flushed by their success in the little theatre, set Broadway as
their goal and, lured on by Alison Skipworth, they decide to (//(-suppress their deWill can't stand having his happy
sires.
home broken up and his wife making a
fool of herself so he hires a bogus director,
Billie

reaches

The

sea.

Burke

and

Ernest

Martha

Cossart, Noel Coward and
Sleeper. The scoundrel laughs
at love.

as I

weekly

at

the

famous

Round

the

picture

it

is

highlight

of

his

entire

rather on the art side,

if

emotionally, mostly as a character study

Gypo, and you simply can't afford to
McLaglen 's superb performance.
The plot concerns the Irish Revolution
of 1922, and the last night on earth of the
[Continued on page 56]
miss Victor

gathered

all

you don't mind, but don't let that keep
you from seeing it. John Ford has directed
of

tellectuals, those mental snobs, who consider
themselves a cultured clitpie, and who once

was

—
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JIFFY KODAK V. P.— gives you the latest
creation of Eastman designers
a
smart, small camera that gets good pictures. V. P. stands for "vest pocket"
and it really fits. Opens for action at
the touch of a button. Eye-level finder.
Takes 1 s /sx 2'/a-lneh pictures. Costs but $5.

...

EYE- LEVEL FINDER

ACTION FRONT

"mm

esenewerno<

}

show what your old camera lacks
SIMPLY CAN'T SHOW your pictureYOU
taking ability with an out-of-date camera
JIFFY

KODAK— Works

so fast

it

had to be called "Jiffy." Touch a
button "Pop" it opens. Touch

—
—
— "Click"
—

another

it

gets the

Extra smartness in its
etched metal front. For 2 1 Ax3'4inch pictures, $8. For 2 1 ix4 14inch pictures, $9.
picture.

BROWNIE— Old reliable of the
picture-making world. The
finest models ever, the Six -16
and Six -20, have the clever
Diway lens for sharp pictures
of near and distant subjects.
Six-16 Brownie makes 2 ^x4'l1

inch pictures, costs $3.75 . the
Six-20 makes 234x3^ -inch pic. .

tures, costs $3.

— any more than you can show your driving
ability

with an obsolete

car.

Older cameras simply don't measure up to
1935 standards. Look at these new models.
Check over their features. To their other
fine points, add better lenses and shutters
than you could ever before buy at tbe price.

Get behind a new Kodak or Brownie and
how skillful you really are. Your dealer
has the model you want. Kodaks from $5 up;
Brownies as low as $1. What other pastime
will give you so much for so little ? ... Eastman
Only
Kodak Company, Bochester, N. Y.
Eastman makes the Kodak.
find

.

.

.

I
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Gypo. It treats of the tortured
of the dumb, physical Gypo who
itirns his best friend over to the "Black
and Tans" just because his girl friend, a
street walker, wants twenty pounds with
which to go to America.
But once he has the money he begins to
traitor,

heart

toss it away on a drunken jamboree which
starts with an Irish wake and ends up in a

low dive of a dance hall. Finally when he
meets his accusers in an informal court of
justice his agony in trying to explain, to understand himself, just why he did what he
did, makes one of the most dramatic and

[Continued from
P a g e 54]

Mae plays "Cleo," a hostess in one of
those frontier dance halls and she wins a
husband, a cattle rustler played by Fred
Kohler, in a crap game. But before she
can marry him (Mae does have a time with
her husbands) the poor guy kicks the bucket, and leaves millions, but millions, to
his little gal Cleo.
Mae falls for Paul Cavanagh, a young
English oil man who is drilling on her land,
and when he spurns her because she hasn't
any culture Mae decides to round up all
the culture in the world, so with her newly
acquired "class" she follows him to Buenos
Here she marries Monroe Owsley of
Long Island Col tons, so she can get top
billing in the Social Register, and what Mae
does to Long Island Society is something.

Aires.

the

Monroe, drunkard de luxe, gets bumped
off and Mr. Cavanagh changes his mind
about Mae's culture, so Mae becomes Lady
Something-or-Other and sails with her new
husband for England. Mae's dialogue is as
snappy as ever, and if you're the type who
goes in for innuendo you'll not be disappointed. It's a typical Mae West picture.

THE BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN
Rating: 6o° — Horror— Universal

JUDGING

from the preview audience there

a lot of people who like horror
pictures, and if you are one of them, me
lad, this is your meat. Personally I wasn't
able to go down a dark alley and get my
car out of the garage after I saw it, so you
can just get a general idea of how spooky

are

the Victor McLaglen picture,
Margot Grahame proves to have remarkable talent.
In

pathetic scenes you may ever hope to see.
This picture also serves to bring to the
screen a new comer to American movie

goers— Margot

Grahame— who manages

to

a personal hit, even in Vic McLaglen's picture. Here indeed is a dramatic actress, and let's hope there won't be
any dilly dalling about more Margot
register

Grahame

pictures.

Preston Foster, Wallace Ford, Heather
Angel, Una O'Connor and J. M. Kerrigan
all give outstanding performances.
Definitely all of you who have a drop of old
Ireland in you will simply go into raves
over this epic.

GOIN' TO

TOWN

So°— West is Best— Paramount
Mae West fans, and don't pretend
that you aren't, can declare a fiesta
over this one for our Mae stomps right
through it in the best Westian manner. She
does everything from riding a Texas pony
in a cowboy suit to singing Delilah in a
blonde wig— and singing it too, bygosh, as
Rating:

it

—

are used and liven things up quite a bit—
don't think I've heard so much shooting
since Grant took Richmond. Edward Pawley, as Dillinger, is so despicable that it's all
you can do to keep from getting up there
on the screen and shooting him yourself.
Ann Dvorak is excellent as a gangster's
moll, and Lloyd Nolan is splendid as the
young G Man who dies in service. In fact
the entire cast is all it should be, but the

honors go to Cagney and Bob Armstrong.

Maybe
little

men

the sissies will find this picture a
too noisy for them but boys and hewill simply eat it up.

is.

It seems that the Frankenstein monster
didn't die in the fire that ended the first
Frankenstein picture, and an awful old professor who gives you the creeps decides that
the monster (Karloff to be sure) must have
a bride. So Dr. Frankenstein and Dr. Pretorious start a little tomb robbing and high
class murder and concoct a woman.
It's horror and chills and creeps from beginning to end, I'm warning you. Franken-

again played by Colin Clive, and
Pretorious, that old grave-robber, by Ernest
Thesiger. Elsa Lanchester, Charlie Laughton's wife, plays the Bride and looks like
something out of another world. I give you
Frankenstein, with my nerves I'd rather
stein

is

THE CALL OF THE WILD
Rating: 95 "—Jack London's Epic—

Twentieth Century
famous dog

TACK LONDON'S

classic

" comes

to the screen as a virile, vigorous,
and red-blooded drama of the frozen north
that will fascinate both the youngsters and

the grand-pappys.

It's

first-rate entertain-

ment from beginning to end, with a swell
cast and perfectly thrilling scenery, as well
it should be, as Loretta Young and Clark
Gable and Jack Oakie and others in the
cast got themselves snowed in for several
weeks way up yonder in the gold country
where they were on "location."

have vanilla.

THE

she gets into Samson's hair.

Robert Armstrong, James Cagney and
a scene photographed in
the Federal Headquarters at Washington, D. C.

Monte Blue

"G MEN"
Rating: 82 0 — Exciting— Warner Brothers

now
Department of Justice
THE
and
hero of the gangster
is

films,

it's

the
just

it should be, no more of that glorification of underworld characters. In this picture gangsters are shown up for exactly
what they are— rats. And the heroes are the

as

detectives, the G Men, who
themselves to protect their fellow

government
sacrifice
citizens.

Jimmy Cagney, in one of the best roles
of his career, plays a young attorney who, to
avenge the death of his pal, Regis Toomey,
Man himself and ruthlessly
becomes a
tracks down the gangsters until the bloody
end. The picture shows the rigid training
and discipline that the prospective Department of Justice operatives have to undergo
—and, of course, Jimmy is put under the
command of Robert Armstrong and one of
those "friendly enemies" affairs ensues. And

G

a sister, Margaret Lindsay, who
pretends that she can't see Jimmy for a
cloud of dust, but she docs plenty of melting in the end.
The picture reaches a terrific pace of
excitement and keeps it up to the final
fade-out. Several of the actual episodes in
ihe lives of Dillinger and Pretty Boy Floyd

Bob has

Mae West,

as Cleo,

that

and the race horse

it's all

about.

Alaska during the gold rush. A set
reconstructed exactly from old Klondike photographs.

As

who

I
is

suspected. Buck, a big St. Bernard
the real hero of the picture, just

about steals everything in sight and had
the preview audience clapping their mills
otf at the end of all his scenes.
Jack Oakie
has never been better, and his comedy, especially with a pair of dice, will throw you
into convulsions of laughter.

[Continued on page 58]
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MadameX

E

Investigates:

VIEWS

f

Clark Gable and Loretta Young, as the
lovers who do not want to fall in
iove, both give brilliant performances, and
there is one of those implied happy endings

young

that

most

is

satisfactory.

THE AGE OF INDISCRETION
Rating: 70°— The Divorce Question—

M-G-M

HERE'S

another one of those "problem"
pictures, but a very good one at that,
if you don't mind a little hokum sprinkled
here and there. The story's about a grand

kid whose beautiful and frivolous
little
mother divorces his serious-minded father,
thus making inseparable pals of father and
But later to satisfy the whim of her
son.

mother-in-law who guards the
family millions, the mother does everything
in her power to get possession of the little
boy she walked out on, even stooping so low
as to invent a scandal which ends in a law

the truth about laxatives

court.

— as

Paul Lukas gives a genuine and sincere
performance as the father of that remarkable little kid, David Jack Holt, and their

Madame

told to

X,

the Ex-Lax reporter

THIS

is

Madame X,

the inquiring
Ex -Lax,

reporter on assignment for

the world famous chocolated laxative.

The Ex -Lax Company said to me:
hop a train ... go here,
"Pack a bag
there and everywhere. Get the real folks
of this country to tell you what THEY
think about Ex -Lax. We want the plain
facts. Go into any town, walk along any
street, ring any doorbell. Get the story."
Here are a few jottings from my note.

.

scenes together bring out the mist in the
Madge
eves and the choke in the throat.
Evans, as Paul's young secretary, is certainly
easy on the eyes and makes virtue seem
most attractive. Of course Paul, the dumb
cluck, doesn't realize that he loves her until

.

"GENTLE" ..

HOLLYWOOD

.

."It

is,

therefore,

very

important when I take a laxative that
it be one that is not harsh, yet it must
be effective." Mrs. Anne E. Stadt, 7401
4th Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

"EASY TO TAKE" ..."I prefer Ex-Lax
to all laxatives because it's easy to take
like the taste." Pilot William
Warner, Floyd Bennett Field, Brooklyn,

and I

New York.
"NON-HABIT-FORMING".

.

."I don't

think one should take laxatives

when one needs

all

the

With
Ex -Lax I get the desired result and
don't believe it forms a habit." Miss
Bessie M. Bean, 5687 Hub Street, Los
time, but only

it.

the last reel, but they tell me life is like
that.
Helen Vinson again plays a cold and
beautiful and utterly selfish wife, and plays
perfectly.

it

A

most amusing character is contributed
bv Catharine Doucet as one of those fluttery
lady authors who goes in for purple passion.
And May Robson, as the crusty old dame
with the millions, does some elegant sleighriding.
The plot may be a little lacking
in inspiration at times but you just couldn't
ask for a better cast.

[Continued from page

.."I used everything
but nothing relieved me until I took
Ex-Lax." Frank H. Port, 118-48 — 154th
Street, Jamaica, Long Island.

"EFFECTIVE"

indiscreet.

Topics for Gossip
Cheer" and "Merrily We Roll
sands
Along," bumped into Kay Francis at a
party and she failed to recognize him. But,
later in the evening, Kay came out of
the fog and rushed over to him with a
"Hello, Moss, how are you?" to which Mr.
Moss Hart, playwright de luxe, replied,
"Oh, yes, I remember you. You used to be
the wife of Kenneth MacKenna."

book.

Paul Lukas and Madge Evans being

old

crusty

After all
is still aghast.
those press notices that proclaimed in
ringing tones that the fair Marlene had
once and for all abandoned the custom of
wearing pants, Miss Dietrich calmly entered
the Hollywood Easter parade in a trousered
state.

THE

—Ted#—

Angeles, California.

J-

fight to rate the biggest headlines in
this month was staged at a

Hollywood

none other than Charles
the two young sons
of Charlie Chaplin. As is usually the way,
both small boys are terribly smitten with
the same pretty little girl so, with a governess along, they were permitted to take
her to a movie one Saturday afternoon.
When he thought no one was looking Sidney Earl placed a nice sticky kiss on the
theatre by

local

Jr.,

and Sidney

little

girl's

eyes caught

Earl,

cheek,

him

The two

but Charles

in the act

and

Jr.'s
fists

eagle

began

boys were taught the
rudiments of boxing by Georges Carpentier
several years ago. Papa Charlie Chaplin was
secretly amused but with a stern face he deto

fly.

little

livered a lecture to his

Healy gets a dinner
invitation from Nat Pendleton he'll
It seems that Ted went to
think twice.
dinner at Nat's beach house not long ago
and discovered, when they sat down to the
table, a seven foot bull snake coiled over
the chandelier. Of course Ted thought the
snake was a gag and made of rubber, so
he reached up and picked it off. Ted is
Nat says that the snake is
still running.
merely a harmless household pet, but it
has practically ruined him socially.
next time

""THE

15]

'

two young

pugilists.

<§>—

DOLORES DEL

RIO says her chief extravagance is suits, and she has seven
of them in her wardrobe this summer, all
of them strictly tailored, skirts fourteen
inches from the ground, and single breasted.
[Continued on page 6j]

LOWE still seems to be Merle
Oberon's favorite Hollywood escort.

DDIE
Ex-Lax comes
at

any drug

spelled

and 25c boxes—
Insist on the genuine

in 10c

store.

E-X-L-A-X.

When Nature forgets—
remember

1

— —

England,
"the top"
MAEshe WEST
was assured by Noel Coward when

he called on her
his

way

land,"

to
said

and trying

EX- LAX

THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

in

is

gave

Mae

at the studio recently on
"Everybody
in Eng-

China.

Coward,

is

talking about

you

to imitate you." Whereupon he
West a demonstration of Lady

Plushbottome swishing her hips and saying
"commup and see me sometime" with a
broad English accent.
"Thanks," said Mae, "you're not doing
so bad yourself."

Acme
Bing Crosby owns a race horse named
Uncle Sam, but he hasn't won any
races yet.
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Hollywood! Knit-

beauty

any beach

1935

on

Suits as illustrated

PATRICIA ELLIS
Wearmg"$orority
See her

in

BROS.

the

Girl."

O R R y KELLY

WARMER

Production

Designer for

"STRANDED"

BROS.

WARNER

Sta rs creates

Studio Styles water fashions exclusively for

CATALINA

ma
LOOK FOR THE FLYING

FISH

suiim suits
443

SOUTH SAN PEDRO STREET, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
325 SOUTH MARKET STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Everyone looks at
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boy friend, John Farrow, but now the muffler has developed into a very natty sort

[Continued from page 58]

THE age of seven
AT•daughter
Joan had

Henry

Hull's little
all her marital problems neatly figured out. Hull and his wife
were discussing a serious quarrel some of
their married friends had been having, and
did not realize that little Joan was listening
until she broke into the conversation.
"Oh, well, human beings are always fussing," commented seven year old Joan. "I'm
going to marry a horse when I grow up.
They do what you want them to and love
you. Husbands are a nuisance."

of Inverness cloak, due mostly to the fact
that Maureen forgot to find out how to
stop.

— —
«$>»

RICHARD

wife, formerly his secretary, has initiated a neat filing system
for his ties and collar buttons.

TEAN HARLOW'S^
*J

—»#

"^>n—

me, how those quiet
DEAR
when
reach

are playing Lillian Russell and Diamond
Jim Brady in Universal's "Diamond Jim."
They finished work early one day, before
Binnie's chauffeur had arrived at the studio, so Mr. Arnold, decked out in his Gay
Nineties clothes
and decorated like a

Dunne, who is rarely lured to Hollywood
parties and practically never goes to Hollywood night clubs, suddenly became the

of

the

Arnold

As

nineties.

upon

bis eyes.

same instant
interest

And

is

note too,

he, at the

searching for something of

in your eyes! He'll

interest there

how

...

if

find a world of

your eyes have been

transformed into luxuriantly fringed pools of
loveliness.

Just a simple brush stroke of

Maybelline, and this lovely effect is obtained.

@

cently
five

Monroe stopped
on

to aid a family

that

the

please.
from his

dog

The

day he had word
ranch
foreman that the ranch dog had disai>
peared, and wanted Maynard to pick one
up in town and bring it out with him.
Now, wanting a particularly good breed of
dog, Ken decided to try the pound.
He
asked the keeper there if he happened to
have any kind of a dog with a pedigree in
"Well, Mr. Maynard," said the
at present.
keeper, "we have all kinds of pedigree in
one dog."
other

of

road beside their
Discovering that the car

broken down car.
was beyond repair Monroe offered the folks
a ride into town in his highpowered car,

—

Irene

"—"<#—

MAYNARD thinks
KEN
pounds surely aim to

the

and then paid the family cash
wreck, and sent them securely on

do go on

York.

Hollywood's Irene.

gallantly

a

stranded

girls

belle of the ball during her recent New
York vacation. At the Central Park Casino
one night she actually let Jimmy Durante
persuade her to mount the rostrum and
sing a song to a room packed full of
Broadway celebs. That doesn't sound like

Owsley may be a no good son
gun on the screen but in real
life he is one of Hollywood's best SamariReturning from Palm Springs retans.
of

New

they

MONROE

your attention

Powell will probably have a lot
handkerchiefs any

if

excitement

stepped from the car to help Lillian Russell out the rays of the sun hit upon his
diamonds, causing
such
peculiar
fake
brightness that the entire neighborhood
rushed to the windows.

fix

it

new hem-stitched
minute now.

Christmas tree with flashing diamonds, offered to take Binnie home.
Binnie was
dolled up in a bustle and other furbelows

you unconsciously

Bill

fad is hemvery neatly,

latest

and she does

was caused by
Binnie Barnes and Edward Arnold, who

The

things."

NOTE, when next you meet someone, how

stitching,

too.
of

residents of Graciosa Drive in HolTHE
lywood
wonder
they were "seeing
still

DIX'S

„

CEDRIC

for their
their way.

GIBBONS' most

recent gift to
beautiful wife, Dolores Del Rio,
was a talking bird from Asia, known as a
"Minor." It is a very rare and expensive
bird, slightly resembling a large black-bird,
and it can talk in Spanish, French and Enghis

MAUREEN

O'SULLIVAN is one of those
people who eagerly learns how to
begin things but forgets to ask how to

During the filming of "The
stop them.
Wimpole Street" Maureen
of
Barretts
started knitting a woolen muffler for her

and

in both a masculine and feminine
Dolores can plav a lot of jokes on
her friends with a boid like that.
lish,

voice.

Maybelline instantly darkens lashes, and

them from drab

magically transforms

"Chase

scanti-

Me"

ness to a dark, long-appearing, dense fringe.
Interesting?

More than

that;

it's

[Continued from page 33]

bewitching

in the fullest sense of the word. Try

it

your-

voluntarily posed for
she likes her method
If Garbo quite sincerely wanted to
best.
duck all publicity, it looks like she'd know
enough to dress like you and me and the
But no. Greta goes
rest of the people.
stomping around in berets or a slouched
hat, swathed in a huge macintosh, a tailored coat with pants, or an Inverness cape
If she's
slightly reminiscent of Dracula.
within a quarter of a mile of you, you

given

interviews

a picture.
self.

See what wonders

it

does for you. But

be sure you use genuine Maybelline

.

. .

the

non-smarting, tear-proof, harmless mascara,

approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau

and other leading

authorities. Black,

and the new Blue

.

department

stores.

.

.

75c ... at

Refill,

all

Brown

drug and

including brush and

mascara in metal tray,

35c.

or

No wonder

Nobody else would
can't help but see her.
Then there's that
look quite like that.
car she drives, and has been driving ever
since she settled in California— you can't
miss that. Last year the state tax collector
assessed it at ten dollars, so that, my friends,
gives

you a rough

idea.

Perhaps I'm an

old softie with a yen for new cars that
don't rattle, but it does seem to be that
Garbo could treat herself to a new car,
unless, of course, it happens to be a part
Pictures are taken quite
of her publicity?
often of Garbo, very bad pictures that
make her look like something dug up for
the Bride of Frankenstein, which is a pity,
for Garbo is a beautiful woman, but a

photographer can't do

his best

work when

If Garbo would
disguised as an ashcan.
only stop a second, smile, and give the
boys a break, then she'd see some very

pretty

snaps of herself in

the magazines.

But I'm

afraid, like Katie, she likes the
When she was in New York last,
chase.
the reporters, egged on by Winched, gave

her a merry chase all over town, which
wouldn't have amounted to a cream puff
if Garbo hadn't run, used the service elevator, and all kinds of cute things like that.
But the funniest incident was the day her
taxi was coming through Central Park and
a reporter jumped on the running board.
Now all Garbo had to do was ignore him.
But instead she darted out of the cab and
started running across the park, and naturally the reporter, the bench tramps, and
all the kids and dogs in the park joined
the chase, and it made headlines in the
evening papers.
And, of course, you've all read about
Garbo's recent appearance in the very

Trocadero in Hollvwood.
Every
photographer, every columnist, every reporter of any importance was phoned that
night that Garbo was coming to the Trocadero.
Now I wouldn't be an old meanie
and say that Garbo sat down at her telephone for a couple of hours calling up
the Press, but I sort of suspect that she
knew what was going on. There have been
a lot of celebrities at the Troc, but never
before have the photographers and news-

swanky

"
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boys been invited to meet them there. And
don't forget Arizona and Mamoulian and
all that elopement talk that didn't materialize but made all the front pages just
the week, strange to say, that "Queen
Christina" was opening in the key cities.
Gee, I love a good coincidence, don't you?
Marlene Dietrich is another of the girls
who'll tell you with tears in her great big
beautiful eyes that she doesn't want any
publicity. She employed Harry Eddington,
he of the Garbo fame, to protect her from
bad publicity and every interview with

Marlene had to be carefully chaperoned
and the story submitted both to Marlene
and Eddington before it could be pub-

A

amount of red tape. It
easier to get an interview with
But even while she was
the President.
paying this tremendous amount of money
to protect herself from the printed word,
Marlene, night after night, went tangoing
at the Trocadero with or without her husband, and usually with Fritz Lang or
Mamoulian. And one night she came to
the Trocadero in her famous pants— to the
lished.

was

terrific

much

Trocadero where everyone puts on tiaras
and lorgnettes. No Eddington could keep
that out of print, it was in every column
in Hollywood.
And there's Joan Crawford who will tell
any writer any time that she just wants to
be herself and lead her own life. But Joan
buys herself a white car with all kinds of
white gadgets and drives it with the top
down and when it passes, everybody in
town says, "There goes Joan Crawford."
She'll go to a preview in a tremendous hat,
but will be awfully surprised when people
recognize her. And when she was in New
York she went shopping at the biggest department store there at high noon, quite,
quite dressed up, and was terribly shocked
when she was mobbed by her fans. A very
charming story, and so typical of Joan,
was told me by a writer the other day. It
was after the Doug Jr., interlude, and Joan
was all worked up about life and things.
She had read all the stories in the fan
mags about herself and Doug Jr., and all
the advice from her fans, and she was quite
confused, as well she should be.
"What
you need, Joan," the writer told her, "is a
new perspective. You are so busy reading
what other people think that you've practically
stopped thinking for yourself."
"You're right," said Joan emphatically, "I
need a new perspective." Joan drove the
writer

drug

home, and as they passed the first
Joan jumped out and bought

store

seven fan magazines.
And the last thing
the writer heard was Joan muttering, "Look
at that picture of me, isn't it terrible. And
look what it says here, how dare they."
Connie Bennett is another of the girls
who pretends that publicity is just a lot of
bother to her, but never misses anything
I know quite
that's written about her.
definitely that Garbo and Dietrich both
read every line that is written about them
too, which seems rather inconsistent, begging your pardon, ma'am.
If I were as
indifferent to publicity as they pretend to
be, I am quite sure that I wouldn't avidly
buy up all the magazines every month to
see what people have written about me.
So don't take them seriously, folks.
If
they want to make pretenses about their
publicity, it's all right with us.
It's all in
the spirit of fun. All of which reminds me
of the crazy gag that Carole Lombard and
I have been carrying on for years.
Whenever I have an assignment to do a story
on Carole I will call her up very formally
and ask for an interview. "NO," screams
Carole. "Whatever it is the answer is NO.
You know I don't like to see my name in
print. I hate publicity. I won't see you.
Say, you get yourself over here in fifteen
minutes and bring a pencil or I'll come after
you."
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Irene

BOX

and Drug

for

Dunne "Nucleus"

[Continued from page

— picture half

size)

and a valuable
make-up booh
with your purchase of one
50c box

here in New York and the last I got I'm
simply mad about.
(I was too.)
The only
thing is that when I like it so well I want
other people to have it, too, so it won't be
exclusive very long."
You will soon see her in "Show Boat,"
which she did on the stage. She knows that
river country very well, having been born

me

Kentucky and made several trips up and
the tempestuous Mississippi.
She is

in

down

not as interested in musical plays as she is
in plays with music— dramatic stories, which
give an opportunity to sing a song or two,
but that is all. When there is too much
music the dramatic tempo is weakened.
I remember when
Irene first went to
Hollywood, or I should say came, as I was
She had been imported
out there then.
from the New York stage to play opposite

Richard Dix in "Cimarron," and my! what
a clacking there was about it. Every stage
importation was glared at in Hollywood
those days and everyone wanted to know
who Irene Dunne was and why almost any-

one else could not be as good. The New
York stage, musical comedy, a year at the
Metropolitan

(a

kind of a mixup

To Win
New Friends

it

looked

SOFT-TONE MELLO-GLO
FACE POWDER
HERE'S

a wonderful opportunity to try a
wholly new discovery in face powders
one that is longer lasting and can't clog the

pores. Velvety, invisible, SOFT-TONE Melloglo
made by a revolutionary new process
meets the new vogue of powdering to look

—

unpowdered. It's the one powder you"ve
longed for so soft and clinging, so natural
and alluring. It subtracts years from your face
Buy a 50c box today and get a gift-box
free, not a sample.
Free also a valuable make-up book, widely
praised by leading beauty editors. Tells how
to powder most effectively, new, smart beauty
tricks
the American Technique, the French
Technique, and the use of two related shades
of powder (a darker shade to subdue your
handicaps, or a lighter shade to bring out your
.

.

.

.

—

—

best features)

—

—

Now for a limited time only Department
and Drug Stores offer you free this booklet
and the generous gift-size box with each purchase of a 50c box of SOFT-TONE Mello-glo.
You may choose two different shades or both
boxes may be of the same shade. So don't
delay! Take advantage of this special offer at
your favorite Department or Drug Store.

—

•

like) and for her first experience in pictures
she picked Hollywood's biggest plum of the
year. She was about as welcome as a rattlesnake.
However, the picture wasn't finished before quite another buzzing was going on
around her. The quiet charm, the sincerity
and sweetness that is Irene Dunne leveled
She was not only
all envious barriers.
liked, she was respected because she could
troupe.
How she flashed in her quarrel scenes with
Richard and how utterly lovely she was in
her submission to his driving urge to settle
a new territory. She made you believe that
she was woman enough to follow the man
she loved into a prairie, though she had
been gently reared and sheltered, and lady
enough to establish that gentle breeding in
the wildness of her new home. Many such
women lived and loved and worked to build
this country of ours, but not everyone who
tries to make them live again on the stage
or screen succeeds in making them real.
It requires more than technique to do that.
human underIt requires sympathy and
standing and Irene Dunne has both.

Romero
[Continued from page 53]
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Stores

angling for him for the Ivan Lebedeff role
in "Goin' to Town," and Universal, who
had never cast him in a part of any importance, suddenly discovered a valuable asset
in their possession and considered taking

up

his option.

"Such being the way of Hollywood"

is

how

Cesar explains it. Yet it doesn't, quite.
Recognition was inevitable. He can't fool
me, or, for that matter, Mae West!
When Jim Timony was negotiating with
Romero for the West film Cesar told him
how, now long forgotten, Mae had previously

wanted him for a play. Timony relayed this
to Miss West whose laconic comment was,
"If I picked him before he must be good!
So you see.
I never miss."
Meanwhile Universal, taking up their option on a six-year contract, found the role
in the West film "too villainous" for theii
promising hero, and when at Marlene Dietrich's insistence Paramount renewed negotiations, he was at last to get the break for
which he had long worked and waited.
His handling of the part in "The Devil
a

Woman" won him

George

Arliss

Is

a principal role in the

Twentieth Century produc-

tion "Cardinal Richelieu," in which he portrays a young French aristocrat in love with

Maureen

O 'Sullivan—and

in his next, to be
studios, Jane Wyatt will
appear opposite him. It is a story by Eric
Hatch, "101 Fifth," especially bought for
him. The boy, you will agree, has gotten on.

made

at his

home

At present Cesar is riding the crest. He
Hollywood, and he likes Marlene, too,
"immensely." But he also likes Margaret
Sullavan and Sally Blane and Jean Muir!
He thinks women should have a sense of
humor and a will of their own. He likes,
he says, "being bossed!"
As he talks he walks nervously about, or
carelessly in a chair, his long arms
sits
gracefully at ease.
Like some lithe jungle
creature (panther women, please note) he
likes

seems to be stalking his prey, or ready to
spring into instant action.
Admittedly he
takes on the moods of others, yet he reveals characteristics ranging from tenderness to ferocity.
One is surprised to discover about his strange eyes an ideal isiic

quality which at times makes him appear
almost boyish.
It is peculiarly disarming.
In a word Senor Romero is Mystery with
a capital "M," like in Mflrvelous, and what
a lot of fun we women are going to have

.... and wondering .... what
man this is!

watching
sort

of

—
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ErunciLo

"Richard, you are magnificent! There is
like you!"
"And you no longer hate me?"
"For standing against them all? Against
the world? For me?" Her voice choked,
tears came into her lovely eyes. A moment
she looked at him, then bending her head
continued softly:
"I want to kneel to my king."
Richard caught her hands eagerly. It was
but a gesture, a prelude to the swift move-

no one

ment

of his

aims which went around her,

lifted her joyously and carried her to a
high chest on which he seated her. How all
together lovely she was! And she was his!

He

knelt beside her.
"Berengaria, I am the one to kneel
.
to my queen! Oh, England will be proud of
you! If you could onlv love me a little!"
Again her eyes grew luminous and her
voice soft with longing.
"More than a little, Richard. But
you
are wrong."
.

.

"To make you Queen

of

.

England?

.

.

If

I
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Chaplin brings his famous
life again in his new picture.

could pluck the stars from heaven to give
you a brighter crown I'd do it."
"I love you for doing it but it is nothing.

Yon are everything. The crown is yours, not
The fate of these men, the Crusade
itself, is in your hands. If you break with
Philip you wrong God. And make me guilty.
You would make your peace if I were out
mine.

of the way."

"England, France ... all that counts now
that I love you and you love me!" There
was deep passion in Richard's words and
Berengaria was frightened. A cry escaped

is

her.

"But it means your throne
your life!
won't destroy you ... I won't! Oh, Richard, send me away! To a convent!"
"Destroy me? You have given me something to fight for. And if you went to forty
convents I would go through forty walls to
find you."
"Would you let our love stand in the way
of the world?"
"In the way of heaven ... if need be!" he
declared. Then, seeing terror in her eyes,
the trembling of her lips
"Why do you
look at me that way? Berengaria, what are
you thinking of?"
"Oh, Richard, hold me!" Berengaria went
into his eager arms. "Closer! I am yours!
I will love you and love you no matter where
.

.

.

I

.

I

am

.

"In

.

.

.

.

"CLOSE-UP mem

forever."

my arms

forever!" His lips were
against her hair and its sweetness intoxicated him.
"Nothing else counts, does it, Richard?"
"Nothing. I will give my life for you."
"And I will give my life for you. Kiss me,
Richard! One kiss to last for eternity!"
The moment passed. Berengaria lowered
her head to hide the tears she knew were
brimming her eyes and her hand went to
Richard's sword. She made a brave effort
to smile as Richard looked down at her tenderly, deeply

.

.

.

moved.

"Make me proud, Richard,
that I called my
together."
"Yes," Richard

sheath and held

husband.

sword
brought us

of the

It

drew the sword from its
it
up. "But it kept us
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pose.

"Let

it stand between us until the Crusade
won. Let my husband find his way to
Jerusalem!"
For the first time Richard was really stirred by this Crusade which he had undertaken so lightly. Lifting the cross formed by
the hilt of his sword so that it was between
them, he spoke with deep solemnity.
"I, swear to you, Berengaria, that this
sword will enter Jerusalem and rest on the
tomb of Our Lord! And if this is not done
may it always stand between us as man and

is

wife!"

And

so they stood with the blade

between
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pledging themselves with youthful
which was doomed even
before it began.

them,

fervor to a cause

Berengaria

Is

Taken Prisoner

.

To

Richard the night was golden, but
when he passed with bouyant step beyond
the curtains of her tent Berengaria remembered the duty that lay upon her. She had
asked him for a kiss to remember through
eternity and with its warmth upon her lips,
still feeling his strong arms about her, she
cautiously crept into the night. It was such
a little thing to do to prove her great love

It

for Richard.
Outside the walls she knew Death would
quickly find her. But instead of the arrow
she had expected she was taken captive by
Saladin. The Hermit was likewise captured
and raised on a stake above the parapet of
the Moslems, who expected to use him to
stop the Christian advance. Instead, Peter
urged the Crusaders on, ever on, until,
amidst the blasts of trumpets, the roll of
drums and the hoarse, sobbing cries of the
dead and dying, the city was taken and the
Infidels scattered.
But Berengaria was not in the city of Acre.
Saladin had taken her to a hillside garden
outside the walls of Jerusalem. Richard followed her there. Facing almost certain defeat he camped near the Holy City and
planned to attack with the morning. Saladin
told Berengaria of what Richard had done
and agreed to see that no harm came to
Richard if she would give him up.
When Richard learns that Berengaria is a
captive in Saladin's tent, he insists on being taken there, and in the tent of Saladin
the two leaders face each other.
"Why did you come?" said Saladin. "Now

comes from
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hold you here as my army holds within its
ranks your remnant of Crusaders. I have
I

ROUGE

conquered."
"If

SHADES: Bri<ji<e (Naturelle); Ronce

I

die here

my men

(Raspberry); Vif (Bright); Cardinal
(Very Bright); Satimon (Faint, for
Blondes).

will

fill

I'll

take you with

hell

me and

with your infidels!"

Richard's eyes flashed fire.
Saladin, looking in admiration upon the
king's unconquered spirit, said:
"I could
wish you had been my brother, and not my
foe."

Then he offered to make Richard king
of Jerusalem, as not only was the Crusaders'
lost but Richard's very throne had
been seized by his brother John. Richard
refused the offer, but Berengaria, who had
watched the scene silently pleads that nothing can be gained by continuing the fight.

cause

To those who think
g Music is

She had already told him of her intention
to remain with Saladin. With love and anguish in her voice Berengaria tells him how
she happened to be captured, asks him not
to make her suffer more
that her pride
is gone.
All that is left is her everlasting
love for Richard and the promise she gave
Saladin that Richard might be saved. She
insists he make peace with Saladin, telling
him that men should not be punished,
should not fight and kill each other because
of different beliefs, because they travel dif.

.

ferent roads to God since, after all, there is
only one God no matter what we poor mortals call

Him.

The Truce
and Christian come to
terms. Jerusalem is to be opened for the
Christians to come and go, to visit the tomb
of Christ if they bear no arms. The captives within the walls must be freed. Onlv

And

so,

Infidel

Richard may never enter the gates of the
Holy City. Richard finally accepts this last
term though it means he can never keep
his promise to Berengaria to place his sword
on the tomb of the Savior. He breaks the
sword, hands it to Saladin and leaves.
All night he blindly walks outside Jerusalem, climbs a stony path, his misery heavier with each step. In the morning he looks
down on the city spread out like a jewel
below him and finds a great peace has stolen
into his heart.
From his vantage point he sees the gates
swing open and the pilgrims enter the city.
Descending he mingles with the crowd, hoping for a glimpse of Berengaria. Soon she
comes into sight riding on an Arab horse.
He rushes up and trudges beside her, like a
beggar seeking alms, telling her of his aching want of her, how nothing matters because
she is lost to him. They reach the gates and
Richard stops, since, by the terms of his
agreement he can go no further. Then
Berengaria shows him the sword, beneath
her cloak, that she is going to place on the

tomb.
Berengaria bends toward him and touches
his dust-streaked brow with cool, white
fingers. Richard's agonized eyes stare at her,
his head pressed against her side.
"He sent me to tell you this:" her voice
is scarcely more than a whisper, " 'Saladin is
not a thief to steal what is not his.' I am
yours, Richard."
And she passes into the gates while Richard with a strange humility waits her return.
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Buck

REMOVES HAIR

Jones' outfit, on location for one of his thrilling westerns.

Seven Reasons

Why

Ginger Rogers

[Continued from page
records.

And Helen

was "tops" at that time,

too.

SAFELY* QUICKLY* SURELY

But Ginger was becoming a young lady
and she definitely decided that the Charleston and all those trick dances she had been
doing on tour were much too undignified,
indeed they were quite unlady-like, and she,
Virginia Rogers, age sixteen, meant to saturate herself in dignity and poise and calm
and become a great singer, like Jenny Find.

Is

"Tops"

ig]

"I won't dance," said Ginger stamping her
foot, and later her proclamation to Broadway became the song hit of "Roberta." Yes,

dear me, our

little Ginger fancied herself
a song-bird, and the big moments of her
vaudeville career were when she was allowed
to stand in the middle of the stage with a
baby spot on her and put over a song. But
Miss Rogers' dignity got a big slap in the
face. Ruin Kalmer caught her act at the

ver Screen for July
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Paramount and gave her a featured role in
his musical play, "Top Speed," and Ginger
had to dance, whether she liked it or not.
Ginger has always belittled her dancing.
She wanted to be a great actress or a great
and no one in Hollywood except
those who had seen her in "Top Speed" and
"Girl Crazy" in New York ever suspected
what potential rhythm was going to waste.
Not until musical pictures became a rage
last year did Ginger think to mention to her
"bosses" that she was a fairly well trained
dancer. But now, as she told me over a dish
of ham and eggs and jelly, (no dieting for
Rogers) she is completely reconciled to
dancing, but she still cherishes a secret ambition to play Queen Elizabeth on the stage
singer,

and

screen.

When

I first saw Ginger Rogers (it was in
Speed"), she rushed on the stage
(probably late to the theatre, tut tut) sort
of getting into a three-piece suit as she went
on— and her skirt got caught in her knickers,
and worried me considerably for the entire
act. She was rather plumpish, had a short
bob, and rather darkish hair, and I w as not
terribly impressed.
I first met her when she returned to New
York after she had made a couple of pictures
for Pathe, in Hollywood, which weren't so
hot, and she was awfully discouraged and
couldn't decide whether she should stick to
musical comedies, devote her life to singing
on the radio, or take another stab at pictures
in the hope that the producers would recognize her dramatic abilities. I wore a new
suit to meet Miss Rogers that day, and I
inadvertently sat down upon a nice greasy
bone that her pet Peke had concealed on
the couch— and with the dry cleaner's bill
in my mind I didn't give a hangnail what
Miss Rogers decided to do.
I didn't meet her again until a couple of
years ago we were both invited to dinner
by Claudette Colbert and Norman Foster,
and, after dinner, we sat around the fire,
and Ginger without any of that silly business of being coaxed sang all the new songs
for us and taught Claudette and me the
trick of "Goin' to Town," which dance had
just struck Hollywood. I thought Ginger
simply swell that night and I was so infuriated when most of her dance and song routines were cut out of "Gold-diggers of 1933"
that I had to use force to keep myself from
murdering a Warner Brother. I may say
that Ginger doesn't have to worry about cuts
wouldn't cut an inch of a Rogersnow—
Astaire dance out of the picture.
Of course there are other stars, Miriam
Hopkins, Loretta Young, Joan Crawford for
example, who started at the tail-end of
silents, or the very beginning of talkies, and
like Ginger have proved to the producers
and the public that they have all the requisites of a modern movie star, even though
it does get tougher every year.
They take
singing lessons, and dancing lessons, and
dramatic lessons, and they work awfully
hard. But when it comes to dancing Rogers
is the "Tops."
And now, with technicolor right around
the corner (did you think it was prosperity?)

(JuAumiL near

"Top

T

RKO

and "Becky Sharp" ready

for release, (this
picture is supposed to start a new "trend"
you know), all the little movie stars in Hollywood are thinking about color. Color is
bound to make a lot of stars look like a combination of the bride of Frankenstein and
the daughter of Dracula, for that color pho-
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Beautiful Joan!
[Continued from page 24]
ried twice, she has spent her childhood in

an environment that was the last word in
smartness and worldliness, she has attended
school in Versailles, in Lucerne and in London and has travelled extensively in her
brief quarter of a century of living, yet one
would not call her a sophisticate.

One would, however,

call her a very incharming, even an interesting
woman. She is quiet-spoken almost to the
point of gentleness. Perhaps that is because
she loathes noise of any sort— from the raucous sounds of the street to the more painful efforts of people trying to be heard
above the rabble.
Our conversation that afternoon eventually turned to charm and Joan was asked
by one of her friends to analyze her idea of
this almost intangible requisite so necessary
in the make-up of all those who wish to
create a shining niche for themselves in the
cinema world. Someone facetiously quoted
Barrie's familiar wheeze about charm being

telligent, very

the bloom on a

woman

.

.

."

Remember

from "What Every Woman Knows?"
Joan, who has a bubbling sense of humor
that must stand her in good stead out Hollywood-way, laughed under her breath as she
pointed to the large horn-rimmed glasses
that almost hid her eyes from view. "How
can I be expected to talk about charm while
I wear these?" she countermanded.
"What color are your eyes anyway?" I
asked.
"I can't see through those things."
Again Joan laughed. "Here," she cried,
it

her high
They're blue-green."
laughed back, wondering

lifting the offending obstacles over

forehead, "look.

"So

I

see,"

I

how many

screen stars would present themselves to an interviewer (and interviewers have, at times, been known to be
silently

catty)

wearing

glasses.

And

the

answer

came to me quick as
But Joan is really
can
whereas

she

afford
a

star

to

a shot— None.
so very good-looking
wear those spectacles,

depending

upon

facial

make-up

for her resulting beauty, could not.
Score One for Joan!
She admits frankly
that she is terribly nearsighted and is utterly
miserable when she can't see what's going
on around her. Now she no longer can be
accused of "slighting" people who, when
she didn't wear her glasses, she never even
saw. If the glasses are not actually reposing
on that retrousse nose of hers, they are
never very far from her reach.
Although she loathes being dubbed "the
quiet member of the family" and wouldn't
object to being thought a little mad, too,
she made no deliberate effort to appear
"smart." Score Two for Joan! She did not
smoke cigarettes feverishly nor drink cocktails with gay abandon.
No. We drank the
cocktails while Joan unconcernedly sipped
a glass of nice rich milk, while we talked of
Gene Markey, her writer-husband, of Diana,
the seven year old daughter of her first marriage to John Martin Fox, from whom she
has been divorced, and of Diana's studies
and Joan's objection to the new methods
of education which prohibited her daughter
also
from knowing her a-b-c's as yet.
talked of Melinda, the little daughter born
to her over a year ago, and the family pet.
Don't get the impression that this overwhelming domesticity of Joan's covers a
For you'd be
host of suppressed desires.
mistaken. Joan, like Constance and Barbara, has had her fling of sensation and
excitement. There was a time, not so very
long ago, during her hectic engagement to
John Considine, when Joan had the family
pulse reaching a daily count that was exceedingly dangerous.
But that passed, just as her ill-starred

We

marriage to John Martin Fox passed, and
is now blissfully happy in her marriage to Gene Markey, whose steady, humorous outlook upon life has done much to
make her the composed, serene and yet
deeply emotional person that she is today.
It was amazing to me, after this visit, that

Joan

Joan had not managed

to

convey some of

stimulating personality of hers to the
screen.
A few days later, however, when I
saw "Private Worlds," I realized that my
opinion of her was altogether justified. For,
as Sally, the wife of the eminent psychologist (Joel McCrea) Joan gives one of the
truest dramatic performances of the year.
Again she reaches the artistic pinnacle she
achieved in "Puttin' On the Ritz," although
her role in this is so diametrically opposed
to that of the wide-eyed Alice. After "Private Worlds" was previewed, the critics remarked that the youngest of the Bennetts
was again in line to capture the magic
mantle up 'til now reserved for the glamorous Connie and Bennett pere.
This time I hope sincerely that Joan will
hang on to this mantle and not let it be
torn from her attractive shoulders by
thoughtless producers.
But I don't think
it will, for, since her performance in "Private Worlds" Walter Wanger has signed
her to a contract calling for four pictures,
which are to be released by Paramount.
I must remind you not to miss "Private
Worlds," first, because it was a splendid,
couragsous transition to the screen of a
highly tragic theme; second, because Joan
Bennett will convince you, no matter what
she may be called upon to do in the future,
that she is a dramatic actress to be reckoned with; and third (and this is quite personal) because you will meet Charles Boyer,
the fascinating new leading man.
In the film, Boyer very sincerely tells
Joan, who is going through a mental upheaval which is almost frightening, that if
only one could order the world the way
one would like to, he would choose her for
his sister.
A very pretty thought, eh?
this

To
that,
stars

paraphrase Mr. Boyer

I

might add

the many, many lovely screen
have interviewed, if I might choose

of all
I

one among them to call my friend, it would
be Joan Bennett that I would name.

Rugged

Ruggles, the

Rancher
[Continued from page

West

Highland

talked about

White

21]

terriers,

and

we

until almost morning.
"I've always been an early bird and even
it

my theatre days I never followed
the sleep-till-noon routine, so country hours

during
just

suit

me.

There's so

much

to

cram

into the day— I always get up in the morning in time to take a peek at the dogs before I go to the studio and I'm itching to
get back to hear of the day's happenings.
"I love ranch talk.
My neighbors are
fruit and poultry men and they take me
in as one of them, they don't care a hoot
about my acting record and I'm getting a
big kick out of this new appraisal."
It takes experts to handle orange groves,
chickens and dogs, so Charlie has quite a
family on his ranch.
Then, of course,
there's Lester Eliot, his faithful secretary
and studio dresser, who has been with him
for thirteen years.

Jane Withers and Jackie Searle, the two bad children of the movies, appear
together in "Ginger."

"You should see me on Sundays," Charlie
threw out his chest boastfully. "Up early
and dressed like a farmer in overalls, high
boots and an old sombrero, I get a grand
sense of importance as I walk around to
inspect the trees to see if the blossoms are on

s
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time, interview the hens, oh and ah over the
chicks— I buy day-old babies from the incubators. Then, I help to gather the eggs
and take the dogs for a run. Gosh, its
sundown before I know it. It is a grand
life, no mistake, and I'm the luckiest guy
in all the world to be doing the two things
I like best, act, and be a rancher!"
Well, I leave it to you,— is the debonair
Mr. Ruggles a happy man?
He says he hopes to write and direct pictures when his acting days are over.
Already he figures out much of his dialogue,

Am

comedian must create his own mefor expressing his individual humor.
The Charlie Ruggles-Mary Boland cinematic "marriage," still continues and after
three years of loyalty is going stronger than
for

a

dium

ever— they have a rollicking time in their
newest gay comedy, "People Will Talk."
"We often discuss a 'divorce,' " said Charlie, "but our studio won't consider it, so
we'll probably be celebrating a golden anniversary together.

Leila

Hyams

pulled a

good one during the making of 'Ruggles
of Red Gap.'
She said, 'Wouldn't it be
funny if Mary and Charlie would forget
and go home together sometime!'
"We enjoy our comedies immensely and
we try to make them homey, intimate
affairs, dealing with the simple, every day
incidents that come to all married couples,
whether they live in mansions or shacks.
Have you ever noticed that no matter how
broad the comedy, Mary never loses a
certain feminine dignity and is always sweet
and pretty?
"Neither of us go in for the Hollywood
social life and a funny thing happened last
week at a little dinner at the Al Santell's;
Mary and I met for the very first time
outside of the studio. Isn't that amazing?"

Everything
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"There was one thing about the settlement house that I liked," Ed related, "and
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long hours at the

I made my
that was the dramatic club.
debut as an amateur actor there at the age
I
of twelve in 'The Merchant of Venice.'
was 'Lorenzo.' A thrill went through me
I knew what
that I've never felt before.
I was going to do for the rest of my life.
I set out to accomplish my dream."
That sounds easy. But it's only half the
story.
Acting was a safety valve for a life
that was nearly crushing— a dream that gave
a young boy who had had no boyhood surcease from the grinding poverty and strug-

gle of reality.
For, while Ed learned the
rudiments of his art he first was busy
learning to upholster and make drapes in
the shop of an uncle and later oiling the
machinery which kept that great institution of learning, Columbia University, operating satisfactorily. While he toiled below,

more fortunate students

got an education
above him.
At fifteen he had made an enviable record as an amateur actor. He sought out
one of the greatest friends he has had in
in the classrooms

life— John

D. Barry, director of the dramatic club at the East Side Settlement
House, instructor at the American Acad-

emy

of Ben
actor.
"I've done prefty well," Ed told the instructor.
"It's time I got a real job of
acting."
of
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Barry, who had faith in his ability, saw
Greet— and the oversize kid of the Ghetto
found himself in "A Midsummer Night's
Dream,'' presented by the Ben Greet Players at Trenton, N. J.
His salary was $25 a
week.
His route was the entire United
States.
He ended up the season of 1906,
with nothing more than he had before,

except experience.
His first lull followed
until

some months

and

later that

was not
it
he found him-

self in
the company of Maxine Elliott,
playing the role of a juvenile and acting
as assistant stage manager for -$50 a week.
It was at this time that he met, for the
first time, "Diamond Jim" Brady, the man

who was injecting glamour into Broadway
while Ed was sleeping and eating on Eighth
avenue. After a season, he found himself
out of work again— back right where he
was before. He fell in love with a girl
to name, quit the stage, sold
collected premiums, and tried
to convince grocers that the fifty-seven
varieties of Heinz were the best buys on
the market— if you liked pickles.

he

a

THE

EYE
Lucky

the

girl

h

SUN

who can eye

the sun

refuses

insurance,

Two years and a half later the romance
went cold and the lure of the stage once
more got the better of him. He put in
three seasons with Ethel Barrymore, from
the time he was twenty until he was
twenty-two. From 1912 until 1916, he w as
T

—un-

afraid ... of his frank remarks about her
beauty? But it isn't so difficult. Apply makeup discreetly. (You know how outspoken
friend Sol can be about too much powder,
rouge, lipstick!) Then curl your eyelashes
with Kurlash. Without heat, cosmetics, or
practice, this marvelous little implement
gives you a natural beauty point that is
more flattering in strong sunlight. Your
lashes will look longer, darker
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and you're a sun-proof beauty right away!

—

in stock in Yonkers, N. Y., Syracuse, N. Y.,
Savannah, Ga., and Richmond, Va.
At

Richmond, he met and married Harriet
Marshall, related to the Lees and the Randolphs, prospered, and thought that his
troubles were over. They were just beginning.
He was learning about life— so that
he later could interpret it on the stage and
screen.

Arthur Berthelet, his stage director at
Richmond, was summoned to Chicago to
direct motion pictures for Essanay.
Berthelet wired him to come on to succeed
Francis X. Bushman at the famous Argyle

with Essanay for three years, and appeared
in almost two score productions with such
players as Bryant Washburn, H. B. Walthall, Edna Mayo, Marguerite Clayton and

Rod LaRoque!
Sounds

like

a

happy ending.

But

it

isn't.

me

you that even

in the full
glare of beach or tennis court, a wee bit of
colorful eye shadow, Shadette, will be almost invisible but most flattering! While
Lashtint, the perfumed liquid mascara,
will darken your lashes in an amazingly
let

tell

—

way. Water-proof so you
wear them swimming! Each only $1!
natural

can

George K. Spoor, heading the firm, decided to experiment with third dimension
fired his players.
Ed dashed to St.
Paul to put in six weeks in a special stage
appearance there.
By this time he had
not only a wife but two children as well,
and about $400 to his name. The engagement was not very successful. He went to
New York City and, facing an actor's strike
and a few other problems, went broke. In
nine months, he worked two weeks on the

and

and

stage

in

one motion

picture.

three jobs at once.
He
couldn't hold all three, so he chose appearing in "The Storm." It was such a success
that it ran for two seasons, and he was

He

Sum, Sfwrw

finally

got

making more money than he had made in
After he got through— the play
his life.
was a "western"—he found himself typed

Another clever trick! Rub a little Kurlene
into your lashes before you face the sun. It
will set silken rainbows dancing in them
while just a film of it over your upper
lids will give you a lovely "dewy" look
and guard against sun-wrinkles and dryness.
Awfully good for lashes! $1 in nearby stores!
.

.

.

Jane Heath will gladly send you personal advice on
eye beauty ij you drop her a note care oj Department
r>-7. The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N, Y. The
Kurlash Company oj Canada, Toronto 3.

and couldn't

as a western player

Again

fate saved

him.

get a job!

The author wrote

the play into one act and sent it out as a
vaudeville skit. Ed was thus employed for

two

years.

was getting an education as I went
along," he told me, "and I think that's the
way to become wise. It's just a matter of
keeping your eyes open, if you want to go
places that are worth while."
In the five years which followed the
vaudeville tour, he worked on Broadway in
"I

"The Mad Honeymoon," "The Nervous
Wreck,"

time. Then tragedy of a new kind
entered his life. He and Harriet Marshall
were divorced in Chicago— an event which

he

refuses

That

to discuss.

than painful

is

it

was more

evident.

In 1927 he appeared in "The Jazz
Singer."
In 1928 he married Olive Emerson, his
present mate, a real mother to his three
children, in St. Paul.
With his matrimonial affairs straightened
out and with unhappy memories slowly
fading, he went on a vaudeville tour with
Viola Dana.
He arrived in Los Angeles
just when the stage people were flocking
here for talking pictures. In the old stage
days he had known four producers very
well
He wrote each that he was coming
to the city.
He got not one answer.
"I've had my sad moments," he said,
laconically, "and that was the lowest.
I
chiseled around and when I got all through
I had a pass which entitled me to go into
one of the studios and see how motion pictures were made. I learned just how it feels
to be out."

A

fortune-teller in Long Beach told him
keep a stiff upper lip because he was
about to get "the breaks." He laughed at
.her advice— but everything that she preto

dicted has

come

true.

The Arnold-Dana

tour broke up in St.
conserve
his
abbreviated
finances, Ed took a tronscontinental bus
back to New York City. Again the boy
from the Ghetto was licked, washed up,

To

Louis.

without future. He opened his New York
apartment, went to the telephone to call
a friend to ask

The

how

conditions were.

telephone rang just as he reached

the receiver.
"This is the Theatre Guild," said Sheryl
Crawford, of that organization.
"How'd
you like to do a play for us?"
One play followed another. Arnold was
not idle for three seasons, and managed to
get in "The Gray Fox" with Henry Hull,
as well.
From there, he went into "Whistling in the Dark" with Ernest Truex.
This ran for months, but in the spring of
1932 the closing notice was posted.
Alex
McHaig, the producer, told Ed that he
could go to Los Angeles and play in the
Belasco and Curran production of the
same show there— at fifty percent less salary.
Ed went home to his apartment in Jackson Heights, Long Island, and told his
wife he couldn't see making the trip. She
said that he'd have a chance to get in
for

Believe this
street studios at $125 a week!
or not, but Edward Arnold, three years ago
hailed as a newcomer to the screen, worked

And

summer

and "Easy

Come. Easy Go,"

as

well as other plays.
He appeared with a
stock company at Washington, D.C., in the

pictures.

"Bunk!" he replied. "Look what happened to me in 1928."
Olive Arnold won the battle, as women
will.
Forty-eight hours after the show
opened in Los Angeles he had three offers
from motion picture producers.
"Okay,
America!" for Universal was first, followed
by "Rasputin," with the three Barrymores,
"The White Sister," "Whistling in the

"Roman Scandals," and, more re"The Glass Key." I've already mentioned the way he's turned box offices upside down with his work in "Sadie McK.ee"
Dark,"

cently

and "Richelieu."
Arnold is the same person who walked
the streets of the East Side— except that
he knows a lot more. He is democratic,
understanding, kindly, considerate, and as
friendly to a visiting Rotarian from Oswego, Wisconsin, as he is with his director,
Edward Sutherland. He's a grand guy to
know, and those who work with him wish
there were more like him.
Life has taught him to be like that.
"Perhaps I'm slow," he says, "in stalling
along for forty-five years before clicking.
But, no matter what you set out to do in
life, it's a long
time before you can do
the job right."
This philosophy, more than anything
else,

explains

Arnold

is

why

the success of

no accident.

Edward
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Carole

Lombard
[Continued from page 31]

woman who

wants to attain her end— and
don't think there's a living soul without
some aim in life, from taking off ten
pounds to becoming a screen star— is to
have a clearly defined goal and working like
all get-out to attain it.""
"Well now that you've won your 'G' in
Hollywood's glamour school, is there anything you still want to be or do?"
By the look on her face I was prepared
I

.

for anything from an earthquake (home
grown) to a Stardust storm. "Perhaps," I
thought, "we'd better take to the lifeboats,
men, or the cyclone cellar."

"Why of course there is!" she finally exploded, of course in a nice, ladylike way, "I
should hope so!
There always will be!"
"It being ..." I prompted.
"... A really keen desire to do something
technically.
My secret ambition
'Peter Ibbetson' on the stage.
that sound fantastic?"

to

fine,

is

do

Does

it sounded veddy all right, and
."
"Not at all
"And," she continued, "I mean to!" (as
though a Lombard could ever be doubted!)
I

thought

I said,

.

.

.

"Acting isn't the only thing in life attained by undeviating purpose and tireless
Getting a husband, holding on to
effort.
one you want, stunt flying or boon-doggling

demand

just

as

much time and

effort.

I

haven't any patience with people
who 'want' things, but who aren't ever willing to go after what they want!" (So please
don't let Carole get all disappointed in you!)
"And," she added, "the basis of all purpose is sincerity. If you want to be a successful actor or actress, or, for that matter
a real person, you have to retain some
honest emotions, you have to feel and react

simply

sincerely."

SUMMER'S HERE! LOOK OUT FOR

Really, I suppose that's what makes
Carole different from a lot of the Mayfair
crowd who long since have lost their indi-

and become Ye Movie Heroyne,
even when they're washing behind the ears.
viduality

Of course

it's

pretty difficult to

remember

you were little Janie Peters— as Carole was
back in Ft. Wayne— when your face comes
up at you from magazines, billboards, newspapers and the screen.
After weathering
a few snooty premieres of your filums at
Grauman's Chinese even a Peters might be
excused for getting herself mixed up with
Pompadour, Recamier and Princess Marina.
But Carole has managed very nicely. She
can still swear on provocation, even as you
and I, feel emotions that call for healthy
red corpuscles and tell people off when the
occasion demands— as well as doing nice
things for worthy causes without the aid
of a publicity corps.
"To keep one's individuality," she admitted, "in the midst of picture-making,

IT

ROMANCE FROM YOUR

STEALS

Baking sun and drying winds make it hard
enough to keep one's lure in summer.
It's no time to risk Lipstick Parching,
too! The delicate, fine skin of your lips
needs special care, now. Even more than
facial skin, because your lips are so much

more sensitive.
Yet some lipsticks take that sensitive
skin and dry and parch it. They turn kissable softness to crepe paper harshness!

How

Coty Avoids Parching

Coty has really ended Lipstick Parching
... by producing a new kind of lipstick.
Yes, it's indelible
and the colors are
thrilling and ardent, but it never dries or
parches! Even rough lips grow luscious
and smooth under its caressing touch.
. .

.

The

secret? Coty's "Sub -Deb" Lipstick
contains "Essence of Theobrom,"a special

ingredient that softens and smooths.

Make

The

famous novel by H. Rider
Haggard, "She," is being screened
very elaborately with Helen Gahagan and Randolph Scott.

the "Over-night" Experiment!

you wish to prove to yourself that Coty
Lipstick smooths your lips to loveliness,
make this simple experiment. Put on a tiny
bit of the lipstick before you go to bed. In
the morning notice how soft your lips feel,
how soft they look. Could you do the same
with any other lipstick?
You can now get Coty "Sub-Deb" LipIf

stick

— for just 50^ — in five indelible colors

drug and department stores.
Coty "Sub-Deb" Rouge in natural, harmonizing colors, 50j*.

at

NEW—

Dance
P. M.,

11

LIPS

to

Ray

Noble's music, Wed., 10:30

New York time.

NB C Red Network.

SUB-DEB" LIPSTICK
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CORNS

CALLOUSES-BUNIONS-SORE TOES

1'9

where make-believe

is the essence of life, is
constant struggle.
Some plavers realize
this danger when they arrive, and fight from
the beginning.
Others learn, still others

a

forget

....

"There are a comparative few who wake
up early to take themselves apart and find
out what ticks.
Then, as likely as not,
they rebel and once this rebellion develops
into a noble rage against the sham and
capital's worst aspects
Eureka!
"Some people become so affected that
they make faces when they talk, like this."
(And if you want to cure measles, whooping cough, lumbago, chilblains and asthma
you had just orter see Carole give out some

of the
they're saved.
tinsel

ACTS 2
(1)

pressure
prevents

RELIEF!
this assur-

\

i

i

\M

when you apply
Dr. Scholl's Zinoance:

Quickly loosens and re-

\

\^ \

the soothing, healing medication in
that drives out pain at once;
while the shielding action of these thin,

them

cushioning pads immediately ends the
cause
shoe friction and pressure.

—

Use them at the first sign of soreness
from new or tight shoes and you'll
stop foot trouble before

it

can develop!

REMOVES CORNS and CALLOUSES
Don't cut your corns or callouses and
Instead,

use Dr. Scholl's Zinopads with the separate
Medicated Disks, now included in every box, to
quickly, safely loosen
and remove them. After
that use the pads alone
to keep off shoe pressure
a

plete,

scientific, comdouble-acting

treatment like
Dr. Scholl's will do
these things for you.

Get

BUNIONS

all

today at your drug, shoe
or department store.

NOW

KINDS
New DE LUXE
flesh color

35£

on the pain
gone!
—Put one
SAMPLE and BOOKLET COUPON—
is

'FREE
For free sample of Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads and
booklet on Foot Care, fill in your name and address
below and mail to Dr. Scholl's, Inc., Dept. 283

Address

111.

.

.

.

You

.'

too, if

you

Carole is the product of a lovely face,
a beautiful body, a good mind and an indomitable will
But they'd all fall flatter
than a pancake if one forgot her most im
portant ingredient, sincerity.
Sincerity is

what

making

is

Lombard

the

rise— and

shine!

On The

Shelf"

herself "typed" for comedy roles.
a time when even the comedy roles
which she detested were few and far between.
No director would even consider
her for anything else. Those were lean and
troubled years and finally Jean, in despair,

found

Came

New York

where, after some
more lean and troubled months, she contrived to obtain two or three parts on
Broadway.
Pictures reached out for her
again and she returned to the Coast, only
to find that she still could not secure the
type of role to which she knew she could
do justice. Columbia's "The Whole Town's
Talking" finally did the trick at last, and
after years of struggle and grief, Jean is
under contract and in constant demand.
It is exciting now
and fun to look
back upon the struggles and know that one
has realized a burning ambition. One wonders how long it will be before Jean, too,
will begin to miss the placid pleasures of
average domesticity, to chafe at the demands
upon her freedom, to resent the actual
drudgery of the job for which she worked
so hard!
For, after all, human beings are pretty
much alike. They want, with a pathetic
persistence, to be like other human beings.
at a
I recall going to see Jackie Coogan

returned to

.

.

day night I must not stay up after eleven
because I know that I must spend eight
hours in the beauty shop on Sunday. Do
you wonder that when I am between pictures I can't bear to look at myself in a
mirror?"

A friend encountered Marlene Dietrich
not long ago
Marlene looking morose.
The friend inquired how things were going.
The Dietrich sighed and replied, "Oh
.

.

.

.

all

Only

right.

one must be

so

it

is

dam'

so tiresome.
beautiful!
It

is

work

be beautiful!"
It was Marlene who confided to someone
or other, "I do not belong here. I should
be a wife and mother
merely. Looking
after my husband, his house, his clothes, his
children.
That was what I was meant to
.

do.

I

don't

am

.

know how

.

it

happens that

.

.

.

.

.

I

here
like this!"
Dixie Lee retired from the screen after
a series of disappointments
married
Bing Crosby, bore three children and settled
into contentment. But the screen recalled
her.
After one unimportant role in "Love
in Bloom" she found herself in spectacular
.

.

.

.

.

He

.

.

to

military school after his last "little boy picture" had been completed.
He greeted me gravely and politely. He
He diswas accusomed to interviewers.

and his passionate interest in athletics.
described his favorite school mates. He
had returned recently from a truly triumphal tour of Europe. Of that he said, plaintively, "There were so many things I wanted
to see. But the crowds wouldn't let me!"
I discovered that this adolescent boy who
had earned well over a million dollars before he was twelve years old, was as excited,
as thrilled, over school, over the novelty of
mingling with other boys on equal terms,
as those other boys would have been to find
themselves participating in the making of
motion pictures! For the first time in his
memory, he was "as other men."
Jean Harlow told me a short time ago,
"When I am working, I must spend hours
of each day fussing with my face and hair.
A hairdresser touches me up after each
shot ... I must give half of my lunch hour
when I go home to
to my face and hair
and the
bed I must have a masseuse
hairdresser to set the wave. Even on Satur-

.

Always

tine

SOFT CORNS

Zino-pads
—

Name

—smouldering passion, I believe
can be a success and a person
work at it!"

signia.

D-r SchoUs
Chicago,

little advantage of their chance for making
themselves whatever they wish to be."
(I'd
wish to be Carole Lombard.)
"There
isn't a man, woman or child who hasn't
the ability for being something really important, in one way or another. But being
important doesn't call for ice water running through your veins or for synthetic
emotions, all neatly tabulated. 'Bring me
my leopard coat this afternoon, Fifi, and a
sinister smile to go with it,' or 'my Patou
gown, if you please, with a dash of No. 32

played his uniform and explained his inHe chattered about the school rou-

this safe, sure relief

STANDARD WHITE
now .... 25^

as soon as she steps out of
the studio, belong to her.
"Actually it's pitiful that people take so

\Continued jrom page 27]

.

friction.

Only

Stars

louses.

It's

and

"The

moves corns
a nd ca I-

pads to corns, callouses, bunions or tender spots on your
feet or toes, you'll have quick relief.

risk infection.

whose thoughts,

sore toes, bl isters.
(2)

have

too, too divine expressions registering emotions ranging from genteel mirth to curdled
charm).
"It's pitiful," she insisted, "for
they can't even pass a show window with-

out watching their reflections in the glass
All their sensations are done 'with mirrors.'
"Of course there are plenty of the other
type of person, like Claudette Colbert,

Ends pain;

stops shoe

INSTANT
You

WAYS

film

35

Here

is

Helen Mack, between

shots,

receiving the attention of the wardrobe mistress and the hairdresser.
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was pleas-

But, having tasted the joys of domesticity, Dixie has declined to sign any contract which would bind her to work too
often. "I like to make a picture sometimes,"
she says. "But what I really want is to be
ant.

home!"

at

One

of Dixie's closest friends

is

Jobyna

Ralston (Mrs. Richard Arlen). And Jobyna
is ecstatically content to be a mere wife and
mother, despite her early taste of screen
success.

Bow

Clara

of her last

isn't fretting about the failure
picture, "Hoopla!," to click at

the box office. She has her husband and
her baby and ranch life apparently agrees
with her.
Bessie Love, one of the most capable little troupers the screen has ever seen, has
been implored again and again to return
to pictures since her marriage to Howard
Hawks and the birth of her child. But
Bessie, still beloved by thousands of fans,
seems to think that she is all right just as
she is!
Merna Kennedy's professional ambitions
evaporated when she married the musical
director, Busby Berkeley
don't feel too sorry for your favorSo
ite when the box office ceases to demand her.
Don't regret too much the fact that your
ideal actress has succumbed to the lure of
The Klieg lights and Hollymarriage.
wood's razzle-dazzle may be exciting
but a lot of people have found that there
are other worth while things in life
.

.

.

.

hard to believe
THEY OHCE CALLED ME
IT'S

SKINNY/
Thousands are quickly gaining

5

to

15

less. Thousands with this new easy
have
gained 5 to 15 good solid pounds, attractive curves they
never could gain before— in just a few weeksl

.

.

Doctors for years have prescribed yeast for health.

.

.

.

.

.

this new yeast discovery in pleasant tablets gives
far greater tonic results— builds health and also adds
solid new flesh— and in afar shorter timel

But

Not only are thousands quickly gaining beauty-bringing pounds, but also clear, radiant skin, freedom from
constipation and indigestion, glorious new pep.

Concentrated 7 times

too!

This amazing new product, Ironized Yeast, is made from
special brewers' ale yeast imported from Europe — the
richest and most potent yeast known — which by a new
scientific process is concentrated 7 times— made 7 times
more powerful.

M."

But that

[Continued from page 52]
eldest son a salesman in the
great Pittsburgh store of Kaufmann. Other
years found him a cider salesman. And found
him married, too. Rea Levison has been the

jamin Warner's

one and only Mrs. Harry M. Warner for
more than three decades.
Quick to perceive the commercial value in
a new development, the boys gravitated
toward the bicycle business when "Century
runs" and "Bloomer girls" were all the craze.
And it was in their bicycle shop that they
determined to turn into a lane which, after
many devious twistings, led on to fortune.
There was a new, funny business, scoffed at
as were the telephone, the air-brake, the
locomotive, the steamship of other days. It
was a magic lantern off-shoot called moving
pictures. The boys joined hands and jumped
sort o'

changed since then.

become one of the world's
industries. The Warners are still in

business has

greatest
it. Essentially, though, they haven't changed.
Example: Harry's friends remain the same
as they were twenty, thirty years ago. Of
Harry no
course, externals have altered.
longer walks to save a nickel, nor does he
board street cars, as in the old days, riding,
penniless, until put off, and then waiting
for the next car. For such long hauls now
he supports a car, yes, and a chauffeur, who
fired and re-hired with such frequency
is
that he no longer bothers to pretend leaving.

The humble homes on
street

place

Baltimore's Harrison
street, have given
dwelling surrounded by

and South Hanover
to

a rural

trees. The meagre hospitality of
earlier times is over-shadowed by the bounties of heavy laden buffet tables during lie
Sunday evenings at home. Yes, exteriors have
changed. But not essentials. Harry Warner

whispering

I

is

the same "H. M."
Nor did he find the motion

picture bus-

an immediate El Dorado. What he
built was kicked away time and time again.
But he re-built, ever working with the
energy, the perseverance of ten men. As
iness

not

all!

This marvelous, health-building yeast

Day after day,
flat

as you take Ironized Yeast tablets, watch
chest develop, skinny limbs round out attractively, skin
beauty— you're an entirely new person.

clear to

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you may be, this marvelous
new Ironized Yeast should build you up in a few short weeks
as

it

very

has thousands. If not delighted with the results of the
first package, your money instantly refunded.

Special

FREE

offer!

start you building up your health right away, we make
this absolutely
offer. Purchase a package of Ironized
Yeast at once, cut out the seal on the box and mail it to us
with a clipping of this paragraph.
will send you a fascinating new book on health, "New Facts About Your Body."
Remember, results guaranteed with very first package— or
money refunded. All druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc.,

To

FREE

We

Dept. 267, Atlanta, Ga.

in.

Things have

is

ironized with 3 special kinds of strengthening iron.

is

The

new easy way

and friendDON'T think you're "born" to be skinny
treatment

.

"H.

lbs. this

Posed by
professional
models
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Can You Solve Them?
AFTER
•

you have guessed all the answers.
turn to page 8i and there you will find

correct reading as prepared for
magazine by Rosetta Stone.

the
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late as 1915,

he and

all

into the company. Then, on August 6, 1926,
came one of a series of historical events.

the boys were broke.
whirled to a stop

The wheel had once more

zero, and the house raked in all their
chips. That time they wired home. And the
family pawned its jewels, sold its heirlooms,
pledged all its fortune, and sent the $400
at

Harry. It was this $400 that represents
the foundation upon which has grown a
$200,000,000 stockholders' structure. A far
cry, indeed, from the days of that early theatre where the Warners used a pickle barrel
filled with wet salt as a rheostat which
regularly shocked their projectionist into a
well-nigh continual semi-electrocution!
That, by the way, was the Cascade Theatre, at New Castle, Pennsylvania, where Albert ran the show and borrowed extra seats
from the undertaker next door, where sister
Rose played the piano and brother Jack sang
during the waits of "One Minute, Please,
While
Change Reels," where Sam, now
gone, operated the machine, and Harry was,
as ever, headman. As photographs, still extant, plainly show, the Warners advertised
before their theatre a "Refined Entertainment for Ladies, Gentlemen and Children."
And that hasn't changed much either.
Then, as now, the boys strove to give the
customers the best. The classic of that day
was "The Great Train Robbery," and the
Warners showed it. Just as now, it is the
Warner Brothers who have dared $1,000,000
and more to bring Shakespeare to pictures
with "A Midsummer Night's Dream."
Until 1925 every cent in Warner Brothers
was Warner money. The boys put every
cent back in the business, and themselves
subsisted on $100 a week, and less. In 1925,
a two million dollar stock issue was put out,
for the boys, needing capital for the big
things they planned, took the people into
partnership. That $2,000,000 was poured
to

We

1935

Several

years

earlier

brother

Sam

told

Harry to come along
something new. Had
"something" was a
wouldn't have gone.

and take a look at
Harry known that
talking picture, he
Such nonsense! But
Sam wouldn't tell, so he went. The very
first talkie Harry ever saw was of a man
stuttering.

Then

there was a five piece jazz

band. That was the beginning.

On

August

the Warner theatre, on Broadway,
the brothers presented John Barrymore in
"Don Juan." They had spent $110,000 to
add a Vitaphone score to the silent film.
For the sake of the record, the program
that night included an address by Will Hays;
the Tannhauser Overture rendered by the
New York Philharmonic Orchestra: an aria
from Rigoletto by Marion Talley; music by
Efrem Zimbalist and Harold Bauer; more
by Roy Smeck; a number by Anna Case;
one by Mischa Elman; Giovanni Martinelli
sang Vesti la Giubba— all from the screen,
all in talking pictures.
It was revolutionary!
But was it a success? Others, poohbahs of pictures, said:
"I give it six months." A little later, Richard
Watts, erudite film critic of the New York
Herald-Tribune wrote: ".
the debacle of
the talking photoplay seems to be so complete that the cinema may toss the entire
idea aside for a while and continue in its
right direction, that of the more complete
exploration of the field of shadow silence."
And that was on March 18, 1928, eighteen
months after those first epoch making
"shorts."
The occasion was the showir g of a piece
called "Tenderloin," in which Dolores Costello, upon being chased around the room
by Conrad Nagel, lisped: "Not that! Not
that! Have you no thither of your own?"
Or words to that general effect. The au6, 1926, at

.

.

dience laughed. Mr. Watts laughed. Nor
were they alone. Everyone laughed, except
Harry W'arner.

Had "Don Juan" failed, the brothers
would have been bankrupt. But it didn't.
Maybe

it was a novelty, but the novelty of
talking pictures made it a success. But the
eve of October 6, 1927 found the Warners
again with all eggs in one basket. It was the
night of "The Jazz Singer," in which Al Jolson became audible on the screen. Its success was tremendous. But there were other
difficulties.
No theatres had sound equipment. What good were talkies without theatres able to show them? And, mind you,
talking pictures were still "merely a novelty."
There were talking sequences, but as yet
no feature-length film in dialogue.
Not until February 16, 1928 did the first
all-talkie appear. It, too, was shown at the

Warner

theatre.

The

boys had decided to

take another chance. In three days Murray
Roth threw together a story, and his throwing was terrible. In not many more than
three days director Bryan Foy had made a
talkie called "Lights of New York." The
other Costello sister, the dark Helene, was
star. Cullen Landis was the handsome hero,
and hovering around were Mary Carr, Gladys
Brockwell, Wheeler Oakman, Robert Elliott,
Tom Maguire, and that funster Tom Dugan.
It was pretty terrible.
And so was "The
Terror," in which captions were eliminated
for the first time. In this one were May McAvoy, Edward Everett Horton, Louise Fazenda, Alec Francis, Matthew Betz, Holmes
Herbert and John Miljan. Mr. Watts' com-

ment on "Tenderloin" might have applied
quite equally to
films.

all

these groping, fumbling

These were dark days

for

Harry War-

ner.

Even
those
tures

in his own organization there were
said that, of course, talking pic-

who

would

never

supersede

the

silent
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drama, but still, for a novelty now and then,
they might have a passing vogue. There
were those shots of Colonel Lindbergh, for
instance. But Harry Warner had faith, fore-

and fighting courage. He stuck to his
guns. To Sam, to Jack, to Albert he gave
the credit. Harry cared little who took the
sight

bows.

He

just kept

Entertainment for
Children."

He

just

on purveying "Refined
Ladies, Gentlemen and
kept on working, work-

working for his thousands of bosses.
Kept on loving his own wife, the children left
to him, including the niece whom he made
his daughter. There were a few more dollars
ing,

with which to do good by stealth. He might
well have been bitter toward a Fate that
stretched a grim

hand

to seize his favorite

brother and his only son in death. But the
seed of sorrow blossomed into charity, so
rich was his heart in kindness and compassion.

So now you know a little about Harry M.
Warner, the movie man. Tomorrow he may
be broke again, as he has been before. But
while there's a dollar left he'll share it with
his fellows who have even less, for:
"He hath a tear for pity, and a hand
Open as day for melting charity."

Talent Scouts on Broadway
[Continued from page
precise regularity of a daily newspaper.

In

office, there are envelopes or clips
containing the stage history of 15,000 performers. There are pictures of them, exact
data on their coloring, hair, height and
notes on their voices. This corresponds to
the library or "morgue" of a newspaper.
Filed and cross-filed are programs of every
show that has come to Broadway in the past

Serlin's

cot^

s

Blue- Jay is the scientific corn remover that
works gently — yet ends corn suffering forever.
Pain stops the instant you apply Blue-Jay's soft
felt pad. In 3 days, you take pad off, soak foot
10 minutes, lift corn out! It's as simple as that.
You'll like the new Wet-Pruf adhesive strip
(waterproof, soft kid-like finish, does not cling
to stocking). 9 Made by Bauer & Black, famous

Used by millions
25c at your druggist.

surgical dressing house.
35

years.

for

How Blue-Jay Works
A— Blue-Jay medication
that undermines corn. B— Felt
pad stops pressure, stops pain

—

Wet-Pruf adhesive
at once. C
strip holds pad in place.

PI U E-J AY
C

O

ten years.

So

much

for the

background

of

performers.

Each morning when

Serlin comes to his
desk, spread before him he will find every
Broadway column and every theatrical
column of the day's papers, each one
marked in red pencil. If I, for instance,
in my Monday column in The News, call
attention to a screen possibility at a certain
night club, that is underlined for Serlin's
immediate attention. Within an hour, the
person recommended will be in his office
or Serlin will have contacted the person's
agent.
The interview follows, then voice
If the subject passes
tests and screen tests.
these cursory examinations, he is turned
over to the Paramount coaching school for
instruction.

Dorothy Dell worked three months with
dramatic coach Clovelly, learning diction,
before Serlin would make an actual screen
In the meantime, he had put
test of her.

17]

her on a diet and forced her to reduce
twenty pounds. Joe Morrison, signed by
him, used to rush up to Clovelly's classes
between shows in vaudeville, with a turkish
towel draped around his neck so that he
would not, in his heated condition, catch
cold.

When

the day of the test arrives, the subenacts a dramatic scene, carefully seby
Miss Manley as best fitted to dislected
play the subject at his best.
I have pointed out these things at length
to prove to you how earnest and conscientious are the talent-scouts in their search
for new faces.
Yet despite their earnestness, despite their co-operation, the cold
statistics show that only one out of 3,000
will attain major importance in box-office
reckoning.
The scouts, the fairy godfathers and godmothers of the cinema industry, who can,
with a single wave of the magic wand, adjust the Cinderella slipper to the foot of a
talented youngster, are nine in number. 1
ject

them:
Al Altman and Bill Grady; Paramount, Oscar Serlin; Warner's, Mildred
Weber; RKO, Katherine Brown; Columbia,
Jeanne Cohen; Universal, Miriam Howell;
Fox, Joe Pincus; United Artists, Freddie
will

list

MGM,

Kolilmar.
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Betty Grable is one of the best bets at RKO, and
as beautiful a beach comber as one could wish.
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Important
only the

first

these nine are, they are
revolution of the mills of the

as

cinema gods.

Once they have okayed

a screen aspirant,

has just started.
The tests
in New York are then forwarded to
the Coast, where they are viewed by biweekly assemblages of Coast big shots.
Time and again, after the New York scouts
have spent months of patient work in
tracking down a "discovery," the Coast
curtly rejects the screen test that represents
so much persistent and intelligent scoutthe journey

made

ing work.

The Paramount

Coast offices, for instance,
Katharine Hepburn when she
was submitted to them on June 3, 1932.
"Undoubtedly," said the fatal report, "Miss
Hepburn has some ability as an actress but
she has nothing to recommend her for the
screen." Even RKO first rejected the angular-faced Hepburn but finally got hep to
their own error and re-engaged her.
The
Paramount Coast office rejected Margo, who
was discovered and trained by Serlin here
flatly rejected

Only after she clicked in the
Hecht-MacArthur film did Paramount realize that Serlin's judgment was correct, but
in the east.

then

it

was too

MGM's

late.

eastern talent office actually dis-

covered Grace Moore, but the Coast said
they had nothing for her at the moment.
So Grace Moore is making a fortune for

MGM

Columbia.
The
eastern office discovered Jean Muir but the Coast couldn't
see her at all, so now Miss Muir is a bright
young star at Warners. Each of the eastern talent scouts has had this same discouraging experience. The east "discovers"
but the west coast has the final say, even

too often wrong.
the talent scouts of the East
look for in a face?
That probably is the
question in the mind of every boy and girl
who has at any time dreamed of being
if

it

is

What do

1935

shipped to Hollywood as a future Clark
Gable or Claudette Colbert.
Serlin, the Paramount dynamo, has tried
to solve this question in a carefully worded

three pages.
He
the major feature
is the contour, proportion and
shape of the head. Keeping in mind the
standard well-shaped oval face with a proportion of 100 vertical to 67 horizontal, the
corrections of the face to be made up is
compared to the standard measurement; if,
for instance, the face is elongated, the vertical plane can be reduced by leaning to
the horizontal corrections; vice versa for
the horizontal face.
This can be accomplished in the reduction of the forehead
by a hair bang (assuming vertical face) or
the broadening of the face by additional
hair over the ears.
In the horizontal or
the round face the illusion of length can
be derived in piling or building up the top
of the head with a mass of hair, also keeping both sides of this face clear of hair, or,
if hair must
be considered, a thin frame
of hair brought well forward on the face
will help to overcome the horizontal plane."
Having apparently reduced the magic formula to this shrewd digest, Serlin learned
to his own amazement that there were professional models in New York City who
met every requirement of this mythical
"Perfect Screen Face." Unfortunately, when
he tested them he learned that they
couldn't act.
So he threw his three-page
analysis out of the window. While appearance is important, it is obvious that an unusual personality, with some trick of speech
or mannerism that will be favorably exaggerated by the camera or sound-track, will
knock down any rules that can be set up.
Katharine Hepburn, for instance, has a
difficult face to photograph.
So, too, has
Claudette Colbert. Fred Astaire isn't handsome according to the general definite opin-

summary which
"In a
to consider

says:

covers

final analysis,

"has done Wonders
for my daughter's skin"
"My

Daughter Suffered for Months with a
bad Eruption on her Face"

"She went

to Specialists

thing

and

75

Nevertheless,
ion of male pulchritude.
these three are great stars and terrific boxoffice attractions, while people with the socalled perfect screen faces pay out money
every week to enter movie theatres and
watch these irregular-faced stars.
Despite all discouragements, however, the
talent scout retains his enthusiasm, and
thousands of hopeful youngsters continue
the cavalcade of ambition. The answer is
that each scout is the best illustration of
the old maxim that hope springs eternal.
With the persistent optimism of those of
you who invest year after year in sweepstake tickets, the talent scout is grimly confident that he will pick a winner. In some
remote hamlet, he will stumble upon another John Crawford or another Kay Francis; in some barber-shop, his attention suddenly will be arrested by another ZaSu
Pitts manicuring the nails of a sour-faced
customer; on the stage of some rural
theatre, suddenly will emerge from the
wings a leading man with all the fire and
romantic power of Clark Gable.
This is
the hope that spurs on all of the talent
scouts.
The odds are 3000 to 1 against

him, but what of

it?

easy enough to understand why the
youth of the country refuses to be discouraged in their ambition to carve out a
screen career. When has youth ever turned
It is

back from the firing line? In the dreams
knights still ride out to do
of youth
battle with the white plume of courage
unfurled.

New stars have to be discovered and new
blood has to be transfused into the arteries
of an industry that demands new faces. So
the talent scouts sweep the international
skies day after day with giant telescopes,
searching for new constellations, and thousands upon thousands of youngsters rush to
Broadway hoping to be within focus when
the telescope turns in their direction.
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Studio

News

[Continued from page

remember. "George, it's a little late now
but I'd like to tell you what a swell job
you did on 'David Copperfield'."
"It isn't late at all,"

he

hearing people say that and
Murine cleanses and

freshes tired, irritated eyes

vmm
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Valuable booklet,
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If
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colored,

35,
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what

darned old tub myself."
But Bob merely grins and kisses her.
"Goodbye," says Jean.
"Till Friday," he answers, smiling happily
after her as she goes towards the gangway.
I glance around and there is one of my
"Hello," she smiles, giv"I never see you unless
accidentally bump into each other on

me

though

M$$rfffS

,

her hand.

ever will again."
"You ought to start on a trip somewhere,"
I answer.
"When you'd been gone a day
they'd be sure to wire for you to come back
and start a picture. I never knew it to fail.
Look at Una Merkel. Her first trip in a
year and she hardly got out of town before
they cast her in this thing.
"It's worth thinking about," Isabel agrees.
"Anna Karenina" starring Garbo and
Fredric March is, naturally, closed to visitors. "China Seas" and "Public Hero No.
1" I told you about last month, so that
winds us up at this film factory and we'll
now turn our attention to—
I

The Fox Studio

$50
$100 A WEEK!
Our simple, proven methods make it

FOUR

fun to learn Commercial Art, Cartooning and Designing quickly. AT HOME,
in spare time. New low rate. Big new
book, "ART for Pleasure and Profit,"
sent free.
State age.
WASHINGTON SCHOOLOF ART Studio 177.
1115- 15th St., Washington, D. C.

Walter King, Katherine Alexander and O.

pictures going here but the gods
are smiling on me.
One of them,
"Ginger," with Jackie Searle, Jane Withers,

Heggie,

P.

is

on

a Wife" stars Janet
Gaynor but Janet isn't working today so
I'll tell you about that next month when
is

working.

However, there

LATOR—

IT'S

OFF because

IT'S

OUT

DESTROYS SUPERFLUOUS HAIR

location.

"The Farmer Takes

she

PI

evening gown, with a new

(for her) style ot

Mr. Lowe is likewise in evening
clothes and seems to be slightly boiled.
"He's up to his neck in a mess with z
woman," he hiccoughs to Claire gloomily.

"What

kid

isn't— sooner

or later?"

she

parries.

"This woman's too
though," Eddie objects.

we

"Aren't

"Who

is

all?"

smart

Claire kids,

for

him

and then

she?"

"Mrs. Millicent Caldwell Bath," Eddie
announces.
"Holy smokes!" Claire ejaculates, dropping her tone of banter. "Millie Bath:

snappy comeback. "You've

/ call a

know where you live," I blurt
"Where you been keeping yourself?"
"Home!" she says emphatically. "I haven't
worked in a month and it doesn't look as

Be an ARTIST
MAKE
TO

E

there and

out.

PO SL

ZIP

to

the set."
"I don't

ECZEMA
TORMENTS

is

let

The

made me understand so many things," she
goes on. "The way men feel about each
other and their work together. I even know
how you feel about the ship," taking his
arm. "Why, you almost make me love the

we

Calif.

quickly pacified.
For efficient help
concentrated

wander over

I

me know.''
scene is a ship's cabin and there's no
use going into a detailed description Ol
that. Claire is looking pretty fetching in an
her

coiffure.

it."

"there" happens, in this case, to be "Murder in the Fleet." The deck of the U. S. S.
Carolina has been reproduced for this opus.
Blue jackets are scattered all around in a
state of disarray. It's the last day of shooting on this picture and I'm darned if I'm
going into all the details of the plot. Anyhow, you're not supposed to know anything
about murder mysteries until you see them.
Robert Taylor (M-G-M's new white hope)
and Jean Parker, looking very fetching in a
gray coat suit, are leaning against the rail.
"We'll be sailing in half an hour," Bob
vouchsafes, gazing steadily at her, and adds,
"But it's only until Friday."
"I'll be waiting," Jean answers and that

ing

Handy Suede
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paid for only 50c. (Coin or stamps.)
You will enjoy sweet flowery perfume like the exotic blossoms of a
California Orange Grove. Not more
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Box
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I

it's

Well, anyhow, George has had an amazing career in pictures this past year or so
(Copperfield and Little Women are only
two of his hits) and I'll bet you he'll turn
out a bulls' eye in this one.

From here

Your Eyes." Murine

of

remember

to

re'

"I love
nice of you

replies.
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is

"Black Sheep" featur-

ing Edmund Lowe and Claire Trevor. I
cannot understand why Claire has not got
ahead more. She's made a nice impression
in every picture she's been in but they
don't seem to try to do anything with her.
"They're looking for stories for her now,"
Frank Perrett informs me when I start
grumbling. "The exhibitors feel the same
way you do. So if you run across any stories you think would make good pictures for

Claire Trevor and

"Black

—

Edmund Lowe

Sheep" a very
problem picture.

in

modern

Why,

she's had three millionaire husbands
—according to the newspapers. What's she
want to do with your kid— marry him?"
"Worse than that," Lowe is afraid, "but
she won't get away with it."
"What'll you do— hit her with a bottle?"
Claire wonders, getting a whiff of his

breath.
"I'll figure a way to stop her," he says.
Suddenly Claire rises, pulls the covers off
the bunk, pushes him down and throws the
covers over him. "You'll figure a way out,
eh?" she remarks sarcastically. "You're not
in good enough shape to figure out anything. And it's a shame, too. Now, listen
to me: Close your eyes— sleep it off— get the
fuzz out of your brain and in the morning
we'll put our heads together and think up
a way to stop Millie Bath from hurting
your kid. Do you hear that?"

Some guys get all the breaks. Here's Lowe
who's not only had the fun of getting
tanked but he also has Claire to tuck him
in when he's ready to pass out. I'd turn
actor myself— only I'd probably draw Flora
Finch or Polly Moran.
Moaning over the injustice of fate. 1
saunter on to the next stage where they're
making another in the apparently interminable series of Charlie Chan pictures.
This time he's in Egypt.
The set is the outside of an archeologist's
home. There are parapets, desert, palm
trees and about a ton of other Egyptian
atmosphere, all dumped right on Stage 2.
There is also an old Model T Ford. Tom
Beck and Warner Oland enter. Seeing the

Tom calls "Snowshoes!"
"Yassuh," comes a familiar voice but there
is no one around.
"Yere I is," the voice
continues as Tom and Warner look around
car deserted,

trying to locate

it.

They glance up and there is Stepin
hidden up in a palm tree and look-

Fetcliit
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begin to be-

something in Darwin's theory

of evolution after all.
"Us goin' home now, Mistah
whines hopefully.
"Yes. Come on," says Tom.

Tom?" he

Step scrambles down and they pile into
the wreck.
"I'm not superstitious," Tom begins, "but
when the lights went out tonight and Sekmet's eyes began to glow, I had a chill."
"Eyes made of radio active stone," Warner explains, holding up his watch and
pointing to it. "Glow in dark like face of
watch."
Step puts his foot on the accelerator and
the car lurches forward.
Sekmet is the goddess of vengeance, put
to guard the tomb the archeologist has
opened.
Mr. Oland, estimable gentleman that he
may be— and probably is— in private life is
not one to indulge in chit-chat on the set.
He seems to have difficulty in remembering
his lines, so he never engages in unnecessary conversation while working. I don't
know Step or Mr. Beck so I transfer my
activities to

RKO.
At R-K-O

MY LUCK

holding. Of the three pictures shooting here, I've already told
you about "She." "The Peacemaker," starring Richard Dix, is on location so that
only leaves one— but it's the best of the
trio. It's "Top Hat" starring Fred Astaire
and Ginger Rogers.
It seems Ginger's best friend has married
a man Ginger has never seen. Ginger and
he are stopping at the same hotel so she
naturally goes to look him up.
"Is there a Mr. Hardwick stopping here?"
she asks the room clerk.
"Why, yes, Miss Trement. Mr. Hardwick
However,"
is in Room 421— just above you.
pointing to a man on the mezzanine who
and brief case, "there's
is carrying a can
Mr. Hardwick (played by Edward Everett
is

Horton) now."
"Oh," Ginger breathes, starting to move
through the crowded lobby towards the
mezzanine.
In the meantime, Fred Astaire has come
up to Eddie.
"Here's a telegram for you— from Italy,"
he informs the latter. "And there's a message to please call your office at once."
"Oh, bother!" Eddie fusses and, not knowing what to do, he shoves his brief case
and cane on Fred and puts the telegram in
his pocket. "Ill meet you downstairs. Get
a cab like a good fellow," and off he rushes.

Well, naturally when Freddie gets downcarrying the cane and brief case.
Suddenly he comes face to face with Ginger.
She is practically up to him when she sees
that the man whom the clerk has pointed
out to her as Horace Hardwick, and who is
married to her best friend, is also the man
she has fallen in love with and who has
made such charming advances to her. And,
boy, howdy! Does she dish him out a filthy
stairs he's

look!

"Why— hello,"

says Freddie

who

is

most

agreeably surprised at the meeting.
Ginger's disappointment becomes mixed
with her humiliation and her anger rises.
She hysterically hauls off and gives him a
resounding smack on the face.

Look what
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comes

else
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Her
It is

dress is something to marvel over.
a sort of lace made of pale pink threads

running one way and silver metal threads
running the other. It is quite plain, with
the skirt tight around the waist and flaring
out into a wide circle at the bottom. The
is three quarter length, with a cape.
Suddenly a young man who has been kidding around the set and who supplied Ginger, Eddie Rubin (Bennies brother) and
me with salted peanuts, turns to me: "Are
you Dick Mook?" he inquires.
In the presence of so many witnesses

jacket

DENTYNE
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—

!
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SEND TODAY.

Add

25c ior foreign countries.

suffers

let-down

a

there

is

DeMille's

latest—

"The Crusades"— which I have put off covering from month to month in the vain
hope that
it

it

would suddenly

finish

and

I'd

completely.

DAISY STEBBLNG,

J

Dept. SL-21. Forest Hills, New York.
I enclose $1. Please send immediately postpaid in plain pack
age your Guaranteed Slimcream treatment. 1 understand that
if I have not reduced both in pounds and inches in 14 days, you
wiil cheerfully refund my money. Send also the special free
Beauty Treatment.
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and foremost,
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and romance
cameraman

thrills

of a

can be
Fascinating
big money

YOURS

opportunities

make

to

a
COMMERCIAL,
NEWS, PORTRAIT or MOTION
PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHER. Easy

as

learn.
Personal
courses.
for free booklet.

to

Home Study

attendance and

25th year.

Send

A

scene from "The Crusades" with
Henry Wilcoxon dashing in on his

Set to Music
Published

Send Poems to

There is a complete story
on page 22 of this issue.

charger.

that I don't like DeMille and not
don't enjoy his pictures, mind you,
but his orations to the cast before every
scene completly exhaust me and I'm always
afraid to draw a deep breath for fear he'll
hear it and order me off the set in front of

Not

that

Bachelor of Music
Los Angeles, Calif.
1582 West 27th St.

WantaSteadyJob?
Start $1260 to $2100 year

MEN— WOMEN 18 to 50.

Write imme-

diately for iree list of U. S. Government
positions and particulars telling how to

get them. Many examinations coming.
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE. Dept. S-314, Rochester, N.Y

RILL LUE HAIR ROOT
My method positively prevents hair from
permanent.
growing again.
Safe,
easy,
Use it privately, at home. The delightful relief will bring happiness, freedom
of mind and greater success.
Backed by 35 years of successful use all over
the world.
Send 6c in stamps TODAY for
Illustrated Booklet.

We

O. J.

Teach Beauty Culture
30G, Providence, R.I.

MAHLER CO.. Dept.
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DOLLAR

are interrupted long enough to bring in the
inevitable college play.
Johnny Downs, a newcomer from New
York, is in the living room of his fraternity
house. He picks up the 'phone to call one
of his pals and tell him he has just finished
the theme song of the play. It is called
"In the Middle of a Kiss." What a beautiful number that is!
This piece has a lot of things to recommend it. First, it gives Arline Judge a marvelous part and what Arline can do to a
good part is nobody's business. Then it
gives Eddie Nugent a great break. If some
studio ever gets behind Eddie you'll hear
from him in a big way. Next, it introduces
Mary Nash, who was for years one of the
big stars in New York and who should have
been in pictures long ago. Lastly, it is being directed by Elliott Nugent, and if you
don't know what I think of Elliott's direction by this time, there's no sense going
into it again. Anything he does is worth
seeing.

NEW YDRK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
10 West 33 St.fDept. 64) New York City

POEMS

Johnny Downs, a newcomer from
the stage, appears in "College

Paramount

NOW

limited, eo

nothing to do but admit the hor-

"I'm Bernard Newman," he avers. "This
ill-mannered oaf (indicating Eddie) hasn't
sense enough to introduce us but I wanted
to tell you I like your criticisms."
Well, Filipino, Mr. Newman, I like your
gowns so that makes us even and no one's
hurt. Mr. Newman, my friends, is the gent
who designs all of Ginger's clothes for her
pictures and who created all those marvelous costumes you saw in Roberta. Quite
aside from the fact that he— er— likes my
criticisms, I think his gowns are the outstanding note in Hollywood today and that
takes in the masterpieces of Adrian and
Travis Banton.
Quite buoyed over by the knowledge that
my truck is really read I mosey over to-

from any part

reduced

is

rible truth.

JL

I

I

everybody.

This one has a cast of names as long as
your arm, headed by the lovely Loretta
Young. DeMille doesn't really need "names"
in his casts and I don't see why he couldn't
have given Loretta's sister, Sally Blane, a
break. Sally is even lovelier than Loretta
and she has such a grand sense of humor.
To get back to the production— a DeMille
picture is a DeMille picture and there is

no sense trying

to

describe

it.

It

actors.

Fred has just engaged a room in David's
He comes into the room lugging his
suitcases, with David on hand to show him
the ropes. David is quite occupied with a
miniature airplane glider.
"This is the best room in the house,"
David informs him.

home.

"That

so?"

from Fred.

has to

be seen to be appreciated.
All I can tell you of this

is that the Mashad a fighting tower, weighing approximately thirty tons, erected. This is a
huge tower about fifty feet tall, on wheels,
made of twelve by twelve beams that they
wheel up to a fortress, drop a platform
across a moat and, presto! the men on top
of the tower are on a level with the top of
the fortress wall and all they have to do is
rush across and capture it. The men are
passing back and forth, back and forth
carrying up arrows, spears, etc., to load the
tower for the attack. Suddenly Henry Wilcoxon dashes up on a horse and Mr. DeMille yells "Cut." At least, that's what the
guide said he said. I thought he said,
"Duck!" so I did and when I stopped ducking I found myself on the set of "College

ter has

Scandal."

I

t\_500'5lHAVE.NYC

The other picture on this lot has been
variously called "Federal Dick" and "Men
Without Names." It features Fred MacMurray (whom you saw in "The Gilded
Lily" and "Car 99"), Madge Evans and
David Holt, one of my two favorite child

This is a murder mystery, with several
murders involved. The murder proceedings

David Holt and Fred MacMurray in
one of the "Federal Dick" pieces.
"Sure," says David confidently.
O'Connor lived here for years."
"Good bed, too," Fred vouchsafes,

"Mr.

trying
the springs.
"Sure," David agrees.
"Mr. O'Connor
died on it."
"How is it you're not downstairs at dinner?" Fred laughs.
David bounces to his knees on the bed

;

Silver Screen for July
and
his
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pulls Fred's head down to a level with
mouth. "I— don't— like— hash," he whis-

pers.

"Neither do I," Fred admits, gravely extending his hand.
"We sure have it a lot," David admits,
shaking hands.
"Listen," Fred suggests. "How about us
aviation men going downtown and getting
something besides hash?"
"Oh, boy!" David yells eagerly. "Can I
have ham and eggs and chili beans and
strawberry pie and ice-cream?"
"Hey!" Fred exclaims. "You might as
well have hash in the first place!"
"Hi, Dick," says Ralph Murphy, the director, after the scene. "Going to be with
us awhile? Make yourself at home."
"Miss Otis regrets," I come back. "I've
got to get over to

Her mirror
say ing

is

.

.

.

"YOUR BREATI
IS

BAD!"^

Columbia
alackaday!
When I reach Columbia I find the new Grace Moore picture

BUT,

—"Love

Me

Forever"— is on location.
set of "After the Dance"
featuring Nancy Carroll and George Murphy, but after waiting three quarters of an
hour nothing has happened and not a shot
has been made. So I go to the next stage
where "Unknown Woman," featuring Richard Cromwell and Marian Marsh, is in
production and I wait even longer with no
results. Just wait'll Mr. Briskin finds out
there were two companies working and that
they never made a shot for almost an hour!
There are still two studios left to visit, so
head in the direction of
I
I

When your tongue

Universal
picture going

.

.

.

rinse

your mouth well with Pepsodent Antiseptic.

This famous mouth antiseptic offers you a
fresh, pure breath at J 3 the usual cost. That's
because Pepsodent Antiseptic is 3 times as
powerful as other leading kinds. It makes
keeps breath
your money go 3 times as far
sweet and wholesome 1 to 2 hours longer.

Free For Asthma

MEN

in

75% of the cases. Make the tongue test
Look in your mirror. If your tongue
coated, take no chances. Gargle and rinse

tonight.
is

here is
is being directed by Eddie Sutherland, who gave you
"Too Much Harmony," "International

House" and "Mississippi."

Eddie was to
have directed "The Great Ziegfeld," but
when Universal sold that yarn to M-G-M,
they gave him this one to direct.
It was
quite a blow to Eddie not to do the other
one but he has a fine story in this one
and that swell actor, Edward Arnold, in

name

part.

This tells how Diamond Jim was left an
orphan, how he got a job as baggage
smasher at the Spuyten-Duyvil station in

.

and Hay Fever

and WOMEN
Experienced & Inexperienced
HOSPITALS, INSTITUTIONS, Etc.

Many Good

Frontier Asthma Co., 377-W, Frontier
Bldg., 4C2 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Notary Public. Kings County No. 196, Cert, filed in N. T.
County No. 526.
Commission expires March 30, 1936.
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Box 75
Indiana

Has a wonderful record of successful tests
Full information FREE.
Write today.
by physicians.
Royce A. Thompson Co., Dept. 54, Santa Monica, Calif.

9frin

Bids.

Weight

chested? Now you can have a beautiful figure
plus new pep in a few weeks. Treval Modus
succeeds when all others fail. No exercises,
nills. diets or creams. You gain 3 to 5 lbs.
weekly. SAFE, sure, fast. Nothing liko it
to QUICKLY build up thin bodies. Guaranteed to build weight or money back. Art
now. Order Treval Modus today. $1 postpaid.

TREVAL CO,

Box 1722-F

MILWAUKEE. WIS.

to

suggests that a flock of diamonds would
give Jim a much more impressive appearance. So Jim rents some diamonds and the
pawnbroker (George Sidney) goes right
along with him while he applies for the
job, so he can keep an eye on the diamonds.
Through a clever ruse Jim lands the
job. On a train he meets the president of

i^lTCH
STOP
ONE minuteH

fit

concern that manufactures

.TR.

sure to get full particulars about the latest successful

that—

TRUE STORY. Also
ArtificialEarDrum
booklet on Deaf ness.
THE WAY COMPANY
Detroit. Michigan
Hofmann

GEELAN.

COMPOUND.

Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.
They stopped his bead *
noises. Theyare invisible

765

E. A.

treatment to be offered the general public— THOMPSON'S

DW

apply for
He'd taken a correspondence
the job.
school course in salesmanship!
The man from whom he rents the outto rent a frock coat in

follows:

411,598
6,213

April, 1935.
(Notary's Seal)

f ficial

s7

as

417,811
(Signed) J. SUPERIOR, Treasurer.
Subscribed to and sworn before me on this 26th day

andcomfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for

New York, how he read an ad for a salesman and went into a pawnbroker's shop

was

1934,

Be

Dept.

deaf person

"Diamond Jim Brady."

31st,

free

TOTAL

Mr. Way made him9elf hear his watch tick after
\being deaf for twenty-five years, withhis Arti-

*'
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—Every
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Positions for

and all other kinds of Help. Practically everywhere.
Help constantly Needed, so why remain unemployed?
Write NOW.
Enclose stamp.
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If you suffer with attacks of Asthma so teryou choke and gasp for breath, if Hay
Fever keeps you sneezing and snuffing while
your eyes water and nose discharges continuously, don't fail to send at once to the
Frontier Asthma Co. for a free trial of a remarkable method. No matter where you live
or whether you have any faith in any remedy
under the Sun, send for this free trial.
If
you have suffered for a life-time and tried
everything you could learn of without relief
even if you are utterly discouraged, do not
abandon hope but send today for this free
will
cost you nothing. Address
trial.
It

rible

4-

Armand

.

HELP— NEEDED

for
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your mouth with

PEPSODENT ANTISEPTIC
Scientific findings show that where a "coated
tongue" condition exists, bad breath is present

one
out
THE
"Diamond Jim Brady" which

the

coated

is

go out on the

steel

under-

Simply apply Dr. Dennis' cooling, antiseptic, liquid
D. D. D. Prescription. Quickly relieves the itching

SENT FREE— Write for

6-page illustrated
booklet. Explains simple method of removing these ugly growths and warts. Used by
physicians and clinics in Hollywood world's
beauty center. Booklet is FREE write today.
M0LEX (Hollywood) COMPANY. Dept.SU
.

1

—

325 Western Pacific Bldg.

—

Los Angeles, Calif.

tortures of eczema, eruptions, rashes and other skin
afflictions. Its gentle oils soothe the irritated and inflamed skin. Clear, greaseless, and stainless- dries
fast. Stops the most intense itching instantly. A 35o
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it
or money back.
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trucks for railroad cars.

win?* FASCINATING FIGURE
Why be SKINNY or FAT?
by a new

easy

safe
method. Avoid unattractive skinniness, thin neck,
round shoulders, unnatural chest-line and scrawny
limbs; or dispose of uncomfortable over-weight and
Surplus flesh on any part of the body. Mold yourself
into a superb figure and a symmetrically developed
form. Listen to this.
figure taults

BETTY RUTH GRAROD SYSTEM

of beauty culture and symmetrical body development with Secret Formulas and Instructions, open9
the way to feminine charm, lovely womanhood,
personal magnetism and alluring curves on both
body and limbs.
No longer need you be ashamed of your figure and
posture whether in a bathing suit, evening dress or
negligee. Results are astonishing. A symmetrically developed figure
will attract and enhance one's physical appeal, the chances of making friends and of opening the door to love, romance and popularity.
Beauty appeals.

ALL CORRESPONDENCE CONFIDENTIAL

Write today, now, for information
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(Miss or Mrs.)

president

moaning because he can't get them
Jim volunteers to sell them— on a

50%

of

POSSESS ATTRACTIVE ALLURING CURVES
Overcome your

19

a

When

commission.

comes out of

33%%

is

sold.

commission.

Jim meets the president of the C&NA Ry
and sells him two hundred trucks while
Next mornthe president is in his cups.
ing he calls on his customer and the president

He wants the order torn
only too happy to oblige
explains that they were part of

frantic.

is

up and Jim
him.

He

is

for five hundred trucks he had
but
sold the Wheeling & Southwestern
that they had got drunk together and he
got to feeling good and let him have them
when he shouldn't have. The C&NA man
gets quite excited and not only insists upon

an order

RR

having
whole
obliges

SW

his
five

two hundred but wants the
hundred.
So Jim reluctantly

him.

goes over to the Wheeling &
people and tells them the C&NA people

bought five hundred of his trucks,
whereupon the former place an order for
six hundred.
You know how those things
have

Hardened Arteries - Stroke
INevv discovery, a harmless vegetable preparation has
brought relief to thousands of sufferers from high blood
hardened arteries,
pressure, and its kindred ailments
stroke, kidney and bladder inflammation.
Guaranteed Relief. Utona is sold on a money-back guarantee.
Write us describing your condition.
Check These Symptoms. Headaches, dizziGe} this / ness. fainting spells, heart pains, cramps,
REE
BOOK? numbness, "pins and needles" sensations
f

—

and others.
Send No Money. Delays are dangerous, leading to stroke and heart failure. Write today
for full

NATIONAL UTONA COMPANY

785 Insurance Exchange Blclg., Detroit, Mich.
Physicians Please Write

Bldg.
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Write today for Art Year Book
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Imported Silk PajamasijH!
and Kimonos - - - NOW
Hand embroidered—elaborate gold dragon and
flower designs — black, copen, red, green,
silk
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natural.
$1.95 plus postage.
Send for free
booklet.
Agents wanted.
516-5th Ave., N. Y. C.
ORIENTAL IMPORT CO., Dept. B.
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is the romance in store for you .
Whom
destined from the day of your birth?
should you marry? What is your luckiest day?
Send full birth-date with Dime and Stamped
Return envelope for your Chart at once.

Chicago, Hi.
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ain't got
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Dept. L-16

Jackson Blvd.
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Without Drugs

monds."
"Ah, diamonds," Armand beams, taking

It
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THURSTON,

wanna buy some

no— no— no— " He

"Without Exercises

EAT EVERYTHING
A

grand discovery for those overweight.
Amazingly
simply amazing.
Makes you feel well and

simple

—

happy over astonishing

LET

loss of weight.

FREE BOOK-

from:

EAT-ALL REDUCING SYSTEM
11 AVest 42nd

hesitates

an adjective.
"This way, please," Albert Conti, the
manager, who has been listening, interrupts,
leading Eddie into an inner room where
the good things are kept.
And that was the start of Diamond Jim
Brady's career— one of the most colorful
New York ever knew.
"How'd you get out of that show in New
York to do this?" I ask Arnold when the

St.,

N. Y. City

and free advice.

ERVOUS2K!
? Do symptoms of
Constipation, Indigestion, Dizzy
Spells, Sweating and Sleeplessness
keep you irritable, exhausted and gloomy? Are
hful? Despondent? There's Help for You!
es, tonics or Dnurs probably will not relieve
your weak, eick nerves, fily wonderful book " Watch
Your Nerves", explains a new method that will help

What's wron<j with you

you reeain lost vitality and healthy nerves. Send 25r
ROBERT HOLMES, 177
for this amazing book.
Fuller Bldg.. Jersey City, M. J.

scene

is finished.
"I wasn't in any show," he replies.
"I thought I read you'd gone east to do
a play, right after you finished 'Sadie McKee.'
You'd have been in a sweet spot
to do one then."
"Wouldn't I?" he nods. "I'd love to have
done one then if I could have found a good
one. That part in 'McK.ee' is the kind an
actor dreams of and never gets but once
in a lifetime.
This set fascinates me but there is still

Bros.

isn't

working

today

but

all

the

tiful feature of each, and calls it "Dawn
He enters it in a contest and he,
Glory."
Pat O'Bi ien (his press agent) and Mary
Astor (his fiancee) win the S2500 prize.
Immediately the picture is published every

HAIR

FA^D

Women, girls, men with gray, faded, streaked hair. Shampoo
and color your hair at the same time Witb new French

disco very "SHAMPO-KOLOR,"takesfew minutes, 1 eaves
hairsoft, glossy, natural. Permits permanent wave and curb
Fiee Booklet, Monsieur L P. Valligny, Dept. 20. 254 W. 31 Si., New Voik

SALESMEN
to

Frank, who is by way of being a photographer, makes a composite picture of about
six different girls, selecting the most beau-

Dept. "6077 48~wriVst.7
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gushes. "By all
means.
Something in an elk's tooth?"
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Dick

hope
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tour Marriage Forecast
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Mr. Arnold cheer-

McHugh.

... use ORJENE PURE to aid
you regain and maintain hair health,
You'll be delighted with the results.

NOW

Kaliz,

picture of the month
is "Page Miss Glory,"
starring Marion Davies and featuring Dick
Powell, Mary Astor, Pat O'Brien and Frank

granted a gold medal prize award
.
Check falling hair,
it must be good.
dandrutf, itching, oily or dry scalp and
other troubles that cause loss of hair
. , . revitalize and recondition your scalp
and bair roots now while there is still

PURE.
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Warner

T. C, of Neivburgh, N. Y., writes: "My
thanks to
hair stopped falling out
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offers.

"Good morning,"
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fully."
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bleeding gums for thousands of sufferers. It is new
in principle, and has proven sensationally effective for
thousands of users. If you have Pyorrhea or Trench Mouth
if your gums are sore or bleed when brushed
if your
teeth are loose or pus pockets have formed TRY P. T. M.
You be the judge nothing to lose, your health to gaia
Your money back if you are not entirely satisfied with successful results in your own case. Write
for full information. P. T. M. Formula Products, Inc., Dept. T-24,
4016 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
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into
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out a tray.
"The trouble with this stuff," Eddie announces disgustedly, "is that everybody's got

in
own home during your
Thirty-five years of
spare time.
successful teaching proves our ability,
Artists receive large salaries.

rose

He

last.

"Good morning

"Yes,
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your

at

suffering from Pyorrhea and Trench Mouth learn, as !
did, that at last there is relief from these dreaded conditions."
Paul Rochin, Los Angeles, Cal. DON'T LOSE
TEETH!
P. T. M. FORMULA, a painless
economical home treatment with money-back guarantee.
P. T. M. has bealed Pyorrhea, Trench Mouth, sore, ten-

wearing an infinitesimal diamond in his tie
pin, a chip in the locket on his watch
chain and a diamond in his ring that you
can't see without a magnifying glass.

"Yeah," says Eddie.

Portland, Ore.
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jools."

immediate consideration

M. M. M. PUBLISHERS
Studio
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Well, Jim is out to celebrate in a big
way.
He's going to own some real dia-

BEFORE

Picture shows Mr. Rochin before and after using P. T. M.
FORMULA. He says: "I used P. T. M. for four weeks and
all signs of pyorrhea have absolutely disappeared, leaving
my teeth and gums in a firm, healthy condition thanks
to your wonderful remedy. My dentist could hardly believe
such a change possible. I surely hope that the thousands

"Isn't it a glorious day outside, sir?" Mr.
Kaliz goes on.

TED!
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Silver Screen for July
radio firm, advertising agency and theatriproducer in New York want to sign up
the girl.
The trio have moved into the royal suite
of the most expensive hotel in town, where
Marion is employed as a maid.
I can't think of another star with Marion's looks who would get herself up the
way Marion has for this part— to say nothing of permitting herself to be photographed that way.
Mary is just coming into the living room
of their suite, carrying a suit box and followed by a bellhop who carries a huge oil
painting.
"Another present for Dawn Glory," she
announces triumphantly. "Her poster!"
She turns to the bellhop. "Put it up there
—on the wall." Then she opens the box.
"AND," she raves on, "the silhouette dress
the artist used in painting the picture."
She pulls the dress out and holds it up
before her.
"Try it on, Gladys," Frank urges. "You'i
look swell in it."
"I'm afraid I haven't the baby blue eyes

1935
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cal

to go with it," Mary mocks.
Just then Marion comes out of the bedroom, first sticking her head out to make

sure everything is all right.
"She's here again," says Mary, catching
Marion is what's known as
sight of her.
"Here, maid," Mary goes on, calla pest.
ing to her, "put this in the bedroom."
Marion takes the outfit, holding it like
it
was of some precious and perishable
material, and goes back into the bedroom.
"I won't tell you the rest because I don't
want to spoil the picture for you but this
should be one of the season's best.
"Hey, you louse," Pat greets me when
the scene is over, "what about those old
theatre programs you promised me?"
Pat collects old theatre programs and I
have a couple of hundred that date back to
the year one which, in a moment of mad-

promised him. It's going to end by
having to give them to him or I'll never

ness, I

my

hear the end of

it.

The other picture on this lot is called
"Front Page Women" and stars Bette Davis
and George Brent.

The

the press
room in a prison. A bunch of reporters
are lounging around— also Bette— waiting
to cover an execution.
Suddenly the door opens and Brent
"Hello, everybody," he salutes,
breezes in.
crossing the room and hanging up his
overcoat.
"How's everybody on this festive occasion?"
There is a chorus of greetings from the
reporters. " 'lo, Devlin,' "Hi, son," "Where
Haven't seen you in a long
you been?
time."
"I

in

work

answer

scene

for a living," Brent
to the last crack.

is

comes back

"How

are you, Devlin?" Bette asks quietly
when the hubbub quiets down.
George whirls at the sound of her voice
and then crosses over to her. "Well, I'm
"
a dirty so and so
"That's what I've always thought," Bette
smiles.

"What

are you doing here?" he asks.
"I'm covering the story," with an elaborate attempt at nonchalance.

"Do you mean," he
Kiley

handed you

this

ejaculates.

"Spike

assignment?"

81

is

.
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using this space to correct a

popular error about ASTROLOGY
Astrology is no more related to "Fortune
Telling" than is a Doctor's advice to

eat certain foods and avoid certain infections.

— Or the

Guard
inside the
ropes at high water. Both tell and
caution/ but do not COMPEL.

George Brent and Bette Davis in
the newspaper story, "Front Page

Women."
"I asked for it,"
his look,

"Why

not?

she snaps, and, noting
It's a big story, isn't

it?"

"Look,
cution

is

"Why

compel;

it

he protests, "an electrono place for you."
"I'm a renot?" she demands.

cates action on certain Dates and
about certain things.

"You're

These favorable and unfavorable Dates
are not matters of chance, but determined by mathematical progression of
Star positions from the exact time of

tidbit,"

"No, you

he protests.

aren't,"

whose family let
many newspaper novels."
"You make me so mad," she mutters,
"I could— could—could— Spit!"
George glances down meaningly at a
Bette, in a rage,
cuspidor on the floor.
"You think you're so cute," she
kicks it.
"I'm surprised you don't
squelches him.
talk baby talk."
"I don't
"By the way," he continues.
suppose you've ever attended one of these
sweet
her read too
a

just

little

kid

Maybe I can
high tension parties before.
give you a rough idea of what it's likejust so you'll know how to handle yourSuppose this is the chair (jerking
self.
an ordinary chair over to him) and they
(pointing to the reporters) are the witnesses."
He suddenly takes her by the
arms.
"They slap you into it like this
(sits her down) then they put straps across
here (indicating her elbows) and here (the
wrists) and here (the thighs) and then another one across here— tight (indicating her
Over your eyes they put a wide
chest).
rubber band (pulling his hands slowly
across her eyes).
She stares at him as if
hypnotised.

"And another one," he
Then they
your mouth.

goes
take
on, "across
the electrode (getting a gold slave anklet
from his pocket and bending down quickly)
and strap it on your leg, like this;" He
suddenly snaps the anklet on her ankle.
Bette who has been absorbed by the gruesome suggestion of his speech, snatches it
quickly and pulls it off. She fairly throws
it at him.
"Never mind the rehearsal," she
pants, springing up.
"I was just trying to give you a present,"

he protests.
"Well, that's a swell way to do

it,"

she

says hysterically.

"Look," he begs her, holding
real gold

it

out, "it's

and everything!"

Well, kiddies, I'll leave you with Mr.
Brent and Miss Davis at their high tension
party. Personally, I'm off to another party
—one where they slap you into a chair and
shove a glass in your hand instead of putting straps and bandages all over you. My
kind's

to the Puzzles
6.

3.

4.

Rochelle Hudson

8

5.

May Robson

2.

does not

cautions, restrains or indi-

porter."

Douglas Fairbanks
Warren William
Barbara Stanwyck

1.

keep

Just so Astrology tells, but

more

fun.

your own

Birth.

That the advice is good and the Dates
are accurate can easily be accepted,

because of Astrology's absolute accuracy upon intimate personal matters,
known only to you.
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Ruby Keeler
Alan Dinehart
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-
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A.R.S.

Applied Research Society forecasts
guide the lives and guard the acts
of countless Men and Women in
Business, Banking, Education and

the Theatrical and Medical
Professions.

Read

letter

from Doctor

S. H. J.:

was certainly amazed at the accuracy and deep
knowledge you have displayed in casting this

"I

Horoscope.
kind done many times,
the United States, and
can truthfully say that the work done by you has
been the most accurate.

have had work of

I

in India,

this

Germany and

I

am sending you the enclosed remittance to cast
a Horoscope for a young lady who was born on
I

the 17th. 10 A.

M."

These Forecasts are very detailed (about
20,000 words) and cover full 12 months
from date it is sent to you.
Being based upon your Birth Date, we
must be informed where, what year,
month and date you were born.

YOUR

Forecast

one dollar
refunded

Answers

caution of a Beach

that you should

and

if

(bill

be

will

sent, sealed, for

or check) which

you are not

will

be

fully satisfied

return the Manuscript.

3c stamp
if you simply enclose a
postage on reply, the Society will
advise of certain Dates important to you.
Or,

for

Dlxie Lee

Mary Astor

APPLIED RESEARCH SOCIETY
77 Prospect Street

•

Marblehead, Mass.
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Movie Fan's Crossword Puzzle
By

Charlotte Herbert
10

we make a
MANYwhat uswewhen
are doing, can hide

II

failure

of

of

it.

A

motion picture director has a tougher
when he fails we can all see and
Jot;
Probably it will be
ridicule the flop.
some time before you can see another film
directed by Joseph Von Sternberg, because
"The Devil Is a Woman" is poor, and it
follows "Scarlet Empress," which was not
too successful. As you look at this Dietrich
picture you cannot help but wonder what
lias happened to this once clever director.
Why, for example, when he killed his "Scarlet Empress" with gargoyles should he have
masks?
Why must he see every scene from behind
something? Never a direct shot to help the
story, but always the camera is peeping
through tangled skeins of paper streamers,
grapevines or rain storms. Of course, the
answer is that when looking at simple
straightforward directing you do not think
about the director, but, when you have to
this picture full of horrible carnival

view the star in the dark, behind a typhoon
and wearing a veil, you are certain to say

"Huh, who

directed this?"

Moral: When you tackle art you must
forget your "Von" and how doggone wonderful you are, and give the audience a
chance.

On

the other

hand:—

"The Scoundrel" is a real work of art.
It is the work of Hecht and MacArthur,
with Noel Coward as the inconstant lover.
Every line is something to listen to; the
photography is perfect, inasmuch as you do
not think of it. In fact, that is the note
of the entire picture. You forget the medium because you are enthralled with the

theme.

It

has the touch of mystery that

is

13 A girl making her first appearance in society
17 Above (poet.)
22 He is a polo enthusiast
25 Betry Furness was her daughter in "McFadden's
Flats"
28 A sworn statement

ACROSS
I

His

3

The

first

was "The Jazz Singer"
"Four Hours to Kill"

picture

star of

10 Expression of delight
12

He was

excellent in "Sweet

Music"

14 Either
15

Type measure

16 Joan Crawford's devoted friend
18 To extend or lengthen
19 The winner of the highest Hollywood honors
20 To urge
21 Seizes unexpectedly
23 Army Corps (abbr.
24 Expression of hesitancy
25 A sediment
26 Like
27 A small horse (poss.)
30 She once worked in a barber shop
32 Fifty-one (Roman)
33 To be the leader of
34 Anger
36 Merit
38 He is often teamed with Evelyn Venable
39 Constancy
41 Female sheep
43 Jean Valjean in "Les Miserables"
44 To make even

46 Ever
47 She danced in "Rumba"
49 Point of compass
50 To imagine
52 Nell Kenner in "Ruggles of Red Gap"

"Dog

77 Illuminate
78 Dr. Charles Monet
in

in

"Private

of Flanders"

Worlds"

"One More Spring"

DOWN

table character.

6
7

Rhythm

5

Moral:— It seems only
they

should

call

fair that after this

themselves,

Von Hecht,

Von MacArthur and Von Coward.

THE EDITOR.

8 Entrance
9 Thoroughfare (abbr.)
10 She was betrothed to David Manners
Mystery of Edwin Drood"
II He is well known on the stage

56
60
62
63
65
68
69

in

Morning (abbr.)
Masculine pronoun
Every
He attended Grinnell College in Iowa

Adorn

No

longer an amateur (abbr.)
Falsehood
Three-toed sloth
A degree (abbr.)
Elder (abbr.)
Negative

HHH HHHHaH
H HaSHH H HHE1HH H
(311 m EJESSHHEIH 0 30
HaaaHBH h hsdhdihh
HK] HBH HUH SHH BS
m \mm aaaaa rano @
amsraa m a hehhhh
H no H0 Q HO am
Hmaraaonaa ass
am
mm
ma a h ana a
HEJsaa asaHH daman
m ansa h mmm m
HQQL3B BHHHB HHmHS
manaam ama aamoam
EJHHBlia

4

3

Now

Answer To Last Month's Puzzle

Places for contestants in Roman amphitheatres
He was an aviator during the war
Beside
Uriah Heap in "David Copperfield
He may return to the stage
Captain Warrington in "Naughty Marietta".

1

38

state (abbr.)
sojourning in Europe

39 The poor Flemish boy in "Dog of Flanders"
40 Her real name is Harlean Carpenter
42 Japanese money
43 His next picrure will be "The Flame Within"
45 He was born in Lithuania
47 To beat
48 Separate
50 Doctor of Dentistry (abbr.)
51 Organs of hearing
53 Small island
54 Near

76

Life itself, and even a grim justice that
balances the account. Noel Coward, a real
genius, does not require any trickery to
help him create this astonishing, unforget-

2

this

37 Western

72

76 Newfoundland (abbr.)

79 Mr. Sweeney

in

picture

74
75

55 Sorrowful
57 Native of Arabia
58 Small Youngsters
59 Definite article
61 Helen in "Four Hours to Kill" (initials)
62 Strays
64 The creator of Mickey Mouse
66 Editor (abbr.)
67 The owner of those "expressive" hands

68 Companion
70 To cover with wax
71 A note of the scale
73 The youthful leading lady in

29 Title of respect
30 Acquire
33 Possessive pronoun
35 George Raft and Carole Lombard played

"The

.

Words —
but nobody says them to the
Thrilling

who

has Cosmetic Skin

IT'S WONDERFUL to win love
— even more wonderful to
hold

it!

So don't

let

unattrac-

Cosmetic Skin steal away
your good looks. It is when stale
make-up is left to choke the
pores that the warning signals of
this modern complexion trouble
appear tiny blemishes, dullness,
tive

—

blackheads, perhaps.

Cosmetics Harmless

removed

this

— follow this simple rule:
CHICAGO

this gentle soap before you
put on fresh make-up during the
day ALWAYS before you go to
bed at night. Remember, 9 out of

—

10 lovely Hollywood stars use
Toilet Soap!

Lux

Ruby Keeler

if

Use all the cosmetics you wish!
But to protect your skin — keep it

INC..

Use

way

to remove cosmetics thoroughly.
Its ACTIVE lather sinks deep into the pores, removes every trace
of dust, dirt, stale cosmetics.

THE CUNEO PRESS.

. .

STAR OF WARNER BROTHERS
"GO INTO YOUR DANCE'

Lux Toilet Soap is especially made

lovely

girl

like so manv
girls use rouge
1

and powder, but
thanks to lux
toiiet soav

i'll

never have
Cosmetic Skin

CLEAN WHITE CIGARETTE
PAPER FOR CHESTERFIELDS

"poured"
like

and

milk
just

as pure.

To

make
Chesterfield cigarette paper,

the linen pulp of the flax plant

washed

is

over and over again in water as pure as a

mountain stream.
Liquid paper

So

thin

is

this crisp

white paper that

contains

enough

aii

of

18-inch

reel

Chesterfields

— actually over

Chesterfield paper
Chesterfield paper
It

55,000

for

2 miles

in

"beating" machines
the

Champagne

Paper Co.

of paper

must be pure

must burn right

must have no

taste or

odor

-t/ie cigarette that's
-t/ie cigarette that

©
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& Myers

Tobacco Co.

MILDER
TASTES BETTER

.

Getting "Movie

71

ested"- By Ed Sullivan

ttiful

NewYbrk models
keep their
teeth lovely

ELIZABETH RUSSELL
(left)

Elizabeth Russell,

most photographed of
N. Y. models, bas been
"snapped" at least 5,000
times.

-here are no sterner judges of
tooth paste than these women. Since
theirjobs depend on theirgood-looks,
they cannot afford to take chances

on doubtful preparations. For them
only the best will do, and it must produce results. That is why so many
of them use Listerine Tooth Paste,
year in, year out.
They have found, as more than
two million other women have discovered that Listerine Tooth Paste

—

accomplishes quick results that are
simply amazing. Dingy-looking teeth
lustreless teeth
made brighter .
given a wonderful sparkle after a few
brushings . . . unsightly discolorations disappearing after a week or
two ... all without harm to the precious enamel of the teeth. Safety is
one of the appealing factors of this
.

are now using is a good one. But we
would like you to switch to Listerine
Tooth Paste for the time being and
try this dentifrice from the famed

Listerine laboratories.

Seehowfirmit makes yourgums...

how quickly it combats film and discolorations. Note how it attacks tartar. Observe how thoroughly clean it
makes your teeth

feel.

Note the

bril-

liant sparkle it gives

days.

them

after a

few

And then look for that wonder-

of mouth freshness and
its use
like
the delightful effect of Listerine itself.
Get a tube today at your nearest
druggist or department store. In two
sizes: Large Regular, 25^, and Douful feeling

—

invigoration following

Lambert Pharmacal
Mo.

ble Size, 4(¥.

Company,

St. Louis,

.

REGULAR SIZE

TO USERS OF
TOOTH POWDER

DOUBLE SIZE 40<

Your druggist has a new, quickcleansing, gentle-acting, en-

soapless tooth powder
worthy of the Listerine name.
tirely

truly remarkable dentifrice.

Undoubtedly the tooth paste you

LISTERINE TOOTH PASTE

Listerine

TOOTH POWDER
25<?

"A cce

on \outh"
5,hould

a

girl

marry a

or should she choose a

Can a

man

girl in

man of

her

age

more mature husband?

her twenties find happiness with

twice her age? Granted that

December

own

are mismated; but

May

and

what about June

and September?
Millions of

girls for millions

of years have

asked themselves these questions and attempted

own

to answer them in their

^i/\^ow the question— and one of the

lives.

several possible

— has been made the theme of one of the most

answers

charming screen romances of the season, Paramount's
"Accent on Youth".

.

.

As

Youth" won acclaim from the Broadway
mendous popularity with the
in 1934

the

it

its

and

tre-

Opening

late

critics

theatre-goers.

promises to continue

summer of

successful

run well into

1935.

Sylvia Sidney plays the screen role of the girl

comes

face to face with this age-old question.

adored by young, handsome and

and she

is

on

a stage play "Accent

who

She

athletic Phillip

is

Reed

loved by the brilliant and successful but more

mature playwright, Herbert Marshall

around which the

entire plot revolves

.

.

.

and

Which man
to answer

it

shall

she choose?

in print

would

which the author, Samson Raphaelson, developed to a high degree in
success

and which Director Wesley Ruggles maintains with equal

In the supporting cast are such well-known players as

playing the same role

on the

success

Silver Screen for August
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.

.

That

is

the question

spoil the delightful suspense

his original

New York

and charm in the screen

Holmes Herbert and Ernest

screen as that which he created in the original

(Advertisement)

.

Cossart.

Broadway

stage
play.

The latter is

stage production.

HOLLYWOOD PROJECTION ROOM!

The hush in

the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer projection

room turned

Together,

to a muffled whisper... the whisper rose to an audible hum...

A GREAT

and

in less than five

minutes everybody in the room

knew that

born— LUISE RAINER — making

a

star had been
American appearance in "Escapade",WILLIAM POWELL'S
great new starring hit! It was a historic day for Hollywood,
reminiscent of the first appearance of Garbo
another of
those rare occasions when a great motion picture catapults a

great

STAR and
a NEW STAR

new

her

first

—

player to stardom.

LUISE

RAINER

FRANK MORGAN
VIRGINIA BRUCE
REGINALD OWEN

William Powell adds
another suave characterization to his long list of
successes... and Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer
the longest

list

MADY CHRISTIANS
A Robert Z. Leonard

swells

of

filmdom with another brilliant name
in

— Luise

Production

Produced by Bernard H. Hyman
<lA Metro-Qoldwyn-Mayer Picture

stars

Rainer!

Aristocrat, sophisticate,

innocent— one wanted romance,

the other wanted excitement— but one wanted his heart
and won it!.. .Sparkling romance of an artist who dabbled with love as he dabbled with paints.. .and of a girl
who hid behind a mask but could not hide her heart

—

—

from the man she loved I

4
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Is

Marlene Dietrich

.

A LETTER FROM LIZA

DEAR have

just

GAMES
come from luncheon
and I wish to com-

at the Vendome
bitterly. In fact

plain
I'm so furious that
I think I will write a letter to the Times,
pass a law, or order another double Martini. Why is it, I ask you, that every time
I
have an ogling visitor in tow, nothing
better pops up than three directors' wives,
a producer and Peggy Fears!
There was the case of the nice advertiser I took there last week, who really
wanted to see movie stars and there wasn't
a one until along with the pineapple came
Alice Joyce, and I almost kissed her from
gratitude. But today when I was lunching
with Claudette, who should be there but
the cream, the Grade A cream, of movie-

dom.
There was Marlene Dietrich

in a white
sports suit with a green jacket and an off
to the races cap, and with her was the
Countess di Frasso, the party gal of Hollywood. Also, at Marlene's table, was Virginia Bruce who is just too beautiful to
be real.
Marlene was suffering from a
cold.
It seems that she went to Frasso's
costume party the night before dressed as
a swan and, after all, Marlene is a big girl
and a swan's neck is only a swan's neck.
At another table was Miriam Hopkins

has just returned from New York.
Across from Miriam there was a gay party
consisting
of
Jeanette MacDonald, Fay

who

Wray, Helen Ferguson and Regina Crewe
of

New

23
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brought little Agnes from Memphis, who
swoons with delight over anyone connected
with
joint.

movies,

there

wasn't

Now,

after

all,

after all—

as

a
I

in

the

always

say,

star
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—
Sometimes, After You've Seen

"You're

Feel

You Must Pat The
Him.

A

Star

SCREEN, 45 W. 45th

St.,

New

Me?" SILVER
York, N. Y.

IN 'THE THIN MAN, we saw a marvelous couple together, none other than
Bill Powell and Myrna Loy.
We again
saw them in 'Evelyn Prentice.' Now we
are waiting expectantly. Are we going
to be rewarded and have a chance to
see them together again?" asks Joan
Lynn of Lamberton Park, Rochester,
N. Y. "I hope so, and I hope it's soon."

Me?"

Nothing on the fire since
walked out of "Escapade."

"PHILO VANCE,

COWELL

of

"Here's a

writes:

Vancouver, B. C.
of cham-

magnum

pagne to Adolphe Menjou for his
Gold Diggers
of 1935.'
Most actors have personal characteristics which peep out in each of their
roles, but Menjou is the person he is por'live'

interpretation in 'The

traying at the moment.
printed and he reads it."

Menjou, the

Hope

Magnum Among

this

is

and

"The
to

is

distinctively

Southern

Ah, go on! What about Chaplin's screen
character or Harold Lloyd or Mickey Mouse
or Platinum Blondes?

"HE

and

Three words— Handsome, Thrilling,
Melodious— describe him to a T. (T stands
for terrific.)
What more can a woman

Arline Judge getting very swagger
with
her

doors of the studios."

new

ask? I'm not a woman, though.
I'm only
sixteen years old, but I'm old enough to
know when a handsome find like Nelson
Eddy is grand. Take your Gables, Lederers,
Marchs, but give me Nelson Eddy any
time. What a man!
What a voice. I saw

calls for a

She has a better chance in "Escapade."

"shirt
shorts."

'Naughty Marietta' six times and I
could see him three times that much."
his

and

"Eddy was a Lady

LAWRENCE ORMEROD

of Somersham, England, writes: "I don't know if
you ever print letters from folks in EngPersonland, but anyway, here's hoping!
ally I never miss a Sylvia Sidney picture,
but why aren't there many more of them
with much better parts for that most gifted
and attractive Sidney girl, who surely has
the cutest smile of them all? So let's be seeing more of her over here in pictures that
are more worth while for us, and especially
so for the star herself, that shy seductive
smiling Sylvia Sidney."

See "Accent on Youth" next.

AM

"I
SENDING a compliment to that
lovable little creature, Virginia Weidler,"
writes Betty Beagle of Maple Ave., Findlay,
O. "She has more emotion stored up in
that little mind of hers than any child
actress I know of.
She has the acting ability that lasts.
She has a sweet and natural
way of performing that touches your very
heart, and it makes you feel as if she's
really living the part, which she probably
is, doing it so naturally.
She isn't any frilly
doll that people tire of so quickly; she's

born actress and here's to her
which I know many people are
wishing her most sincerely."
F. F. V.
Fans Favor Virginia.
a

natural

success,

—

6

IS

that

Pa.

is

but in a situadeep and sympathetic
understanding of one of the American
types, it does seem reasonable to suggest
that a proper selection could be made
from the wealth of talent at the very

which

LIKE

heaven. That is the only
can describe Nelson Eddy,
M-G-M's newest gift to the women," writes
Ann Bushnell of N. Third St., Harrisburg,
thing

artists their just recognition,

tion

not inferior to literature, radio and
strips?" asks Coursin Black of Phila-

delphia, Pa.

this— one is not unwilling
concede to the European and British
point

is

comic

Miss Christians can look pained in front
of a camera as well as any of her colleagues.
However, her obviously Continental accent,
charming as it may be, and her luminous
graces, natural as they may be, do not lend
themselves to the effective portrayal of a

which
American.

Wallingford, Tugboat

'n'

—lovable or humorous— to prove that the
cinema industry can create types of its own,

Mimes.

"LAST EVENING," writes Robert C.
Harder of S. E. Ash St., Portland, Ore.,
"I saw Mady Christians in 'Wicked Woman'
and I am convinced that as an actress

role

Amos

Myrna

Andy, Red Davis, The
Shadow, magazines and radio books, yes,
even comics, offer us characters which have
become almost part of our daily lives. But
the screen has not created for itself any outstanding characters which live in our hearts.
The movies, at best, only present a dramatization of those made famous through
other mediums.
Why shouldn't there be
characterizations that will become famous
Annie,

CON

You

Punch

Here's Your Space

Address, Editor, "You're Telling

Tellin

Picture,

— Or

"IT

"MAY

I

SAY a few words in praise of
He is the most romantic fig-

Nils Asther?

ure on the screen today and an excellent
Please, producers, let us see Mr.
Asther in bigger and better roles.
actor.

"ONE OF THE FINEST

things in

the

movies happened when we had the pleasure
of seeing and hearing Jeanette MacDonald,
without the pain endured by also having
to put up with the underslung Chevalier.
MacDonald and Eddy as a team are 100%,
and 'Naughty Marietta' is not just an
episode, but marks an epoch," writes Betty
H. Mease of Memphis, Tenh.
Tough words for Maurice!

LOUISE

TRAMMELL

of Mead, Okla.,
writes: "Three cheers for Alice Brady in
She, and Hugh
'Gold Diggers of 1935!'
Herbert, simply ran away with the picture.

wonder why we haven't been seeing her
very much. She simply made you hate her,
and while you laughed at her as Mrs. PrenI

tiss,

you couldn't keep from thinking how
be to enact such a role

versatile she must
so splendidly."

The Art

of

Being

Silly!

Killer."

MAY BE HARD

for a great

many

people to find anything to be pleased
about in these times, with the depression
hounding our every footstep, but at least
we certainly have been seeing better, more
interesting and worthwhile movies," writes
Muriel Woodbridge of Berkshire Rd., Grosse
Pointe, Mich.
"Judging from the letters
of the many contributors to this column,
the producers and players themselves have
been receiving splendid support for their
I was a bit skeptical at
excellent work.
first by the sudden praise and interest in
many of the plays, but after seeing such
pictures as 'David Copperfield,' 'Imitation
of Life,' 'Lives of a Bengal Lancer' and
'Clive of India,' I am confident that their
faithful
support is not misplaced, but
wholeheartedly justified."

other words, "original" scripts are
interesting than famous themes reincarnated on the screen. But how explain
"It Happened One Night?"

In

less

.

"HERE, IN

THE ORIENT,

the picture

Merry-Go-Round' has just
been released. I had not seen that promising young star (my favorite actor) Gene
'Transatlantic

Raymond,

for quite a while but that picture renewed my interest in him," writes
Marge Whitacre of Manila, P. I. "Let's

Silver Screen

.

have more of Gene,
that

time singing with

this

voice of his which
"
in 'Sadie McKee.'

thrilled

soft

many

so

See "Hooray For Love."

TWENTY-TWO

and

can truthI
have
was gained through the movies. I learned

"I'M

fully

I

that half the knowledge

say

to think, how to walk, how to talk,
to dress, how to make-up, how to be
I've learned hundreds of things,"
good.
writes Mildred Englehart of 217 S. Fisher
"But there's one thing
St., Jonesboro, Ark.

how
how

I
I haven't learned from the movies.
But
haven't learned how to fall in love.

that

I do fall, I will know how to act."
What's the matter? Is Gable slowing up?

when

RUN A BUS

and haul from twenty
boys and girls twenty-five miles over
mountain to Vale, our nearest picture
show We go twice a week and get to see
all of the good shows, and some that are not
In the last three years, I have
so good.
seen all the big shots and know what shows
please the boys and girls most," writes Ben
W. Corbett of Harper, Ore. "We have
just seen 'The County Chairman' and during the winter we saw 'Judge Priest,' 'Handy
Andy,' and 'David Harem.' Tell Bill Rogers
that the kids want him to stop running
"I

to
a

fifty

around and make some more shows like
these. They are entertaining, all American,
and true to life. Will Rogers doesn't have
He is an
to act, it's just natural with him.
old hoss man and has hoss sense enough to
know what the people like.
"Yours from the land of the last frontier."

O.K. Ben, but wait
"In Old Kentucky."

"HERE'S A

you

till

VOTE

for

see

more

Will in

of

those

whimsical and utterly charming Victor Herbert's operettas, starring Jeanette MacDonald
and Nelson Eddy, the singing sweethearts,"
writes Sophie Lokas of Carter St., Rochester,
"Victor Herbert's melodies are
N. Y.
lovely and rollicking beyond compare, and
hearing them on the screen from the lips
of two such talented stars gives us young
people a thrill that modern music has
utterly failed
folk a lovely

Note

—"The

to

Mr.

to do, and gives the older
hour of remembrance."

M-G-M

Strickling,

Publicity

Singing Sweethearts" are that good!

"EVE JUST
Lancer.'
that I'm

seen 'Lives of a Bengal
was so wonderful and thrilling
still under its spell," writes Mary
It

Mueller of Pensacola Ave., Chicago, 111. "I
want to extend to Gary Cooper my sincerest
appreciation of his great performance.
When he gave his life to save his regiment
I
honestly cried, so completely was I
under the spell of his genius. Gary Cooper

—I bow before you."

Oh— oh! Mary

loves

Gary—Mary

loves

Gary (are you blushing?)

Say goodbye to your

PICTURE TITLES THAT
HAVE BEEN CHANGED
"The Hands

of Orlac" (Peter Lorre)

formerly
"Mad Love"
"Don't Bet On Blondes"
(Warren William)
formerly
"Not On Your Life"
"Silk
Hat Kid"
(Lew Ayres)
formerly
"The Lord's Referee"
"Escapade"
(William
Powell)
formerly
"Masquerade"
"Steamboat Bill"
(Will
Rogers)
formerly
"Steamboat 'Round the Bend"
.

.

for

fear of "accidents."

[old,

You

haunting

can!

—

For just one word
to your druggist
or to a saleswoman at your favorite
department store— will bring you the
dependable protection you've always
longed for. Andthatword is..MODESS.

.

.
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Modess

is

napkin that

the one and only sanitary
is

"Certam-Safe." Get a

box. Take out one of the soft, snowy

napkins and look at

•

it.

See

. .

the specially-treated material on
edges and back that protects you

against striking through.

•

the extra-long gauze tabs that give
a firmer pinning area and protect
you against tearing away.

MODESS STAYS SOFT- STAYS SAFE

7

REVIEWS!

"

UowTcAN c^ ESHOES
SMARTEST ^HOE&

WITH

THE

TIPS ON
PICTURES
SAFE, INSTANT RELIEF
CORNS, CALLOUSES, BUNIONS
You'll be foot-happy from the moment you
start using Dr. Sertoli's Zino-pads. The soothing, healing medication in them stops pain of
corns, callouses, bunions and tender toes instantly. They shield the sore spot from shoe
friction and pressure; makenew
or tight shoes easy on your feet;

prevent corns, sore toes and

callouses, use
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads with the
separate Medicated Disks now
included in every box. Otherwise use the pads only to take

Get

double-acting treatment
today at your drug, shoe or

Sally Eilers (a taxi dancer)
impersonating the daughter of a
wealthy family who was kidnapped when a child, you have
the makings of an entertaining
little film.
In cast, Ray Milland,

APRIL BLOSSOMS — Very

charming.
Made in England,
with Richard Tauber, the celebrated Viennese tenor, in the always sure-fire role of Franz Schufilm will
bert,
this melodious
catch at your heart-strings.
Jane Baxter
pealing as the girl he loves so hopelessly.

BLACK SHEEP— Fine.

Dr Scholl's
"Zino-pads
gtiHe.'

HUSH

A

There

working

thrills of a decidedly eerie
will find this a worthy suc"Frankenstein." Better leave the chil-

you're looking for

cessor to
dren at home.
Not for sensitive souls either.
(Boris Karloff, O. P. Heggie, Colin Clive, Elsa
Lanchester.)

—

!

t

STORES.

CHINATOWN SQUAD— Fair.

|

The

locale is

San Francisco's far-famed Chinatown, with Lyle
Talbot (once of the police force) as a sight-seeing
bus driver who happens on to an absorbing murder case. (Valerie Hobson, Leslie Fenton, Hugh
O'Connell.)

CONVENTION

GIRL^So-so. Just as
good Americans go to Paris when they die

all

(or
so they say 1) all good conventions arrive at
Atlantic City.
This has to do with the brighter
side
the girl angle at those rather dull affairs.

—

—

(Rose Hobart, Herb. Rawlinson.)

DOUBTING THOMAS— Grand entertainment.
You'll roll in the aisle with mirth when you see
Rogers put a crimp into the stage bug
developed by his amusing wife and daughter-indroll Will

freckles
Secretly

and Quickly Removed!

can banish those annoying,
YOU
embarrassing freckles quickly and
surely in the privacy of your

own

room. Your friends will wonder how
you did it. Stillman's Freckle Cream
removes them while you sleep. rA c
Leavestheskinsoftand smooth. Oil
thecomplexionfreshand clear. AJar

One

law-to-be (Billie Burke and Gail Patrick).
of the best Will Rogers films to date.

ESCAPE ME NEVER— Splendid.
all

remember Elisabeth Bergner

for

will

expert

performance as Catherine the Great now you
will adore her as the pathetic waif, Gemma, who
gets mixed up with that mad, mad Sanger family
of musical fame, whose doorstep is the entire
continent of Europe.

FLAME WITHIN, THE— Good.

Ann Hard-

ing struggles painstakingly with the role of a
psychiatrist who sets out to cure two neurotics,
with rather disastrous results for own peace of
mind.
In fine cast Herbert Marshall, Maureen
O'Sullivan, Louis Hayward.

MEN"—A

Thriller.
The "G Men" are in
"G
the employ of the Federal Government to rid the
With
country of vicious, fool-hardy gangsters.

James Cagney lined up with this group you can
expect some slap-bang action and loads of en(Margaret Lindsay, Ann Dvorak.)
tertainment.

GINGER—

Fine. Little Jane Withers (remember her as the brat in "Bright Eyes") in an en-

8

wood.
grossing little tale of an orphan child who transforms a wealthy household. Sounds trite, but it's
Especially when Jackie Searl
really delightful.

young

the wealthy family's

is

hopeful.

GIRL FROM TENTH AVENUE^Good.

It

may be

tough to be poor, but Betty Davis' troubles
a blue-blood from Park
Avenue.
A familiar plot, but handled with a
(Ian Hunter,
generous amount of savoir faire.
Colin Clive, Phillip Reed, Alison Skipworth.)

when she marries

begin

GO IN* TO
West

TOWN—Amusing.,

All the

Mae

(and their name is still legion)
this robust farce, but there's no use
the fact that Mae's hilarious romping

adorers

will enjoy

denying

not as diverting as

is

INFORMER,

it

once was.

THE— Excellent. A

thoroughly

dramatic story of the Irish Revolution of
1922, with Victor McLaglen giving us a brilliant
portrait study of a man who is in the thick of
everything but really doesn't understand what it
fine

all

is

(Margot Graham-Heather Angel.)

about.

—hankering
Good.

LADDIE;

If

it's

a sentimental

film

for, here it is, all dressed
that you're
in cotton wool and authored by Gene Stratton
Porter.
John Beal plays the title role, Gloria
Stuart is the girl he adores so hopefully and Virginia Weidler plays "little sister" adorably.

up

MEN OF THE HOUR—Fair.
adventure and

thrills of

The romance,

a newsreel camera man's

furnish the nucleus for this comedy-drama
featuring Dick Cromwell, Wallace Ford, Jack

life

LaRue and

Seward.

Billie

MURDER

THE FLEET—

Good.
A
with the correct amount of murders to
keep the tempo moving at an exciting pace.
Robert Taylor and Arthur Byron take care of
the dramatic high lights while Una Merkel, Nat
Pendleton and Ted Healy keep the lighter mo-

IN

thriller

You

—her

Sammy

Boy. Mary perfected her
technique by practice on
the bachelors of Holly-

thriller.

and morbid nature you

CALL OF THE WILD—

and her

dra-

is

BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN—A
IF

Carlisle

obedient pup,

I

fast-paced

This takes
Fine.
place in the great open spaces
where men are
men and, . . . well, you know the rest
Except
that Clark Gable, matinee idol de luxe, is our
rugged hero, and Jack Oakie furnishes some of
Loretta Young is
the best comedy of the year.
the girt

FOR

AT ALL

Mary

concerning a card sharp (Edmund
on luxurious Atlantic liners.
plenty of action and excitement, and the
cast includes Tom Brown and Claire Trevor.

Lowe)

BODY ODORS

ap-

yarn

matic

is

is

THE— Good. A

Calhern, as the villain of course

25^
35^

pain

DOW—Fair.

ALIAS MARY
With

grand Western, in the old tradition, with virile Richard
Dix striding magnificently through the familiar
routine, ably abetted by lovely Margot Graham
(of "The Informer"), Preston Foster and Louis

mous

Put one on — lhii

David

May

ARIZONIAN,

this fa-

department store.
STANDARD WHITE, now
New DE LUXE flesh color

Helen Vinson,
Robson.)

Evans,
Holt,

O'Neill.

CALLOUSES

remove corns or

off shoe pressure.

entertaining fashion. The cast is
(Paul Lukas, Madge
top notch.

Katharine Alexander, Henry

blisters; quiet irritated nerves.

Removes Corns, Callouses
To quickly, safely loosen and

AGE OF INDISCRETION—

Good. A drama of divorce which,
even if it doesn't walk off with
any prizes, moves along in an

ments humming merrily along.

MY SONG FOR YOU—

Fine.
Jan Kiepura,
the distinguished Polish tenor, in another melodious romantic comedy, laid in Vienna and the
picturesque south of France.
Sonnie Hale provides typically British humor and Aileen Marson,
a newcomer, is quite lovely as the heroine.

NITWITS— Fair.

_

The team

of

Wheeler and

Woolsey

is at it again and the title neatly fits a
great many of their dizzy antics.
You can expect plenty of songs, plenty of laughter, and a

modicum

ONCE

of burlesqued plot.

IN A

BLUE MOON— Fair.

Those

showmen, Messrs. Hecht & MacArthur, fashion a film that is a mixture of farce,
fantasy and straight comedy, with Jimmy Savo,
the master-pantomomist, in the leading role.
The setting is Russia, after the war.
irrepressible

Silver Screen

—
OUR LITTLE GIRL— Charming.

Shirley

Temple would be a winner in no matter what
so when she becomes an intermediary
between her estranged parents, why, Shirley is all
four aces in the deck
(Joel McCrea-Rosemary
Ames.)
she played

—

STRAUSS' GREAT

PARTY WIRE-^Good.

Everybody who

HERO—

PUBLIC
Exciting.
The "G Men"
are in their element these days and here's another yarn describing America's gangsters' uneven
fight against these stern denizens of the law.
(Chester Morris, Lionel Barrymore, Jean Arthur,
Lewis Stone.)

SCOUNDREL, THE— Interesting

and

differ-

Noel Coward, the playwright with such a
tremendous vogue in London and New York,
makes his bow as a screen actor in as unique a
drama as the cinema has as yet evolved. Julie

(Edmund Gwenn, however,

excellent

is

as

UNDER THE PAMPAS MOON— Colorful.

UNKNOWN WOMAN— Fair.

In

line

with

trend, we have attractive Marian
cast as a secret Federal agent, with
Of course
several exciting arrests to her credit.
with handsome
she has a romance on the side
Dick Cromwell, a young lawyer.

Marsh

—

VAGABOND LADY— Good.

An

amusing

this,

VILLAGE
Only fair.
Phil Stong,
the popular "State Fair," also aubut this
thored this story of small town life
suffers by comparison. In the cast are Kay John-

young

lovely as the

In

—

in the troubled domestic atmosphere.
(Bill Bakewell, Preston Foster, Florinne McKinney.)

NEW
A

j'arn

TALE—

who wrote

.

Beautiful,

.

.

son and Randolph Scott.

STRANGERS ALL Good comedy. These
strangers happen to be members of one big
"happy" family, with May Robson playing the
mother who is continually ironing out the kinks

A

little

nate

—

poetess.
fair.

WEREWOLF OF LONDON—Weird
rifies.

and

An

expertly handled tale of the fanwhich fascinates even while it hor(Henry Hull, Warner Oland, Valerie

thrilling.
tastic type

Hobson, Spring Byington.)

CONTEST

Framed,

Inscribed,

Auto-

graphed Photograph of Your Favorite
Star Will

Be Sent To You

If

You Win

In This Delightful Contest.

"DECENT

magazine for autograph albums,
proved to be the most popular
fascinating to have so intimate a

stars,

made. It is
souvenir of your favorite player
autograph albums.
offers ever

as these inscribed, signed

September issue in order that you
opportunity to secure for your den or
library a beautiful original photograph of your favorite
star, framed in excellent taste, and bearing in the inscription your name and the signature of the star.

Be sure

seize

to secure the
this

In the September Issue of Silver Screen

There Will Be
to

Win a

An

Opportunity For

Prize of a

DAYS

with the PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE
...or it will cost you nothing!

3 REDUCED
Miss

MY

HIPS 9 INCHES,"

Healy..."I reduced from 43
inches to 34% inches". ..writes Miss Brian...
"Massages like magic". .writes Miss Carroll
..."The fat seems to have melted away"...
says Mrs. McSorley.
So many of our customers are delighted
with the wonderful results obtained with
...writes

.

The new contest is an even more attractive proposition
and there will be fifty winners. Any fan who loves pictures
and can write enthusiastically about them may win a prize.

may

REDUCE
YOUR WAIST and HIPS
3 INCHES in 10

contests in this

signed by the

SUMMERTIME

current

the

George Raft plays a prison saxophonist who gets
released and joins up with a traveling band directed by the old Maestro, Ben Bernie himself.
Music and subsequent melodrama are mixed at
will and often not with the best results.

is

During the

Warner Baxter is quite at home in the role of a
romantic South American gaucho in this lively
With him plays Ketti
story of the pampas.
Gallian, and in addition there is an abundance
of music and dancing and laughter.

about the high-powered business mag(Berton Churchill) and his two sons
Reginald Denny, the plodder, and Robert Young,
and the latter's amazing marriage to
the playboy
Evelyn Venable, the janitor's daughter.

STOLEN HARMONY— Only

REDUCTION

the

Strauss.)

elder

ent.

Haydon

"DOUBLE-QUICK"

—

lives

—

WALTZ—

Fair.
Lovers
of this composer's immortal melodies will enjoy
others will find fault with its creaky
this film
mechanism and rather antiquated type of acting.

1

in a small community knows how maddening a
party wire can be especially when innocent conversations are often misconstrued as "scandalous
gossip."
(Victory Jory-Jean Arthur.)

.

You

Most Fascinating

and Intimate

Sort.

Rubber Reducing Girdle
and Uplift Brassiere that we want you to
try them for 10 days at our expense!
this Perforated

Massage-Like Action Reduces Quickly!
next to the body with perfect

B Worn

permit the
skin to breathe as its gentle massage-like
action removes flabby, disfiguring fat with
every movement . . . stimulating the body
once more into energetic health!

safety, the tiny perforations

Don't Wait Any Longer.
Act Today!
H You can prove to yourself quickly and
. .

whether or not this very
and brassiere will reduce

definitely in 10 days
efficient girdle

your waist and hips THREE INCHES!
You do not need to risk one penny... try
them for 10 days... at no cost!
SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

PERFOLASTIC,

Silver Screen's

Famous Gold Medal

Again Be Awarded to the Most
Popular Actor or Actress of the Screen.

Will

For Details

of

how you can

vote

for

your

favorite star

Silver Screen
for

August 1935

41
Dept. 448,
Please send me

Inc.
EAST 42nd ST., New York, N. Y.
FREE BOOKLET describins and

illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and Uplift
Brassiere, also sample of perforated rubber and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER
!

Name

See September Issue of
On Sale August 7th

Address
State^
City
Use Coupon or Send Name and Address on Penny Postcard

Photos by Phillips

Frasso, the most popular hostess in Hollywood,
some of her guests at her recent costume party. Jack Oakie,
Tyler and Richard Barthelmess are having a good time.

The Countess Di
with

Tom

The Countess, who was
dressed

as

Dietrich

in

"Blonde Venus," with Ivan
Lebedeff and Wera Engels.

Charles Chaplin attended
as a philosopher from the
East, with Paulette Goddard not in costume.

Countess Gives A Party
10

Dolores Del Rio, Clive
Brook and Fay Wray.
Mexican influence, with a
little
touch of spinach.

Elizabeth Allan as another famous
Dietrich character, with Count Alfredo di Carpegna, Virginia Bruce
and William Rhinelander Stewart.

Silver Screen

—

..

Topics for Gossips

Silver

Screen
Will and Dorothy
Wilson
in
this
story of the blue

grass

country.

Will Rogers and
some of the other
thorough breds

making "In Old
Kentucky."

in case you were staying awake
JUST
nights and worrying about
Garbo has
it,

again re-signed with M-G-M. Of course
she has spent the last few months telling the
studio officials that she was through with

and going back to Sweden, (she
has been pulling this same stunt for ten
years alackaday), but when they waved a
new fancy contract in her face Garbo signed
it right away.
By the way, maybe Garbo
is
going to change her "type." She has
been on a shopping spree recently, and not
at Watson's for new slacks and tailored
pictures

suits, but at Hollywood's gayest shops lor
all kinds of feminine doo-dabs.

—

AND another exotic lady is definitely
-^i-changing her type. Marlene Dietrich,
who has always been cold and blase and
nonchalant and too, too beautiful, has suddenly blossomed out into one of those gay
creatures who inevitably becomes the "life
of the party." Maybe it was the trip to
New York, or maybe it was the breaking
of the Von Sternberg alliance, or maybe it
was something entirely different, but anyway Marlene, who used to sit at home of
an evening, is now a regular social butterfly.
Every day finds her lunching at the
Vendome with the Countess di Frasso and
a gay party, and every evening she's at the
Trocadero with the Countess and a gay

mal

aid.

first

And

though being the only sturdy
fishing trip wasn't enough,
Marlene spent the next week-end on a gay
house-party at Santa Monica, and practically defeated every young man there on
the tennis court. If you want to see something really beautiful you should see the
just as

Viking of a

vivacious Dietrich wielding a mean tennis
racquet.
And we always thought she was
the passive type.

—<$>«—

RECENTLY

the Countess di Frasso gave a
coast of Catalina
with Marlene, the Clark Gables and the
Dick Barthelmesses among her guests. It
was one of those week-ends when the
Pacific did not live up to its name, and the
fishing boat pitched merrily from one crest
to another, with intermissions of intensive
fishing party off the
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nomngly, inquired

of his wife, "Where are
the girls? Aren't they staying out late?"
Paul's wife agreed, and hurried to the door
and whistled, and in raced two small
pooches. "The girls" are a white West
Highland, "Hurry-Hurry," and a black
Scotty,

"Miss McNasty."

AND

still

.

-

—

another gal who has started
stepping out since her vacation in New

is Irene Dunne.
In the old days of
1934 and 1933 Hollywood never saw the
beautiful Irene except on the screen, and
occasionally on the golf course, but lately
she has been night-clubbing at the Trocadero quite often. Of course, after Irene
returned from her New York vacation she
had to spend a week at Yosemite recovering from it, as is the custom. But evidently
that dash of New York night life got in her
blood, for Irene has been more social in
the last month than she has been since
she arrived in Hollywood.

York
but you know
rumor
THE
are, that Dietrich and her

how rumors

is,

blonde hus-

Rudolph Seiber, who returned to
Germany two months ago, will soon get a
band,

divorce.

—

«S>

BRIAN AHERNE,

who is back in Hollyplay the male lead in
Joan Crawford's next picture, is Marlene's
most constant escort these days and nights.
He even took her to the Friday night fights
recently, and Marlene got so excited she
almost did a Lupe Velez.
wood again

to

FROM
Sidney

Nassau to Miami

to

Hollywood

Smith, millionaire playboy, has
Lilian Bond. Lillian admits they
are fond of each other, but she sighs and
adds, "The trouble is I work, and like to;
and Sidney doesn't work, and doesn't like
trailed

party.

for

Practically everyone succumbed to
de mer except Marlene, who was
simply in her glory rushing around giving
rolling.

to."

So maybe

there'll

be wedding

bells,

and maybe there won't.

NOT

_.<§>.

most
Southern
California. Whenever Una "comes to dinner" she always brings you a large bouquet

long ago,

a

•

visitor

at

the

Paul

home was surprised when the
came home and, looking around ques-

of

the

in

of her roses.

CHARLES LAUGHTON
bridge, declaring he
for parlor games.
.#

refuses to play

is

"too restless"

—

MARGARET

Kelly

actor

—
MERKEL has one
UNA
beautiful rose gardens

SULLA VAN

trying to
is
think up names for her two St. Bernard pups. So far the best names seem to

[Continued on page 52]
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Getting "Movie
However, someone must

Everyone

Has Read The

"Big Opportunity" Stories

Ahout The Movies. Here
Are The Facts From

Man Who
THERE
the paper.

A

Knows.

here on my desk
not an unusual
but fairly typical of the thousand and one such letters that arrive on
the desk, of any Broadway columnist in
the course of a year. Only the postmark
varies on such letters.
This one is from
is

at
letter

a

letter

It is

Richmond, Virginia.
"Dear Mr. Sullivan," it starts, "I am i7
years old and my friends tell me that I
would make good in the movies if I had
I
am blonde, blue-eyed and
a chance.
while I do not want to appear conceited,
have a very cute figure. Please tell me
to go about getting a screen test."
Enclosed in the letter is a picture of a
lovely looking young American girl and
if she did not have a nice, eager look in
her eyes, I'd be prompted to sit down at
the typewriter and write her this kind of
an answer:
"Dear Miss
"I have received your letter and, in
turn, I want to ask you a few very pointed
questions. Why do you think you'd click
in the movies if you got a chance? Have
you had any professional stage experience, sufficient experience to equip you for
competition against a Katharine Hepburn? Have you sufficient beauty to compete against a Nancy Carroll? Are your
legs as shapely as those of Marlene DieAre your
trich or Claudette Colbert?
eyes as expressive as those of Merle
Oberon? Have you the sophistication of
a Carole Lombard, or the poise and
breeding of Kay Francis? Can you wear
Will your
clothes like Joan Crawford?
I

how

,

voice fall as soothingly on the ear as
that of Margaret Sullavan, who comes
from your same state of Virginia?
"Do you realize, young lady, that most
of those who are movie stars have trained
laboriously for years to perfect themselves
in the art of make-believe, and that each
career represents years of monotonous and
weary work, dreary one-night stands in
small town theatres, weeks upon weeks of
rehearsals in shows that were destined to
Do you
flop soon after they opened?
realize, young lady, that even stage stars
and featured players go to Hollywood and
have their hearts broken— that some of
them don't even get into a picture in the
course of a six-months' contract because
they have been overlooked in the rush?"
I say that I'd be prompted to write such
a letter, if the young lady didn't have
such an eager look in her face, but it
would be like slapping a young puppy in
the face with a folded newspaper.
The
youngster would never forgive me, because she is blinded by star-dust, dazzled
by the kleig lights that illuminate the
glamorous figures of a Connie Bennett
or a Bergner or a Clark Gable.

12

answer, for once and for
all, all of these youngsters
who pen such letters, for
there are thousands of
them, each filled with the
same splendid dreams of a
movie career and blinded
to the cold realities of the
problem involved in fulfilling those dreams. This

may pain all of you
girls— blonde, brunette or
red-headed— but a temporary pain is preferable to
a protracted agony of
hope. So listen carefully
to what I have to say to
you.
In the first place, getting a screen test is the
least of your difficulties.
If you believe, or your
friends believe that you
have sufficient beauty to
warrant attention from
the talent scouts of the
major companies, write a
to one of these
letter
three men: Oscar Serlin,
Paramount Building, New
article

York

City;

Al

Altman,

Clark Gable is very popular now, but once he
was only an extra and
had to go back to the
stage to get his opportunity.

Constance

Bennett

was famous before
she

made

pictures.

Silver Screen

'Tested"
M-G-M executive office, 1540 Broadway,
New York City; Joe Pincus, Fox executive
office, 444 West 56th St., New York City.
They are

the eastern talent scout heads of

company. In your letter to them,
give your name, your experience, your
height, weight and coloring of eyes and
Enclose a picture of yourself, and if
hair.
possible, send a closeup shot of your face
and also a full-length shot.
their

Despite your natural fear that such a
be overlooked, I tell you in all
sincerity that each of these men will read it
very carefully and study your picture with
equal deliberation. That is their business
and they are forever on the search for new
If there is something in your photo
faces.
that catches the attention of these experts,
you are on your way to a screen test.
In the event that your picture registers,
letter will

this

is

what

will

happen.

You

% Ed

suiKvan

They

can't guarantee anything.
The final
decision is up to the talent scouts.
Save
yourself the money that would be invested
in these fruitless courses.
If you are intent
on a movie career, send your letters and
photos direct to the three men I have
listed above.
If you have something that
distinguishes you in their eyes, they will
contact you directly. If you haven't, it's a
lot better to find it out quickly.
In your letters to Serlin, Altman and
Pincus, tell them that you are following
my advice in writing directly to them, because I've already talked to them, explained

my

plan and they have recommended it.
It is
However, don't be too hopeful.
10,000 to 1 that you will receive a discouraging reply, and it is 10,000 to 1 that
they will advise you to give

up your idea

of a

will receive

Serlin, at the New York
inviting you to make the
trip to New York at his company's expense.
If you pass his scrutiny, in person, you
will be enrolled in the drama school that
conducted in the Paramount Building
is
for a two week or three week course. Your
screen test may not be an individual test.
Perhaps you will appear in a minor part
while Serlin is screen-testing a big star.
You may be the maid or the butler or the
But the
telephone operator in a sketch.
point is that you will have been screentested because each of the actors or actresses who appears in support of a big
star is also being tested simultaneously.
receive a lot of letters from parents,
I
asking me if it is true that there are
"movie schools," which for a fee will guarMy
antee a screen test to a youngster.

a letter, say,

Paramount

answer

is

from

offices,

to

for-

get all about such
schools, regardless

glowing
promises con-

of

the

tained

in

their

Kay

Francis is a very
talented girl, and beshe has youth,
sides,

beauty and brains.

advertisements.

don't like to throw cold
these
are the actual figures arrayed against you.
And even if you do get a screen test, it is
000 to 1 that, even then, nothing will
come of it.
I was sitting in Serlin's office the other
day, preparing the data for this article,
when Vera Neva, a Broadway night club
screen career.

I

water on your

warm enthusiasm but

singer,

been

Margaret Sullivan, one of the few who,

was announced.

Miss

Neva

in

one picture, established their star qualities.

for
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had

screen-tested eight days previously.
I'll describe her to you to give
you a better idea. She has one
of the most stunning laces I've
ever seen on Broadway, cloudy
gray- [Continued on page 54]
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On

Hints

The

"NO, No,

Proper

mm

Behavior

a

Ft

On The

.

in "The Gilded Lily?"
nice mess of prospects if I ever saw one,
and every one of them eligible for Yuma.
Now, just suppose Bill Powell, old

and wasn't he good

A

Occa-

him out on
temporarily out
of his mind and pop the question to me.
Bill would be very casual about it, he
would order six Scotches and soda, he would
adjust the gardenia in his button-hole,

sion

call

debonair
the

we

call

go

about the pleats in his new
and then remark rather
casually, "By the way, it may not last a
week, indeed it may be quite depressing,
Do you mind?
but Jet's get married.

j

Pro-

as

should

his tailor

evening

Of A

Bill,

range,

pants,

Desperately?"
Yes, I think that would be the Powell
method, though mind you I have never
it to Carole.
Now how should I
What should I say? I should remember
Myrna Loy in "The Thin Man" and Ginger

mentioned
act?

posal

By

Rogers in "Star of Midnight" I suppose,
and be very unconcerned and sophisticated

A

Movie

Star.

By

L iza
SO HELP ME,

And
I've gone romantic!
because of a seventeen pound
fish, moonlight off the coast of Mexico,
and a slight touch of seasickness. Perhaps
a dash of the old mal de mer v^as mostly
to blame for my romantic mood, which has
it's

all

me

so excited that I have been in a dither
You see it was like this— I went
for days.
on a deep sea fishing trip with Claudette
Colbert and a lot of movie stars, who spent
hours boasting about their prowess with

rod and reel, and spent hours catching
nothing but sunburn and a lot of old kelp.
Well, about four in the afternoon one
of your favorite movie stars decided to go
below to fix himself a neat brandy with
a little shasta on the side and asked me
as a favor to hold his line for him until
he got back, and I who don't even know
the difference between trolling and live
bait, held his line for him and, Mercy, if
a seventeen pound yellow-tail didn't choose
just that moment to swing on to the dummy

about the entire thing. I'd probably order twelve Scotches and soda,
yawn with the proper amount of
blase boredom, and say, "What are
Ginger Rogers in a
you doing the first Tuesday in Seppose implying rejecHeavens no, that's the
tember?
tion or refusal. This
position will be made
Lubitsch dinner. But I can make
more emphatic and
it
the following Thursday.
Shall
convincing if you
we take Carole and Jean and make
can avoid looking
it a party?"
Maybe I'd say that,
and maybe I'd stop to think. Maybe
so darn beautiful.
Bill wouldn't be so hot as a husband
after all.
He has got a beautiful
home in Beverly Hills, but all those
darned buttons and disappearing
a movie star should propose to me somebeds w^ould drive me insane. After all I
just
as
might
I
should
I
do?
time, what
am the simple type who likes a good reliable
well be prepared, for anything can happen
bed over in the far corner and I like to
in
my
does),
and
usually
Hollywood
(and
in
know it's always there when I want it and
beautiful new picture hat with the crushed
not tucked behind one of Billie Haines'
rose on it, which I bought for Carole

Lombard's last party, I am
what Shakespeare might
call
a tasty wench, or
Who might
would he?
propose among the eligible
young leading men (and

gone into this
just as well play
the long shots) and
who, to be sure, is

might

eligible?

Oh,
all

I

figured

there

on the

poop-deck.

and

who had been

Harlow but

boasting all day about their prowess, saw
land that seventeen pound yellow-tail
they got so mad they made me feel quite
superior— Hooray for Atlanta! So I let go,
relaxed, enjoyed the scenery and got awfully
life
and nature and things.
soft about

something
might be

When

those movie stars,

silly,

And when

I feel

a

mood coming on

I

make

the most of it. And then the moon came
up, oh such a moon, and other things,
and the boat started rolling and pitching.
So when everybody else retired to the lounge
for a round of martinis and a rubber of
bridge I decided that the place for me
was the poop-deck. And you really can't
lie on your back, hour after hour, on a
poop-deck, gazing up at a fine old Mexican
moon without getting gloriously romantic.
Well, it gave me to think. Just suppose
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Jean

there's

me

it

out lying

There's William Powell,
and of course

fish at the end of the line, the big
practically pulled me overboard.

Italian cornices.
Bill worries a lot, why he's often
said that his greatest pleasure comes from
worrying about the future, and for a dame
who never sees any further than the spots
before her eyes I must say that in time
this future would doubtless become a great

And

I've

since
I

nude

done about
her, for instance, a bit
of arsenic in
a strawberry
tart.

And

RonCol man,

there's

nie

and I could
go for him.

And

Randy Scott.
Would he escape?

there's

Garbo doesn't mind, and
Not to mention
Cary Grant and Randy Scott and Dick
Powell and Jack Oakie and Franchot Tone
and Nat Pendleton and Fred MacMurray,
George Brent,
I

don't

if

think she does.

Cary Grant.
is on the
bounce just now.

He

Ronald Col ma

What

Silver Screen

control

Thousand Times No!"
And then too, come to think of it,
Jean Harlow. Why should I muscle
in on her? So if Bill ever proposed to me
I wouldn't say Yes and I wouldn't say No,
I'd simply say Perhaps, and then run out
and see if I couldn't do better.
Who knows but what Ronnie Colman,
midsummer night's dream being what it is
(and what is it Reinhardt, old boy?) and
June fairly vibrating with wedding bells,
hot dog, might forget his British reserve
just once and break down and propose.
Ronnie being the shy and sensitive type,
and having the Old School for his Alma
Mater, would probably sit down at his desk
and write a formal little note with every
bore.

I

like

preposition,
place.
in the

Now

and proposition,
it's

common

talk,

in

its

every

right

man

knows it, that I have been
conducting an open rebellion against grammar for years, and one look at that formal
proposal in elegant black and white would
depress me no end. I always say there is
nothing so cheery on a warm afternoon as
a dangling participle, and I am quite sure
street

that Ronnie, so suave, so charming, so
utterly proper, never dangled one in his

Brooks, and

I

think Georgian furniture

is

now that I think it over,
Ronnie Colman might have been my dream
prince for years but when it comes down
Yes,

stuffy.

actual proposal of matrimony I
wouldn't say Yes and I wouldn't say No,
I'd say Perhaps and hope I could do better.
Take Randy Scott for instance, and wasn't
he something in "Roberta"?
man with
such a gift of duplicity, who can ride like
mad through Dead Man's Gulch for Paramount, and then go sophisticated in tails
to

an

A

to send, and he admires, and quite
rightly too, a quiet and correct girl
with none of that

hey

nonny nonny.

He

has always gone
with quiet and correct girls in Hollyfact

most

time

and

wood, in
of

his

_

and pumps for R-K-O would bear watching. As a husband he'd probably go
galloping off to save some helpless
female with golden hair just when

wanted him most.

I

Of course Randy

has always appealed to me because
he is so big, and unaffected, and
blonde, and southern, and once played
football for Georgia Tech.

There was the party not
ago to which he
took Nancy Carroll and me,
and after dinner the host
announced that we would
so long

life.

Then, too, a girl must keep in mind that
Ronnie has been exposed on the screen,
and off, to the beauty of Loretta Young,
time and time again, so he is used to the
best in feminine pulchritude, and after the
first romantic ecstasy wore off he would look

Bill

The

attention is spent
Vivian Gaye, who

me

with hurt eyes that said, "You're no
Loretta Young." And I would have to go
through life with the shadow of Loretta
ever between us, which is too much to ask
of any girl. Off-screen Ronnie is definitely
at

Powell.

whose future
will make good reading.
lad

just
as

on
is

about as subdued

Randy is himself.
Randy would probably
propose on his knees,
with a courtly dash of

the athletic type. He resents any chichi in
his women, they must be
intelligent as well as beautiful, and they must know
how to play a darned good
game of tennis. Ronnie
belongs to the Tennis Set.
Now I like a bit of chichi
now and then, and I won't

old Virginia, and at the

wedding you'd have to
be done up in miles
and miles of ancestral
lace, and I just know
there would be a
Family Who Disap-

Franchot Tone.
Suppose he proposed,
could you be firm?

proved. I don't believe
could face it. There's a lot of the hi de ho
about me which Orange County, Virginia,
would never understand, and I never know
what dress I am going to wear until I
actually have it on. I'm afraid, oh dreadfully afraid, that I only honestly like gentlemen in the abstract. So if Randy proposed
to me, I wouldn't say Yes— oh, skip it.
Anything but quiet and correct is Randy's
pal and running mate, the handsome Cary
Grant.
Cary is the impetuous type who
wants to go places in an awful hurry and
I

Jack Oakie.
Perhaps he is cynical about love.
play roulette, and Nancy and I had both
come with only a couple of bucks between
us and were wondering if maybe the butler
would cash a check for us, when Randy
came loping over with his grand boyish
grin and slipped a twenty dollar bill into

both our mitts.

"Now you

girls

go and

Randy genially, "and
you need some more just let me know."
Well, I tell you I have batted around Hollywood for years and never before had I met
a young man who was thoughtful enough
enjoy yourself," said
if

up that picture hat
with the crushed rose I

give

for Lombard's
party for anyone, and, besides, I don't know a lob
from a backhand and I
only go to tennis matches
because I think Frank
Shields is too, too divine.
And I don't like tea or
Queen Victoria or the Clive

bought

George Brent.
he proposed,

If

would you
worry about
Greta?

for
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to realize that a girl doesn't take a lot of
money to a party, and when roulette is
introduced doesn't like to sit on a chair
in the corner ami wonder for hours if the
Countess di Frasso's emeralds are real. So
help me, I was so pleased with Randy that
I nearly married him that night, though
to be sure he hadn't asked me.

Randy

is

the type

who makes

his dates

weeks in advance, quite properly, and calls
the day before to sec what dress you are
wearing so he will know what color orc hids

do things

gayly,

and he would

definitely

rush a poor girl off her feet. Dashing to
Santa Barbara for a cocktail some evening
at seventy miles an hour he might say,
"Liz, my pet, let's get married," straight
and simple, just like that, but before I could
answer there'd be a traffic cop on our heels
and when that ordeal was over Cary would
have forgotten all about his proposal and

we'd be dashing

to the nearest florist to get
the corsage that he had forgotten to pick

up

in

Hollywood.

Now

I'm crazy about

Cary, and have been for a long time, as
he is one of the gayest, most generous
and maddest people I know, but I think
that deep down in his heart he is still in
love with Virginia Cherrill who divorced
him recently, and I just don't think I could
be one of those understanding women who
doesn't mind the "other woman." Besides,
Cary, I know, will always insist upon driving

[Continued on {/age 59]
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Imagination
That Tell Of Love Are More
Welcome Than Costly Presents.

Fanciful

Gifts

By Muriel Babcock
PREHISTORIC days,
INhunter
brought home

if

handsome

a

an unusually
he stood a fine

beautiful leopard skin,
chance of capturing his sweetheart's affection.
If the leopard skin didn't do the
trick, his methods were simple and direct.
He knocked his lady over the head with a
club, dragged her off to his cave, and by
this time she was right willing to say yes!

But methods of wooing change.
In Hollywood today, the problem is a
Hollywood is a
great deal more complex.
town where love is the master emotion. As
all stars lead emotional lives, love affairs
become matters expressed with glamorous
and imaginative touches.
It is also a town where luxurious presents
count for little. Most stars have wealth of
their

own.

They have

silver fox furs,

some automobiles, and beautiful

A

bracelet or a car

is

just

fair,

traced with tiny sticks of candy, "Happy
It was a lovely chocolate
Birthday."

cake with white frosting, and he told
Now
Greta he had baked it himself.
Mr. Brent CAN cook— he'd already established that fact in conversations— but
whether he baked this particular cake
himself or not, I wouldn't guarantee.
After the cutting of the cake, he
asked Greta if she'd
ever had her palm
He told her
read.

that

her

hands

hand-

jewelry.

another present!

No, a Hollywood young man,
keep the love of his lady
in

most extravagant gesture would have the
greatest charm.
Accordingly, on her birthday, he arrived on the set carrying an enormous
birthday cake on which he himself had

to

win and

has to express himself

an unusual way, in beau-

and imaginative gesand presents. Hence,

tiful

tures

the

stars'

love

affairs

come idyllic things of
mance and fascination

berofar

above the ordinary.think the story of how
Brent, the handsome Lothario of the air,
captured the affections of
the screen's most glamorous
I

George

and exotic woman, Greta
Garbo, is one of the most
delightful

know.

love

stories

I

has never been
told before to my knowledge, but Monsieur
Brent, when he made up his mind he was
falling in love with Garbo, (as have many
men before him!) decided she was a woman
for whom the simplest rather than the
It

Carole Lombard has a
bracelet to which
Robert Riskin keeps
adding love charms.
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Silver Screen

a

OF

Hollywood T OVERS

Hal Mohr and
Evelyn

Venable,

and the
stump that

his wife,

tree

figured

in

their

romance.

The charm, Bob
plained

ex-

laughing
Carole, was symbolic
of the good luck he

had

in

to

getting a date

over the telephone
when he first called up.

were extremely fascinating and that they
held great interest to a palm-reader. Yes,
he read her palm, and he predicted that a
tall, dark young man was coming into her
life!

This was an extraordinarily simple present and gesture, but it completely captivated the great Garbo whereas, I have an
idea, a handsome present or a flowery
speech would have gone unheeded.
Jean Harlow confided to a close friend,
not long ago, that she had never been so
much in love as she was with Bill Powell.
"I never knew what love meant before,"
she said. "I'm almost afraid of it."
How did Bill, polished, suave gentleman
of the world, intrigue the imagination of
the lovely blonde Harlow whose sex appeal
has caused many a gentleman to go into
dithers?
I
know one thing he did that pleased
Jean more than anything else. One day
there was a ring at her door, and there
arrived two uniformed messenger boys carrying two huge and heavy packages.
Jean
opened them and found
two enormous bales of
writing paper, one of

yellow foolscap, the
ulher of white bond
paper, with several boxes

two erasers, and
four dozen pencils. With
of clips,

for
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A few days later, there
arrived another tiny box
with a second charm in
the form of a beautiful
lily.
This, Bob said, was
to celebrate his discovery
of her favorite flower— the
white lily. Silly idea? Yes,
The next
be added to the
bracelet was a tiny tennis
symbolizing Carole's
racket,
but

charm

William Powell and
Jean Harlow are in love,
and Bill's gifts are most unusual.

the paper was a note from Bill which said:
"Just fill these all up with words."
Jean was then hard at work on the one
job that she adores above everything else,
the writing of her book. Being an important screen star means nothing to Jean
compared to becoming an important authoress.
Bill had heard her remark the evening before that she never seemed to have
enough paper. And you know, if you write,
that you never do!
She loved the thought behind this presShe loved Bill's appreciation of her
ent.
innermost heart's desire— to be a writer.
The present meant more to Jean than
half

a dozen bracelets because it showed
that Bill really thought about Jean,

her
the person!

Around Carole

Lombard's wrist these
dangles a beautiful gold link
bracelet.
Robert Riskin gave it to Carole
the week after he had his first date with
When she opened the box and took
her.
out the bracelet, there was attached only
one tiny charm— a miniature gold telephone.
clays

there

flattering.

to

progress in her tennis lessons

from Bob. And the fourth—
Evidently, for
question mark!
Carole never would explain its meaning
even to her close friends— this had something to do with Bob's doubt as to the
progress he was making in his romance.
But true love must have won, for now
there's a ring charm.
wondering, and I suppose you are
I" am
by this time, when tiny prayer book and
house charms will add themselves to the
bracelet. Truly, this is a romance bracelet.
Carole loves it more than any of the other
more lavish presents with which Bob has
showered her. I don't wonder, for it shows
thought, interest, and delightful imagination.

Packed

away

in

an

old

worn

black

leather case are Helen Hayes'
dearest love treasures— a dozen phonograph
records, presents from black-haired, rollickNo, they do not
ing Charlie MacArthur.
carry tunes of Bing Crosby's crooning! This
is their story:

Morocco

One dark day in Hollywood when Helen
hadn't heard from Charlie in three whole
Annoyed
weeks, the first record arrived.
17

beyond words, because she had so hoped for
a letter, Helen was almost exasperated
enough to smash the record into bits. But
—she didn't. Curiosity impelled her to put
it on the Victrola, and lo, there was Charlie
talking to her. From the record came his
voice saying all the tender nothings that
he would write in a letter. She played the
record over and over again as she listened
to Charlie telling how much he loved her.
Charlie's nonchalant explanation was that
he was far too lazy to write, and the records
offered a simple way to tell a beloved wife

how much he

loved her.

But Helen knew

Records took far more work—
they were an imaginative product of his
love, and she adored them.
Another famous screen writer won a
beautiful star wife by exercising his imagination, although in a more practical way.
However, the results achieved were decidedlv romantic.
John Monk Saunders
and Fay Wray were on location in Maryland, John was the director, Fay the leading
lady of the picture. John was enamoured
with young Miss Wray, but she, being quite
young and proper, was a little frightened
at the idea of stepping out with her boss,
particularly when so far away from home.
She repelled all his advances!
All of this tickled John immensely and
intrigued his imagination but didn't do
anything toward furthering their acquaintSo one day he sneaked around and
ance.
drained all the gasoline out of Fay's car.
Then he kept her late, and when her car
wouldn't start, he was the only one with
whom she could possibly ride home. He
took her the longest way around which led
by a little country church half hidden in
was in this
It
vines and honeysuckle.
church they were wed three weeks later!
Now an old tree stump would seem to be
a prettv unimaginative present to give a
bride, but that is exactly what Hal Mohr
gave Evelyn Venable the other day, and
Hal, photographing
was she delighted!
"Midsummer Night's Dream," found his
attention wandering to this gnarled old
tree stump which lent atmosphere to a
differently.

forest setting.

Finally, his curiosity got the

and he asked the property department from whence it had come. The
stump, the records showed, was from a
piece of orchard land, not far from the
studio and just off Ventura Boulevard.
And then Hal knew why it intrigued him!
By this old stump, he and Evelyn had
best of him,

kept many a secret tryst during the early
days of their romance when they wished no

one in Hollywood to know of their love.
Here they met and here they left notes for
one another when the meeting was too

hazardous.

Mr. Mohr purchased that stump from
Warners immediately the picture was finished and it now stands in the center of
Evelyn has
the Mohr-Venable back yard.
lovingly worked to train vines and plants
about it, but still curious visitors inquire,
"What do you want that old tree stump

around

Hal

for?"

and

Evelyn

seldom

Richard Dix

wife, Virginia, for a
plied sedately, "No,

first

asked his present

luncheon date, she rethank you. I never

mix pleasure with

business." You remember, of course, that Virginia was Richard's
secretary. This invitation took place about
two weeks after he had employed her. Dix
asked her again and again, her refusal

piquing his interest, but she never would
go to lunch with her movie star employer.
One day she came back just at twelve, from
an errand he had sent her to do on the
set, to find a beautiful luncheon spread out
in the office.
"This is business," hastily
explained Dix. "Bring your notebook. I
always can dictate better when I eat." That
first luncheon must have been a very funny
one, as between mouthfuls of cocktail and
salad Dix would try to formulate a sensible
letter.
His ruse worked so well that he
repeated it several times, and on the fifth
luncheon, Virginia found herself writing
in
her notebook these dictated words.
"Dear Virginia, I love you. Will you marry

me

.

.

."

know

end of the story.
Mrs. Richard Dix and the
She's now
mother of twins and a very, very happy
wife.
She told Richard later that, while
she liked him at the very first, she had
been warned against movie stars, and she
was determined not to let herself fall in
Well, you

the

love with him.
No amount of flattery or
number of presents would have stirred her
from this conviction.
It
took the Dix
imagination, mixing pleasure and business,

which won

her.

always thought one of the outstanding
examples of showmanship in courtship was
that shown by Flo Ziegfeld when he was
wooing Billie Burke. When Flo first met
the beautiful Billie, she would have none
Presents, flowers, meant nothing
of him.
to her.
One day she saw that there had
been installed in her bedroom a beautiful
This telephone, by special
little telephone.
arrangement with the phone company, did
not go through central but went directly
I

to

Mr.

Ziegfeld's

bitious to

know how

private

office

on

Forty-

second Street. A note attached to it explained that she might want to call him
up, and it was important for him to have
So he had this special phone in
this call.

to sing correctly, for

the very breath and
her soul. Always when she is working she has a phonograph on her set. She
finds inspiration in it.
But she has been
self-conscious about her own voice and
sure that never could she, Joan Crawford,

Joan loves music.

bother to explain.

When

his office waiting for Billie to realize that
she was loved. And so Billie married Flo.
Franchot Tone is so in love with Joan
Crawford that he thinks of little else. He
has given her many a beautiful present,
but the one, she told me, that touched her
the most, was his present of her singing
For a long time, she has been amlessons.
It is

fire of

sing.

One day Joan answered

the telephone to
Senor Otto
Morendo. I am your new singing teacher.
When shall we begin?" Joan was flabber-

hear

a

voice

say:

"I

am

gasted, stammered and stuttered, "What is
this all about?"
Senor Morendo, laughing,
for he was in on the surprise, said, "Yes, I
am real. I am your teacher, and I hear
you have a good voice, but you are bashful.

Mr. Tone has employed me, and I want to
begin right away. I know because you are
such a marvelous actress, you must be able
to express yourself with your voice."
And so today Joan is having more pleasure and more happiness out of her music
than ever before simply because Franchot
thought up this beautiful way of expressing
his love for her.
Of course, not all lovers

would have the
with the imaginative gesture that
George Barnes once made to Joan Blondell
when courting her. George found a particularly sarcastic review in the morning

luck

paper, clipped it out, and mounted it on
beautiful red paper. At the top, he drew
some hearts and cupids, making his work
of art look something like a valentine.
At
the bottom of the card, just below the sarcastic criticism, he wrote: "But somebody
loves you, and his name is George."
If Joan hadn't had a
great sense of
humor, I doubt if she would have .taken
this calmly, but she did, for she knew that
George honestly loved her and believed in
her work.
And she appreciated the fact
that his interest went so far as to follow
her reviews.

And so you can see that no Hollywood
love affair follows a dull course. The stars,
when they fall in love, enjoy romances far
above the ordinary in glamour and imagination.
They put their all into their
affairs of the heart and because they are
so steeped in emotion, because emotion is
the very life blood of Hollywood, theirs
are super-romances, with all the idyllic
touches that ordinary mortals miss.

PAT

O'BRIEN'S

The stars turn out
(there is Irene
Dunne on the right)

BARBECUE

for
garden party
and barbecue. (Above) Leo
Carillo at the barbecue pit.

Pat
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They Get The
Lights Right,

The

Camera Right, And

Then They Get
S.

R.

Shoot

Mook And

The

Scene.

"Anything you want, dear?" asks W. C.
Howard in "Everything Happens

Kathleen

my

"Want

breakfast,"

he

announces

drunkenly.

On the Fox Lot
being in the doldrums for sevr\ eral months, Fox has a number of
-^pictures shooting this time.

AFTER

*

First, there's the much talked o£ "Farmer
Takes a Wife" starring Janet Gaynor. It's
all about a young spitfire who works as cook
on an Erie Canal barge owned by Charles
Bickford. She has her eye on a young chap
who works on another barge but who yearns
to be a farmer.
Bickford, in the part which caused Spencer Tracy to ask for his release from his
Fox contract, is nothing but an old sot. He
reels into the galley one fine morning after

a

night out.

"You'll git your breakfast," Janet retorts,
setting about preparing it.
"I want eggs," Charlie goes on in a tone
that implies someone had told him he

couldn't have them.
"You'll git eggs," Janet agrees.
"I want eggs but I want 'em different,"
Bickford continues argumentatively.
"I'm
sick of your eggs.
Boiled and fried eggs,"
he yells sarcastically, and then suddenly, "I
want some fried boiled eggs. That's what
I

Fields of
at Once."

Next, we have The Homespun Philosopher, Mr. Will Rogers, in a re-make of "In
Old Kentucky." This has been done two
or three times before, the last time with
Marion Nixon and James Murray. I don't
recall the plot, but there is a horse race in
it.
Naturally Mr. Rogers is concerned in it
and just before the race he gets thrown into
jail .... for obstructing justice and hiding old man Martingale— whoever he may
be.
Suddenly we hear the sound of a key
being turned in the lock and Wash (Bill

Robinson)

is

shown

in.

want."

"Go to your cabin and git some sleep.
You'll feel better after," Janet advises conciliatingly.

"You

tellin'

menacingly.

me what

to do?" he demands
to give you a

"I got a

mind

goin'

give

lacin'."

"You

ain't

to

me no

lacin',"

Janet shrieks, her temper flaring.
"You gimme my eggs,'' Bickford reiterates obstinately.
"All right," Janet screams, losing control
of her temper.
"I'll give you your eggs.

And

I'll give 'em to you different.
There!"
picking up an egg and letting him have it
lull in the face.
"And there!" picking up
another and repeating the process.
"Is

that different

With

enough?"

she stalks angrily from the
leaving the drunkenly astonished
Bickford gazing stupidly after her. At the
steps she turns and wrathfully shouts back:
"That's all the breakfast you'll git from
that,

cabin,

me!"
This ought

be a

wow

of a picture for
I've never seen her look as pretty
Janet.
as she does in the ginghams and plaids she
wears in this one. And, as the spitfire, her
part has more life to it than she is usually
permitted to display.
to

Henry Fonda,
Janet Gaynor never looked as pretty
as she does in "The Farmer Takes

A

for

Wife."

August 1935

as

the would-be farmer,

was brought out from New York to repeat
the part he created in the stage play of
the same name.

Robinson and Will Rogers, rival
tap dancers in "In Old Kentucky."

Bill

"Get the horse there

all

right?''

Rogers

asks anxiously.
"Yes, sir," says

Robinson, who has evidently been running because he is mopping
his forehead.
"If that horse runs as fast
as
been running," he goes on, "nobody
going to catch him.
What you going to
do, Mistah Tapley?" he asks with a change
I

of lone.

"Dunno," Rogers

answers.

"Got

any

ideas?"
"I

ain't

got none now, but f sometimes
[Continued on page G6]
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"Accent
On

Youth
This Charming Play From Broad-

way

Is ~Nj)W

Presented

On The

Screen

By

ulia

Gwm

you have already learned by
UNLESS
experience or guessed why youth
mates with age, "Accent on Youth"
problem for you once and for all.
It is a sparkling comedy with numerous unsuspected dramatic depths. It is superbly
cast, admirably acted, and is directed by
Wesley Ruggles, who has given us some of
the outstanding hits of the screen, including

Gaye, forty-eight, gives us

that classic of all times, "Cimmaron." Particularly adapted to handling modern problems which involve the emotions of the very
young, his "Accent on Youth," from the
Broadway play of that name, promises to
be one of the bright spots in the current
season's attractions.
It is the story of two men and a woman
but it brings a new twist to the eternal
triangle. In this picture, so gallant, so gay,
so full of youthful yearning and mature
consideration, Herbert Marshall as Steven

and which he

solves the

a vivid
portrait

and
of

a

interesting
successful

playwriting man
about
town catapulted into a
situation rivaling one in a
play he has just written
is

about

to

produce.
Sylvia Sidney is Linda
Brown, the playwright's secretary,
who finds herself trapped by her
joint love for Steven and for the
impetuous youth of Dickie Reynolds as portrayed by Philip Reed.

Sylvia
Sidney
as Linda, the
girl

who makes

love to her boss.

All is explained.
Happiness ahead?

The

middle-aged

writer

the
in
apartment.
finds

youth asleep
Linda's

Accent on Romance
As the story opens we find
the prospective cast for Steplay gathered in his
library for a first reading.
From her place behind her
typewriter, Linda speaks ardently to the dissatisfied trio
around her, concerning the
merits of Steven's play, "Old
Love," until they catch fire,
too, and when Steven enters
a moment later greet him
ven's

Herbert Marshall, as the playwright,
discusses his play, his love and an
ocean voyage with Astrid Allwyn.
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with an unexpected enthusiasm.
After they leave, Steven and Linda discuss
the play over tea. They are interrupted by
Genevieve Lang
(the
beauteous Astrid
Alwyn) whom Steven wants for his feminine lead. Genevieve is about Linda's age,
attractive, smartly sophisticated, with a
poise lacking in the secretary.
The two
women eye each other coldly as Linda
passes from the room leaving the two
together.

Genevieve hasn't seen Steven for four
She pushes him gently back in his
chair as he rises, and stands looking at him
years.

Silver Screen

smilingly,

and

room which

at the
so ad-

mirably suits him
with

its

walls,

book-lined

deep

chairs,

and scores of autographed pictures. A
few minutes

later, in

garden
of the penthouse
apartment, Genevieve
the leading
refuses
part in "Old Love."
the

terraced

honor I didn't mean that.
"As a playwright?"
"No ... as a gentleman."
So Genevieve departed and Steven returned to the library where he gave Flogdell, his butler, packing instructions and
told Linda, who was sitting stiffly and unnaturally at her desk trying to work and
for are t the scene she had iust witnessed, that

Leaning against the
roof wall, the blue
sky and the towers
of Manhattan fram-

The young
their

lovers start on

honeymoon.

and faced him. A moment she looked at
him and then her eyes dropped to her hat,
while her nervous fingers fumbled with
the brim.

The

playright

Linda Declares Her Love
"Well— before I say goodbye, I want you
to know that I love you.
I want you to
know that the three years and two months

tells

Linda that love places
an accent on youth.

he was retiring and she was fired. In
high glee he dashed restlessly about the
room as he talked— running his fingers
through his thinning hair, starting to
dictate a letter which he cancelled with
a wave of his hand.
Linda Discharged
Pausing beside Linda's desk, too excited to notice her pallor and the hurt
in her eyes, he offered to make her a
present— a trip to Europe, a trousseau,
or better still, a check for six months'
Linda pushed his check book,
salary.
in which she had been writing as he
talked, toward him and he noticed the
amount was for four days' salary.
"You're angry," Steven looked up
quickly, pen poised in mid-air.
I'm accurate. You've dis"No!
Now— we're
charged me, haven't you?
.

.

.

Herbert Marshall, who plays
the

fascinating

part

of

spent with you have been the most
wonderful, painful, happiest years I've ever
had or hoped to have. You hardly knew
I was on earth— but you've given me more
than you could have given a wife, or any
other woman, or your friends, or your audiI've

the

wicked and witty playright.

I
had you when you were alone.
You've spoiled every other man for me.
You did that in the first month. You've
done a terrible thing, you opened my eyes,
my heart, my brain— and you never touched
me. But if you think I can walk out of
this house quietly— if you think you can
smile me away with money and a few
dresses— if you think I can walk out of this
house without wanting to kill you, without
wanting to cut my initials into every day
you're going to live, you're crazy!
Good-

ences.

bye—and

try to forget

me!"

Steven listened in amusement at first— an

amusement which changed

to amazement.
This was something he hadn't counted on
and with which he didn't know how to
Linda turned and started out of the
cope.
room. Steven rushed over and caught her
by the arm. He led her back to the sofa
and sat down beside her, holding her hand

the while.

"Funny,"
ing her pale loveliness as she looks
down at the streets, she tells him that
the man in his play could never make
a young girl's heart go pitty-pat
because he is too old.
Somehow, through the intimacies
of past memories momentarily revived
by the exchange of an embrace, a
kiss, a sigh or two, and the tanta
lizing lure of Genevieve's warm body,
of her eyes lifted to Steven's and then
lowered until the lashes lay in fanlike repose on the peach glow of her
cheeks, these two find themselves
planning a trip to Finland together
and to forget all about the play
which has suddenly become a headache to Steven.
"You're lovely." Steven spoke with feeling
as he took Genevieve in his arms and kissed
her.
And Genevieve was agitated, a thing
she had just declared could not happen
between a man of his age and a girl of hers.
Steven smiled.
"Heart go pitty-pat. Pit and then pat?"

was ready

go to Finland with you."
"Genevieve," quickly correcting his mistake. "I'm dying to go to Finland with you.
I

didn't

for

to

mean

that

A U GUST

... on my word

1935

of

"When you get
can't think off-hand of
make you forget me. I'm
what a spot you're in!

mused.
I

am

a unique combination!"
There was adora"You're wonderful!"
tion even in her voice and a sudden un-

I

'

"You fiend!" She pushed him from her.
"You had me fooled. Believe it or not, I

he

right down to it,
a man who could
beginning to see

leashed passion which had built itself up
into something very dangerous in her three
years of silent, close [Continued on page 6oj

The

husband

and

his

insist on
searching the apartment.

witnesses

through, aren't we?"

"Why— it

looks that way."
"You're no longer my employer and
I'm no longer your secretary?
We're
two human beings together."
"Yes, Linda."

"A man and a woman."
"A man and a woman." Steven smiled
he might to a child and Linda flushed
angrily. She had been straightening lie
desk, covering the typewriter, and had
not looked at Steven until this moment.
as

I

She picked up her gloves and her hat

Linda takes matters in her

own hands

to

win the man

she loves.
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Peter Lorre
Acclaimed the

WORLD'S
Greatest

Actor
The

Of "M" And "The Man Who

Star

Knew Too Much"

Is

Making

A

Picture

That Will Give You The Horrors.

By Whitney Will iams
OUTGoldwyn

on the Metro-

Mayer

Culver City's
pride and joy and as merlot,

as you may
whole Holly-

ry a studio
find in the

wood colony
they are
making a horror picture
.

.

which doubtless

.

They are

end

will

down

through

the

.

"M" some

trayed

the

ever

.

pathological
this

the soul
the mind

In Europe his name is
as well-known
as Clark

.

before.

man in Europe!
As though he actually were the Dusseldorf murderer in person, people shunned
him like the plague. He could not appear
in public without causing every woman to
grab her offspring and dash pell-mell for
hated

safety,

to mean he was working himself into the
mood for another homicide.
Courageous men moved aside, and intimate friends deserted him without so much

an excuse. Should he call on old accpiaintances, he was met with bated breaths.
As for the children in the streets
they
ran screaming to their homes, as though the
Evil One himself pursued them.
Even his
wife looked upon him askance, through
different eyes, as though she, too, were terrified by his presence. Overnight, he turned
into an arch-fiend ... in the minds of a
mature populace who, since the age of
understanding, had reveled in and been
accustomed to heavy, dripping drama.
This is the man, then, who has come to
as

No personality of stage or screen ever
received so strange a reception from the
public as Lorre, after the release of his
initial film, "M."
He became the most

or shriek in terror at his innocent
His conciliatory smile was taken

approach.
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was

madman,

thriller of thrillers.

.

"Mad

his

Metro

picture,

from Jacques

It
Renard's great story.
relates as eerie a tale as

child-murderer in

.

for

character.

adapted

years

Gable's or George Arliss'
in this country.
Of him,
Charles Chaplin, master pantomimist, remarks
"He is the greatest living actor."
And Chaplin has never been known to open
his mouth in praise of an actor or actress

head
screen

star in the

ago will recall him with
a shock
for Peter
Lorre is the man who por.

picture,

Robert Young and
Peter Lorre offbefore
stage,
Peter shaved his

.

The name of this artist
may be unfamiliar to you.
But those who witnessed
the German-made produc-

.

new

Karloff,

.

of

talking

Love."

productions of this type
have been promised
and the following month
saw even a more uncanny
screen play released. That
was before an inoffensiveappearing Hungarian actor by the name of Peter
Lorre arrived on the scene.

tion

all

Peter
Lorre's
about
wonderful acting in

all horror films.
In itself, this is not so
important a circumstance.
From the time of Chaney

.

.

.

told about a
a maniac with
of a ghoul and
of a genius.

Do you wonder that I
predict this offering of
terror will climax all horror films?
In many years of interviewing celebrities of the stage and the
screen, I have met scores of personalities
who impressed me with their ability, their
fundamentals.
grasp
of
their
Never, however, until I conversed with
Peter Lorre, and came to know him after
several meetings, have I encountered an
intellect,

actor so gifted and so immersed in an art
in which, at thirty-one, he stands the greatest living actor.
Very simply, he will tell you ... "I am

an actor, not because audiences need me,
but because I personally feel the need of
it."

The

very humility of such a remark.

These few words reveal the character of the
man more clearly and more poignantly
[Continued on page 58]
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timental gypsy who fiddled his way
into the heroine's heart, so depressed him that in spite of what

'
:

\.

L

I

we call French conservatism, he
bought up the remainder of his
contract and went back to France
to do some real acting once more.
But his stay on the Fox lot
brought results in another way.
For it was there that he met the
charming blonde English actress,
Pat Patterson, whom he married in
Mima after a whirlwind courtship.
Poor Pat had to remain behind in
Hollywood (for she was tied up
with a Fox contract and her career
in pictures is really important to
her) while her husband went back
his native land. AVith her in
Hollywood, however, it was no surprise to find Monsieur Boyer rushing back to America after a few
months, this time with a contract
signed and sealed by that excellent
producer, Walter Wanger.
I
missed seeing M. Boyer on his
to

jj

*

way out
ber, so

to
it

Hollywood last Decemwas with great pleasure

that I accepted his cordial invitation to visit him in his suite at the
Ritz just before he sailed home
again on the Normandie. When I
arrived, a small group was gathered in a cozy circle around him.
M. Boyer graciously beckoned me
to a place beside him on a divan,
and the general conversation con-

tinued just where it had left off
before my arrival.
M. Boyer, you
see, has the gift of putting people
at their ease immediately.
One
does not fling questions at him and
get stilted, opinionated or wary
answers back.
Rather, it is like
meeting up with an old friend at a
familiar and favored rendezvous

and exchanging

ideas,

many

ideas,

and, although the discussion gets
highly animated at times it never
gets caught up in an unfriendly trap.
is too much interested in
people, in events, in life itself to be

M. Boyer

dogmatic on any one subject.
As for the Boyer charm, it is not
a flame that can be extinguished at
will.
It comes from within and,
whether in serious or jesting mood,
its

NEXT

to her

famous

historical char-

acters, her literateurs,

will ship
to

the

most

am

referring, of course,

mammoth

efficient

actors.

(I

and her good-

Normandie) France's
propagandists have been her

Bernhardt, during her

many

coast

to coast tours, inspired in us a tremendous
Then came
regard for the French race.
Chevalier, that provocative comedian, who
put an entirely new and decidedly captivating interpretation upon that intangible
quality which Hollywood calls sex appeal.
But, one day, Dame Rumor whispered cattily about town that Chevalier's charm was
like a lamp in the dark which could— and

was— switched

off

at

will,

and

suddenly

who

occupies the same high standing on
the Parisian stage that the Barrymores once
enjoyed on the American stage.
Before

coming to Hollywood several years ago to
do French versions of screen plays for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, Boyer distinguished himself in many fine, dramatic French films,
one of them being the very popular
"Liliom." He also did a film for Ufa in
Germany. And in London he is almost as
popular on the stage as he is in his beloved
Paris.

came to Hollywood he
word of the English language.
But after two visits he had so
mastered our tongue that Fox executives,
"When he

knew barely

Chevalier's

who were

and

nique

courtiers drooped sadly away
sought a new king before whom they

could bend the knee.

This brings us to Monsieur Charles Boyer
(pronounced Bwa-yay), a dramatic actor

for

August 1935

first

a

impressed by his magnificent tech-

"The Battle," which
viewed while in Fiance, signed
him to a long term contract. "Caravan,"
in which he was called upon to play a senin a film called

they had

power

is

so intense, so stimulat-

ing that you find yourself listening
to him, spellbound.
It is only with a considerable jerk
that you tear yourself out of your
dream and concentrate on M.
Boyer's impressions of the film colony.
"I like Hollywood," he admits, with that boyish smile of his
that makes him look so much
younger than he appears in his
films.
"But I could not remain there
throughout the year. I must get away for at
least six months. You see, out there, it is like
working twenty-four hours a day at the
studio, for everywhere you go you talk pictures, pictures, pictures.
And that is not
good for an actor. He needs outside stimulation in order to refresh his emotions.
Otherwise he goes stale, he deteriorates. I
have seen it happen out there too often.
"Now, in Paris, I work at the studio all
day but at night I can forget the films il
I wish.
My friends there are in man)
professions— some of them are actors, to he
sine— but I like to converse with men who
have outside interests
.
.
writers, ai lists,
business men of all types. They force me
to think along different lines.
It has a
.

on my work, you know.
narrow himself down into
[Continued on page 73]

broadening

An

effect

actor cannot
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Irene

Dunne

York

to

visits

recuperate,

New
but

Illustrators Club induces her to pose. Howard
Chandler Christy, second

the

from

The "Resting"

Wide
World \
>

Hollywoo a

WELL, now
upon

that midsummer's madus I suppose droves of
you folks are vacation-bound, and
don't care a whit if I have to sit here at my
desk all summer and swelter.
(Comes the
Revolution and I shall turn in my desk for
a Rolls.)
But ah, I shall have my laugh a
month from now when all of you come
staggering back, itching and biting, and
ness

worn
be

as

left.

OF THE

s tars

is

While They Are At Work They Keep CartJul

Hours And Blossoming Health

—

It

Shows.

By Elizabeth Wilson

an old frazzle dazzle, while I shall
chipper as a nesting meadow lark

to

tweet tweet.

And right now I'm telling you, if you are
half as crazy on your vacation as a movie
star is, then I never want to meet you, even
if you have a million dollars and giving
ways.
These movie stars get me down.
They don't make sense. For months, maybe
years, they'll crab about all the work they
have to do at the studio, and they'll grouch
to anybody who'll listen, "Gee, I must
have a vacation.
Five pictures straight.
I'll go nuts if I don't get some rest soon."
And finally they get a vacation, six weeks
with nothing to do but rest, and wha,t do
they do? They go nuts all right, nutty as
a New Orleans praline.
My, my, the things that are done in the
name of resting. Practically everything, exAs you know,
cept a good night's sleep.
when a star is making a picture she keeps
must
very regular hours, she
be at the
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made-up and ready for the first shot
by eight, and she usually doesn't get away

studio

until after she has seen the day's "rushes,"

which makes dinner about eight, and then
she is too tired for anything but bed. With
this factory routine you can be darnec
sure, Ella, that milady keeps out of all mischief and doesn't have a chance to exude
But
any of that well known Glamour.
when she starts on a "rest" you can be
certain

there

will

be

new

clothes,

new

homes, new fads, new cars, and new husYeah, anything can happen when a

bands.

movie

star

rests.

But, honestly, they really believe, quite
sincerely, that they are

when

going to get a

rest

With
they go away on a vacation.
the naivete of a Shirley Temple they'll tell
you of the heavenly peace and quiet and

sleep they expect to revel in as they step
train or gas looking like good
respectable citizens, but ah me, you should
see them when they return.
What with
circles and jitters and things they look like
something that no discerning cat would
ever bring in. The studio takes one peep,
swoons, and postpones their next picture
for another month.

on the plane,

Only a few weeks ago I saw Claudette
Colbert on the very day that she returned
from her first vacation in two years. "And
they call it rest," said Claudette slumping
into the nearest chair and slipping her feet
out of her shoes, "I call it rest in pieces.
I'm completely shattered."
Claudette has worked awfully hard the
last
two years, turning out one success
after another, but at least she kept her

Silver Screen

I

Although Janet Gaynor has a real camp in Wisconsin,
the lure of New York draws her between pictures.
health, her weight and her cheerful disposition, so it was with a sinking heart
that I heard her say, "Thank heavens, I'm
going to have a chance to rest at last. I'm
off for a month in New York, and I'll be a
new person when I return." Well, she
practically was. She lost ten pounds, which
may sound rather pleasant if you are anything like me, but to Claudette it's a
tragedy. Her disposition was frayed around
the edges, with absolutely no vestiges of a
sense of humor, and she was all set for a
magnificent break-down, with hysterics on
the side.
Upon investigation I discovered
that Claudette had spent most of one week
rehearsing for a radio broadcast, two weeks
w ere spent in doing all the things she didn't
want to do, and seeing all the people she
didn't want to see, simply because she was
a movie star, and then there was another
week wherein she bought dozens of hats
that didn't match anything in her wardrobe, and met the. Press. She had fourteen
interviews in one day.
In Hollywood she
;

would complain if she had to have more
than two a week. Fortunately, Claudette
had to start another picture, or resting
would have put her in her grave in no
time.

Joan Bennett told me last week of a
crazy vacation she had in San Francisco.
Ever since "Little Women" Joan has been
in great demand and has been in one picture after another. But recently she found
herself with a week-end on her hands, and
when Bill Thomas, Paramount publicity
man, asked her to make a personal appearance, all expenses paid, in San Francisco in conjunction with "Private Worlds"
[oan thought it might be fun. The "appearance" wouldn't take but a few minutes
and she could have a nice exhilarating
week-end before starting the next picture.
She made reservations on the Lark, but

/flf
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missed the train.

She went

wrong airport so
missed the morning plane,
and finally arrived breathto

the

time to make
the 12:50 performance,
without even powdering her
lessly just in

That over, she collapsed and demanded that
Bill take her to lunch as
quickly as possible as she
hadn't had a bite to eat all
face.

She wanted gobs and
gobs of food.
But the door burst in
just then and the Press of
day.

San Francisco, accompanied
by photographers, surrounded her, and
Joan couldn't be rude to them, so she
there and give dozens of
and pictures while her poor
stomach growled and finally caved in.
"Now," said Joan as the last reporter
left, "we eat.
I want a nice big juicy
steak."
"But you really can't leave

had

to

sit

interviews

now," said Bill blandly, "you have to
make another appearance in five minutes." "Another appearance?" shrieked
Joan, "why you soandso, you told me
if I came to San Francisco I'd only
have to make one appearance." "Now,
Joanie," said Bill, giving her the personality, "don't be a Connie.
Can I
help it if the management advertises
that you will make four appearances?

And you know you
your

can't

The

finest riding

are

horses

Janet
in

of

caught

is

the

for-

when

gotten

delirium

"Resting."

Dick Barthe!is
more

mess

than most
but days
of "Rest" drive
sane

stars,

him to extremes.

walk out on

fans,, can you, sweet?"
Well, to make a long story longer it was
nine o'clock that night before Joan had a
chance to order a great big juicy steak at
the hotel. And hardly had it been set before her than the urbane Mr. Thomas arrived with the orchestra leader, who just
insisted that Miss Bennett say hello to the

merry couples who were dancing there that
night.
"All right," said Joan 'with a pathetic look at the steak, "I'll say hello, but

don't

let

then

Bill,

the waiter take anything."
An.
played the meanest trick that a
press agent can play on a star, he pushed
Joan right up on the dais, and before site

[Continued on page 62]
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ALL THE ROMANTIC
The Heart Affairs
Of The Younger Fry

Of

Hollywood

pare

Them

For Their

Emotional

The

to

Pre-

Roles

Of

Future.

Then Mary Brian, whose engagement
Rudy Vallee had been rumored from

New

York, popped into town on a plane
and immediately went to dinner at the
Derby with Dick Powell who has been
carrying a torch ever since she went

away.

We

thought we had Rouben

Mamou-

lian and Gertrude Michael all nicely
settled until we glimpsed him lunching

with Mona Maris, and we became all
confused again about the entire matter.
We had been entirely easy in our
minds about the course of true love for
Jack La Rue and Connie Simpson .....
until the dog sauntered into the restaurant with Ida Lupino on his arm. And
the next day Ida was there with Howard
They do get
Hughes!
Oh, dear!
about so!

That Merle Oberon
the most popular belle

is

International

The familiar Trocadero background, and Merle Oberon with
the new United
Artists
feature player, David Niven.

WHAT

warm breezes and
a-bloom and mocking
birds twittering all night and
Hollywood simply sticky with young love
and budding romances, a girl can't keep
her mind on her work! I've never seen so
many tender goings-on among the younger
the

set

as

with the

roses

there are this season.

Production at the studios is slow just now
and they all have time to go capering and
making eyes and sighing and wearing those
goopling expressions, which look so silly to
everyone except the gooplers. The Boulevards swarm with bright, open roadsters,
filled with young things in gay clothes and
you have to reserve tennis courts at the
clubs days in advance, and I had my breath
entirely squashed out of me when I tried
to get into

the slot
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my

favorite night club to play

machines.

Why,

I

inquired,

ir-

ritably, can't you all go and
hold hands in the nice moon-

light instead of getting in the

way
want

of sensible people who
to squander quarters?

And

the chits change theii
so frequently and so suddenly, you can't possibly keep
track of them, and it's all too exhausting trying to keep these young pairs
sorted out so that one can gossip about

When Dick

minds

them with any accuracy at all!
Take last week at the Brown Derby!
David Niven, who has been rumored to be
engaged to Merle Oberon, turned up at
lunch escorting Elizabeth Allan and looking
very pleased about it, too.
But a day or
so later he was there with Merle?
Just a
lover's

tiff?

Or was he punishing Merle

for going out with

Eddie Lowe?

Powell

left

for Annapolis for his new
picture, Mary Brian, his

Hollywood
has seen in a

long, long

perennial sweetheart,
him goodbye at the
station. It must be love.
kissed

time
with Ida LuAll the boys
pino a close runner-up.
have given Merle a terrific rush and she
is

submerged

in invitations

and gardenias.

As this is written, David Niven seems to
be the favored gentleman but maybe it's
just the Spring and the circumstance o£

Silver Screen

By Helen
Loms
Walker

Tl

Yc

HINGS

<

working with him in a picture.
As Louisa M. Alcott frequently
remarked, propinquity, my dear,
works wonders!
As for Mary Brian, I long ago
gave up trying to keep track of
Mary has
her and her beaux.
been so spectacularly popular
for so long
She told me one lime, rather
wistfully, "You see, people think
of

me

as a sort of play-girl.

one believes

that

I

•

No

could be
marriage.

about
want to marry and
settle and retire from pictures.
1 never felt that way until I saw
how idyllically happy June
Collyer and Stuart Erwin are. June wouldn't
give up what she has and return to pictures
really

But

I

serious

am.

I

Frances Drake and Henry
Wilcoxon recuperate from the
activities of the Paramount lot
at a Hollywood night spot.

for anything.

"I want some of the real things
But the boys who take me
around want a succession of
parties and restaurants and
and night clubs.
theaters
Even the ones who talk of
marriage see our lives to-

in

life.

gether a succession of those
things. No one believes that

The bright prospects
which the future
holds for them does
not rob Robert Taylor and Jean Parker

have a serious side and
underneath I am really
quite a domestic soul, that I
want security and solidity
I

that

of the thrills of today.

learned recently.
Jean Parker and Robert Taylor, both prom-

er

ising

young

players,

are under contract to
that company and the
studio is busily grooming both of them for
stardom. Since they are
playing together in a
picture and since they
are romantic types,

somebody or other
Tom Brown and
Room

of the
their friends.

and
be

No one

privacy.
satisfied

without

Anita Louise

Roosevelt

Hotel,

in

believes that

I

could

and excitement.

glitter

I could.
And I am not going to
until I see some assurance of the
simple sort of existence which I really want."

Well
Dick Powell has that new
house in the country, nicely suited, one would
think, to quiet domesticity.

It is close to the
of the Bing Crosbys and the Richard
Aliens— as settled and domestic young married people as one could wish to meet.
It
isn't far from Mary's own house, as a matter

homes

And what

Jack La Rue and
Ida Lupino, distinct personalities
in the night life of

Hollywood.

with the Spring and
Mary's having left Rudy

presumably disconsolate
on the Atlantic Coast
and everything

who

for

August 1935

can

But

tell?

well to try
to
interfere
in
these
matters, as the powers
at

together.

by

were sent
Cocoanut Grove
and assiduous photographers appeared,
quite by chance, of course, to photograph
them dancing together and smiling sweetly
The hitch came when
at one another.
Jack Barnes, the young San Diego newspaperman who has engaged Jean's attenSo

Patricia Ellis in the foreground.

"Well,

fact.

Blossom

surrounded

marry

of

the

thought that it would
be interesting if they
were seen going about

it

isn't

Metro-Gold wyn-May-

they

to the

The
tion, turned up with Irene Hervey.
couples immediately switched partners and
went on to other places where they could
hold hands with no snooping photographers
about to bother them.

Even siudio edicts cannot make love
bloom where it has no intention of blooming!

giving us some
interviewed
her, two or three years ago, we saw her as
an extremely serious and ambitious young
person, beautiful but rather cold, absorbed
in her career and no goal at all for a young
man's romantic affections.
As has often
happened, we were wrong. Anita has gone

Anita

difficulty,

Louise has been
too.

When we

first

[Continued on [)a^c

6.<]
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GAMES

Jerry

Ash er

Amusing

The
And

By

Joan Crawford's birthday served as
an appropriate time to introduce the
fascinating game called, "In The Manner Of The Word." First there was a
wonderful dinner and seated around
the table were such good Crawford
friends as Franchot Tone, Jean Dixon,
Lynn Riggs and Mr. and Mrs. John
Beal. Just before the end of the meal
came a surprise from Franchot Tone.
Lights were turned off and in walked
the butler with a candle-covered cake.
Around the base were snow white
candy gardenias. Written on the cake
in letters made of candy forget-menots were the words, "Happy Birthday

Entertaining
1

"Games They

Play-

In Hollywood.

Joan."
Presents
were opened and
the
guests repaired to Joan's attractive
knotty pine bar. There the mysteries
of "In The Manner Of The

Word" were explained and
here

is

the

way

it

was

played.

"In the Manner of

Franchot Tone went out
the room. The others
concentrated on a single
word that must be an adverb. Such ones as, natu-

the Word" is a favorite guessing game
a£ Joan Crawford's.

of

rally,
casually,
hopefully,
stupidly, vulgarly, etc., were
suggested.
Finally every-

one agreed on the adverb

HOLLYWOOD
And
nights.

is

having such fun these
it's

all

so

innocent,

mongers have disgustedly
gone back to minding their own business.
Heavily-curtained windows can only mean
scandal

that Wallie Beery is giving a spin-the-platThose hilarious shrieks filling
party.
Probably Garbo and a
the silent night?
few o£ her intimates playing a game of drop
the hanky.
Since Hollywood has become so game conter

they've given the night
Popularlife back to the Gods.
late spots are so deserted the waiters are
dancing with themselves. You couldn't find
a movie star running around loose after
nightfall, if you baited them with a seven
year contract. They rush home to play
games, with greasepaint still damp behind
their ears. They stuff the phone bells and
tell the butler to take his old mother to the
scious,

fights.

"childishly." Franchot Tone
was called back in the
room. Going up to Joan he selected her
as his first victim.
"Joan, will you speak a piece, in the
manner of the word," was his request.
Which meant that Joan must speak a piece
childishly and from her words and actions,
Franchot must guess what adverb she has
in mind.
Now if you can, imagine the glamorous
Joan Crawford, who secretly loathes
baby talk or affectation of any kind,
playing a game like this.
But Joan
proved herself to be a good sport.
Standing in the middle of the room,
her toes turned in and twisting her
handkerchief like an infant, Joan recited:

"Woses are wed,
Vi-ets are boo,

Suggy is tweet
An' so are Ooo."

Everyone burst out laughing. Because
she is a good actress, Joan gave the
adverb away the first time.
Franchot,

who had

three guesses, hit on

it

imme-

by saying, "The word is childishly."
Then it was Joan's turn to go
out of the room.
While she was out,
the others selected a new adverb.
This
time it was "happily." Joan was called
diately

back.

Going up to John Beal, Joan
requested:

"John,

Jean Muir, her scottie and her very attractive home. Here Jean gave a "Cobweb" party which proved to be very
novel and fascinating.
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go

over

to

Jean

Dixon and kiss her hand in
the manner of the word."
Which meant of course, that
John must go over to Jean
(who played opposite Joan in
"Sadie McK.ee") and kiss her
hand happily.

Silver Screen

John, taking an actor's advantage of the
situation, walked over to Jean, took her
hand in his and, as he kissed it, looked up
into her eyes with all the ardor of a young
lover. Then he stopped, turned away and
clasped his hands dramatically, then once
more returned to his task with renewed
vigor.

By the look on his face, Joan had a
good idea what the adverb was.
But being a young lady who is always sure
pretty

of every move she makes, she was taking
no chances. Turning to Franchot, she
said:

"Franchot, take that tray of sandwiches
it on your head in the manner of the word." This meant that he
must balance the tray— happily.
"Well, I always wanted to be an acrobat, so here goes," grinned Franchot.
With that he picked up the tray and
The tray swayed danset it on his head.
gerously in mid-air. Franchot, with arms
stretched out like a tight-rope walker,
didn't have to go out of his way to register the adverb. If ever there was a picture
of happiness, he was it. Joan guessed the
word immediately and in the manner of
the word, "gratefully," everyone told Joan
what a grand time they had and said
goodnight.
Jean Muir's "Cobweb" party sent her
guests spinning around with excitement.
To her home in Beverly Hills, Jean in-

.

and balance

guests found a present at the end
of their string. For the ladies there
were gardenia corsages.
For the
men, a carton of cigarettes. Then
the food arrived and never was there
a hungrier crowd.
Una
Merkel's
buffet
supper,
given in her outdoor bar, was a
party that Hollywood will long remember.
An invitation to Una's
house means an evening of comEveryone
pletely
being yourself.
takes off his coat, lets down his
hair and has a good time, because
Una is just that kind of hostess.
And her Outpost Estates home,
snuggling at the bottom of a high
hill,
is
an ideal spot for all the
celebration.
After a barbecued meal, at

which
chef's

Una
hat,

wearing

officiated,

someone suggested

a

the

The game
"Murder"

of

a
thriller that ap-

peals

to

is

Madge

Evans. Have you
ever played it?

vited Richard Cromwell, Julie Haydon,
Francis Lederer with Mary Loos, Russell

Hardie, George Wolcott, Karen Morley and
her director husband, Charles Vidor, Cesar
Romera (the new Dietrich-leading-man

wouldn't make me Mae
West, would it?" A few

more times around and
guessed who she was.
she failed after her
third guess, the rules of
the game say that she

Una
Had

When Una
wants

to

must be told.
Next ZaSu Pitts went
out and everyone decided
that she would be "Eve."

Merkle

"O-oh dear," wailed
ZaSu, imitating her screen

wake her

parties up she starts
a game.

self,

"Can anyone

possibly

me who-o- I am?"
"You played a skin

tell

game

of

"Who Am

I?" Imwas made

game.

break up any congealed gathering.

circle

of

Young, Gail Patrick, John
Arledge, Nydia Westman, Kent
Taylor, ZaSu Pitts, Mae Clarke,
ert

Raymond

Milland

and

Una

decided to be "It."
While she went out of
hearing distance, her
guests decided what fa-

mous

character in history

would make her.
They decided on "Joan of
Arc." Una was called back
they

Wheeler and

Woolsey have

a game of their
tion which they

ways enjoyed by

own

inven-

find is altheir guests.

who played opposite Jean in the stage
version of "Dinner at Eight") Jean Parker
rave,

and Josephine Hutchinson, with her new
husband, Jimmy Townsend.
As the hostess greeted each person, she
handed them a string. (There's always a
string attached to things in Hollywood.)
These strings ran everywhere and made
the place look like a huge

web

of entangle-

ment. At the given signal of go, the game
started.
Each person started winding, at
the same time following the direction of
his particular string.
As a reward for their

for

hard work, the
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"Who am

I,

and stopped in front of
Henry Wadsworth, who
was first in the circle.
Henry?" said Una.

were the
cracked Henry.

"You

"Someone

Mary Carlisle. This is
the way they played the

a

Madge Evans, Henry
Wadsworth, Andy Devine, Robup

game," said Robert Young.
tried to red-apple you," was
Patrick's remark.
"You're the original nudist," giggled
Mary Carlisle. Then ZaSu guessed who
she was and gratefully sat down, while
Mary had to go out.
Another game which the younger actors
of Hollywood frequently play has the chilling title of "Murder." It is guaranteed to

mediately

hottest

gal

in

town,"

"Who am I, Madge?" said Una, next
turning to Madge Evans.
"People have been known to burn you
up," answered Madge wisely.
"Who am I?" persisted Una, turning to
Kent Taylor.
"You lost everything at one stake," said
Kent.
"I'm the hottest gal in town and lost
everything at one stake," said Una, think"That by any chance,
loud.
ing out

Gail

Each player draws a card; the one who
gets

the Jack of Spades

is

the murderer,

and the one with the Ace

of Diamonds, the
District Attorney.
The District Attorney
goes out, preferably upstairs, as the whole
first
floor is used in the game.
All the
lights are turned out so that the house is
total
darkness.
Everybody wanders
in

around trying to escape the unknown murderer who, when he finds someone in the
dark, gently (?) chokes him until he yells,
"Murder." Then he tries to get to another part of the house before someone
turns on
the lights, which should be
shortly after the murder. The District Attorney returns and questions and crossexamines each suspect, all of whom must
the truth, with the exception of the
murderer, who may lie all he wishes. Of
course, the corpse says nothing.
In the questioning, the District Attorney
may ask if a suspect saw anyone near him.
but he must not name a definite person, ;is
"Was it Una?" Neither can he say, "Did
you commit the [Continued on page 73]
tell
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Wanted
Gene Raymond

J\[ot

Is

A

Fugitive

From The Police, He Is Only Wanted
By Fvery Girl In The World,

H arrison

By Helen

WHEN

Santa Claus climbs out of his
Sikorsky and delivers the goods
—as I certainly hope he'll get
around to doing before Inflation sets inall I want is a silver fox, a bottle of Na-

speaking voice, which

brandy (to celebrate) and Gene
Raymond. I might even be satisfied to
make my dyed-weasel do and one can grow

really

poleon

mellow on
demands.

synthetic

gin

if

the

occasion

But Gene Raymond, once
you've seen him materialized, is something
)ou just can't get along without!
To prove it I give you several thousand
roistering females whom Gene found right
up his alley, literally, when he played
.

Cleveland

.

.

(and

Pittsburgh, Detroit, Chicago, etc.), shattering long-standing house
records with gay abandon and producing a
new all-time low for high school attendance!
Indeed, right up the alley, en masse,
they came, even crowding the fire escapes,
and chanting the litany of a true fan, "We

want Raymond!"

"We want Raymond!!"

"WE WANT RAYMOND!!!"

It

got

so

bad they had to call out the police, the
reserves and then, believe it or take the
consequences,

the

fire

department!

Why

department? Ask me not. Except
bobbies realized that where
thousands of feminine hearts blaze there's
apt to be a fire!
So they called the hook
the
the

singing voice isn't so
different from his
sustains

and
to

if

the mood—
you're about

swoon there's
nothing to pre-

vent you. And that
seems to be the whole
idea!

By

this

you have

gathered, and rightly,
that Mr. Raymond
has his serious side,

and what with being
tall, blond and handsome, that is something of a surprise.

A

pleasant one.

I

mean

of course, in
the sense of taking
his work seriously
and planning his

Right up Gene's

career intelligently.

For

On

in-

appearance tsur
girls
turned out

stance, you
wouldn't

alley.
his recent personal

have

the
en-

thusiastically.

fire

astute

and ladder!
But to get back to Gene and the afternoon of "The Night of June Third," as

In

the ballad has it.
Just before returning to Hollywood and
R-K-O picture. Gene told me some
interesting details of that personal appear-

again, as he did

"Sadie
Kee."

in

another

ance tour which was interrupted only long
for him to slip back to the studio
to make "Hooray for Love," with Ann
Southern opposite.
It's a musical and Gene has high hopes
It was, he assured me, great fun
for it.

"Hooray for

Love," Gene
Raymond sings
Mc-

enough

in

the making.

who can

toss off a song, au nathe entire delight of his large
following, has taken "just enough lessons
to learn breath control." And who do you
think warned him against studying voice?
None other than Nelson (Naughty Mari-

Gene,

turelle,

to

Eddy!
Um, hum. They're friends,
have been for years, and when Gene sought
his advice, some time ago, Eddy told him
that he already had what singers were always striving to get! According to Maestro
Eddy, via the Raymond scenic route, it
seems when you play, well let's say a love
it!)
(will
you say
scene, will that do?
"Darling, I love you" in one voice, and then
you go into "Sweet Mystery of Life,"
(nothing personal I assure you) by stepping up or down into your singing voice
and this, as you can see, hasn't the desired
effect.
On the other hand, when Gene
plays in a scene and then starts his number there isn't that break, because his
etta)
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expected Gene to make
a

trip

to

Yurrup

to

study types because he
"played a lot of foreign characters."
Nor
would you think, once
over there, he would
be fed up with the
smart set at St. Moritz
because "they seemed so bored with everything!"
These are interesting things to discover about a
chap born Raymond Guion in New York.
And then I remembered Gene was one of the
first players who was offered a nice, safe contract, but who dared to say "No," clearly and
firmly, and start out as a free-lance. He's never

been sorry.

"Under the present system," he explained,
isn't much chance, even as a free lance,
to appear in pictures that you are completely
sold on as vou could a stage play, because you
can't wait until they're found; but you do, at
east, have an opportunity to turn down pictures
in which you have no faith, or to portrav characters which seem entirely false."
He has a lot of
[Continued on page 56]

"there

MARION DAVIES
I^AGE

MISS GLORY" is Marion's first picture since she moved to the Warner
Below, the studio is shown, with Mervyn Leroy directing her in a scene.
whether she plays slavey parts or
Blonde, dimpled Marion has nothing to fear
colored girls, her beauty does not have to be favored.

"

V

lot.

—

Scene during the
making of 'Page
Miss

Glory."

They have to study their lines. Michael
Curtiz, director, Roscoe Karris, George
Brent and Bette Davis learning their
Director Frank MacDonald,
pieces.
at right, supervises the dialogue.

—

Better AND
Better
A

It's

Poor Season

When

The Movies Do Hot Make

A Hew

High.

THE
INcreated

days of old, a clever director would have
a complete plot for a silent picture out of
this scene of Maureen O'Sullivan and the sheep, making
Nowadays, there is often more
it up as he went along.
time and talent put on a picture before shooting tHan
afterward.
Scripts are written and re-written, dialogue

up what the characters should say and
planned for.
Cultured gentlemen play parts today. Foreign actresses
come to Hollywood. Great comedians join up and
fashions are studied as if they were the objects of their

specialists think

every sound

is

projections.

Maureen

Imagine
O'Suliivan's

surprise

when she discovered
the

around her
covered with

hills

house

nibbling

sheep.

It

seems they are
brought

from

to eat the grass
so

Utah
and

remove the hazard
of

fire.

Sir

ing

Guy

Standing

fisherman's

try-

luck

on Tolucca Lake,
where Bing Crosby
and others have their
houses.

Sir

Guy

is

compatriot of Sir
Cedric Hardwicke
a

which

shows the

standing of the picture players today.

Once was

the time

when custard pie was
the laugh getter and
slapstick humor was
rife.
Benny,

Now
the

Jack
famous

wit whose delightful
subtlety has won him

millions of radio
friends,
is
making
"Broadway Melody
of 1935."

There

isn't a

beauti-

on earth who
does not stand a
chance of being invited to Hollywood.

ful girl

Recently Margot
Grahame, English
actress,

her

came

beauty
tures.

to lend
to

pic-

*<5k

The strange ceremony of

human
ens

the

sacrifice
life

of

Mack.

threat-

Helen

SUPER

Pictures

Coming

Kre

Helen

Can Make The Wildest Dreams
Seem Real, And Because Such Pictures Are Successful, We Are In For A lumber Of Them.
The

Screen

AMONG

the great pictures that are on the
time, none is more weird and
enthralling than the famous H. Rider Haggard story of "She." But many other super
pictures are in the making— "The Crusades,"
>

fire at this

"A Tale
Last

of

Two

Cities,"

"Ivanhoe," "The
is being made

Days of Pompeii" (which

on four stages at once), and "The Three

Mack

in

'She" finds glorious opportunity
great
her
for

dramatic talent.

Musketeers." The scenes here are from "She"
and they tell the adventures of Randolph
Scott and Helen Mack as they penetrate a
strange continent to reach the city of "Kor."
Imagination is the greatest force in the world.
Cultivate your own by seeing the fascinating
picture, "She." Do not, however, let the title
confuse your thoughts.

TKe

Movie Stars
Personality

eir

AS

A FISHERMAN

CHANGES

HIS BAIT

If he can seem to you morose and serious in one
of an actor.
serenely gay and quite sincere in another, you wonder what is his
real personality.
The first problem for the actor is to be able to go through the
•emotions and make them seem to be real to you. The second demand of greatness
is to be able to show emotional capacity, but in a different character.
Some players reach fame by portraying one type of
character remarkably well, and then, one day, they surprise us
with a convincing character study that is utterly strange to us.
In "The Informer," Victor McLaglen proves himself a real artist.
And how an actor does love it! His belief that he can be
many perfect and complete personalities is the basis for many a

IS the
JTpicture
and

test

The Victor McLaglen of
Price
a

"What

Glory7" was

play— "The Guardsman," with Lunt and Fontanne, for example.
In real life we find ourselves adapting mannerisms that are
not our own, but geniuses, we are told, never depart from their

doughboy quite

brutal and convincing.

typ e

Must be rather dull being

The Informer counts the
blood money received for

A marvelous
performance.

his treachery.

a genius.

H AR
TO

Get
They Give Them

The Air With The
Greatest of Ease.
Bachelors of Hollywood
THE
examined for eye trouble.
they do

should be

How

do

Beauty moves before them,

it?

lithe
and tempting.
little
Exquisite
jewels of womanhood which do honor to
the word perfection.
And just to make
it
harder, the heroes find the picture
plots demand that avowals of affection be
whispered into dainty ears, while, within
their arms, they hold morsels of maidenhood that would convert the staidest bachelor into a commuter.
Long ones, short ones, blondes and
provocative brunettes, every style— and no
sale!
Gee it's tough.
However, the new swim suits show the
girls have the right idea and a lot of
other correct qualities. Perhaps the magic
of a summer beach will cast its spell over
all these men and maidens, so that the
splash and rattle of the tireless surf will
work its own hypnotic power, ere the
loving moon checks the vital statistics.

Who

knows?

"If lips

Perhaps.

know what

Then hush my

the soul would tell
love let kisses speak."

a symbolic picture. Ruth PeterBlanca Vischer, June Lang and
Lawrence yearn with outRosine
stretched arms for love, for the comThis

is

son,

—

pletion of their destinies
life itself,
while their eager hearts stand on tiptoe
and nature, kindly Goddess,
touches them in this pose with the
mysterious woman-glamor.

i

9
Edward Everett
Horton, a bachelor who continued
maintain his
to

even

solitude
after

he

built

home.

a

Any

Bachelor Star

Rarely

Stars

Go

In

Paupers Emotions.

The high

gen-

flying

tlemen are Cary
Grant, Henry Wads-

Randolph

worth,

George Raft,
Edmund Lowe, Rob-

Scott,
ert

Robert

Donat,

Taylor

and

Tom

Brown.

Betty Grable never
was one to beg, and,
being a dancer, she
believes in action, so
she runs away the
instinct of the cave

—

woman — Vnowing
well

hear

she

the

will

soon

thrilling
steps of the pursuer.

1

Fair

Women

But The

Game.

Is

For

—

<<9k

SCREEN'S

Seven
CINEMA skimmed the cream of the universe
DAME
women. Perhaps they are not the greatest

for these perfect

hardly one has
trod the boards of the legitimate theatre. Not one of them will ever fill
the Metropolitan Opera House with glorious sound, nor will libraries
ever offer books that they have authored— in fact they are in a separate
They are the Most Gorgeous Women in
division from other mortals.
the World.
They have perfection in weight, form, color and beauty. The allure
The flash of their
of their figures was envisioned by Michael Angelo.
eyes, the fascination of their lips have haunted poets since words have
actresses;

sung and men have dreamed.
Joy be with them, for it is a

fairer

world for

all

of us because of

the gift of their gorgeous beauty.

The English
woman,
leine

Made;*

Carrol

it

"be in "Thiift
ty Nine Steps,

which we hop
will give th}*

/

graceful lady

y

j.

better ehane

J

she
haf
had so far.

than

i

Ginger Rogers, rushed as she has been
from "Roberta" to "Star of Midnight" to
"Top Hat" may, in the hurry, have forgotten that she has beauty and the priceless gifts of contour and form.

—

(

GORGEOUS

WOMEN
They Are
In

The

Masterpieces

Gallery

Of Life.
When Jean Harlow
picture, there
in

her heart.

licking joy-girl

posed for this
were imps dancing
It caught the rolthat she is and the

special blessing of her personality
hair.

3w

Slim

the

and

smart, Carole Lombard's
her defiant worldliness and
fascinating directness and honesty of her manner.

charm

is in

None

The gorgeous thing
about Myrna Loy is

knows Ann Harding.

independent

Her glowing, marvel-

the

heart that illumines
her like a lantern.
Whoever is loved by
Myrna will stay
loved,
forever and
ever, world without
end.

of

us, it

seems,

is not
but there is
enough that she does

lous personality

for

us,

give to list her among
the gorgeous.

Interesting Sn
theatre patrons are supposed
THE
be broke and depressed, yet one of
to

the
"

recent

successes

was a tragedy—

A

The Informer."

gay musical with
dancing, such as "Roberta," is enthusiastically
received,
and the Shirley

Temple

craze continues.
Pondering
these facts the producers have planned
a variety of pictures, not forgetting the
recent success of Western stories. "Hoss
Operas" are now being made by Warner Baxter, Richard Dix, Buck Jones,

Maynard and George O'Brien.
Only three famous novels are being
screened, although "David Copperfield"

Ken

swept the country.

"Canning" a Broadway

hit

seems a

method
but none of the

surefire

Copper-field,"

of making a picture,
great successes, "David
"The Thin Man," "It

Happened One Night," came from the
theatre.

It's

"The Arizonian," and Richard

Dix fearlessly watches the eyes of
Joe Sauers. One false move and
it

will

be the

lastll

"Redheads on Parade"
have John Boles and Dixie
"Accent on Youth,"
one of the cleverest
Broadway plays, is
being screened with
and
Sylvia
Sidney
Herbert Marshall.
This

shows
stars

off-stage

shot

brilliant
the
learning their
lines.

Lee

in the snuggling parts.
takes more imagination
than music to make a modIt

ern musical.

Searl and Jane
Withers are the stars of
"Singer," and it is be-

Jackie

lieved
will

that this novelty
a great hit.

make

The

Official

Moving

Picture Year

(Season 1935-36") Begins Soon

And Special Effort Always Marks
The First Pictures Shown.

Dance ensembles nowa-

days have
reached a
new degree of
perfection.
The

girls

are

the

pretties)

and
and

cleverest

the

tings

be

set-

have to

startlingly

novel, as they

are

in

"Red-

heads on
Parade."

Lily

Pons

is

going to make
an opera for
the screen. It
now called
is

"Love Song"
and is one of
the

first

of the

new highbrow
musical pictures.

OSCULATION

The Clinch
JACK OAKIE
lip to lip

and Lyda Roberti pressed
while their pulses race, hearts

pound and the camera takes. Jack and
Lyda are in "The Big Broadcast of 1935."
This will bring to you many of the
famous ones of the air, including Burns and
Allen and Bing Crosby, and our favorite
of the musical stage, Ethel Merman.
But irrespective of the medium which
has given them fame— whether radio, stage,
vaudeville or pictures— they all find themselves in a "kiss close-up" with a camera
watching their every blush.

In

this

Joan
Dick

corner,

Blondell and
Powell.
a

He

Jean Parker had such a wonexperience in "Sequoia"
with a puma, that Frank Shields,
who once played tennis, hardly
Little

derful

plays on

gondolier

in

his

next picture, yep
"Broadway Gondolier."

It's

frightens her at

like a sax,

only the sound
ored.

is

col-

Fred MacMurray within
hallowed circle of
Madge Evans' arms in

the

"Men Without Names,"
a

story

of the

Agents.

Federal

all.

Dip

,

n

Style
Summer Swim
Suits

That

Will

Pack

The

(At right) Anne Daring is a descendent
of

etts,

but

Massachuthis

in

Lace

suit.

the

Neclt-

The lacing
passes around to tie

Gov. William

Sradford,

Anne

Beaches.

in

suit

the

wise,

eally was never
nought of by the
governor.

it

back,

other-

we understand,
will come off.

Anne

the

1935 Skipper
This has adjustable halter neck and the
belt lacing keeps it all snug
and ship shape.
in

swimming

(At

left)

Known

as

Mio,
this suit combines the
one piece halter neck
the

1935

Bra

with the kerchief
effect.

The back is
giving max-

low cut,
imum exposure to the
sun.

suit.

Anne Darling
IT'S

her real name.

Anne

is

one

of the reasons why Universal
faces the future with a smile of
confidence.
She has consented to
model a few of the niftier swimming suits, and so now we are
prepared to go on record.
have
seen many darlings, but not one
better proportioned. Slim, but not
too slim, pretty and graceful, Anne

We

Darling

is

an honor

to the

name.

THE

Freddie Bartholomew, unaware of her repujust as he treats everyone and the great
actress warmly responded to his friendliness.

manly

little

tation, treated

Garbo

Again

New And True
Our

Garbo,
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Anecdotes About

Loved

Best

Star,

JracKer
B 7 El eanor Pack*
has known many mirHOLLYWOOD
the amazing, over-night

rise

acles,

to fame of unknowns, heartbreaking
plunges from the heights into obscurity, unexpected reconciliations Which seemed impossible, last minute rescues from the brink
But no
of public and private disaster.
miracle, large or small, has been so astounding as the recent transformation of Greta
Garbo.
With one flick of her slim fingers, Garbo
has turned back the calendar to the warm,
human days of eight years ago, the happy
days of John Gilbert and his love, the shyly
laughing days before she retired behind her

armor plate shield of silence and secrecy.
The studio, which has known her since
her timid, frightened arrival from Sweden,
which has watched her change from that
awkward, uncertain girl into a glowing,
loved and loving woman and then into a
hermit, unknown and unknowing, is rubbing its eyes in wondering amazement.
Outside the high
of

walls

"Flesh and the Devil" and the other neverforgotten Garbo-Gilbert masterpieces. John
Gilbert, alone, is absent.
The presence of Brown is another part
of the miracle. For five years he and Garbo
have not seen each other. Their last picture together was "Romance," filmed in
1930 under strained, unhappy conditions.
Rumors of discord drifted from the stage.
Brown refused to talk and Garbo, of course,
said nothing.
But there were no more
Garbo-Brown pictures until "Anna Karenina."
The two met for the first time after their
long separation in the office of one of the
The woman looked at
studio's executives.
the man who had directed her biggest suc-

who had helped her to climb to
the top rung of the Hollywood ladder, and
held out her hand.
"Well, Clarence," she smiled, "it looks as
if we're becoming a team."
Thus the unexplained, five-year-long sicesses,

studio

the

Garbo retains her
sphynx-like

mystery.

child of

Goulding.

its

writer

and

director,

talking pictures arrived,
Garbo confided to her friends her desire
to play the real Anna in a true picturization of the famous Tolstoy novel, a human,
ardent, bewildered Anna, who wrecked her
life because of her love, not a Hollywood
version of a daring, woman-of-the-world

Anna.

Now

her wish has been gratified. The
script of the picture faithfully follows the
footsteps of Tolstoy's gaily sombre and
,

wretchedly happy heroine.
So interested
and absorbed in the story has Garbo become that several times she has forgotten
to stop work at five o'clock, thus breaking
her famous and iron-clad rule. No wonder
the studio is amazed.
The Garbo, who
always walked off the set at the exact stroke
of five, now doesn't even look at the clock.
Just as unswerving as her five o'clock law
was the path which she followed in the
studio, the direct path from the stage to her
dressing room, with
no stops along the
way.
Now she has
deviated from that

She drives from the

course,

her Brentwood home, there to
live her own life in
But
her own way.
inside the studio, the
younger Garbo of
other years has come
back, talking, laugh-

she

to

gates

spectators,

began with the
rehearsals of

Karenina."

picture, itself, is
of the two mir-

one
acle-workers which
have brought back to
life the warmer, hap-

until

ing

Garbo's

"Anna
Freddie

rapidly,
head
bent, to her dressing

room.

stage into a swirling

crowd of extras,
luncheon-bound from
a masquerade party

playson in

is

a

new-

comer to this country. He knew nothing
of the barricade of

One noon she
from the

stepped

Karenina."
is

studio

walk

Bartholomew, the
screen's David Copwho

the

streets are deserted to

The
pier Garbo.
other is a small, dark
haired boy, Freddie
perfield,

watching

the hundred and fifty
dancers with keen interest.
For the first
time in the studio's
memory, Garbo has
entered a stage other
than her own.
No longer does she
shun people, waiting

first

The

the

friendly,
quiet,
she
stood with the other

ested in the making
her picture.
The change in Gar-

"Anna

Twice

visited

where the chorus was rehearsing
the mazurka for the
picture. Smiling,

of

bo

too.

has

stage

inter-

intensely

ing,

Edmund

When

scene for another pic-

During the making

silence which has surrounded the
blonde star with the deep, throaty voice.
He treated her as he treated all the other
women players, with a quaint, boyish, oldworld courtesy. And Garbo, like all the
others, fell under the spell of his shy, sweet
charm. She never seems to tire of talking

awed

and laughing and playing games with the
boy, of "listening to his excited chatter in
his crisp English voice.

A police officer stands guard at the door
of the Garbo stage, turing away all curious
But studio veterans, who rememvisitors.
ber, say that behind that closed door is
the cheerful, serene friendliness of the days
Even Clarence
before talking pictures.
Brown is there, as he was when he directed

of "Anna Karenina," Clarence Brown,
director, instructing Garbo and Fredric March.

ture.
They carried
Garbo along with
them. Wit h h e r

flowing,

lence was ended in as simple a way as that.
When Garbo laughingly challenged Clarence to a game of medicine ball between
scenes, the studio knew that the miracle
was complete. The dignified, aloof Garbo
ran and shouted, like any healthy, normal
young woman, jumping over boxes and
cables "In pursuit of the bouncing medicine
ball.
She was as calmly oblivious of the
surprised faces and eyes as she has always
been of all glances and whispers.

Garbo

is

more

interested

in

"Anna

Karenina" than she has been in any other
talking picture. In 1927 she made a silent
film, called "Love," which was purported to
be an adaptation of the story of "Anna
Karenina," but which was really the brain

last-century

gown and her quaintly

curled hairdress,
she passed for one of the masquerade costumed extras. She smiled and accepted a
cigarette from the girl who was walking
beside her.
When she reached the sfeet
which led to her dressing room, she quietly
slipped away and no one noticed her departure.

She astonished the entire Front

Office of
studio, as well as Clarence Brown,
when she insisted upon dancing the mazurka in the picture.
That marked another "first time" for the changed Garbo.
June Knight doubled for her in the idoldancing scenes in "Mata Hari."
Frances
Braggioti was engaged to substitute foi
the
[Continual on page 64]
her in

the
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OF

EVIEWS

PICTURES
SEEN
AT THE
HOLLYWOOD

PREVIEWS
And

her.

sure

enough,

hardly is the
before Bob picks up a
girl in a speakeasy and phones Joan that
he is "staying in town with a sick friend"
(sophisticated but not original).

honeymoon

Joan

is

over,

terribly hurt at

first,

but she

re-

members that she's quite modern and all
that, and plans a sweet revenge.
She gives
a week-end houseparty and invites the girl
from the speakeasy, a husband who once
threatened to shoot Bob, the wife who left
her husband for him but later married a
British peer, and the farce begins.

Poor Bob suffers for all his sins that
night.
The cast is simply swell. Gail
Patrick, a new Gail Patrick you've never
seen before, plays the speakeasy lure. Franchot Tone is the husband who once bought
a gun to shoot Bob, but who has decided
that a better revenge is to run away with
Joan. Vivienne Osborne, also a new Vivienne Osborne you've never seen before
(such surprises as are in this picture) plays
the indiscreet wife, who landed a British
title who happens to be Arthur Treacher,
and is simply priceless. But, best of all,
there are Edna May Oliver and Charlie
Ruggles, those grand comedians, drinking
their way through every reel.
It's a "natural" for the Crawford fans.

Fay Wray and Claude Rains in "The Clairvoyant,"
an intriguing mystery story from England.

BREAK OF HEARTS— R-K-O
Rating: 89 0

KATHARINE HEPBURN'S

latest is a
very enjoyable picture. We caught it
All about
at the Radio City Music Hall.
us people expressed their approval and the
picture was applauded at its close. Charles
Boyer, who burst on us with Claudette Colbert in "Private Worlds," is a very imporIn fact
tant figure in the Hepburn story.
he is more than half. It is delightful to
see someone new who is expert and colorful, and the whole picture gains because
of the fact that we do not know every angle
and expression of his face.
Miss Hepburn again conquers us by her
charm and we still believe her to be one
This particular
of our greatest actresses.
story does not give her the spiritual motif
It is, however,
her best mood.
emotional and has to do with love that
Lovers of music will parconquers all.
We have had musical
ticularly enjoy it.
pictures that were light and gay, but here
is one with tremendous orchestral renditions
and all a part of the plot. It is a fine

which

In this quite ordinary story the lovers
quarrel, part, and one goes to pieces. Then
the other forgives and forgets and hearts
are made whole. It is a picture far beneath
Hepburn's capabilities but for all that it
affords a delightful evening.

THE CLAIRVOYANT
Rating: 70 0 — The Invisible

Man

Kwsible Future— Gaumotit

WRAY
FAY
this

picture

Sees The
British

went to England to make
is very charming in a

and

Rating:

part quite lacking in opportunity. Claude
Rains plays the title role and is an actor of
indisputable personality.
are entirely in sympathy with this
picture.
enjoyed seeing it and wish to
applaud the effort. Here is a theme which
is
new.
It
touches on the fascinating
thought that certain people can look into
the future and read its secrets. Among the
events which Rains foresees are disasters
and horse races, and we are sure that if we
could scan the pages of the future we would
foretell events which would bring a greater
appeal.
A commendable development in
the plot centers around the idea that only
because of the love of a girl can the clairvoyant enjoy the power of a prophet. A
delightful angle which adds considerably
to the picture.

We

We

NO MORE

is

sound picture.

OIL FOR

LADIES

Rating: 85°— Joan Crawford's latest—

M-G-M

HERE'S

a brilliant, sophisticated

comedy-

drama as modern as tomorrow. Those
smart young people, Joan Crawford and
Bob Montgomery, once more in the best
drawing room manner come face to face
with

life

as

it

is

lived

on Park Avenue.

very gay and ultra-smart, with
some of the wittiest lines you've heard in
a long time.
Bob plays a charming and debonair young
philanderer, one of the Southampton crowd,
who dashes gayly from one female to another and slays them all by his irresistible
charm. He has no intention of marrying
anyone until one night he suddenly finds
himself in love with Joan, but realizing all
the time that he probably can't be true to
It's

all

THE LAMPS OF CHINA
82 "—Much

Ado About the
Company — Warners

HERE'S

the screen's version of Alice TisHobart's famous novel by the
same title. It is splendidly acted by Josephine Hutchinson, Pat O'Brien, Jean Muir
and John Eldredge and makes a sincere,
dramatic picture, but somehow the character of the young oil engineer, played by
Pat O'Brien, who sacrifices his baby, his
wife, his best friend, and even his life for
a Company who gyps him at the first opportunity seems sort of exaggerated to me.
I exercised great restraint to keep from
dale

jumping up there on the screen and giving
Pat a big shake and shouting "Fool." But
I
suppose there are young men in this
world who have ideals and illusions about
the Company, but they won't have any
after they see this picture, which goes in
for a little brutal expose.
Pat, as the young man with ideals, gives
the usual perfect O'Brien performance,
natural and easy and convincing. When his
fiancee fails to join him in China he mar-

Josephine Hutchinson, an American
stranded there by the death of her
father, to "save his face" and takes her to
the miserable oil fields of China.
Miss
Hutchinson, late of Eva LeGallienne's repertory company, gives a most magnificent
performance and this picture should place
her right on top.
Jean Muir and John Eldredge are another young oil couple in China, but without Pat's ideals, and, though John becomes
his best friend, for the sake of a few thousand gallons of oil for the Company Pat
betrays him.
In minor parts, and excellent, are Arthur Byron, Lyle Talbot and
little
Ronnie Cosby.
This picture will
start the old thinking apparatus working.
ries

girl
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THERMOMETER

PICTURE

of Quality

Degrees

Perfect

— 100

—

Rernark-

—

able

—90
'Break of Hearts"

—

'No More Ladies"
'Oil

For

Lamps

the

Excellent

of

China"

—80

'The Glass Key"

'Hooray
'Let

for

—

Love"

'Em Have

It"

—

'Kliou"

Don't
Miss

—70

'The Clairvoyant"

J

— Worth
—

'Charlie

Chan

Seeing

in Egypt'

'College Scandal"

—60

}

'The Healer"

—
—

"Oil For The Lamps of China," the popular novel
by Alice Tisdale Hobart, makes an excellent picture
featuring Pat O'Brien and Josephine Hutchinson.

—

Good
Enter tain -

ment

—50

THE GLASS KEY
Hammett Again—
Paramount
Dashiell Hammett's "The

Rating: 8o°— Dashiell

EVER

since

Thin Man" clicked so beautifully over
at Metro, Paramount has been promising to
make a picture of his "The Glass Key," and
at last,

thank heavens, got around

And what "The Thin Man"

it.

to

doing

did for

Powell and Loy is nothing compared to
what "The Glass Key" will do for George
Raft.

Georgie, as you know, has been slipping
something awful lately with one weak picture after another, but old Dashiell Hammett brings 'em back alive, and Georgie
Hps and gives the best performance of his
career
plot's

of

and is tops all over again. The
quite exciting, all about the expose

underworld

most

and although

politics,

complicated

it

all

weaves

it's

together

and dramatically.
That grand actor, Edward Arnold, gives
delightful performance as a genial and

logically
a

charitable political boss who is suspected
Things
of the murder of a senator's son.
look black for him until his loyal follower,
Georgie, takes charge and goes through
plenty before he tracks down the real murderer.
It's an ideal role for Georgie and
he gives it everything, but even then he has
lo

share honors with

Edward Arnold, who

an

asset to any picture in which he plays.
Also in the picture, and also excellent in
small parts, are Guinn Williams, Claire
Dodd, Rosalind Keith (her first picture, by

is

the way), Charles

and Ray Milland.
background,
crazier about
I

haven't

men
this

seen

a

Richman,

Emma Dunn

woman

yet

who
And

murder

picture.

—

so

good

-30

attorney.

HOORAY FOR LOVE
Rating:

IT'S

78°— Bill Robinson Taps, Hot
Dawg— Radio

ANOTHER

backstage story, but don't

that depress you because it's simply
full of good, brisk comedy and tuneful
song numbers that will make you leave the
theatre completely happy.
Gene Raymond, young college graduate,
mortgages the old family home up in Connecticut so he can "angel" a show for Ann
Sothern, whom he has gone goofy oyer.
let

Of course the show is held up at the last
minute because the producers, who look
our hero's money, turned out to be a couple
of crooks and vamoosed, and then it's held
up again by Ann's father who failed to
marry the rich widow, so she stopped payment on the check.
But the show finally goes on, and very
happy you are about it too, for it presents
three of the best colored entertainers you
can find East of Suez, none other than the
inimitable Bill Robinson doing his famous
taps, Jeni LcGon who dances and sings and
how, and "Fats" Waller who plays the
piano with personality. Then, too, there
Maria Gambarelli doing a ballet number
that brought tremendous applause from the
preview audience, and of course Gene and
sing several very touching love songs.
also serves to introduce a
new character actors Lionel Slander, who,
is
the Russian stage director, out-Ratoffs
Ratoff and leaves you weak with laughter.
All in all it's swell entertainment, direcied
by Walter Lang for laughs, and laughs
there are ill abundance.

This picture

a

— Not

wasn't

I just
crazy about Edward Arnold.
know you won't guess who the murderer is
until Georgie delivers him to the district

Ann

Raft, Edward Arnold and
Rosalind Culli in "The Glass Key,"

Pleasing

—40

Because of the political
will probably be much
picture than women, but

i*-

George

—

LET 'EM HAVE IT
Rating: 76°— The G-Men Have It—
Reliance- Un iled A rtists

ANOTHER

contribution to the G-Men
cycle of pictures which is sweeping the
country right now, and by far one of the
best.
It isn't so noisy and bloody as its
predecessors, but much more convincing,
and much, much easier on the nerves.
-

Richard

Arlen,

Gordon Jones

all

Harvey
join

Stephens

and

the Department of

Justice at the same time and strike up a
friendship that results in their becoming
partners in their first case, which concerns
the attempted kidnaping of the beautiful
Virginia Bruce, wealthy and haughty society
girl.

The girl's chauffeur, Bruce Cabot, is implicated and sent to prison, Inn Virginia
refuses to believe him guilty and in her
high-handed manner has him paroled.
Bruce becomes the leader of a band of
public enemies who start terrorizing the
country.

Dick and

his

iwo buddies swing

exciting up
into action, and iis plenty
until the time the gangster is finally capInjealous) ol his sweel
tured through
heart.
Richard Allen gives a perfect performance as the leader of the G-men. and
1

[Continual on page 66]
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The Culinary Arts

of

Mrs.

Warren
William
A Wife In Love
Is A Wife In
The

Kitchen.

By Ruth Corbin

HOW WOULD YOU LOOK
IN

Josephine Hutchinson's
FIRST FALL

EVERYBODY

knows that an
apple a day keeps the doctor away, but I have just
learned something even more
important. A carrot a day keeps
the dentist away. And with most
everyone a dentist is far more
dreaded than the doctor. After

what is a pill more or less
between friends. But cavities, or
electric
grinders?
Oh my, I
would rather eat a carrot any
all,

Dress?

day.

Warren

Mrs.
told

me

carrot

William
about the
business.

Warren has eaten

CRISP

and white checked taffeta
lends an animated note to this powder
blue pebbly crepe dress worn by Miss
Hutchinson. The bias cut of the belt and
the taffeta covered buttons on sleeve and
^-kirt add no difficulty to the making, but
blue

a lot of variety to the final result. Notice,
too, that the sleeves are long with a smart
cuff effect— just what you'll need in an
early Fall dress.
Pattern SS129 is designed for sizes 12 to
20 and 30 to 40. Size 16 requires 3 yards

39- inch fabric
contrasting.

and

114

yards

39

inch

a
f
carrot or two every
day for years now,
because
a
dentist
friend told him once
that if he would do
this regularly he would
keep his molars and
bicuspids
intact.
And

Warren has done

so.

as

it

is

the commonest source
for tooth decay. So Warren beHe never eats more than

three slices of it in one day.
I spent the afternoon, recently, at the Wil-

Price of Pattern, 15c.

Price of CataPattern and Catalog together,

manse out in Encino, about fifteen
beyond the First National Studios
where Warren draws his weekly stipend.
Mrs. William was alone and it was a rainy
afternoon, so we sat in the long, beamraftered living-room and talked about food
and romance and divers things. She told
me how she fell in love with Warren.
The strangest thing about their story is
that they were born and reared in the same
liam's

miles

Silver Screen Pattern Dept.,
45 West 45th St., New York, N. Y.

send

to

|

(Name)

I

(Address)

1

(City and State)

Pattern

of

Josephine

No. SS129) Size

Hutchinson' s

Dress

'

vicinity in Minnesota, within thirty miles
of each other.
Yet they never met until
they went to New York. Helen says she is
almost a fatalist when she thinks of it.

Her parents both died when she was
young and she went to New York to live.
In the back of her mind was a thought of
the stage, but the fact that she didn't need

—

French

secret

of

potatoes. That
not be a bonus,

mashed

And

and reason

25c.

a salad for her
just as
actor husband
doing
has been
she
since the day he came
home from the war,
bringing with him the

ing

may

they are all intact. He has
a perfect set of teeth. This
same dentist friend told
Warren to beware of bread

wares of bread.
log, 15c.

Helen William prepar-

but

it's

something.

to support herself by work kept her from
seriously trying for a career. She met Pauline
William, Warren's sister, soon after she arrived, and they were so congenial that they
took an apartment together.
The war was on and Warren was in service.
Helen could not fail to notice how
handsome he looked in uniform, for his sister had photographs of him all over the
place. Helen confessed that she had a small

crush on him before she met him because
she had to listen to his sister singing his
praises,

morning, noon and night. So.

finally.

Pauline invited her to go with her to visit
Warren at camp. They went, but Warren

was in a silent mood and didn't say a half
do/cn words to either of them. Helen must
have made a very good impression on him
however, for the next day she received a
nice special delivery letter from him. Then
he was ordered to the front and he stole
[Continued on page 52]
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Red Hair
FOR

Beauty!
Platinum

Blondes

Out Of Date.
Redheads

1\[ow

Arc

The

Are Flaming.

By

Mary L ee
HIGHLIGHTED

among

Hollywood

Janet Gaynor's
pery red hair

red-heads is lovely Janet Gaynor
with her natural coppery red hair,
the shade most of us know as "auburn."
Janet lives up to the tradition of redheaded temper in "The Farmer Takes a
Wife," and throws things most wholeheartedly.
And does this give cause for
laughter to her screen friends! Janet, the
lovely lady in real life who is adored for
her sunny disposition, makes a most convincing display of naming temperament.
We suspect, but can't swear, as to how
much Janet Gaynor and the other famous

Hollywood red-heads have to do with this:
it's
an honest-to-goodness fact that
where hair is concerned, we're going red in
quite a grand and glorious way.
So our
word of warning to bachelor gentlemen is
—beware! Red-heads have a reputation for
doing amazing things to the best barribut

caded hearts.

You natural red-heads, far too few, can
preen your glowing locks with pride. You're
the top this Season, and we miss our guess
if your date books aren't full to overflowing.
Everybody's talking about you and we
hope you'll make the most of the limelight
that's rapidly becoming yours.
Stylists have
fabricated glorious new colors to set off the
beauty of your radiant hair. Beauty specialists, too, are ready with make-up shades
to bring out your most vivacious charm.
Confidentially, they admit they are making
luscious red-heads out of many former
blondes and bringing out the reddish lights
in hair that used to be ordinary brown.
If you want to turn your hair toward
reddish tones, without benefit of beauty
shop, you can do it with vinegar rinses. A
half cup of vinegar to a pint of water is
the proper proportion, and it takes several
before you'll see very definite results. Vine-

own
is

that turned out too kinky.
Actually, the color rinses you can have at
a beauty shop, or buy there for home use,
are better for your hair than the constant
use of vinegar.
If you apply such a rinse
yourself, you should pour it on your hair
slowly, allowing it to get to the roots first.
If you pour it too quickly, it will go to the
ends and the hair near the roots won't get
the full effect.
(This goes for any rinse
you use at home to change the shade of
your hair.)
If you are a brunette, don't
hope for too much from reddish rinses un-

you have your hair bleached first. You
are likely to be disappointed.
Egyptian henna applications are much
the preferred method for brunettes who
go red-headed in the temporary shampooless

to-shampoo manner.

And

there's

no doubt

plenty of brunettes are doing it!
One of the most intriguing shades of
red is the reddish blonde.
Unless you
have snow white or very blonde hair to
begin with, your hair must be bleached
before it will take this shade to your credit.
It is a delicate, almost pinkish shade of red
—and utterly devastating!
Incidentally, the red hair vogue is good
news to those of us who are going gray

lemon, is popular as an afterbecause it cuts the soap.
However, you should know that the action

and want to do something about it. Henna
covers up gray hair effectively.
And the
more intricate reddish tints disguise gray
hair at the same time they give the desired
color to the rest of your crowning glory.
Of course, the surest way to go redheaded in the most becoming manner is
to have the job done at a beauty shop by
an operator in whom you have confidence.
In selecting make-up te go with red hair
achieved by art, one should give much

of vinegar in a strong enough solution to
give your hair reddish tints, is acid. It has
a tendency to toughen the hair and to take
As a matter
the wave out of permanents.
of fact, vinegar is often used for just that
purpose, to tone down a permanent wave

thought to the skin tones of the natural
red head.
Natural auburn hair, the coppery shade, is closely related to jet black
hair and usually runs in the same family.
The skin tones are similar to those of a
brunette. They call for rich, warm shades

gar,

like

shampoo

rinse

glorious, dark, copparticularly modish.

of rouge

and

lipstick, the

darker shades of

powder, and usually black or brown eye
make-up.
Titians, who are most like the reddish
blondes, usually have fair skin (inclined to
freckle or flush) and blue or gray eyes.
Their make-up for daytime must be much
more delicate than the brunette or extreme
blonde, or even the auburn red-head. The
shades of rouge and lipstick with yellow in
them and the lighter powders with no pinkish tones are best.

Red-heads, whether they are of the autitian type, should always use a
foundation, we are told by Helena Rubinstein, who is seldom if ever wrong when

burn or

it comes to advice on make-up for individual types.
She points out that red hair accentuates
the texture of the skin so much that every
woman who has it naturally or by preference should make sure her skin has a

smooth, velvety look.
She advises a natural looking make-up for daytime. A deep
mauresque shade of powder will tone down
freckles if one is cursed with them.
Green
or mauve powder underneath one's regular powder will vastly improve the looks
of the skin that is inclined to flush.

As

evening make-up for red-heads,Rubinstein says every single one
of them can go in for exotic effects— green
inidesccnt eye shadow, blue green mascara.
Terra Cotta shades of make-up, although
designed primarily for sun tanned skins,
can be used by the exotic red-headed woman
to the utter confusion of supposedly impregnable bachelors!
to

Madame

Marie Earle has done a real favor to
red-heads by bringing out her new Capucine
make-up. There's a* lipstick in clear yellowred, the color of nasturtiums; a vibrant
cheek rouge that seems to become a part
of the skin rather than a layer of color
on top of it: Soleil face powder; gray eye
shadow and Chataine mascara.
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Topics for Gossips
[Continued from page

THOSE

Dix twins are so much alike that
own mother can't tell them
apart. But, fortunately, one of them has
a birthmark on his leg so they can't get
too hopelessly confused. An extra baby
makes a lot of difference in the lives of
Mr. and Mrs. Dix, for Richard had to sail
for England recently to make a picture
there and Mrs. Dix and the baby were
planning to go along. But now that there
are twins, Mrs. Dix and both babies stayed
home.
even their

DOLORES DEL

RIO and her husband,
Gibbons, and Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Cooper have become the best of
friends, and make a foursome at all of
Hollywood's social affairs.
Cedric

—»#«—»

Acmi

be "Go Away" and "Sit Down," suggested
by Preston Sturges, who authored "The

Good

Fairy" script.

—

HUSTON has joined the trek
WALTER
to the Gaumont-British English
studios,

where he

will

make

a picture based

on the

of Cecil Rhodes. Compliments to G. B.
—they have selected the best man in the
world for the part.
life

prisms for "tail lights" to prevent calamity
in the dark.

'—«<§>—"

ANN SOTHERN

has come upon an ex**-cellent diversion for those special flyingthrough-the-wind-dust-cloud trips that the
New York bound movie people have encountered in the past two months. Ann
knits. She finds by closing her eyes, placing
cotton in each ear and concentrating firmly
on the business at hand of "knit one, purl
two" it is sometimes possible to forget the
plane is trying to stand on both ends at
once. Of course, she still has to acquire
a certain technique, for what she began as
a cute little yachting cap turned out to be
a rather unusual scarf.

/^LARK GABLE

TWICE

Richard Dix on the deck of the
Normandie, en route to the Gaumont-British Studios in England.

11]

in a lifetime, at the most, you'll
hear of a story like this. Pat O'Brien
received a check for fifty-six dollars last
month from "the guy to whom you loaned
it when I needed it," the note read. "The
guy" happens to be the author of one of
the year's most successful comedy sensations, and the six dollars was "for interest,"
he said, adding "and I wish you'd buy a
couple of seats to my play." Needless to
say, opening night found Pat in the front
row applauding the efforts of a "right guy."

still
has the "lucky
he flipped to decide between
stage stardom and a career in motion pic-

^ penny"

tures.

—«$>—.

BEFORE

Bob Montgomery and

on Bob's

left

many

tion in

first

Jimmy Cagney and

a year,

Chester Morris threw

his wife
three months' vaca-

him

a stag party that

was an event. And, of course, when he
went to get on the Chief at Pasadena they

has discovered

a fake wire delivered to him ordering
to return to the studio at once for
"retakes." And poor Bob fell for the gag
and nearly tore up the train before Jimmy

to keep track of his two desert
He has painted their addresses
tortoises.
on their backs in case they stray away, and
now he is looking for a couple of red

and Chester could shout "April Fool." Bob
and Betty will spend a month on their
farm in New York State, and then will buy
a small car and tour Europe in it.

—#»—»
GEORGE BREAKSTON
a

way

The Culinary Arts

of Mrs.

had

him

Warren Williams

[Continued from page 50]
away, without leave, on a motorcycle one
night, and told her goodby.
No definite promises were given between
them, for, after all, this was war. He was
looking at death, and knew it. But they
promised to write often. And, if and when
he returned, he promised he would come
straight to her. Their promises were kept.
Letters flew thick and fast between them.
Warren was in service nine months before
peace was declared. Then he spent four
months in a Y.M.C.A. camp as an actor.
Returning to New York, he went straight to
Helen. There was never anyone else for
either of

them

says that the
people's lives for them,

because
France,

war changed lots of
and it did Warren's,

made an actor of him
he learned how to make the
it

Warren has definite likes and dislikes
where food is concerned. He will not eat
tomato sauce in anything, or stewed tomatoes, and all sauces that have pickle in
them. Unlike most film actors, who stick
to simple breakfasts,

after that.

Helen

as leading man. Warren has always preferred walking to other forms of exercise.
Helen looked after their apartment and
cooked. They frequently dined out, after
the show, at a little restaurant they had
favored during their courtship. They took
an apartment in Hollywood when Warren
came to pictures, but last spring they decided to secure a permanent home.

and, in
grandest

potatoes. When he was overseas,
get French bread and eat it with
potatoes. The native Frenchmen used to
trade their bread for potatoes. They showed
Warren how to mash them properly. They
would boil, drain, mash well, then put in
salt and pepper, a generous lot of butter
and milk and beat until flulTy. Warren became a past master of the art. He is very
fond of mashed potatoes and strawberry
shortcake. When he came back to New York,

pig sausage and one slice of toast,
allows himself only one slice of
bread to each meal.
Luncheon is usually a combination or
green salad with French dressing. And tea.
Both Flelen and Warren like tea. Warren
drinks it, just as most people drink coffee.
He finds a certain mental stimulation in

with

since he

mashed the

When

potatoes.
started

housekeeping,
they lived in an apartment on 44th St., in
New York, within walking distance of the
small theatre where Warren was appearing
they

first

a real

gets out of bed. After his
morning shower, he has a glass of orange
or grape-fruit juice. Then, for breakfast, he
has broiled veal kidneys, or scrambled eggs

he used to

ren

likes

meal when he

mashed

Helen made shortcake frequently and War-

Warren

little

He also favors lemon meringue pie.
With plenty of meringue. Helen is an expert when it comes to making pastries. Her
pies and cakes are something to write home
wood.

me her favorite recipes
In summer, she uses sword
fish but any heavy white fish meat can be
substituted in place of it. Bass is especiallygood.
She gave

about.

for fish loaf.

SWORD
2
1
1
1

FISH LOAF

pounds sword

fish

onion
cup milk
cup stock

chopped parsley
tablespoon lemon juice
1

4 tablespoonfuls oil
6 tablespoons sifted flour
1
pimento
pepper and

salt

Take two pounds of sword fish. Place in
saucepan and cover with cold water. Add
1
tablespoon of lemon juice, season with
salt and cook until tender. Place in sauce-

and deadens his
He always drank tea before
going on the stage and now he drinks it for
luncheon or in the afternoon if he feels

pan 4 tablespoons of oil, 1 finely chopped
onion, 6 tablespoons of sifted flour; stir
until smooth, add 1 cup of milk, 1 cup of
strained stock that fish was cooked in. Cook
smooth and add 2 tablespoons of chopped

the need of a slight stimulant. He takes it
strong and without cream or lemon.
His favorite dessert is apple pie with New
York state cheese, which is a trifle stronger
than the tillamook variety sold in Holly-

parsley, a chopped pimento, pepper and salt
to taste. Add cooked swordfish, put all into
a buttered casserole.
Cover with plain
mashed potatoes, dot top with butter, and
cook quickly. This serves six.

tea, whereas
sensibilities.

colfee drugs
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precious a simple snapshot can be
. Don't take chances
with pictures that mean so much. Your camera
any camera is
.

.

—

—

when loaded with Kodak Verichrome Film. Verichrome
you the true expression, the naturalness. Your snaps turn
out just the way you've always wanted them. Always use Verichrome and be sure
. Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
better
gives

.

.

This day will never come again
save it with snapshots

—
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Getting "Movie Tested"
blue eyes of extraordinary attraction, and
her face has a tremendous amount of animation. Her screen-test had registered her
attraction forcibly.

"How

did

1

make

out?" she asked Serlin,

eagerly, her speech touched with the inI watched
flection of her native Ukrania.
Her
her face as she asked the question.
But
eyes fairly glowed with expectation.

the glow disappeared as he handed her the
from the Coast: "Congratulate you
on quality of the Vera Neva test. Regret
there is no place for her in Paramount
stock company at present time."
Here was a talented youngster who sings
nightly at a famous Broadway night club,
unusually attractive, whose screen test had
Yet,
excited raves all along the street.
despite all of this, despite her beauty and
talent, despite a fine celluloid impression, she
had been turned down cold. So the screen
test is only part of the journey to Hollywood, and the odds are 1,000 to 1 against.
Do you think that you would fare better
than voung Vera Neva? I hardly think so.
The development of the pictures has increased the difficulty confronting each one
of you who wants to get into the movies.
As Jimmy Starr pointed out in his column
from the Coast recently, the demand now
"an inner glow."
is for faces that reflect
No longer is sheer beauty the password to
You must
the studio lots of Hollywood.

memo

have animation, an intelligent, sensitive
In addition, you must have
animation.
faultless diction, and you must be able to
read lines with enough intuition to know
what the line is supposed to convey. Anna
Sten is a case in point. She had a tawny,
She was trained to read
peasant beauty.
She was exploited in every newslines.
paper in the country. Yet Sam Goldwyn
eventually had to cancel her contract, one
of the costliest contracts ever entered into.
Miss Sten, despite every advantage of photography and exploitation, simply didn't
have what it takes. The competition was
too severe. In "The Wedding Night," she
played opposite the clever Gary Cooper,
and the contrast was so disadvantageous
to her that it ended her career under the
Goldwyn banner. Do you think that you
would fare better than Miss Sten? I don't
think so, because she got a break that
comes to one player in a lifetime. Yet
with everything in her favor, she couldn't

measure up.

Take the

case of Fred Stone, because that
typical of the discouraging things
than can and do happen daily in Hollywood. Stone is one of the great veterans
He has been a star
of the musical stage.

is

fairly

[Continued from page

twenty years, accomplished in all the
tricks of the profession.
Not many months

for

made his debut on Broadway in a
straight legitimate show, and he was swell.
So the movie scouts signed him to a contract and sent him west to appear in "So
Red the Rose." He waited around for
weeks while the script for the picture was
being readied. They finally submitted the
completed script to him for his approval
back, he

and he okayed

it.

1935

Then, one

of the

offi-

decided he didn't like the script as
prepared. It was rewritten a different way,
a new treatment, and in the rewriting,
Fred Stone's part was completely removed.
So he will not appear in the picture for
which he was rushed to the Coast. What
makes you think that you'd fare better
than Fred Stone, an acknowledged star with
a following of tens of thousands of Fred
Stone fans?
Consider Block and Sully, nationally
known radio favorites. They were brought
west to play the supporting comedy roles
in
Eddie Cantor's "Kid Millions."
In
vaudeville, they command $250o-a-week, so
they must be great performers.
However
the director of the Cantor picture didn't
even know them.
Had it not been for
Cantor's insistence, they would have been
cut l.ght out of the picture.
As it was,
their best material was sliced to the bone
when the picture reached the cutting room,
and Jesse Block, throughout the flicker, appeared in a heavy beard that concealed his
features.
They were heartsick, Block and
Sully, over what happened to them and
their splendid dreams.
What makes you
think that you, an unknown, would fare
better than this team which rates $2500-8week in vaudeville houses all over the
country, a team that has made millions of
radio fans chuckle in sheer delight?
True enough, Joan Crawford, who was
cials

Le Soeur, a Broadway chorine,
vaulted from the front row of a Shubert
musical comedy to international fame. But,
although I've often cited her case myself,
it is well
to remember that she got her
break in an earlier and easier epoch of
Hollywood.
She got her break and became established in the "silent" days of the
flickers.
The chorine of today, equally as
gorgeous as Joan Crawford, must also pass
a test for diction, which Miss Crawford
didn't have to pass. The chorine of today
must compete against the stars of the legitimate stage who have been called in since
the movies were wired for sound.
Start
Lucille

Joan Crawford off from scratch now on
Broadway, as a chorus girl, and while there
is no doubt in my mind that she'd get a

13]

screen test, the odds would be 1,000 to 1
that she'd progress beyond that. I've seen
too many fine actresses rejected by the
Coast to have any other belief. And the
things I've seen refuse to let me believe that
all of you hopeful unknowns, scattered all
over the country, would be successful,

where acknowledged stars have fallen down.
I have seen hundreds of accomplished
professionals leave Broadway on the road
to Hollywood, and each one of them went
out with a contract in his or her pocket.
I have seen the most beautiful of the Earl
Carroll girls, the comeliest of the George
White girls, the cream of the Broadway
night club charmers— each one of these had
beauty and youth and sex appeal galore.
I've seen them return to Broadway, puzzled
and discouraged at their failure to even
make a ripple in the Hollywood pond. I've
seen great comedians go out from Broadway

and I've met them on their return. They
appeared in one picture and that washed
them up. I've seen as great a star as George
M. Cohan go to Hollywood and return after
one unsuccessful venture. I've seen Walter
Huston released by the movies because he
wasn't "box-office."
So when you youngsters write and ask me
how to get into the movies, I think of all
the discouragements that have been visited
upon these stars and I marvel to myself at
your audacity. Lacking in experience, lacking in everything but courage, you calmly
propose to throw yourself into competition
with the greatest stars of Broadway stages,
stars of the radio and stars of European
stages.
You seek an opportunity to pit your
beauty against the beauty of the most famous professional models in the world, the
most celebrated showgirls and chorines of
Broadway— and I can only say that I admire
your fortitude. While I do not agree with
your optimism, I have supplied here the
names of three men who will give you an
expert appraisal of yourself, the three men
who may give you a screen test, the first step
in the long and rough road to the Coast.
I have other letters here on my desk, letters from mothers who believe their babies
can out-Shirley Shirley Temple. The same
advice is given to them. Send the pictures
of the youngsters to Oscar Serlin, Al Serlin
and Joe Pincus at the addresses I have listed
above.
Pincus will be most interested, in
all probability, because Fox has had great
success with juvenile stars.

Once

I

persuaded Winnie Sheehan, Fox

prexy, to sign up two great kid stars, the
children of Lita Gray Chaplin. I sold him
on the idea that the Chaplin name would

be box-office dynamite and he agreed with
me. In fact, when he returned to the Coast,
he was so touched by the opportuity I'd
placed in his way that he sent me a check
for $1500, over my protests. Everything was
fine and dandy until Charlie Chaplin sought

and won a permanent injunction against
the employment of these minors in Hollywood. The experience was so discouraging
that

pen

never recommended a kid star
because anything can and does hap-

I've

since,

in

Hollywood.

If this article

is

discouraging,

I

have made

so purposely to save you the heartaches
But among the
that accompany failure.
it

thousands
or

who

two who

read

will

this,

there will be one

weigh what

and determine, regardless,
somehow, they'll make good

They

Lett

her

fights in

husband,

Rex

Bell.

Weissmana A.S.O.

Maxie Rosenbloom, Clara Bow and
And make no mistake, Clara knows

Hollywood.

something about fighting.

not

have said
someday,

in the movies.
be dissuaded by anything

To this stalwart few,
that I have written.
say "good luck and God-speed," for if
they have that amount of courage, they
have a good chance to win out, even though
the odds are 10,000 to 1 against 'em. Faint
heart ne'er won fair lady and faint heart
never won a movie contract.
I

At the

will

I

that
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Going on Two

.

The DIONNE QUINTUPLETS, now

safely past thai perilous

first

All

II

year

photographs copyrighted by

Since the day of their birth,

NEA

Service Inc.

"LYSOL"

has been the only disinfectant used to help
protect these famous babies from the
constant dangers of infection
{Below) "Lysol" keeps the
babies' belongings clean.

{Above) The

very
registered nurse
THE
who reached the Dionne home,

Dafoe Hospital

that exciting birthday

first

forDionne quintuplets."Lysol"
is

the only dis-

infectant used
tokeep it clean.

{At Right) The
simple birthplace near Callander,

Ont.,

morning in
May, 1934, had "Lysol" with her
in her kit, and went to work with
it

at once.

Dafoe Hoshave been kept clean with this
effective, economical germicide.

terior of the snug, little
pital,

"Lysol" has been used in many
thousands of childbirth operations
all over the world. For the danger
of infection is high in childbirth,
and doctors and nurses know they
need a safe, dependable germicide
like "Lysol" to help protect mother

and child from

Since the day the quintuplets were
born, "Lysol" has helped to guard
them from infection. Their clothes,
bedding, diapers, cribs, and the in-

Are you giving your baby this
Are you using

scientific care?

"Lysol" to clean the nursery, bathroom, the kitchen where food is
prepared...to disinfect clothes, bed-

ding, telephone mouthpieces, door

knobs, banisters, etc.?

infection.

where the babies lived, kept

Following the most dramatic

hospital-clean

childbirth in medical history

with "Lysol",

the care of the most watched-over

Dafoe
Hospital was
being built.
while

... in

babies in the world, "Lysol" has

had— and still has— a most vital part.

The scientific care given the
Dionnes is an example every mother
should follow. Directions for all
the correct uses of "Lysol" come
with each bottle.

GUIDANCE FOR WIVES AND MOTHERS
Lehn

&

Fink, Inc., Bloomfield, N. J., Dept.
Sole Distributors of " Lysol " disinfectant.

NEW

!

Lysol Hygienic Soap

for hands, complexion, bath.

A

fine, firm, white soap, with
the added cleansing and deodorant properties of "Lysol".
Get a cake at your favorite
drug counter.

LY-2S

me the "Lysol" Library, consisting of: "Keeping i
Healthy Home", "Preparation for Motherhood" and "Marriage
Hygiene",
Please send

Name
Street

City

.

,

.

State

©
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&
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Wanted!
"POO'R SOI Hi HAS

NORA ON

HIS

HANDS AGAIN!

1

*

[Continued from page 30]
ambition, too— and a design for "loafing."
"I've had loads of experience on the New
York stage," he admitted, "and I must say
I like the work— but pictures offer a great
deal too. For one thing they keep you on
your toes, always trying to better your past
performances. Yet," he confessed, "I believe
there is always a pinnacle— one role which,
no matter how many others you may play
or how well, will always remain your 'best'
—and when that point is reached it's time to
quit.
What's good enough for the Tunneys is good enough for the Raymonds!"
When that time comes Gene intends to
settle down some place in the South, probably in Virginny or Kentucky, where he can
grow a nice platinum blond goatee and
become Cunnel Raymond, suh, the despair
of the Southern belles and the pappy of
the Hollywood mint julep!
He'll want to
own his own stables, keep dogs and embark
on country life in seven Virginia reels.
He'll breed racers and enter blue-bloods in
the horse shows and ... I don't believe
a

word

of

I

it!

suspect

Gentleman Gene

keep right on slaying us gals in SuperColossal Productions and that Kentucky
will simply have to worry along with Bert
Wheeler and Bob Woolsey!
"Gene," I said, just like his Aunt Agatha,
will

"what

is

this I

read in a duly authenticated

Raymond biography about your being

a
'confirmed' bachelor? When Mr. Wagnalls
last confided to me his definition of the
word 'confirmed' it went something like
this: 'To assure by added proof; corroborate; verify;

know

make

certain.'

What

I

want

to

did you say positively?"
A nice deep masculine laugh smoothed
my goose pimples.
"That's ridiculous," he said, "where did
they get that stuff 'confirmed?' Of course
is,

I'm no woman-hater. Someday I'm
going to marry but right now I'm just
working hard and having a good time."
So, there you see another rumor go abaft
and Silver Screen brings hope to a nation
not!

Prevent underarm odor and
perspiration this safe way

•

Nonspi is the safe way to prevent underarm perspiration. It is
approved by physicians. Even women
with sensitive skins use

it

without

now comes

in a bottle
with a siphon-principle top, easier,
more sanitary and more economical
to apply. And Nonspi itself is also
improved so that it covers a larger
surface area, and spreads quicker and
easier. One application protects you
two to five days. 35c and 60c a bottle
irritation. It

at all

drug and department

stores.

—at

least

on the

distaff side!

Remember he said
that making "Hooray for Love" was "a lot
Well this'll show you.
of fun?"
They were taking a scene on the R-K-O
He's very

ranch, out

regular.

beyond Van Nuys where they

have permanent

London and

sets of

such.

drank the water and the scene was

success-

fully filmed!

Gene's favorite way of spending his spare
time?
On a horse with a mallet in his
hand.
But he doesn't do much of that,
except between pictures. He had his experience.

One day a while ago, when he was playing with Will Rogers and Will, Jr., and a
lot of the polo crowd, he won a nasty cut
on the mouth that called for fancy needlework under his upper lip— and kept Gene
out of a picture for five days— as well as
holding up production for that length of
time. Since then he does his horse-croquet
in his own spare time.
On tour he was all but hermetically
sealed.
When he wasn't on the stage he
was in his dressing room where he had his
meals sent in and then, with the aid of a

men and operators,
way from stage doors to taxis to
hotels.
There were all sorts of incidents
and more than one near-riot. As many as
corp of ushers, property

made

his

four doors in one theatre, which were
ruined by over-enthusiastic mobs, had to
be rebuilt. After Gene, the deluge!
One morning he got up rather late and
(male) called for "room servBreakfast was ordered.
Gene was
travelling incognito and he felt pretty
happy about not having to spend all his
time away from the theatre evading autograph-seekers and souvenir-hunters.
There was a knock on the door. His
breakfast had arrived. The secretary opened
the door and the waiter entered carrying
the table and the food— and behind came
the heater borne by a quintuplet of charming girls (albums in pockets), and, as you
may surmise, his stay thereafter remained a
secret shared only with Detroit's 1,568,662
inhabitants!
Now Gene's back at R-K-O
doing another picture, which will only
make matters worse, and his next personal
appearance tour will become but one more
argument for greater national defense.
What with daylight saving and time off
for good behavior there are only about two
hundred days left to Christmas. And, if
Santa's really the guy I think he is, that
oughta give him time to do his stuff. As
George Givot says, "I like that!"
his secretary
ice."

the streets of Paris,
this one was sup-

Well

posed to be New York. In Indian summer.
Of course no one was permitted to wear a
coat.
But out there in the valley— it was
four o'clock in the morning and they'd
been working all day and far into the week
—it was bitter cold. All hands were shivering, to say nothing of knees, and the mirky
stillness was broken only by the merry
sound of chattering teeth.
Well everyone was bravely managing to
keep awake, to remember their lines and
prevent the scene from looking like a Wrigley ad when someone shouted "Cut!"

You can imagine the director, Walter
Lang, was more confused than a Congressman until the cameraman explained that
each time Gene talked his breath registered
film and instead of the scene looking like Indiana summer it gave an accurate
imitation of an Esquimo winter!
Then all the amateur scientists started
And it was getting
thinking up things.
One
later and later and colder and colder.
bright lad offered the practical suggestion
that Gene drink a tall glass of ice water
so that his breath would, at least temporarily, be as cold as the air!

on the

NONSPI
THE 8AFB

ANTI-PEItSPIItANT FOB FASTIDIOUS

WOMEN

THE NONSPI COMPANY-NET YORK

How

would you

like to drink ice water

(undiluted) along towards five o'clock with
But
the temperature down about there?
Gene said it sounded reasonable, so he

IntsmaiionoH

Ricardo Cortez gave a party. Cary
Grant, Clark Gable and Ric surround
the fascinating Carole Lombard.
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Columbia Stari

Reveal

Hollywood's
eau /// ^ecret
Blonde, brunette, brownette, redhead!...
here is

a new make-up

to

emphasize the

individual color attraction of your

WHAT a

type.

see a new, a more beautiful, a more charming personality
your own mirror. And this is what you may confidently

thrill to

reflected in

own personalized color harmony in this new make-up created
Factor, Hollywood's make-up genius. For imagine how perfect it must be
each shade of face powder, rouge and lipstick actually created to flatter the
.
beauty of famous screen star types.

expect with your

by

Max

. .

MARIAN

Face Powder Creates a Satin-Smooth Make-Up

MARSH
In
Columbia's

As you may know, screen stars will entrust their beauty only to a face powder
that adheres perfectly... so you may be sure Max Factor's Face Powder will
create for you a satin-smooth make-up that will cling for hours. And the
lifelike color harmony shade will actually enliven the beauty of
your skin, creating an appealing loveliness that will delight you

"THE

BLACK ROOM
MYSTERY"
using

Max

Factor's

Face Powder

Rouge, Like

Artist's Color Tones, Beautifies

Actual lifelike color tones, that

harmony Rouge

. .

.

and you

is

Naturally

the secret of Max Factor's color

will discover the difference in the

it brings to your cheeks. Your correct shade harmonizes with your powder and complexion colorings ... as you blend
it, you'll note how creamy-smooth it is, like finest skin -texture.

natural beauty

Lip Make-Up that Lasts and Lasts
it's moisture-proof, because it gives
to the inner and outer surface of your lips the
same alluring, beautiful color harmony
tone . . . Max Factor's Super-Indelible
Lipstick is the one that keeps lips lovely for hours; yes, it is the lipstick
that Hollywood knows will with-

Because

stand every

GENIUS CANNOT
BE IMITATED
in Columbia's

"AWAKENING OF
JIM BURKE"

test.

using

of color harmony
created originally for

Max

Factor's

it

is

.

der, Rouge and Lipstick.
Remember
that the
Award of the Academy

Rouge

.

.

the screen stars by Hollywood's
make-up genius, is available to you
at nominal prices. ..Max Factor's Face
Powder, one dollar; Max Factor's
Rouge, fifty cents; Max Factor's SuperIndelible Lipstick, one dollar . . . featured by all leading stores.

.

.

Max

Factor's
name only, that assures
you of true color harmony tones in Face Pow-

FLORENCE RICE

luxury
NOW
make-up,
the

And

.

of Motion Picture Arts

and

TALA BIRELL
HAWKS"

the

Housekeeping Magazine,
is recognition that must
have been deserved.

using

Max

and

Sciences,

Seal of Approval of Good

in Columbia's

"AIR

Factor's Lipstick

laclor * l~lolluwoo(l

f

if

FOR

personal make-up advice

your own color
harmony shades in powder and
lipstick, mail this coupon.
...and, to

SOCIETY MAKE-UP: Face Powder, Rouge,
:

Mail for POWDER,

ROUGE AND LIPSTICK

« MAX FACTOR, Man Factor'. Makr-Up Studio. Hollywood:
• S*n<l I'urnc-Siir Bo* of Powder and Rouge Sampler in my color harmony shade;
• tlto Lin-nrl C<>W Sampler, four nhadea. I eneloae ten cenu for poatage
. and handling. Also *rnd me my Color Harmony Mite-L'p Chart and -18-nage
, tlluMrnled Inslruction book, ~The New Art of Society tiakeVp"
FREE.
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Peter Lorre

[Continued from page 22]

than any great writer could set down on
paper. They express his state of mind, his
philosophy, his feeling
and feeling, to
Lorre, means Life.
To glance at this young Hungarian, you
would never suspect his record. Jovial to
meet, rosy-cheeked as a school boy and
chubby both in face and body, an infectious, yet shy, smile lighting up sparkling
and bulbous brown eyes, he is the very soul
.

of

geniality.

German

.

You might imagine him

comedian,

NEVER

.

perhaps,

but

a character star of the

a

never,

most

bril-

liant illumination.

serious the next, you
before long that you are in the
presence of an extraordinary personality.
Even then, you cannot fathom how so
youthful a man could have rendered so

is

a picture in your

how does it look on
the beach in the sun? You have only to look
at your friends to know! You can't trust
nature unadorned! Sunlight

makes

eyes, es-

pecially, look pale, small and "squinched
up." But that's easy to remedy! Slip your
eyelashes into
(It costs only $1.)

KURLASH!

A

an

actor

him. Yet facts do not lie.
Lorre was an established name in the
European theatre when Fritz Lang, the
noted German director, summoned him for
the leading role in "M," based upon a series
of unholy child murders in Dusseldorf. In
Lorre, the famous director saw the one
actor in Europe who could portray the part
satisfactorily and give it the proper shading
of understanding and comprehension.
Lorre studied the character, came to realize the reason for the crimes and the working of the criminal's mind
then gave
his own interpretation of the murderer.
That power of understanding is the keynote
of his success as an actor.
More than any
other artist I know, he throws himself heart
.

and
is

.

.

soul into whatever characterization

he

attempting.

canny

his

as well as artistic.

that they would want me to
another, or possibly a series of horror
pictures if I accepted," he explains, in his
very precise English. "This I did not wish

knew

"I

make
color

and sparkle

What can you do

in

the sunlight!

keep your eyes from
looking faded and "washed out" in contrast? This: apply a tiny bit of green or
blue SHADETTE ($1) on the upper lids to
reflect the colors of the landscape! So subtly,
it restores the lovely color, depth, size of
to

your eyes

to do, for then I would become typed
and for an actor to be typed is to lose his
power of characterization. He is then but
.

Beauty on the beach

is

simply the art of

looking natural. Certainly eyelashes that
disappear in the sun must be darkened!
Liquid LASHTINT (it's waterproof ) does the
trick so convincingly! Use it more heavily
in the evening. Black
brown or blue. $1.

—

—

Jane Heath will gladly give you personal advice on eye
beauty ij you write her a note care oj Dept. D-8, The
Kurlash Company, Rochester, N. X., or at The Kurlash
Company oj Canada, Toronto, 3.

what goal he sought!
So that he might
the

eat regularly,

a year

he secured a job as a bank clerk, at
same time working with his actor-

services.

Through the offices of a friend, he received a contract to do bits with a theatrical
company in Breslau. Evidently Peter improved, for a year later the company's
leading man went to Zurich and took him
along.
Upon this actor's recommendation
he found an important role in John Galsworthy's "Society" and immediately registered as an attraction.
Back in Vienna once more, he remained
for two years, playing a wide variety of
roles and making the name of Lorre significant in the annals of the theatre. Going
to Berlin, he arrived with exactly forty
marks in his pocket.
But his reputation had preceded him.
He was given the leading role in "Pioniere
in Inoplstadt."
So striking a success was
his appearance in this play that he skyrocketed to instant stardom.
star at

A

twenty-four!
While rehearsing for another production,

Lang became so impressed by his talents that he asked him to hold himself in
readiness for a starring role in a screen
play, as yet unchosen, which he planned to
make sometime in the future. Looking
forward to this good fortune, Peter promised.
A year later, Lang found his story.
The picture was "M!"
In the Spring of 1934, Lorre went to
England to portray a leading role in "The

.

.

Man Who Knew Too Much."

Although
he knew very little English when the call
reached him, several weeks later he had
mastered enough of the language to be able

another player.
Thus, Peter Lorre turned down what
would have amounted to several fortunes.
He wanted to go to Hollywood ... it
would have fulfilled his dearest ambition
but he was wise enough to know that
he would immediately be cast in a bloodcurdling thriller, which, though it undoubtedly would enhance his prestige for a
time, would eventually result in the termination of his screen career long before he
was ready to retire.
"I need acting as some other men need
drugs and stimulants," he says. "It is my life
.

7/nd Shadow

secondary education.
But the day after
graduation he ran away from home and
shortly
afterwards
organized
the small
theatrical group.
In the theatre he found his forte, his
life, although at first he wasn't quite sure

Fritz

work was appreciated may be
seen in the fact that nearly every motion
picture producer in the world— in America,
England, India, throughout Europe— offered
him a handsome contract, which would
have netted him a fortune. But Lorre is

That

So much

capital with his family at the age of six.
There he obtained his elementary and

along without his

and

iuri

the Hungarian

dynamic a performance in "M," that in
Europe he is more like a hunted criminal

few seconds' pressure curls them into
lovely fringed eye frames which catch entrancing shadows making eyes look far larger
brighter.

in

friends every night until four o'clock in the
morning. The management of the banking institution finally learned of this and
persuaded him that' they could struggle

of rare attainments.
It
does not seem possible that the Continent
could have been terrified at very sight of

face

Born

Rosenburg. high up in the Carpathians, he had moved to the Austrian
village of

realize

than

—but

seventeen years.

later

Gay one moment,

Probably your
mirror at home

1935

.

.

and

I

would

lose all

interest

in existence

could not devote my entire time to it."
Strangely enough, Lorre, when he decided
to turn actor, had never even so much as

if I

been inside a theatre or seen a

play.

But

the urge for expression coursed through his
veins with the speed of a raging torrent.
With other ambitious young men, he improvised a theatre of his own.
The group had no repertoire of plays,
Peter, as
but even that did not matter.
the director and the leading player, would
evolve a situation, describe the characters
to the amateur actors and then permit them
to "ad-lib" both the action and the lines.
All of this happened in Vienna, when
Peter had reached the ripe old age of

Beginning young. Freddie Bartholomew escorts Cora Sue Collins to a
benefit performance in Hollywood.
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to step

before the camera,

had ended

he

Columbia

ADMIRE YOUR HAIR

could

"CLOSE-UP"?

contract.

With
pean

59

and before the

speak the
tongue almost as well as a native. Upon
the completion of the Gaumont-British
feature, which exhibitors on the Isle selected as the best picture of the year, he
sailed for the United States, signed to a
picture

1935

his wife, Cecilie Lvovsky, the Euroactress, he lives quietly in a bungalow

beside the sea, and spends most of his time
reading, writing and swimming.
He is an
ardent wrestling fan and never misses a
Wednesday night bout.
You have a treat in store, in the American screen appearance of Peter Lorre. Regardless of the outcome of his new picture,
he doubtless will be the sensation of the
His interpretation of the insane
season.
surgeon with a mania for grafting human
hands will be a portrait never to be forgotten.

A

Thousand
Times No!"

"No, No,

[Continued from page

13]

an enormous high-powered car
with the top down, and if you think I'm going to get a new finger wave every day for
any man you've got another think coming
to you. I might overlook Virginia Cherrill,
but hell, I won't overlook stringy locks.
For awhile I played with the idea of
marrying George Brent. George is another
one of those men who'd be quite correct
and formal with his old proposal, I imagine,
and I might accept him temporarily because
of the Irish in him.
But, after all, George
was married to Ruth Chatterton quite some
time, and one never fully recovers from
the Chatterton influence, and just imagine
being married to the Chatterton influence.

around

in

really couldn't face it.
A little art and
culture goes a long way with me and I'm
quite sure I wouldn't want James Joyce and
Pierre Louys spouted at me when I want
simple things about a moon and June.
Then, too, there's the Garbo influence.
(Oh, Mr. Brent is just a man of influences
it seems.)
Everytime I felt sort of coy and
sentimental and wanted to be the "only
I

woman"
his

I

just

know George would

throat

and

say,

week-ended

Palm
"When Garbo dropped

Springs

I

."

or
in to prepare dinner for me at Tolucca Lake"
or "When
Garbo used to make apfel kitchen for me
." and, dear
friends, right then and
there I would enter into the spirit of things
and growl, "I tank I go home to mudder."
If Jack Oakie ever grabbed me around
the waist in a merry whirl and shouted,
"Toots, let's get hitched" I'd be all for it,
that is for the nonce. But I bruise easily,
and Jack is a rough boy. Besides, no one
has ever been able to get a sweat shirt off
of Jack Oakie but Peggy Hopkins Joyce,
.

.

..

.

.

.

.

and Peggy and

I

have nothing in

let

OILINESS, or wispy

DRYNESS

cool

Cultivate the beauty of your hair with the

his ardor.

correct

shampoo for

its

special type

clear

"When Garbo and

at

Don't

common

And Jack would be
the breezy sort of husband who told the
same joke over and over again, and the
third time I hear a joke I always pick up
the nearest dish.
Fred MacMurray is a nice old-fashioned
but a love for orchids.

boy who likes to sit home of an evening in
comfortable bedroom slippers and listen

OILY HAIR wants
this shampoo
Packer's Pine Tar

made

Such a nice, quick shampoo, too!
Such snowy lather ... so gentle
so easy to rinse! It is very simple to
wash your hair with Packer's Pine Tar
Shampoo often enough to keep it shining, soft and fluffy.
.

PACKER'S

.

.

should have this
Packer's Olive Oil
tive

for

OILY

hair

Shampoo is a

beauty treatment for dry

correchair. It

made especially for this purpose.
In addition to olive oil, it contains
soothing, softening glycerine. Dry,
flyaway hair responds gratefully . . .
gains gloss and silkiness.
is

Shampoos are absolutely
made by the makers of
Packer's Tar Soap— specialists in hair
Packer's

safe.

They

are

care for over 60 years.

SHAMPOOS

PINE
TAR

ably

too rash about accepting proposals.
She
didn't say Yes and she didn't say No, she
just said, "Aw, nuts."

is

It is gently

astringent . . . tends to tighten up
flabby oil glands and regulate the
flow of oil to your hair.

He's very much in real life
to the radio.
like he was in "The Gilded Lily" and he'll
make some girl a swell husband, but he's
not for the likes of me.
And Franchot
Tone— one week of Franchot and I'd prob-

dynamite the entire little theatre
movement. Yes, the more I think of it,
the more I -believe that girls shouldn't be

Shampoo

especially for oily hair.

DRY HAIR

OLIVE
OIL
for

DRY

hair
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Accent on Youth
Her eyes never
association with Steven.
his face; she was hanging on every

left

word he

said.

"Old Love" Takes on New Life
"Doggone it— I know I am!" Linda loved
"But, Linda, my sweet, I
his ego.
don't love you or anybody, and if I loved
you it would be worse. Why it's like the
situation in my play 'Old Love.' Linda!"
He sprang to his feet excitedly and Linda
stared at him in confusion. "Get your notebook! Angel, you've saved my play! Why
How beautididn't I think of it before.
You detest a middle-aged
fully simple!
man making love to a young girl— but you
can't blame him if the girl makes love to
I said get your
him. Bless you, Linda!

even

notebook!"

Linda hadn't moved.
her

She got slowly to

crushing her hat against her, tears
her eyes, tragic unbelief in their

feet,

filling

depths.

"Don't— you're not going to make me
write what I said to you?"
Quick!"
Linda
"Get your notebook!
moved to the desk as in a trance and laid
her hat and gloves down as she reached for
Steven rushed to the door.
a notebook.
"Flogdell!
Stop packing! I'm not going
And if Miss Geneveive calls
:o Finland.
I've been run over by a truck but the truck
doing nicely." Then back to Linda at
If we
"Linda, it's marvelous!
the desk.
can only find the right actress— of course—
you said it and you can play it!"
"No! No!" wailed Linda. "I can't act!"
"You don't have to act! This is you!"
Linda looked about her frantically as
is

though

to escape.

"I quit!

Again!"

But Linda didn't quit. She went into
the part which was to have been Genevieve's and became an overnight sensation.
And Steven, in the months that followed,
hopelessly in love with her, as did also
her young leading man, Dickie Reynolds.
When the play closed Steven prepared to
show Linda the town. One evening while
she was dressing for an appointment with
him, Dickie, very drunk, came to her apartment. Linda was taking a shower and the
noise of the water prevented her hearing
him enter. In almost a stupor he fell on
her bed. This was the picture which met
Steven's eyes a few minutes later when he
fell

arrived.

Jealousy and Misunderstanding
As he stood looking at Dickie, disgust and
unbelief on his lace, he heard Linda in the
This was too
shower, singing happily.
much. One hasty glance he cast in that
direction; then, taking his notebook from
his pocket, he scribbled a few lines on a
piece of paper— "Linda, I was early. Sorry.

He pinned

Steven."

[Continued from page 21]

this to Dickie's shirt,

looked at him bitterly, then with a short,
harsh laugh left the apartment. Linda was
as surprised as Steven when she came into
her bedroom after her shower, and hurt
that Steven had not remained to help her
find out how Dickie had gotten there and
what to do with him.
The next day, more angry than hurt,
unable to get in touch with Steven and
later refusing to answer his calls, she went
to his apartment.
Steven came in from a
walk to find the bewildered Flogdell following her around protesting as she gathered
up her photographs and a lampshade she
had made for Steven. They faced each
other in a bitter argument. Steven asked
why she was angry with him and she
denied that she was.
"So, you're not angry!" he flared up.
"What do you call this ... a laughing jag?"
She looked at him gravely before walking to the piano against which she leaned.
"No— this is despair—because your faith
in me is gone and everything is over."
"Linda, I have all the faith in the world
in you but I know too much about life—
about women.
You might be an angel
straight from heaven but you're so young
."
and Dickie's young.
"You're jealous!"
Linda turned and
.

looked

at

him

.

incredulously.

Steven

dropped into a chair and ran his hands
through his hair.
"Dying of it. Every night in that play—
my play he takes you in his arms. Every
night in words that I wrote, his youth calls
to you
every night and two matinees a
week. I know nothing happened last night.
It's all right.
Forget about it."
"Why won't you marry me?" Linda
pleaded going to his chair and bending over
him. Her hair brushed against his cheek,

—

.

.

.

fragrance enveloped him like a suffocating fog.
With an effort to be calm he
took her in his arms and kissed her lightly
on the forehead, with the unconcern of a
big brother.
"Darling, if I were twenty years youngit's

er

.

."
.

She walked away from
him, back to the piano.
"Linda, some day you're going to discover
that you belong to youth— that it's some"I'd hate you!"

thing grand, and

silly,

Linda thought

this

strange, glorious, and
that there's no substitute for it in the whole
world.
When that happens you mustn't
find yourself tied to me."

unannounced into Steven's
wild, hair disheveled.

A Marriage

Is

library,

eyes

Planned

"Steven," she said, clutching his arm as
he regarded her in surprise. "I'm not going
to listen to any more of your crazy arguments. I love you, Steven— for the last time
I love you— and if you love me you'll marry
me."
How lovely she looked, how verv
young and desirable, her misty eyes lifted to
his— the faint perfume she wore robbing
him of reason.
"I only hesitated because I wanted to be
sure not that you love me now, but that
you'll continue loving me," said Steven as
he led her to a chair and seated himself
on the arm. "Let's go up to Greenwich
tomorrow night!"
"It's a date!"
And springing up she
kissed him on the cheek.
Not daring to trust himself, Steven went
to the piano and commenced playing the
scales jocularly while Linda told him they'd
ask the cast to an announcement dinner
the next night before leaving— all but

who annoyed her.
"Funny," he mused, not looking

Dickie,

at her
leaned against the piano, swinging
one sandaled foot. "About Dickie annoying you. Now if I were writing a play I'd
have Dickie in love with you."
"What put that crazy thought in your
head?"
Linda stopped swinging her foot
as she

and stood

stiffly

erect.

"Well, he's a fine looking kid
and it's
a good reason for that little visit he paid
you.
Finally, I'd hint that he doesn't
.

.

.

annoy you

at all."
"I said he does!"

walking away

snapped Linda
from the piano.

irritably,

Steven's
eyes followed her short, jerky progress
across the room.
"Of course, he does
but in the play
he doesn't. In fact, I'd suggest that
you like him a lot more than you're telling.
.

.

.

.

.

.

But thank goodness I'm a pianist not

a

to her side

playwright."
The following evening Dickie called on
Steven and told him he was leaving the
show. Dickie, as the son of wealthy, socially
prominent parents had only been trying
his hand at acting and, realizing this, Steven
ribbed him considerably. Dickie was ill at
ease, standing uncertainly in the middle of
the room turning from side to side to follow Steven as he roamed about.
Finallx
Dickie asked why he hadn't been invited
to the dinner and pleaded for a chance to
talk with Linda.
As he related what had
occurred between himself and Linda, Steven
paced the floor restlessly, then angrily, but
Dickie, absorbed in his own emotion, didn't
notice.
Steven told Dickie Linda was due

the door.

any minute and went out.
But Linda wasn't pleased at seeing Dickie.

over later that night

when she was turning down her
was a

bed.

There

preoccupied despair about her.
Steven wrote of women so well— strange he
knew so little about them. In the midst
of her thoughts the doorbell rang and believing Steven had come to tell her he was
wrong she rushed to answer it happily,
patting her hair into place as she went,
but the smile of welcome froze on her lips
sort of

as she

opened the door.

"What do you want?" her hands dropped
and she backed away as Dickie
Reynolds stepped into the room and closed
"I want to explain about— about when I
." his voice broke
was here before. Linda
.

Lee Tracy and Estelle Taylor bring
an atmosphere of romance to the
Trocadero.

then suddenly took her in his arms and
Just as quickly, he released her
and hurried from the room. Linda stared
at the spot where he had stood.
In panic
she seized her coat, pulled it on over her
lounging pajamas and rushed from the
apartment. Ten minutes later she dashed
kissed her.

.

queerly, tensely.
Linda
"What's the matter with you?"
was very frightened.
"You! I'm quitting the show on account
of you. Don't look at me like that. That's
the way you've been looking at me for six
months ... as though I was the paper on
got drunk last night just so
I
the wall.
that I could break through that look of
love you so darn much I can't
I
yours.
see straight."
For a moment he looked at her defiantly,

When

he tried to get near her she gave

him an impatient shove and told him
to annoy her.
Angrily he swung her
his

arms, kissing her again and

not
into
again, as

he had done once before. Linda pushed
against him, her hands beating his shoulders fiercely.
But as Dickie continued his
kisses her resistance broke down and she
lay passive in his arms not understanding
the
strange,
tingling
sensation
which
warmed her like a glass of wine. Shaken.
Dickie released her ... a moment they
stared at each other.
Linda had experi-

enced an emotion swift and consuming

ai

1
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power drew her blindly back into
arms as Steven entered. Startled,
Linda did not move from Dickie's embrace.
"Excuse me," said Steven. "I came for
its

Dickie's

my
told

walking stick.
Dickie may not have
you, Linda, but that was my exit

line."

As though stung into action she turned
him tragically, and then, realizing what
had happened she shuddered with violent
to

contempt.
"Steven, I hate you!"
Head high she
walked past him and out of the library.
And so Dickie and Linda were married
and went to California. Back in his own

He
setting Dickie became a different boy.
forgot that Linda might have things that
The honeymoon
she would want to do.
developed into a nightmare. Linda watched
Dickie do setting up exercises morning,
noon, and night. Aroused from sleep at
the crack of dawn, she offered him a smile
and her outstretched arms and was told to
for a swim. She was dragged into all
the sports she had never indulged in, and
With every
for which she had no taste.
muscle aching, she had to smile and pre-

come

tend to be happy to keep Dickie in good
He seemed to think he had done
her a favor by marrying her and that his

spirits.

obligation ended there.

Linda Returns
It was the anniSix months passed.
versary of the day Linda had first declared
her love for him, but to Steven it was just
another day.
Unknown to him Dickie and Linda were
That evening Linda apin New York.
peared in his library, a bunch of roses in
She was wearing a polo coat
her arms.
Since she had
over an evening gown.
walked out of this same library she had
matured and Steven noticed the tragic eyes
and the trembling scarlet lips.
"Steven, no matter what I've done to you
I've paid for it," she said, arranging the
"And
flowers in a vase on her old desk.
you're the only one who can help me. You
were so mean about everything before, I
Maybe I could have loved
hated you.
and then came the
Dickie: I tried
.

honeymoon."

"Was

on a

shower

hot day

.

.

that bad?"
"Oh, Steven," she was walking about restlessly, avoiding his eyes, touching well remembered books and pieces of furniture as
though wishing to reassure herself that this
was real. "Why didn't you tell me what it
means to be young . why didn't anybody
went to Santa Barbara. Out
tell me?
three hasty kisses and
of bed by seven
a shower— a plunge in ice— horseback riding
—tennis, what do I know about tennis?— golf
it

.
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—dancing and more swimming. And did
you ever see rich men's sons in their bathing suits waiting for the depression to pass?
They talk like
all look like Dickie!
Dickie!
They're as dull as Dickie! They
are Dickie!
Steven, I want New Vork and
the theatre, and glasses of beer pounding
on the table because somebody has something crazy and beautiful to say to somebody else. I want laughter and bad ventilation and mad dialogue
and you,
.
Steven."
Then Dickie arrived, with two of his pals,
in search of Linda.
Already he had tired
of her and since their arrival in New York
had had her watched, believing that eventually she would get in touch with Steven.
Steven put Linda in an adjoining room and
picked up a book from which he looked
up in well feigned surprise and welcome as
Dickie entered. He invited Dickie to take
a seat and have a cigarette but the enraged
husband, looking about and asking for
Linda, instructed his friends to search the

They

.

.

place.

"Gentlemen," Steven attempted to stop
them. "Before you make another move I

#0/
CORKU.S.TIPPED
PAT Off.'
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call your attention to the fact that
the United States of America—not
Princeton."
"My wife," stormed Dickie dramatically,
"carrying a bouquet of flowers, entered this
house. If you think you can make a fool
of me you're mistaken. I live in a respectable community, I've got a
position to
maintain, and if anybody gets a divorce,

wish to
this

No
takers

I

is

get

it."

Compromised
But a search was not necessary for, at
this moment, Linda walked nonchalantly
into the room wearing an old towel robe
of Steven's and a pair of his slippers.
"Steven," she said to the staring group,
cigarettes? Oh, hello, Dickie.

"where are the

1935
Well, your lesson wasn't so
hot.
She was glad to get a husband, she
just fell into
arms and I didn't have to
"
say a word except 'I love you!'
love lessons.

my

Accent on Age
Steven pondered this
made their departure.
He turned to Linda.

for falling for a brilliant speech like that
but I think I've got the best doggone idea
for a comedy that anybody has had since
Time began. Get your pencil! Ready?"

"Ready!" she replied in a voice of hushed
excitement.

"Act one— scene one!
the

offended

youth.

"I'm sorry. I always get you boys mixed."
smiled with
amiable sweetness.
"You're Chuck, aren't you?
And he's
Butch."
"We'll see who's going to get the divorce."
Linda yawned and offered the tip of her
cigarette to Steven to light. Dickie turned
on them belligerently. "And you thought

Linda

you were smart.

Deliberately

giving

The "Resting"

me

the trio

"
"Is that all he said—just 'I love you?'
Linda nodded.
"I ought to slap you around the block

And

Butch!"
"I'm not Butch," pouted

last shot as

ment

A

penthouse apart-

New York

City . . . change that
to a castle in Spain."
Steven looked at Linda experiencing a
surge of emotion, a happiness unbelievable
in its madness, and bent his head so that
his cheek touched hers and he was looking
at the pad over her shoulder. Linda lifted
her eyes to his and smiled.
"Maybe it's not good playwriting but—
I love you, I love you, I love you!"
And so age answered youth.
in

Hollywood

of the

Stars

[Contimied from page 25]

knew

MEN
company.

say of her,

"Good

Nice

looking.

Good

But

please

Girl.

excuse me."

Why?
There is just one reason. She's careless
about herself! She has never learned that
soap and water cannot protect her from
that ugly odor of underarm perspiration
which makes people avoid her.
She has nobody to blame but herself.
For it's so easy, these days, to keep the
underarms fresh, free from odor all day

With Mum!

long.

minute to use Mum.
before
use it any time
dressing or afterwards.
is harmless
to clothing, you know.
It takes just half a

And you can

It's

use

it

—

Mum

soothing to the skin, too. You can
right after shaving the underarms.

Mum

habit will prevent every
The daily
trace of underarm odor without preventing perspiration itself. Get into the habit

—

it

pays

75 West

Bristol-Myers,
York.

socially.

St.,

New

Inc.,

MUMd
TAKES THE ODOR OUT
OF PERSPIRATION

O

SANITARY NAPKINS. Make
in this way.

sure that

Use

Mum!

was

all

about,

shouted,

their pup tent, fried their hamburgers, and
prepared for a healthful night in the open.

beautiful," said Bill, and they
looked at the stars, and felt awfully sorry
for all those poor people back in the city
who were ruining their health in night
"Isn't

it

clubs.
Then came the mosquitoes, terrible mosquitoes, and poor Bill and Dick had to put
their underclothing over their faces and
pull their sox over their hands, but still

the mosquitoes drilled. Along about midnight a cold wind blew down from the
Arctic, and the pup tent simply collapsed.
Hours later they were awakened from a
fitful sleep by the lapping of waves, and to
their horror found the Atlantic Ocean at
(They learned later that that
their feet.
night was the highest tide that had been
heard of in those parts in seventy-two
years.)

The

next day the sun came out in all
and along with it fifty-seven vaThen, with the sunset,
of insects.

fury,

rieties

ON

it

miles off the coast of. Long Island, so the
two pals had an old boatman row them
over and promise not to come back for
them for forty-eight hours. They put up

its

you can never offend

what

"You're on the air." All right, what could
you think up to say to the great big critical
radio audience?
Well, after that Joan decided to take the
next plane back to Hollywood and to hell
Her
with a week-end in San Francisco.
nerves and her stomach were completely
upset when she got home to her husband,
Gene Markey, so she wept on his shoulder
for awhile and then announced, "Gene, I
must have a rest, I'm going to fly to New
York tomorrow." And the pay-off on the
whole story is that she had barely been
grounded in Alburquerque before the Los
Angeles newspapers cracked through with
divorce rumors, so Joan hardly got to New
York before she had to fly back to her
Gene.
One of the funniest "rests" I ever heard
of was that taken not so long ago by Bill
Powell and Dick Barthelmess. They both
decided they needed rest in a big way. A
friend had told them of a sand bar seven

came severe cold again, and as all their
groceries had been washed away in the tide

they had nothing to eat.

When

the boat-

man

finally came for them they were almost a couple of raving lunatics, starved,

and

so blistered that they couldn't
for days.
Bill says that the only thing that didn't
wash away in the tide was the radio, and
bitten,

down

sit

through the miserable nights they could
hear the Paul Whiteman orchestra at the
Biltmore Hotel, and Bill and Dick swore
then that in the future they would do their

all

resting in a cocktail lounge.
health.

And

nuts to

You

haven't heard anything until you've
heard Irene Dunne tell of her recent visit
to New York. Her intentions were to meet
her doctor husband there and spend six
weeks in a hideaway in the Adirondacks.
But somehow or other she didn't get nearer
a hideaway than the Waldorf Astoria. By
actual count this is what Irene did while
resting in New York: three benefits, seven
radio appearances, four recordings of the
songs in "Roberta," six formal dinners,

numerous
at a

teas, parties

and

Woman's Club, one

such, one lecture
christening, one
operatic singing,

wedding, one course in
twenty-two interviews, and the usual shopping and plays. Of course the "rest" really

down

in Cuba where she arrived
time for a Revolution, and after
dodging bullets dashed back to the boat in
such a hurry that she lost most of her
luggage. In Hollywood Irene keeps awfully
busy and is rarely seen in the night spots,
but in New York it seems she is all over
the place, and even consented to sing at
the swanky Casino one evening.
When Janet Gaynor goes on a vacation
she works three times as hard as she does
at the studio.
When she "rests" at her
cabin up in Wisconsin she is up at the

started
in

just

crack of dawn, rowing or fishing or hauling logs, and she even cooks and does the
laundry, things she'd never think of doing

home.
But Janet claims that she has never been
as physically exhausted by a vacation as
she was by her last trip to New York. For
the first time in her life she worked hard
at

the Metropolitan Museum,
the Aquarium, the Statue of Liberty, and
everything. Then at night she would have
at sight-seeing:

dates,

mostly with Gene Raymond.

One

ver Screen for August
night they got all dressed
the Rainbow Room, which

Radio City.
Hollywood night

third floor of
that, like

be on the

first

floor so

up and went
is

to

on the eightyJanet thought

clubs,

it

would

when Gene shoved
marked "First stop

her into an elevator
50th floor" she nearly had a fit. "SShh,"
said Gene, "don't let them know you're
from the country." Janet says that Hollywood with its one and two stories looked

mighty good

after that.

After a number of pictures Clark Gable
arranged with his studio to let him have a
short vacation and attend the wedding of
his step-daughter in Houston, Texas.
But
two days of being mobbed by fans, signing
autographs, saying the right thing, and
dressing the right way and Clark was only
too glad to get back to Hollywood and his
old pants and his sweat shirt.
After a long hard summer Dick Cromwell, last year, set his heart on an automobile trip to San Francisco, so, with a new
car and money in his pocket to have himself a big time, off Dick went scurrying to
San Francisco. The day he arrived in the
city the union called a strike, and, as you
may recall reading in the newspapers, everything shut down, there was a food shortage, and worst of all a gasoline shortage.
Dick couldn't get out of town, and he
couldn't do anything in town. Well, anyway he did get a rest, but it wasn't exactly
the sort he had counted on having.
When Madge Evans returned from New
York she had to spend two weeks at Palm
Springs to recover, and Carole Lombard,
after a tour of the East and Cuba, collapsed at her mountain cabin near Arrowhead and wasn't heard of for weeks. George
Raft gripes something awful around the
studio about having to work so hard, and
how badly he needs a rest, and then he
He
gets a vacation and what does he do?
takes a Postman's Holiday and goes around
the country making personal appearances,
and if there's anything more wearing than
personal appearances I don't know what it
is.

Bing Crosby wears himself out at
Santa Anita and Tanforan race-tracks.

the

He

famous

for his genial disposition at the
studio but, one day at the race-track, he
was so infuriated when a winning horse
was disqualified by the judges that he
picked up a chair and in a fit of temper
is

hurled it across the club-house.
Every star who goes to Palm Springs to

away from it all is usually
morning by a studio
cameraman and several boys from the pubrest

and

greeted

get

the

first

who

are out to get the "best
After posing all day,
naturally the star has to go to the famous
Dunes (desert night club) that night and
gulp a few martinis, and after a few martinis naturally she will want to place just
one chip on "32" at the roulette table, and
naturally after that she will just have to
gamble the rest of the night. The next
morning she will have a complete set of
jitters.
But what the heck, it all comes
under the name of resting.

licity
still

office

of the

month."
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THE APPLIED
RESEARCH SOCIETY
.

.

.

is

using this space to correct a

popular error about ASTROLOGY

Garbo Smiles Again
mazurka. But Garbo decided to learn the
dance and do it herself.
Every evening, after she had finished her
day's work on the stage, Garbo changed
quickly from her picture costume to slacks

and

Astrology

is

no more related

Telling" than

to "Fortune

a Doctor's advice to

is

eat certain foods and avoid certain infections.

— Or

the caution of a Beach Guard
that you should keep inside the
ropes at high water. Both tell and
caution, but do not COMPEL
Just so Astrology tells, but

compel;

it

does not

cautions, restrains or indi-

cates action on certain Dates and
about certain things.

These favorable and unfavorable Dates
are not matters of chance, but determined by mathematical progression of
Star positions from the exact time of
your own Birth.
That the advice is good and the Dates
are accurate can easily be accepted,

because of Astrology's absolute accuracy upon intimate personal matters,
known only to you.

© 1935
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Applied Research Society forecasts
guide the lives and guard the acts
of countless Men and Women in
Business, Banking, Education and

the Theatrical and Medical
Professions.

Read

letier

from Doctor

S. H. J.:

a sweater and slipped into the studio
Chester Hale, the dancing instructor.
In the privacy of that bare room, with
only Hale and a piano player as witnesses,
she took off her slacks and practiced in her
shorts, as shyly eager and determined as
any extra girl in a dancing chorus. And
Chester Hale arises to say that Garbo can
dance with the best of them.
For years publicity pictures of Garbo
have been the cause of worry and new gray
hairs to the publicity department.
Offstage "shots," informal, unposed pictures,
have been absolutely taboo on the set of the
young woman from Sweden. She would
permit only the required still pictures after
each scene. At the end of production of
each picture, she spent one entire day in
the portrait gallery. Aside from that, she
refused to pose for any camera.
A new still photographer was assigned to
work on "Anna Karenina." He decided to
try his luck with the forbidden off-stage
of

He would work

pictures.

until

he was

But, to his surprise, Garbo
made no protest and no move to avoid the
lens of his camera.
For the first time
since she entered her dignified silence
Garbo permitted a graflex camera on her
stage.
And, to cap the climax, she finally
asked the photographer if she could see the

ordered to stop.

pictures.
"I have

been watching you go snap, snap
day," she explained, smiling.
Eagerly she examined the proofs, liked
them and asked for prints for her own
personal use. Another unwritten law was
broken.
All these changes may seem small and
trivial to outsiders, but they are vastly important to the studio through which she
I
can rehas stalked, a silent stranger.
member Garbo's one and only visit to the
lunched
with
studio commissary when she
Marie Dressier during the making of "Anna
Christie."
The Queen of Sheba, herself,
could have caused no greater excitement.
all

World

famous

and

actors

actresses

and

was certainly amazed at the accuracy and deep
knowledge you have displayed in casting this

authors goggled like thrilled middle western

Horoscope.

tourists.

"I

kind done many times,
in India, Germany and the United States, and
can truthfully say that the work done by you has
been the most accurate.
I

have had work of

this

I

am

sending you the enclosed remittance to cast
a Horoscope for a young lady who was born on
the 17th. 10 A. M."
I

But

YOUR

Forecast

one dollar
refunded

and

if

(bill

be

will

sent, sealed, for

or check) which will be

you are not

fully satisfied

return the Manuscript.

why

shouldn't

smile

and

Even the return of
hasn't until recently.
John Gilbert in "Queen Christina" failed

All the Romantic

you ask me.

Tom

the intense, freshman type and Anita was (you note that I
They were
say was) the perfect ingenue.
But suddenly,
naturals for each other.
along with the warm weather and the new
clothes and all, Anita blossomed out with
if

Or,

goodness knows

handsome

is

how many new beaux. The
Bob Hoover, is the

socialite-actor,

be seen taking her here and there
between her intermittent appearances with
latest to

APPLIED RESEARCH SOCIETY

Tom, who looks wistful these days.
Then there are Gertrude Michael and
Roubcn Mamoulian and Gail Patrick and

84 Prospect Street

Bob Cobb.

•

Marblehead, Mass.

(Bob

is

[Continued from page 47]

to change her, as people had expected.
Gilbert was so nervously eager, so anxiously
grateful, that the atmosphere of the stage
was charged with a high-tension electricity
and Garbo was more aloof than before.
Garbo's personal life and her working
hours are two separate existences. In spite
of all the stories about her loneliness, she
has always had a small circle of intimate
friends with whom she has dined and
played tennis and talked for long, happy
hours. But she has always been a complete
stranger in her own studio.
She was invariably courteous to her co-workers but no
one, not even the genial and lovable Marie
Dressier, was able to cross the barrier of
her reserve.
Now, however, she is an active member of
her company, playing hilarious croquet on
the studio's back lot with Freddie Bartholomew, chatting about Europe with Basil
Rathbone, laughing heartily at the crazy
antics of the irrepressible Fredric March,
drinking tea cosily with Maureen O'Sullivan, instead of retreating to the silence of
her dressing bungalow.
Not once has she asked that black screens
be placed around her set, to insure an
even greater privacy on the most guarded
stage in Hollywood. She has worked in full
view of the company and technical crew
and dozens of extras. She posed merrily

one afternoon while Adrian, who designed
her lusciously feminine costumes for the
picture, photographed her with his sixteen
milometer camera. And always close to her
is small Freddie Bartholomew, studying his
lessons, working his puzzles, telling her
about his little boy activities.
The inevitable question as to what Garbo
will

do when she

the manager of the

finishes the picture has

been answered. She will make another film,
and probably two, for Metro-GoldwynMayer. So "Anna Karenina" will not be
her swan song, her farewell to Hollywood
and the screen. Garbo seems more happily
content than she has been for years and
she has bought a new set of tires for her
ancient town car, the automobile in which
she has driven since her first days of stardom. That means, according to the few
who know her, that she is preparing for
a long stay in Hollywood.
Several years ago a determined, ardent
man, John Gilbert, broke down Garbo's
shy reserve. Today a small boy has crashed
the barricades and brought her out into
the friendly warmth of the studio. Freddie

Bartholomew has made her a human, gay

woman

instead of a mysterious figure, walking on deserted streets, knowing no one,
known by no one.

Young Things

and turned into one of Hollywood's most
dangerous and potent sirens.
For a long time it was Tom Brown and
that was all rather sweet and appropriate,

for

if you simply enclose a 3c stamp
postage on reply, the Society will
advise of certain Dates important to you.

Garbo

dance and be friendly? The Shearers and
Crawfords and Harlows and Bennetts do.
There is no logical answer to that question.
Garbo doesn't, that's all. At least, she

These Forecasts are very detailed (about
20,000 words) and cover full 12 months
from date it is sent to you.
Being based upon your Birth Date, we
must be informed where, what year,
month and date you were born.
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[Continued from page

27]

Derby.)
Both these men are a bit
older than the objects of their affections.
Mamoulian is a serious soul, interested in

Brown

Gertie's possibilities as an artist as well as
in her charms as a lovely young thing.
He
seems to think that she is pretty frivolous
and lectures her about it. I haven't observed
that these efforts have succeeded in mak-

ing her more serious-minded .... but she
seems to enjoy it, never-the-less. She called
the studio a day or so ago to cancel an

appointment to be photographed. When
the young man at the other end of the
wire protested, she replied, "But Rouben is
going away tonight and I have to spend the
day with him. You can see .... I must!"
A mere detail of her career couldn't be
allowed to interfere with her farewell to
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Rouben.

On

the other hand. Bob Cobb tells little
know you are pretty and popular
and that you must have your fun! If you
want to run about, dancing and dining
with the younger fry, that's all right with
me. I'll be right here for your more serious
moments .... and of course, I want some
of your time each week!
There is a lot of commuting, too, these
days.
Dick Cromwell has been darting up
to Santa Barbara at the drop of a hat to
see his little artist-friend, Betty Parsons,
who has a studio there. Betty, with her
straight, blonde hair and her cameo face
is so dainty and so unusual that it makes
you moan with envy to look at her. Dick
has his artistic moods, too. You know he
makes those masks of people out of some
sort of plaster which I don't understand
at all.
But no doubt they have a lot in

SOMETHING SPECIAL

Gail, "I

IN

Ctmm /

Ckocolate Jce

common.
Anyhow, Betty did some commuting of
her own when she dashed down to say
goodbye to him when he left for Annapolis
to make "Annapolis Farewell" for Paramount.
Sally Blane and Norman Foster are really
our champion hand-holders. At the theater,
in night clubs .... even at the fights, for

goodness'

sake,

there

they

are,

EA OU

looking so pretty these days. I think
love is very becoming to a girl, don't you?
Gene Raymond is such a causer of pit-apats in feminine hearts, despite his shyness.
And just now, or at least day before yesterday, it was Ann Sothern who was pit-apatting at the sight of him.
Seeing him
very often, too.
Betty Furness has very firm and rather
old-fashioned ideas on the subject of young
Sally

CH_

clasping

hands with the most intense expressions!
is

chocolate

She is popular .... good gracious,
Popular enough to be able to draw
the line at going places with men, "Dutch
treat," or even paying for the young men
—a practise which is pretty general in
this town, where frequently a sweet young
thing's salary tops those of any of her
male acquaintances.
Oh, yes .... the jasmine and the honey-
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leviews
Bruce Cabot, as the public enemy, has
never been better.
His scene with the
plastic surgeon is one of the best pieces of
business you'll ever find in any picture—
oh boy, is that scene something.
Eric Linden (and where has he been all
Virginia's
young
months?)
plays
these
brother who is murdered by the chauffeur
she has paroled, and

excellent in a small
part, as is Dorothy Appleby, as the moll.
Alice Brady, as Virginia's aunt, gets kind
For entertainof lost in the excitement.
ment and grand suspense this picture is
I'm all for
most heartily recommended.
this G-men cycle, aren't you?
is

COLLEGE SCANDAL
6o°— Murder for Alma Mater—
Paramount
month, kiddies, and nothMURDER
IT'S
Not even the campus of
ing's sacred.
Rating:

dear old Alma Mater. Two college students
get themselves murdered, careless fellows,
and a third is just about to be murdered
when the criminal is discovered, and who
it is is something you'll just have to find
Naturally every underout for yourself.
graduate in the place looks guilty.
But murder isn't everything in this picture, thank heavens, there's a rehearsal of
a college musical show and a couple of
love affairs, and most of all and, hip hip
hooray, there's Arline Judge, cute and
clever as they make them, who proceeds to
pick this rather average picture up and
walk away with it. There really should be
a law compelling Arline Judge to appear

more

in

She's practically
derer.

of a Kiss," which is a knock-out and worth
the price of admission alone. Kent Taylor,
as a college professor, Joyce

dumb dame, and

Compton

as a
nice juveniles,

those two
Eddie Nugent and Wendy Barrie, help matit's
really Arline's picture.
ters along, but

some out of this," Robinson answers,
taking a fresh pint out of his pocket.
"There is an idea there," Rogers remarks.

"Gimme

that cork."

Well, what does our philosopher do but
burn the cork and black his face up. I'll
bet you Eddie Cantor and Al Jolson will be
plenty sore when they hear about it, too.
But, anyhow, when Homespun Bill gets all
blacked up, he starts out of the jail doing
a tap dance.
"What do you call that?"' one of the
officers laughs, thinking Rogers is Robin-

On—Fox

they tell me, has many
than Philo Vance, so nathave to expect him to
the local cinema every
Unfortunately Charlie's cre-

fans

you'll

just
up at

be popping
few months.
ator, Earl Derr Biggers, died
the
for

new Chan scripters
new localities.

Egypt

last year,

are rather put to

RALPH

Drama—Monogram
BELLAMY, who becomes more

and more popular with every picture,
earnest young doctor whose life

plays an

devoted to the cure of paralytic children

mountain

resort.

and

as his assistant

Karen Morley

of course

love with him.
The doctor supports his

NeWS

is

own

acts
secretly in
clinic

and

[Confined from page

any other day but Mr. Rogers feels so
tap-dancing he doesn't want
any visitors around."
"Isn't it wonderful?" my guide breathes
set

self-conscious

as

we

leave.

"A man

his age learning to

tap dance!"

Good

night!

Lemme show

bag.

you."

darned generous of Robinson but any
time anybody has to show Mr. Rogers how
to cheat his face towards the camera there's
it.

Just then the assistant director comes up.
"Sorry. We'll be glad to have you visit our

this one.

In a gentle, leisurely fashion it tells the
story of "Kliou," a great man eating tiger
who terrorizes a small tribe of natives in the
jungles of Indo-China. One day Kliou almost claws to death the "Quan," chieftain
of the tribe, and the wise-man says that
only the life blood of the tiger ebbing
away can save the Quan's life. So a native
boy with his bow and arrow stalks the
beast in the jungle, finally kills him, and
wins the hand of the Quan's very beautiful

daughter.

The

story is played by a native cast,
with native scenery, and it is really quite
beautiful and very simple.
Henri de la
Falaise plays an important part in the picture by acting as the raconteur, and my,
my what an attractive, good-looking young
man he is. I'm all for Hank becoming an
actor.

19]

Well, leaving Mr. Rogers to his self-consciousness, his tap-dancing and the study
of how to cheat his face towards the camera,
we'll proceed to the next set, which is
"Orchids to You." This features Jean Muir
and John Boles. Mr. Boles has entertained
me at his home at bridge several times and

is

It's

a trick in

the eye, and the musical score is very
soothing to the ear.
If you go in for
travelogues you will most certainly enjoy

to

set

They're doing the tap dance when I bust
in and Robinson is showing Rogers some
"Here," he offers, "you can cheat
steps.
your face around towards the camera a
little.

doubtless read in the fan maga-

about Connie Bennett's husband,
the Marquis Henri de la Falaise, who goes
on long trips into the jungles every now
and then to make travelogues. Well, here's
one of them and very charming it is. It's
done in Technicolor and is very soothing
zines

to be on today— particularly as no one
feeling self-conscious about anything.
The scene is a florist's shop and a very
elegant shop it is, too. When the picture
is released there will be a long string of
credits, naming the director, the set designer, the costume designer, the scenario
writer, etc., but there will be nary a word
carrying the news "Flowers by Halchester."

"Yawl white folks calls it 'Off to BufRogers replies, "but I calls it 'Off to
de races'," and with that he's out and gone,
leaving Mr. Robinson and the jailers holdfalo',"

known

YOU'VE

has been sending me Christmas wires for
years but he never remembers me when he
meets me. Today, however, after carefully
asking the guide who I am, he comes up
and greets me by name! And Miss Muir
and I guzzled tea (and I really mean TEA)
at John Beal's party so this is a very ducky

son.

ing the well

KLIOU
Rating: 69 0 — Folks, Meet Hank—
Bennett Productions

is

THE HEALER

in a

one.

it

Rating: 6o°— Simple

is

ments. Ralph cures her and falls in love
with her and she easily persuades him to
become a fashionable doctor. A forest fire
threatening his boys' camp and his clinic
brings him to his senses, and true love
finds a way.
No sophistication about this

and

the location this time (Egg-wipe,
as Ed Wynn used to call it) and there
among the tombs and pyramids is our old
friend Warner Oland, who has become so
identified as Charlie Chan, the portly little
Chinese detective with the gentle philosophy, that it has become quite difficult to
think of Warner as any one else.
The mystery— surprise, surprise— is all
about the weird series of deaths that follow the opening of a high priest's tomb,
and it's a very good mystery, for even the
most adept solvers among you will be kept
in suspense regarding the identity of the
villain until good old Charlie lays his trap.
Don't think we'll tell you who the murderer is— it might be Frank Conroy or Jamison Thomas or Nigel de Brulier or even
Stepin Fetchit.
Thomas Beck and Pat
Paterson (Mrs. Charles Boyer, lucky girl)
look after the romance in a quiet way.

StudlO
get

6o°— Charlie Carries

more

adored by the youngsters, and everything

quiet and peaceful in the little community until Judith Allen, a rich society girl,
hears of "the healer" and comes for treat-

CHARLIE CHAN,
urally

is
is

CHARLIE CHAN IN EGYPT
Rating:

pictures.

Well, anyway, the rehearsal gives us an
opportunity to hear Johnny Downs sing
the new Sam Coslow song "In the Middle

everything but the mur-

1935

Harvey Stephens and Jean Muir
it

up about

fix

the orchids in "Orchids
to

You."

It's a shame,
too, because whether they
show up on the screen or not, the flowers
on the set are really elegant.
"Holy smoke,"
Halchester
ejaculates
catching sight of me. "Don't you ever stay
home? I saw you at Paramount the other
day with Carole Lombard, you were at the

"

"

Silver Screen for August
Biltmore with Joan Blondell and now here
you are gabbing with Jean Muir."
"Orchids to You, Mr. Halchester, and
mind your own business."
Mr. Boles isn't in this shot but Jean (see,
we're that friendly now) and Harry Stephens
I've a hunch Harvey is the villain of
the piece. At any rate, he's still wearing a

are.

mustache.
"Good morning, Mr. Draper," Jean greets

him

as

he

enters.

When

the

night

is

1935

beginning to lower,

Comes a pause in the day's occupation—"
"That is known as the orchid hour," Jean
finishes for

him.

Next on the list, we have a concoction
with the rather daring title of "The Dressmaker."
This whole thing, Mr. Sheehan, of not
being able to get the plots— if any— of your
pictures

is

Here
just too, too confusing.
called "The Dressmaker" and

"And

this thing

"And, er— I'd appreciate your personal

the scene is a banker's office, I don't know
who the characters are or why or what
bankers have to do with dressmakers. So
how can I interest the public in your outOf course, if I told them the plot
put?
they might be even less interested but there's
no use looking on the gloomy side of things.
Anyhow, we'll assume they know the plot
up to this point and are simply on tenter-

to you, Goddess," he ripostes.
"I
have to fly to Detroit today. Be away ten
Would you arrange for the
days or so.
regular delivery of my orchids?"
"Of course," Jean answers.
attention," he goes on, "if you don't mind."
"I understand," she replies calmly.

"Orchids every afternoon— and before

five

o'clock— to—
Jean has her pad ready to jot down the
name and address as Harvey continues:
"Miss Evelyn Bentley—
Evidently Jean knows Miss Bentley and
there is something wrong about the whole
business because she drops the hand holding
the pad as though she were through taking
down the address.
"The address," Harvey goes on and then
notices she hasn't the pad ready.
"Don't
you want the address?"

"Oh,

yes,"

Jean replies hastily as though

never heard of la Bentley.
"75 East 83rd Street," Harvey finishes—
and then the dirty work. "I don't suppose," casually, "you'd have any business
that might take you to Detroit?"
Jean frowns, is on the point of resenting
his implied proposition, then turns it off
with a shrug. "I'm afraid not. Each afternoon, orchids, before five.
That right?"
"Right," he agrees suavely as if his
invitation and its refusal were completely forgotten. "Between the dark and the daylight
she's

Johnnie

67

is

hooks to find out. what comes next.
Well, Robert Barrat— as one of the bankers—is bending over Tutta Rolf's (Fox's
latest foreign importation— and I will say
that despite the fact not one of their furringers has ever clicked they are no whit
discouraged and keep bringing more over).
"That would be wonderful," he breathes.
Just then the door opens and who
should pop in but our old friend Clive
Brook.
"Madame Petrovna," Barrat goes
on, "may I present my partner and friend,
Mr. Trent?" And then to Clive: "Madame
is
Nadia
the famous Russian diseuse,
Petrovna."

have heard of Madame," Clive admits,
to her, "How do you do?"
"Madame has done us the honor of opening an account in our bank," Barrat ex"I

and then

plains.

"But on one condition," Madame interrupts hastily, and turns to Clive: "I understand you are to be married tomorrow and
that tonight you and Mr. Dupont (Barrat)

GOES

Tutta Rolf (just imported), Clive
Brook and Robert Barrat in "The
Dressmaker."
have a little bachelor dinner all alone?"
"Right," Clive acknowledges.
"Well, I have fallen madly in love with
Mr. Dupont," Miss Rolf rushes on with
breath-taking candor, "and I want you to let
him have dinner with me instead."
"You see, Bill," Barrat puts it up to Clive,
will

"what a position I am in? Torn between my
friendship for you and my adoration for—
for-"
"Just call
"I

bow

me

to

Nadia,"

Madame,"

Madame

interrupts.

Clive bows with a

courtly waist bend, "and I hope you both
have a very delightful dinner."
"Oh, Mr. Trent!" Nadia (I guess it's all
right for me to call her 'Nadia,' too) gushes.
"You are breaking my heart. How can I
separate two such dear friends and," with
marked coquetry, "two such attractive gentlemen. I think we three should dine together."
"Why not?" Clive comes back in what for
an about-to-be-married man is a surprisingly

gay voice.

PIAfFS'
M
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Johnnie Goes to the Boat Races,
June J935
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"Why not?" Barrat echoes very feebly.
And the next thing we see of them they

BARGAIN!

Unusual opportunity to purchase latest mode! Royal
Portable. New sales plan places this amazing new
writing machine easily within reach of every reader
of this magazine. Act quickly. Use coupon below.

BRAND-NEW GENUINE

are in a taxi together hilariously singing,
"Hail, hail the gang's all here." That is what

my

friend, Dick Aden, and I would call
whimsy but whatever it is, Mr. Sheehan, I
think in view of the circumstances and situations, you do well to keep your plots to your-
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Thus, ending on a note of gayety (forced
we leave Mr. Sheehan to his pictorial
machinations and proceed to M-G-M.

At M-G-M
Anna Karenina"
on and on and on with Garbo

WELL,

out here,"

j

typewriter for
student, home,
author every-

—

still

one!

Next,

we have

"Escapade,"

the

ditty

Myrna Loy bowed out of. In her place
is
Luise Rainer— another foreign importation.
The woods— or the studios— are
'em and, according to the pubdepartments each is going to be an
ABSOLUTE sensation— until her first picof

full
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NAME

licity

ture is released. If I had all the money that
has been paid these potential foreign sensations who have made one to three pictures

and then been dropped, I mean money paid
in salaries and exploitation, someone else
would be writing your "Studio News" for
you.
Of the hundreds who have been
brought over at sums in excess of a king's
ransom— if there are any kings left— the only
ones who have clicked are Garbo, Dietrich,
Charles Laughton, Leslie Howard and Herbert Marshall.
And I'm not even sure
Dietrich has paid any returns on the investment that has been made in her. But still,
the studios haul 'em over and let 'em get
back as best they can.
Well, anyhow, Miss Rainer is so nervous
over her first American picture, and they
are so far behind on production on account
of Myrna's defection, the set is closed, which
is quite all right with me.

But we

still

have

could you and

STREET
UCITY
J

I

"Mad Love"— ah, LOVE,
with Him conspire, to

change this sorry scheme of things entire
But there I go. And Mr. Khayham another

STATE

furringer.

Well, my little ones, here is as neat a
piece of blood-curdling drama as Karloff,
Lugosi, Junior Laemmle and Tod Browning
have ever concocted betwixt and between

as

on a train to Paris, busily jotting
notes for a musical composition. A
fat Frenchman (William Gilbert) is silting
opposite him. First he (the Frog) mops his
face and neck with his handkerchief, then
he stuffs it in his collar so that it flows
Clive

down
goes

veiling her face from the inquisitive gaze
of visitors.
I
should think after her experience with "The Painted Veil" and the
panning she and it got, she'd have learned
veils are no good for her.

Will give lifetime
writing convenience. Here at'
last is the perfect
of

the three of them. It's all about a famous
surgeon (Peter Lorre of "M" fame), brilliant
to the point of being mentally unbalanced,
Yvonne Orlac the beautiful young dancer
(I disremember who plays her) and her
husband, the world-famous pianist (Colin
Give) from whom she has been separated.
is

down

self.

gayety)

ROYAL PORTABLE
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Then he opens

over his fat bosom.

It is a huge meal.
a bundle.
Next him,
is a little fur kitten.
He cuts himself off a
huge slice of Bologna. At the smell of the
sausage
the
kitten
stirs
mysteriously.
Finally a dog's head pokes itself out.
He
slaps the dog back and looks at Clive.
"Fifty francs for the dog in the van," he
explains in righteous indignation.
"Of
course, M'sieu, the guard— you will keep
confidence?"
my
"If my silence is worth the fifty francs to
you," Clive returns, "buy it." He gestures
towards the sausage. "I'm hungry."
Frenchy gives him a dirty look and cuts
a small slice. Clive takes it, opens the top
of the kitten and gives it to the dog.
"Humph!" says Frenchy deprecatingly.
The train begins to slow- down, the brakes
shriek and the plot is under way.
M. Lorre, with his head clipped, or rather,
his hair clipped, right down to the quick,
is pacing around with a mad look in his
Knowing practically everything, as I
eye.
do, about "The Hands of Orlac" and
knowing what he's going to do to Colin
before many reels have elapsed, you can't
blame me for being a little uneasy.

I leave "The Hands of Orlac" to those
as likes that sort of thing and saunter over
to the next stage where the programmer is

appropriately

Of

course,
ting sedately
office

I

titled

when

I

"Calm
see

Yourself."

Robert Young

sit-

on a chair in the corner of an
know everything is strictly on the

up and up over here so I relax. I am even
more reassured when the synopsis informs

me

that

this

is

"charmingly nonsensical

comedy"— they hope.

The scene is what is known as a "walk
through" and is not vitally important to
the plot. As I told you, Bob, in a tannish
suit with one of the new "action backs"
is

sitting quite properly

and quietly on a

IfcOPIC TA
FACE

POWDER

'eliness/oruourSummerltmefomplexic

Purse Size at all-
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SUMMER
RASH
ITCHING STOPPED QUICKLY
Even the most stubborn itching of insect
athlete's foot, eczema, and many other skin

Carlton Griffith, Shirley Ross and
Robert Young placidly presenting

bites,
afflic-

"Calm Yourself."

tions quickly yields to cooling, antiseptic, liquid
D. D. D. Prescription. Its gentle oils soothe the
irritated and inflamed skin. Clear, greaseless and
stainless
dries fast. Stops itching instantly.
35o
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it
or money back.

—

—

chair in the corner, his brief case on his
knees and his hat on the brief case.
Behind a desk sits a young man with a

A

D„D.D. PA^cAl&tZovL

ma hair
Women, girls, men with gray, faded, streaked hair. Shampoo
andcoloryourhairatthesametime with new French

discovery "SHAMPO-KOLOR," takes tew minutes leaves
hair soft, glossy, natural. Permits permanent wave and curl.
Fret BookH Monsieur L P. Valligny. Dept. 20, 254 W. 31 St., New York

mustache and glasses, who is named Carlton
Griffith but who looks too much like Johnny
Arthur for comfort. The outer door opens

Colin Clive and William Gilbert in
of Orlac," which introduces Peter Lorre of "M" fame.

"The Hands

and Shirley Ross, very striking in a black
ensemble with a three quarter length coat,
the whole thing trimmed in white, enters
and passes through the office, quite as though
she belonged there.

—
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"Good morning, Mr. Whipple,"

1935

and turns to
in now, Mr. Patten."
Well, that's all there is to the scene, except
to tell you that Bob has been fired from
an advertising agency (owned by Claude
Gillingwater) because he fell in love with
the president's beautiful daughter (Betty
Furness). So he opens a one man "confidential services" bureau and is about to render
confidential service to K. S. Rockwell's
daughter (Madge Evans)— only she doesn't
know it yet. There are many complications
but young love triumphs in the end and
Bob and Madge find they are meant for
each other, while the president's beautiful
daughter (Betty Furness) finds happiness in
the arms of Bobby Kent (Hardie Albright).
Having seen that everything is okey-doke
at M-G-M, even down to solving Clive's
dilemma in "The Hands of Orlac" and
making sure he's going to be reconciled

vtfHTHOLATUM

"You may go

with his wife, we proceed
Brothers establishment.

to

She Spent all Day

onmeoeaci
the Beach!
This moving picture tells of a lady who
spent a happy day at the beach. But
when night came she found that the

Warner

her

upon the hero. Mentholatum, the unhappy scene at the bottom of the film
would have been entirely omitted.

WELL, playing in luck today
not

you're crazy.
Everywhere I go there are only one or two
pictures shooting except at Fox and that's
already behind me.
Over here, we have Joe E. Brown in
"Broadway Joe"— a musical. This is being
directed by Busby Berkeley, who directs the
best ensemble numbers of anyone in Hollywood, regardless of how he directs an entiie
picture. And, in addition to that, he's married to Myrna Kennedy who is—or was when
I last saw her— one of the most beautiful
girls in the world.
Well, anyhow, Buzz' directorial ability and
Myrna's looks have nothing whatever to do
with the plot of the picture.

—

To avoid the torments
sunburn, apply Mentholatum liberally. It cools and soothes, and banishes
the pain and smarting. Its medicinal
ingredients also promote rapid healing.
of

The set— and nobody can fool me about
this— the set is the interior of a day coach
and there are bags and suitcases piled in
the racks over the heads of the passengers.
Joe E, who is perfectly magnificent in a
black and white checked suit, with a black
and white tie and a gray fedora, and Ann
(his wife) are

burlesque
turns

troupe.

some back

members

Joe,

always

of a

{or

SUNBURN

cheap

clowning,

MENTHOLATUM

down

the aisle of the
car, landing at the end of the corridor in
front of the stateroom where Patricia Ellis
(a madcap heiress) is weeping copiously.
She's run away from home but instead of
coming out with the truth she fills Joe up
with a pack of lies, and in the end he takes
her to Joseph Cawthorn, the manager of
flips

named Sunburn, had caused
much trouble. If she had called

villain,

At Warner Bros.
All and Sundry, if you think I'm

Dvorak

69

she says

briefly as she keeps going.
"Good morning," he replies

Bob.

i

COMFORTl

9

his company, and gets her a job.
William
Gargan, who is just as flashily dressed as
Joe E, in a tan suit, tan fedora, tan shirt

and

RED

the car

tie, has come down the aisle of
and stands on the edge of the crowd

observing the proceedings.

He

recognizes

Pat.

could give you the dialogue but it's just
routine stuff so there's no use taking up
space.
It's charm, I'm sure, will lie in the
I

way it's played.
But the part

Have FULL

ALLURING CURVES

gives Joe a

Read what others say:

tumbles, dances, sings, juggles, and in

opens up

his

bag of

tricks

"I can scarcely express my delight with
the results.
Since I started using Beautipon Cream I have increased my chestline 5 inches!
Your Beautipon Cream
works like magic and I am thrilled to

Keeps Skin Young

own

Absorb blemishes and discolorations using

a

form

so

feminine and shapely."

B. T.

"Your treatment is simply splendid. I
filling out and getting larger and

am

rounder."
B. T.
"I have put 3 inches on ray chest measurement
and
Increased
In
10
lbs.
weight." G.

guest?"

There it goes again. I spend half my life
making apologies and excuses. So I apologize once more and invite Bill up to the

Free! "Fasceniting Loveliness" Free!

The world famous Beauty Expert's
"Fascinating Loveliness"
for
which thousands have paid $1.00 will be
sent FREE if you send $1.00 for Beautipon Cream Treatment NOW.
OFFER

mountains

for a week-end and I'm quite
forgiven for ignoring his house guest who
happens to be Mrs. Leslie Howard.

"Page Miss Glory" is also shooting out
here but I told you ahout that one last

S3

MONEY

sands a beautiful form. YOUR
BACK if your form is not increased after
applying Beautipon Cream Treatment for
14 days!
Pull 30 days' treatment. $1.00
sent in plain wrapper.
The ultra-rapid,
positive GUARANTEED way to have
the
bewitching,
magnetic, feminine
charm you've always longed for.

and GIVES.
"I suppose, you louse," says Gargan when
the scene is finished, "it would be beneath
your dignity ever to call a guy up or come
out there when you know we have a house
fact,

Mercolized Wax

You can add 3 to 6 Inches with Beautipon
Cream treatment, which has given thou-

chance to do
all the stunts he did while he was with a
circus and which gained him such widespread popularity on the New York stage.

He

ROUND

Course,

LIMITED, SEND $1.00
25c for foreign countries.
You,

too,

can

have

a

full

rounded form

TODAY.

—

Wax

Phelactine removes hairy growths
—takes them out—easily, quickly
and gently. Leaves the skin hair free.

Add

DAISY STEBBING
Suite 93

Mercolized Wax daily as directed. Invisible)
aged skin are freed and all
defects such as blackheads, tan, freckles and
large pores disappear. Skin is then beautifully clear, velvety and so soft
face looks
years younger. Mercolized
brings out
your hidden beauty. At all leading druggists.
particles of

Forest Hills, N. Y.

I
I
I

|

Powdered Saxolite

—

Reduces wrinkles and other age-signs. Simply dissolve one ounce Saxolite in half-pint
witob. hazel and use daily as face lotion.

I

I
I

—
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*Why a corn hurts
A

nerves and disposition

corn

is

shaped

like a

cone, with the small end
pointing into the toe. This
inverted cone, under presv
sure from the shoe, presses
against sensitive nerves,
which carry pain sensations to the brain and
central nervous system.
That is why a corn ruins
seems to "hurt all over."

—

How to stop thepain
Blue- Jay stops the pain in'
6tantly, by removing pres»

The

6ure from the corn.

pad is soft for greatest possible comfort . . . yet snug'
fitting enough to be un'
noticed under smart shoes.
Center the gentle Blue- Jay
medication directly over

the corn
the pad, soak the foot in
['warm water, and you lift
thecorn rightout. Itisgone,
never to pain you again. The Blue-Jay medication
is absolutely safe . . . mild and gentle in its action
of slowly undermining the corn.

At

drug and department

stores

— 25c.

B LU E -JAY
BAUER

skip

CORN& PLASTER
BLACK SCIENTIFIC

.and Look I O %4|
Years Younger
Quickly and safely you can

i,

tint those streaks of gray to
lustrous shadesof blonde, brown or black. A small brush

1935

it.

On Your

Life" and tv-ould you believe it, I reach the
stage just as they are finishing the last shot.
It happens to be a pick-up shot (a bit of
action that is needed to splice the continuity
together but which is not important in
itself) of Warren William walking through
a door. Well, great guns, madam, there's
nothing to tell about a man walking
through a doorway, and neither can you get
a picture of that, so I'm just about to leave
when I happen to spy Robert Florey, the
director.

"Hullo," he says cordially. "Why do you
always come on my sets just after we've finished or just as we're finishing?"
"Well," I congratulate him, "you shoot
so fast that if I don't reach you the day
after you start production I never am able
to catch you."
Bob grins appreciatively and it's almost
literally true.
He may not be one of the
arty directors of the colony but his pictures
make money. He made "The Florentine
a
Dagger," "Registered Nurse" and "I
Thief" in ten to sixteen days— and even sixschedule
for
teen days is a long shooting
him.
"Next time I start a picture," he offers,

Remove

Ugly FAT
fascinating, youthful lines of a graceful,
slim figure
with slender, firm, rounded
contours, instead of unbecoming flesh.
Hundreds of women have reduced

—

my famous Slimcream Method
and reduced just where they wanted,

with

safely, quickly, surely.

I

duced your

i

What

pounds and

in

could be fairer

NOW

Decide
to achieve the figure
of your heart's desire.
Send S1.00
today for the full 30-day treatment,

pDpr

Photo of myself after
losing 28 lbs. and re4 A inches.

ducing

l

Send $1.00 for my Slimcream treatment NOW. and I will
send you entirely free, my world-famous, regular S1.00 beauty
ltreafment, with a gold mine of priceless beauty secrets.
Thia offer is
imited. so SEND TODAY. Add 25c for foreign countries.
x

DAISY STEBBING,
I

Dept. SL-22, Forest Hills, New York.
f
Please send immediately postpaid in plain pack- |
Guaranteed Slimcream treatment.
I understand thai _
have not reduced both in pounds and inches in 14 days, you ™
enclose $1.

age your
I

if

will

cheerfully

refund

my

money.

Send also the

special

free

I

Beauty Treatment.

know

Woody Van Dyke and

him up because you'll be
knowing how he directs pic-

take

interested in
tures.

That winds up things at Warner Brothers
and as there is no use staying there gabbing,
I drift over to-

Hollywood
CInhundred
and

Universal

highly

most important picture here
THE
"Diamond Jim Brady" but you
about that one

Then

there

last
is

month,

"Mom"

is

still

heard

too.

(formerly called

"Lady Tubbs") starring Alice Brady. Alan
Mowbray, Douglass Montgomery and Anita

she gets another call from Anita telling her
not to come— that she is leaving. The AshOrcutts don't approve of her.
Alice is thunderstruck.
"But I don't want you to worry about me,
Mom," Anita whispers into the telephone.
"It doesn't matter. He's not the only man
in the world?"

to

who

writers

skilled

a

reputations are made and what
happens when the publicity goes
wrong. In

Louise are also featured.
It seems that "Mom" (Alice Brady)

is a
cook, no less, on the chow car of a construction gang engaged in building a new
railroad.
She has put her niece, Wynne
Howard (Anita Louise) through college,
where Anita falls in love with Phil (Douglass Montgomery) son of the socially prominent Ash-Orcutts. Anita has 'phoned Alice
to join her for the week-end at the home
of the Ash-Orcutts to look Doug over and
see if he fits. Just as Alice is about to leave,

two
twenty-one

there are

waiting world every
rumor and amplify every incident.
Read the thrilling story of how
report

SILVER SCREEN
On

September Issue

August 7th

Sale

FEVER
SINUS-HAY
ASTHMA BRONCHITIS CATARRH
-

-

A

famous New York physician of thirty years experience,
former chief, for fourteen years, of Ear, Nose, Throat
Clinic of a noted New York City Hospital, retires from
active practice to introduce his scientific home treatment

aimed
Write
back

to eradicate the root of these diseases.
book and symptom chart
for

FREE

guarantee.

6425 Hollywood

D.

Friedman,

Blvd.,

Hollywood,

No

narcotics.

and a money
Department SS,

M.D.,
Calif.

REDUCE
—Without

Without Drugs

Exercises

EAT EVERYTHING

—

WN

both

figure

inches in 14 days.
than that!

BROWNATONE

—

myself, re-

A. writes, "I was 37 inches (across
the chest).
Here is the miracle your
Slimcream has worked for me. I have
actually taken 5 inches off. I am overjoyed."
The Slimcream treatment is so entirely effective, so easy to use, and so
beneficial that I unhesitatingly offer to
return your money if you have noi reJ.

does it. Used and approved for
over twenty-three years. Guaranteed harmless. Active
coloringagent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving
will not wash out. Imof hair. Economical and lasting
parts rich, beautiful color with amazing speed. Easy to
prove by applying a little of thisfamoustint to alockof
ATON E s only 50c-at al drug
your own hair. BRO
or toilet counters always on a money-back guarantee.

and

I,

my chestline by
inches and
my weight 28 lbs. in 28 days.
duced

call

as fast as

that

Feminine attractiveness demands

you and you let me know when
you're coming out and we'll put on our

"I'll

who works
I mean to

After the Blue-Jay has
been on for 3 days, remove

Try Blue-Jay today.

thank heaven, so we'll
other one is called "Not

big scene for you."
Mr. Florey is the only director

remove

to

The

Am

the corn itself. The pad is
held securely in place with the special Wet-Pruf
adhesive strip (waterproof, soft kid'like finish,
does not cling to stocking).

How

month,

—

A

Amazingly
grand discovery for those overweight.
Makes you feel well and
simply amazing.
simple
FBEE BOOKloss of weight.
LET from:

—

happy over astonishing

1

EAT-ALL, REDUCING SYSTEM
11 West 42nd St., IV. Y. City

REMOVES HAIR

SONGS

f

PICTURES

<AL7~i£J~

paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to
your lyrioa or lyricB to your music, secure U. S. copyrieht, broadcast your
lone over the radio. Our sales department submits to Music publishers

PLY
GIANT

TUBE
•

and Hollywood Picture Studios.

WRITE TODAY

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE,

604 Meyer Bid;., Western Avenue and

APPLY-WASH OFF

50'

DEPT. STORES

(or

FREE BOOKLET.

Sierra Visla, Hollywtod, California

•"'5S310'
YEN CENT STORES

SAFELY* QUICKLY* SURELY

Montgomery and Anita
Douglass
Louise in Alice Brady's picture,

"Mom."

flKtfene

TKeiftre

GRADUATES: Lee Tracy, Fred
(40th Yr.) Staeo, Talki*. Radio.
Una MorkoJ, Zita Johnnn, etc Drama, Dance, Mueical Comedy.
Teaching, Direotinc. Personal Development, Stock Theatre Training
7or CutaioE, write Sec'y LANE, 66 W.8S St., N. V.

ft.

Aataire.
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"Who

says I'm not?" Doug demands as
enters.
"I'm the only man for you and
don't forget it," putting his arm around

he

her.
"Phil, please don't," Anita whispers.
"Give
a kiss," he orders. "I want your
auntie to hear."
"Oh, Phil," she whispers, turning her face
away as his kiss falls on her cheek, and then,
into the 'phone, "Mom, I'll explain everything in a letter. Goodbye."
The set is the lounge of a country club.
The walls are all paneled in wood, deep
sofas and red leather chairs.
There are
palms and bowls of flowers scattered about

me

and loving cups.
Miss Brady is very chic in a suit of henna
colored flannel pajamas which she doesn't
wear in the picture. She has them on because she is only lending her voice and not
her body to the production this morning.
Suddenly the director comes up: "Alice,
it doesn't look like you're going to be able
to get away."
"It doesn't
sures him.

He

difference," she as-

very_apologetic about the whole
thing but Alice smiles bravely.
"It really
doesn't matter. If I can't, I can't. This is
the studio where I'm working and they
have first call on my time."
Well!
I've been around studios a long
time and this is the first time I've ever
heard a star so agreeable about not getting
off when she wanted to.
But Alice had
the reputation in New York of being one
of the sweetest and easiest stars to get
is still

along with of anyone on Broadway. She's
lost pounds, too, and looks fine.
Eric Blore, who played the butler in
"The Gay Divorcee," appears on the set
suddenly and Alice fairly springs to meet
him. "Are you going to work in this picture?" she asks eagerly.
"No, I've been working in 'Top Hat'
with Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers," he
answers.

"Who

else

skin tight, dark blue sequin evening gown
with flame colored bird of paradise feathers in her hair and around her neck. She
takes a bow, the curtain falls and there is
more applause. It rises again, she comes
out, grabs a bunch of yellow roses one of
the ushers has been holding out to her,
with a well simulated gesture of surprise
that anyone should be sending her flowers,
and the curtain falls once more. Then
Mr. Armetta, Mr. O'Connell (who is putting on too much weight) and the strange
gentleman rise and leave the box. Ricardo
is alone, next
to Mr. Mollison, and only
a freak of circumstance can save Mr.
from a very bad time.

is

in it?" she asks.

"Oh, Eric Rhodes and Eddie Horton."
"Why," Alice exclaims in amazement,
"they have the entire cast from 'Divorcee'
except me. Why am I not in it?"
"I don't know," Mr. Blore answers hastily,
visibly embarrassed.
"Possibly you
were engaged on something else and they
couldn't get you."
As a matter of fact, Helen Broderick is
taking Miss Brady's place in the cast and
while I'm nuts about the Broderick, I
think I'd have preferred Alice. Oh, well.

Nobody asked me.
Alice is too upset over the slight that
has been put upon her to chat so I mosey
along to the "Sing Me a Love Song" (tentative title) set.
The setting for this picture is the interior of a theatre and I mean to say they
have really reproduced one.
In one of

boxes sits Henry Armetta, Hugh
O'Connell, a man I didn't recognize and
Ricardo Cortez.
In the next box are a
party of people and Henry Mollison (an
English importation).
Ricardo is a racketeer de luxe who owns half of New York.
He is at the theatre tonight in an effort
to collect a gambling debt from Mr. Molthe

lison.
In front of the box are a lot of
extras in dress clothes. But, here's a funny
thing, the farther away from the box you
get,
the fewer extras there are, until
finally, right in front of the camera are
only two or three extras to a row. That's
so that the camera, shooting over their
heads, will catch the tops and make it
seem as though the place is filled. As the
focus of the camera widens, more and
more extras are needed.
The director gives a signal, there is a
burst of applause, the curtain parts and
out comes the star, Dorothy Page.
And
what I mean, she is really an eyeful in a

71

SEE HOW I
LOOK SINCE

GAINED

I

12

POUNDS

M

Well, that's Universal but there's still-

Paramount

SOMETHING'S

always doing at good old

Paramount.

This month, first and
and only W. C. Fields
working again— this time the master-

foremost, the one
is

piece

make any

19

being

At Once."

called

He

is

"Everything

Happens

a hen-pecked, underpaid

book-keeper.
His domineering wife is Kathleen Howard, formerly editor of Harper's Bazaar.
She is wandering around the set in a peach
colored satin nightgown but, ssh (or however you spell shush).
It looks to me as
though she had on stays and several layers
of other things underneath it.
Also, she
has on stockings, which is a fine way for
a lady to go to bed.
It was all right for
Wynne Gibson in that bit she had in "If I
Had a Million" because then Wynne was
the kind of lady who goes to bed with her

Posed by professional model*

Compare Her
Measurements
With Yours
H'GHT. 5 FT. 4 In.

W'GHT. 120 Lbs.

BUST
WAIST

stockings on.
Mr. Fields?
Ah, there is (a different
story.
He looks very snazzy in a pair of
white pajamas with one of those ducky
little sashes tied around his middle.
And
here I'd always thought Bill the type of

35 In.
26 In.
36 In.
21 In.

HIPS

THIGH
CALF.

14
8

ANKLE

,

In.
In.

man who

wears nightshirts.
My reflections are rudely interrupted by
a whack on the back. I look around and
there's Paul Jones.
This is not the John
Paul Jones of naval history. This one is
William LeBaron's assistant. "How's your

he grins fiendishly.
Mr. Jones took me golfing one Sunday
and caught me at my worst. Now, mind
you, there's only a difference of about two
strokes between my worst and my best but
it's something I don't like to have thrown

my

assistant director
is

This Special Quick Way
Adds 5 to 15 Pounds Fast

When

teeth.

turn my back on Mr. Jones and suddenly I gasp.
Sitting sedately in a chair,
quite as though he were Mr. Paramount,
is none other than Sam Hardy-he of the
resplendent wardrobe, comprised of suits
with checks an inch square (the more
conservative models), stripes of variegated
colors and other inconspicuous patterns.
For his new duties as gag man, writer and
I

he

shame to be

SKINNY

golf?"

in

a

It's

(of sorts)

much more

on

quietly

this picture,

garbed

THOUSANDS who were "skinny" and friendless

have gained

solid, attractive flesh this

new quick way— in just a few

weeks!

Doctors for years have prescribed yeast to
build up health. But now, with this new yeast
discovery in little tablets, you can get far greater
results — regain health, also putonsolid pounds—

and in a far

shorter time.

Not only are thousands quickly gaining
beauty-bringing pounds, but also clear skin,
freedom from indigestion, new pep.

than

Concentrated 7 times

usual.
But even so, he's wearing white
socks with elastic in the top to obviate the
necessity
for
garters.
I
guess it's the

from specially cultured brewers' ale yeast imported
from Europe the richest yeast known —which by a

sophomore

new

him.
the bedroom of Mr. and
Mrs. Howard-Fields' home. Miss Howard's
satin gown is out of keeping because it's
not much of a home. There's a shoe banhanging in plain view on the door. Yeah,
and where a wall has been taken out to
make room for the camera, I catch sight
of the bathroom.
And it's a pretty cheesy
bathroom, too. Wooden wainscoating half-

The

in

scene

is

way up instead of tile, and one of those
old fashioned tin tubs, painted white.
Kate is already in bed and W. C. is
stewing around.
"Anything you want,
dear?" he asks meekly solicitious. "Can I
get you a glass of water— or something?"
"You can gel to bed and turn out the
lights," she snaps ungraciously.
"Yes— yes," he mutters. "I should have
thought of that."
I'd like to stay

here

all

clay

because that

This amazing

new

product, Ironized Yeast,

—process

scientific

is

now concentrated

made 7 limes more powerful.
But that ia not all! This super-rioh yeast

is

made

7 times
is

—

ironized

with 3 kinds of strengthening iron.
Day after day, as you take Ironized Yeast tablets;
watch flat chest develop, skinny limbs round out attractively, constipation go, skin clear to beauty —
you're an entirely new person.

Results guaranteed
matter how skinny and weak you may be, this
marvelous new Ironized Yeast should build you up in
a few short weeks as it has thousands. If you are not
delighted with the results of the very first package,
your money will be instantly and gladly refunded.

No

FREE

offer!
Special
To start you building up your health right au-au, wo
make this absolutely FREE offer. Purchase a package
Yeast tablets at once, cut out seal on box
it to us with a clipping of this paragraph. Wo
send you a fascinating new book on health, "New
Facts About Your Body," by a well-known authority.
Kemember, results are guaranteed with the very first
package —or money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized
Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 208, Atlanta, Ga.

of Ironized

and mail
will

;
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guy

me.

floors

same way

He

never does a scene the

But right next door

twice.

"The Big Broadcast

is

of 1935."

The nine

million radio stars Paramount
for "The Big Broadcast" aren't
working today but Jack Oakie, Lyda Roberti and Henry Wadsworth are. This is the
salon of a most palatial yacht.
At one
side is a very intriguing looking bar and
on the other is a curved window seatMidway between the two
very spacious.
is a table, all set with a lace cloth, enough
forks, knives and spoons to start a cutlery
has lined

BURNING
tire

AND —TIRED?
—

— wind — son

glare

reading

your eyes. For

relief,

cleanse them

Dust

store

daily with Murine. Soothing. Refreshing.

Used safely

for nearly

up

and some

fruit

1935

Heals Pyorrhea
Trench Mouth
For Thousands!

cocktail in ice.

40 years.

BEFORE

AFTER

Picture shows Mr. Rochin before and after using P. T. M.
FORMULA. He says: "I used P. T. M. for four wteks and
all signs of pyorrhea have absolutely disappeared, leaving
my teeth and gums in a firm, healthy condition thanks
to your wonderful remedy. My dentist could hardly believe
such a change possible. I surely hope that the thousands
suffering from Pyorrhea and Trench Mouth learn, as I
did, that at last there is relief from these dreaded conditions."
Paul Rochin, Los Angeles, Cal. DON'T LOSE
TEETH
P. T. M. FORMULA, a painless
economical home treatment with money-back guarantee.
P. T. M. has healed Pyorrhea, Trench Mouth, sore, tender, bleeding gums for thousands of sufferers. It is new
in principle, and has proven sensationally effective for
thousands of users. If you have Pyorrhea or Trench Mouth
if your gums are sore or bleed when brushed
if your
teeth are loose or pus pockets have formed TRY P. T. M.
You be the judge nothing to lose, your health to gain.
Your money back if you are not entirely satisfied with successful results in your own case. Write
for full information. P. T. M. Formula Products, Inc., Dept. T-33,
4016-Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
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STAR-SHEEN Liquid Hair RINSE
and TINT will make "Him" ad-

NOW

mire your haff because only STAR-

SHEEN

—

gives your hair those

shimmering glints that

"will be remembered." STAR-SHEEN counter-

acts dullness, brittleness and pro-

CONSTANCE CUMMINGS

motei softness. Try STAR-SHEEN

s,ar

A

"A 1 ""'

<">

Youfh

"The Big Broadcast is the "big" picture of the Paramount lot.
Jack
Oakie, Lyda Roberti and Henry
Wadsworth at work.

"

SEND lOc FOR FULL SIZE BOTTLE.
Check Shade: [ Platinum [ Henna (1 Black

note the difference.

-

1

AII1S€S(

I

Blonde

[

iDark, or

1

[

1

Golden Brown.

10* ST-AR*SH€€n
HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.
P.O. BOX
SOLD AT ALL O < S TO RE S

for

131
I

Suddenly the door opens and the three
players I mentioned enter. Oakie is carrying a big leather case, which contains the
"radio eye."
"Ah-h-h," Lyda gushes en-

WANTED!
ORIGINAL POEMS, SONGS
immediate consideration

for

Dept.

M. M. M. PUBLISHERS
SU
Studio

LADIES— ADDRESS

thusiastically.

Jack

is

already orating:

"Now, you take Edison," he spouts off.
"They laughed when he sat down at the
battery but when he got up with the elec-

Free For Asthma

and Hay Fever
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma so terrible you choke and gasp for breath, if Hay
Fever keeps you sneezing and snuffing while
your eyes water and nose discharges continuously, don't fail to send at once to the
Frontier Asthma Co. for a free trial of a remarkable method. No matter where you live
or whether you have any faith in any remedy
under the Sun, send for this free trial.
If
you have suffered for a life-time and tried
everything you could learn of without relief
even if you are utterly discouraged, do not
abandon hope but send today for this free
trial.
It
will cost you nothing. Address

Frontier Asthma Co., 377-W Frontier
BIdg., 462 Niagara St., Buffalo, ST. Y.

Hot Aching

tric light?
Ah!
What did people say
when Eli Whitney invented the gin mill!
Where were they when Pullman invented

Necessity,
the upper and lower? Asleep!
And, believe
the mother of invention!
you me, this is mother's day!"
Roberti glances adoringly at Henry.
"He knows so many theengs," she coos.
Roberti looks like a million— cold cash.
Oakie has never looked as well in his life.

He must have lost thirty pounds since he
And this is
finished "Call of the Wild."
Wadsworth's big chance. He made a big
hit with Helen Morgan in her first picture
—"Applause"— and, until now, he's never
had a chance since then.
Here's to "The Big Broadcast," its players and director (drat him!), may it prove
one of the box office smashes of the year.
R-K-O
just because I live right, "The
Peacemaker," starring Richard Dix,
finished yesterday so he could be free to
greet his twins when they arrive tomorrow.
"Top Hat" I told you about last month

"The Return

Quickly Relieved and Refreshed

so

Aching, sore or swollen feet are quickly
relieved by Dr. Sertoli's Foot Balm. This
invigorating, healing, medicated balm drives
out inflammation; eases sore muscles and

to report.
In the original play, Peter was a famous
But, for some reason best
tulip grower.
known to themselves, R-K-O has made
him a general horticulturist. Lionel Barrymore plays Peter. Peter dies and goes
to heaven but he can't let well enough
alone and comes back to watch over his
beloved flowers and to direct the affairs
Quite a harmless, lovof those he loved.

joints;
.

soothes irritated nerves; reduces swell,
'

1

ing; quiets painful corns, callouses

and bunions. Try it and you'll never
be without it. Get a jar today at your
drug, shoe or dept. store, 35f!.
For free booklet on Foot Care,
r^OJ write Dr. Scholl's, Inc., 299

"l*ss>a

w.

Schiller St., Chicago,

111.

there

only

for

EASY

HOMEWORK

ENVELOPES—

—

HAWKINS

HR
Hammond,

Dept.

Box 75
Indiana

ERVOUS3U
? Do symptoms ot
Constipation, Indigestion, Dizzy

What's wrong- with you

Spells, Sweating and Sleeplessness
keep you irritable, exhausted and gloomy? Are
youBashful? Despondent? There's Help for You)
Medicines, tonics or Dross probably will not relieve
weak, sick nerves. My wonderful book "Watch
Nerves", explains a new method that will help
you regain lost vitality and healthy nerves. Send 25c
for this amazing book.
ROBERT HOLMES,
Fuller BIdg.. Jersey City, ft. J.
•

"S

HAYFEVER

and SUMMER COLDS are unnecessary.
Complete relief only $1.00 Postpaid. Nothing else to
buy. Over 40,000 HOLFORD'S WONDER INHALERS

of

sold last year alone.
relief to

Mail $1.00 today for full season's
CO.. 252 HENNEPIN AVE-

THE DANDEE

NUE, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA,

or

write

for

Free Booklet.

Peter

Grimm"

tOO% Improvement Guaranteed
We bafld strengthen the vocal organs —
r

not wiifi einaina basons— but by fundamentally
ound and scientifically correct mUnt exttrcisea . .
nd absolutely guarantee to improve any singing'
r speaking voice at least 100% . . . Write for
wonderful voice book— sent free. Learn
you
can now have the voice you want. No literature
sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent.

WHY

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE,

Studio C-131

is, so no one is scared
him walking around— much.

able old ghost he
to have

The
takes

DrScholls llll

is

CASH

Spare time.
at home.
weekly.
$5.00
$15.00
Experience unnecessary.
Dignified work.
Send
stamp for particulars.

ASTHMA

AND,

FEET

BIdg.

Portland, Ore.

particular scene they're shooting
place before he dies.
He's in his

He
office with his secretary, James Bush.
has just finished dictating a letter when

LITTLE BLUE

'"V

BOOKS

Send postcard for our free catalogue.
Thousands of bargains. Address:
HALDE MAN-JULIUS CO., Catalogue
Dept., Desk
M-64. GIRARD, KANSAS
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he glances out the window into the garden
sees Helen Mack and Allen Vincent
walking past.
He chuckles and turns to
Jimmy, who has also seen them. From the
way Jim's lips tightened, I don't think he

and

cares

much

for

"That ought

the picture.
to tell
"Yes, sir,

you

it's

spring,"

SPRING! I wish
Lionel smiles.
they'd have sense enough to kiss each
(Vincent)," he
other.
If I was Frederik
goes on starting towards Mr. Bush, "I'd
certainly want to kiss the girl I was engaged

He

to."
fairly

beams

at

Jimmy who

suddenly and stares at the old man.

rises

"En-

19

he demands rather incredulously.
"Why not? Well,
"Sure," Lionel nods.
not yet, but soon. They're young— they've

gaged:'"

had weeks

love— yes,
be engaged!"

to fall in

now they'll
Jimmy makes
Lionel,

as

something,

a

startled

sir,

the

WHY

BE FAT?

move towards

though he was about
but

any day

73

to

say

"Cut!"
means I can

director

calls

and that suits me because it
now duck out to the Richard Arlen's to
speed them on their cross country jaunt

new Duesenberg. So I'll be seeing
you next month, when the tulips are
blooming and Peter's spirit has returned
to heaven where it belongs.
in their

Games
[Continued from page 29]

When he has his case completely
built up, he turns suddenly to the one he
thinks guilty, and says, "I accuse you of
the murder!" If he guesses correctly, the
murderer becomes the District Attorney,
murder?"

the cards are repassed, and the game continues.
If the guilty one is not detected,
(The
the District Attorney goes out again.
Ace of Diamonds is used only the first
time.)
It is very amusing to hear the bloodcurdling screams when the murderer thinks
he is choking his best friend (or his worst
enemy!!!) and finds it is a stranger who
is visiting his hostess; or to find three or
four actors trying to hide under the kitchen
sink to escape the roaming murderer.
At a week-end party in his Malibu
Beach home, Robert Woolsey played his

favorite

game

of

"Pinchy-Winchy."

The

comedian's victims were George Raft, Virginia Peine, Jack Haley, Benny Rubin,
Bud De Sylva, Tommy Duggan and, of
course, Bert Wheeler.
Everyone sat in a circle on the floor.
Wheeler sat on one side of the circle.

Woolsey

sat opposite.

structed to

do exactly

The

guests were inas their hosts did,

without question or argument.
Woolsey started the game by turning to
Benny Rubin, on his right.
"Pinchywinchy," he said coyly, at the same time
giving Benny's cheeks an affectionate tug.
As he took his hands away, a smudge of
black cork left its mark.
Benny immediately turned to the person on his right,
said and did the same thing.
But of
Everycourse there was no black mark.
one burst out laughing but Benny, who
could not imagine why all the merriment.
While the whole room laughed at him
the game continued, and, after several
rounds, in which Wheeler and Woolsey
pulled Benny's ears and made goatees and
mustaches on him, until the victim looked
like Al Jolson's ideal, everyone was told
Then they
to stand up and form a line.

marched before a mirror. Benny Rubin
took one look at himself, gave his famous
yankee-doodle laugh, got down on one
knee and sang "Mammy."
Although Benny was the "goat" he carwell that everyone felt free
the party a success.
After all, every good party has one
guest who clowns for the benefit of all.
ried
to

it

off so

laugh

at

him— making

*She LOST

50 Pounds
without Diet or Exercise
# There's

no need to envy other women witl
figures, while you sit in the
background ashamed and uncomfortable. Here ia
the easy, safe way that has transformed the
overweight bodies of thousands of delighted women
into lovely figures admired by everyone, after
other methods had failed.
•Mrs. Jennie Schafer, 1029 Jackson St., Kansas
City, Mo., writes "I reduced 50 pounds with REDUCE-OIDS. Every other method failed, but REtheir captivating

succeeded ! After I lost this fat, my
doctor pronounced me in better health than for
years, and I felt better in every way."

DUCE-OIDS

—SAFE—EFFECTIVE when used

EASY-TO-USE

The Boyer Charm
[Continued from page 23]
a groove that goes only in one direction.

joined

picture

of fans

Of "Private Worlds," his
under the Wanger-Paramount

first

contract,

he

spoke most highly. "It was an intelligent
theme and required definite thought to inI should like to do
terpret it correctly.
other pictures that have thoughtful plots

which stimulate the mind."
As for "Break of Hearts," in which he
played opposite Katharine Hepburn, he
was not so optimistic. "It was disappointing to us both," he said frankly. "But
what could you expect, the dialogue was
practically written line by line as we
worked on the set. That way, you cannot give your part the intelligent co-operaBut we did have such a
tion it deserves.
good time while we were doing it! So we
can't be too glum."

M. Boyer was somewhat embarrassed
when confronted with the fact that the
American fans are welcoming him to their
"That
hearts as the newest screen lover.
can't continue very long," he said deprecatingly.
"I am an actor and must go ahead
on the stage and screen indefinitely— but
They would tire of
as a great lover, no!
and I would tire of them all too soon."
He agreed, however, that his film work,

me

both here and abroad, has added considerably to his prestige and he is naturally
very grateful.

"My manager

at the theatre

Paris where I played last was not impressed by it, though," he murmured with

in

an amused

smile.

"One day he came and

.

me

at the stage door where a group
were asking for my autograph. 'Why
are they out here, your precious fans,' he
bellowed sarcastically. 'Why are they not
in the theatre where they belong?' As the
theatre had not been very well patronized
that afternoon, I could not argue with
him. I had no, what you call come-back."

The

conversation, veering to other subjects, came back to pictures again and M.
Boyer expressed himself most enthusiastically
in favor of "The Scoundrel." He conceded
that so far as the end was concerned the
plot held plenty of loop-holes. "But it was
so different, so unusual, one overlooked the
flaws.
And Noel Coward! What a distinguished character study he gave. I liked
'The Informer,' also. That, too, was different.
In Hollywood they laughed at it,
but only for a little while. It was tragic,
in such a stark, naked sort of way they
didn't know just how to take it at first. Yet
they remained to applaud it at the end."
Good taste, and a sense of the fitness of
things (oh, why oh why was I ever taught

etiquette— I

could

prompted me
terminate my
bon voyage in

to get

slay

Mrs.

Emily Post)

up

at this

moment and

wished him
my very faulty French I knew
instinctively that this potent charm, which
visit,

but as

I

his gift from the kindly gods, will outhis temporary absence, and when he
returns next Fall to Hollywood he will find
thousands of devoted fans waiting to receive him
is

last

Doctors prescribe the
ingredients which science combines for you in
RE-DUCE-OIDS, in easy-to-use, tasteless capsule
form. Hundreds of letters tell of permanently l „ducing as much as 70 pounds
. and report feeling
better while and after taking RE-DUCE-OIDS. No
weakening diets, no reducing baths, no exercises!
according to directions.

.

FAT GOES — OR NO COST TO YOU!
% If you are not entirely satisfied with the

wonderful "slimming" results you obtain from
RE-DUCE-OIDS, you get your money back. Your
word and the used package is all we require,
you risk no money So start now, before fat gets
one more day's headway.
Your druggist or
I

.

.

.

department store has RE-DUCE-OIDS, or can get
it quickly. If your dealer is out, send $2.00 for 1
package, or $5.00 for 3 packages, to Scientific
Laboratories of America, Inc., 746 Sansome St.,
San Francisco, Calif. or C.O.D. Plain wrapper.

—

Send no money for this valuable
FREE book
— "HOW TO REDUCE."
Free and Postpaid, plain envelope.

Scientific Laboratories of America, Inc.Dept.S358
746 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Send me the FREE Book "HOW TO REDUCE."
If you wish RE-DUCE-OIDS check number of
packages here:

Name
Address
City

State

)
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1935

Movie Fan's Crossword Puzzle
By

Charlotte Herbert

Hardwicke

reviews of that excellent picture
Miserables " great stress was given
characto the implacable, unrelenting
by Charles
ter of Javert-brilliantly played

THE

IN"Les

Laughton-and

his

dogged hunting down

of jean Valjean, Fredric March.
You have no doubt seen the picture by
now (and if you have not, let us urge you
It has occured to us that the
to do so).
of the man hunt is not the real
reason for the success of this Victor Hugo
In fact, the greatest thrill comes
classic.

theme

the bishop, benignly played by Sir
Cedric Hardwicke, opens the eyes of Jean
trust:—
to the beauty of brotherly love and
life is
that
learned
I
ago,
Jean,
"Long
to give— not to take."
The screen has been very entertaining
lately with its musicals, its Federal officers
and those pictures from the clashes, but
we wish to point out that the screen was
greatest when it used to preach a little.
minds of
Is there a bit of confusion in the
the producers? Do they think that to be
Let them
skeptical is to be intelligent?
study "Les Miserables." There is nothing
stupid or provincial about this picture.

when

There

is

no hokum about

its beliefs.

When

Cedric Hardwicke so simply talks to
the
Jean, and when later Jean lives up to
Bishop's beautiful teachings, we feel a glow
of joy and pride in the screen.
Sir

ACROSS
Al Howard

1

in

"Go

Into

6 A constellation
9 She was born in Halifax, Nova Scotia
He was excellent as the waiter in "The

Gay

Divorcee"
15 An amusing character actor

To

prohibit authoritatively

He is going to be co-starred with Jackie Cooper
again (initials)

18 A prefix
19 Indefinite article
20 Reciprocal
23 Trust
27 She is making a picture at Universal
30 The jilted girl in "Reckless"
32 He once played in an orchestra (initials)
33 Parent
34 Possessive pronoun
36 Direction (abbr.
37 Ordnance Department (abbr.)
38 To dress in one's best (slang)
41 The beautiful wife of Richard in "The Crusades

A

most
THE
have found

scenes that we
the screen this month,

on

Me

Never," Elisabeth BergShe is unbelievably real as
ner's picture.
The beginning of this
the wild Gemma.
picture has action, a remarkable setting
and this extraordinary actress in a whirlwind start-off. There is no one on the
screen like her— adorablel

are in "Escape

35

A

39

With Clark Gable in "The
A newcomer from England

for

a

Answer

a

latest film

64 Bing Crosby s
67 Exist
68 A musical composition tor eight parts
69 He inherited a dress shop in "Roberta
70 To indulge freely
.

_

.

Transient Lady

77 Into
78 Negative

79 "The

„
Man Who Knew Too Much

DOWN
1

Amelia

2

The

in

5

6
7

8

"The Casino Murder Case"

eye

3 Fifty-one

4

(Roman)

To clean or scour
Not artificial
The brother of Cain
Corded material
Dry

Wild"

Call of the

movie career

(initials)

73 A single unit
74 Two-toed sloth
75 An ex-Governor of New York
76 She married Gene Raymond in

spirired horse

42 Either
43 Symbol for Tellurium
44 His lasr name is Hobson
45 To think
46 Brian Aherne will play opposite her in "Glitter
47 Possessive pronoun
49 Tantalum (abbr.)
40"
50 The romantic interest in "Life Begins at
56 The star of the "Show Boat" radio hour
out
57 To leave
60 The tenth par; of anything
61 The month of showers
63 A mark or blemish
65 A sacred image
66 The lovely Polish girl in "The Wedding Night
67 To carry or convey

[j ij ii

aiaa

71 The sun god
72 Masculine pronoun

remarkable

A

26 A prefix
28 A solemn declaration of truth telling
29 Franchor Tone's father in "Reckless"
31 He attended Santa Clara University

40

(initials)

.

Song For

34 Angry

44 Solemn promise
46 Enchanrment
48 A well known orchestra conductor
49 To lessen gradually
51 Now vacationing in Europe

55 Independence
58 Type measure
59 Partake of food
61 Part of verb "to be"
62 He has abandoned tennis

"My

10 Paul Lukas' secretary in "Age of Indiscretion"
11 Definite arricle (Fr.)
12 Letter of the Greek alphabet
13 His next picture will be "A Tale of Two Cities"
20 She is under contract to Columbia (initials)
21 To touch lightly
22 Paid publicity
24 Speech of hesitancy
tract of land (abbr.)
25

_

52 Definite article
53 Son of Mohamet
Warner player
54

the musical picture

star of

You"

14

16
17

The

9

Your Dance"

>f

to Last Month's Puzzle
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'Blue,
"DO

I

USE

^

LUX?" says Alice Faye.

"/insist on it!

One of the first things I tell a new maid is that
she must never, never use anything but Lux for my
stockings or sweaters or

"If a
She says then

thing

is

any of my personal

washable at

there's

much

things.

Mabel Luxes

no 'luck' about

their 'brand-new' look so

Never

all,

it.

it.

Things keep

longer.

are Alice Faye's lovely things rubbed

with cake soap, or subjected to ordinary soaps
with harmful alkali. These things might easily
ruin delicate threads or fade colors.

harmful

alkali!

There's

summer

Lux has no

no end

to the applause your precious

frocks will get if they're cared for this

way. Just test a bit of the material in clear
water first if it's safe in water, a whisk through

—

Lux completely recaptures

its

crisp perfection.

You'll be wise to follow this care for stockings,

Lux

too.

Then

is

especially

made

to save

elasticity.

threads give instead of breaking into runs

so easily. Stockings

fit

Specified in all big

better

— wear longer!

Hollywood studios

"All the washable costumes in the Fox studio are
Luxed because Lux is so safe," says wardrobe supervisor Royer. "It protects colors and materials, keeps
costumes new longer! It works such magic that I'd
have to have it if it cost five times as much!"

DON'T TRUST TO LUCK-TRUST TO
THE CUNEO PRESS.

INC..

CHICAGO

"Freshly Luxed feminine frills
melt any man's heart," says
ALICE FAYE, petite Fox star,
appearing in "Argentina."
will

the many
women who prefer

A.mong
distinguished

Camel's costlier tobaccos:
MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE
Philadelphia

MISS

MARY BYRD

Richmond

MRS. POWELL CABOT
Boston

MRS.

THOMAS M. CARNEGIE,

JR.

New York
MRS.

J.

GARDNER COOLIDGE,

II

Boston

MRS. BYRD

WARWICK DAVENPORT
Richmond

MRS. ERNEST

DU PONT,

JR.

Wilmington
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''NATURALLY L LLKE CAMELS BEST.

..."

MISS BEATRICE BARCLAY ELPHINSTONE
"They're so muck milder and liave so muck more
flavor to them," says this

charming representative

of

N ew York's discriminating younger

are

tremendously popular with us

"They

set.

all

hecause

tkey never make your nerves jumpy or upset.

And
you

smoking
if

a

Camel really does sometking for
you smoke a Camel and you

you're tired

—

CAMELS ARE MILDER!

feel

new —-it

like

gives

you

just

enough

'lift.'"

Camel releases your
own latent energy in a safe way fatigue vanishes.
And you can enjoy a Camel just as often as you
wish, hecause Camels never upset the nerves.
iSmoke a mild, fragrant Camel the next time you
That

is

hecause smoking a

—

and see what a difference

are tired,

MADE FROM
TURKISH AND DOMESTIC

makes.

MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS...
.THAN ANY OTHER POPULAR BRAND

FINER,
..

it

Write For

A

Beautiful

Photogra
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ALABAMA GIRL WITH PERFECT TEETH

SAYS:

"Only Listerine Tooth Paste for me
it keeps teeth so white and lustrous"
.

OUre looking at

Miss Josephine Kidd of

Birmingham, Ala., who came to New York on a
flying visit but stayed to pursue a successful career as
a photographer's and artist's model. Her fine, white
teeth— perfect, if you please— won her first job for her.

"Our

family has used Listerine

years," says Miss Kidd. "I think
tive

and

Tooth

it is

of the credit for the healthy condition of

If

Paste for

the most effecit

most

my

teeth

safest dentifrice I ever used. I give

and gums.

And

it's

.

now. You will be delighted to find out how quickly
and how thoroughly it cleans teeth without harming
precious enamel. You'll like the sparkle and lustre

modern polishing agents impart to tooth surfaces.
And you will welcome that marvelous feeling of
mouth freshness that follows its use. LAMBERT
Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Missouri.
its

TO USERS OF TOOTH POWDER
Your

druggist has a new, quick-cleansing, gentle-acting, entirely soapless tooth powder worthy of the Listerine name.

so economical!"

you've not tried Listerine Tooth Paste, do so

REGULAR LARGE SIZE

_ Listerine

25^

TOOTH POWDER

DOUBLE

SIZE

2%

40^

oz.

25£ _

THE YEAR'S OUTSTANDING ROMANTIC COMEDY!
It

kappened

in

young

fugitive

Atexico wken two

went over tke

lovers

korder and tken found out tkat tkey

couldn

t

get kackl You'll roar

witk

laugkter at tke fast-moving series
of amusing difficulties tkat almost

wrecked

tkeir

motor

trailer

and

tkeir

constantly interrupted romance

vs.
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an
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Cjfmall production
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Directed by
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WALL
The

THAT

heart of a

woman. "We

man

love",

KNOW... I KNOW BY LOVE ALONE"

I

called to the heart of a
it

said,

"and love

fidelity, insight

and

skill

which made "David

Copperfield" an unforgettable experience.

is all."

Heart answered heart. With eyes open to

what she was leaving forever behind her,

BARTHOLOMEW

she went where love called... to dark, despair or unimaginable bliss.

deep,

human

It is

a

drama of

emotions, of man and

gripped by circumstance,

(\ou remember him

woman

moved by

with

MAY ROBSON

forces

as

"David Copperfield")

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN
•

BASIL

RATHBONE

bigger than they— a great drama, portrayed

CLARENCE BROWN'S

by players of genius and produced with the

Production

A Metro Goldwyn- May er
•

4

Picture

Produced by David

0.

Selznick
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so
completely
probably be Christmas before
I can stop drooling about her.
I have just
come from the preview of "Alice Adams,"
and I have never in all my life seen any-

that
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does not sign autographs."
Sevwhen I read in the newspaper that a cop had chased La Flepburn
right to the studio gates, and presented her
with a ticket which she had to autograph,
I was so pleased I said nuts to calories and
drank a chocolate malted milk. I resented
the fact that she ducked and dodged the
photographers instead of smiling sweetly
for the boys who, after all, are only trying
to make an honest living, and my favorite
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Did I laugh!
over now.
Hepburn is no
longer my pet pain-in-the-ncck.
After
"Alice Adams" she can do anything and
I'd only gurgle, "Isn't she wonderful." But,
strange to say, "Alice" seems to have had a
softening effect on Hepburn too. She came
to the preview with George Cukor.
She
didn't run lor the nearest alley exit as
soon as it was over. Giggling like an embarrassed school-girl, just like "Alice" herself, she left the theatre, beaming on everyone who extended congratulations.
And
migosh, she signed autographs by the hunNoah's Flood.

Pearl Beyond Price

So What!
The

gallantry, "You ran and we thought you
us to chase you."
And of course
I got a hearty laugh out of the time
(it
was after the preview of "Little Women")
that she ducked into an alley to dodge her
fans and got locked out into the worst
downpour that California has had since
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will

autographs— one day I had two autograph
albums returned to me with the note, "Miss

Where All Good Writers Go

Mrs. Lukas Has the Magyar

it

thing as exquisite as the Hepburn performance.
If those poops don't give the
Academy Award to Katie this year for her
"Alice" I shall get to hell out of this benighted country, but methinks I needn't
start worrying about a passport as yet for
already I hear the Academicians chip chip
chipping away on a little gold statuette for
our Miss Hepburn.
Now I have never liked Katie. I warmed
to her a little in "Morning Glory," and I
tolerated her in "Little Women," and the
rest of the time I was Old Frozen Face
herself.
Besides I had a whole pile of resentments. I particularly resented the fact
that she was too darned high hat to sign

24.

Gwin

Julia

Hepburn-mad,

completely

18

Helen Smith

sad I
to relate, and after
these years too, that I have gone

It is

all

Cities"
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Fay Wray Is the Flower of Experience
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Hollywood

A LETTER FROM LIZA

Pace
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#

it's

all

dreds!
And Gee Whiz (as
Alice said) she posed for
I
photographers!
couldn't
have been more surprised.
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WHICH
ONE
Will

On

Which popular player will receive the most
win the Silver Screen Medal? You

top?

votes and
can vote

for any player on
whether the photograph is on

the
this

screen,

page or

not.

This Contest For The

1935

Silver Screen

Gold Medal Will Decide Which Player
Is

The Most Popular One

BELOWyour

the ballot which will enable you to vote
Fill
favorite in this interesting contest.
out the ballot with the name of the player who
should, in your opinion, receive this medal.
On the screen during this past year, Shirley Temple has
held her own against all comers. Will this Medal contest
prove that, in the hearts of the fans, little Shirley reigns
supreme? Or will Claudette Colbert, the Academy Award
Winner, win this Medal for popularity?
This impartial contest is decided solely by the votes
of the readers and it establishes definitely which player
stands pre-eminent— The Most Popular Player on the
Screen.
The previous awards of the Silver Screen Gold Medal
Contest were won by Joan Crawford (1933) and Clark
Gable (1934).
will win the medal this year?
It is your privilege to help in this award, and if you
mail
the ballot in, you will, in a small
take the trouble to

Remember the medal is for the MOST POPULAR
PLAYER. Cast your vote for the player whom you like
the best.
larity for

in

The Most

Ballot,

This contest

The Player

Votes Will Be Awarded

days

A player in Hollywood enjoys his or her popuonly a few years. Vote for your favorite so that
to come he or she will have this enduring

memento.

Who

Out This

Screen.

measure, have paid in part for the hours of happiness
you have received. There will be an additional ballot in
the November Silver Screen. You can vote as many times
Each copy of Silver Screen for September,
as you wish.
Polls close
October and November carries one ballot.
November 7, 1935 and no ballots received after that day
will be counted.
In the event of a tie, medals of equal value will be
awarded to each tying contestant.

is

for

Fill

On The

man

or

who

receives

is

not limited.

woman. The medal
the most

You can

will
votes.

vote for either a

be awarded to the one

Receiving

The Medal.

Help

To Award The

Silver Screen
SILVER SCREEN
I

GOLD MEDAL CONTEST,

193

5

Medal

Who

Gold

Is

The

vote for

Most Popular Player

Voter

On The

Address
City

.

.

Screen?

State

Send to Silver Screen Gold Medal Editor,
45 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y.
6

Silver Screen

TAGE MISS GLORY
.

.

.

and

you'll find magical

Marion Davies in her
picture for

—her

Don't think you're dreaming! All

finest

first

Warner Bros,
for anybody!

these celebrated

are in the cast of Marion's first
Cosmopolitan production for Warners:— Pat O'Brien,
Dick Powell, Frank McHugh, Mary Astor, Allen
Jenkins, LyleTalbot, Patsy Kelly, and a dozen others.
stars

for

really

October

1935
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THE

Screen
"The Big Broadcast of 1936"
Is

The

tainment
Stars,

Word

Last
It

In Enter-

Has Everything

Laughs,

—
A

Songs,

Dancing Chorus And Romance.
in a while a picture
ONCE
standard and makes you

comes along that

feel

sets

a

new

that at last perfection has

been reached— that nothing can ever surpass

its

all

around

excellence.
Such a picture is Paramount's "Big Broadcast of 1936."
The reason of course is that the players are so completely
competent that they can make the most of the excellent songs
and comedy dialogue. Jack Oakie, George Burns and Gracie
Allen, Lyda Roberti, Wendy Barrie, Henry Wadsworth, Bing

Crosby,

Amos

'n'

Andy, Ethel Merman, Mary Boland, Charles

Ruggles and the many other talented stars in
ry screen entertainment to a new high.

this picture car-

"Isn't love the sweetest thing, Georgie-Por-

gie?"

Gracie

Allen

and George Burns in
masterParamount's
piece.

8

Silver Screen

Reached

its

Peak

?

Bing Crosby sings
the hit song of the
season, "I

On

Paramount

Wished

the Moon."

Pictures

May Take

A Bow For Bringing To The
Screen A Group Of Comedians
Lyda

Roberti
and Jack Oakie
take

the
step

first

and
next they
know they are
in
their dance
for
"The Big
of
Broadcast
193 6."

false

That Cannot Be Surpassed
In This

World Today.

the

for

October 1935
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PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE

TEST...rne
..

.

at our

.

expense!

©lie

European Touch

*{l have

m y HIPS
9

The True Magyars Love
Well Cooked, Well Served Dinner.

Mrs. Paul Lukas Has

REDUCED

For

A

INCHES"

By Ruth Corbm

NO

YOUNG wife ever began her
life under more difficulties
and facing more problems than did
married

Daisy

Reared

Lukas,

when

she

in luxury, with

serious than

married

Paul.

no thoughts more

what concert or

social

enter-

tainment she would attend next, or what
she was going to wear, she found herself
suddenly facing the same problems that
every young wife does, when she is untutored in household management. More of
them, in fact, for she was in a strange
country, without friends or relatives to help
and guide her. She was unable to under-

"I read an 'ad' of the

Perfolastic
. . .

Company

and sent

for

FREE

folder."

"They allowed me to
wear their Perforated
Girdle for 10 days on
trial."

"The massage

- like
action did it... the fat

seemed
away."

to have melted

"In a very short time
my hips
I had reduced
9 INCHES and my
weight SO pounds."

REDUCE
> INCHES
9

.

.

WE

town

and her mother was of

******* Those little stars mean that a
went by without further incident.
Then, Daisy went to Budapest for the winter social season.
There was the usual
round of parties, theatres and balls. It

year

was

inevitable that she should see Paul
again, for he was playing at the Gaiety
Theatre and was recognized as the best
actor in Budapest. Again, across the footlights, their eyes met and clung, and the
three red roses appeared again.
However,
this time, Paul succeeded in finding a mutual acquaintance to introduce them and
they had tea together the following afternoon. That was the beginning of a swift
and enchanting courtship.
Soon they decided to marry and come to
America. Paul had a good agent in New
York who succeeded in getting a contract
with Paramount for him.
But when he
landed in America, he knew no more of
the English language and customs than
Daisy did. They went through a horrible
month in the big town, before they were
finally summoned to Hollywood.
When
they went out to dine, they could only
get food by pointing for it on the bill of
fare and usually this resulted in their getting impossible items.
Sometimes they got
two different kinds of soup, or tea, coffee

a° d hVp!

you nothing!

costs

/f

She was thrilled likewise at first sight of
him.
The next afternoon, she received
three long, red roses without so much as a
card, but her intuition told her who the
sender was.
She attended every performance in which Paul appeared after that,
and each afternoon she received three red
However, beyond a fleeting glance
roses.
of recognition, they remained unknown.
Daisy's rather was a man of importance in

little

lO DA<£

IN
.

u

stand the simplest conversation, as she knew
not one word of English, having been educated in her native Hungary.
She can laugh about those first years now,
but she acknowledges it was no laughing
matter when she was living through them.
Her romance with Paul was one of those
hard-to-believe, fiction-sounding sort. Paul
was playing a limited engagement at the
She attended
theatre in her home town
an evening performance with a party of
friends and he looked up into her box and
recognized her instantly as the One Woman.

the

aristocratic
lineage,
so
although
Paul
longed to meet her and she thrilled to his
performances in the theatre, there was no
mutual friend to introduce them to each
other. Finally, the play ended it's run, and
Paul returned to Budapest.

WANT you

to try the Perfolastic
Girdle and Uplift Brassiere. Test
them for yourself for 10 days absolutely
FREE. Then, if without diet, drugs or exercise, you have not reduced at least 3
inches around waist and hips, they will
cost you nothing!

Reduce Quickly, Easily, and Safely!
B The massage-like action of these famous Perfo-

Reducing garments takes the place of months
of tiring exercises and dieting. Worn next to the
body with perfect safety, the Perfolastic gently massages away the surplus fat with every movement,
stimulating the body once more into energetic
health.
lastic

Don't Wait

Any

Longer.

. .

Act Today!

You
H
nitely

can prove to yourself quickly and defiwhether or not these very efficient reducing
garments will reduce you. You do not need to risk
one penny . . • try them for 10 days at our expense.

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!-

PERFOLASTIC,
Dept. 7310

41

EAST 42nd

ST.,

Inc.

New York, N.Y.

Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing and illustrating the now Perfolastic Girdle and Erassiere, alsosample of
perforated rubher and particulars of your 10 -DAY FREE

TRIM, OFFER.

Name
At

Address.
Use Coupon
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i

tenny Fost Card

the home of Paul Lukas the after
dinner coffee is not served in the dining
room. Mrs. Lukas cuts the cake.

Silver Screen

and milk at one serving. Finally, they
wandered by chance into a cafeteria. While
they were standing to one side wondering
how they might get some service, a young
Hungarian counter-man overheard their
conversation and explained the procedure
They never went near a restauto them.
rant or cafe again but ate all of their meals
in a cafeteria where they could see what
they were getting.
From the first, they enjoyed American
Paul, especially, went native on the
foods.
question of eating. Today, he enjoys and
has only American dishes served in his
home, unless he is entertaining friends
from Hungary. At which time, they are
served native Hungarian foods. Daisy told
me however, that Hungarian dishes are not
at all as Americans think they are.
For
instance, Hungarian goulash is not the dish
we serve under this name but is merely an
excellent soup.
When they first came to America, Paul
was signed at a modest salary to appear in
Paramount Productions. They came west
a few weeks after they landed in New York,
and took an apartment in Hollywood not
far from the studio.
It was a comfortable

<otVi

LcWv add-

ALLUREto a CLOSE-UP"?

but unpretentious one and Daisy attempted
to do light housekeeping in order to make
ends meet. They felt that success was just
around the corner, but they wanted to
purchase a new car and they did not want
Their first economy
to run into debt.
measure was their decision to do without
Daisy learned how to scramble
a maid.
eggs successfully.
It was the beginning of
her many cooking adventures.

During

their

first

month of marriage,
upon melba toast

they lived almost entirely

and scrambled

eggs.
Finally, they both
reached the point where they could not
look another egg in the face, but happily,
Paul's first picture found favor with his
studio bosses and so the newlyweds decided
to hire a cook.

Although she cannot cook very successhappy faculty of
knowing how it should be done, and she is
therefore able to keep her kitchen and
household running smoothly. She has one
of the most beautiful sets of crystal glassware in all Hollywood. Her father owned
a crystal factory and the Lukas home is

fully herself, Daisy has the

filled

with real

museum

Don't risk OILY, straggly

locks,

or

dull hair.

YOUR TYPE

Use the individual shampoo for

pieces of crystal,
beggar des-

DRY,

of

and her table appointments

hair to bring out

cription.

Paul likes nothing better than sword fish,
halibut and salmon steaks. In fact, he frequently flies to San Francisco in order to
have lunch at the Fisherman's Wharf Cafe,
which specializes in sea foods. Paul says
it is
the only place that serves abalone
steak and swordfish exactly as he prefers
it.
He flies up in time for lunch and reWhich
turns home the same afternoon.
makes some kind of a record or other. I
can't think of any other man who flies
eight hundred miles merely to please his
palate.

Paul is a real aviation enthusiast but
Daisy isn't. She prefers a good motor car

However, this difference in
a plane.
hobbies doesn't interfere with their fondness for each other or any of their vacato

tion plans.
He is a licensed pilot

own

and he owns

For

Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo is simply
grand because it's a treatment as well
as a shampoo. Gets your hair clean as
. • .

rinses easily

. . .

and

besides, it

gently astringent. Tends to tighten
up those flabby oil glands that flood

is

your hair with oil! Helps each shampoo actually to improve the quality of
your hair!
Packer's Pine Tar

Shampoo

especially for oily hair by the
of Packer's famous Tar Soap.

made
makers

is

DRY HAIR

Never, never shampoo the dry type of
hair with a drying soap or liquid! Use
Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo— an emollient treatment made especially for dry
hair. In addition to rich olive oil, it
contains glycerine to soften your hair
and make it shine.

Shampoo as frequently as you like
with Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo. It
is

safe

.

.

.

made by

now.
For breakfast, Paul has grapefruit, 01
orange juice, toast, cereal and coffee. He
likes Greek honey with muffins occasionally
[Continued on page 13]
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for

more

PACKERS

SHAMPOOS

PINE
TAR

OLIVE
OIL

it

for

specialists in the

and scalp

care of the hair
than 60 years.

his

He was an

aviator during the
World War, having enlisted in an Hungarian aviation corps at the beginning of
the conflict.
He insists that his war acThat he did
tivities were very ordinary.
only what was required of him and never
went on any lone bombing excursions or
accomplished any spectacular deeds of heroism. Which, as he naively points out, may
be the reason why he is alive to talk about

plane.

For OILY HAIR

silk

beauty

its

for

DRY

hair
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Tell

Me?
"Did you hear about the
two fleas who were saving up to buy a dog?"
asked Wendy Barrie.
"No, I'll bite," cracked
Melvyn Douglass.
Michael Bartlett said that
he would jump at the
chance and Louis Hay-

ward said,
Wendy, but

"Tell

say that I, too, have
a favorite.
I think

Una Merkel

us,

of

from

start

scratch."

HAVE WONDERED

for a long time
Pat O'Brien's innate possibilities
received so little recognition. 'Oil for
the Lamps of China' should open new and

I

why

abundant

fields

End Skin

Dry Yeast —

Troubles with

Supplies

More of

Element that Tones up Digestive
Tract and Ends Cause of Many
Complexion Faults— Easy to Eat

for
this
fine
dramatic
B. Connell of Prospect

Edna

actor," writes

Rd., Des Moines, la.
"What woman can
ever forget this real Pat, bringing the Chow
puppy to Josephine Hutchinson in an effort
to divert her from her grief over the loss
of her child?
Producers, exhibitors, fans,
I give you Pat O'Brien, the great American

Husband-Ideal."
That's the

oil.

all

eruptions,

blotches,

common

the

troubles caused by a sluggish system
tors have long advised yeast.

skin

—doc-

Now science finds that this corrective food
is far

more

effective if eaten dry!

~

Tests reveal that from dry yeast the system receives almost twice as much of the
precious element that stimulates intestinal
action and helps to free the body of poisons.

The digestive juices can more easily break
down dry yeast cells and extract their rich

B— the

tonic substance
which makes yeast so valuable for correcting
the cause of many skin ills.
stores of vitamin

No wonder Yeast Foam Tablets have
brought relief to so many men and women.
These pleasant tablets bring you yeast in
the form science now knows is most effective.
This improved yeast quickly tones up the
intestinal nerves and muscles, strengthens
digestion, promotes more regular elimination.
With the true cause of your trouble corrected, your skin should soon clear up!
FREE! This beautiful

tilted mirror. Gives
perfect close-up. Leaves both
hands free to put on make-up.

Amazingly convenient. Sent
free for an empty Yeast Foam
Tablet carton. Use the coupon.

NORTHWESTERN YEAST

CO.,
1750 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
I enclose empty Yeast Foam Tablet carton. Please
send me the handy tilted make-up mirror.
SC. 10-35

Name
Address

!

|

HAVE

would
seeing
Virginia
"I

111.

thoroughly

enjoy

again,"

writes

it

State.

Never

realized that impulsiveness got 'em.

"JEAN
comedy

HARLOW

FITS like a glove into
and her dancing is superb.

roles,

She wasn't even pretty a few years back,
but presto! almost over night she became
the most beautiful and glamorous star of

them all," writes
dustrial City, Mo.
stunningly and
It

voice

and

the best stars in a musical representation.
They both have splendid voices and I know
everyone would love to see them again.
Please do not fail the public in their request, for they will be patiently waiting for
another musical representation by these
co-stars."

leads in letters this

is

in love.

is

"I'VE JUST SEEN 'Broadway Gondolier.'
was so wonderful that I'm still under its
spell," writes Liza Losco.
"Dick Powell is
so romantic!
And has such
a grand voice!
When he
sang 'Rose in Her Hair,'
he took my breath away
completely.
Dick Powell,
you're marvelous."
It

Soimds

month.

like

a

so?ig.

FRANCES NUGERMAN
of Detroit, Mich., writes: "I
am sending a compliment
to our own lovable Shirley

his striking

good looks, and his leading
These two are
lady, Jeanette MacDonald.

Eddy

"She

must be that Jean

age 18

son Eddy, with his wonderful

Velma Rypkema

of Ingraceful, dresses
has a glorious smile."

Contest on

to produce another picture starring Nel-

Temple. I think we should
call her America's little sweetheart because
everyone loves her so much.
Like Mary
Pickford, she is adorable and shows wonderful talent. People in Detroit have gone
wild over this lovely

we want more

personality and

little

we want Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell. It seems so
long since we have had the pleasure of having them together.
What has become of
of her.

Also

He was always my faPaul Kelly? We want more
He is the real kind and the

George Bancroft?

ment

of

Glenwood

Ave., Port

Mich., sends "Orchids to Una
For years I've read this departin the Silver Screen and I wish to

Huron,

.

"MAY

M-G-M

to

screen."

Now you're talking.

See Letter

German of Fowler,
make a special plea

JACK KILROY
.

12

win medals.

"I
SEEN the wonderful
musical
'Naughty
Marietta' three times and

Merkel.
City

to

one

artists

I SAY a few words in praise of
that wonderful actor, Fredric March?
He
has been my favorite ever since I can remember, and now I have come to the point
where my admiration is so great, that I
couldn't resist this opportunity to express
it," writes Catherine Wall of Powelton Ave.,
West Philadelphia, Pa. "He has the most
charming personality of any actor on the
screen today and when it comes to acting,
he has them all stopped. That irresistible,
that charming voice and those impulsive
ways would appeal to any girl's heart.
(They do to mine, anyway.) He is simply

con-

tinue her 'naturalness' in the pictures, for
it
is a real
treat.
To go to the movies
these days and find a star acting so natural,
rather than dramatizing every movement
in the entire picture is a treat indeed. And,
such a treat is always in store for one when
the star is Claudette Colbert. No wonder
Claudette is continually being recognized
as outstanding, for she deserves all the
praise coming her way.
An attractive,
beautiful girl, with all the appeal one
could ask for combined with her 'natural
way,'
make her 100%, " writes Helen
McGovern of Clove Ave., Haverstraw, N. Y.

The way

is

finest

GRAND."

"LET CLAUDETTE COLBERT
CORRECT ugly
TOsallowness
—

the

on the

vorite.
And
of him, too.

only kind."

George will be pleased, Frances.

Silver Screen

The European Touch
[Continued from page

He

for breakfast.

says

it is

world and he buys

in the

shop in Hollywood that

amount

He

of

it
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"Wash hand-knits with

IVORY FLAKES

the finest honey
from a small
imports a small
it

yearly.

URGE THE MAKERS OF MINERVA YARNS

or nothing for lunch.
Sometimes, he goes without his noonday
meal entirely, or else has only a green salad
of lettuce, watercress and chicory, with
French salad dressing.
For dinner, he likes either cream of asparagus or mushroom soup. His favorite
entree is steak, rare, with English mustard.
He also likes broiled lamb chops with spineats

The

ach.

little

latter

is

39

favorite vegetable.

his

His only real dislike in foods is green peas.
He does not care much for American breads
either, but prefers melba toast and pumpernickle.

Daisy often cooks for him a dish that he
and for which she has no name. It
is simply a combination of equal parts of
fresh tomatoes, green peppers and Bermuda
onions, chopped fine and mixed together
with sausages, which have likewise been
chopped up, and the entire mixture is
fried in deep, hot fat, with salt, pepper and
paprika to taste.
There is another dish she prepares foi
him, which is made of chicken cut up and
boiled with carrots.
In a separate container, she boils rice until done and adds it
to the boiled chicken and carrots letting
likes

it all

He

simmer

for five or ten

minutes longer.

dessert and
While Daisy leaves
fresh fruits for salads.
the preparation of the dinner largely to
the cook, she takes over the responsibility
of making Paul's favorite pastries.
After
dinner they have dessert and demi tasse in
the living-room before a cheerful log fire,
for California fall evenings are usually
chilly.
As Daisy pointed out, Hungarians
are fond of food and they are leisurely
likes

stewed fruits

for

about enjoying it. Dinner is an event and
not just nourishment to keep them going.
Conversation and laughter can make a
good dinner seem even better.
Daisy is quite modest about claiming any
laurels where cooking is concerned but I
stayed to tea and she served some cake
which she had baked for Paul. It is his
favorite pastry and she calls it Hollywood
cake, because it is a mixture of several
recipes and she learned to bake it during
her hectic month of housekeeping when she
first came west.
It is good, too, and the
frosting looked as if it had been sculptured.
She told me that she bought a little frosting gadget with which she decorates her
cakes, at a nearby notion store, but even
when it is not used, the cake is quite at-

1. TAKE MEASUREMENTS or
on heavy paper.

trace out-

line of sweater

is

want

it

to

its first

become

little-sister's-size after

washing! Wool

is

sensitive

—

it

shrinks at the mere mention of rubbing,

hot water or an impure soap!

So wash your woolens with respectful
care.

And be

especially sure to use cool

suds of Ivory Flakes.

Why Ivory Flakes?

2. SQUEEZE LUKEWARM SUDS

of pure

Well, listen to what the makers of

Do

not rub,

Minerva yarns

Ivory Flakes through garment

say:

"We

feel that Ivory

Flakes are safest for fine woolens be-

twist or let stretch.

cause Ivory

is

really

pure

— protects the

natural oils that keep wool soft and

springy."

Read

the washing directions

page, follow

them

carefully

on

— and

this

your

hand-knits will always stay lovely as new!

her recipe:

Hollywood Cake
Yolks of 8 eggs
iy± cups granulated
sugar
% cup water
2Vi cups pastry flour

— when you put a lot

of time into knitting a sweater you don't

tractive.

Here

Knit one, purl one

%

cup butter

3 level teaspoons

baking powder
1

tablespoon vanilla

3.

RINSE 3 TIMES

of same temperature.

in

lukewarm water

Knead out excess

99 44/ IOO O/o

PURE

moisture in bath towel.

once,
then measure, add baking
Sift
flour
Sift sugar, then
sift three times.
measure. Cream butter, add sugar gradually and
yolks
until thick and
cream thoroughly. Beat
lemon color, then add them to butter and sugar
and stir thoroughly. Add water and flour alterPut in
nately, then flavor and stir very hard.
slow oven until raised to top of pan then increase
Bake 40 to 50 minutes.
heat and brown.

powder and

For this cake which is a nice gold color
and of fine texture Daisy uses a mocha
icing which she prepares as follows:
1

cup powdered sugar

2 tablespoons butter
1

teaspoon cocoa

%

teaspoon vanilla

2 tablespoons cold
coffee

Cream butter, add both sugar and cocoa gradualAdd vanilla, then coffee gradually until the
mixture is smooth, creamy and thick enough to
spread evenly.

4. DRY

FLAT, easing back (or

WHEN

DRY, appearance

is

improved by

ly.

for

October 1935

stretch-

ing) to original outline.

light pressing

under damp

cloth.

IVOR Y FLAKES
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Luise Rainer has
"the most wonderful eyes in
Europe."

EYES BEHIND GLASSES!

Beautiful Eyes
The

Make-Up Tricks
Give Your Eyes More Beauty.

Lots of women we know

hesitate to wear
glasses because they believe them unflattering. Not a bit, if you beautify your eyes!
Glasses make them look smaller so enlarge

—

with Kurlash, the little implethem
ment that curls back your lashes lastingly
between soft rubber bows. Your lashes appear longer and darker. Your eyes look
.

.

Latest

.

brighter, deeper! Opticians recommend Kurlash because it keeps your lashes
from touching your glasses. $1, at good stores.

L ee

By Mary

larger,

THE

to

tlvz

oGmjz

Don't neglect your eyebrows, either! TweezETTE, which "tweezes" out an offending
hair at the touch of a button, is the easiest
way known to shape your brows, painlessly,
at home. Make them conform to the upper
curve of your glasses, and the latter will be
less noticeable! $1, also, at your drug store.

Old World, when there were
and kings and brave knights
win— ladies learned the power be-

INprinces

hind a pair of sparkling eyes. And they
must have passed the secrets down to their
children and
their
children's
children.
When you look at Luise Rainer, newcomer
from Vienna, and almost too lovely as she
plays in "Escapade," your heart goes somersaulting at the sheer beauty shining
through her eyes. You fairly marvel at
the way the lustre and depth of her big,
dark eyes come to you from an ordinary
black-and-white screen!

We're willing to wager that some of
the stars from Europe are responsible for
the "feature your eyes" craze that's come
All
of which,
in our
over make-up.
opinion, is as it should be.
There are many things that will make

Love comes first, but
you can't turn that on and off like an
Restful sleep and freedom
electric light.
from worry are important. There's a very
special knack in selecting clothes and costume jewelry that bring out the color and
Harmless eye drops
lights in your eyes.
your eyes

\Jt/iU

'

(Md Kit

to

create

shine.

sparkle

take

the

place

of

the

Eye packs and lotions refresh tired eyes and take out the
redness that's death to lustre. And above
all, there's make-up!
There's practically nothing make-up can't
be made to do for your eyes. We're really

dangerous Belladonna.

Behind your glasses, you can use eye makeup liberally and defy detection! Try Shadette, at $1, to give your eyes size and allure.
And the little marvel Lashpac to travel in
your handbag everywhere. It holds a stick
of mascara for accenting brows and a little
brush to groom them later. Also $1. Write
me if you aren't sure what shades to use!

Jane Heath

will gladly send you personal advice on
eye beauty if you drop her a note care oj Department
D-10. The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N. Y. The
Kurlash Company oj Canada, at Toronto, 3.

14

deluged with new eye shadows, colored masand tricks of applying rouge to spotlight your eyes. As for eyelashes and brows
—that all depends on you! You can make
them what you want them.
Smart make-up must feature the eyes.
Go light on rouge. However, it can be
used in trick ways to center attention on
your eyes. Lips must have color, but not
compelling enough to steal the show from
As for make-up of your eyes
your eyes.
themselves— that, as the Duchess said, is
caras

art!

The new

eye shadows are almost every
under the sun except red. You must
not allow one bit of red near your eyelids.
Rouge will help to make your eyes look
bright, though, if you shade it very delicately up toward your temples.
And you
can disguise dark circles or a tired look
under your eyes by bringing the rouge

color

right

up

Blue

to

the lower

lids.

one of the most popular colors
for eyes shadow, and if you use a dark
enough shade, you can put it on your
eyelashes and a bit on your eyebrows, too.
You blue-eyed gals don't have to stick to
blue, though. Green will do things for
most of you, especially if you're wearing
clothes that give your eyes a greenish cast.
A touch of purple can be lovely, but you've
got to apply it very lightly.
A lot of
is

mauve

is being used, and it's flattering to
almost everyone because it has a way of
blending with the natural shadows around
the eyes.
Green and purple eye shadows are good
when you're wearing white, and, strange
to say, purple is good with blue.
There's
a shade of amethyst with matching mascara
that is ravishing with purple and practically every shade of blue.
A deep emerald
gives your eyes allure when you're being
demure in black or white. Sapphire shadow
lights the diamonds in China-blue eyes.
It's good with any of the lighter or brighter
shades, but not to be worn with the deep,
rich colors. Although black eye shadow is
doing something of a fade-out, brown is
still the favorite color for brunettes in the
day-time.
Some of the eye shadows are
iridescent and with others you can add a
final touch of gold, silver, or Stardust to
make the lids glitter.
Like rouge, eye shadow is most popular
When you apply cream
in a cream form.
eye shadow, you should use a foundation

cream

first,

The shadow
your eyelid,

you do for cream rouge.
start from the center of
right down next to your lashes.

just as

should

Silver Screen

and be shaded up

to the eyebrows and out
toward the temples. You don't put any
under your eyes at all.
Eyelashes should be dark.
Unless you
use a deep shade of eye shadow, don't try
Stick to brown or
to match it in mascara.

Why do

'

minds misbehave

THE PSYCHIATRIST OFFERS

The same goes for eyebrows.
Of course, you want long lashes to work
on— and you can have them! The good
eyelash tonic creams work very quickly.

TWO ANSWERS

black.

296
Case No.
Age <i y
u
V
Miss °- H ;V
En£li sh in
Wig
ssful
Teacher of
_
school.
high
bu tor
work-"
her
in her
telle 1
d
tured by d
r

you don't go in for mascara or a cream
darkener, use a little eyelash cream to finish
Rub it in where the
off your make-up.
lids and lashes join, then brush some into
Brush the lashes up— that
your lashes.
curve.
Winx,
helps train the upward
whose mascara is such a favorite, has a
little tube of eyelash tonic cream colored
black or brown, so you can darken your
lashes at the same time you groom them
and stimulate their growth. They have a
colorless cream for night use, too.
One of the trickiest gadgets we've seen for
eye make-up is a little eyelash comb. You
simply run it through your lashes after
you've made them up to give them a
smooth, silky finish and remove any excess
Speaking of gadgets to help you
cosmetic.
If

make your

eyes

beautiful,

Kurlash

suP?^
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.
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CURE:
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made
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Secure, un^HeSl*affectionof

takes

L

I

55e

knob

that opens
the hair,
push another knob, and Tweezette pulls
It all happens so quickly,
out the hair.
the pain's almost taken out of tweezing.
Unless you're devoted to your eyeDrow
pencil, you can do a good job of darkening
your brows with mascara (either cream or

over

Case Mo. 432
Aee*l.
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Mrs. T.O.V. e
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Frequently
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"Accident
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DIAGNOSIS.
fear that
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i

First, brush your brows the
cake).
way until they're all fury. Then

wrong
put a

mascara evenly over the brush, and
up the hairs on the under side.
When you've finished darkening the hairs,
brush them down flat and shape the brows,
giving them a few extra strokes to bring
out the gloss. Try to keep the color on
little

touch

the hairs themselves
the skin underneath.

the school

suspri
Paranoid
r
ions
D IAGttOSIS.

prize!

tweezer. You push a little
the jaws, place the jaws

Maliciously-

iSSVrVo

There's a new and improved
"turner-upper" to give you curling lashes
Twizzors is the latest. It's like
instantly.
tweezers grafted on a dainty pair of maniBesides being pretty, with
cure scissors.
handles in the latest dressing table shades,
it's shaped so it lets you see what you are
doing when you go after that elusive hair.
Then there's Tweezette, an automatic
first

;a r

and not

get

it

on

-i

^

th e
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afVJiatenof
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and Protection^

J
w
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Modess) that

$J

signe
^
"accidents

impossible,
my

Even

if "accident panic" has never haunted you
protect yourself against the possibility of an accident
.

ever happening. Get a box of the
Its

name

can look
1.

Fred

Stone

appeared
time

for

first

at the

new Modess today.

the story

.

.

.

Modess

JV-O- V-O.. . the tunc douchv

The day you buy Modess
panic" forever!

deodorizing
fastidious

.

.

.

woman.

.

.

and

.

.

sides

.

of

can't strike through.

powder. Clea using

—

.

Extra-long tabs provide firmer pinning bases
Modess can't pull loose from the pins.

pad

in

.

and you
napkin and see why it's accident-proof:
tells

2. Specially-treated material covers back

on

the
"Alice
Adams" and was so successful
that he is now booked for two
more pictures.
Who said the
screen required a technique that
stage people didn't know?
screen for the

—"Certain-Safe"—

.

is

the day

you end "accident

far the

MODESS STAYS SOFT.

.

.
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REVIEWS!

THANKS TO

DR. SCHOLL'S ZINO-PADS
WALK MILES EVERY DAY

WITH PERFECT EASE!

CORNS

CALLOUSES, BUNIONS, SORE TOES
"What

a relief!", you'll exclaim the instant

you use Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads for these foot
troubles. Not only the pain, but the cause as
well, is immediately ended by these thin, soothing, healing, cushioning pads.

STOP NAGGING SHOE PRESSURE
from annoying rubbing, pressing
or pinching of your shoes, Dr. Scholl's
Zino-pads will stop all that dis- N
If you suffer

at once and make walking a
pleasure. Separate Medication, easy
to use, included for quickly, safely

comfort

loosening and removing corns or
callouses. This complete doubleacting treatment now costs only
25j4 and 35(5 a box at all drug,
shoe and department stores.

Dr Scholl's

lino-pads
Be Your Own
Put one on- the

'

pain

is

gone!

MUSIC

Ring

Lardner's

famous

this

famous

American

You'll
enjoy this story of the middle-aged playwright who
gets a brilliant idea for a new play when his young
secretary makes love to him. (Herbert MarshallSylvia Sidney.)

The glamor-

—

BECKY SHARP— Fine.

Photographed in techfrom Thackeray's "VanMiriam Hopkins, Alan

Mowbray and Frances Dee

Simple

as
or trick

has attracted nation-

A "must see."
BLACK ROOM, THE— Fair.

wide

music. Cost averages only a
few cents a day. Over 700,000
students.

rprp
ROHV
r
DXJKJPk.

Write today for Free Booklet and Free DemIN.I_.I1.
onstration Lesson explaining this method in
detail. Tell what your favorite instrument is and write name and address plainly.
U. S.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 11910 Brunswick Bldg., New York, N. Y.

Arnold characterizes
York's most amaz-

New

Jean Arthur, Cesar Romero.)

ESCAPADE— Bright

and

There's a pre-war
audacious society

sparkling.

glitter to this

comedy. The locale is Vienna
and the cast includes Bill Powell,
Luise Rainer, Virginia Bruce,
Frank Morgan, Reginald Owen.

sport.

ACCENT ON YOUTH— Delightful.

of

ing men-about-town during a
past generation. (Binnie Barnes,

PICTURES

baseball story of the same title,
this
Joe E. Brown feature
ought to bring joy to the hearts
of all dyed-in-the-wool lovers of

nicolor, this film adapted
ity Fair" and featuring

any other instrument. Wonderful new method teaches in
time.

ALIBI IKE— Fine. Adapted

—

LEARN

the

drama.

from

Edward
one

ON

a goodly share of melo-

in for

DIAMOND JIM— Excellent.

TIPS

George Murphy, Nancy

Carroll and Thelma Todd in a
night-club romance that comes

Russia
ous Garbo as Tolstoy's famous heroine.
during the 19th century is the setting, and the
cast includes Basil Rathbone, Fredric March,
Freddie Bartholomew.

to play by note. Piano. Violin,
Ukulele, Tenor Banjo, Hawaiian Guitar, Piano Accordion, Saxophone. Clarinet or

half

AFTER THE DANCE—
Fair.

ANNA KARENINA— Splendid.

Teacher
AT HOME
ABC. No "numbers"

Rosalind Russell is helping with a little back seat driving
while Bill (Bachelor) Powell tries to thread a needle.

FARMER TAKES A WIFE— Excellent.

The

Erie Canal and its rough life makes an odd setting
for Janet Gaynor, yet you will agree that this is
one of the best of her recent pictures.
(Henry

Fonda- Charles Bickford.)

FRONT PAGE

WOMAN—

Good. A breezy,
newspaper yarn with Bette Davis
George Brent playing romantic, rival re-

—

fast-moving

and

porters.

THE— Good,

GIRL FRIEND,

Jack

Haley,

Ann

Sothern, Roger Pryor and a lively cast in an
up-to-the-minute musical comedy farce, the back-

ground

of

which

is

laid

in

summer

a rustic

theatre.

interest.

A

castle

in

Bavaria is the setting for this chilling mystery
which boasts that super-horror star, Boris Karloff,
in the cast. (Marian Marsh and Thurston Hall.)

BORN TO GAMBLE—Fair.

The

story of a

American family with an inherited
and the effect of this gambling
(H. B. Warner, Eric
various generations.

HARD ROCK HARRIGAN—

We

read
Good.
a lot about tremendous projects such as the
Boulder Dam, but it takes a film like this to impress us with the effort which goes into the buildPlenty of thrills and roing of a like enterprise.
mance here, too. (Geo. O'Brien-Irene Hervey.)

well-to-do

gambling

too thin?

UNDEVELOPED?

GAIN 15 LBS.I DEVELOP 3 IN.!
Wonderful new method really reaches the
one basic trouble. Vitalizing concentrated
food powder completes results.
Amazing
results
beautiful, clear flesh, complete development.
Guaranteed.
Testimonials
arriving
every day. You need be undeveloped no longer.

—

THE STAR DEVELOPING SYSTEM
Box 35

Iron Mountain, Mich.

instinct,

on the
Linden, Lois Wilson,

Wm.

Janney.)

BROADWAY GONDOLIER—Amusing.

Dick

Powell as an ambitious ex-taxi driver who transforms himself into an Italian gondolier for the
(Joan Blonedification of American radio fans.
dell-Adolphe Menjou.)

CALM YOURSELF—

A

Fair.
warm-weather
farce concerning a bright young man who organizes a firm destined for the sole purpose of calming
(Robt. Young,
the ruffled spirits of his clients.

Madge Evans, Ralph Morgan.)

CHAMPAGNE FOR BREAKFAST—Just

so

The title seems to have little bearing on the
plot which concerns a piece of California land
willed to two sisters, Lila Lee and Joan Marsh.

HOP-ALONG CASSIDY—Fine.

—

Westerns are

what with some of
their own again
our best actors going for the sagebrush and cactus.
This boasts the presence of Wm. Boyd, Kenneth
Thomson, Paula Stone.
coming into

HOT

—

TIP Amusing. Jimmy Gleason and
Pitts as a husband and wife team, with ZaSu
giving us a magnificent portrayal of a nagging
ZaSu
wife.

THE—

Swell. Chockful of up.
IRISH IN US,
roarious situations, this rather sentimental Jimmy
Cagney comedy has plenty of what it takes for
an evening's entertainment. (Frank McHugh, Pat
O'Brien, Al. Jenkins.)

so.

(Hardie Albright.)

CURLY TOP —

Shirley Temple is still
Fine.
captivating her audiences in this new version of the
Daddy Long Legs theme. John Boles is
the Daddy who adopts two orphans this time
Shirley and Rochelle Hudson. There's a romance,
of course, and some swell songs and dances.
_

popular

DANTE'S INFERNO —

flKtfene

*.

TFSaire

(40th Yr.) Stage. Talkie. Radio. GRADUATES: Lee Traoy. Fred
Una Merkel. Zita Johann. eto. Drama, Dance, Muuioal Comedy,
Teaching, Dirccung. Personal Development. Stock Ttmatre Training
Appearances). For Catalog, write Sec'y LANE, 66 W. 85 St., N. Y.

Aotaire.
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Bizarre.
Don't visit
the theater with the idea of seeing a true adaptaYou'll be disappointed, for
tion of this classic.
this is a modern melodramatic hodge-podge, with a
throwback now and then to the kind of hell Dante
so aptly describes. (Spencer Tracy-Claire Trevor.)

LOVE ME FOREVER— Splendid. A

colorful

MAD LOVE—Weird.

a cele-

combination of romance, melodrama and opera,
with Grace Moore singing divinely and Leo Carrillo chalking up a hit for himself in the role of
the gambler.

The hands

of

brated knife thrower are grafted onto the arms of
a concert pianist who has met with an accident
(Peter Lorre, Colin
with rather odd results.
Clive, Frances Drake.)

MEN WITHOUT NAMES—

Good. The "G"
men are on the trail again With the quarry being
sought at a small-town boarding house. (Madge
Evans, Fred MacMurray, Lynne Overman.)
!

Silver Screen

—

!

—

MIMI Charming. Doug Fairbanks, Jr., and
Gertrude Lawrence are the leads in this British
which tells the story (with incidental music)
of the opera La Boheme.
film

MURDER MAN— Interesting. A

strong plot
of a man railroading his bitterest enemy
the chair for a crime he himself committed.
Spencer Tracy plays the lead with Harvey
Stephens and Virginia Bruce.

—that
to

—

MILLIONS

THE—

OLD HOMESTEAD,
Amusing.
A
group of hometown folks go to the big city to
broadcast and make a fortune on the air.
Some
good routine song numbers here. (Mary Carlisle,
Dorothy Lee, Lawrence Gray, etc.)
OLD MAN RHYTHM— Fair. A

NOW USE

FAMOUS NOXZEMA

musical with

a university campus for the background and minus
signs of the Great American Sport
football.
There's some excellent comedy, however, and

—

all

some

good

(George

songs.

Barbier,

Buddy

Rogers, Barbara Kent.)

—

PAGE MISS GLORY Amusing. From rags
to riches you might dub this tale of a chambermaid transformed into an alluring beauty contest
winner.
(Marion Davies, Patsy Kelly, Dick
Powell, Pat O'Brien.)

—

PURSUIT Good. This has all the action the
implies, with Sally Eilers and Chester Morris
chasing madly down to Mexico in order to help
a devoted mother retrieve her child from in-law
title

interference.

SHANGHAI —

Fine. With a superb actor like
Chas. Boyer assuming the lead, you needn't worry
too much about the plot, which carries out Kipling's idea that East is East and West is West.
.

.

.

(Loretta Young.)

SHE— Rather

A

unusual.

young

scientist

and

fiancee travel into the unknown stretches of
the Arctic in search of the flame of eternal life.
From the novel by H. Rider Haggard. (Randolph
Scott, Helen Gahagan, Helen Mack.)
his

—

HAT

KID Fair. A sob story centerSILK
ing around a night club owned by Paul Kelly, with
Lew Ayres acting as his bodyguard and Mae
Clarke taking charge of his motherless baby. All
ends in sweetness and light

—

SMART

GIRL Just so-so. A melodrama
dealing with fraudulent stock brokers, and featuring Kent Taylor, Sidney Blackmer, Pinky Tomlin, Gail Patrick and Ida Lupino.
Ida is the gal
who is so smart.

—

Excellent. This murder mystery is
39 STEPS
melodrama and subtle
comedy. Made in England, it has Robert Donat
and Madeleine Carroll in the leading roles.'
a combination of intriguing

THUNDER

IN

THE NIGHT— Good. A

dip-

laid in Budapest, with Karen
Cavanagh and Cornelius Keefe
etched against the background of the Ship of

lomatic intrigue,

Morley,

Paul

State.

WESTWARD HO —

Exciting. A western that
both young and old will enjoy, dealing as it does
with the romantic Vigilantes (the "G" men of a
bye-gone day). (John Wayne, Sheila Mannors,
Yakima Canutt.)

WITHOUT REGRET— Good.

—one
Well, here

terference"

dramas?

Remember

Greaseless Medicated Cream brings instant relief

"In-

of the first of the better all-talkie
it

is

promotes rapid healing— refines skin texture

again with a cast that
Kent Tay-

includes Elissa Landi, Frances Drake,
lor

and Paul Cavanagh.

WOMAN WANTED—

An absorbing,
Fine.
fast-paced melodrama in which Joel McCrea, as
an attorney, fights for the life of Maureen O'Sul(Lewis Stone, Louis

accused of murder.
Calhern.)

livan,

Excuse

It,

Wrong

Please!

jUST think! Over 12,000,000 jars of Noxzema are now used yearly! Noxzema was
first ptescribed by doctors for relief of skin
irritations like eczema and burns. Nurses first
discovered how wonderful it was for their
red, chapped hands, and for helping to improve their complexions. Today Noxzema is
used by millions
bringing soothing comfort and aiding in healing ugly skin flaws.

J

—

Women

Titles—
If

Here Are The j\eu; Ones:
"I Live

My

Life" (Joan Crawford)

you are troubled with large pores, black-

heads or pimples caused by external conditions, apply Noxzema after removing makeup
and during the day as a foundation for

—

"Romance in a
Glass House"

"Modern Times" (Charles Chaplin)
formerly
"The Great Factory"
.

for

.

.

October 1935

it

refines large pores

If

your hands are

zema
soft,

clearer,

— helps make

more

attractive.

Noxmake them
use

red, irritated,

for quick relief

— to

help

Use Noxzema

white and lovely.

burns, itching, baby rash and
irritations.

is

irritation

flying

around— if you are

use Noxzema
Apply Noxzema before
lathering. No matter how raw and irritated
your face and neck may be, note what a quick,
cool, comfortable shave you get shaving this

troubled ivith shaving irritation,

—

it's

marvelous.

SPEC IAL TRIAL OFFER

6

for

similar skin

new way.

"Bright Lights" (Joe E. Brown)
formerly
"Broadway Joe"

formerly

your face smoother,

Men! The news

"The Payoff" (James Dunn)
formerly
"The Real McCoy"

"I Live for Love" (Dolores Del Rio)

how

helps nature heal ugly pimples

For shaving
enthusiastic

"Glamour"

formerly

powder. Notice

Noxzema

is sole1 at almost all drug and department stores,
your dealer ca n't supply you, send only 15£ for a genenough to bring real comfort and a
erous 25^ trial j;ir
big improvemenit in your skin. Send name and address to
Noxzema Chem ical Company, Dept. 810, Baltimore, Md.

If

—
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A NEW

SILVER

SCREEN

Would You

CONTEST

Like

A

Photograph Of Your
Favorite

Star?
Silver Screen
Offers

You

This

Unusual Opportunity.

you
WOULD
your

treasure

a

photograph

of
favorite star framed in the
best of taste, under glass, and— and this is
the very special feature— inscribed with

your name and signed by the star? These
are original photographs. They are not reproductions. The frames are of simple design and sturdy construction.
If you wish such a photograph of your
favorite star, write a letter to Silver Screen.
The theme of your letter must be the star

desire. You can write
a pa^on of praise, a letter of constructive
criticism or a personal, intimate note. There
are no restrictions and the fifty best letters,
in the opinion of the editor, received this
month will be selected as winners.

whose photograph you

This inscribed and framed photograph of Gary Cooper
reduced. The prize pictures measure S'/z" x \0 l/z "•

is

Tp

p
A/\ivr,
A 17"

1

lNuiiLi::
l\Tr~^'T'Tr~'T7

This coupon must accompany your
Fill out carefuliy

lettsr

.

Editor,

Star Photograph Contest,
Silver Screen, 45

W. 45th

Herewith is my entry in your
and framed photograph of

St.,

contest.

New
If

I

York, N. Y.

win

I

should like to receive an inscribed

Your Name
Address

receive consideration.

State

City
This coupon invalid after Oct.

18

CONDITIONS
In addition to the letter each contestant must
fill out and send in the coupon which appears
on this page.
Please limit your letters to just as few witty,
clever, brief thoughts as possible.
No letters
over a hundred words considered.
You can enter as many letters as you wish
providing that each is accompanied with a
coupon.
You may write about any star in the movies
and your letters will be judged solely on their
intelligence, originality and neatness.
The star's name appearing on the coupon must
be the star mentioned in the letter.
This contest closes at midnight, October 7,
1935. Entries received after that time will not

7,

193

5

In the event of ties prizes of equal value will
be awarded to each tying contestant.
Address your letters to Star Photograph Editor, Silver Screen, 45 West 45th St., New
York N. Y.

Silver Screen

Silver Screen
Topics
for
Gossips

A weigh!
Janet Gaynor and
Margaret Lindsay
are off to HonoAnchors

Gene Ray-

lulu.

mond came down
to give the girls
a send off.

WOULDN'T

be a-knowing
but I hear tell
that Janet Gaynor was a bit
miffed because Henry Fonda
didn't fall for her while they

I

how

true

of Janet's leading

men

bumped heads
"Way Down East,"

to be "bet" day
over on the Metro lot when
I dropped in for a schooner of
orange juice the other hot
afternoon. Jackie Cooper bet
Joan Crawford that she couldn't
do a handspring and Joan took

do,

him up on

with her in
with the re-

any of the Hollywood

given

set

girls

„_„<§,_.

MACMURRAY, who

seems to be
picking himself a fine crop of leading
ladies these days— first Claudette Colbert,
than Katharine Hepburn, and now Carole
Lombard— worked in a cannery all of one
summer in order to buy himself a saxophone.
He learned to play it, joined an
orchestra, and there he was "discovered"

J-

by film scouts.
the most

marvelous lines I've
in years was pulled by a guy
named James K. McGuinness at the Trocadero the other night. He was sitting next
to Mrs. Clark Gable, and had been chatting
with her for sometime when suddenly he
remarked, apropos of himself, "It must be
wonderful for you, finding a man who has
no sex appeal!"
,

down

there, so did Joan Bennett and Gene
and so did Claudette Colbert.
Claudette, by the way, is a swell shot— I've
never seen a better, except perhaps, Glenda
Farrell.
I was
standing near Claudette

Markey,

when she was showing

off

her prowess at

heard a mug
right back of me mutter, "Gee, look at that
dame shoot. She ought to be a gangster
instead of a movie star."
Now that's
the

shooting

gallery

and

praise.

Tom Brown often takes a gang of the
younger set down. Dick Powell and Mary
Brian and Joan Blondell and their pals
are also concession enthusiasts, and Dick
throws a mean baseball— socks the target
every time.
Una Merkel took a party
down to the Casino Garden (a ten cents
a dance hall) one night and we simply went mad watching the young high
school set do the bumps, and the slides
and the glides. Mercy, the Trocadero was
never like that.

—«$>.—

RUTH CHATTERTON

and the new
seem to be

dining room of Marlene DietTHE entire
new Beverly Hills home has

in each other.
Maybe
that was the reason, or at least one of the
reasons, Ruth decided not to star in "A
Feather in Her Hat."
Louis played her
son.

walls of Mirrors.
In order not to give the
effect of a glass house, Marlene has selected mirrors giving a soft grey effect instead of the usual glaring glass look.

«<§>»

the latest Mae West crack— if
you can bear another one.
One of
Hollywood's famous bores had been talking to Mae for hours and she was just
about at the end of her endurance.
A
friend, to avoid open hostilities, piped up
with, "Don't pay any attention to him,
Mae. He's working from a script."
"Huh,'' lopped Mae, "if you ask me—

•

find,

Louis

Hayward,

muchly interested

— —

/^AROLE LOMBARD

move-

ment with her recent House of Fun party
down at Venice, for every night now you
can find a bunch of movie stars playing
the different concessions and riding on the
chutes and roller coasters. Onlv last week
Marlene Dietrich took a party of friends

for

October 1935

rich's

—

HERE'S

certainly started a

"back-to-the-amusement-parks"

Two

«S>

Cities"
that

Edna May Oliver

bet

couldn't

she

it's the result
of being married once to Margaret Sullavan.

of
ONE
heard

away and

right

on "The Tale of

much encouragement. Maybe

~C RED

it

did as neat a handspring as I
have ever seen. Somebody over

sult that Janet felt a slight concussion and thought it best on
doctor's orders to leave the picture. As a matter of fact Henry

hasn't

in."

TT SEEMED

But Henry didn't
tumble— except when

he

guy

-L

you know.
give her a

this

—<$>»—"

were working together in "The
Farmer Takes a Wife." Nearly
all

dub

they

it is

play

hopscotch,

but Edna May showed 'em—
without even touching a line. A writer bet
Peter Lorre that he couldn't scare him, so
Peter just looked at him a few seconds and
then gradually made his eyes disappear.
The writer took one look at those white
eyeballs popping out and is running yet.
When we saw Blance Yurka standing on
her head— it was too much, we left.

.—<$»—

JEAN HARLOW

has

up

given

bobbed hair and gone in
Demure, but not too demure.

for

her

a braid.

—#—

WILLIAM POWELL
book"

We

library.

has started a "dull
know a few we'd

like to contribute.

«—<!>—»

MARGARET

SULLAVAN

is

the angler

woman

of the film colony it seems, as
she never misses a chance to go fishing.
That's why she's getting such a kick out
of going on location with the "So Red
the Rose" company. The location is near
Malibu Lake, which is full of snapping
bass.

worms.

Margaret

even

Paramount

threads

her

own

had the surwhen they borrowed la
certainly

prise of a lifetime
Sullavan for this picture, for the little gal
from Virginia had gathered up quite a
reputation for being temperamental and
hard to handle in the last three pictures

she did at Universal, and Paramount was
expecting the worse. Flow, oh how, could
they tell the eccentric Miss Sullavan that
most of the picture would be on location,
and a very rural location with not a modThey woi ied
ern convenience for miles!
i

broke it to her.
"Swell," exclaimed Maggie, "I camp out
[Contiriued on page 58]

and worried but

finally
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Stepping

Out With

Loretta Young
On

Vacation

In

J\[eu>

York, Loretta

Takes In The Sights And Blocks

By

Ed

Sullivan

USING

a consomme spoon as a niblick, I was cutting deep
divots out of a cup of jellied Madrilene, the first time
I ever saw Loretta Young in the flesh.
She was to be
my dinner partner at Countess Dorothy di Frasso's dinner party
at New York's swanky Colony Restaurant, and later we were to

proceed to the

Max

Baer-Jaines

and Olive McClure arrived

late,

J.

Braddock fight, but Loretta
we had proceeded to the

so

soup.

she came down the aisle to our
to her shoulder enriched the delicate coloring of her skin, and the white evening gown emphasized
her slender youthfulness. A buzz of whispers leaped from table
to table as she passed.
Dinner-jacketed men looked up at her
cool loveliness with frank admiration, the women devoted themselves to a lightning appraisal of gown and coiffure.
A few of
them, noting the slenderness of her waist, instinctively pushed
"Loretta, this is Ed
aside the pastry which they'd ordered.
Sullivan," said the Countess di Frasso.
We both murmured the
conventional nothings that one phrases automatically at introductions, a waiter rushed off to the kitchen for additional consomme, and the dinner proceeded.
So started an adventure in friendship that was to carry along
Be-,
to unusual places, a Baedeker guide friendship in all truth.
fore Loretta left New York, we were to ringside at the BraddockBaer fight, attend the premiere of "Becky Sharp" at the Music
Hall, the Jock Whitney party at the River Club, visit the New
York Stock Exchange, Chinatown, the ringside of the Carnera-Joe
Louis fight and a final spree at the New York Aquarium. That,
in this curious Cook's Tour of the city, we failed to get to the
Statue of Liberty must be blamed on the weather. She wanted
to go and we actually travelled down to the clock to take off,
but the wind-swept deck of the little boat that puffs laboriously
between the Battery and Bedloe's Island called for oilskins and
we had none.
The conclusion to be drawn from our travels is that Loretta
Young not only is the loveliest youngster in Hollywood— she's
the loveliest girl in pretty nearly the whole U. S. A.
The breeding and refinement which were so plainly marked
in "Clive of India," the warm sympathy which, in turn, excited
audience sympathy in "The White Parade," the breathless feminine allure which hopped men's pulses to staccato tempo in
"Shanghai" and "Call of the Wild"— these are not the products
Her breeding, her dignity,
of Loretta Young's make-up box.
sympathy and her feminine appeal are inbred. Small wonder
that men, sitting in darkened theatre audiences, decide hastily
She is the Princess of
that their wives don't understand 'em.
the story books— come to life in the twentieth century.
In "Clive of India," quite unwittingly she may have expressed
her real feelings toward love. In real life, I believe she'd sacrifice everything for love just as she did on the celluloid print
of that picture. She is the type of girl who would fall head over
heels, and not even a major calamity would have power enough
The time she was
to affect the intensity of her devotion.
married, it was a breathless, whirlwind affair, but it was only
the infatuation of a 16-year old girl. Through schoolgirl eyes,
which are notorious for defective vision, she saw Grant Withers
But that
as the handsomest creature she'd ever looked at.
infatuation shrivelled up in its own heat and is completely for-

She looked very stunning
table.
The orchids pinned

as

gotten.

But now she

20

is

22

years old,

and you can

Traffic.

detect

a

certain

wistfulness in her, as though she were
seeking love just as it is seeking her,
somewhere in this bewildering universe.
She really was made for affection.
The softness of her voice, the
wide, gray-blue eyes, the fullness of
her lips, which make her such a believable,
romantic heroine on the
screen, indicate that her real future
is

not

flicker

so
far
removed from the
plots which always lead to

love.

So far, the script writers have had
a greater degree of successs in fashioning happy endings for her than she
has experienced.
I think that is because she has a great amount of pride
in her, and because she is afraid to be
hurt.
The men who have offered
their hearts, hands and fortunes haven't
completely qualified.
storms off with this

The one who
proud

young

of Hollywood will have to
be able to inspire pride, to match her

princess

own.

She

is

Berengaria,

loving wife of Richard,

The Lion-Hearted,
"The Crusades."

in

Silver Screen

This, of course, is only
constructed
guess,
rather from the things
I trust
she didn't say.
that when she reads this
she won't feel my in-

my

was clinical and
that, unknown to her,
I'd clamped her on a
microscopic slide to satterest

isfy

my

curiosity.

an odd contrayouth and
maturity,
and
somewhere in between these
two extremes is her tremendous appeal. ProbShe

is

diction

of

ably the fact that she
has had more than her
share of sickness has
colored her perspective

of life,
hasrTt

"Loretta Young is the
youngster
loveliest
Hollywood."
in

and warmed it to an
amazing understanding
for one so young.
She

been well for the past
three years. A person reacts to
physical distress in one of two
ways— a pouting, fretting peeve
at life, or a broad tolerance.
Despite her youth, Loretta Young
arrived at the second reactiontolerance and a broad sympathy.
At the Baer-Braddock fight,
she rooted for Max Baer, or
rather she rooted against the
crowd that booed Baer. "That
makes me furious," she stormed.

"The crowd
and then

somebody up
him down." At

sets

tears

the Carnera-Louis
fight,
she
rooted first for Joe Louis because he looked so small. But when
crashing
to the canvas, a bloody mass of
the huge Camera went
flesh, she rooted for Primo. She is the natural ally of the underdog.
It is with some misgivings that I set down this analysis of
the young lady, for I don't want to convey the thought that
she is a Pollyanna, going about the world with a sickly smile
on her face and waving her hands with the bewildered helplessness of a ZaSu Pitts.
Those kind of people drive me crazy,
for Pollyannishness generally is just another name for fraud.
I like Loretta much too much to put her in that classification.
She has a temper, she is decisive, she can freeze to cold disapproval, she has positive dislikes— I mean to say that the complete
portrait is that of a completely human being.
Her kid sister,
reading this, will probably thumb her shapely nose in my general
direction.
The kid sister's name is Polly Ann. I'd really like
to meet her for she must have a good sense of humor.
When
Loretta went on the radio in New York, it was Polly Ann who
wired her: "Youth of America listening in Stop Keep it clean."
It was on a cold, wet day that Dorothy di Frasso, Tom Tyler,
Dorothy,
Loretta and myself visited the New York Aquarium.
born in New York, had never seen the Aquarium close-up, for
her only view of the circular, squat building at the tip of Manhattan Island had been from the deck of the Rex or He de
Tyler, the western star, had
Fiance steaming down the bay.
never seen it, and neither had Loretta, so I acted as chauffeur

and guide.

The rain was pelting down when I parked the car at Battery
Park.
Occasionally the driving patches of fog that blotted out
the ruffled waters of the harbor lifted long enough to permit
"The Aquarium," I
a blurred view of the Statue of Liberty.
said in my best man-about-town voice, "originally was Castle
Garden, an immigration depot, and it was at Castle Garden
that Jenny Lind, the Swedish nightingale, sang at her American
premiere in September, 1850 and it—." Miss Young broke in:
"Listen Edwin, we came here to see the fishes." The Countess
di Frasso said: "My God, do you remember that far back."
I chilled the Young girl and
Tyler grinned sympathetically.
the Countess with a look of complete scorn: "Furthermore,
She
Loretta," I said, "the name is not Edwin— it is Edward."
smiled brightly: "I like Edwin better."
Waiting for the rain to wear itself out, we timed the dash
he Aquarium so as not to get wetter than the fish we were
lo
The momentum of our charge knifed a
about to examine.
path through the little group of disconsolate visitors who huddled at the entrance: "That's Loretta Young," gasped one young"Nuts," said his companion: "What would SHE be doing
ster.
down here on a day like this." As he said it, there came a
The boy's logic
clap of thunder and a fresh deluge of water.
t

Loretta has been chosen for
the titie role in "Ramona,"
the famous story of the tragic love of an Indian girl.

for

October
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was correct.

It

was hardly a day for [Continued on page 6a]
2

1

Snooping
IN Hollywood
By

WHEN
my

Elizabeth

Wilson

arrived at
(need

I

office late

I mention that) one
morning and found a black
beaded reticule of the John
Quincy Adams vintage reposing sourly in a tray where
I am wont to find odd, oh,

very odd, bits of studio publicity I couldn't have been

more

had

horrified

been

it

the head of John the Baptist.

knew

I

what

that

had

I

long dreaded had happened
at

last.

Aunt

Ella

had

Any

ar-

don't

in

know Aunt

curiosity

is

Ella.

Her

colossal,

and

writer

Hollywood

Hollywood.
Now
my horror might not have
seemed very niecely, but you
rived

willingly
telephone

in

would
climb
pole

a
to

Joan Crawford
arms of
the
Franchot Tone. It
is simpler, however,
to see them on the
see
in

second

only to her nerve.
she'd think nothing of
coming three thousand miles
just to ask Jean Harlow why
she didn't marry William
Powell.
Back in Potters Corners,
New England, the towns-

Why

screen.

This

pic-

a reproducof
tion
of
one
their famous screen

ture

is

moments.

folk sort of humor Aunt
Ella because she's old and
eccentric.
I
am very
fond of Aunt Ella in a sort
of way, and her little pranks
are very funny to relate because she is just about as
inhibited
as
Toby Wing.

Now

But mercy, how could

I

in-

troduce her to the stars in

Hollywood,

where

written with a
one's

mouth

Tact

capital

never

is

and

speaks

one's
mind thinks.
Aunt Ella would think
going
nothing of
up to Mae
West and saying, "How old
are you, Mae?" And if anyone evades her question she gives a snort of contempt that makes
Edna May Oliver's sniff seem like so many rose petals. With her
curiosity, nothing would be sacred— give her a week and she'd
know more about the toupes and false eye lashes of the cinema
great than Wally Westmore.
Well, I went through the social amenities as best I could,
and while I called up the studio I was the least fond of to wish
Aunt Ella off on them, the old girl grabbed hold of a Reporter,
automatically turned to the gossip column, and practically went
into a frenzy. "What male star who is supposed to belong to a
celebrated blonde has been paying ze beeg attention to a pretty
stand-in working in his current picture?" Aunt Ella read aloud,
her eyes bulging. "Who is it? I demand to know who it is?
Wait until I write Lucy Winters about this. Come, come, now,
who is it?" Well, that was all she needed to excite her beyond
control.
The Beasley girls back home, seeing that quivering
nostril, would have run to cover like frightened rabbits.
But
so help me, there was no cover for me.
"I don't know," I said simply and truthfully.
"A lot of those
things you read in gossip columns aren't about anybody.
Just
put in there to excite people. Come on now, I'll take you out
to the studio and you can meet George Arliss."
"I don't want to meet George Arliss," snapped Aunt Ella. "He's
an old fluff. I want to meet 'William Powell. I think he's the
one they mean in that column. Playing around with a stand-in,
tsch, tsch!
What about Jean? I'll give him a piece of my mind,
the handsome scamp. He can't do that to Jean. Besides, Lucy

what

Why
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me twelve jars of gooseberry preserves that they'd never marry."
"Now, Aunt Ella," I said with the sweetness of a cobra, Hollywood isn't Potters
Coiners, you know. You can't go around prying into the private
lives of the movies stars.
They are real people, and they love
and hate like real people, and it isn't anybody's business but their
Winters bet

own."
"Fiddlesticks,"

commented Aunt

Ella.

"Why

doesn't that good

looking Claudette Colbert fall in love with that doctor she goes
around with?"
"I don't know," I said icily, "Besides that happens to be Claudette's affair."

"Oh, fish and chips," Aunt Ella continued to prattle. "Are
Franchot Tone and Joan Crawford married? Who is Janet Gaynor going to marry next? Is she in. love with Gene Raymond?
Is Clark Gable true to Mrs. Gable or does he play around a bit?
Lucy Winters bet me an angel food cake that he does. When
is Connie Bennett going to divorce the Marquis?
Is Madge Evans
married to Tom Gallery? Is Jeanette MacDonald married to Bob
Ritchie?
Why don't people say they're married when they're
married? Is Kay Francis engaged to Chevalier? Is Carole Lombard engaged to Bob Riskin? Why doesn't Gloria Swanson many
Herbert Marshall? And why doesn't somebody marry Myrna Loy,
she's the prettiest bit of baggage on the screen today, and don't
let

those Beasley girls say she isn't. Why—?
Ella," I shrieked.
"I don't know.

"Aunt

I

don't know."

Silver Screen

Are The Gossip Writers

Of

Hollywood And The

Highly Paid Correspondents And Columnists Simply

A

Modern Version

Of The

Gossips
"Hmmmm,"

And

Small

Town

Back Fence

Tattle-Tales?

Ella favored me with one of her best
me that you have been in Hollywood
for four years and you don't know what goes on right under your
You don't even know whether or not Joan Crawford and
nose!

and Aunt

"you mean

snorts,

Franchot

Tone

"I don't

to tell

are married?"

know,"

I

admitted.

No wonder you

You
aren't a better writer.
don't look into things. See here now, you lend me your car and
I bet you a jar of my best piccalilli that in four days I can find
"Tut,

tut, niece.

The writers can
hardly
night

—

out more about Hollywood than you have in four years."
"Remember they shoot Peeping Toms in this town," I admonished, and left for the mountains for the week-end. I would
have no part of Aunt Ella's prying and snooping, the old frump.

Came Monday morning and came Aunt

sleep
Is

at

Madge

married

Evans

to
Tom Gallery? It's tough

being

Ella

a

gossip.

back to the office again. There was a glint in
her hawklike eyes, but it wasn't quite as glinty
a

glint

as

usual.

Now

if

Aunt

Ella

really

picked up any dirt far be it from me not to
know about it. "Give," I said. And Aunt Ella

"Friday night I went to the Clover Club," she
announced importantly. "The fool boy there
didn't seem to want to

donkey,' and then he
began to bow and scrape
and said, 'Come in, Miss
a

I've
never seen
there standing at
the bar, and a very cute bar it is too,
were Jean Harlow and William Powell, so
I nudged in beside Jean and told her that
she was the most popular star in Potters
Corners and that the Wednesday Afternoon Garden Club named a flower after
her, and Mr. Powell asked me to have a
drink and I said I don't care if I do and
I think I had six.
(Mercy, suppose Aunt
Ella should turn out to be a dipsomaniac.) I found out things," Aunt Ella
gave me one of her most knowing winks.
"Those gossip columns are a lot of hooey.

Oliver,

you here

before.'

And

That's what Jean says, hooey, and she's
right.
Bill took Miss Rosalind Russell's
stand-in home from the studio one day
because the girl didn't have a car, and
that's what all the gossip's about.
Those
nasty columnists trying to make something out of that.
Bill's a gentleman,
naturally he's nice to the girl on the set.
Dear me, if I ever saw love I saw it that
night. Jean is just crazy about Bill, never
takes her eyes off of him, and she told me
that for the first time in her life she is
That's sort of pretty, isn't it?
really insanely in love.
"And who else do you think I saw there? Claudette
She calls him Jack. 1!
Colbert and Dr. Joel Pressman.
there was a doctor like him in Potters Corners I'd welcome
In fact, I'd insist upon it.
He has
a case of lumbago.
the nicest manners and the kindest way of talking to you.
And he just worships Claudette, and when I told her she
was the most popular movie star in Potters Coiners he
ordered me a glass of lemonade. He doesn't drink, and
that's what I've been looking for for years, a doctor
who doesn't drink. He's a graduate of the Harvard
medical school and swims like an Olympic champion,

and

he's

no slug either when

it

comes to golf and

tennis— beats the daylights out of Claudette in both
games. Claudette dropped in one day to have her

My, what a
treated and sinus led to love.
happy couple they make. I'm going to have niv
sinus examined in the morning.
"Well, Saturday I just sort of w andcred around
sinus

r

(I

ut

bet she did a bit of
it

above

cart-throb
is

on

the verge of matrimony.
exciting for the gossips!

How

for
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in

And

Kay

I

I

wouldn't

found out who the great

Francis'

life.

It isn't

Chevalier.

any of those snooty sounding Italians that
hang around the Countess di Frasso. It's a writer.
On the Warners' lot too. He and Kay got acquainted when he was writing the dialogue for her
last picture "Stranded," and [Continued mi page 70]
It

Kay Francis

is

her.)

window peeping.

isn't

2}

Adjectives
HOLLYWOOD

town

a

is

in

which adjectives

You've no idea how imare important.
portant an adjective can be unless you
have lived for a while in this curious place! Why
there are days when I practically have adjectives
for breakfast, when they creep into my bath,
when I find them straying around among the
vitamins in my salad. I don't mean the sort of
worn out superlatives like "colossal" and "great"
and "magnificent." Those are a bit passe. I
mean the sort of adjectives which apply to people
and which can make or break actors
believe
me, they can! No wonder the poor dears squabble over these little words, fight for them, struggle to deserve them.
It's
the adjectives that
count at the box office!
Take, for instance, the word "exotic." Now,
maybe a girl works very hard at her acting,
studies voice and diction, takes dancing and
fencing lessons, diets to the point of starvation
... all those things. And one day someone
describes her in the public prints as "exotic."
Well, SHE can just sit down and relax.
She
is going to be in the big money class for a long,
long time.
Despite the fact that I have probably used
this adjective a thousand times, I have just realized that I don't know exactly what it means.
The dictionary on my desk says that it means,
"Belonging, as a flower, to another part of the
world; foreign."
Well, dear me!
That might
explain Garbo and Dietrich, although for all
practical purposes, they seem to belong to the
Messers Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Paramount,
But where does it leave Myrna Loy, who came from Montana?
Myrna has sort of graduated, of late, from that adjective.
She was "exotic," you remember, until it nearly drove her
crazy. "Exotic," aside from being "foreign," seems also to con.

.

.

and remember when Myrna was being
note slant eyes
She slunk across the
nothing else but slant-eyed for years?
screen in chiffon pants, portraying the Oriental siren who lured
men to various fates (mostly unpleasant) and she worked at it
Then, much to everyone's surprise, infor such a long time.
cluding Myrna's, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer took her
under its capacious wing, gave her some regular
clothes to wear and she became, for goodness'
And before we could say
sake, sophisticated!
"Bill Robinson" or even "Shirley Temple," she
blossomed out in "The Thin Man" and, bless
us, she was called "wifely 1"
Now, "wifely" has always been a dread adjective. Lovely ladies of the screen have screamed
.

.

.

and hidden under things when that one was
mentioned. It always makes a girl think that pretty soon they
But
and this simply
will ask her to play "mother roles."
goes to show you how you can't trust these strange little words
the moment Myrna was called "wifely," she became one of
It's all very
the most sought-after young women in pictures.
.

.

.

.

.

.

puzzling.

You wouldn't imagine, would you, that Samuel Goldwyn had
Myrna's experience in mind when he took Merle Oberon under
his wing? Miss Oberon, glimpsed briefly in "Henry the Eight," was
immediately tagged as "exotic." She kept on being "exotic" after
Sam had snatched her to Hollywood at a good, fat salary. But
Sam and his loyal press agents have been assuring all of us for
weeks and weeks that Merle isn't "exotic" at all. On the contrary, they aver, she

"the domestic type"

"wholesome"

is
.

.

.

she

is,

.

.

.

she

to get right

is

down

"sweet

.

.

.

she

is

to facts, "wifely"!

They

are, I believe, working busily at depriving her strange eyes
of their fascinating slant.
It wouldn't surprise me to learn that
they had asked the lady to plump up just a bit.
It's the adjectives that count
and a girl has to earn them!
Remember "sex-y?" In the early days that one was applied to
.

.

.

Barbara La Marr and Theda Bara and it meant roses between
teeth and slinky velvet gowns. Then it was applied to Clara Bow
and Alice White and we usually added "flaming" somewhere.Those gals used to bounce to prove how sex-y they were. But
with the Garbo vogue
and, a little later, Dietrich
"sex-y"
began to mean that a lady was languid, could scarcely speak
.
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.

.

.

.

Will Rogers was a
humorist who was
liked

by

every-

He made
wit sound so
one.

simple.

.

Silver Screen

-

Hollywood Sums

Of The
J\[ame

Talents

And Couples Each

Stars

With

Up The

A

Qualifying Adjective.

By Helen Louise Walker
above a whisper and that moving across
a room was practically too much for her.
Just when we were beginning to wonder
whether Dietrich's eye-work w^ould win
over Garbo's slink, up popped Mae West
and she startled us no end with a whole
new brand of "sex-y-ness." Red-blooded
and honest, this, with a robust flavor and
Mae caused
a feeling for plain speaking.
what was really a revolution in "sexy-ness."
It

still

is

Then
With

a

race.

gone out of

sort of

But the anemia has
it.

there is the adjective, "wholesome."
goes "salty" and sometimes,

this

Will Rogers is "wholesome" and
Janet Gaynor. Janet is "sweet" and
Will is "salty."
May Robson is "wholesome," too, and so was dear old Marie
Dressier for a long, long while. It paid them very well, too!
My goodness! I can remember when Bill Powell was
nothing else but "slimy." He played heavies and he played
'em fourteen times a year.
I
talked with him one day and was that surprised to
find him a good looking chap with pink cheeks and nice,
He was planning, he
Clear blue eyes.
"sweet."
so

is

told me, to retire.
He thought that
he had been "slimy" in pictures long
enough. But, at just about that point,
talking pictures made their appearance
and Bill found that he was not only
"sophisticated" but he was "suave." He
didn't ivant to be "suave," after he had
and he
tried it out for a time
complained to me quite bitterly about
.

.

.

it.

he was until he left
became, dear me!,
"high-powered" for Warners' at an inNow that Metro has
crease in salary.
him under contract, he is, I guess, just
But,

"suave"

Paramount

and

actor.
And a real actor may deserve any adjective that the part calls
for.
I said, a real actor!

an

George Raft should study
George was a good-look(at
fifteen
ing-extra-who-could-dance
dollars a day) until Lewis Milestone
discovered him and put him into "Scarface," and it was noticed that he was
The moment that that news got 'round, George was
"sininster."
I'll be sinister
and dead
in great demand at a large salary.
pan ... as long as they will pay me for it!" he used to say.
It recalled to my mind Buddy Rogers' remark ... a long time
ago. "They tell me that as long as I am youthful and ingenuous,
Well, I'm going to be ingenuous
I shall be worth money to them.
And now Buddy is coming back
as long as my face holds out!"
probably to be ingenuous all over again!
to us
Which brings us, for no reason that I can think of, to the
Perhaps

Bill's record.

.

.

"exotic."

for

I
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.

.

That word brings to
consideration of the term, "sophisticated."
mind at once, of course, Ann Harding and Kay Francis. Oh, yes,
Just exactly
forgot!
It brings to mind Ruth Chatterton, too!
I
what docs it mean? In their cases it seems to mean the ability to
suffer and suffer for the want of Higher Things while wearing
lovely clothes and moving around among the most elegant furnish
with blue seas and yachts and things in the background.
"ngs
If I could only learn to suffer and yearn as those gals do against
that sort of background and wearing that sort of clothes ... Id
think my fortune was surely made!
Ruby Keeler
I don't think I'd care to be called "vivacious."
and Dixie Lee and Ginger Rogers arc called "vivacious." It seems
so strenuous!
They must burst into [Continued on page 65]
.

Merle Oberon, a
thrilling beauty
best
our
and

.

.

.

.
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WHAT'S

the

is on a rampage, it's raising its divinely
beautiful head in nearly all the pictures in

production now, and I was always one for
toujours l'amour toujours and belle sentiment. Ah me, the sight of an old love letter and a pressed rose will send me into
addle-pated idiocies for days. After "Peter
Ibbetson" I know I'll never be the same.
But now, Bella, before I tell you all
about the big productions coming up, I'm
going to put you through your picture
catechism, and if you flunk out on it it's
perfectly all right with me because I don't
know the answers either. Now what makes
That's right, a
a movie star important?
(queer
Isn't it funny
successful picture.
to the erudite) but we aren't the least bit
interested in the goings-on
of a movie star until she
had an important,
has

We

talked-about picture.
don't give a damn about
So-and-So's divorce, or

Scene showing Mel-

vyn Douglass, the
boss, and Claudette
Colbert, who married him.

picture

Will this
equal "It

Happened

One

Night?"

There

is

terest in

great
Claudette

Colbert's new picture at Columbia,
''She

Married Her
Boss."

I

HAVE

received

a

letter

(oh,

there

I

go boasting again) which might be a
bit

interesting to you.

Anyway,

it

is

as hot as blazes today and I don't want any
trouble out of you, so you'd better say it
is. Bella, back in Twin Bluffs, writes: "Dear

Liza: Will you please tell me what the big
pictures of the Fall will be? I didn't think
much of the summer lot (Neither did I,
Bella, a crumby crop I calls 'em) and I
certainly hope there'll be some good ones
this Fall.
What are my favorites up to—

Norma Shearer, Clark Gable, Gary Cooper,
Claudette Colbert, Marlene Dietrich, Mae
West, Myrna Loy and Ginger Rogers? Does
Claudette think that just because she won
an Academy Award she can rest on her
I
laurels and not do any more pictures?
think Henry Fonda and Luise Rainer are
the two big
don't you?
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discoveries of the summer,
What are they going to do

next?

You must know

a lot about pictures
you flatter me) living right there
in Hollywood and I wish you'd let me
know what Joe. he's the boy friend, (Howdy, Joe) and I can expect those ever-welcome Saturday nights in October and No."
vember.
Now I usually don't answer letters. My
friends say it's because I can't spell.
But
I say it's because I'm a meglomariiac—
have no idea what the word means but
somebody called me that once and I think
it's kind of cute, don't you?
But I'm going
to answer Bella because I am a pushover
for flattery, and I like to go to the movies
on Saturday night too. Just a minute now
until I pull myself together.
Goodness
gracious, the birds have been nesting in my
(Bella,

.

.

typewriter again.
Well, Bella, it looks like you and I are
in for a lot of goodies this Fall.
Romance

"Peter

Ibbetson"

story and
in

this

is

a

remarkable love

Ann Harding and Gary Cooper
picture may top all others.

Silver

Screen

Jiggest Thing
Every Studio

Is

Striving

To Outdo

All The

Of The

Leaders.

Here Are Some

Others.

IH Pictures?

So-and-So's romance, or So-and-So's new
house or new headdress or new husband
UNTIL So-and-So has given a remarkable
performance in a successful picture. Then
the least little thing about her is of international interest.
Check back now and you'll see that a
movie star cannot be of any social importance, cannot get talked about in headlines,
until he or she has first made good on the
There are dozens of romances, discreen.
vorces and scandals concerning unimportant
people (the small fry) but the newspapers
and the fan magazines of the country have

whether she liked parties or preferred to
walk by the sea— in short, no one cared
about Luise Rainer.
Then she made a
hit in "Escapade" and now the poor gal is
besieged by reporters and writers, and, just
the fact that she likes to drive around the
country in an open car with no make-up on
becomes of world-wide interest.
Another shining example is Charles
Boyer.
Boyer came to Hollywood several

when we

then as he has now, and furthermore was
unmarried then) but since "Private Worlds"
women have been swooning with ecstatic
delight every time his name is mentioned,
and I am will-

no

interest

in

them.

It

is

only

familiar with a player because of a
successful screen role that we get a kick out
of knowing his or her private life.
Luise Rainer had been sitting around Hollywood for months (just as George Raft,

are

all

Janet
ford,

Harlow, Joan CrawNorma Shearer, Clark Gable, Gary
Gaynor, Jean

years ago, played a bit in a Claudette Colbert picture and several others, and no
one gave him a tumble (Boyer, I might
say in passing, had just as much sex appeal

ing to eat
high noon

at

in

Macy's basement

Cooper, and numerous others did once) and
no one was the least bit interested in what
she thought or what she did, whether she
was married, whether she had children,

It

was genius that deMae West should

cided

do "Klondike Lou."
Rough men, primitive
emotions and Mae to
make it all flamboyant.
The cycle that is bringing Grand
Opera stars to the screen introduces Gladys Swarthout, of the
Metropolitan Opera, in "Rose of the
Rancho." Will it be the biggest?
(of
course you'll
be expected to pay

my

fare

there's

there)

any

magazine
find

you

this

if

fan
can

month

without a story or
a picture of Mr.
Boyer.

No

party

complete now
without Mr. Boyer.
list is

Dunne

Irene

in

"The

Magnificent
which
Obsession,"
she

is

making

at

Universal.
They
thought enough of

postpone
"Show Boat." Maybe they know someit

to

thing.

for

October 193 5

As well

as I recall Mr. Boyer did not get
invitations when he was in Hollybefore.
Well, you see how it is—
you've got to have a successful picture before you are anybody. There's nothing like
a bit of old success, baby.
Now there's Claudette Colbert. Two
years ago Claudette wasn't allowed to drive
her car on the Paramount lot, even when
she had night calls for "The Sign of the
Cross."
I
was with her one cold and
drizzly day when she drove up to the gate
and requested the gateman to be bighearted on account of the weather and let
us in. But not that guy. While we argued,

many
wood

Mae West and Marline
through

Dietrich

their cars— but
Colbert didn't mailer.
in

it

whisked
seems that

Miss
Finally.
Sternberg arrived and with the grand
ture said, "Lei

her pass.

I

ges-

take the
times change.

will

Dear me, how
[Continued on page 67]

responsibility."

Aon
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1AST

year

.

.

And now
J

."David Copperfield."
... "A Tale of Two

Cities."

Dickens

Some

is

with us to stay!
years ago, during the

filming
asked Ronald
Colman what part he would choose as a
screen role if he were given his choice of
all the characters in fiction.
six

of "Bulldog

Drummond,"

I

Without

a moment's hesitation, he re"Sydney Carton, in 'A Tale of Two

plied,
Cities.'

"

Today, Colman is portraying that character in Metro-Goldwyn's picturization of
Charles Dickens' immortal classic of the
French Revolution.
I
recalled our previous conversation as

we

chatted again early in the making of
the film on the Old Bailey set, preparatory
to his going before the cameras and saving
the life of one Charles Darnay,

young nobleman from France who
later

was to wield so potent an

fluence on his

28

life

.

.

.

in-

and around

whose presence in revolution-torn Paris, in the
sequences,
the
latter
stirring episodes of "A
Tale of Two Cities" are

Elizabeth Allan, in the beautiful costume of the French Revolution period, with Ronald

Two

Cities" cast

Ronald

the role of Sydney
Carton. A far more vital
Colman and Edna May Oliver
reason
prompted their
in an English garden.
choice of the British star
woven.
to portray the character which every player
Colman grinned. "For ten years I've
in Christendom would give years of his life
been saying that same thing, to every into play.
terviewer who asked me. Apparently, the
No other actor on either stage or screen
so perfectly typifies the famous Dickens
producers tired of hearing me mention I'd
character! You might search the world over,
like to play Carton, and, to quiet me once
and still not find anyone so completely fitand for all, gave me the role in this picted to play the gallant Englishman as Colture."
man.
He left, to take his place with Reginald
In a day when studios are turning more
Owen in the courtroom scene, where his
whispered advice to that worthy gentleman,
and more to the classics of literature for
screen inspiration, it remained only a matin the role of Stryver, the barrister, leads
ter of time ere this great work of Dickens
to the acquittal of young Darnay.
found pictorial translation. The success of
Not to "quiet him once and for all,"
"David Copperfield'' no doubt exerted a
however, did the producers of "A Tale of
powerful influence in determining
its selection.
Whether or no, how-

m
By Whitney Willlcllllo
-'

ci

ever,

for

"A

Tale

offered even

of

Two

Cities"

more tempting promise

Silver Screen

Another Dickens
COMES TO THE

Classic
"A Tale Of Two
For
popularity, what
its
action unfolding in one of the
most picturesque periods of history and
central figure a
its
of

with

hero

who would com-

pel attention in any
age.
Most of you know
the story of "A Tale
of Two Cities" .
how, for the love of
woman, Sydney
a
.

.

Carton, Englishman,
takes the place of
Charles Darn ay,

French

aristocrat,
the guillotine.

on

Etched against a
background of sinister
aspect,
Sydney
Carton is a character
appealed
has
mightily to all classes
of readers since Dickpublished
ens
his
work in 1859. Particularly does it strike
home to the heart
that

Englishmen,
of
all
Sydney Carton
for
dies for a principle,
and this catches the
spirit of every true
Briton.

Toward

this

end

does the story "^uild
through its various

ramifications, ever
with the climax of
Carton's destiny in
view. Because of his
love for the wife of
Darnay, sentenced to
knife by virtue of having

under the
committed the unwitting crime of being a
French aristocrat, Carton exchanges places
with Darnay in his cell, dons his clothing
and rides in a tumbril to keep the other's
appointment with Madame Guillotine.
Truly is this story a tale of two cities.
die

Opening in France, at the court of Louis
XV, its action carries the spectator from
Gaul to London and back to Paris again
with the plot
in the earlier sequences
unfolding first in London and then in Paris
under Louis XVI.
Nineteen years before the story actually
gets under way, a young French doctor
named Manette (Henry B. Walthall) is unjustly imprisoned in the Bastille by the
Marquis d'Evremonde, a powerful noble,
because he is about to report a murder
committed by the marquis, and held in this
With his
prison during all that period.
escape, through the offices of an old re.

.

.

tainer, Defarge, Manette goes to London
with his daughter, Lucie (Elizabeth Allen.)

for

October 1935

Than

Filming
On

Cities" Is

the boat

crossing the

SCREEN
A Far, Far Better Story

"David
Channel, the

two meet a young Frenchman, Charles
Darnay (Donald Woods), on his way to
England to make his home, after renouncing both his title and inheritance. It already has been revealed that this Darnay
is the nephew of the Marquis d'Evremonde.
His democratic ideas and theories will not
permit him to remain in France and see
all the suffering borne by the peasants in
their oppression by the nobility.
Arrested as a spy soon after his arrival
in England, Darnay is brought to trial in
Old Bailey, where the afore-mentioned
Stryver, assisted by Sydney Carton, a lawyer,
defends him. At a climactical moment, the
question of identities arises, and Darnay
is acquitted when it is seen that he and
Carton bear a resemblance to one another.
It is this similarity that later leads to the
dramatic climax of the story.
Darnay sues for Lucie's hand, a mutual

admiration having blossomed into romance,
and is accepted
after revealing his identity to the doctor whom his uncle has so
grievously wronged.
Carton, for his part,
makes no attempt to win Lucie, although
he is desperately in love with her.
His
vagabond mode of living and his devotion
to strong drink render him, in his own
mind, an unfit subject for her husband. He
vows to her, however, that he will make
any sacrifice— even life itself— to make her
happy.
Recalled to France by an old servant
five years later, Darnay is arrested by the
revolutionists.
Lucie and her father follow, and with them goes Carton, intent
upon saving the man who is married to
the woman he loves.
After having been acquitted by the Tribunal and on the verge of going free, the
young Frenchman is tried again on a different charge and sentenced to die on the
The
guillotine within twenty-four hours.
second charge is brought by the wife of
Defarge, now an important figure among
.

.

.

Was.

CopperfieU"

Three tumbrils- rude two-wheel carts—
with their victims for Madame Guillotine,
lurch and plough a kind of lane through
Roars and cries sound interthe crowd.
mittently from the throats of the eager
mob. In one of the tumbrils is Carton,
with his hands bound behind him, and sitting beside him a mere slip of a girl, the
seamstress who has turned to him for
comfort in her last remaining hours. She
watches him, adoration and awe in her
gentle eyes.
A skinny horrible old woman, with a
beautiful dark-haired girl next to her,
screams to a tumbril guard as he passes:
little

"Evremonde

The guard

.

.

.

points.

which

The

is

old

he?"

woman

spectacle unfolding before her eyes.
As he hears the cries of "Evremonde,
Evremonde," Carton wriggles to get his
hair over his face and his collar as high as
possible. Even now he might be found out
and all his efforts to save Darnay, the real

Evremonde,

to

no

avail.

Proceeding, the carts move onward to a
position near the guillotine, where the
crowd is the thickest. The Place de la
Revolution!
What butchery took place in

[Continued on page 66]

the revolutionists.

Learning where Darnay is held, Carton,
through a turnkey whom he holds in his
power, gains access to the cell wherein the
Frenchman awaits his fate and, drugging
him, sends him forth from the prison in
his

stead.

Due

to

their similarity in

ap-

pearance, the deception is not discovered.
Resigned, he then counts the hours till
the morrow, when he will ride through the
streets of Paris to the tender mercies of the
guillotine.
It is late afternoon of the day following.
The sun is setting behind clouds. The
street is narrow, winding, and filled with
crowds of gayly-bedecked and tattered citi-

zens

who

stand in the cobble-stoned road

and on the top of steps. Windows are
open. People sit and move about, waiting
tumbrils to pass.
In the distance
be seen the platform on which arises
the towering guillotine.
for the

may

spits

on the ground and laughs sadistically. Her
daughter remains staring fascinated by the

The roistering Sydney
Carton, played by
Ronald Colman.
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Harvest
Heroes

MANNA

from heaven, in the guise
whole flock of personable
young leading men, has suddenly
descended upon Hollywood.
Many feminine stars have never had stage training,
but the male contenders for stellar honors
all seem to have had a pretty thorough
training in the theatre. The stage has been
their proving ground. Lacking the egotistic
urge which makes a woman think her
charm and beauty will be an open sesame
to film fame, they have more or less had to
of

of

a

Men Who

Promise

Brilliant Stars In

Their

To

Become

Own Right.

convince themselves they could act
before they were willing to risk internafirst

tional failure.

For some years
there has been a

By Julia

need of new
blood in the film

vital

G wm

industry — young
men who could
act,

not just to

know

how

to

wear a tuxedo
or a turtle neck

sweater — and
produchave been

theatre
ers

dashing about

Henry Fonda
Farmer Takes

madly

in

A

"The

He

has been everything from a telein the Mott Iron Works to
an ad writer for N. W. Ayres & Son in
New York. He has sung all over these
United States and has made three trips
to Europe, where he studied in Dresden
and Paris. In March, 1933, he went to
Los Angeles as an unknown substitute
artist and he took the
town by storm. They are
his
still
talking about
fourteen encores. The result was a screen test and
sings.

phone operator

an M-G-M contract. Eddy
was a natural. He not

Wife."

only has a glorious voice
but the looks of an Adonis
tall, blond, blue-eyed,
he is the answer to every
maiden's prayer.
On the other hand

attempt to find
two years have
seen the Broadway stage return to
something like its former glory
new authors with bright,
shining new ideas have come forward with some excellent plays—
without which no actor ever
found his place in the sun. This
has afforded an opportunity for
many young men who have been
them.

.

.

in a vain

The

past

.

.

wandering around the provinces
and impoverished

in little theatres

stock companies.

Some

of

.

Michael Bartlett

Fred MacMurray in

"Alice Adams."

them

have come forward with splendid performances and are now headed for enduring
fame. It is the harvest time of heroes and
the crop is well worth looking over.
These actors fall easily into three general
classifications:
musical, foreign importations, and dramatic.
On the musical side
we have two sensational additions to pictures whose training and experience in
concert, opera, and the dramatic stage,
combined with their personal appearance,
are entitled to the best that pictures can
give them.
They are Nelson Eddy and
Michael Bartlett. The screen has had its
Grace Moore, Jeanette MacDonald and Irene
Dunne but, excepting Tullio Carminati and
John Boles, there wasn't a masculine voice

and beauty and command in
Carminati brought a name and
personality to them which had already
found its place in the musical and dramatic
world.
As for John Boles
with the
of power
pictures.

.

,

.

.

same qualifications his splendid voice has
for some reason been made subservient to
his acting ability.
Powell and Crosby are
definitely in the crooner class.
Nelson Eddy has had a varied and colorful career which brings a verve, a romantic
masculine dash to the parts he plays and
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.

name

is

Edwin Alonzo,

he was
Mike on his
but

nicknamed
first

day at

Preparatory
Connecticut and

Hotchkiss
School in
later

stage
little

adopted it
name) has
besides

as

(his real

The

who was

the American Dorone of the better
Hollywood hostesses, a close friend of most
of the film royalty.
Bartlett's first film venture was in a
musical short, "The Shiek," which landed

othy

Countess,
Taylor,

is

today

him a Fox contract. Arrived in Hollywood
he found that in the shuffle he had been
forgotten.
For a year he remained there
at a huge salary, scarcely seeing the inside
of the studio. A year in Hollywood without anything to do even when you're paid
for it isn't a happy experience, so Michael
got a release from his contract, returned to
New York and the musical version of
"Smilin' Thru."
After four years, in which he played
everything from operettas to straight dramatic roles, as well as singing on the radio,
Michael sang the part of Achilles in Gluck's
"Iphigenia in Aulis" in February, 1935,
for the Philadelphia Orchestra Association.
This was a signal honor, for it

was not only the first American
production of the opera but the
first time it had been performed
anywhere in nearly a hundred
years.
The very day after his
triumphant appearance in Philadelphia he was aboard a train
Hollywood bound for a part in
"Love Me Forever" with Grace
Moore. Director Victor Schertz-

his

done
sing and

study singing. His interests
have always been
musical. At Princeton he
Charles Boyer, a hit
belonged for four years
since "Private Worlds."
to the exclusive Triangle
Club. During his sophomore year he had taught two hundred and
fifty youngsters to sing hymns, thereby earning eighty dollars a month. When he gradMichael Bartuated he talked his father out of the idea
lett
in
"She
of his going into the textile mills at North
Married Her
Oxford, Massachusetts, where Michael was
Boss."
born and the family still lives. These mills
were organized by his grandfather, and according to the family tradition this only
inger hadn't forgotten the tall, lithe, good
son should have some day directed their
looking lad he had heard sing once (four
destiny.
Instead, he went to Italy where
years before) while Michael was still under
he remained for several years studying. It
contract to Fox.
is
a strange coincident that his concert
John Beal and Fred MacMurray are
debut was made at a formal reception
coming along nicely. They are going to be
given by the Countess di Frasso in Rome.
very much present in the productions of

Silver Screen

Hollywood wields a
knowing blade and
actors who have that
certain something are

swept from their
roots

and bundled
to

off

market.

perience, so in April, 1934. Paramount put
him under contract. Look at him today!
That's speed and pep plus!

Henry Fonda, Robert Taylor and Walter
Abel are

display.

companies and they promise
good accountings of themselves.
Jasper Deeter's Hedgerow Theatre in
Rose Valley, Pennsylvania, has produced
some fine artists including Ann Harding,
their respective

to give

who

claims

it

as

her theatrical

Alma Mater.

famous little theatre that
John Bliedung, fresh from successes in the
Mask and Wig Club of the University of
Pennsylvania, took himself back in 1930.
He stayed there one summer and moved
on to New York ... to a job as assistant
stage manager, then stage manager ... to
Finally he sesmall parts, lots of them.
cured a real part, the juvenile in "Another
Language." This won him the opportunity
to make his screen debut in the same role;
then he came back to Broadway and a
smash hit on the New York stage in "She
Loves Me Not." Of course, he had long
since changed his name.
You know him as John Beal and more
recently as "The Little Minister," in which
he supported Katherine Hepburn. But you
It

don't

was to

know

this

that he

is

Now

I

ty

lair

number

only

w hen

Robert Taylor

sketches of
the cast that the
used
manager

Nelson Eddy, a

success

in

"Naughty MariNext in
etta."
"Rose Marie."

October 1935

to

draw the

he was
playing in "Another Language"
he made such
splendid charac-

lobby

and
them

offered
him
larger parts,

pianist.

for

of extra

work
his
several of

ter

in

"The

Magnificent Obsession."

withoffers

the y

learned lie was
absolutely withOUI experience.
So he joined the
California Colle-

comedy
band, and went

!4i;ms.

a

out in search of such experience. Eventually
this led him into the "Three's A Crowd"
revue on Broadway and on the road, where
he played almost every part on the program. Next he did some vaudeville, played
lew night clubs, then a major pan in
"Roberta." He had al last gotten his ex.1

to

make

them

their screen
a unique combination of talents and only

is

one

is
without
previous profes-

stage
Robert
Taylor, who was
a
started
on

sional

training,

Hollywood

screen career via
a college pro-

duction

of

"Journey's End,"
which was seen
by a studio ex-

ecutive. The
play was put on
by

Robert Donat, great
since

,

roles in pictures.
Directors
liked

When

them

wood where
he had the

ly

chance to do a

line

a

of

that his success in pictures

seems assured he laughs over an incident
which occurred during rehearsals for "She
Loves Me Not."
When the newsreel sequences were made a boys' school about
twenty miles from New York was used for
background.
The students stood around
watching the "shooting" with interest. One
of
them knew Beal's family.
"I
saw
Johnny Beal making a movie," he wrote
home, "and was he terrible."
Fred MacMurray used a dance orchestra
as a stepping stone to fame on the New
York stage. First it helped him pay his
way through college and later he adopted
it as a vocation.
He once played in this
capacity in Hol-

sketch
artist and a pret-

also

about

just

Each one

bows.

Now

"Monte Cristo."
in "39 Steps."

dramatic

a

Pomo-

club

at

na,

California,

where

Taylor
was a student,
and. before the curtain went down his performance had landed him a contract with
M-G-M. His real name is Brough and his
father is a physician in Nebraska, where
Robert was born. He is a star tennis player and an accomplished pianist. At Doane
College in Nebraska, which he attended lor
two years before going to Pomona, he once
accompanied his own songs with a cello for
a series of broadcasts from ihe college. Tall,
brown haired, blue-eyed, and of course,
good looking he is proving that the male
can

be

as

deadly

as

the

female of

the

species.

Fonda got
in "The

way

his first real
f

chance

armer Takes

Broad-

ai

a Wile."

which

his vehicle of introduction on the
Prior to that he had understudied
"Forsaking All Others'' and "All Good

also
screen.
is

in

lie had a very small part in
Loved You Wednesday" and last season

Americans."
"I

got himself talked about lor an impersonation of Max Gordon in "New Faces." Ap[Contiiiued 011 page 69]
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a

Away

she

goes

By Helen

Fay
Wraydiant

on
the
"Europa," back
to England for
another picture.
again

HOW

Smith

you've

my

changed,

dear."
The
reverberate

words

Fay

back and forth
through

Hollywood

Wray

She's

days, in and
out
of
the
smart
shops and salons, al-

these

Is

Doing

The Flower Of Experience.

A

Picture

Over With The

Or A

Party, She

Greatest

Of Ease.

ways from the lips
of those people upon
whose words and ob-

depend

servations

the very life of
What's-News-in Hollywood?
And Fay Wray is
it.
Fay Wray, who
has lived in the very
heart of Hollywood
since
a
youngster

and worked

in pictures since a kid in

Lovely, beaushy Fay Wray
suddenly news.

curls!
tiful,
is

I

saw

own

with my
eyes.
she used to
it

eager

Where

Vendome

the

enter

lunch time to be shown to her booth
unnoticed, Fay Wray today stops conversation.
Eyes pop open and follow her.
Her gown, her hat, her gloves. It's
important to know what she's wearing.
at

What

she's saying.
she's been

and what

Men

gasp

when

Where

been,

she's

doing.
they look at her.

One

particular leading man who used to call
her "little Fay," now refers to her with
the pride of one who knows someone—
sharp intake of the breath, a sigh— and

then— "Fay Wray."
There's a strange new something about
It's something she does unher eyes.
consciously.
Half closing and opening
them— a spectrum of mystery and beauty.
She used to be an appealing conversationalist—ending her sentences on a
questioning tone.
She wasn't
lifted,
SURE of herself, or anything she said.
Today her conversation sparkles. Witty.
Intelligent

.

.

above

.

Even her wardrobe

all,

certain.
a startling

reflects

Always
reaction to this metamorphosis.
before exquisitely fashioned, but ultra
conservative— never approaching the spectacular except occasionally on the screen.
But you should see the collection of
gowns she brought back from her recent
trip to Paris.

The last word in originalAnd she is even being
start a fad or two— some-

and daring.
brave enough to

ity

thing never before attributed to her.
Crazy Hollywood. Sane little Fay. No
one really ever knew her. Oh, one saw
her here, there and the other place, al-

ways

charming,

appealing,
loveliness

infinitely

gracious.

young woman
was beyond dispute.
silent

An

whose

A

Canadian, with all the protective reserve of her British ancestry, she never
talked about herself.
Interviewers liked her, called her "intelligent" and had
a dickens of a time
Directors asked tor
Writing about her.
[Continued on ptige 64]
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She used to make every kind of picture from
to "Ann Carver's Profession."
This year she is making fewer, but each in a
different part of the world, to make it harder.

"King Kong"

Silver

By

The Beginning Of
The Movie Year And

S.

R.

Mook

It Is

The

Studios Are

A

Flying

Warner Brothers

Off To

crack out of the box I land on
the set of "Shipmates Forever."
Dick Powell is a radio crooner (and
He's knocking down something
good, too!
like $24,000 a year!) but all his forbears
were navy people. Dick's own pa is commandant of Annapolis (the way scenarios
provide stars with family background almost inspires me to write a script for
myself providing me with Oliver Cromwell

FIRST

Start.

the R-K-O Let
odds the most impressive set
of the montli is the one R-K-O have
erected for "The Last Days of PomThe massive stone pillars, the huge
peii."

On

BY

LONG

blocks of granite, the enormous wrought
(Preston Foster's)
iron gates of Marcus'
mansion are so realistically reproduced one
could easily imagine oneself back in the
Pompeii of the Roman Empire.
They are shooting the famous "destrucSuddenly the pillars tremble
tion scene."
and topple over. Fire and smoke actually fall
Powder from the crumall over the set.
bling granite and marble fills the air. The
Preston appears carryplace is a bedlam.
He is on the
ing a child in each arm.
way to his private wharf to load them,
along with other people, on a boat so they
can escape. The rumbling of Mt. Vesuvius
is heard in the distance.
Take after take after take is made, with
the smoke and fire faithfully falling each
time.
"Boy," says Preston coming up after a
He wipes the sweat
take to shake hands.
off his face and for once it is real, honestto-God perspiration and not mineral oil
which has been sprayed on with an
atomizer.
"Some fun, eh?" I grin.
"Fun Hell!" he begins and then he grins,
This part and the one in
too. "Oh, well.
'The Informer' are the only decent parts
Isn't
I've had since I've been in pictures.
this a swell set?"
I've often urged stars to let me know
when their big scenes in pictures are being
shot so I can give you the best, but, of all
I've asked, Pteston is the only one who
has ever called up to tip me off.
"Wasn't I right about this?" Pies goes
on, gloating. "Isn't this a swell set?"
I whistle my appreciation.
"And this is only one of them," he continues. "You ought to see the arena stuff."
"Well, I will when the picture is finished," I promise.
I've always contended Preston is one of
the few really good actors on the screen
and it's sure great to see him getting the
breaks.

Jack Oakie, in sweat

shirt,

for

college

and

he, at least, doesn't change.
the ruins of Pompeii I saunter
over to the next stage where James Barton
is addressing a political gathering in "Old

From

Man Murphy."

William Harrigan (that
swell actor) is with him on the platform,
and a number of less important people.
"Ye'll all go to the polls tomorrow,"
Barton informs them, "and vote
ever ye

please.

But niver

let

it

for

who-

be said

one Murphy ever turned against anither
Murphy."
Loud cheers from the audience as they
rush towards the platform to shake hands.
"Cut!" yells the director.
Trembling with excitement from this
thrilling scene I rush out to—

an

ancestor.)

"Git along, little doaggie, git along," I
seem to hear the editor crooning. So-0-0,
if from here on out this history of movies
in the making is labeled out in a cut and
If they'd
dried fashion, don't blame me.
only give me enough space you'd have
more whimsy with your movies than James
M. Barrie and A. A. Milne ever dreamed
of.

To make

("As short
Dick's pa
(Lewis Stone) wants him to give up his
$24,000 a year crooning to enter Annapolis
and, eventually, become an ensign at apNaturally, it
proximately S1800 a year.
doesn't make sense to Dick and he refuses
until he meets Ruby Keeler (I'm afraid
as

possible,"

a long story short

the editor

insists)

[Continued on page 74]

white flannels

and patent leather evening pumps, wanders on to the set for a few minutes to
watch a take or two. "Hi, Brother Mook,"
he offers.
"Same to you, Brother Oakie," I respond.
"How's to go over to Madam Lucey's and
tip up a couple?"
"Nix," says the pious Mr. O. "Thai stuff
I've lost about
don't get you nowhere.
twenty or thirty pounds since I quit fooling with it. I'm in such good shape now
'

I'll

be able to play football for dear old

Midwest again

this

fall

when Paramount

make

their annual football classic."
Those of you who sigh for "the good old

days" can take heart from this announcement. Oakie has been playing for Midwest ever since Paramount founded the

for

October

1935

Miriam Hopkins and Joel McCrea in a scene from
"Barbary Coast," a love story, with a background of the Gold Rush days in California.
3 3

TRAPPED

Ml

THE

IN

theuflqht. AS YOU

DO.,

ENTHRALLED —you'll watch

OF

MODERN

LIFE

furthering to lave I

this

BLAZING SPECTACLE OF TODAY TORTURE

AND THE DAMNED!

THE BEAUTIFUL

See this

man and woman

living your

dreams, your despairs. Fascinated

.

.

.

behold the raging spectacle of hell here

and

hereafter ... of Inferno created by

Man and Inferno conceived by Dante!
This drama blazes with such titanic
power that it will burn itself into
YOUR MEMORY FOREVER!

FOX FILM PRESENTS

DAMTk
SPENCER TRACY
Produced

by Sol

CLAIRE TREVOR

•

M. Wortzel

T

HR

•

HENRY

HHHlNEHART

Directed by Harry Lachman

I

AS YO.u'SEE
eternal torment

Ten million sinners writhing

in

— cringing

Fire

under the Rain of

— consumed

in

— struggling in the Sea of Boil— toppling into the Crater of Doom —

the Lake of Flames
ing

Pitch

wracked by agony

in

the Torture

hardening into lifelessness
Plus the

in

Chambers

—

the Forest of Horror!

most spectacular climax ever conceived!

A STARTLING DRAMA OF TODAY. .. AND FOREVER! TIMELY AS
ETERNAL WITH ITS CHALLENGING TRUTHS!
.
TODAY'S NEWS
.
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In Pursuit
OF

Shirley Temple

r

Shirley

Temple,

leader

of

the

the
little

Weidler, a
cute youngster, next
Virginia

in

Jane

Withers, nine
years old and already
featured in "Ginger"

"Freckles."

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

is still out there in front, but there are
believe that Jane Withers, after her successful picture, "Ginger," rates at least second to the little star of "Curly
Top." As a matter of fact, there is always more than one of anything in the picture line. One "G Men" led to several similar
pictures, and one baby in the big money inspires the. other
studios to enter the lists.

some who

Sybil
dances
tle

Baby Jane (JuaQuigley), a
three pictures'
nita

veteran.

She

was

hit

in

such

a

"Queen

Christina" that
they call Cora
Sue Collins "Baby
Garbo."

Big

Jason
in

"Lit-

Shot."

the Wes.
OUTpioneered
of

across

mighty plains to con
uncouth fellows, nc
ment. To be sure
pire come true, b
of poetry.

Men

today,

al

preme beauty—

w'

Sierras conquere^
These visions c
West to awake
-

and tempt hin
commonplace,
forth resolved

New

Beauties
PRETTIER?

HOW

the opera represented by Miss Swarthout may
well claim the Apple of Paris, and Miss
Gahagan holds up the traditions of the Broad-

could they be prettier?
The established stars have come from all over the
world and their beauty has been their passport.
Of course, there is a beauty about youth that
is irresistible, but the great
players who are
now at the top are still young and healthy.
Among the girls who have arrived recently in
pictures there are many singers and stage
actresses, and the stage does not pick its leading ladies for beauty nor does the Metropolitan expect much beyond a voice.
However,

way

prettiest.

Claudette

Colbert.
Fans are looking for-

Garbo.

She sets the standi
beauty and ability.

little

Ida

Let them come— we still will challenge them
rival
the present ruling Princesses of
Pulchritude!
to

—

Her

parts,

their compliments.

best little actresses
she
always was one of our

ried

women.

many unimportant

Lupino had a pleasant role in "Paris In Spring"
and New York reviewers singled her out for

Joan Bennett has gone
on until she is one of our

ward to "She

stage for gorgeous

After

Mar-

Boss."

RT
In Screen
Productions
Some

Of The

T^tw Pictures

Have Scenes That Rival The
Canvases

Of The

Greatest

Artists.

AFTER the costumes and properties for a
^-picture have been secured and the actors
have learned their lines, then the Art Director studies how to make the scenes remarkable for their taste and picturesqueness.
One of the earliest of full length films,
"Cabana," a silent film, of course, had a
"shot" of a file of camels against the evening
sky, as the caravans moved across the desert.
This scene was so outstanding that for years
anything crossing the desert was photographed against a light sky. The Art of a
picture must enhance the dramatic effect.

Note how this is accomplished by the smoke
and steam from the boats in "Steamboat

Round

the Bend."
Everyone enjoys pictures that are artistically arranged. Not long ago a picture, "Zoo
In Budapest," was famous for its well managed effects, and recently "Becky Sharp" was
sensational for the manner in which the
scenes were arranged.

The

"Wanderer Of the Wasteland"

made

is

being

again, this time with Gail Patrick. Nature
supplies a gorgeous background.

They take to the boats
to escape the wrath of
Vesuvius. A scene from
"The Last Days of Pompeii." Preston Foster
plays the lead.

PERSONALITIES
PUT OVER

Great
Pictures
It Isn't

The

Plot, It Isn't

The

Dialogue,

It Is

Emotional Sincerity That Makes Pictures Live.

WHEN

Luise Rainer came through with a bang in "Escapade" many remarked
due to the fact that she was a newcomer. We were
delighted with her charm and freshness. But an actress cannot stop after one picture, so, when the players are making one picture after another the problem is to
make each characterization a convincing one.
There is one answer to this, and that is personality. If a star can put force behind his smile, his frown and his love making, every character becomes a living one,
fascinating and never tiresome. That's personal, emotional sincerity.
that half the pleasure was

The

Three

Musket-

— Onslow SteMoroni Olsen,
and Paul Lukas— with
eers

vens,

Walter

Abel

as

D'Artagnan.

In
Bill

"Black
Powell

and

Rosalil

a fascinatii'

Gary Cooper
Ann Harding,

and
veteboth,

troupers
ran
are
making "Peter
Du
Ibbetson,"
the

Maurier

classic.

Funny
People
Comedians Are Hayyy

They Are Laughed

When
At.

Charlie Chaplin's new pic"Modern Times," he is
the same lovable tramp and
Paulette Goddard is the girl.
In

ture,

Frank

McHu

owner and m|
ager of the durijj
est laugh on
screen.

HAVE

Patsy Kelly. She
laughter.
causes

you a sense of humor? Can you detect the
absurdities of every day life? Do you burst into
gay laughter at ridiculous things that other people do
not notice? There are many kinds of humor and some
people laugh heartily after the joke is explained to
them. They sincerely enjoy it and tell it again and
again, but they do not always see the possibilities at
first for themselves.
Most people are like that. The
people on this page, however, are among the favored
few who can see humor for themselves and pass it on
to the rest of us.
At

right,

Brown.

He

Joe

E.

has the

call
for
funniest
help ever recorded.

most publicized
THE
and
has made
this

city
it

a

is

Hollywood,

community

in

which the exotic and unusual are prized
as the highest characteristics that any enterprise may have. It has always been a
town of fantastic interest because of the
tremendous salaries that are paid and because of the publicity which emanates
from it; also because of the pictures which
form a part of the lives of all of us.
Hollywood— a dream city to many— where
the most improbable things
where the girls are beautiful

money never runs

Lily

Pons

in

out.

the patio of

her new Hollywood
home. This Architectural
effect

is

peculiar to Hol-

lywood and very charac-

Note the silk
above, which,
when drawn, harmonize
setting
with
the
the
most exotic nature.
teristic.

curtains

In Hollywood, Originality Is

Pearl Beyond Price.

A

typical

homestead
in

New
will

"Way Down

is in

England
be seen
East."

It

Hollywood, the vicarious city.

The

HI

_JL*m.
Fall. So
SHORT
and

skirts

so,

heauty of

this

silk

OB:

What!

make women look younger
Fall, once more the slim

stockinged legs will be shown.

Hollywood closely follows the Parisian styles
and originates her own when Paris falters.
Above, Ann Dvorak wears a two-piece afternoon frock. The skirt is cut with a circular
flare and is topped with a loose peplum type
Pamela

Ostrer,
wearing a
black felt hat with a cluster of
ostrich feather fronds to give
height to the crown. She is a
promising player at the Gaumont British Studio in England.

waist with

Dolman
The

sleeves.

grey

flannel

suit

with

a

and trim blouse of
matching shantung is the selection
stitched

hat

of Veronica

Rose, English beauty,

for early

fall.

Fashions For
Evening Gowns
Have Gone On A
Gold And Silver
Basis.

SEQUINS
gold
will

of

lace

and
and

satins,

lame

the spotlights
night clubs and

reflect

the

glow

adventurous

like

where lights are
subdued and music seducfireflies

tive.

ciate

Couturiers
apprethat there is no

more

flattering
for the exquisite

women than

contrast

bloom of

the metallic

glitter of this latest fash-

ion.

Dolores Del Rio will
next be seen in "I
Live For Love." There
is

something about a

gown

that reflects the
which reveals
the gorgeous figure
of this exotic star.
light

In

"Bright Lights," Patricia Ellis is dazzling in satin and sequins. This
gown is backless and the halter neckline is set with an enormous
jeweled clip.

attractive

Sweet

Surrender!
The Hero Makes The
Love Scene,

The

Heroine

Can Only Hope.

pictures have won fame for
MANY
delicacy
and emotional
the

quality of the sequences in which the

and kiss.
Hollywood knows that good love
scenes depend upon the hero. The
heroine, beautiful and demure, may
register surrender, even swooning a
bit toward abandon, but that is all.
It is upon the conquering male that
lovers cling

the responsibility falls to make the
scenes intense, to show sincerity— gentle, to show the tenderness of his love;
and passionate enough, to justify his
masculinity.
The men of Hollywood may have
menace, understanding and technique, but their fame will rest upon
those scenes wherein they held a girl
in their arms and spoke of love.

oan Blondell and
Alexander

loss

When Lupe

egistering joy for

We're

In

land she

Th
In

Marcus,"

Gable

and Jean Harlow carry on an
old Chinese
custom.

in

Engof

which she surrenders to Ian Hunter.

"China Seas,"

Clark

Velez was

made "The Morals
in

Brian Aherne and
Joan Crawford in
"I

Live

My

Life."

Pat O'Brien holds fast
to Olivia

"The

de Haviland

In Us."
She's "going to be a
big star.
in

Irish
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An Artist
Armor

In

Henry Wilcoxon

Is

As Well As An

L enore

By
THE American

A

Painter

Aetor.

oamue
:1s
S;

turnover of headliners

in

films

an

is

exciting thing to watch.
From all over the civilized
world they come with trumpets
wildly heralding their entrance
into Hollywood's charmed circle.

As Richard, the

of

a little
quietly we hardly note their
absence. A bad break, a poor
picture, sometimes a mediocre
performance is to blame for

ignominious exit.
others, with just one fine
this

"Cleopatra," he welcomes
contradiction.
For there's

nothing he likes so well as
an enthusiastic discussion, the more complex the

And
pic-

better!

Lunching with him at the Hotel Pierre, where
he was putting up for a short visit prior to the opening of "The Crusades" in New York, he launched his
enthusiasm in the direction of Cecil DeMille. Wilcoxon, you of course know, plays "Richard, the
Lion Hearted" in this tremendous DeMille spectacle.
"A hundred years from now, when every one of his

ture to their credit, are definitely there to stay.

Henry Wilcoxon

is
one of
DeMille brought
him over from England for the

Cecil

these.

role of Marc Antony in "Cleopatra," and so readily did he
click that the English film com-

pany

Lion Hearted, Wilcoxon is the central
figure of DeMille's
great picture, "The
Crusades."

them remain but
while and go out so

Some

for

which he had done

six

or seven fair-to-middling pictures immediately started billing him as Henry (Marc Antony)
Wilcoxon— or perhaps
it was Henry (Cleopatra) Wilcoxon, I forget which. In any
event this sturdy English actor
had very neatly carved a niche
for himself among the annals
of the great in Hollywood— and

he had done

it

with just one

picture.

Wilcoxon, who stands six feet two in his bright plaid socks, and
weighs a little more than 190 pounds, combines his rugged individuality with that innate sense of good taste and fine manners for
which Britishers are noted the world over. He hails from the British
West Indies, having gone to England when he was sixteen, where he
indulged in commercial employment of various sorts. Not very
romantic years those, but Wilcoxon goodhuinoredly took what
came in his stride, and spent his spare time painting pictures which
showed up very creditably at an exhibition in London.
Then the idea hit him that he would like to become an actor.
Just like that! He decided to go on the stage and he went on the
stage. He had his tips and downs like everyone else, but when he
tells you about it so lightly, glossing over the black spots with such
insouciance, you realize happily that here's a man who is rugged
His massive frame, his leonine head, that
inside as well as out.
knowing glint in his keen gray-green eyes are not papier-mache
framework, but a very remarkable setting for this man who has
the courage to think straight, to live according to his own plan,

and to air his theories on every subject that
In
in a conversation without fear of contradiction.
warrior and orator he played so well in
the

not someone

else's,

head

rears

its

fact,

like

Roman

contemporaries are completely forgotten, Cecil De
Mille will still be talked about. He will go down in
history as one of the truly great men of the films.
"When he cast me for Richard, the Lion Hearted,
we had about three months ahead of us before
any 'shooting' would take place. Every day we got
together and talked, talked, talked— about the character itself, about Richard's relation to the other
members of the story, about his probable or improbable reactions to certain situations and events.
I never had a better time in my life.
"Most people think that research work is all
that is necessary for the production of a spectacle
such as "The Crusades." But they're wrong. The
research work is just a coat hanger (now I'm talking in similes.
DeMille always does and I've caught the habit). But research work
takes care of dates on which certain battles and other prominent
events took place. It also takes care of such details as costuming,
architecture,

manners and things

like that.

does not take care of— how shall I put it?
DeMille
would have a simile for it, I'm sure. Oh, yes, the coat hanger!
It is up to me to get the spirit or soul of Richard, the Lion
Hearted to wrap around that coat hanger. Otherwise it would
be just a piece of wood after I finished, just as it was before."
Wilcoxon laughed. "Am I boring you?" he asked contritely.

"But

"You

it

see

when I get on to these similes
him between sips of sherry

.

.

."

that I was anything but
bored and thus fortified he went on, striding about tin- room
every few minutes or so to give me a visual description of what
he was saying. Even if his theories did bore me, which the)
emphatically did not, the man's vitality and his refreshing /est
for procuring the most amazing similes would have carried me
right out of myself.
It is impossible to be in the presence of so
much spontaneous enthusiasm without being infected more than
a little bit oneself!
[Continued <>n page 73]
I

assured
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Two — c&hc

Part

Story of

Booth Tarkington'S
HEROINE: — "Alice
SYNOPSIS OF PART

THE R-K-O picture,
INKatharine
Hepburn (as

ONE

'Alice Adams,"
Alice)

is

an

at-

tractive small -town girl of twenty-two. Mr.
Adams (Fred Stone) her father, is a clerk
His family of
in the Lamb Drug Store Co.
four are forced to live within the medioWalter
crity provided by his slender salary.
Adams (Frank Albertson), Alice's brother,
also works at the Lamb Drug Company, as

a bookkeeper.
Alice is ambitious for herself. She longs
More
for nice clothes and other luxuries.

than anything else, however, she wants to
be attractive to men— the kind of men who
go with such girls as Mildred Palmer, whose
father is wealthy. She is invited to a party
It is a large
at Mildred's house eventually.
That's
affair, not an intimate social group.
why Alice is included. But she lacks an esWalter, pressed into service at the
cort.
last moment, takes her, loudly proclaiming
his distaste and bemoaning the date he

must

miss.
Alice, the party is a medley of triumph
and disaster. She is seen arriving in a battered old car which Walter supplies, and is
coldly treated by her hostess and the more

To

elite guests.

Dowling
tests,

but

She has to dance with

whom
who

fat

Frank

Adams"

that "they'll say something."
One night, Walter, the son, who still
worked for the J. A. Lamb Drug Company,
came home hurriedly and tried to borrow
three hundred and fifty dollars from his
father— unsuccessfully—
Walter cleared his throat, and replied in
a tone as quiet as that he had used before,
though with a slight huskiness, "I got to
have three hundred and fifty dollars. You
better get him to give it to me if you can."
Adams found his voice. "Yes," he said,

Then, as if this were his valedictory, he
turned his back upon them, walked away
quickly, and was at once lost to their sight

"That's all he asks!
He won't
do anything I ask him to, and in return
he asks me for three hundred and fifty
dollars!
That's all!"
"What in the world!" Mrs. Adams exclaimed.
"What for, Walter?"

monition,

bitterly.

"I got to

have

it,"

Walter

said.

"But what for?"
His quiet
got to have

you

all

said.

"I

us—"

can get out of him,"
to think it'll bring

"He seems

three hundred and fifty dollars!"
faint tremulousness became evident in
the husky voice.
"Haven't you got it?"

A

"No,

I

With

that she recalled her mother's adand went upstairs to Walter's

She tapped upon

door.

"Time
had

us

and

it's

haven't got

it!"

his

father ans-

it

with her

fingers.

to get up, Walter.
The rest of
breakfast over half an hour ago,
nearly eight o'clock.
You'll be

Hurry down and I'll have some coffee
and toast ready for you." There came no
sound from within the room, so she rapped
late.

louder.

"Wake

can't you tell
"I got to have it."

"That's

alter.

Walter.

it."

"But

Adams
him in

did not

huskiness

in the darkness.
Mrs. Adams insisted in inviting Arthur
Russell to dinner, since he seemed so interested in Alice. The couple had had several
rides together and also evenings on the
porch. Preparations began, and in the rush
of action Alice, that morning, forgot to call

up, 'Walter!"

She called and rapped again, without
getting any response, and then, finding
that the door yielded to her, opened it and
went in. Walter was not there.
He had been there, however; had slept
upon the bed, though not inside the covers;
and Alice supposed he must have come
home so late that he had been too sleepy

she de-

to take off his clothes.

better

Near the foot of the
bed was a shallow closet where he kept his
"other suit" and his
evening clothes; and
the door stood open,
showing a bare wall.
Nothing w h a t e v e r
was in the closet,
and Alice was rather

is

than no one at all, or
Walter. Walter is caught
shooting craps with the
servants,
and
colored
were it not for the fact
that Alice meets Arthur
Russell (Fred MacMurray), the evening would
have been a tragic affair.
Arthur is a stranger
in town and is attracted
to the pretty, vivacious
girl.
The balance of
the evening, up until
the crap shooting episode, is a sort of seventh

surprised at this for
a moment.
"That's
queer," she murmured;
and then she decided
that when he woke he
found the clothes he
had slept in "so mus-

'

heaven for Alice. And
this seventh heaven does
not end with the party.

To

had put on his
"other suit," and had
gone out before breakfast with the mussed

most of handsome
young Mr. Russell's at-

clothes to have them
pressed,
taking
his
evening things with

sy" he

the consternation of
the other girls, Alice re-

ceives

and for the
time in her life she
finds herself within arm's
reach of an eligible man
who comes up to her

them.

tentions,

Satisfied
with
explanation, and
failing to observe that
it did not account for
the absence of shoes
from the closed floor,
this

first

standards.
In the meantime Mrs. Adams, with her
continual heckling, has persuaded her husband to give up his job with Mr. Lamb and
open up a glue factory.

AT LAST AdamsHe

promised to open the
glue factory.
moitgaged his house
and put everything into the venture.
When the factory was nearly ready he took
Mrs. Adams to see it. He had written to
"J. A." Lamb and as he heard nothing
Adams was worried. Although he reassured
his wife that there "wasn't any way it could
be made a question of law."
Russell and Alice saw each other several
times and she told him her forebodings;
fc

wered.

"And

I've got to

go to a bank for

next week.
Do
you think I'm a mint?"
"I don't understand what you mean,
Walter," Mrs. Adams interposed, perplexed
and distressed. "If your father had the
money, of course he'd need every cent of
it,
especially just now, and. anyhow, you
could scarcely expect him to give it to you,
unless you told us what you want with it.
But he hasn't got it."

more than my

pay-roll

"All right," Walter said: and after standing a moment more, in silence, he added,
impersonally, "I don't see as you ever did

anything
you."

much

for

me, anyhow— either of

she nodded absently, "Yes, that must be it";
and, when her mother returned, told her
that
Walter had probably breakfasted
down-town. They did not delav over this;
the coloured woman had arrived, and the
basket's disclosures were important.

##*##*##*

Her mother came
what's

matter?"

the

closer to her.

she

asked,

"Why
briskly.

"You seem kind of pale, to me; and you
don't look— you don't look happy."
"Well
said
is

"

Alice began, uncertainly, but

no more.

"See here!" Mrs. Adams exclaimed. "This
all just for you!
You ought to be en-

[Continued on page 60]
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Hollywood—the Writers'

Heaven
Hollywood
Place

Is

The

Where All

Good Writers Go

When They

Clic

By Ruth
Laurence

Stallings
and Maxwell Anderson.

was when
TIME
coaxed out

couldn't be
"big name"
But times have changed— or
writers.
maybe pictures have changed.
When writers of such mettle as Hugh
Walpole, Edna Ferber and George Kaufman finally yield to the lure, it proves that
the picture business has discarded the
swaddling clothes and has finally merited
here,

they
the

She is happy to have a
chance to revive "Barney,"
a character in

their attention.

Funny how

all

their ideas change

"Come and

when

Get It"

they get here, too. Walpole, who came over
for "David Copperfield," did a most enthusiastic rave about the medium, once he
had arrived. George Kaufman ("Once In

a Lifetime"

Kaufman) was probably the

hold-out against pictures
the writers whose services were
courted. His denunciations were brilliantly
Recently, when certain uncomcaustic.
plimentary remarks were made about pictures in The New York Times, none other
than the Kaufman himself replied, "They
do not understand our problems." He is
the hardest worker of all the eighty writers

most

persistent

among

at

Gene Fowler

all

M-G-M.
Edna Ferber

is

in

town

for

big

ter.

Miss

had

Vicki

Baum

the

penthouse she
has just

leased,

at all superstitious.

money

P. G.

Wodehouse

The

place, far above the city,
is
the largest penthouse
in New York, and has
three huge apple trees
that bear fruit, as well as
a grape arbor, three fountains,

and

a

putting

M-G-M

Studio

There is a wall around that cuts
sound of the city.
Scenario chiefs are unanimous in their
opinion that the best, and perhaps the

course.
off

all

only way, to crash pictures as a writer is
to author a successful novel, short stories,
Stories submitted directly to
or a play.
the studio by mail are returned, unopened.
The preponderance of plagiarism suits
makes this imperative.
Vicki Baum went to M-G-M after her
successful Grand Hotel. Marc "Green Pastures" Connelly is working there on "The
Good Earth" because the derivations of
each are similar. Tess Slesinger, "The Unpossessed" and a book of short stories to
her credit, is now under contract to M-G-M.
Also Humphrey Cobb, after "Paths of
Glory." Michael Fessier is one of the three
Esquire writers signed by the studio, and
Louis Paul and Robert Carson, the other
two.
"Almost no writer can come directly to
the screen any more," Marc told me dur"There
ing a most interesting discussion.
I would tell all amis a necessary detour.
bitious screen writers to get at least one
good book published, and then think about
it."

Herman
wicz,

of

Edna Ferber

Hugh Walpole

become

Now

a

they

working
Alice

Duer

J.

his

Mankiewas

staff,

dramatic editor of the
New York Times about
ten years. After he was
well established in Hollywood, he persuaded
them to bring out his
brother Joe.
Joe has

say."

"belonged."

New

which was built
by Ivar Kruger, the
match king. She is not

is

She cannot dictate
because the presence of any person is too
disturbing, to the extent that even the opening of a door will throw her off key. She
did collaborate with George Kaufman on
the "Royal Family" play, but she says he
to

Ferber

returns to
York to

two weeks

Miss Ferber began, as three
quarters of all persons writing
began, as a reporter. She started
at $3.00 a week on the Appleton
Wisconsin paper, reporting society.
From the age of 17 until
22 she was a sob sister on a city
Becoming ill, she wrote
paper.
She works from nine
a novel.
A. M. until two P. M. every day
on a typewriter because she created the habit of writing during
those hours. She never works at
night.
She started writing by
putting down "exactly what I

Big"

Boat"

have been bet-

class of screen
to be a recognized
author of best sellers.

the

"Show

adaptation, and
felt
they could

talk

writers

and

Writers row at the

were picturized,
she had little
to say about the

about character structure in her
novel "Come and Get It" which Sam Goldwyn will make. She is being
paid ten thousand dollars a week,
and doing no actual writing,
proving that the only entree into
to

whom

she killed, in
the book, and
always regretWhen
ted it.
her books "So

Miller

crack writer.
both
are

hard

to

have

[Continued on page 71]
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Reviews

THERMOMETER

PICTURE

Degrees of Quality
Perfect

ing back sobs— you and you and I all have
very poignant memories of similar parties.
And praise must also go to Fred Stone,
who makes his picture debut, after having
rather a discouraging time of it in Hollywood.
He is perfection itself as Alice's

—100

"Alice

— Remark-

Adams"

-

And

"She Married Her Boss" -

Excellent

"China Seas"

"Diamond Jim"
"The Crusades"

-

J

"Sleamboal Round the

Bend"

—

Alice's

Grimm"
"Every Night At Eight"

—

Rating: 6i°— By All

Flying

Trapeze"

SWELL

—60

—

Means Dial In—

Wanger-Paramount

Seeing

!

J"

"The Man On The

EVERY NIGHT AT EIGHT

— Worth
-

Shot"

"young man" whom she almost
In case you think I'm the enthusiastic type you should have seen that preI
wouldn't be at all
view audience.
surprised if they were still applauding.

loses.

Don't
Miss

—70

''The Return of Peter

"Little Big

abrupt brother, and Fred MacMurray as

—

"Bonnie Scotland"

no time have I ever seen a better
in films than Ann Shoemakershe's definitely not the conventional mother
that we're used to on the screen, but the
realistic mother that we're used to in our
homes. And there's Frank Albertson turn j
ing in a first rate performance as Alice's

CHINA SEAS

at

—80

-

'We're In The Money"

this picture.

mother

—90

—

put over some nifty songs and both are
Frances Langford, fresh from
tasty dishes.
Broadway, has the smallest waist in Hollywood, and one of the best torch song
You'll be extremely pleased with
voices.

father.

able

Good

—

Entertain-

—

ment

"Bright Lights"

—50

make

the try-outs, and George gets interested in the gals, manages them and puts
them right over on the big time with him-

Pleasing

self.

—40

— Not

entertainment with a radio background, nothing to strain the I Q, but
with plenty of laughs, so what more do
you want? George Raft, playing a good
boy, has a small band he is trying to put
over on an amateur radio hour (Shades
of Major Bowes).
Patsy Kelly, Alice Faye
and Frances Langford are also trying to

Walter Wanger,

who produced

this

pic-

has evidently been hearing my loud
complaints about Patsy Kelly, viz., that she
is never given enough footage in pictures,
for Massa Walter gives Patsy her first big
break, and just as you and I suspected Miss
Kelly steals the show.
Patsy may not be
the best comedienne in the world, but
until a better comes along Patsy will disture,

so

-30

tinctly

do.

Alice Faye

and Frances Langford both

Rating: 85 "—Melodrama

HERE,

95

LTERE'S

your Clark Gable, girls, so heit takes your breath away just
Clark plays the tough
to look at him.
captain of a British passenger-freighter on
the China Seas and, boy, is he tough. But
the louder he yells the better his crew
likes him, and the better Jean Harlow,
playing one of her inimitable ladies of
She sails on his
easy virtue, loves him.
*-

-L

manish

boat, and so does Wally Beery, who plays
the front-man for as wicked a bunch of
Malay pirates as ever you saw.
There's a cargo of gold on the boat and
Wally tips off these murderous pirates, and
the passengers are treated to a great deal
Also on the boat are C.
of excitement.
Aubrey Smith, the owner of the shipping
line, and Rosalind Russell, pretty young
widow, and the nice girl in Clark's past.
Clark of course throws
Does Jean burn!

her over at once and gets himself shaved
and engaged to the English girl. Plenty
going-on on the China Seas all right.
And just as if Miss Harlow and a bunch
of cut-throats weren't enough, along comes
a typhoon that will definitely end all
typhoons, with the steam roller on the
lower deck breaking away from its moorings, and threatening to crush the boat.
Clark's fight with the steam roller will go
down in cinema history.
Lewis Stone plays an excellent bit as a
third mate who proves he isn't a coward
when the right moment comes. Robert
Benchley plays a drunk that will have you
in stitches if you like the Benchlev brand
of humor, and you'd better say you do be-

°— Bring on the Academy

Award— RKO

is the perfect performance.
Katharine Hepburn's "Alice" is so
hauntingly beautiful, so cruelly, but hu-morously, true to life that it will remain
in your memory, long after you have for-

at last,

It is
gotten the other pictures of 1935.
far Hepburn's best picture and best
performance, even topping her "Morning
Glory," which won the Academy Award

by

two years ago.
Booth Tarkington's Alice was rather a
dull, stupid girl, but Hepburn makes Alice
a sensitive, imaginative girl, who is always
striking a divinely amusing attitude, and
so deeply do you feel for Alice that you
die a thousands deaths with her there at

the Palmers' ball. Every girl has been a
wall-flower at some time or other in her
life and how, oh how dreadfully, we under-

siand Alice's humiliation
asks her to dance.

when

no

one

Praise must go immediately to George
Stevens, the director, for the magnificent
way in which he directed the entire picture,
but especially the party sequence, which
had the men in the theatre simply roaring
with laughter, but the women sort of chok-

"Steamboat Round

De Luxe—

M-G-M

ALICE ADAMS
Rating:

OF
PICTURES
SEEN

the

Bend" brings

a cargo of humor and Will Rogers as
a steamboat captain.
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advertently kills the man in self defense.
So John is arrested by Sheriff Eugene Pallette, and in time is sentenced to be hanged.
Anne and Will are convinced that they
can save John if they can find the only eye
witness to the killing, who happens to be
the New Moses, one of the grandest charSo
acters you've ever seen on the screen.
they scour the Mississippi river banks looking for the New Moses conducting his baptisms.
How they find him, and how they
become involved in the famous river races
—and win, by heck— is the most fun you've
seen on the screen for many a weary night.
Irvin S. Cobb, as the rival river captain
who loses the race to Will, is simply superb
—what a face! Berton Churchill plays the
New Moses and is grand, and so is Step'n
I've seen races in my time but
Fetchit.
never one quite so funny as this one.

THE RETURN OF
PETER GRIMM
Rating: 64 0 — A Bit of the Supernatural—

RKO

SOME
I

Frances Langford, Alice Faye and Patsy
Kelly who appear in "Every Night at
Eight," as a radio trio.

it's the smart thing to like right now.
course, with all kinds of rip-snorting
action going on there isn't much time for

on "Bengal Lancers"
have you rolling in the aisles.

cause

to

which

character motivation, but I'm sure you
won't mind. Gable and Harlow and Beery
are all three sensational— and, furthermore,
it's a moving moving picture.

something about a poor but honest lad in
love with an heiress, but it doesn't matter,
and may even be cut out before you see it.
What does matter is Laurel and Hardy.
They've never been quite so funny before.

will

You mustn't miss

WE'RE IN THE MONEY
Rating 72 0 — Fast

hearty laughs, see this one.

BONNIE SCOTLAND
Rating: 70 0 — Laurel and

Hardy

two funny guys, Stan Laurel and
Oliver Hardy, are here again in a feature length picture with some very good
comedy and some very bad plot. In fact
Laurel and Hardy don't need the plot at
all, they are as funny as fly-paper with-

out

it.

In the first part of the picture the two
boys arrive in Scotland to investigate Stanley MacLaurel's inheritance from a Scottish
ancestor— which, of course, is nothing and
they are stranded there. Stan burns Oliver's
single pair of pants and the next thing you
know the boys have become a couple of
kilted Highlanders in the British army.
This leads to India, where they treat you

plot's

a

little

Here— Warners

TOE

BROWN

comedies are always good
family entertainment— unless your family harbors a sophisticate— and this picture
is no exception.
There are plenty of gags
and a lot of good clean fun.
Joe plays a small town burlesque comic
who, with his wife, Ann Dvorak, goes over
big in the sticks. All is well until Patricia
Ellis, a snooty society gal, gets bored and
runs away from home to take a flier in
vaudeville.
You know how those society
dames are— always muscling in.
Well, Joe, of course, falls for Patricia,
the sap, and with her beauty and conniving they make Broadway.
He's wasting
away in the throes of l'amour when he discovers that Pat is in love with William
Gargan and has been giving him the runaround just for the laughs. He makes it
up with Ann, and there's a happy ending.
Distinctly one of the best Joe E. Brown
comedies.
E.

"

it,

stage play, produced by the
wizard David Belasco, and acted by David
Warfield, and it ran for years and years
and people went crazy about it.
Peter
Grimm returns from the dead once more,
and whether you'll go crazy about it is
something you'll decide for yourself.
This time Lionel Barrymore plays the
crabbed, tyrannical, and humorous Dutch

nurseryman who refuses to believe in
spiritualism.
His doctor and pal, Edward
Ellis, is positive that spirits return to the
earth after death.
So the two old men
make a bet with each other that the one
who dies first will return and apologize
to the other.
Barrymore dies, and returns
to the earth to find all his affairs in a
grand mess, but the humor of it all is that
he cannot convey a message to the doctor.
Finally through a little adopted boy, who
is dying, he finds a medium of communication, and manages to straighten out his
tangled

affairs.

Too much

praise cannot be given to the
and the cameraman, for they have
managed to create just enough of the eerie
and the supernatural, and Peter Grimm's

director

return to the earth as a ghost is excellently done. Barrymore is quite the nicest

STEAMBOAT ROUND
THE BEND
Rating 76°— Way

Roach-M-G-M

THOSE

The

Rating: 51 0 — What-a-mouth Brown's

HERE'S

Regan, night club singer, Man Mountain
Dean, wrestler, and Lionel Stander, tough
restaurant manager, and how she and
Glenda accomplish all this is excellent
comedy.
Hugh Herbert goes through his antics
and is funnier than ever, particularly in
For the good old
his court-room scene.

it.

BRIGHT LIGHTS

Comedy— Warners

a cure for whatever ails you,
heat, blues, or a little rash.
Joan
Blondell and Glenda Farrell play a couple
of hard-boiled process servers, employed
by that utterly irresponsible and absentminded attorney-at-law, Hugh Herbert.
Of course, Joan has fallen in love with
a rich young man, Ross Alexander, whom
she thinks is a chauffeur, and of course
she later discovers to her horror that he
is the millionaire clubman she is trying to
serve with a summons to appear in a million dollar heart-balm suit. But she serves
the summons— and gets thrown in the
She also serves summons on Phil
ocean.

travesty

fine

remember

successful

Of

a

ago (Oh, don't think
puleeze) this was a most

thirty years

Down South

in Dixie

-Fox

BEING

a daughter of the Southland with
magnolias in my hair I fell for this
bit of Old South folklore hook, line and
sinker, and so will everybody with a drop
of Southern blood.
And somehow, ma'am,
I think you Yankees are gonna fall for it
too.
It's a comedy of the nineties with
the Mississippi River around Baton Rouge,

Louisiana, as the locale.
Will Rogers plays the captain of one of
the worst old tubs that ever sailed around
the bend. He has been counting on his
nephew, John McGuire, to pilot the boat
for him, but John has fallen in love with
a swamp girl, Anne Shirley, and, trying to
defend her from a drunken brute he in-

Sybil Jason, one more
child wonder.
She is
in "Little Big Shot."

5
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LITTLE BIG SHOT
Rating: 61 "—Meet Sybil Jason, Folks—

Warners

HERE'S

may
Mack makes a

Helen
ever hope to find.
lovely daughter, and little
George Breakstone again does one of his
Allen Vinmagnificent sick-room scenes.
cent deserves a lot of praise for playing
a perfect cad without being conventional.
Ethel Griffies, as the town's gossipy hypocrite, rated big applause from the preview
audience.
ghost you

THE MAN ON THE FLYING
TRAPEZE
Rating: 56°— Quite

OUR
man and

Funny—Paramount

comedian plays a family
certainly put upon by the
most irritable wife you've met in many a
day, played by Kathleen Howard in a
strident voice.
He has a charming daughter by his first wife, Mary Brian to be sure,
but that's the only bit of charm in the
family.
His second wife's mother and
brother insist upon living with him, and

You

him down. Jean
two girls in Diamond
can't hate her, even
to him.
Cesar

row

DIAMOND

JIM

Rating: 80°— Edward Arnold,
— Universal

Hooray

A GRAND

picture that's first rate entertainment. Edward Arnold (and there's
a real actor for you, nothing namby pamby
about him), plays big, bluff, glamorous Jim
Brady, who took little Old New York by
storm in the days when Lillian Russell
was the belle of Broadway.
In fact, the
picture as you probably surmised, smarty
you, is the life story of the man who made
two fabulous fortunes in the railroad business,

startled
for

New York

society

by

his

penchant

diamonds and rich tasty
loved the wrong girl twice, and
finally died a lonely man.
Edward Arnold makes Diamond Jim a

viands,

thoroughly lovable guy, a man with the
heart of a boy in love, a heart of steel in
business,

and

a heart of gold to his friends.

Romero,

as her lover,
quite capable, and Eric Blore and George
Sidney are excellent comedy characters.
Binnie Barnes plays Lilian Russell as she
was at the beginning of her career and
manages to make the role really glamorous.
Maybe the kiddies won't get so excited over
this as their parents, who faintly remember
the eccentricities of Diamond Jim Brady.

SHE MARRIED HER BOSS
Rating: 92 °— Such

is

in the picture, a parking gag that will have
you in stitches, and a mother-in-law funeral
Unfortunately,
rib that is quite hysterical.
pathos enters just when the comedy is at
its best, and I always say there is no place
for pathos in a W. C. Fields comedy. Bill,
as the worm, finally turns, and tells off his
in-laws, and there's a knock-out of an ending.
If you're a pushover for Fields, and
I certainly am, you won't dare miss this
one.

if

is very good as the
Jim's life and you
she does bring sor-

is

favorite

mooch everything there is to mooch.
There are some high moments of comedy

when Jean Arthur

care just awfully

turns

Gay Goings-on—

Columbia

THERE

has been nothing as gay and
nonsensical since the Walls of Jericho
fell in "It Happened One Night."
Claudette Colbert, the comely lass who copped
the Academy Award last year, crashes
through with another of those utterly delightful comedy performances, and when
Claudette puts her mind on comedy you
can be sure of long and merry laughter.
She acts as if she hadn't had so much fun

and heavens knows, when you and
watch her, we're darned sure we haven't
had so much fun in a century.
This time Claudette plays a very efficient
executive secretary who, after six years,
finally manages to marry her Boss— and,
alas, his family. Which consists of the most
in years,
I

disagreeable

little

brat

(her

Boss's

child

by a former marriage) you've seen on the
since
screen
Jane Withers snarled in
"Bright Eyes."
Edith Fellowes plays the
spoiled kid and doesn't care how nasty she
is.
She's grand.
Then there is the Boss's sister, played by

Katharine Alexander,

who

so aristocratic
and frustrated that she spends most of her
time swooning and lowering the drapes to
keep the rugs from fading.
Claudette
puts the family in efficient running order is
a scream, but imagine her dismay when she
discovers that her business-loving husband
wants her as a secretary and not as a wife.
Melvyn Douglass, as the stuffy Boss who
becomes human just in time to keep his
wife, is perfect.
Michael Bartlett, as the
is

How

millionaire

playboy,

and when he

is

all

you can want,

that child wonder you've heard
all the talk about, little Sybil Jason,
late of South Africa, but now of Hollywood, and I'm pleased to tell you that
little Sybil lives up to all her advance publicity.
She is a sincere little actress, has
perfectly charming manners, and is a marvelous mimic— she does Mae West in the
picture, and it's better than any impersonation you've seen yet.
The story is none too faintly reminiscent
of "Little Miss Marker" and requires Sybil
to endure many harrowing experiences and
do a lot of crying, but she makes the grade
in spite of the plot.
Edward Everett Horton and Robert Armstrong play two racketeers who fall heir
to a child and consequently become completely regenerated, but not until they've
fought it out with as tough a bunch of
baddies as ever snarled into a mike. Jack
La Rue, Arthur Vinton and J. Carroll
Naish are the gangsters. Glenda Farrell
plays a hat check girl and is grand as usual,
but as usual has little or nothing to do.
(Now that I've got Patsy Kelly looked after
I must start my bigger-roles-for-Glenda-Farrell campaign.
Just a crusader at heart.)
Just in case you haven't been reading
your fan magazines lately, naughty you,
Sybil is the little girl who at six can sing,
dance, play the piano, do impersonations,
and read a menu in perfect French. When
Marion Davies heard about this she said,
"Good heavens, why at six I could barely
say Mama."

THE CRUSADES
Rating:

8o°—A De Mille epic with all
the trimmings—Paramount

most gorgeous De Mille spectacle
THE
ever filmed!
Thousands of King Richcrusaders marching forth to rid the
of the Saracen infidels, feasting
at
Marseilles, the battle of Acre with
hundreds of blazing bodies, the death
shrieks of men and horses, the clank
of arms and the clash of swords, a veritable
riot of slaughter, followed by the release
of the Christians and their triumphant
entry into Jerusalem singing psalms, all go
to make an impressive and thrilling picture
that you cannot afford to miss.
ard's

Holy Land

With "Cleopatra" now just a memory,
Mille has set upon the most interesting-

De

chapter of Medieval history— the crusades.
story is neatly balanced between romance and war with Henry Wikoxon (the
late Anthony) playing Richard the Lion
Hearted, King of England, who embarks
on a crusade to the Holy Land simply to
avoid marrying Alice of France, played by
Katherine De Mille
(C.
B.'s
adopted
daughter).
At Marseilles he promises to
marry Princess Berengaria, the daughter
of the King of Navarre, in exchange for
food for his armies and fodder for his

The

horses.

Loretta Young is perfectly beautiful as
the little princess who is forced to marry
her husband's sword at her wedding ceremony (an old English custom) because
King Richard is too bored to come. But
when he sees her later he falls romantically
in love and forces her to go to the Holy
Land with him. Before the walls of Acre
the Kings of the World ready their men
for battle with the Asiatic Saladin, and
there on the screen you see the most colossal battle that has ever been filmed.
No
one but De Mille could direct a scene like

Don't
boy, he sings.
miss his special rendition of "The Old Gray
Mare," with Claudette helping out with a
slightly bucolic mezzo soprano.
What fun.

Ian Keith as Saladin gets first prize
for the acting honors.
Others in the long
cast arc C. Henry Gordon, Joseph Schild-

And what

kraut, Alan Hale

sings,

fun for you when you see

it.

that.

and George Barbicr.
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Pimples were
"ruining her life"

"I had counted so much on my
first high school 'prom' ! Then my
face broke out again. I could have

"Those pimples stayed. Even
grew worse. Then, I heard about
Fleischmann's Yeast. I began to
eat it. Imagine my joy when my
pimples began to disappear!

2

1
,

died.

My

whole evening was a

came home and

Don't
spoil

flop. I

cried myself to sleep,

let

adolescent pimples

YOUR

DON'T

fun

pimply skin spoil your good times
make you feel unpopular and ashamed.
Even bad cases of pimples can be corrected.
let a

—

Pimples come at adolescence because the important glands developing at this time cause
disturbances throughout the body. Many irritating substances get into the blood stream. They
irritate the skin, especially wherever there are
many oil glands on the face, on the chest and

—

across the shoulders.

Fleischmann's Yeast

clears the skin irritants

3 "Now my
all

Many

skin is clear and smooth as a baby's. I'm being rushed by
the boys. Mother says I don't get any time to sleep!"

cases of pimples clear

up within a week or

Bad cases sometimes take a month or more.
Start now to eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast
two.

daily!

Eat Fleischmann's Yeast as long as you have
any tendency to pimples, for it is only by keeping
your blood clear of skin irritants that you can
keep pimples away.

out of the blood. With the cause removed, the
pimples disappear.

Eat Fleischmann's Yeast 3 times

a day, before

meals, until your skin has become entirely clear.

by clearing skin
out of the blood

Copyright, 193s, Standard Brands Incorporated

irritants

„-

.
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Topics for Gossips
[Continued from page

19]

weeks every year. I love it. Can
have a pup tent and fish?" It took a
double martini before Paramount recovered from the shock.
several

Julie

I

new

—"4

AND speaking
*1 fortune of

of

I

had the good

band, Henry
other day, and I want to go on record as
saying that Maggie certainly was crazy to
give him up.
I suppose you've seen him
in the new Gaynor picture "The Farmer

my

me

but even

type,

more good-looking.

taller,

•#>'

and much

He's a quiet sort of a

white pumps.

HERE'S

the inside story on Rochelle
Hudson: (We snatched it from Helen
Gwynne's famous column).
When that
young missy returned from her trip to
New York her boss, Winnie Sheehan, had
her up on the carpet because of cracks she
had made to the press while East. Seems

EVERYBODY'S

getting name-conscious
you haven't got your cognomen
and
embroidered or etched on you some place,
well, mercy, you simply don't belong.
For
some time now the girls have been wearing
their names, embroidered in their own
handwriting, on their pajamas and handkerchiefs, but the height of something or
other was reached the other day when Joan
Crawford appeared at the studio in sandals
on which her shoemaker had perforated
"Joan" on the toes! So of course it started
Hurry, Toots, and get perforated.
a fad.
if

„

-

Glamour

returned to
for which heaven be

Girl

fingernails,

"They

has

natural
praised.

more natural and more comfortable," Joan said when asked about them,
"And when all is said and done I feel that
nothing is more attractive than a soft,
are

buffed finish."

You're right, Joanie, abso-

lutely right.

of
MORE
the

this name-consciousness! It's in
and there seems to be nothing
about it. All of Bill Powell's

air,

we

can do

and he certainly has them, are
bringing him elegant mugs and glasses
these days for his new bar— with their
names painted on them. So if you ever
get invited to Bill's new playroom you can
drink out of a Jean Harlow mug, or, would
you prefer a Carole Lombard tumbler?
friends,

— —
person who doesn't
for
ONE
name racket Claudette Colbert. Clau.

fall

this

is

dette

doesn't

like

to

see

her

name

any-

where except on a theatre marquee. She
developed a name complex at a very early
age.
I believe she was seven, and with
she scratched out her
name on her mother's beautiful sewing
table.
We won't go into what Mrs. Colbert did to her little daughter, but it was
topped off with a lecture on "Fools' names
like fools' faces always seen in
public
places."
It made a lasting impression.
linger

nail

scissors

u

ONE

„

most exciting tennis matches
I ever watched was the one between
Carole Lombard and Bing Crosby, with
Carole finally the winner.
There's no doubt
but what Carole is the Helen Wills of the
of the

picture colony.

His honors are heavy, but
Fred Allen is going to

make

a picture to please

his radio audience.

went into the can Freddy has been hiding
away at a country house on Long Island,
and writing away night and day on his
book. Fred is eager to describe in terms
that normal feet can follow the intricacies
of his nimble dancing. And that's a job in
itself.
By the way, Fred will become an
uncle soon. His sister, the equally famous
Adele Astaire, now Lady Cavendish, is
about to present his lordship with an heir.

PRF.D ASTAIRE

is

really

writing

that

book on dancing and don't let anybody
tell you it's a fake.
Ever since "Top Hat"

Rochelle didn't like a lot of things about
her home town, which is also Will Rogers'
home town, and small communities in general and all she needed was for
to ask her and she talked.
Well,

someone

Sheehan,
the big boss, finally got through bawling
her out and Miss Hudson got ready to
leave.
As she was on her way out, she
started whistling violently (probably just
to show that she wasn't afraid of the big
bad wolf).' Sheehan looked up and said:
"Have you any other musical accomplishments besides whistling?" "Yes, I have,"
said Rochelle, quite unexpectedly, and
very determinedly. With that she marched
herself over to the piano and started to
play and sing.
The result was that Sheehan was so overcome he had her sing a song in "Curley

ON

Ginger Rogers' birthday Lew Ayres
presented her with a diamond bar-pin
with a sapphire as big as THAT. It's a
beauty.

Top" which was a great hit, and now it is
very likely that Rochelle will be cast in
several musicals.
The moral is: Every
bawling out has a silver lining.

to be an Aztec winter I'm
afraid. Adrian, Metro's couturier, took his
vacation in Mexico this summer, and that
means Mexican motifs for the Metro belles
this winter.
Can't you just see Garbo playing "Camille" (her next I hear) in a hat

NO

IT'S going

that's

a

cross

between a tamale and an

enchalade!

me, these grown-ups who go in for
DEAR
children's diseases. There ought
to be a
Judge has been quarantined
with scarlet fever for the last few weeks
and reports from the sick room have it
that Arline is glad to get a rest but hates
scarlet
Via the telephone Arline
fever.
told us that it was most annoying because
her pet gag is no longer any good. Whenever she is at home Arline answers the
phone and always says, "Miss Judge is not
in" to both friend and foe— but particularly to friends because it makes them so
mad.
Miss Judge is now definitely in—
by request of the Board of Health.

law.

Arline

,,

—»<$»—»
-*-

Acms

.

„<§>,,

by the way, you legion upon legions
of Joan Crawford fans— your favorite

AND,

to

smaller flowers clipped like buckles to her

through luncheon, with Henry getexcited that he practically forgot
about "Way Down East."

all

ling so
all

O'SULLIVAN

is one of the
adopt the new artificial flower
leis with matching slipper-clips for evening
wear. The opening night of Eddie Duchin's
orchestra at the Grove, which was a social
event that brought out the cinema stars
dressed to their eyebrows, Maureen wore a
girlishly formal organdy with
a lei of
white daisies with yellow centers, and with

first

in

guy, too, with not a single conceit in sight.
Henry adores games and peculiar eating
places (joints if you like). He showed me
the bottle and match game and we played
it

this

—

MAUREEN

He's sort of on the Charlie

ecstasies.

Farrell

will join

their

the great playwright, Philip
Barry, saw Julie Haydon in "The Scoundrel" he said, "Get her."
So Julie will
have her big chance on Broadway any minute now. The little Roberti of course has
been a New York favorite for several years.
She is what is known as a "show-stopper."

sitting next to her ex-husFonda, at a luncheon the

Takes a Wife" by now, and

for

which open on Broadway

When

fall.

—

Maggie

Haydon and Lydi Roberti
plays,

— —

becomes
WHAT
wondered.

of first wives?
I've often
Well, it seems that the first
Mrs. Clark Gable, known as Josephine Dillon Gable, has gone to New York to coach

matter what the occasion, a star sapphire is an appropriate gift in Hollvwood, and currently the most popular one.
Carole Lombard started the fad. She wears
a star sapphire given her by William Powell,
and you can get a good look at it because
she is going to wear it in her new picture,
"Hands Across the Table," which is the
saga of a manicurist.

YOUNG

ladies the world over have attempted to analyze that combination of
charm and beauty possessed by Mary Brian,
which has made her a center of attraction
for the most eligible young men of the film

colony.
Mary's secret
isn't the same Mary at

she really

Dick Powell,
Oakie, Buddy Rogers, Joe Morrison

Jack

and

this:

is

all

all.

the rest of the young leading

men

who

cavort around with Alary will tell
you with a trace of bewilderment that thev
never see the same Mary twice. Mary possesses the very happy faculty of being able
to change her personality and appearance
with only the least bit of effort. A new

headdress,

work
which

know

a

new

dress,

a

new mood

all

change in her mobile features,
even more amazing to those who
her well than to others.
a

is

This charming actress carries only handbags featuring the
slide fastener

security of the automatic -locking

ONE thing the clever actresses of
Hollywood won't

tolerate

is

the haphazardly fastened handhag.

They want

as smart style

why they

security

— as well

— at all times. That's

insist

upon handbags

featuring the Talon automaticlocking slide fastener.

absolute protection against acci-

—that means extra
— extra trimness.

dental opening

convenience

it

Here's your protect
tii

And you'll

find that

TALON on

a handbag always means superior
quality

and smart design —because

only the finest manufacturers make
their

handbags with Talon fasten-

>n

—

I

he automatic'

locking feature!
at the sides
bag-,

drop

over

—-

can^t
even a

it.

They've found that

this flexible,

ers.

And

all

the leading stores

them — in your own

turn

it

the fastener

come open*
tittle,

you pull

easy-working fastener gives them

Tug

of your

unless
it.

sell

favori te styles.

BOOKLESS FASTENER CO., MEAD VILLE, PA. • NEW YORK . BOSTON . PHILA. • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • SEATTLE • PORTLAND
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"AllCe
joying it. Why, it's the first time we've—
we've entertained in I don't know how
long! I guess it's almost since we had that
little party when you were eighteen. What's
the matter with you?"

"Nothing. I don't know."
On the day Arthur Russell was to dine
at the home of Alice Adams he had lunch
at Mildred Palmer's, and his world was
entirely upset for him as he heard this conversation.

Mr. Palmer, mildly amused by what he
was telling his wife, had just spoken the
words, "this Virgil Adams," What he had
said was, "this Virgil Adams-that's the
man's name. Queer case."

*********Adams-

"It appears

when

this

man— this

a young clerk, the old gentleman
trusted him with one of his business secrets,
a glue process that Mr. Lamb had spent
some money to get hold of. The old chap

was

thought

this

Adams was going to have
with the Lamb concern, and

quite a future
of course never dreamed he was dishonest.
Alfred says this Adams hasn't been of any
real use for years, and they should have
let him go as dead wood, but the old gentleman wouldn't hear of it, and insisted
on his being kept on the pay-roll; so they
just decided to look on it as a sort of
Well, one morning last March
pension.
the man had an attack of some sort down
there, and Mr. Lamb got his own car out

and went home with him, himself, and
worried about him and went to see him
no end, all the time he was ill."
"He would," Mrs. Palmer said, approv"He's a kind-hearted creature, that

ingly.

old man."

Her husband laughed.

"Alfred says he

thinks his kind-heartedness is about cured!
It seems that as soon as the man got well
again he deliberately walked off with the
Just calmly
old gentleman's glue secret.
Alfred says he believes that if
stole it!
he had a stroke in the office now, himself,
his father wouldn't lift a finger to help

him!"

name to herthoughtfully. " 'Adams'— 'Virgil Adams.'
You said his name was Virgil Adams?"
"Yes."
Mrs. Palmer repeated the

self

She looked

at

her daughter.

"Why, you

know who
casually.
isn't

it?

that is, Mildred," she said,
"It's that Alice Adams's father,
Wasn't his name Virgil Adams?"

"I think

it

is,"

Mildred

Adams"

[Continued from page 52]

rather dropped her."
Arthur Russell was stunned.
There was a part of him that wanted to
protest and deny, but he had not heat
enough, in the chill that had come upon
him.
Here was the first "mention" of
Alice, and with it the reason why it was
the first:
Mr. Palmer had difficulty in recalling her, and she happened to be spoken
tating, concluded, "I

only because her father's betrayal of a
benefactor's trust had been so peculiarly
atrocious that, in the view of the benefactor's family, it contained enough of the
element of humour to warrant a mild
There was the deadlilaugh at a club.
ness of the story: its lack of malice, even
Deadlier still were Mrs.
of resentment.
Palmer's phrases: "a pushing sort of girl,"
"A very pushing little person."
At the Adams' house great preparations
were being made for the dinner. A maid
of,

was engaged and
was ready

"Do come

right

finally before everything
in,

Mr. Russell," said

Mrs. Adams, loudly lifting her voice for
"I'm
additional warning to those above.
so glad to receive you informally, this way,
There's a hat-rack
in our little home.
here under the stairway," she continued,
as Russell, murmuring some response, came
"I'm afraid you'll think it's
into the hall.
almost too informal, my coming to the door,
but unfortunately our housemaid's just had
a little accident— oh, nothing to mention!
I
just thought we better not keep you
waiting any longer. Will you step into our
living-room, please?
She led the way between the two small
columns, and seated herself in one of the
plush rocking-chairs, selecting it because
Alice had once pointed out that the chairs,
themselves, were less noticeable when they

had people sitting in them. "Do sit down,
Mr. Russell; it's so very warm it's really
to stand up!"
you," he said, as he took a seat.
"Yes. It is quite warm." And this seemed
to be the extent of his responsiveness for
the moment.
He was grave, rather pale;
and Mrs. Adams's impression of him, as
she formed it then, was of "a distinguishedlooking young man, really elegant in the
best sense of the word, but timid and
formal when he first meets you."
She

quite a

trial just

"Thank

beamed upon him, and used with

she said a continuous accompaniof laughter, meaningless except that
it
was meant to convey cordiality.
"Of
course we do have a great deal of warm

thing

ment

weather,"
it's

so

she

much

feeling.

I

with you

a feeling
so; that's

like

I

if

about

my

were going to be
minutes more

five

life!"

this

before.

It's— it's

just

You're going— why, you're
never coming here again!"
She stood up.
abruptly, beginning to tremble all over.

"Why,

finished, isn't it?" she said, and
manifest now in her
"Why, it's all over, isn't it? Why,

it's

her trembling was
voice.

yes!"

He had

risen

as

you're awfully tired

she

did.

"I'm afraid

and nervous," he

said.

"I really ought to
"Yes, of course

be going."
you ought," she cried,
despairingly. "There's nothing else for you
to do.
When anything's spoiled, people
can't do anything but run away from it.
So good-bye!"
"At least," he returned, huskily, "we'll

only— only say good-night."
Then, as moving to go, he stumbled upon
the veranda steps, "Your hat!" she cried.
"I'd like to keep it for a souvenir, but I'm
afraid you need it!"
She ran into the hall and brought his

straw hat from the chair where he had left
"You poor thing!" she said, with quavit.
ering laughter. "Don't you know you can't
go without your hat?"
Then, as they faced each other for the
short moment which both of them knew
would be the last of all their veranda
moments, Alice's broken laughter grew
louder. "What a thing to say!" she cried.

[Continued on page

"Of course— certainly.
yes," he said.
Quite a good-looking girl— one of Mildred's
How queer!"
friends.
Mildred looked up, as if in a little alarm,
but did not speak. Her mother set mat"Fathers are amusing," she
ters straight.
said smilingly to Russell, who was looking
at her, though how fixedly she did not
notice; for she turned from him at once
"Every girl
to enlighten her husband.

who

meets Mildred, and tries to push the
acquaintance by coming here until the poor
child

my

International

Norman

is

all!

"Oh,

Barnes
proudest

it

"Why, no," he said. "Of course I'm
"
coming to see you— often. I
"No," she interrupted. "I've never had

said.

dell's

as

feel

only

in all the rest of

every-

Mamma

"I'm glad

outdoors."
pleasanter in"Yes," he said.
"It
is
doors."
And, stopping with this single
untruth, he permitted himself the briefest
glance about the room; then his eyes returned to his smiling hostess.
The dinner was tragic. At last Alice led
him to the porch.
"Do you know?" she said, suddenly, in
"I have the strangest
a clear, loud voice.

Mrs. Palmer turned toward her husband.
"You've seen this Alice Adams here. Mr.
Lamb's pet swindler must be her father."
Mr. Palmer passed a smooth hand over
his neat gray hair, which was not disturbed
by this effort to stimulate recollection.

has to hide, isn't a friend of hers,
dear!"
Mildred's eyes were downcast again, and
"Oh,
a faint colour rose in her cheeks.
I shouldn't put it quite that way about
Alice Adams," she said, in a low voice. "I
saw something of her for a time. She's not
unattractive— in a way."
Mrs. Palmer settled the whole case of
"A pushing sort of girl,"
Alice carelessly.
she said. "A very pushing little person."
"
Mildred began; and, after hesi"I

informed him.

cooler in the house than

(Joan B!ontitle)

Scott Barnes.

and
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FRANK TALKS BY EMINENT WOMEN PHYSICIANS

IN A SERIES OF

Woman who "thinks

The

so often
"We

When
little

modern, yet most women today still have a
reluctance

she knows

Headed for Tragedy

is

consider ourselves

natural

61

. . .

comes

it

knowledge

to
is

marriage hygiene, a

truly

a dangerous thing'

writes Dr. Steinberger Sarolta

of Budapest

to

talk frankly about such a delicate

subject as marriage hygiene. And
hidden in the shadows of this secrecy, the doctor finds a shocking
amount of misinformation, quackery,

and

— too often — stark tragedy.

"My

heart aches for the victims

when there
method of marriage

of half-truths, especially
is

a

proper

hygiene.

"Millions of women have found that

"Lysol" deserves their confidence.
It is so reliable that hundreds of

modern

clinics

delicate of

all

use

it

in that

operations

.

.

.

most
child-

birth. And if every young married
woman knew "Lysol's" effectiveness

—

riages

hygiene fewer marwould come to tragic ends.

"It

a privilege for a doctor to rec-

in

personal

is

ommend "Lysol"

for feminine hy-

you are to make a real sucof your marriage, make
gentle, reliable "Lysol" a part of
your personal hygiene. Its regular use is such an assurance of
immaculate feminine daintiness ... to say
nothing of the peace of mind it brings.
If

giene. For, in the cases of countless

women,

cess

have seen that method

I

serenity, change
despondency into happiness."

turn worry into
{Signed) DR.

STEINBERGER SAROLTA

6 "Lysol" Features Important to You

many women are reluctant to talk
frankly about such a delicate subject"

Safety. ."Lysol" is gentle and reContains no free alkali; cannot
harm delicate feminine tissues.

body (in the presence of organic matter)
and not just in test tubes.

'...too

1.

You

.

liable.

."Lysol" is
2. Effectiveness
germicide,which means that it is effective
under practical conditions ... in the
.

.

a true

can't see the millions of germs that
threaten your family, but you must fight
those invisible foes through disinfection.

Use

Penetration
."Lysol" solutions,
because of their low surface tension,
spread into hidden folds of the skin, and
thus actually search out germs.

"Lysol" in washing handkerchiefs, bed linen,
towels, and to clean telephone mouthpiece,
door knobs, laundry, kitchen and bath room.

Economy. ."Lysol", because it is a
concentrated germicide, costs less than
one cent an application in the proper
solution for feminine hygiene.

FACTS MARRIED

3.

.

4.

.

.

Odor

.The odor of "Lysol" disappears immediately after use, leaving
one both fresh and refreshed.
5.

.

WOMEN SHOULD KNOW

—

Mail coupon for a copy of our interesting brochure
"LYSOL vs GERMS," containing facts about Feminine Hygiene and other uses of "Lysol."

&

Fink, Inc., Bloomficld, N. J., Dept.
Sole Distributors of "Lysol" disinfectant

Leiin

LY- 38

.

."Lysol" keeps its full
strength, no matter how long it is kept,
no matter how much it is exposed.
6.

NEW! Lysol Hygienic Soap for bath, hands
and complexion. Cleansing and deodorant.

Throughout your home, fight
n
germs with Lysol"

Stability.

Name

.

Streets

.

City_

_ Stale
C

19116.

Lahn

&

Kink. Inc.
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"AllCe
"What

romantic parting— talking about

a

tory,

too— across the

[Continued from page 60]

street

"You— you mean that— that

hats!"

Her laughter continued as he turned
away, but other sounds came from within
the house, clearly audible with the opening
of a door upstairs— a long and wailing cry
of lamentation in the voice of Mrs. Adams.
Russell paused at the steps, uncertain, but
Alice waved to him to go on.
"Oh, don't bother," she said. "We have
lots of that in

this

funny

little

old house!

Good-bye!"

And as he went down the steps, she
ran back into the house and closed the
door heavily behind her.
Alice found her family in a wild state.
Walter had confessed that he was short in
accounts and his father realized that

his

Adams"

he had no money with which to help him.
A knock came at the door and Mr. Lamb
w^as announced. Walter was in a panic, but
Alice kept him from actually dashing out
of the house.
In the living

the two old

men

faced

one another
Mr. Lamb, righteously angry, faced
Adams and gesturing with his cane yelled:
"First you run off with my glue formula,
and then your son absconds with my
money! A fine family you turned out to
and it's only
be, after all these years
because of that I came here at all. Otherwise I wouldn't have set a foot in yotrr
.

.

.

house."

pay you back every cent WalteT
took, Mr. Lamb— every cent with interestjust as soon as I can get the money."
"And where'll you get it? Out of th;)*
Well, you won'tglue factory of yours?
I've spiked that!
I'm starting a glue fac
"I'll

"Yes, that's mine.
sign tomorrow."

Adams roused

I'm putting up the

"I

know

just

how

those fishes

feel,

don't

at Loretta as she expressed
his mouth convulsively and a

looked dully
it,

opened

thin stream of blubbles emerged: "In case

you don't know," said Dorothy

Frasso,
"that is the trout equivalent of a 'raspmoved on, from tank to tank,
berry'."
with Loretta and The Frasso reading redi

We

semblances

into

each

homely

fish.

The

reminded them both of a female
on the Coast, the bullheads recalled

catfish

pest

an officious supervisor to Loretta's memory
and there was a fish s'help me that looked
a great deal like Guy Kibbee, and another
one who resembled Joe E. Brown.
Every now and then, a group standing
next to us would start in excitement and
there would be a great confusion of fingerpointing at Miss Young: "It is" would be
followed by an incredulous: "It ain't."
Not one of the twenty or thirty people

who

actually recognized her could believe
their eyes, or reconcile this unusual locale
with the presence of a film star. The next
clay, in my newspaper column, I
wrote
about the trip to the Aquarium. In response came thirty letters from the thirty
people who had seen her there but who
couldn't believe it.
Each one of them

mourned the

incredulity which cost them
an autograph: "I was dumber than those

is he?"
doctor says he just needs rest and
replied Alice.
"Poor father— he

Now
keep my

quiet,"

won't have

and filled with
wrath he became vehement: —
"You worked till you got me where you
want me. You've spiked my business all
himself

can't even raise the money
to
boy out of the penitentiary.
That's where you worked till you got me!
I worked all my life for you, and what I

much chance

to get either,

I'm

afraid."'

The

old

man

floor angrily.

"A danged

turning away paced the
"He's an old fool," he said.

old fool!"

"No, Mr. Lamb," said

Adams suddenly clutched
his voice broke.
at his heart, tottered and collapsed on the

"I'm the
Father never
wanted to do it really, but when he saw
how unhappy I was he took the glue
formula.
He wanted to go back to work
for you, Mr. Lamb.
I
guess he almost
worshipped you."
The old man stopped, a bit flustered, and
finally gave in and proposed that he would
go in partnership with her father and that
he would give Walter another chance.
Alice showed the old man out after thanking him and as she stood there in the
moonlight she heard a noise behind her
and, startled, turned quickly. It was Arthur Russell.
He had heard everything,
after he came back, and his answer to her
question was to open his arms—
"I
think you're the most wonderful,
adorable little idiot I've ever known," he

floor.

said.

right.

I

when I quit never harmed you— it
didn't make two cents worth o' difference
in your life— and it looked like it'd mean
all the difference in the world to my fam'ly
and look what you've done to me for
You think I did you a bad turn, and
it!
and
now you got me ruined for it
you've got my works ruined, and my fam'ly
did

.

.

.

.

J

if

anybody d

.

.

me

'a'told

last

year I'd say such a thing, I'd called him a
dang liar
but I do say it, Mr. Lamb—
mean
doggone
man
you're a— a
.

The

The

last

.

.

few words were forced out—

man

gazed in terror at the fallen
figure of Adams, turned toward the hall
old

and called for help.
There was wild excitement as Alice and
her mother rushed to help Mr. Adams.
Alice took command, ordered her mother
to telephone to the doctor and the stunned
figure of Mr. Lamb was quite forgotten.
When Alice came down the stairs with

With

[Continued from page

you Tom?," said Miss Young, as we halted
"Everybody starat an illuminated tank.
The striped
ing at them, no privacy."
bass which evoked this bit of philosophy

"How
"The

Stepping Out

anybody, let alone a Hollywood celeb, to
be prowling about fish tanks.

the doctor. Mr. Lamb, who had been seated
nervously on the edge of a chair asked:

old butterine fact 'ry— right across the stree'

mined— and
room

from yours!"
enormous

big,

fool.

It's

all

my

Alice.

fault.

"Dearest, will you marry me?"
head lifted and now she was
smiling through her tears.
"Please don't cry."
"Let me. It's a relief. I'm so tired of
pretending."
And the moon flooded them with its
radiance as if a special benediction lay
Alice's

upon them.
End.

Loretta

21]

fish I was looking at," was the aggrieved
confession in one letter.
At the New York Stock Exchange, in
the financial heart of New York, a page
boy was first to recognize her as we waited
at the entrance for Bert Taylor, one of
the governors of the Exchange, who is
Dorothy di Frasso's brother.
The page
boy took one startled look at the beautiful

Young, and then faded left to an
In a minute, a whole group of his
colleagues were gaping.
He must have
been a veritable Paul Revere, the page
Miss

exit.

conjured out of a hat. For the moment,
with the giants of Wall Street staring up
at her, Loretta Young seemed to be the
High Priestess of Finance, a goddess of
fractional gains and losses.
Hard-headed
Street was just as naive as any moving
picture fan.

Wall

At the Baer-Braddock fight, we sat at
the ringside in the Working Press section.
Telegraphers who had covered the most
important events of the country, and had
been bored by 'em, came to life when they

who

first recognized her. In five minutes, the
traders were streaming out.
Each one of
these financial giants, as if ashamed to
confess his curiosity, came out with an
elaborate show of nonchalance. Each one
invented an excuse of some sort but they
gaped at Loretta just as eagerly as the page
boys.
By the time Bert had taken us to the
Visitor's Gallery, the word had swept all
around the floor of the stock market.
Groups of traders turned their eyes up.
Arms gestured. At the tiny booths on the
floor, clerks and members alike forgot all
other business for a view of her, and as
we looked down, we saw a white parade
of the huge, round name-buttons which
She
adorn the lapel of each member.
really had a swell time at the Stock Ex-

change, Governor Taylor pointing out the
significance of the huge boards affixed to
the walls, blackboards of extraordinary
Lights came alive on them and
activity.
showed up with magical swiftness, as if

Ginger Rogers has reached
the top and she will be
starred in her next film.
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saw her.
She got her greatest pictorial thrill, I
think, from the fight between Joe Louis,
the Detroiter, and huge Camera. Not only
was the fight more spectacular and dramatic,
but the setting was in the Yankee Stadium
instead of the Madison Square Garden
Bowl on Long Island. The lofty tiers of
the Yankee Stadium, bulging with humanity and identified in the night by the
red flares of cigarette tips and the scarlet
is a sight to thrill even a native
New Yorker. To Loretta and her mother,
who had never seen it before, it was
breath-taking. The ring, a patch of white
light in the center of the diamond; the
sweaty gladiators pounding at each other's
bodies,
the
blimp circling above the
stadium, with electric lights spelling out
an advertisement on its belly, and the
tension which is generated in a crowd of
60,000 excited persons— all of these things
form a sprawling canvas of light and movement which no artist has ever been able
to completely catch.
Loretta Young and
her mother, Mrs. Belser, were more intrigued by the panorama of the stadium,
I believe, than by the fight itself.
exit-signs,

KGDL
MILDLY MENTHOLATED

CORK-TIPPED

Only one faint note of disappointment
marred the entire evening.
Calling for
her at the Hotel Pierre, where I was to
pick up her and her mother, I found the
young lady unhappy. At first, I suspected
that my personality had finally beaten her

down to a point of exhaustion, but such
was not the case. It seemed that she had
ordered a particularly fetching hat that
very afternoon.
The modiste, tongue in
cheek, glibly had promised immediate
delivery.
At 6 p.m., it hadn't arrived, at
By this time, the
7 it hadn't arrived.
distraught Miss Young was giving her impressions of a victim of a bank swindle.
But nothing availed. The hat she wore
was very chic, but to her it was only a
mourning band for the creation that had

A

failed

fresh.

to

EVERY SMOKE A

arrive.

Her mother,

incidentally,

one who doesn't address her

is

as

the only
Loretta.

her she is "Gretchen," which was
her baptismal name. They are more like
sisters than mother and daughter.
"How
did you get so lovely?" I asked Loretta
while we were riding to the Stadium in
Janet Ryan's car: "There's the answer,"
Loretta said, and pointed to her mother.
"None of her daughters are as nice."
Although the family comes from Salt
Lake City, Utah, and bears the name of
the famous Brigham Young, there is no
family connection. Loretta is one of three
daughters, Sally Blane and Polly Ann
It

lips.

booklet.) Llore for your
in
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not

sight-"
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don't you Edwin?"
are you going to do with a girl
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money every way

— that's why sales

pack and

gravely, "the name
Edwin.
And furthermore I would have little sympathy with a
If he
guy who would be so captious.
wouldn't take you as you are, then there
is something radically wrong with his eyeI

Ed-WARD,

is

good in U.

;
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And a valuable B & W coupon in each

useful premiums. (Offer

the papers and read that on July 1, I was
On the Upbeat with so-and-so; on July 8th,
I was carrying the torch for a second; on
July 15th, I was at the Trocadero with a
third— why, I wouldn't blame him for
thinking I was fickle. And that would be
terrible,

re-
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the flickers
her opportunity.
The only thing about the publicity she
has received which distresses her is the
impression which has been given that she
has a new boy-friend for every change of
costume. "Some day, the right fellow will
come along," she explains, "and then suppose he believed all that you columnists
If

The

pack. Save 'em for a choice of beautiful,

was Sally who first clicked in
and through her, Loretta got

have said about me.
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Fay Wraydiant
[Continued fi-om page 32]
her again and again because she did her job
earnestly and well.
Never late on the set.
Never any display of temperament, never
complaint
about
anything. But— never
any
sensational!

That's all changed today. Again, no one
knows why. That is, except Fay.
"There are those who say my recent
months in Europe, where I made two pic-

Gaumont

British, were respon"Undoubtedly those
began.
months in a strange country, whose subject

tures

for

she

sible,"
I

must have had a

really was,

lot

to

do

There were other
with it— but not all!
things—"
She was so serious, and more
radiant than I have ever seen her, as she
me:

told

"Before I left for England I had taken
out citizenship papers. Not having taken
my final oath of allegiance, however, I
travelled on a British passport. I had lived
in the United States since I was three years
old— feeling a part of America, yet feeling
an outsider, too.
"My first stirring of patriotic enthusiasm
came to me following my return to New
York, when I was asked to be guest of
honor at the New York Military Academy.

At sunset

mandant
wi tli herself)

*

my

palate with bitter concoctions. I've

been abusing my poor, patient system with harsh, violent purges. The
whole idea of taking a laxative be-

came a nightmare. Why didn't I discover you before
friend Ex-Lax.
You taste like my favorite chocolate
candy. You're mild and you're gentle
you treat me right. Yet with all
.
your mildness you're no shirker
you're as thorough as can be. The
.

.

.

. .

.

children won't take anything else

.

.

.

my

husband has switched from his
old brand of violence to you. You're
a member of the family now . ."
.

Multiply the lady's thoughts hy millions
...and you have an idea of public opinion on Ex-Lax. For more people use
Ex-Lax than any other laxative. 46 million boxes were used last year in America
r.lone. 10c and 25c boxes in any drug
store. Be sure to get the genuine!

When Nature forgets —
remember

EX- LAX
TtiE

ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

MAIL THIS COUPON — TODAY!
EX-LAX, Inc., P.

O. Box 170

Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N Y
Please send free sample of Ex-Lax.
S105
.

Name
Address

Of

.«'«'

7::ii

lirr

iii

Xutre

Camilla, write Ej-l.a.rV

Dame

St.

11'.,

I 'd.

.,'

Montreal)

the

in

self,

"I

MY

her

I

felt

own

words.

certain of

my

life,

my

career

have ever been before.
It's a case of knowing, as against not knowThe
Action as against waiting.
ing.

and myself than

I

funniest thing of all is that when I used
to be so uncertain of what to do and say
Now I'm
next, I did little except regret.
Singing, dancing, music, lanstudying.
It's
guages—both French and Spanish.
only by learning that you can be SURE
you are going ahead."
By the time you read this she will be in
England, pursuing a two picture contract.
After which she returns immediately to

Hollywood.
to

She had wanted with

make

a

picture

before

all

her

leaving.
over a

reading and turning down
scripts, she accepted England's offer,
A year ago she
at an enormous stipend.
would have been uncertain. Would she
dare remain off the American screen for
She would probably
this added period?

dozen

in Hollywood to do one
But today— she
of those pictures.
With a recklessness unbelievable
is sure.
to those who have known her, she is prepared to meet the results of her decisions.
She knows what she wants. And in that
want is the determination that she will
never again be criticized by Hollywood for
making too many pictures.
Nor will those same critics and their
brother interviewers find a docile lamb at
to point direct questioning, which

have remained

or

more

whom

would have been received with
an embarrassing search for "the right thing

a year ago

Tune

in on "Strange as it Seems" new Ex-Lax Radio
Program. See local newspaper for station and time.
,

to

say."

not

is

yacht,

Jimmie's

which you've read about.

a great thrill of

me.

flag.

am more

heart
After

this

Com

That was soon
At that very moment, I
It was that I
felt a sense of belonging.
had always wanted, and needed.
"I took my final oath of allegiance on
Flag Day! That was a thrill, and an experience which opened up a new vista of
My citizenship was a
thinking for me.
turning point of my life. As though I had
been born again with all the experience of
years, backed now by a new confidence."
Is it any wonder that Fay Wray has
changed outwardly in compliance with all
the things that have stirred heil inner
being these many months? Is it any wonder Hollywood is excited about the results?
Here is its reaction upon Fay Wray herto be

nasty things to

as

stood beside

the American Flag was being

lowered. Suddenly
appreciation within

{Intimate conversation of a lady

"T'VE been doing

I

drill,

Acme

Jimmie Cagney and his wife
on the bounding billow. No,

Hollywood

will

long

remember

of how she recently
upon her return from
abroad.
After a lengthy interview during which
the reporter was impressed and a little
annoyed at the new assurance of this Fay
Wray, he asked her an obviously direct and
extraordinary question. "Miss Wray, what
do you think of the quintuplets?"
Without the slightest hesitancy, she
smiled graciously, and answered, "I think
there are five of them, don't you?"
A confidence unhampered by heroisms
or extremes, because she will never allow
herself to be completely independent. "I'm
so sure that living is made richer by our
'interdependence,' " she will say, "our own
sense of values is born by comparing our
convictions with those about us."
Her marriage to John Monk Saunders
will always come first in her life.
She seldom thinks of herself as Fay Wray. She
herself
THINKS of
as Mrs. Saunders.
Except when she is actually at the studio.

the

amusing

foiled

story

reporter

a

Adamant on this one subject always,
however— that she would not talk about
her marriage, the fact that she speaks of
it today readily, is the fine and conclusive
proof that belonging has made her unafraid for any part of the future.
"Living isn't fun, thank God! It's hope
and defeat and suffering and disappointment as well as laughter and romance.
And marriage is what makes living worthwhile. Its beauty is in the sharing of what
life deals to you and to your man.
And
growing together gently with wisdom and
understanding.
You can't have either if
you avoid the friction of life. Sharing the
tears, the pain, the disappointments with
the one person, that's what matters.

"Happy
vitally

as

I

important

am

with

as

it

essary as I think it
to do something on
their individuality,

is

is

for
their

if

it

my
to

career, and
me, and nec-

modern women

own and
ever

came

retain
to

a

choice— marriage would win!"
She walks with firm steps on the tight
rope of life, eager eves forward, her young
heart unafraid.
She's a gay little modern,
with ideals.
A poised little traveler, at
home in Hollywood, New York, London

and

Paris.

She's
Citizen!

Fay

Wray

Saunders,

American

.
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Adjectives Color Their
Lives
[Continued from page 25]
song

.

every so often

.

.

they are called

upon to go into most animated dances
and they have to be such slim little numOne good beefsteak and a baked
bers!
potato and their careers would be over.
.

(Sometimes
is all

fat

think

I

you want

if

that

You can

right.

.

writing job

a

just sit

.

still

and grow

to!)

Landi
Fay
Evelyn Venable.
Oh, goodness!
Elissa writes books and
sells 'em, too.
She also likes wieners and
sauerkraut for dinner. Jean Muir is verra,
verra "theater."
The little Venable had
all her early training in Walter Hampden's company in
Shakespearian repertoire
had never played anything but
Shakespeare until she came into pictures!
These girls scare me. And they are all
so pretty!
They know so much more than
I do about what they are talking about
and they do talk about it. One keeps
on thinking that their being just that
pretty, combined with
a certain native
intelligence, would have allowed them to
"Intellectual?"

Wray

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Elissa

Jean Muir

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

But maybe they want

progress in pictures.

something more.
to me that
will not get

.

the

.

.

Anyhow,

seems

it

"intellectual,"
Still Fay Wray gets

adjective,

them

far.

around.
I'll bet you are wondering where Jean
Harlow comes into this story. Well, d'you
know I didn't know where to put Jean, my!" But she
self.
She certainly is "sex-y
!

!

!

doesn't belong among the languid ladies.
She is "sophisticated"
but she doesn't
suffer enough in lovely costumes.
Maybe
.

she

is

.

.

"glamorous."

Joan Crawford is "glamorous." So, despite her two youngsters, is Norma Shearer.
don't know why I should say, "despite
her two youngsters"
except that it
seems to me more difficult for a lady to
be glamorous when she has several children to consider.
"Glamorous" seems to
me to mean gardenias and lots of young
men crowding around in the most prominent night clubs. But maybe I don't unI

.

.

.

derstand!
Of course, when you get to comedians,
you have to take up "poignant." I have
always, in my benighted fashion, thought
that Charles Chaplin was a much finer
artist in the days before people discovered
that he was "a poignant little man" than
he was afterward. But, that just shows
you what I am! He certainly made more
money after it was discovered that he had

an

adjective!
course,

Of

"plaintive"

.

there
.

.

paid

is

ZaSu

Pitts

who

It's

and that paid pretty

well,

her so well

There was James Cagney, "the blondebuster." He busted blondes with such success that he became the chief "tough guy"
of pictures.
But there was still Eddie

Well, Eddie was fairly tough,
But Eddie has objected to being so
tough of late
and it looks as if he
might lose his most important adjective
Ah!
Happy indeed is the Hollywood
actor with a dependable little adjective
around the house, particularly if those
little friendly words "in demand" keep the
door bell ringing.

Robinson.
too.

.

.

.

.

Garbo Tanks Boyer

Is

Not

.

Goot

LOVE'S BEST FRIEND

all lipsticks

Some put on

is

that she has
been able to reject starring contracts which
would let her be plaintive on and on.
too.

IT'S

.

are a friend to romance.
color,

but may dry and

parch that tender skin, the most sensitive
skin of your face.
And men just don't like to kiss lips rough
as crepe paper! Lips that invite romance
must be soft and sweet and smooth.
Indelible

— but no parching!

How to

avoid Lipstick Parching? You can
the "Subwith Coty's new Lipstick
Deb". A lipstick that gives your lips temptbut without any parching, ardent color .
.

.

—

.

.

.THIS WISE LITTLE LIPSTICK
ing penalties. It

is

truly indelible

Make

.

.

yet

the "Over-night" experiment!

you wish

to prove to yourself that Coty
smooths your lips to loveliness, make this
experiment. Put on a tiny bit of lipstick
before you go to bed. In the morning notice
how soft your lips feel, how soft they look.
If

. .

Choose Coty "Sub-Deb" Lipstick in
any of its five indelible colors, 50^. And
there's Coty "Sub-Deb" Rouge, also 50(J.
A revelation! Coty "Air Spun" Face

Powder

.

.

.

with a

new

tender texture.

mccess of Charles Boyer has not
THE
escaped the watchful eye of the beautiful Swede, and now Garbo has requested that he be secured to play
opposite her in her new picture, at
present unannounced.

.

through the sixteen hours of your lipstick day, it actually smooths and softens
your lips. It contains a special softening
ingredient, "Essence of Theobrom."
all

-ID E B

LIPSTICK
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Another Dickens' Classic Comes to the Screen
[Continued from page 29]
the name of justice!
Here, next to the
platform of the guillotine, stands the pedestal
of the column of Louis XV.
The

goes

column

Seldom indeed have any scenes of equal
dramatic depth and import been photographed in a motion picture. So stirring is
this guillotine sequence that it stands alone

stones,

itself lies fallen on
the cobblewhere angry mobs months before

overturned
In

it

in their wrath.

the guillotine are rows of
arranged like seats before a bandstand. It is here that the women of Paris
watch the executions and count the heads
that fall as they knit to the tune of the
front

of

chairs,

falling

An

pale, wan, comes to the
the death platform, ascends and
stands ready, all the while the mob of thousands roar.
There is the crash of the
machine, and an old hag sitting in the row
of chairs chants, "One."
Carton and the girl are helped down
from their tumbril. They stand in a group
bunched like calves at the foot of the guillotine.
All round are exclamations, cries
of fear. Behind them, some are half-fainting, while others remain wooden-faced. At
intervals thunders the crash of the guilotine as it takes another victim.
"Keep your eyes on me," commands Cardressmaker.
"Mind
ton of the small
steps

lm

ROMANCE

It's your EYES

— Mow

to

that invite men

frame your EYES

ivith long, seductive lashes.

T

—

TE'LL remember your eyes did they
JL charm or repel? There is no need to

J.
suffer

—

from skimpy lashes they can look
long and alluring in 40 seconds by merely
darkening them with either my Emollient
Cake or Creamy Liquid Winx Mascara.
One application works wonders, I promise
a complete change, giving your face a
mysterious charm. You'll be admired as
"the girl with beautiful eyes."

—

knife.
aristocrat,

of

nothing

"Am

else."

ment come?" she

mo-

the

.

.

.

.

.

.

care for."

"Oh!

that

Is

"Believe me,

I present Winx Mascara in two convenient forms, Winx Emollient (cake) and

is

asks.

Carton bends to kiss her lips, as she has
She holds
requested earlier in the day.
onto his hand tightly. She looks up at him
and her voice rises in her half-hysteria.
"You're not afraid? The others are pretending, but you really aren't afraid
it's almost as if you welcomed it."
"Perhaps I do. Perhaps in death I receive something I never had in life
I hold a sanctuary in the hearts of those
I

long, lo\mnj IolaKm

you now ...

to kiss

I

.

it

.

is

."

a far, far better thing

have ever done; it is a far, far
better rest I go to than I have ever known."
Once more, the grisly guillotine lets go
and Carton
its crashing blade of death,
I

do than

I

up the

steps.

His face shows no fear,
To him, this is not

his eyes are shining.

tragedy

.

.

.

BUT TRIUMPH!

its play upon the emotions.
And rising above even the action is the performance of Colman, who promises to be truly
magnificent in his interpretation of the
gallant Carton.
However, when the picture is released,
you will observe that the studio did not
limit itself to Colman in the matter of
perfect casting. Not a part but is a living
image of the character Dickens described.
Madame Defarge, one of the most menacing figures in literature and upon whom,
next to Carton, interest will fall, is played
by the Broadway stage star, Blanche Vurka.
Mitchell Lewis takes the role of her husband, Defarge, and Basil Rathbone is
glimpsed as the marquis. Fritz Leiber appears as Gaspard, who kills the marquis,
and in the part of the seamstress, a role
which has made many an actress, Isabel
Jewell will long be remembered.
Great care has entered into the preparation of "A Tale of Two Cities." Research
work has been conducted by a large corps
of experts since February 1934, and it is
estimated that before a single foot of film
was shot 5000 people had collaborated in
preparing for the day "shooting" would
actually begin.
Forty different departments, in the Hollywood, London and
Paris organizations of Metro, cooperated.
"David Copperfield" electrified the cinema world, with its poignant and whole-

in

some drama, but "A Tale of Two
must surpass that mark. And it
for no other reason than that the

Heep and his eventual exposure, but in
"The Tale of Two Cities" the theme is
finer and more uplifting— the self-sacrifice
of a lover.

comes with each
package. Each form is the climax of years
of pioneering in eye beautification each
is smudge-proof, non-smarting, tear-proof
each is scientifically approved.
Buy whichever form of Winx Mascara
you prefer today. See how quickly Winx
glorifies your lashes.
Note it's superiority. And think of it
long, lovely
lashes are yours
a
so inexpensively,
*
I
fv
so easily.
JJAXXAt
the dainty brush that

—

—

'

—

WINX

—for years the most

popular form of all.
So easy to apply. Its

soothing emollient
keep lashes soft,

AT

silky.

Winx Creamy Liquid Mascara. Absolutely waterproof.

100

Ready
No

to apply.
water needed.

The

oils

STORES

largest selling
liquid mascara.

Ellis,
Earl Blackwell, Ruth Embry, Evalyn
Knapp, Glen Boles, Grace Durkin and Milburn Stone
Try it in your bath tub.
playing water badminton.

Patricia

if

plot of
the former told of the wickedness of Uriah

Winx Creamy Liquid (bottle). You can apply Winx perfectly, instantly, easily with

Winx Cake Mascara

Cities"
will,
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What's the Biggest
Thing in Pictures?
[Continued from page 27]

Today Mr. Von Sternberg and Paramount
have parted company, but Paramount is
clutching to Claudette for dear life— she can
bring as many cars on their lot as she wants
to, in fact if she should want a red carpet
from the gate to her dressing room that
would be all right too. Miss Colbert hap-

pened to have won an Academy Award, and
appeared in the most successful picture of
the year, "It

Happened One Night."

And, because she made such a successful
picture for Columbia last year, naturally
her new picture for the same studio is
looked for with great interest. "She Married Her Boss" has some knock-out comedy
You won't be disappointed. Of
in it.
added interest is the fact that Michael
Bartlett, who practically stole "Love Me
Forever" right from under Grace Moore's
high
it,

C

plays the secondary love interest in
sings that charming and thrilling

and

"The Old Gray Mare." What "It
Happened One Night" did to the "Man on

aria,

the Flying Trapeze" I sort of imagine that
"She Married Her Boss" will do for "The
Old Gray Mare." Not a big picture in the
sense of the spectacular and the swashI
buckling, but good delightful comedy.
can't wait, can you?
That shy, awkward boy from Montana,
who used to try to make a living drawing
cartoons for the newspapers, will next ap-

pear as Peter Ibbetson in "Peter Ibbetson."
Gary Cooper used to blush and stammer
when Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks
passed by, and then came "The Virginian"
and other successes and today an invitation
to Pickfair is nothing in Gary's life.
Besides Gary, and that's reason enough
for me, this picture will be important because of Ann Harding. It is the first picture Ann has made for Paramount, it is the
first time she and Gary have co-starred, and
it is the first time since her divorce from
Harry Bannister that Ann has permitted
She has suffered so
herself to be human.
much over the very thought of losing her
little girl that it has softened her, and any
writer today can interview Ann, and any
fan can have his autograph book signed by
her. There was a time when Ann Harding
didn't bother. That time is over— and me(oh, we
thinks the new Ann Harding

might
is)

just as well be trite, everybody else
sort of glow as the Duchess of

will

Towers

in "Peter Ibbetson."
there are still two other reasons why
this picture wdl be important. When Henly Hathaway made a success of "The Lives
of the Bengal Lancers," despite the fact
that the odds were against it and the script
had been turned down by practically every
director on the lot, all the old meanies in
Hollywood, the jealous buzzards, said, "It's
Henry can't do it again. He's only
a fluke.
So
a pipsqueak of a Western director."
Henry Hathaway is terribly eager to show
these Doubting Thomases that he can take
the most fragile, the most delicate love
story of the last half century and make a
Then, too, Parasuccessful picture of it.

And

wondering whether you and I
whimsy about
a love that lasted through dreams. I, personally, shall wallow in it.
Also up Paramount's sleeve for the Fall

mount

the screen version of Stark Young's best
"So Red the Rose." Here you have
the stirring scenes of the Civil War, the
revolt of eight hundred slaves on the Bedford estate, the battle of Shiloh, and the
burning of Porto Bello— all leading to the
Margaret Sullavan,
re-birth of the South.
who became the sensation of Hollywood
seller,

ft

it

Wonderful gum "

M en who has

are particular always like Dentyne

—

I find. It
that " different" taste
spicy,
lively, and refreshing. After trying Dentyne,
I certainly complimented him on his good
taste. Notice the handy, flat shape of Dentyne

— an exclusive feature, making
for

it

r

'

convenient

your purse or vest pocket.

is

will take to this lovely bit of

is

Jack called

DENTYNE
KEEPS TEETH WHITE-

MOUTH HEALTHY
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RICHARD ARLEN
PICKS

NATURAL LIPS

"Only Yesterday" (which I repeat was
down by at least a dozen wellknown movie stars), plays Valette Bedford,
loyal daughter of the South, whose romance
with Randy Scott (he is Duncan) is played
against
the most emotional period in
American history.

the

turned

successful

may not interest you, but it interests
terribly, that for the first time a Southern epic will be played by real SouthernIt

me

AS LOVELIEST!

ers,

who

did not learn to say "you all" in
Margaret Sullavan was born and
in Norfolk, Virginia, and Randy

Harlem.
raised

hails from Orange, Virginia.
And
that beautiful character, Edward, is played
by Harry Ellerbe whose home is in Georgia.
Then, too, the fact that the picture is being
directed by King Vidor is of importance,
for King Vidor rarely misses.
His last picture, "Our Daily Bread," won all sorts of
awards last year. Vidor is from Texas.
"Rose of the Rancho," also a Paramount
picture in production, is guaranteed to be
an important picture, and let us hope a
great success, because it marks the screen
debut of Gladys Swarthout, who has one of
those mezzo-soprano voices that does things
to you.
Gladys has been a favorite for several years at the Metropolitan Opera House
in New York and over the ether waves, but
she has never signed a contract with a studio until recently. Her first picture, adapted from the old Belasco success of life in
being magnificently
early California, is
staged, and her leading man will be John
Boles, who does all right with an aria himScott,

HERE'S WHAT RICHARD ARLEN SAW

Countess di Frasso. But he had his
picture, he knocked American
womanhood cold with his performance of
Ase in "A Free Soul," and since then Clark
Gable has been permitted no secrets from

after

the public.
Out at Universal they are making "The
Magnificent Obsession," which is bound to
be a successful picture because it is a John
Stahl production and Mr. Stahl hasn't
missed in years. In "The Magnificent Obsession" Stahl again directs Irene Dunne
(remember "Back Street?") and Universal
evidently considers the picture of sufficient
importance to postpone "Show Boat," for
After
which they had Irene scheduled.
numerous tests of Hollywood leading men,

self.

Mae West is getting in shape to do
"Klondike Lou" which title sort of explains
everything, and Marlene Dietrich will soon
start work on "The Pearl Necklace," a story
of international intrigue which has nothing to do with De Maupassant's Pearl Necklace.
Co-starring with Marlene will be
Gary Cooper— the first time those two have

Film star

chooses
girl with

Tangee lips
in Hollywood
test

A Ana
An A most
m ^ct
W
men agree with
Richard Arlen
They prefer lips

!

Richard Arlen makes lipstick
tcs t between scenes of "Let
'em Have It," a Reliance
Pictures production.

and

not
coated with paint! If you want your lips to be
lovelier, use Tangee Lipstick. It can't give you
"that painted look", because // isn't paint.
Instead, it brings out your own natural color
makes your lips kissable
more appealing. For those who prefer more color, especially for evening use, there is Tangee Theatrical.
Try Tangee. In two sizes, 39c and $1.10. Or,
for a quick trial, send 10c for the special 4piece Miracle Make-Up Set offered below.
.

.

that are rosy

.

.

.

soft

.

.

.

.

HH

.

.

Worlds Most Fan

Two

lipstick

do than

terrifically excited

.

Sy

cause Miss Yurka
star

^^cXt^t

it 4-PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET
THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY SU105
417 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of miniature Tangee
Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge, Face

Lipstick,

Powder. I enclose 10(< (stamps
Shade
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or coin). I5j? in

RacheI

.

AddressCity

Canada.

L 'Sht Rachel

Na me

State-

.

is

a

and should be done

.

famous Broadway
Metro
right by.

pictures.

"Romeo and

ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK

FACE POWDER

I

Edna May Oliver, who made
pictures.
such a hit as Miss Betsy Trotwood, goes
dramatic in a big way in this picture and
kills Blanche Yurka, which is too bad, be-

sound
I

Wide Wo: hi

Britisher,
Paul
Cavanagh,
and Karen Morley playing

."
Metro
ever have done.
over their second venture in Dickens, for "David Copperfield"
has been one of their most talked-about
I

is

has not spared the horses in making this
picture.
The research department worked
on it for eighteen months before it went
into production and it is technically perfect.
There is a scene in which five thousand
extras storm the Bastille, which is about
the biggest thing that has been done in

BEWARE

OF SUBSTITUTES ...when you buy,
e
ask for Tangee and be sure you see the name Tangee
on the package. Don't let some sharp sales personswitch you to an imitation
there's only one Tangee.
.

played together since the very sensationally
successful "Morocco." Yes, I'll stick around
for that one.
"The Tale of
Cities" is rapidly approaching the end of its production schedule over at Metro and Ronnie Colman has
mounted the guillotine and said those famous words, "It is a far better thing that

Juliet" is being readied for
the return to the screen of lovely Norma
Shearer. Little Katrinka is quite content to
play with Irving Jr., now, so Mamma can
go back to making moving pictures. Norma
It is her first
will make a charming Juliet.
contact with Shakespeare and she's awfully
Romeo, wherefore art
thrilled over it.
thou Romeo, has not yet been decided
upon. I vote for Edna May Oliver to play
Nurse.
And don't forget "Mutiny on the
Bounty," girls. Gable again plays one of
those hard-boiled men of salt (wasn't he
elegant in "China Seas?") and what a thrill
Gable today is the most socially
it will be.
sought after young man in Hollywood, and
a party simply isn't a party unless Clark
and Rea are there— and yet it was hardly
five years ago that poor Mr. Gable was
spurned by every studio in Hollywood and

mixed doubles.
the

No wonder

English have the
cup.

Davis

Robert Taylor was selected to play the
young doctor. Bob has been doing all
right in relatively unimportant Metro pictures, but hasn't made much of a ripple on
the Hollywood pond yet. But this picture
will probably be the picture that makes
him another Bob Montgomery.
Going back to sweet romance we'll soon
get to see Mr. Sam Goldwyn's immortal
love story, "Dark Angel." In the old silent
days this picture established Ronnie Colman and Yilma Banky as a love team second only to Garbo and Gilbert. They were
sensational.
In the new version Freddie
March and Merle Oberon play the young
lovers and Herbert Marshall the friend.
We'll see if Freddie and Merle can cause
as much of a romantic stir as did Ronnie

and Yilma.
"Barbary Coast," is also in production in
Mr. Goldwyn's workshop.
Miriam Hopkins, fresh from her "Becky Sharp" success,

plays the lead in this her

first

picture

under her Goldwyn contract. She is supported by Eddie Robinson (borrowed from
Warners) and that new heart-throb, Joel
McCrea. Joel is more in demand every
day.
is

At R-K-O "The Last Days of Pompeii"
about ready for release and is one of

those super-colossal pictures that will fairly
Wait, oh
stagger you by its magnificence.
"The
wait, until you see Vesuvius erupt.
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Three Musketeers" hasn't a big name in
the cast but they tell me that it is so gorgeously romantic and thrilling that it can't
miss. Walter Abel of the New York stage
plays D'Artagnan, and here is his chance
to become one of the great— if you, the publike him.
at last Lily Pons starts warbling for
the sound track. Her first starring picture
is called "Love Song" and is being directed

lic,

And

ii

by John Cromwell, and who do you think
was finally chosen for her leading man?
Henry Fonda, one of the new hopes of
Hollywood. Ever since "The Farmer Takes
a Wife" Hollywood has been Fonda-conscious, and now he is no longer spoken of
as "Margaret Sullavan's ex-husband," but
It's
as "that marvelous Henry Fonda."
going to be another case of Charles Boyer,
I'm thinking.
"Metropolitan," the first production of
the newly formed Twentieth-Century-Fox
combination, will bring back to the screen
none other than Lawrence Tibbett. The
picture will have the famous old New York
Opera House as a background, and Mr.
Tibbett will certainly give of the voice.
Virginia Bruce also sings, and looks divines-

Ready

for

release

are

SMOKE-STAJME& TEETH-

"Mid-

Warner's

summer Night's Dream," which has already
been much publicized, and those who have
had "peaks" claim it is the greatest thing
that has ever been done on the screen, and
R-K-O's "Top Hat" which is the latest of
the Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers dancing
pictures and according to rumor better
than any of its predecessors, and Paramount's "Crusades" which brings Mr. DeMille's Antony, Henry Wilcoxon, back to
the screen for his first picture since "Cleopatra." Well, really, now I do think we're
in for an exciting and romantic autumn.

Can you bear

m/s

it!

[Continued from page 31]
parently Gordon remembered for he retaliated by casting him in "The Farmer Takes
Fonda's performance was one of
a Wife."
such captivating simplicity that Hollywood
grabbed him without thinking twice. Usu-

young actor is made to establish himsomething more than a "one shot"
before being tested for pictures. Fonda was
an exception. Which is just fine for Henry
and the screen but not so good for Broadally a

as

way.
Briefly,

Henry Fonda was born

Nebraska.

in

Grand

He

studied journalism
for two years at the University of Minnesota.
But he finally quit to look for a job
where he could do some painting, in which
he was really interested. A friend sent him
to the Omaha Community Playhouse. Hoping he'd have a chance to do some scene
painting he presented himself there and
was given instead a part to read. For a
young man with neither desire nor intention toward the stage as a career this was
a disconcerting experience.
However, he
spent three years with them before setting
out for New York.
The next five summers he played with
the University Players at West Falmouth.
It was here he met Margaret Still a van,
Island,

whom

he later married and from whom he
is now divorced.
The past two summers
he spent at Westchester Playhouse, first designing scenery and then acting. By a happy coincidence June Walker, his co-star in
"Farmer," saw him in Westchester and it
was she who brought him to the attention
of

Marc Connelly,

enough, during

the author.

Amusingly

his years in the theatre

room past£
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accent which he had to re-cultivate for his
first real break.
He has just drawn the
coveted prize of appearing as Lily Pons'
leading man in her first picture.
Watch
Henry Fonda, he's going places . . . and

how.
Walter Abel, who brings Dumas' d'Artagnan to life in "The Three Musketeers," is
recognized by critics as one of the most
skillful actors on the American stage.
How
he has escaped the Hollywood scouts this
long is a mystery. Perhaps he might still
be undiscovered so far as pictures are concerned but for Dudley Nichols, co-adaptor
of the Dumas classic, who was drama critic
on the New York World when Abel attained prominence as a tragedian with the
Provincetown Players.
Nichols still contends that Abel's performance in the re-

Eugene

vival of

was unsurpassed.

dabbled in theatricals. On two occasions in
different towns his teachers told him that
his was the best amateur acting they had
ever seen. Thus encouraged, Abel entered
the American Academy of Dramatic Art in
New York where he studied for two years.
He is an intimate friend of all the really
great in the theatre, in art, in letters.
Strangely enough each of the new crop of
screen heroes either paints, plays a musical
instrument or does both. Abel is no exception. He is a painter.
Some of the plays in which he has been
seen to advantage are "Desire Under the

With Yours
H'GHT. 5 FT. 4 In.
W'GHT. 120 Lbs.
BUST
35 In.
.
.

.

.

26
36

In.

HIPS

THIGH

„

.

21

In.

.

S.

Hollywood scene is an event.
Ever since he can remember, Abel has

Measurements

WAIST

Glencairn"
Hence his addition to the

O'Neil's "S.

In.

NEW7-P0WER'YEAST
ADDS 5toI5 LBS.

QM

Richest imported ale yeast now concentrated 7 times with three special
kinds of iron in pleasant tablets
AN" AMAZING new "7-power" yeast discovery is putting- pounds of solid, normally attractive flesh on thousands of
"skinny," run-down people who never could
gain an ounce before.
Doctors now know that the real reason
why great numbers of people find it hard
to gain weight is that they don't get
enough Vitamin B and iron in their daily
food. Now scientists have discovered that

Elms," "When Ladies Meet," Gorki's "At
the Bottom," Sheridan's "Love for Love,"
"The Enemy," "Hangman's House," "I
Loved An Actress," in which he gave a
memorable comedy performance, and more
recently the long lived "Merrily We Roll
Along." If Hollywood doesn't secure him
quickly it will be a supreme folly.
This list of new screen heroes would not
be complete without mentioning two forWe have had many
eign importations.

women
nent;
places

stars

some

from all parts of the contithem still hold important

of

our picture life but the list of
men is correspondingly small. To it we
can now add Robert Donat and Charles
Boyer. Both are marked for success, both
have a distinct place in our films.
in

A tall, brown haired, darkly handsome
young man, there is in the engaging per-

known source of health-building
Vitamin B is cultured ale yeast. By a new
process the finest imported cultured ale
yeast is now concentrated 7 times, making

sonality of Robert Donat acting strength
of great power.
He has been on the stage
since he was sixteen— first with amateur
productions and then in recitals. His professional debut was made as Lucius in
"Julius Caesar" before he was seventeen
but it was not until 1930 that the London
stage saw him in a play called "The Knave
and the Queen."
His personality soon
brought him film offers and his first screen
appearance was as Thomas Culpeper in
"Henry VIII," with his famous countryman,

Charles Laughton. He did only three other
picture roles before appearing as the Count

"The Count of Monte Cristo," his most
important camera role to date. This picture brought him overnight fame.
He
reaches a well deserved stardom in "Thirtyin

Nine Steps."

No

actor in

pronounced

Hollywood has made more

in the past year than
Charles Boyer. Once he had the insignificent role of the chauffeur in "Red-Headed
Woman" with Jean Harlow, today he is
one of the most sought after leading men
in pictures with stardom just around the
corner.
His annexation by Hollywood follows a successful career on the French
stage, in foreign silent pictures and later in
talking pictures. He is entirely conversant
in German and he learned to speak English
strides

fluently in six months.

Before Boyer went to Hollywood he appeared in English, French, and German
versions on the continent, with such stars
as Anna Sten and Lilian Harvey, and in
such pictures as "Tumult," "Tempest,"
"The Only Girl," "The Big House," and

"The

Trial of Mary Dugan."
Recently his American releases have included "Private Worlds" with Claudette
Colbert
and "Shanghai" with Loretta
Young. He isn't handsome but he's a swell
actor.
He understands the art of reserve
and has the power of characterization at
his fingertips.

All of these new men are bachelors except John Beal, Robert Donat, Walter
Abel, and Charles Boyer, which should give

Miss America something else to think
about.
And this is only a few of the long looked
for and much needed heroes which Hollywood is grooming to fill the shoes of some
of the veterans who are the tops today.
It
looks like an exciting harvest, full of color
and romance and strange new beauty.

the richest

times more powerful. Then it is combined with 3 kinds of iron in pleasant
little tablets called Ironized Teast tablets.
If you, too, are one of the many who
need these vital health-building elements,
get these new "7-power" Ironized Yeast
it

7

tablets from your druggist at once. Day
after day, as you take them, watch flat

chest develop and skinny limbs round out
to normal attractiveness. Indigestion and
constipation from the same source quickly
vanish, skin clears to normal beauty
you're an entirely new person.

—

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and run-down you
may be, try this wonderful new "7-power"
Ironized Yeast for just a few short weeks.
with the results of
the very first package, your money will be
instantly refunded.
Only don't be deceived by the many cheaply preIf you're not delighted

pared "Yeast and Iron" tablets sold in imitation of
Ironized Teast. These cheap counterfeits usually contain only the lowest grade of ordinary yeast and iron,
and cannot possibly give the same results as the
scientific Ironized Yeast formula. Be sure you get
the genuine. Look for "IY" stamped on each tablet.

Special

FREE

offer!

To start you building up your health right away, wo
make this absolutely FREE offer. Purchase a package
of Ironized Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal on
the box and mail it to us with a clipping of this
paragraph.
will send you a fascinating new book
on health, "New Facts About Your Body." Remember, results guaranteed with the very first package
or money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast
Co., Inc., Dept. 2010, Atlanta, Ga.
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Snooping

[Continued from page 23]

his name is Delmer Daves, and he isn't
married, which is a break for Warner
Brothers, and he's big and muscular and
When I asked Kay if
quite determined.
she were engaged to him she said 'Ridicu-

She
but you know how girls are.
came back from New York on the same
train with him and you can't tell me that
was coincidence. She's going to Arrowhead
next week to recuperate— she was operated
on in London you know— and it's dollars
to doughnuts that Mr. Delmer Daves has a
little business to attend to at Arrowhead
lous'

while she's there. And it wasn't that operation, or love for her studio either, that
made Kay cut her six months European
vacation down to two months and come
scurrying back to Hollywood. Hmmmm. I
like Kay for that, she shows good taste, an
honest-to-goodness writer is better than any
of those fandangled furriners any time.
"And I think that Margaret Sullavan and
William Wyler aren't separated for keeps,
but just for the duration of Maggie's picShe claims she is going back to him
ture.
when "So Red The Rose'' is finished. And
I think Cary Grant would lake Betty Fulness to the altar, too, il he could get over
(lie memory of Virginia Cherrill, but you

know how
burned.

Eddy has

it is with men once they've been
And who do you think Nelson

fallen for?

That cute

little Isabel

Ever since the Lee Tracy-Isabel
Jewell romance split up I've been kind
of worried about that little girl, and I'm
right glad to see her get a good man like
Nelson. Nelson gave her a box at the Hollywood Bowl for her birthday and I guess
Isabel is up to her eyebrows in music now,
but she's thriving on it as I never saw
anyone look happier.
And that Nelson
Eddy, is he handsome! I can't wait to tell
Lucy Winters about him. I got an autographed picture, too. He can play scales
on my piano any time.
"Saturday night I crashed Joan Bennetts
party.
Now, now, I know I shouldn't but
I wanted to talk to Joan and that was the
only way I could get to see her.
She's a
Jewell.

cute little thing. The prettiest face and the
naughtiest eyes. She thought I was Jobyna
Houiand and kept asking about my peke,
until I finally took her aside and told
her that I was from Potters Corners and
she was by far the most popular movie star
in
Potters Coiners and that the Ladies
Aid society had named a cake after her
last spring.
She said she hoped it wasn't

.
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a sponge cake and I thought that was kind
of quaint. I've been awfully worried about
little Joanie up in New England because

Lucy Winters read in somebody's column
that she and her good-looking husband,

Gene Markey, were going to separate. And
then when I read that he was going to
Europe I nearly had a fit. I said to Lucy
that when I got to Hollywood I was going
to give Joan a piece of my mind. Why she'd
never find another husband as sweet and
considerate as that Gene Markey.
So I crashed the party and it was really
a lot of fun. It was supposed to be Gene's
going away party, but he decided not to
take the job offered him in London, so,
rather than call off the party Joan just
compromised by calling it a welcome home
party. The place-cards were passports with
awful looking pictures of the guests and
some terrible data about them. I got Joan
in a corner and she said I could quiet my
fears, that she loved Gene Markey and had
no intention of separating from him and
that I was old enough not 'to believe every
thing I saw in print. Now weren't those
snooping gossip writers nasty to start those
rumors about that sweet child?"
"That," I said tersely, "sounds to me very
much like the pot calling the kettle black.
But tell me, Aunt Ella, what did you find
out about Joan and Franchot— are they

married?"
"I think I know," said Aunt Ella getting
awfully coy, "But I'm not telling you, you
old gossip writer. It's people like you who
make Hollywood seem such an awful place.
Don't you think stars are entitled to their
private lives just like other people?
Why
do you have to go around prying and
snooping all the time?"

"Aunt
this

to

Ella,"

I

shrieked, "you

"Shut up," snapped Aunt

you

do

can't

You—"

me.

to write

down

Ella.

"I

the addresses of

want

all

the

met this week-end. I'm going to
send them all a jar of my gooseberry preserves.
Hurry now, Janet Gaynor is comgirls

I

ing to take

"Aunt

me

Ella,"

to lunch."
I sighed,

"you are

just

a

OW€r5

sentimentalist."

The Writers' Heaven

YOUTH

PERFUME

[Continued from page 53]

them bring on

sister Erna!
Albert Hackett and Frances Goodrich,
married, did a play, "Up Pops The Devil."
They are excellent collaborators, having
done the script of "The Thin Man" and
"Naughty Marietta." They come to work
so early, the milkman leaves a bottle of
milk for them outside the office door!
Dashiell Hammett, author of the novels,
"The Thin Man" and "The Glass Key,"
both of which were adapted so successfully
for the films, has calmed down considerably
in Hollywood.
He arrived with a notion
that a screen-writer should be on a constant binge, but was soon talked out of

Throw open

your window on a rain-

drenched flow°r garden

.

.

.

and inhale

breath of April Showers perfume!
as Spring, satisfying, lasting.

as

young

Yet the cost of a whole

matched service of April Showers
powder, dusting powder,

It's

a

talc,

.

.

.

perfume, face

eau de cologne

.

.

will scarcely dent a schoolgirl allowance.

April Showers toiletries are presented to Youth

that.

Sam Marx

of

M-G-M had

quite a time

Alice Duer Miller.
Remember, she wrote that popular Saturday Evening Post serial, "Manslaughter,"
which served as a grand box office smash
for Claudette Colbert and Fredric March
a few seasons ago.
He telephoned when

talking

Hollywood

to

she happened to be sitting with Alexander
Woollcott, who had just remarked "Thank
God, there are at least two of us left in
New York." Followed by, no doubt, a
diatribe against Hollywood. So Miss Miller
said "No," to Mr. Marx.
Finally she said
she needed an escort to take her to the
baseball game the next day, and Mr. Marx
loves baseball.
During the second inning,
she named a stiff salary. Marx gasped. By
the sixth inning, he had worn her down

by one of the world's greatest perfumers, with the
assurance that a fortune could buy none

They

finer.

give what Youth wants ..Luxury on a Budget!
.

APRIL

SHOWERS
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a

few hundred

dollars.

was a double

It

header, and by the time the last inning was
played, he had her at his own figure. "If
it had only been a triple-header," he sighs.
Every writer has his personal idiosyncracies, and P. G. Wodehouse's was that he
could only work out of doors.
(Wodehouse, creator of "Jeeves" and many other
characters, has been writing serials for
Cosmopolitan Magazine for lo, these many,

many

years.)
At home in England, Wodehouse works in his garden. So the obliging
studio went way down on the back lot
where it was quiet, but the best they could
find was an old Western saloon set. They
put up a table, chair and typewriter on the
porch, and Mr. Wodehouse, a rather plump
gentleman in tweeds, went to work. At
luncheon time, an uninformed prop man
came along, saw the layout, and removed
it diligently back to the property department. Mr. Wodehouse arrived from luncheon puffing. Feeling too exhausted to go
all over that again, he worked at home
from then on.
William Faulkner (famous for his novel,
"Sanctuary," which was filmed as "Story of
Temple Drake," with Miriam Hopkins in
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the leading role) fled to the Grand Canyon
for his first week.
Florence Ryerson knits
and dictates, and when the script is finished, the producer gets five or six pairs
of socks.
Jules Furthman ("Shanghai Express," "China Seas" etc.), raises orchids
for a hobby, and an orchid is what his
producer gets— fresh every morning.
Leon Gordon, who is not only a producer, but a playwright who enacts the
leading roles in most of his productions,
is a race-track fiend, has a stable of horses
and an office decorated with pictures of
his nags thundering down the track— the
winning ones, we assume. Claude Binyon is
another horseman, with three that he races
at Caliente and elsewhere. He is the young
writer who was a reporter on Variety, and
"Gilded
has made a phenomenal rise.
Lily" was all his.
"Accent on Youth is
his adaptation, as well as "The Daring
Young Man" and "Stolen Harmony." He
is conceded to be one of the best dialogue
writers in the village. He has a new house
in Toluca Lake (where you can catch him

He plays badminton, he
thirty-two years old, and his salary is
$1250. a week.
William Wister Haines, who wrote "Slim,"
is under contract to Warners.
He is 26,
caught
tall and thin and homesick.
fishing for hours).
is
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last
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face

in fine

powde
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FIFTH AVE
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NEW YORK

at

his

window

working outside, with
his eyes.
He went to
Pennsylvania, worked as
tension wires, and for

watching

linemen

look in
the University of
a lineman on high
the Pennsylvania

a

wistful

(That ought
be a good beginning for a writer!) He
wrote "Slim" at night after work. He was
born in Des Moines, and took a B. S.
degree in college. His father is an engineer.
He is getting around five hundred a week,
in Hollywood.
Robert Riskin, celebrated for "It Happened One Night," "Broadway Bill," and
"Lady For a Day," was married to a sue-,
cessful novelist, Edith Fitzgerald, and was
invisible in her reflected glory.
He began
to write after the divorce, beginning with
He
plays and production in New York.
says the way to write is to sit down and
do it, just write anything that occurs to
you.
He told that to James Cain, who
thanked him in the flyleaf for making
"The Postman" possible. Riskin tears up
paper and rolls it into little wads while
he is working, until they reach his knees
and he has to wade out. He is also a
popular local heart-interest, the current
flame being Carole Lombard. During the
hot spell, Riskin could be found in Carole's
patio, with Frank Capra, the director, and
very few clothes on either one, writing a
Railroad, electrifying lines.

LINE-NO-MORE

HORMONE ELEMENT

him

to

blue streak.

Carl Erickson, "Black Fury" and "Sweet
is
a tall, blonde, serious young
man who probably looks like his ancestor,
Lief Ericson. He is twenty-seven years old,

Music,"

born in Connecticut and went to Michigan
University, and has been factory hand,
deck hand and reporter.
He came to
Hollywood determined to write for pic-

and couldn't

tures

get

a

hearing.

After

hanging around Warners' for days, he
finally climbed up the outside of the executive building, jumped through a window, and practically landed in Zanuck's
lap, Zanuck being the head man at the
time.
Impressed with his nerve, he was
given a job as reader. They were looking
for a Chic Sale story, so Carl wrote one,
"Stranger In Town," and landed among
the writers.
He is married to an artist,
and has a black Spaniel named Baby. He
is
more handsome than most actors, and
one of those quiet determined young men
who always arrive where they are going.
He makes around five hundred, and it is
only a very short time ago that one saw

him

every

morning thumbing

a ride to the

studio!

The poor picture is usually condemned
because of the story and you have often
wondered how they ever miss with the
collection of brilliant writers out here.
I
asked Sam Marx about this, and here is
what he

"The

said.

story

rightly.

producers

make

is

blamed, but not

You have
are

a picture.

to

always

remember

that the
time they

gambling every
It is not in any way

like

the automobile or the grocery or the clothing business. They are dealing in positive
Every picture made is a different
facts.
independent venture.
can't tell, no
one can tell until it is on the screen,
whether it will be a public favorite. There
are no set rules to go by, which makes it
different from the average business.
It is
impossible to read a story and know exactly how it will finally look on the screen.
The only advantage one can have over
other studios is in a determination to have
have found that exthe very best.
pensive writers who deliver are cheap.
Cheap ones are expensive.
"To quote Irving Thalberg, 'We have
the same celluloid, the same cameras, the
same flesh and blood actors. The only
way we can beat other studios is by using
"
brains on scripts.'
The time required to complete a script
varies from eight weeks to two years, at
M-G-M. When the late Edgar Wallace
arrived, he astonished the natives by writing one for R-K-O over a week-end. David
Copperfield was two years in preparation.
asked Mr. Marx, head of the writing
I
department at M-G-M, about the practise
of passing a script to every writer on the
lot.
He said it was the old principle that
two heads are better than one. "Shakespeare's plays," he added, "were written

We

We

by Fletcher, Marlowe, Greene, Peele, Johnson—and Shakespeare.
He operated exactly as we do on our scenarios.
He was
the largest stockholder in a London theatre,
when the city had a population of 100,000.
Therefore they would exhaust their audience in a week or two and had to have
new plays all the time. So the group met
at the Mermaid Tavern where they ex-

changed ideas. Shakespeare would assign
Then
a sequence to the various writers.
he would go over the finished script, editing and re-writing. If you are a student
of Shakespeare, you can tell what parts he
wrote.
"Plays are nearly all written by the col"Gentlelaboration method, these days.
men of the Precs" was accomplished by six
newspaper men in New York who tossed a
coin to see whose name would go on it.
In fact, if the opening night audience had
called 'author,' the first four rows would
have stood up!"
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Armor

[Continued from page 51]

"During those three months when the
production was in preparation

I

kept three

hawks in a cage at my home. Every day
I would take them out and train them so
that they would get used to me.
In the
picture they had to be friendly enough with
Richard to eat right out of his hand. Without this preliminary
would have done so.
horse.

First

I

had

training

they

never

The same with my
to

train

him

to

get

used to armor.
Then he had to get familiar with the idea that I, wearing about
a hundred pounds of armor, would take
a running broad jump every once in a
while when he least expected it and hurl
myself on to his back. That was no mean
for man or horse.
"Incidentally, I had to get myself accustomed to that armor, too. If I wanted
to be Richard, I had to look at home in
the kind of clothes he took for granted.
Suits of armor are pretty cumbersome affeat

.

.

.

require so many intricate
fastening
which obviously
wouldn't do if I was to discard any part
of them with ease while the camera was
Mr. DeMille then hit on the
grinding.
idea of using enormous modern clips. They
wouldn't show, yet they would enable me
to yank my cloak or any other part of the
fairs.

They

methods

of

costume

off

with one swinging motion-

like this."

And, having delivered himself of a magnificent descriptive swing, Mr. Wilcoxon
sat down, the day being hot, and mopped
his brow.
."
"But to get back to the coat hanger
and Mr. Wilcoxon paused obligingly to
.

.

give me time to let my mind do a little
swinging on its own account— back to the
coat hanger, which we seemed to have left
somewhere in the remote background.
" 'The Crusades' only brings to you one year
in the life of Richard. What I had to do—
at least I felt I had to in order to visually
portray the essence of the man— was to
delve deeply into the life of Richard as a
child, as a growing youth, as a young man
not yet crowned king. Only in that way
could I determine just how the thirty-year
old man whom you would meet as Richard,
the Lion Hearted would respond under cer.

.

.

tain given circumstances."
I murmured that few actors or actresses
would go to so much trouble for a role.
"Trouble," cried this apparently indefatigable man. "Why, the preparation was

even more fun than the actual work itself.
Even when we were 'shooting' the film, Mr.
DeMille and I were so immersed with it
that when the rest of the cast went home
we would sit on the set for hours talking
about it. Then, about nine-thirty or ten,

when we were both practically talked out,
we would go into the projection room and
For ten months this went
."
having labor pains
on ... it was
An extraordinary simile from an extraor-

It's

futile to

look for satisfaction from
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man.
Wilcoxon has worked

dinarily virile

in just two Hollyproductions, both of them DeMille's.
Therefore, it is not surprising when you
are with him, and hear him talking with
such ardor about his director, that you are
reminded of the great love that His disAnd, just as Christ
ciples held for Christ.
spoke to them in parables, DeMille speaks
in similes to those who love him and listen

wood

at

And so, Fans, meet Henry Wilcoxon,
Bachelor of the home as well as the arts,
and disciple extraordinary of that master
showman and director, Cecil DeMille.
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News

Studio

[Continued from page 33]
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SIROIL

I

"That's mighty white of you, Mushy,"
thank him.
"Think nothing of it," Mushy begs me.

"Some

he goes on to explain,
silly but I got knocked poyour
friends?" indicating the
lite.
Who're
four handicaps I'm towing around with
me.
"Oh, these," I explain, "are some friends
from Princeton— Gerald H. Smith sometimes known as 'Slats A', Douglas E. Jones
fighters,"

"get knocked

P.B. and which I susPretty Boy, Blakeman
Meyer known to his intimates as Maude
Mueller because he's so crazy about Tennyson, and Ralph Whittaker whose monicker around the campus is Cupid because
he's always hopelessly involved with dates

whose nickname
pect

No

longer need you be embarrassed by

psoriasis blemishes. Siroil, the new relief
for psoriasis, will solve your problem. It has
brought relief to thousands of men and

women

externally to the affected areas

causes

it

the scales to disappear, the red blotches to fade
out and the skin to resume its normaltexture. Siroil
backs with a guarantee the claim that if you do not
receive decided benefit within twoweeks— and you
are the sole judge— your money will be refunded.

r

and

i

Psoriasis
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1
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SEND

USE

for

SIROIL

COUPON
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BOOKLET

Today

SIROIL

dancing to the officers' children at the
Academy. That makes things more than
somewhat different so Dick takes the exams,
passes and enters. But he doesn't like it.
Accordingly, one fine day (today to be exyou're interested in facts and figures)
him in the office of his father
shooting off his mouth about what's wrong
with the Naval Academy.

we

Laboratories, Inc.
|

—

NAME

find

"And that, sir," he finishes, "is that
midshipman's opinion of the U. S. Naval
Academy. If you were he (three cheers
for Warner Brothers English Department,)
what would you do— stay in or get out?"
"If I were the boy you describe," Mr.
Stone answers, falling back on nouns instead of risking another set-to with nominative and objective pronouns, "I'd get
out as fast as

no

"But

Quickly and safely you can tint those streaks of
%
gray to lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black.

BROWN ATONE and a small brush does

it.

Used and

approved for over twenty-three years. Guaranteed
is

purely vegetable.

Cannot affect waving of hair. Economical and lasting
will not wash out. Imparts rich, beautiful color
with amazing speed. Easy to prove by applying a little of this famous tint to a lock of your own hair.

—

only

50e— at

all

drug and

—always on a money-back guarantee.

Four

Barton McLane (who made such a hit
with Muni in "Black Fury") is talking to
"Well, doc," he addresses Paul,
Muni.
"whaddaya think of the layout?"
Mr. Muni glances about and smiles
wryly. "Very cozy and excellent taste."
"That's great, doc," Mac laughs.
"You
gotta sense of

humor.

I

got one, too."

"Well, now that I'm here," Muni asks
(and I suspect he was brought here against

could."
gasps,

taken aback

do not know," Lou continues severely,

warmly.
merely

is

are you?" Mushy asks when the
studio swing gang had rescued me from
the irate Princetonians.
"Come on."
So, shortly, we find ourselves on the set
of "Dr. Socrates," which stars Paul Muni.
The set is a room that was once the ballroom of a colonial home— one of the showplaces of the state. It's proportions are still
fine, even though it has fallen into decay.
There are candle sconces on the walls and
an ornate crystal chandelier. But the floor
length windows on both sides are covered
with blankets.

"of any midshipman answering your deIf
he were
scription in the Academy.
here, he ought not to be. I do know," he
finishes wrathfully, "the belligerent young
nincompoop you described is not my son."
"The man I described to you sounds like
a nincompoop?" Dick asks wryly.

HAUL
counters

dolls."

little.

"I

BROWNATONE

I

"You would?" Dick

-STATE-

harmless. Active coloring agent

be done about it,) falls
and learns she teaches

act, if
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Mr. Stone responds
Well, he didn't say just that. He

definitely,"
said,

"Definitely."

The "but"

is

whimsy creeping in again. "The spirit of
the Academy," Stone goes on, "includes

many

things besides the qualities of honor,
personal integrity and loyalty to the service.
It includes the quality of sportsmanship which can give and take." He pauses
a moment and concludes, "Unless a man
can learn that, he may find himself working his way up through his classes without
pals, without friends— alone."
"Thank you, sir," Dick nods grimly.
"Maybe that is the course that midshipman chooses to steer. Good morning, sir."

With which our hero clicks his heels tosalutes
and marches right out

gether,

through the door..
"Hi, feller," he greets me but before I
can answer, he is elbowed to one side by
Mushy Callahan (four years welter-weight
world's champion).
"Come on," Mushy offers. "I'll show you
around the lot today, myself. I was having lunch with J.L. yesterday and he told
me to do anything I could for people
around the lot, regardless of whether I
like

them or

not."

"Dr. Socrates" is a gangster story,
•which means Paul Muni at his best.

his will because these
ters)

"What do

I

men

look like gangs-

do?"

"Me wing hurts," Mac informs him,
holding out his arm.
"And I think I'm
runnin' a fever."
"Well, let's go where there's more light,"
Muni suggests as he walks over to a cot
and opens his valise.
"Sure." McLane agrees, walking towards
the table. "Come over here."
"Cut!" from the director.
"I see you're in bad company," Al vouchsafes to Mushy.
"All in the line of duty,"

Mushy

explains.

"Well, crack out with some of those big
words then," Al advises, "and show him

how much we know."
"Big words," Mushy informs me
phantly, "are one of

mv

trium-

idiosyncrasies.

I
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use 'em spasmodically.
over to the next set."

on,

75

get

let's

We arrive at the set of "I Live for Love,"
Dolores Del Rio's picture. And now, my
friends, we're in a broadcasting studio.
Everett Marshall (he made a few pictures
for R-K-O a few years ago) has been hired
by Berton Churchill as leading man for
But she
his star's (Del Rio's) next show.
is in love with Don Alvarado and wants
him for her leading man so Marshall gets
On the way home he hears
the breeze.

IVOMsW

street singers and joins them in their
singing. Guy Kibbee (general manager of a
large soap company) hears him singing and

some

"I Live For Love," is the title of
Dolores
Del Rio's picture, with
Everett Marshall and Guy Kibbee
sharing the honors.

him for their radio program. Marbecomes a great success on the air.
Del Rio has flopped in two shows so her
manager has booked her for an appearance
on the radio. Imagine her feelings when
she arrives at the studio and finds the star
of the program is none other than Mr.
hires
shall

really
sumpin'.
is
Miss
D.
regard her as a good actress or
not she is what might be called opulent in
her present outfit— all white satin, sequins,
and enough white fox to keep an entire Es-

Mashall!

Whether

kimo

I

village

ALWAYS HERSELF
Do you know a woman who is
never at a disadvantage, never breaks
engagements, never declines dances
(unless she wants to!) and whose spirits

warm.

Mr. Marshall has just finished singing "I
As
a song!
Live for Love" and
the applause dies away, he addresses the
microphone: "My friends, the task of being
master of ceremonies of the air is often a
thankless and arduous one."
"Cut!" falls with a familiar ring on my
ears.
I suspect Miss Del Rio is about to be
introduced for her turn before the mike
so I just skip it and take my brood out to—

WHAT

gents

and

whoever

else

Joan

same, let me present Miss
Crawford once more in her newest

epic

variously

'passes

You Love

for

titled

La

Me."

"Glitter"
has

belle

and

"If

for

her

leading man this time Brian Aherne who,
despite everything and anything I write,
continues to make pictures spasmodically.
BUT, to offset that, she also has Frank
Morgan and, lucky day, Mr. Morgan is
working today and Mr. Aherne ain't— isn't,
I

mean.

The scene is Joan's bedroom in her
grandmother's home. The most noteworthy
thing about it is the bed, which is a huge
four-poster affair with a canopy of red
glazed chintz, accentuated with Chinese figures.
At the back of the bed are gold
hangings, and there is a gold spread on it.
Joan is lying on the bed in a gown of
gold lame and you want to take note of
this gown because Joan, who never does
things by halves, has had it copied in three
different materials for her personal wardrobe.

Mr.

Morgan

is

standing

NATURE being what

it is, all

women

are not born "free and equal."

M-G-M

IADIES and

never seem

by

the

bed.

droop? She is apt to
woman who uses Midol,

to

he that eighth

woman's days
difficult

are not

all alike.

days when some

too severely to conceal

A

There are

women

suffer

woman who
what

to wear,

There didn't used to be anything to do
about it. It is estimated that eight million
had to suffer month after month. Today,
a million less. Because that many women
have accepted the relief of Midol.

Of

how

Are you a martyr to regular pain?
favor yourself, and save yourself, certain days of every month? Midol
might change all this. Might have you
riding horseback. And even if it didn't
make you completely comfortable you
would receive a measure of relief well
worth while!

mean a

lot?

As a

rule,

it's

a knowing

most

course, a

smart

woman

doesn't try

somebody says is good
for periodic pain. But Midol is a special
medicine. Recommended by specialists
every

pill

or tablet

for this particular purpose.

Taken

when

it is

And

it

can

not a narcotic.

in time, it often avoids the pain

altogether.

But Midol

is

(effective

even

the pain has caught you unaware

and has reached its height. It's effective
for hours, so two tablets should see you
through your worst day.
right

—

any drug store
out on the toilet goods

You'll find Midol in

usually

Doesn't the number of women, and the
kind of women who have adopted Midol

to get the

general.

life in

form no habit because

Must you

aluminum
One who knows
go, how to take

little

where to

care of herself, and

out of

it.

has that

case tucked in her purse.

counter. Or, a card addressed to Midol,

170 Varick St., New York, will bring a
box postpaid, plainly wrapped.

trial
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There

are unmistakable signs she has been
crying and he notices this instantly.
"I noticed you didn't go in to dinner,"

A

IS LIKE

rmmm your toe

he remarks casually. "I thought you might
not be feeling so well."
"Me?" Joan asks with elaborate carelessness.
"I feel fine.
Nothing ever happens
to me."
Well, there's a lot of dialogue and fishing
around and fencing. I gather that Joan,
for some reason, is in love with Mr.
A heme and then, for some other reason
has aired him. Tomorrow her engagement
to Fred Keating is to be announced but her
heart ain't in it. You know how it is, kids.
can't love one man and marry another.
After they've gabbed and gabbed, Morgan
moves towards the door.
Then he pauses. "Sure you're happy
with things the way they are now?"

You

Joan assures him.
guess we're all happy,"

"Positive,"

"Then
hopes.

is

—

It
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didn't know where it was comThis afternoon I managed to
clear myself— just like that," snapping his
"Well, good night, kid," opening
fingers.
the door slowly.
"Wait a minute." Joan climbs off the
bed and stands staring at him with startled
eyes.
"Let me get this straight," putting
her hands on his shouders. "Do you mean
you got rid of a four hundred thousand
scale)

My
my
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set

THE GREAT ADVEN-

for

TURE. He rescues
don me for being so

Rosalind (you'll parfamiliar, ma'am) from
policeman
a
in a suffragette parade. That
is, Rosie is in the parade— not the policeman, and asks her to kiss him goodbye at
the troop train when he leaves. She shows
up to deliver the goods and when he's got
her kiss he tells her the train isn't the one
on which he's leaving— that his doesn't
leave until morning but he couldn't wait
that long for the smack.
I don't know if it's to get even or if it's
because she CARES but— as these things
happen in the movies— it turns out Miss
Russell's (I had to go back to being formal.
I'm just not the type who gets unduly
familiar with girls on short acquaintance)
uncle is the head of the Black Chamber so
she has Willie transferred there.
He's
plenty cut up about it until her uncle gets
bumped off and he's put in charge. (Does
this

bore you,

my

pets, as

much

as

it

does

me?)

He

suspects Binnie Barnes (Yep.
She's
too,) of being connected with
the spy ring. He has her brought into his
office and searched.
Well, naturally, no
gentleman is going to search a lady so Miss
Russell searches her and throws her clothes,
piece by piece, over a screen. Willie sends
them to the chemist to be analyzed and
they're ruined, so Rosalind is sent out to
buy her a new outfit.
When one woman who is jealous of another woman (Miss Russell thinks Mr. P.
is in love with Miss B.) buys clothes for the
other woman you can imagine what they

back again,

look

like.

Myrna were in this picture maywouldn't be so cut up about the whole
thing but she isn't and I am.
However,
it's barely possible everyone doesn't feel as
I do about Myrna so I'll just wish Miss
If

be

only

I

Mr. Powell, M-G-M and all others
concerned, the best of luck with "The Black
Russell,

Chamber."

many

like

Myrna

how

it

is.

"The Black Chamber"

is

during the war) where
both allied and enemy messages are dethe place

(U.S.A.

But the enemy is always getting
coded.
hold of the allied armies' codes and you
can understand how annoying this is.
Willie Jordan (William Powell as was,)
late Puzzle Editor (of all things!) of the
Washington Star, doesn't even know there's
such a thing as "The Black Chamber" and
FRONT.
thinks a man's place is at
He's just got his lieutenant's commission

THE

I'm next hauled on to the set of "A Tale
Two Cities" but I get a break here.
There's no dialogue in the scene. Mr. Colman— Mr. Ronald Colman—just walks down
the street and turns in to a certain house
and I'm too utterly exhausted to ask what
the house is or why he turns in and, deof

the fact I've met Mr. C. at least a
dozen times at parties and on sets, etc., he
has never got to know me very well so I
spite

just leave.

Next we run into those merry, mad Marx
Brothers in "A Night at the Opera." The
It's backstage at the
set is very simple.
opera and all the scenery there is, is a
rack with some clothes on it. One or two
of the Brothers drift in and I hear Groucho,
who MUST be an agent, talking "contract"
to Chico and I hear him say something
about a "sanity clause" in the contract and
Chico comes back with "There ain't no
Santa Claus" and the director sees me writing it down and sends word over to put up
my pencil or get out. You know, "Put up,
or shut up."
So just to show my independence I do both. I never did think those
guys were funny anyhow.

And

as possible.

disremember the dialogue verbatim but

here's

,

losing g's lbs.

Slimcream treatment

free

if you'll pardon
must think your father

God, Miss Crawford,

Beesemeyer!

is

I

{nMiiaanaant
.
,
treatment,

,

I

English, you

much

I

limited, bo

and

dollar debt this afternoon?"
"Got rid of it for good," Morgan boasts.
"The only four hundred thousand dollar
debt you had?" she persists.

'1

NOW

up

Next we come to "The Black Chamber" and there's nothing can be done
about it. There it is and you may as well
make up your minds to like it. It stars
William Powell and with him is Rosalind
Russell in a part, I suspect, that was designed for My ma Loy.
People who know her tell me Miss Russell is a great girl but I don't like her
because she gets herself up to look as

—

reduced

clear

a
a

can make?"
"What's the difference?" she smiles hap"Isn't it wonderful not
pily, kissing him.
to have a care in the world?"
"Isn't it?" he agrees, closing the door behind him as he leaves.
Joan grins at the door an instant and
"I want to
then rushes to the 'phone.
speak to New York City-Mr. Terence
O'Neill, Atwater 9-0186."
It looks as though Mr. Aherne is in again
so we'll just make our exit on this happy
note and not even comment on the fact
that a spare four hundred thousand is a
good thing for a chap to have when he
goes courting Joan and her family ... or
any other girl and her family, for the
matter of that.

E-JAY

BAUER & BLACK SCIENTIFIC

P

to

pauses

was four
I
debt this afternoon.
hundred thousand in the hole (I told you
Miss Crawford never does things by halves.
Even her father's debts are on a grand

Corn
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He

ing from.
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Scientifically

Morgan

be especially

to

terrific

hard dead skin tissue with a tack-like
can be just as painful and just as dangerous. It should be removed quickly and safely
by the modern scientific BLUE-JAY method.
corn

something

"I've

happy about today, too."
moment. "I just managed

GET
RID OF IT!
A
point.

I

and

then

I

get a break.

"Tarzan" with

Maureen O Sullivan, Johnny Weissmuller
and William Henry is on location and so is
"Pursuit" with Chester Morris and Sally
although that last is no break belike both Chester and Sally.
"O'Shaughnessy's Boy" I've already told
you about and "Mutiny on the Bounty"
has just finished and the set of "The Bishop
Misbehaves;" featuring Norman Foster, is
closed because it's the first day of shooting,
Eilers,

cause

and

I

"Broadway

Melody"

you've

already

heard about and all of a sudden I find I'm
through out here and there's not a thing
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in the world to stop

me
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from going on over

to—
Fox

THREE

pictures shooting here, my pettywetties (as Vivienne Osborne says in
"No More Ladies.")

'Joel-pfawjj CJiMoLde

If^tiMtj

The most important is "Way Down East"
which some of you may recall was made by
years
Lillian

ago with Richard BarthelLowell Sherman and

Griffith

mess,

Mary Hay.

Gish,

As

I

recall,

it

contained the

color sequence in a picture and it was
the first time Lillian Gish ever appeared on
the screen in evening dress. But alas and
alack.
Lillian is only a name to many of
you young upstarts, Lowell has passed on
first

his reward, Barthelmess and Mary Hay
have been divorced and remarried to other
people afid I think Mary has even been
to

divorced again.
All of which has nothing to do with this
version of the picture, featuring Rochelle
Hudson in the Gish part, Henry Fonda in
the Barthelmess role, Andy Devine, Margaret Hamilton, Slim Summerville, Russell

Simpson and Spring Byington.
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dining

of Squire Bartlett's home
where Rochelle is working as a servant girl.
Right fetching she looks, too, in her
green wool crepe dress with a calico apron.

room and kitchen
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Just off the press! "Magic Recipes" is a thrilling new
unbelievably
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beverages, ice creams (freezer and automatic). Address: The Borden Sales Co.
Inc., Dept. SU-105, 350 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
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Rochelle's big chance and I only
hope it puts her where she belongs. She
is one of the screen's real beauties and a

This
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perfe ctly
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d
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te r 5

Stir

spreading

Rochelle Hudson plays the leading
part in the new edition of "Way
Down East," which they are making
at Fox.
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FROSTING
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is

mighty swell

girl along with it.
Rochelle has been betrayed by Edward
Trevor (in the Lowell Sherman part) has
had her baby and the baby very considerately died.
So Rochelle finally gets work.
Company (all the people I mentioned
above) comes to dinner and Margaret Hamilton (another swell actress but a gossipy
old busy-body in this picture) recognizes
her. "She calls herself 'Mrs.' but she wears

no wedding ring," Margaret confides to
Spring Byington (who is Mrs. Bartlett) and
the fat

is

in the

fire.

However

that comes a little later.
Just
now Spring is getting dinner ready and is
fluttering around the table.

"Oh, Anna," she says, suddenly remembering and taking a plate from Rochelle,
"I forgot.
Go down in the cellar and get
me a glass of quince jelly. It's on the middle shelf on the right as you go in."
Rochelle starts to leave when suddenly
Fonda who has been standing sleepily by
the fire, comes to life. "I'll get it," he volunteers following her. Henry is "that way"
about Rochelle.
My dears, you ought to see the look Margaret Hamilton throws after Rochelle for
this is where she recognizes her.
Griffith took his troupe up to New England and shot the scenes in their actual
surroundings.
The scene where Gish was
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unconscious on a huge cake of

ice floating

down the river towards the rapids was
made on real ice. But pictures have progressed so much since then that a whole

New England farm

has been reproduced on
the Fox lot. The snow is powdered granite.
I don't know what the ice is but it's not
the McCoy.
Andy Devine, who burned his hand on
the 4th of July when a giant fire-cracker
exploded in it, is still on the sick list and
isn't working. But he wanders on the set,
to

MAKE
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of hair become alluring without
camomile or henna rinsing. Try this wonderful

Girls, when your blond
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shampoo treatment today and
is

see how different it
rried before. It is
in the world. Ger
or department srore.

from anything you have ever

the

selling

largesr

Blondex roday

at

shampoo
any drug

visit.

"You'll stay and have lunch with me?"
Slim inquires mildly.
"Sure," Andy agrees.
"That's what I
come out for. And I'll buy," he adds in a

low voice, hoping Slim won't hear him.
I jerk out my pencil to jot down this mo"Look, Slim,"
mentous announcement.
Andy shouts. "When I buy a lunch it

makes a story."
"It ought to make a whole
informs him.
And then

serial,"

Slim

Henry

Fonda comes up.
Dick Mook," Andy introduces us and continues to Henry, "he can
be the sweetest guy on earth when he likes
you and the worst son-of-a-gun on two feet
when he doesn't." Having concluded the
me: "And that
introduction, Andy faces
is a perfect description of you," he finishes
triumphantly.
How do you like that for an introduc"Henry,

tion,

my

this

is

friends?

Next we have "Bad Boy" featuring
James Dunn. This is supposed to be a sequel to "Bad Girl" which first brought
him fame. I hope it's as good for Fox ain't
done right by Jimmy.
This is just at the beginning of the picfirst day of shooting.
Jimmy has
(the weather eye) on Dorothy Wilson who works as a cashier in a grocery
But Dorothy wants no part of him.
store.
Jimmy goes in to buy some things— one
lone lamb chop— just so he can get up to
her counter. But (there are more "buts"
in this plot) she takes his change and
pushes him right out. But he keeps worming his way back into the line.
"Hello, beautiful," he beams from the
edge of the line of customers.
"You'll have to get in line and wait your
turn," Dorothy snaps and that's all there is
to this scene.
"Nice of you to come out last Sunday as

Francis Lederer and Frances Dee are
working together in "The Gay Deception."

turns the old personality on and off in the
same way you turn on the lights. Miss
Dee is one of my very special favorites but
she isn't working today so there's no fun
here.

The

is the upper deck of an ocean
There are a lot of naval officers
waiting on the dock to greet Mr. Lederer.
When the gang plank is lowered they
march across to meet him and at the same
time Mr. L. followed by some henchmen,
comes along the deck. There is so much
cheering from the crowd of passengers that
I can't hear what the admiral says to him
and. anyhow, I don't think it matters.
Maybe Andy was right. I guess I am one

scene

liner.

of those things.

Brooding over
for—

ture—the
his eye

NO DIET • NO MEDICINES
•NO EXERCISES *
AN AMAZING invention called Roll-

i\. ette, developedin Rochester, Minnesota, makes i t possible for you to rid
yourself of unsightly pounds of fat
and have a beautiful, slenderf orm.
This remarkable patented device
takes off fat quickly from any part
of your body without strenuous
diets, dangerous drugs, exercise.
Leaves the flesh firm and gives a
natural healthy glow to the skin.
Makes you fee] years younger.

A FEW MINUTES A DAY
ROLLS FAT AWAY
Take

off

many

inches from the

spots where you want to reduce
most. ROLLETTE is an effective,
scientific principle for reducing
which is receiving the approval of
physicians everywhere. Just send
name and address for

FDCC
Offer — Today B llbEr

Trial
Rollette Co., 3826 N. Ashland Av.
Chicago,

Dept. 306

LOSES 23 Lbs.
"

By

using

Rollette I have
lost 23 lbs. the
first

I

United Artists
pictures going over here— both
TWO
them Samuel Goldwyn productions,

of

which means they're

super-colossals.

them —"The Dark Angel" starring Fredric March, Merle Oberon and
Herbert Marshall— I told you about last

One

of

month.

The other is "Barbary Coast" over which
there was such a to-do raised during the
late and unlamented censorship drive. This
one stars Miriam Hopkins and Edward G.
Robinson and features Joel McCrea.
Miriam arrives in 'Frisco during the gold
rush to marry Dan Morgan. She discovers
on her arrival that he is dead. At one of
the night clubs on the Barbary Coast, she
meets Louis Chamalis (Robinson) who decides she would be an excellent foil for his
saloon. The transformation of Miriam into
the woman known as Swan is soon complete.

month."

this horrible realization,

set sail

Bedecked in diamonds, hard and

she presides at the roulette wheel.
The miners flock to her table hoping for a
smile but find that the price of her smiles
comes high— they never win.
Then, one day, while riding in the gold
fields, she meets Jim Carmichacl (McCrea)
and takes refuge in his cabin during a
storm.
The rain is beating against the windows
Suddenly Joel dashes to the
of the shack.
window and looks out.

Anne Reilly,

brittle,

Milwaukee,
Wise.

Illinois

"What
James Dunn in "Bad Boy," with
Dorothy Wilson opposite, promises us
a fast moving modern story.

SAVE

real dollars.
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Read
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buffalo,

you said you would," Jimmy greets me.
"Gosh, Jimmy, I'm sorry. I just forgot
about it."
"Fine thing," he begins and then the director calls

on over

him

to the

for

another take so

next

set

which

is

I

breeze

"The Gay

Lederer and
featuring Frances Dee and Benita Hume.
I may as well admit at the beginning that
Mr. Lederer is not one of my favorites. He

Deception"

starring

Francis

is it?" Miriam asks.
"Your horse has run away," he tells her.
"Oh!" she exclaims, dashing to the door.

"Catch him. Catch him!''
"If you insist," the obliging Joel agrees,
"but it'll take a couple of days."
"How am I going to get back?" she asks
in perplexity.
"I've got a

couple

of

burros

outside.

Napoleon and Josephine by name," he suggests.
"If you don't mind riding on a few
sacks of gold.''
"All my life." she breathes, "I've wanted
to ride on a saddle of gold on two burros

named Napoleon and

Josephine."

"You're not going to vanish

in a

puff of

Silver Screen for October 1935
leaving only a forget-me-not behind," he whispers, staring at her unbeliev-

79

smoke,
ingly-

"No," she smiles. "I won't vanish in a
puff of smoke."
Well, there you have one of the scenes
from the shocking "Barbary Coast." Of
course, lots of things happen before Love
Conquers All but conquer it does, even
though not until the last fiftv feet of the
film.

Cheered by the knowledge that "True
Love Triumphs, I bend my footsteps (that's
an idiotic expression, isn't it, for how can
you bend a footstep?) towards—

Paramount

THERE

are seven pictures shooting over
here and there is nothing— absolutely
nothing— I can do about it, except hold
out "Two for Tonight" until next month,
and tell you that "Rose of the Rancho"
and "Wanderer of the Wasteland" are on
location.

Taking a deep breath and trying to bear
up like a little man, I plunge on to the first
set, which happens to be "Annapolis FareHere we find those roistering
well."
youngsters Richard Cromwell, Tom Brown,
John Darrow, Ben Alexander and Sir Guy
Standing. Of course, Sir Guy being around
sixty,

young

doesn't roister much but he's still
at heart because he's always dating

Toby Wing.

The

IMPORTANT MESSAGE
THOSE OVERWEIGHT
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TO

ulars

tion of obesity

sure, and inexpensive.
It
requires
no diet no exercise. No thyroid or
glandular substance.
No cathartic
salts of any kind.
It in no way interferes with your daily routine.
You owe it to yourself to know the
truth about weight control. Investigate without cost. Send your name and
address. Learn what causes your over-

form

bulletin

official

is

safe,

sound,
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The diagnostic chart and
bulletin will come to you confidentially in a plain envelope absolutely free.
weight.
official
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You may, upon
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THE ROSSWILL FOUNDATION

request, receive this diagnostic chart
which will analyze your particular
case as well as the full printed partic-

4472 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California

is

LEG SUFFERERS KILL THE HAIR ROOT

Why

continue to suffer? Do something to secure quick relief. Write-

today

New

for

"All right," Dick agrees, controlling himBut the
"I'll wait.
with an effort.
minute I step into that room, I'm going

self

one

for your chin, so

"That's okay with me,"

Brown

"

grins.

"We

take two steps into the room," Dick
continues as they walk along, "turn and
go to it." They pause at the door, enter
in the manner of two men who are going
to start slugging and then Al Hall yells
"Cut! Try it again!"

"Hey, Cromwell," Brown yells to his
enemy, "where's your make-up kit!
I can't find mine."
I'd like to stay and chin awhile because
I always have fun with these kids but it's
getting late so I look at my list and head
for "So Red The Rose" which stars Mar-

Booklet
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garet Sullavan

and Randy

Scott.

This is merely the interior of a dining
room.
Miss Sullavan and Robert Cummings (and you must remind me to tell
you about that one) are seated next to
each other. Across the table are Elizabeth
Patterson (a cousin of the family), Dickie
Moore, Harry Ellerbe and Walter Connolly.
There is a vacant seat for Randy
when and or if he arrives.
"Miss Valette," Cummings opines to Miss
Sullavan, "that's the loveliest centerpiece
I ever saw."
"Cousin Mary (Miss Patterson) helped
me a lot with it," Margaret answers.
"Archie," Mr. Ellerbe addresses Mr.
Cummings, "this is my brother Middlclon
(indicating Dickie Moore)."
"How d'ya do, Mr. Pendleton," Dickie
responds and then, "you know my sister
Valette is a heartless flirt?"
"Children
should
be seen
and not
heard," Miss Patterson admonishes him

Teach Beauty Culture

MAHLER CO., Dept. 305 M, Providence, R.I.
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arch

severely.

scientific

who
when

Right at this moment they're coming
along the" corridor of Bancroft Hall, followed by other plebes and upper classmen,
Brown has
squabbling like the devil.
hidden Dick's girl.
"You tell me where she is or I'll punch
your head off," Cromwell threatens.
"Wait
But Brown has a better idea.
If we start anytill we get to our room.
thing here, we'll both get thrown in the

to swing
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direct

this
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—overweight.
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The findings and proof of results of
this extensive research may be had in

the old, old one of two
don't get along until the
Brown
they shake hands.
last reel
and Cromwell are the two in this instance.
story

classmates

and findings

Considerable attention has been accorded the Rosswill Foundation of
Los Angeles which has for the past
eight years made an exhaustive research into the problems and correc-
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"What about
back

old maids?" Dickie screams

her.

at

You can

what that dinner
Anyhow, about this

well imagine

going to be

is

like.

Mr. Cummings:

He

it

including experience in a

number

of

Eng-

companies— and got some good
parts.
Then I ran into Margaret and told
her about it and advised her to do the
same thing— which she did. She came back
and immediately got that part in 'Cavalcade' that made her.
But she taught herstock

lish

self.
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Since I started using Beauthe results.
tipon Cream I have increased my chestYour Beautipon Cream
line 5 inches!
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own a form so feminine and shapely."
B. T.

"Your treatment

am

you didn't, who did?" la Drake wants
know.
"It
must have been Steven
(Kent
Taylor,)" Elissa hazards without thinking.
Frances stares at her as if she'd been
"If

"Steven!" she echoes, suddenly furi"You've seen Steven?"
"Yes," says Elissa. "This afternoon. He

."
came to.
"You don't need
.

c
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before
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fury
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a

deep breath, rush across the street to the
Grotto for a bracer and am back on lie
(and have
set of "Here Comes Cookie"
you ever heard of such an awful title?)
which stars Burns and Allen.

Add

STEBBING

1525 E. 7th St.

as

I

and

Play Piano

Learn. To

but

Frances bellows hystericalthough she were about to
Elissa backs away from
strike Miss Landi.
her, turns swiftly and hurries from the
room. Miss Drake continues to scream at
the door until the director calls "Cut!"
I'm sure you can understand that after
a scene like this neither of the girls is in
any mood for idle banter so I get out, too.
ly.

TODAY.

Forest Hills,

Suite 103

TJie Magichor-ci

isn't

"Get out!"

simply splendid.

$1.00
25c for foreign countries.
too,

imple, easy things!"

Frances

is

and getting larger

LIMITED, SEND

You,

.

to tell me why he
came," Frances screams, going quite mad,
"You! You've
as she advances on Elissa.
got this man you call your husband— your
home— your happiness— all the luck— all the

out

filling

rounder."
B. T.
"I have put 3 inches on my chest measurement
and
increased
10
lbs.
in
weight." G.
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Course,
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BACK if your form is not increased after
applying Beautipon Cream Treatment for
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magnetic, feminine
the
charm you've always longed for.

astonish-

in

I

|

You can add 3 to 6 inches with Beautipon
Cream treatment, which has given thou-

he's gone, Elissa comes out. Franquite put out about the whole thing.
"It wasn't very wise of you to put him up
to that," she threatens Elissa.
"You don't think I'd tell him anything
this?"

I

ALLURING CURVES

is

about
ment.

—

Saxolite-

Have FULL

When

ces

quickly

Reduces wrinkles and other age^signs. Simply dissolve one ounce Saxolite in half-pint
witch hazel and use daily as face lotion.

just
alibi."

I

Name

I

"GET OUT!"

This modern way to hot starch offers

Send me your

I

flat

stops in front of Elissa.
"But—," Elissa begins.

chase of a larfie

removes hairy growths

Phelactine
takes them out—easily,
—
and gently. Leaves the

of mine
upstairs." He pauses at the
and turns. "You see, I thought it
as well to provide myself with an

has a

"You and him again!" Frances screeches
as she clutches her head and begins pacing
"It just
to and fro like a caged animal.
wanted that to finish it." Suddenly she

J

—

call

little
enough, is it?
No!
excitement as well. Well, don't think you
won't have it!"
"You're wrong," Elissa protests. "Steven
"
means nothing to me. He

THANK
YOU
THE

Mercolized Wax daily as directed. Invisible
particles of aged skin are freed and all
defects such as blackheads, tan, freckles and
large pores disappear. Skin is then beautiface looks
fully clear, velvety and so soft
years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. At all leading druggists.

I

that that's all cleared up, we'll
proceed— or rather, I'll proceed and you
can follow me— to "Without Regret." This
features Elissa Landi and Frances Drake.
Elissa's husband (Paul Cavanaugh) is the
bone of contention. At the moment the
three of them are in the living room of
Frances' apartment, only Elissa is hidden
so there are really only two.
"I'll be back later this evening," Paul

door

Keeps Skin Young
Absorb blemishes and discolorations using

skin hair free.

it."

And now

who

MercolizedWax

was who put Mar-

garet Lindsay up to that English accent.
"I wish you'd explain," he says to me,
"that I didn't teach it to her. I knew her
in New York and both of us were getting
nowhere fast. I lost several good parts
because the producers were only interested
in English juveniles.
So I went to England and the only thing I concentrated on
was their pronunciation. I came back,
made up quite a background for myself—

of

i

FADED

HAIR

Women, girls, men with gray, faded, streaked hair. Shampoo
and color your hairatthe same time with new French

"SHAM

discovery
PO- KOLOR," takes few minutes, leaves
hair soft, glossy, natural. Permits permanent wave and curl.
Free Booklet. Monsieur L. P. Valligny. Dept. 20, 254 W. 31 St., New York
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This one has more plot than their picusually have so maybe they'll be
Besides a plot, they've
funny this time.
got Norman McLeod directing them and
if they can't be funny with Norman directing them they might just as well give up

tints are behind
well because I can't
drive with {he sun in my eyes. If I'm beginning to sound a little like Gracie don't
be alarmed— it'll wear off— I hope.
Well, out here, we have ZaSu Pitts,

the radio.
There's no use
I
always say, and that's
exactly how I feel about the whole thing.
Gracie has too much money so, to protect herself from fortune hunters, she cuts
up all her dresses and her butler's clothes

Hugh

tures

and

to

stick

mincing words,

purple— only the sunset

me which

is

just

O'Connell,

as

81

WHY BE FAT?

Helen Twelvetrees and

in "She Gets Her Man,"
only the girls are not working today;
This is a farce with a farcical plot. And
to make another long story short, a gang
of bandits are after ZaSu. Her press agent
Natgives out that she's been kidnaped.
urally, the bandits are quite mystified in

Warren Hymer

deed as none of them have her. So Eddie
Brophy, who is the head of the gang, gives
a banquet and invites every gangster in the
Then he rises to adcountry to attend.
dress the mob (and, Mushy, here's where
you learn what I hear from the mob): "I
want to compliment you guys on The
Tiger-Woman (ZaSu) snatch. I was thinkin'
of doin' that myself, but one of you gentlemen beat me to the punch. Well, there's
no squawk from me because I believe in
Like the big
good, clean sportsmanship.

George Burns and Gracie Allen making "Here Comes Cookie," but perhaps the title will be changed.

also Georgie Burns' clothes, breaks all
in the house and has weeds
planted in the front yard so people will
think she's broke. Then she goes out and
(get that one,
invites a lot of indigent
Mushy) vaudeville actors to come live with

and

windows

the

her.

There are great goings-on in the living
room when suddenly the ice man appears
with a 100-pound cake of ice on his back.
"Where's the dizzy dame that runs this
joint?" he asks of no one in particular.
"Here I am," Gracie admits brightly.
"Where do you want this?" he asks indicating the

"put

it

upstairs

"Gracie," George explains patiently as
the iceman disappears, "the ice-box is in
the kitchen."
"I know," she concedes, "but I can't put
the ice in the icebox because I had to have
some place for Frederick's Feathered
Friends. Besides, Gladys is in the bathtub
and she can't live in a warm climate.

Gladys?" George wants to know.
know anything, do you,
George?" it now being Gracie's turn to be
is

don't

"Gladys

patient.
Seal."

is

Thompson's Trained

"Oh," George murmurs.
"Now
I
thought it might be

better.

Polar

I

feel

Pilsen's

Bears."

"Oh, no," Gracie reassures him. "They're
out in the back yard."
Well, now, this is really funny, no kidding, so, full of high hopes for George and
Gracie's future, I leave them and mush
on toUniversal

THE
as

sky

is

I

shadows are beginning
drive out
all

so, too, Chief," Hymer agrees.
don't you open that clam face of

thought

"I

"Why

and

yours
yells

let

out

some

light?"

Brophy

furiously.

O Is fat making you miserable
just because
you think it's not possible for you to be slender
and attractive? Trust a Registered Nurse to
know the easy way to reduce Just read what
this Nurse writes: "I had been overweight since
1926 and was gradually getting heavier. I was
so fat it was an effort to get around doing my
work. Then I tried RE-DUCE-OIDS and lost 47
pounds! Though I lost all this fat my skin is
firm and smooth and I feel fine!" Mrs. G. L.
.

Cahuenga

to lengthen
pass and the

mottled with gold and red and

Tortus
ITCHING
STOPPED
ONE MINUTE
IN

For quick relief from the itching of pimples, blotches,
eczema, rashea and other skin eruptions, apply Dr.
Dennis' cooling, antiseptic, liquid D. D. D. Prescription. Its gentle oils soothe the irritated and

—

inflamed skin. Clear, greaseless and stainbss dries
fast. Stops the most intense itching instantly. A 35c
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it or money back.

—

D.D.D.

no time of day for me to be getting mixed up in gangsters' brawls, what
with dinner practically on the Arlens'
table, so I drop over to the next stage
where Edmund Lowe and Pinky Tomlin
are in the middle of a scene from "King
Solomon of Broadway." The set is a bathroom—very elaborate, all in black marble
This

clothes,

fastening

his

shirt

studs,

etc.

"You've been swell that way."
"If you'd of been the wrong guy 1
wouldn't of gone in with you in the first
place," Pawley tells him.
"Suppose I turned out to be a wrong
guy?" Lowe wonders.
"What usually happens to a doublecrosser?"
Pawley comes back. "Hand me
a towel, will you?"
Just then, Pinky Tomlin pokes a cautious head through the doorway.
"She's
out here," he tells Lowe.
"Excuse me a second, Larson," Lowe
begs as he vanishes.
And now, my friends, readers and traduccrs, since you know as much about the
pictures that are being made as I do, I'll
take

my

flock

you

to figure

can.

Selalil

and leave
out the endings as best you
of Princetonians

.

Ryer, Reg. Nurse, V.A.F. Cottage 2, Dayton, O.
From California, another
Nurse writes: "I reduced 27

is

with indirect lighting.
Ed Pawley, a gangster just out of stir, is
in the tub with a big cigar in his mouth.
"You caught me with my accounts a
little
balled up, Larson," Lowe begins.
Lowe has been doing a little chiseling
while Pawley was away.
"I ain't asked you for any statement,
have I?" Pawley interrupts, scrubbing his
shoulders and chest vigorously as he clouds
up the room with cigar smoke.
"No," Lowe admits, busy getting into his

.

I

can

recommend

RE-DTJCE-OIDS

as a prepa-

pounds.
flutters,

in the bathtub."

"Who

angrily on Warren.

OHIO NURSE
LOST 47 LBS.
TELLS HOW1

ice.

"Oh-h," Gracie

"You

book says, the race is to the first guy. So
I'm offering ten G's to the mob that turns
over Esmerelda to me. Remember, I don't
stand to make a dime. I'm no middle man
I just got a personal reason
in this deal.
for wantin' that dame."
He pauses for breath and little cliques
about the table look at each other. Each
expects the other to stand up and acknowledge the snatch.
But no one rises. So
Eddie looks over to Warren Hymer angrily.
The reward was Hymer's idea.
"I guess you guys think ten G's is confetti," Brophy goes on, getting all steamed
up. "I'll raise it to twenty an' I'm beggin'
the gent to come up and take a bow."
But still nothing happens. "I thought you
said this was a good idea?" Brophy whirls

I

ration of real scientific
merit." Mrs. Violet Haskett,
Graduate Nurse, 1713 Green
St., San Francisco.
Why not do as these nurses,
and hundreds of other ladies
have done? RE-DUCE-OIDS
are so easy to use, just a
small tasteless capsule according to directions.

Expert chemists test every ingredient.
wait? Fat is dangerous.

Why

YOU WILL

LOSE FAT
OR YOUR MONEY BACK

0 If you are not delighted with the results you
obtain with RE-DUCE-OIDS, you get your
money back . . . our absolute written guarantee
with every package. Sold by drug and department stores everywhere. If your dealer is out,
send $2 for 1 package or $5 for 3 packages di-'
rect to us at the mail address below. (Currency,
Money Order, Stamps, or sent C.O.D.) In plain
wrapper.

VALUABLE BOOK!

FREE!
Tells

"HOW TO

DUCE." Not
sary

to

DUCE-OIDS
this book.

RE-

neces-

order

RE-

to get
Sent free.

GOODBYE, FAT!
Scientific Laboratories of America, Inc. Dept. S5
746 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.
Send me the FREE Book "HOW TO REDUCE."
If you wish RE-DUCE-OIDS check number of
packages here:
1

Name

„

Address
City

_

State
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A Movie

Faints

Crossword Puzzle
10

12

Will Rogers

Died August

16th

193

ACROSS

5
2
7

WHEN

13 Fetters

a plane takes off and
the air few of us
can quite believe our eyes, and,
as we look, a little shiver of
superstition goes through us. To
us it seems that plane, passengers
and pilots have passed from
mundane laws and forces into
the waiting hands of a Force
rises into

greater

and stranger than we can

understand.
The death

of Will Rogers,
so great a part of the
motion "picture world, has come
upon us so suddenly, we are dismayed.
can conceive of no
reason for such a sad fact. But
we do believe the Hands were

who was

We

waiting.

However, the motion picture
world has mysteries of its own,
and one of these is that Will
Rogers can move and speak
again before

Out
we

of respect
wish to
strongly urge that the pictures
he finished before his death
to

MUST

us.

memory,

his

17

With Wallace Beery in "O'Shaughnessy's Boy"
She is making a picture in Paris

be shown.

His humor

15

The warden

in

"Public Hero No. 1"

Musketeers"
16 "The
18 Ripped
21 A prefix meaning against
22 Ann Harding's patient in "The Flame Within"
25 He mortgaged the old family home in "Hooray
for

Love"

27 Type measure
28 Myself
29 Not very many
31

Masculine pronoun

32 Male star of "Go Into
34 A very capable actress
36 The girl Laddie loved
39 Height (abbr.)

40
43
44
46
47
48
49

The

picture starring Jane Withers

Hurried
Either
Parent
Ever (poet.)

The "Keystone State" (initials)
Famous radio singer now in Hollywood

At one time
53 She soon will be seen as Juliet (initials)
55 Bustle
57 The Japanese officer in "Thunder in the East"
60 A corded dress material
61 Pertaining to the tides
63 A comedian (initials)
64 Title prefixed to a man's name (abbr.)
65 "Escapade" introduced her to American fans
67 Direction (abbr.)
68 Prophet
70 Troubles
71 Recently deceased "bishop" of New York's
51

83 Letter of credit (abbr.)
84 Expression of interrogation

Answer

to Last

Cities"
81 Charles Butterworth's wife in

Two

"Baby Face

Harrington"
82
85
86

The wild pink
The little girl in "Les Miserables"
The Englishman in "No Mor« Ladies

The

2

He

all of us.

3 Over again
4 Caesium (abbr.)

DOWN
star of "Ginger"
last appeared in "Party

Month's Puzzle

ITIEIRI

73 Snares
76 Famous humorist (initials)
77 He plays Sidney Carton in "A Tale of

1

CoUt^v

66 We
69 Girl's first name
74 To go swiftly
75 Mrs. Charles Boyer
78 Behold!
79 Her father was a pugilist (initials)
80 A mid-western state (abbr.)
82 Her latest picture is "Alias Mary Dow" (initials)

Chinatown (initials)
72 Two (Roman)

always carried a helpful philosophy and, perhaps, these last pictures have a great message for

'""/fit

Your Dance"

A volcano
Now making "The

Last Days of Pompeii"
Made her film debut in "She"
23 Love (L.)
24 The sea captain in "Eight Bells"
26 A bird found in Ecuador and Peru
29 The southernmost Atlantic state (abbr.)
30 Humor
33 A Philippine tree
35 To grow old
37 Prevailing custom for generations
38 She has a nice singing voice
41 By birth
42 The grand old lady of opera fame
45 Jeff McCord in "G-Men"
46 He did splendid work in "Public Hero No. 1"
48 Theresa in "No More Ladies"
50 Contrary to law
52 The gangster in "Public Hero No. 1"
54 He attended Marquette University
56 Natural force or power
58 Slang expression of approval
59 Type measure
60 New England state (abbr.)
62 Because

19
20

Wire"

5 Exists
6 Greek letter
7 Finish
8 Definite article (Fr.)
9 Thoroughfare (abbr.)
10 To pretend falsely
11 Last name of well known artist
12 "Freckles" is the name of her new picture
14 A kind of leather

I
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Brings You
Fourteen Issues

A

SEVEN-MONTH
half the single

Think of

it!

than a nickel each

subscription to both Screenland and Silver Screen at about

copy

price.

Fourteen issues of your favorite screen magazines at a

—and

screen magazine, brimming

two weeks

later

months you

will

AMONG the

first

of
will

all

to cash

in

And remember Screenland and

on

this

made
Silver

receive a brand

get the new issue of Screenland.

your new Silver Screen

of the most liberal ever

will

new

the latest Hollywood news.

will

arrive.

And

then about

other words, for seven long

In

And

never be without a fresh copy.

Fill in the
BEone

full

of each month you

last

more

delivered to your door.

That means that twice a month for seven months you

The

little

all

for a dollar.

coupo n and mail today!
unusual offer

to our readers.

Screen have long

So

fill

a dollar

months

in
in

the coupon right

now and

mail

money-order, check, or cash.

you'll

get the biggest

dollar's

been recognized as the two leading screen magazines.
they are going to be bigger and better than ever

you ever bought.

during the coming months.

SILVER SCREEN SUBSCRIPTION CLUB,

it

And

to us with
for seven

worth of pleasure

And

You'll enjoy

every word of the news and gossip columns,

the reviews of the
favorite stars.

home

new

And

furnishing

pictures, the interviews with your

you'll

like

the beauty articles, the

pages, the contests, the snapshots of

picture people at work and play, the rotogravure section
and dozens of other features that make Screenland and
Silver Screen the best edited magazines that money can

buy.
THE CUNEO PRESS.

INC.,

CHICAGO

Silver Screen

Magazine, 45 West 45th Street,

New

York City, N. Y.

Here's one dollar ($1.00) for which you are to send me a sevenmonth subscription to Silver Screen Magazine and a seven-month
subscription to Screenland. (Canadian postage $1.00 extra- Foreiqn
$1.50 extra.)

Name
Address

"For Flavor and Mildness I've never found
a cicjarette that compares with Camel"

Mrs. Van Rensselaer finds America
gayer and more stimulating than

Europe. "If I'm tired from the exhilarating

American pace," she

says,

"smoking a Camel gives

me

'lift'

a

— a feeling of renewed

energy, and I'm

ready to go on

all

to the next thing."

Camels release

your latent energy in a safe way.

At home or abroad, Mrs. Brookfield Van Rensselaer smokes Camels. "Once
you've enjoyed Camel's

full,

mild

flavor,

it

is

terribly hard to

other cigarette," she says. "I can't bear a strong

smoke Camels." Camel spends

millions

smoke any

cigarette — that

more every year

for finer,

is

why

more

I

ex-

pensive tobaccos than you get in any other popular brand. Camels are milder!

AMONG THE MANY
DISTINGUISHED WOMEN WHO PREFER
CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS:
MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE,
MISS

MARY BYRD,

Philwlelphia

Mrs. Van Rensselaer

Richmond

MRS. POWELL CABOT,

lorca.

Boston

MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE,

JR.,

New

are

York

J.

MRS. JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL, New
MRS. POTTER D'ORSAY PALMER,

Palma de Mal-

tremendously loyal to

They never

GARDNER COOLIDCE, II, Boston
MRS. ERNEST DU PONT, JR., Wilmington
MRS. HENRY FIELD, Chicago
MRS.

at

She says: "Americans abroad

smoke

as

affect

my

many Camels

Camels.

nerves.
as

I

I

can

want and

never be nervous or jumpy." Camel's

York

costlier tobaccos

do make a difference!

Chicago

Camels are
...Turkish

Milder!... made

more expensive tobaccos
and Domestic. ..than any other popular brand
from

-finer,

I 1936. R. J. Reynolds Tulmcc.i Co., Wlnston-Salom. N. C.
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